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Lectle Lac Grenier she's all alone

Right on de mountain top,

But de cloud sweepin* by, will fin* tarn to stop

No matter how quickly he want to go,

he'll kiss leetle Grenier down below.

|j)|1 1
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tie Lac Grenier she's all alone

Up on de mountain high.

But she never feel lonesome, cos for w'y ?

So soon as de winter was gone away

De bird come an' sing to her ev'ry day.

Leetle Lac Grenier she's all alone

Back on de mountain dere.

But de pine tree an' spruce stan' ev'ryw'ere

Along by de shore, an' mak' her warm

For dey keep off de win' and de winter storm

Leetle Lac Grenier she's all alone,

No broder, no sister near.

But de swallow will fly, an' de big moose

An' caribou, too, will go long way_
To drink de sweet water of Lac~Grenier.

Leetle Lac Grenier, I see you now
Onder de roof of Spring,

Ma canoe's afloat, an' de robins sing,

:~— De lily's beginnin' her summer dress, --

g.^-An' trout's wakin' up from hees long, long res';—;:

~IlL*etle Lac Grenier I'm happy now, ^^==^^^^
Out on de ole canoe,

For I'm all alone, ma chere, wit' yo"» 1^^^^^'
:^- An' if only a nice light rod IJiadjr:^-

^^*"=-

.-.^ try dat fish near de lily pad. _.: £^

Leetle Lac Grenier, 0,let me go,

Don't spik no more.

For your voice is strong like the rapide'

-- An' you know you'se'f I'm too far

For visite you now. leetle Lac Grejiier.
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|BPP GREETING.
" KoD AND Gun in Canada" enters

the journalistic field with a purpose that

is fully implied in its name. The reason

for its appearance is easily told.

The fishing and game interests of the

Dominion have hitherto had no publi-

cation especially devoted to them, and
beyond an occasional article in some of

the sporting magazines of the United
States, and a stray reference in

English journals, no tribute is paid to

the unlimited wealth Canada possesses

in its magnificent water stretches and
boundless woodlands. Throughout the
vast stretches of country whose countless

waters teem with almost every species of

fish, whose unbroken forests are the
almost undisturbed home of the moose,
caribou, elk, bear and big horn, whose
sparsley-settled regions abound in feather-

ed and small game, the angler and hun-
ter can experience the full enjoyment of

that royal sport which no other land

proffers. Its magnificent waterways form
the grandest canoe routes in the world.

Amongst its fi,000,000 people are many
ardent sportsmen— men, and women,
too, who delight in the pleasures of the
camp and in the invigorating recreation

which life out-of-doots affords—to these

"Rod and Gun" confidently appeals,

for it will make known to them the best

regions to shoot game and catch fish and
indulge in canoeing.

It will also pay a good deal of atten-
tion to trap shooting and to the kennel,
and in future numbers will devote a fair

share of its space to the encouragement
of amateur photography. Other features
will also be added that, it is hoped, will

widen its sphere of usefulness and make
it a welcome visitor to the homes of

Canadians from Cape Breton to Van-
couver Island, and of their cousins across
the border and their brothers over the sea.

A number of able writers, some of

whom are well known authorities on
sporting matters, have already been
secured, as their valued contributions in

this issue interestingly testify, and others

have promised their assistance. With
the active co-ojieration of these good
friends and with the unceasing industry

and well directed energy of its editois
" Rod and Gun " hopefully anticipates a
long, prosperous and useful career in

disseminating accurate information about
its native land, which will deeply inter-

est the great and ever-increasing brother-

hood of recreation-seekers the world

over, for its publishers believe there is a

place for such a paper in Canada and
they intend to fill it.

^ <^ «>

Fish and Game Protection.

We have been much impressed by the

accounts published from time to time, of

the work accomplished by the League of

American Sportsmen in game protection,

which, although a young organization,

has developed rapidly and is showing
signs of still greater increase in the near

future, and we have even heard of an

effort to organize a branch of it in Can-

ada, there being a number of Canadian

members. While we are heartily in

sympathy with our cousins in their good

work and hope all Canadian sportsmen

on the borders and elsewhere will assist

them as much as possible, it does seem

to us there is sufficient latent enthusiasm

on this side of the line for the protection

of game to respond to a call for a league

of Canadian sportsmen, and that the
matter may be well understood we
shall publish as soon as space will

permit, and with the consent of the
organization's oflicers, the constitution
and by-laws of the League of American
Sportsmen. We wart the game and fish

of Canada protected, the existing laws
enforced, and where wanting, amended.
But something more than legal machin-
ery IS needed. There must be active co-

operation of every man who de.serves

the name of sportsman. The press can
wield a great influence and can do a
great deal in assisting in this good work
by creating a public sentiment in its

favor. It is needed greatly. The legis-

lator can be educated to see that there is

money to Canada in it ; that not merely
the gratification o'f the sporting instincts

of a few is sought, but the enrichment of

the country as well. If it is good busi-

ness for the great Staie of Maine to con-

cern itse'f with these matters to the

extent of reducing them to an almost
exact science and tl ereby secure the

expenditure of $4,000,000 annually among
the State's citizens by non-resident

sportsmen, irrespective of $6,000,000 an-

nually which the visiting tourists dis-

burse there also, it is equally good, if not

better, business for Canada, which has

an empire of well stocked sporting terri-

tory, whose lakes, streams and square

miles of forests have no rival. And
the non-resident sportsman does not

always merely come and go ; he not sel-

dom invests, and in those two notable

instances of the Laurentides Pulp Co. at

Grand Mere, Que., and the Grand Falls

Power Co. at Grand Falls, N. B., we
have object lessons of great industries

with capital of millions, whose creation

resulted solely from the fishing and

hunting trips of prominent men from

across the line. It is dollars that talk,

and none of our contemporaries will

waste one minute of their time if they

will assist in this propaganda and show

the public what these dollars have to

talk about.
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'ROUND ABOUT QUEBEC
\ f I By E. T. D. Chambers !>

THE old French city of Quebec—172
miles east of Montreal—is the

annual resort of thousands of

American sportsmen, some of

whom are on their way to the

salmon or sea-trout streams of the Gulf

St. Lawrence, some to linger about the

Ancient Capital and to fish the rivers

and lakes wiihin easy distance of it, and
some again, en route to the trout streams

and Ouananiche water of the far-famed

Lake St. John country.

Salmon fishing in Oanada, as lelse.

where, is ffrotwinig scaircer and more
valuable every yeair, ajid there is but
little of it, -and that little far away
on the L.abpadoir coaist, thiat is not now
le^ised to anigrlers. But in the mouths of

nuany of the galman stream,s there La

to be had the finest sea-trout flslung

of the continent, and this fishing is

free to all. It is iparticuliarly good at

the naouths of the Trinity and Godlboui

rivers on the north shore of the St.

Lawrence, Which is (reached by the mail

sttamer St. Oliaf from Quebec. Here
the fish are often taken up to six and
seven puuiids in weight uipon the fly,and
are quite als g'aimy as sialmon, many
ar g'lers declaring thiat they would rath-

er catch them 'than taKe grilse oi the

same size.

h'or toui'ists who delight in beautiful

sconery and love to revei amid the en-

virons of a heroic past, no more delight-

ful ®poit can be found than the city of

Qi ebec with its historic surroundings,

and eilegant Cliateau Frontenac Hotel,

that stands upon the very site of the old

Chateau St. Louis of .sturdy Count
Fiontenac's time,with the Citadel look-

ing down upon it on one side and
Champiam statue on the other, while

Dufferin Terrace, with its quarter of a
mile of a planked promenade, over-

koking the St. Lawrence for miles

around, and nearly 200 feet below, is

its natural balcony. If the tourist be

a sportsman, he is specially interested

in making Quebec his summer head-

qi'.arters, tor within a radius of a very

few miles are to be found many lakes

and rivers, well known and justly

prized by local disciples of Isaak Wal-
ton. There are beaches, too, around
the island of Orleans, also above Sil-

U'vy on the Quebec side of the river,

and along the Beauport flats, that af-

ford plenty of snipe.

For some distance around the city of

Qr ebec, the turnpike roads are remark-
ably good. Lake Beaiuport is fourteen
miles from the city. It lis a mountain
gem. It offerts the eanliest fishing to

be had in this part of Canada. The Ice

Iffaves it in the latter part of April,
and tiy flshing is usually good in It from
the 10th to 15th May. Its trout are
noted for the brilliancy of their color-

ings, and rum up to about 2 1-2 pounds
in weight. Eight to nine miles of the

IX ad ileading to it is beautifully macad-
amized.

Lake St. iCharles is about the same
distance from the city, but 'much larger

fish are often taken out of it.

A drive of about fifteen miles bringis

the angler to Laval, on the borders or

thc^ Montmorency river, and here guides
can be obtained who iwill conduct hlni

to the most likely .sipois for a success-

ful cast for trout. The fish'groav large

and lusty in this stream, and are splen-

did fighters.

Lake Joachim is most easily reached
by taking the Quebec, Montmorency
and Charlevoix Kiailway from Quebec
to La Bonne Ste. Anntt, and driving

thence, a distance of some fourteen

miles over a hilly, but most interesting

road, overlooking the broad St. Law-
rence and its many isuiands, immedi-
ately below the Isle of Orleans. Per-

mission to fish this lake can be had
from !Mr. Raymond or St. Anne de

Eeaupre, who will also furnish the ne-

cessary guide. Thiis lake contains im-

mense quantities of ,smail trout.

Several miles due inorth of the city ot

Quebec is one of the largest and grand-

est fish and game preaerves of the

world. This is the iLaurentides Miat-

icnial Park, specially seit apart ana
protected by the Government of tho

Province of Quebci- In the lakes

which are enclosed within its limits are

probably the finest speoimens of salmo
fonUrmlis to be found anywhere. They
have been taken up to eight pounds
in weig'ht in Great Lake jfacques Car-

tier, w"hich is seventy mlies from Que-
bee. Mast of the road leading to it

is in a very bad condition. There an*
many other lakes in tihe park, nearer

to ic'viiiiziation' v.ihich are also very
highly esteemed for the trout that they
contain.

The lower stretches or the Jacques
Oartier river, which is the outlet of the

lake just described, ai-e reached by rail.

They are noted for their isalmon

poois which are controlled bj
Montreal sportsmen. The river alac

contains, 'however, large quantities

of trout. Permlits to fish in th'

National Park, for whicih a sma"
cTiarge is made, by the day, may be hac
at the fish and gauie department ol

the Provincial Government in Quebec
Bass fishing can oe obtained quit<

close to Quebec, in Lake St. Joseph
whieh ris reached in little more than
hour by the trains of the Quebec lanc

Lake St. John Itailway. A small hotel

boate and guides can ibe had there

I*ake St. Joseph contains speckled anc

lake trout, and fresh water shad as

well as bass.

The railway leads also to th;

home of the Ouananiche — the far

famed fresih water salmon of Lak\

St. John and its tributary waters

Lake St- John is 190 miles fron

Quebec by rail, and the Ouanan
iche are caught in igreatest numberi

in its discharge. Here the sport is de

lightfully falscinating. The fish an
taken up to eight pounds in weight

and are most remarkable fighters, oftei

leaping two or three feet out of thi

water several times in succession

Fishing commences here about the IStl

June a'Ud continuets throughout the sea
son. The scenery is wonderfully will

and the fishing is partly from rock;

juttings out into the wild rapids, am
partly from canoes in the partialL;

fcia,m-flecked pools ibelow them.

Ouananiche are mot by any >miean

the only fish found in this territory

Mcnster pike and pickerel, or dore, ar

abundant, and (so are lake and specklei

trout. A favorite fishing ground fo

fontinialis \ia Lalke) E3d.wa,rd,—a ver:

beautiful body of water lying alongside

the railway, 113 miles from Quebec.

<$> <» <S>

Fishermen Brave.

Three fishermen gayly went into the north-

Out into the north ere the sun was high ;

And they chuckled with glee as they sallie<

forth,

Resolved to capture the trout—or die.

For men will fish, and men will lie,

About the trout they "caught on the fly" —
Their Sunday school lessons scorning.

Three fishers lay under the trees at noon,

And "blamed" the whole of the finny race
;

For never a nibble touched fly or spoon,

And each sighed as he wet the hole in his face

For men will fish, and men will lie,

And the way they caught trout when nobody'

nigh

Is something to tell—in the morning.

Three fishermen came into town at night,

And their "speckled beauties" were fair to see

They talked of their "sport" with keen delight-

The envy of all the fraternity.

But men will fish, and men will lie,

And what they can't catch they're sure to buy,

And never repent in the morning.

—Liverpool, England, Couriei
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WITH THE OUANANICHE
By C. W. Young

NINETY in the shade, was it, or one

hundred? It might ha^e been

either—a blazing hot July Sun-

day, when we sweated and

sweltered in our room in a hot

city hotel. Neither Collinses nor gin

fizzes nor other cooling compounds could

reduce the temperature a particle, but

rather the contrary.

"This is too hot, ailtogether," said

Jim, who was helping me kill time for

a few days; "let's go fishing."

"Agreed, but where and when? I

ain't no saint, like Jim Bludso, but I

draw the dine at fishing on Sunday."

"Oh, I didn't mean this minute," said

Jim; "but let's get away from this

blazing fiery furnace, out into the

woods, and I will show you frost on the

ground at daylight within a couple of

niornings, or I have forgotten the

place."

So pitching a few things into our

bags, land ocUecting some fishing tackle

and other necessaries, we drove down

lo the water, and were on board the

steamer in time to study human na-

ture for half an hour or so, as it show-

ed itself among the crowd which gath-

eied on the wharf.

"Is this really Quebec, Jim?" I eja-

culated, as we emerged from the boat

next morning, and saw a trolley car

standing on the track. "The old horse

cars seemed not to disturb the har-

mcny of the surroundings; but gee

whiz, the trolley is too much."

"The world do move, ' said Jim, "and

even Quebec has joined the procession.

Get on board, or we will miss the

tiain."

I never did like to hurry in Quebec;

it seemed a place to loaf and invite

one's soul, but Jim's argument was ir-

resistible, and away we sped to the

Lake St. John Depot.

Pretty soon we drew away
from the city ; past the de-

caying wharves looking all the

mere dilapidated in the low tide;

a stop vVf a minute or two at Indian

Ijorette, with its many interesting

niemories, and then we begin our climb

of ever ska many humdred feet,every mile

of which glows with new points of

interest. Here we are at Jacques Cartier.

A friend telils us this Is the river far-

thest up from the sea, which the salmon

still ascend, and we can easily believe

that one or two big fellows are lurk-

iiig In the dark pools we see some dis-

tance below us. Then along the beau-
tiful Batiscan, where one can see the
ti'out leap and gleam in the bright sun-
shine. I/ong rapids of white water,
which make one long to run them in a

birch or to climb them slowly on the

up trip; towering mountain peaks, with
living green to their very summit or

whitened trunks where the destructive

fires have raged; racing with little

brooks which are tumbling through the
rocks on either side; past lakes without
number, each with its cosy club-house

an<?. a paradise of summer sport.

But none of these are for us, and
away we go, stopping here and there to

leave a party at a little station, and to

wonder at the store of supplies, solid

and liquid, that a small coterie of

choice spirits can consume. We are

a jolly crowd In the two parlor cars

at the rear of the train, gathered from

all quarters of the earth, and many are

the good stories that come to the sur-

face, of sport in all lands. At one sta-

tion, horror of horrors, we come on a

circus, the first that ever penetrated

tl.iese wilds, and are detained for half

an hour or so while our engine assists

ii' straightening out the confusion

that haJs a/riseji over the unusuial visitor.

But 'this is a leisurely country, and no

one is in a hurry, evidently. Some of

the Americans in our company—rail-

way imen themselves—^chafe at the ap-

rarently unnecessary delays, but are

assured the train will get to its destin-

ation on time, which it does. Up, up we

climb, past more lakes, some mere dots

in the landscape, and others stretch-

ing out as far las the eye can reach;

some studded with islands and re-

cailing Highland lochs, though without

the castles and historical associations.

Rocks and water everywhere, with lit-

lie timber aparently worth cutting for

anything eLse than firewood; one won-

ders at the daring of the projectors of

Fuch a road until the principle of sub-

sidies and political pull and other mat-

ters are explained.

Here we are at the parting of the

waters, where one stream flows to join

the St. Lawrence above Quebec, the

01 her to pour into Lake St. John and

find its way to the inky channel of the

Sa^uenay. Now we rattle down grade

me'rrily, and when we least expect it a

glance out of the car window shows

a vast expanse oif "water, blue In the

distance, and of whioh the further

shore Is hardly visible. The country
seems more civilized; there are nu-
merous well-cultivated farms and good
buildings, and every appearance of a
contented and well-to-do farm popu-
lation.

Skirting the shores of the lake, we
catch a glimpse of the falls of the
Ouiatchouan, where the water tumbles
down for a greater distance than at
Niagara. A few minutes later, pass-
ing the pretty little village, the train

draws up in front of the Roberval
Hotel, where the first stage of this

eventfuil journey terminates. It has
been a day of surprises, and not the
least surprise, at the other end of such
a wilderness, to find a pocket edition

of the Frontenac, with electric lights,

billiard rooms, an accomplished chef,

elegantly appointed tables, and all the
luxuries of advanced civilization.

After dinner, we sit around the huge
fireplace, on which a pile of logs is

bl.TzLng, and learn more of the won-
ders o(f the new land into which we
have ventured. We have a choice of

pleasures. We can climb the moun-
tains and catch little trout in the

brooks and lakes; drive over to thr^

Ouiatchouan Falls, never tiring of

watching 'tihe -waters come down,
as tihey do at Dodore ; w^e can

visit the encampments of the Montaig-
nais Indians, a few miles to the west,

and pee the aborigines dwelling in the

primitive simplicity of pole tepees, or

vo can cross the lake and fight the

Ouananiche in his native lair, the seeth-

.ng waters of the Metabatchouan, or

the Mistassini, the Peribonca, the

O'uatohouanicRe, the Ashuapmou-
chouan, or the Grande D<^eharge,

t;irough which po'Ur the wavers of this

Inland sea on their way to the mighty

ocean
The iatter suited us best, and next

morning we crossed the lake In a little

s+eamer to an island which divides the

outlet into the Grande and Little De-

charge, the latter most favored of

tishermen. Here there is a small ho-

le!, .and an army of guides waiting for

engagement. Our choice made, we em-

bark in a frail-looking bark canoe, and

in a minute or two are drawn Into the

current and soon hear the roaring of

we make our way along the shore to

the heavy water- Disembarking, for no

ciaft ever made could live through

these rapids, one of the guides takes

the canoe on his back, looking like a

huge mud turtle, and with the other,

ti-y the fishing.

With confidence in the guide, but

doubt in our hearts, we cast a fly in the

heaviest water. It seems Impossible

I hat any flsh could live there, but

after a cast or two, there Is a flash

in the curl of the rapid, and In another

second the man at the end of the rod

finds out that someuimg very lively
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Indeed has hold of the hook. He Isn't

a big 'un, but has power for hajlf a

dossen, aaid a current of fifteen or

twenty miles an hour to help him. A
bolt of shiny silver jumps out of the

water, then agrain and a^'ain, eaxih

tiime with peril to nod and tackle; the

reel screams out angrily, as he takes

out yard after yard of line till the sup-

ply is perilously near exhaustion. At
last he is checked a little and worked

Into a small bay, one or two more

Jumps, then he Is reeled dn towards

shore, down goes the landing net, and

our iflr&t encounter with the tiger of

the Saguenay Is over.

Now we have him, let us look at him
tnore closely. He is a true salmon is

the ouananiche, but ©mailer than his

ccusins that go to the salt water. He
has the true salmon shape, the forked

tail, sharp nose, silver scales, and
polka dots on his side; there is no doubt

as to his family history. Years and
years ago, say the legends, when the

great waters of the west flowed down
to the seta by the back way, when there

was no Grande Deoharge and no falls

Bt Ohicoutimi, the sea salmon used to

go way up past Lake St. John to the

small waters to deposit their eggs and
perpetuate their species. Then came
the great upheaval; the rocks rose and
the waters fell, and some of the salmon
were left in the InfLand reaches, where
they stayed; in succeeding ages they

were dwarfed by their new conditions,

but carried their strength with them,
and to-day the ouananiche of half-a-

dozen pounds haiS as much fight in him
as a true salmon of twice or thrice his

size.

The Grande Decharge is a series of

tremendous rapids extending for a mile

or more, two or three hundred yards

In width. The shore is solid rock, with

Immense boulders scattered thickly,

and here and there in the channel huge

rock islands, never pressed, nor will

they ever be by aught save the foot of

a bird. There is no soil for trees to

take root, and in its rugged nakedness
the landscape presents no different ap-

pearance to-day from the first time it

was seen by the eye of man. In places

the river takes sheer plunges of fifteen

or twenty feet, and Tor the entire dis-

tarce all seems a mass of white seeth-

ing foam. Below the rapids stretches

cut an expanse of smooth water, inky
black, and leaving an impression of

immense depth that makes one shud-
der. Here we take the canoe again,

and the guide carefully steering for

one of the patches of froth that appear
here and there, we see wallowing in

the white scum a dozen or so of the

ouananiche, their blue-black fius and
tails showing clearly. They are in

search of insects,, and apparently find

plenty, for they take a fly sluggishly,

and seem almost a different fish, hardly

putting up a decent fight for their

lives. There are no mad rushes, no
smashing of tackle; the fish runs to

the boat instead of away from It, as a
well-regulated game fl.sh should do, and
most of the fun is absent.

Across the bay is Camp Scott, so

named from the owner of the mills

at Roberval, and a good deal of the

tiimber limits adjacent. Mr. Scott has
kindly given us permission to use the

camp, and make it our headquarters,
and a very pleasant place we find it.

There is a house built in sections, with
bunks and piles of blankets, a kit-

chen and a man in cnarge, and plenty

of comfort for weary limbs.

We enjoyed a good dinner, ouananiche
fried as only a woodman can, forming
the chief item on the menu; then a
smoke and a cJiat and a few more
hours of fishing. Dinner again, another
smoke around the camp fire, a telling

ol the news of the world outside to

the eager guides, for they are no read-

ers, and then a plunge into the blan-

kets. The booming of the rapids. Na-
ture's grand diapasion, deep and per-

vading; the bass and tenor of the frogs

and the night birds, and the snriii

treble of the mosquito blend in the

same sweet lullaby they have sung
. together every sumimei' night ai'nce

the beginning of time, and Mor-
pheus needs no long wooing. In the

morning we find the frost on the

ground, as Jim had told us a couple of

days ago, and the sweat and the swel-
ter, the Collinses and the gin fizzes, the

rush of the city and the whirl of busi-

ness seem ages behind us. We shiver

or. the bank for a moment, jump into

the icy water, swim about a very, very
little, regain the shore and restore

warmth and circulation with a rough
towel. The rest of the toilet is the

work of only a minute or two, the ap-
petizing odor of flapjacks and coffee

and fried ouananiche floats on the

clear morning air, and from the camp
comes the ever-rwelcome souna, "Man-
gez, mamgez !"

NEW VARIETIES OF TROUT
IN CANADIAN WATERS.

By G. M. FAIRCHILD, Jr.,

Author of Rod and Canoe, Rifle and

Snowshoe In Quebec's Adirondacks.

Anglers in Canadian waiters, upoTi

any of the unfrequented lakes whose
numbers are unnumbered in their mul-
tiplicity, may become the discoverers

of hitherto unknown varieties of the

Salmo family. Dast isefateon in ome of

the Dakes St. Amne, within the Tour-
ville Club preserves north of Quebec,

one of the members of Mayor .Harri-

Si-n's party from Chicago, captured a

trout of about 1 1-2 pounds, that in

ics marlcings so closely resembled the
male of the American salbling (Salve-

hnus Alainus AureOlus), as to lead to

the conclusion that this was the fish in

question. Half of the skin was saved,

but in such poor conditLon that classl-

ficiation 'was diflScult. It was, however,
sent to the Sportsmen's ExhliMtlon held
in New York in March last, and I wrote
to Mr. A. N. Cheney, the New York
btate Fidh Oulturist, to examine it, and
if (possible pronounce upon it. His let-

ter in reply, while not confirming the

belief held here that the fish in ques-
tion is the saibling, is so interesting

that I quote it in full:

Glens Falls, N.Y., faarch 10, 1893.

G. M. Fairchild, jr.,

Cap Rouge, Quebec, iCanada.

Dear Sir.^I siaw the skin of the charr
in the Quebec exhibit in New York, but
It was nothing more tiian a brook trout,
so oalled, in breeding colors. You have
a fish, however, in a lake in Ontario,
which more nearly resembles the saib-
ling. This is the fish which Professor
Garmon classifies as new, and which
I named after my. friend Mr. Mars ton
of the Liondon Ifehing Gazette. You
have also another fish, highly color-
ed, quite like the saibling in many re-
spects, except that it has a forked bail.

It is found on the south of the St.
Lrjwrence*. Specimens were sent ti

me, but they came in such bad order
that they could not be identified. 1

have been hoping for two years past
to get more of^-hese fish, both the On-
tario flish and the South Shore fi.sh.

Yours very truly,

A. N. CHENEY.
It has long been thought that the

Ouananiche in the Province of Que-
bee was confined to Lake iSt. John and
its tributary waters. Recent explorers
on the head waters of Hudson's Bay
have found this fiish abundant there. A
well-known salmon angler in Quebeu,
a gentleman who during thirty years
past has fished almost every 'salmoa
river on the North Shore as far down
as the Seven Islands and even below,
states it as his belief that he has caught
the Ouananiche in several of the riv-

ers fished by him. Personally I have
no doubt that such is the case. Anglers
are not all ichthyologists, nor as a rulb
are they as close observers of structural
variations in fish as their pursuit woulo
suggest, and when it conies to what
ai pears only coloi dilr'erences they art.
merely regarded as local. Hence new
varieties are not infrequently lover-
locked. I would suggest to all anglers
fishing new waters within the Provinces
of Quebec or Ontario to .preserve tlie

skin of two or there specimens at least
of any unusual form or color marked
trout ithey may;^ take. If this is done
there is no doubt but that both Fro-
virces within the next two or three

years will add several new varieties of

trcut to their fauna, and possibly some
other forms of fresh water fish.

In some laikes aibout *orty miles below
Our'Vpio on the i&outh iSbore, wbere these fiah

are reported as betnig abundant.
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IN SEARCH OF AN ISLAND *^
\ |R By ** Straw Hat.'

COMMISSIONED by a score of

friends, who have caught the pre-

vailing fever, which can be allayed

only by the possession of an
island where there is fishing,

shooting, boating, yachting, and where
absolute rest can be enjoyed I

left Buffalo for Owen Sounrl, Pro-

vince of Ontario, Canada, and there

took one of a very comfortable and
fast line of 9tea.mers for Sault Ste.

Marie, Ont. I thoroughly enjoyed that

eighteen hours ride on the "Manito-
ba." As the initial experience of the

trip, it was promising. My destina-

tion was Desbarats. Ont. After as-

certaining that I had some hours to

wait for the train I did the lions of

the SoosanSj as the two cities of Sault

Ste. Marie are called. One of these is

in Michigan and the other in the Pro-
vince oif Ontario, Canada. I saw the

three great canals, the tonnage pass-

ing through which is greater than
that of the Suez Canal. I was a

sympathetic admirer of the skill of

the Indians who were fishing with
dip-nets for huge speckled trout in

the Great Sau'lt Rapids. It is very

remarkable that these brook-trout are

found in the mighty water by which

L»ake Superior empties itself into Lake
Huron. I went out with some of

these Indians and tried it myself but

only succeeded in bagging one fish,

and that one I did not see myself, but

I dipped when told to do so by the In-

dian; I have good eyesight but could

not see the five pound speckled beau-

ty in the rushing waters. This is

sport of a new kind, but sport it is,

and of a sort that requires unerring

skill and a quick eye, hand and foot.

The canoe trip down these rapids,

with a dip for trout, justifies the

giving of one, or even two days to

Sault Ste. Marie.

I was one of a score of people wait-

ing at the railway station to buy a
ticket. "Des-ba-rats, first class, re-

turn," I said. "All right, sir," said

the ticket agent, "but we cajll it Deb-
a-ros here—$1.25." "Thank you very
much," I said, "for telling me; I al-

ways like to know how to pronounce
local naanes."

It was a pretty forty-five minute
trip from the Soo, Ont., to Desbarats,
Ont. We passed through the Indian
Reserve at Garden River. I saw the

Indians lolling in the sun. although

they have very good soil, easily work-
ed, and could raise everything they
need for themselves, if they were built
that way. At Echo Bay station is
a. charming view xxi, the Echo River
to Echo Lake nestling at the foot of
huge moutains to the north, while
to thft south the apparently booindless
expanse of Lake George is most rest-
ful and pleasant to the lover of land
and water. From Echo Bay to Des-
barats is thirteen miles through a
very peculiar country, consisting of
level fields of fertile land hemmed in
by rugged mountains. This is a pro-
mising country, I thought, for moose,
caribou and deer. "Deb-a-ros,"
shouted the brakesman, and I landed
at the smallest station I had ever
seen. Desbarats Is in the woods on a

short time to find out that Jim At-
kins was the man who had been des-
tined by Providence to take me in his
sail boat in search of an Island on the
north shore of Lake Huron. After buy-
ing the supplies I wanted, of a good
quality, at reasonable prices, I had
time to listen to a fish story and a
bear story. These narrations showed,
t thought, that in addition to a fine
muscular development and much kind-
liness of disposition, the Desbaratsans
art not devoid of imagination.
In enquiring r.bout fishing and the

size of fish one man said, "There are
lets of big fish here but down at
Sturgeon Falls station, oh my! In
the spring of the year sturgeon weigh-
ing one thousand pounds and mora
run luip the Sturgeon River as thick as
black-berries on Plummer Istend (a lo-

cal simile which I afterwards found
to be strong); bobbing up and down
they look like hundreds of harbor
buoys sent especially to bother the
mate at the wheel. But they are only
big fish and wonderfully tame. The
boys there are swimming most all the
time and these sturgeon are so used to
them that they let the boys catch

Dipping for Trout in the Soo Rapids-

pretty little river which fiows into

Lake Huron a mile distant. I found
a comfortable country hotel; the rates

are $1.00 to $1.50 per day. The stan-

dard rate is $1.00, and 50c extra is

charged per day for a front room and

for getting your boots blacked. Some
travellers forget the difference be-

tween $1.00 and $5.00 when diagnosing

the comforts of a country inn. I com-
promised at $1.25 for a front room
without blacking and was satisfied.

An hour after my arrival it began

to rain, but my pocket barometer told

nie it would not last long and I deter-

mined to spend a part of the wet time

in the country store getting suppiies.

I .'ound almost the entire male popu-

lation in the store, and a lot of stal-

warts they were. It took me but a

them by the tail and tow them all

around the basin. Some of the boys
have trained the sturgeon to jump
through a stick just like my collie

here. Here, Jack," the narrator said
to his dog, "show the gentleman what
you can do." The dog had e nter-
tained us for five minutes when an-
other man who looked lika a church
deacon fiaid: "These boys are mostly
French-Catholics at Sturgeon Fails,

and they are awfully civil to their

priest; they always touch their hats
to him when he comes around, and by
gosh, sir, the sturgeon, when the

priest Is around, always jump facing

him and make a bow that anybody
can see."

"Any bears In this country," I said,

after the last fish story. "Plenty,
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sir, the country north is hard to beat

for them. That big island out there

was named by the French Campment
d'Ours, or Bears' Encamp-ment, in Eng-

lish. That island used to be full of

them. Old Trotter, who lived there,

once met a big one in berry time. He
was on one side of a fence and the

bear was on the other side. He fired

his shot gun through the rails and

wounded him just enough to make
him -mad. The bear made for him

and as he jumped the fence one way
Trotter jumped the other. They

almost met on the fence and Trotter,

who was as quick as a lynx, caught

the bear by the tail, gave it a half

turn around the fence pos.t and held

him there. He could not let go to

load his gun, but he held on until

the animal starvd to death!"

"Boys, I am one of you," I said, *'I

will form a Straw Hat Club here. We
will furnish straw hats for every guide

as well as for ourselves and you will

take us fishing and hunting."

"Now," I said to Atkins, "if you

can show me the right sort of an is-

land here, I -will treat this place as

If it were my native fence corner,

and be as good to it as I can." "All

right, sir," said Atkins, "the boat is

ready and the weather is clearing up.

Atkins took me to Plummer Island,

and seven or eight smaller ones about

It. Plummer Island would be just the

thing for a club house and the smaller

ones around for cottages. I secured

it for my friends. I called upon three

lighthouse keepers, and each one

proved to be an interesting type.

This magnificent cloud effect, taken

at Raynes' lighthouse is one of those

lucky hits with which the photogra-

pher is ocoasionally blessed. The situ-

ation of Bamford lighthouse and the

North Sisters lighthouse, all three

within a radius of six miles, are also

both exceedingly picturesque. I was

influenced in the choice of an Island by

two considerations: I must see a

lighthouse at night and must also be

able to witness every sunset; I am
not so particular about the sunrise. I

also selected an island for one of my
friends, having these conditions and

gave a contract for a three-roomed

camp, which is to cost $200, island and

all. There Is pickerel fishing and

deep water trolllnig for 'big lake trout

about this island, and excellent black

bass fls:hing east and west and north

thereof. For brook trout, one has to

go further amain to the north. My
friend's neighbor on Oampment d'Ours

Island is building a $20,000 residence,

but he lives there all the time. He
is an English gentleman of very artis-

tic tastes. One of the great enjoy-

ments of his life, he says, is to feed

dally upon the matchless landscape

he can enjoy from his residence. This

does not, however, prevent him from

laying in a large store of the solid

and liquid food as well.

In addition to the .selection of an

island I have also undertaken to go

over a canoe trip that we had heard

of to the north of Desbarats. My
time was very limited and I had to

go over the trip at express speed and

report on the fishing possibilities.

This trip should take from seven to

thirteen days.

I consulted all the local authorities.

I was told that Desbarats L.ake, one

mile from the hotel, was full of "bass,

and maskinonige; I found out that

Raynes' Lighthouse, Desbarats Islands, Ont.

Diamond Lake was a good bass and
trout water, that Caribou Lake was
about the same, or not quite as good;

that ducks could always be had at

Round Lake in the fall of the year;

that Desert and Rook Lakes (all on
the canioe route) were very beautiful,

and that very big fish could be caught
in them, but there were not as many
a3 In Desbarats, Diamond and other

lakes. Therefore, I determined to

drive to Baas Lake (15 miles away) in

half a day, and thus save two or three

days, that it would have taken to do
this against the stream In canoes. At
Bass Lake I flound two clean log

houses with very accommodating set-

tlers, Haynes and McGregor by name.
I had forgotten bread and butter in my
outfit. From Bass Lake the trip was
down stream. I had been told that

McGregor knew all about it and I pro-

posed to hire him as guide, but he told

me that it was not necessary that he
should come—the c^noe trip was so

easy and that there were only two
or three short portages. As I had a

rather large experience in canoe trips

and as Atkins was a good all round
man I determined to do it without a

guide. I found out that a mile and
a half north of Bass Lake was a lake

called Island Lake, which was famou5
for its big trout and very beautiful.

There is a good trail through a lovely

hard-wood bush to it. North of that
are excellent brook trout streams and
speckled trout lakes.

(Ctonclusiion Next Month.)

The Best Gun and Powder?

To the Editor of Rod and Gun:

Will some of the readers of Roc
and Gun gave me some information or
what is the best all round gun for a

person to buy, whose shooting in-

cludes ducks, quail, partridge, besidai
trap shooting, principally at targets'
What is the ibest weight, length ol

barrels, and drop of stock? Shoul-I
it be cross-bolted, and how should i1

bi> choked? I will read with great in-

terest any opinions your rea.lers ir.riv

have to offer on this .? abject, as ]

have learned a great deal about snm
and amimunition by reading the cor-
respondence in various sporting jour-
nals, and I am eager for more.
Has any one tested the compara-

tive strength of Dupont and Schultzf
smokeless powders? I have shot Gold
dust, W. A. King's smokeless, Duponl
and Schultze. I am at present using
Dupont in my target shoot hi:?, j.-.r.d

get very good results with a J

dram load with 1 1-8 of chilled shot
Robertson's No. 7 in U. M. C. smoke-
less shell wadded with nitro 2a rd,

1-4 in black edge and regular blach
edge over powder, I find makes a good
load for blue rocks. There is less re-

coil with Dupont than with Schultze
With a 3 1-4 dram load of the latter

I have done good work on ducks. 1

have wondered if Schultze v/ere not i

stronger powder, dram for dram, than
Dupont.

CROSS-BOLT.
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CANOEING IN CANADA.
By a ' Wet Bob."

Of all distinctively Canadian sports

and pastimes, canoing is, perhaps,
the most delightful, and at same time
lends itself most readily to, and
affords the greatest opportunity of
indulging a taste for other aquatic
and semi-aquatic sports, such as fish-

ing, shooting and camping.
To each enthusiast, his own parti-

cular branch of sport appears the
most alluring, and a full measure of
sympathy in so sweeping a claim for
canoeing may only be expected from
a brother '"Wet Bob." Yet there are
tew of us to whom the idea of a sum-
mer holiday or outing is not in-

separably connected with the water,
in some form, river, lake or sea.

As spring i^asses and summer ad-
vances, each day growing hotter than
the one before, when the dust in eddy-
ing curls sweeps a/bout the streets
and the glare of the sun is reflected
from the asphalt pavement, the pros-
pect and anticipation of an outing in
the country does much to make bear-
able the lot of a city man. Having
determined upon, and arranged the
date of a holiday, it becomes a ques-
tion hoiw to spend it so that the
greatest degree of health and enjoy-
ment may ^be had in the space of
time at our disposal.j
To any who are in doubt upon this

point, let me recommend a canoe trip,
having in view some objective point
and allowing ample time to ac-
complish the distance. My own ex-
perience has been with a party of four
or six, two in each canoe. The canoes
and outfit may be conveyed to the
starting point by rail or boat.
The regulation 16-foot canoe weighs

about 50 pounds, which admits of an
easy portage if required, and will
carry comfortable two me.n and 125
pounds of baggage. The outfit neces-
sary will depend largely upon the dis-
trict and distance lo be covered-
Fishing tackle and guns will, of
course, be taken, as they can be used
to advantage whatever the route
chosen.
There is no grander canoeing coun-

try in the world than CanaCa.
Through many parts magnificent
waterways lead in all dirctions 11-

limltably, and there is no lack of
choice. Outings can be arranged
that would occupy a day or two, a
week, a month or even lonsrer, and
each one would have its characteris-
tic features.
The course may be so mapped out,

that a town or village can be reached
each night, and by going to a hotel all
the discomfoj'ts of camping will be
avoided. In such a trip ve:y !ittl<» in
the way of baggage and outfit need
be taken, but should another route be
chosen, where the way leads through
a country ^arsely inhabited, and
nothing in the form of an inn is to
be found, it will he necessary to con-
sider carefully every detail of the
outfit required. In the next number
of Rod and Gun. I hope to give a
short account of a trip through such a
region, with a list of such article?" as
were found useful.

J. c. a.
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KENNELS

Conducted by D. Taylor.

IN
the breast of almost every human
being there is a sneaking fondness
for what is not altogether inaptly

called " man's best friend and com-
panion,"—the dog. From the titled

beauty of the mansion to the
modern representative of Bill Sykes
in the slums, we are all affected,

more or less, with the contagion,

and in return, this feeling is

amply repaid by the doe, for in no
other animal does there exist so
much attachment and fidelity to the
human rax;e. Have we not all seen
numerous cases where, in spite of ne-
glect, curses and kicks, a dog giving
back, like a faithful wife to a biutal
husband, a measure of love .and at-
tachment that is hara to account lor.

On the other hand, is there anything
that a iman who cares for his canine
friend, even though it be the veriest

mongrel cur, will more readily resent,

or that is more calculated lo lait-e

his bile, than any interference with
or disparagement of his dog, by a
stranger? How "touchy" a man be-

comes on the subject can be readily

seen at any bench show ever held.

If the exhibitor is not successful, he

imimediately confides to his bosom
friend that the judge had a personal

spite against him, that he had no eyes

in his head or that he was entirely

ignorant of the characteristics of the

particular (breed which he—the exhi-

bitor—^favored. We all have our weak-
nesses, and among the "fancy" this

is a very prominent one. Every ex-

hibitor seems to forget that, although

there are well defined and accepted

standards for every recognized breed,

the "type" is constantly changing

and that judges of equal standing and
merit give more emphasis to certain

points. So, to aspiring breeders and
exhibitors we would say, do not be

discouraged at your apparent non-suc-

cess at a first trial, you may on an-

other occasion run up against some
one who, giving more effect to the

points you aippreclate, will award you

the coveted prize.

There are strange anomalies in the

possession of a dog. We see beauty

caressing and making a pet of ugli-

ness, and gentleness walking with

ferocity- The popuara idea always as-

sociated a fierce looking mastifC or a

bull "purp" with the skulking garot-

ter, but why should this be so? There

is no gentler animal than that same
fierce-looking mastifC and none dis-
play greater cordiality and trust to
strangers, except to those who have
evil designs towards his master or
his master's property. Even ladies of
refined tastes and high culture very
often entertain the greatest affection
animals which, to ordinary mortals,
appear the very essence of ugliness.
An Aberdeen fish wife, on being re-
monstrated with for keeping an ani-
mal of this description replied, "Ay,
me. but he's bonnie wi' ill-faurdness."
But enough of generalities. Let ua
now give you something about the
care and feeding of a dog."
The majority of owners, expori.-^nce

has shown, know very little about ;he
proper rearing of a puppy. There

APPLE BLOSSOM.
Property of Jos. Reid, President Canadian

Collie Club.

used to be a popular Impression that
giving meat to young dogs caused dis-
temper and other ailments, but '.bis

Idea has been exploded, and it Is now
recognized by the best authorities
that if a dog requires nutritious food
at any time it is when he is growing.
Distemper arises from other causes,
namely, bad sanitary conditions insuf-
ficient or over-feeding and lack of
fresh air and exercise. When three
or four months old a puppy should bo
taught to lap milk which has previous-
ly been scalded and slightly sweet-
ened. In two weeks more a little

soup, thickened with stale bread,
should be given twice a day, and this

diet gradually substituted for milk,

doing away with the latter entirely

when a little over two months.
Well iboiled meat and vegetables
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should be grradually Introduced into

the diet. Dr. Brown, the author of

"Rab and His Friends," grave as his

opinion that a dog should be fed only

once a day and that "raither under"

This might do In the cajse of pet dogs

or others that get very little exercise,

but in the case of field and sporting

dogs they ought to be fed twice a day,

with a liberal allowance of raw or

cooked meat and soup, thickened vrith

rice or coarse flour.

At some other time it may be our

privilege to enter more fully into mat-

ters generally concerning "doggies."

but for the present we close with a

few
Kennel Notes.

"While there may be other kennels

of sporting dogs in Canada, th-j pre-

mier position must be given to the

Montreal Hunt, which has a pack of

foxhounds that would not disgrace

the best hunting county in England.

While on a visit to the Old Country

this spring, the popular Master, Major

Hooper, managed to obtain several very

good drafts of hounds, the first lot

at riving a week or so ago by the

steamer "Pinemore," of the Johnson

Line. The consignment consisted of

4 1-2 couples bitches and 1 1-2 dogs

from a Welsh pack. They are all en-

tered hounds and fit to hunt with the

pack the coming season, being in first

rate condition. A great many im-
provements have lately been made
at the Kennels at Outremont, which
were already models. The yard has
been concreted and the sanitary ar-
rangements are of the first order.

The fad for certain breeds of dogs
changes as often as the fashion of a
lady's bonnet, but at present in Mont-
real at least, It appears to run in the
d-rection of collies. Some four or five

years ago there was scarcely a pure
bred collie to be seen, but at the j)re-

sent day there are quite a number of
enthusiastic breeders and if any evi-
dence was needed that they havo been
successful the Collie Show hell the
other day under the auspices of the
Canadian Collie CluD at T^ogan's old
homestead, would have dispelled any
doubts as to thp contrary. There
were some 70 or 80 shown and general-
ly all of a very high staniii-i. Ff any
fault could be found they were pr^-tly
moich on the small side, although w^U
marked with all the characteristics
of the improved collie. We are enabl-
ed to give in this Issue a out of a very
nice specimen "Apple Blossom," be-
longing to Mr. Joseph Reid, the presi-
dent of the Canadian Collie Club,
which, while only ten months old,
carried off the highest honors in com-
petition against imported dogs. "Ap-
ple Blossom," won 1st puppy, 1st no-
vice, 1st open, three special and Li-
censed Victuallers' Cup for best collie
In the show, Montreal, 1898; 1st open
and l.'rt puppy at Peterborough, 1899.
She was not Judged at the last show,
having lately dropned a fine litter o''

puppies to Mr. Reeves' celebrated
dog "Woodmansterne Conrad," and
w-as out of oonditico. Among other
enthusiastic breeders of the collie Is
Mr. Harry Hungerford, of Belleville.
Ontario, who controls as fine blood

as is to be found anywhere. He Is a
I'requent prize winner, but on this last
occasion did not show, through being
selected as one of the judges. Liocally
we have some fine kennels, notably
Auchcairnie, Strathoona and Craik-
stone. To the former belongs "Pat-
ti," now getting on In years but still

one of the finest bitches ever brought
to this country. Her head is weighed
down with the load of honors she has
won in her day, having no less than
about twenty firsts besides the chal-
lenge trophy twice in siuccession at
Edinburgh, Scotland, against the best
blood in the country. Auchcairnie ken-
nels also controls "Gun," who has
proved himself the sire of many win-
ners since he came to Canada about
three years ago.

Faking dog's ears has lately been
a subject of much disicussion in ken-
nel papers, and from what we have
read opinion seems pretty equally di-
vided on the justifiability or other-
wise of assisting nature to mend prick
ears in certain breeds.

Another subject of discussion Is the
recognition of wins in various coun-
tries. The Canadian Kennel Club
has, through its popular President,
Mr. John S. Kent, has done its share
in bringing this about. The Pacific
K<=^nnel League has responded and
will, in future, exchange courtesies
in this direction. It does seem
strange that a dog imported, say,
from the Old Country, for the special
purpose of securing the highest
honors at the New York Show, should
be allowed to compete in the novice
class there or in Canada. Keep at It.

Mr. Kent, and you will probably get
the A. K. C. to agree with you, by
and bye.

Mr. Carleton Y. Ford, of Otterburn.
Kingston, has sold his fine red Cocker
bitch, "Otterburn Dollie," to Mr.
Churchman, Wilmington, Delaware.

Mr. S. S. Montgomery. Kingston,
has sold his Great Dane, "Earl's Hani-
bal," exhibited here last December,
and easily getting first, to Mr. Chas.
E. Roche, St. Joseph, Mo.
Dr. F. S. Nostrand, a New York

dentist, Is said to have a handsome
Gordon setter dog whose value he
has enhanced by filling and replacing
teeth—the gold thus used being worth
sixty dollars. Rex is the royal name
of the aristocratic Gordon, and he Is
roimted to be proud of his artificial
and gold-filled teeth.

Dog fanciers in Canada will learn
with pleasure that the well-known col-
lie breeder, Mr. Oharleis Thomson, has
added cockers and fox terriers to his
kennels, whioh, we believe, he will
make as great a success with as ha
has in collies. He Was been fortunate"
in securing some of the bpst bioor)
going, his cockers being out of one of
the finest living, namely, cham-
pion "Blaick Duke, Jr.." and the fox
terriers are by champion "Llmsfield
Rattler," one of the besit fox terrie'rs
in Englaind "Charlie" is always will-
ing to show his dogs, and will make
anyone welcome 'who is desirous of
seeing what good Wood is.

The conductor of this department will
be pleasied Uy receive correspondence
and kennel notes from those inlerestecl
in suoh matters- All commTinicationH
should be addressed. "Kennel Depart-
ment. Pod and Gun," 603 Craig street,
Montrer.l.

When the Wild Goose Cries.

The north wind bends the rushes till

they kiss the white-capped la.k.\
And through the brown-tipped cat-

tails, making low, weird music,
sighs;

The hunting badger .steals along the
shore where wavelets breaK,

And long black .sihadows swift are
creeping, when the wild goose
cries.

The air is filled with snowy flakes that
fiy before the breeze.

And low-hung clouds are scurryin.i?
across the gloomy skies;

The lazy mallard to some marsh'%
aheltering rushes flees,

And early morn's chill air Is stlngiiiij
when the wild goose cries.

The swift-winged canvasbaok and Tc<^-

head .speed before the wind;
The silent-swimming muskrat to his

reed home quickly hies;
The anxious hunter crouches low with-

in his grasis-fringed blind.
Nor moves nor sipeaks—scarce breath -

ing'—'When the wild goose cries.

Far out across the distant hills the
noble quarry wings.

While their careful flight is marked
by anxious, .straining eyes;

Hotly coursing blood a tremor to th3
hunter brtings;

Steady now ! There's need of cool-
ness when the wild goose cries.

—Phoenix (Arizona) Herald.

Sport in East Kootenay.

East Kootenay, the new mining coun-
try in the southeastern part of British

Coluimibia, is full of game, big and
small, and affords rare hunting
for the ardent and adventurous sports-

man. The grizzly, oinnamon and black
bear are numerous, but only to be
found in their mountain fastnesses

and, to hunt the first, a man mrust

have a stout heart, a good nerve, phy-
sical endurance and an unerring aim.

Arthur Fenwick, one of the pioneer."?

of the later days, was, with Bailli'.-

Grohman, one of the best hunters in

the district. Moutain sheep and goats
are still plentiful in places and deer
arr very numerous. The coyotes are
everywhere in the open country An
occasional panther Is seen, and of late
years panthers have been on the in-
crease. Blue and willow grouse abound.
The principal fl,sh in the streams and
lakes are trout and char. All through
the southern country the coniditions cf
the chase are very much similar, the
grizzly bear and mountain sheep and
goat.s having their special habitat.

It is not so very long ago cither that
the Kootenay Indians used to go
through the Crow's Nest Pass twice a
year to hunt Buffalo, but were always
in dread of the Blackfeet, who were
supreme on the plains adjacent to the
Rockies. Times have changed marvel-
louisly sinice those days, and the iron
horse .now follows the Indians' trail,

the red man is on a reserve, instead
of the warpath, and the white man is

delving for gold where the aborigine
once hunted for game.

R. E. G.
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IN NEW BRUNSWICK'S WILDS
By Frank H. Risteen

THERE is no hunting ground in

America to-day that is attracting

the attention of big game sports-

men more earnestly than that

of the gentle, bounteous wilder-

ness of New Brunswick. While many
other game localities have become

over-run and desecrated by steam-

bouts, liotels and a general hnr;t

for the mlgthty dollar, here are .still to

be found the unladed charms of the for-

est primeval. Here the ever^een mant-
le of the forest, enfolding the secrets of

Nature stretches away for untold

Itiagiies over the hills air>d under th<;

sta;rs. Here are smiling .streams wan-
^icring through shadecS banks, tell-

ing in murmurous monotone the story

of strange remote regions at their foun-

tain head where the foot of ;man has

never trod; of lofty oataracLs in the

wooded hills whose hoarse soliloquy is

seldom heard byhuman ear; of praiilc-

hke, treeless plains where the caribou

makes his home as he did in the daya
of Cartier; of beautiful .nameless lakes

whose eternal stlUnt^is is broken only

by the splashing flight of ducks, the

siap of the beaver's tail, the leap of the

laT.d-locked salmon, the uncanny laugh-

ter of the loon, or the plunging stnd*
of the giant imoose.

The distant mountaiins of Alaska and
the lonely p'lains of Newfoundland, the

reaching whereof requires weeks of tra-

vel and a well-lined ipurse, are now the

oily game regioms on the continenx,

ti..at rival the hunting fields of this pro-

vixce in the matter of moose .and cari-

bou. During the past few years all

the record moose heads secured in the

east have come from New Bruns.wick,

and while cair.ibou are almost extinct

iri Maine and protected 'by perpetual

ciose season, and exist in limited num-
bers in Nova SoQ-tia, the headquarters

of the Tobique, Nepisiguit, ^Restigouche

and all the branches of the Miramichi,

fairly swarm with this wandering child

of the wiilderness. The fact .is that

until non-resident sportsmen woke up
a few years ago, and began to hunt
in this province the moose and caribou

were simp'ly dying of old age, or of In-

digestion brought on by over-feeding

and want of exercise.

Figures are more convincing than
general statement, and w^hat do the

figures show? Until very recently the

record moose for ea*.cern America w.a3

ar aniimad (shot many years ago In the
Canadian country by Sir Harry Burrard
and aflterunards presented to the Ppinc«>

of Wales, the hom of which measureA
5 feet 3 inches from tip to tip. It feh
to fthe lot of a fortunate American,
Stephen Deoatur, of Portsmouth, N.H..
however, to raise His Majesty a few
by producing a moose killed on the
Tobique river iin 1897 with antlera

sDreading 5 feet 6 inches. This was re-

garded by many as a freak moose,
M'.ho"^e eoual mieht never perhaps be
found. Such did not prove to be the.

case, for in the following year Mr. F. H.
Cciok, of Leominster, Mass., brought
down a mammoth moose on the Gul-
quac ^branch Oif the Tobiqu^, endowed
with a cross section of b feet 7 Inches..

But woe uinto the man who clalmeth

a record. Behold when he Iwaketh Ik

the morning It Is gone. Even Mr. Cook
has been obliged to "haul in his horns"

in the presence of the moose secured

just over the Miramicbi watershed by
Capt. Chauncey P. WllMams, of Al-

bany, N.Y., which, with its beam of

5 feet 3 Inches, its 32 perfect points and
its massive paJlms 19 inches wide, ts

undoubtedly the finest all-round head

e\er taken from this province.

During the years 1897 and 1898 no less

than fourteen moose were shot in New
Brunswick with antlers spreading over

five feet, while the records fall !to show

that, during that period, a .single speoi-

iren of this class was secured in amy
other eastern state or province. Mr.

Sumner L. Crosiby, the gifted Bangor
taxidermJBit, is .authority .for the state-

ment that 56 per cent, of the moose
heads he received from New Brunswick
tn 1898 had a ispread of 50 inches or

more, as compared with 21 per cent,

for the Maine moose. Mr. Crosby adds:

"It is wonderful haw m.a,py big ones

come from the Tobique regiom. We
will get one yet from there of Alaslcan

size. The New Brunswick heads run

much larger than ours. We have lots

of small moose in Maine, .but the big

bulls are thinned out pretty well each

season."

It is no small feat. In these days when

the habitat lof the moose has becomie

so contracted, to secure a typical speci-

men of this much desh-ed game, yet the

statistics of the New Brunswick gam^

officials show that while, during the

huntirg season of 1898, about 225 non-

residents took out licenses to hunt in

this provimoe, over 160 /bull moose were
killed by them and the trophies taken
out to adorn the homes of these de-
lighted visitors. As for caribou the
mortuary list surpassed even that of

the moose and included the 39 point

monarch caribou shot by C. F. Riordan,
of Boston, in the Bald Mountain coun-
try. Comparisons are odious, of course,

but what other game country can point

to the like high average of success?

By some non-resident sportsmen ob-

jtction is taken to the license fee of

$20 which they have to pay. The tax

Is defensible on several grounds. In

the first place, it should be considered

that the chief (game of New Brunswick

Is not. the common red deer, (as to

which no license is requ-ired), but the

moose .and caribou, Hvfliich are animals

of far greater value. The head, hide

and venison of a prime bull moose will

frequently s"R fo- $100 in the open

market. Is It fair that strangers, some
of them not of the most considerate

class, should be invited (to come in and

kill these animals without being taxed,

while the local resident Is taxed to pro-

tect them? Secondly, the tax helps to

provide a fund for efficient game pro-

tection. Thirdly, the tax tends to keep

out a horde of reckless and irresponsi-

ble individuals who, in other localities,

have proved to be a menace to property

and life. The local government and
its game officials are concerned that,

at all hazards, the game supply of New
Brunswtick shall not be decimated.

Hew ilong would the game .survive (if no

restrictions were placed upon the

influx of hunters? What is $20 to the

man who gets his (moose? Is it not

better for him to come to New Bruns-

wdck and get his moose the first trip,

even though he pays $20 for the priv-

ilege, than to spend $1,000 in many
fruitless efforts to 'bag his game else-

where? It was G-ordon Parker, of Wo-
burn, iMass., one of the most deserved-

ly esteemed of Amev-ican sportsmen,

wlio remarked in Forest and Stream:

"There is a vast difference between

hunting for moose and a moose hum,

and the place to have the latter Is

in New Brunswick."

One of the most widely known Ameri-

can amateur hunters and a man of rare

literary talents Is Mr. Frederick Ir-

iand, of Washington. When emerg.in«;

from his latest (hunt .in this provlmc*

v-ith the finest moose he had ever shot.

Mr. Irland's statement was: "I believe

that there are as many moose to the

square mile in New Brunswick as there

are deer to the square mile in Maine:"

Doubtless isome allowiance should be

made for the poetical faculty in joy-

ous moose hunters as well as in fisher-

men. It is unlikely, however, that the

genial Doctor can be prevailed upon to

wvise this judgment, for on his next
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hunting trip to this province his was
the unique and thrilling- experience of

hiaving five mooister bull moose respona
to his call an a singtle evening! Fano
the feelings of a medium sized mai.

crouching in ithe dark on an old beaver

dam, fifty nilles from the nearest settle.

inent, surrounded by five obstreperouh

old bulls, each one grunting for ail h«.

was worth and polishing hJa horns on

the trees !

This province is not only Intersected

everywhere by a wonderful natural sys-

tem of wia'ter communication, opening

up a limitless perspective for the

oam/per and canoeist; it haa raiilways

in every section thai wring the sports-

man within a few m^^es of the virgin

foreat. The principal big game centres,

or outfitting stations of the provinob,

are Bdmunston, Andover, Frederictoa».

Boiestown, Si. John, Newcastle, Bath-

urst and Camipbellton. Owing to

Its central location, botih from a

railroad and geographioal standipoint,

there is no more conveiuient point or

departure, as a rule, for the big gamti,

hnnter, than Frederic ton, the capital of

the province. If a man were to placs

the palm, of 4iis hand on a pocket map
of New Brunswick, with its base rest-

ing on tliis fine old e!lm-shaded city, hb
would have "right in his mitt" nearly

all the choice game sections of the pro-

vince. His thumb would touch thb

mouth of Tobique river, la stream al-

most unrivalled on the continent for its

wealth of fish and g.-me as well as of

natural sicenery. His forefinger would
traverse the upper springs of the far-

famed Restigouche and Nepisiguit; lii.3

st.<cnd finger, the wonderful moose and
caribou grounids of ithe Miramichi; h.is

third finger would cross Cains rivei

and Little river, and his little flngei-

would rest upon t^<: historic plajins

and lakes at the head of the Canaan
and Salmon rivers. It would be a toss

of a nickel as to whither he should gc>.

His chance of success in any direction

would ibegood, and if he were a sturdy

tiaani>er and a fairly igood marksman,
would l>e practically certain. There are

guides in this province who, in many
years' experience, have never failed, lin

•a single instance, to ./roduce the living

target. It was an American sportsman

who, after several days of arduous

tru,mping, remarked: "Well, we came
to still-hunt land we are still hunting."

To which his Indian guide impressively

replied: "Sartin, Ibotss;, if you want
the moose bull you got to hang." Num-
erous though the moose and caribou

are, they are seldom found near the

Bfcttlemienits land the sporitsiman .should

figure on a stay of at least three weeks
if he expects to make sure of his game.
He should count also upon doing a good
stiff turn of wialking in a country where
asphalt pavements and Martini cock-

tails are comparatively rare. Not a

few cases, however, are cited where
sport.smen who have to take their sport

like their dinner, on the jump, have
le-ft Boston or New York for the New
Brunswick hunting grounds and re-

turned lin triumph within a week ,ac-

campanlied by their moose.
From a iscenic standpoint it is not

easy to exaggerate the beauties of such
nicble streams las the Restigouche, Up-
salqudtch, Sou'-West and Nor'-West
JVIiramiehi, Tobique or the chain of

lakes and streams known as the Squa-
tcc'ks. AFi orf these .forest highways
pr<'senit a boundless prospect of all that
is wild and primitive for woodland scen-
ery and all that lis exciting and other-
wise enjoyahle for plenitude of fish and
game supply. He who with birch ca-
noe, or pletoian "pirogue," ascends to

the upper waters of any of these lovely
streams, will secure a wealth of pic-

turesque experience that will remain
with him in remlnliscenit form as long
as life shall last. He will not grow
profane at the sight of some other
camping party around every bend in
the stream. He will not hear a fusilade
of countless rifle shots echoing among
the hills, nor be mistaken for game
by erratic youths and shot at from be-
hind situmps as he treads the forest
trails. He will not see all tlie trees
blazed with the mark of the mighty dol-
lar. He will not have to weather the
wash of steamboats on the big forest
lakes. He will behold a region where
dreamland visions meet the eye at every
turn; where the unsophisticated trout,

having never gone to college in a haton-
ery, will sieze a flannel rag as quickly
as the most alluring fly; where the
sheldrake will churn the waters before
him into foam with frantic >flight, and
where his sleep at night will be broken
by the chattering cf the mink, or the
sloppy blow of the jumping .salmon as
he tumbles back in his native pool.

Scarcely a day will pass as his birchen
skiff silently threads the shining lakes

or deadwaters that he will not come
upon the monarch moo.'?e, or the tim-

orous deer, shoulder aeep in the water
plants, and ;if he is "one of the chosen,"

to whom none of the good things of life

are denied, he may even chance upon
that coyest and wariest of all game ani-

mals, the black beiao-, browsing on the

berry-covered hlUs, or patiently Ashing
for trout or suckers at the outlet of

seme brook or lake. The Nepisiguit

river, it may be mentioned, enjoys thb

rare distinction of being, perhaps, thb

only region in America where the black

bear can be hunted with a sure pros-

pect cf s'jocass. From the flap of your
tent you oan easily spot his sombre fig-

ure with a field glass <mS he roams the

hjlllsides in search of his favorite fruit.

Then 5t is only a matter of careful

stalking and good marksmanship.
There is hardly lany limit to the va-

riety of canoe trips offered to the i&miK
er and sportsman by the St. John river

and its tributary streams. He may, a!«

did the Indianis for ages, urge his way
with pole and paddle up the main S\.

John and, after a short portage, embark
upon the Penoibscot. He may float

without efCort from the remoite fountain
head of this noble river a distance on

over 400 miles clear to its mouth
through landscape iscenes of panoramic
.grandeur. He may ascend the Mada-
wiaska from Edmunston a distance of

fifteen miles, carry his pirogue ovet
into Squiatook river and thence enjoy
a run down stream all the way of

about 100 miles to the place of beginn-
irig, through a chain of forest-bordered
waterways that fairly swarm with
trout and through lakes that are aa

beautiful as poet's diream. He imay
poJle up Grreen or Grand river and dowik

the spacious Restigouche. He may aa-

cend the silvery waters of the Tobique
and the Nictor and thence, after a short

carry, reach the Bathurst lakes and tha

wild, tumultuous Nepisiguit. From thw
laitter stream, if 'so inclined, he may
carry into the Upsalquitoh, a branch ot

the Restigouche. A favorite route is tu

portage outfit and canoes from Bristol

station to the headwaters of the Sou'-

West Miramichi, rt-.^ning down that

beautiful salmon stream as far as

Poiestown and returning to Fredericton

by rail. The tenderfoot camper can

launch Ms Milicete oanoe at Frederic-

ton when the morning sun is breaking-

through the river mist and at nightfall

pitch his tent upon the level shores of

Grand 1-iake, an ideal camping ground

for the tour.Lsrt who may wish to com-
bine a maximum of water space and
grassy mead with a minimum of work.

Or, he may spend .a most pleasurable

day exploring the Drcwnocto river,

which joins the St. John ten miles be-

low Fredericton, toy steam yacht or

canoe. This stream may be navigated

by such light craft for a distance of

tv;enty males. Its marshy shores are a
fa'orite feeding ground for deer as well

as bLack duck and teal. Here and
there are gravelly banks^ sloping to the

wiater, shadowed by thick-foliaged trees

and edged with a carpet of velvety

grass, miaking the most delightful

grounds for a day's outing. Then there

are more extensive flats near bubbling

springs, for campers of longer stay.

It is not alone in the item of such

rcyal game as the moose, caribou, and
bear ithat New Brunswick has been

richly endowed by Nature. Deer are

plentiful in the western and southern

portions and are rapidly threading on

nimhle foot the remotest regions of th^

great north woods. The ruffed grouse

is in evidence everywhere. On nearly
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jail the woodland lakes black duck and
JUal are numerous and many kiinds or

- a duck as well, when the soiuthern

Mi:;ht Is on. The plain, unvarnishea
r i. ts as to the wild gooae amd brant
^-h oting to be had at Miscou, Tiabus-

iiiac and other points upon the east-

ern seaboard, read liTce a fairy tale.

And if the province forms a huiniter's

fvaradise, what sii'all be said of the
fishing it has to offer? Its salmon
atreams, such as the Restigouche, Nep-
tsdguiit, Miramlchi and Tobique, are
famed the world over. Many of the

choicest pools ai-e unde^r ilease, it is true,

but there is still plenty of room, w^iere

the prlgriim from distant sihores miay
throw hd.s fly for this noblest of giame
fl&hes. A pag^ would be required to

t'Bcord the names alone of the lakes ana
streams where trout abound, and where
the fishing is as free as the air to the

genial visitor. All the big lakes on the

head of Tobique, whether on the right

hand branch or the left, abound with
trout and some of them with land-lock-

ed salmon, or togue. As for the upper
Nepisiguit, here is what Allen M.Brews-
ter, of Newburyport, Mass., who visit-

ed that section in the summer of 1897

for the first time, thinks of it: "I had
a imost enjoyaible triip up the left hand
branch of the Tobique and went
through to the Bathurst lakes. I was
a trifle early for moose caUing althougn
we succeeded in getting one very good
sized moose. The trout fishing in the
Bathurst lakes is samethiing I never
btfore experlenioed, although I have
been down in Maine, spring and fall,

for the last twenty years." The trout

streams and lakes of the provinces are,

with few exceptions, open to all. There
are more than 100 U^es -in Charlotte
and St. Johix counties alone where good-
ly catches can be had but if one de-

sires trout of five and sax pounds weight
he must seek them in the remote for-

est lakes. There is also a brief perioa
every spring, when the sea trout are
n-rni'iig up the rivers of the North
Shore, that ideal fishing may be ihad.
This event takes p'Laoe about the latter
part of May or first of June. Those
who have "struck it .ight" at Indian-
town, Bartibogue, Bathursit, Jacquet
river or many other choice looalitiec.
that might be named, wiill noit soom
forget the experience. July and August
are the best months for fishing in the
intei-dor of New Brunswick. The fish
are hungry and the mosquitos not so
belligerent as an June.
I>on't you hear the red gods caUing

you above the din of the trolley car, the
clanging of bells and the wearying cla-
mor of the dollar-hmiting mob? Break
loose then from foul air, foul thoughts—
the "debts, duns and dev-illtries'' of city
life,—and come to the many-river&a
vales and ihills of New Brunswick,
where horns and health await j'ou and
where length of days and peace of mina
are found beneath the shadow of birch
and pine.

Fredericton, N. B.

THE Professor expressed a wish to

go trout fishing. Mr. Sportsman
was an enthusiast in the matter
of brook trout, but he questioned
the Professor's physical capacity

to stand the trip.

"For." said he, "when I go trout fish-

ing. I go to catch trout, not to sit

dangling a hook into a pool all day
when there is nothling to take it, and
if no (fish will bite in about five min-
utes, I move on to another spot."
"Ah, my friend," said the Professor,

"perhaps if instead of onoving on you
would change your fly you might have
better success."

"Change my fly?" snapped Mr.
Sportsman, "The only flies in evidence
when I am trout fishing are mosquitoes
and black flies. Why, nuan alive, the
creek where I usually fish runs through
the primeval forest, and you could not
thirow a fly lif you tried. It is just a
ciooked line of water running through
a tangle of alders, fallen trees, creep-
ers, high bush, cranberry shrubs, and
every abomination calculated to make
a man use sulphurous language. I

don't go too often Just on that account.
It does not do to keep the recording
angel too busy. The only thing in favor
of the creek is that there are lots of

trcut in it, and if you wo>uld really like

to attemypt It we will start to-day, take
our tent, camp at the mouth of the

creek, and be ready next morning for

the fish."

"But," asked the Professor, "how do
yKxu catch the trout then? I thought
they lived on flies."

"Live on flies! That's all rubbish. I

usr: a short piece of line about eight

feet long, a smailil kirby bent hook, with

a long shank, and cut a pliant alder

for la rod. As I said before, there are

plenty of alders. For bait I prefer

puirtnidge gizzard, but if I can't get

any I shoot a squirrel, or a small bird;

ai.ything dn the shape of meat. Some-
timea I take a piece of the flsh itself, if

I can only catch one, the little acute

angle at the throat preferred. Some-
times grasshoppers are in season with

them, though a creek running through

the unreclaimed bush has no grasshop-

pers on lits banks, therefore the fish are

not educated up to them."

"Then," tasked the Professor, with

Bimplilcity, "you have educated these

fish up to partridge gizzard?"

"Professor," answered Mr. Sports-

man, sternOy, "on matters piscatorial
you .should never question so closely.
It shows a lack of confidence In the
veracity of an otherwise unimpeach-
able citizen, which often leads to a
oodlness, and sometimes to strained re-
lations."

The Professor was visibly affected
and showed great contrition.

"For," said he, "I am a fisherman
myself and ought to have known better
than to doubt the word of a brother
fisherman, but I insist on accompany-
ing you on this trip. It seems to me
such an easy method of catching fish,

so primitive and so delightful."

"Wait until you have to 'scratch '

along those tangled banks with your
rod in your hand, with the hook dang-
ling loose, and warranted to catch on
to every little twig and leaf that it can
get within reach of, and, failing that,
into your thumb it goes; then you won't
caill it so easy or delightful."

But the Professor would not be dis-
couraged. He was a man blessed with
boundless enthusiasim, and thoroughly
oj'tlmdstic. So off they started. Two
canoes, containing Mr. Sportsman, the
Professor, the patient John, and ano-
ther young man called Harry, who
though not keen on fishing, loved a
gun, though he never killed much.
The lake was calm as a mill pond,

and they paddled close to the high
recks, whiich are one of the features of
the much written of Temiskamin?
scenery. The shade was cool and re-
freshling. They had about ten miles to
g-o, and though the Professor insisted
that he would like to investigate the
geologlical formation of these escarp-
ments, Mr. Sportsman was obdurate, for

ho knew that such investigation would
consist in the Professor sitting down
on a stone, and 'resting a while in the
shade, so he vetoed the proposition
and they pushed on. When they had
travelled about half the distance, a
halt was called, for the rooks were
fairly blue with blueberries; so they
scattered over them to graze. Then
John came up to Mr. Sportsman and
whispered that he had a bottle of good
rye whiskey with him, and if a drop
would ibe acceptable, etc. "But," he
continued, "How about the Professor?

He looks like a chap that would faint

at the sight of such a thing."

"You offer him a drop, John; I don't

think he will faint quite."
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When John came back there was a

twinkle in his eye.

"We'll, John, did he faiint?"

"Not much," said John. "Say, that

Professor is not a bad sort. I

went up to Mm, and was going to ask

him if he would take a nip, and yet I

couldn't imake up my mind how to put

it, when he said: 'John, do you ever

dPink?' I felt kind of nonplussed, struck

all of a heap, and was going to say 'no,

never.' When he went on and said:

'For if yooi do, I have a bottle in my
valise, and a little refreshment would
not hurt us, John; you know that it

has been scientiflcally demonstrated

that alcoholic beverages are not neces-

sarily injurious to the human system.

Whenever I Imlbibe a small modicum
of spiTiits I always feel inwardly con-

vlTiced that it is good for me.' Not so

bad for the Professor, and, by-the-bye.

Mr. Sportsman, he wants you to join."

So they all joined, and then into their

canoes again, until another spell of

steady paddling brought them to the

bay -where the creek empties itself into

the lake. Here they camped and while

the rest were cutting wood, putting up
the tents and preparing supper, Harry
reconnoitred in search of g^ime. When
he returned he reported having seen a

gicund hog.

"Why did you not shoot it, then?"

inquired Mr. Sportsman. "It would

have done nicely for bait."

"I guess," answered Harry, "If you
want it, I can get it in the morning."

"All Tight, that will do."

When men have paddled about ten

miles they do not care to say more
than they can help before they eat.

And they do eat. Our friends were

fairly ravenous, and the Professor's

tongue gave precedence to the Profes-

sor's teeth.

After the post-prandial pipe had
been smoked the fragrant balsam
brush was secured for the beds. The
Professor wanted to arrange it, but

Mr. iSportsman promptly vetoed such a

proposition, seeing that he himself

was going to share the bed, for he had
theories regarding the arranging of a

bed of balsam brush, and those who
know will agree that it is an art gaiin-

ed by experience, and Mr. Sportsman
naturally did not care to throw himself

upon the tender mercies of the inex-

perienced Professor for his night's com-
fort. Therefore, as was his custom,
he superintended the matter himself.

He flrst lay down in the exact spot

where he intended to sleep, in order to

find out any protuberances of the

ground, stray sticks, and chips, or even
stones, which even when covered with
brush, would serve to make night hide-

ous wiith discomfort. Having removed
all such matter and even slightly hol-

lowed out the particular spots where
shoulders and hips (which practically

boar the weight of a sleeping man)
come in contact with the ground, so

that sleep would be possible even with-
out the brush, he proceeded to lay the

brush w>lth the butts always outwards,
oi- coming betwvien him and his bed-
fellow. He did the same for the Pro-
fessor on his side of the tent, spread
tht blankets, put his coat under his

head for a pillow, and dropped off to

sleep just about the moment that the

Professor had proved to his own satis-

faction that "Salmo Fontinales," as he
called brook trout, were closely allied

to "Sialmo Ansonii," a scientific de-

mcnstration that elicited from Mr.

Sportsman a resonant snore. Next
morning at daybreak the repoirt of a
gun close by awoke these two from a

refreshing slumber. Mr. Sportsman
jumped up and said:

"Hello! There is Harry at Ms ground-
hog. I aan glad he has got him. Now
we shall have plenty of bait."

Presently Harry appeared without the

ground hog.

"Where is the ground hog?" said Mr.

Sportsman. "Surely you didn't miss

him?"
"No, I didn't," ansiwered Harry.
"Where is he then?"
"In Ms hole."

"Why didn't you bring him then?"

"Because I couldn't reach Mm."
"What; did he crawl into his hole af-

ter you had killed him?" '

"Yes; that he did. He would have
crawled Into a dozen holes If they had
been there. I never seed such things

in my life. They are worse than old

country raibbits."

"Herein is a mystery," said Mt.

Sportsman. "You kill a ground hog,

and lo! he crawls away. Who says

that miracles have ceased in our day?
Why, hang it, man, we have no bait

now. Confound such shooting, I say."

"Well; you diidn't need a whole
ground hog for bait, surely."

"No, certainly not; but if you had
just shot even a leg of him. It would

• have sufficed."

Then Harry began to induilge In sul-

phurous remarks, which brought the

Professor out of his tent, and he ex-

horted the wicked Harry with winged
wcTds of reprobation for his unseemly
language.

Breakfast relieved the strain, and re-

stored the equanimity. Moreover an
unfortunate squirrel came too close for

his own g'ood and he ouacumbed to the

deadly weapon of Harry, thus offering

himself an unw'llling sacrifice on the

altar of bait.

And now to business. There was
quite a walk before them ere they
cfuld hope to catch fish, for it was use-

less to try before they reached swift

water. And it was a walk, or rather

a climib, over logs and under logs,

through brush and tangled girowth un-

til the Professor's face fairly streamed

wUth iperspiration, and his conversation

became monosyllabic, and the wicked

Harry called it a rest for the rest. The
young villain had not forgotten nor

forgiven the leotuire he received in the

morning, but he soon had his revenge.

After labout two miles of this kind of

travelling, Mr. Sportsiman, who was
leading, happened to look back to see if

the others were following close, and he

noticed Harry gesticulating wildly and
pointing to sometMng behind him.

Thoughts of moose, deer and bears

flashed through his mind and he has-

tened hack tawiards him. When he

came up to Mm Harry whispered, "Do
you want to hear the Professor swear?

If you do just keep still a rrtinute and
you will hear him."

Alas, It was true, the Professor was
swearing, and who could blame him?
What could the poor man do? There

he was; apparently dropped down Into

a triangular enclosure of logs, or fallen

trees, astride of a small stick, so that

his legs would not touch bottom, and
unable to pull himself up, owing to op-

pcsiing brush. Mr. Sportsman at once

went to the rescue and extricated the

unfortunate Professor, whale Harry, the

uncivilized savage, made the bush echo

with shouts of fiendish laughter. Nor did

ho forget the winged words of reproba-

tion, but in that his memory was good

he gave them verbatim, as he got them
from the poor Professor in the morn-

(ing. Mr. Sportsman laughed likewise,

and the Professor was the only one

who could not see the joke. But just

then John appeared upon the scene,

like a ministering angel, with a flask,

and they all straightway joined with

inward conviction.

After this little episode Mr. Sports-

man kept the Professor more under

his wing, and the procession moved on

with more deliberatioin, until the sound

of rusMng waters betokened the proxi-

mity of the flrst rapid. And then be-

gan the rush for rods, except on the

part of the cynical Harry, who would

quote the old saying about the fool at

one end and a worm at the other. The
Professor attacked a young birch tree

big enough for a fence pole, but was
persuaded into selecting something

lighter and more In proportion to the

size of the fish, for, as Harry said, they

were not expecting whales.

It was linteresting to a disinterested

spectator to watch the proceedings of

the fishermen; note how that when one

would pull a little beauty from out of

a tempting foam-flecked pool, another

in all innocence would drop his aine

just a little above Mm or below him.

Thi fact lis, the ethics of fisihermen in

this respect are not perfect, and it takes

a man of heroic mould, when he sees

another catching plenty of fish, to con-

tinue to flsh where he is catching
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hrow hiis line near that of his more
ortunate neighbor. The Professor,

hough we all loved him, was not a
icro, at least in this respect, for even
he good tempered Joan mildly remon-s

Jtrated when after several times, on
eeling a tug of what he thought was
fish, he would pull Jt up and find the

-•rofessor's line lovingly entwined
iround his own.

Brook trout are slippery creatures

and have a habit of being pulled out'

ot: the water and dropping off the hooK
on to the sloping bank of the stream,

or amongst the slippery stones of the

rapids. More skill is often required to

six-ure a fish so caught than to catch
it, and Harry fairly girgiled with de-

light as he watched the Professor
striving to grasp a floundering flsh,

especially as the result of the struggle
was the escape of the flsih and a moTio-
syllabic expletive from the Professor.
So often did this occur that Harry felt

coi.'Strained to remark:
"I say, Professor, I won't take you

out fishing suny more just for the sake
of your soul."

But the sun has mounted high in

the heavens and the internal economies
of the fishermen proclaim that it is time
for diruner, so they cooked some of

their fish, made the tea and sat them
down to eat beside the tinkling falls,

and these are the moments that make
the happiness of life. The cares of busi-
ness cannot reaoh one here. Stocks may
rise and stocks may fall, the whole busi-

ness fabric of the world may go smash,
but the effects can not touch one.

The physical discomforts of such a
tr>ip give but a zest to the enjoyment
ot such la day, and with such surround-
ings the very act of Living is a plea-
aure.

Even the Professor forgot to be pe-
dantic and laughed heartily with Harry
over his mishap on the way. And then
the pLpe and sdesta upon the smooth,
warm, sloping rocks, when a man is

lulled to sleep by the monotonous mu-
sic of the waterfall and rustling of the

summer -wiind amongst the poplar
leaves. Those who have experienced
it, know it, and to them these words
may perchance recall familiar scenes
oC summers past and gone, but to

those who never have tasted of such
joys, they beckon and bid them come
and taste and see what a goodly thing

it is. The happiest moments of a man's
life can be spent in the primeval forest

"far from the m'adding crowd," where
nature reigns supreme and man is but
another unit of the whole.
"Excuse me, Mr. Sportsman," said

Harry. "Those are beautiful senti-

ments, but can you lend us a match?"
"Dear me," excHaimed Mr. Sports-

man, "I must have been dreaming.
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Harry, you young scalawag, is there no
l>ottry in you at all?"

"I don't know about poetry," said
Harry, "but I know that there are lots
of trout in me."
Mr. Sportsman sighed, and looked at

hir- watch, then jumped up saying: "It
35 getting late. There is a pool about
a mile further up I am bound to try.
Who will come with me?"
John volunteered at once, but the

Professor was persuaded by Harry to
stay where he was, and "cease play-
ing the moose," and so they parted for
a whale. Mr. Sportsman fished up
stream untii the sun's declining rays
warned him that it was time to retrace
his steps. He and John picked up the
Professor on their w^ay back, and it

was a joyful Professor they found, for

as luck would have it, he had caught
the biggest fish of all. Harry swore
that it was a fiuke, and that if it had
not been for him, the Professor would
not only liave lost the fish, but would
have lost his hook and line as well;

but for all that the glory belonged to the

learned man from the south, and all

were glad to accord to him the honor
due, so that our beloved Professor
Towelled with pride and was ready at any
moment to give Mr. Sportsman a tew
hints on the art of catching trout

much to Mr. Sportsman's disgust and!

to the amusement of John and Harry
who fairly chuckled at the idea of the

Dictator, mildly accepting dictation,

the Sartor Resartus re-enacted.

So they sought their camping ground,

all fairly laden with the spoils of the

creek. Harry objected to carrying any-
thing, seeing that he had caught noth
ing, but his objections were overruled,

and he compromised by carrying the

Professor's catch. A short cut made th

return journey easier, and they reached
the camp in time to cook their tea and
start for home before the sun had set.

I'he paddle home seemed short and
easy, for conversation flowed freely.

There were incidents enough connected

with the trip to afford matter for con-

versation for a week. The Professor

never forgot Ms big fish, nor did he al-

low anyone else to forget it. And to-

day, .if perchance those who read these

lines shouild meet him, they too will

learn that ihe, with his own right hand,

landed the largest fish of all! And he

will ibear witness that such a trip, with

all its miseries, and all its discomforts

is well worth the making, and that af-

ter all, the true sportsman fares bet

ter, in places more or less inaccessible

than when following the beaten track

for s'uch is the region of Temiskaming,

comparatively untried, and hence fulJ

of piscatoriaJl possibilities.

«> <S> ^

An ardent angfler is naturally a good

correspondent. He is always willing

bo drop a line.
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t ANGLING IN KOOTENAY 3

By W. F. B.

The fishing in British Columbia has
already obtained a world-wide repu-
diation. For (the fortunate angler who
nas the time and money to spare there
is no country in the world where he
.ian better exercise nis piscatorial pro-
clivities to their lullest extent.
The besc of the rivers on Vancouver

Island are a little ditttcult of access
and entail camping out, a most de-
lightfiul mode of enjoying sport when
There are few rivers in wnich ftrst

Class siport can be had within a ihort
distance to comfortable hotels, but
there is one place where the working-
man can enjoy the best of Ashing
within an hour's journey of his place
of /business, nay, at times, within a
stone's throw of it.

This angler's paradise for the sons
ot toil may be found at Nelson, a pros-
perous little city in West Kootenay,
numbering some four thousand souls.
Nelson is situated on the north shore
of the west arm of Kootenay lake. A
more picturesque place can hardly be
imagined, all round are wooded hills,
rocky crags, and in the background
siiow-capped mountains towering a-
jbove all. Nelson is the principal sup-
ply town for the rich mining distriot
of Kootenay, and the wants of the
angler are not forgotten by the local
tradesmen.
About two miles beiow the town the

lake narrows into the Kootenay river,
/forming an enormous body of water
with occasional waterfalls, the largest
of which, the Bonnington falls, are
utilised oy an electrical power com-
pany to supply the neighboring city
of jtiossiana with electric light.
From the beginning of the flshing

season (March 16th) up to about the
middle of June, tne nshinsr all over
the lake is very good, and in particu-
lar, on the reach between Nelson and
the river. The trout belong to the
variety of Salmonidae, known as the
Salmo Purpuratus; they are very
game flsh, averaging in size from half
a pound to six or seven pounds. Much
larger fish may be caught by trolling
with live bait or an artificial minnow
or spoon, but as a sportsman, I can
only write for sportsmen, and for us
the only lawful lure is the fly.
As a rule small flies are more dead-

ly than large flies. There are times
when the little dry-flies, made for the
old country chalk streams, make large
baskets, while the larger patterns
draw blanks. On the whole, however,
a fly dressed on a No. 7 hook, new
standard, English size, will be found
the best .all-round size to use.
During two years' experience of

the tastes of the Kootenay trout,
I have found three patterns of flies
very successful, and for the benefit
of those who dress their own flies, I
will give these patterns in detail:

—

(1) Wings—Summer Duck.
Hackle—Blue hen hackle, dyed a

golden olive.

Body—Olive pig's wool or seal fur,
ribsbed with gold tinsel.

Tail—Scarlet Ibis.

(2) Wings—Bronze mallard.
Hackle—White cock dyed dark

claret.
Body—^Mlxed dark blue and claret
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^.a o wool or seal fur, ribbed with sil-

ver twist.
Tail—Two Indian Craw feathers.

(3) Wingis—Indian Bustard.
Hackle—Red (undyed) g-ame cock

hackle.
Body—Yellow floss silk, ribbed

with gold tinsel, and red game cock
carried down the body.

Tail—Red worsted.
The wings should be doubled and

laid on flat over the bodies. These pat-
terns have been well tested by friends
as well as by me, ajid no angling "fa-
mi'ly should be without them."
My time being limited, I wa-s only

able to have two good days when the
fishing was at its best last season.
The first of these days was on the

lake some time during the latter part
of May. A learned judge, who was
in town to administer the law during
the assizes, suggested that we should
have a day's fishing together before
he left the town, a suggestion which I

am glad to say, I was able to act up-
on. It was a lovely day, more liko
summer than spring, but raihor bright
for good fishing. We determined to
try our luck at a part of the lake about
five miles from the town where, it had
been reported several heavy baskets
had recently been made.
Anglers are not famed for strict ver-

acity, a.nd I fear the Nelson Walton-
ians are no exception to the rule; but
in spite of our being perfectly aware
of that fact, we decided to give the
place a trial, for the day was fair and
the scenery up the lake magnificent.
Our progress up the lake was .'some-

what retarded by a head win 1, conse-
quently we d-id not arrive at our desti-
nation until lunch time.
About two o'clock we set to work,

but the fish rose slowly and half-

heartedly, and by 4 o'clock our bas-
kets were light. My companion sug-
gested a change of scene, so we hoist-
ed our sail and had a glorious run
before a spanking breeze, nor did we
stop until we had passed the town.
Just below the Railway Company'?

wharf, we saw some fish .isinij, s:> we
hied us there and cast over the disap-
pearing bubbles .A quick splash and
a gleam of silver gladdened our failing

hopes, and presently we had tho net
under a beauty. More flsn bigar. to

rise; whenever it was possible we
would row within reach of the rising

flsh, casting over them as quick'y as
we were able, so as to attract their

attention before thy sank 3own into

the depths; if we were sharp enough
we invariably met with suce^i^s.

The sun was now low down in the
heavens, and the fish began to rise as
if they meant business- W had only
light rods, and as the fi.sh nere above
the average size of the lake trout, we,
perhaps, wasted more time than we
ought to have done in landing our flsh.

For about an hour and a hialf the fun
waxed fast and furious, then the rises

diminished. iMy companion seemed
tired, and I was horribly hungry, so
we decided to return home. On our
way back the fish began to move
again, and we picked up one or two
stragglers before we reached the bo it

house.
We gave a few of the fish away to

a less successful brother angler, who
was returning home with U!^ The
church bells recalled to us the la-

mentable fact that we had profaned
the SaJbbath (an event of frequent oc-
currence in Nelson, I fear), so we stole

home through the bye-ways for ff-ar

of meeting the faithful on th:^ir way
to their various oonventicles.

Our bag still contain,ed close on
thirty fish, weighing 37 poands, about
as pretty a basketful as any reas>r-
able angler could wish to have.
We presented some the spoil to tihe

Presioyterian minister in orucr to assu-
age our guilty consciences.
The other day we referred to was on

the river, later in the year, aooai. iriii

end of August. The lake begins to

rise during April, owing to the melting
snows, is at its zenith in July, and be-
gins to fall gradually from August
until winter sets in. Tne best sport in

the river is obtained when the water is

falling, September being, as a rule,

tne best month.
The railway runs alongside the

river to Robson,where the Kootenai
joins the Columbia river, a distance
of about twenty-two miles-

Good fishing may be had at al.iiost

any point on the river, thjuga, of

course, some parts are better than
others. Many of the most likely '..)'>k-

ing pools are never fished owing partly

to tiie difflculty of access, partly to

the local indifference to trying un-
known water when good sport may be

made sure of in well known portions

of the river.

As there were ladies in o\ir party,

we decided to try a portion of the

river nar to wher there is v.y<v a sta-

tion (Slocan Junction) as be'nkj <a.-y

of access, and not too much frequent-

ed by anglers.
Slocan Junction is about sixloen

miles from Nelson; it is only a few
minutes' walk from a place where the

river expands into a small lake, known
locally as Ward's Crossing, a favorite

and excellent angling station, but a
little too popular with anglers for my

We arrived at the river side about
11 a.m. The heat was intense, but

the mosquitos were painfully active,

so there was nothing for it but to light

a fire in order to defend the ladies

from the ravages of these persistent

insects. One of our party in a well-

meaning, but mistaken, manner, sug-

gested cigarettes, but as the ladies

were rather shy of each other, the ad-

vance was indignantly repelled. It

was too hot to fish, so we had e^rly

lunch, then sought a place of shade,

where I dressed a few flies, rather

larger than those I ordinarily used,

for the evening's flshing-

One of the party who had been
prospecting for a more invi^iag camp-
ing ground, came and offered to ^ead

us to a veritable fairy dell, if only we
were prepared to do a littl.e_climbing.

We shouldered our ba.sket of proven-

der and scrambled over fallen timber
and rocks for some 300 yards, until

we came to a little hollow just at the

edge of the forest bordering the riv>;r

bank.
Fortune had, indeed, favored our

prospector in selecting a camping site.

Imagine a level patch of moss-carp.^t-

ed ground, about flfteen yards squore,

arched over by enormous pine trees,

the air laden with the scent of the

syrlnga blossom mingled with the in-

cense-like odor of the resinous pine,

in the back-ground a dense black for-

est, impenetrable almost on account of

the thick undergrowth, and in the
foreground a marvellous scene. The
mighty river falling down, through a

chasm of huge jagged rock, some
forty feet, sending 'Up showers of

spray that seemed to be transform-
ed by the suns into myriads of jewels,

then forming into a fierce rapid,

churning its waters Into thick white
foam, here and there dashing upwards

almost backwards, with great vio-
lence, as if protesting against the pii

-

sence of the enormous boulders in its

bed, impeding its heaalong course.
On the further shore a gigantic

rock bounded the waters in, crowned
on its summit with cedars; beyond
that a vast undulating park-like for-
est, and in the far distance, the mount-
ains towering above everything.
We were sutticiently far irom the

falls not to be troubled with the roar
of the falling water in the distance,
and the fact that the chasm came be-
tween us and the falls produced a .«o-

norous effect, not unlike the pedal notes
of a cathedral organ.
"Sing," we unanimously cried, to

one whose glorious contralto voice*

was well known in the leading cities

of the old world; "sing us the song
of love and death of Isolde," cried
one; "but sing us some song that
shall be grand in its simplicity. S3 !•>-

thing that will appeal to us all." We
listened and waited; presently she
began the old Scotch song, "The Bon-
nie Banks of Loch Lomond," softly

at first, then swelling out, ending with
a diminuendo, with a rare skill and
pathos, the exquisite organ of hei
voice blending with the diapasons of

the troubled water. The singer ended
and a hush came over the erstwhile
merry party; we all saw visons of the
past rising in our fancies, and we were
sad, for we were pilgrims from a far

land, and had loved ones, friends and
homes thousands of miles behind us-

I felt lumps rising in my throat, and
not liking to make a fool of myself
before women, sauntered away with
my rod, under the pretence of fishing.

Kven by the river brink, above the
thunder of the falls, I could hear the
singer; it was "Farewell to Loch
Aber" now, the tune the piper had
played as our train was moving out
of Banchory station at the end of ; ur
farewell visit to Dee-side, before
leaving the old country. I could stand
it no longer, so scrambled over rocks
hastily toward the waterfall, barking
my shins unmercifully against a rock
in so doing.
Just below the falls a man w xs f.'ih-

ing with some sort of bait; as 1 watch-
ed he pulled out a splendid trout, and
I awoke from my reverie.

In sipite of the heat, I fished steadily

for about an hour, catching one or two
fair sized flsh. Then some one '^^me
andu dragged me away for, possibly,

some other refreshment — not unwill-
ingly—^^and we rested and waited for

the sun to decline. A party of men
had invaded our sanctuary ami bad
begun to erect a tent, evidently inrend-
ing to stay there for a few days. Four
of them started to flsh, and we wa'k-
ed down to the river to warcti tli'^m.

I noticed one or two good ftsh rise

about twenty yards, at least, from
the shore, right at the edge of the
rough water. The sun was now off

the river at that particular ijlace, so

I determined to try and cast ove- tho
rising flsh. This was none too ^asy to

do, for the rocks behind mads over-
head casting imposslible, and the con-
stantly changing eddies and ^Jii'-'nts

made "Spey" casting difficult. (For
the beneflt of the Sasenach. T should
state that by the "Spey" cast is

meant a method of throwing the fly

without taking the fly out of the water,
a feat which takes a lot of practice

to accomplish.) Sometimes I would
succeed, and sometimes my line w.i^ild

cause me to expostulate in a profane
tongue; but nearly every time that I

succeeded in getting ant a long lln-s T
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hot>ked a good fish, and the longer

the hne the larger would 00 the hsh.

As the sun sank, the ftsh came
quicker. My ang-ling "confreres,"

who had only light short rods- -where-

as I had a heavy 14-foot rod, split

cane with steel centre, strong enough
to carry any length of line that I was
a.s hopeless and sat down ty warcn
a;ble to cast—had given up the task
me.

i. was wearing a pair of inu^Kt>r-

bockers, fearfully and wonderfully
crhecked, the gift of a ricih relative,

which gave the impression to my au-

dience that I was a personage of im-
portance, for I heard them allude to

iiie as "The Dook," for the first, and,
prabajbly, the oniy occasion on wnich
I was for the nonce a hereditary legis-

lator.

I worked away hard until .t was
dark, yet the fish showed no signs of

failing appetites, but I had to stop,

as we had to catch our train.

I cannot remember the exact number
of fish 1 had caught, but I know I

had counted over fifty. I lon't th:rk

one of them would weigh less than a
pound (except those I had caugh
earlier in the day) and the largest

would just three pounds.
I filled my capacious creel, and had

plenty left for the other less fortun-

ate anglers. We hastily got our things

together and scrambled up to the

track, where we had to light a fire m
order to signal the train to stop for

us. We had not long to wait, but
were scared to death because the train

passed, apparently not intenllag to

stop. The ladies looked terror-strick-

en, and one man, unguardedly, com-
menced: "Well, I'm ." but, for-

tunately, the rest of his sentence was
cut short by the stopping of the
train.
Tired, but intensely satisfied. i\'e

watched through the windows of the
cars, the silver moon-light stealing

over the river as we followed its mean-
dering course on our homeward jour-

ney. The eerie scene calm<-d c'.own

the mind excited by the slaughter of

fish. The physical exertion and the
excitement of the sport had restored
to even balance the heart «aile?Ted
by memories recalled by the sinjj-er.

We had, in fact, reached tne "Nir-
vana" of all true anglers, brought
thither by the comtbined effect of the
perfect scenery, the lovely music, the
excellent sport and the healthy exer-
cise, and we arrived home feeling at
peace and charity witli all men, ovtn
including our relations.

An Improved Ooananiche.

The number of young salmon fry to

be distributed this summer from the

Grovemimenit hatchery .at Tadousac,

Quebec, wtill 'be laibout two miillions and

a half. In addition to these, there are

thirty thousand fertilized eggs in

course of hatdhlng, whose development
will be watched with considerable in-

terest. Tihese are from the ova of pa-
rent salmon crossed w*ith the -milt of

male ouananiche. The impregnation
has perfectly succeeded. A microsco-
pic examinaition shows that the im-
pregnation has taiken place, and that

the process of incubation .Is most fa-

vorably advancing. The young fish

will be liberated lin the waters of Lako
St. John, and are intended for improv-
ing the size of the ouananiche at pres-

ent inhabiting those Waters.

I
AT THE TRAPS

|
M Conducted by Bob White. at

Trap shooting has not reached that
degree of popularity in Canada that it

deserves. Tha(t we have among us
many excellent trap shots, and that the

average Canadian is fond of the gun
is true, but the fact remains that trap

shooting, esipecially. inaniimate target

shooting, las a regular pastime, has
only developed in spots and in a great
many sections of country this most en-
joyable of sports is comparatively un-
known. Several reasons may be given
for this apparent apathy on our part.
All 'field shots and those who have con-
fined their trap .shooting to live birds
are inclined to look with a certain
amount of contempt upon the later
sport of smashing "clay saucers." But
as a rule a taste of the sport develops
a very keen appetite for it, and as was
remarked at the recent sporstmen's
show, Madison Square Garden, New
York City, men who were cold blood-
ed spectators one day were found en-
thusiasticailly endeavoring to smash the
elusive target the next, and, what is

more, kept at it.

In the United iStates this sport has
been gi eatly pop'Uilar.ized. Almost evexy
city, town and village has its gun
club, and the number of targets con-
sumed reaches away into the mlUionB.
It, of course, has been encouraged and
puislit'a along by ammuiniition and gun,
as well as the target and trap manu-
facturers, but its own merits alone
must ibe credited with its great popu-
larity. The practice has developed
some wonderfuWy good shots and I am
afraid in this brainch of sport, at least,

we must all take a back seat from our
American cousims.
The advantages of target shooting are

so many that I hope we Canadians will

arouse ourselves and give it the place
in our sporting world that it deserves.

The burning desire of a .shot gun
enthusiast, as has been said of English-

men, is to go out and kill something. In

these days of rapidly depleting game
fields it is a desire that cannot be sat-

isfied to the full without very disas-

trous results. Where game is plentiful

one is apt to let his eagerness run
away with his good judgment and de-

velop habits of the "game-hog" charac-

ter- It is infinitely better to gorge

oneselves on clay birds and dull the

edge off one's appetite .at the traps once

a week than to disregard the laws of

true isporstmanship as so many of us

do when on the fields.

Target shooting undoubtedly increas-

es one's skill with the gun. The shoot-

er wiho increases his percentage of kills

at the traps will find that he will do

cleaner and more satisfactory work

In the field, notwithstanding the fact

that there are many excellent field

shots who are very indifferent target

shots. To make the best scores on tar-

gets good shooting guns and good am-

m'unition are essentiail and one is led to

«tudy guns, ammunition, loads, etc.,

to his own advantage in every way.

As compared with liv-- ulgeon shoot-

ing it has advantages. We must ac-

knowledge the great superiority of the

latter as a sport, but it is expensive
and therefore cannot be indulged in
by ithe poor man to any great extent.
Targets can be trapped for Ic each and
with the prices of ammunition today
a shooter can spend a pleasant hour
or two every week without making se-

rious inroads on his pocket book. Again
the element of cruelty in pigeon shoot-
ing, although more apparent than real,

is, of course, entirely absent at targets.

Our backwardness in target shooting

is largely owing to the fact, I believe,

that we simply haven't tried the sport

and consequently do not know what a
good thing it is. The reat-on given for

the lack o enlthusiasm in England,
where, as here, the sport has only as-

sumed modest proportions, may per-

haps apply to us, and that is that their

tastes run ilargely to athletics. But
nevertheless the representative of an
American magazine trap and clay pig-

eon has recently paid a visit to the

Old Country and has awakened new
and widespread interest in this class at

shooting. Here I think all we need is

that the hint be given and we will

not be slow (to take it.

Unfortunately for trap shooting in-

terests it has not been given 'iiu^h at-

tention toy lOur journaListic friends. 1

know of no Canadian paper or journal

that has, hitherto, properly catered to

the trap shooter and supplied or at-

tempted to supply him with the news
and reading imatter he demands. Now
in "Rod and Gun" I hope to see that

want well supplied and I believe with

a sporting paper, representing their In-

terests, that trap shooting will be stim-

ulated and the ranks of tran shooters

all over Canada rapidly mcreast^u.

What I would like to see organized
without delay would be a League of

Canadian Sportsmen. Such an organi-

zation, composed of sportsmen all over

Canada, would have an imimense power
of good. It would not only encourage
sport with the gun, but it would be a
splendid instrument for the propaga-
tion and protection of our game. What
more fitting place for the birth of such

an orgainization .than the iMetropolis of

Canada, Montreal itself. It Would
unite the scattered forces of Canadlam
shooters into a sporting brotherhood,

having a distinctively Canadian com-
plexion.
Then we should have league tourna-

ments, held at different prominent
points in Canada. We might possibly

discover where the champion Cana-

dian trap shooter lives. If he has been

discovered so far I have not heard of

him and 1 certainly would like to make
his acquaintance.
Let us, then, push the good work

along and with the assistance and co-

operation of "Rod and Gun" trap

shooting will soon take its proper

place in the Canadian world of sport.

^ <S> <S>

Westmoont Gun Globus Toornament.

The Westmount Gun Caulj, Montreal,

held an all-day tournament on May 24th.

on their grounds, beautifully situa:ted on

the slope of tihe mountain and overlook-

ing the city and river. An interestin'g

prognamme was presented, one of the fea-

tures being a competition for a silver

coffee set donated by the manufacturers

01 the "S.S." smokeless powder, the com-

petitors to use only "S.S." powder in

the competition. Event No. 1 was 18

yards rise, unknown trajps and angles,

one man up, gun to be helil below the
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clbi)w until target was released. Events
2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10 were unknown angles, the
otJiers known angiles. l^e purses were
du-ided on the Rose system, 4 and 5
monies.
Presure on our space unfortunately pre-

vents the publication of the score.

Walkerville Shoot.

Walkei-ville held an informal shoot
on Saturday, May 13th, when an In-
teresting programme was shot off.

Visitors were present from Kingsvlll'?
and Windsor. One of the features
was a team race between Walkerville,
Windsor and Kingsville. The Hcores
made in events 2 and 3, by Walkers-
ville anad Kingrsville and events 4 and
5 by Windsor, (who were late coming),
were taken to decide the race, which
resulted in a victory for Walkerville.
The following is the score of the
whole shoot:
Namk. Total Walk'i.e WiNOf^oR Kinoj.k

Smith ee .. .. 17
Bauslaiigh., 54
Swift eo 2'
Mutter 61 Jl
Vanduseu 61
Clark 55 19
A. Reld 77 20
Miner .. .. is
Adams .. 17
Weir .. It;

Stotts 21
Duggan 18
Squires .

.

14
L'Hereux 16
T. Reid ixj

Black .

.

19
McClintock
Chater
Pastorious .. 8
Allen 18
Morton ..

93 8') 79

<S> <?> <S>

The Equitable system of dividing
sweepstakes at tournaments, is rapid-
ly supplanting the older percentag
plan. There never was much sound
sense in the adoption of the percent-
age plan of dividing purses. It is so
much in favor of the professional ex-
pert and, even among amateurs of the
same class, is so uncertain in its re-
sults that it is time it was wiped out.
Under the Equitable system a man
in the money gets paid for the work
he does, whether he strikes the same

hole as several others or not, and
this is as it should be. The absur-
dity of the fourth man getting as
n:uch or more than the first under the
percentage plan, as often occurs,
should alone condemn it. We Intend
to discuss this subject in another is-
sue.

<«> <J> <S>

Guns and Ammunition.
To the Editor of Rod and Gun:
Agreeable tc your request to help

start the ball rolling I should like to
see the name "30-40" abolished. The
Winchester people claim to put in 36
grains of smokeless powder, not 40,

in their ammunition for model '95, and
as 1 believe the Winchester box maga-
zine rifle is the original of the name
why not caJll It correctly 30-36?

I cannot understand the preference
exhibited now for full magazine rifles

(not box)—the number of cases is not
many where you can man the lead
pump and shoot as long as there is any-
thing In sight aiiid get in more than two
or tnre^ shots; therefore five or six
cartridges in your magazine is in the
majority of cases ample, and a full

magazine, even if half empty, simply
means so much more iron to lug around
and there are times when the lightest
rifle seems to weigh a ton.
An Englishman I met the

other day, who was on his
way to the Canadian Rockies

to hunt grizzly, told me a tale of woe
about his experience last autumn when
he had found his grizzly and flred two
soft nose 30 calibre bullets into or at
him at a fairly long range and failed
to stop Bruin who luckiily could not set
at Ms English nibs owing to the <lis-
tanoe and nature of the mountains.
My acquaintance swore by all that was
blue he had hit him each time and
scouted the idea of having used Uie
full metaa jacket and point by mis-
take, and this time he took along a mm
little smaller in bore than a small c.iu-
no.i, .sa^fiiig he ha/d no further use t'):-

30 calibre. What have my feMow-80-
30 and 30-36 cranks with soft nose bull-
eus to £iay V Wie can't content ourselves
merely with calling him" a "Blarstcd
Britisher."
Has any one In Canada tried the "Gun

bore treatment" extensively advertised
at New York sporstmen show, and
what do you think of it?

I want to hear something from those
«haps who hanker after these 16 and
20 guage sihot guns and their reasons
for believing them more desirable than
12 guage; and if insitead you are the
proud possessor of a Winchester repeat-
ing shot gun, let us a)ll hear what you
think of it. I guesis we can trust the
editor not to call you a game hog, be-
cause you use a repeater, for at least
a few months after he gets his paper
started. Acigan-po-sip-wagan,
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The success attending the publication

of Rod and Gun has more than met
the anticipations of its publishers. Not
only has the paper been warmly wel-

comed by the press, but encouraging

letters from numerous sportsmen, con-

taining tangible evidences of appreciation,

have been received . The June number
of 5,000 copies is almost exhausted, and
so great is the demand that the pretent

issue will be 10,000.

<S> <«> <^

LEAGUE OF CANADIAN SPORTS*
MEN.

We are much pleased at the expres-

sions of opinion in favor of a League of

Canadian Sportsmen brought out by
the suggestion in our first issue from our

correspondent, "Bob White," and on
which we commented in the same num-
ber. Extreme pressure on our space

prevents publication of the letters, but

sufficient preliminary interest has been

shown to indicate that the idea of a

Dominion organization devoted to the

protection of game has been well re-

ceived generally, and it only needs ener-

getic work to push the scheme to success.

We publish in another page a portion of

the Constitution of the League of Ameri-

can Sportsmen, with the idea of showing

clearly the scope of that organization.

There are points in it which we believe

are not suitable, at least at tiie present

time, to Canada, whose game and fish

resources, especially the latter, are not
in such a woeful state of depletion as to

render it necessary, for example, to abso-

lutely prohibit the sale of either ; on the

contrary, we have in most instances an
abundance, and for the present we would
not counsel extreme measures ; but,

looking towards the future, when our

resources shall have been exploited and
tlie corresponding increase will have oc-

curred of visiting sportsmen^ we believe

in the preparation and enforcement now
of wise measures, suited to our needs, and
in the establishing of a League of Cana-

dian Sportsmen we can very cheerfully

profit by the experience and excellent

good sense of our southern neighbors

whose organization has accomplished

and will do genuine good.

;
«><»«>

ONTARIO'S NEW FISHING RE*
GULATIONS.

Ontario has just issued another set of

fishery regulations, among the more

important of which are several specify-

ing weights, sizes and numbers that may
be caught of trout, bass, etc. One inter-

esting rule prohibits catching, taking or

killing sturgeon, by any means, without

a license. The catching of large or small

mouthed bl^ck bass for sale or barter is,

we are pleased to note, prohibited from

December 1st to April 15th, and this,

added to the close season, of April 15th

to June 15th, stops that kind of traffic

for a fairly long period each year.

Stress is laid on the liberty of bona-

flde settlers, residing within five miles of

the place where such fish are caught, to

catch a reasonable (specified) number in

any one day for domestic use of them-

selves and families—a liberty we hope

which will be watched carefully and, if

abused, further restricted if not abolished

entirely.

One-day catches by any person are

limited to twelve black or Oswego or

large mouthed bass, twenty green bass,

twenty pickerel or four maskinonge or a

greater number of speckled or brook
trout than in the aggregate weighing
more than fifteen pounds and no greater

number than fifty speckled or brook
trout, even if total weighs less than
fifteen pounds.

Non-residents are prohibited from
catching each in one day more than ten

lake trout, any of which exceeds three

pounds, or more than twenty pounds in

all if weighing less than three pounds
each. :

,

Minimum sizes and weights M'hich-may

be caught are bass, ten inches ; speckled:

trout, six inches
;
pickerel, twelve,inches;

maskinonge, fifteen inches ; . salimon;

trout, lake trout or white fish, two
pounds each ; sturgeon ten pounds; fish'

caught under these sizes and weights

must be returned immediately to the

water, and as far as possible uninjured.

These regulations go a considerable

distance in the right dii-ectidn, but a

needed addition is a provision against

waste. A party of say four canoeing in

the wilds could not eat all the fish if

each caught his limit, and.it is unfortun-

ately true that many cases of thoughtless

waste occur. Every game law maker
should impress on the people as rule

number one " Don't catch or kill more
than you can use. Don't alloV good fish

or meat to rot." True sportsmen follow

this rule—they are built -that way.

An excellent addition to the easily

obtainable comforts of a fishing trip these

hot sunirtler dkys is a common, wide,

coarse-fibred, country straw hat of the

variety frequently known as a "cow's

breakfast." It is cheap, durable, cool

and comfortable, equally good for rain or

shine, fbr pushing upward the middle of

the crown results in a covering imper-

vious to t-aih. We speak advisedly, hav-

ing been converted sorrie yekrs ago, ex-

perience since amply demonstrating both

its rain-proof and , sun-proof qualities.
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Don't scoff—simply try it and be con-

vinced. Those whose aesthetic ideas are

shocked can readily relieve its rude

appearance by any variety of hat band

from a piece of string or boot lace to a

silk handkerchief.

A press despatch from Toronto states :

"It is understood that one result of

"the visit to lakes Temiskaming and

"Temagaming districts by Hon. J. M.
" Gibson, Commissioner of Crown Lands,
" will be the creation of a special forest

" reserve." This, we believe, is a wise

measure, not only from the standpoint of

reforestation but as a game preserve. The

setting aside of large tracts of forest by
the Provinces of Quebec and Ontario,

such as the Laurentides National Park,

the Trembling Mountain Park, the Rond-

eau Park and the Algonquin Park, and
the Banff National Park by the Dominion
viovernment, wherein it is intended that
wild animals may live and breed, secure
from any depredations by man, has
already shown, by results, how beneficial

such legislation is to the preservation of

our game, and it is very satisfactory to

hear that such a desirable addition is to

be made to the number of narks. Within
the borders of the new reserve will

probably be the matchless Lady Evelyn
and No'n Wakaming or Diamond lakes,

the many islanded Temagaming and
others of lesser note. All these waters
are known to teem with fish, and the
surrounding forests have even now quite

a large number of moose.

^ ^^
In another column is published a

summary of the g-ame laws of the Pro-
vince Oif Quebec, which will be found
useful to sportsmen intending to fish

or shoot in this portion of Canada. In
subsequent issues will be given similar
summaries of the game laws of the
other provinces.

The Best Gun,

Editor Rod and Gun:
In answer to Cross-Bolt, who is ask-

ing for information regarding guns and
ammunition, I would like to say that I

have owned nearly every malce, botlh
English and American, and now have
two American and two Englisih guns in
m,y cabinet; that the choice of the lot

falls upon a Cashmore 12g, built to or-
dter for duck shooting. It weighs 8J lbs.,

and ds one of the most beautiful guns
I ever saw, as well as the best, and
they are very cheap compared with
other guns, in elegant shape, and the
T>alance and working weapon leaves
nothing to be desired. Regarding the
various brands of nitro powders my
choice has also fallen upon Dupont's
Meet of the nitros deteriorate with age,
but I know that it will keep loaded at
least two years. My chief objection to
gold dust is the small quantity to be
used, which in a lOg. shell and even a
12g. leaves a large space to be filled

with wads which gives a recoil that
makes my head ache. It Is a very
quick and I believe a good powder.

I

' KOSHEE,
Gravenhurst. Ont.. June. 1899.

*'THE FEET OF THE YOUNG MEN."
(Dedicated to the memory of the late W.

Hallett-Phillips.)

By Rudyard Kipling.

Now the Fourway lodge is opened; now the

Hunting-winds are loose.

Now the Smokes of Spring go up to clear

the brain;

Now the young men's hearts are troubled

for the whisper of the Trues;

Now the Ked Gods make their medicine

again

;

Who hath seen the beaver busied? Who hatn

watched the black-tail mating?

Who hath lain alone to hear the wild

goose cry?

Who hath worked the chosen water wherp

the ouananiche is waiting,

Or tho Bea-trout'8 jumping-crazy for <he

ay T

He must go—go—go away from here,
On the other side the world h<^'s overdue.
"Send your road is clear before you when the

old Spring-fret comes o'er you,
And the Red Gods call for you!

So for one the wet sail arching through thfr

rainbow round the bow.

And for one the creak of snowshoes on the

crust;

And for ont the lakeside vigil, when the
bull-moose leads the cow.

And for one the mule-train coughhig the

dust:

Who hath smelt wood-smoke at midnight?

Who Ixath heard the lolrch-log burning?

Who is quick to read the noises of the

night?

Let him follow the others, for the young
man's feet are turning

To the camps of proved desire and known
delight!

Let him go—go—go away from here.
On the other side the world he's overdue.
'Send your road is clear before you when the

old Spring-fret comes o'er you.
And the Red Gods call for you!

Do you know the blackened timber; do you
know that racing stream.

With the raw, right-angled, log-jam at the

end;

And the bar of sun-warmed shingle where
a man may bask and dream.

To the click of shod canoe-poles round
the bend?

It is there that we are going with our rods

and reels and traces.

To a silent, smoky Indian that we know.
To a couch of new-pulled hemlock with the

starlight on our faces.

For the Red Gods call us out, and we
must go!

They must go—go—go away from here,
On the other side the world he's overdue!
'Send your road is clear before you when

the old Spring-fret comes o'er you.
And the Red Gods call for you!

Do you know the shallow Baltic, wljere the

seas are quick and short.

Where the bluff, lee-boarded fishing-luggers

ride'

Do you know the joy of threshing leagues

to leeward of your port

Ob a coast you've lost the chart of over
side?

It Is there that I am going, with an extra

hand to bale her;
Just one single 'longshore loafer that I

know.
He can take his chance of drowning while '

Ball and sail and sail her.

For the Red Gods call me out. and I musr
go 1

He must go—go—go away from here.
On the other side the world he's overdue!
'Send your road is clear before you when

the old Spring-fret comes o'er you.
And the Red Gods call for you!

Do you know the pile-built village where the

sago-dealers trade

—

Do you know the reek of fish ana wet
bamboo?

Do you know the dripping silence of the or-

chid-scented glade

Where the blazoned bird-winged butterflies

flap through?
It is there that I am going with my camphor,

net and boxes.

To a gentle, yellow pirate that I know-
To my little wailing lemurs, to the palms

and flying foxes,

For the Red Gods call me out and I must
go 1

He must go—go—go away from here.
On the other side the world he's overdue!
'Sena your road is clear before you when

the old Spring-fret comes o'er you
And tho Red Gods call for you!

Do you know the world's white roof tree; do

you know that windy rift.

Where the baffling mountain-eddlea chop

and change?

Do you know the long day's patience, belly-

down on fiozen drift.

While the head of heads Is feeding out

of range?
It is there that I am goiug, where tho

bowlders and the snow lie.

With a trusty mimble tracker that I know.

I have sworn an oath to keep it on the

horns of Ovis Poll,

And the Red Gods call, and I must go !

He must go—go—go away from here.
On the otner side the world he's overdue!
'Send your road is clear before you when

the old Spring-fret comes o'er you.
And the Red Gods call for you!

Now the Four-way Lodge is opened; now the

Smokes of Council rise;

Pleasant Smoke ere yet 'twixt trail and
trail they choose

—

Now the girths and ropes are tested: now
they pack their last supplies;

Now our young men go to dance before the

Trues !

Who shall meet them at those altars; who
shall light them to the shrine.

Velvet-footed who shall guide them to their

goal?

Unto each the voice and vision; untc eacn

his spoor and sign-
Lonely mountain In the northland. misty

sweat-bath 'neath the line

—

Are for each a man that knows his naked
soul !

White or yellow, black or copper, he is

waiting, as a lover;

Smoke of funnel, dust of hooves, or beat of

train

—

Where the high grass hides the horseman,
or the glaring flats discover

—

Where the steamer hails the landing or th«

surf boat brings the rover;

Where the rails run out in sand-drift.

Quick, ah leave the camp-kit over!

For the Red Gods make their medicine

again.

And we go—go—go away from here!
On the other side the world we're overdue!
'Send your road Is clear before you when

the old Spring-fret comes o'er you.
And the Red Gods call for you!



ANGLING AND HUNTING
RESORTS NEAR QUEBEC
CITY. By G. M. FAIRCHILD, Jr.

Authorof "Rod and Ca"oein Que-
bec's Adirondacks," '• Quebec, the
Sportsman's Land of Plenty,"
"Notesof an Angler in the North."

Quebec City of late years has Tje-

(lome the great rallying point for an-
glers and sportsmen, and the Chateau
Piontenac Hotel their council house.

Here pairties are made up, expeditions

planned, oampaigns organized, guides

a.nd supplies secured for the various

districts to be operated in by the dif-

ferent companies or individuals. Here
is tihe parting of the ways into the

vast domain of fish and game. The
salmon anglers take steamer or sail-

ing craft to their rivers on the ^north

shore, or train to the south shore fish-

ing grounds. The seekers for ou-

ananiche or trout take the rail-

road, that carries them for two
iimdired miles through a wilderness, if

:heir objective point is Lake St. John
tpelf, or drops them at the various
;lub camps strung along the roiad if

;hey are fortunate enough to belong

:.o one of the many associations that

IS ve secured valuable fishing .and hunt-
ng privileges from the Provincial Gov-
»rnment.

To the many American sportsmen,
lowever, who are not owners of salmon
fivers, or members of clubs, by whom
: am besieged with enquiries as to

jwhere and how some fishing or hunt-
ng may be secured, this article is in-

tended as a general reply.

A few years ago the Government of

|he Province of Quebec set aside some
wo thousand five hundred square miles

f the public domain as a great forest

nd game preserve. Under conditions,

o whidh every true sportsman is only

oo ready to subscribe to, this entire

erritory has been thrown open to the

isiting sportsman. It is a veritable

etwork of lakes, big and small, and
f many rivers, all teeming with
»rook trout from the half-pound fish to

he monsters inhabiting Lake Jacques
artier, of from five to eight pounds,
loose and caribou are found through-
ut the entire territory, while ducks
nd partridges abound in their season.

The southerly boundary of this pre-

erve is but twenty-five miles from
uebec City, and is reached over a
cod carriage road. A comfortable
ttle hostelry known as Bayajrd's

r»ards the river highway into the more
Istant regions of the park, but even

Bayard's excellent trout fishing is

o be had in the River Jacques Cartier
• in the lakes in the immediate vi-

nity. Mr. Geo. Oolvin, one of the

ark guardians, resides here, and one
f his principal duties is to supply
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sportsmen who present themselves with
the necessary permit, with guides,
oa; oes, tents and camp kits. The
charges are the most reasonable. For
permits and other information, and ar-
rangements for a fishing or hunting ex-
cursion within the park, address Mr.
Wm. C. Hall, superintendent Lauren-
tide (National Park, Department of
Lajids, Forests and Fisheries, Quebec
City, Canada. A trip of three or four
days duration or one of as many weeks

25

lf^>-, the proprietor, provides guides, ca-
noes, tents and provisions for a camp-
ing-out expedition. The brook trout in

Lake Edward reach a size of from five

to six pounds. Many smaller lakes
neai by give capital sport in smaller
run fish. Mr. Crowley may be ad-
dressed. Lake Edward Station, Lake
St. John Railroad, Province of Que-
bec, and any arrangements desired
made with him. To the tourist visiting
Quebec, whose time or Inclination does

Ouiatehouan Falls—North of Quebec.

may be made, and the experience in

either ca<se will be a delightful one,

with the certainty of good sport.

Lake Edward, or Lac des Grandes
Isles, on the line of the Lake St. John
Railroad, one hundred miles from Que-
bec, is a magnificent body of water,

fairly teeming with large trout. Hun-
dreds of islands dot the lake, which

is some twenty or more miles in

length. There are beautiful camping
spots everywhere, or if the angler pre-

fers it, the excellently managed little

hotel at the railroad station, on the

shore of the lake, will prove a delight-

ful temporary home. Mr. Robert Crow-

not tend to a oampinig-out experience,

but who wooild like a day's angling,

Lake Edward offers unusual facilities.

He—^and if he is accompanied by his

family, tlhey—can leave Quebec In the
morning, reach the lake at one p.m.,
have all the afternoon and evening's
fishing, and be back in Quebec the fol-

lowing morning.
It is not my purpose in this article to

rtfer to Lake St. John and Its ounan-
iche fishing. It deserves an article to

itself. I have confined myself to the

two localities the most accessible, and
where provision has been made to care

and provide for tIhe stranger withAa

our door.
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IN SEARCH OF AN ISLAND
'-\{i By ** Straw Hat.

ml^mm
[Continued from June Number.]

WE STARTED from Bass Lake

about 6 a.m. I had my canoe

driven in a farmer's waggon

over the fifteen miles, and I

would liere say that the

proper canoe for these waters Is a

beamy, fourteen foot undecked, light

canoe. My canoe was decked fore

and Hjft and was not beamy enough
and so drew too much water; a very

good canoe for the open lake but not

the thing for rapids. The shorter,

beamier canoe answers for both. The
entrance to Bass Lake is grand in the

extreme; the outlet Is through a wil-

low brook with a clay bottom. There

are two dam obstructions which are

easily surmounted. At the second dam
there is a fall Oif a homdred feet for

the first jump, followed by a series

of lea;ps over rooks, I had been told

that a quarter of a, mile portage was
all that I need make. At the end

of the quarter of a mile we came to

a fork In the tote road, or trail (the

road by the way Is on the south of

the dam). If I had taken that to the

left I would have had a walk of four

miles and my trip would have been

much less eventful, unit I took the

road leading to the right, which led

me to what I thought was the foot

of the rapids. The water was still

very swift, but McGregor had been
so positive that I thought it was all

right. We embarked and shot d-*wn

like a bullet from a Mauser rifle. We
had gone about two hundred yards
and saw another fall. We had Just

time to jump on to some rocks, where
we held on to the painter of the canoe,

which swung swiftly, the stern filling

with water; with the bow well out
of the water, as she hung over the
falls. The blankets were In the stern
and my camera was floating inside the
canoe. The grub, as I called It, or
chuck as Atkins called it, was kept
dry. This was quite as exciting an
adventure as I had hoped to have, but
not without its enjoyment. The Aus-
tralian poet gives us a true touch of
human nature when he says:

" No game is worth a rap

For a rational man to play

In which no disaster, no mishap,

Could possibly find its way."

We waded to shore, pulling the
canoe with us, and found that we had
made a three-Inch hole in it. I had

brougiht resin with me, and beeswax
as I thouglit, but somehow the bees-

wax was forgotten. I found ihat a
little fat pork put with the rpsin is

a very fair substitute, making it

tougher. A good canoe for the rap-

ids should have foot boards screwed
on. When a hole is miade in a canoe
it is generally in the bottom, some-
where near the middle. X thin piece

of whittled cedar, large enough to lit-

tle more than cover the hole, is plac-

ed between the botto'm of the canoe
and the foot board, which is screwed
down again and the space is filled up

then began to lay up a supply of woo<:

—enough to have heated a house foi

a month. Dry maple, pine and cedar
and green birch, keep a good supplj

of live coals. This put a very cheer
ful appearance upon matters in gen^

eral, and I thought of the other poe
who said:

" Oh, don't the days seem blank and long,

When everything's right and nothing's wrong,
And isn't your life extremely flat.

When there's nothing whatever to grumble at."

This was after Atkins had stumblec
on a very good tote road that woulc
have brought us past these rapidj

without any difllculty. The propei

course here is to start from the sec-

ond dam, the guides carrying th(

canoes and outfit and the fishermer

wading down stream and fishing ai

they go. This would make it perfect-

ly sajtisfactory; there is not an houi

lost and the trip is easy; so easy, thai

with a few trees cut out, that bothei

In Desbarats Islands, North Shore of Lake Huron.

with the resin and fat pork, making a
tight repair. Then the canoe is turn-
ed over and the resin is put on the
outside. This was a Peterboro canoe.
I have made most of my trips In bark
oanoes, and I am not quite sure that
I do not like them better than the
Peterboro. We put the canoe in the
water again and although we did not
upset in our galop down the four
miles of rapids, two more holes were
made in it. We, ourselves, received a
few bruises and practiced two or three
hours of wading, but we kept our
hair dry through it all. At four
o'clock I asked Atkins how he felt.

"About played out, sir." he said. "All
right then," I said, "we will camp
here and dry up everything." We

now, ladies could mal

in a sounder night

considerably

the trip.

I never put
sleep.

Fext morning, we started at
o'clock, after about ten hours repot

We felt like two giants refreshe

ready for anything that came alon

From where the Little Echo Rlli

joins the Big Echo River we
plenty of water. Our speed was ve
grtat as we came uown and gre
care had to be taken not to str
the shoals in the river. This Is exc
lent trout water. About seven o'clc

that morning we ran into a huge het

lock tree, around a swift bend, wh<
branches filled the entire stream
lost a hat here, took in some
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ter and had a narrow escajpe from
upsetting. Twenty minutes with an
axe would make a good passage. We
had to portage around three or four

Dther trees, which could easily be re-

moved. I forgot to mention that Mc-
Liiod's Creek and Stewart's Creek,

which we passed on the way, are very

?cod trout streams. About eight

j'(!lock we found the stream pretty

jlear of obstructions and about half

3a.st nine in the morning we reached

Echo Lake, which Is a lovely sheet of

.vater, famous for its echoes. When
one shouted "Sandy, were you drunk

ast night," the confirmatory "drunk

last night," came back with wonder-

ful distinctness. We were almost

iorry to think that our journey was
learing Its end. I could have spent

two entire days more in paddling to

Desbarats; I could have fished for

naskinonge in the lower Echo River,

'or bass in Echo Bay, near the big

•ailway trestle, for lunge at the

nouth of Bar River and in Maskln-

mge Bay, and then paddled through

;he Desbarats Islands to Desbarats,

>ut by baking the train at Echo Bay
It 12.15 we reached Desbarats at 12.-

47 to the amazement of everybody

:here. When I told them that we had
)een down the five mile rapids and
>addled all around that part of the

oute from Bass Lake to Echo Bay,
hey were evidently unbelieving, and
t was not until we told them of the

>ig bluffs on the river and the junc-

ion of the Little Echo and the Big
Scho rivers and described the rapids,

down which they had driven logs,

vould they believe that we had been

own there in a canoe. Taking it alto-

rether, considering that I had hard-

y any time for fishing, and in spite

»f the fact that I got a bruise or

wo, it was one of the most enjoyable

rips of my life, and I can recommend
he canoe trip from Desbarats to Des-
arats as one of the most delightful

jxperiences within comparatively
asy reach of canoeists from all the

arge lake cities and the country to

he south thereof.

When I read myself a descriptive

Jtlcle of this kind I am always look-

Dg for detailed information; I would
hen say, that I paid the guide $1-50

ler day, all found, that I provided my
wn canoe, but that by writing to Mr.
. H. McNally of Desbarats, who is

ilmself a sportsman, canoss could b'j

'btained, and also other necessaries.

The country is quite new here; I

%ink I was the first tourist to make
'hat canoe trip. Mr. McNally had
'card of it but had never performed
' t.

' I paid another visit to my friend's

"sland to see how the building v/as

irogressing. I am having his house

I;heathed with slabs with the bark

on, edged by a saw; these fit closely
together. A pine or tamarac slab
with a silver birch round batten 5s

very pretty. Any woodwork should
be painted dark green; at least that
is my idea. By using these materials,
with shingles, of course, for the roof,
a very tight substantial little

camp can be built for a very small
amount of money. There will be two
rooms sixteen feet square and one six-
teen by nine and a verandah all round
the building, with a little box of a kit-
chen about fifteen feet away from the
building, and I anticipate for my
friend very many pleasant days there.
There Is nothing so restful In life and
nothing more interesting than a so-
journ on a small Island In a large lake.
The Interest Is furnished by play of
light and shadow and the increasing
itmospheric changes. The water and
the air are absolutely pure and these,
with the inevitable exercise necessary
to life, make a perfect sanitarium of
such a summer residence.

QUEBEC GAME LAWS.

Following is a complete summary of
the fishing and. hunting laws of the
Province of Quebec, prepared by Mr. N.
E. Cormier, of Aylmer, provincial game-
keeper and fishery overseer:

—

THE "OPEN SEASONS."
Fallowing is the "open season" for

fish, or the periods during which they
are allowed to be caught:—
BASS—From 16th June to 15th April.
MASKINONGE—From 2nd July to

25th May.
PICKEREL OR DORE—From 16th

May to 15th April.

SALMON—From 2nd Februai-y to
15th August.
SPECKLED TROUT—From Ist May

to 1st October.

GREY TROUT, LAKE TROUT OR
LUNGE—From 2nd December to 15th
October.

WHITE iFISH—From 2nd December
to iOth November.
OUANANICHE—From 2nd December

to 15th September.

HUNTING
For hunting, the province Is divided

Into two zones.

ZONE NO. 1.

Zone No. 1 comprises the whole pro-
vince less that part of the Counties of
Chicoutimi and Saguenay to the east
and north of the River Saguenay.

Open Seasons.

1. Cariboo, from 1st Sept. to 1st Feb.

2. Deer and moose, from 1st Sept. to

1st Jan.

Deer and moose in Ottawa and Pon-
tiac Counties: 1st Oct. to 1st Dec.

N. B.—It Is forbidden to hunt, kill or

take at any time fawns up to the age
of one year of any of the animals men-
tioned In Nos. 1 and 2. (Also to hunt,

kill or take, at any time, any cow
moose or doe.)

3. Beaver, at any time after the 1st
aay of November, 1902.

4. Mink, otter, marten, pekan, fox and
lynx, from 1st Nov. to 1st April.

5. Hare, from 1st Nov. to 1st Feb.
6. Bear, from 20th Aug. to 1st July.
7. Muskrat, tvom 1st April to 1st May.
8. Woodcock, snipe, plover, curlew,

tattler oi- sandpiper, from 1st Sept. to
1st Feb.

9. Birch or spruce partridge, from 1st
Sept. to 15th Dec.

10. Widgeon, teal, wild duck of any
kind from 1st Sept. to 1st April.
(Except sheldrake, loon, gull, pen>.

guins, and sea parrots.)
N. B.—Nevertheless, in that part of

the province to east and north of the
Counties of Bellechasse and Montmor.
epcy, the inhabitants may, at all sea-
sons of the year, but only for the pur-
pose of procuring food, shoot any i>f
the birds mentioned In No. 10.

11. Birds known as perchers, such aa
swiallows, klngblers, warblers, fiyketoh-
ers, woodpeckers, whip-poor-wills,
finches (song sparrows, red-birds. In-
digo birds, etc.), cow-buntings, titmice,
goldfinches, grives (robin, wood
thrushes, etc.), kinglets, bobolinks,
grakles, grosbeaks, humming birds,
cuoko'os, owls, etc., except eagles, fal-
cons, hawks and other birds of the fal-
conidae, wild pigeons, kingfishers,
crows, ravens, waxwings (recoliets),
shrines, jays, magpies, sparrows and
starlings, from 1st Sept. to 1st March.

12. It is forbidden to take nests or
eggs of wild birds at any time of the
year.

N. B.—Deer may be hunted, killed or
tiiken with dogs from 20th October to
1st November.

Outsiders Must Be Licensed.

No person who is mot domiciled in the
Province of Quebec can, at any time,
hunt in this province without having
pieviously obtained a license to that
effect from the Com'missioner of Lands,
Forests and Fisheries. Such permit is
not transferable, and shall be good only
for the hunting or shooting season for
which it is Issued.

Fine of $2 to $200, or imprisonment In
default of payment.

ZONE NO. 2.

Comprises that part of the Counties
of Chicoutimi and Saguenay to the east
and north of the River Saguenay.

Open Season.

Cariboo, from 1st Sept. to 1st March.
N. B.—No one can hunt, kill or take

alive more than four (4) cariboos dur-
ing a season's hunting.

Otter, from 15th October to 1st April.

Hare, from 15th Oct. to 15th March.
Muskrat, from 1st Nov. to 1st April.

Grey and spruce partridge, from 15th
Sept. to 1st Feb.

White partridge and ptarmigan, from
1st Nov. to 1st March.

N. B.—With the exception of the pro-
visions immediately preceding all the
provisions applying to "Zone No. 1" ap-
ply to "Zone No. 2."

FISHING LICENSE, 1899.

For Non-Residents.

Season license, from $1000 to $20.00,

aooording to time.

For one or two days' fishing, $1.00

per day.
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HUNTING LICENSES. 1899.

Season license for foreigners, $25.

Season license for Ontario people, $15.

Non-residents, who require only a few
days' hunting, will be charged only
$1.50 a day.

N. B.—The above hunting license al-
lows the licensee to kill r>very kind of
game coming within range of his rifle

or shot gun during the season provided
by 'law for the killing of such respec-
tive game.

AS TO CLUB MEMBERS.
Nou-residents, namely, bona-flde ac-

tive members of clubs, duly incorpor-
ated under the laws of tne provmce
or licensees of fishing and hunting ter-
ritory, have no licenses to pay to fish

and hunt on their territory.
Non-residents, namely, invited guests

and honorary members of clubs or li-

censees of ttshing and hunting terri-

tory, have to pay the full license fee.

The holder of the license shall, at all

reasonable times when required, exhibit
the same to any gamekeeper or to any
person having ex-officio such quality,
under penalty of the forfeiture of the
license, without prejudice to the pen-
alties enacted by Article 1410, 59 Y., c.

20. s. 8.

The above applies also to membership
certificate of a duly incorporated club.

Trout.

Bring forth the royal coachman, boys,

The hacklets and the others;

Take down the reel, the rod and line

My piscatorial brothers.

Unfurl the long-top wading boots,

And gently soak the leaders,

For these last days of blithesome May
Are all trout-flshing breeders.

Brush up the good oid fairy tales

Of many a charming season,

Antediluvian though they be

And lacking rhyme or reason.

The sportsman's eye will brightly shine

O'er tales of battle royal.

And tho' the telling hints of age

Not one will prove disloyal.

Revisit all the fishing grounds

in fancy's broad dominion,

And hear again the war of words
To back each curt opinion

—

Of flies and casts and reels and rods

And fishlore goood and plenty.

The thrill will catch you as it did

When you were one and twenty.

—J. B. Dorman.

<S> <?><»

How much I'm wishing to go a-flshing

In days so sweet With music's balm!

'Tis not a proud desire of mine;

I ask for nothing superfine;

No heavy we.ght, no salmon great.

To break the record, or my line:

Only a little stream.

Whose amber waters softly gleam.

Where I may wade, through woodland
shade.

And cast the fly, and loaf, and roam:

Only a trout or two, to dart

From foaming pools, and try my art:

No more I'm wishing—old-fashioned, fish-

ing,

And just a day on Nature's heart.

—From "The Angler's Wish," by Henry Van
Dyke.

^

WHEN THE MOOSE IS RIPE
By Frank H. Risteen

WHEN moose are ripe and the crop

is good, it is the unexpected

that may always be expected to

occur. You will seldom find

your game at the pre-appointed time or

place. The conditions are always novel

and peculiar. Perhaps since the world

began no bull moose was ever killed by

a sportsman in precisely the same man-

ner as any other bull moose. It is this

glorious uncertainty—this shuffling of

the cards by hidden hands—that lends

to the life of the big game hunter its

everlasting charm.

In the month of September, 1897, an
amateur friend and I started up the

Sou-Wesit Mlramiohi from Boiestown,

en route for Minamichi Lake. The lake

had no special repute for moose, but
reliable repents had reached us of their

being seen in the summer months,
splashing about like great water-dogs
in the deadwater that connected the

lake with the main river, and we deter-

mined to investigate. We had two log

canoes manned by four of the stoutest

pclesmen that ever faced a rapid. Three
days we toiled (or they did) against

a current swollen by recent rains. Next
morning we re-embarked bright and
early, hapy in the thought that by noon
we should reach our camping ground
at the mouth of the deadwater.
The rising sun flashed upon the drip-

ping white spruce poles as we hugged
the northern shore of the stream. A
faint suspicion of mist curled upwards
from the face of the foam-flecked
water. We had just passed McKiel's
'bogan" and were entering a narrow
passage way between a low grassy is-

let and the shore, when Don, the lead-

ing man in the head oanoe, seemed to

be seized with a fit. His pole was ar-

rested in its downward stroke, his stur-

dy form stiffened in an attitude of cat-

aleptic rigidity, and from his trembling
lips, came the startling announcement:
"Moose! moose!" Glancing up the shin-

ing incline of the rapids, I saw a large

bull moose leisurely crossing the river

about 200 yards away. Here, on the
very three-hold of our hunt, before we
had even reached the promised land,

was our opportunity. There was only

one thing to be done.

The roar of old Habeas Corpus, by
which name was known the faithful

Martini rifle that had never failed me
yet, was followed at once by the report

of Arthur's weapon from the second
oanoe a few yards astern and as many
feet nearer the centre of the stream.

Two spouting jets of water, one beyond
the moose, the other fair In front of

him, showed where the bullets struck.

The moose, then about midstream,
turned about, making for the southern
bark, from which he had emerged.
Arthur's canoe shot alongside, and I

beheld that precocious youth, pulling

trigger as fast as he could load and
aim, with a corncob flrmliy clinched be-

tween his teeth.

About this time the men began
to distribute the English language
in a very reckless way. First

they would try to hold the canoes steady
in the tossing flood in order that we
might shooit. Next a panic would seize

them lest the moose should escape, and
they would pull up stream for dear
life. Never to be forgotten was
the din the rifles made up the val-

le: of the river, echoing from hill to

hill that peaceful autumn morn. How
the fusilade aflected the moose it was
impossible to state. He had by this

Lime reached the southern shore and
seemed to be making futile efforts to as-
cend the steep, bushy bank. We could
see from where the water-line rose
upon his flanks that tne water on that
shore was several feet deep. The vital

question formed itself in every mind:
Was it the steepness of the bank, or
the wounds he had received, that kept
the monster still in sight? The lanoes
had advanced by fits and starts and
were now almost opposite the noble
game, the loudly barking rifles and the
excited shouts of the men resulting in

a pandemonium something like this:

'Boys, he's done for! He can't git up
the bank!"
"No, he ain't! The bank's too steep.

Give it to him for your life. He's just
lookin' for a place to git up!"
"Now, let him have It! I'll hold the

canoe!"
(Bang. Bang.)
"That's the stuff! Did you see the

fur fly? That last shot fetched him!"
"No, it didn't! Shove her over, Dan!

Shove her over! Look, he's swimmin'
up the shore!"

(Bang).

"Keep back. Bob, or you'll git the top
of your head biowed off!"

"Boys, we're goin' to lose him! H?
ain't hurt a mite! Oh 1 could kill that

moose with a plate of beans!"
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(Bang. Bang.)

"Look! Look! He can't git up. He's
ouf moose sure, sure !"

"No, he ain't! He's only lookin' for

a landiin'."

"Oh, give It to him now, boys! He'll

be in the bushes in a minute!"

"Hold up, Dan, and lemme out of this

cussed canoe!"

This last classical remiark emanated
from the writer. Jumping out of the

oanoe in order to get a standing shot,

the moose not being over 30 yards

away, I found myself waist-deep in the

vei- without a shot in the locker. I

shouted to Arthur for a oartnidge. That
genial youth was still glued to his

corncob, banging away at the splash-

ing monster on the other shore at every

opportunity. He tossed me a cartridge

which I fired with all possible care, and
am inclined to think it did not improve

the general health of the moose. At

a.ny rate the huge forest monarch turn-

ed about and faced us, then dropped

vith a resounding splurge in the water.

V^hen we reached him he wa^ floating

with the current. Hitching a tow-rope

to his massive horn we towed the car-

case to the little grassy island afore-

said, that offeed a convenient landing

place. Dan's foghorn v.icQ smote tUt

wooded hills with the mellifluous

strains of "Nancy Hogan's Uoose." It

was one of life's concentrate>d moments
and much could be forgiven.

Arrived at the island, the united

muscle of the party aided by hand-

spikes, sufficed to haul the moose
ashore. He was a noble specimen in

every way, typical of the peerless hunt-

lig grounds of New Brunswick, th3

antlers measuring over five feet from

tip to tip. And here was seen a won
derful object lesson in animal vitality,

for, on inspecting the black, glossy

hide, it was found that five heavy Mar-
tini balls had passed clear through the

animal, any one of which should have
settled him. So our hunt was finished

ere it was begun. We hung the meat
up on a scaffold of rude poles ird

smoked it all that day and night. The
next day we ran forty miles down
stream to Boiestown and the following

noontime found us in fair old- elm-

.'ihiaded Fredericton.

I Sport on the Prairies

m By C. Jno. Alloway.

Less than thirty years ago the

great tract of country lying between
the head waters of the Mississippi

and Hudson Bay, was practically un-

trodden.except by the wild aboriginal

tribes, the factors and employees of

the great fur companies, and a few
adventurous spirits, whose love of
pioneering and sport led them to seek
those on the vast nothern plains.

Along the banks of the streams,
which all trend pole-ward, the trap-

per set his snarep for beaver and the
fur-bearing animals of the region, and
parties of enthusiastic, reckless but-
talo hunters reveled In the pursuit
a<nd ruthless slaughter of these aoble
ruminantes. In the sedges and marsh-
es along the river bottoms, genera-
tions of wild duck nested undisturbed,
and countless flocks of geese thread-
ed their migrations, north and S'Outh

to their favorite feeding grounds un-
niolested. But, suddenly, where only
the Indian trail had wound through
the long grasses, and the elk and
antelope had grazed without fear, the

cally extinct, their bleaching bones
among the grasses of the prairies pro-

per, or their skulls turned up by the

plough In the furrow, being all th.at

are left of the vast herds that once
darkened the plains and browsed in

t^ese natural pastures. The carniver-

ous animals, with the exception of the

timber and prairie wolf, have
hidden in the shelter of the unpeopled
regions, but the aquatic birds still re-

main by tens of thousands in their

ancient haunts, and the prairie chick-

en and grouse feed as contentedly

among the wheat and barley of the

farmers as did their ancestors on the

wild berries of summers centuries ago,

while the wild geese alight in white
flocks within sight of human habita-

tion as fearlessly as they did when the

camp fire of the hunter alone sent ils

'Successful.

steel fingers of the railway, like a
gauntlet of iron, clasped the virgin

troil, and with the shriek of the loco-

motive, the old picturesque past of

wig-iwams and canoes, arrows and
tomahawks, disappeared before the

settlers' tent and "prairie schooner,"

the Winchester and breach-loader.

The facilities for reaching these

ideal hunting ground secured by the

enterprise and pxish of our great

trans-continental line have placed

them within easy reach of the lover of

siort. What the jungles and the big

game of the East are to the Anglo-

Indian, so these vast plains are to the

Eastern huntsman and fisherman.

They are alive with feathered game,

and the waters teem with some of the

Hrest edible fish in the world. Before

the advance of civilization, the more

timid and wary creatures have gradu-

ally retreated. Before the meaning-

less waste and cruelty of the hunter,

both white and red, the American

bison or buffalo has become practi-

blue smoke to the sky.

There are few sights or scmds that

can thrill the heart of the sportsman

more than a waving blue line

across the slty and the faint

"hork, hork," of the geese

borne on the still morning air,

the flutter of their white plumage a*

they search for gravel along the

swamps, or the "whirr" of the chickens

as they soar away In the grace pecu-

liar to them. Of all varieties of sport

in which the Northwestern prairies

ajbound, furred, finny or feathered,

none can compare In pl3euresquene.ss

and pleasure with prairie chicken

shooting.

The close season In Manr:'>ba is ff-

teen days later than In the United

States, and the laws governing It are

rigorously enforced. Winnipeg Is the

great centre from which rad'ate par-

ties and individuals to the different

shooting grounds, and he who In the

crisp, cool morningB of early autumn,
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with gun or rod, by stream or covert,

can pursue his favorite pastime, is

happier than a king. Much of the suc-

cess of chicken shooting depends on

the sagacity and training of the "bird

dcgs," as they are called, and one of

the peculiarities that strike the 8o-

jourjier in the "Chicago of the North-

west," Is the fine type of these ani-

mals to be seen everywh-^re. Gorlon

setters, Lavaracs, Blue Beltons,

Pointers, Irish setters, and all the

noble breeds of this class of canines

are as common in the streets i« mon-
grels are elsewhere. Few sights ara

more beautiful than these noble crea-

tures, with full. Intelligent eye, grace-

ful poise and feathered tail poin.iag

and retrieving.

The lover of the gun in other coun-

tries is largely dependent upon the

mallard, canvas back, a.ni their kin,

and in many cases he is obligr^i to go
m.sny miles from the commercial cen-

tres to find them in their habitat.

Similarly the sportsman of other places

is now forced to depend jargely on

the rapidly thinning out quail, part-

ridge and woodcock, while at the s.ime

time the prairie province and the

lands to the west and northwest of it

are at the present time literally alive

with the prairie hen, which unques-
tionably affords the finest shooting to

be had on the American continent.

With a well-trained pair of horses, a
driver who understands his business,

a Gordon setter thoroughly up to \p.e

mark, a number twelve Hammerless
Greener, and an agreeable companion
on the opening day of the season, a
man can obtain, in a radius of from
fifteen to twenty miles from Winni-
peg, a.s good chicken shooting a.s the
rn.cst exajcting could desire. Better

shooting, of course, can bf-. had at a
greater distance from the civic cen-

tres, but its superiority only lies in the

fact of the game being less disturbed,

and as a consequence not so shy as

those in localities more accu.stomod

to the presence of the hunter. As a

matter of fact, however, prairie chick-

ens are plentiful throughout the en-

tire province, and no grjnd-?r sport

can be imagined or more easily ob-

tained than this, which Is essentially

the sport of the western plains.

^ <8> <»

Attention is called to the advertise-

ment of Messrs. T. Costen & Co., sporting

ocds dealers, 1696 Notre Dame St.,

Montreal. This firm is one of the "old

reliables " of the trade.

The Rod and Gun Publishing Com-
pany will be pleased to receive addresses

of sportsmen to whom sample copies of

the magazine will be sent. Or, better

still, make your friends a present of a

year's subscription to Rod and Gun.
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THE FOWLER OF THE COAST
(Atlantic Coastt late Autumn.)

By 0. McKAY.

BOVEt swart sky and sable cIo«d ;

Beneathf grey streaming surging seas ;

Inshoret old Octanes hoary host

Charging the rock*embattIed coast

;

And seaward, breathings of a breeze.

And shiverings of the Deep's dark shrood.

A fowler, stormys=petreI wise,

Seated within his crazy boat,

Swings o'er the swells, from crest to crest.

In wild, abrupt, reckless unrest

;

He waits the morning's moving note.

The whirr of wild*duck 'cross the skies*

The dawn grows dim o'er Fort Latour,

And dank along the mists=draped sea ;

The wilds»duck rise from cove and bay.

Flurried and frightened by the day.

And scurry seaward, flocking free.

As shot-guns speak along the shore.

The fowler rouses with the light.

And grasps his ancient fowling*piece ;

Anxious, alert, his keen eyes gaze.

Up through the shimmering pearl*hued haze

That folds him like a mystic fleece.

Watching the wild fowl's swift*winged flight.

The wild fowl pass with whirring roar.

Shotting the sky out overhead.

A shot—another— so, well done!

Twelve fowl drop seaward, one by one ;

The fowler gathers up the dead

And wounded—loads—and waits for more.
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J T^ISTAHBISHjWeenusk and Shee-

I
A no were excellent men, as far as

I \ Indians go, and as I was in great

haste to reach a certain place

within a given time, I was glad

iliiii I had been able to secure their ser-

viiH's for the trip.

They never seemed to weary of the

lie, but kept up from daylight un-

irk, that rhythmic thud which ca-

inen know so well, and which In

ight of business means so many
s a day.

They did not walk over the portages,

but kept up that half run or jog trot

which is peculiar to an ]ndian on the

voyage, and which seems to ease them
when heavily loaded. Lake after lake

ne traversed, camping late each day,

l)ut not in any discomfort, for they

knew the exact spots most .suitable for

camping, and timed their arrival at

each place with a punctuality that

would have been a credit to a well-

organized train system.

Suich good time weire we making that

I fedt easy regarding the object of my
trip, which was to secure from an In-

aian a large quantity of furs, which
he had in his possession, and, as 1

tnew that others were also aware of

the same fact, and that the usual cus-

tom was in such cases for the man who
first caught the Indian to catch the

furs, I was anxious to arrive at hia

2amp before anyone else could do so,

aspecially in that I had, in the pre-

vious fall, advanced this man heavily.

Therefore I felt a sense of satisfaction

and security of my purpose, as we sped
along at the rate of about five miles
an hour, and with only another half

day's paddlimg before us.

The lake was beautifully calm, tso

that we could see reflected upon Its

surface the tirees and bushes that
fringed the shore line, like as In a
mirror. Suddenly I became awaire of

animated discussion going on
amongst my Indians, and I at once
gathered from it the fact that a loon
as in sight—"mahnk," as they call it—

and moreover, that they contemplated
h;i?.tmg dt. No Indian can resist a
loon hunt on a calm day. In fact, It Is

only on a calm day that they will at-

tempt to get more than a chance shot
at this inveterate diver, for the simple
reason that unless they can see tho
tell-tale ripple or ring on the surface
of the water, made by the loon when

it comes to the surface for air, it is

hopeless trying to get more than a
chance sihot at it.

The loon seldom rises on the wing
unless there its a breeze blowing. Some
thought that it was impossible for them
to do so, but last summer I saw a loon

rise on a day that was perfectly calm,

though it took a long time to clear the

water. They never rise when chased,

depending entirely on their wonderful
diving powers to escape.

This loon hunting is a very violent

kind of exercise. The loon dives, than
every man strains every nerve at the

paddle. The leader of the hunt watches
the direction it apparently has taken

wdien in the act of diving, judges his

distance, and when he has come about

as far ais he thinks the loon can go, he

sits, with gun to shoulder, on the alert,

ready to take a snap shot the moment
it rises to the surface, for it Is no

sooner up than it is down again, and

while he (the leader) watches in front

of him the eyes of the rest in the ca-

noe are watching to rig'ht, to left, anu

behind for that tell-tale ripple that de-

notes that the loon has risen and gone

down again.

I believe that it can see the canoe

from beneath the surface of the water,

and that unless it is very hard

pressed, it can change its course be-

neath the surface.

The hunt lasts a long time, some-

times over an hour, the loon finally be-

coming so fagged that each dive be-

comes sliorter and shorter, and than it

ia the business of the hunter to keep

it diving as much as is possible, so tnat

It can neither take breath nor lest,

and finally the poor thing can no longer

keep under water, and succumbs to the

eAer-pointing gun. I had so often wit-

nessed these affairs that I did not care

to waste the time now, but I found it

hard to deny my fellows the fun, es-

pecially seeing the excellent time that

they had made. So they hunted and

they chased, and at last the final shot

laid the poor beast fluttering on the

surface of the water, but that last

shot was answered by another report

ac no great distance from ua, and I

heard the Indians say "Mah!" "Oway-
nin?" Epeewidayetook!" "Listen!"

"Who?" "Opposition trader perhaps."

At the same time a canoe, manned
by three Indians, and containing a pas-

senger, like myself, came swiftly round

a point. It was, Indeed, the opposition
trader and that Messed loon hunt had
delayed us so thiat he had caught me
up, while, to make matters worse, my
men had pretty well spent themselves
in hunting a loon, which Is uneatable
except by Indians, being both fishy and
tough, while the skin is a straight

white elephant. Some say they nvake
excellent vests, but the only use I have
ever seen them put to Is to breed
motlhs.

I expressed my opinion regarding the

matter to my men, and they hung their

heads and said nothing, but they pad-
dled steadily. Of course, we met on
the portages, and the two gangs of In-

dians fraternized. They showed their

friends the loon with great pride, while

I hated the very sight of it. My op-

position friend was exceedingly ur-

bane, and to judge by our conversation,

one would have thought that we were
out there paddling for the good of our

health.

The loon hunt had certainly not help-

ed my men, and I could plainly see that

our chances of getting into the Indians*

camp before my rival were becoming
very thin. I occasionally resorted to the

familiar "Hup, hup, hup!" but it was
feebly responded to, and It was evi-

dent that we were losing ground. One
does not consider a loon skin an ade-
quate substitute for two or three hun-
dred dollars worth of furs. To my In-

tense disgust, Weenusk suddenly burst
out laughing. I know Indians and their

ways, and I know how cheerful they
become under adversity, but I must
confess that I found that laughter In-

congruous and unbearable.

"Kish Koian! Agaie Ki pisinahtisl-

inah?"

I shouted, which means, "Shut up!

Are yon a fool?"

Weenusk did not answer, but he
laughed the louder, and then he spoke
rapidly, and under his breath, to the

other Indians so that I only caught the

word "Makwa" (bear), and I feared

that they had caught sight of a bear
swimming in the lake, which would
mean another hunt, and consequent
delay, but I said nothing. The other

Indians laughed, and they quickened
their stroke so as to leave the other

canoe behind a few hundred yards. We
were not far from another portage,
and such was the speed they made that

tliey were off, across the portage with
the canoe and their loads before I had
time to collect the few small personal
belongings, which I always carried my-
self.

The other canoe came ashore before

I -got away, and as I knew the man
well who was after those furs, I could

not well refuse to answer him when
he would speak to me, and there he
kept me, chatting like a fool, until his

men had their loads on their backs
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ready to start. He wanted me to join

him ia his oanoe; he was so sweet,

"for," he said, "your men appear to be

tired."

I had not time to refuse the offer

,vhen an uneai-thly noise proceeded

fi'om the busii, not far from where we

were standing. It was the hoarse, im-

passioned voice of a bear in love.

Down fell the bundles that the In-

dians had just shouldered, and there

was a general rush for firearms, the

opposition himself even producing a

revolver. For my part I enjoy a bear

hunt, but I cursed the chance that had

brought this brute there at that par-

ticular time. However, I thought, with

some satisfaction, that mv opponent's

men were in it, too, and so I accepted

the inevitable and plodded over the

portage to And out how many of my
men had gone on the bear hunt.

To my astonisihment I found them all,

paddle in hand, sitting in the canoe

waiting for me. AH, did I say? Thai

wretched Weenusk was gone. The an-

swer of the Indians as to where he had

gone was drowned by the resounding

cries of the amorous bear, which ap-

parently was moving in the same direc-

tion that we were.

The Indians now shouted, "Boosin,"

"b( osin," which means "embark," and

I did so, cursing Weeoiusk and hi a

folly. Indeed, so vexed was I with

him that I made up my mind to leavf

him there, for it was only about four

miles from the Indians' camp, and he

could walk that much. So off we
started, not so fast, for we wrsre a pad-

<lJc short.

The bear seemed to be following the

shore, judging by the noise it made,

and certainly was .heading for a small

point nearly half a mile from the port-

age; I noticed my Indians steering for

the same point, and for fear the beast

should try to swim across the lake, and

BO tempt my fellows, I bade them keep

avay from the point, and steer for the

other shore, but they laughed, and ut-

terly disregarded my commands. I sat

there helpless and wUd. If killing In-

dians had been fashionable at the time,

I certainly would have slain one of

those fellows.

I found them even slacking thf^h

speed, as if they did not want to pass

the bear. "When we were within less

than one hundred yards of the point,

we oould hear the bushes cracking as

thf bear clumsily forced its way
through them, and I knew that we
were bound to hnnt that bear. Only

one consolation remained, and that was

there was no sign of the opposition.

The canoe even was not brought over

yet. but we missed Weenusik. His

paddle was worth that of nea-rly two

other men. As I thus mused, suddenly,

with an unearthly cry. the bushes on
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the shore parted, and out jumped, not

the bear, but Weenusk, who ran along

the shore to the end of the point, while

at the same time the crack of a rifle

rang out, and a bullet went ricochetting

across the water ahead of him.

I never heard if the man who flred

the shot really thought it was a besjr

or whether he wanted to give Weenusk

a scare when he found out how he had

been fooled. Whatever it was, in a few

seconds we were alongside of Weenusk,

and into the canoe he jumped with a

yell of derision and blood curdling

hoots, in which the other two Indiana

joined, and then they paddled for dear

life, and we sped along at a rate that

defied pursuit, even if the other canoe

had been able to start at once from

the portage. As a matter of fact, how-

ever, the canoe was still on the other

side of the portage and its crew were

tramping through a rough bush back

to the spot where they had left their

loads.

We arrived at the lndia.ns* camp long

before they even appeared in sight, and

by the time that they had landed, I had

every skin secured, and was able to go

down to the beach and entertain my
friend with pleasant conversation, just

as ihe had done to me on the portage,

but I found that this time it was he

who lacked cordiality, and he abused
Weenusk shamefully.
But Weenusk profited by his ingen-

uity land pluck.
It is true, he gave me the loon skin,

which, as long as my wife puts up with
the moths it breeds, I sihall keep a;s a
souvenir, but to Weenusk I gave a
complete suit, such as the Indian lov-
eth, a black one abominably cut, baggy
a? to the trousers,and shining as if it

had received a coating of best

shoe blacking, and moreover, he
gained a name, for now he is known
as "Makwa" the bear), instead of

"Weenusk," or "Akokojesh" (the
ground hog).

LEAGUE OF AMERICAN SPORTSMEN.

Its Organization and Constitution.

The League of American Sportsmen is or-
ganized for the purpose of protecting the
game and game fishes; the song, insectivor-
ous and otner innocent birds, not classed as
game birds. Its prime object is to enforce
game laws, -where such exist, and to secure
and enforce such laws where not now iu ex-

istence. It aims to promote good fellowship
among sportsmen; to foster in the minds of

the people a love of nature -nd of nature's
works; to encourage the propagation of evme
and game fishes, and ttie re-?toclrinK of

game fields and public waters. To these
ends It will act in unison with State, '.ounty

and municipal authorities who aim at similar
end:?.

The League of American Sportsmen wll
not compete with any other organization
that has similar objects in view. On the
contrary, it desires to enlist the sympathi'js

of. and to co-operate with, all such.

The League of American Sportsmen Is op-
posed to excespive slaughter of game and
fish, under the name of sport. We are op-
po?ed to the killing of any innocent blrS or
animal, which is not game, in the name of

sport, or in wantonness, or for commercial

purposes. We are opposed to the sale of

game and game fishes, at all times and under

all circumstances. We believe in reasonable

bags. We believe the killing of game and
the taking of fish should be limited by law,

not only as to seasons, but that the bag for

Huy one man, for a day, and for a season,

should be defined by law. We believe in a

gun-license law, with severe penalties for

violations thereof.

We, as individual members of this League
pledge ourselves to work for the education

of the public, and especially of oui boys, on

the lines indicated above; to co-operate with

our officers, and with State or municipal of-

ficers, in the enforcement of game laws,

whenever an opportunity offers.

CONSTITUTION.

ARTICLE I.

Section 1. This organization shall be

known as the League of American Sports-

men.
Sec. 2. Its objects shall be the preserva-

tion and propagation of game and game
fishes, of song and Insectivorous birds and

of forests; the education of men, women and
children to a love of nature and of nature s

works; to a proper respect for game laws

and to a proper abhorrence tor the custom
so prevalent to-day, among men and boys,

of killing every living thing found in ths

woods, for the mere sake of killing.

ARTICLE II.

Section 1. The League shall be an asso-

ciation sub-divided, tor convenience in ad-

ministration and government, as follows:

(a) When there shall be 25 League mem-
bers in any State ii shall be constituted a

Division, and the secretary shall call an
election for a Chief Warden. The election

shall be conducted by mail, and the secre-

tary shall receive and count the votes and
declare the result. The Chief Warden so

chosen shall enter upon his duties at once

and shall conduct the affairs of the Division

under rules and regulations made by the

Executive Committee.
(b) When there shall be 50 League mem-

bers in any State, the Chief Warden shal.

appoint a Secretary-Treasurer and the 2 of-

ficers shall organize the State Division, pu*.

it in working order, appoint County Wardens,
and shall generally conduct the affairs 1./1

the Division under rules and regulations

made by the Executive Committee.
(c) When there shall be 100 members iu

any State, the Chief Warden shall appoint a

Vice Warden. The Chief Warden, the Se-

cretary-Treasurer and the Vice Warden thus

appointed, together with such other repre-

sentatives as may be appointed as hereinafter

provided, shall constitute the division boarc'.

of officers, with power to make and execute

a constitution and by-laws for the govern-
ment of the division.

Sec. 2. When there shall be 25 members in

any town, city or county, they may be consti-

tuted a local chapter, and the Chief Warden
or Secretary-Treasurer of the Division in

which such town, city or county is located

shall call an election for a Rear Warden who
shall be the presiding officer of aiich chap-

ter. When there shall be 50 Lefigu-- mem-
bers in such chapter the Rear Warden fhall

appoint a Secretary-Treasurer whose diities

In such, chapter shall be equivalent to tncsc

of the Secretary-Treasurer of the Staio Oi-

vision In that body. Any funds required bj

such chapter for providing a meeting place

or for other purposes, shall be subscribec

by the members thereof, or raised in sucl

other manner as they may elect.

Sec. S. The status of every division shal

be fixed annually, on the first day of Octob
er, and shall be based on the membershii
enrolled on the books of the League, 01

that date. ^. .

Sec. 4. When the membership of any divi

sion shall be less than 25, such division shal

be dlscont'nued, and all money and prooert

shall be turned over to the secretary of th

League within 30 days after notification b

the secretary.

ARTICLE III.

Section 1. Any white man of good oharar

ter. 15 years of age or over, shall, with t,h

endorsement of 2 League membprs. or ?, othr

reputable citizens, be eligible to membershi
in this League, on nayment of the membei
ship fee, as provided in this oon^t'tution.

Sec. 2. Any woman may become an assc

ciate member by complying with the pre

visions of Section 1. Associate membei
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stiall have all the privileges of the League
except those of voting and holding office.

Sec. 3. All ministers of the gospel and all

tsachers in universities, colleges, public or

private scliools, who will pledge themselves*

to co-operate with the League of American
Sportsmen in educating tneir people to ro-

si-ect game and flati laws, and to aid in the

preservation of birds, mammals, fishes and

forests, shall, on application, be made honor-

ary members of tbe L.A.S.
Sec. 4. Any white man who„may comply

with Section 1 of this Article, may become a

lil'e member of the League by paying to the

Secretary $25, and shall be exempt from tho

yment of dues thereafter.

Sec. 5. Applications for membership shall

be forwarded direct to the secretary of tbe

League, together with the proper fee and

such information as he may require.

Sec. 6. All annual memberships shall ex-

pire one year from the date on which the

last membership fee was paid.

Sec. 7. A member may lenew his member-
ship at any time witmn 60 days from date

of its expiration, by payment of the annual

dues, $1 a year.

Sec. 8. The secretary shall retain from all

annual membership and renewal fees, an an-

nual per capita tax of 40 cents. The balance

of such membership and renewal fees shall

be returned to the State divisions quarterly.

ARTICLE IV.

Section 1. The general management of the

League shall ue vested in a national assem-

l,ly consisting of

All chief wardens;

All vice wardens from divisions having 200

or more members;
All secretary-treasurers from divisions hav-

ing 100 or more members;

AH delegates chosen by the several divl-

«ions;

All ex-presidents and ex-vlce presidents ol

le League, who shall, at the time oi tbe

meeting of the national assembly,' be mem-
bers 01 the League in good standing.

The president and vice-presidents, the sec-

•etary, tbe treasurer and the chairman of

ill standing committees.

This national assembly shall have power to

shange the constitution and by-laws, for the

guidance of the League; to establish regula-

.ions for the government of divifuons, in

their relations to the League and to eacn
jther. and to generally direct and decide

n all matters not provided for in this con-

stitution

Sec 2. The general supervision and ex-

Bcutive powers of the League shall be vested

n the executive and finance committee; out

aid committee shall not involve the League
,n any matter not contemplated by the pur-
)0se8 of this organization, without the au-
;hority of the national assembly. Said o >m-
nittee shall enforce all rules, regulations
ind orders made by the national assembly
ind carry out the provisions of the consti-

lution and by-laws; but shall not have any
jower of legislation (this being vested so'ely

n the national assembly). Members of this

:ommittee shall be allowed their neceasary
jxpenses, and may allow sub-committees
heir necessary expenses. They shall audit

he accounts of the Secretary and Treasurer,

which accounts shall be rendered to the

sxecutive committee quarterly.
All orders for the payment of money, by
he treasurer, shall be signed by the presi-

lent and secretary of the League.

Sec. 3. Fifteen members, personally pre-

b- sent at any meeting of the national assembly,
shall constitute a quorum for the transaction

)!ipt business.

Sec. 4. The annual meeting of the national
issembly shall begin on the second Wednes-

' lay in February, of each year. The place of

•neetlng shall be determined by the executive
ommlttee.

Sec. 5. Special tiuslness meetings of the
national assembly shall be called by the pre-
sident, on the written request of a majority
f the chief wardens of Ihe divisions. Such

1 meetings shall be called not later than 6u

lays after the receipt of the request, at a

;)laco designated by the president.

Sec. 6. In case of the refusal or neglect
It any division of the L. A. S. to comply

5'wlth any decision or ruling of the national
roisaembly, or of the executive committee,

when the national assembly is not in session,
such division may, by a majority vote t

said executive committee, be fined in such
ium as the committee may deem proper.
This fine may be collected from the amount
)f dues in the hands of the secretary of the
L. A. S. and withheld from the division until
the aforesaid order of ruling shall be com-
plied with.

ARTICLE V.
Section 1. (a) Eacn division shall elect

annually, a Cmef Warden, vice Warden and
Secretary-Treasurer ana shall also elect one
representative for each 200 Leagutt members
on its roll October 1.

(b) In the event of the removal of a secre-
tary-treasurer by the board of officers, tbe
chief warden shall appoint a secretary-trea-
surer who shall serve until the next annual
eieciion tbvreaiter.

(oj The division board of officers, of each
Siui.e, buail be required as soon as possiDle
after installation in office, to appoint one
or more local game wardens in each and
every county in tne State.

(d) It shall be me duty of these local war-
dens to watch tor viOiations or lue game
laws, to report all such violations to the
proper State, county or municipal authorities;
to furnish, if possible, ample evidence ol
such game law violations; to insist on and
aid in the prosecution of all such violators
and generally to co-operate with the State,
<:ounty or municipal authorities, in every
honorable Wui. in bringing game violators
to justice.

(e) All local wardens shall be appointed
on probation, and may be removed by th«
State board of officers whenever found in-

competent or inattentive to duty.

(f) Luring the first year of the existence
of this League, such local wardens shall be
paid, by the State Division, ?10 tor each con-
viction secured by them of a person charged
with violation oi any game law. Thereatter
they may be paid regular salaries, and trav-
ailing expenses, if found worthy, and if the
numerical and financial strength of the State
Division, siiall have grown to such an extent
as to justify such outlay. The salary and
travelling expenses oi such local warden
shall not, however, exceed the aggregate
sum of $.,500 a year, in any case.

(g) In sparsely settled States or Territories,

where the membership of State Divisions can
not be built up to such numbers as to war-
rant the employment of County Wardens, as

above provided, the Eecxutive Committee of

the League may appropriate funds to a'd in

the payment of such Local Wardens when-
ever, in Its judgment, such action may be
necessary. No greater sum than Ji,000 shaK,
however, be appropriated for use in any one
county, in any one year.

(h) The chief warden of each State division

shall appoint a committee o*' 3 member"!, to

be known as the division com-
mittee on legislation and the enforcement
of game laws. It shall be the duty of this

committee to familiarize itself, thoroughly,
with the game laws of the Stat*" In which -t

exists, and if said laws be found, in the

judgment of the committee, defective or in-

adequate, it shall endeavor to secure the
enactment, as soon as possible, of suitable

amendments to or changes in such laws.

This committee shall also have general

supervision of all prosecutions for the viola-

tiou of game laws in its State, yrhich are
brought about by local wardens or other of-

ficers or members of the League; and all

claims for compensation of local wardens
shall be audited by this committee before

being paid.

This committee shall be required to co-

operate, in every way possible, with the le-

gislative and executive authorities of the

State, in the enactment and enforcement of

wholesome game law?: and shall report, at

frequent Intervals, fa the National League
Committee on legislation and the enforcement

of laws, such Information as the division

comm ttee may dem of interest and value

to said National Committee.

Sec. 2. Each division having at least 50

and less than 100 members shall elect, an-

nually, a chief warden and a secretary-trea-

surer.

Sec. 3. Each division having at least 25

and less than 50 members shall elect, an-

nually, a chief warden.

Sec. 4. The persons who shall receive the
greatest number of votes, regularly votea,
lor any office at any election in a division,
shall be declared elected.

Sec. 5. These officers shall constitute tue
division board of offlcer^^ and shall be elect-
ed annually between the 15th day of October
and the 15th day of November, at such time
and place, and in such manner as is pro-
vided by the constiturion and by-laws or
the rules and regulations of the divisiim.

Sec. 6. Vacancies in the office of Chief
Warden of a division shall be filed by the
succession of the Vice Warden. Vacancies
in the office of Chief Warden of a division
liaving less than 100 members shall be filled

by the president. All other vacancito In
divisions shall be filled by the Chief Wtirdeu.

Sec. 7. Each division shal adopt, for its
guidance, a constitution and by-laws, not
inconsistent with the national constitution
and by-laws, and a copy of the national con-
stitution and by-laws shall be Included in or
sent with any publication containing the con
stitution and by-laws of any division which
shall be published by the division for gen-
eral distribution among its membeirs.

Sec. 8. The term of office of all division
officers shall commence on the 1st day oi
December in each year.

Sec. 9. Each division board of officers snail
December, and shail then el. ct irom the
hold its annual meeting tn the month ot
division one delegate to the national assem-
bly tor each 400 members on its roll, on
December 1.

ARTICLE VI.

Section 1. The olilcers of the League shall
be a pres.denc, first, second, third, louria
and fifth vice-j-res.dents, treasurer, and se-
cretary, who shall be elected by the national
assembly at the annual meeting.

Sec. 2. The official year shall begin imme-
diately on the adjournment of the annual
meeting of the national assembfy.

Sec. 3. There shall be the following na-
tional committees:

1. Executive and finance, to consist of the
president, vice-presidents, secretary anu
treasurer.

2. Membership.

3. Rights -and privileges.

4. Rules and regulations.

5. Legislation and enforcement of laws.

6. Transportation.

7. Auditing.

8. Local organization.

Sec. 4. (a) All national tommitt<'cs s^al)
be appointed by the president, who shall

hare tt:e power to suspend or remove any
member of such comm.ttoes, »nd to All va-
cancies therein arising from suspensions, re-
movals or from any other cause.

(b) The committees on local organization,
transportation, rights and privileges, rules
and regulations, auditing, and raembershiD.
shall consist of 3 members each The com-
mittee on legislation and the enforcement
of laws consist of 15 members, and 5 mem-
bers shall constitute a quorum, for the trans-
action of business, at any meeting hereof.

ARTICLE VII.

Section 1. The executive committee shall

select and designate an official organ for

the L. A. S., in which shall bo printed thp
proceadings of annual meetings, the reports

of committees, and other official Informa-
tion.

ARTICLE VIII.

This constit'ition may be altered or amend-
ed by a two-thirds vote of the dclesraten of

tbo national assembly, voting in, person ..or

by proxy, at any regular meeting of the

a aerably, or at anv meeting called fir that

purpose, of which 60 days' notice shall nave
been given In the official organ; but no
amendment shall be made or considered un-
less 3D days' notice thereof ^hall have been

given through the columns of said official

organ.
<$>

A number of contributions are un-

avoidably crowded put of this issue.
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THE GUN.
Conducted by '* Bob White/' ps Q^

A

li^umrffrs;;^

Hints on Organizing a Gun Club.

TO
THOSE who liave had any ex-

perience in trap shooting the

following remarks will contain

what to them will seem like

elementary knowledge in the

art, but, assuming thajt there are

many of our readers who have never

taken the trouble to consider the mat-
ter ait all or acquire any knowledge
about it, and who may contemplate
starting a shooting club, It may be

helpful to shortly note the different

systems usually adopted, and some of

the rules governing the same.
In every locality lovers of sports

afield with dog and gnin are numerous.
The person taiking the initiative in or-

ganizing a club should appoint a time
and place for meeting, and gather to-

gether there those whom he thinks will

be sufficiently interested to push the
venture along. If on discussion a
dozen or so warm up to it and express
tftiemselves in favor of the project, he
can congratulate himself that the em-
biyo club has Its success assured. Offi-

cers should then be elected, usually
consisting of president, vice-president,
secretary, treasurer, captain, and in
addition an executive committee of,

say, three or fo'ur "warm" members, in
addition to the officers. The executive
is a very convenient body to consult
from time to time, and to legislate for
the olub proper, especially as the mem-
bership increases to large proportions.
A name should be selected for the
ciub, and a constiitution and by-laws
prepared and adopted. In the prepara-
tion of these it will be usefulto have
before you those of some old and es-
tJablished club.

Having organized the club, a com-
mittee of two or three should be ap-
pointed to select suitable grounds, and
to provide the necessary supplies.
Tii'ese will vary to some extent accord-
ing to the system of shooting the club
Intend to adopt, and we will now pro-
ceed to consider what these different
systems are. There are three, com-
monly in use, viz., rapid fire, sergeant
and magazine trap.

Rapid Fire.—Three or five traps are
Sft level, and in a straight line, three
to five yards apart, and numbered from
left to right, so that the extreme left

tiap is No. 1, and No. 2 the next trap
to the rig-ht of it, and so on. The score
for 12-gauge guns is 16 yards from
each tnap. The pulls will be arranged

to be brought to a common centre back

of the score. If the shooting is at

known angles, the traps will be set to

throw birds as follows:—No. 1, right

Quantering; No. 2, left quartering; No.

3, straigiht away; No. 4, right quarter-

ing; No. 5, left quartering. If only

three traps are used Nos. 2, 3 and 4

will be the angles. The bdrds must be

thrown not less than 40 yards, nor more
than 65 yards from the trap and at 10

yards froi^ the trap must have an ele-

vation of not less than 6 feet nor more
than 12 feet. The squad of five shooters

take their position opposite each trap

at known angles, but the traps are pull-

ed according to an indicator. When
five traps are used the shooter in

front of No. 1 trap shoots at a target

thrown from any of the 5 traps. The
shooter in front of No. 2 shoots at a

target thrown from any of the four re-

maining traps. No. 3 from any of the

three iremaining, No. 4 from either of

the two remiaining traps. Then all

move up so that No. 5 shoots from No.

I and gets the 5 unknown traps. An-
otlher variation is:—Expert Rules, One

Man Up. Here the shooter takes his

stand opposite the centre trap and
shcota from each trap as If 5

men were up. Again the angles in-

stead of being fixed may be made un-

known, increasing the difficulty of the

snooting. Finally the targets may be

thrown at reversed angles. In this

case the angles are fixed as first men-
tioned. The man in front of No. 1 trap

shoots at a target thrown from No. 5;

No.2 from No. 4; No. 3 from No. 3; No.

A Lusus Naturae, from Quebec Province.

and after shooting at a bird move up
from left to rigiht. No. 1 man passing

to No. 2 and No. 5 coming to No. 1.

The rapid fire system, known traps

and known angles, is the simplest style

of target shooting and a young club

will soon want to try something more
difficult. There are many well-known

variations. First the shooting is ren-

dered more difficult by making the ang-

les unknown to the shooter. Another

variation is called Expert Rules, Rapid

Fire. There, the traps are set as above

4 from No. 2 and No. 5 from No. 1.

Then all move up. Sometimes to make
the shooting more difllfiult Nos. 2, :3

and 4 traps are set to throw unknown
angles and this system is strongly re-

commended.
Next we have the amangement of

traps in what is known as the Ser-

geant System. Here three traps, any
make which admit of the angles being

easily and quickly changed, are set in

a pit or on a level, but properly screen-

ed so as to protect the trappers. The
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traps are set on a line one and a half
yards apart. The score in this case
is set in the segment of a circle, so that
each shooter instead of being in a
Btraig-ht line shall be 16 yards from the
oentre trap. The scores shall be from
3 yards to 5 yards apart. The shoot-
ing is at unknown angles and the
shcoter should not know which trap is

to be pulled for him. Properly speak-
ing' the angles should be chang'ed in any
ease after each five shots and the traps
pulled according- to an indicator. The
uncertainty of flight and the unknown
rise of the target makes this shooting
more similar to field shooting and is

not only better practice, but is the
hardest kind of target shooting. This
system is sitrongly recommended to
young clubs. It has many advantages.
Only 3 traps are required, and the
screen can be so built as to com-
pletely enclose the traps. A good ar-
rangement is to build a trap-house 12

feet front, 9 feet rear, 3 1-2 feet high
iii front, sloping to rear, with sides and
roof and drop door in front. The traps
can be set in a house of this kind and
do not require to be moved after each
shoot, but can be looked up where they
are.

The magazine tirap is a rather com-
plicated piece of machinery which has
many advantages, but which, perhajps,

would not be as satisfaatory for a young
and inexperienced club. However, it is

very similar in its atyle of throwing
trrg-ets to the Sergeant System, and
might be studied with advantage by in-
tending trap shooters.

Stray Shots,

J. A. R. Elliott, of Kansas City, has
challenged Rolla O. Heikes, of Dayton,
Ohio, for the cast-iron medal, emblem-
atic of the live bird championship of
America, and it will be shot for at
Kent, Ohio, on July 2Lst. If we remem-
ber righUy,Heikes won the medal from
Fred Gilbert, of Spirit Lake, la., with
the splendid score of 99 ex 100.

The tournament of the Cleveland
Target Co. was held at Cleveland, O.,
June 13 to 15, and, as usual, was a big
success. G. W. Mutter, J. H. Van-
dusen, A. W. Reid and E. G. Swift, of
the Walkerville (Ont.) Gun Club, at-
tended. Rolla O. Heikes, of Dayton,
G., led the experts in the three days'
shooting with 398 out of 402, and won
a handsome diamond-set gold locket
for high average of his class. Chaun-
cey M. Powers, Decatur, 111., won high
average in the amateur class with 411
out of 420, and also got a diamond-set
gold locket.

The London (Eng.) Field makes
these remarks anent Texas shooting
methods: "It is evident that If reports
are to be trusted, the Texas shooting
code is not of the highest possible
standard. Sportsmen there, it would
appear, have little regard for the sea-
sons fixed for the due protection and
propagation of the game, but shoot
ji^st when they have a mind to. But,
if the dates of the cIos» times were

not respected, surely the condition In
which certain of the game was found,
ought, one would imagine, to have ap-
pealed to sportsmen to stay their
hands. That this, however, did not
avail to protect the birds may be
gleaned from the fact that parties of
gunners were recently killing from
150 to 300 upland and golden plover in
a trip extending over about four
hours. The birds were in very poor
condition, and 75 per cent, of the fe-
males were full of eggs ranging in size
from a No. 9 shot up to Nos. 2 or 1.
It is said these gunners shoot every-
thing, keep only the fattest birds, and
throw all the rest away. At least 75
per cent, to 80 per cent, are killed on
the ground, so that even the plea of
shooting for sport cannot be maintain-
ed. Truly, it is one thing to pass laws
and quite another to have them en-
forced." Little wonder, is it, that the
migratory game birds come back from
the South each year to their Canadian
breeding grounds in ever-increasing
numbers.

Some record-breaking scores have
been made recently at targets. At the
Peru (Ind.) Gun Club's tournament
five men—Dr. Milton, F. D. Alkire, J.
li. Head.Ed. Townsend a^id H. W.Cad-
wallader — broke 100 straight, estab-
lishing a world's record. This feat,
however, was duplicated the next week
at Nebraska State tournament by
Charlie Young, of Springfield, Ohio;
W. S. Duer, of Hastings, Neb.; George
Rogers, of Lincoln, Neb.; and A. P>.

Daniels, of Denver, Col. At Peoria,
111., a squad, consisting of Powers,
Fulford, Young, Heikes and Gilbert,
shot five events of twenty Blue Rocks,
each thrown from a Magantrap, and
scored 96, 97, 98, 100, and 98, or 489, out
of 500. Young broke 100 straight ;

Powers, 99; Fulford, 98; Gilbert, 97,

and Heikes, 95. Young then went on
and made the extraordinary run of
r;ll straight.

Mr. Forest H. ConoA'er, of Leaming-
ton, Ont., was one of the few Cana-
dians who attended the forty-first an-
nual convention and tournament of the
New York State Association, held at
Buffalo, N. Y., June 5th to 9th, under
the auspices of the A.udobon Gun Club.
He broke 131 out of 145 first day; 148
out of 170 second day, and 104 out of
125 third day—a total of 383 out of
440, or 87 per cent. The expert general
average was won by Rolla Heikes,with
486 out of 500, and the amateur general
average by Chauncey M. Rogers, with
477 out of 500. F. D. Kelsey, of Au-
rora, N.Y., won the trophy emblematic
of the target championship of New
Yc rk State, with 460 out of 500.

Sherbrooke, Que., is an up-to-date
shooting town. The Gun Club here
held their ajinual amateur tour-
nament on Dominion Day (July
1st), on their grounds, which are plea-
santly situated just outside the city
limits, convenient to the electric oars
and the principal hotels.

Some sportsmen of Saginaw, Mich.,
have liberated a number of Mongolia
rheasants, in dlfCerent parts of the
county. It will be interesting to watch
the result. In Ohio pheasant propaga-
tion has been very successful, and
there is no reason we can see why the
same might not be successfully at-

tempted in Canada^ The Mongolian
pheasant propagates rapidly, will
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withstand extreme cold, and is, we be-
lieve, as well able to take care of Itself
as our ruffed grouse and quail. What
a splendid addition this remarkably
handsome, gamey bird would oe to
our fields and woods.

Correspondence in the American
Field, recently, results in a very strong
indictment of the crow, a contributor
sitating that more young prairie
chickens and quails are destroyed by
crows and more nests broken up by
them than by any other agency that
he is acquainted with. As an illustra-
tion, he stated that when duck hunt-
ing, nine prairie chicken nests were
Iccated on the journey to and from
the ducking grounds. These nine
ntsts contained 119 eggs, the whole of
wh:ch were destroyed by the crows
It IS doubtful if all the pot hunters,
market shooters and game hogs, de-
plete the game fields as much as the
egg-eating and destroying animals and
birds.

The firsit contest for the St. Louis
Republic Cup was held at the Missouri
State Tournament, St. Louis, Mo , May
16-20. This cup has been given to re~
place the American Field Cup ana the
Kansas City Star Cup, both of which
have been retired. The conditions of
the shoot were 25 birds, $25 entrance,
and $1,000 purse guaranteed. C A
Young, Springfield, Ohio, won me cup
after a hot race with J. A. R. Elliott,
Kansas City. Young missed only hi.s
68th tie bird, scoring 119 out of 120, and
Elliott mis'sed his 69th and 93rd tie
birds, scoring 118 out of 120.

In another Issue of Rod and Gun we
intend to discuss the respective merits
and demerits of the three different
modes of dividing purses at tourna-
ments, viz.: Rose system, EquitabJe
system and Percentage system, class
shooting.

Readers of Rod and Gun are invited
to use our columns freely for the dis-
cussion of matters of interest to shoot-
ers. We can always learn something
valuable from the experience or others.
We would also ask secretaries of gun
clubs to send us information relating
to trap shooting events, the aates and
programmes for coming tournaments,
and reports of those which have taken
place. We shall always be pleased to
publish these-

The Klngsville (Ont.) Gun Club
held their second annual amateur tourna-
ment on the grounds of the "Metta-
was" summer hotel (one of the finest
summer hotels on the continent) on
June 30 and July 1. A report of the
shoot will appear in our August Issue.

At the Illinois State Tournament at
Peoria, 111., May 9th, the Chicago Board
of Trade Diamond Badge was won by
W. R. Crosby, at live birds, with 60
straight kills. W. D. Stannard was
a close second with 59. Crosby shot a
new Baker gun, and his load was 44
grains E. C, in Leader cases, 1 1-4
ounjces. No. 7 1-2 shot. W D. Stan-
nard shot a Smith gun, and his load
was 3 1-4 drams Dupont, 1 1-4 ounces
of No. 8, and 3 1-2 drams, 1 1-4 ounces
No. 7 shot, in U.M.C. trap cases. F.
E. Reihl, of Alton, 111., won the L. C
Smith Cup, emblematic of tne target
chamipionship of Illinois, by breaking
9 targets straight. He used a Parker
gun, 3 drams Dupont powder, and 1 1-1

ounces No. 7 shot, in N.M.C. cases.
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The Kingsvllle Gun Club held their

second annual amateur tournament at
King'svi'lle June 30th 'amd July Ist.

A handisome and valuable silver cup
was presented by Dr. S. A. King to

the club for competition, the cup to

represent the championship of Essex
County and the winner to be subject
to challenge. The race was at 50

singles and 10 pairs, Sargent system.
Dr. Perdue and W. A. Smith, both
of King3ville. tied for the cup with
54 each and Perdue won in shooting
off the tie.

Mr. W. R. Crosby, who won the E. C.

Cup emblematic of the inanimate
target cnampionship of America, at

the Missouri state shoot in May suc-
ctftsfully defended it against J. A. R.
Elliott at Batavia, N.Y., June 23,

breaking 128 out of 150 rocks thrown;
50 under expert rules 50 unknown
angles and 25 pairs.

John Parker, of the Peters Cart-
ridge Co. and Kings Powder Co., won
the Expert State Championship Cup
at Detroit, June 21, breaking 24 out of
25 targets, IS yards rise.

The following paragraphs were inad-
vertently omitted in the last issue:

May was a record break' n-y

month, at targets. At Peru (Ind.),

Gun Club's tournament five men—Dr.
Britton, F. D. Alkire, J. L. Head, Ed.
Rike anad H. W. Cadwallader—broke
100 straight, establishing a world's
record. This feat, however, -wa.^ du-
plicated the next week at Nebraska
State tournament by Charlie Young,
of Springfield.O.; W. S. Duer, of Has-
tings, Neb.; George Rogers, of Lin-
coln, Neb.; and A. B. Daniels, of Den-
ver, Col. At Peoria, 111., a squad,
consisting of Powers, Fulford. Young,
Heikes, and Gilbert, shot five events
of twenty Blue Rocks, each throv/n
from a Morgan trap, and .scored 36,

97, 98, 100, and 98, or 489, out of
500. Young broke 100 straight. Pow-
ers, 99; Fulford, 98; Gilbert, 97. and
Heikes, 95. Young then went on and
made the extraordinary run of 211
straight.

The Walkerville Gun Club had a
shoot on Saturday afternoon, May
I3th, one of the features being a team
race between five men from Walker-
ville, Windsor and Kingsviae, v\ u.i.»

erville won the race with 93 out of
125. At this shoot Mr. A. Reid did
some very good work, breaking 48 out
of his last 50, in the programme
events.

At the Blenheim tournament, held
May 3rd and 4th, Mr. Forest Conover
won the silver cup, given for th best
average score both days. Mr. Con-
over appears to monopolize the hon-
ors at Blenheim, as he has won a
ss:milar trophy for high average for
three years in succession. He shoots
Dupont powder, and thinks thsre 1a
I; u thing finer.

The Brant County Rod and Gun Club
held a most suocessiful tournament at
the city of Brantford (Ont.) on 24th
May. The targets were thrown from a
Magan trap, and w^orked very suocess-
fully. The event was held a,t the club's
ranges in the Willows, and was attend-
ed by a large number of local enthusi-
asts and by many outside visitors. A
most interested programme was pre-
sented, and, as shown by the scores,
the shooting was of a high order- The
Rod and Gun Club are evidently a pro-
gressive organization, and their suc-
cess is only What their enterprise de-

AT THE KENNELS
Conducted by D. Taylor-

OF
THE number of breeds of dogs

it may be said, as of the making

of books, that there is no end, and

each and every one of these has

its admirers. For the guidance of

the amateur breeder or student of dogo-

logy many interesting treatises are pub-

lished, almost any of which with a lit-

tle study and following out the direc-

tions ajg to ftoedilng, housing", etc.,

will enable the owner to bring a pup-

py through the viscisitudes of early

life to a virtuous and happy maturity.

While we have said there are many
treatises on the dog we believe the

most important work yet published

written in a practical and interest-

ing manner.
In a late issue of the London Field

the death is announced of Fullerton,

considered the greatest greyhound of

recent years and by many coursing

men the best that ever went to slips.

A few years ago Fullerton, who was
then the property of Col. North, cre-

ated a sensation by straying away
from his kennels. It was supposed at

the time that he had been stolen and
shipped to the States. The police on
this side were notified by cable and
every incoming steamer was diligently

searched until the valuable animal re-

appeared. It is an oft-told tale how

"Laurel Laddie," A Recently Imported Prize-Winner.

is that lately written by Count H. de
Bylandt,! of Belgium, a prominent
sportsman and writer on dogs, who
had previously written several popular

books on the subject. It is a perfect

encyclopedia and will doubtless be ac-

cepted as the standard work on the

subject. It is entitled "Races de

Chiens'' and the scope of the book may
be indicated by the fact that three

hundred and sixteen breeds are des-

cribed, while over 2,000 lUustra-

tiens are given of typical specimens.

For thoroughness and exhaustiveness

of description it is complete, embrac-

ing the dogs of all countries and Is

Fullerton divided the Waterloo Cup
of his puppy season with his kennel
companion, Throughend, and how he
subsequently won outright three con-
secutive Waterloo cups. The follow-

ing year he was again slipped for the

highest coursing honor of he world

and thousands of his infatuated ad-

mirers backed him at the absurd price

of 4 to 1. The adage, "Every dog

has his day," proved true, and Fuller-

ton's colors were lowered in the second

trial by the Irish representative, Full

Captain. As a racing dog his sun had
set. During his career Fullerton won
thirty-six courses and lost only two,
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strange to say its Alpha and Omega,
his first and last appearance in pub-

lic. Fullerton was a perfect model of

a, greyhound, possessed the invaluable

attribute of speed and was unusually

quick with his hares. After his de-

:eat, Fullerton was put to the stud

at the exceptional fee of $250 but, like

a good many other high-bred dogs,

pi-oved impotent and as a sequel Col.

North presented htm to his breeder.

WiCh the idea of uniting dog fanci-

eis together in their endeavor to raise

the standard of all breeds of dogs, a

•novement is in foot in Montreal to

form a joint stock company, for the

purpose of holding dog shows at reg-

ular intervals. Lists are now out and

a considerable number of gentlemen

halvie attached their names to the

agreement. The shares are placed at

five dollars each and it is proposed

that as soon as one hundred names

i8.ve been secured, to call a general

nueeting for the purpose of electing

officers, etc. Anyone in sympathy

mth the object may obtain all neces-

sary information through Rod and

Gun.

To the sportsman after winged game

a well-broken setter and pointer are

ilmost an absolute necessity, if he

viEhes to save himself unnecessary

trouble and fatigue and secure a fair

>ag. In selecting either .6f these the

rarious characteristics of the breed

should be closely looked at, as, in pro-

x>rtion to the number of "points" in

m animal, a larger share of intelli-

i'-ncfe may be looked for and more eas-

,ly (developed. The best type of English

letter should have considerable prom-

nence on the back part of the head,

>r what is technically known a^ the

x^pital bone, somewhat narrow be-

;ween the ears, and with a very de-

eded brow over the eyes, which should

3C> of medium size, rather animated,

uid of a dark color. The ears are

x>mparatively small, carried close to

tlie cheeks, soft, of leather thinness,

inid partly clothed with silky hair.

Nose long and wide, with nostrils wide

ipart and large. The j*aws sould be

equal in strength and not undershot;

shoulders sloping, chest deep, rather

than wide, and ribs "well sprung. The

jcront legs should be set straight, with

knees broad and strong; hind legs mus-

cular and plenty of bone; feet hairy.

The Gordon setter generally possesses

L >^plendid intelligem-.e, acute scenting

p(5\vers and great endurance. In the

Ibest specimes are always to be found

[the leading features of the collie,

Ibloodhound and setter. His head is

much heavier than that of 'his half-

brother, the English setter, broad at

the top between the ears, skuU Slightly

rounded, and the depth from the oc-

ciput to the bottom of lower jaw much

greater; his body Is also heavier. The
great beauty of this dog is his color,

and much prominence is usually given
to it in judging. The black should be
Intemse, not brownish, or rusty, and the

tan of a rich, dark mahogany color

and show on inside of thighs and front

legs to the knees. The muzzle also

should be tan, and the spots over tht

eyes well defined.

The characteristics of the pointer are
brains, nose and speed, the face being
lit up with intelligence and lively in

appearance. The head is rather finely

drawn, not heavy, as this would denote
ccaiseness and an umreliable disposi-

tion. The eyes are of medium size, not

too far apart, and of the various shades
of brown in color. The nose is an im-
portant part of the features, and should

be large, long, broad and deep, with
nostrils large and open. The ears

should be moderately long and flat, fil-

bert shaped, thin and flexible. Shoul-
der.s long, sloping and powerful. Good
legs are most essential in a pointer;

both front and hind should be stnaight

and strong, and covered with well-de-

veloped, compact muscles; feet cat-like,

with plenty of hair between the toes.

Thf' order of preference as to color

usually Is: Liver and white, black and
white, orange and white, whole black

or whole liver. The tail is also another

important point. It should be set on

well up and taper to a decided point;

the straighter it is the better.

In choosing either of the breeds above
mentioned anyone with ordinary capa-

city will not go far wrong if he selects

according to the above description.

On the other side of the border there

are many admirers of the English set-

ter, and field trials are a regular in-

stitution. Among the principal breed-

ers of this class are the Verona Ken-

nels, of Pleasantoin. Cal., who have as

palatial quarters, from a dog's point

of view, as can be found anywhere.

The buildings show how elegance, util-

ity and convenience can be combined

when one has the means to gratify it.

The Verona Kennels is the home of

Count Gladstone IV., a name well

known in dogdom as the winner, either

by himself or ihis progeny, of nearly all

the most important field trlaJs held in

the United States since 1891.

A very important addition to the

pure bred stock of Canada has just

been made through the importation,

from England, of Laurel Laddie, a

beautiful specimen of the collie. Here

is what the Manchester Chronicle

says of him: "Laurel Laddie again

swept the decks at Ashford-in-the-Wa-
ter on Thursday, winning two firsts

and three sipecials, including a special

for the best collie, a special for best

dog over 30 lbs. weight and finished

a remarkable record by winning spec-

ial for best dog or bitch, any age,

weight or breed. At this show this

handsome animal competed in England
for the last time. He has been sold

at a long figure (in three figures) and
leaves these shores, still winning, for

Canada next Thursday. Laurel Lad-
die has won 80 prizes, including 40

firsts and specials, a silver cup, three

gold and silver medals and finished at

Ashford by winning the President's

marble vase valued at twelve guin-
eas." To the enterprise of Messrs. C.

B. McAllister, Peterborough, and H.
B. Hungerford, Mountaineer Collie

Kennels, Belleville, Ont., the fanciers

of this breed are Indebted for this lat-

est acquisition. As will be seen from
his presentment elsewhere.Laurel Lad-
die is a grand looking specimen. He
arrived here on the 19th June in prime
ccndition and is all that his present

owners were led to expect. He is a
handsome dog with plenty of bone,

tine action, splendid ear carriage, with
be.autiful sable and white markings.

While on the subject of collies I

would like te quote the following from
a contemporary :

"Nothing in my whole western trip

interested me more" said a distinguish-

ed traveller recently to a newspaper
representative, "than the work I saw
done on a large sheep ranch in Cali-

fornia by half a dozen or more collie?.

According to my host, each one of

them saved him a good $75 a month in

wages did his work far better than any
two men could do it, while his board

would not average a tenth of what it

would cost to keep a man. The ranch

which I visited extended over thou-

sands of acres, while my friend inclos-

ed in his corral each night no fev/er

than 10,000 sheep. The corral is sim-

ply a large disclosure surrounded

by a solid, high brick wall. Into this

the sheep are driven at night to pro-

tect them from the wolves which in

California, would make ehorlt. work

of flocks left out on the open plain

or insecurely housed. Arriving at the

ranch just at night-fall, I had the op-

portunity of seeing the dogs conduct

their various flocks into the fold, and

expressed great surprise at their won-

derful cleverness and skill.

"Oh, but this is the least part of it,"

said my host. 'You should see tne in-

telligent creatures go about their

morning's work. In that they really

show more than ordinary human in-

sight. It would be well worth your

mcming nap for once to watch them.

"Accordingly, at early dawn the next

morning I arose, and as I stood gazing

spellbound at the breadth of the sky-

line, and illimitable expanse of the

plains, my attention was called to the

business of the day by the friendly

barking of the collies. They had just
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finished their breakfast,and were mak-
ing their way to the corral, the gates

of which stood open. In they bound-
ed among the promiscuous assembly
of sheep, and then each began to sing-

le out his own especial flock; for with
th€is-« thouisands of animals like one
another as so many peas, each collie

comes, in some subtle way, to know
which of them are under his especial

care. By a system of running scent-

ing, pushing, crowding, and elbowing;

he finally get-s his own flock sorted

out, and starts them for their particu-

lar pasture. Here he watches them
through the long day, not allowing

one to stray, and at exajotly the same
hour each night marshals them back

to the corral.
" 'The only point in which they lack

judsTrtertt,' explained my fr'iend, 'is

that they do not seem to know
when they should be taken to new
pastures. After grazing over 500 or

600 acres for a few months, the

grass is exhausted, and the sheep

need to be conducted to fresh mea-
dows. That part of the work
falls to me, and is practically all that

I do. I select the new grazing

ground, and conduct the shepherd and

his flock there for the first time.

After that he understands. I keep

practically no help beside the dogs,

and with all my 10,000 sheep can not

complain of being overworked.'"

Fox hunting is growing in populari-

ty in the States. At the present time
there are probably one hundred fox

hunting clubs maintaining packs of

hounds, In addition to numerous indi-

vidual packs.

A Georgia fox hunter tells a yarn
which, if not strictly true, shows that

he has a fine sense of humor as well

as invention. He had run a red fox
several races and failed to catch hina

on account of the fox going to bur-
row. He had a fine dog. Ring by
name, considered very fast, and they
had been running said fox an hour.
Ring thinking it about time for his

fcxship to go to earth as heretofore,
quit the pack, and with breakneck
speed ran for the burrow, and then
placed himself in the den and waited
for Reynard's return. Imagine the
fox's surprise, if you please, as he trot-

ted up for safety and came in con-
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tact with the dog. Wasn't this fox
outwitted?

Field Trials.

The following field trials in Canada
have been fixed: Western Canada
Kennel Club, La. Salle, Man., Septem-
ber 4. Manitoba Field Trial Club's
thirteenth annual trials at Morris,
Man., September 6. International

Triaa Club's tenth annual trials at
Chatham. Ont., November 14.

Bench Shows.

Western Canada Kennel Club'j
bench show at Winnipeg, Man., Jul:

10 to 14, inclusive.

Toronto Industrial Exhibition Asso
ciation's eleventh annual show ai

Toronto, September 4 to 7 inclusive

American Pet Dog Club's third an
nual at New York, November 22 t
24 inclusive.
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QUEBEC & UKE ST JOHN RAILWAY

[,
Tho New Routt- to the

•) FAR-FAMED SAGUENAY.

YOU WILL FIND IT TO YOUR INTEREST
TO MAKE INQUIRIES ABOUT THE

QUEBEC & LAKE ST. JOHN

RAILWAY
The NEW ROUTE to the FAR-FAMED SAGUENAY

And the Only Rail Line to the Delightful Summer
Resorts and Fishing Grounds north of Quebec,
and to Lake St. John and Chicou imi. through the

CANADIAN ADIRONDACKS.

Trains connect at Chlcoutlmi

with Saguenay Steamers for

TADOUSAC
CACOUNA

MURRAY BAY
AND QUEBEC

A round trip unequalled in America, through matchless
Jorest, Mountain, River and Lake Scenery, down the
majestk- Saguenay by day-light and back to" the Portress
City, TOUCHING AT ALL THE BEAUTIFUL SEA-SIDE RE-SORTS on the Lower St. Lawrence, witli their chain ofCommodious Hotels.

Hotel Roberval, Lake St. John, has first-class accommoda-
tion for oOO guests, at'd is run in connection with the
Island House at Grand Discharge, of Lake St. John, the
centre of the Ouananlche Fishing Grounds,

PARLOR AND SLEEPING CARS
MAGNIFICENT SCENERY BEAUTIFUL CLIMATE
Apply to the Ticket Agents of all Principal Cities,

A beautifully illustrated Guide Book free on application.

ALEX. HARDY, J. G. SCOTT,
Gen. Pass. Agent, Quebec. Secy. & Manager.

It's a Duty
You owe to your dog to keep him
clean and healthy. The best pre-

paration known to science is the

Persiatic Dog Wash.

It's a Pleasure
To every jjerson to see a clean,
well-gnwmed horse. It is impossible
for nits or vermin to live when
you use

Persiatic Horse Wash

THE PICKHARDT= RENFREW CO.

STOUFFVILLE. ONI.

FORYACHTS.STEANSHiPS.BOATS

mcCaskillDougall&C?-?
standard Boat&SparVarnishes.

MONTREAL.

ouataineer Collie Keonels

BELLEVILLE, ONTARIO.

The home of "Rufford Ossory.") Ims
porters and Breeders of Prizes

Winning Collies.

OUNG STOCK AND BROOD BITCHES
FOR SALE.

point of cuisine and equipment, THE
OSSIN is the most complete, the most
xurious of modern Ontario hotels. The
oms, single or en suite, are the most airy
id comfortable in the Dominion. The
nion Depot and Wharves but two mins
es' walk.

A. & A. NELSON,
ofonto, Ont. Proprietors.

Ogden's Vacuum Tobaccos
Are put up in tins from which the air has been ex-

tracted by OGDEN'S Patent Cold Vacuum Process.

OF ALL FIRST-CLASS
*^ TOBACCONISTS

R. M. DUCKWORTH & CO. WHOLESALE AGENTS,
30 Hosoltal .<?.. MONTREAL.

KORONA CAMERAS, KODAKS
AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC
=«c«=«4c« SUPPLIES c«c^c«44

DAVID H* HOGGt ^62 crmg st., Montreal.

®

•^

JEYES' FLUID
is supplied by Special Royal Warrant to the
Kennels of H. M. the Queen and H, R. H.
the Prince of Wales.

It kills all insects and foul smells: heals cuts and scratches:

but does not burn or stain : and is Non s Poisonous.

IZ::::1 Jeyes' sanitary compounds Co. of Canada, '"mSSl."'

RADNOR EMPRESS OF TABLE WATERS

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE *i»«*«***



PLACE VIGER HOTEL
MONTREAL.

Facing Place Viger, a pretty open
square, named after the first Mayor of

Montreal, is the Place Viger Hotel,

erected by the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way Company— the latest addition to

its chain of magnificent hotels which
extends from Quebec to Vancouver, and
includes, amongst others, those charm-
ing resorts in the mountains of British

Columbia—Banff, Field and the Great

(.ilacier. This imposing structure occu

pies the site of an old fort, and is buil

in the quaint style of the French Re
naissance, partaking of the type of til

old chateaux found on the banks
||

the Loire. •,

In the heating, lighting and sanita|

a.rrangements, which were specially dl

signed for this- hotel, the acme -

fection has been secured, and
tire building, which is modern ii. • ^.-i

respect, is as absolutely fire-prdof a

human ingenuity can devise.

The Place Viger Hotel is advai; igf

ously situated for those reaching ih

city by train or boat, being a short db.

tance from the principal steamer iLick

and.' combined in its erection is th

Place Viger station of the Cati;iilii

Pacific Railway (from which ':!ir

leave for and arrive from Queb.

although' located amidst quiet a

ful surroundings, is only a fe\'. .,,„

utes walk from the business portion «

the city, and convenient to the city

street car system.

There is accommodation i

guests.

The rates are from $3.00 to $5.00 pe

day. with special arrangements f^

large parties or those making a prjj

Ipnged stay. 1

For further particulars address raai

ager Place Viger Hotel, Montreal. _.

m^ "^^"^^ ^^]
^^,^'

The Chateau Frontenac, a magnificent

•ne\v fire^proof hotel, elected by a^numT

ber of capitalists of Montreal, stands

;at the eastern end of a splendid es-

planade known as the Dufferln Ter-

race, just below the King's Bastion of

the Citadel, commanding delightful

views of the St. Lawrence as far as the

i-yo can reach—down past the lie d'Or-

It-ans, across to lievis and beyond, up

stream to Sillery, and, to the left, the

country along the beautiful valley of

the St. Charles River. The grandeur

of the scenery is indescribable; it is

matchless in diversity and charming in

effect. No grander site for such a

structure could be found on the con-

tinent and it would not be easy to com-

bine the advantages it possesses in

any place the world over. This elegant

iicte.l, on which nearly $1,000,000 has
been judiciously

' expended, and which
has been enlarged to meet the increased

demands of travel, is erected on an his-

toric spot of more than ordinary inter-

est—the site of the old Chateau St.

J-'O'^s. so famous in Canadian history
and once the vice-regal residence of th?

Governors of Canada, both before and
after the conquest.

CHATEAU FRONTENAC
QUEBEC.

#^ ;

/

The rates are from $3.50 upwards per

day, with special arrangements for

large parties or those making a pro-

longed stay. For further parti'c'u

address manager, . Chateau Fronts

Quebec.
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\n important act has just been passed

y the Dominion Parliament which is of

onsiderable interest to visiting sports-

len as well as to those Canadians who
esire to encourage the tide of sportsmen

jurists to Canada Hitherto the Customs
iw prohibited the ^export of the heads
r any portions of the carcasses of deer,

aribou or moose, and many visitors had
At aggrieved tliat the results of their

lunting^ skill had either to be given

way in Canada or left to rot in the

roods, the latter a result distasteful to

verybody. This is all changed, and
lenceforth, imder suitable restrictions,

he visiting sportsmen from other coun-

ries who have been duly licensed by the

Provincial Governments may, upon the

)roduction of their licenses and within

pecifled seasons, export a limited num-
)er of deer, caribou and moose which
hey have killed. In order that the pot-

mnter may have no chance to ply his

lefarious trade, the law expressly limits

he export to foreigners and it is under-

tood that the regulations which will be
ssued by the Minister of Customs will

)e so worded as to cover every possible

oophole by which illegal export could,

uider any circumstances, occur. Our
egislators and those who urged and

worked for the passage of the law are to

be congratulated on the result.

Referring to the proposed League of

Canadian Sportsmen, which was com-
mented upon in the July number of

Rod and Gun, we print on another page
a portion of an article from the Meriden,

Conn., "Morning Record," which is

being distributed by the League of

American Sportsmen, as campaign litera-

ture. The slaughter of game birds which
the writer affirms has gone on through-
out the United States is appalling. A
decrease of over 46 jjer cent, in game
birds in thirty Statea and Territories

within fifteen years, is a statement suf-

ficient so make us in Canada gasp. Game
laws in the United States appear useless

if the following is true : "Pot shooting

and shooting during the prohibited sea-

son is winked at and condoned by the

local authorities and the wholesale de-

struction of innocent and useful life goes

on practically unchecked from one year's

end to another."

While this is possibly a little exagger-

ated, it is bad enough. Canadians are

generally a law-abiding people, and

while instances of infractions of our game
regulations are not as infrequent as could

be wished, our game resources are still

very large and, under the increasing

stringency of the laws, are likely to

remain so, and the formation of an or-

ganization such as the League of Cana-

dian Sportsmen is intended to be, will

contribute largely to that end.

Our contemporary, " Fishing and

Shooting," does not relish non-resident

license fees. We are surprised at this,

havijig been accustomed to them in

Canada so long as to cause no remark

;

moreover, we believe them a wise im-

position coincident with game protection

service. It is true the non-resident dis-

likes to put up |25 to the province in

addition to other necessary exiaensea, but

as we claim to have, and do possess, the

finest game regions and the best shooting

and fishing in North America, it is

worth much more than $25 additional to

hunt in this country. There is no dis-

crimination against foreigners, and the
Ontario man going to New Brunswick
" when the moose is ripe " has to show
up to the New Brunswick authorities the
same amount of hard cash as if he came
from the States . Newfoundland lays it

on rather thick, with a $100 tax to shoot
caribou, but will soon reduce the license

to $50. It remains for Missouri to cap
the climax by making it a misdemeanor
for the non-resident to kill any game.
Shades of Jesse James ! ! !•

We heard recently of a convention of

game commissioners in the West,
whereat several adjoining States partici-

pated in a full discussion of the entire

subject of their fish and game interests

in their various bearings and unquestion-

ably resulting beneficially. Why should

not the heads of the fish and game inter-

ests in each Canadian province and their

chief game wardens and superintendents

meet once each year and discuss matters,

and, possibly, immediately afterwards

have a meeting with the game authori-

ties of contiguous States. Quebec and
New Brunswick and Maine, for example,

are undoubtedly much concerned with

what each other does, for deer, caribou

,

moose, etc., don't bother themselves

about provincial or international boun-

daries. We believe great good would
follow such meetings and earnestly hope
the gentlemen concerned will give the

suggestion careful consideration

.

<S> «> <$>

It is understood that a Fish and Game
Protection club for the district of Bed-

ford is among the possibilities of the

near future.
<$> ^ «>

An exchange states that Hon. L. T.

Carleton, Fish and Game Commissioner

of Maine, is compiling a work on the

fish and game resorts of the State of
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Maine, and it is understood that this

book is for gratuitous distribution. Con-

sidering the tremendous exploiting that

Maine's fish and game resources have

received for years at the hands of the

Maine railways, it is notable that the

State Commissioners are preparing

further advertising. A close study (>f

Maine methods for some time past has

convinced us that they are business-like

clear through, and while Canada has not

been altogether backward in this respect,

both New Brunswick and Quebec having

issued books expatiating on their game

and fish, our provinces must not rest on

their oars. We hope to hear of at least

one other issuing a book in the near

future.
^^ <»

Small bore shot guns are comnig into

more general use. especially by those

who shoot for the full pleasures of tlie

field, are content with a few birds shot

under conditions calling for considerable

skill, and dislike to carry any weight of

metal not absolutely necessary.

^ ^
South Dakota's recently adopted game

law went into effect July 1st. Among
other provisions non-residents are re-

quired to pay $10 for a hunting license,

an additional evidence of the trend of

feeling on this subject.

At the recent international rifle match

in Holland it was a matter of great sur-

prise that England's team was defeated

by France, Denmark, Italy, Holland,

Norway and Belgium, which the English

press attribute to Englishmen not being

accustomed or trained to shoot while

standing.

In Far Northern Wilds.

Ungava and Fort Chimo.

THE bay of Ungava, at the northern

jend of the Labrador Peninsula,

has not been much explored, and

yet, in August and September, it

is one of the most picturesque waters for

a yachting cruise in the Dominion. It is

about 170 miles across from Cape Hope's

Advance to Cape Chidley, and has four

Tivers flowing toto its waters of no

mean imiportance. These are the Leafe,

Koksoak, Whale and George Rivers.

These rivers are plentifully stocked
with fish of various kinds, especially

salmon, as will he seen from the fact

that about 150 tierces of split and salted

salmon are exported annually by the
Hudson's Bay Company. White por-

poise frequent the Leafe River in con-

siderable numbers, for nearly 5,000 gal-

lons of oil and over 1,000 skins are ex-

ported annually. The rivers are also

extremely beautSful, affording every

variety of scenery. Waterfalls, rapids

and cascades are common to them. all.

Well deflned traces at a very high

level afford evidence of the immense
volume of these waters in by-gone days.

The upper pari of the river banlts are

crowined and fringed with trees such

as the balsam, poplar, black and white

Kaniapiskan) . This lake has two out-

lets, one flowing northeast into the

Bay of Ungava, and the other south-
east into the Gulf of &t. Lawrence.
The Hudson's Bay Company's station
is called Fort Chimo. It is twenty
miles from the mouth of the river on
the south side. The Ko'ksoak at this

paint lis about a mile wide. This is a
very flourishing trading station, but
many trading families were lost to dt

through famine in 1892-93. The fort

possesses a good house and office for
the factor; houses aLso' for the com-
pany'iS servants, wiairehouses, shops for

all kinds of mechanical work; aAso

U'^^'^-
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spruce and larch. Forests of these
abound In the uplands to the west-
ward) where the head waters of these
rivers are found), in the watershed
wihioh parts the rivers of Hudson's
Bay from those of Ungava.
Game of various kinds is abundant in

the Ung^ava district. The different va-
rieties of fox (white, red, cross, black
and Mue) are the most important on
account of the value of their fur. Mar-
tens, wolvenines and the white bear are
next in order. Black and brown bear
are only obtainable at intervals. Cari-
bou are still plentiful at certain sea-
sons.
The Koksoak River rises In Lake

Summit (about 100 miles south of Lake

house accomimodaibion for visiting trad-
ers. The fort receives its stores and
provisions annually by the company's
steamer Eric, which arrives about the
second week in September, and remains
about two weeks loading and unload-
ing. When she sails, all communica-
tion with civilization is lost till the fol-

lowing year. Fort Chimo has passed
through miany troubles, especially in

1870 and 1871. The ship Labrador, then
the carrier of the Hudson's Bay Coin-
pany, was -wrecked in 1870, and the men
at the station ware left to their re-
sources for food. The energy, pluck
and skill of tihe chief factor akme saved
them from death and starvation.

ASWEB WA-PE-T(AN.
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THE PROFESSOR'S PERILOUS BEAR TRAPPING.
By C. C. Farr.

n^IIE Professor was seized with the

I ambition to catch a bear, so he
-- persuaded Harry to secure him a

bear trap, one with strong springs,

uid with jaws bristUng with teeth. In

act, it became a joint stock company, or

rather, a. partnership of two, for Harry

insisted that, if he secured the tvap,

he should be admitted into partnnr-

shiip in the bear that they were going

to catch. The professor acquiescel to

this proposal, and mighty preparations

ere made; moreover, the whole at-

mosphere became charged with mys-

t<n-y, and one secret consulcation fol-

owed another in rapid succession, in

which the bear trap figured conspicu-

ously, so that Mns. Sportsman Anally

jixxtested against this monstrous en-

ine of jaws, teeth, springs and chains,

being dragged about over her polishjd

floor.

We shall have to get some kind of

jait," eaiid Harry. "Bear traps always

have to be baited. The beasts won't

walk into a trap unless there is some-

Jiiing to 'attract them. They are mighty

ussed in their 'habits. I wonder what
is the best thing for bear/'

I think," answered the profes-sor,

reflectively, "that a bleating I-.id or a

laimb tied with a sitring is the ac-

knowledged method of baiting for wild

beasts. I fear that we cannot get a

kid, but perhiaps Mrs. Sportsman would
lend us a lamb."

'Mrs. Sportsman is a little too fond

of her lambs," answered Harry, "and
she has not one that she could spare;

but she might lend us a cat; she has
lots of them, and goodness knows they

make nodse enough, if that's what you
want."

"I am afraid," said the professor,

that a cat, being carnivorous, and not

herbivorous, a bear, which is also car-

nivorous, might fraternize with the

oat, and possibly the two might com-
bine to defeat our object. Perhaps Mr.

Sportsman might give tis some infor-

mation on this matter. We will ask

him."

So to Mr. Sportsman they went.

"You want to set a trap for a bear,

where do you intend .to seit it? The
buSh is rather large, and the mathe-

matical chances against a bear walk-

ing into your trap are also large."

There is a well-beaten path on the

edge of the clearance," said the pro-

fessor. "We thought that if we set it

somewhere on that we might have a
chance of catching one."

"That well-beaten track is inade by
my cattle, professor, and though I en-
courage sport, I do not wish to go to

the expense of a cow or a calf on it,

for that is what you would catch
there."

"Dear me," said the professor, "where
can we set it, then? We cannot set

it in the lake, for you know that the

bear lis not aquatic, nor even amphi-
bious."

"I can show you a good place," re-

plied Mr. Sportsman. "There is a creek

about three miles from here, a creek

running through a succession of bea-

ver meadows, .that is the very place

in which to set a bear trap. You will

find on it, as on most creeks of the

kind, a path, worn by generations of

bears. As a rule, they have their

bathing places on such a creek—nice

little pools, cool and shady, and not

too muddy; just enough mud at the

bottom to enable them to sit comfort-

ably."

"But what bait is the best for them'"

asked the professor.

"Ah! ithere you ask a question of

consiiderable magnitude. There are so

many ways of baiting a bear trap.

Anything does, and the more it smells

the better the bear likes it. Indians

use dried and tainted moose meat.
Anything that, as Kipling says, 'will

raise a blue sensation.' Some use rot-

ten fish, and the bear himself, whose
tastes certainly should be considered,

has leanings that way—in fact, in the

spring he glories in such .diet."

"How does he get rotten fish?" asked

the professor; "he surely does not sit

on the edge of a lake or stream and
wait for his breakfast until the fish go
bad."

"Certainly not. In the spring the

suckers crowd up to the little rapids

on the creeks running into the differ-

ent lakes. Then the bear goes fish-

ing. He walks about the rapid and
throws out the unfortunate suckers

with his paw on to the banks, where

he leaves them until they smell, which

in the spring does not take long. The
Indian knows of these spots where

suckers abound, and when he finds

that the bear has been fishing he also

waits until the fish begin to smell;

then he sits during the night patiently

watching for the bear to come and

eat his highly-flavored gamy suckero.

and thus in the uncertain light of dark-

ness is aJble ito get a shot at the bear."

"Well," said the professor, "I would

not care to sit long inhaling such an
unsavory aroma as that raised by dead
and decomposiing suckers; commend
me to the trap."

"Oh, yes; I forgot the trap. The
fact is, Indians will often prepare the

places for .their traps in the winter. 1

know an Indian on White River, a

river running into the head of Lake
Temlkaming, wiho shoots about half

a dozen or more moose in the win-

ter and leaves them there where they

fall for bait for bears. He goes In

the spring and sets his trair»s at these

carcases. The sooner the traps are

set the better, for one of the hardest

things to do is to obliterate all signs

and scent of man. The Indian tries

to get his traps set be.f.ore rain, and
never expects much success until rain

has fallen, for rain is, of course, the

great efCacer of all abnormal signs and
scents. It is far easier, however, to

trap a bear in the spring than in the

fall, for in 'the spring a bear comes out

of its den, hungry from its long win-

ter fast, whereas in the fall it is fat

and satiated w.ith berries and nuts,

upon which it principally feeds pre-

vious to its hibernation."

"Suppose," asked the professor,

"that we were fortunate enough to

catch a bear in our trap, how would
we secure him .when so caught? Would
the trap have a taming effect upon

him, and could we then take him out

and despatch him?"
"Never .monkey with a bear in a

trap," answered Mr. Sportsman. "It

is one of the worst things you can do

He would despaitch you quick enough.

A bear In a trap is a dangerous ani-

mal, and one that Indians most care-

fully avoid — far worse than when
wounded by a bullet, for in 'the latter

case, it might try to get away, where-

as when held fasit it has no alternative

left but to fight. In any case that I

have heard of where an Indian has

been killed or m.aimed by a bear it was
by one in a trap or wounded. The
Indian always sihoiots it as soon as he

can, for when the bear becomes aware
of his proximity it redoubles its ef-

forts to .get away, and often the foo!

will have been so cut into by the jaws
of the trap that this final exertion will

release the bear by leaving its foot in

the trap. By the by. It is generally

the custom not to attach the chain to

a solid, immovable object. The In-

dians usually prefer a young birch sap

ling, or even a small balsam tree--

something that the bear can drag for

some distance, but which finally ^eta

caught against some log or tree, arid

this exeraise tires the bear, so that by
the time that it does become fast, his
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full strength is exhausted, but iho

"drag" must be large enough, so that

an unmiifitakable trail Is made to enable

the hunter to track the bear, and, as

I have said before, the approach must
be quietly and carefully made, both

for the sake of not frightening the

bear and to avoid stumbling upon it

unawares, when lying behind a log or

a tree. I have known men to be badly
torn for the want of such care, though,

of course, it is only in the event of the

bear ibeing in a trap, otherwise it would
run far faster than the man would."
"Then," said the professor, "it ap-

pears that these stories one hears of
and reads of bears attacking men are
not true?"

"All rot and rubbish, made out of
whole cloth; written to interest readers
who love such things. Excepting griz-

zlies, a bear when unwounded and
free never attacks a man. During the
pairing season, which is in June, they
are slightly aggressive, and if nn In-

dian meets a company of thern (they
often travel at that time in companies
of five or six) he gives them the road,
for they will not turn out for him,
so intent are they on their courtrsihip;

otherwise, and at other times, they run

for all they are worth when they see

or even smell a man."
"I am sorry," said the professor, "lr>

hear you speak thus, for I have often

read of desperate encoant-v.-s in the

Maine woods, and even in th^ Adir.^n-

dacks, between the man an J the bear,

and they were very interes'-iiiv'."*

"Oh, all that kind of thiiuj is done

for the sake of guides' and hunters'

hotels. That is all in the way of busi-

ness, and advertises a place tremen-
dously."

"Ah!" sighed the professor, "these

tales of the backwoods are like the

fairy tales of our childhood. They
vanish like an empty dream. What a

great pity!"
"1 don't know that it is a pity. We

all! enjoy them when we read them.
We fairly ask for such kind of yarns
and they are given to us. They are
aboiut as reliable as fish tales, and yet
ou(r sporting papers would be consid-

ered dull without them. The bulk .->f

our writers on such matters speak
more of things as they should bo ihan
as they are, and by so doing turn out
readable copy."
After this interview the professor

began diligently to hunt for bait, so

diligently that no one oared to go very

near him, and there was a sense of

relief when he took his bedroom can-

dle and disappeared for the night. He
had made a collection of all the old
salmon tins and every abomination
that he could find, which would prom-
ise a smell, and Mrs. Sportsman ser-
iously took her husband to task for
advising the man to collect such a
combination of oidoriferous matter—at
least when there was any chance of
his coming in contact with civilized
and delicate organizations. Mr. Sports-
man laughed and begged her to let the
poor man collect his smells, as it was
likely that that was all the fun he
would get out of it.

[To hp oontimierl.l

Some years ago the Marquis of Dome
introduced into Argyleshire, Scotland,

a breed of Canadian wild turkeys that

have bred with remarkable rapidity,

and have spead over almost a fourth
of the county already. A new game
herd of great value has thus been
naturalized in a few years, and the

stranger who never heard of wild tur-

keys in the Highland woods is nat-
urally astonished to hear the gobble
of the cocks and see great coveys of

the big birds in places far removed
from houses.
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FULLY one-half of all the far-stretch-

ing wilderness of New Brunswick

ia now well stocked with nioos^e.

The animals are especially numer-

ous on the Upper waters of the Tobiqi.e,

^'episig'^t, Restigouche, Green, Nash-

waak, Little and Canaan Rivers, and all

the many branches of the Miramichi.

Opinions vary a^ to the best time

and mode of capturing the forest king.

While the weather remains warm his

favorite haunt is the ahores of wood-

land lakes and streams, where he feeds

upon aquatic plants and secures inci-

dental repose from the flies and heat.

It is easy for the spo>rtsman, as he

threads these peaceful waters in his

bark canoe, to steal upon the giant

game. Where sound, scent and mo-

tion fail the moose will seldom believe

his eyes. Let the hunter keep per-

fectly still and the monster will calmly

proceed with his mid-day meal among

the grasses and lilypads till the canoe

is fairly brushing his shaggy flanks.

Practically the only foe the bull moose

has to fear is man, and where the

animal is seldom molested he is easily

caught napping.

Perhap.3 the method most approved

by sportsmen is that of "calling" the

moose with the birchen horn in the

mating season by simulating the call

of the cow moose. While no preclie

limits can be placed upon the duration

of this period, experience has shown

that it extends from about Sept. 20th

to Oct. l&th. In reality there are iwo

calling seasons, the flrst before the

bull has found a mate, the second a

week or two later, when the honey-

moon has waned and the fick'.e fair has

strayed awiay. Even when the bull is

accompanied by a cow, he may res-

pond to the horn, but he is not likely

to appear at the calling point. Cases

have o<>curred, however, where a whole

moose family, composed of a bull, with

one or two cows and their attend-

ant train of calves, have advanced to

the source of the spurious call. Many

I

stories are related of two, or three, or

1 even four infatuated bulls responding

1
to a skilful caller at the same Ume,

I their hoarse gamuts proceeding from

I
widely separated pointis of the coim-

i
pass las they journeyed to the imagin-

j

ary trysting place. The advance of a

I bull may be made m utter stealth-

! and silence or it may be accompanied

by a tremendous obligato of basso

profundo grunts and smiting of horns
against the trunks and branches of

the trees. Fortunate is the hunter
who has seen that appalling spectacle—
the combat of two monster bulls for

the mastery. The onset is furious be-

yond description, the frenzied roars
of the rivals may be heard for miles

around, horns are splintered and
wounds administered that may result

in death to one or both of them. Aa
you survey, it may be, next morning
the scene of battle, uprooted saplings,

trodden and twisted grass, wisps of

hair and pools of gory mire attest the

rage and power of the opposing cham-

wander at large through the woods.
it often happens that the gladiators

meet and settle, in the arena of the

snows, the momentous problem of

"Who is who."
It Is easy enough to shatter the soli-

tudes with a horn, but not so easy to

fairly call a moose within range of

the rifle. It is true that early in the

season a young or inexperienced bull

is likely to respond to any horn-like

noise; but when he gets close to the

calling point he usually shows great

caution, availing himself of all pos-

sible cover and circling to leeward to

catch the scent. It is then that the

low call, or "ooaxer," is required, and
this must be given with the utmost
skill. The ears of the hidden monster

' as he stands in the thicket are thrown
forward- like two great hairy tele-

phones. His big white nostrils seek
the scent in all directions. A single

false .note, or a whiff of humaai flavor,

and he steals away as silently as a
ghost.

Like most wild animals, the moose

A Typical New Brunswick Camping Scene.

Courtesy N. B. Tourist Association.

pions, one can readily imagine how
desperate the pangs of the vanquished

must have been. A few weeks later

(if they have both survived the bat-

tle) these self-same bulls, with others

of their ilk, may be found yarded up

on some ridge in the December snows

living on terms of the utmost amity,

while the cows, the cause of all the

late unpleasantness, are out of sight

and out of mind.

It is not alone in the rutting time,

howiever, that the bulls inauisc .n

these terrible fights. In the early win-

ter, .and when they are still free to

is largely nocturnal in his habits. -A

moonlight night is therefore the best

time for ^,alling. This shooting after

nightfall, however, is a very dubious

business, and sitting cramped up In

a canoe or laying out in the cold,

moist barren under a single blanket is

paying a high price for sport; hence

many of the New Brunswick guides

have abandoned calling by night and

wield the birchen horn only in the

daytime. The moose is not so sure to

come, but when he does come he is

yours. Sunrise and sundown afford

the best conditions for success.
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Whether by night or by day, If the

wind is up, it is of little use to call,

as the sound is so choked and muffled

that its effective range is very lim-

ited. On a perfectly calm evening the

horn will often bring a moose a dis-

tance of two miles.

Still-hunting on the snow, while not

to be recommended for dudes or in-

valids, is a far-more certain way of

bagging the moose than any other.

The royal game, though wary, is not

as difficult to approach as the red

deer, and starts more deliberately; but

when once under way, with his famous
pacing gait, ds most determined in his

flight. In Maine, where the huntere

are many and the moose are few, a

method is pursued called "walking
down" the moose. This is a sporv for

guides rather than tenderfeet. It con-

sists in following the moose that has

been started until the animal rounds

up. The man, though left far behind

at the beginning of the race, sticks

doggedly to the trail, and finally tires

out the strongest moose. On the first

day the chances are that he will not

see the moose at all, though he may
have started him frequently. When
darkness sets in he camps on or near

the trail. Resuming the chase early

in the morning, he oomes, in the

course of an hour or so, to where the

moose laid down for the night as soon

as he found the man was not following.

On the second day the moose, which
haa not stopped to feed in all this

time, pauses now and then to rest and
listen, and perhaps before sundown
the hunter gets a glimpse of him. On
the third day the moose is routed
every mile or so and sig'hted as he

drags himself along. At last the ani-

mal, footsore and weary, angry at his

relentless foe, turns at bay. Then are

needed a cool nerve and a steady aim,

for if the moose is only wounded by

pose it to be a small tract of ground
in w"hic^ one or more moose have lo-

cated, and "Where they have trampled
the snow down flat. In reality a yard
often covers an area of one or two

Falls una

Courtesy N. B. Tourist Association.

the iShot he will charge his enemy.
The charge, though, is a blind and
clumsy one, and the hunter may easily

avoid it by jumping bethind a tree.

Moose "yard up" as soon as the snow
gets so deep as to render travel diffi-

cult. Usually the coiws and calves

yard by themeelvee, while the bulls

will be found elsewhere. Persons who
have never seen a yard commonly sup-

M^Mm" Pool—Northwest Miramichi.

A Horse Express on a New Brunswick River,

irtesy N. B. Tourist Association.

square miles. It is commonly f'jdtid

on a hardwood ridge or the side of a

mountain, and consists of a number
of intersecting paths trodden deeply

in the snow, to wihich the moose con-

fine themselves while browsing on the

young growth and branches from place

to place. A few sunny spots may be

found where the animals are in the
habit of resting or consorting sociably

together. These are trampled down
hard and exhibit much of the scenic

quality of an ordinary domestic cow-
yard in winter. A large area of

ground is needed to supply a sufficient

amount of food for even a single

moose. iFor this reason when moose
are plentiful they are seldom found in ;•

force in any one locality, but rather
|

as their numbors grow, they spread I

out and occupy new ground. If food
|

becomes scarce in the yard, the ;noosej

locate another one, plowing single fyle.'

through the cloying drifts, if the £inl-

mals are alarmed by man and started

from the yard, they will not return to

it that winter. Nevertheless they will

often remain in a yard all winter,
though lumbermen are chopping and
yarding trees not a hundred x ods away
The moose discriminates readily soundi
Chat are harmless from those that an
dangerous. On a stormy day, for in

stance, when the forest is groaning ant

crackling with the winter gale, thf

moose in Ms lair on the ridge chewf
the cud of contentment, but Lsit the



smallest twig snap beneath the hMn-

jter's tread, and he i« up anl awaj' on

his evvift and tirele&s flife'ht.

I

The favorite ibrowsing 'trees of moose
kre whdtewood, moosewood, wiiHow and
herry. They will, however, consunje

he bark and twigs of any kind of

juiidwood and most of the evergreens,

specially flr. Spruce or cedar they

vill refuse unless hard pressed by
lunger. A great m.any theories for-

n£'rly held have been found to be er-

oneous. For. instance, it was believed

hat the moose never peeled the tree

ilear around on which he fed. Maples,

nountain ash and sapling birch, how-

ver, are often found from which the

>a,rk has been stripped completely by

he moose. In summer time the moose
s fond of a thin, flat grass, light green

n color, that grows chiefly in the beds
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a kind of furry skin called the velvet.
By the 1st of September the antlers
are complete and the velvet commence^?
to peel off. By Christmas time, or
during the month of January, the mas-
sive beams rot off at their junction
with the skull and fall to the ground.
The horns of old moose mature earlier
than those of young males, and are
also shed earlier. While antlers are
frequently found on the female cari-
bou, and occasionally on the does of
red deer, there ia no case on record
of such ornaments being found on the
cow moose.
The color of a moose varies from

almost jet black to greyish brown.
The size of the bull has very little

relation to the weight or width of th^
antlers. Moose of 1,200 or evin 1."..'0

pounds may be found with a compara-
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of Albany, New York. The homa of

this moose were not so wide by four
inches as those of Mr. Cook's nominee,
but the points numbered 34, and the

palms measured 19 inches across. The
Alasikan moose, however, outclass
those of Eastern America in regard to

size aa much as the latter do the elk
of Northern Europe. There was re-
cently mounted in New York a set of
Alaskan antlers measuring over 6 feet

6 indhes from tip to tip.

In regard to the best rifle to use for
moose, there is a vast diversity of
opinion. There is no doubt that any
rifle from the old 44-40 upward will do
the triok, but many a moose has
escaped, or wandered off to die of
peritonitis or tuberculosis, through the
use by sportsmen of rifles not equal
to the occasion. There can be no doubt

ams or shallow ponds or m
piarshy ground. He also regards w'th
Bpecial favor the roots of the water
ily and will diive under water for it,

and there remain a surprising length
pf time. When in water beyond his

jiepth he can sink beneath the surface

land rise at will. A popular error is

that the moose, by reason of his

praffe-like legs and comparatively
jshort neck, is unable to graze without
jkneeling. The moose has an Inordin-

lately long head to atone for his brevity
of neck. He has no difficulty in eating
|0r drinking on the level.

I
There are still many people who find

jit hard to believe that the massive
jantlers found on the adult bull moose
jare the growth of a- single season, yet
ithere is no fact of nature more thor-
oughly authenticated. The horns com-
mence to sprout in April, and are cov-
ered during their period of growth by

tively inferior set of antlers, while an

800-paund moose may be adorned witn

a five feet spread. Neither is there

any positive relation between the age

of a moose and the number of points

on his horns. The rule is for tho

horns to increase in size and beauty

until the moose is eight or ten years

old. After that they deteriorate quite

rapidly, the palms dwindling and 'he

points losing 'much of their sharpness

and symmetry.
At least a dozen moose have been

killed in New Brunswick during the

past 'two seasons with antlers spread-

ing over Ave feet. The widest spread

was that which fefll to the rifle of Mr.

F. H. Cook, of Leominster, Mass., the

cross section of this trophy measuring
5 feet 7 indhes. The best all-round

head ever taken in this province was
the original property of a moose killed

last lautumn by Captain C. P. Williams,

that the English express rifle, with
their heavy charge of powder and lib-

eral caUibre, excel any of the popular
American makes of rifles for large or

dangerous game. The 50-cal. Winches-
ter, however, is a reliaible moose gun,

and the same may be said of the 30-40

or Winchester .303 fitted for the Eng-
lish cartridge.

The habitat of the moose is becom-
ing more contracted year by year. The
animal is fast disappearing from all

parts of the United States except the

State of Maine, and there the annual
slaughter is so great that large moose
are rarely met. There is reason to be-

lieve, however, that with the intelli-

gent methods of protection now prac-

tised by our provincial governments,
the animal will long be found in force

in the grand old forests of Canada

—

the world's greatest hunting ground.

Frederioton, N.B,

i
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Wanton Destruction.

(From The Meriden (Conn.) Morninp Kecord.)

A careful inquiry recently made by

the New York Zoological Society re-

veals the startling fact^that through-

out thirty states and territories of this

country, says the Meridian, Connecti-

cut Record, the decrease in bird life

during the last fifteen years has reach-

ed an average of forty-six per cent.

The decrease in the number of edible

birds, game birds, water fowl, shore

birds and pigeons has been even great-

er than this; a number of our finest

species are approaching practical ex-

Unction. To add to this serious stat«

of affairs many of our song birds are

now being killed for food.

This is not alone true of the birds,

but it is also true of almost every liv-

ing thing that builds or swims or bur-

rows in our woods or streams or fields.

The spirt of wanton destruction that

has exterminated the buffalo is at work

in every state and county in America.

Fish are caught out of season, nets are

used when rod and line alone ebould be

permitted, trapping goes on regardless

of the times for mating and the rear-

ing of young birds and animals. In

every town there are a score or more

of well intentioned boys who, because

the matter has never been brought

to their serious attention, continually

moles tthe nests of biras, robblr.g w^tio

of their eggs and young. Pot shoot-

ing and shooting during the prohibit-

ea season is winked at and condoned

by the local authorities, and the whole-

sale destruction of innocent and uiseiul

life goes on practically unchecked from
one year's end to another.
For a time the idea that nature s

abundant supply would ever become
exhausted was laughed at on all sides,

and any steps to check the needless

destruction were met with indifference

and contempt. But that time is past.

The virtually complete extinction of

the buffalo and scarcely less alarming
decrease of one-half our bird life serve

as examples which bring home to the

most skeptical and indifferent some-
thing of the gravity of the situation.

It is siingular that it should be left to

sportsmen, men who love the p,un :itii

rod and trap, to organize for the pro-

tection of Xhe wild free life of the

woods and fields and rivers that should
be very dear to us all.

The League of American Sportsmen
has been recently organized for the

purpose of enforcing with the utmost
rigor such laws as have been enacted
in the various states for the preserva-
tion of game birds, song birds, fish,

deer, antelope, and, indeed, all wild
things who earn their own living in

their own way and carry fin and fur
and feather withoiut harm or hurt to

any man. Not only is the leagu;^

pledged to enforce these laws, but it is

also pledged to work for the enactment
of new laws which shall still more pro-
tect its especial proteges. It is oppos-
ed to the excessive slaughter of game
and fish under the name of sport. It

is opposed to the killing of any harm-

less bird or animal which Is not game
under the name of sport, or In wan-
tonness or for commercial purposes.

It is especially opposed to the sale

of game at all times and under all cir-

cumstances. To carry this one point

would be to disband the great army of

pot shooters who hunt for the market
regardless of every local law and
sportsmanlike consideration.
The league believes that the killing

of game and taking of fish during the

hunting: and fishing season should be
limited by the law; that the bag for on^-

man for a day or for a season should
be defined by law. The league advo-
cates the adoption in every state of a
gun-license law, with severe penalties

for its violation. There can be no
doubt of the general benefit to be de-

rived from the enforcement of a gun
license law.
The object is not only to preserve

such game as now remains in the
different states, but to encourage its

propagation by every means practical.

The league receives into its member-
ship boys above fifteen. Its purpose is

to bring under its infiuence at the ear-
liest practical moment the youth of

the country that it may instill into

their minds not alone a proper respect
for the game laws, but such a love of
nature in her various aspects as may
prove the best safeguard against the
vloilation of any of her laws. Above all,

it seeks to inculcate a proper abhor-
rence of the custom so prevalent among
men and boys of wantonly destroying
every living thing found in the woods
for the mere sake of killing.

Kept His Rifle From Being Nervous.

Two of my brother sharpshooters who
attended the Central Schuetzenbund
tournament at Dubuque, Iowa, last

month, says a writer in Fishing and
^hooting, met on the train while both
were en route from St. Louis. Brothers
Mathies and Kacer are warm friends,
ind they may be found together on all

sucii occasions. Brother Kaceir, wbo is

of a somewhat nervous temperament,
had his druggist prepare for him a bot-
tle of nerve tonic. Kacer and Mathies
shared the same locker In the shoot-
ing park at Dubuque, and in it the
former placed his nerve tonic bottle.

Mathies left home minus his gun oil,

and seeing the bottle of tonic in the
locker, pulled the cork out, and finding
that it smelled fishy, he oiled his rifle

with It.

On the second day Kacer felt somewhat
nervo'us, and sought relief in his tonic;
but he found the bottle half empty,
whereupon he approached Mathies.
"What did you do with my nerve

tonic?" he asked.
"Your nerve tonic," replied the aston-

ished Mathies; "why, I've never seen
it."

"That brown bottle that stands in the
locker?" insisted Kacer.
"Wby, I thought that was a bottle

of gun oil."

"Ooh, gun oil," replied KJacer; "that
Is my nerve tonic—'to steady mlneself
when I get nervoois."
Brother Mathies says that was the

best oil he ever used; that it kept the
nervous disposition out of his gun all

the time he was shooting, and advises
all brother sharpshooters to write
Brother Kacer for the prescription, or
for information as to where it may be
obtained, regardless of price.'

ON THE NIPIGON.

New Fishery Regulations for Nipigon

River and Lake.

The following regulations for lake an

river Nipigon, came into effect on June

10th, 1899:—

1 That no person shall fish by ang
ling in the said waters without first

having obtained an angling license or

permit from the Com-missioner of Fish-

eries tJhrough the Local Overseer at

Nipigon.

2. That one angler's license or per-

mit only may be Issued to each appli-

cant, and shall not be for a longer

period than two weeks from the date
of issue.

3. That the fee for such license or

permit shall be $10, where the appli
cant is not a permanent resident ol

Canada; $2, where he is a permaneni
resident of the ^Igoma, Rainy River ot

Thunder Bay D.striots, and 5>o to

other residents of Canada.

4. That the holder of such license
permit shall not eaten or kill in oit-

day, or carry away, a greater numl
of speckled or brooK tro'Ut than In tl
aggreg^ate shall weign more than
teen pounds, or a greater number tt
ten specklea or Drook tirout In any
day though said number weighs l€

than fifteen pounds.

5. That the said license or permi^
shall not be transferable, and that thd
holaer thereof shall produce and exhij
bit the same whenever called upom
to do by a Fishery overseer.

6. That all fishing camps and fishing-
parties visiting the said waters shall
be subject to the supervision and direc-
tion of the Fishery Overseer or Over-
seers.

7. That such sanitary arrangements
as the Overseer may direct shall be
made, and such directions as he may
give as to the disposal of refuse and
the extinction of fires shall be com-
plied with.

8. That the cutting of live timber by
per.sons holding a license or permit to

angle in said waters, their servants or
agents is prohibited, except where ab-
solutely necessary for the purpose of
oamping and sbelter, such as tent poles,
tent pins, etc.

9. That these regulations shall apply
to Indians who may act as guiae.s,
boatmen, canoemen, camp assistants
or helpers of any kind of any fishing
party or person or persons who may
hold a fishing license or permit during
the time they are engaged with such
party, person or persons, but not
otherwise to Indians; but no Indian
shall fish with net or trap or night line
or otherwise than by angling in tne

' said River Nipigon or any other of the
creeks or streams tributary thereto.

10. That any person violating any of
the above regulations shall be liable to
the fines and penalties provided by the
Fisheries Act, R.S.O., cap. 288, 1897,

and amending Acts.
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A DAY IN THE LAURENTIANS
By J. W. Dafoe.

^ll^iJTnfffrfF;;^?

IN
THESE days the country has been

discovered anew. No fact of con-

temporary life is more significant

or more hopeful than this" return to

nature, for a breathing space, of those

whose daily walk is'in the tumultuous city

streets ; it bespeaks saner views of life and
jirasages a healthier type of manhood
for the future. The city offers to its

votaries prizes for strenuous competi-

tion—wealth, honor, position, distinc-

tion; but health, with her cornucopia

of blessing's, is not to be caught so

tiasily. She is at best a visitor, shy
tind elusive, and becomes gracious and
friendly only in her chosen haunts—by
the shores of lakes. In the hills, on the

banks of mountain brooks; on country

roadsides fringed with the gold of but-

tercups and the companionable daisy;

on hillsides lying green in the sun-

shine, and in the great woods which
liave perpetuated their shadows, their

silences, their odors, and their charm
from im^memorial days. Here then

she is ©ought by wearied and tired

men; and being sought. Is found to be

a nymph not too distant and coy.

The inhabitant of the Canadian city,

whatever may be its name, is for-

tunate in the ease with which a trans-

lation from city to country—the real

country, not the poor hybrid suburban
dialriut, which is neither one thing nor

the other—can be made. The great

forests are almost within hailing dis-

tance of the market places. The man
who at midday swelters in the grip of

'the remorseless heat may rest at night

high up in the hills amidst a solitude,

saving for the pleasant sounds of na-
ture—the plashing of water in some
near-by rivulet and the soft whisper-
ing of the night breeze in the tree tops.

The contrast is too striking; the advan-
tages, mental and physical, too appar-
ent to permit the city business man to

stick to his desk through the long sum-
mer months; and so the custom of the

short and frequent holiday in the

woods is getting firmly established oa

a factor of city life.

How best can such a holiday be

spent? For the great majority of

men, to whom cost fixes the boundary
of desire, there is nothing to equal the

good old sport of fishing. "God," days
gK)od old Isaac Walton, "never did

make a more calm, quiet, innocent re-

I creation than angling." Doubtless It

j

waa one of the few pleasures, and per-

haps the only innocent one, of the cave
man; and, as long as rivers run to the
sea, mankind will find, from generation
to generation, no falling off in the
pleasure of wetting a line in water.
Again in this respect are Canadian
cities fortunate, for contiguoub to them
all are streams which still repay the
patient and skilful angler. In this

respect Montreal is perhaps favored to

an exceptional degree, for immediately
to the north are the great and almost
unbroken forests which clothe the Lau-
rentian hills. These hills follow the

course of the St. Lawrence almost to

the Ottawa, and then strike west along
the latter river, aproaching it in some
places almost to the water's edge, out
generally keeping distant from it a few
leagues. These hills are great natural
game preserves; if depleted they are
refilled from that inexhau^stible reser-
voir contained in the great inaooessibte

wilderness which stretches away to

Hudson Bay. The St. Agathe and La-
belle districts are dotted with lakes,
affording plenty of sport to the fisher-

man; while the streams that run into

them are fed from cool mountain
springs and offer to the gamy and de-

springs and offer to the game and de-
licious brook trout a thousand retreats

from which they can be lured by the
industrious and skilful angler.

Nor are these the only easily accessi-

ble fishing grounds. The railway from
Montreal to Ottawa running along the
north shore of the Ottawa River skirts

the base of the hills. Disembark at

almost any station on the line and
drive northward for an hour and" one
finds himself in a new world. The
narrow hillside roadways wind up-
ward, leading past comfortable farm-
houses and smiling farms. From every
hillside there trickle down rivulets

which rise in ice-cold springs high up
in the rocks; and the air is filled with
the gossipy chatter of running brooks.

Down the valleys, fed by these streamfl

of silver, garrulous little rivers hasten
along. And of little rivers we know
that Robert Louis Stevenson truly

said: "There's no music like a little

I'iver's. It plays the same tune (and

that's the favorite) over and over

again, and yet does not weary it like

men-fiddlers. It takes the mind out of

doors, and though we should be grate-

ful for good houses, there is, after all,

no house like God's out-of-doors. .«^nd

lastly, sir, it quiets a man like saying
his prayers." And besides these charms
these little streams hold in their limpid
and sparkling waters, game trout, the
descendants of wary generations, that
challenge the angler to a trial of skill.

One such brook, the type of a thou-
sand others, the writer knows well, by \

virtue of many a happy and care-free \
day by its banks. It is, with all its

graceful forest windings, scarcely ten
miles long. A small lake deep in the
hills, fringed with balsam and fir, with
one wooded islet riding on its tranquil
breast, gives it birth; and it fiows with
glad strong current down a narrow
wooded valley. An old and forgotten
shanty road, now grown up with rank
grass, follows the windings of its

course. The stream is not fifteen feet

across, widening here and there to little

shallows. Balsam, fir and cedar are
mirrored In its watens, and the air is

instinct with the medicinal odor of

their foliage. All around is the heal-
ing calm of the wilderness. Some-
where over the horizon lies the world;
but

Little thought we pay
To that sweet better world • • • •

We are clean quit of it, as is a lark
So high in heaven no human eye can

mark
The thin swift pinion cleaving through

the gray.

The sound of splashing waters and
the rustle of the trees drive riom niiid

and memory the clang of the trolley

car, the roar of the railway train, the
tramp of the countless feet on the hot
pavements, and all the strident noises
which speak of the strain and stress

of modern life.

The ground begins to fall away rap-
idly, and the stream hurries its speed.
It brawls over rapids; stills its waters
in deep pools; flows with even current
around a point, and then plunges down
a gorge, paying toll on the way to a
forest saw-mill. Now it winds through
groves of maple trees, and then flashes

out into the grassy flelds. For three
or four miles it winds through the open
farms; cattle, quiet-eyed, gather from
the pastures to bury their faces in its

cool waters; it is spanned by rudely
built but quaint looking bridges, over
which the sandy trail of the roadway
passes, and its secrets lie open to the

prying glare of the sun. Then another
curve into the woods; a plunge down
precipitous cliffs, which turn it Into

creamy foam; then away through a
deep ravine unill it is swallowed up in

a great river hjjistening to the sea.

Along such a stream there is sport

for the patient fisherman. True, it has
been fished for half a century, and
heavy catches are no longer common.
Yet a goodly-sized string is often the

reward for a day's devotion. 'Let us

then away to its banks!

ife
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It is the eaxly TOoming—that magic
momemt when the illusion that this old

grey battered world is fresh from the

mint is perfect. The morning sun just

up over the h,ills is mirrored in count-

leiss dew-dops; and the earth smells

moist and young. The birds are

up filling the adr with their twittering

as 'they seek their food; a saucy jay

flies up the stream challenging the fish-

erman with sharp cries. The pool at

the foot of the rapids Ls cool and dark;

just a speck of sunlight breaks through

the trees and touches its surface light-

ly. The lone fisiherman adjusts his bait

—to-day the old reliable anglewonm is

being relied upon—and throws hie line

down where the swift current begins

to lose itself in the largest pool. A
sharp tug, an answering turn of the

wrisi, and there on the bank lies a
broo;: trout glorious in its colors. Drop
it in the creel and try again. By the

time the pool is well fished out the

bag is heavier by a few more beauties;

ana the ascent of the falls is begun.

Here is a .huge rock so placed that be-

tween it and a smaller one in the mid-
dle of the stream there is a dark pool,

rive or six feet deep, in wiiich the

water lies calm. This is a famous
trout hole known to all the country-
side, but though constantly fishpd oat,

it is being ever infilled, like tiie widow's
cruse of oil. The hook is hardly be-

low the surface before it is in Ihe
mouth of a trout, yearning for its

breakfast. Half a dozen others follow

the first, and then no answering pull

comes as a reward for patience, and
it is time to move again. The fisher-

man picks up an occasional trout from
the crevices and holes in the rook, and
soon emerges from the woods into the
green field®. The country roadway,
cliimJbing the hills by easy gradients,
here crosses the stream on a bridge of
logs, and in its shadow, where the
water swirls by, there lurk members
of the finny family.
And so, step by step, the brook is

traced to its source; now through mea-
dows of luscious green grass; again
through gorges where the stream is

one continuous white ribbon of foam;
through open grades of hardwood for-
est; up valleys clothed with fir, until
at last, in the (heart of the hills, the
parent lake, blue and calm, stretches
away in its solitude. Perhaps during
the day not a human being has been
seen; yet the wanderer has not been
alone. The chipmunk has flitted by
him whisking his tail saucily; the red
squirrel from some safe branch has
chattered at him; the birds have sung
to him; for a day he has been his bet-
ter self; be has drunk deep of nature's
balm; has caught a glimpse of that
elusive land of our dreams, where
happiness and peace abide; has wrap-
ped himself in

"That blessed mood
In which the burden of the mystery,
In which the heavy and the weary

weight
Of all this unintelligible world
Is lightened."
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Quail in Essex County,

Ontario.

By Forest H. Conover.

One of the chief attractions to Essex

County among sportsmen is its quail

shooting in the autumn months. Take

your imap and trace along its border

at the head of Lake Erie and you will

find the latter on the north, and bound-

ed on the west and north by the De-

troit -River and northeast by a portion

of Lake St. Clair. This portion of the

province is the mosit southerly point in

all the Canadian domain. A veritable

paradise for quail in the days of the

pioneer history, when the old Kentucky
rifle graced the mantel over a blazing

old fireplace, and the walls of the log

cabins hung with the trophies of the

chase, foretold the extent of big game
also, when the muzzle-loading shot-gun
was ample to satisfy the cravings of

the few wing shots of this country.
Game was plentiful, and reci-eation

was ihardly sought after by tramping
the forest's border, or tWe settler's

limited clearings after the brown beau-
ties.

The axe has cleared away many
haunts of 'big game, and civilization has
driven to other sections of the coun-
try the greatest of our game animals
and game birds. Only in sections that
are remote are to be found small quan-
tities of gro'use, squirrels, and in Kent,
adjoining Essex, one flock of wild tur-
keys. Quail shooting of to-day afford,?
grand sport over our fine trained point-
ers and setters that are the acme of
the day's outing. The months of June
and July are the nesting season.
Perched on a broken stub, a fence, or a
prominent dead limb is the cock bird
whistling his cheerful "Bob White," a
tell tale note of the female nearby
oooupied in hatching out a brood of
young birds. The choice of location
is generally along grassy bordered
fences and bordering meadows. The
period of bringing out a brood is gen-
erally twenty-one days, so active are
the young that the last hatched are
known to have left the nest with por-
tions of the shell adhering to them.
The food consists of crickets, grass-

hoppers, flies and small insects until

the natlive seeds mature, when the

birds switch off to a heavier food. A
gi^at many broods appear late in the

season—as late as Nov. 20th—scarcely
able to fly, an easy mark for the great

game exterminators, miscalled "sports-

men." The present open season, from
15th Oct. to 15th Dec., is too lengthy a
period. A large percentage of the

quail are not over half grown, and are

slaughtered by boys, and those who
have not the game interests at heart.

From 10th Nov. to 15th Dec. would
give a good season, the birds would be

strong of wing, the foliage and vegeta-

tion would be cut by the frosts, the

dogs would work much better, the

weather cooler, and the day's sport

generally would be much more siatis-

fying than the early season. Essex, a

name known to all Canadians, is truly

a paradise for Bob White. Its fields

of grain afl:ord a bountiful supply of

fall and winter feed, the dense coverls

and admirable surroundings and lo-

cality give many advantages. Some
seven years ago the extreme freez-

ing and unusual heavy fall of

snow and sleet proved most disastrous

to the birds, leaving only a limited

number. The untiring efforts of the

members of the Leamington Gun Club,

with some local friends, imported 300

quail from Wichita, Kansas. The birds

came in good condition, and were
housed and cared far by the writer,

and were liberated and located during
the season by that genial sportsman,
Hes Milkens. From those came a good
supply, and with only a limited num-
ber to each gun for a day's outing, .a

good number were left over each year
For another season. So at present it

can be estimated that Essex County,
Ont., has a good share of quail, and
from present indications there will be
a most favorable shooting season this

year. There are (several locations near-

by admirably adapted for game pre-

serves that are connected with drained

narsh lands, affording a choice of

cover to the birds and the most natural
surroundings adjacent to cultivated

lands, with a bountiful supply of grain.

These grounds can be leased for a term
of years verj' reasonably, amounting
to about three cents per acre. One
block contains about four thousand
acres, and lis adapted also for prairie

chickens and English pheasants.

10,000

Sportsmen

Receive a copy of Rod and

Gun this month. It is unques-

tionably the best medium in

existence for reaching this array

of buyers. Correspondence from

dealers in Sporting and Outfitting

goods is invited.

ROD AND GUN PUBLISHING CO.

603 Craig St., Montreal.



TEMAGAMING.
By Another Wot Bjb.

was one night—it was on Red
: DaJce, I tliinlc, and we had not

iu hed the tent. The other chaps

1 1 all stretched out in their blan-

with their heads under the ca-

and Joe and I were coo-king

, s for to-morrow over the last re-

u:.[us of the camp Are. The island

,,^ small, and all round were num-
n{ Others, some, hig-h clumps of

rising abruptly out of the wa;ter,

I). I i.'st green and forest clad. The
ukf was cold and clear ae crystal,

likt' silver where the moonbeams
I sud on it. Everything was still, ex-

t iit when far off in the forest on the

1,:. inland the hoo-hoo of a lonely owl

\;,s heard. Joe's Shadow was thrown

n l)lack on the rocks as he moved
I md the Are, and I smoked my pipe

n comfort, and then we followed the

1.1 and turned in for the sleep that

liiy men who have paddled all day
all enjoy.

That was one night, and there had
Ktn many like it. We had come up
h Montreal, through miles of un-

)rokea pine foresit, where the axe has

lever been and where you get the

)ure, fresh, resin-laden air ; across

jady Evelyn Lake, matchless in all

; he north for its purity and the beauty

)f its shores and islands ; down
hrough Lake Temagaiming, clear and
leep, stretching her pellucid arms in

ill directions, and now we were fol-

owing that chain of lakes south of

Temagaming to the Sturgeon River.

?'or two weeks we had been away in

he wilds of Nature, paddling, portag-

ng, fishing and camping. We had
seen away from men, away from the

jav&ment and the jostling crowds,

iway from the jarring trolley and the

ingling telephone. We were in Na-
lure's playground, where the lordly

Tioose comes down to ,lake and stream
:o drink, the home of the nimble red

ieer and the gamey bass, uneducated

IS yet to the wiles of the artificial fiy,

ind where the approach of your canoe

s greeted by the hurried splashing

light of frightened duck.

But how can these virgin wilds be

-eached ? First, take your ticket via

iMattawa to Temiskaming station, a

iiagnificent rail journey along the cas-

i:>ades of the Ottawa, and up Lake
Temiskaming by steamer to Hailey-

ibviry. Here you can engage canoes, or

you can make your arrangements at

iMattawa before coming up the lake.

You had better take a guide, though
iparties have gone through without,

jbut in the endless chain of waterways
lit is easy to lose your way. After
reaching Bear Island, tbe centre of

Lake Temagaming, you can go south
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to the Temagaming River and the
Sturgeon, or you can turn your ca-
noes eastward and come out by the

Metalbitohouan route to Lake Temis-
kaiminff.

Take your two weeks or your three
weeks—better etill, a month — make
up your party (take friends you know,
good fellows—^you will see a good deal
of them); be content to give up the
dally papers and all the ceaseless strife

of modern, city life; take a camera,
some old clothes and your fishing line.

Spend your vacation there, and be
willing to forget everything else but
the lake and the stream, the virgin
fcrest, the paddling and the fishing

;

catch the bass in Lady Evelyn and
the trout in Temagaming, make your
bed of brush under the waving pines
and be lulled by the music of the
froigs or ithe rushing murmur of the
waterfall; and you will come back en-

ergised and built up, stronger in body
and mind, and as enthusiastic over
Tomagaimlng* as a party of young
men the writer knows who spent their

holidays there last summer.
*[An interesting feature of the Al-

gonquin tongue is shown by the name
of this lake—the guides while canoeing
through it invariably say "Temagami,"
literally deep water, and as invariably
" Temagaming," literally deep water
the place where, when away from, or
speaking of the lake.—Ed.

J
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Guns and Ammunition.

Editor Rod and Gun:—
What I have to say about the Eng-

lish sportsman, who has no more use
for the 30.30 for bear-hunting, is that i

mink he is quite right in dropping the
30 for a large calibre if he is looking
specially for that kind of game. 1

have used the .303 Lee-Metford on all

kinds of game found out here, also the
.776 iMauser, and have seen the effect

of the .30 U. S. or 30.40 so-called, and
1 have come to the conclusion that,
although they are very deadly weapons
and most handy for bigger game than
deer, such as bear or perhaps moose,
I wo'Uld rather trust to a larger cal-
ibre. When one of these cotmpound bul-
lets of light weight strikes a rib, for
instance, it opens out jusit enough to

make a fearful wound inside an ani-
mal, but df instead it strikes a large
bone like the shoulder at its lower
part, or hip, they often break up with-
out penetrating far into an animal.
For deer shooting these 30's are splen-
did, and in soft-skinned animals like
the coyotes, wild cats, etc., they tear
them all to pieces, yet they have been
praised altogether too much in my
opinion. One of the best guides in
British Columbia was telling me re-

cently of two bears that got away
from an American sportsman about
twenty miles from my ranch. The
rifle was the 30.40, and the bears were
both hit. The 30.40 is no do'ubt a most
killing rifle, but for the special pur-
pose of hunting bear a 45.90, with
heavy bullets, would be preferable.

Yours, etc.,

J. T. DAVIES.
Okanagian Mission, B.C., July, 1897.

The Magnaisippi Fish and Game Club.

The Maganislppl Fish and Game
Club, with some friends, had an "old-

faehioned fis'hing" in June that would
have done the poet's heart good. They
spent ten days on the club's prwierve

in the county of Pontiac, and report

having had rare sport and a magnifi-

cent outing. Leaving by train, the first

night was spent at Sam Richardson's
hospitable hostelry in Deux Rivieres,

and early next morning the members
of the party were piloted across the

turbulent waters of the Ottawa in ca-

pacious shanty bonnes, the excitement
and the exhilaration of the somewhat
dangerous trip proving an excellent
bracer for the twelve-mile walk that
ftllowed ere headquarters—the M. F.
and G. Club camp—was reached. The
sctnery between the Ottawa River ana
the ca\mp has probably nothing of its
kind to surpass it on the continent. A
number of lakes of wondrous beauty,
completely encircled by tree-clad
mountains, with many shades of green
foliage, are passed on the sinuous
road; and at one point the view fom
the Quebec shore across to Algonquin
Park, in Ontario—a scene of rugged
grandeur—dimply baffles description.
In the one hundred square miles leased
by the club as a fish and game pre-
serve there are between fifty and a
hundred lakes, each a gem of beauty,
with its distinctive attractiveness,
though as a whole there is a sameness
in the scenery; and nearly all these
lakes are teeming: with fish. For a
good part of the way to camp the
road follows the winding of the Mag-
ai:sippi River, down which the hardy
river men were running sawlogs. It
took four hours to do the trip from
Deux Rivieres to the camp, and the
crowd had all the pedestrian exercise
they wanted, as the road is about as
rough as can be found. On reaching
Camp Lake, the new quarters of the
club were inspected, and the buildings
were found to be roomy, very com-
fortable, and fully equipped in all re-
spects—a well stocked larder and
every facility for enjoyment. The
members of the club showed their
guests the height of hospitality, as
was to be expected from three repre-
sentatives of the Emerald Isle. The
chef and guide filled the bill to perfec-
tion, while his assistant, famed as a
trapper and moose hunter, was no
small factor. The fishing was good.
A large quantity of trout were caught
—the heaviest catch yet taken out.
Most of the fishing was done on Moun-
tain Lake, Rosamond Lake, Camp
Lake, Banta Lake and Moose Lake.
Seme of the lotus-eaters found pleas-
ure in exploring new lakes. The
writer and three others had the good
fortune to see four splendid moose at
short range, and the sight was one
that was fully enjoyed. Several of the
smaller tribes of animals were also
seen, and on the way home from
camp on Monday a large she-bear was
shot near the shore of Brule Lake, a
few yards off the main road—a feat
that won vociferous applause from the
onlookers. Our guide soon had the
hide in shape, and it was brought
home as a trophy of the chase, and
will be kept as a reminder of one of
the pleasantest and mosit successful
holidJaiys every enjoyed by sportsmen
anj-wliere.
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AT THE KENNELS
Conducted by D. Taylor

WHAT was said in the first number

of Rod and Gum regarding the

diversity of opinion among com-

petent judges as to tlie adopted

standard points of any given breed is

receiving ample corroboration at present

in the cohunns of the Kennel Gazettf

Up in Ontario the sporting spaniel is a

favorite witli the fancy, and breeders

and admirers are so numerous that

in the spring of the present year a club

was formed and oHicers elected, liended

by the popular president of the C.K.C.,

Mr. John G. Kent, with Mr. Robert J.

Jeffs as eecretaj-y-treasurer. For the

cocker variety the club has adopted a

standard which differs from that

usuai:y accepted, and in consequence

protests have been received from sev-

eral gentlemen who are considered

past masters In their knowledge of

what constitutes a true sporting cocker.

In an article contributed to the To-

ronto Globe of July 29th, Mr. Jeffs gives

the standard adopted as follows: "Gen-

eral appearance that of a well-built,

graceful and active dog showing

strength without heaviness ; weight,

dogs, 20 to 26 iK>unds; bitches, 18 to 24

pounds; head fair length, muzzle of

moderate length, w^ell developed, clean

cut, and showing no fulness below the

eyes ; skull rising in graceful curve from
stop, and with same outline at oc-

ciput, the curve line being flatter, but
still curving at middle of skull; head
narrowest at eyes, broadest at set of

ears; stop is marked, and a groove runs

up skull, gradually becoming less ap-

parent, till loet about half way to oc-

ciput, thus preventing King Charles

domed skull; jaws level; teeth sitrong

and regular; nostrils sufficiently wide
and well developed to ensure the ex-

quisite scenting power of this breed,

and always black in color, excepting

in liver-colored, and in reds to be dark
brown or black, never light colored or

pink; eyes round and moderately full,

dark in color; ears lobular, set on low,

leather fine; well clothed with long

hair, which must be straig'M or wavj-,

no curls or ringlets.

"Neck sufficiently long to allow the
nose to reach the ground easiily, mus-
cular, with shoulders' sloping; ribs well

sprung; chest of fair width and depth;

body well ribbed, short in couplings;

loins atrong, with length from tip of

nioee to root of tail twice height of

shoulder; forelegs short, strong and
muscular, straight; pastA-ns straight,

short and strong.

"Hind legs atrong, with well bent

stifles; hocks straight and near the

ground; feet of good size, round, turn-

ing neither in nor out, soles with hard,

horny pads, with plenty of hair be-

tween toes.

"Coat abundant, soft or glossy,

straight or wavy.
"Chest, legs and tail well feathered,

no topknot nor curly hair on top of

head.

"Stern usually docked; a character-

stic stamp of blue blood, should never
be cocked over the back or twisted, and
should always be carried not higher

than a direct line with the back.

"Color, black, red, buff, liver and
parti-colored; white feet should dis-

qualify in any specimen of self color;

much white on breast in solid colors

very undesirable."

In concluding, Mr. Jeffs remarks:

—

"The club has adopted the above stand-

ard as an outline of the general type

or appearance to be aimed at ana to

bring to a more uniform type, size and
weight this useful little dog, and to re-

tain those qualities which flt him lor

the work required from him. This
will bring out a dog that will combine
the bench show farm, together with the

hunting instincts and staying qualities

in the field, without which one of the

oldest of sporting dogs would for prac-

tical purposes be useless.

"Of late years there has been too

much tendency on cne part of breeders
to look only to the results to be at-

tained on the bench, and too many
judges have favored the small toy

specimens of cockers until the size has
become reduced and the cocker fast at-

taining the pet dog state, and with it

losing those qualities which should be
first and foremost, the ability and the

constitution to work."

<S> «>«>

Dog Chat.

The great annual bench show in con-

nection with Toronto's Industrial Fair

opens on the 4th September and con-

tinues until the Sth. There is a gen-
erous prize list, besides a large number
of specials, and it is believed that, both
as regards the number of entries and
quality of exhibits, the show will be a
record one in Canadian history. The

classification conforms to the new rule

of the Canadian Kennel Club. Promin-
ence as to number of classes is givep

to sporting spaniels, collies, bull ter

riers, fox terriers (both smooth an(

wire-haired), dachshunds and beagles

but all other breeds receive due atten

tion. The compilation of the prize list

gave the committee much anxiou
thought, and we have no doubt thei

efforts to meet the confidence of ex
hibitors will result in a large entry

The gentlemen who aire to judge th(

canines are especially well qualified

their fitness and impartiality being be
yond dispute. T. Wesley Mills, M.A.
M.D., D.V.S., etc., Montreal, will hav
before him great Danes and Dach
shunds, and as the worthy doctor

while on a tour on the continent las

year, had the opportunity of studyinj

these breeds "in their native lair, ' £

to speak, his decisions will be re

ceived as froim one with authority. Mj

H. Parker Thomas, of Belleville, Ont
will take sporting spaniels, and '!

these parliicular breeds there are ron

better qualified. Mr. James Mortimei

of Hampstead, Long Island, N.Y., w :

judge alll other breeds. The mere men
tion of Mr. Mortimer's name Ls suflB

cient guarantee that merit alone wi:

decide. Mr. W.- P. Fraser is secretar;

and superimtendent.

Following in the heels of the big

show, the Petrolea Kennel Club wil

hold a two-days' exhibit under C.K.C

rules. The dates are September 12 an^

13. The secretary, Mr. F. W. Reynolds

and those associated with him in th

management, are leaving nothing un

done to ensure a successful issue. Ai'

entry of 300 is confidently anticipated.

ThiQ thirteenth annual trials of th
'

Manitoba Field Trial Club will be hel'

at Morris on September 6. The pro*

pects for a successful meet are un,

usually good, as there are forty-si;

entries—thirty setters and sixtee

pointers.

The International Field Trial Derbj
to be held at Chatham, Ont., Noven
ber 14, promises well. There are twer
ty-three entries—17 setters and 6 poin
ers, some well-known dogs being in th

list.

Mr. Jo.3. A. Laurin, of Montreal, wh
is extensively known among dog-far
ciers in the UniLed States and Canad
as a breeder of bloodhounds and owne
of as fine a pair of bitches as can b
met with anywhere, has lately take
up with a new love, although he is nt

at all likely to get tired of the olc

Mr. Laurin is going in for the terrle

class, and has fixed his choice upo
Airedales, which, being a wide-awal
young man, he believes to be the con
ing breed. In a letter to the Canadia
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erinel Gazette, Mr. Laurin thus ex-

esises himself regrarding the breed:

?hey are very hardy, splendid hunt-

s, good retrievers, very game, affec-

)niate and most companionable. I

ink them about the most serviceable

g for this country." Mr. Laurin has

id the foundation of a good kennel
' importing five crackerjacks—four

tches and one dog—one of the former
ling the winner of the silver medal
r the best American bred dog or bitch

uhe late New York show. In fact,

e lot are from the best blood, and
ould be heard of when they come
ider the judge's eye.

For many years back the Scottish

nier has been the subject of much
tter controversy among dog-fanciers

i r;o his proper standard, and the di-

;r3ity of opinion is something remark

-

i\i.\, scarcely any two of the many
eminent judges agreeing on general

ipearance. However that may be,

.yw the American Field, it is to the

edit of Scotsmen that no Scottish dog
mutilated in any way, all being ex-

bited in their natural state, no
.rving of ears or docking of tails be-

g permitted. Says the poet:

ken tlie terrier o' the North,
I ken the towsy tyke;

e'll search frae Tweed to Sussex'
shore,

Jut never find hie like!"

.A-propos of the Scottish terrier, the

ncinnati Enquirer of July 13 is res-

insible for this item: Mr. J. F. Fogle,

Cadiz, O., is the owner of a Scot-

;h terrier dog. Three weeks ago he
is missed and could not be found,

ghteen days afterward a dog was
and barking in an abandoned coal

aljt fifty-six feet deep, and .those

airing it went to the rescue. When
1 feet from the surface their light

IS extinguished by foul air, but after

termined efforts the dog was rescued
i d proved to be the missing Scottish
t-rier, and although emaciated, was
Isky and enjoyed his freedom. How
t^ dog esoaped death from the fall

I the shaft, and survived eighteen
<iys in such a place is a mystery.

Ait one time in the North of England,
^lippet—a greyhound in miniature-
icing was very popular, there having
len as many as three hundred dogs
tered at one competition, the trials

euch cases extending over several
heks. The surroundings were not al-

iiys of the highest order, nor were the
Pitches and tests of speed always
flnducted by the owners with that un-
irupulous fairness which is desirable

\ all forms of sport. Various tricks

Vj're resorted to to prevent an op-
Bnent's dog from winning, and a
twiner had to be a sharp man to run
i^ccessfully the gauntlet of obstacles
'lujed in his way during a match.

However, although there were many
regrettable incidents accompanying
these competitions of bygone days,
still there was much that was com-
mendable, and the sport in Itself af-

Ijrds no end of healthy exciitement.

An attempt is now being made to re-

vive the sport in America. The Provi-
dence Whippet Club has been organ-
ized, its objects being to promote whip-
pet racing and to improve the breed.

Last year 39,579 dogs were registered

i.-i the city of Chicago, for which their

owners paid $79,158. It is estimated
that not more than one in five was
registered, so that in the city and su-
burbs there is a total approximately
of 200,000 canines.

The celebrated Boston terrier, Puck,
which won right through during 1898-

99, is regarded as one of the best speci-

mens of his kind. His owner, Dr. Ken-
dall, has just refused an offer of $1,000

for him, which shows tliat really good
dogs of almost any breed still com-
mands a high figure.

If your dog is troubled with fieais

use pine shavings for its bedding,
sprinkled over wdth a moderate quan-
tity of coal oil.

A contributor to the columns of the
daily press takes occasion to say:—
Dog days set in about the time of the
belial rising of the dog star and run
from July 3 to August 15. In various
countries the p'.Tiod varies from thirty

to forty days. There is not much dan-
ger from "mad dogs," and all that is

necessary is to see that the canines
have plenty </f water and a place from
which to escape from the files. Dogs
should not be over-fed, especially on
meat, this hot weather.

<^ i4> (^

Canine Patients and Their Treatment.

A clever writer and close observer

recently furnished an interesting article

to a contemporary on the treatment
of dogs in the Royal Veterinary Col-

lege of London. Eng., from which we
clip the following as being of special

interest:—
The infeatious ward is a notable fea

ture of the college hospital. It is iso-

lated and furnished with every essen-

tial necessary to its peculiar require-

ments. It is ventilated wholly from

the roof, and is well lighted. A large

porcelain bath tub occupies one cor-

ner of this ward. Sponges, soaps,

combs, brushes, disinfectants and an-

tiseptics are bountiful in variety and
supply. The order in which these are

adjusted in their respective places is

especially attractive. It speaks vol-

umes for the rigid rules and discipline

of this institution. All dogs sufCering

from skin disease or infectious ail-

ments of any kind are kept in this

ward under the supervision of a head

surgeon. This ward is in chirge of a

competent nunse, a man who has been

in the hospital for many years. The
patients look pictures of comfort in

their wholeso.me beds of straw and

fine fibre. The individual stalls are

high and spacious.

Yelps of delight and expectancy

greeted the visitor's entrance into the

convalescent ward, where aristocracy

abounds. The visitor found himself in

the midst of an interesting assemblage

of prize pets. All brag ancient lineage

and descent. The dogs sat bolt upright

In respectful obedience, and appeared

to smile most benignly at the good

doctor, their friend.

A sulky bulldog, a thoroughbred of

rare type, with tongue lopsided, betook

himself to a corner, away from the

clatter. One of his spells of indiges-

tion liad suddenly seized him.

A dignified pug, recovering from an

attack of bronchitis, still evinced meek-
ness and distress in breathing. His

next door neighbor was a puppy suffer-

ing from acute mal au dent. The cut-

ting of firs't teeth with well pets is

quite a serious affair, ais this mite

wished it fully understood. He wsis,

however, a very sensible puppy. When
the nurse came around with the medi-

cine he took it without an attempt at

resistance, unlike many of his com-
panions, that defied strong efforts to

get the physic down.
There were also patients undergoing

treatment previous to surgical opera-

tions. One of these was a beautiful

type of St. Bernard. This noble crea-

ture was a picture of silent resigna-

tion, the sad, pathetic eyes expres43ive

only oif his great agony. He was await-

ing the ordeal of having a tumor re-

moved.
A bloodhound, shot accidentally In

the eyes by his master while out hunt-

ing, seemed to bewail his disfigurement.

The powder had been successfully ab-

stracted from both eyes, but the sight

of one was destroyed, and it was feared

that the eye would have to be removed.

The language of the dogs Is an inter-

esting one. This bloodhound spoke in-

telligently enough. Mere sympathy in

words was not alone suflScient to soothe

his grief. He nosed the visitor's hand
Impatiently, tossing it above his head.

Nor was he content until the visitor

rested it gently over the wounded eye.

Then he wagged his tail and blinked the

good eye complacently, satisfied that

his affliction was understood.

Those who cannot afford to pay a

doctor's fees for attending their sick

animals share all the advantages of a

free clinique. The head surgeons of

the Institution are present at stated

hours, surrounded by students. Here
the patients are examined in ton
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Bajch case is diagnosed and notes

made. It matters not whether the dog

may be but a sad spectacle, the cas-

13 carefully gone into. Advice and

treatment are given free of charge.

For the medicine payment is reciuired

To the visitor's mind a two-fold prob-

lem is here suggested. It is difficult to

say which is the more interesting, the

various animals with their strange ail-

ments, or ithe individuals who bring

the animals. This is especially so of

the collection of dogs and their own-

ers. All sorts and conditions of men

are in evidence daily. One old man

held a mongrel affectionately to his

bosom. His expression was one of mis-

ery and despair, as if life and death

were in the balance. It was a question

to decide which needed medical at-

tention most, the dog or his master.

There were nervous women who, while

waiting their turn for the surgeon's

opinion, brought restoratives from

their pockets at the least symptoms
of fainting on the part of their mongrel

pets.

In the centre of this inclosure was a

large table. Strapped upon it was a

collie, to which two senior students

were administering chloroform for the

purpose of minute examination.

A few minutes later and several

operations were proceeding, under the

direction and supervision of a profes-

sor. Strict discipline is the order of

the operating room.

There have been many distinguished

patients in the Royal College Hospital,

but the fame of that canine celebrity,

the only dog in the world claiming the

distinction of a set of artificial teeth,

eclipses that of all others. Myn Dyval

is a dog that seems fully conscious

of all that has been noised abroad con-

cerning his unique claims. His new
teeth are very becoming, and he airs

his importance with fitting dignity.

Previous to his distinction, Myn Dy-
val was a very sad-looking pet, threat-

ened with starvation. He could not

eat proper food, owing to lack of teeth.

The moment he left the dentist's chair,

in possession of a full set of artificial

teeth, Myn Dyval rushed wildly

through the house, as if to let evei-y-

body share in his delight. He halted

in front of the pantry door, which
stood ajar. When supper time came
there was a mutton chop missing. The
famished pet had introduced his new
teeth to a luscious chop bone. He Is

to-day the picture of health and hap-
piness.

Dividing Purses at Toornaments.

THE system adopted of dividing

sweepstake money at a tourna-

ment has so much to do with the

success of the shoot that the

question should be most carefully con-

sidered by the management in the

arrangement of their programme. To

my mind it is the one important

feature to be considered. How to

divide the purses so as to give

the shooters their fair proportion of

At the championship meeiting of the

Inanimate Bird Shooting Association

of England, Mr. H. J. Cave won the

championship of England for the sec-

ond time in succession.

King Championship Trophy.

Emblematic of the Championship of Essex
County at Targets and Live Birds, won by
W. A. Smith, Kingsville, Ont., July 12th,
1890.

the money according to the quality of

their eihooting; to do justice to each

shooter, and at the same time avoid

the possibility of the big fish swallow-

ing 'the little fish, is a problem not easy

to solve, and certainly Is not met by
gome of the systems in common use.

Tihe system adopted, as a rule, is

either the Rose system, Equitable sys-

tem or class shooting, the last-named
being the plan authorized by the

American Shooting Association, and
most commonly in use.

Lett us define and consider these three

systems for the benefit of ithose who
may not be familiar with them.

Class shooting provides that all

shooters tied for first place divide first

money, say 40 per cent, of the punee,

all those tied for second place divide

second money, and so in all other

places, third, etc., according to the num-
ber of moneys in the purse. Under the

vaJue in points. For instance, first

place represents 4 points; second place,

3 points; third place, 2 points, and
fourth place, 1 point. Each one shoot-

ing into flin&t place is credited with 4

points, irreispeotive of the number in

the place, and so in the other

places. Suppofie there are two men in

flnst pllace; they are credited with 4

points each, total 8 points; so one man
in second place gets 3 points; two in

third place gets 2 points each, total 4

points; five in fourth place get 1 point

each, total 5 points, m'aking a grand
total of 20 points. Assuming there is

$10 an the purse to be divided, the

value of each point is 50 cents. Each
first man then gets $2 each; second,

$1.50 each; third, $1, and each fourth,

50 cents. The Equitable system is a

modification of the Rose system. Un-
der this system the shooter in the

money is credited with one point for

each target broken. The total score

of those in the money is divided into

the purse, thus ascertaining the value

of each point, and this, multiplied by

the score of each shooter, determines

the amount he receives.

To better compare the results under

each system, let us take the score

made in one event at a recent tourna
ment. This was a 15-blrid event, en-

trance $1.50, 30 cents of which was
deducted for targets, leaving $1.20 Ir,

the money. There were 76 entries, scj

that the amount to be divided was,

76x1.20—$91.20, plus $25 added money, Iri

all $116. There were four moneys and m
straight score. Eight broke 14; 1'

broke 13; 14 broke 12, and 15 broke 11

Dividing the money on the Bquitabli

plan. Rose system 4, 3, 2, and 1, anc

'

40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent, class shoot
ing, the Tesult is as follows:

—

Rose
Equitable. system. system.

Each. Each. Each.
8 14's get $2.40 $5.80 $3.70

17 13's get 2.20 2,00 2.75

14 12's get 2.00 1.65 1.85

15 ll's get 1.90 .75 .90

It can be seen at a glance how in

equitable the clasis system is in

tion. In the above case the men
ing 14 got nearly three times

opei|

HI



amount those breaking: 13 did, while

those brealcing 12 got within 35 cents

of. the 13s, a result manifestly unfair.

As compared with it, the Rose system

is far preferable, for the good and
sufficient reason thait the result is at

any rate certain, land if one makes a

good score he giets his reward. Under
the class system a shooter may make
a very good score and get very little

fci.r it, or he may make a poor score and

get we'll paid for it. Frequently a poor

Boore draws more imoney than the best

score; a .man will maks a "straight,"

and by the unfortunate chance of sev-

eral others doing the same, he is

diagrined to find the third or founth

nrtan idnawing more money out of the

purse than he does. Why such an ab-

surd and unjust system should be so

fi'equently adopted is more than I can

understand. There is only one class

of shooters thiis isyetem is calculated

to please, and there is no douot l^s

common use is largely owing to their

not altogether unselfisih efforts, and
tJiajt is the profesis'ional and expert

amateur. One of these gentlemen,

dropping among a crowd of average

shootres, is able to lead the field in

each event, pocket 40 per cent, of the

purse at frequent intervals, and is cor-

respondingly very much pleased with

the system. But it is otherwise with

the average amateur, who may be do-

ing really excellenit shooting, but is,

nevertheless, made to pay a heavy tax

for the pleasure of participating in a

tournament in the company of the

aforesaid expert. Naturally the cry

goes up, "bar the expert," and the

expert is frequently barred. But his

is not only a diflftcult thing to do, but

an unpleasant one, and where to draw

the line fairly is the question.

The difficulty was partially met by

the introduction of the Rose 'system.

This certainly is a very fair system

in a field of evenly matched sihooters,

the element of chances, as in class

shooting, being eliminated. It, how-
ever, does, not afford such co'mplete

protection against the professional and

expert amateur as the Equitable sys-

tem. This is the system par excel-

lence for 'the average shooter to adopt.

There is only one danger to avoid un-

der this system, and that is of having

too many moneys. The purse is so

evenly divided that with, say, fouf

moneys in a ten or fifteen bird event,

nearly every shooter gets into the

money. The consequence is that each

jshooten jfis .pxaoticallyi getting his

'money back each time, and that doe.s

[not please any one. Three moneys in

I
a 'ten or fifteen target event is enough,

:
and will be found to work very fair to

i
every one. Of course, the Rose ftys-

!tem can be modified to approach very

:near the Equitable in its results, and
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To meet the objection to the Equit-
able system, of too many shooters get-

ting into the money and thus making
the net result to each insig-nificant, I

would sug'gegt a modification of this

system, which, for want of a better

name, we might call semi-Equitable.
This is simply to make the number of

moneys in each event depend on the
result of the shooting. Instead of

having three, four^ or any number of

moneys fixed for each event, divide

your purse in each event into half as
miany moneys as there are places shot

into after cutting off any odd number.
For instance, in a 15-bipd event, scores

are made of 15, 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 9, cut-

ting off the odd score and dividing,

we get three moneys. If 8 c/r 9 places

are shot into, there will be four moneys;
if only four or five places>, two moneys.
This plan would work automatically,
no 'matter whether the event was a 10-

bird or 25-bird event.

We cannot consider the questions
raised too carefully, and I would cer-

tainly like to hear the opinion of any
reader on the subject.

Stray Shots.

The second annual aimateur tourna-
ment of the Kingisville G-un Club was
held on the "Mettawa's" grounds, at

that place, June 30th and July 1st, and
was very successful. High average for

both days, out of 210 targets shot at,

was:—First, A. Reid (Walkerville),

190; second. Dr. Perdue (Kingsville),

183; third, W. A. Smith (Kingsville),

180. Dr. McKenzie and W. A. Smith,

both of Kingsville, won the two-man
team conteefc, and the Kingsville team,
composed of I>r. McKenzie, Dr. Per-

due, Dr. Jenner, J. Dangtry, and W.
A. iSmith, won the five-man team prize.

The chief feature of the tournament
was the contest for the Dr. S. A. King
challenge trophy, emblematic of the

championship of Essex County. The
contesit was at 50 singles and 10 pairs,

sergeant system. The nine shooters

who entered the contest scored as fol-

lows: A. Reid, Walkerville, 52; F.

Stotts, Windsor, 53; W. C. Donaldson,

Windsor, 50; Dr. Perdue, Kingsville,

54; W. A. Smith, Kingisville, 54; Dr.

McKenzie, Kingsville, 51; F. H. Con-

over, Leamington, 33; J. Miner, Kings-

ville. 46: Als. Adams, Kingsville, 42.

Dr. Perdue won on shooting off the

tie, and was hailed first champion of

Essex.
Sublsequently on July 12th, in an in-

dividual contest for it, W. A. Smith

won the trophy from the doctor with a

iscore of 55 to 45.

* • *

The Sherbrooke (Que.) tournamen/t

was held July 1st, and was a very en-

joyable affair, about/thirty-flve shoot
ers being present. ' The merchandise

match created a good deal of interest,

and resulted as follows, each man
shooting at twelve targets: C. O. Bar-
rett, Geo. B. Walton, W. L. Ca.meron,

A. W. Westover, C. Aubin, 12 each; C.

D. White, T. M. Craig, C. G. Thomp-
son, N. G. Bray, V. Moreau, W. B.
Neil, 11 each; H. Hibbard, R. Lewie,
E. C. Eaton, J. B. Goodhue, 10 each;

W. E. Doomis, Vincent, B. H. Norton,
Galbraith, Cleghorn, 9 each.

W. L. Cameron won the individual
trophy event with 34 out of 20 sin-
gles, known angles; 20 singles, unknown
angles, and 5 pairs. His opponent, J.

B. G-oodhue, got 33.

An iinterei3ting general programme
was also disposed of.

During the progress of the shoot,

two full g-rown deer came trotting
across the .hill scarce 600 yards away.
The shooting stopped, and the crowd
stood with amazement, looking at the

beautiful sight. The deer looked across
the iriver for a few moments, and then
wheeled and, half trotting and half

galloping, disappeared over the hill

from whence they came. Then the
visitors made use of some expressions
which must have made the breasts of

the good sportsmen of S.herbrooke
swell with pride, for only in localities

where the game lawis are held in holy
reverence are such sights to be seen.

« * •

The Brant County Rod and Gun Club
will hold a two^day tournament Sept.

4th a,nd 5th at Bnantfopd, Ont. There
will be one 10-targe.t, three 15 target,

four 20-target, and two 25-target events
first day, and one 10-target, three 15-

target, three 20-target, and two 25-tar-

get events second day. Event 8, sec-

ond day, will be a three-man team
ehooit. The management will give a

handsome gold medal, value $50, for

the highest aggregate in events Nos. 2,

3, 4, 5, 7, 8 and 10 of first day's pro-

gramme, and Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9 and 10

of second day's programme, for which

no entrance will be charged, the medal

to represent the championship of On-

tario, and to be open to residents of

the said province only.

While we are pleased to note the

enterprise of the Brant County Club

in offering a championship medal, we
fear that unless the holder is subject

to challenge for it, it will represent

nothing more than a handsome high

average prize. It will be a pity if it

is nob made subject to challenge, as

individual contetsts for tit would be

very interesting. It is to be regretted

also that the contest for the medal
should not have been confined to one

day, preferably the second, as no

doubt many who would like to contest

for it will not b«s able to devote two

or more days In doing so, and in going

to and from the shoot.
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Walkerville, Ont., Gun Club will have
an all-day shoot on L/abor Day, Sept.

4th.
« « •

A blue rock tournament was held at

Winnipeg, Man., last month in connec-

tion with the exhibition there, and was
a grand success. Visitors were present

from Crookston, Grand Forks, Duluth.

Minnedosa, and oither points. Event 14

was an international 15-man team race,

10 birds per man, and was won by tho

Canadian team by 24 birds, as follows:

Canadian Team.
Kirkby i2

Cadham IS

Simpson 19

Lemon 18

Baldwin 17

Fairbairn 17

Ferguson 17

Soper 15

Gaudaur 16

Scott 18
Bain 17
Stanaey 17
GraJiam 18

Allan Ig
\v ellband 15

Total 252

American Teaim.
Thomas 18

Hooh
[ 17

Wells^ 16

Hale
[ 17

Duis IS

Buch.e IS

Mabie 16

McKellar 16
Handy 10

Vanstrum 16

Vanette 12
Larson 16

Seymour 11

Depew 16

McQuat 14

Total 228

* * «

The shoot for the gold medals pre-
sented by the ToTonto Sporting Goods
Company wae brought to a successful
close on June 21st at the company's
new shooting grounds, near Woodbine
Park, in that city. Tihe series con-
sisted of six matches at 25 blue rocks
each, the beet four scores to count.
There was a large turn-out to witness
the finish, and considerable cheering
greeted the medal-winners as they de-
feated the men of their class. The fol-
lowing were the winners: A class,
George St. Briggs, 84; B class, James
Davidson, 80; C class, I. Devernay, 54.

Mr. Briggs was tied by R. Crew' for
class A medal, but' won on shooting off
the t^ by one bird.

• • »

Chicago sportsmen, headed by E. S.
Rice, are agitating for a new shooting
park in the vicinity of that city.

At the Hurlingham Gun Club, on

June 19th, Mr. H. Yale Dolan, a mem-
ber of the Carteret Gun Club, New
York, won a silver cup and first money
in a £5 sweepstake, in which there

were fifty-seven entries, by scoring 19

birds straight. Mr Watrous, also an

American, shooting in the second event,

scored 15 straignt, and won a handsome
gun, and divided £195.

* * •

Mr. John Parker will hold his eighth

annual international tournament at

live birds and targets at Detroit, Mich.,

Sept. 19 to 22. The Peters Cartridge

Company will add $500 to the purses,

and several international trophies will

be hung up for coimpetition.

* « «

A match at blue rock targets of more
than ordinary interest was shot at

Toronto, Ont., on July 15th, between
the veteran wing shots, T. Lucas and
W. McDufC. The match was for a
trophy and 100 targets per man. The
scores were: Lucas, 76; McDuff, 84. The
former, who is 60 years of age, has a

record of 97 out of 100, while the lat-

ter won a gold medal in April last,

from a field of seventeen, with a score

of 92. Rain prevailed during the match,
which rendered shooting unpleasauit

and difficult.

« * «

July vflSLS a month of glory for J. A.

R. Elliott, of Kansas City, the veteran

trap shot. On July 1st he defeated A..

B. Daniels, of Denver, Col., for the

Du Pont championship trophy, with

a score of 98 to 97 out of 100 live birds

shot at. On July 18th he won the St.

Louis Republic cup from C. A. Young,
Springfield, O., with a score of 93 to

92 out of 100 live birds. On Jaily 21st

he defeated Rolla O. Herke, Dayton,
O., for the cast iron medal emblematic
of the live bird championship of Amer-
ica, killing 95 out of 100 live biirds, to

his opponent's 94. Finally on July 24th

he defeated W. R. Crosby, Batavia,
N.Y., in a contest for the E. C. cup,

representing the. target championship
of the United States. The scores were:
Elliott, 126; Crosby, 124, out of 150.

* * *

Baron Dorlodot, a Belgian, divided
£275 and won the Gun Club interna-
tional cup, value £200, with a score
of sixteen kills at the international
pigeon shooting meeting on the grounds
of the Gun Club, Notting Hill, June
24th.

* * »

A match for £200 was held a,t Elt-
ham, in Kent, on July 13th, between
two of the best shots in England, Mr
J. H. Butt and Mr. Bracknell, both
standins at thirty-four yards rise from
five traps, at lifty best birds each. A
great deal of money changed hands
each shot. Mr. Butt won, killing 34,

against his opponent's 32.

In the contest for the Grand Prixi

D'Qstende, July 19th, Mr. F. MarsdeD
Cobb, an Englishman, won first prizej

13,000 francs and gold medal, v/ith 18

straight kills.
• • •

W. C. Donaldson held a two-dajf

shoot July 2Sth and 29th at Sandwich,^
Ont. The leading scores were made by
Cox, Detroit, .869 per cent.; W. A.'
Smith, Kingsville, .857 per cent.; Jack
Parker, Detroit, .855 per cent.; A.
Reid, Walkerville, .82 per cent. M.r.:

Reid made the longest run during the!

tournament, breaking 47 straight.
\

* « « i

The New Jersey target champion--
ship was won by Harold Money fromj
T. W. Morfey on July 8th, with a seorSj

of 49 breaks out of 50.

The Leamington (Ont.) Gun Club
has been reorganized, and will hold
their first annual tournament Aug.
10th and 11th. A silver cup is offered
for high average both days. The offi-

cers are: A. Huffman, president; James
Watson, vice-president; Lewis D. John-
son, secretary; W. E. Hall and F. H.
Conover, committee of management.

« « *

Mr. W. Felstead won the gold chal-
lenge medal and championship of To-
ronto and County of York on Aug. 2nd,
with a score of 81 out of 100 blue
rocks, thrown from five traps. Mr.
Felstead's victory was a popular one,
as he is a thorough sportsman. He
will now have to defend his prize
against all comers.

* « •

Toronto contains many good shots
and enthusiastic sportsmen. Why
cannot a tournament at targets and
live birds or targets only be got up in
that city of a distinctly Canadian com-
plexion, and which would be sufficiently
attractive to draw Canadian shooters

I

from a distance? It should be held
before the cold weiather sets in.

The Guelph (Ont.) Trap and Game
Club held their annual shoot on July
1st. Among the visitors to the grounds
were Geo. Bruce and H. Jones, Water-
loo; H. A. Mallory, Drayton; C. Sum-
merhayes, A. B. Cutliffe and H. T.
Westbrooke, Brantford, and Geo. Bel-
son, Belvidere, 111. Some good scores
were made by C. Quinn, J. Thatcher,
H. Oull, Jr., W. Halliday, R. S. Cull,

E. C. O'Brien, W. Sleeman, G. Bruce,
H. T. Westbrooke, H. A. Mallory, C.

Summenhayes and R. Cunningham in

the several events shot off. Mr. West-
brooke did particularly good shooting,

breaking 38 out of 40 in four sucoea-
sive 10-bird events. R. S. Cull and J.

Thatcher were first in the 2-man team
event, with H. Cull, Jr., and A. Jonea,

second.

\



*j QUEBEC & LAKE ST JOHN RAILWAY
'

The N«w Rouu- to the

~A FAR-FAMED SACUENAY.

YOU WILL FIND IT TO YOUR INTEREST
TO MAKE INQUIRIES ABOUT THE

QUEBEC & LAKE STJOHN

RAILWAY

TADOUSAC
CACOUNA

The NEW ROUTE to the FAR-FAMED SAGUENAY
And the Only Rail Line to the Pelightful Summer
Resorts and Fishuig Grounds north of Quebecand to Lake St. John and Chicoutimi. through the

CANADIAN ADIRONDACKS.

Trains connect at Chicoutimi
with Saguenay Steamers or

MURRAY BAY
AND QUEBEC

A round trip unequalled in America, through matchless
Forest, Mountain, River and Lake Scenery, down the
n-?^^^Tni?n^if,".?A^V^^y.^'^>'""^l^^ '^"fl ^^^^ to the Fortress
City. TOUCHING AT ALL THE BEAUTIFUL SEA-SIDE RE-
SORTS on the Lower St. Lawrence, with their chain ofCommodious Hotels.

Hotel Roberval, Lake St. John, has first-class accommoda-
tion for 300 guests, and is run in connection with the
island House at Grand Discharge, of Lake St. John, the
centre of the Ouananiche Fishing Grounds,

PARLOR AND SLEEPING CARS
IWAGNIFICENT SCENERY BEAUTIFUL CLIMATE
Apply to the Ticket Agents of all Principal Cities,

A beautifully illustrated Guide Book free on application.

ALEX. HARDY, J, G. SCOTT,
Gen. Pass. Agent, Quebec. Secy. & Manager.

KORONA CAMERAS,KODAKS
AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC
«^c«4c^4 SUPPLIES «^44«^4

DAVID H* HOGGt 662 CRAIG st,, montreal»

It's a Duty
You owe to your dog to keep him
clean and healthy. The best pre-
paration known to science is the

Persiatic Dog Wash.

It's a Pleasure
To every person to see a clean,
well-groomed horse. It is impossible
for nits or vermin to live when
you use

Persiatic Horse Wash.

THE PICKHARDT = RENFREW CO.
LIMITFD.

STOUFFVILLE, ONT.

FORYACHTS.STEAWSHIPS.BOATS

^ r AND CANOES 1

Mc(A5KILLD0UGALL&C?5
Standard Boat&SparVarnishes.

MONTREAL.

To Exchange.
©

One Eastman Pocket Kodak
or Boss Dandy 4x5 Camera for

.22 Stevens' Favorite Rifle, or

both for .22 Wincliester Re-
peater. Apply "X.Y.Z.," this

office.

Lake Erie & Detroit River Ry.
Runs throtigh the unequalled

QUAIL DI5TRICT5

And is the only Line reaching . . .

OF ESSEX, KENT
AND LAMBTON,

ROND EAU
FAMED THROUGHOUT THE PROVINCE FOR ITS

FISHING AND DUCK SHOOTING.

••••*•>•••••••••-*-
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SPORT I ! ^
There is more Sport to the Square

Mile in Canada along the line of the

Canadian Pacific

Railway

than in any other part of the North

American Continenti^^^j^,^^,^^

Send for copy of oof Game Mapt out Fishing: and Shooting and other

sporting: publications^ to General Passenger Department^ Montreal, P» Q.

Please m«ntion Rod and Gun when replying to this advertisement

Learn to Stuff Birds ! Learn Taxidermy !

LEARN XO-DAY !

BECAUSE SUCCESS IS GUARANTEED FROM THE START. Because the work is pleasant as well as profitable. A collection of Birds is both beautiful anc
valuable. Birds, Animals, Fish. Reptiles, etc., may be preserved with little trouble as records of the day's chase.

Boys, girls, men and women can do nice work from the start and can become expert in one week. Mounted birds find a ready sale : i - .ip>

you can make money teaching your friends. Every school should have a collection of native birds and animals.

TTA'yir^C'D is a compound of wonderful embalming power It is not necessary to skin birds or animals when using Taxidt i

• /^/x I L^ t ri when mounted with Taxider become as hard as stone, and will last a thousand years undisturbed by moth or ti

tools required except those that everyone has. One box Taxider is enough to mount thirty birds the size of a quail, with full instructions for
ing everything. Also instructions for tanning skins for rugs, etc. Price $1,00.

PLEASE READ THESE LETTERS.
Philadelphia, March 15, 1899.

Mr. F. L. AcKLEV.
Dear Sir : S me time ago I ordered from you

a box of your Taxider as an experiment. Years
ago it was my greatest pleasure to stuff birds by
the old methotl, .skinning ihem to the bill and
making a body of tow, and I now have about one
hundred specimens put up in that way, all of
which are more than fifteen years old. 1 am now
a busy man, and never thought to take up again
my old hobby ; but in your preparation I found
an incentive, for with it a bird can be put up in
one-tenth of the time required by the old method
and better results obtained, for there is no danger
of spoiling the plumage. I have a class of one

—

my boy, ten years old. I enclose $5.00, for which
please send m<' sixty pairs assorted eyes which
you quote at $1.C0, and the balance in the Taxider
preparation. Yours truly,

Henky "d. Patterson,
215 Hale Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

box bought of you last fall is about exhausted.
Had no occasion to use it until about two weeks
ago. I mounted a large Owl and have since
mounted a Blue Heron. They are keeping all

right. Yours truly,
L. F. Myers.

[Mr. Myers is president of the Queen City Business
College of Higginsville, Mo.]

bird eyes. I have been using your Taxidi
gives perfect satisfaction in every respeti

Yours respectfully.
Harper Dean, Jr.,

Station A Post-office, Richmoi

JoPLiN, Mo., Jan. 14, 1899.

F. L. Ackley, Sioux City, Ja.

Dear Sir : The box of Taxider I ordered fr. )m
you last week arrived here safely and I have ex-
perimented on a few birds, etc., namely, a Hawk,
Fisher and Redbird. The Taxider is a great suc-
cess and I like it very much. It preserves the
birds perfectly.

Yours respectfully,
Clarence E. Page,

224 Byers Avenue, Joplin, Mo.

Higginsville, Mo., April 9, 1899.
F. L. Ackley, Sioux City, la.
Dear Sir : Enclosed please find M.O. for two (2)

boxes Taxider, which please send at once. The

Richmond, Va., April 13, 1899.

F. L. Ackley.
Dear Sir : Please find enclosed 81.00, for which

please send to my address No. 1 assorted lot of

Bancroft, Neb., April in
Mr. Ackley, Sioux City, la.
Dear Sir: Enclosed please find the am

S2.00, for which send immediately om
Taxider and a collection of eyes. I piv
number of birds already with good succi -

Respectfully yours,
K J. Kollmorgen,

Bancroft

Vineland, N.J., March r

Mr. F. L. Ackley, Sioux City, la.
Dear Sir: Enclosed find check for ^-

which please send me three boxes c
Taxider. I have tried the sample box I g. >

you, and find it gives excellent results.
Respectfully yours,

C. Percy Keighley.
Manufacturer of Fine Footwear.

I have letters like these from hundreds of people, and all are having success. Send for a box to-day. You can learn in one hour. Remembc
success is guaranteed from the start. Liberal discounts to agents. TAXIDER is manufactured by

F. L. ACKLEY, Sioux City, la., U.S.A. Headquarters for Taxidermists' Goods.
mention rod and gun. SEND FOR CIRCULARS.
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^^SUCCESSFUL SHOOTERS SHOOT

WINCHESTER
Rifles, Repeating Shotgfuns, Ammunition and

Loaded Shotgfun Shells. "Winchester gfuns and

ammunition are the standard of the world, but

the7 do not cost any more than poorer makes*

All teliable dealers sell "Winchester goods.

FREE: Send name on a postal for 156 page illus-

trated Catalogue describing all the guns and aramunition
made by the

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS Ca,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

HAMILTON POWDER CO.
HAS MANUFACTURED

SPORTING GUN POWDER
Since 1865, as a result you have

"CARIBOU" made from best materials, perfectly

put together. " DUCKING " hard pressed,
slow burning, keeps well under all conditions.
'• SNAP SHOT " high velocity, moist residium
Cheap. The powder for every day use.

ENGLISHMEN SAY
Powder can he bought in Canada as good as ever
put in a gun. It has a positive advantage over
home make, the dirt is soft.—J. J. W. in London
P'ield.

AMERICANS SAY
The finer Fngiish or American Powder and Cana-
dian " Caribou," I am quite familiar with. They
give so little recoil that one may shoot all day
without bruised shoulder or headache.— Forest
and Stream.

CANADIANS ABROAD SAY
Can you send over some Trap? I don't mean to
flatter but it is ahead of anything we get here.

—

A. W. W., Balavia, N. Y.

Kodaks and Accessories

MARINE GLASSES

and TELESCOPES

GOGGLES and OTHER EYEGLASSES, Etc.

HEARN & HARRISON, opticians,

1640 NOTRE DAME STREET, - - - MONTREAL.

THE Bi-SsT,"

GINGER ALE
SODA WATER
APPLE NECTAR

ETC., ETC.

To be •fetained from all first-class grocers.
Please see that the label is on the bottle.

)HARLES GURD & CO., - - MONTREAL

CAMPiNU SbASON

GURD'S

You will find the celebrated

JO o2. Steel Fishing Rod and
Camping Kits in Aluminum

AT L. J. A, SURVEYER'S,
Ironmonger,

6 St. Lawrence St.. Montreal.

In point of cuisine and equipment^ THE
ROSSIN is the most complete, the most
luxurious of modera Ontario hotels. The
rooms, single or en suite, are the most airy

apd comfortable in the Dominion. The
Union Depot and Wharves but two mine
utes* walk.

A. & A. NELSON,
Toronto, Ont. Proprietors.
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EXPORT OF GAME.
new Customs regulations of the

dominion respecting the export of deer,

aiihou, moose, etc., are printed on an-

il i.r page in full. The importance to

; iiada of this new law thus given effect

1 can scarcely be overestimated. Every

i.Mii^e is worth to Canada at least four

Ired dollars ($400.00), the money left

not only by the non-resident who
, . ceds but by him who fails. Hence

{ is of the first importance to induce the

inii-resident sportsman to come here,

!i 1 having done so, make his path easy,

n having enjoyed "one of Hfe's con-

cut rated moments" when the monarch

1 I he woods succumbed to his skill, he

k able hereafter to exhibit to admiring

!

-lends and would-be imitators the

nimal itself. Human nature is so much
tie same everywliere that seeing is

[ecessary to believing, and it is not sur-

jrising that the embargo heretofore

'laced on exportation has deterred many
I would have otherwise come.

^ <$> <$>

I

,ISH AND GAME ARE VALUABLE
I

I

ASSETS.
j

Senator Frye, of Maine, is an able

|xponent of the doctrine that fish and

aine are a '" valuable asset of the State."

K save that his State feels hard times

less than other States because of the very

large sum of money left there annually

by sportsmen . This amount is estimated

at approximately four millions, and most

of it is disbursed in the wilder and poorer

districts where the value is felt the most.

It is interesting to note that in Maine,

where game protection is reduced to

almost an exact science, it is conducted

apparently on non-political lines, and

the able Game Commissioners seem to

have a pretty free hand to go ahead on a

business basis and make the best of a

paying proposition. It is a good object

lesson to Canadian Provinces, and that

one of them which first adopts, as fully

as practicable, all the Maine methods,

will reap a rich harvest. Much has been

done in some directions within the

Dominion, but it is a big contract and

needs handling universally on a broad

basis.
^ <$> ^

NEW GAME AND FISH LAWS OF
NEWFOUNDLAND.

The new game and fish laws of New-

foundland forbid the killing of caribou

from Feb. 1 to July 15, and from Oct. 1

to Oct. 20. No person other than a

licensee shall kill in one year three stags

and one doe caribou. Non-residents need

a license before hunting. Licenses are

of three kinds : 1. To kill two stags and

one doe caribou costs |40. 2. Three

stags and one doe caribou, $50. 3. Five

stags and two doe caribou, $80. A license

of the first-class is good for four weeks

from date thereof ; the second class for

six weeks ; the third class for two

months. No licensee shall employ as a

guide, laborer, or bearer in a hunting

party any person not domiciled in New-

foundland, except under license.

Any person obtaining a license shall

make oath that he will not violate

the law, and at the expiration of his

license return it to a magistrate, specify-

ing the number of caribou killed by him.

The use of snare, trap, or pit to capture

caribou is prohibited; dogs cannot be

used in hunting caribou, and firearms

only are permitted in hunting.

Moose or elk are protected in the

colony until Jan. 1, 1906.

Ptarmigan and all kinds of grouse are

protected from Jan. 12 to Sept. 15.

Curlew, plover, snipe, or other wild

or migratory birds (excepting wild geese)

are protected from Jan. 12 to Sept. 15.

Rabbits and hares are protected from

March 1. to Sept. 15. Beaver are pro-

tected from April 1 to Oct. 1.

The close time on salmon and trout is

from Sept. 10 to Jan. 15.

PROTECTION OF FORESTS FROM
FIRE.

August and early September have

brought their small annual quota of

forest fires in Canada, a decreasing pro-

portion we are pleased to say, owing to

the excellent fire ranger system, which

prevails nearly generally throughout the

Dominion.

Every true sportsman is interested in

preserving our forests. A burnt forest

territory has lost ail attraction for lovers

of out-door life, and its gaunt rampikes,

and general air of desolation are enough

to make sad a heart of stone.

The following suggestions of the fire

rangers are worth consideration by

everyone :

"The greatest care should be exercised

"between April 1st and October SIst,

"and if a fire is made in the forest, or at

"a distance of less than half a mile

"therefrom, or upon any island, for

"cooking or obtaining warmth, the

"maker should

1st. Select a locality in the neighborhood

in which there is the smallest quantity

of vegetable matter, dead wood,

branches, brushwood, dry leaves, or

resinous trees.

2nd. Clear the place in which he is

about to light the fire by removing all

vegetable matter, dead trees, branches,

brushwood, and dry leaves from the

k.
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soil within a radius of ten feet from

the flre.

3rd. Exercise every reasonable care and
precaution to prevent such flre from

spreading, and carefully extinguish the

same before quitting the place.

" Great care should be exercised to see

"that burning matches, ashes of pipes

"and lighted cigars, or burning gun

"wadding, or any other burning sub-

" stance, should be completely ex-

" tinguished before the sportsman leaves

"the spot.

"Too much care cannot be exercised

" in these important matters."

GAME IN NEWFOUNDLAND.
" Few countries can offer to the enthu-

siastic sportsman such a variety and

quantity of game as can be found in

Newfoundland," writes a correspondent.

The greater portion of the island is

covered witn lakes and ponds which

abound in fish of many varieties. The

trout and salmon of Newfoundland are

famous in size, are exquisite in flavor,

and anglers from all parts of the world

who haveflshed in Newfoundland waters

unite in saying that nowhere have they

found such noble sport.

Besides the trout and salmon which

are indigenous to these waters, the lakes

and ponds all over the country are

stocked with loch leven gamey bass and

other varieties.

Feathered game is abundant. The

ponds are the natural home of wild duck,

geese and other fresh water fowl. The
barrens and marshy ground abound in

the grouse or ptarmigan, curlew, plover

and snipe, and sea pigeons and "turrs"

infest the islands and shores in large

quantities.

The Arctic and American hare or rabbit

swarm over the whole island, their

quantities being so great that they are

used as a staple food product.

In the interior vast herds of caribou

offer noble sport to the hunter. The
caribou or reindeer are larger and

finer than those of Lapland or Nor-

way, carrying, antlers exceeding in size

those of the above countries. Stags

weighing 500 and 600 pounds are not un-

common. September and part of October

are the months for caribou shooting, and

one of the best stalking grounds is the

"barrens" over-looking Grand Lake op-

posite the northern end of the island.

The " White Hills," near Halls Bay, an

arm of Notre Dame Bay, is another

famous stalking ground. Formerly cari-

bou stalking was expensive sport, but the

Newfoundland railway has opened up

the country and aids the sportsman in

reaching the desired locality and lessens

the expense. The caribou country

covers an area of nearly 25,000 square

miles.
<$><$><$>

Illinois has Ix^en added to the number
of States which impose non-resident

license fees for the privilege of shooting.

It costs $10.00 to the outsider.

<8> «>

Deer are to be raised in Norway for

sale of their flesh, hide and heads ; crows

are said to be raised now for sale of

heads and feathers to the millinery

trade ; near Labelle, Quebec, in the

Laurentian Mountains, about 100 miles

north of Montreal, there is a large skunk
farm on an island, where my lady's

(future) pure Russian sable muff now
walks about in fancied and odoriferous

security. Next

!

<S> ^ <S>

The Sportsmen's Exhibition, open at

St. Louis Sept. 10th. being the first of its

kind in that city, will have several

Canadian exhibits, intended to exploit

our magnificent fish and game resources,

and will undoubtedly result in attracting

many St. Louisans, as well as others, to

Canada. The Exhibition closes early

enough in October to let those, who so

desire, come at once during the open
hunting season. We hope you will come
early, gentlemen, the earlier the better,

and avoid the rush.

A recent writer to a contemporary

makes a remarkable statement regarding

a certain smokeless powder. He says at

a regular shoot of the Glenwood Gun
Club he used fifty shells that had been
loaded with this smokeless powder by
the U.M.C. Co. and were so wet that he

experienced difficulty in getting them
into the chamber of his gun—net result 48

broken out of 50 targets shot at. There
are still at least two chances for other

writers to relate better results.

A correspondent, who witholds his

name from publication, in writing of the
proposed League of Canadian Sportsmen,

speaks pointedly as follows :

—

"I see that it is proposed to form a
" League of Canadian Sportsmen on the
" lines of the L. of A. S. I hope you will

"take higher ground and limit your
'

' membership to Sportsmen. The Ameri-
" can League will take in anyone who
"will pay $1.00 per annum. * * * i

" define a genuine sportsman as one who
" fishes and hunts simply for the love of

" the sport ; who respects the laws of the
" locality wherever he may be, that are

"in the interest of preservation of fisli

" and game ; who is content with reason-
" able bags ; and who never converts intc

" money the product of rod and gun,

"Anyone who kills more than he can

"use; or more than the legal limit; oi

" out of season, or who sells the product,
" either as a market hunter, or simply tc

"reduce the net cost of his vacation trip,

" is not (to my mind) a ' genuine sports,

"man,' and he should not be entitled

"to any of the advantages that may
"accrue to membership in Sportsmen's

"Associations."

GAME IN DAUPHIN DISTRICT.
Qwiiig to the rapia advancement of

settlements through Manitoba and the

Northwest Territories, during the

past years, game is being driven far-

ther afield, .each year, though the ad-

vantages furnished by railway travel,

In a certain measure, surmounts the

idifflculty, and to-day permits those liv

ing in the centers to indulge in a hunt-

ing trip with but slight extra expense

or loss of time.

It is doubtful whether any part of

Manitoba offers more inducements to

the isportsman than the country gen-

erally known as Dauphin. One

with but little expense or trouble, can

reach all sorts of game, be it prairie

chicken, partridge, water fowl of all

varieties, as well as moose, elk, jump-

ing deer; while I^akes Dauphin and

Winnlpegosis will afford good sport

with canoe, and rod or troll, and at

ailmost any part of the shores of these

fine bodies of water attractive camp
grounds can be found.

Should a canoe voyage offer attrac-

tions to the prospective tripper, he

can by taking rail to Dauphin embark
on the lake of that name, and distant

some eight miles from the town, pad-

dle north to the Mossy River, some
IS miles, follow it to its mouth at

Winnipegosis, and from there he com-
mands miles and miles of lake and
woods, where in the proper seasons

his every wish so far as siport Is con-

cerned, can be gratified.

Should he desire to return by rail

then at Winnipegosis he can car his

outfit, and thus avoid the rathei* stiflf

work of ascending the Mossy, or if his

time will permit, there is direct

water communication into Lake Mani-
toba, by following which he could ar-

rive at Westbourne. This trip would
take him through some of the most
famous water fowl shooting to be had
anywhere in the west.

If one's ambition should rise above
such trifles and big game is looked for.
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the whole district Is at his command,
as owing to the protection for the

jast few years, all varieties of deer are

lentiful, both in the Riding and Duck
mountains, as well as on the lower

anids, and good points can be eiasMy

eached from any of the stations north

if Plumas. Last season the writer

uirdly knew which of the numerous
.nvitations to help kill deer he should

avail himseflf of, as settlers in all

iirections offered good sport; and the

success attained by some who had had
little or no experience, proved that

leer were plentiful, some very fine

leads having been secured.

If one's ideas run to upland shoot-

ng, then in most seiasons, prairie

shlcken can be found in fair quan-
Ities through the more open parts of

he district, the Gilbert Plains being
favorite resort of these noble birds,

though no doubt there are other parts

the province where larger bags can

made. Still to th"; true sportman
luantity is not everything, and so far

s the pot hunter is concerned he is not

vanted, nor will he find a very warm
velcome from the settlers- Ti is some-
what more difficult to find birds ow-
ng to the fact that scrub prevails

nore or less all through the district,

vhich renders it necessary to have
irell trained and staunch dogs, setters

)referred, as it will try the patience
rf most shooters to have raw or par-
lally 'broken dogs to work over.

Parties contemplating a trip through
Ills district, and wishing to procure
heir outfits locally, could, with little

rouble, arrange with some of the
usiness men, at any of the stations,

or all that would be necessary, with
he exception of tents and canoes;
hese could not be had. Guides can
)e found as well. As to boats there
re several on Lake Dauphin, but be-
ng private property could not as a
eneraa rule be hired. At Winni-
egosis there are several fine boats
»wned by the fishing companies op-
nating on that lake which could be
hal-tered, or arrangements could be
nade with the owners of the tugs,

.0 have one's boats or canoes towed
o any part of the lake.

Trusting that any one who con-
liudes to try his luck m the district
vJU meet with as much sport as the
writer has on many occasions, and re-
um to his \TOrk prepared to make
nany more such trips, we will leave
ihn to make his preparations.

MUSCOOS.
Dauphin, Man.

Rod and Gun will be sent to any
4dress in Canada or the United States

ow'$l.25, from September 1898 to Jan-
Jiry 1901.

W^!li^^'===^jP'%!:!^/^

A CAMPlNfi PARTY'S ADVENTURES ^
By F. Edmund Lemieux.

I^^TnfnTTT?^

Bush Fires in the Lake En Long
District.

PRIOR to 1897 I had seen bush fires

several times, but they were raging

at a far and safe distance from tlie

surroundings I happened to visit.

In that year, however, circumstances fa-

vored me with an exceptional oppor-
tunity of witnessing an extensive con-
flagration of that character from al-
most its incipiency to its flnieihing

1897, with four enthusiastic disciples
of the Benard Fish and Game Club, I

camped at Lake En Long, twelve miles
north of Gracefle'ld. For weeks the
weather had been unusually warm; no
rain .had fallen; everything of a com-
bustible nature was in prime condition
for havoc by fire. With rod and line

we had fared ill; poor luck had at-
tended ws, and but few black bass
weighted our creels. Nevertheless,
reasonable enjoyment was obtained
during the first part of our outing by

'^
'i^TC
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On arrival at the resort we had con-

cluded arrangrements with the keeper

of the lakes to have meals prepared

and served to us at his house, so that

we migrht he free to take longer pere-

grinations and be relieved of a iiity

not the most popular with campers, In

which poker and frying pan play an

Important part.

It was 12 o'clock on Sunday, October

3rd, when about to leave camp as usual

en route to our host's tajble, that

iMorini called attention to a large col-

umn of smoke ascending on the op-

posite side of the lake, fully half a

mile inland and a little to tlie west,

at almost the extremity of a long bay.

Everyone gazed with a kind of fascina-

tion at the place, and we were at once

convinced that nothing—except rain,

of which there was not the slightest

sign — could master the destructive

fiend whose grasp was extending with

wonderful rapidity. Pellerin, the dean

of the party, with an air of serioue-

ness his facial expression seldom ren-

dered with greater perfection, said:

"Boys, oh boys, bush fires! Bush fires!

We have a contract to git it it be

made too hot around here." "All

right. Pell., we will not be slow either,

if it comes to that." This state of

afEairs did not satisfy our crying nun-

ger for the next meal, and on this

mission we then started. An hour
later we returned to the tents. The
fire had made perceptible headway;

with a slight breeze it inclined north-

westerly. The man at the helm of the

crew (Pellerin, of course) summoned
a council of war, at which it was de-

creed that each camper in turn should

mount gniard. Night and day a watch-

ful eye was to be on the lookout in

case of any emergency. Such a pre-

cautionary mueasure was necessary, as

the wind jnight have changed its direc-

tion towards us, and driven the sweep-

ing Tlsitor to our quarters. We were
not to run any risk; we had at stake
several hundred dollajis' worth of lug-

g'age, arms and other paraphernalia.

Troubles we were well aware never
oomje singly; we hatd no insurance
agent in the crowd; but such is ever

the irony of fate.

Some 500 yards to our right, in line

with the bay above referred to, is

Courchaine Creek, about 100 yards
wide. It empties the waters of a lake

bearing that name, and situate a mile
to the northwest. This shallow cr<i€k,

separating us froan the mainland where
the fire was ang-rily burning away, is a
regular labyrinthine channel of w«eds,

shrubs, stumps, fallen trees in a decay-

ing stage, with scores of lifeless cedars

everywhere extending theii long and
sharply-pointed branches. It was a

poor ibarrier to the fire had the wind
changed its course east, but fortun-

ately it did not; and for the time be-

ing ajnxiety as to imminent danger

was alleviated.

Witih my usual luck (I do not allude

to lottery drawings) I was first to act

as sentinel for the Sunday nigh' When
my friends in Dreamland were enor-

ingly enjoying the caresses of Mor-
pheus, around the camp, I attentively

guarded our common interests. With
the exception of that continuous whiz
of the burning timber, the silence of
the night was broken only by the oc-
casional hoot of ah owl, the croaking
concert of frogs musically disposed, or
the jumping exercises of hungry musk-
rats near by. Now and then could also

be heard the echoing sound of a forest

giant conquered by its ravenous
enemy and violently striking the
ground on its deadly fail. Upon tht;

lake was reflected the brightness of

the burning- area, with millions of
giddy sparks on their aerial and er-

ratic chase, many of 'them to vanish
in the iglossy and brilliant waters. It

was a rare display indeed. Inuring the

night nothing occurred to create alarm,
thoug'h towards dawn I gave free ex-
pression to my pulmonary powers in a
very discordant tone; it was becoming
monotonous. At once the boys sprang
to their feet. When asked who was
next on the roll of duty, the boss re-

plied: "Ned, your term expires in two
hours; it is now 5 o'clock." I resumed
my functions until relieved at tha ap-
pointed time. After a lignt break-
fast I slept to 1 o'clock; then, partaking
of refreshments, I canoed up to the
oreek, with Spoonoar, to investigate

.

matters. We took with us an ax and a
pail im case of need; these articles

proved 'highly useful, as will now be
seen. The fire w-as running a short
distance inland, towards Courchaine
Lake; the wind had turned slightly

east, lielping occasional sparks and
cinders to fall on this side of the
creek, from which a small streak of

smoke was issuing. On examination
we discovered a fresh fire some thirty

feet square. To check its progress
and put it out we immediately set to

work. Pail after pail of water was
brought to play on it, surrounding trees

were felled, and we finally succeeded
in conquering our enemy. Great was
our jubilation, for it meant saving
from destruction the beautiful bush of

our camp. We had arrived at tliat

fire just in the nick of time. It did

not afterwards touch that ground, but

continued its zigzagging course inland

on the opposite shore.

In company with Toung-Man-Afraid-
of-the-Wind (explanations further on)

I again visited the creek late in the

evening. Not a zephyr was perceptible;

we breathed a sultry air as if the so-

much desired rain was soon to come.

We were to be deceived in this expec-
tation—nay worse; no weather prophet
hovered a.round to give us an encour-
aging word. That evening the fire was
eating away at what was left of trees,

fallen giants and grass near the bay,
on the opposite side of the creek, but
the g-reat burning mass was pretty far

out to. the northwest. During hours
we leisurely paddled around the bay,

again fairly well illuminated, and be-

held desolation where a few days be-
fore all seemed alive with multicolored
foliage. I feel I yet contemplate that
panoramic sight of the fire, on a late

evening, going up in a long and narrow
liHe between two sinister mountains.
It had the appearance—though in a
more sensible grandeur—of a Cana-
dian toboggan slide lighted up for an
eventful meet at the chutes. In the
quietness of night could \>e heard with:
terrific noise the falling of immense
trees on the sloping sides of the moun-
tainous ra-vine. Now and then a loud
detonation would take place; it was the
splitting up of overheated rocks. Al-
together we witnessed an unusual and
frightful spectacle. We returned to

camp at half past 12 in the morning.
Spoonoar was walking up and down,
with open eyes, an assurance that,.hap'
pening anything out of the ordinary,

the folks in peaceful enjoyment of rest

would be awakened in ample time to

make a hasty retreat.

When we first arrived at Lake En
Long- we engaged the services of a
man in making a dug-out at Cour-
chaine Dake, as we had no boat ob
those waters; It was finished on Fri-
day, October 8th. Being a heavy piro-

gue, we decided to all go thither—^
mission of three hours at the most—to
launch the ruewly-born traveller of the
deep, no fear then being entertained
for the safety of the camp, as the fire

had now its berth a mile lo the north-
west. When we reached the lake, by
land, the destructive element was
burning not far from the head of th»
creek, though on the opposite side.

Spoonoar had brought his kodak, and
after taking a view of the craft where
it had been shaped, we joined forces
and pulled it to the water's edge; it

was then 5 o'clock. Here begins the
most thrilling adventure of all. An im-
menise volume of smoke, which the
setting sun pierced in fcie form of a
crimson disc, suddenly spread above
us; the fire had crossed the creek; its

ever-ready devouring rage found high-

ly palatable food in the numerous ce-

dars and gummy pines. With courage-

ous determination Spoonoar again fo-

cussed his instrument on the brave ex-

pedition, and we hurriedly started to

return home. Not 200 yards had been

covered through the Indian path when
we found, to our horror, that we could
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go no further; our enemy had cut U3

off; he was master of the situation. It

was no time to hesitate. We had no

inclination whatever for scorching. It

was a very embarrassing position, the

more so as none of us had experienced

difficulties of sudh oircuimstances. At
last the craft-maker suggested malcing

a circuit around the fire, at a reason-

able distance ahead, and this alterna-

tive was decided upon. The bush in-

cluded a tortuous ravine of a very dan-

gerous description—^in fact, one of the

worst I ever travelled. Everywhere
fallen timber, protruding brushes, en-

tangling obstructions of all sorts, im-

peded our exit. However, the situation

was far too critical not to spur us to

«urmount these difficulties. We forced

our passage through with a creditable

record. The agility we displayed was
remarkable. I doubt if a fleeting deer

which has just felt the scorching sen-

sation of a leaden bullet would have
been in it with us; our leaps, bounds
and jumps were simply acrobatic feats.

Succe&s crowned our intrepidity; \\i

reached our canvas home at last. Since

that eventful episode we are known,
amongst the club confreres, as mem-
bers of the "flying expeditir.i." I can
vouch as a fact that we did fly on
that adventurous run. When we
reached camp everything was in good
shape, except—^ourselves. Regular riv-

ulets of perspiration were streaming
down our backs; we had little wind
left, and were glad to rest for a wihile.

Dr. Meddon prescribed a sponge bath,

a light supper and a half cup of Per-

inini (home-made medicinal "set-me-

up") with good effect, for next morn-

ing we felt ourselves again. I must not

forget to mention that when we ar-

rived at camp the guide, a very reti-

cent talker, was heard to say he was

not particularly anxious to undergo

another such experience. Not a word
to the contrary was even whispered.

For my part T will long remember that

escape from Courchaine Lake.

At about midnight on that memor-
able Friday it began to rain heavily.

How pleased we felt at the arrival of

this benefactor, whose visit had been

awaited for days and days. That
downpour settled our impatience and
grumbling, and the fire question, too.

It may be surmised that our troubles

and fears were then at an end. No,
not yet, for there is no rest for the

wicked; our tempers had suffered WLca-

derful changes. At 2 o'clock in the

morning came on a hurricane, every

moment a tree was heard to fall.

Camped amongst tall giants, we enter-

tained doubts as to our safety. One

of these giants, not very far away,

tumbled down with stupendous force

luid noise, causing such a deafening

craslh that my comrade Ernie thought
his last hour had sounded. He leaped

out of the cot with even greater velo-

city than the wind travelled at, reach-

ed the lake shore and stood there on a
log until morning, in contemplative ad-
miration of celestial immensity en-
wrapped in mourning color of the night.

Morini, ever philanthropically disposed,

brought Ernie a few blankets for com-
fortable use in his odd solitary atti-

tude. This explains the misnomer of

"Young-Man-Afraid-of-the-Wind."
It would be mean on my part were

I not to relalte en passant a little in-

cident of mine. On the return from
Oourchaine Lake I carried my gun and
four cartridges. In the excitement of

the sudden cut-off by the fire I acci-

dentally dropped the ammunition (like

Pellerin on a previous occasion leaving
the food sac on the road) ; I might say
threw it away. About a quarter of a

Monday, not quite so enthusiastic a
party as on arrival at the cdjijn. Only
those who have seen as we did, and
at close quarters, the devouring ele-

ment and its accompanying terrors,

can realize how devastating and horri-

ble are those forest conflagrations,

though at times they present admir-
able spectacles of unique and unsur-
passed grandeur.
From what could be learned, that

great fire originated probably in this

manner: A man coming from Lake
Jos. Larche fired his muzzle-loading
gun in the bush, and the paper wad-
ding ignited the dry grass. Whilst at

dinner with us on that Sunday, October
3rd, he frankly admitted having dis-

charged his gun in the locality where
the fire had started. I might be asked
why we did not try to put out that

fire in its incipiency. For the reason
that when we were first aware of its

A Typical Island—Lady Evelyn Lalce.

mile ere we reached camp I came face

to face with as plump and as docile a

partridge as ever I met, and not ten

yards off, on the limb of a maple. 1

had hoped the bird would not be seen

by my friends, but alas, they discov-

ered it. Imagine the remarks made a c

my expense. "Give it to her mildly,

Ned;" "better coax her to come down."

Many such expressions of doubtful

complimentary meaning were show-

ered upon me. Of course the bird stood

perfedtly still, seemingly interested in

what was taking place below. Its

silence and air of independence were

even more sarcastic than the remarks

of my companions. With a blush I

swallowed the bitter pill with as little

contortion as possible, but silently

vowed revenge on some future occa-

sion.

From the time rain fell no further

danger was apparent, but then it was

too late to change for the better, so

far as we were concerned, for our va-

cation was drawing to a close. We
packed up for home on the following

existence it had already taken large

proportions, and we could not possibly

have reached the place in time to be
able to do anything.

Incidentally, a few words of caution
bo my camping friends may not be out
of place. Too much care cannot be
exercised in making fires in the bush.

Certain precautions are necessary, and
should be taken to avoid wanton des-

truction. Never leave camp without
the assurance that the fire has been
effectively put out. From smoldering
coals fanned by a sudden favorable
wind may originate the greatest of

confiagratlons in the forest. Again,
do mot burn more fuel vhan you actual-

ly require. Bonfires should be a re-

creation of the past. You wiii recog-

nize the true lover of nature, the i.ei-

fect sportsman, by the use he makes of

the fuel around Mm in th^ bush. -V

eportsiman, in the true sense of the

word, will avoid any unnecessary

depletion of the trees and foliage in

the surroundings he visits.
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THE CLAIM AND THE CARIBOU.
By W. F. B.

IT
so happened that the greed tor gold

had seized my troubled mind. I had

been in Kootenay for a few months

and had been dabbling in the toils

of the law on behalf of a prospector

named Alec. . (I forget the rest

of his name.)

Alec's bainking account amounted t>

a few nickels; mine was a larger figure

—on the debit side! Alec. ha,d a claim,

a veritaible bonanza, situated near the

"divide" of some fair-distant lofty and

high mountain. He generously bestow-

ed a half interest of this claim on me,

giving me the privilege of paying the

recording fees for the same.

I was but a tenderfoot, and a claim

then represented to me untold gold. I

imagined that I would have little diffi-

culty in finding some wealthy specula-

tor, or, more proibably, a speculator

in someone else's wealth, who woula at

once buy up the claim for a sum suili-

ciently large to repay me wel' for my
legal labors and feel a fair balance in

my pocket in addition thereto.

Aliec. gave rrte several cnunks of

quartz in which specks of gold could

be seen, with the aid of a powerful

glass. These I displayed with proper

pride, qualified with the statement

^taken on Alec's word of honor

—

the.*.

they had been picked off at random
from the ledge. Strange to say, the

bloated capitalists did not juirp at xny

proposition, for I was not alone in the

field; in fact, every one I met had a

claim or claims of fabulous value to

dispose of. Time wore on, and a year

had almost elapsed since the claim had
been staked, when Alec, informed me
that it was necessary for iis to do $100

worth of work on the claim.

Bless me! I never had $100 in my
life to spare!

Alec, was equal to the occasion, how-
ever. He had two friends Who, for a

quarter interest in the claim, would
help him to do th'fe necessary work. 1

could hold on to my half share, pro-

vided I furnished the necessary aup-

plies, tools and travelling e.x.penses "or

the expedition. He further cuggeeted

that I should accompany them and act

as chief hewer of wood and drawer of

water, and so enable them to get

through the work in as sihort a time as

possible. He also told me that there

were plenty of deer on the mountain,

and also a. band of caribou. The first

part of the programme hardly suited

my tastes, though oertainlv there was
an air of novelty surrounding it; but

I dearly desared to »lay a caribou.

Again came the unpleasant question

of finance; but it chanced that a cer-

tain misguided magazine editor had

been sufficiently ill-advised to accept

an article of mine, and had moreover

paid me fairly well for the same.

I thereupon resolved to sink the re-

ward oif my literary achievement in the

claim, and then and there purchased

the necessary provender and tools for

the great work.

We borrowed blankets and a tent,

which, with the food and a 45.90 Win-

chester rifle, completed our outfit, and

one fine morning we started from the

city wharf of Nelson, B.C., in a large

louir-oared tub of a boat, for a point

some ten miles up Kootenay Lake,

where we were to dise'mbark and begin

ouir jo'urney up the mountain.

A stiff breeze wa& blowing, so we

hoisted a .nondescript sail, wiiich be-

longed to the boat, and which, owing

to our ignorlance of sailing, nearly

brought us tO' a watery grave. How-
ever, we managed to run the boat

ashore when half full of water, and

escaped with a ducking.

Then the storm wind rose and rain

fell in torrents, so we unloaded our

oajrgo and sought shelter in a deserted

log cabin by the lake side. I forgot to

mention a humble, though much loved

companion, I had brought with me,

namely. Buz, a wire haired fox ter-

rier who had followed my fortunes

from England, and who hardly ever

left my side. Buz helped to enliven

our stay in the log cabin by killing

two enormous bush- tall rats which had
taken up their abode there.

In the afternoon the elements were

more propitious, and we continued our

voyage, making our destination, though,

too late to commence the ascent of the

mountain that day.

One of my companions was a great

angler, so he and I went a-fishing and

managed to secure about a dozen fair-

sized trout, which came in handy for

our evening meal. We camped that

night in a "shack" belonging to a ranch

hard by. The said shaxjk had been re-

cently tenanted by a party of prospec-

tors, who had left behind them lively

reminiscences of their visit in the shape

of—well, never mind. Suffice to say

thsat my slumber was so greatly dis-

turbed by the depredations of those
,

"pilgrims of the night" that I pre- :

ferred to m:aike my bed under the stars. J

We rose with the sun. I sneaked ^

time enough for a plunge in the lake

and a few casits over the trout, getting

one or two small fish, which added to

the breakfast table.

We hired a species of quadruped

known in Kootenay as a oayuse—

a

diminutive apology for a horse—from

the rancher, loaded the sorry animal

with our packs, and, with hearts in-

flamed with the joint desire of gold

and game, managed to make a start

before ithe sun was yet high in the

heavens.

The first three mfles of our journey

were fairly easy to travel. The route

was up a canyon, down which a merry

little creek tumbled and thrashed itself

into foam. There was a moderately

good horse tnail, w^hioh we followed,

and by 8 a.m. we had reached the first

stage of our journey. We made some

tea, and after a short rest, reluctantly

left the horse trail and followed a steep

narrow apology for a trail which turn-

ed to the right and lead in corkscrew

fashion to the "divide," i.e., the sum-

mit of the mountain. And now began
trouble. The aiscent was steep, in

places almost perpendicular. It was
all we could do, what with pulling and
shoving, to get the oayuse up some
parts of the way. Then we came to a

tiny creek with a bright, treacherous

looking patch of green moss beside it,

into which the cayuse floundered and
fell, flinally rolling over and dumping
our packs into the rich, black liquid

mud. It took us some time to extricate

the poor beast, and we were dismayed
at the state of our blankets. However,
there was nothing for it but to push
along, so on we scrambled as best we
could, determined to push the cayuse

up soimehow or otiher, the only alter-

native being that we should transform

ourselves into beasts of burden, and

ajllow the animal to find its own way
home.
Our next difficulty was a forest fire.

We had seen with dread the cloud of

smoke in front of us, and fondly hoped
the trail would skirt the fire zone.

Alas! It inconveniently winded right

into the burning timber. The fire had
been lit some time ago, and we had
only come in for the tail end of it.

Still, it was unpletasant enough, what
with the heat and blinding smoke; nor

was an element of danger wanting, as

we speedily noticed when a gigantic

fiir tree toppled down uncomfortably

near us. Then for about an hour we
had to cut a way with our axes

through the fallen timber and charred

tree stumps.
i

I am ashamed to own that I was half



Inclined to turn bsujk, for I did not

thinlc we would get cleair of the fire

that day. However, the trail made an
unexpected turn, and we were at last

out of the region of the fire fiend.

The trail seemed now to become more
propitious and overgrown with under-

brush. It was some years since I had

mountaineered at all, and I was begin-

ning to get horribly tired when they

assured me that after we had covered

the next half mile the worst of our

journey would be over.

That was one of the longest half

miles I have ever travelled, but it had

an ending, and, sure enoug'h. Alec's

statement was correct. We had i cach-

ed, as it were, the backbone of the

mountain, and the trail now followed

the dividing ridge, gently ascending.

A great change seemed to have come

on our surroundings; we were breath-

ing a purer, fresher air. The trees

seemed higher, and were of two kinds

only, fir and cedar, while the under-

growth was thinner, with heie and

there patches of bunch grass taking

the place of the dense tangle, which

made the forest on the lower ground

almost impenetrable.

Tired as we were, the delicious moun-

t&.in breeze invigorated us, and we
pushed on toward our caimping ground

with renewed strength.

A number of (to us) unknown birds

flew from tree top to tree top; blue

jays gabbled hysterically at the un-

wonted invasion of their faetnesses;

now and then an enormous hawk or

eagle would fly over the trail, casting

a dark shadow on us in its passage.

We flushed several blue grouse, which
fell easily to the rifle. They would fly

a short distance, then settle in a tree

awaiting patiently for me to come up
with the rifle and transform them into

welcome additions to our larder.

The trees now began to be more scat-

tered, until at length we emerged upon
open ground. We were now at almost
the highest point of the ridge, when
Alec, commanded a halt. Our camping
ground was about a quarter of a mile
directly below us, and, as the moun-
tain side was too steep for the cayuse
to descend, we had to unload the beast
and carry down the pack ourselves. 1

walked to the edge of the ridge, and,
looking ovea% saw a beautiful black-
tail doe with a fawn beside her, star-

ing straight at me. Directly I moved
she bounded away into the forest, the
little one following her. My friends

seemed distressed because I did not
shoot her, but I explained to them that
I would as soon have shot a prosojcior
as that graceful mother.
The descent to the camping ground

was unpleasantly precipitous, but we
managed to slide down without much
damage save to our clothes. Alec, had
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an ideal place whereupon to pitch our
tent. It was a little level grassy pla-
teau, fringed with blueberry bushes,
which were laden with delicious fruit.

Hard by a spring of the coldest wat^r
I ever tasted gnrgled out of the rock
bed, its walls, as it descended the
mountain side, forming a small creek.
We were not long in rigging up our

tent and soon the kettle was hissing
over a glorious camp flre, the smell
of the resinous pine logs, as they burnt,
suggesting the incense-laden air of
some European cathedral.

We played whist (not according to
Cavendish) for a while, then turned in
early.

In the middle of the night Buz awoke
us with angry growling. Archie (one
of our crew) swore that he felt a heavy
body rub against the side of the tent.
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we found that a large piece of bacon,
which we had hung up on a tree bough,
had been removed. Grandpapa said

that the thief was neither a bear nor
a timber wolf, so we took his word for

it.

Our first day was de-voted to work.
I cannot say that the claim impress-

ed me very much. The ledge was but
a small one, and I didn't see any speci-

mens of quartz like to those which
Alec, had given me. However, Grand-
papa assured us that the ledge would
widen as we got down deeper, so we
still remained hopeful. My time waa
pretty well taken up with fetching
water and cooking during that day and
the next, though I managed to shoot
a few grouse in between whiles.

The ledge widened out after the first

day's work. On the second day it d-is-

itenay River.

Our fourth man — an old prospector

named George, but erroneously called

grandpapa by us—^said it was a bear.

I snatched up my rifle and ran out.

Something crashed through the bushes,

but I could not see what it was, and

my bare feet prevented any attempt at

pursuit. We had barely got to sleep

again when we were aroused in a sim-

ilar manner. Buz was on the alert

this time, ran out and managed to stop

our visitor, which tuirned out to be a

large porcupine.

I had great diflSouflty in driving the

dog ofE him; as it w*i«s he managed to

get a few spines from the animal

wedged in his face

We passed the resit of the night with-

out interruption, but in the morning

appeared entirely. Grandpapa expl.iln-

ed that if we persever-J we would

strike it again wider aurl richer th.an

ever. It turned out eventually that he

was right, but I was sicl: of the game
after two days, and would willingly

hiave sold my interest for a caribou.

On the third day I made up my mind
to take a holiday, so started off early

in the morning with any rifle, attended

by the faithful Buz. I scrambled up

the steep imountain side to the ridge,

for Alec, had told me of a small lake

on the other side of the mountain
where caribou had been seen by Mm
and other prospectors. For about two
hours I wandered through the forest

seeing nothing but an occasional

grouse. The bud began t > beat down
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fiercely througih the trees, so I sought

a sha>dy clump of fire in order to rest

a while. Buz refused to rest, but took

a deep interest in some fallen timlier

close at hand. After a prolongfie in-

vestigation and much snifflli-.g he be-

gun digging operations. Soon I hear 3

growling, then sundry sharp barks,

which I guessed meajnt business. I

was Just going to get up when I saw

a long brown animal run along a fallen

tree about fifteen yards from me. It

stopped suddenly and I snapped at it

with my rifie. Buz, hearing the shot,

soon caane up to me, and together we

hurried up to the pla-ce where I had

seen the animal disappear, and, on the

other side of the fallen tree, lay a fine

merik kicking in its death throes. I

secured the skin, an operation which

Buz watched intently, and, gratified

with my lucky shot, started off again.

I did not find the lake until nearly

evening. It was situated in a hollow

on the mountain side, a small black-

looking, almost round, patch of water,

not more than 200 yards in extent, with

a broad stretch of green moss circling

round the edge. Far up the hoUow,

almost to the ridge, stretched an open

space, almost like a road, covered with

bunch grass, with a little creek in the

centre running down into the lake.

On each side of the graesy stretch

was a dense forest of graceful tama-

racs (larches). The little creek gar-

gled into the lake, resembling in sound

a fountain. The chattering of the blue

jays dispelled any feeling of loneliness.

I flung myeelf on the grass and revel-

led in the picture. It was more like

some English park than a British Co-

lumbian mountain scene. How long I

lay there, dreaming of days gone by,

I know not, when I was roused from

my reverie by a crackling in the under-

brush. I seized Buz in order to pre-

vent any demonstration froim him and

waited. The noise ceased, then began
again, apparently nearer than before.

Evidently the cause of the noise was
descending through the trees towards

the lake. Then came a long period of

silence. I could hear nothing save the

murmur of the water, the chattering of

the jays, and, above all, the thump-
ing of imy heiart, so great was my ex-

citement. I thought I heard something
that resembled faintly the snort of a
horse. Turning my head towards the

lake I saw, not thirty yards from me,
the first caribou I had ever seen alive.

He was standing m,otionless by the

brink of the lake, and appeared un-

divided whether to drink or not. I was
astonished at the size of the animal,
though his antlers were small and cov-

ered with velvet.

Presently he began to move slowly

towards me. How to get my rifle up

without scaring him was the probli^m;

It was impossible to stir just then, so

I waited in the hope of a more favor-

able opportunity. Nearer he came un-

til he was not more than a dozen paces

from where I lay. By great good for-

tune Buz, worn out probably with his

incessant hunting, was now sleeping

the sleep of the Juot.

The caribou turned and began to

wade into the lake. Slowly I raised my
rifle, aimed at his shoulder and fired.

He fell at once, but got up again. I

jumped up and fired again, but, I fear,

missed. Buz now joined in the fray.

I ran to intercept the deer as he strug-

gled out of the lake and pumped three

shots Into him point blank not aiming

at any particular place. Still he strug-

gled on and reached the trees, though

blood was pouring down him, and man-
aged to kick out at Buz, almost strik-

ing him. I had only one shot left in the

rifle chamber, so followed the deer,

hoping to stop him effectually with my
last bullet. It was not necessary, how-
ever, for he charged, as if blinded, right

into a huge tamarac tree, came down
on his knees, then toppled over on his

side. Buz was on to him at once,

grabbed him in the back between the

shoulders, and vainly endeavored to

treat him like a muskrat.

A few faint kicks and then he lay

still. Poor beaist, he had such beautiful

eyes that for the moment I felt like a

murderer, and I could barely sunamon
up courage sufficient to cut his throat

in the orthodox manner. However, it

was getting late, and I was some two

miles from the camp, so necessity took

precedence over sentiment. I am not

much of a surgeon, therefore I could

not undertake to thoroughly dissect

him. I cut ofC his head, then skinned

him partly so las to hack off some slices

of meat from the flank for the morn-
ing meal, hung up the head on the

branch of a tree and started back for

the camp.
My companions were still at work

when I returned, but, the Are having
been lit, the smell of venison steaks

soon caused them to cease. Caribou
meat is much better than any other

venison I have eaten, and hunger no
douibt gave zest to the meal. A few
blueberries stewed in a lard tin made
an excellent sauce.

When our meal was finished Alec,

and Archie set out in the moonlight
foir the lake so as to save the meat
from wolves or other carnivorous ani-
mals. They packed back to the camp
as much of the flesh as they were able
to, including the head, leaving the
rest on the ground on the chance ot it

serving as a bait for a bear in the early

morning.

I roae at daylight and made for the

lake. There were marks of bear near
the remains of the deer, out though 1

waited some hOiuns in hopes of Bruin's

return, nothing came In search of food.

I did not get a shot at anything that

day, though on the following I man-
again to shoot a black-tail deer, with a

good head on Mm, near to where I had
shot the caribou.

I saw no more caribou, though the

margin of the lake was covered with

their footprints, and I waited patiently

there both early in the morning and

late in the evening. My thirst for

blood had overpowered my thirst for

gold; I deserted the claim—in fact, for-

got all about it—^and Archie had to be

appointed chef for the camp.

On the sixth day I experienced the

want of obeying the comimands of the

Creator of the world, namely, to rest

on the seventh day.

The claim was, I thought, a fraud,

but I had shot a caribou, and thought

of fllthy lucre vanished on the moun-
tain side. Next morning I started

homewards with BuiZ, leaving my com-
panions to finish their work. I shot

three or four grouse on my way down
the moiintain, missed a deer in a dis-

graceful manner, and reached the shore

of Kootenay Lake about 4 p.m. The
rancher from whom we had hired the

cayuse provided me with a good square
meal, and offered me shelter for the

night, which offer I accepted.
The next morning I signalled one of

the lake steamers to pick me up and
got back to Nelson elated with my suc-
cess as a sportsman, but cast down aji

to the state of my exchequer. How-
ever, the much-needed tonic of moun-
tain air and the healthy exercise ga>re
me fresh strength and courage for the
struggle for existence.

I can heartily recommend the moun-
tains of Kootenay as the best antidote
in the world for all trouble, anxiety
or overwork. And be it remembered
that, should anyone desire to combin»
sport with the search for this worid's
'bourse," my half interest in that claim
is still for sale*.

A PROPOSITION.
Not the least important part of Rod

AND Gun's mission among sportsmen is

to give information to inquirers as to

shooting and fishing locations. We
know a good deal about the choicest

spots for large and small game, and the

best ways of reaching them, which
knowledge is at the service of the public

for a postal card.

But we do not know it all, and we
invite sportsmen, hotelmen, tourists,

etc., to communicate to us what they
think may be of service to the fraternity.

The editor of Rod and Gun solicits

items of interest to all lovers of fish and,

game. Secretaries of gun and kennel

clubs are particularly urged to correspond
\

with us.
I
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[(Jontiiuied from August Number.]

AbotiLt a week later all the good
pople weire gathered together in

church. Hianry was the principa-1

> ^ singer, and was at the mo-
I roiUing out his melodious bass
i- when the door opened, and there

;i.ii)i>ared an excited face—also an arm
\i ihily beokoning. Harry wa^ a church
warden, and obeyed the eummoins,
.somewhat indignant at the disturb-

iiue, especially seeing that it came
while he was singing.

"What Is the matter?" he asked of

Jim Archer, for it wa^ he.

"Haven't you sot a bear trap?" asked

Jim.

"Yes!" answered Harry, excitedly.

"In ithe creek about three miles

away?"
"Yes, man; is there a bear in it?"
"You bet there is; you have her sure

and eartin. I heard her a hollerin

I

Like blue blazes as I passedj and I've
I come tor to let you know."

Others had instinctively caught on
to the fact that there was something
unusual happening, so that by this
time quite a little crowd had collected
outside the church. Of course, they all

volunteered to ajccompany Harry, pre-
ferring the excitement of taking a bda.r
o'Uit ot a trap to s-taying in church.
The party set forth at once, Harry

proudly leading the way. It is not
every man that can catch a bear, and
Harry was the personification of this
idea, as he walked along. It was only
a very privileged individual that would
be audacious enough to walk even with
him on the road—the bulk of them
followed meekly in the wake of the
conquering hero. As tht-y neared the
spot the sounds made by the beast
became distinctly audible, and every
man who carried a gun louked to boe
that he was prepared for an emer-
gency. Those who did not car'-y a
gun instinctively dropped stiil furtiier
to the rear.
"Now," said Harry, authoritatively,

"let no man shoot until I give the word.
This is my bear, and I have the right
to shoot first."

Everyone acquiesced in subdued
murmurs, and they crept along closer
and closer.
"My!" whispered Jim Archer, "how

she do howl more like a human being
than a brute beast."
"Hush!" said Harry, imperiously; "no

talking."
Jim looked abashed and said nothing

more.
At that they came so close that noth-

ing intervened between them and the
bear but a clump of willows.
"Now, boys," whispered Harry, "are

you ready with your guns? Only re-
member, "I shoot first!"
"Listen," saixi Jim; "the bear is a

talkin' sure enough."
And sure enough it was talking, for

a voice rose in a wail from behind the
willows saying:—

COQUITLAM.
By T. R. E. MclNNES.

I US'D to steal away in hot July

At early dawn—thro' dell and over hill—

To hear at last Coqoitlam's purling rill,

To whip the rippling stream with mimic fly.

And tempt the gamey trout—alert and shy.

Vd munch a bit of chocolate, to still

My hunger as the day grew long, until

The sun was shining low upon the sky ;

Then, proudly with the fish that I had caught.

Go trudging homeward many a weary mile.

But thinking of a mother's welcome smile.

And how sheM choose the best that I had brought,

And bid me tell her all about it, while

She cook'd me up a supper smoking hot.

Victoria, B. C.

"Ah! Great Caesar's ghost! Why
was I such an ass?"
Every one knew thg voice, and by

a common impulse ther'j was a rush
made towards it. The professor was
caught in his own bear trap. With
infinite care they extricated the poor
man, Jim Archer taking the lead, while,

so much had the mighty fallen, that
Harry stayed quiet and silent in the
background. It was a new order of

things. The new had superseded the
old, the first had become last, and the
last first.

Luckily, it had been raining, and the
orofessor had donned his long-legged
boots in order to take ' a look at his

trap, so that they had protected his

leg. The teeth, of which he was so
proud, had penetrated into Ms flesh,

but beyond being stiff and sore, no
material damage had been done.

Home they brought this warrior, not
dead, but alive, and the professor swore
that after this experience he would
have no hand in trapping any animal.
He knew now what they suffered, and
he was determined to make no creature
suffer as he had done. He would shoot
them as men are shot, but he would
never put a poor creature to the tor-
ture of the trap. He averred that the
bear had passed him whilst thus
caught, amd that it had fairly laughed
at him in its glee at seeing the biter
bit. No one believed this, however, for
the professor had made noise enough
to frighten away an army of b"eans.

It was many days before the profes-
sor and Harry beared the last of this
adventure, and to this day the sub.ipct
of 'bear-trapping is distasteful and dis-
tressing to both of them.

[THf END.]
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A WOMAN'S VIEWS ON CAMPING OUT.
By Ella Walton.

CAMP life for a man has a peculiar

charm and fascination, but few wo-

men really enjoy this kind of an

outing. They like picnics, and

rave over the beauties of nature, but this

delightful way of having a picnic every

day, and of studying nature in all her

nioods, is not as much in vague as its

advantages demand. Either it is un-

dertaken under conditions where too

many hardships and ' discomforts are

endured, or a camp is made near home,

where an imitation of life in a house

is attempted, which is only uncom-
fortable housekeeping. Where daily

supplies can be bought ready cooked

from the city, the work is undoubt-

edly easier, but the change and rest

of a complete breaking off from mono-
tonous and fixed surroundings is lost.

A man wtill go into the unbroken
solitudes of the forest, far from civi-

lization, and in one week gain a vigor

and strength that months of living at

a fashionable resort could not give.

If a man can do this, why, under
modified conditions, cannot a WMj'man?

Camp Mfe, properly uhdertaken, is a

perfect rest of mind for weary mothers,

energetic housekeepers, brain-w^orkers,

and fagged-out society women. For
a brief time cfare can be dropped, and
the wheels of time turned back. It

is not so much bodily rest that women
need as a surcease from mental worry.

In order to gain the most beneficial

results, a spot should be selected far
eroug*h from one's home to give a
complete change of air. Home and
its surroundings should for the time
bo put out of miind, and a simple mode
of living entered into, utterly opposite
from the complications of housekeep-
ing and the turmoils of civilization,

inseparable from life at a summer
hotel or boarding-house.

Select, if possible, a place near
enough a village or railway centre to

obtain that prime necessity, bread,
near fishing and bathing, and close

enough to a farm-house to buy fresh
eggs, butter and milk, which should
form a larger share of the bill of fare
than the usual regulation supplies of

canned meats. When you begin look-
ing for this favored spot you will be
surprised how Tnany are touched upon
before one can be found filling all these
reauirements, and often one or more
will have to be given up.

There is little real enjoyment in go-

ing with a large party, where there

will always be one or two discon-

tented, fault-finding ones, ready to

dampen the pleasures and infect the

spirits of the rest. Nowhere is cheer-

fulness, unselfishness, and a disregard

of ulterior conditions more to be cul-

tivated than when the frail canvas
iis all thait ist.qjnds for a protection

against storm and wind, and when
the weather, wet or dry, hot or cold,

is the one important thing to be taken
and enjoyed. Even the gray sky of

a rainy day js a thing of beauty when

a self-reliance and courage that yean
of travelling and mixing with th€

world cannot give. Not exclusivelj

such sports as golf and tennis, etc.

where dress, rules of etiquette, and

the anxiety of competitive matchej

prevail, but fishing, hunting, camping
exploring, getting sunburned and dirty

and going into places where the onlj

types of humanity to be met will be

the rough and hardy, but interesting

trapper, guide or fisherman, and rough

and devoid of book education though

they may outwardly be, they are men
with whom a woman, alone and un-

protected, can feel safer than with

the polisihed men of society and learn-

ing. Note the women who recently

have lived and travelled for months
among the rough miners of the Klon-

dike.

I will call attention to the advan-
ta^ges of camping for families, and as

a means of recreation and change for

women who earn their own living.

Upper Shawenegan Falls, Que.

you can see its whole expanse of dome
and horizon.

The ideal camp for a man is where
he catches his fish and cooks them
over a fire made between stones laid

around a hollow in the ground, with
a tin pail of coffee boiling briskly as it

hangs on a green stick, laid across

two forked ones.

Primitive instincts are the same in

a woman as in ,a man, and the woman
who will best enjoy life is she who
follows most closely in the footsteps

of 'her gentlemen friends and relatives.

The woman who does this will forget

to be nervous and hysterical, and gain

AjSide from its immediate beneficial

results, nothing brings in after years

sweeter memories than the few weeks
spent by the city child with the ex-

clusive companionship of its parents.

The walk in the fresh, early dawn
with the father, on some fishing ex-

pedition, or at night dreamily watching
the sparks of the camp fire, as they

rise to meet the stars that spangle the

purpled sky, until sparks and stars are

interchanged into a dream of fragrant

spice-laden breezes, and unfamiliar

sounds of twittering, chirping life in

grass and tree.

Camping in the thick woods is not
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d(!sirable, as mosquitoes and black

flies will be more troublesome than

upon a hill with scattered trees. A
situation like this, overlooking lake,

river, or cleared country, is sure to

Mtch every breeze that blows. If you

pitch your tent on the side or bottom

bf a hill you run the risk of a deluge

every time the rain falls heiavily.

<:;amp beds are preferred by most peo-

ple, but the bed I like best is made

of boards raided a foot from the

ground, with a thick covering of pine

or balsam boughs. Naiils in the tent

poles will hold the heavier articles of

dress. Smaller articles can be hung

OA-er a rope put between the two

>:yles. Pincushions, small looking-

glass, and bag for strings can also

> hung on the poles

Each person should have a small bag

for her own exclusive possessions, and

these should be as few as possible.

Nowhere will superfluous articles or

the failure to look after the ones at

hand, bring greater discomfort than in

a camp. Don't forget plenty of toilet

scap, for in no place will dirt make
your acquaintance more quickly than

here. You have the satisfaction, how-

ever, of knowing that it is clean,

healthy dirt, not the microbe-laden

mixture of cities. Don't hamper your-

self with one scrap of fancy work, or

e^en that bit of sewing to "just fin-

ish." Embroider the silk flowers next

winter, if you miU3t, and can find

nothing better to do, but now, in this

perfect time, and chance to rest, just

St and look at the flowers and leaves

about you.

A colored flannel night dress, or

lined dressing gown, should be worn

at night. A short jacket to put on

nights and mornings, and a thick, long

coat or cloth ulster to wear in colder

or rainy weather are indispensable. All

clothing taken should be new and

strong, or in a week you will look like

a tramp, or a rag-bag, and have to

spend lall your spare moments in mend-
ing. Sometimes one has a garment

—

otherwise good—'discarded because it

is out of fashion. These can be used

to advantage. An old hat, afterwards

to be left behind, should be taken to

wear during the day time. As your

boots must be strong and stout, a pair

of slippers will be a great comfort to

put on when you lie in the hammock
or sit around the camp flre. Don't

take light-colored clothes, but brighten

up your black and dark dresses with

s'.nie of those trifles of ribbons and
lace that every woman hoards, but

that are not fresh enough to be worn
=1^ home. Here they can do their duty

Chen be thrown away.
izily dream and think, instead of

U'king much reading. If you have, as

every woman should have, a pet hobby
of science or art, take text books or

material to enable you to classify or

collect any new or interesting speci-

men, but don't make a labor of even

this.

In conversation with women who
have camped, I find that there are

three bugbears to be overcome. The
sleeping out is not liked. This is really

where most of the benefit comes in,

and if they knew what a tonic it is

for nervousness or mental depression,

they would spend as long a time as pos-

sible sleeping outside dust-laden and
dusty walls and fittings. Then, the

thunder storms, but one is really safer

from the electric fiuid in a tent than
in a house. Third, the little number-
less things that crawl, and jump, and
hop. Every woman has her pet aver-

sions among these, which can be over-

come by a determination not to mind
them, or by making a study of them.

Canada, here opening out into a cas-

cade, there bounded by a linked chain

of mountains, its dark waters flecked

with foam-bells, and carrying shoals

of dark saw-logs down to the Ottawa,

t went.

Passing Chelsea, Kirk's Ferry and

Wakefield, and all the lovely spots,

Kazalazina plain was selected as my
destination. Here the Gatineau is two
miles away; and the plain, twenty miles

in ' circumiference, bounded by moun-
tains on all sides, is at first sight a

desolate place to live in, as so many
fires have swept over it that great

tracts of country are left with nothing

but straight and blackened trunks of

trees.

But all kinds of heathery plants

have carpeted the ground, and there

is something about the place that one

learns to like. Six hundred feet above

the city of Ottawa, with the blue

Laurentians all around, the air is pure

Rapids Below Shawenegan Falls, Que.

It is quite possible for two or three

women to camp alone without a male

companion, and perfectly safe. A dog,

a revolver, whioh every woman should

know how to use, and camp within

call of a house, is enough protection.

Without any of these I had a de-

lightful change, fifty miles above Ot-

tawa, 'UP the Gratineau River, among
the Laurentian Mountains. Having

tried camping with a large party,

camping near the city, and camping

where the meals were obtained at a

boarding-house, I prefer this way. Up
the Gatineau, the most winding, twist-

ing, turning, and beautiful river in

country air and mountain air com-

bined.

My tent, among small second-

growth pines and poplars, was on a

hill covered with wintergreen, blue-

berry, and ^aJli kinds of aromatic smell-

ing plants. A half a mile away Kazal-

azina Creek furnished the best of bath-

ing and trout fishing. The lakes and

brooks all up the Gatineau give the

best of sport for fishermen, and are

eaeily accessible.

Things new and strange met our

eyes and ears. The whip-poor-will,

regularly at eight o'clock, on the shores

of a little lake near by, would give
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his plaintive cry; two loons slept near

U3 for two nights, and kept us won-

dering what the unaccustomed noise

was; a little chipmunk would whisk in

and out of hLs hole near the camp
fire, to suddenly appear watching us

from <& stump close at hand.

I was asked many times if I was not

lonely. Is it lonely to sit beside the

dying camp fire and listen to the

breeze that suddenly catches and rus-

tles the quivering leaves, and then dies

away in a sob and sigh among the

pine tops? Is it lonely to hear,

through the great silence, the far-off

tinkle of a cow-bell mingled with the

near-by chirp and chipper of cricket

and grasshopper? Is it lonely to know
that bear and deer sometimes come
to the lake to drink? Is it lonely to

stand and look all around, with shad-

ows everywhere, and no lights except

that above?
Oh, no, these things are gods, and

bring not fear, but peace. With the

wee ones, a fearlestsness of what is

below and a faith for what is above, 1

slept sweetly and soundly.

A Call to the Northland.

By Colin McKay.
Ye have riddled it round with rails.

Ye have beaded your land with towns.
And the White Man's Lodge or factory

frowns
Oer the last of the Red Man's trails.

Ye have felled your forests far and near,
Ye have plougued and planted the earth;

The moose and the deer, the wolf and the
bear

Flee from the smoke of the White Man's
hearth.

Ye have bridled and bitted the flow,
Ye have burtheued the lakes with toil.

Till the fish have died in want and woe.
Where the weary waters meekly moll.

Ye have worked the wind and the white
sunbeam,

Hollowed the mountain and raised the
vale.

And down in your foolish hearts ye deem
Ye follow the trail of the Holy Gnill.

Ye follow, ye follow a foolish quest,

In toil and trouble, sorrow and strife;

And the fruit thereof is wild, wild unrest
And weariness unto death of life.

But get you out of yourself, O Man,
Away from your work, far, far from its

sight.
Come, ponder the grim Creator's plan.

Where His wondrous works flash bacU
the light.

Come, brother, over the border line.

Come to the saorod Northland woods,
Where the maple slugs to the soughing

pine
And the beaver toils in the solitudes.

Where the bull-moose crashes through the
brake.

Where the red deer flees from the grey
wolf-pack.

Where the wild fowl scream along th»

lake.
And the brown bear prowls round the

hunter's shack.

Where the Canuck's welcome, full and
frank.

Goes out to the men of rifle and rod.

Goes out to the easy-going Yank.
Who follows the chase o'er the Northland

sod.

EXPORT OF DEER.
The following regulations respecting

the export of deer, shot for sport by

persons not domiciled in Canada, have

been made and established, viz.:

I>eer when shot for sport under
provinclM or territori'al authority In

Canada, by any person not domiciled

in Canada, may be exported under the

following conditions and limitations:

1. The deer may be exported only at

the custoims ports of Halifax, Tar-

Island No. 349, Upper Ottawa River.

mouth, Macadam Junction, Quebec,

Montreal, Ottawa, Kingston, Niagara

Falls, Fort Er'ie, Windsor, Sault Ste.

Marie, Port Arthur, and such other

ports as shall from time to time by
the Minister of Customs be designated

for the export of deer.

2. The exportation of deer in the car-

case or parts thereof (except as to

cured deer heads and hides of deer)

shall be permitted only during or with-

in fifteen days after the "open season"

'allowed for shooting deer under the

laws of the province or territory where
the deer to be exported has been shot.

3. iNo persion shall in one year ex-

port more than the whole or parts of

Islands Nos. 350 and 351, Upper Ottawa River.

two deer, nor shall exportation of

such deer be made by the same per-

son on more than two occasions dur-

ing one calendar year.

4. Deer in the carcase or any part

thereof which has been killed in con-

travention of any provincial or ter-

ritorial law shall not be exported, nor

shall any deer in the carcase or parts

thereof be exported without the per-

mit of the collector of customs ac-

companying the shipment.

5. A person, not domiciled in Canada,

who has shot deer for sport and not

for gain or hire, under provincial or

territorial authority may make an ex-

port entry in duplicate of deer in the

carcase or parts thereof so shot by
him and allowed to be exported—upon
subscribing and attesting before a

collector of customs . a declaration in

the following form to be annexed to

said export entry, viz.:

(As per form in appendix.)

6. The exporter shall produce his li-

cense or permit for shooting deer un-

der provincial or territorial authority

to the collector of customs before the

exportation of the deer, and the collec-

tor shall endorse thereon a description

of the quantity and parts entered for

exportation.

The collector of customs at any cus-

toms port of entry designated for the

export of deer, upon recedving the said

export entries duly completed, may
thereupon under the seal of the cus-

toim house, issue his permit for the

exportation of the deer, if satisfied as

to the identity of the sportsman and
that the exportation is not prohibited.

APPENDIX
Fonm of declaration to be made in

connection with the export of deer,

shot for sport by persons not do-

miciled in Canada.

I, of

do solemnly and truly declare that the

deer in the carcase or parts thereof

described in the annexed export entry

have been shot by me at

in Canada, for sport and not for gain

or hire, under authority of the license

or permit issued under provincial or

territorial authority herewith exhib-

ited; that I am not domiciled in Can-

ada; that I have not exported directly

or indirectly within this calendar year

deer in the carcase or parts thereof,

shot by me in Canada during the

present season, except as follows, viz.:

(1.)*

that the dear described in the annexed

export entry, together with the deer

heretofore exported by me within the

present calendar year are not parts of

more than two deer; and I verily be-

lieve that the exportation of the deer

described in the annexed entry is not

prohibited.

(Signature of exporter.)

Declared before me at

this day of

Collector of Customs.

(1)* Parts exported and place of ex-
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AT THE KENNELS
Conducted by D. Taylor.

l<^imffTfrfF;;;C!fi2

THE TORONTO SHOW.
ArAHE annual bench show in connec-

I
tion with Toronto's Industrial Ex-

*- hibition was held on the Fair

Grounds, September 4, 5, 6 and 7>

;ui(l was from start to finish a howling

Hiuie^s. The attendance of the general

p ihlie was very gratifying, and the num-
!)('! of entries a record one, all parts of

( uiada being well represented and a

II imher of the most prominent breeders

jiittlie States being also in evidence. To say

the least, it was a remarkably fine show.

Among the more celebrated dogs shown
wre G. M. Carnoohan's champion Go-

Dang and Claude Duval; F. F. Dale's

Woodoote Wonder; Norfolk Kennel's

champion Veracity (exhibition only),

and Norfolk Victarioue, and Coulson «&

Ward's St. Blmo.

The classes were very well filled on

the whole, and among all the entries

there were only two or three absentees.

When the cream or Canada a,nd the

States came together, therefore, it is

needless to say there was keen com-

petition all through. The judging was
conscientious, and very little grumbling

\v as heard over the decisions. Of course

it is not pretended that everybody was

satisfied, still the kickers were few.

In the black cocker spaniels, Mr. L.

Farewell, of Toronto, made a sensa-

tional -win with his dog Willard, shown
for the first time, beating ouit such fine

dogs as Champion Black Duke, Jr.,

IJlaok Knight of Woodstock and

others of equally high grade. He is

considered a perfect specimen of his

kind. He won first In novice, limit,

open and Canadian classes, besides

three specials.

In Irish setters, that grand old dog,

St. Elmo, from the kennels of Messrs.

Coulson & Ward, Montreal, was away
head and ears over anything shown.
Et-.iiides winning first in the open, he,

along with four kennel companions,

won the Seagram cup for the best ken-

nel of Irish setters, four or more, and

the Hiram Walker & Sons' $100 cup

for the best kennel of four or more
podnters, English, Irish or Gordon set-

ters. Messrs. Coulson & Ward had
indeed extraordinary success, winning

first in novice with St. E'lvan, first in

limit with Shaun Rhue III.; first in

open w'ith St. Elmo; first in novice

bkches with Nora, and first in Cana-
dian classes with Chief.

There was a fine show of cocker span-
iels, about sixty of all varieties being
benched, as we said before, Willard
taking premier position.

There were about thirty collies

shown, w:hich were generally of very
superior quality. "Laurel Laddie,"
whose picture appeared in our columns
two months ago, was shown in this

country for the first time and carried
everything before him, taking first in

novice, limit and open, besides medal
for the best coilie dog in the show.
He is the property of Mountaineer OOUie
Kennels (Messrs. McAllister & Hun-
gerford), and deservedly won his proud
position. R. G. Steacy's Don of Maple
Grove, came second, and Mr. Reid,

Logan's Farm, third, with Callendar
Bruce. In bitches, Mr. Steacy took

first in all the classes except puppy.
In the puppy class (dogs) a local ex-

hibitor, Mr. John Cumming, came sec-

ond -with Blooming Heather.
There were about forty bull terriers

benched—one of the best exhibits ever

seen—and all of exceptionally fine

quality. The most successful were: In

open dogs, F. F. Dole, with Wood-
cote Wonder, and J. G. Walters, Otta-

wa, in puppy and limit under 30 pounds.

In bitches Harry Mooney's Ottawa
Belle got first in puppy, first in novice,

first in limit under 30 pounds and first

in Canadian, class. Newmarket Ken-
nels did not meet with their usual suc-

cess.

There was a fair show of Irish ter-

riers, but lin Skyes, Dandie Dinmonts,

Scottish and Bedlingtons the competi-

tion was very limited. Mr. George

Oaverhill, Montreal, in the Skye ter-

rier class, took first and second in both

dogs and bitiches and finst in Dandie

Dinmonts.
Black and tan terriers were a good

show, and the same may be said of

Dachshunds.
One of the finest exhibits, undoubt-

edly, was the fox terriers, smooth and

wire-<haired. There were about 70

benched altogether, and generally

speaking were of a very superior class.

In the smooth-haired class Norfolk

Victorious got first place over Mr. Car-

ncohan's Claude Duval. In wl.re-hairs

Mr. W. P. Fraser's The Diald, which

was first in New York this year as a

puppy, came to the front in novice and

limit classes, Go-Bang being placed

first in the open.

The judges were: Dr. T. Wesley
Mills, Montreal, Great Danes and Dach-
shunds; H. Parker Thomas, Belleville,

Ont., sporting spaniels; James Morti-

mer, Hempstead, Long Island, N.Y.,
all other breed».

* « •

Meefing of the C. K. C.
The a.nnual meeting of the Canadian

Kennel Club wias held in a building on

the Fair Grounds, Toronto, Wednesday,
the 6th inst., under the chairmanship
of Mr. John G. Kent, the popular

president. There was a representative

gathering of fanciers present. The an-

nual report of the secretary-treasurer,

Mr. H. B. Donovan, was read and
adopted. The report showed the club

to be In a prosperous condition finan-

oiaLly, the receipts for the year, in-

cluding a balance of $74.49, having been

$1,054.99, and the expenditure $521.99,

le£;ving a balance of $533. The report

stated that of the money received, no

lt>ss a sum than $545.50 had been, or

would be, returned to the membership
in the shape of regiatriations, cash

specials, medals, etc. The meeting ad-

journed after some informal business

had been transacted.

When the small fee for membership
is considered, and the fact that each

member gets a copy of the Kennel Ga-

zette free, it is surprising that the

membership is not double. Every lover

of a dog should become a member of

th C.K.C. ,

* * •

Notes.

At the Hamilton Show, held on the

Ic.th and 16th inst., Mr. Joseph Reid's

Apple Blossom won special for the

best dog or bitch shown, first open 'and

first winner's class.

We regret that Petrolea bench show

had to be called off for lack of entries.

Rhode Island State Fair Association,

Providenoe, holds a four days' show,

beginning October 10th.

International Field Trials at Chat-

ham, Ont., on November 14. W. B.

Wells, secretary.

At a recent meeting of the American

Kennel Club, the following important

resolution was adopted: Resolved, That

the value of each show (except i>u tne

Pacific Coast) to be held in 1900 shall

be fixed and determined upon the rec-

ords of said shows for the year 1899,

and each succeeding year, based upon

the records of its previous show, in

manner following: The winner of ten

points in a winners' class shall have

earned a championsihip. All shows to

be rated upon the actual number of

dogs entered, not including local

classes: 1,250 entries or over, 5 points;

750 entries and under 1,250, 4 points;

500 entries and under 750, 3 points; 250

entries and under 500, 2 points; under
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250, 1 point. On the Pacific Coast: 500

entries or over, 5 points; 250 entries

and under 500, 3 points; under 250, 1

point. That the foreg'oing be the mini-

mi m rating, and in the event of the

number of dogs entere<i in any show
being in excess of the higher number

for the division in which it is rated,

then said shall be rated on its own
merits. Specialty clubs holding shows

not confined to their own breeds will

bo rated as regular shows. New clubs

holding inaugural shows, having no

previous record, shall be i-uted as one

point as a minlmuim.

That well-known authority, Mr.

Haiden C. Trigg, in his excellent book,

entitled, "The American Foxhound, '

contrasts the English and American
dog as to his adaptability for the

United States in this manner: "We
have owned and seen many imported

dogs, but have yet to see one the su-

perior or equal of our best American
animals. This country requires a dif-

ferent dog from England. There, the

land is nearly all in a high state of

cultivation; the coverts are small and
the atmospheric conditions more favor-

able for holding the scent. The hunt-

ers ride to these small covert sides

where the fox is known to be located

and find him. With us, we must have
dogs of superior nose and better rang-

ing qualities, that will do a great dis-

tance in our immense woodlands in

quest of the game. The large English

hound of the same speed in the open

would be outfooted by our smaller

American dog in the brier fields and
heavy undergrowth of our forests."

That well-known collie stud dog, Ruf-

ford Ossery (Mountaineer Collie Ken-
nels) has just been sold to an Ottawa
kennel for a good figure. As a sire,

Rufford has made a great reputation

for himself, which we have no doubt
will be maintained under his new
owner.

Auchcarnie Kennels recently sold a

very promising puppy out of their im-

ported Scottish terrier bitch Nettie to

a gentleman of this city. We under-

stand the price paid was very satis-

factory.

There is now no question of the s»c-

ctss of the joint stock company, which

it is proposed to form for the purpose

of holding bench shows annually in

Montreal, and for encouraging the rais-

ing of pure-bred stock. All the shares

have been subscribed for, and among
those who have subscribed are some

of the imost prominent fanciers in On-

tario. The shares are of the par value

of five dollars, fully paid up. A call

has been issued to each subscriber for

that amount, and as soon as all sub-

scriptions have been received, incor-

ponation will be sought for and a meet-

ing called to elect officers. The treas-

urer pro tern, is Mr. Jos. A. Laurin,

Imperial Biilding, Montreal, who will

be pleased to hear from any of those

who have not yet taken up their shares.

Quite a large deputation of fanciers

went from Montreal by the C.P.R.

Saturday, the 2nd inst., to take in the

dog show in connection with the To-

ronto Industrial Exhibition. They en-

joyed the trip immensely, and there

was a large gath&ring of "auld freends"

at the Walker House.
* • «

Dog Chat.

"They say a reasonable amount o'

fleas is good for a do^—keeps him
from broodin' over bein' a -dog, meb-
be."—David Harum.

The tattooing of pet dogs has grown
to be quite a fad with New Yorkers,
art it forms a reliable means of iden-
tification in cases of dispute as to

ov. nership. One adept is making quite
a lucrative business of it. Initials in

India ink are much in favor by own-
ers, the letters or monogram being
placed usually on the under side of the
dog's ear, or on the breast, where the
mark cannot be seen except by close
examination.

The trutstees of Clayesimor-e School,
Enfield, England, have formed a ken-
nel in connection with the school, the
building being recently formally open-
ed by the Countess of Warwick. The
keeping of dogs at school is a novel
experiment, but ha» been tried at
Clayesmore for the pf^-st three years
with excellent results Each boy who
keeps a dog is obliged to groom and
exercise his pet, and to keep its ken-
nel in good order, the whole of the
arrangements being in the hands of the
school captains. Various breeds of
dogs have been kept at Clayesmore,
but the committee have found by ex-
perience that "terriers only" is the
best rule. Fox (both smooth and wire-
haired), Irish, Airedaile and Bedling-
ton terriers are kept in numbers, but
bulldogs and others of that kidney are
strictly taboed.

There are many dogs walking about
to-day with artificial legs as cunningly
conitiived as any made for human be-
ings. They are made of many kinds
of material—^vulcanite, silver, wood and
aluminum—and have movable joints,

which make them almost as service-
able as the real legs thfy have re-

placed. Many dogs have artificial

ej'es, so cleverly made that they can
scarcely be distinguished from the real
ones. A fashionable lady in the West
Elnd of London has quite a "surgical
kennel." One of her dogs has a glass
eye, another an excellent set of false
teeth, while a third ambles about on an
aluminum leg. Within a single year
this lady is reported to have paid over
200 guineas to a "vet." for looking after
her pets.

There is a great deal of animal fak-
ing done nowadays, more perhaps than
ever, the dog being a frequent subject
for experiment, in order to enhance
its value. An expert will paint a tan
spot in a desirable place to stand two
or three washings before the imposture
is discovered. When a pup's ears re-

fuse to drop in the approved fasihion

it is only necessary to run a needle

through the skin of the ear and keep
the head in splints, when the neces-
sary droop is secured. If this is look-
ed upon as a cruel operation, a small
piece of ordinary sticking plaster, in
the centre of which is a small piece
of lead, affixed to the inside apex of
the ear for a week or two will effect
the desired result. Moreover, it has
this advantage—it cannot be detected
by a too scrupulous judge. To make
a toy spaniel's eyes protrude and look
bright, he is kept in a dark cellar until
the change is effected. The tails of
puppies aie broken to give them the
desired kimk, and the bulldog's skin
undergoes a course of pulling every
day until it develops the coveted folds
and wrinkles.

Recently a favorite dog belonging to
a man living in fetrada Acvila uied,
and so great was the grief of its mas-
ter that he decided to bury the dog
acoordiing to the rites of the Greek
Church. Accordingiy he had the dead
dog clothed in a splendid dress and
then laid out on an elaborate catafalque
and surrounded with iiowers, candies
and incense burning. He also had a su-
perb coflin constructed, and, finally,

after the dog had lain in state for two
days, actually ordered a heaise and
four. The news got abroad, and thou-
sands of people went to see the Chris-
tian dog. But the authorities interfer-

ed, and bade the man bury it in a rub-
bish heap without unnecessary cere-
mony. Sic transit gloria.

A Handsome Souvenir.

We have been favored, through the
courtesy of Mr. R. S. Waddell, Cin-
cirnati, Ohio, agent of the Hazard
Powder Co., with a handsome sou-
venir designed to make known the
merits of Hazard powder. Although
this may be the case, it will be, from
its artistic excellence, held in high es-

teem by those who are fortunate
enough to poissess one, as it contains
beautiful photogravures, excellently
brought out in the printing, of some
of the best known pointers and setters
in America. The souvenir is appro-
priately dedicated "to those who love
the dog and gun for the pleasure and
recreation they promote." The engrav-
ing on the front cover of this booklet
represents the final scene at a field

trial, and is miade from a large paint-
ing by the late J. M. Tracy, Esq. The
pei-.9pective is admirably shown by the
judicious tint employed in the piint-

ing, while every figure is clear and
distinct. In the booklet proper such
famous dogs are shown as Young Rip
Rap, Champion Rodfleld, Plain Sam,
I.ady Webster, Hal Pointer, Minnie T.,

Sam T., Young Jingo, Champion Jingo,
etc. The whole production refiects the
utmost credit on the designer, en-

graver and printer, and as a work of

art is well worthy of preservation.

Proprietors of fishing and liunting

resorts will find it profitable to advertise

in Rod and Gun.

Rod and Gun is the only exponent of

the fish and game resources of Canada.

We are trying to make it worthy the

support of every true lover of sport, and

solicit the co-operation of all.
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THE GUN.
Conducted by ** Bob White."

The AllsRound Shotgun.

THE man who has a gun that suits

him in every particular is to be

congratulated, if his idea of perfec-

tion has not cost him years of study

aiul experimenting, many disappoint-

iiuiitH and much money. But is there such

;i 1 1 ling as a satisfactory all round shot-

;;;iii. Leaving pigeon shooting out of

'' (luestions, there is. As that is a

net branch of sport, we shall not

li on it, for it requires a special

little suited for the uses of the

lary sportsman. The only diffi-

> the man with the all-round gun

is likely to encounter is in goose shoot-

ing; but if he shootss over decoys— the

only satisfactory or really successful

way—this obstacle is not a serious orit-

.

But let us see who it is that requires

an all-round gun. The man who lives

near the coast, and whose shooting ie

Hiostly confined to wild fowl, does not.

Nor noes the trap &hooter, who goes

afield but seldom. It is the majority

of shooters; men who do not make a

specialty of any parcicular branch of

the sport. And particularly the younger

sportsman, for, as a man advances in

yeans, he is apt to become somewha.t

set in his habits of sport, as well as

in business habits, so he does not care

to hunt more than one or two varie-

ties of g'ame. Of course, he cares

nothing for a gun other than the one

best adapted to his shooting.

The man who keeps in practice

through the summer by shooting with

the locail gun club, and who may take

a day for woodcock or snipe, or later in

the season try the early ducks or prai-

rie chiokeinis, and still later hunt the

full-grown, strong-flying grouse, and

ducks coming from the north with an

[aimor plate of thick, downy feathers—

I he is the sportsman with whom there

lis always a crying demand for such a

gun. And too often he thinks he has

[it in rather a heavy arm with barrels

'full choked. Fortunate is the sports-

Inian who can afford two sets of bar-

jrels; but he is not in this argu-

jn;ent at all—we rule him out. Nor

[does it appear how the repeater can
• come in. Frequent attempts are made
to devise some arrangement or mode

I of loading whereby a full choke gun
'will be miade to scatter, so that it may
I be used for brush shooting and other

short range work. Sometim^es thesft

means give very good results, but are
not altogether satisfactory.

In the selection of a gun it is set-
tled that it shall be a 12-gauge. The
weight is a very important factor and
should be well considereid. The writer
cairrled an 8-pound gun foa several
seasons, thinking it was aa light as any
man needed. For duck shooting it

was . good enough, but for field

and brush shooting it was never
quite satisfactory, and after a
half-day's tramp it did not fit just

right, and the balance was wrong.
It never occurred to me that the gun
was too heavy until a fortunate acci-

dent gave me a few hours' ©hooting
with a gun weighing exactly iseven

pounds. It was a revelation, and con-
vincing as nothing else would have
been. For an all-round gun, however,
7 pounds Is too light; 7 1-4 pounds is a
safer minimum wedght, and from that
to 8 pounds should be the range, but
it should not go above 8 pounds. Heavy
charges will be used for duck shooting

when weight Ih desirable, but the gun
will be carried for hours without firing

a shot, when weight is not desirable.

And very often, when one's arm and
shoulders are tired, he will be called

on to make a snap shot. There aie

many things to be taken into considera-

tion, so if one is not unusually strong

or cannot borrow a gun for a few

tramps to get an idea of the weight
best adapted to his strength, let him
limit the weight to 7 3-4 pounds. The
length of barrels should be 30 inches,

the trigger pull 3 jyounds.

The length of stock depends, of

course, on the length of anm of the

shooter; but the drop of the stvjk has

been discussed more and understood

less than all other parts combined. It

is a question full of interest, and one

which many shooters of jears of ex-

perience are still unsettled on. Others

pay no attention to it, going on year
after year, complacently shooting with

the same old drop, but trying every

new powder, wad, and shell, m the

vain effort to improve their scores.

Some time such a epartsman may
stumble upon the truth by trying a

strange gun, and learn that for years

he had been shooting agaiinst a handi-

cap. The tendency has been toward

straighter stocks, some, undoubtedly.

going to an extreme in that di.ectlon.

Many pigeon shooters use stocks hav-
ing a drop of but two inches at the

butt, though for game shootin^r the

siime men may use stocks with a
greater bend. Ihe best test lor the

stock, when a try-gun cannot be had
is In shooting the gun at a large tar-

get having a small bullseye. Shooting
quickly, and paying no more attention

to the gun than if you were firing at a

bird, ought to de.TioHstrate, in a ftw
shots, wihether you are shooting above
or below the point where you think the

centre of the charge should be.

It is often thought by the inexper-

ienced that a gun should be aimed as

a rifle, the £ight being aligned across

the breech. This is a mistake, however,
for tihe good shot pays no attention

to the breech of the gun; and here lies

the fundamental principle on which the

correct bend of a stock depends. If the
stock is right, the shooter need only
point the muzzle right, and the shot
are bound to go where the muzzle is

pointed, provided the gun is accurate.
Without knowing that a straighter
stock can be used to advantage, it

might be well to limit the drop to two
and one-half inches at the butt, and
one and one-half inches at the cone,
and for the maximum not to go above
3x2 inches.

One barrel of a gun may shoot per-
fectly true to the point of aim, but it

does not follow that the other will. A
new gun should be tested thoroughly
for accuracy. This may sound a little

strange, and it is not going beyond
reason to say that noit one man in

twenty makes such a test. Forty yards
for a full-choke barrel, and twenty-
five for a modified choke, is a good dis-

tance to shoot in testing, and the gun
should be fired from a rest, standing
position, the arms and body supported,
but the gun itself should not touch the

artificial support. It is very unusual
to find guns that will centre each bar-

rel alike, and this even among guns of

higher grade. Theoretically, either

barrel should throw the centre of its

charge very close to the point of aim,

and practically it should within a few
irches, but when a barrel shoots out
of centre a foot—as many will—the gun
should be rejected. Many guns now in

use could not successfully pass this

simple test. It is better to have a gun
throw its charge a foot above the cen-

tre than six inches below.

The pistol grip is of no use, nor does

it impress anyone as being a thing of

beauty. Some of the highest grade
pigeon guns—'the very acme of perfec-

tion in gun building—are made with

straight grip. Personally I do not ap
prove of a pistol grip, and think the

straight grip adds much to the clean,
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symmetrical appearance of a gun.

The all-round g-un cannot have both
barrels full choke, but one of them
should be bored to give an even and
very close pattern with coarse shot

—

No. 5, at least—for then it will shoot

finer equally as well, but all guns will

not shoot coarse shot evenly, though
they miay give wonderful patterns with
fine. The open barrel should make a
pattern at Iwenty-flve yards equal to

the pattern made by the full-choke bar-

rel at forty yards. Such instructions

sent to a manufacturer puts him in a
corner, so to speak; but if you order

a cylinder barrel, or modified choke,

he has you in a corner, for his leeway
in too great.

A study of the lock mechanisms, ex-

ternsion ribs, fastenings and safety

blocks, is interesting and instructive,

besides being a subject that all young
shooters should inform themeelves on.

But it cannot be taken up in this paper;
nor can the subject of loading cart-

ridges and testing guns for pattern.

In summarizing, then, we find that

the all-round gun should be a hammer-
Ifss, 1 bore, 30-inch barrels, weight
from 7 1-4 to 8 pounds, drop of stock,

2 1-2x1 1-2 inches to 3x2 inches; one bar-

rel full choke, bored for coarse shot,

the other slightly choked. A^s for

quality of barrels and finish, why not
make the advice given by Polonlus ap-

ply to guns? "Costly thy habit as thy

puree can buy, but not expressed in

fsncy; rich, not gaudJ^"— Jack Pine, in

Shooting and Fishing.

Stray Shots.

The glorious twelfth of August open-

ed on the moors of England and Scot-

land with fine weather, though some-
what warm, and fine, healthy birds.

Fairly good bags were reported gener-

ally.

A very suoces'sful shooting tourna-

ment was held August 10th and 11th at

Leamington.
High average prizes for the first day

were won by A. Reid, Walkerville, 1st,

with 74 out of 85, and W. A. Smith,
Kingsville, second, with 71. A. Reid
won the handsome silver cup donated
by Mr. Jas. Greenhill, lieamington, for

high average both days with a score of

175 out of 210. Second high average
and 50 per cent, of high average fund
was won by W. A. Smith, with 170;

third and 30 per cent., F. H. Conover,

161; fourth and 20 per cent., — Clark,

Walkerville, 158. F. H. Conover and
J. Conover won the t^vo-man team
race, and A. Reid, T. Reid, Clark,

Westcott and Holmes won the five-man

team race. Straight scores were made
by W. A. Smith in event No. 1 first

day and event No. 2 second day, and

by F. H. Conover in event No. 3 second

day.
* « «

The Walkerville Gun Club held their

second annual tournament on T..^bor

Day, when an attractive programme
was shot off. The struggle of the day
wa3 for possession of a handsome tank-

ard presented by Messrs. Hiram
Walker & Sons for high average. This

was won by Mr. Andrew Reid (Walk-
erville), with 98 out of 120. The trophy

must be won twice in five years, to be-

come the property of any shooter. The
other high average winners were i*".

Conover (Leamington), 96; Dr. .Tenner

(Essex), 94, and B. G. Westcott (Lea-

mington), Geo. W. Muller (Detroit),

and W. A. Smith (Kingsville), 91.

The prospects for quail shooting in

Southwestern Ontario were never

brighter, and good sport is anticipated

when the season opens.
« * «

The Field (London, Eng.) has been
making some experiments with a new
patent cork wad lately put upon the

English market. The result, as com-
pared with the ordinary felt wad, is

that, while the pattern with the cork
wad is improved, there is a consider-

able falling off in velocity. In fact, 42

grs. porwder (E. C. Schultze, S.S.,

Amberite or Kynochs) gave no better

results with the cork wadding than 34

gns. with the felt.

* * »

On the second day of the Leaming-
ton tournament, Mr. F. H. Conover
demonstriated the good qualities of

DuPont smokeless by breaking 106 out

of 120 targets.
a * »

Brant County Rod and Gun Club had
a shoot at Brantford, Ont., Sept. 4 and
5. The shooting was over a magan
tnap. Messrs. Bang, Drayton; Quinn,

Guelph; Horning, Waterford; Van-
atter, Summerhayes, Cutliffe, Scott,

Montgomery, Westbi-ook, Brantford;

Jarvis, Price, Marlatt, Simcoe; Kirk-

over, Fredonia, N.Y.; E. C. Burkhardt,
Bennett, Buffalo, N.Y.; Robins, Reid,

Dunnville, and J. S. Fanning, Bata-

via, N.Y., were participants. Mr. Fan-
ning, who shot for targets to de.nion-

strate the shooting qualities of Gold

L>ust smokeless, won high average.

John Parker's tournament at Detroit,

Mich., Sept. 19, 20, 21 and 22 is of an

international character. On the first

day the Peters Cartridge Co.'s inter

national target trophy will be competed
for; on the second day the international

tv.o-man team trophy, and on the third

day the international individual expert

trophy. Each contest will be at 25

targets. On the last day the Gilman
& Barns' international live bird cham-
pionship trophy will be competed for.

Mr. Edward Banks, of the E. C. ancl

Schultze Powder Co., thinks that the

Rose system of dividing purses a«

equitable as any system we can Kot.

It certainly is far superior to the class

system, and could hardly be wonse.
At a recent shoot I noticed that in a
15-bird event 14 got $7 and 13 $1.75; in

the next event 13 got more than 14. In

a 20-bird event 18 got considerably Jess

than 16. I firmly believe that the class

system does more to kill amateur trap

shooting than any other feature.
* * *

Last month a competition organized
by the Scottish National Gun Club was
held at the grounds of the Scottish

Shooting School, at Stobhill, Spring-

burn. It was open to teams of seven
from England, Ireland, Scotland and
V.'ales, but only England and Scotland
\\ ere represented. The conditions were:
13 birds each shooter at ground traps

and 12 birds at the tower, 70 feet in

height, and the prize was a sterling

silver cup. The scores were: Scotland,
R. Campbell (Bo'ness), 24; D. Murchie
(Glasgow), 22; T. Murdock (Glasgow),

21; J. B. Walker (Glasgow), 20; B
Dobie (Glasgow), 18; J. Bell, Jr. (Glas-

gow), 18; A. E. Clapperton (Glasgow),
13. Total, 136. England: W. Ellicotl

(London), 23; R. Bolton (Glasgow), 23;

S. H. Forreist (Glasgow), 22; F. W.
Moore (London), 19; J. E. Greensill

(Birmingham), 15; H. J. Whitfield

(Birmingham), R. Bermingham (Bir-

n'jngham), 9. Total, 125. Majority for

Scotland, 11 kills.

W. R. Crosby, Batavia, N.Y., defeat-

ed J. A. R. Elliott, Kansas City, in a

contest for the E. C. cup and the tar-

get championship of America, August
23rd at Atlantic City, N.J., with a :

score of 139 to 128 out of 100 singles and
j

25 pairs.
j

* * *

On August 24 at Atlantic City, N.J.
J. A. R. Elliott defeated C. A. Young,
Stringfield, Ohio, in a conte«t for the

cast iron medal emblematic of the iive

bird championship of America, with a

score of 95 to 93 out of 100.

A Large Nepigon Trout.

The largest speckled trout on record

at Port Arthur was caught in the Nepi-

gon River on June 20 by a Mrs. Tay-
leur, of Drayton, England. It weighed
9 pounds, and was 27 inches in ler

by 15 1-2 in g-irth. The fish was w<
ed and the skin dressed and sent

England as a remarkable specimen
ita kind.

Next month Rod and Gun will

nounce a great premium list to th

willing to assist in extending its cir-

cuJation. Watch for it.
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YOU WILL FIND IT TO YOUR INTEREST
TO MAKE INQUIRIES ABOUT THE

QUEBEC & LAKE SL JOHN

RAILWAY

TADOUSAC
CACOUNA

The NEW ROUTE to the FAR-FAMED SAGUENAY
And the Only Rail Line to the Delightful Summer
Resorts and Fishing Grounds north of Quebec,
and to Lake St. John and Chicoutlmi. through the

CANADIAN ADIRONDACKS.

Trains connect at Chicoutlmi

with Saguenay Steamers or

MURRAY BAY
AND QUEBEC

A round trip unequalled in America, through matchless
Foresit, Mountain, River and Lake Scenery, down the
majestic Saguenay by day-light and back to the Fortress
City, TOUCHING AT ALL THE BEAUTIFUL SEA-SIDE RE-
SORTS on the Lower St. Lawrence, with their chain of
Commodious Hotels.

Hotel Roberval, Lake St. John, has first-class accommoda-
tion for 300 guests, and is run in connection with the
Island House at Grand Discharge, of Lake St. John, the
centre of the Ouananiche Fishing Grounds,

PARLOR AND SLEEPING CARS
MAGNIFICENT SCENERY BEAUTIFUL CLIMATE

Apply to the Ticket Agents of all Principal Cities,

A beautifully illustrated Guide Book free on application.

ALEX. HARDY, J. G. SCOTT,
Gen. Pass. Agent, Quebec. Secy. & Manager.

It's a Duty
You owe to your dog to keep him
clean and healthy. The best pre-

paration known to science is the

Persiatic Dog Wash.

It's a Pleasure
To every person to see a clean,

well-gr(X)med horse. It is impossible

for nits or vermin to live when
you use

Persiatic Horse Wash.

THE P1CKHARDT= RENFREW CO.
LIMITrO.

STOUFFVILLE, ONT.

FORYACHTS.STEAWSHIPS.BOATS
r ANDCANOESi

Mc(A5KILLD0UGALL&(?.^
Standard Boat&SparVarnishes.

MONTREAL.

MOOSE
CARIBOU
DEER

BIG HORN
BEAR
DUCK
PARTRIDGE
QUAIL

GEESE

TROUT
BLACK BASS

SALMON

SPORT 1 1 ^
There is more Sport to the Square

Mile in Canada along the line of the

Canadian Pacific

Railway

than in any other part of the North

American Continent t^t^i^i^t^t^i^

Send for copy of our Game Map, oar Fishing; and Shooting: and other

sporting publications, to General Passeng:er Department, Montreal, P. Q.

Pkase m.ntion Ro» and Gun when replying to this adv«rtise»er«



iFines! Canoe Trip

In the World I^H
kaming and Temaganiing should write to P. A.
COItBOLD, Haileybarv, Ont. (successor to

C. C. Farr&Cobbold.)

Itlomauk

Cameras

Are Standard Instru-
ments in point of
Technical Accuracy
and Artistic Bxecu-
tion. Renowned for

Quality. Write for
Catalogue.

W. STARK, Agent, ACTON, OnT.

...^s^AYco;, THE HUDSON'S BAY
^ "^ ^ COMPANY

'^^^^^s^t^^^^''^

HAS HAD OVER 229 YEARS
EXPERIENCE IN PROVIDING
FOR HUNTERS

EVERYTHING NECESSARY CAN BE SUPPLIED AND ALSO CIRCULAR
LETTERS OF CREDIT ISSUED ON ALL THE COMPANY'S INLAND
POSTS. ••••«««««•« FURTHER PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION TO

HUDSON^S BAY COMPANY, WINNIPEG.

Lake Erie & Detroit River Ry.
Runs through the unequalled

QUAIL DISTRICTS
OF ESSEX, KENT
AND LAMBTON.

c^ elg e^S e^e^c^c^^c^^c^e^

And is the only Line reaching . .

.

ROND EAU
FAMED THROUGHOUT THE PROVINCE FOR ITS

FISHING AND DUCK SHOOTING.

THE "IDEAL"
DoubIcs»Bafrelied, Central Fire, Hammer*
less Gun. Patented in all countries. The
greatest success of Modern Gunnery.

THE MOST PERFECT, THE FINEST AND BEST GUN IN THE WORLD

THE ^^BUFFAIO"

The Simplest, the Finest and Best Rifle
in the world ; made in different calibres.

The "Buffalo=Eureka"

Same principle as the ** Buffalo*' but with
Double Barrels, one for shot cartridges, ca*
fibre 38, and the other for ball cartridges,

calibre 22.

DELORME BROS. isSrsi MONTREAL, P.Q.

PRINTED AT THE HERALD JOB DEPARTMENT, MONTREAL, P.Q.
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SUCCESSFUL SHOOTERS SHOOT

WINCHESTER
Rifles, Repeating Shotgfuns, Ammunition and

lx>2idcd Shotgfun Shells. "Winchester gfons and

ammunition are the standard of the world, but

the^r do not cost any more than poorer makes*

All tellable dealers sell Winchester goods.

FREE: Send name on a postal for 156 page Illus-

trated Catalogue describing all the guns and ammunition
made by the

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

HAMILTON POWDER CO.
HAS MANUFACTURED

SPORTING GUN POWDER
Since 1865. as a result you have

'•CARIBOU" made from best materials, perfectly

put together. " DUCKING " hard pressed.

slow burning, keeps well under all conditions.
'- SNAP SHOT " high velocity, moist residium

Cheap. The powder for every day use.

ENGLISHMEN SAY
Powder c.in be bought in Canada as good as ever
put in a gun. It has a positive advantage over
home make, the dirt is soft.—J. J, W. in London
Field.

AMERICANS SAY
The finer Engiish or American Powder and Cana-
dian " Caribou," I am quite familiar with. They
give so little recoil that one may shoot all day
without bruised shoulder or headache — Forest

and Stream.

CANADIANS ABROAD SAY
Can you send over some Trap? I don't mean to

flatter but it is ahead of anything we get here. —
A. W. W., Batavia, N. Y.

Kodaks and Accessories

MARINE GLASSES

and TELESCOPES

GOGGLES and OTHER EYEGLASSES, Etc.

HEARN & HARRISON, opticians,

1640 NOTRE DAME STREET, - - - MONTREAL.

GURD'S

Motto-"THE BEST."

GINGER ALE
SODA WATER
APPLE NECTAR

ETC., ETC.

To be obtained from all flrst-class grocers.
Please see that the label is on the bottle.

CHARLES GURD & CO., - - MONTREAL.

CAMPING SEASON
You will find the celebrated

^^ JO oz. Steel Fishing Rod and
Camping Kits in Aluminum

AT L. J. A, SURVEYER'S,
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LABATT'S

ALE 1 PORTER
IS THE BEST IN
THE MARKET.

In point of cuisine and equipment, THE
ROSSIN is the most complete, the most
luxurious of modern Ontario hotels. The
rooms, single or en suite, are the most airy

and comfortable in the Dominion. The
Union Depot and Wharves but two minss

«tes' walk.
A. & A. NELSON,

Toronto, Ont. Proprietors.

The Balmoral Hotel BRITISH AMERICAN HOTEL
MONTREAL

Offers special inducements to Tourists and
Strangers visiting the city. Rooms large, airy
and comfortable. Fitted with all modern con-
veniences. Very central, being within easy dis-
tance of railway depots, steamer landings, &c.

A. ARCH. WELSH, Prop.

WINDSOR, ONT.

LEADING HOTEL IN THE CITY.

SPECIAL RATES FOR TOURISTS

T. W. MCKEE, PnoPRIETOR.
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SPORTSMEN'S EXPOSITION AT
ST. LOUIS, MO.

The first sportsman show of the West
occurred in St. Louis, September 11th to

Oct. 14th, and for a commencement it

merits the success it met with. L^nlike

similar shows in Boston and New York,

it was held as a feature of the annual

St. Louis Exposition of Manufactures,

and like the late lamented Barnum's
phows, "one price admitted to all," hence

its drawing power as a money maker
from its backers' standpoint is not readily

determined. From the view of the

sportsman and ordinary citizen there

was much of interest. In the game park

there was a fine buffalo bull in evidence
;

near him a number of Virginia deer, a

family of elk and a noble headed speci-

j
men the bull was ; there were coyotes,

j

bears, foxes, raccoons, etc., a youngster

I

of the raccoon family being much ad-

j

mired. The Province of Quebec was
! well represented by many fine specimens,

singly and in groups. British Columbia
and Manitoba had also a number of

stuffed birds. The exhibits of these

three provinces were in charge of Mr.
L. 0. Armstrong.

The Canadian Pacific Railway exhibit

occupied a prominent position, showing

j

on a lai^e canvas, 50x90 feet, the Great

Glacier of the Selkirks, which formed

the background of the show. Many
handsome glass transparencies were
shown of scenes reached by its lines

;

tastefully arranged birch bark canoes,

game specimens, etc. The Indian feat-

ures of the entertainment consisted of
" Winnebagos " from Northern Wiscon-
sin, who occupied a camp arranged so as

to fit in with the mountain scene, and
who gave representations of Indian

dances and customs. Several tanks of

live fish furnished by Tony Faust and by
the Missouri State Fish Commission illus-

trated the resoura*s of Missouri and
Illinois waters. Rifle and pistol tourna-

ments were, of course, a prominent feat-

ure. In the large tank in the centre,

swimming races divided the interest with

water polo and other aquatic sports, the

Toronto team of water polo players

matching Chicago and others.

The trade portion of the show was

looked after by the Page Wire Fence Co.,

Truscott Boat Manufacturing Co., of St.

Joseph, Mich., with an exhibit of marine

motors and pleasure boats, and the vari-

ous powder companies. Hazard, DuPont,

E. C. Austin, etc. The Simmons Hard-

ware Co., of St. Louis, which, by the

way, is said to be the lai^est hardware

house in the United States, acting as the

general agent for the south-west of the

various Arms Companies, had a lai^eand

varied exhibit of rifles, shotguns and

revolvers, et al, all the principal makers

being represented and some of them by

very handsome machines. One was in-

clined to tarry long at this part of the

show, for there was much of interest. I

was surprised not to see in their collec-

tion the Mauser pistol, which, although

it looks to me like a bad cross between a

toy pistol and a shotgun, is, nevertheless,

a remarkable weapon. The sportsmen's

show manager, Mr. Frank Gaiennie. feels

pleased with his first attempt and will

probably do it again. Canada should

also be pleased that she has an institution

and provinces which look after her in-

terests in this respect so well.

REMARKABLE REVOLVER SCORE.
On Sept. 20, Dr. Ashley A. Webber, of

New York, fired 100 shots at 50 yards on
the U. S. Army Elliptical target and made
90 clear bull's-eyes, besides three so close

to be practically in the bull's-eye. He
used a Smith & Wesson 38 calibc^r mili-

tary revolver and Union Metallic cart-

ridges loaded with eight grains of Laflin

& Rand sporting rifle smokeless powder.
Two weeks before this he placed 49 out
of 50 shots in the bull's-eye at 50 yards in

a similar target, using six grains smoke-
less powder, same revolver. A notice-

able feature is the use of smokeless
powder. Dr. Webber states he has fired

this revolver 5,000 times without cleaning

it and apparently without loss of accuracy.

We direct the particular attention of all

our readers, but especially of Canadians,

t<j an article on another page entitled

"Why don't you go." The writer of it

is a well known contributor to magazines
and a man after our own heart. He speaks

of Canada for an outing place as it is.

Those who have travelled, if only a little,

among our myriad mountains, lakes,

streams and forests, and caught the true

longing for the wilderness, will echo his

wish to live a thousand years that they

may know it all.

In 1900 there will be at least two, prob-

ably three or more, sportsmen's shows.

Boston will open February 22nd, and, if

1898 was a criterion, will have many in-

teresting features. New York commences
March 1st, and will not be behind last

March. St. Louis has not indicated its

intentions. Chicago we expect to hear

from.
<8> «>

Four canoeists from Montreal recently

made the voyage to New York by water.

They report it a very pleasant mid-sum-

mer trip. But why go South ? Quebec
province offers an infinite variety of the

finest canoe routes of the world, and

Northern Ontario is equally good.
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The inconoclast will not rest ! That

hoary-headed old saying " A bird in the

hand is worth two in the bush " is now

made equally applicable reversed, as

applied to shooting, by an exchange

which says : "A bird in the bush is

" worth two in the hand, for it affords

" not only the food, but the opportunity,

" the reason and the excuse forshoulder-

" ing one's gun and going out to secure

" it. And even then, by eluding pursuit,

" it may give the same opportunity

"another time." All of which goes to

show there is still hoix' that some one

will turn inside out and tie on the reverse

side our old friend of the rolling stone

gathering moss, which has been chucked

around so promiscuously, and prove that

it mav mean " bears."
<^ <S> <^

Last season the county clerks in Mich-

igan issued 11,000 deer hunters' licenses.

This year it is expected at least 12,000

will be issued for the season Nov. 8th to

30th inclusive. Each licensee is permitted

to kill five deer. The State benefits to

the extent of 75 cents for each resident's

license, and $25 for each non-resident.

Assuming there are only 500 non-resi-

dents' licenses issued, Michigan's game

protection system receives over $20,000

annually from both sources.

In this case early comers did not avoid

the rush. On September SOth there were

more sportsmen at Kippewa awaiting the

ripening of the moose, October 1st, than

were there all last season. From every

direction in Canada we hear of lai^ely

increased numbers of hunters. All the

guides are finding employment, and

Canada is reaping the benefit from the

influx of United States sportsmen.

Sportsmen should discourage all at-

tempts to oi^anize side hunts for game or

count. The latter smacks of wholesale

methods, and the former can scarcely be

divorced from the idea that it means

after all the killing of more game than

should be bagged.
•

The Fur Trade Review says seiJ bales

of deer skins were received at the port

of New York during the month ending

July 22. Seventy-nine bales, the largest

single importation, came from Trinidad

Island. The same paper, in a re-

port giving the exports from Shang-
hair, China, during the months of

I4;arch, April, and May, mentions the

following exports: To London, 10,320

pheasant skins, 790 hare skins, 1,958

otter skins, 78,532 weasel skins, 622 fox

skins, 4,495 raccoon skins, 226 squlrrei

tails; to New York, 50,000 weasel skins,

546 bird skins; to Hamburg, 5,500 pairs

bird wings; to Marseilles, 2,678 pheas-

ant skins.

THE eyes of the world are directed

to the Dominion of Canada as

the great hunting domain of

the North American Continent.

Her vast forests, stretching away from

the head waters of the Ottawa and
its fine lake region, to the banks

of the Athabasca and Great Bear,

teem with animal life. Much has

been \\-ritten, and deservedly so,

about the moose, caribou and deer

hunting, as well as the duck and

chicken shooting to be found all over

ments seem best suited to these avo-

cations, but the memibers of the hunt
find the gay "pink" coat, velvet cap,

spotless bags and shining tops their

ideal costume, and to be sure the

"Meet" breakfasts demand a certain

elegance in all their appointments, from
the carefully kept hounds to the glossy

coated, high bred outlines of the hunt-

er. Fox hunting is understood to be a

purely English pastime, and as the peo-

ple of Canada are largely descended

from this nationality, the instincts of

generations of fox-hunting forefathers
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{jrace of hon-emansihlp, enhance their

leauty ever. :iiore than the alluring

hall- room attire can do.
' Many painters have transferred to

caiivas various incidents in connection

with fox hunting, and certainly few

situations can furnish more pictur-

esqueness than it affords. There is the

opportunity for the delineation of hand-

some men, lovely women and the fln-

t-st 6pe<nniens of horse flesh. These,

vnih the hounds in their beautiful

markings and color, grouped around

th-i huutsman and whip, with a bacic-

giouud of some old, ancestral hall, set

in the beauty of an English landscapa,

are. sure>y sufficient inspiration for tht

paintc-rs biu&h; but even these malce

up no fairer picture than a similar

sci.ne in our beautiful Canadian au-

tumn. Nowhere can there be found

piii'S of deeper blue, or woods whose

tints p<;raiit the artist to indulge in a

v-ilder extiavagance of color than in

produciitg the t>rowns, crimsons and

russcLS of our maples and oaks bathed

in the clear, brilliant sunshine.

The himting season generally begins

on the Saturday following the tenth of

September, the season lasting for about

two months irom this aate. Previous

to the regular meets there is, of course,

considerable cub hunting and general

preparatory work doud in order to ge<.

the hounds into condition, and some of

these informal runs in the early morn-

ing hours of the late summer and early

ikll are replete with enjoyment, and

are marked by incidents not usually

found in the ordinary hunts. For in-

stance, on one occasion the entire pack,

many of which had never swum a

stroke in their lives, at a signal from

the huntsman, gallantly took to the

water and crossed a stream of three

quarters of a mile or more.

Of course hounds for fox hunting

ire not given the ordinary treatment

of bird and other game dogs, their

whole regimen being under the most

icareful surveillance. The quantity and

Iciuality of their food are regulated witn

the utmost precision, proper exercise

and rest are arranged for, and in fact

i-verything which tends to develop the

iiiuallties of endurance, intelligence and

Obedience are most rigidly carried out.

JThey are as carefully groomed as the

horses of the hunt, and when returning

ifcotsore and weary from a hard day's

Irun, are cleaned and given foot soup

baths to encourage them to care for

(themselves; and certainly the appear-

ance of the pack at the opening of the

liunting season is sufflcient reward for

'.he trouble and expense which such an

institution as the Kennels cannot fail

to incur. The Montreal pack is partly

pred at the Kennels and partly im-

borted, many of them being selections

from the following famous English

jind Irish packs:—Southwold, Linlith-

Irow, Blackmore Vale, Belvoir, Grafton,

Kildare, Galway, Warwickshire, Bglin-
ton and Lynesdale.
During the season the pack, consist-

ing of thirty-Ave or forty couples, is

regularly hunted Tuesdays, Thursdays,
and Saturdays at eleven o'clock in the
morning. The country hunted over be-
ing upwards of thirty miles in length,

the meets frequently occur from 20 to

25 miles from the kennels, in which case
both members,, hounds, horses and
guests go by rail, in order not to

waste the strength of the animals unne-
ceesarily. Not Infrequently one, two
and sometimes three runs and a kill or

two is the result of a single day's

hunting. This is a great strain on the

staying qualities of both horses and
hounds, and in consequence, the keen-

est sportsmen require to keep in their

stables several good hunters to meet
the demands of the season. The hunts-

tongue, as upon these depend the keep-

ing of the pack and field together. This

club is one of the few in America hunt-

ing the genuine wild fox. The English-

speaking people of Montreal are not th ^

only devotees of the chase. Another
club, principally French-speaking, with

a strong membership, has a fine club

hcuse and equipment on the south side

of the river. There are about 125 me.m-

bers, with a pack of 30 couples. In the

season, therefore, two hunt clubs In the

vicinity of Montreal enjoy this grand

old sport. Many members of the latter

club, descendants of old seigneurs who
were the feudal lords of Canada under

French rule, gaily oanter over the de-

mesnes which were the seigneurial

manors of their ancestors.

The adventure, exhilaration, good fel-

lowship and manliness of fox hunting,

without doubt place it at the head of
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tics, muscular exertion, and clear, pure

air, which are the concomitants of

horse-back riding; and these, when on

your favorite hunter's back, with the

hounds in front, your friends around

you, and the fox in the dim distanor".

support the claim which is n-.aie Icr

this diversion that it is, "The sport ol

Kings, the image of war, with only

twenty-five per cent, of its danger."

THE GAME BIRD OF THE SOUTH.
By Reginald Gourlay.

The name which heads this article

may fairly be claimed Dy that clever

little game bird, the quail. Of course,

there are many other finer and larger

game buds abundant in the Southern

States, as witness the splendid, but

alas, rapidly vanishing wild turkey.

Notwithstanding this, the quail is tne

bird most trequently pureuea by the

genuine spoitsman wno hunts in proper

style, with well bred and well broKen
dogs, all over the South. For one
reason, he is very abundant there,

more so prooably than in any other

part of the world, except, perhaps,

Syria (the ancient Asia Minor), and
some parts of Alger.a. i'his leads me
to remark that the quail is by far the

motit Wideiy discribuued of Lhe land
gaime birds (the gallinaaae), just as
the Wiison snipe is tne species most
widely spread over the earth, of the

water or marsh game birds. He is

found all over North America, rang-
ing as far north as Central Ontario,
Canaaa. There are three varieties of

quail in North America, the common
quail, or "'Bob White," the Virginia
quail, a larger and finer bird, and the

California quail, or . quail of the Pa-
cific coast, a much darker colored bird
than the common quail, and a wretch-
edly hard bird to shoot, on account
of Ms very unfair habit of taking re-

fuge in the dense chapparal in short
order when fired at, where it is prac-
tically impossible to hit or even see
him. The quail is found in quanti-
ties all over Europe, except in North-
ern Russia, Norway and Sweden. He
is abundant in Northern Africa and in

most parts of Asia. Australia, how-
ever, knows him not. One marked
difference between the American and
European bird as regards habits is

that the latter is a migratory bird
and the former is not. The African
quail crosses the Mediterranean in vast
flocks, and spreads all over Europe at
certain seasons, coming to the English
ooast in multitudes, and almost at the

same time to a day every year. The
American bird, on the other hand, finds

his own continent quite good enough
for 'him, and tlherefore "bides at hame."
There are many that sneer at the pur-

suit of the quail as a kid-glove sort

of sport, simiply because it is a spe-

cies of shooting that lends itself to

the employment of valuable dogs and
expensive equipments. The latter, at

any rate, are not altogether necessary

to get quail, and as to the former, in

pursuing any kind of game bird, the

better the dog the better the sport.

Personally, I prefer the pursuit of the

wily woodcock to the hunting of any
other game bird, but I can discover

no reason to despise for a moment the

shooter of quail. If some of the gen-
tlemen who talk of quail shooting as
an easy, kid-glove sort of sport, had to

cut down a scattered bevy in a hilly

country, on a good, warm, mijggy au-
tumn afternoon, in thick, close cover,
with plenty of bramble and burs scat-
tered about, or had to negotiate a bevy
treed in thick second-growth woods,
he might possibly alter his views as
to the kid->glove nature of the sport.
Certainly there is less hardship, as a
rule, in quail shooting than in most
other species of sport. You have not
got to be by the water side in the dark
of a cold November morning—.and after
setting four decoys—to wait for the
first white streaks of dawn, incidentally
whiling away the time in trying to
prevent yoursellf from freezing to
death. Nor have you to traverse such
difficult ground and cover as when in
pursuit, of the crafty woodoock, or
even of the elusive Wilson snipe.
Still, as the sportsman shoots, or is

supposed to shoot, for pleasure, I can't
see why the comparative lack of hard-
ship in quail shooting should be ob-
jected to. When flushed, too, the
quail is about as hard to hit as any
game bird that flies, especially when
in thick, close cover. Then, again,
there is no game bird who lies as well
before dogs, or who is a better bird to
train young dogs on, than the quail.
This is surely a great merit. The
proper dogis for this species of shoot-
ing are well broken setters or pointers.
Some of the finest dogs in America

—

dogs of repute, birth, and education-
have received their first training on
the quail, and have acquired their

subsequent finish, culture, and polish
on the trail of this clever little game
bird. It is easier, as a general thing,

to see your dog work, and therefore
to correct faults in a young dog, when
they are drawing on quail^ than when
they a/re huntingj any other game.
For this reason most, if not all, ex-
perienced dog-.breakers "enter" their

young dogs on quail. Nearly all field

trials, and competitions of highly
trained dogs, have also, for similar

causes, the quail as the object of the
dog's pursuit.

It should also be remembered that,

at any rate, in most of the Northern,
Middle, and Western States, as in

Canada, the quail has decidedly domes-
tic tastes, and prefers the clearings

and farm lands to "the forest." He

is a bird of the stubbles, and of the

''old field," covered with short brush
and brambles. In his pursuit, the

sportsman has an opportunity of seing

to perfection that beautiful rural scen-

ery, which is found at its best only in

England, the New England and Mid-
dle States, and some parts of Canada.
Ic may be remarked that these semi-

domestic habits of the quail, fre-

quently lead to the extinction ot whole

bevies during the winter in the North-
ern States ana Canaaa. The astute

grd,nger, observing a large bevy of

qaail hanging aoout his tarm build-

ings, scatters buckwheat about, tinauy

leaving a large quantity uii ms ua^u
floor. When the foolisin birds enter

the barn, as they invariably do, sooner

or later, our agricultural iriena gatnera

in the entire nock by the siiupie pro-

cess of stealing up ana snutting the

barn door on them. The reprehensible

practice is inouiged in far too often in

Canada, and is very ditttcult, for ob-

vious reasons, to put a stop to. Ou
the other hand, the quail's domestic

ways render him the easiest of all

game birds to rear ana preserve, so

that his numbers, on the whole, are

rather on the increase in America
tnan otherwise. The night of tne quail

is swift and gliding. Tne ground melts

away unaer nun, when iie is lairiy

under way, in a manner that requires

promptitude and despatch in firing.

The noise, too, made by a bevy getting

up in a hurry is almost as aisconcert-

ing to the nerves of the young sports-

m,an as the startling whir-r-r of an old

rufted grouse. So that, on the whole,

it is quite an easy trick to miss a quail.

He is an undeniably excellent bird for

the table, as every one Knows, his

merits in that line being more univer-

sally appreciated than those, for in-

stance, of the woodcock, "rake him
for all and all," therefore, this fine

little bird could be ill-spared in Amer-
ica. Fortunately there seems to be

ilittle reason at present to dread his

extinction. He is so easily reared and
preserved, and increases so rapidly

when taken care of, that there is every
reason to believe that "he will always
be with us," which is a fair subject
for congratulation, both to the "bon
vivant" and the siportsiman.
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AWANDERER IN KOOTENAY
By W. F. B.

^^KOM Belgraviato Britis^li Columbia
^ seemed a long and arduous journey

to one whose travels had not ex-

tended further than from London
1 o the capitals of France and Italy.

In the Old Country one hardly rea-

lizes the vast extent of that Province,

and the question as to which city or

•district we had to fix upon as our goal

ally floating hotels, and put to shame
the Old Country Channel boats. The
scenery on the Arrow Lakes is very
beautiful, hut unfortunately it was
raining the whole time we were on
the steamer, and thick mists hung over
the hills. Since then we have had an
opportunity of seeing the Arrow Lakes
in all the glory of a summer day, a
sight never to be forgotten. We ar-

every description may be bought there,

and very fair rods, too. There are one
or two excellent hotels, a firet-rate club,

and a fair-sized colony of English so-

ciety, though the Canadian predomin-
ates. With a little capital to invest in

real estate and dividend-paying mines,
a man can live an ideal life in Nelson
(that is if he is an angler—as all well-

balanced individuals should be) on a
comparatively small income.
The river has a great fascination for

Nelsonians. Everyone seems to flsh a
little. There are times, when the fish-

ing is good, that the biggest duffer can
fill his creel if only he happens upon a
good place.

It was about the second week in May
when we arrived in Nelson, a little

early for good angling, but still, we are

Kootenay Falls, near Nelson, B. C.

became a serious one; besides we
hoped to be able to fix on some place

where we could obtain good sport as
well as attend to our business.

Our destiny was to be Nelson, the

metropolis of the Kootenays. This was
good, for the river there was at our

door, whereas the Vancouver Island

rivers were some distance from the

town.

I skip the journey, but at last we ar-

rived at Revelstoke, wlhere our party
disbanded, and we joined the Columtoia

& Western branch, which brings you
via the Arrow Lakes, to Nelson.
Ths Arrow Lake steamers are liter-

' rived in Nelson exactly fourteen days

from the time we left London.

Nelson is a picturesque little town of

eame 4,000 souls, situated on the west

arm of the Kootenay Lake. This arm
narrows into a river about two miles

below Nelson. The town is only of nine

or ten years' growth. It has more of the

air of stability than an average min-

ing town has, and bids fair to become

one of the principal residential and

supply cities of British Cotambia. The

wants of the angler are well attended

to, as nearly every other store in the

town has a display in the window of

some sort of fishing tackle. Flies of

told, there was a chance of fair sport at

that time of the year, in cartain parts

of the lake. The letter of introduction

and the kindness of mine host of the

hoteil where we sojourned brought us

acquaintances and much information

concerning the angling, ending in an

invitation to spend the week-end at a

place called Balfour, about twenty-two

miles from Nelson, and situated at the

point where the west arm of the lake

joins the main lake. This part of the

lake is known locally as "The Nar-

rows," and at times the fishing there

is very good. Our toost had a good-

sized fruit ranch there, with a com-
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fortable little house, by the water side.

There is a good hotel at Balfour, a well-

known resort for local anglers. South

of the junction of the west arm and

the main lake there is a large bay,

known as Queen's Bay. In this bay th"^

charr congregate at certain times of the

year, and when we arrived there the

Indians were camping on the lake

shore for the sake of the charr fishing.

The journey to Balfour from Nelson

is accompliaihed by steamer.

The scenery on all sides on the jour-

ney from Nelson to Balfour is magni-

ficent. Dark pine-covered hills, alter-

naUng with precipitous rocky slopes,

and here and there a patch of bright

olive green, marking Where the under-

growth has read'orned the portions of

the forest wthich have been devastated

by forest fires, makes the foreground.

In the distance mighty snow-capped

peaks, rising one above the other, bath-

ed in the sunshine, complete the har-

monious landscape.

One mountain in particular, called

Kofcanee Peak, not unlike the Jung-

frau, strikes the eye. Though the sum-

mit is some thirty miles distant from

the lake, the clear atmosphere enables

one to see plainly a larger glacier f-n

one of these spurs. "We airivtt.l at Bal-

four about half-past five. Our host's

house was close to the landing stage,

so the "transfer" was easily accom-

plished.

It was arranged that we should at

once start fishing and dine late lu -.he

evening. We decided, however, to row

up to the main lake and see what pro-

gifcss the noble red men were making

in reducing the number of charr in the

lake. About a quarter of an hours

rowing brought us to Queen's Bay,

where we saw six or seven Indian can-

oes, each manned by two or more

"Siwashes," who were busily engaged

tJ oiling with hand lines for the large

charr.

We hailed one of the craft, and our

host questioned the occupants in

"Chinook" (the v;rnaoular of the In-

dans there) as to what sport they had

been having. They had been doing

fairly well, though the best of the sea-

soii was over.

We saw seven fine charr in this can-

oe, the largest of which would weigh

about fourteen pounds, the smallest six

or seven pounds. The fish were in

splendid condition, and as far as we
could judge were the species known as

the Great Northern charr (salmo al-

pinus).

The Indians use a small trout or

white fish for a bait and about sixty

yards of line, which is heavily weight-

ed: the fish lie in deep water and the

bait must swim near the bottom in

order to catch the heavy fi«h. The
Indians move along at a fairly smart

pace when trolling, about the same
rate as one sails when fishing for mack-
erel. We watched our friends fishing

for about half an hour, but only on^

fish was taken—not a large one—and
they gave up the chase for that day.

We rowed well out into the lake to

see the view. The sun had sunk to the

level of the tops of the western hills anri

here the scene baffled description. We
knew the lakes of Great Britain, Switz-

A Native and his Kiwash.

erland and Italy well, but this lake of

Kootenay was beyond comparison with
aught that we had seen before. The
enormous expanse of water, the clear-

ness of the atmospihere, the variety of

coloring, the startling ruggedness of

the distant mountains, the peaceful

wooded slopes in the immediate neigh-

borhood, the changing tints as the sun
slowly sank behind the hOls, ending in

a harmony of deep violet,—^well, we
rested on our oars and gazed, and, in

reverence to the gorgeous nocturne pre-

sented to us by nature, relapsed into

silence.

Balfour, Showing Hotel.

We rowed home in the dusk, but our
hearts were too full to discuss what we
had seen, and not till after the cheery
meal, when we sat round to do justice

to the material comforts of whiskey
and water and tobacco, did we dare
refer to it. We then spoke of it as
matter-of-fact individuals, for our ar-

tistic senses had been dulled by ad-

ministering to our bodily wants. But
still the picture was engraven indelibly

In one memory at least, and remains
^here as one of the landmark's of life's

journey.

We woke early the next day, and
after a plunge in the lake, which took

our breath away, so icy cold was the

water, lit the kitchen stove, made some
tea, and were off before some of the

party had yet awakened. The trout

began to rise merrily, but it was. some
little time before we succeeded in de-

luding one. We held a post-mortem on

him and found him full of large olive

duns and larvae of the May-fly with

a. few of the latter flies in their first

costume, i.e. "sub-Imagines." They

seemed greener and smaller than

the May files found on the chalk

streams of the Old Country, the bodies

and legs being of distinctly olive hue.

We returned to the house and dressed

la few imitations, ordinary rough-bodied

olive duns on No. 3 hooks, and flat

winged May-flies with bodies of dyed

olive condor feather, ribbed with gold

twist, golden olive hackles and sum-
mer duck wings; and to make them a

little more attractive we added a few

sprigs of scarlet ibis by way of a tail.

Breakfast ensuing gave time for the

varnish on the flies to dry. In i'ront

of the house the current was fairiy

stror.g, forming a back eddy about 300

yards long. At the edge of the back

eddy and the current we could see the

fish rising. Pushing our boat into the

stream and paddling with one oar so

as to keep just at the edge of the back

eddy we found we could float slowly

down and then return up in the back

eddy. And then the fun began. Our

new confections evidently tickled the

fancy of the trout and they began to

repay us for our trouble.

By lunch time we had a number of

fish, the weights of which varied from

three-quarters to two pounds. The
tiout in Kootenay Lake belong to the

ispecies known as "salmo purpuratus."

They are beautiful fish to look at, sil-

very as a salmon fresh from the sea,

a few spots showing along the back,

symmetrical in shape, a faint shading

of rainbow tints extending down the

sides from the bills to the tail. For
^porting qualities they are unequalled

by any other imem'ber of the family of

Salmonidae, and, for those who like

trout, are excellent table fish. Occa-
telonially fish over two pounds are taken
with the fly but not often. By troll-

ing in the deep water much larger fish

may be caught. We saw one during
our stay at Balfour which weighed
fourteen pounds; it was caught with a
copper spoon-bait.

Our host informed us that trout from
twenty to thirty pounds in weight had
been caught on the troll in the main
lake.
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In the afternoon a strong wind

il)rang up, making the management of

;he boat extremely difficult, and, as

here were others of the party who were

lot keen anglers, we left the fleh alone

'or the rest of the day, tied some more
lies, talked, went for a stroll in

;he woods, then developed into lo-

;us eatens till it was evening,

vhen we got into the boat for

1 row up to the lake to feast our

;yes once more on the magnificent scen-

;ry. How we revelled in the much dt^-

3lred and much required rest; for we

hiad toiled in the great metropolis for

3ome years and were weary of men and

Lhe turmoil and everlasting hurrying to

and fro of the mighty city. Here we
v\«re alone with nature; we had put

the ocean and the greater part of a

continent between us and the scene of

our past life with all its disappoint-

ments, its sorrows and its failures; and

Wi were free from the old life, free from

that struggle in which we had been all

but vanquished, free to begin a new
existence in a new country, anJ our

hopes were renewed, our hearts reju

venated and we were glad.

The next morning the wind was dgaln

adverse to the angler so we dallied un-

til the mid-day sun dispelled the storm

and the fish began to pay their atten-

tion to the May flics again. We trir 1

the point where the West Ar.-n forms

the junctions with the main lake where

we got fewer but larger fish.

Then we drifted down to the eddy

in front of the house again, and after

having landed some beauties we stop-

ped for the day, as we had as many as

we would be able to dispose of.

We had arranged to return to Nelson

the following morning but, as the

steamer left at 10 a.m., we determined

to rise early and get some more fish

before leaving.

The grey mist hung over the wattr

when we awoke and the sun had iint

yer risen. This was what we wanted,

and we dressed hurriedly and pushed

our boat out into the mid-stream in or-

der to see the "rosy fingered daWn" in

Kootenay.

i
The dusk gradually lightened, a pale

i silvery light though, for as yet the sun

I

was invisible. Then a streak of pale

I

gold was seen to dart over the lowest

! of the peaks in the east. There was a

[sough in the trees and we seemed to

! hear the wheels of a chariot rolling

over the clouds of mist. Was that

! Phaethon urging his steeds through the

i aether above us? A shout from our

I
host recalled to us the fact that we
had forgotten to take our rod. How-
ever we were not long in making good

this defect and we speedily got to

work. By 9 o'clock we had a good

basket of fish. No doubt we could

have killed many more had we worked
' harder and more systematically bui

we had no desire to break records. We
were there to enjoy ourselves, to re-

freshen our minds, as well as the mus-
cles of our wrists, and we had certain-

ly made the most of our opportunities.

How we hated the steamer when she

presently hove in sight for we wanted
to stay on indefinitely^ Perchance we
might find here some Lethean stream

in which we could drown all memories

of the past and begin our lives o'er

again in this enchanting spot. But we
had business to attend to at Nelson,

and after all we were but as spoilt

children who yearn for oiore pleasure

until they become satiated; so we con-

soled ourselves with promises of more

visits in the future. But after all Bal-

four is not the only place of enjoy-

ment for the angler in British Colum-

bia. The new Crow's Nest branch of

the Canadian Pacific Railway con-

necting Nelson with the main line ai:

^^ Balfour. The " Narrows."

Dunmore was shortly to be construct-

ed, opening up the valleys of the Moyie

and Elk Rivers, renowned for game of

all sorts and magnificent scenery. Then

we would visit the coast, Vancouver Is-

land, Harrison River and lake and

other places that we knew already by

rtiorts. We have only partially kept

to our resolutions, for our time has been

limited and the every day necessities

of life leave but little margin for trav-

elhng expenses. Still we have had

some happy wanderings, ha-ve seen

many beautiful places in British Col-

umbia, have had first rate sport with

both rod and gun during our brief so-

journ in that Province. But whenever

we are tired and wish to be alone we

seek our erstwhile host and diplomat-

ically converse with him until our ob-

ject is attained, namely, the use of his

house at Balfour for a week end. For

the charm and attractiveness of that

place la ever the same; the same com-

panion is ever with us, for without her

our holiday there would be devoid of

happiness; and we live over pgain

those first days of Elysium of which

we have given an imperfect and incom

pleta record.
>

NEW JERSEY SEEKS TO REDEEM
HERSELF.

In speaking of that pestiferous in-

sect, the mosquito, the Newark (N.J.)

Sunday Call quotes the Independent, as

follows: " 'Not all mosquitos are In-

fected with the bacillus that causes dis-

ease, and different kinds of mosquitos

produce different varieties of malarial

fever;' " and then goes on to say: "But

we cannot stop to dissect and micro-

scopically examine the mosquito that Is

biting us. He must be exterminated.

This is now possible. He breeds in

stagnant water. Minnows find their

food in his larvae. Put small fish in

your ponds. Drain your waste swamps.

Why should the Hoboken and Hacken-

sack meadows poison all the mosquito-

bitten cities about? A little kerosene

oil at the proper time, dropped on the

surface of a pool that has no minnows,

will kill the larvae as they rise to tne

surface. This is a matter not for in-

dividual enterprise alone.but we shall

find it a part of the duty of our state

or local government to destroy the

mosquito. Our Departments of Agri

culture, through their entomological

bureaus, will tell us just how and when

to prosecute this war of extermination

against one of the worst nuisances

from which men suffer."

Disciples of Ananias will appreciate

the following: A former Sultan—so runs

the story—offered a golden ball for ly-

ing. Many lied to him, but the Sultan

replied that he could himself lie better.

Finally an aged man from Angora ap-

peared before him with a large jar on

his shoulders. "Your father," he said,

"borrowed a jar like this full of gold

from my father, and said that you

would repay the gold to his son." "Im-

possible," said the Sultan. "If the

story be true," replied the pilgrim,

"pay your father's debt; if impossible,

I have won the golden ball.' The Sul-

tan at once awarded him the prize.

—

London Truth.
^ ^^

We have received the fourth edition

of the Digest of the Ontario Game and

Fishing Laws, by A. H. O'Brien, M.A.

It is issued under the authority of the

Ontario Fish and Game Departments,

and is up to date and correct, and has

a variety of cross references so that

any one the least skilled in such mat-

ters can ascertain all the essential facts

about any portion of the Ontario game

and fish laws. Price 25 cents.
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Mr. G. W. Dartlett, superintendent of

A''ffon<iuin Park, the Province of On-

tario's g-reat game preserve, supplies

the following information regarding

that delightful spot:—

The park covers a territory of 2,000

square miles, and is a veritable sports-

man's paradise, and, like paradise, ad-

mission is not for everyone.

The object aimed at in its establish-

ment was the preservation of the nat-

ural game animals of- the country, and

to that end shooting, trapning or tak-

ing game of any kind is absolutely

prohibited. The park is intended as a

sanctuary for game and the reproduc-

tion of game, but there we no restric-

tions as to fishing legitimately. The

cost of its maintenance to the Ontario

Government is about $6,000 per year.

There as a staff of ten rangers to en-

fcrce the Government's regulations

therein.

The Quebec Government has gener-

ously provided the park with a

.herd of caribou; moose and red

deer are plentiful, the latter hav-

ing been caught by the superin-

tendent ; beaver are being intro-

duced in the streams; the capercailzie,

oi old country grouse, the white part-

ridge, or arctic ptarmig.an, in addition

to the ordinary game birds of the coun-

try, are thoroughly domesticated; a

herd of elk roam the reservation, and
vhe only failure yet met with was the

attempt to acclimatize the English
pheasant. This bird, being a ground
feeder, does not adaipt itseilf to its new
surroundings. Duck are plentiful, and
wild rice has been sown for their spe-

cial use.

Probably the most exciting duty
which devolves on the superintendent

and his staff is the detection and ar-

rest of pot hunters and poai:hers. The
park regulations provide that not more
than one rifle, or fowling piece, and
revolver, shall be carried by any party

of visitors, and these are not to be used
unless for self-defence against animals.

Jhe old trappers and settlers of the

district who have roamed the reserva-

tion for years, do not understand thp

order of things inaugurated when the-

park was established in 1894. They
stiill persist in poaching, and several

have been caught in the act this yea*-.

Sometimes they surrender and som<»-

tiir-es they fight, but the result is the

same—confiscation of guns, traps, etc.,

and a fine of $100 or imprisonment.
With a view to the accommodatlor
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of fishing parties, the rangers have

erected a numiber of shelter houses at

intervals in the park, and the superin-

tfndent is deluged with inquiries from

American sportsmen looking for a few

weeks' outing, with good fishing thrown

in. As to the privilege of fishing there

13 only one restriction, and that is a

permit from the superintendent. The

lakes are well stocked with salmon

tiout, pike and other coarse fish; the

tributary streams to the lakes are alive

with brook trout, and the fishing gen-

erally is unsurpassed in America. Some
idea of the extent to which the breed-

ing and development of trout has been

carried on may be had from the fact

that, hundreds of thousands of white

fish fry are being planted In the lakes

simply as food for the superior game.

Cache Lake is the headquarters of

the National Park. This point is about

165 miles from Ottawa, and the On-

tario Government will shortly be asked

to change the name of the depot to Al-

gonquin.

WHY DON'T YOU GO?
All the afternoon I have been sitting

on the broad porch of a very civilized

hotel, wishing I was back again in the

country of the salmon and the moose,

where one can live the life of a man
and be deeply thankful for every breath

he takes. Now I have been driven in-

doors by the chatter of a returned vol-

unteer officer who is thrilling a group

of girls with the story of his suffering

in camp somewhere, being compelled

to eat pork and beans and hardtack,

and sleep in a tent, without even a cot

under him. I have a great desire to

kick this young man, T do not regard

tent life as a hardship. Perhaps 1

should not be angry, because my camp-
in§' is never enforced, and I can select

my own tenting ground.

To my mind there is only one real

camping country, and that is the great

wildernesis of the North. Wherever I

go I carry in my valise a big map of

Canada, and when my mind is disturb-

ed I spread out the map of that earthly

paradise and my heart fl.ies away, like

a wild duck in the spring, leaving every

trouble behind. Land of the sunshine

and the snow, how big and splenaio

and sweet you are, my sweetheart I

Surely the God of all the earth never

n'ade any other country like you. After

one has seen Canada, it's like having
kissed the prettiest girl you ever saw.
She spoils everybody else for you.

Devote ten years to the wilderness
from Labrador to Lake Superior, and
you will never care much for any other

Iilace on earth. You will only wish you
had a thousand years to live, so you
could really see the reet of that coun-
try. Nobody can tell you about it. You
must see it for yourself. You must

wake up in the tent and hear the sal-

mon jump in the Mingan. You must
drift down the dead water in tha

pitchy night, in the heart of the New
;

Brunswick woods, and hear the bull
;

moose roar and grunt, and rush at each

other like devils, till all that keeps the

hair from bristling along your back is

the absence of the hair.

Go to lovely Lake St. John if you

wih, where you may oatch the ouana-

niche unawares in front of tihe hotel.

That is too easy tor me. I would rather

try for him in Mistassini.

Watch the caribou as like ghosts they

file up the rocky passes of the Bald

Mountains. Try to determine by ex-

perience the relative merits of a Mira-

michi pirogue and an Ottawa birch-

bark, and see, finally, that each is fit-

ted to its environment, the evolution of

oountless generations of experience.

Seduce the guileleiss trout which still

swim unharmed in the lakets back of

Georgian Bay and Superior. Swing your

legs to the "clitter-clatter" of snow-

shoes on the glassy crust.

Encamp in a foot of snow, in an open

tent, before a fire of green birch logs,

and learn what it is to be really warm
and comfortable.

These are some of the things you can

do, and thereby learn how you have

wasted your previoius life.

Some years ago the eminent card

professor who settles disputes about

casino and pinochle for the New York
Sun sadly queried: "Why will men
waste their time over all these foolish

games when they might play poker?"
When I see men with time and

money, who fool around Newport and
Long Branch, and mountain hotels,

who wear red coats and do various idle

things, I wonder what they are think-

ing of. They might be camping out

with the best guide and cook in New
Brunswick, with a mink watching to

steal the grilse out of the spring hole

close by.

When I come to my last camp-fire

and no more behold the rising sun, 1

hope I shall go where they will have tc

carry me out in the bottom of a canoe
And whether death catches me in my
bed or in a foaming rapid, or no mat
ter where, my last regret will not b<

that I leave wife or friends, becausi

these, please God, I shall see again. I

will be that never more, so far as '

i

have any means of knowing, shall m:j

eyes behold the sweep of the dark greei
]

Nortlhern hills or my sleep be sweet

ened by the rush of the nearby rapidf'

or my senses lulled by the incense c^

the toalsam and the spruce.—Frederi

Irland in Forest and Stream.

W. Gaulke won the Amateur Taigi

Chaimpionship of Wisconsin, recentl?

with 25 straight.
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THE GUN.
Conducted by ** Bob White/

Repeating Shot Guns.

THE respective merits of double-bar-

relled breechloaders and repeaters

is the subject of much vigorous

discussion by the admirers of each.

"Whether we agree with one side or the

other the interchange of views on the

subject cannot fail to be both interesting

and instructive. p]ach style of arm doubt-

less has some advantage over the other,

and while personally I would not care to

exchange my e'egant little liammerless

for a repeater, I cannot forget the fact

that for the price of my gun 1 could

have purchased a whole battery of re-

peaters. When our conservative Eng-
lish ooueins champion it, the repeater

must have some good qaalities to re-

commend it, and the foillowing letter by
a well known correspondent to the

Ix.ndon Shooting Times, "Canon
Gauche," is in point:

Some time ago I had the pleasure

CO dwell at a certain length upon the

merits and defects of repeating shot

guns. It is obvious that this type of

aims is much decried by some shoot-

ers, and their employment denounced

iia unsp^rtsmianlike; but are they aware
that to handle, say, a Winchester re-

peater, a greater amount or skill and
patient practice is required than is gen

brially suj)posed? What is prettier

than to wa,tch a first-class marksman
bring down the first two-on-coming
birds out of a covey, when thev soar

high above a raised fence, then, making
a volte-face, cut down two more of the

retreating partridges? This feat, to my
heart's delight, I witnessed several

times last year. Strange to say, tlie

very man to take exception to my
fiiend's prowess was the user of two
hammerlees ejectors, which he succeed-
ed in wielding tant bien que mal, by
the help of a loader! Of course, a four-

barrelled hammerless, 20-bore, costing
60 guns, must necessarily be the thing,

but a repeater, costing a paltry fiver, is

a pot-hunter's machine. I must con-
foss that I fail to detect the difference

between having recourse to three dou-
bles at a drive or making use of a sin-

gle gun that can do the work of three
more effectually, and without assist-

ance from loaders. If the users of re-

peating shot-guns are to be exposed to

unvt-arrantable attacks, they may con
sole themselves; some of the most not-
ed sportsmen and crack shots do not

use any other kind; among them we
count S. A. le Prince de Monaco, who
haf, long ago discarded double lowling
pieces for an American repeater. The
Winchester repeating shot gun, model
1897, is, to my knowledge, the most per-

fect sample of this class of arms. A
similar pattern was introduced in 1893,

but owing to same slight defects of

cor.struotion, which clearly became ap-

parent to experts, it has now been re-

placed by an improved model, which
embodies one vital modification, viz.,

a new recoil look, and other additions

of minor importance, such as a new
cartridge guide, which now entirely

prevents the escape of the shell when
the gun is turned sideways when load-

ing. Thanks to an ingenious contriv-

ance, the weapon may be taken down
and packed in a leg-of-mutton case

as readily as a double. This consti-

tutes a valuable improvement, for bar-

rels of different lengths and different

etylles of boring may be lUted to ttie

weapon An excellent combination for

abroad Is the following: 30in. cylinder,

interchangeable rifled barrel.designed to

shoot spherical and conical balls, with

light or heavy loads, or 1 l-4oz. shot if

desired; two 28in. full choked and 32in.

full choked barrels, both being regu-

lated for the same chargfi (1 1 4jz>. The
performance of the arm is highly cred-

itable, and can bear compariion with

that of the best English models. Great

care should be exercised in the choice

of suitable cases, as it must be borne

in mind that the gun is an ejector and
must be treated as such. Shells

that expand In an undue man-
ner on firing should be care-

fully eschewed, as they strain the right

ItEind extractor to such an extent as to

tear it away in time. Ca,.ste with ex-

tra thick rims must be avoided; they

are a fruitful source of jamming and

injury to the mechanism. Messrs.

Eley's and Kynoch's ejectors work

easily and smoothly, but to those who
require a cheaper case the Winchester

repeater shell, better known in this

country as the Nimrod cartridge,

can be highly commended for or-

dinary shooting. Any load of

smokeless powder that can be

properly loaded in a 2 1-2 or 2 3-4 case

may be used in this gun, but it is bet-

ter not to adhere to the proportions

of black utilised by the Americans

whenever No. 4 or 2 appear to me
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amply sufficient, as the setting up Eng-
lish powders are tried. Three drachms
of C. and H. of a high initial pres-
sure interferes with the rapid opening
of the breech. When resorting to Nor-
mal, I should advise 34 grains in water-
proof cases, 33 in Kynoch s, and 36 in

2 3-4 pigeon cartridges, the maximum
load of shot not exceeding 1 l-4oz.,

with 36 grains, of course; but to all

intents and purposes, loz. propelled by
30 grains is all that is required thi.s

time of the year. My whole experi-
ence of the powder may be condensed
in two words: Better use a small
charge and burn it integrally than a
larger weight that may only be con-
sumed imperfectly.

« « «

Stray Shots.

J. A. R. Elliott continues to demon-
strate the good shooting qualities of

the Winchester pump gun, which evi-

dently is all right if held right. On
Septem'ber 21 he defeated Chas. Zivlr-

lein, of Nardville, N.J., for the cast
iron, medal, with 95 to 81, and on Sep-

tember 19th won a century of green-
backs from Mr. Buckwalter, Royers-
fcrd, Pa., with a score of 96 to 92.

Each contest was at 100 live pigeons,

30 yards rise.

• * •

A very interesting feature of the

tournament of the Brant Co. Rod and
Gun Club, at Brantford, September 4th

and 5th, was the contest for a hanci-

scme gold medal awarded the shoote.'

making the highest average in events

2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8 and 10, first day, and 2, 3,

4. 5, 7, 9 and 10, second day, in all 285

targets. Mr. Charles Sumimerhayes, of

Brantford, won the medal, with a score

of 245 or 85.9 per cent. Mr. George

Pilce, St. Williams, won second place,

Mr. A. B. Outliffe, Brantford, third

and Mr. Chas. Montgomery, Brantford,

fourth, each receiving a can of gold

dist.

Mr. H. T. Westbrook, Brantford, for

lowest score got a box of cigars.

• » •

Mr. H. Corby, M.S'., has presented a

handsome silver cup for competition

between the gun clubs of the Belle-

ville district. It was shot for recently

by the Belleville Gun Club and Well-

man's Corner Club and won by the for-

mer with a ecore of 76 to 61. There

were 10 men on each side.

* * *

Harrow, (Ont.), Gun Club, held their

first annual tournament, Sept. 15th.

The purses were divided on Equitable

and Rose systems and gave great satis-

faction. High averages were as fol-

lows out of 150 shot at: F. H. Can-
over, (Leamington), 120; A. Reld, (Wal-

kervillle, 118; J. T. Miner, (Kingsville),

110; W. A. Smith, (Kingsville), 109;

and Thos. Reid, (Walkerville), 97.
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Two accidents at trap shooting tour-

naments, both fatal, are reported re-

cently, one at Wilkesbarre, Pa. on

September 4, when David L. Lewis, a

14 year old boy, was accidentally shot

and kililed, and the other the same day

at Michigan City, Ind., when Joseph

Dunphy, who was acting as referee, was
so seriously wounded that he died the

following day. Both cases were purely

aciddental, but the moral is that too

great care cannot be exercised by

shooters at a tournament, and they

Should always see that the busines?

end of a gun is never directed towards

a human target.

• • *

J. A. R. Blliott defeated W. R. Cros-

by for the St. Louis Republic Cup on

October 4th with 100 straight kills to 97.

Mr. Elliott's fine work makes a world's

record for the pump gun on live birds,

although he had previously equall-

ed this performance with another style

of scatter gun in a contest some years

ago with Dr. Carver.

« • •

John Parker's eighth annual inter-

national live-bird and target tourna-

ment, held at Detroit, Mich., Sept. 19-

22, was well attended, particularly by

gun and ammunition experts. No
Canadians took part in the shoot, ex-

cept incidentally, so that the inter-

national character of the shoot was

lost. "Blake" won the individual tar-

get trophy, with 25 straight; Crosby

and Bingham won the two man team

trophy, with 49 out of 50, and Herkes

won the expert trophy, with 47 out of

50. W. R. Elliston, Nashville, Tenn.,

won the Oilman & Barnes international

live bird trophy by grassiing in a gamy
way 38 birds in sruccesision before he

could shake off his closest comipetitor,

W. R. Crosby.
• • •

The program'me of the Alexandria

(La.) Rod and Gun Club states that

the club will endeavor to furnish quails

foi the live bird events, and the Amer-
ican Field comments upon the fact as

follows: "This tournament, while un-

der the auspices of the Alexandria

Rod and Gun Club, is really given by
the Rapids Fair and Racing Associa-

tion, the secretary of which says in

his announcement that 'the associa-

tion desires this ehoot to be one that

will be long remembered In sporting

circles,' which it probably will be, and
If quails are to be used, it should be

so well ramembered by every true

sportsman in Louisiana that not a

man will be present to participate, and

the members of the Alexandria Rod
and Gun Club, if they are sportsmen,

should repudiate the whole affair. The
n}ere thought of shooting quails from

a trap should be repulsive to every

lover of field shooting, and no man
who is proud that he belongs to that

noble, whole-souled brotherhood known
as sportsmen should so far forget him-
self as to be guilty of shooting qualLs

at the trap. Pigeons, crows and Eng-
lish sparrows are legitimate targets

for trap shooting, but not quails." To
all which we fervently say. Amen.

Very few persons are aware of the

fact that a pleasant railway journey

or' barely six hours' duration will

transport them from the crowded
streets of Montreal to the confines of

"the forest primeval,

"Where, the murmuring pines and the

hemlocks.

Bearded with moss, and in garments
green, indistinct in the twilight,

Stand like Druids of old, with voices

sad and prophetic,

Stand like harpers hoar, with beards

that rest on their bosoms."

There is a district in the Province

of Quebec, bordering on the frontiers

of the State of Maine, better known
to the citizens of the great republic

than to Canadians, whose heritage it

is. The vicinity of Lakes Me-
gan tic and Maocannamac — or Spider

Lake, the Geneva of Canada—and the

lakelets known as Trout Lake, Rush
Lake, and Beaver Pond, is without a

rival in the north-eastern portion of

the continent for pretty scenery and as

a hunting ground for game, big and
little. The scenery is not piquant or

s;:nsational, but there is a strange at-

traction in the soft outlines of its

hills, and in the primeval repose and
restfulness of its vales and Woodlands,
almost unique.

The altitude of this lake district

above sea level renders its air most
invigorating, and its springs and
streams and lakes sparkle with the

coolest, clearest and purest water.
To the disciple of the gentle Walton

—"The Compleat Angler"—does this

region offer exceptional facilities, in

lake and river, pond and brook. The
"lordly salmon" and his landlocked

brother await the true fisherman, and

the speckled, or square-tail trout, the

lake trout or "lunge"-^scaling up to

fifteen pounds and more—the black

bass, rock bass, and the perches and
carps literally abound in these waters.

Mounted specimens, in various camps
and clubhouses, convince, by reason

of their size and weight, those who
would otherwise regard the unconfirm-

ed recital of such dimensions as

"fishy stories." But in this region the

fisherman is no longer constrained to

worship at the shrine of the angler's

deity—Ananias—for the truth, "in the

altogether," would suffice even Baron
Munchausen.
Moose and caribou and deer tra-

verse the leafy avenues which cross

and recross their demenses. Moose,

less numerically as comports with
their kingly station as monarchs of

the forest. Caribou, in. two families—
those of the woodland and those of

the barren tracts^the Arctic cariibou'

or reindeer—imore plentiful than moose,

but at all times the shyest and fieet-

est of deer. They migrate towards
the south in the fall, but in the early

weeks of open season the hunter who
is patient and alert is sure of his re-

ward. Deer are most plentiful; their

domain is everywhere in this region.

Some guides even guarantee to their

patrons the full number of deer al-

lowed by law. The fieet-footed ani-

mals come out into the clearings and
are quite often to be seen browsing

with the cattle about the farmsteads.

Hares and rabbits people the margin

of the clearings, and afford fine sport

for the nimble but less ambitious hun-

ter. Other game finds a home in the

vicinity of Lake Megantic. The black

bear, the Canada lynx, the red fox,

and, occasionally,^ the silver fox, are

to be seen on almost every excursion

in the forest, and it is now reported

that the timber wolf has again made
his appearance in the neighborhood.

Nor of feathered game is there any

dearth. Partridge, grouse, woodcock,

snipe, duck and geese are numerous

and, in season, always a sure bag for

the sportsman.
But it is not alone to the student

of nature or to the hunter or fisher-

man that this region opens wide her

gates. As a health resort it cannot

be spoken of in terms of praise too

high.

It is a mistake to suppose that crabs

will not eat offal. They are the scav-

engers of the deep. They will eat any

kind of flesOi. A dead body will fatten

a hundred crabs. They are baited with

putrid tripe. They will eat all sum-

mer, except when shedding or soft.

The hard crab never sleeps, but always

eats. Their claws may be called hands,

but it is the sole business of thesfi

hands to convey food to the mouth
when not in use for defensive purposes.

Crabs will eat each otber if confined in

a peterboat in the water. It is wonder-

ful how mudh they do eat, and a mys-

tery what they do with it. Put a l-21b.

crab in a livebox with an alewife in

the evening and in the morning it will

be found that the crab has eaten the

fish, and it is still a l-21b. crab, plus

possibly an ounce,—Baltimore Sun.

I



BY a resolution come to at the annual

meeting of the American Kennel

Club, held Sept. 21, English cham-

pion dogs are hereafter to be barred

from oomipeting' in the novice class.

This is a step in the right direction,

-and will no doubt, in the course of

time, have the effect of largely in-

creasing the numiber of exhibitors in

this class. To say the least, it was
very discouraging to a beginner in the

fancy to find that a dog which had
gained the highest honors on the other

side of the pond was placed on equal

terms with his own, now shown for the

lirst time. An amateur is led to ex-

hibit for the first tima mainly through
his own opinion of his dog—which, by
the way, may often be a highly ex-

aggerated one—not from the idea of

any prospective gain, and also to find

out if his own opinion is backed by
the verdict of a recognized expert. If

he only gets a "C" in good company
he is satisfied; if a "H C" he is both

pleased and satisfied, and if a "V H C"
he swings in the seventh heaven of de-

light, button-holing every friend he

meets to talk over its merits, and end-

ing up by insisting on them having a.

look at it. But too often, in the larger

shows, at all events, the amateur finds

his dog has to compete against a well-

known prize-winner specially imported
for the purpose. This gives him a set-

back from which he is not likely to

recover for some time, unless he is

exceptionally enthusiastic. But now
this is all changed, and the beginner

will have the satisfaction of knowing
that he will not be handicapped by
having to compete against foreign

champions entered as novices. An
American bred prize-winner had not
the same privilege, and it is hard to

I

understand the raison d'etre of why
this rule was not adopted before. It

is now in order for the C. K. C. to

follow the exampde set by its American
brethren.

|, ^^j

A case of much interest to dog-fan-
ciers haa just been decided in the Cir-

cuit Court of Birmingham, Ala. On
the 27th day of October, 1897, Mr. T. T.
Ashford, of thait city, shipped to J. M.

j
Evans, at Hickory Valley, Tenn., the

j

registered pointer Balsora, a field trials

I

prize-winner. The run between the
two points is generally covered in

;
twenty-four hours, but the unfortunate

i

animal was shunted from station to

i station, and it was fifty-four hours be-

1 fore she reached her destination. Upon
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being taken from the crate it was
found that a case of uraamdc poisoning
had been developed by the long con-
finement. This was followed by pa-
ralysis, which was followed by the
dog's death. Mr. Ashford sued for
$250, and the jury returned a verdict
for the full amount. The claim was
based on the assertion that the dog
did not receive proper attention, and
that she should have been removed
from the crate to allow the exercise
of a function of nature. This decision
is another recognition of the dog as a
valuable animal in dollars and cents,

and it also estaiblishes the liability of

a common carrier for neg-leot to give
dogs proper and humane attention
while in transit from one shipping
point to another.
A correspondent writes us that htj

has a small litter of collie puppies
about three months old that gives him
some concern as to the position of their

ears. At one time, he says, they ap-
pear all right; at another one of them
will be up (almost prick) and the other
hanging down, an4 asks us what we
think about it. Well, we would say
to our correspondent that he need not
trouble himself about a matter like

that, for the present at least. The
same symptoms are observable in all

puppies of that age, and is no criterion

of what they will turn out to be when
they iget five or six months' older. It

is only then when the ears should as-

sume the proper conformation.
The bench show under the auspices

of the Peterborough Kennel Club was
held on the exhibition grounds Wednes-
day, 27th Septemiber. Notwithstand-
ing the fact that it was only a "ribbon
show," with a number of medals
thrown in, there was a creditable

number of entries, over 100 dogs being
benched. Several of the classes were
well filled, notably in foxhounds, bea-

_

gles, cocker spaniels, fox terriers, and
collies. Taken altogether, the exhibit

wa^ an excellent one, and well patron-
ized by the public. The judging was
done by Mr. H. Parker Thomas, Belle-

ville, in fox terriers, setters, spaniels,

and bull terriers; Mr. C. Y. Ford,
Kingston, in all other classes, Mr.
Joseph Reid, Ijogan's Farm, was the

only exhibitor from Montreal, and he
scored a success with his fine collie,

"Apple Blossom," in the open class

bitches, and came second to "Laurel
Laddie" in the winners. "Appy" also

landed the special (a medal) for the

best collie bitch in the show.
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Notes.

The American Pet Dog Club's third
annual show is booked tor Movemu«r
'<J9 and 30 and December 1.

The PhiladeVphia Dog Show Associa-
tion's first annual bench show will be
held at Philadelphia, Pa., November
22, 23, 24 and 25.

The Montreal Canine Association—
the name which the joint stock asso-
ciation recently formed has ahosen to
be known by—has applied for a charter
from the city. As soon as this has
been obtained officers, etc., will be
elected.

Messrs. McAllister & Hungerford's
recently imported collie, "Laurel Lad-
die," was shown at the Peterborough
show, held last month, and was again
very successful, securing first in open
dogs and winner class (dogs and
bitches), and silver medal for the best
collie dog. This is the thira time "Lad-
die" has been shown since his arrival
in this country, and he has won out
every time.

Mr. F. W. Jacobi, the secretary of
the Canadian Fox Terrier Olub, has
furnished a contemporary some par-
ticulars from the annual statement.
He writes: "The past year has been the
most prosperous the club has ever had.
Mr. G. M. Carnochan has presented
the club with a cup to be known as tiie

grand challenige cup, this cup to always
remain the property of the club, and
a medal will be given in commemora-
tion of each win. Mr. G. H. Gooder-
ham, the president, has also donated
a cup rto be known as the president's
cup, with the same conditions as tho
grand challenge cup. It is the inten-
tion of the club to offer silver medals
as well as the cups, and with the largo
list of specials that are offered, the
club should not fail to increase in mem-
benship." The financial condition of

the club is also satisfactory. There
was a surplus of $135.25 from the spring
show, and when all expenditures are
added up the club still has in hand
$107.77, to say nothing of the cups and
trophies, which imake such a hand-
some display at Toronto shows. The
cash specials given by the club to the
three fall shows amounted to $40.

• • «

Dog Chat.

We will suppose a good many read-
ers of Rod and Gun have read Rud-
yard Kipling's story of the dog steal

by Privates Terence Mulvaney and
Leroyd, and how a vicious and worth-
less mongrel was, by the art of Pri-
vate Stanley Ortheris, so transformed
as to bear a close resemblance to a
handsome fox terrier belonging to an
officer of the regiment, which a weal-
thy lady had set her heart upon pos-
sessing—by fair means if possible, if

not, then by any means at all. ruose
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who have not, should at once buy,
borrow or steal a copy of "Soldiers
Three," and therein they will find it,

along* with ,many other delectable
morsels calculated to whet the mental
palate for more of that gifted author's
tales. But this is another story, the
scene of which is laid in Montreal, and
tne Victim a gentleman who, for a

time at least, sojourned in a prominent
up-tawn hostelry. One day, in the
course of his perambulations, he came
across one of those characters you
often meet in the streets of a large
city^a big, hulking young fellow, with
a string in his hand and a dog at the
end of it—in this instance a nice fox
terrier, beautifully marked, and having
all the appearance of good breeding.
The gentleman was attracted by it.

H«» entered into conversation with the

hoodlum. "Would he sell the dog?"
''Oh, yes, he was sorry to have to do
so. but was hard up, and wanted to get

away West, where he heard there was
lots of work." "What would he take
for it?" was the natural query. And
the fellow said right plump, "Fifty
dollars." The dog was honestly worth
it, and more, out the gentleman—and
ii. v/as here, having heard the man'a
unfortunate circumstances recited,

where his meanness came in—the gen-
tleman started to beat him down.
Finally a bargain was struck at -F^S,

the dog had a new owner, and for the
time bt.ng there were two satisllefl

people, in this world, one because he
had got something he desired a. bar
pnin rales, the other because theie waa
the prospect of a good time ahead.
The gentleman went home wich he
purchase. Time (as they say in the

play), two weeks later: The dog, which
his master had grown very fond of,

had mysteriously disappeared. Oar
friend the hoodlum (who had not car-

ried out his intention of going West)
dropped in "promisci/ ous like," to see
how bis pet was gevting along with
his new owner. He was very sorry to

hear of uhe loss and vowed all sort!^

of veng-eance upon the author of its

disappearance if ever he was discov-
ered. The gentleman was taken with
the fellow's sympathy. He wanted to
know if his visitor knew of anotlitr.

Fortunately he did; his own brother
in Toronto had the Jitter brother of
ne lost dog; it was an exact counter-
part, only it had a little spot of tan
on the forehead which, if anything,
enhanced its beauty. He would see if

it could be had and at what price. A
few days elapsed, the man returns,
bringing with him a dog which his
brother said would not be sold for one
cent less than fifty dollars. It was a
beauty; the little tan spot added great-
ly to its appearance, and the gentle-
man no sooner set eyes on it than he
determined it should be his. As he
was leaving tne city he had no time to

haggle over the price, so the money
was paid. By this time, we have no
doubt, the gentleman has discovered
that he was victimized; still he has
the satisifaction of knowing that he is

the own.r. thcngh not the rightful, of
a gf.cd dot; even in its original mark-
ings. Moral : Never buy a dog from
a hoodlum, especially if you first dis-
cover xiim leading it on che street by a
string.

The sagacity of tne collie and the
old sheep dog is well known. Here
are two anecdotes, which fully illus-

trate this trsit in eitiher:

Mr. Rumbull, of Birmingham, a well-
known admirer of the collie, had

a correspondent who vouches for its

truthfulness: Punctually at 8 o'clock
every morning Dad—that's the dog's
name, you understand—seizes the emp-
ty milk-can, and without any telling
trots away to the dairy and returns
with a pint of milk in time for break-
fast. At 9 he takes the children to
school, and nothing will prevent him
from bringing them safely home again
what time he considers they ought to
have imbibed sufficient learning for
that day. If one of the boys misbe-
haves himself the schoolmaster dare
not keep him in after hours. He tried
it once, but Dad jumped through the
window, and insisted that his young

good-looking specimen that could play change should be instantly liberated
cards with con5.iaerable success. Th^
common game of "Nap" was the one
at which the dog excelled, and. in-

deed, he became so proficient as to
be able to hold his own with anyone
'Wham his owner ohallenged. I believe
he played the game best when under
the ordens of Mr. F. Hinks, the well-
known breeder of bull terriers, the
sign by which it knew what cards
to take, being a slight and almost im-
perceptible snap of the fingers. Tnis
dog, after being tried by a would-be
purchasery.-was sold to hiim for £25,
on account of these accomplishments
at cards.

There is that tale of the Cumber-
land sheep-stealer hanged at Carlisle.
Accompanied by a sheep dog, he in the
daytime frequented certain farms.
Selecting sheep here and there, he
pointed such out to his dog. At night
the two went near the places, the dog
was sent into the fields and drove out
the sheep already chosen, which his
dishonest master converted into mut-
ton and then disposed of.

Since our last issue Montreal has
been honored by the arrival of a dis-
tinguished visitor of the canine species,
who attracted large numbers of ad-
mirers to the receptions held by him
daily at the A.bion Hotel, McGill
street, where he was located for some
days. "Chimmey," for that was the
distinguished visitor's patronymic, is

a British bull dog of the in tensest type,
massive and strong, yet withal kind
and gentle to those who have the care
of him, and affable even to strangers.
He is of right royal lineage, his grand-
sire being the original of Miss Thomp-
son's famous picture, "Wihat we Have
we'll Hold." While not unduly in-
flated with pride, "Ohimmey" com-
forts himself with a dignity becom-
ing the glory reflected from his illus-
trious ancestor, and accepts as a mat-
ter of course the homage rendered to
his exalted estate.

As a general utility dog, the hero of
the following story takes the cake. It
its furnished an English ex,cliange by

The family ooal-box is never suffered
to get empty. That dog is observant,
and replenishes it from the coal cellar
by bringing the coal up piece by
piece. When Dad shows such an ap-
titude for domestic work as this, he
should be trained to do the family
washing. He ought to get a medal,
so he ought.

* * *

A Suggestion for the C. K. C.

The Kennel Editor Rod and Gun:
Sir,—^I have had some experience

getting up dog showa, and have shar<
with the majority of the committee tl

anxiety consequent upon the slow r<

turn of entries, especially from out
side, even after the premium list h<

been widely circulated and the show i\

self extensively advertised, and it hi

occurred to me that something oug]
to be done to equalize .matters as
tween outside and local exhlbitoi
The local exhibitor has no expei
other than the entry fee, and the:

is no risk, comparatively speaking, to

his dog. On the other hand, the ex-
hibitor from a distance has the ad-
ditional cost of transportation to face,
with the added risk Qt injury to a
dog's health from a long railway jour-
ney. I think it is the place of the
executive of the C. K. C. to take the
initiative and to devise some means to

lighten the flnancial burden to out-
side exhibitors, and I am certain that
any step taken in this direction would
be favorably viewed by the majority
of members. There are several way.^
of doing it, but I would throw out ;•

suggestion that the C. K. C, for showf
under their rules, guarantee the ex
press charges on all dogs coming froi:

a distance, providing that the amoun
of prize money earned does not cove
the cost of transit. If this were gu;i

ranteed I am confident that entries
would be far more numerous, com-
petition would be keener, and the in
terest to the general public necessarilj
increased. To meet this additional
call on the funds of the C. K. C,
would propose that instead of tWi
present fixed charge of $25 (with a I*
bate for a lower number of entri#|



than the maximum), there should be a

per capita of, say 20 cents, and an
additional 15 cents for every class en-

tered after the first. For example, if

a dog is entered in puppy, novice and
open, the club under whose auspices

the show is held would have to pay
10 cents. The local club would not

I'eel this tax, as the increased number
of entries, along with the certainty

of bigger gate receipts, would more
than compensate. Do you think. Sir,

that the Petrolea Kennel Club would
have had to cancel their show if they

could, have printed some such induce-

ment as the above in their premium
list? I for one believe not. Yours

truly.
A MEMBER.

Ottawa, 5th October,

The Blind Fox Hunter.

Near Munday's Landing, among the

cl.ffs of Jessamine County is the mod-
est home of "Tom" Johnson. Since

early youth Johnson has been blind;

but, notwithstanding thi.3 fact he is one
of the most enthusiastic fox hunters in

the State. Often he follows his hounds
alone among the Kentucky River cliffs,

going at a gallop that one with keen
vision would not dare imiitate, and al-

though he has been doing this for many
years, he has never met with an acci-

dent. He knows every nook and crook
in the cliffs, and when he comes to a

very dangerous point ha dismounts,
takes hold of his horse's tail and the

animal guides him to safety.

A short time ago a party of hunters

from Madison and Garrard Counties
came here, and, with the local hun-
ters spent several nights chasing the

fox. Johnson was with them and on
the second night they lost their bear-

ing6,became separated and none of them
except Johnson was able to make his

way out of the oliffs that night. The
following day three of the hunters came
together at Wolf's point. Much appre-
hension was felt for the blind man,
and they decided to go to his home,
several miles away, to learn of him.
They did so and found him seated on
the veranda playing the violin.

Johnson owns several fine hounds
and frequently trades dogs, and gets

the best of it about as often as he is

worsted, he possessing the wonderful
ability of telling by touch the animal's

good qualities, the color of the coat

and the number of spots on his body,

and he can always tell his dogs from
the others by feeling them.
It was Johnson who solved the

"Phantom Fox" mystery that for many
months puzzled the hunters of this and
other counties. Week in and week
out this fox led the dogs in a merry
dance, but each night, after running

the dogs nearly to death, its trail
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would be lost in the bluegrass pasture
in the Poor Nick neighborhood. John-
son heard of tWs, and sent word that
he wanted to hunt the phantom; so a
hunt was arranged. On the appointed
day hunters from Garrard Boyle, Lin-
coln, Madison, Washington, and Ander-
son Counties congregated near Eben-
ezer Church with the pick of their
packs, determined to give the phan-
tom the run of his life. Reynard was
jumped at 8 o'clock at night, and after
traversing many miles of the country
with the dogs in hot pursuit he reached
the pasture at 12 o'clock, and there as
before his ti-ail vanished. Johnson,
mounted on a flue saddle horse, led the
chase, and reaching the pasture he
heard the tinkling of several bells and
was told that a flock of fifty sheep
were grazing in the same pasture.
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and occasional belts of jack pine and
white spruce. Lakes, small rivers and
creeks are everywhere encountered.
The grass is long and wantonly luxur-
iant, blossoming with wild flowers. In
fact, the whole country is an immense
park, in the fashioning of which the
hand of man has had no part, which
chains and enchants the eye with its

undulating sweep and the siplendor and
profusion of its grasses and its foliage

—a land of green and gold, slashed with
warm, rich coloring.

This is the natural home of all varie-

ties of feathered game. Prairie chick-

ens, ducks, geese and ruffed grouse
(partridge) abound in season. Rabbits
are so numerous as hardly to be con-

sidered game.
Black-tail deer, moose and wapiti

are also plentiful, while bears, fox2s,

Lievre River, Buckingliani, Que.

'That explains it," exclaimed the sight-

less Johnson; "you will And Mr. Fox on
the back of one of those sheep." And
such proved to be the case. Upon be-

coming tired, the sly animal would
strike for the pasture, mount the back

of one of the Cotsiwolds, and take a

ride, thus bafHlng the hunters.—Ken-
tiicky Correspondence Augustus (Ga.)

C-hronlcle.

THE HUNTING GROUNDS OF
THE SASKATCHEWAN.

Along the banks of the Worth Sas-

katchewan River, in the Canadian

North-west Territory, is one of the

best hunting grounds in America. Thie

country is magnificent rolling prairie,

broken by bluffs of poplar and willow.

wolves, beaver, lynxes, mink, otters,

fishers, martens, muskrats, and other
fur-bearing animals afford further op-
portunity for sport and profit.

Nor must the fishing be forgotten.

Many of the lakes teem with jack fish

(or pike) and pickerel, which greedily

take the spoon. The big lakes are the

home of the finest white fish, sturgeon
and salmon-trout, all of the largest

size. This abundance of wild life makes
of the fertile region of the Saskatche-
wan an ideal and comparatively fresh

field for the sportsman; its bright and
invigorating sun and air makes a few
weeks on its prairies one of the most
delightful and health-renewing out-

ings to be obtained anywhere in the

world.

BLBASiDBiLL. OAMERON.
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Canoeing on the

firand River, b^a

b

caswd

To the lover of beautiful scenery, his-

toric lore and a thrilling canoe trip,

let me advise a voyage on the troubled

waiters of the Grand River from Brant-

ford, on the famous run they call

"Round the river." Here a canal, used

in the old days of navigation, cuts

off an Immense bend of the river, and by

a portage of a couple of nundred yards

at the end, a complete water course of

thirteen mixles, with a return to the

atartdng point, is afforded. The run is

simply delightful, and pen can hardly

describe the beauties of its ever-chang-

ing panorama.
I was one of a merry party who re-

cently made 'this memorable voyage.

Our fleet consisited of half a dozen

canoes, with crews of good-natured

ladles and gentlemen, and last, but not

least, several well-filled lunoh-bai«kets.

From the canoe clubhouse where we
B-tarted Into the river proper there Is

a short .tailrace, and, caught in the

eurrent of this, we soon swung out

under a couple of low bridges into the

wider and deeper waters of the Grand.

As soon as we reached the river there

was a feeling of exultancy. The cur-

rent caught us, and our little fleet

bounded forward, with an occasional

guiding stroke of the paddle as our

only propellant. A moment later and

we were in the flrst rapid. A huge

rock on either side that formed a sort

of gateway to the run, were quickly

passed, and down the narrow oouise we
Bhot. Narrow Indeed It was, for a few

feet to either side meant that our ca-

noe would strike a rock and founder

or swing around perJiaps and upset us.

The rushing water gave the canoes

just enough motion to make It Inter-

esting and highly enjoyable.

The first rapid Is short, and In less

time than it takes to tell, we were
through It and In the smoother water
below. The river here takes a bend

and flows around past several resi-

dences on the left. On the rlgbt bank

are beautiful pasture fields and thriv-

ing looking farms. The land is flat

and Is well irrigated by spring freshets.

Bresently there are more ripplets,

and, running along, we soon reached

Two Fish Islands and the famous ra-

pids there. At this point there is a

©harp bend In the river, so sharp, in-

deed, that It requires an experienced

canoeist to avoid running into the

bank; in fact a stoo-y Is told of a lady

and gentleman who were caught In

this way by the current and landed
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high and dry on the sihore, canoe and

all. From the islands there is a very

pretty and interesting run skirting

along the famous Tutela Heights. High

up on the right bank, through the

trees, an unpretentious-looking white

frame house may be seen. This is the
old homestead of Prof. Bell, the in-

ventor of the telephoine. Here he spent

many weary hours in studying and
planning, and from here to the city of

Brantford, which thus gets its second

name of the "Telephone City," three

miles distant acrosis country, on wires

strung from tree to tree, the first suc-

cessful "Hello" was said and the tri-

umphant answer came back in the

same word now repeated thousands of

times in a day. Even the river seems

to take a pride in pasising this disitin-

gulshed spot and rusihe'* merrily be-

tween rockJs and over rapids, wihioh

require all the skill of the steersman

to keep cleiar of.

On we sped, and, passing what Is

known as the "clay banks," soon

swept out of sight of the antique old

dwelling while new objects of interest

took our attention. The windings of

the river were glorious. Restless as

the water had been all along, the old

Grand seemed now still more so, and
rapid followed rapid. Our canoes

danced merrlily on the angry waters

whilst their speed greatly irnoreased,

and it was now a race. Rocks on

either side and the very bank itself

seemed to be running away from us.

All along we passed banks clad in

nature's best gifts, and delightful rest-

ing places where one could not help

longing to stop a while and picnic.

The next point of Interest was the old

Cockshutt bridge. We could see the

high structure for some time before

we reached it. The bridge is not re-

markable for its beauty, being an old

frame one some 800 feet long. For
nearly half a century It has stood

there, braving the elements of wind,

rain and flood, which aire furious at

this point, and have frequently done
much damage. Several times the flood

has rendered it unfit for traffic, and
portions have been carried away, but

it is kept repaired, and still stands a
rare old relic of the past. Just below

the bridge is the scene of a remark-
able landslide which occurred some
years ago. A portion of the high bank
of the river for a distance of several

hundred yards, one night, without the

slightest warning, slid down, nearly

filling up the water course entirely.

Great trees and a portion of a road

on the hillside were carried down in

the debris, while the cellar of a house

on top of the embankment w.as swept
away, leaving the building overhang-

ing the cliff and ready to topple on a

moment's notice.

Paddling on some distance and around

a bend a pretty church spire could be

seen, and presently the whole building.

This was the old Mohawk Church, the

oldest church in the province and a

landmark of some repute. The Mo-
hawk Church was built by the Six Na-

tions in 1784. The building is a frame

one of clap-boards, sawn before the

days of saw-mills, by hand, with one

man in a pit, and are an inch thick. The
church still retains its old style, and
inside is very pliaan, with the ten com-
mandments in Indian posted up at the

one end and the British coat of arms
at the other end over the door. Every

Sunday morning the service of the

Church of England is conducted here,

and the children of an Indian school

near by attend. One of the proud pos-

sessions of the little edifice is a solid

silver coimmunion service presented to

the Indians by Queen Anne, and since

retained sacredly by them. Close by
the ciiurch is the tomb which marks
the last resting place of the famous
chieftain, Joseph Brant. Hundreds of

tourists visit this interesting spot, and,

judging by the chipped appearance of

the tomb, have not failed to carry

away a memento of the occasion.

The river takes an immense bend
here, and an island is formed by a

short cut. Just below the old church

the river contains quite a whirlpool,

wiiich if not on a par with that of

Niagara is at least a yery powerful

eddy, and formidable to anyone who
should get caught unawiares in its cur-

rent. A little farther down is one of

the miost delightful rapids of the wnole
trip. With a seeming delight, the ca-

noe is caught In the current and fairly

files down the Incline and around a

bend. Just above our heads as we
glided past were the immense targets

of the lifle ranges of the Dufferin Ri-

fles. When the soldier boys are at

practice ithe bullets wbiz over the river

in dangerous proximity to canoeists'

heads and lodge in the clay bank be-

yond. In order to. avoid any danger, a

flag has been placed to warn the siioot-

era of approaching canoes, and the

red signal waving as we hove in sight

the sharp crack of the rifles ceased till

we were far below their range.

On the right we were now skirting

along the famous Bowbark Farm,
wbose igreen pastures and well-culti-

vated, level flelds looked fresh and
lovely. This magniflcent stock farm id

known the whole country over,and is the

home of some of the finest cattle in

the world. From here the trip to the

portage is all clear sailing. The river

settles down to a less turbulent mood,

and after a mile or so of paddling we
reached the entrance to the canal.

Landing, we soon had our canoes car-

ried up the steep bank and Into the



deep basin of water above. At the

portage is situated the power-house of

the Brantford electric lig-hting eystem.

8-nd here is one of the most magnificent

water powers outside of Niagara. Up
the drowsy old canal we paddled, and
a-cross the sparkling little lake on
whose banks is located the popular ex-

cursion resort, Mohawk Park. Half
an hour later we stood on the wharf
of the canoe clubhouse, safe and sound;
home again, with a decided impression
that we had had one of the most de-
lightful outings on record.

Unscientific Facts about the Animals that

Live in the Bush—The Beaver.

Indians hold the beaver in great re-

spect, ascribing to it an intelligence

that it does not possess, and ranking
it the king of animals—almost divine.

It is not customary to eat one's gods,
but the Indian lacks the bump of ven-
eration, being intensely utilitarian.

He looks upon the animals that sup-
ply him with food as benefactors, and
is grateful, almost carrying his grati-

tude to worship, but he never allows
his adoration to spoil his dinner. He
draws the line at that. He is willing

to show any amount of respect for the
animals that contribute io his com-
fort, but he mercilessly kills them all

the same.
Even when he has been lucky

enough to kill a bear, he Is most po-
lite. He takes it by the hand—or,

rather, paw—and, shaking it affec-

tionately, he apostrophizes thus:
••Meegwitch, makwa! Meegwitch!
Mush.om! We-as ka meejian!" "Thanks,
bear! Thanks, old fellow! (in that)
meat you have given me." This
1:3 very touching, and indicative of a
noble soul, but he does more than that.

He hangs the skull on a tree in a con-
spicuous place, which is counted for

an honor to the bear. In fact, the

practice carries with it a little more
than honor to the bear, for it has be-

come a superstition with them that the

omission of these few semi-religious

little precautions is prone to bring bad
luck.

But to return to the beaver. The
Indian (I speak of the true Indian,
not of the half-breed) always boils his

beaver, and never fries or roasts it,

the latter method of cooking it appar-
ently being an insult to it; its bones,

moreover, must never be given to the

dogs, but must be thrown into the

water, so that beaver will increase and
multiply on the "lands" of the Indian,
Who knows enough to take such pre-

cautions.

"Lands'' is the word used to desig-

nate an Indian's hunting grounds.
The line of demarcation between

these "lands" is very strictly drawn,
and the right to them is hereditary
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through the female line. An Indian,
when on the lookout for a wife, takes
this fact into consideration, and it is a
more weighty factor in his selection

than beauty. The parents of the girl

whom they wish to marry off, often
make the first overtures to the young
man they want for a son-in-law by
allowing h:m to hunt for a season on
a portion of their "lands." This they
do for a double purpose—to bring the

young people together and to show the
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or a herd of cattle on a neighbor's

farm.

The Indian cultivates beaver, and

were it not for that fact beaver would
have become practically extinct to-day.

He knows to a nicety how many he
has on his.lands, the number of lodges,

the ages of the inhabitants thereof,

and the exact position of their houses.

He exercises considerable discretion in

the killing of them, always taking care

to leave a pair, "Mec ni kah so wa;toh,"

Klk Uiv<i Canyon, Elko, B.C

I

young buck how rich they are in

beaver, for, to' return to our subject,

beaver is the standard of wealth with

them.
They are to the Indian as cattle,

sheep, and pigs are to us. When in

our travels we come across signs of

beaver, we feel that it is to our credit,

and say, "Behold, we have found

beaver." We might just as well take

credit for discovering a flock of sheep

"for seed." It is only when the white

man threatens to kill them that the

Indian will exterminate them, for he
naturally does not care to raise "stock"
for other people's benefit. He has three

methods of killing them, namely,
trenching, trapping and shooting.

Trenching is his favorite method, for

by it he Is able 'to ascertain the sex of

the animal before killing it.

0. C. FARR.
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FISHERMAN'SiLUCK.

Sail on, good craft! Swing down the

blast!

See, yon Ls Chester lig-ht;

The Grand Bank strife and stress are

past.

And we'll be home to-night.

The wint'ry wind roars wrathfully,

The spray cuts like a knife;

But gentle Mary Waits for me,

Waits, waits to be my wife.

Wheel great white lights of Iron

Bound,
Ye flame for all at sea;

But yon dear oot across the sound

Glows with the ligiht for me.

A maid looked from her sea-girt home,

AiS rose the evening star;

And saw a craft across the foam
Stand for the harbor bar.

A snow squall swepl down suddenly,

The moon rose round and bright;

"Ah, mother, 'twas but phantasy.

No sail Is now in sight."
• «•*••

The morrow morn a schooner's stern

Washed in to the sun-bright sand.3;

Was that the cry of 'longshore tern,

Or soul in her Maker's hands?

PRACTICAL PROTECTION OF
GAME.

In a recent letter Mr. Maurice R.

Bortree, ex-president of the National

Game Ifrotective Association, writes

as follows of necessary measures for

practical game protection:

There needs to be one national or-

ganization of sportsmen—the L. A. S.

is that organization. It should have

in its actual membership all the active

true sportsmen of the United States.

The preservation and propagation of

our remnant of game needs the friend-

ship and help of all.

Rapids above Sliaw

Three things are needed in the laws
of every State—a game warden sys-

tem; no sale nor export of game and
a license fee for hunters. To effectual-

ly enforce these three laws (to say

nothing of the other game laws) the

citizens of all the States need to assist

each other. Daws for game protec-

tion will never be enforced by citizens.

License fees will restrain an immense
crowd of hunters from invading States

where game is now fairly plentiful and
increasing slowly, and also produce

some revenue for game law enfori;e-

nipnt.

Non-export and no sale of game will

Scive it more than anything else. How
shameful has been the destruction of

gam" in all the years past by a clasi

of good-for-nothing men wiio have fol-

lowed the business of "market hunt-

ers." How frequently do we see in

market reports, "receipts of game lib-

f-ral; most of it in bad order," etc.,

meaning in the aggregate an immense

loss of game every year.

As an ex-game warden, I know that

rt'Sid'ents in outside States can give

an immense amount of valuable infor-

mation of illegal work done in refer-

ence to game. A membensiiip of an or-

ganization which might permeate every

nook and corner of the country woul 1

be able to almosit entirely stop all

game law violations. The result in a

shiort time would be a marvellous in-

crease of our game everywhere. Who
doesn't want this condition of things?

Thousands of men all over the coun-

trv who love to hunt and flsh should

at once send their names and one

dollar and join the L. A. S. There

has been a steady growth in mem-
bers; and the larger the organization

the more powerfully can it work.

I am informed to-day by a game
dealer here that there has never been

such light game receipts here in Chi-

cago at this time of year. The reason

is hecause of the non-export laws of

States around Chicago, and enforcing;

their game laws. This is good news.

May game traffic soon cease entirely.

'Brer Bar" in a tight place.

i
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THE BUILDING OF
Give me of your bark, O birch tree

!

Of your yellow bark, O bircfi tree !

Growing by the rushing river.

Tall and stately in the valley.

Give me of your root, O tamaracl

Of your fibrous root, O larch tree I

My canoe to bind together

That the water may not enter.

THE BIRCH BARK.
Thus the birch canoe was builded

In the valley by the river.

In the bosom by the forest.

And the forest life was in it-

All its mystery and its magic

—

All the lightness of the birch tree,

All the toughness of the cedar,

All the larch's supple sinews;

And it floated in the river

Like a yellow leaf in autumn
Like a yellow water lily.
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NEW GAME LAWS.
The League of American Sportsmen

has laid out its winter programme as

follows :

—

" There is a vast amount of work for

the League to do next winter in the

various State Legislatures. There are

some fundamental principles in game

protection that should be put before the

law makers of the various states, in such

shape as to impel action. One of these

must look to the prohibition of the

shameful traffic in bird plumage for

millinery purposes, which is now being

carried on everj-where.
" Here is a draft of a bill covering this

subject which should be presented to the

Legislature of each state and territory in

the Union :

" ' Whoever shall have in his or her

possession the body or skin or any

part of the plumage of any bird classed

j

as a song or insectiverous bird, a

I

plumage bird or bird of prey, and

which is not generally considered

' edible or classed as a game bird,

j
whether taken in this state or else-

I

where, or who may wear such feathers

I

for the purpose of dress or ornament,

: shall be deemed guilty of a mis-

• demeanor, and on conviction shall be

! fined not less than $10 nor more than

^25.

'"Provided, that this act shall not

be construed to prohibit any person

having a certificate provided for under
any law of this state, from taking or

killing such birds ; or keeping their

skins or skeletons or parts thereof for

scientific study ; the intent of this

provision being that persons legally

authorized may take and retain such

birds for use in museums or other

collections for scientific purposes.

"'This act shall not apply to non-

residents of this state passing through

it, or temporarily dwelling within its

limits, unless they are engaged in col-

lecting or destroying birds in violation

of the spirit and intention of this act.'

" Another bill should be introduced in

each of these state legislatures to prohibit

the sale of game at all times. A draft of

such a bill will be submitted to the

League members in the near future, and

a vigorous campaign must be inaugurated

everywhere in order to secure legislation

on these most important subjects."

We, in Canada, are not yet prepared

to absolutely prohibit the sale of game,

as our resources in that respect are still

very large, but any province or territory

whose laws do not prohibit the sale dur-

ing the close season in such province or

territory of imported game should pass a

law to that effect, for under the cold stor-

age pleathere is too good an opjKjrtunity to

dispose of game killed during the close

season.

At first sight the proposition to prevent

the fair sex from ornamenting their head-

gear as fashion dictates may seem an

unwarrantable interference with their

privileges, but when it is remembered

that " the more birds alive, the less bugs

alive" is the underlying principle, the

proposed law seems not only reasonable,

but an absolute necessity in most states

if they are to be saved from annually

increasing insect pests.

POLICE REVOLVER PRACTICE.
A police team match was arranged to

be shot recently in Chicago. The best

fifty marksmen were selected, ten men
from each district. From these, five-men

teams were made up. Such competitions

should be extended to every city among
the police, and one should like to hear of

similar competitions in our chief Cana-

dian cities. The Chicago affair is pro-

moted by private enterprise, which, while

creditable to the promoters, is wrong in

principle, for it should be a requirement

that every police officer should acquire

proficiency with the weapon with which
he is armed. Nothing is so disappointing

as to see some of the vain efforts by
policemen to hit a dog that we have

witnessed, whereas a crack shot is admir-

ed by all.

<» <8>

The good effects of the recent change

in the Dominion Customs Export Law,
by which, under adequate restrictions,

visiting sportsmen are permitted to

export moose, caribou and deer killed

by them, becomes more apparent as the

open season advances. There have been

unprecedented numbers of hunters come
into Canada so far who have generally

been successful and taken out trophies

of their skill. On the other hand, it is

not an over-estimate to state that at least

$100,000, from September 1st to November
Ist, have been left in the country this

year by hunters and there is ttill a long

open season to come.

Any of our provinces or territories

which have not passed a law providing

a bounty on wolf scalps should do so at

the first session of their legislatures.

Reports of depredations by wolves are

not infrequent, and in these days when
our deer attract the visiting sportsmen

from the South and thus possess a com-

mercial value to our country, we cannot

afford to satisfy the Inmger of the remain-

ing Canis Lupus Griseo-Albus by feeding

them on venison.
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The Oregon game commission was re-

cently asked for a permit to kill birds and

mammals for scientific purposes. As

there is no statutory enactment permit-

ting the granting of such privileges, the

Attorney General decided that the state

game warden had no authority to grant

a permit of this sort. We wish our pro-

vincial laws were equally destitute.

Mr. Henry Melladew, of London,

England, passed through Montreal, Oct.

12th, on his return from a three months,

hunting trip in the Rockies, north of

Golden, B.C. He reports having killed

several bears and saw, but did not secure,

the coveted silver tip. This is his second

season in the same district.

Unscientific Facts about the Animals that

Live in the Bush—The Beaver.

Continued.

"Trenching beaver" is a method of

killing them so peculiarly Indian that

the uninitiated will demand an expla-

nation of the "modus operandi." It is

this: In the fall, when the "ponds" are

covered with ice, sufficiently strong to

bear the weight of a man and his dog.

the Inaian, being armed with an ice

chisel and a tomahawk, proceeds to

cut a hole in the dam. The beavers,

ever on the alert, at once recognize

that some evil agency, accidental or

otherwise, is at work, and before the

pond has lowered sufficiently to ex-

pose the sub-aqueous exit of their

house, as an act of precaution, prompt-
ly take to the water.

It sometimes happens that some mem-
ber of the family will visit th« dam to

ascertain the cause of the catastrophe,

though tha unsophisticated members
will at once seek safety in flight to

their regular hiding places.

Knowing beavers, that have pre-

viously passed through the agonies of

being trenched and escaped, will often
make a break at once for the dam, and
endeavor to pass down with the flood,

and this the Indian will try to guard
against hy watching at the breach.

In the meanwhile the inexperienced

ones have betaken themselves to the

runways, or narrow mud-bottomed
channels which intersect the marshy
shores of the pond. There, at the ex-

treme end, under the hanging ice, they

await events, events which come in the
shape of the Indian, Ms dog, his ice

chisel, and his tomahawk. These dogs,

though often sorry-Jooking curs, are
endowed with a wonderful intelligence

and keen scent. The dog careers
around the lake, apparently in an aim-
less manner, but presently a short,
sharp bark tells th*« Indian that it has
located at least one of the doomed
family, and has'tening to the spot, he
finds the dog scratching away with all

its might at the end of one of these

aforesaid runways, now distinctly vis-

ible owlnff to the subsidence of the

ice with the water. The Indian and the

ice chisel now come into play. With
the ice chisel he cuts a hole through
the ice over the ditch between the

beaver and the lake. He has with him
some stakes which he plants firmly in

the mud, thus preventing the beaver

from escaping back to the pond. He
now takes a long stick and "feels" for

the beaver. If he does not touch it he

cuts another hole, at about the length

of his stick towards the beaver, and
again plants stakes to prevent escape,

and so he continues until at length

with his sticks he touches the soft

furry coat of the poor frightened crea-

ture, and then he meas.ures the dis-

tance exactly with his stick, taking

care that the hole which he makes is

behind the beaver and not in front,

for he has to thrust his arm down and
grab the animal by the hind leg or

tail, and woe be to him if he happens
to come in contact with its teeth, for

when thus cornered they bite viciously.

And so he has it, and hauls it out on

to the ice, it shrieking piteously the

while. This is the opportunity of

which I spoke of judging the sex, and
a careful Indian will see that the pair

he leaves "for seed" are properly mated
as to sex.

A blow on the head with the back
of the tomahawk soon despatches the

oeavcr, and it is probable that ere it

has ciOScd its eyes in death, the busi-

ness bark of the well-trained dog will

proclaim that it has another beaver

traced to its hiding place.

Steel traps are usdd, as a rule, ear-

lier in the fall, before the frost, while

the beavers are gathering in their win-

ter supply of food. Sometimes they are

set on the dam whilst it is in course of

construction, and are always placed

in the water. If the dam is already

built, a Slight hole is .made in it, near

vvnich the trap is set, and when the

Leaveis come at nigbt to repair the

aamage, one of them will likely get

into lit. Traps are also set on the

'roads" down which they haul their

lood, or rather in the water at the foot

or thim. Care must be taken to ob-

literate, as much as possible, the scent

Oil' man, and by the use of the beaver

castorum, everything about the trap

is made to smell very much of beaver.

Though there is a chain attached to the

trap which has a ring at the end of

it, Indians always use some strong

twine, as an additional precaution

against the animal after it is caught
twisting the chain so that it snaps, and
thus leaving the beaver free with a

trap attached to its foot. Both chain

and twine are fastened to a sapling

which the beaver is able to drag into

the water, and the two combined soon

drown it. If the beaver can only get

footing on land it will pull itself free

from the trap, leaving a foot or part

of a leg in it. Indians who make use

of. traps to any extent will sometimes
purposely set a trap in such a manner
that the animal will be lightly caught,

and then escape at the expense of a few
toes. This is done in order that there

may be a certain number of beaver
left on the lands for stock, for it ie

eeldom that a beaver gets caught twice
in a trap. In fact, they become very
cunning after a time, and such wary
creatures usually fall victims in the

end to the gun. There is another
method of trapping, but this method
is usually applied in the case of a lazy

beaver, one that won't work, and who
has been expelled from decent com-
munities in consequence. It usually

takes up its residence in a deep, slug-

feisn stream, and lives a kind of hand-
to-mouth existence. It lays in little or

no s.o2k of provisions for the winter,

and when the t'ebruary sun gathers
s.ren^th, it comes out on to the bank
oi: ihi »tream to procure food. The
Indians take aavaiuage of its lazy
haoi.s, and set their traps for it ac-
corUing-y. Tney cut a hole in the ice
hauoing from the banks, and in the
Sloping mud they plant sticks of young
popiar ana birch, the food that the
soul of the beavcr loveth, and oelow
that, in the water, they place the trap,
'ihea ihey carefully cover up tne hole
that tliey have made, in oraer to allay
the suspicions of the beaver. He, lazy
fellow, IS aelighced to And that IrTovi-
dcuce has rained this manna down
upon him in tne shapes of sticks, and
tutn the h. story of another beaver ie

closed with a snap. Tne shooting of
beaver, txcept by chance, is usually
doue in the spring, but the method is

not much in favor with Indians, as the
shot injures the skin, and it often hap-
pens that a beaver when shot will sink,
which means a loss to the Indian. In
tl^ie spring, like the muskrat, the bea-
ver cjmes to a call, and for those who
know it, and how to imitate it, it is

not hard to shoot them. The fur of the
beaver commences to become in a mar-
ketable condition in September, but
real perfection is not attained until the
heavy frosts of November. The reg-
ular method of testing the condition of

the fur, as practiced in the Hudson's
iiay Company, is to grip the fur by
the hand, throw it up with a sharp
lift, and catch it again by the fur be-
lore it falls. If the fur is in fair con-
dition this can easily be done, but if

it is "common" it cannot be done.
For about five years a law has been

in existence, both in Ontario and Que-
bec, prohibiting the killing of beaver.
E.Kcept in sections where they have
been strictly protected at considerable
cost, the effect of this law has not
been very pronounced. In the interior,

where Indians and the Hudson's Bay
Company have it all pretty much their

own way, just as many beaver have
been killed as usual, for even Indians
must eat. If you wish to prevent the

btaver passing in its checks, as the

Dodo and the buffalo have done before
it, other plans must be evolved, plans
in which the cost of protection relative

to the value of the article protected
must be taken into consideration.

C. C. FARR.
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Elk River and Falls, Elko—Crow's Nest.
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A DEFENCE OF THE SPARROW
By L. H. Smith

THE house-sparrow (Passer-domesti-

cus), known in America as the
" English Sparrow," was introduced

to this continent to perform a task

which our native birds did not appear to

do—the destruction of the larvae of the

measure-worm, that so often infest the

trees in our streets and parks.

Portland, Boston, New York, Phila-

dfclphia and other eastern citiee

broug-ht this hardy little bird In large

numbers. For some time he was pro-

tected and petted. In many towns and
cities boxes were put up for his house-
keeping' conveniences, and by-laws

were passed for his iprotection. It was
believed by many that he did perform

the work for which he was imported.

By and by the naturalists and bird-

lovens began to discover that "Passer-

dcmesticus" had some very bad traits

In ilia character. Charges of all kinds

have been laid ai his door, and from
the petted little emigrant that he was
for the first few years after landing

on our shores, he is now denounced by
all, from the scientific ornithologist to

the man who does not know a crow
from a chickadee. On<^ scarcely ever

hear.s a good word snoKen of him.

Nearly all the American and Canadian
naturalists denounce him most unmerci-

fully. They have exhausted the English

language to find words suffioiently

strong to apply to him. Dirty, filthy,

pugnacious, pestiferous, quarrelsome

and all kinds of denunciatory terms
have been heaped on his poor little

head. Weibster has failed to furnish

words either in quantity or expression

sufficiently strong for their purpose.

Knowing well as 1 do the universal

condemnation of the house-sparrow on

this continent, I hope something more
than any negative element in my char-

acter causes me to say of my little fea-

thered brother countryman, "With all

thy faults I love thee still."

Do those who denounce him so un-

sparingly ever stop to think that this

little bird's ancestors were brought to

the Western World against their will?

They did not emigrate of their own ac-

cord, whereas those of their detractors

did. That they are here to stay I pre-

sume no bird student will question.

A more hardy emigrant never came to

our shores. He has taken his placi

among' the Avi-fauna of the land, and
we may content our souls that he Is

permanently established amongst us
tug any of our native species.

Among the many charges brought

against this little Englishman are:

that he Is a bully and drives our native

birds from our towns and cities. Why
has he not driven some of the other

species away from his haunts in Eng-
land ? Perhaps the bird 'he annoys

there most is the house martin, which

builds its nest under the eves of the

old thatched cottages. He often usurps

one of their nests, which makes him a

snug house with, by him, no labor of

construction. He has been carrying on

this pillaging for centuries, we do not

know how )ong; still this sweet little

swallow holds his own. He is as nu-

merous there as he ever was, and his

long row of adobe houses arc the same

to-day as when "Gilbert White" kept

his bird calendar at Selbourne.

It Is quite true he is a flgihter, and

he may, too, in the majority of cases,

be the aggressor; but that he, to the

extent he is charged, drives from our

homes the birds we love so mucli, to s-e

about us, I do not believe.

By a careful record fox many years

of the birds about my place, a good

deal of which was shrubbery an.d or-

chard, a rare home for the birds, and

where they were encouraged and pro-

tected, I noticed that one season that

I would miss one or more pairs of cat-

birds, in another the purple finches had

not come, or the phoebes had forsaken

the verandah. Perhaps 1 could not find

as many chipping and song-sparrows'

nests as I did the season before, and

so on. My record showed me that in

some seasons some of my feathered

pets were more numerous than they

were in others. It appeared to be a

sort of "ebb and flow," for which ac-

cidents, trajgedles, natural deaths, bad

seasons and good seasons all played

their part. After nine years' residence

on that bird-haunted premises, with

sparrow boxes in the cornices, the na-

tive birds were as numerous when I

left as they were when 1 went to re-

side there. I do not think that our na-

turalists in laying the arivmg- or some

of our native birds from their haunts,

at his door, think of other conditions

which may be the cause of doing what
they blame him for.

The sparrow has been a resident in

my town for twenty-five years. I do

not notice that within the corporation

limits that our native birds are any
less numerous; robins are everywhere.

A large colony of purple martins nest

regularly along our principal business

street. The catbird still nests in the

shrubs in the gardens. The little chippy
raises its young in her hair-lined nest

in the cedar hedge. The least flycatch-

er's plaintive cry is to be heard at all

hours from the old apple tree. The
warbling vlreo's delightful song comes
to you all the day from the maples
along our streets, where she builds her
nest. The orioles swing their skil-

fully woven structure on the weeping
branches of the elm on my lawn, just

as they have always done, and the lit-

tle swift tumbles down the chimney
the same as he did when houses were
first built here. Our town-haunting
birdh have of late years had the crow-

blackbird added to their numbers. He
is now as much a resident on our lawns
and In our gardens as the bold robin

who has always been there; the

spruce trees furnishing him sites for

his nests. Not one species, so far as I

know, has been driven from our town
limits or lessened in numbers by the

introduction of the sparrow.

House-sparrow

—

Passer-domesticus

Many years ago the passenger pig

eon swarmed here in countless mil-

lions. It is nearly correct now to say

"he has become extinct." The whip-

poorwIU on moonlight summer nights

was the minstrel on nearly every cord-

wood pile and kitchen ridge. To-day
he is to be heard only in a few favored

places. Others of our birds, for vari-

ous reasons, have become scarce,whilst

some are more abundant. Are the

sparrows responsible for these changed
conditions in our Avi -fauna ? While
it is true that he is a belligerent when
it comes to the rights of property, and

will destroy the nests of birds that dare

squat where he has already pre-empt-

ed, nearly every bird will do the same.

I have seen a catbird deliberately take

the eggs out of the nest of dear little

chippy,carry them to the nearest perch

and peck them to pieces, not to eat

but to destroy the home of the little

doorstep birdie that dared build her

nest in the vicinity to which she claim-

ed an indisputable right and title.



Whether it was wise to acclimatize

the sparrow, or whether it was a mis-

ake, I am not going to discuss. That
is an unmitigated little rascal, with-

one redeeming feature, I do not al-

\. I have sat by the hour and
watched him carry grasshoppers to

11 is nestlings, thereby destroying count-

it ss numbers of those harmful insects.

1 liave seen him rid the cabbage patch
1)1 the green caterpillar, which without

aim would have destroyed the vege-

i a bits. In the fall and winter he feeds

.1.1 the seeds of foul weeds in the not

to I well cultivated ^urden. Besides

these things, like all other birds, he

does some good which we know not of,

hence are not able to place at his

credit.

I love the sparrow because he is an
emigi-ant from the same land which I

am. In my boyhood days he waa the

object of my highest nimrodian aspir-

ations. How we boys did persecute

iiim ! We destroyed his nests in sum-
mer, and in the dark winter nights we
hunted him with lantern, in the old

thatched farm shedis, and with a. sieve

on a fork we raked the sides of the

stacks in the rickyards,anything to out-

wit what we thought was the wariest

of birds. Perhaps but for the sparrow,

and his pursuit, the innate love I have

for all things out-of-doors, might never

have haen awakened in me. The hunt-

ing of him then aroused in me as much
enthusiasm as the pursuit of our no-

blest game birds does now. We knew
of nothing against his character, only

that legendary lore told us that he

killed "Cock Robin."

"Who killed Cock Robin ?"

"I, ' says the sparrow, '•with my bow
and arrow^

r killed Cock Robin."

Perhaps this, to us, was sufficient' ex-

cuse for the harassed life we led him.

I love him bacause in. pur oold win-

ter mornings, when the thermometer

is hovering a.bout zero, he cheers me
with hie cheeiful "Chirrup, chissic,"

when scarcely any other bird voice

breaks the st.llnass of the frosty air.

I love him because he comes about

our dooryard and makes himself one of

the family, and I love him for his in-

dependence and self-reliance. He asks

for food at my back door only while

severe weather lasts, and he gets it.

When a thaw comes he is off foraging

for himself, and asks no alms. I think

his faults have been s'hamefully exag-

gerated, and sufficient credit has not

been given him for his good deeds. 1

can imagine him answering his detrac-

tors.

"You accuse me of all that is bad.

You lay at my door charges of which

I am not guilty. You acciase me of ill-

treating and driving other birds away.

I do not do these things. True I some-

times fight with other birds and de-
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stroy their nests, but only thoae who
trespass on my domains, or, like your-
selves, call me bad names. If I take
possession of the old hole in the apple
tree or of the box in the garden, which
Is claimed by the wren or the blue-
bird", my reason is that I have as much
right as they. In short, my right to
live where I am is equal to that of
any bird, and I exercise that right.
That I quarrel without reason with all
other birds I positively deny. Do 1

not hop at your back door-step side by
side with my cousii., the dear little
chippy, and share with him the crumbs
thirown out ? Does not the robin stiM
build his nest in the woodshed, just as
he did before I ever chirruped on the
shinges ? The oriole's nest, made with
a skill I cannot begin to imitate, still

swings from the elm, and the crow
blackbirds come and build their nests
in the spruce tress on the lawn, which
they did not do before my time. My
kinsman, the song-sparrow, makes his
nest on the ground in the neglected
and briar-grown corner of the garden,
unmolested by rne, and the saucy blue-
jay in his "basaball suit" screams and
yells and kicks up more fuss around the
premises than all the other birds put
together. The least flycatcher's "ehe-

bec-c'heitee," so melanoholy that it

makes me feel sad, is heard in the or-

chard all the day long, and little chick
adee hangs, upside down, to the

branches, hunting for his insect food,

the isame as ever. We all share the

premises in common, and are friends.

You have made me many enemies. You
have caused even those who care no-
thing for bird-life to despise me. From
the kind treatment you extended to
my ancestors you have come to treat
me with the greatest cruelty. In your
eyes I am a worthless little feathered
vagabond, without a redeeming trait
in my character. Learned ornitholo
gists though you think you be, how
little you really know of bird life ! Is
your own record so clean and so good
that you can consistently denounce me
in words which have no parallel in bird
language, without a flush coming to
your faces ? I do not think so. What
is your title to this continent ? Your
treaties with the Red-man for his
rights to the soil have been accompan-
ied by fraud and dishonesty, and, like

the contract between Faust and the

"Evil One," were written with a pen
of fire. You brought disease and vices

to him which have destroyed his peo-

ple, and yet you, who kidnapped my
ancestors, and by force brought them
here, would deny me a home where
you live. My title to an undivided
right in the land is better than yours;

it is honest, which yours is not. You
wrongly accuse me of driving your

feathered friends from your towns and
cities, whilst you have almost annihi-

lated your fellow-man. whose happy
hunting grounds were here since long

before you have any record. I utterly

disregard your denunciaMons. I have
at least as good right as you to a h.)mp

in the land, and you may r.est assured

it will be used by myself as long af

r live and by my descendants for all

time to come.
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In the October number of Rod and
Gun we published an account of fox-
hunting in Canada, with illustrations

by Notman, of the Montreal Hunt,
taken in front of their new and com-
modious quarters at Cote des Neiges.
In the current issue we are forced to

chronicle the laying away of whip,
spur and horn for another season. The
rather severe frost that made its ap-
pearance on the night of the 10th, and
the snow of the day following put a
damper on this sport for the autumn
season of 1899. Notwithstanding this

Interruption, both the Montreal and
Canadian Hunt Clubs had good sport
on Saturday, the 11th, as towards noon
the frost had in a measure disappeared,
and those sufficiently enthusiastic to

put in an appearance were well repaid,

as good runs and excellent sport were
placed to the credit of both clubs.

The Monireal Hunt met at St. Anne's,

and had a good run of several miles
over this favorite section, hunting
throughout the entire day, and only
returnirig to the train, which was
waiting for them at Pointe Claire, when
darkness compelled them to do so.

The Canadian Hunt Club's meet was
at Longueuil, and they, too, enjoyed
some very fine sport in a good run of

several miles over this fine hunting
country, the members returning to

town in the evening, after one of the

best days of the season.

From early in September up to the
present time hunting on the island and
surrounding country has bec-n excep-
tionally good, and the weather has
been especially conducive to good
sport. The fields have been large and
foxes' plentiful, the latter feature be-
ing particularly the case with the Ca-
nadian Club, who have made it a rule
not to hunt on the island, leaving that
to the senior club. Their best sport
has been obtained in the section ad-
jacent to Longueuil, St. Lamoert, St.

Hubert, and Repentigny. At all these
points unusually fine sport has been
had for the new club during the sea-
son just coming to a close.
Never in its history has fox hunt-

ing called for so much interest as dur-
ing the past season, and one of the
marked developments in connection
with this increased activity in hunt-
ing circles is the impetus which it has
given to horseback riding generally,
together with a phenomenal demand
for the better class of horses. It is not
overstating the fact to say that the

art of horsemanship has reached a

popularity not seen in Montreal since

the early sixties, when the city was
garrisoned with a number of crack
British regiments. It is to be hoped
that this pastime will become perman-
ently popular, as none other can sur-

pass it in healthfulness and delightful

enjoyment.
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A
GIANT among the hunting tribes

and trappers of New Brunswick is

Ada'n Moore, of Scotch Lake.

Standing several inches over six feet

in height and weighing 250 pounds, lie is

as strong and rugged as a bear and has

an appetite that has been likened to

that of the moose bird or gorby. In

his own immediate circle of friends he

is known by the name of Uncle Adam.
Early In April last Uncle Adam, with

his partner, Dave Crimmens, left home
on a b'ear- trapping cruise in the region

of Nictor Lake, at he head of the left-

hand branch of the Tobique. The

trapping grounds extended from the

foot of Nictor clear over to the Bath-

urst lakes and for some distance down
the Nepisiguit. Crimmens, being the

chief cook, had charge of the commis-
sary department. Having been privily

admonished by a friend of Uncle

Adam's record in the line of gastrono-

mical demolition, he purchased suffici-

ent supplies for four men. Even then

the provisions gave out in the middle of

June. Whereupon Uncle Adam fell

back upon bear meat and lake trout,

which reliev.id the pangs of his hun-

ger for the time being.

When the first line of traps was set

the baars were just emerging from
their winter d^ns. This was about the

middle of April. They would take no

bait, but spent their time stowing away
grass and mud at the springs and
water holes and rolling about in warm,
sunny places. In about a fortnight

they acquired a craving for fresh meat,

and then the harvest time began. By
the end of June Uncle Adam had stack-

ed up twenty bears. Three of these

animals had hides so fine and glossy

that they sold for $25 each, though the

average price received was only $12.

Uncle Auam's trapping grounds not

only produce every year a big crop of

beara, but are infested with moose,

caribou and deer. It was no uncommon
experience for him, as he squatted in

the camp yard at sunset frying bear

steak and onions, to ses half a dozen

moose and as many deer nosing round
among the lilypads on the lake shore.

It is the intention of Nature, apparent-

ly, that the cow moose in the spring

of the year shall be accompanied by
two calvei. Nevertheless, it seems also

to have been Nature's design to im-
plant in the black bear a large propen-
sity for veal. If the moose calf were
not the wariest and shiftiest of all

game animals he would fall a sure vic-

tim to th's cunning ind powerful foe.

As it is, if he succeedts in saving hies

own hide^ he generaily loses that of

his twin brother. The bear will not
hesitate to attack a full grown moose
if he can crawl up within striking dis-

tance without being seen or scented.
The mother moose depends mainly
upon a sudden change of scene for

herself and (her shock-haired progeny
fo b.-^ffle the designs of Bruin, but when
cornered or when flight is not feasible,

she will fight hard in defence of her
young.

One afternoon, as the trappers were
stretching a bearskin in front of their

camp, they were startled by the sud-
den appearance of a large caribou that
dashed through the yard toward the

lake. Right behind him in hot pursuit

came a bear with a white spot on his

breast. The back of the caribou show-
ed an ugly wound where the bear had
struck him with his paw and torn the

skin off for some distance back of the

shoulder. The caribou was so terrified

and the bear so intent on capturing

its prey that neither paid the least at-

tention to the camp or its occupants.
The caribou leaped over a cano3 that

was drawn up on the shore and thence

into the lake; the bear followed suit,

and the trappers beheld the most in-

tirestng race they had ever seen in

their lives. At first the bear seemed to

hold his own, but soon it was clear he

was no match for the caribou at the

swimming gait. Still he pursued his

intended victim doggedly. The lake

was over a mile in width at this point,

and when the caribou reached the op-

poeite shore and sprang into the

bushes Bruin was wallowing heavily

in the lake a quarter of a mile behind.

Long before this stage in the proceed-

ings had been reached Moore and
Crimmens had launched their canoe
and started for the bear. They came
up to him in the water just as the cari-

bou landed. When he caught sight of

them out of the corner of his little hog-
gish eye, his alarm was comical to

behold. He whined, laid back his

Btubby ears, and seemed, as Crimmens
said, to "kttch a crab with all four
paws at once." When Crimmens tap-

ped him on the hand with a paddle,
saying. "Come, old man, we want you
to come back with us to camp," the

bear whined so earnestly at the Indig-

nities that were being heaped upon

him that Uncle Adam nearly upset the

canoe with laughter. As soon as the

bear reached shoal water on the oppo-
site side of the lake Crimmens shot
him with his rifle. That night his Mde
was hung up on poles at the camp with
the others and Uncle Adam laughed
in his sleep.

About a week after this Uncle Ada.n
was baiting a trap near an old lumber
brow a few miles down the Nepisiguit
when he heard a .?ound of roaring and
sn'ashlng below the next bend in the

stream. Sp^-inging into his canoe he
poled quietly around the turn to in

vestigate. The sight he beheld wns
one seldom witnessed by man. A small,

bushy island stood near the centr-^ of

the rapid tstream and here a battlp
royal was in progress between a cow
moose and an immense black bear.
With the un-rring inference of the
true woodsman, Adam quickly sized up
the situation. The cow and her two
calves had been feeding or cooling
themselves in the water on the north
side of the island. Taking advantage
of the cover offered by the bushes the
bear had waded over from the south-
ern shore, and, watching his opportun-
ity, had sprung upon one of the calves
and stretched it lifeless in the water.
The infuriated roar which Adam heard
when he was on the brow was the
challenge of the old cow as she charged
the bear. As the trapper swept around
the bend in his canoe the bear and
cow were fighting desperately in the
water near the shore of the island.

The cow repeatedly reared and
brought her forefeet down like pile dri-

vers in her efforts to strike the bear.
The latter .sprang nimbly from side to

side, dodging her blows as well as
countering vigorously with his claws.
The second calf stood closft behind the
m.othT, his little mane erect, moaning
piteously. Suddenly, as the cow swerv-
ed toward the calf.the bear leaped for-

ward and caught the cow by the shoul-

der, sinking his terrible claws deeply
into her hide and fiesh. The cow roared
and tried to butt her enemy, but with

j

a mighty effort the bear pulled her off
|

her feet. In doing so he lost his bal-

ance, and with a resounding surge both
animals fell prone in the water. The
surviving calf ran bleating to the
shore.

As the animals struggled in the water
it was impossible to say how the tide

or battle went, but Adam surmised It

would be a miracle if at this rough-
and-tumble game the cow escaped a
knock-out. He decided to take a hand
in it. Unfortunately, Crimmens, hav-
ing left the camp some miles up stream
to inspect a line of traps, had taken
the rifle. Uncle Adam's sole remaining
weapon was an axe. and with this he
proceeded to the rescue. Shoving th«

canoe ashore at the head of the is-
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land, he waded ou't In the cove where
the moose and bear were still fi^ht-

ing-. The bear at this time seemed to

have lost the use of his hinder parts
from the effects of some blow he had
received, but had buried his teeth in

the shoulder of the moose, and, with
his murderous claws, was ripping the
hide in stripe from her neck and back.
The moose had ris^n upon her hind
feet, but being unable to disengage
herself Irom tne weight of the bear
uiion her neck, her head was under
water, and she was in imminent dan-
ger of drowning. As Adam approached
he ran no small risk of injury from
the blind lunges of the cow as she stag-

g«:rel around in a kind of half circle

of which her submeiged head was the

entre. Watching hirs chance, how-
ever, he (Stepped forward and struck
he bear on the head with ihe axe.

No professional pugilist who ever
tood in the squared circie could parry
a biOW so aaroitiy as a bear. Thouga
he bear had not apparently witnessed
Uncle Adam's appioacn, he icaugnc a

i,Lmpse of 'the uescending axe, and,

Wxin marvchous quickness, interposed
pdiw to ward oft the stroke. The ei-

r^ wa^ oniy in part successful, for

tne keen-edged axe completely severed
he paw and also badly uisn^iured the
north-east side oi the face. The bear
nen let go of the moo^e, ana, recog-

lizmg the nature of his new adversary,

actually pi"oceeded to spar for wind,
vailing himself of the shelter of the
lalf strangled moose to dodge Uncle
dam. The moose now rose slowly to

lex feet, but she was too weak to fight

and stood for a time dazcd and help-

less. As Adam passed in front of her
with upraised axe in svAift pursuit of

the bear, the latter, disabled though he
wjis, managed to escape by floundering

>ehind the rear elevation of the moose.
A.dam followed the bear up c osely, and
in this way bear and man made three
complete circuits of the bewildered
moose. Suddenly, however, the poor,

wounded beast seemed to awaken to

the situation. As the bear was splash-
ng around once more in front of her
she raised her ponderous hoof and
brought it down upon his furry form
^Ith such force that his back was bro-

ken. When Adam arrived with the

axe the bear was on his back in the

iwater kicking his las:.t. At this the

aow uttered a grunt of triumph, then
sniffed Uncle Adam all over leisurely

and waded across the cove in search
of her mL'ssing offspring.

Uncle Adam promptly dragged out
the bear and t^kinned hirj on the is-

land. The specimen was so remark-
ably pne that when the pelt was shown
in Fredericton last week ths Govern-
ment purchased it at Uncle Adam's
3Wn figure, to be mounted and placed
in the museum of New Brunswick birds
md animals.

CARIBOU HUNTING )

ON THE SNOW c« ^ \
By Frank H. Risteen ^

Three days we had hunted the deso-
late plains of the Gaspereaux over a
chain of barrens many miles in length.
There was just enough snow for good
tracking. Saucer-like indentations in
the frozen slush indicated the recent
presence of herds of caribou that now
were unaccountabl.v non est. But little

Jim Paul, my Indian guide, stoutly
asserted that good luck would yet be
ours. On the morning of the fourth
day (six inches of snow having fallen

during the night) he announced:

"Sartin, Frank, I dremp about big
circus las' night—good many animals.
Sartin, when I droam like dat, dat's

caribou sure."

We saliied forth as the sun was
peeping above the tree tops, flooding

all the still white wilderness with a
flood of tranquil glory. It was rather

heavy going in the slippery, powdery
snow, and I raised no objection when
wiry little Jim took the lead to break
the road. Jim wasn't heavier than an
old blanke:. Sometimes in horse play

I used to throw him across the camp
yard, but when it came to travelling

a long ais.ance or dragging a loaded

t&boggan through the drifts, the In-

dian rev'ealed latent powers of en-

durance concealed so'mewhere about

his shaggy person that were truly

amazing.

For some time our route lay over a

succession of ridges and through in-

tervening hollows where forest fires

had mowed a swathe of infinite deso-

lation many years ago. Only where
the valUy of Pleasant Brook led gently

down to the Gaspereaux was the

growth large and vigorous.

Soon we plunged through a matted

growth of green timber and stepped

out upon what is called the Hanbury
barren, named after a wealthy young
Englishman, who never did anything

else but hunt, and who had camped
here in the early eighties. It was in

ail respects a characteristic New
Brunswick barren, marked by the

usual hummock-like elevations of dry

heath in the centre. We completely

circled it, but found no tracks in the

newly fallen snow. It was now well

towards noon, the sun was quite strong,

and, as we brushed against the stunted

spruces that skirted the barren, a

m niature avalanche of snow occa-

sionally came down upon our backs.

The next opening was called Camp-
bell's barren. We skirted this, but no

'Sign of Uife appeared on the level
waste of snow.

When we reached the third barren
and had travelled up its southern side
some diis ance. Jim sat down on an
upturned trunk, pullea out his pipe,
and suggested a smoke. After taking
a few puffs, he stood up and ad-
vanced a few steps to a point com-
manding a clear view of the upper
stretch of the barren. If he had been
struck by a bombshell he could hardly
have undergone a more sudden trans-
formation in his attitude. Dropping
like a flash on one knee behind a bush,
he turn.d his flashing black eyes to
me and exclaimed: '•Megahlip! megah-
lip!" (Caribou! caribou!).

Peering over the stunted growth that
formed the outer bulwark of the bar-
ren, I saw four caribou sauntering lei-

surely down the plain. Their noses
were close to the snow as they sought
the scent of their favorite food, the
reindeer moss. As they approached us
rapidly, it became evident that we
ought to shift out position in order to
secure the shelter of a little clump of
barren trees that stood within sixty
yards of where the procession must
pass. This we accomplished, not with-
out fear of alarming the game, by
scurrying rapidly on all fours through
the newly falien snow.

As we reached our point of vantage
the head of the procession passed by.
It con4,ist.d of a big, hornless bull.

Behind him came a large cow, then
a two-year-old heifer, then a young
bull wi.h a remarkable set of horns.
It was the first week in December, and
the old bulls, of course, had shed their

horns a fortnight or more ago.

I picked out the young bull for my
venison. At the sharp report of the

smokeless powder the herd came to a
standstill and stared about them in

confusion. It would have been easy
just then, had I so desired, to let down
the whole herd as they sought to locate

their hidaen enemy. But the relent-

less roar of the heavy Martini rifle,_

which I had entrusted to Jim with
strict instructions not to hre, aroused

the survivors of the herd to the reali-

ties of life. With a look of reproach at

Jim, who was stanaing out in bold

relief on the edge of the barren fran-

ticaLy trying 10 reload has venerable

gun, they started off nke a whirlwind

aown the barren. I fired four shots

at the flev-ing herd and was fortunate

enough to secure the heifer just as she

was aoout to disappear among the out-

lying trees. As I came up to Jim, who

was benaing over the bull with his

gory knife, that worthy remarked:

"Sartin, Frank, when I dream about

circus like I did las' night, dat's cari-

bou sure!"
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AT THE KENNELS
Conducted by D. Taylor

THE advantage of organizing clubs

among the admirers of different

breeds of dogs has been frequently

and forcibly pointed out. Clubs aie

advantageous alike to the members and

to the breed interested ; in the former

case because of the facility of com-
parison of ideas as to care, feed, etc.,

and the oppD^rtunities created by a

wider field for the breeder Lo dispose

of oi interchange his surplus stook;

and when there is emulation there is

always) the Inducement to Iceep up the

•?t.indard of the breed. We have very

good instances in the Canadian Collie

Club and the Toronto Fox Terrier

Club, of the g-ood results following or-

ganization. In Montreal, the headquar-

trf- of the former club, there was
scarcely a decent collie to be seen five

years ago. Now this is changed; in

this city -we have both numbers and
quality, and we believe we are within

the mark in saying that for average

good quality Montreal could produce

a greater number of nure-bred collies

than any other city in America. The
same remarks apply to Toronto in the

case of fox terriers. In no city on this

continent is the breed so numerous,
taking into consideration high stand-

ard. Of course this state of affairs is

partly accounted for by the enterprise

of individual breeders, some of whom
have fortunately the means to gratify

their hobby; but, admitting this, there

would not havie been the general in-

terest shown in either breed if the

owners had not come together for mu-

tual encouragement and help. Then
why not extend the principle to other

breeds ? Why not have a St. Bernard
club, a setter club, a s<paniel olub, a

greyhound club, or a Scottisih terrier

club ? With these all at work,

and as many more as possible,

for their diiterent breeds, how
much easier would it be to get up
a show and be sure that nothing but

the cream of each breed would appear

on the benches ?. Montreal fanciers

ought seriously to refieot on this propo-

sition. It only requires some one to

take the initiative, and we promise
that any effort made in this direction

will have all the assistance that Rod
and Gun can give.

* « «

The Montreal Canine Association —
why not "Canadian," seeing the large

number of outsiders there are among
the shareholders ? — has been fairly

launched and under the most favorable

circumstances. It haa s^ecured a char-

ter from ths City Council, and the of-

ficers and directors are, generally

speaking, g ntlemen who have taken

a life-long interest in everything relat-

ing to the dog. There are also on the

directorate gentlemen whose business

capabilitifs entitle us to say that the

financial affairs of the association will

be carefully looked after. It is hardly

probably, that the association will at-

tempt to hold a show on any exten-

sive scale this year, owing to the late-

ness of the season and the num?rous
obEtacles to 'be encountered, consequent

Newmarket Syren
(A.K.C. 39578)

on cold weather setting in, but the

idea of holding a small local

show has much favor with a good
many of the members, and per-

ihaps this may be attempted some
time during the next month. The
members who advocate the latter

scheme advance the argument that if

the association is to be dormant dur-

ing the winter months there will be no

end of trouble in reviving the present
enthusiasm, and we must admit there

is some force in the argument. Those
opposed to this scheme say that to hold

a small local show this year would
detract public interest from the larger

one, which the majority unite in say-

ing should be held in the spring of

1900. They also maintain that to make
the show attractive to exhibitors from
a distance and to visitors the best ef-

forts of the directors and the mem-
bers of the association will be re luir-

ed for and should be concentrated upon
one show a year, so as to make it the

equal of any held in Canada or in

cities of a similar size in the United
States. A standard once set up can
easily be maintained, but it would be

extremely diflicult to attain the desired

end if too much is attempted at the

outset. To use a slang phrase, it is

unwise to bite off more than one can
chew, and this would seem to apply
in the present case. However great

the anxiety to keep the present inter-

est in dog matters at a red glow, it is

just as well to bear in mind that thei'e

is a heavy expenditure to face in run-

ning a dog show, even if only of a local

character, and that the patronage of

the public is a very important factor

In meeting it; therefore you must en-

deavor to give those who patronize it

their money's worth. Disappointment

at a first effort is sure to act disas-

trously on a second attempt, and so a

slow but sure policy would probably be

better in the end.

There was a large attendance at the

meeting of the association on l^hurs-

day, November 9th. to elect officers.^

Nominations were plentiful, espec-

ially for the board of directors,

and as eleven only had to be

elected, the consequence was that sev-

eral good men were unavoidably left

cut in the cold. The following is a

compete list of those elected: Hon.

president, George H. Gooderham. To-

ronto; president, Joseph Reid. Mont-

real; vice-president, A. H. Hersey,

Montreal; second vice-president, G. M.

Carnochan, New York; treasurer, Jos.

A. Laurin, Montreal; secretary, F. C.

Saunders, Montreal. Board of directors,

H. B. Hung.rford, Belleville; Alex.

Robertson, James Lindsay, J. A. Pitt,

D. Crawford, Alex. Smith, W. Henry,
Montreal; John Cumming, Petite Cote;

Jos. Quinn, R. S. Kellie, A. H. Sims,

Montreal.

Mr. Frank Stuart, of 15 Hospital

street, is a great admir.r of the St.

Bernard, but indulges his hobby more
from pure love of the nohle breed than

with any idea of branching out as a

full-fledged breeder. At the same
time he has shown on two or three oc-

casions, and has met with some mea-
sure of success. Dike every other

lover of the dog, hawev»r, he Is always
looking for the best, and to that end

he has lately imported a very fine

promising puppy, Alpine Abbe.«(s, six

months old, from the kennels of H. E.

Pilgrim, Michigan City. As may be

s;en from her photograph, herewith

printed, she is very nicely iiiarked, but

her strongest points lie in her massive

head, broad skull, with well-defined

''stop," and deep muzzle She has also
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plenty of bone and gowi action. Al-

pine AJbbess comes to us with a good
pedligree, her dam being Abbess Watch
(52764 A. K. C), a daughter of Cham-
pion Rex Watch, who holds the unique

distinction of never having been beat-

en at a bench show, and whose sire

was imported at a cost of $5,000. On
the other side, her sire is the famous
Aristocrat Jr. (33957 A. K. C), a grand-

son of the renowned Champion Plin-

limmon, and sire of many celebrated

prize winners. From all appearance.

Alpine Abbeips will be heard of in the

sawdust ring. We understand that Mr.

Ftuart is negotiating for yet another
importation of the game breed, which

he expects will arrive here in a week
or two.

* • *

The characteristics of a good St.

Bernard are a large and massive head,

the circumference of the «kull being

double the length of the head from-

nose to occiput, broad, round at top

but not domed; lips, deep and not

too pendulous; nose, large and black,

with well developed nostrils. The ears

are of medium size, set close to the

cheek, and not heavily feathered. Eyes,

rather small and deep set, dark and
not too close together. Chest wide and
deep; shoulders broad and sloping;

back, level to haunches, and slightly

arched over loins. Forelegs perfectly

straight, of good length and strong

bone; hind legs heavy in bone and well

bent at hocks; thighs muscular; feet

large, compact, and toes well arched.

The genral appearance of the dog
shows great muscular development,

suggesting power and endurance, and
expression denoting benevolence, in-

telligence and dignity. The size of a

full-grown dog should not be less than
30 inches at shoulder, and that of a
bitch 27 inches.

Mr. Sidney Britcher. Newmarket
Kennels, the well-known breeder of bull

terriers, has just sold his famous brood

bitch. Newmarket Syren (39578 A. K.

C), to Mr. H. J, Hoover. Newark,
Ohio, for $150. It is rather unfortu-

nate that such a fine specimen of the

bull terrier should have been allowed

to leave Canada, but as a good many
of her progeny are still here, history

may be repeated. Newniiarket Syren
herself is the winner of many firsts

and epedials both in Canada and the

United States, while most of her pro-

geny have invariably ranked high in

the prize list at all important shows
Among others, she is the dam of a
whole lot of cracks, including Wood-
stock Flyer (held to be the best bull

terrier ever bred in Canada), New-
market Flyer. Newmarket Marvel, Lit-

tle Flyer Jr., Newmarket Daisy. ivo.yai

Bob. Mount Sherwood Syren, Little

Ace. Edgewood Klondike. Contravene,

etc. Although "Sid" parted with his
bitch with great regret, he consoles
himself in the reflection that there is

still promising young stock in his ken-
nels.

"A Montreal Fancier" writes as fol-

lows: "Regarding the suggestion in

last month's Rod and Gun from Otta-

wa anent discrimiinating between out-
side and local exhibitors, I am very
much in favor of some such scheme,
because I believe it would benefit all

round. In the meantime I should like

to see in your columns the opinion of

some of the offlcials of the C. K. C.

on the matter."

.M 1)1 no Abbess.
Imported by Mr. F. Stuart, Montreal.

Mr. Chas. Thomson has made a deal

with Mr. H. B. Hungerford by which
the former acquires possession of that

nice collie bitch, Sweet Lassie.

"Charlie" could not resist the temp-

tation when a good thing was in sight

to get back into the collie fancy.

Messrs. S. Britcher and James H.
Smith, of Montreal, have purchased

from a well-known Eni^lish breeder a

fine bull bitch by Champion Dimboola;

who was the subject of the famous

picture, "What We Have We'll Hold."

She is expected to arrive here in a

few days; Before leaving the Old

Country she was bred to Despard, an-

other celebrated English winner.

• * *

In A recent number of the Amsrlcan
Stock- keeper, "Dick Reham" gives

some sensible advice as to the hand-

ling and feeding of toy dogs. Here it

is: Cockers, Blenheim and other toy
puppies should be handlftd, petted,

taken out on the st«-e*>t when quite

young, and broiught into contact 'With

various noises, such as waggons rattl-

ing over pavements, bridges,etp., bands
of music, and may I add, "Salvation
Army gatherings," and thrown Into all

the noise and excitement possible, and
brought into contact with other dogs.

(One can always tell whether a young
dog or puppy was raised by a novice
or an expert). If while on the street

he seems afraid, pick him up and p»»l

the little fallow a bit; this fllis him
with courage and then put him down
again; he will always run to you for

proteotion. If he should run in the op-

posite direction, don't run after him,

he will return presently, and, like the

old hen when she has chickens, thety

scon learn that they must follow. The
puppy likes to play with other dogs,

and often gets frightened and runs
away from you; teach him to come at

your call, and should he get frighten-

ed at larger dogs, don't waste time to

put courage into him, or drive the big

fellow ofT, just pick up your pup, and
here it might be weu to mention the

way to pi:;k up a small dog. Place

your hand on the under part of the

chest, so as to balance the dog. When
a puppy, hold him at a distance from
you, being careful not to let Mm .^^qulrTn

out of your hand, and keep him in that

position if possible until he is quiet.

After a few trials he will understand
that while in your hand he is to be
quiet, and will wait for you to pick

him up; he will also let you place him
in any desired position. In feeding toys

it is a great mistake to feed just roast

beef, nice steak, cake, sweetmeats, etc.

I have often heard, "Tiny won't eat a

bite unless you give him the tenderest

steak, and trim off all the fat.'" If

Tiny boarded with me a week, he'd eat

mush and milk, a bone with a little

meat on dt is a sweet morsel to any
dog,and I have always found my young
stock thrive better when fed just

enough, so that they "lick the platter

clean." Dogs are great philosophers,

and you can cultivate their manners
to the Queen's taste if you wish to

take a little trouble. All toys should

be taught to do some tricks, it makes
them more obedient to you and more
saleable when you wish to dispose of

them.
• • •

In the laiSt edition of his book, "Mod-
ern Dogs," Mr. R. B. Lee, referring

to the modern collie, says: "I am not

going to write several pageg aa co the

change in the appearance of many of

the prize collies which has been

brought about through a craze for

certain 'points.' or supposed excellence

that are produced at the expense of

others. This change is nothing new in
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other variaties of the dog. In the

nollie, unduly long heads, lean, narrow,

and unintellectual, in many case.<* par-

taking of the greyhound type, or

rather of that of tho Borzoi or Russian

wolf hound, have been sadly too pre-

valent. Indeed, these long-headed

dogs were becoming so numerous that

the cry raised against them has had

due weight, and at the present time

there are fcwer collies with such ab-

rormalities than was the case when

the first edition of this book appeared.

A collie of all dogs should be sensible

and sagacious. If he is so, he cannot

in appearanca be a fool—his character

is stamped on his countenance—and

some even recent winners on the bench

could be mentioned whose narrow fore-

heads, big eyes, and general appear-

ance were indicative of idiocy rather

than of sagacity. Let us all hope, in

our admiration for a noble dog, that

what is said here and has been said

elsewhere, will prevent in the future

a danger like this arising that might

destroy the popularity of the collie."

^Notes.

Th3 Philadelphia Dog Show Associa-

tion's first annual bench show will be

held at Philadelphia, Pa., and con-

tinue four days, from November 22 to

25. inclusive. Marcil A. Vita is the

secretary.

The American Pet Dog Club will hold

a three days' show at New York, be-

ginning November 'Z9. Though the

show is held under the Pet Dog Club's

auspices, entries are not limited to

these classes. S. C. Hodge is superin-

tendent.

Mr. Pickering, of Winnipeg, ScUt his

great deerhound, Scamp, all the way
to Dallas, Tex., for competition at the

dog show held there recently, and was
rewarded for his enterprise by winning

handily. Scamp was also the winner

at the Minneapolis show held prior to

Dallas.

The entries for the Ohio Field Trials

numbered an even 100, divided as fol-

lows: Professional. 20 setters and 8

pointers; membership, 10 setters and
9 pointers; professional Derby, 13 set-

ters and 13 pointers; membership Der-

by, 9 setters and 18 pointers.

There has been quite a revival in in-

ttrest in that good old pastime, cours-

ing, recently in the United States, no-

tably in the South and South-west. In

the Eastern States, also, where many
valuable greyhounds are owned, the

sport is said to be quite popular, but

little, if any, organized effort to make
it mare so is not in evidence. In Mont-
real there are many fine greyhounds. .

Why can't the owners get together and
form a club ? By doing so the chances

are that the breed would greatly bene-

fit thereby.
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Mr. George Gould, the American mil-

lionaire, it is understood, has purchas-

ed one of the finest packs of foxlumnds

in England. Mr. Gould has always
taken a lively interest in the sport,

and it is presumed, from his present

action, that he intends to follow his

bent more ardently in the future.

The Duchess of Newcastle has pur-

chased the well-known crack. Cham-
pion Lofty, paying in the .neighbor-

hood of $150 for it, riot a high figure

certainly when we conismer tne popu-

larity to which the breed has attained

in England recently. At the Crystal

Palace show beagles were one of the

principal features, the greatest num-
ber ever seen together being on ex-

hibition.

the prizes are $15, $10 and $5. Mr.

Henry Jarrett will judge. Mr. James
Watson, 53 Liberty street, New York,

is the secretary.

Jim—"Honesty is the best policy af-

ter all."

Bill—"How?"
"Remember that dog I stole?"

"Yes."

"Well, I tried two hull days to sell

'im, an' no one ofCerad more'n a dollar.

So I went, like an honest man, an' guv
him to th' ole lady what owned 'im,

an' she guv me five dollars.''

The person who goes to the woods,

purchases his game and brings it home
as an example of his skill as a hun-

ter, is noAv known as a dead game
sport.

High Falls, Lievre River, 25 miles from Buckingham, Que.

Champion Rockcliffe Veto, a smooth
collie, has a rare record. At the Ken-
nel Club show at the Crystal Palace,

London, Emg., the most impoVtajnt

dog show in Great Britain, he secured

his 100th prize and tenth champion-
ship, and all in the short space of

seventeen months.

The American Collie Club show will

be held in connection with the New
York Pet Dog Club show, and liberal

prizes are offered. There are sixteen

classes, Including two restricted;' to

Canadian and Western owners, one to

new club members, and one for other

than sable or sable and white. With
the exception of the winners' class,

The Minnesota Supreme Court has

decided that the State's Indians may
Bhoot on their reservation in defiance

of game laws, provided that the game
is used, and not sold to traders.

Among the many successful moose
hunters who went to the Kippewa re-

gion this year was Mr. H. P. Stan-

Cord, of Newark, N.J., who passed

through Montreal Nov. 13. He is the

proud possessor of a specimen which,

while not at the head of the "record

class," is well among it, and has a

spread of 61 1-2 inches. This handsome
bull he killed near Lake Ostaboining

Oct. 26.
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Without Rod and

Gun EusiliusJaxson

"Forth to catch the sturg-eon Naluna
Mistu-Naluna, King of Fishes."

The pond net fishing- season on the

jfreat lakes lasts from the time the ice

is out of the lake in the soring until

winter again, with an interval of about

two months at midsummer. This inter-

vening term in the summer is used to

take the lead and pond nets ashore.

five o'clock in the morning, to be in

time to meet the tug of the fish deal-

er, who purchases their hauls. The
nets are about half a mile from the

shore. On reaching the pond the men
loosen the ropes that hold it to the

bottom, and foot by foot, slowly haul
It Into the boat until the fish are

gradually forced down into one cor-

ner, where they lie, a flashing, silvery

mass, with long streaks of dark grey

showing here and there,when the broad
back of a sturgeon shows out from
among the others. It is grand work.

The golden sun, just peeping over the

horizon in the rosy eastern dky, the

long Tolling regular swell of the lake,

GafRng a Sturgeon
I'lioto by ly. Yates

and put them in repair, for, in spite

of all the care that can be taken of

them, a stray log or a mighty fish will

go through ihem occasJonally.

The comic papers find much to say

about the sloth of the fisherman, who
Bits all day in a shady spot, neat

where his line la fastened, waiting for

bites. There is none of this in lake

fishing, and the enthusiastic angler

who has never seen a pond net lifted

has yet something to live for.

The fishermen leave the shore about

and the little bustle of activity at

every net, as far as the eye can pierce

the faint grey mist that gradually dis-

solves in the warm morning sun, all

combine to make up a typical fishing

scene and a fit picture for an artist.

The smaller fish are taken out in a

scoop-net and the large, sturgeon gaff-

ed and jerked unceremoniously into

the boat. The fierce exercise sets one's

bxood thrilling and bounding, and cre-

ates a desire to jump into the net, and

lug the large, slimy creatures Into the

boat, when, jump and pound as they
will, they are safe, and only get out
when they are taken on board the fish-

dealer's tug.

The net is then lowered into the lake,

as the hunter would re-set his trap,

after taking out his prey, and the
fisherman, all splashed, and strong
with an odor of fish, return to shore
and breakfast.

Twenty years ago it paid best to

drag the sturgeon back on the farms,
to use as a fertilizer, but that time is

past, and for all over four feet in

length the price has risen from nothing
to five dollars—though four and a half

Is a fair average price. For all under
four feet only half-price is paid, or,

as the habitants of the shore put It,

"two for one."

Dr. J. T>. Griffith, of Kansas City,

Mo., recently made an exhausting test

of the Mauser pistol, 30 calibre, using
smokeless powder and a jacketed bullet

weighing 85 grains. This arm is used
by the German cavalry, and the main
object of Dr. Grifl^th's test is to show
its adaptability for cavalry service in

the United States. His test covered
shooting for accuracy from 50 to 500

yards on targets, and for killing power
Lshooting at human cadavers at var-

ious ranges. The accuracy was found

to be excellent. The test on the cada-

vers showed that where resisted by
flesh the wounds were clean cut holes,

but whare the bullet encountered a
bone the bone was shattered. Dr.

Gniffith's opinion is that the pistol has

a long and accurate range, instant

killing power when the bullet hits a

vital spot, and is particularly humane
when a flesh wound is inflicted.

Charles H. Bramble, in an article on

the moose in the Canadian Magazine
for November, says: "T should certain-

ly recommend a .303 taking the, Gov-

ernment cartridge with soft point bul-

let. Anything more powerful is not

required, and I found last year that

many of the best hunters among the

Creee are discarding their 4rj-70-500 re-

peaters and buying the new 30-calibre

Winchester to use the American army
cartridge. These men are very safe

guides. Their families depend largely

upon the meat provided by the one

rifle belonging to the head, and you

may be very sure no risky experiments

are made. When a Cree hunter gives

up a 45-70 and changes to a 30 it is

because he is convinced the latter will

kill as well or better than the old

rifle." This is a case where actions

are more potent than words. The

Cree Indians know the excellent repu-

tation of the Winchester Repeating

Arms Co., and appreciate a good thing

when they find it.
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A SCHOOL BOY^S TALE
By Straw Hat. JN Q^

A

MY grandfather had in his possession

an old ship's jollj' boat with a

fixed keel. She was condemned,

and had been lying on the shore

for a year or more. A depntation, consist-

ing of myself and three of my brothers,

went to ask him for it. I was just ten ; my
oldest brother was fifteen. In some un-

jtistifiable way 1 was the old man'a

favorite, and he gave me the boat,

cautioning me that every plank would

have to be riveted with wrought-iron

nails to the ribs, and that she would

have to be freshly caulked with oakum
and well tarred In addition. It took

all of our combined pocket money to

hire a pair of horses to haul the boat

down to the water. There we filled

her with water to the gunwales and let

her swell for a day before starting to

row her home. At the ond of the

twenty-four hours the crew of four,

with a small cousin to steer, were ready

for the eventful trip of taking 7i^r

three-quarters of a mile for repairs.

Two only could row; the other two had
to bail all the way, but we reached
there at last. Our own horses hauled

her out, and an advance from our fa-

ther of a week's allowance to the four

of us enabled us to buy tar, oakum
and wrought nails; the caulking irons

we borrowed. Three days of steady

hard work before and after school en-
ablpd us on a memorable Friday af-

ternoon to launch the boat. We had
manufactured four oars out of a dry
spruce plank. After rowing and find-

ing that she was water-tight, we un-
-lertook to make a sail, and succeeded
fairly well in manufacturlner a sprit-

nail and .11b. These were finished by
diT-T< on 'Friday night.

We had parental permlssiion to sail

farly on Saturday morning to an island
in Lake St. Peter, six miles from where
the repairing was done, in the old
town of Sorel, Quebec. Our sporting
outfit confsisted of two old mnzy'e-
loading single-barrel guns, each of

them being twice as old as the old<»st.

of us, and one fishing pole each, which
we had cut in the woods, with a stout

line, giinker and dore hooks. We had
^ne blanket eneh. six large loaves of

Vread, potatop«», fifteen pounds of ba-
''on, sugar, butter, maple sugar and
some jars with jam. We had permis-
sion to stay aAViiy a week, also a per-

mit to spend lire week without shoes

or stockings, which was one of the
most highly esteemed privileges ob-
tained. Oliver Iselin is not prouder

of the "Columbl-a" at the present mo-
ment than we were of our craft, which
we named the "British Queen." The
wind blew from the south-west, quite
fresh. This was a fair wind for us.

Some fifty or sixty of our school-

mates came to see us off, and gave us
a dheer as we passed them with our
sails well filled and our boat making

with so as to secure it, which some-
thing I could not find, that finally,

without a moment's hesitation, when
the idea struck me, I jumped out of

the. boat on to the fish, which, like

Mark Twain's horse, when I reached
It, was not here. None but myself
had seen the fish, but a.g I had never
shown any signs of being demented
my brothers believed my fish story. I

had never been more excited, and I

have never been since, by the sight of

any game, than I was by that big

fish, which must have been a huge
m^skinonge.

We reached a small island about
half-past eight in the morning, and al-

though we had had a sort of break-
fast before starting^ we were ready

for another. We caught some perch
and fried them with bacon In a pan.

A New means of Towing.

a good five miles an hour. We gave

the boys a salute from each of our

old guns. I woTild not to-day risk fir-

ing a gun of that sort unless it were

for th<* lake of the Empire.

About four miles out from Sorel we
came under the lee of an island and

lost ihe w.'nd. We dropped our sails

and began to row. While rowing list-

lessly along I looked into the water

and faw a very largo fish just at the

bow, between my on r-blade and the

boat, apparently asleep. I was so ex-

cited in looking for i»v>mething to hit

and in the sizzling fat we dropped

thin slices of raw potatoes, which cook-

ed quickly and thoroughly, and were
as delicious to eat as any I have eaten

since, yea. even more so. I am speak-

ing of tWirty-eight years ago now.

Wild pigeons and ducks were plenti-

ful, and even our rattle-trap guns kept

our larder well supplied. When in

camp we had no tent. In lieu of which

we succeeded after superhuman efforts

in bringing the "British Queen" near

enough to shore to make her serve as

one of the walls of the tent. From the
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upper gunwale we stretched the sail

and pieced it out with rubber blankets

that our mother had affectionately pro-

vided for us. Then with our Jaok-

knives (well do I remember these

knives; they were called the Sailor's

Friend, and had one larg'e blade, with

a brass clevis at one end to hang them
to our belts) we cut a large quantity

of wild hay and laid it on the wet

shore as a mattress for four, and slept

an that.

Our boat drew too much water for

the narrow channels, and we veir

much missed a canoe, and when a fish-

erman came along with a three-quar-

ter rotten wooden dug-out we drove a

bargain with him, giving him one of

our "Sailor's Friends" (mine, alas !)

for the canoe. This we tied behind our

sail-boat for fishing and shooting pur-

We slept soundly in spite of mosqui-

tos, although we were in the height

of the moeq_uito season. It was a clear

night, with a breeze, and they were

not quite so bad as they proved to be

later. We fished, we hunted, we swam,

we cooked, we sang songs and Inter-

viewed the professional fishermen and*

hunters about getting from them all

the information that enthusiastic boys

think worth getting on such occasions.

All went well until the fourth night,

when it grew sultry, clouds gathered

on the horizon, and just after dark

we saw that we were in for a tremen-

dous thunder-storm. Mosquitos were

upon us in myriads, getting in their

work with ease and enjoyment to them-

selves. Just as we began to think the

torture insufferable somebody suggest-

ed that when the approaching thun-

der-storm came upon us we would be

in great danger on account of the iron

in the boat, which would attract the

lightning, and someone proposed that

we should take the canoe and anchor

out away from the shore, so that we
might get rid of the danger, and the

mosquitos at the same time; this was
immediately done. We took the canoe

with our blankets and paddled out and
anchored ourselves, by driving a stick

into the shallow water and tying our

canoe thereto. We tried to sleep, but

we four boys filled the whole surface

of the canoe a little too well, and then

the craft was very leaky, and in spite

of our bailing steadily in turns all

night long, we lay in from one to

three inches of water. The mosquitos

were not so bad, but the water and
the cramped quarters made it about as

undesirable a bed as anybody can im-

agine. We stood it uncomplainingly be-

cause of th=! safety we Imagined we
were enjoying.

The thunder-storm came and went,

and the sea rose high. The canoe

strained and seemed to open its cracks

to such an extent that the bailers had
to be doubled, but that delightful feel-

ing of safety counterbalanced all others
and at daylight we went back to our
boat and camp.
On a Thursday, early in July, 1862,

we were at the entrance to Lake St.

Peter, where it is about eight miles

wide. The wind blew fresh from the

north-west We had caught all the

fish we wanted, and were determined
to cross the lake to test the sea-wor-

thiness of our boat. We set all sail,

and started out across the broad
waters from the mouth of the St. Fran-
cis River to an island above Riviere

du Loup en haut, now Louisville. Lake
St. Peter raises a' stiff, choppy sea, and
a great deal of water S'plashed into the

"British Queen," but she was as stiff

as a church, and she must have driven

tbrough the water at the rate of about

seven miles an hour.

We were very proud of our skill as

eailors and of our boat, and when we
came to some fisharmen's huts, where

we camped for the night, we had great

stories to tell about the sea-worthi-

ness of our craft. The fishermen made
a bou:ila-baisse ( stew), the recijse of

which had been brought by their fore-

fathers from the coast of France.

Sturgeon, catfish, dore, perch and eel

went into it, with all the pork and
vegetables that we could spare. It

was not cooked until late, and we were
hungry, and the amount that we con-

sumed was not small. We were fairly

healthy and rugged boys, but not one

of us slept that night. A more sure

and successful indigestion was never

more carefully planned for and carried

out, and to this day I have never over-

come the feeling of indifference tliat

was raised in me that night towards

sturgeon, catfish and eels, and even

now, nearly four decades after, this

fish must be served to me under differ-

ent names, and very well seasoned, to

be popular. However, the next day in

the open made that feeling disappear,

with all and sundry disagreeable recol-

lections.

I had told our school-fellows that

we would reach Sorel at six o'clock on

Saturday night. We tried beating to

windward, but could not make any
headway. We had a head wind and the

current gainst us but with two oars

pulling and two boys on the shore with

a long rope (a la "cordelle," as the

French-Canadians call it), we managed
to reach the town half an hour late,

and as we were seen in the distance

the boys were there waiting for us.

We had fish for everybody and game
for quite a few. Our reputation as

sportsmen was made. Our good old

schoolmaster called for a "composi-

tion" from each of us, describing the

trip; four masterly literary produc-

tions resulted. I wish I had one of

them now to give you instead of this.

During the long vista of years that

have since passed away the details of

this, and of the many trips that suc-

ceeded this one in the venerable "Brit-

ish Queen," have gone glimmering
through the dreams of things that were,

a schoolboy's tale.

I have since twice made canoe trips

through Temagaming, the heaven of

the Algonquin Indians; I have fished

for bass north of Desbarats and else-

where on the north shoire of Lake
Huron: I have hunted in the Rocky
Mountains and fished in the peerless

lakes that nestle at the foot of the

gigantic mountains in the Canadian
Rookies.but never have I been so over-

powered with enjoyment like that felt

In Lake St. Peter in the old, oid days.

I hoar that the fishing and shooting

are as good as ever in Lake St. Peter.

and promise myself a repetition of the

trip

I will reach the lake by the railway

now to Berthierville, and thence

by launch, yacht or canoe. There was
no railway in those days. Perhaps

Rod and Gun will find room for the

experiences of the middle-aged man as

he onc« again passes through the

scenes and experiences of his boyhood

days.
•

Whenever really necessary to stand

a loaded rifle or gun against a tree

or fence, be sure it is as safely placed

as possible, so as to avdid likelihood of

falling and accidental discharge. Sev-

tiral accidents from this cause have

occurred this season.
• • V

The Winchester Repeating Arms Co.

has purchased the machinery, patent

rights, etc., of the recent Burgees Arms
Co. of Buffalo, N.Y., which manufac-
tured the Burgess repeating shotgun.

* * «

The Peters Cartridge Company of

Cincinnati, O., has issued the tenth

edition of its "Handbook for Trap
Shooters and Sportsmen." A copy

may be obtained free by writing the

company and mentioning Rod and Oun
In Canada.

>i> * *

Those sportsmen for whose blood

nothing is too rich may now have

cream with their coffee when camping.

The Helvetia Milk Condensing Com-
pany, of Highland, 111., has brought

out a "sterilized evaporated cream,''

guaranteed to keep sweet in all wea-
i

thers.
it • *

A recent and very extensive trial in

Pennsylvania of shotguns of various

makes to determine how far shotguns

will kill developed the fact that none

of the European guns tes:ed, which

included some of the celebrated mak-
ers, were of any value beyond 80 yards

with black powder, but one of them
with smokeless powder outclassed all

other European as well as the United
States guns. Several American guns
with varying loads showed good pene-
tration from 80 to 100 yards.
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GUNS AND THE CODE OF
CAUTION.

UNDER the above caption the London
Field, in a timely article, descants

upon the rules which should govern

a shooter in the field as a safeguard

against the many distressing accidents

which are the invariable accompani-

ment of the opening of the shooting

season. In reading the accounts given

of these shooting accidents, one is

forced to the conclusion that the ma-
jority of them are caused by ignor-

ance. If nol, indeed, criminal careless-

ness of the shooter. One has only to

watch the conduct of the average

shooter In the field to see, not only why
there are 50 many shooting accidents,

but to wonder why there are not more.

The easy abandon with which the cal-

low sportsman swings his loaded, full-

cocked gun with the horizontal barrels

covering first one and then the other

of his, perhaps, equally careless shoot-

ing cOiTipanlons, soon shows one how
blissfully unconscious he is of the aw-

ful results whicn would follow an ac-

cidental aischarge. One should never

Icse sight of the fact when carrying

a gun tnat he has in his hand a death

dealing weapon—all right if held right,

but all wrong if held wrong. There

is only one safe way to hold a gun
under all circumstances and at all

times, and that is with the muzzles

pointing away from any human tar-

get. To do this simply requires care

and common sense, and the neglect to

do so should make the deadly conse-

quence of an accidental discharge

criminal.

The article referred to suggests a code

of rules which can be studied with

profit by everyone. The writer says:—
We must deprecate any imputation

I

of 'insulting the common sense of the

I

more practical and cautious majority
i of our shooting readers if we at this

I

season revert once again to the old

story of accidents from firearms and

j
the standard code of precautions in

j

the use of them. That some renewed
1 caution is not out of place from year

I

to year is evidenced by the fact that

I
each season produces its records of

I
lives sacrificed and of minor injuries

,
sustained, all through neglect of the

; most elementary safeguards that ought
to be household words with all who

j
shouldter arms in pursuit of game.

I

Already there have been announce-

ments of eyesight imperilled by pepper-
ing from a careless companion, and of

a far more terrible tragedy of the

death of a little nine-year-old sister

at the hands of her brother. The lat-

ter incident serves to illustrate the im-
portance of the standing rule of "muz-
zles up." It siems that the youth had
just got a new gun (hammerless), and
was anx.ous to try it at some small
bird. He put in a cartridge, and was
endeavoring to adjust the bolt to "safe-

ty." While he was doing so the trig-

ger ''got touched" and the "charge ex-

ploded." The gun weis pointing at the

childs head; result, a life cut short,

a family in mourning, and life-long

remorse for the author of the tragedy.

And all this for want of obedience to

the sportsman's maxim of "muzzles
up."

It is two years since various cor-

respondents addressed us, for several

weeks in consecution, upon the sub-

ject of "How to Carry a Gun," and the

result of this correspondence was to

elicit various views not only as to the

carriage, but also as to the existence

of dangerous shots, and still more as

to the duties and responsibilities of a

host with regard to the deportment
of guns that are his guests. More
than one writer propounded the idea

of codes of rules being published and
set up in the gun rooms and snxoking

rooms by hosfc3. There were, on the

other hand, others who protested

against the idea as an insult to sports-

men, on the ground that a host knows
whom he invites and their capacity

with a gun, and that he is supposed

to invite no one who is not safe. . .

Our own view and sentiment is that

any really seasoned sportsman would

be—so far from offended—delighted to

observe a code of cautions posted up

for special instruction, if it was his

lot to. start on the morrow with a num-
ber of guests of whose sporting ante-

cedents he had no knowledge. Not
only might some of them learn direct

from the code, but, further, if the

code should evoke postprandial com-

ments, its benefits might become more
extensive. Debate on a code serves to

elicit details of action as to each rule,

which details may be instructive, yet

too prolix for the text of the code

itself.

For instance, Ruls 1. "muzzles up,"

sufllces to call attention and to lay

down a broad principle; but as to de-

tails, whether a gun may be carried

on shoulder or at the hip, or in both

hands (laborious for "m_uzzle up," save
when a shot is known to be imminent),
a tyro imay learn much by listening to

winged words. So also Rule 2 (say)

"disarm at all obstacles and halts."

The mere enunciation of the principle

is a valuable reminder; but as to de-
tails there remains much to be added.
We ourselves consider that cartridges
should be removed absolutely at fences.

We have no patience with the man
who breaks the rule on the plea "sup-

pose a bird gets up just as I am over
the fence?' As if a thousand birds
(all of which can live to get up again)
are worth evcu one risk or one "acci-

dental" explosion in the climb. As a
detail, we strongly condemn, as decep-
tive disarmament, the too common
practice of carrying a gun over a
fence with breech action open but cart-

1 iages retainea in tne barrels. It really

IS Silly that a man can take tne trou-

ble to open his gun and yet grudge
the completion of his task of disarma-
ment by an item wnich economises
less than a Sccoad. Tne doctrine of

disarmament extends, of course, to the
treatment of guns during a luncheon
hour, and, to our knowledge, it is not
uncommon for some Roderick Random
to be content wich placing his gun at
• safety," or at hair-cook (.accuraing to

build), ana in that suate to lean it

up against a tree. The laxity of green-
horns was well illustrated—probably
unintentionaliy—the other day by a
cartoon in a contemporary aepicting
the close of an opening day on the
moors. The house party are depicted
inspecting some three or four brace of

grouse iaid out on the fioor, and a
couple of sportsmen c^re figured with
guns still under their arms (not hand-
ed over to ketpers at the end of the
march!) and with muzzles slanting
well down in the direction of ladies'

legs and bodies! Whether this sketch
was designed in satire, or in the ar-

tist's ignorance of what is orthodox
among sportsmen, we m.ust leave read-

ers to conjecture for themselves.
For a third generic rule we would

print "look ahead." The ramifications

of this would include general circum-
spection of fields, lest there be labor

at work; of highways, lest any way-
farer be near, and the like. It would
also linclude a -vetoj on .'"following"

moving game with the gun In aim,

thus taking the eye off the .view of any
object that may intervene betw)een

the gun and the game; also the maxim
^.hat in covert a "gun back" should not

shoot at feather forward, unless it is

at rocket elevation. AH these details

come out in conversation for instruc-

tion of the inexperienced or the care-

less man, while at the same time, if

they were to be elaborated on the
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code, many hosts might reckon the

sheet of cautions too prolix to obtain

full perusaJ. Those who hold this view
might accordingly content themselveis

with promulgating the more generic

and terser principles, while others

might be willing to risk the sneer of

the incautious by specifically splitting

up the "look ahead" maxim into its

varieties aforesaid—of wary eyes in the

open, avoidance of "following" with

the gun, and abstention by guns back
from low feather flying forward. Un-
der this "look ahead" rule would also

tx>me the caution of noting where rocks

or flints lie, which may defl-ect shot,

a matter of much importance in up-

land countries, and on some chalk soils.

W)e should be Inclined to add as a

fourth rule, for hammerless guns, that

all such weapons should be invariably

bolted at "safety" until the instant of

bringing the gun to the shoulder.

It might l>e difficult to lay down any
hard and fast terms of a code, but we
have sketched what wje think would,

at least, be a minimum terse reminder

of generic principles that should never

be reckoned de trop in any gun room.

Wfi are quite aware that there ia a

class of shots, often clever whfie care-

less, and whose skill seems to justify

their sneer as ex cathedra, who are

wont to deride excessive caution and

to define as "old womanish" some old

stager who makes a point of disarm-

ing at trivial obstacles which can be

almost taken in the stride (two-foot

fences or grips, and the like). A gen-

uine sportsman can, however, well af-

ford to let such gibes pass unnoticed;

. he knows from long experience the im-

portance of being absolutely mechan-
ical in precautions, and for this reason

he avoids discriminating between ob-

stacles, and deals with all alike as

calling for disarmament, lest, if he

fall into the habit of picking and
choosing, he should some day be caught
napping by under-esiimating the diffi-

culty of one. In conclusion, we would
onoe more remind hosts of the Im-
portance of being personally peremp-
tory on the subject of caution on the

part of guests, and of rebuking on the

spot any violation of it. They need
not fear obloquy. Some whipper-snap-

per subaltern or undergraduate may
wince and sulk at being warned, and
an older man may even consider him-
self entitled to take umbrage at being

called to order; but the host may rely

upon it that every true sportsman will

back him up and be grateful to him
for thus realizing his responsibilities.

If there were more outspoken Nestors

in the shooting field and in the sym-
posium which winds up the day, there

would be fewer "accidents," so called,

which, if they had their deserts, should

In most cases bring their perpetrators

to the dock of assizes.

SHALL GUIDES SERVE UNARMED ?

Maine guides have suffered severely

In the estimation of Boston sportsmen,

because of the accidental shooting of

a hunter by his guide, which accident

was the first of a series of fatalities or

injuries reported.

The guide's carelessness is defended

by one well-known sportsman in the

fo.lowing explanation:

"When one shoots a deer in the

woods, it is in 99 cases out of 100 a
chance shot, and one never sees the

whole of the animal that he is firing

at. We see the animal one minute
when it is moving in some direction

At once the gun is prepared for a shot

that way. The hunter will invariably

cock his gun, and following along

comes to an opening where he is cer-

tain the animal will appear in a min-
ute. When he appears it is a case

of pull the trigger at the right second

or the animal is out of sight again.
We cover the opening and the firsl

thing that comes along gets the bullet.'

Not all sportsmen are inclined to

adopt such a view, as evidenced by

this declaration from Burt L,. Young:
"If it was the guide was not con-

trolled by that rule which should be
the invariable one among all hunters—
never to press the trigger until it is

iinown whether a human being or a

deer is the target; better lose a deer

than a man.
"It is true that adherence to this rule

will lose the sportsman a deer now and
then, but the following of the other

rule has been the cause of the fre-

quent repetition of such unfortu-

nate accidents as that at Grindstone.

In making it my rule of action never

to fire until I know for certain whether
legitimate game is before me, J

have been disappointed a few times in

missing a shot at a deer, but I believe

the statement that in 99 cases out of

100 it is a chance shot is far from the

truth, if by that is meant that in 99

per cent, of the cases tiie sportsman
does not know what is before him.''

Apropos of this subject, one critic

has brought forward a suggestion that

has aroused the guides to indignation

He says:

"One thing is certain—if the guide
had carried no gun, and been expected
to merely find the game, rather than
shoot it, for his employer, he would
never have shot a man.
"Several well-known 'guides will not

carry a rifle when they are out guid-

ing, contending that, as they expect the

gpoitsman to shoot his deer for him-
self, and it is merely their business to

take the latter to the place where
the game is, and they would not like

to have a loaded rifle carried behind
them by anyone, they don't care to

run any unnecessary risks. To be

sui>e, if this plan was followed out gen-
erally, many who call themselves
sportsmen, but who couldn't hit the
broadest side of a barn on a calm day,
and have to hire their guides to knock
over their game, would go hence empty-
handed, but better that a hundred lose
their game than one human life be
sacrificed."—Boston Sunday Journal.
Our opinion is that in deer and moose

"

and such hunting, guides should not
carry rifles, and we would not permit
a guide to do so, though having no ob-
jection to him keeping one in the camp
if he wants to, and some guides feel

happier when they may. Possibly if

,
we intended to tackle a grizzly at close
quarters, we might approve of the
guide fairly bristling with "dedly
weepons."

* * tf

Stray SHdIs
Mr. Thos. Donley will hold his third

annual tournament at St. Thomas,
Ont., on Dec. 5th, 6th, 7th and Sth.

Mr. Donley guarantees purses to the
amount of over $1,300 in different target
and live bird events, besides adding all

surplus money, and promises that this

will be the biggest and bt^bl tourna-
ment ever held in Canada Tho first

and third days will be devoted to tar-

gets. On each of these days there will

be eight events, with a total of 115

targets. Total entrance. $13.50. Total
guarantee, $260. The second day will,

consist of one 5 live-bird event, $3.75,

entrance, $75 guaranteed: one 7 live-

bird event, $5.25 entrance, $100 guaran-
,

teed, and one 10 live-bird event, $7.50.

entrance, $200 guarantee. On the fourth
and last day there will be a 25 live-

bird event for an international trophy
valued at $250 and a guaranteed purse
of $700, all surplus being added.

« * *

Quail shooting opened in Ontario on
the 15th October with a plentiful sup-
ply of these choice game birds for the

enterprising gunner who had sufficient

skill to catch them on the wing. The
opening days were hot and dry, and
as usual with a plethora of half-

grown birds, consequently, the result

as a rule was unsatisfactory and dis-
'

tressing to dogs and gunners. It is
'

the almost universal opinion that the

quail season opens at least a fort-

night too soon, but as yet the powers
that be have turned a deaf ear to the

numerous appeals for a later season.
• • • •

The Hamilton Gun Club has elected

the following officers: President, Dr.

J. E. Overholt; vice-president, William
Langhorn; secretary, Harry Graham;
treasurer, Frank Vailance, captain,

James Crooks; auditons, E B. Win-
I

gate and Dr. Baxter; directors, Dr.

Baxter, E. B. Wingate, Di Malloch,
T. Crooks, Dr. Beam, Maurice Rear-

don and J. Smith. Tlie club will hold

its usual tournament in January.
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HESE goods are new and

will be shipped direct from the

factory. Prices named are those

at which manufacturers and deal-

ers usually sell. All these goods

are f.o.b. at the factory. Here

is an excellent opportunity to get

AGun=r
A Camera

A Fishing

A Reel or

Rifle=
FREE OF
COST

Excellent Chances to

secure your Christmas

Gifts ««««««««««««««»

LIBERAL REWARDS
FOR LIGHT WORK.

"

I
'HERE is not a man or boy who cannot secure

some subscribers to Rod and Gun in Canada,
and that, too, with very little labor.

CUBSCRIPTIONS need not all be sent at once.

They may be sent in instalments as taken and
credit will be given on account. When the required

number is obtained the premium earned will be shipped.

TO ANY PERSON SENDING US
TWO yearly subscriptions to Rod and Gun in Can.

at $1.00 each, we will send 1 doz. Trout Flies as-

sorted, listed at 75c. or 3 lbs. Hamilton Powder
Co's FF powder listed at 90c.

THREE subscriptions at $1.00 each, a No. 41 Stevens

Pistol, listed at $2..50, or 1 doz. bass flics, assorted,

listed at $1.00, or a three bladed sportsman's knife,

bone handle, with plate for name, worth $1.50.

SEVEN subscriptions at $1.00 each, a Stevens Dia-

mond Model Pistol, listed at $5.00, or a boy's

Nickel Watch, listed at $3.50.

TEN subscriptions at $1.00 each, a Steel Fishing Rod,

listed at $6.00 or less, or a Yawman & Erbe Auto-

matic Reel, listed at $6.00.

FIFTEEN subscriptions at $1.00 each, a Stevens

Ideal Rifle No. 44, listed at $10.00.

TWENTY-FIVE subscriptions at $1.00 each, aPremo
Camera, 4x5, listed at $15.00, or a Winchester

Repeating Rifle, model 1890, listed at $16.00.

THIRTY-FIVE subscriptions at $1.00 each, a Win-

chester Repeating Rifle, 30 calibre, model 1895,

listed at $25.00, or a Winchester Repeating Rifle,

30 calibre, model 1894, listed at $23.00. Both

these rifles use smokeless cartridges and are the

most modern big game guns.

FORTY subscriptions at $1.00 each, a Winchester

Take-Down Repeating Shot-gun, model 1897, 12

gauge, listed at, $27.00.

FIFTY subscriptions at $1.00 each, a No. 2 grade

Syracuse Hammerless Double Barrel Shot-gun, 10

or 12 gauge, listed at $40.00.

ONE HUNDRED subscriptions at $1.00 each, an

Ithaca Hammerless Double "Barrel Shot-gun,

quality No. 3, 10, 12 or 16 gauge, listed at $80.00.



finest Canoe Trip

In the World H^
kaming and Temagaming should write to P. A.

COBBOIjD, Haileybury, Ont. (successor to

C. C Farr&Cobbold.)
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Cameras
W. STARK, Agent, ACTON, OnT.

Are Standard Instru-

ments in point of
Technical Accuracy
and Artistic bxecu-
tion. Renowned for

Quality. Write for
Catai.oguk.
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THE HUDSON'S BAY

COMPANY
' HAS HAD OVER 229 YEARS
EXPERIENCE IN PROVIDING
FOR HUNTERS

EVERYTHING NECESSARY CAN BE SUPPLIED, ji ji Ji CIRCULAR
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- 'He's'alWy ikeiAiri* dore, an' he's alway ketchin' trout

On de place w'ere no wan else can ketch at all,

He's alway ketchin' barbotte, dat's w'at you call boulespout,

An' he never miss de wil' duck on de fall.

O ! de pa'tridge do some skipptn' w'en she sees heem on de swamp !

For she know Bateesc don't go for not'ing dere.

An' de rabbit if he's comin', wall I you ought to see heem jompi

Wy he want to climb de tree he feel so scare 1

(iji Affer two hour by de reever 1 hear hees leetle song

i Den I meet heem all hees pocket foule of snipe,

'h'An' me* t gd de iam' place, an' I tramp dfe w'oljj day long
j

irt about de sun rise, an' I put out ma decoy,

An' I see Bateese he sneak along de shore,

before it's comin' breakfas' he's holler on hees boy

For carry home two dozen duck or more.

I'm freezin' on de blin' me, from four o'clock to nine.

An' ev'ry duck she's passin' up so high I

e's bluesbill an' butterssball, an' red»head, de fines' kin' I

An' I might as well go shootin* onJ^kyi

jnly shootin' two or t'tee Ba Gripe 1

^tt^^
4^*

So^^^ileTiodder feller lak Bateese wanoclcrmafU-^

He can ketch de smartes' feesh is never sweem.

An' de bird he seldom miss dem, let dem try de hard dey can

Wy de eagle on de mountain c?n't fly away from heem. \

Put all de bird an' feesh too, is geev' up feelin' scare,

An' de rabbit he can stay at home in bed,

5 For he feesh an' shoot no longer, ole Jean Bateese Belair, "/

^ '/V ) i i /// \
^ ';' 'Cos. he's dead!Jos he's dead!
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DESTRUCTION OF BIRD LIFE.

A recent fire on Long Island destroyed

a factory which was engaged in the busi-

ness of making feather ornaments for

ladies' hats. Among the losses we read

of the breasts and wings of 10,000 sea-

gulls, and the heads and wings of 30,000

other birds. These figures are merely

relative, as showing the actual stock at

the time of the fire, and take no account

of the immense numbers used annually

by this and other factories engaged in

the business.

What a commentary on civilization.

These little birds by the hundreds of

thousands are slaughtered, not because

they are destructivej not for food purposes

or even because a mistaken -idea of sport

might palliate such wholesale destruc-

tion, but simply that the fair sex may
I decorate their hats ! ! !

We men are prone to look to woman-
jkind for all those gentle qualities which
: sweeten life ; we are gently chided for

;

our desire to fish and shoot—it is cruel

to impale a worm or a grass-hopper on a

hook,—to shoot, because we frequently

wound and do not always kill,—and
those amongst us who are properly train-

ed hang our diminished heads in shame
and meekly acknowledge our fault.

What, therefore, must we say to my lady,

it having been proved that her penchant
for so-called artistic decoration of her

hat is causing such a serioiis diminution
of bird life as to cease to keep in check
noxious insects, and our crops and fruit

trees suffer each year with increasing

severity? Shall we merely plead with
her, knowing full well that the modern
car of Juggernaut, fashion, has to roll

unceasingly forward, and she must pros-

trate herself before it or cease (for society)

to be ; or shall we rise in our might,

while the machinery of the law-making

power still remains in masculine hands,

and pass drastic measures that shall stop

the evil? Laws that seek to interfere

with the liberty of the individual are

generally tindesirable and frequently

difficult of enforcement, especially if not

backed by a strong public sentiment, and

should be resorted to only where other

means have failed and the end sought to

be obtained is of real importance to life.

We believe this is an instance where the

end justifies the means, and the very

storm of feminine indignation that at

first may be aroused will clear the atmos-

phere so as to show womankind, as

never before apparent, what a real dan-

ger confronts us.

«> <$><$> ...
We are informed, tjiat the lamentable

chapter of fatal accidents in the Maine

season, just closed is responsible for a

movement, commenced by some sports-

men who go to that state each year, with

a view, to adopting a bright color , such as

scarlet, for cap and coat, so that no more

mistakes may be made-.- -While this may

have the desired effect where the sports-

man is in view, it will.not provide for

those cases where the moving bushes are

fired at, apparently with utter' disregard

of repeated warnings, and instead of the

expected deer some poor fellow receives

the bullet. Everyone interested in shoot-

ing is vitally concerned in an educational

crusade. The rash man who shoots

without seeing the game must be taught

better. Possibly a few indictments for

manslaughter would reach the desired

result quickly.

Those who like to carry a belt axe to

the woods will appreciate the miniature

edition of a full grown
chopping axe, a representa-

tion of which is given here.

The weight of head with

handle is 27J ounces. Length
of handle outside, of head,

16 inches; total length, in-

cluding, head, 18^ inches.

'J'he benefit of such a shaped

handle is that the axe, while

light and handy, can be used

effectively for chopping trees

of 3 or -4 inches diameter,

whereas the straight handle

belt axe is of comparatively small use. Of

course the weight can be increased or de-

creased by using a heavier or lighter head-

Although only one year .has elapsed

from the commencement of work, the

great New York Zoological Park is

rapidly assuming shape and a large

portion of it is not only ready but

occupied by a portion of its four-footed

and other population. About $300,000

so far has been expended and the annual

maintenance is expected to be over

$75,000. Great pains have been taken to

provide ' not only - the best accom-

modation for its denizens,- but also to

place them' so'- that they-can bfe easily

viewed"by the'public. ' CanadWis riatiirally

lodkeid upon as- the jplace to o"btfi,in beaver,

of which' it is- intended theire shall be

fifteen specime'ii^:
'"' - - • '

'•
• ' ^' '

•
' '•

'

We are glad to learn that the recent

change in Ontario Grown Lands Gommis-

sionership does not- involve a change in

the head of the game interests. Under

the able administrd,tion of the Hon. J.

M. Gibson, many excellent reforms have

taken place, and it is satisfactory to know
that the good work will go on under his

auspices.
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AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY

Conducted by Eusibus Jaxson II r> Q^^ Jj

li^imffTfrm;::^!::

^
" Pleasant was the journey homeuard,

Tlirough interminable jforests,

Over meadow, over mountain,
Over river, hill, and hollow,

iihort it seemed to Hiawatha.''
—Hiawatha.

WHEN YOU GO.

IN
the October '99 number of Rod and

Gun, there appeared a short article

by Frederic Irland entitled "Why
Don't You Go?" which struck my

fancy.

Evidently, Irlajid knows a good

thinsT when he sees it. Last summer

I put in the season in a tent on the

shore of Lalce Huron, far enough from

civilization not to be bothered by

"summer girls and men who fool

around—and who wear red coats and

do various idle things." I can kic'f

at red coats because I didn't wear one.

But about the "various idle things"--

T5\reli— . Anyhow, I don't think the/

were very idle, and now that I think

more deeply on the matter I am sure

they were not. To rise with the sur

and go to the lifting of the nets on

the fog-laden bosom of the lake, to eat

good fried herring, fresh from the

water for breakfast when summer ho-

tel people are just turning over In

their beds to see their watches, to go

with a sliot gun back into the bush

and spend the morning, to photograph

that morning's work in the afternoon,

and to He around a roaring lire {'lia

in more senses than one) and watch

the sparks as they dance upward and

throw a light on the tall pines so

that they look like a miniature thea-

tre's scenery—that is not idleness.

That's sport.

Just one mistake Irland makes. He

says "devote ten years to the wilder-

ness from Labrador to Lake Supe-

rior and you will never care much

for any other place on earth." Why
didn't he say devote ten weeks to it

and you'll never care at all for any

other sport. Then he would have been

right. But one other thing. Go when

jou will—summer or winter, spring or

autumn—go when the grass is just

takimg on it's green coat fresh, or

when it is knee deep on the meadows,

or if you will when It is covered wltn

the brown of the mighty oaks and
poplars; go where you will, to New

Brunswick, to Newfoundland, to On-

tario or to the Northwest Territory

and British Columbia; and go for any

purpose that you like, to 3hoot, to

tish, to see the moose or the caribou,

or the sturgeon or the salmon, or to

see the sun set in the golden west, as

it sets in no other country on the face

of the earth, but when you go talie

with you a camera.

This is not advice from one who doas

not know what he is talking about.

I've done it. O, amateur, amateur,

why waste your good plates and time

lying alrqund Newport and Long

Branch, taking snap shots at the sum-

mer fools who wear red coats, wfien

you might be out tramping through

the bush with a chum and a dog or

canoeing down the Ottawa or the St.

Lawrence and at the same time adding

to your stock of photograplis, pictures

that would not only interest yourself

and all your friends for the next

year, but, sent to your acctuaintanceo

across the border, and in other coun-

tries would show them that Canada
is far more than the "Lady of the

Snows," and would bring them over

here next year, armed with camerao
and plates galore to take back impres-

sions more vivid than Kipling could

ever give them.

That's what you should do, and then

you'll be ready to say with Frederic

Irland: "Land of the sunshine and
snow, how big and splendid, how
sweet you are, my sweetheart! Sure'y

God of all the earth never made any
other country like you." Or you will

feel like singing that new Canadian
song:

"Land of the best, garden of the West,
Queen of the Summers, Lady of the

Snows,
Hip! hip! hurrah! for our native Can-

ada,
Where the wild flower blossoms
And tlie sugar maple grows."

Another thing, amateur, you want
to remember that Canada is a growing

country. Towns and villages and
even cities are springing up with

alarming rapidity in the west, and the

east is taking care of itself all right.

Now is the appointed time. Photo-

graiph the (fivers and streanas, tJtie

mountains and hills and valleys and

n;eadows. Photograph them this way
and that, or anyway you fancy you'll

get pretty pictures—and with such
material as you have to work on, it

will be your own fault if you don't.

Ten years from now you won't know
the places.

When you go to take them, by all

means try to be one of a party, for

though every new snapshot is some-
thing new (that is where the fascina-

tion comes in) the chief interest con-

nected with a photograph in looking

at it in after years are the associations

we group in our minds around the

taking of it.

And for goodness sake don't let

the mythical beauties of other coun-
tries turn you from your purpose of

going. This is the only pebble on the
beach. Canada is "de hull push."

Stray SnapsShots.
In presenting this department to the

"foto fiends" and other readers of Kod
and Gun, we might just state that
while we will always, be pleased to

receive communications from anyone,
on subjects of interest, we don't

pretend to know everyming and will

only answer queries to the best of our
ability. We would aieo like to hear
from secretaries of camera clubs any-
where in the Dominion.

« • •

Amateur photographers seem to be
horribly afraid to trim prints and evi-

dently imagine that because their

plates and paper are cut in certain

sizes, that in consequence their pic-

tures-^o, photogrcuphs—must be the

same. This is a big mistake.

It is very rarely indeed that a photo
is really a picture and in the great
majority of cases it can be vastly im-
proved by a judicious slashing of the

sky or foreground or ends, or perhaps
all four.

A very good method of determining

just how much, or how little, photo

one wants left is to place pieces ol

cardboard around it and move them
in until it can be seen what looks

best. Then cut it down, even if thcrtj

is only an inch of surface left.

Other people will soon notice it,

And by the way just remember 1

rarely happens that it looks best t<

have the horizon exactly in the mid l

die of the photo.
|

Here is a good acid fixing bath. r

parts sodium sulphite (cryst.) 100 part

water.

Acidulate with 1 part concentrate

sulphuric acid and then add 20 jiart

sodium hyposulphite.
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Did you ever have a negative spoil-

1 by libation ? For instance, now,

a pretty suneet that you wanted to

use for a nio0nlight effect.

Well, when you do it agiain, or if

you have any negatives afCected that

v.uy now, rub firmly and decidedly
liarts affected, with a soft cotton
rfoaked in .alcohol until it is suf-

itly reduced. Try it.

i.:Khty-nine years ago when the first

Krupp opened his little iron works, the

town of Essen had only 4,000 inhabi-

tants. Last year Essen had over 100,-

000 residents. In 1872 Alfred Krupp
owned 414 iron ore diggings, and his

son and successor now has over 500,

and all but a small part of the Krupp
steel is made from Krupp's ore, smel-

ted by means of the coke he makes
from his own coal. It has been Krupp's
policy for many years to be entirely in-

dependent of fluctuations in the prices

of ore, pig iron and coal, and so Krupp
has not only acquired the ownership
to the lands which supply most of his

raw material, but has also laid in large

stocks purchased abroad. His works
at Kiel employ 7,000 men, and those at

Magdenburg, Buckau, 3,548, and over

10,000 men are employed in hie foun-

dries. In 1858, Krupp had 1,047 men in

his service. On January 1, this year
there were on the pay rolls of the pre-

sent Krupp the names of 41,750 men,
of whom 25,133 were employed at the

works at Essen, and the rest were scat-

tered among his various manufacturing
and mining enterprises. In 1895 there

were in the cast steel works at Essen
over 458 steam engines with a total of

36,561 horse-power. The length of the

belting used dn transmitting power was
over 40 miles. The 12 Krupp blast fur-

naces on the Rhine consumed daily 2,400

tons of iron ore and produced 1,200 tons

of pig iron. In 1895-96 over 1,000,000

tons of coal and coke were consumed,
or 3,650 tons a day, of which 3,500 tons

a day were the product of Krupp's own
coal mines.

W. Felstead lately defeated W. Mc-
Dowell, in a final contest for the Tor-
onto Sporting Goods gold medal and
championship of Toronto and suburbs,
with a score of 89 to 87 The contest
was at 100 artificial birds.

Commencing with January, 1900, the
New England Sportsman, will thereaf-
ter be known as the National Sports-
man and as its field will then become
the entire United States, it will havo
a scope that has been Impossible here-

tofore. We wish our contemporary
every success.

This excellent but eccentric game
bird, now rapidly passing away in both
the States and Canada, has the double
merit of being one of the most dlfla-

cult birds for the sportsman to capture
by fair shooting, and the most excel-

lent of birds for .the table when once
brought to bag. His range is limited,

as he is never found in any of the Pa-
cific coast states or territories; and in-

deed, seldom far west of the Mississippi.

To the north, his extreme range is a

lar shafts or "bores" by which the bird

obtains his food. The plumage is rufug
in the under parts, deepening to a beau-
tiful chocolate color, exquisitely sten-

cilled with darker and lighter tints, on
the back and wing covers. The eye is

placed very far back, enabling the bird
to see behind him without turning his

head, a gift which the pursuer of tne
wily "woodcock soon learns to deplore.

He has two distinct methods of fiight,

being sometimes a very easy, and some-

times a very hard bird to shoot. He
feeds by night, and rests by day; and
Is even said to complete and round out

his character as the "eccentric" among
game birds, by carrying his young
about on his back. This, however, 1

Kippewa River near Lake Kippewa, Que.

certain portion of southern Ontario and
Quebec, while to the south, he never

ranges as far as Mexico. So he is being

completely hemmed in, and his covers

destroyed everywhere, and will in con-

sequence, be the first of American game
birds to be exterminated, with the ex-

ception perhapis 6f the wild turkey.

The American woodcock is about half

the size of the European species, the

latter weigliing from fifteen to eighteen

ounces, while It Is a very large speci-

men of the former that weighs nine

ounces. In plumage the two birds are

precisely similar, and have the same

original and eccentric habits. The bill

Is long and slightly curved, being ad-

mirably adapted for sinking the elngu-

cannot vouch for. As he only frequents

certain localities, and certain species of

cover, and cannot by any possibility be
preserved in a semi-tame state as the

quail is, for Instance, in many parts of

the United States, this strange and
beautiful game bird will soon be as

extinct as is the dodo, a« far as this

continent is concerned; a fact much to

be regretted by sportsmen.

The steamship Mona salred from San
Francisco on November 1st for Aus-
tralia laden with 250,000 salmon eggs,
besides some live quails and prairie
chickens, the whole being a gift from
the United States Government to the
people of Australia. Our cousins of
the Southern Cross will, no doub%
appreciate Uncle Sam's kindness.

I
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WHERE THE WILD fiEESE MAKE CAMP
By Blcasdell Cameron

THE doctor and I had been planning

this outing for months. He had ex-

patiated on the glories of the sport to

be had at Brlgrhtwater Lake until I be-

gan to feel that I had only one great

and unfilled purpose in life, *nd that

was to visit it. It was a bright young

morning in September when we at

length got away. Only the man who

has been harnessed to an office desk for

many, many weeks can appreciate the

delicious sense of abandon with which

we saw the unattractive chimneys of

the Queen City of The Plains disap-

pear behind us and thought of the hun-

dred and sixty miles of unfettered free-

dom stretching before, and of the long

days of autumn sunshine which would

be consumed in covering it. Not that

any sllglit is to be put upon Regina,

which is the capital of the Northwest

and a itown with business blocks,schooIs,

chu,rches and private residences that

would be a credit to any place. Be-

sides, it is the metropolis for one of

the bejst wheat growing districts in

the -whole country. But to one who
loves the sniff of powder and the sight

of a tumbling bird, all towns and habi-

tations of hlfi kind become, at times.

mere prison-bounds; and when the

fields are golden and the leaves upon

the poplars crimson-stained by the first

nipping frost, when the berries on the

rose bushes and the bois bleu hang like

beads of ivory and drops of blood amid

the long, rich, yellow grass and the

soft haze and smell of parting summer
lies like Incense on all the land—then
deep loathing of brick walls and girded

streets seizes upon him, and unless he

can leave them all for a short holiday

afield, he comes to hate them with a

bitter and enduring hate.

Our outfit consisted of a single buck-
board, on which was packed our grub-

box, blankets, cartridges, guns and an
assorted dozen of drinkables. I do not

think that we required all the liquids

for our own consumption, but It was
in the old "permit" days of the North-
west and we were going Into a country^

where we should meet other fellows

who were thirsty. And then our trip

was to consu==ae the bigger half of a

month.

At noon we reached the broad, deep

valley of the Qu'Appelle. The Prince

Albert branch of the railway was be-

gun in 1889, and we had dinner with

one of the contractors near what Is

now Lumsden Station. As we rattled

up along the valley in the afternoon,

we flushed a bunch of prairie chickens

and got our first taste of sport. The

doctor killed two and I one. We camp-

ed for the night with another outfit of

railroad-makers and duly appreciated

the luxury of sleeping on the ground

between blankets Instead of in a bed

between sheets, for the first time in

many months. We then began to real-

ize that we had actually left civiliza-

tion behind us and were at liberty to

snore if we felt inclined. That first

night Under canvas or the stars—what

thoughts and recollections it brings—

how deep and soul-refreshing the Bleep!

Any old camper knows the feeling.

It is not my Intention to detail our

progress on the trail to Brightwater

Lake. The country is rolling prairie,

and It was then perfectly wild. We had

shooting along the road, but we did

not loiter, for we had an objective point.

One day was much like another. So

were the nig'hts, which we spent un-

der the deep, deep, dark sky, with the

countless stars twinkling like diamonds

strewn on a broad sea abov«» "^nr beds

and the fragrant, matted grass stretch-

ing away, league upon league, around

us. By day we drove beside the pick-

eted line marked by the engineers, and

watched the graders with their teams

and plows and scrapers paving the way
for the iron horse. And we knew that

soon there would follow other men with

plows in their hands, and that in place

of the unbroken, waving grass of the

prairie, future travellers would look

out of cushioned carriages upon broad

fields of waving grain. But they would

not see the antelope that we saw on

the way to Brlg*htwater,

I do not remember how long we were

In reaching Brightwater Lake. What
I do know Is that the time occupied in

the journey passed quickly and that

when we did arrive we were well re-

paid for the distance travelled. The
doctor had brought his dog, a fine Lav-

eracK setter, and we both had plenty

of sport over him among the poplar

bluffs and the sand hills in the vicin-

ity and filled several bags with prairie

chickens. The lake was literally cov-

ered with ducks, but we did not shoot

many. We had not come for ducks
;

they were to be had nearer home, and

we expected to load our buckboard with

other game. And we did—but later.

We spent a pleasant time in camp

and then started on our homeward
way. The days passed pleasantly again

and we were nearing the Qu'Appelle—

we had reached the region where we

hoped to load our buckboard. It was

a bright, warm morning when we at

length turned from the line of the rail-

road and drove eastward for a couple

of miles. The land was rolling prairie

without a bush and soon we came upon

a long, clear lake among the hills. Wo
had seen geese flying over It on our way

up, and we had not driven far along It?

shores before several large flocks rr>-

some distance ahead and flew toward

the Qu'Appelle valley. They were wil<1.

We camped and had dinner; then 1

started with the rifle to try to crawl

close enough to a flock feeding warily or

a long point for a shot. I got the shot-

but no geese, and returned to caraT

Infinitely disgusted. Then we put tht

horse in and drove' to the farther enc

of the lake, a mile away. The remnanti

of a flre and some lately-stripped bonw

were what we discovered there.

•'Indians." T remarked. "And ante

lope. T wish we could come up witl

a band. We don't seem to have an:

luck with the geese."

"Don't get discouraged," said the doc

tor. "This isn't the only lake. Antelope' '•

eood erame, but I'm afraid it's not fo

us. But we will get geese."

We left the lake and drove flve or i^

miles to the southward, when we cam
;

upon another small Clearwater lak«.

perhaps a mile In diameter, and almos'

round. Thicketed gullies ran down t.

It between the hills In places. It wa;

covered with ducks, most of them tO:

far from the shore for a shot. A fe'

geese rose from a marsh at the uppf

end.

"I'm going to try to bag some of thes

ducks," said I, taking the rifle: "Tli

geese are too shy to encourage me."

I killed four ducks at long range an

waited for them to drift ashore. A bij

redhead was swimming within fa!'

range off some rushes a short way dow <

the lake. I took my shot gun, walk€;i

toward the spot and then stole up m

;

der cover of the reeds. When I rals€

my head I found that he had swq-



further out. It was a long' shot. He
rose and I fired, but he flew on, down
the lake, apparently unhurt. I watched

him as I placed fresh cartridges in the

gun, and soon I saw him wheel and

comie directly up the lake again. I

lay down on my back and waited.

I wonder if it was curiosity that

prompted him to turn when opposite my
hiding place and fly straight over me?
Ii: was an unfortunate plan of proce-

dure for the i^edhead. Perhaps he

thought I couldn't slioot because I mis-

sed him the first time, and wished to

show his contempt. Or perhaps it was

mere bravado. At any rate I put the

gun to my shoulder as I lay face up-

wards in the grass, and when he w^is

almost over me I pressed the trigger.

l*hen I sprang to my feet and he drop-

ped like a bullet on the spot where I

had laid. Poor little beggar! I felt

rather sorry for him. He lay on his

l^ack, wi'th his splendid barred-gray

breast heaving painfully and his brave

bright eyes blinking reproachfully up

at me from between their yellow lids, as

the life died out of him. I think he

was shot through the heart—a single

pellet. I was rather proud of that shot,

for he had been high. He was a beau-

tiful, strong bird.

Then I turned to .the ravines. Whirr!-

rr!-rr! Chickens. I got ten before I

realized that the afternoon was waning,

or I had explored many of the gullies.

They rose and rose and I shot and shot

and they fell. My aim appeared to be

perfectly satisfactory, this afternoon,

and I experienced none of that disap-

pointment which all of us—any of us—
have felt w*lien the guns go "Bang!
Bang!" and the birds fly on. The day
was passing all too quickly, even if

there were no geese. But the best of

our sport was to come; and perhaps it

was all the better because I, at all

events, had given up expecting it.

The doctor had gone down the other

(Side of the lake with the horse and I

now hastened to rejoin him. The hills

surrounding the lake were burned and
black and bare—the work of a prairie

fire. As I hurried along the slope of

one of them, I saw something which
made me rub my eyes and look again.

I could not make out what it was. 1

discovered later. Evidently a bird, but
of what sort? It sat, flat on its belly,

on the top of the bald, black butte and,

clear cut against the sky, it looked as

big as an ostrich. I stood as if petri-

fied—for a long time as it seemed to

me, but of course only for a few sec-

onds. Then it rose and with a deep,

familiar cry, swiftly vani^ed behind
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the top of the hill, and I had lost the
opportunity of bagging one of the big-
gest geese I ever put eye on. I went
on, mentally chastising myself and say-
ing things to the scenery which it is un-
necessary to put down on paper.

But the day was not yet over and
other surprises were in store. At the
end of the lake was a narrow ruck of

low grassy land, and to my astonish-
ment, just the other side of it, yet an-
other lake. Unlike the one I had just
left, which was pure and fresh, this

was alkali and white like milk. It

was not so large as the other and it

was quite shallow, so that here and
there the salt-encrusted boulders stuck
their heads above the surface. No geese
were to be seen about. I found the

doctor engaged in earnest conversation

with a group of Saltcoat Indians, who
were camped on the bank of this little

lake a short way off. At a Northwest
election trial a halfbreed witness was
asked what language he spoke. "Melee,"

was the reply. The doctor's argument
reminded me of that; he was speaking

the "mixed" language—English, French

and Cree. There were some half dozsn

lodges in the Indian camp, with one or

more of the old wooden Red River carts

before each lodge, and when I came
near enough discovered that each cart

was literally draped with geese! They

hung from the frames, from the axles,

from the shafts. I asked in Cree where
they had shot them. They were not

over-comniunicacive. They gave me to

unaerstand that iney were not familiar

vvith the ispeech or' their kinsmen, the

Crees. Later tney understood it well

enough.

The sun had set as the doctor ana I

loitered about, casting covetous eyes

upon those loops and festoons of geese.

Also upon a dead antelope. Then I saw
one atter another of the Indian hunters

take his gun and march away. Some
crossed the neck of land and went down
the other side of the alkali lake. Others

went down on our aide. The ligUt be-

gan to fade and then I heard the same

sound as my goose of the hill-top had

made a short time before. Only now
the sound came in chorus from far away
and from the long muscular throats

of tens and hundreds of approaching

geese. Soon the Indians' guns across

the lake began to talk.

"Come on!" yelled the doctor, wl d

with excitement. "We're not in it."

We soon were. We jumped in the

buckboard and hurried down the lake.

The Indians posted there were blazing

away cheerfully; half a dozen geese lay
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about on the sand. I sprang out. My
fingers twitched.

"I'll stay here," I said to the doctor.

"You can go on a little further if you
like."

How can I begin to describe the sport
of that evening? I have never seen
anything like it, before or since, though
that is not the only time I have shot
geese. They came in endless procession,

flock after flock, and what do you sup-

pose was their destination? Why, no-

thing but this miserable little bit of an
alkali lake. They flew round and round
it. The dusk grew and the guns flashed

and muttered round the circle in the

gloom until it was utterly dark, but
they could not be driven away. They
had been feeding all day in the wheat-
flelds along the Qu'Appelle valley,

twenty miles away, and now they had
come home to i-oost—'home to this little

alkali lake, for it was their camping-
place.

It grew so dark as I fired that I could

not see the birds coming. But I heard

their deep, resonant cries, and I stood

straight up on the sandy beach and
gazed at the faintly luminous sky and
listened for the beat and rush of flap-

ping wings upon the soft night air.

Then, directly over me and scarce five

lengths of my gun barrels high, the

great bodies swung dark against the

stars, and then the fire leaped from

the muzzles with a roar and a mighty

bird fell heavily upon the sand at my
feet. I cannot describe the exultation

of those moments. It was all over at

last, but twenty birds had fallen to my
lot. The doctor had put one of his gun-

locks out of service and did not have

quite so many.

That evening the doctor and I walked

over to the Indian camp for another

lopk at the antelope. He was a fine

animal and we admired him very much.

Sundjry negotiations of an unimpor-

tant nature, in which tea, tobacco and

perhaps a little money figured, passed

beween us and the aborigines. Then

we drove half a mile out on the prairie

and spread our blankets beside the

buckboard. We took an extra horn

before turning In, to celebrate our suc-

cess.

I was tired and I slept well, but never

have I heard such a delightful babel

as I listened to In my waking moments

that night. It was like the beating of

a thousand melodious gongs—the deep-

throated, reedy clangor and concert of

those hanking geese, now resting un-

disturbed on the dirty bosom of the lit-

tle lake.

We did not get much shooting in the
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morning. We rather overslept, and it

vva3 already fairly light before we
reached our stands. I got one. Then
I moved out to the end of a wooded

point. A single goose came sailing over,

high. I fired when he was directly

above me. He flew on till he reached

the very centre of the lake; then drop-

ped like a stone.

The morning was fresh and I did not

feel that a bath in that muddy water

was what I particularly needed. There

was an Indian boy close at hand. He
had also shot a goose. I beckoned to

him.

"I'll give you teoi cents and trade

^eese with you," I said.

It was a bargain. The sun had now
risen, the geese were flying in long,

waving lines toward the Qu'Appelle,

and the last thing I saw as we drove

away was the brown, bare body of the

young savage, up to the thig'hs in the

middle of the lake, retrieving his goose.

We arrived in Regina the same even-

ing, with the hind wheels of our buck-

board "all spraddled out," like the legs

of a man struggling under the burden
of three fingers too much; and the best

of it was that our load was topped by
the carcase of a very fine antelope. No;

you needn't ask. I'm not going to say

Who shot it, the doctor or I. That
wouldn't be fair.

I stood the other day on the rear plat-

form of a coach on the Regina and
Prince Albert branch of the Canadian
Pacific. The land was mellow with

• sunlight; the air as pure as heaven. It

was a beautiful day. I had just come
from the raw cold of the East. I was
entranced. I saw the long lines of

geese—legions of fhem—sailing swiftly

over the sweeping billows of yel-

low grass, and I thought of the

little ugly - white lake lying two
miles to the westward and of the

night I shot and camped besiide its

shores. Ten years is a long time, but
I have no doubt that if you are inspired

to go there when September comes
again you will find the geese just as

numerous and as determined to roo3t

upon that dirty bowl of milk as I foun,d

them in 1889.

• • •

William S. Jackson, of Boston, is

said to believe that game laws should
be amended so as to allow the use
of dogs in deer hunting, not for the
purpose of dogging deer, but for re-

trieving wounded deer; that most hun-
ters wound several deer for every one
they kill, and that the retrieviing of

wounded deer by the aid of dogs should
be compulsory, and would be a humane
act.

IF
your various correspondents did nut

display such a wqeful lack of geo-

graphical knowledge, it would be un-

necessary for me to trouble you, but,

as they do, will you kindly allow me
a little space to correct a wrong im-

pression which was created long ago

in your columns and which has not yet

received attention from anyone familiar

with the matter. I refer to the "Sports-

men's Paradise." I have been an in-

terested reader of "Rod and Gun" since

it made its first appearance, but have

been surprised that your contributors

have so many opinions as to the loca-

tion of the Sportsmen's Paradise. As
I was thoroughly familiar with the spot

myself, and know its location, the dis-

cussion and claims of your various cor-

respondients provided amusement for

me. But I think they have had pos-

session of their harmless illusion long

enough and, much as it pains me to

do so, in justice to this country, I must
snatch the toy from their hands.

Therefore, know ye all men by these

presents, that the old original and only

genuine Sportsmen's Paradise on earth

is in the Kootenays. How do I know?
Well, that's easy. I believe every sports-

man likes a back ground of good scen-

ery when he is shooting or fishing. We
have every kind of scenery, but the last

magnificent spectacle that I witnessed

will be sufficient as a sample. We had
scrambled up the almost perpendicular

side of the Kitchener glacier, which is

situated in the very heart of the Slocan

country, and is its highest point. By
dint of making steps with our snow-
shoes, but being compelled to move
very slowly owing to the difficulty of

breathing at such an altitude, we reach-

ed the immense undulating surface of

the mighty glacier. In summer it is a
sea of shining bluish green Ice, but last

month (October) it was covered with
ten feet of snow. A light, but very cold

wind greeted us as we made the last

advance on our hands and knees. Three
miles away, in the middle of the ice.

Kitchener peak raises his seared and
scarred head proudly above every tow-
ering mountain in the country. That
was our objective point. Many dangers
'beset our way, for the surface of the

glacier was dotted with huge crevasses

and to fall into one of these, down hun-
dreds of feet between walls of ice,

meant instant death. But it seems to

me that one gets frightened at the dan-
gers of mountaineering only after they
are passed. I shudder now to think
how close I was to some of those yawn-
ing death traps, but at the time I con-
gratulated myself that I went close

enough to get a good view of them.
Our progress across the glacier was
rapid, for the winds had made the snow
excellent for snowshoeing and the only
incidents that intenferred with our
tramp were the detours, one of them
nearly a mile, that we had to make
around the big slits in the ice. The
scenery was grand, but we had eyes
only for our path for we knew that
soon we would be on a peak that
would unfold a stupendous panora-
ma. It was a stiff climb up the
side of Kitchener peak. It was
possible to take only a few steps at a
time on account of breathing, and the

air wa«3 so light that my snow glasses
did not keep thiuigs from dancing be-
fore my eyes. On the north side

snow lay drifted almost half way
up the mighty peak, which, reach-
ing so far into the air, winds had
blocked the snow storms in their

progress, and during the centuries

that have elapsed since the ice set-

tled down and left his head to first gel

the kiss of the morning sun and to be

the last of that mighty concourse of

snow-capped monsters to turn crimson
in the dying day. The snow had con-

tinued to drift until there were hun-
dreds of feet of it clinging to Kitchener

peak. You will understand that we
were in the region of peaks, having

spent already two days mastering the

mountains themselves. But it was too

steep to climb and a long tramp around
brought us to the rocky south side,

i

Here we put our snowshoes on our ',

backs—we had already left our rifles at

;

the foot of the huge drift before we
started around—and commenced to;

scramble up the rocky side, getting a,

foothold as best we could and pausing

at every step for breath. ;'

One false step, one little piece of rock,

on which we sometimes depended for

a foothold, becoming loose and all
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would have been over with us. But it

is only now that I thinlc of that. We
were too busy blowing and puffing to

il.ink of anything else. Two hours hard

work brought us to the top. That was

pretty good time, but we had been in

the hills for about a month and were

getting hardened. Besides we had ac-

iji^ired that knowledge, soon learnt in

the mountains, of how to size up a peak

it one glance and determine just how

md where it is to be tackled.

-Look at that scenery!" said my
companion; "Scenery be blowed!" I re-

sponded, "let me look at the luncheon

flrst."

Then we sat down on the highest

peak in the Slocan, which is composed

()f little else but peaks, ate the mashed

remains of what had been an excellent

lunch prepared at sunrise by the cook

at the camp, miles below in the last

olump of pine trees, and stared in awe

at the scene before us.

Just here I wish you would klndlj

put "to be continued in our next" and

let me quietly drop out of sight. This

article, which starts out to be a geo-

graphical study and a severe rebuke

to some of your poor deluded corres-

pondents, has wandered to the highest

point in the country, and I don't know
how I am going to get it down again.

The truth is, and I tell you this confi-

dentially, I am no more able to de-

scribe that scene than I am to write

Hamlet, but a>s I have taken the read-

ers on a six-hour tramp up mountains

and across miles of snow and ice, I am
afraid I will have to show them some-

thing before I take them back, so I will

try. There were miles, and miles, and

miles of snow-capped peaks, looking

above us, not a cloud was to be seen,

the sun shining brightly from the clear-

est blue sky I ever saw (it seems to

grow bluer the nearer you get to it).

In some of the valleys the sun was kept

out by clouds that drifted lazily about

the tops of the lower mountains. But

we were above everything, above these

mighty mountains that for a year have

seemed to me to be insurmountable,

above the snow, above the rain, above

the clouds. Look up and we saw no-

thing but the sun and sky, look down,

I

the world lay at our feet. Those peaks

I
farthest away are of the Rocky range,

' three hundred miles separate us from

j
them—Nelson, Slocan City, Silverton,

i^^ndon and Kaslo lay at our feet.

k up your map and see their loca-

1. Yonder peak shelters Rossland,

Miose away to the south are in the

Slates of Idaho and Waishington, while

those behind us guard the towns of

thriving East Kootenay, a day's Jour-

ney distant. Between are thousands
and thousands of peaks and ranges. We
can see over three hundred miles in

any direction, and everywhere is that

immense sea of mountains with its

whitecaps glittering in the midday sun.

They have a majestic appearance as

they rear their jewelled heads into that

vast solitude. There is not a sound
in the Great Kingdom of Peaks, the

wind even has gone below to play hide

and s«ek among the stalwart pinas

with the cloud fragments thai are sulk-

ing there in awe of the monarclis of

that glorious region above. It is the

day of the peaks; they wink and smile

at one another over countless leagues

of space; they sparkle and shine and
perspire as the sun plays havoc with

valley thousands of feet below. Those

same silent peaks then howled and
roared at one another, sang terrible

war songs as the raging storm caressed

them and playfully removed one crown

of snow and placed It on the brow of

a neighboring peak, only to return a

minute later with a greater one gath-

ered from the low iianging clouds. The
elements were holding high carnival

and we felt like intruders as we plunged

along the treacherous floor of the home
of the Goddess of Storm.

But it is only to-day thajt concerns

us now. We drank to our fill of the

beauties of nature and then commenced
the descent. In going down we took

the north face of the peak, for we had

a short cut in sight. It was a more

Fpper portion Kippewa River Falls, Quo.

their snowy eyebrows. It is a region

of silence; we light our pipes and gaze

at it in silent admiration.

But do not be deceived by the peace-

ful and innocent look of the old mast-

ers. Two nights ago, when we were

crossing yonder divide between the sis-

ter peaks now below us, snow from this

very glacier swept across that valley,

swirled around the rocky points as we

maides our way along the dangerous

path, blinded us when every minute

was precious, for we must needs make

the camp before darkness could settle

down and leave us to sit in the storm

until daylight appeared again, made

treacherous pitfalls of otherwise harm-,

less irregularities in the winding path

and froza stiff the clothes that- had

been drenched by the day's rain in the

dangerous path, but we reached the

top of that mighty drift without mis-

hap. Then we unstrapped our snow-

isho-es, lashed them to/getlher, sat on

them and reached the surface of the

glacier in a shorter time than It takes

to write this sentence. It was just like

being siiot out of a cannon, and
But, by the way, talking of shooting

—It reminds me that this article is sup-

posed to be on sporting topics. That's

unfortunate, for I have only one sheet

of paper left. But meantime, if you

will take my word for it, that you can

shoot .anything from a squirrel to a

caribou, from a chipmunk to a grizzly,

and from a snipe to a goose, that you

can catch anything from a wee brook

trout to a thirty-pound charr, and with-

in very few miles of Nelson, and have

the most magnificent scenery in the

world to boot.

I win write you again shortly and

show that it is all Gospel truth.
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THE directors of the Montreal Canine

Association have resolved upon

holding a show early in the spring

of next year. The date is not yet

definitely settied, but it is presumed

that it will be fixed so as to fall in with

those of the eastern circuit. It is also

proposed to hold a general meeting of the

Association about the middleof Jan when

a number of collies will be exhibited by

members of the Canadian Collie Club

and a short "talk" on the poinits, char-

acteristics and rearing- of this favorite

breed will be given by an expert for

the benefit of those present. Should

this talk be patronized by the

members as it ought to be others will

be given at intervals, until at least

the better known domestic and sport-

ing dogs have been illustrated. The

Association is open to any lover of a

dog and the secretary, Mr. F. C. Saun-

ders, Imperial Building, Montreal, will

be pleased to receive applications from

those desirous of joining and to give all

necessary information as to the aim

and object of the Association.

The past few weeks have been prolific

of dog shows on .the other side, the

most important of which were Philadel-

phia, (November 22 to 25); and New
York Pet Dog Club's, (November 29

to December 1) . At the latter, over §4,-

000 were offered in cash prizes, besides

numerous valuable specials. These in-

ducements, of course, brought out a

large entry, reaching away above one

thousand, and in consequence, competi-

tion in nearly all classes was exceed-

ingly keen. Although the number of

entries from Canada was limited, we

are glad to note -that those who did

exhibit were very successful. In the

front, at Philadelphia, came Norfolk

Kennels, Toronto, with four firsts in

fox terriers, besides carrying off the

special for the best bitch representa-

tive of any breed in the show, with

Chamipion Norfolk Handicraft; aliso

American Fox Terrier Club cup for

best smooth in novice class, with Nor-

folk Ruby; special for kennel of best

four smooths; special for best in limit,

with Norfolk Clorita; home-bred pup-

py stakes, Norfolk Tartar. It was

somewhat singular that in both the dog

and bitch classes in this competition the

honors should have gone to fox terriers,

Mr. G. M. Carniochan'dl celebrated

champion. Go Bang, securing the award
for dogs as well as special for best ter-

rier in show, although, in the latter

case, it must be said that many of

the fox terrier men held that this honor

should have gone to Mr. Gooderham's

bitch from .the fine form in which she

was shown. In cocker spaniels Mr.

George Douglass, of Woodstock, Ont.,

had two seconds, three thirds, and a

reserve, while Terra Cotta Kennels,

East Toronto, had two v.h.c.'s. In

Russian wolf hounds, Terra Cotta Ken-

nels scored in the limit class with Koa-

dan.

We notice with pleasure the distin-

guished success of a local lady exhibi-

tor, Mrs. J. A. Pitt, of Westmount, at

the New York show with her hand-

some Blenheim spaniel. Little Swell.

He was placed first in novice, 1st in

open and 1st in winners' classes, be-

sides carrying off the Waldorf-Astoria

silver trophy, value $150, as the best

Blenheim exhibited. Mrs. Pitt na-

turally feels elated over the success of

her little favorite against the best that

New York could produce, and is more

in loVe ;wiith him jthan ^ever. Little

Swell was sired by the celebrated Eng-

lish champion Lord Tennyson, and

well deserved the premier position,

as he is an almost perfect speci-

men of the breed. Another local

exhibitor, Mr. Joseph Reid. of Logan's

Farm, was also very successful, getting

four prizes and a v.h.c. out of five en-

tries. Other Canadians made a good

showing, amongst them being Terra

Cotta Kennels, with first and second in

greyhounds; Norfolk Kennels' Handi-

craft got first place, thus confirming the

judgment passed upon her at Philadel-

phia; the same owner being also award-

ed several first and specials for others

of the string. Bay View Kennels, Tren-

ton; Mr. Ciiarlesworth, Toronto, and C.

Y. Ford, Otterburn, Kingston, in cocker

spaniels; Mrs. Ford In pugs. The

show was held in the Metropoli-

tan Opera House, the swellest place

in New York City, and was made quite

a society event. Everything was on

the most lavish scale, and it is said the

Show Committee were responsible for

an expenditure of something like •^^r..-

000 in prizes, rent and other etcs. ')\..:-

$5,000 were received for entries and tlie

patronage of the public was on a scale

that Willi leave the club considerably in

pocket.

The- modern beagle, with the excep-

tion of the 'head, ears and throat,

should have all the points of the fox-

hound. The head is larger, proportion-
ately, in width and height, there is

more throatiness, and the ears are large
and pendulous, set low on the head,
falling below the neck. Chest deep
and capacious, with ribs well sprung.
The back and loin (latter slightly arch-
ed) should be strong and muscular.
Forelegs should be straight and strong
in bone, and the feet round and cat-

like. Color and coat are not regarded
as very important, so long as the form-
er is a "•hound color" and the coat dense
and hard in texture. The tail is well

fringed with hair and carried gaily.

There are generally two standard sizes:

that is the height from the ground to

the shoulder, but the most serviceable

range from 14 to 15 inches, small by
comparison with the foxhound, but
large enough for the purposes to which
they are used. Speaking of the beagle,

Bradford S. Turpin, in the Southern
Fancier, says: "The great popularity

which the beagle has won for himself

in recent years is well deserved. As a

pet he is handsome, affectionate and
intelligent, and as a hunting dog he is

active and strong, with the keenest

nose and the sweetest voice of any of

the hound family. His patience and

perseverance in seeking his game is

tireless, and his energy and courage in

pursuit of it unbounded. At home or

afield he is always a gentleman and an

agreeable companion. The beagle is par-

ticularly adapted to the sport which
j

is to be found in the more thickiy-sat-j

tied portions of the country. He isj

quiet, well-behaved, and rarely quarrel-

j

some. He lives at peace with his mates
j

and the pack, be it large or small, car

be kept together in the kennel yarc,

without danger of disturbance. His dij

minutive size makes it possible to stov

a half dozen of the little fellows awaj
under the seat of the hunting waggon
It costs but little to feed 'him, and hi:

game is at home in every thicket ani

swamp. The fascination of huntin;

with beagles is unending. One can tak

his pack afield every day from the be

ginning to the close of the hunting sea;

son and not tire of the sport. He ma;

become weary of shooting and willing

ly leave his gun at home, but neve

will he tire of watching the work o
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the hounds and never will he heaa-

sweeter music than that of the driving

pack."
* « •

A good, simple, inexpensive form of

outdoor kennel, which has been proved

by experience to be admirably adapted

for those varieties which are of hardy

constitution, Us thus dlescl^bed by a

well-known breeder: The kennel may

be erected against a garden or any

other wall, and consists of a series of

compartments which close'y rtsemble

the stalls of a stable, and possessing a

front of wooden or iron railings. I can

vouch for the many good qualities of

this kind of kenrtel, having erected

to sleep on it, at all events in cold

weather. Three pieces of boa,rd each a
foot wide and one yard long firmly

nailed crossways on a couple of pieces

of three-inc'h quartering forms an ad-

mirable bench of this description. The
roof should be of weather boarding,

covered over with the best felt, well

tarred and sprinkled with coarse sand
or gravel. Corrugated iron roofing is

most objectionable, for in summer the

extent to which it attracts the sun ren-

ders the life of the unfortunate creature

underneath it simply intolerable. Lime-

washing is essential, if the dog's health

and general comfort are to be cons'.d-

ered; wnen properly done, it not only

her by express, after banking hours.

She was a widow, lived alone, and was
afraid to keep the money over night.

Shortly afterwards 'her milkman came
around on his evening trip, and having

been acquainted with him for some
eleven years, and knowing him lo bear

an excellent reputation, she confided

to him and asked his advice as to what

she ought to do. The milkman readily

agreed to help her, stating that he

would bring his watch dog, and assured

her that she and the money would be

perfectly safe. An hour later the milk-

man returned with the dog, a white

English bullterrier, and to d the lady

to keep the dog in her own room over

Blenlieim Spaniel—Chanipicjn Little Swell

(Owner—Mis. .1. A. Pitt, Westmouiit.)

VVinnorof thn e ti^st prizes and Waldorf Astoria Tro|.hy. val

^K at Ainuiicaii I i-l Ikif; ('Iul)V Siiow. N\ w York

.

Japanf

tine (loff, whicli

was a" so tl o ji

se Spaniel—Little O Kikn
d"c;i recently, won many jirizc s in hi

01 city of Ms. .1. A. I'itl. V\ ^^nl!(Ulllt.

many for the accommodation of my
3wn stock; and the dogs always seemed

to do well in them. The size I built

each stall in my kennel was ten feet

deep by eight feet wide, and the dogs

which inhabited them were bulldogs

and bullterriers, of from 35 to 50 pounds

weight. I mention this, as it is desir-

able to explain to inexperienced readers

nearly as possible what arrange-

ments were made so as to enable them

to judge for themselves of what s'ze

to erect their kennels; as, of course,

this depends upon the variety of dogs

they propose keeping as well as upon

[the accommodation at hand. The

stalls should be covered in by a lean-to

•oof for at least three-quarters of their

iepth from the wall, as wet ground is

ne of the worst things possible for a

og to stand on for long; and a portable

ooden bench must be provided. There

8 no occasion for this bench to be rais-

d high from the ground, for in the

jresent instance the dog is not expected

rendei® the kennel clean and tidy in

appearance, but has the effect of de-

istroying the innumerable insects which

are sure to infest the abode of every

sort of dog, unless very stringent meas-

ures are taken for their extermination.
* * *

Among' certain classes of people the

impression prevails that the bullterrier

is not a good watchdog, that he is not

a success in guarding property or pro-

tecting life. This impression, however,

is altogether erroneous. Give the bull-

terrier the same training and the same

opportunities as other animals chosen
"

for this duty and the result will be that

the bullterrier is not a disappointment.

He will abundantly fulfill all .-equire-

ments. Here is an illustration proving

that the bullterrier, as a faithful and

sagacious dog, is worthy of the highest

trust: In the borrough of Norristown,

Montgomery County, Pa., a certain lady

unexpectedly received a large sum of

money—about $1,600—being delivered *.o

night. She w'as no lover of dogs at

least at that time, yet she followed the

milkman's advice. She slept soundly

that night, having implicit confldenc?

in the milkman's word that the dog
would protect her and the money. On
the following morning w'hen she awoke
iShe was shocked to see lying on her

bedroom floor the dead body of a man
—her milkman—with his face and
throat frightfully torn by his own faith-

ful watch dog. It was clearly evident

that the milkman's intention was rob-

bery. Whether the dog recognized his

master at the first leap, is of course not

known, but he probably did not. The
milkman gained an entrance through a

window, immediately inside of which

the body was lying, showing that the

dog awaited his opportunity and then

performed his work in a manner that

was swift, sure and terrible, yet com-

mendable.—F. W. Spang, in the Dog

Fancier.
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NOTES.
A show of collies will be held in St.

Louis, January 1st, and indications are
that there will be a good exhibit.

Mr. Henry Jarret, of Chestnut Hill

Kennels, Philadelphia, has lately im-
ported the smooth collie bitch, Bu&y-
oody, from England.

The well-known Canadian fancier, Mr.
R. McEwen, of Byron, Ont., has lately

imported a son of that famouis collie.

Leek Chancellor, a grand, strong, finely

marked sable and white.

The Norfolk Kennels, Toronto, ere
offering $50 for the best dog and $50

for the best bitch sired by any of their

stud dogs during 1900, the prizes to be
awarded at a fall show in 1901.

One prominent society woman in New
York made 27 entries of Pomeranians
at the American Pet Dog Club's siiow,

importing three different color kennels
at a cost of some thousands of dollars.

Dr. A. E. Metzger, of Clyde, O., re-

ports the arrival of what is more than
likely a record litter, namely, seven-
teen bloodhound, puppies, all to appear-
ance strong and healthy from his

Queen Lil. Can any other breeder du-
plicate this?

The popular Winnipeg sportsman, Mr.
Thomas Johnson, has been selected to

judge the Pacific Coasit Field Triald,

which take place at Bakersfield, Cal., in

January. Mr. Johnson is well and fa-

vorably known among field trial pa-
trons and his selection will no doubt
give entire satisfaction.

A New York evening paper publishes
the picture of a hunting dog wearing a
pair of eyeglasses. The story is that
Simeon Hackett, of Oldtown, Me., was
told that his favorite setter was near
sighted. A pair of spectacles were
made for the dog, which at first

tried to get them off, but soon came
to know their value. He now refuses

to go hunting until his master has fas-

tened them on him.

The latest thing in company pro-

motlng comes fjrom Paris, where a
dogs' cemetery company has been float-

ed, with a capital of $70,000. The pro-

moters of the concern are ladies, who
are determined that their pets when
they cross the bourne, shall have decent
interment. Should the company be
formed, and we have no douM it will,

one may expect to see a new field of

enterprise opened to artists and de-

signers in the decoration of the graves
of the dear departed by emblematic
headstones.

The Rhode Island Kennel Club will

hold a two-day show (January 10th and
11th) at Providence with the entry

money at the popular figure of §2. Pre-

mium lists are now out and can be ob-

tained of the secretary, Mr. J. A. Bou-
telle. Entries close December 27. The
following will judge the various classes:

Mr. James Mortimer, Hempstead, N.

Y.; Mr. German Hopkins Hempstead,
N.Y.; Dr. J. E. Hair, Bridgeport, Conn.;

Mr. W. C. Codman, Providenco, and
Mr. Thomas Shallcross, Providence.

This will be the first show under the

new point rule of the A.K.C.

An English contemporary. Our Dogs,
says: "Mr. Norman Read has had a

very tempting offer from America for

Champion Wellesbourne Conqueror, but
has declined it, and the dog will, there-
fore, still remain at the seivice of Eng-
lish breeders. A great factor i;i assist-

ing Mr. Read to decide not to sell ii

that unless rumor is terribly wrong Mr.
H. Ainscough has a young dog by Con-
queror ex Parbold Pinafore, who, when
he makes his appearance on the show
bench, is expected tjy create something
of a sensation."

The Southern Fancier, published by
Mr. F. J. Skinner, Baltimore, Md., is an
excellent paper for the dog fancier. The
December number just received is full of

good things and plentifully besprinkled
with half-tone cuts of notable dogs of
different breeds, which gives to the paper
a very attractive appearance. A very in-

teresting series of articles on the collie by
Mr. James Watson, the well-known sec-
retary of the American Collie Club, is at
present running in the Fancier and should
be read by every admirer ot this breed.
The little beagle has also been treated of
exhaustively in previous numbers by Mr.
Bradford S. Turpin, arid so much appre-
ciated that publication in book form has
been decided upon. Another important
feature of the paper is the department on
cats and catteries and other pet stock.

The largest sum ever paid for a dog
collar was i'uSO, which large sum was
in 1806 paid by a wealthy nobleman for
a gold band to encircle the neck of a
valuable dog. upon which he is said to
have spent altogether between £3,000
and £4,000. A dog-collar of silver, with
four small diamonds, was in 1832 sold
in London to Lady Mackin for i'21u, and
was placed round the neck of her pet
pug dog. Some people spend small for-

tunes on their dog pets. Mrs. Gillig-

(daughter of Mr. Croker, the great rail-

way magnate), for instance, has taree
pet dogs, known as the Bat-earad. Ba-
bies, and valued at £7,500, who have a
special maid to watch over them, and
a special footman to exercise them on
the terrace and in ithe grounds of the
owner's palatial residence. They are
provided with four suits of clothes a
year at a cost of £100, and each dinner
they get costs about 5s. The dogs'
footman gets £100 a year and his uni-
form, and the dogs' maid's salary is

£75. Mrs. Gillig had a miniature of the
three dogs' heads painted by the fa-
mous animal artist, Mrs. J. C. Chandler,
and set round with diamonds and
Dearls.

INTERNATIONAL FIELD TRIALS
The annual meeting of the Interna-

tional Field Trials Association was held
at the Hotel Rankin, Chatham, Ont., on
the evening of November 13th, the vice-
president, Dr. Totten, in the chair.
After routine business the annual elec-

tion of officers waJs proceeded with, and
resulted as follows: President, Mon-
tague Smith, Forest; first vice-presi-
dent, T. C. Stegman, Ridgetown; sec-
ond vice-president, J. B. Dale, Pretro-
lea; secretary-treasurer, W. B. Wells,
Chatham; executive committee, A. C.

McKay, Thomas Guttridge, I. L. Nich-

olls, W. D. Tristem, A. Wells, George
Kime, Chatham; L. H. Smith, Strath-
roy; Dr. Totten, Forest; A. J. Smith,
Oe.roit; H. M. Graydon, London. The
trials were to have taken place the fol-

lowing day on the Cluo's preserve near
the village of Mitchell's Bay, but a
heavy downpour of rain prevented them
being commenced until Wednesday.
The finish itook place on Thursday, and
following were the results:
In the Derby there were 23 entri->.3.

It resulted as follows: 1, Bella Pointer,
Hal Pointer—'Belle of Hessen, owners,
Marcon & Morton, Windsor; 2, Selkirk
Milo, Selkirk Dan—Selkirk Tana, W.
B. Wells, Chatham; 3, Coquette, Roy of

London—Fanny, H. Marshall Graydon,
London; 4, Dan Thiers, Thiers- -Dido
III., J. B. Dale, Petrolea.
In the all-aged stake there were nine

entries: Noble Chieftain, by Dash An-
tonio, by Rose Rapid II., owner, G. W.
Davis, New York, won first; Cleopatra,
by Mingo II., by Cambrinna, owner,
W. B. Wells, Chatham, was second, and
Joseph M. owned by Dr. McClintock, of

Detroit, and handled by Mr. Hod^ms,
of Pontiac, won third money. This

makes the third win for Noble Ohiefiairi

in the all-aged stake.

MY DOG AND I.

When Autumn's glories tint the trees
With golden brown and red.

And 'neath the frost's first wint'ry touch
The summer flowers are dead;

At sunrise, over hill and dale.

With eager steps, we hie.

To hunt within the green woods' shade.
My good dog Stub and I.

Stub, watchful, darts now here, now
there.

With many a joyous bark;
Investigates each shady grove.
And every cavern dark.

So on we go, (through thick and thin,

And swift the hours fly.

Till noontide; then we share our iunch
My good dog Stub and I.

The grassy river banks we seek.

Where, on its waters still.

The wary duck glides to and fro.

Nor fears the hunter's skill.

My rifle echoes o'er the fields.

The wild fowl rise on high.

We bag our bird, (then on we stray,

My good dog Stub and I.

I'hen 'neath the birch tree's shad>' >\

search
The partridges' retreat,

With ear intent and cautious step,

As every bush we beat.

And now, perchance, a rabbit starts,

We give him chase, full cry;

He disappears and 'wildered leaves

My good dog Stub and I.

The sun is sinking in the west.

Homeward we wend our way
With hopes of future times when we
May hunt another day.

Away from city life and cares.

Beneath the clear blue sky,

Together may we often roam,
My good dog Stub and I.

CHAS McINTYHi:.
St. John. N.B.
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T
HE popular question appears to be
" Have you seen, or been to," some
particular place mentioned by the
friend with whom one is at the time.

If the answer is in tlie negative, you are

sure to be told that you have missed agreat
[deal; in fact, the prettiest spot there

Is to be seen; and that you Ihave lived

utterly in vain.

Unfortunately everyone has some
particular tree, or stone, which they

think represents the ideal of beauty.

My question will now be, "Have you
been to Rat Portage and the Seine

River?" thus hoping to have an oppor-

tunity of retaliating.

I started with no preconceived ideas,

and ready to enjoy whatever came in

my way However, I was more than
agreeably surprised.

Mix Temagaming, Parry Sound and
the Thousand Islands well together,

flavor with a dash of Constantinople
and the Isle of Wight, and the result
s Rat Portage! A very pleasing re-

sult it ii3, I assure you, and well worth
tasting. It was early autumn when I

arrived, and so had the pleasure of
seeing the country at its best—the most
vivid coloring adorning the trees every-
where. I was much struck by the hilly

nature of the place, and also the mag-
nificent view of the Lake of the Woods
looking so dazzling and blue, on the
surface of which floated innumerable
gorgeously-colored islands, which look-
ed like gems. The whole morning was
spent waindering about, trying to take
in ae much of nature's handiwork as
possible; but at every turn something
fresh attracted my eye. In some cases
the houses were built right on the edge
of the water, thus suggesting life in
Venice.

Nestling amongst the trees, down in

a valley, church steeples peeped; the
roofis of the buildings just showing
through the richly colored foliage of
the thickly grown trees.

Main Street, a busy thoroughfare,
«'ill soon be graced with a charmingly
designed postofflce, now in course of
ionetruction; and a new railway sta-
tion will altso shortly testify to the
Errowing demands o|f this prospering
own. The public intellect has not
>een neglected, for a free library and
i reading room offer attractions for

all who have time for that kind of
recreation.

Lumbering and mining (principally
gold) are the great industries which
keep the place going. But for the tour-
ist, or summer visitor, there are many
attractions in the adjacent islands and
suburbs. A steam ferry runs at regu-
lar intervals to Keewatin, calling at
Norman on the way. I took advantage
of this boat and found the trip aii too
short; the route winding in and out
amongst the islands through narrow
channels, round rocky corners. The
islands in most cases were well wood-
ed. Pale yellow foliage, deepening to
beautiful orange, betokened the pres-
ence of poplars, while suoden sp.ashe>d
of vivid scarlet, and pink, suggested
maples and the ever graceful shumac.
The pines and firs gave, as usual, a
typical touch to the scenery. Here
and there prettily-designed houses ap-
peared, and were covered with a r.cu
growth of Virginia crtepens, which had
succumbed to Autumn s subtle touch
and donned their richest and best col-

ors. Landing at Keewatin, I at once
gave myself up to a semsa of deep and
pure enjoyment; it seemed so good to
be alive and ,to have eyes to see with.
This spot is well chosen, right on the
slope of a hill overlooking the lake,
and surrounding islands; close by the
Hour mills sounded jusy, and having a
look of general prosperity about them.
After wandering about, peering at

nooks and corners of this charming
village, I started by the road, which
windis in and out, up and down hill,

giving an opportunity here and theie

of admiring sudden peepa of the lake.

Norman I found to be a dainty little

hamlet about half way from Rat Port-
age, also commanding a fine view of

the surrounding country. After gazing
to my heart's content, I started up the

side of the hill on my way to the dam;
quite one of the sights of the place,

and which reminded me somewnat of

the barrage at the mouth of the Nile.

Close to Rat Portage are some fal.s,

which are well worth visiting. The
water power is used by the Electric

Light Company, and the falls them-
pftlves, though not very high, are very
fine; the river here widens almost into

a lake. The time was drawing near

for the arrival of the Keenora, which
was to convey lier passengers to Fort
Frances, so once more continuing my
journey I arrived in Rat Portage in

time to see the sun set in a flaming sky,
the whole lake looking like living fire.

The day was done, and I had not vis-
ited any of the mines; but the official

reports as .to their progress show what
valuable properties they are, and 1 had
to saUsfy myself with accounts from
others, more fortunate than myself,
wlio had visited them.

The steamer leaves at 9 p.m., so the
first part of the lake is missed, and
one has to trust to the return journey
for a glimpse; but the sight which
greeted my sleepy eyes next morning
made up for anything which the dark-
ness had hidden. As a rule, I do not
see the sun rise; however, on this oc-

casion something awoke me in time,

and whilst luxuriantly reclining in my
berth, a panorama of myriads of fairy-

looking islands, floating in a misty
vapor, tinted with the most delicate

colors, glided by, framed by my "cabin

window.

After all, early rising has Its re-

wards!

Anyone travelling by the Keenora
certainly has a good time, as she is a
well-fitted-up, comfortable boat, with
plenty of space for stretching one"s

legs. Whilst crossing the great Trav-
erse we were not troubled with con-
trary winds, so no one felt any the

worse for wear, and a sense of peaceful

enjoyment fell on all around. The very
fact of being on the water is so pleas-

ant that d'uring the short time land
was out of sight we found ample occu-
pation for our thoughts. The gradually
appearing, low-lying banks, and reedy
spots, betokened the mouth of Rainy
River, and a small settlement consist-

ing of a few wooded huts, and fishing

boats, gave evidence of life. Here the

steamer stopped and landed one pas-

senger, who no doubt felt very import-
ant!

The banks of the river were well

grown with a variety of trees, now
looking their best; numerous wigwams,
picturesquely placed amongst them ap-
peared to be part of the surroundings,

and even the frail birch bark canoes,

everywhere to be seen, were more like

autumn leaves floating on the water
than anything navigable. As the river

went winding in and out through this

lovely wooded country, fresh beauties

constantly appeared, and the various

stopping places on the way provided

mild entertainment for those on board
and on shore. The most interesting
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,jart of the journey is when the Saulte

Rapids are reached. Here the steamer

has to be lowed up by means of a

rope, fastened to a small pier, built in

the middle of the river and worked

by a steam windlass on board. The In-

dians on shore, after catching the rope

and conveying it to the pier, are re-

warded with a sack of Hour. For those

on board, the sight is a very interestinij

one, as the steamer moves inch by inch,

up .the rushing water, the strained rope

showing the immense power of thi^

rapids. A sense of relief must fill the

captain's heart when the pier is reach-

ed, and he is able to proceed ahead in

an ordinary straightforward cour.3e. Uii

the banks I saw what looked to my un-

educated eyea like a row of beehives,

but found that they were Indian graves!

I was more careful after that before

commenting on any passing sights.

The journey to Fort Frances occupies

about nineteen hours, and there the

passengers have to tranship, as farther

navigation is prevented by the Koochi-

ching Falls, which aro very attractive

from all points of view. The Hudson's

Bay Company have a fine store here,

and one can buy everything from a pin

to a sack of flour.

The air is most i;nviigorating and

pure, and, as usual, good fishing and

hunting can be had. The site is a good

one, so it is likely that Fort Frances

will in comparatively a few years have

grown to quice an important town. The

water power Is so very convenient that

that alone forms a good opportunity

for mills. After a comfortable night's

rest and a hasty breakfast, I stepped

on board the Majestic, which was busy

sounding her warning whistle, telling

the passengers that time waits for no

man. A good deal of freight necessi-

tated a call at Bear's Pass and thus

we had an opportunity of seeing some

of the prettiest parts of the Rainy

Lake. The channels amongst the is-

lands are in some cases so narrow that

the most skilful navigation is required,

the rocks appearing so close that it

seemed possible to touch them, and

gather some of the wonderfully tinted

mosses and lichens which adorned

th«m. But the feeling of absolute Con-

fidence in the captain's skill is very

comforting. On the way there are two

small rapids ,to shoot, which give a lit-

tle temporary excitement. When en-

tering the Seine River (or Insane River,

as it might well be called) I was much
struck by the sight of the huge rocks

and boulders on all sides, lofty pine

trees also helped .to give a wild appear-

ance to the surroundings. This is the

most beautiful Canadian river I have

seen, and its twists and turns are truly

marvellous. Everywhere we were greet-

ed with "purple mists and mellow

tints." Looking back, it all seemed like

a beautiful vision or dream. Near the

entrance to Shoal Lake the remains of

a few wooden houses mark the spot

where once Seine City fiourishea. When,
I do not know. Our five hours' journey

was nearly at an end, and Mine Centre

appeared looming in the distance, where

the hotel stood out prominently with

open portals waiting to welcome the

visitors iroxn OLner lands, rieie one

positively breathes gold; the air seemed
aiiea with quartz and gold mines. J

succumbed to the infection, but as an

antidote the various views iiom the

winaows or' this hotel, overlooking the

laKe, kept me busy tor a wnile. The

oiHce walls were well hung with fine

lieads of moose and carl do u; one moose
iicctti especially, tne largest on record,

tne horns having a span oi 61 inches

and 30 points. (I counted them.) It

u as unpossiDle to visit all the mines,

so 1 chose a good specimen, and after

a very muddy walk of some miles, ar-

rived on the scene of action. The whole

process was carefully explained, and
personally I felt remarkably wise at tae

ciia oj. It an. An aerial caole tramway
conveys the ore from the shaft to the

.Stamping mill, about bUO or 400 yards

Oil, on the snores of Baa Vermxliion

j^ct«.e. This of course saves a great

ueax of time and laoor. Apart iiom

mining interests. Mine centre is a very

attractive place, as the boating is good,

a,iiu ixsa nave oeen caugiiu in the laKe.

xiie lact of my tailing to set- a bite is

no criterion. Jtf'ish neVcr oite when i

am anywneie near, b'nooting, of course,

tiiere is pienty of, ana a.s sucn gooa

accommoaation is avallaole, no one

who has regard for creature comforts

need be deterred from rear of having

to ••rough it." The great attraction

during my visit was the presence of

three young moose oelonging to some-

one in the town—beautiful little crea-

tures and as tame as dogs. The bull

had just started growing his beard, and

was very conscious of the tact. He
was evidently much pleased at my no-

ticing it, though a little nervous if I

happened to pull it, no doubt for fear

it might possibly come out. Not unlike

a youth with a budding moustache,

which he strokes so lovingly, yet with

so much care. An old squaw also in-

terested me; her get-up so jaunty and

frisky, did not prevent her from hand-

ling a huge oar in an antiquated barge

with most extraordinary skill. There

are, as you see, other attractions be-

sides gold ore. It was all too soon that

the visit ended and the Majestic once

niore sounded her warning whistle.

This time the lake was rough and many
were the antics performed by the

steamer. It was most tantalizing, after

being called to dinner, to rush down
and find all the dishes calmly resting

on the 'floor. However, the cook rose

to the occasion, and after a s'hort delay

another meal was concocted; though

the remark that "we was very nearly

not having any dinner" gave us an idea

of the danger we escaped. This time the

course was a more direct one, and wherx

Fort Frances was reached, it all had

a familiar and home-like look. I de-

cided to skip a boat, and have a look

round; so once more took advantage

of my friend of the Alberton, and no

doubt made the landlord's life a burden

by asking him innumerable questions

regarding the place. All around, the

walks are charming, and Koochiching,

across on the American side, smiles on

Fort Frances visitors. A delightful

row up a little back water suggested

cosy nooks for cosy couplets, whilst

broader streams afford opportunity for

fishing. It was by no means cheerfully

that I received the news that the Kee-

nora was once more in sight. The re-

turn journey was uneventful, and the
river had risen several feet, so all dan-
ger of sticking fast was over. Our ge-

nial captain's thoughts were tree of

care and tnus gave tne passengers a

good opportunity of hearing various an-

ecdotes and tales. The morning that

we arrived in the Lake of the Woods
was perfectly superb, and as the steam-
er performed complicated manoeuvres
amongst the rocks and shoais we sat

and blissfully breathed the crisp au-

tumn air. Close to Rat Portage the

Devil's Gap is to be seen on one side

of which a rock with a most hideous
face painted on it, bears the name of

the Devil's Rock—^by no means flatter-

ing to his majesty. A short time ago
some school children who were on board
passing the spot rather startled their

elders by shouting, "Three cheers for,

the Devil!" so the captain told us. Ratj

Portage had quite an air of importanct
as we steamed towards the pier, and 1

realized with sorrow that the charming
trip was just over. Now, looking back

I see before me a vision of beauty,

season of mists and yellow fruitful

ness, " genial companionship, moos<

heads and gold quartz, and, last bu

not least, the old squaw busy rowini

the barge. Rather a queer mixture, bu

still a very pleasant recollection. ''ITi'

fact that the train was ready to bea

me eastwards away from all thl

brought me to my senses, but not evei

the beautiful shores of Lake Superio

keep me from remembering as pleasa^

a fortnight as I have ever spent,

anyone who meditates this trip, let

give a word of advice: remember'
little back water on the Rainy
near Koochiching; I can recommen
it. A canoe is better than a boat,

the latter will do.

^asau

"r*

i



circumstances led us to state in our

l^ust number that fox-hunting in and

about Montreal had been brought to a

rather sudden termination owing to the

frost and enow which made its appear-

ance in the early part of November.

This, it now gives us pleasure to state,

was only temporary, as almost imme-

diately the snow disappeared and hunt-

ijig went on aiS merrily as ever, and

has continued without abatement up
to Saturday, the second of the month.

E:oth the Montreal and Canadian Hunt
Clubs hunted their regular days with-

out any interruption into December, a

circumstance which has not been chro-

nicled on the island of Montreal for a

great many years.

The hunting enthusiasts of the Mont-

real Club, certainly had their quota of

sport this season, as they began their

cub-hunting in August and have con-

tinued ever since the glorious sport,

three times a week, up to within a few

days ago. The sport lias been re-

markably igood in the case of both

clubs, as on the whole the ground wa&
in excellent condition, the weather fav-

orable, fields large and the game most

plentiful. Of casualities there were

quite a few, but fortunately none of

them were of a very serious character.

Now that the season is over, those suf-

fering from having come into too em-

phatic contact with the ground, will

have ample time to comfort themselves

with the compensations of the pleasant

memories of many excellent days' sport

which the exceptionally fine season of

the past autumn afforded them, and to

anticipate the zest with which, on

the return of spring, they will once

again follow as hard and fast as if

broken blones and "bruises were not

again among the possibilities.

I Although tlae out-door feaitures of

I the club must be suspended during

the winter, yet Its social character will

be uninterrupted, as the Club House
at Cote des Neiges will be the scene

I
of a round of functions, more or less

I
informal, but which promise to be both

gay and enjoyable.

The Canadian Hunt Club, whoaie

headquarters are on the south side ol

the river in the vicinity of St. Lam-

}
bert, has had rni exceptloinally sue

j

ceissful 'Season. The coumtry ovep

j
which they have hunted is less inter

I laced with barb wire than on the is
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land proper, ajid this, together with the

fact that the section had not been hun-
ted over for a great many years, made
the task of the finding of plenty of

game a oomparatively easy matter.
It was not an infrequent occurrence

to find one, two and sometimes three

foxes In the same covert, and this is

what may almost be described as "too

much of a good thing." The hunting
during the season with this club was
from its inception, one continued series

of pleasure and enjoyment. If hard

riding, plenty of game, good horses,

stout hearts and unbounded enthusi-

asm can in any way contribute to the

furnitshing of good sport, then the Can-

adian Hunt Club has unlimited success

in store for them in the future.

We are pleased to note that Mr. Co-

• lin Campbell has suflJiciently recovered

from his rece-nt accident on Kingston in

the "Hunt Cup," to be around among
his friends once more.

SMOKELESS POWDERS.
To the Editor Rod and Gun.

Permit me to submit a brief sketch and

a few hints relative to the merits of a true

Nitro smokeless powder. As a sports-

man, and as all true sportsmen should do

when they have found a good article,

I wish to make it known to my brethren.

My experience, since the advent of Nitros,

commenced some fifteen years ago. The
main point is a Nitro that gives the

most advantages ; in this is combined

economy, the total absence of smoke, the

greatest penetration with the least recoil,

uniformity of pattern witli the lowest

breech pressure, and the absence of

changes owing to atmospheric effects. At

the close of the nineteenth century sports-

men, as a rule, are seeking a powder with

the above advantages, and black powder,

the old kicking mule, is almost a thing

of the past with the up-to-date sports-

man.

The failure of Dittmar powder to accom-

plish these much desired results, caused

all new candidates for sportsmen's favor

to be looked upon with suspicion, and

wrecked guns, torn hands, and other

accidents were numerous. AH powder

manufacturers were anxious to be first in

the field with their goods. Admitting those

good qualities their powders possessed,

exacting sportsmen soon discovered the

apparent difficulties, and they became

generally known. Only those who were

familiar with the subject were favored

with successful results.

A Nitro with soft grain will not give

satisfactory results. The reasons are ob-

vious. The inexperienced loader will

give too little or too much pressure. If

too little, not enough penetration will be

obtained; if too much, excessive recoil,

sufl!icient to injure a cheap made gun . A
soft grain nitro is susceptible to damp-
ness, to heat and to cold. A perfect

smokeless powder should, first of all,

have a hard grain, be very quick, should

he loaded as easily as black, give but

little recoil with great i>enetration, with

always a regular pattern, leave no residue

in the barrel, and contain no acid which

will corrode or cause rust, and which will

give the highest results with ordinary

wadding.

Knowing the requirements, Messrs. E.

I. Dupont, De Nemours & Co. spent years

of time experimenting and investigating,

with every convenience and apparatus

that science couM produce at their com-

mand, biding the time when they could

put a smokeless powder before the sports-

men of America that would withstand

the severest tests in the field and at the

traps, or in any climate, and not be affect-

ed by atmospheric changes. When the

time came for the development of smoke-

less powders, the same painstaking at-

tention to details was carried into the

early experiments as is now used in its

production on a gigantic scale. That the

old house of E. I. Dupont, De Nemours
& Co. has not been behind in entering

the field is shown by the fact that the

eldest son of Elenthere Irene Dupont, as

early as 1845, exhausted the subject of gun
cotton, as then known. His experiments

on the new explosive were carried as far

as could be at that time and the subject

of smokeless powders was never lost

sight of by his descendants. As each ot

the modern explosives was brought for-

ward it was examined and its defects

noted,— Schultze, among the first in

Europe; next the powder of Reid and
Johnston, in England; and in France the

"poudre" B of Viele, and the ballestite

of Noble. The powder made by Carl

Dittmar, the first smokeless made in the

United States, lacked uniformity and
became dangerous by keeping and stor-

ing. The Duponts were the first to make
a powder of pure gun cotton, the safest

and best basis for a reliable smokeless

powder, and to-day claim to have pro-

duced a powder as near perfection as can

be produced. The factory of E. I. Du-
pont, De Nemours & Co. is in Salem Co.,

New Jersey, on the banks of the Delaware

River at Carney Point, adjacent to Wil-

mington, Delaware. Here may be found

one of the most extensive and best

equipped powder manufactories in the

world.

The powder burned on the largest

battle ships of the great fighting nations

i
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is Diipont. A powder bought for a

nation's use in war is subject to the most

severe t<?sts. These tests are frequent! j'

repeated; the powder must not only be

the best, but itmust remain so. Every Am-
erican battle ship burns Duoont. Among
them is the " Indiana," one of the most

formidable American war ships, the

weight of one gun being 136,000 lbs.; 39

feet 9\ inches long ; the full charge of

powder is 5(50 lbs. ; weight of projectile,

1,100 lbs., which will penetrate 23 inches

of solid steel at three-quarters of a mile

.

It OBts to fire this gun $700.00, and a

shot can be delivered every six minutes.

The " Indiana," with full armament, is

capable of consuming 160,000 lbs. of pow-

der in one hour, at a cost of $40,000. The

same house that makes the powder for

the nation's use makes smokeless powder

for all purposes of shooters.

It is not necessary to argue with a

genuine sportsman about the advantages

of using smokeless powder. A good

formula for targets is from 2| to 3 drs.

• Dupont smokeless in either U. M. C.

smokeless,W.R. A. or imported Ely shells;

1 grease proof card wad, 1 4-inch black

edge and 2 common i thick 12ga. wads

and 1 J oz. No. 7 chilled shot with \ in.

crimp. Above load for a 12 ga. gun using

2J inch cases. For a 2| in. shell, 3 drs,

powder, 1 card wad?nd 2 black edges,

with same loa I shot and crimp, will be

found to give most excellent results from

Ely shells with moderate firm pressure,

from 30 to 40 lbs. For quail, same load

as above with 1 oz. No. 8 chilled shot.

For partridge or grouse use No. 7 shot;

one oz. shot will give a much quicker

load than IJ^ oz., and increased velocity

in choke 12 bore guns, one and one-eighth

oz. in cylinder and half chokes. A good

load for live pigeons, 3^ to 3| drs. Dupont

smokeless in 2f in. cases, 1 trap or field

wad, 1 f in. white felt, 1 black or pink

edge wad, IJ oz. No. 7 chilled shot, about

325 pellets to the oz., with thin card wad
over shot g,nd i in. crimp . A three dram
load is 36J grains. Any good paper shell

with a No. 3 primer will give good results.

F. H. CONOVER.

Leamington, Ont.

Every Sportsman is interested

in anything that will prevent

rust on guns. The " 3 in one '

'

Oil manufactured by the Geo.

Cole Company, of New York, is

a foremost claimant for popular

favor of sportsmen. A sample

bottle sent by the manufacturer

to anyone enclosing a 2c. stamp.

ON LOADING NITROS.

IN
the days of black^owder and muzzle
loaders, when a gun performed
equally well whether the wadding
consisted of a page of the Sunday

Times or the Police Gazette, and was
sometimes called upon to do the work,

without the formality of placing any
wadding, between tha powder and
shot, the two being thrown in to-

gether, a carelessness in the manner
of loading was encouraged which
plays one false in the present day of

breech loaders and smokeless powder.

I .suppose almost every sportsman
who has passed from black to emoke-
less powder, has, on the start if he has
done his own 'oading, ae most of us
do, been met with disappointing re-

sults. If he has not, at once, become
disgusted and gone back to Ms first

love, declaring that black powder wai>

good enough for h.im, he has succeed-
ed in getting satisfactory results only
after a more or less extended period
of blind experiment, forgetting thai
after all it is better, if possible, to
learn from the experience of others
c.nd that many serious accidents to

individuals and guns would be avoided
if less experimenting, on one's own
account, were indulged in.

Three essentials for a good nitro
load are a strong primer, a good stiff

crimp, and half an inch, at least, of

snug fitting felt wadding. By a stron;;

primer I mean one equal in strength
to the U.M.C. No, 3, used in their

"smokeless" and "trap" shells. In
my own shooting I have got the best
results with this primer and shell and
for a cheaper load, good results witi<

Ely's shell. With other shells and
primers, such as U.M.C. nibro, with
No. 5 primer, U.M.C. Primrose, W.
R.A. Repeater and No. 6 primer, W. R.

A. Blue Rival and No. 3 W. primer, etc.,

I got a distinctly "slower" load than
with such powders as Schultze, Dupont,
and other bulk nitros, and that this was
not imagination on my part was
shown by the tests of Armin Tenner,

Superintendent American Testing In-

stitution. With 3 drams, Dupont
powder, in the different shells named,

he found that the times elapsing be-

tween the moment of pulling the trig-

ger, and the moment the shot column
quit the muzzle, as measured by the

chronograph, were as follows, the fig-

ures representing fractions of a s ( -

ond: Climax shell, .0768; Leader shells,

.0754; Nitro club shell, .0720; Rapid shell,

.0(575; Ely shell, .0660; Smokeless, .0600.

'

The weakness of the primer per-

suades the shooter to load up heavier,

in order to get the desired force, lead
ing him sometimes on to a dangerous
length. I have seen 3 1-4 drams, of

a popular, nitro, in a nitro club shell,

recommended as a good load for ta^
gets, and for ducks 4 drams, a load

out of all reason. And this for a 12

gauge gun. The evidence of all the

experts is against such loads—2 3-i

drams being an ordinary charge and 3

1-4 drams the maximum under all or-

dinary circumstances, if not under all

circumstances. Nitro powder, though
quicker of combustion is slower of igni-

tion than black, and with a moderate
primer the ignition is still further

delayed. The consequence is that the

bursting force of the explooive is ex-

erted in a greater degree, at a point

farther from the bresc'i than under

ordinary conditions, and consequentlv

at a point in the barrel less capable oi

resisting any extraordinary pressure.

Another fact with regard to nitros

should be remembered and that is,

that according to the quantities used,

entirely different results are recorded

as between it and black powder. Ir;

a 12-gauge gun, nitro and black pow-

ders are said to cross e»t about 2 1-2
i

drams, that is, this load of either wll

give about the same penetration, bui

should this load be decreased th(

.

nitro load becomes comparative!;

weaker until you reach a point ^\iler

a load of black powder that woul(

make a good pattern at 40 yard '

would scarcely drive the shot out ':

the barrel with nitro. ' On the othe ,i

hand, as you increase the load abov
;

the crossing point, the reverse is th
j

case, and it would be safer to use ;

drams of black powder than 4 dram <

of nitro. This is a fact, it is well t
'

keep in mind, when Inclined to "lt>a
'

up heavy" with a nitro powder.

i
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l^gsistance and compression, (synony-

nous with fix-mly pressed, snug fitting

vads, and a stiff crimp) are absolutely

lecessary to develop the force of a

linro. It is possible, with poor igni-

ion by a weak primer and powder
ooeely loaded, to burn the powder in

I shell without disturbing the shot

harge to any extent, so that the ne-

jessity for the rapid, powerful attack

)f a strong primer upon the closely

;onfined powder is apparent. Guns
if the black powder; era were bored
arger and many of these require wads

size larger than the bore to give

est results, but a gun bored for

litroe has the bore reduced, and
should handle wads of the same gauge
satisfactorily. I have found 11 1-2

vads in a 12 gauge satisfactory, and
his would probably suit most guns.

T'or loads to be u*3ed within a rea-

sonable time a good wadding is a cou-

)le of 1-4 inch black edge wads firmly

eated with a pressure of 20 to 40

wunds; or if not for immediate use,

)ne blue nitro card, one 1-4 inch pink

>dge and one black edge wad in or-

ler named over the powder, the nitro

ard protecting the powder from the

iction of the grease in the felt wad.
Substituting "Field" or "Trap" wads
or nitro card increases the quality

)f the wadding and is espeoially desir-

Lble for maximum loads.

Hand wadded shells are, I believe,
>teferable to any maohin© loaded
hells on the market, provided the load-
ng is done by someone who has made
tn intelligent study of the business.
3y doing one's own loading, one can
Ldapt his load readily to the kind of
ihooting he expects and he soon ac-
luires a confi'dence in his loads that
le does not have in the ready made ar-
icle. Besides, what is also impor-
ant, a Canadian can load his own
hells very much cheaper than he can
»uy the imported load shell.

« • •

The St. Thomas Tournament.

Mr. Thomas Donley's tournament at
5t. Thomas, Ont., was held December
th, 6th, 7th and 8th. The weather
viLs bad and the attendance, though
lot large, included sevc-ral of the pro-
essional crack shots of the States.
Che shoot being open to all, it is not
surprising that the Canadian amateur
vas not present in very large numbers,
le, evidently, not being eager to run
ip against men whose business it is

;o break records and win medals, and
ncidentally, cash. Those Canadians
(rt-ho did take part gave a good ac-
rount of themselves, the international
jchampionship trophy, the big plum
bf the whole tournament, being won
|by a Canadian', Mi). H. 'Batej3, of
Hidgetown, Ont., who is to be heart-
ly congratulated on his good shooting.
The following is the score in the prln-
bipal events:—

TtlE SCORE
I Event No. 1.—Five live birds, two
t^noneys, $88.75 guaranteed, class shoot
ing—Tripp 5, Donley 5, Budd 5, Kirk-
i'>ver 5, Hallowell 5, Young 5. Bgtes 5,

iryro 5, George 5, Marlatt 5, Norton 5,

3-raham 5, Gilbert 4, Sconce 4, Werk 4,

Helkes 4, Fanning 4, Emslie 4, Price 4,

McCarter 4.

Event No. 2.—Seven live birds, two
moneys, $100 guaranteed—Tripp 7, Gil-
bert 7, Werk 7, Budd 7, Kirkover 7,

Helkes 7, Young 7, Dart 7, Wheller 7,

Sconce 6, Donley 6, Hallowell 6, Fann-
ing 6, Batee 6, Norton tf, Emslie 6.

Event No. 3.—'Ten live birds, $200
guaranteed, three moneys—Tripp 10,
Donley 10, Werk 10, roung 10, Tyro
10, Wheller 10, Gilbert 9, Sconce 9,
Fanning 9, Parker 9, Emslie 9, Bates
9, George 9, Norton 9, Fletcher 9,

Budd 8, Kirkover S, Helkes 8, Price S,

Extra, $3, miss and out-
Gilbert 1 1 2 1 1 1 out
Werk 22 1 111110 ou
Kirkover. ..2 22222222
Helkes 2 12212112
Fanning.. ..111211111
Hallowell ..12222221 out
I^onley 2 12 2 110 out
Toung 2 2 out
Norton out
McCarter. ..2 2 2 2 out
Parker 122211122
Tripp 2 112 110 out
Wheller.. ..122221211
Sconce 2 1 1 out
Emslie.. . . ..2 out

Extra No. 2.—Five live birds, $3 en-
trance, high guns—
TJ-ipp 11121
Gilbert 112 1 2
Sconce 2 2 2 2 2
Werk 2 2 1
Hallowell 2 2 1 1 2
Fanning 1 1 1 j j

Kirkover 2 2 2 2 I

Heikes 1 2 2 1 '.

MoCarter 2 2 1

Donley 1 2 1

Parker 1 2 2 1 ;

Bates 2 1 2.0 :.'

4th event. 10 targets, $20 guaranteed,
four moneys—Blake, 10; Young, 10 ,

Sconce, 9; Tripp, 8; Marks, 8; Graham
6: McCarthy, 6.

5th event, 15 targets, $30 guaranteed,
five moneys—Blake, 14; Kirkover, 14.

Young, 14; Tyro, 14; Sconce, 13; Tripi^,

13; Marks, 12; Price, 11; McCarthy, 11

Dart, 10.

6th event, 20 targets, $50 guaranteed
five moneys—Sconce, 19; Tripp, 17:

Young, 17; Wood, 17; Dart, 17; Blak'--,

16: Kirkover, 16; McCarthy, 15; Price.;

14.

7t(h event, 10 targets, $20 guaran-
teed, four moneys—Kirkover, 10; Tripp,

9; Emslie, 9; Sconce, 8; Black, a-.

Young, S; Marks, 7; Wood, 7; Dart, 7.

Sth event, 15 targets, $30 guaranteed
five moneys—Tripp, 15; Young, 14;

Dart, 14; Black, 13; Kirkover, 13; Mc-
Carthy, 13; Sconce, 12; Marks, 12; Ems-
lie, 12; Wood, 10.

9th event, 20 targets, $50 guaranteed
five moneys—Kirkover, 19; Sconce, 18,

Tripp, 17; Blake, 17; Young, 16; Dar^
16; Fletcher, 16; Marks, 15.

10th event, 10 targets, $20 guaran
teed, four moneys—Kirkover, 10,

Sconce, 9; Tripp, 9; Young, 9; Tyro, S,

Blake, 7: Marks, 7.

11th event, 15 targets, $30 guaranteed
five monc?y.s—Tripp, 14; Sconce, 13;

Biake, 12; Young, 12; McCarthy, 12;

Kirkover, 10; Price, 9.

Exvra, No. 1, 10 birds (live), entranc r

$10, three moneys—Fanning, 10; Kirk-
over, 10; Gilbert, 9; Budd, 9; Heikes,
9, Marks, 9; Parker, 9, Hallowell, 9;

Donley, 8; Tripp, 8; Wood, 8.

Extra No. 2, 10 live birds, entrance

$10, three moneys—Gilbert, 10; Helkes,
9; Budd, 9; Hallowell, 9; Wood, 9,

Brady, 9; Kirkover, 9; Werk, 8; Pann-
ing, 8; Donley, 8; Young, 8; Marks, 8.

Extra, No. 3, 10 live birds, entrance

$10; three moneys—Heikes, 10; Gil-

bert, 10; Fanning, 9; Hallowell, 9;

Kirkover, 9; Tripp, 9; Budd, 8; Donley,

8; Brady, 8; McCarthy 8.

THE TROPHY CONTEST—$700.

Bates, 25; Tripp, 24; Sconce, 24; Whee-
ler, 24; Budd, 23; Young, 23; Hallowell,

23; Graham, 23; Marks, 23; Wood, 23,

Tyro, 23; Gilbert, 22; Blake, 22; Kirk-

over, 21; Fanning, 21; Parker, 21.

Extra No. 1, private match, 10 live

birds-^Sconce, 10; Tripp, 9.

Extra No 2, private, 10 birds—Sconce
9; Tripp, 7.

Extra No. 3, $5 entrance, 10 live

birds, high guns—Emslie, 9; Marks, 9.

^ Stray Shots.

The Grand Canadian Handicap anl
lOth annual tournament of the Ham-
ilton, (Ont.), Gun Club, v/ill be held
at that city on January 16, 17, 18 an J

1.9, next. The principal event will be
'.he grand Live Bird Handicap on the
hrst day, at 20 live birds, entrance, $15

including birds, surplus added, divld •

ed: 1st, $125; second, $85; third, $65,

fourth, $55; fifth, $45; sixth, $35; sev-

enth, $35; eighth, $35; ninth, $25; tenth,

$£5; eleventh, $25; twelfth, $15; thir-

teenth, $15; fourteenth, $15. Second day,

this event wili be continued followed
by a live bird handicap, and on the
third day a 10 live bird handicap, $100

guaranteed. On each of the first three
days there will be 5 20- target event?,
$2 entrance, with $50 guaranteed in

two of these events on the 1st and
2nd days. The last day will be de-
voted to an open handicap at 25 live
birds, $20 entrance, divided, 30, 25,

20, 15 and 10 per cent, surplus added to
high guns. All events except as
above will be class shooting. Manu-
facturers agents and paid experts are
excluded from the money in all events
except the open handicap. The Ham-
ilton tournament has for years been
looked upon as the principal Canadian
trap shooting event and it will no
doubt sustain its reputation this time.

• « «

I have just received a neat gun
catalogue recently issued by Mr. Wm.
Cashmore, Birmingham, England. M.r.
Cashmore's guns, like most English
made guns with a reputation to sus-
tain, are built "on honor" and besides
being well made are good shooters,
and comparatively cheap.

I



Great Premium Offers

I
HESE goods are new and

will be shipped direct from the

factory. Prices named are those

at which manufacturers and deal-

ers usually sell. All these goods

are f.o.b. at the factory. Here

is an excellent opportunity to get

A Gon

ameraAC
A Fishing

Rod^
A Reel or

Rifle=
FREE OF
COST

ROD AND GUN
PUBLISHING CO.

603 Craig Street, * * MONTREAL

LIBERAL REWARDS
FOR LIGHT WORK.

"

I
HERE is not a man or boy who cannot secure

some subscribers to Rod and Gun in Canada',

and that, too, with very little labor.

CUBSCRIPTIONS need not all be sent at once.

They may be sent in instalments as taken and

credit will be given on account. When the required

number is obtained the premium earned will be shipped.

TO ANY PERSON SENDING US
TWO yearly subscriptions to Rod and Gun in Can,

at $L00 each, we will send 1 doz. Trout Flies as-

sorted, listed at 75c. or 3 lbs. Hamilton Powder

Go's FF powder listed at 90c.

THREE subscriptions at $1.00 each, a No. 41 Stevens

Pistol, listed at $2.50, or 1 doz. bass flies, assorted,

listed at $1.00, or a three bladed sportsman's knife,

bone handle, with plate for name, worth $1 50.

SEVEN subscriptions at $1.00 each, a Stevens Dia-

mond Model Pistol, listed at $5.00, or a boy's
'. Nickel Watch, listed at $3.50.

TEN 'siLbseriptiQiaS,-!^^^ each, a Steel Fishing Rod,

listed at $6.00 or less, or a Yawman & Erbe Auto-

matic Reel, listed at $6.00.

FIFTEEN subscriptions at $1.00 each, a Stevens

Ideal-Rifle No. 44, listed at $10.00.

TWENTY-FIVE. subscriptions at $1.00 each, aPremo
Camera, 4 x 5, listed at $15.00, or a Winchester

Repeating Rifle, model 1890, listed at $16.00.

THIRTY-FIVE subscriptions at $1.00 each, a Win-

chester Repeating Rifle, 30 calibre, model 1895,

listed at $25.00, or a W^inchester Repeating Rifle,

30 calibre, model 1894, listed at $23.00. Both

these rifles use smokeless cartridges and are the

most modern big game guns.

FORTY subscriptions at $1.00 each, a Winchester

Take-Down Repeating Shot-gun, model 1897, 12

gauge, listed at $27.00.

FIFTY subscriptions at $1.00 each, a No. 2 grade

Syracuse Hammerless Double Barrel Shot-gun, 10

or 12 gauge, listed at $40.00.

ONE HUNDRED subscriptions at $1.00 each, an

Ithaca Hammerless Double Barrel Shot-gun,

quality No. 3, 10, 12 or 16 gauge, listed at $80.00.



^Finest Canoe Trip

In the World ?Mi
kj.ming and Temagaming should write to P. A.
COBBOLD, Halleybury, Ont. (successor to

C. C Farr & Cobbold.)

momauk

Caiticras

Are Standard Instru-
ments in point of
Technical Accuracy
and Artistic Hxecu-
tion. Renowned for

Quality. Write for
Cataloguf"

W. STARK, Agent, ACTON, Ont.

^s^^^'Z'''^^ THE HUDSON'S BAY
^

' COMPANY

''^'^^^^^^^S^^^'''^

HAS HAD OVER 229 YEARS
EXPERIENCE IN PROVIDING
FOR HUNTERS

EVERYTHING NECESSARY CAN BE SUPPLIED. Ji Ji Jt CIRCULAR
LETTERS OF CREDIT ISSUED ON ALL THE COMPANY'S INLAND
POSTS. «•««««•••«• FURTHER PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION TO

HUDSON^S BAY COMPANY, WINNIPEG.

m SPORT !

!

MOOSE

CARIBOU

DEER

BIG HORN

BEAR

DUCK

PARTRIDGE

QUAIL

GEESE

TROUT

BLACK BASS

SALMON

There is more Sport to the Square

Mile in Canada along the line of the

Canadian

Pacific Railway

1^
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ! Send for copy of out Game Map, oor Fishing and Shooting and other

%"$:%%% ^ sporting publications, to General Passenger Department, Montreal, P. Q.

*^ ?>»>^

than in any other part of the North

American Continent t^t^i^t^t^t^t^



PLACE VIGER HOTEL
MONTREAL.

•-•-i-ri^h,

Facing Place Viger, a pretty open

square, named after the first Mayor of

Montreal, ils ttte Place Viger Hotel,

erected by the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way Company—the latest addition to

its chain of magnificent hotels which

extends from Quebec to Vancouver, and
includes, amongst others, those charm-

ing resorts in the mountains of British

Columbia—Banff, Field and the Great

Glacier. This imposing structure occu-

pies the site of an old fort, and is built

in the quaint style of the French Re-

naissance, partaking of the type of the

old chateaux found on the banks of

the Loire.

In the heating, lighting and sanitary

arrangements, which were specially de-

. signed for this hotel, the acme of per-

fection has been secured, and the en-

tire building, which is modern in every

respect, is as absolutely fire-proof as

human ingenuity can devise.

The Place Viger' Hotel is advantage-

ously situated for those reaching the

city by train or boat, being a short dis-

tance from the principal steamer docks,

and combinied in its erection is the

Place Viger Station of the Canadian

Pacific Railway (from which trains

leave for and arrive from Quebec), and

although located amidst quiet and rest-

ful surroundings, is only a few min-

utes' walk from the business portion of

the city, and convenient to the city's

street car system.

There is accommodation for 350

guests.

The rates are from $3.00 to $5.00 per

day, with special arrangements fo'-

large parties or those making a pro-

longed stay.

For further particulars address Man-

ager, Place Viger Hotel, Montreal.

The Chateau Frontenac, a magnifi-

cent new fire-proof hotel, erected by a

number of capitalists of Montreal,

stands at the eastern end of a splendid

esplanade known as the Dufferin Ter-

race, just below the King's Bastion of

the Citadelj commanding delightful

views of the St. Lawrence as far as the

eye can reach—down past the He dOr-
leans, across to Levis and beyond, up

stream to Sillery, and, to the left, the

country along the beautiful valley of

the St. Chartes River. The grandeur

of the scenery is indescribable; it is

matchless in diversity and charming in

effect. No grander site for such a

structure could be found on the con-

tinent and it would not be easy to com-

bine the advantages it possesses in any

place the world over. This elegant ho-

tel, on which nearly $1,000,000 has been

Judiciously expended, and which has

been enlarged to meet the increased

demands of travel, is erected on an his-

toric spot of more than ordinary inter-

est—the site of the old Chateau St.

Louis, so famous in Canadian history

and once the vice-regal residence of the

Governors of Canada, both before and

after the conquest.

CHATEAU FRONTENAC
QUEBEC.

The rates are from $3.50 upAvards per

day, with special arrangements for

large parties or those making a pro-

longed stay. For further particulai

address Manager, Chateau Frontena

Quebec.

PRINTED AT THE HERALD JOB DEPARTMENT, MONTREAL, P.Q.
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Kcpcaiing Kines
For All Kinds of Shooting.

I All Desirable Calibers and Weights

A FEW FAVORITES FOR HUNTING.

I

Model 1895. 30 Army caliber, weight 8 1^ pounds.

ModeM894. 30 \V. C. F. ciiliber, "Extra Light,"
weight 6 1-2 pounds.

Model 1894. 30 W. C. F. caliber, "Take Down,"
weight 7 3-^ pounds.

Model 1 892. 44 .and 38 caliber, " Tal^e Down," weight
7 pounds.

Model 1886. 45-70 caliber, "Extra Light," weight
7 pounds.

Shoot Winchester Ammunition. Made for all Kinds of Guns.

FREE.— Send Name and Address on Postal for 158-page illustrated Catalogue,

WINCHESTER REPEATING IRMS CO.. • - NEW RIVEN, CONN.
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Canadian 2c. Stamp.

W. COLE CO., /

141 Broadway. New York
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The Boston Sportsman's Show will be

held from February 22 to March 10,

inclusive. There will be water sports of

various kinds in the miniature lake next

to the stage, besides athletic exhibitions

on the main floor. Parks of Elk, Moose,

Caribou and Deer will vie with a live

! Grizzly Bear and the numerous Wolves,

! Lynx, Mountain Lions, etc., in claiming

j

visitors' attention. There will be rarities

I

such as the Gila Monster, Tarantula,

j

Scorpions, etc. ,to see,besides whole flocks

!
of live Wild Ducks of varieties, live Wild

I

Geese, Grouse, Prairie Chicken, Quail

I

and other live Birds. Fish will be a

I

prominent exhibit. Features of special

I

interest to Canadians will be the stage

scene representing a view of the Canadian

Rockies, the canoeing and other features

by Indians from Quebec, Ontario and
the North West. The Province of Quebec

I

will have an interesting exhibit which
is being specially prepared under the

auspices of the Hon. S. N. Parent, whose
able administration has done so much
for the Province's fish and game in-

terests. Several Canadian Railways and
the Hudson's Bay Company will have

exhibits. Judging by the successful show
of 1898 and the energy with which the

t
Boston gentlemen, headed by Mr. C. W,
Dimick as General Manager, are making

their arrangements, 1900 will witness
almost as large a step in advance in this

connection as the 1898 show was over its

predecessors in the United States.

The suggestion has been made by
several persons "that it would pay the
Canadian Provinces to cancel the license

fees imposed on non-resident sportsmen
in view of the increased numbers of

U..'^. hunters who would copae to Canada
in consequence, and the resulting money
spent here." The scheme is plausible,

but does not bear dissection :

1st. Game in the U. S. is decreasing

rapidly, so says the League of American
Sportsmen. 2nd. There are so many
hunters in the few wild lands of certain

states readily reached, where deer may
be had, that the hunters jostle one

another and tfie list of casualties is

lamentably large. 3rd. Those whose

pocket-books can stand an extra $25.00

are not only quite willing but anxious to

hunt where the danger of getting killed

is minimised to the utmost by the fact

of the existence of immense areas of

wild lands, where the sportsmen can go

for days without meeting others. 4th.

The wild lands in Canada cover hundreds

of thousands of square miles; large sec-

tions are easily reached, others more

difficult of access, all are full of big game.

Because of all these reasons it is worth

$25.00 additional to shoot in Canada,

and the best big game sportsmen in the

U.S. are realizing it.

Several of the officers of the second

Canadian Contingent for South Africa,

in addition to carrying the regulation

Colt revolver, have armed themselves

by private purchase with the Mauser

magazine combined pistol and carbine,

the arm which has been adopted by the

United States. Cavalry. This class of

Mauser is 30 caliber, uses smokeless

ammunition and is sighted up to 500

yards. It holds 10 cartridges in the

magazine, is light, strongly made, simple

in action, not likely to get out of order

and altogether a remarkably efficient

weapon. The ease with which the

wooden case can be fitted to the handle

of the pistol so as to form a carbine is

one of its excellent features. It is not,

however, a handsome piece of machinery,

and looks clumsier than it is. We hope

one of the U.S. Arms Co's wiH bring out

an American Edition which will retain

its serviceable features and markedly

improve its appearance.

<S> «>

The dispatching of two Canadian Con-

tingents to South Africa and the express-

ed desire for good marksmen as volun-

teers point clearly to the desirability of

the formation of clubs throughout Canada
for rifle and revolver practice. In the

United States there are many such clubs

which meet regularly for practice, and at

intervals hold competitions at which
remarkably good scores are made. While

it is a truism that the best target shots

are not always the best quick shots in

the field, no one will deny that a course

of target practice at varying ranges will

improve the aim besides enabling the

shooter to judge distances with at least

an approach to accuracy. The annual

rifle practice and competitions of the

volunteer force are excellent, but they

are not enough. We need to have prac-

tice and competitions outside the military.

«> <$> <8>

Canada leads all other countries in the

extent of her forests, one and one-quarter

million square miles, or to speak precisely

799,280,000 acres in extent. As the area

is immense in proportion to population

and unforested land, and as big game

exists practically undisturl^ed, what an

enticing field for the sportsman.

It is understood that the Province of

Quebec Exhibit at the Boston Sports-

man's Show, commencing February 22,

I900,will consist largely of live specimens

of Moose, Caribou, Deer, Bear, Beaver,

Otter, etc.
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Reasons for shooting were recently

given by a target shot as follows, viz :

—

V I shoot for experiment, study, pas-

" time and pleasure, exercise and health,

" to demonstrate the capabilities of the

"weapon and the possibilities of the
" ammunition—I shoot hoping to find

"something novel in the manner or
" method of loading, handling or sights

" ing, last but principally because I

"want to," and he might have. added

in view of the present unpleasantness in

South Africa, that it is a very desirable

thing in the present state of civilization

to be able to shoot quickly and straight,

for no one knows when the nation may
have' need of his marksmanship.

A sleeping bag with a waterproof

canvas cover and long end flap in our

estimation has ceased to be a luxury,

and has become a necessity to those who
wish to enjoy camping thoroughly dur-

ing the fall and early winter. The
realities of warmth, dryness and comfort

in wet or cold weather that are possible

by using it, have to be felt to be

appreciated.
^ ^ ^

Commissioner Carleton of Maine be-

lieves that every man who hunts big

game should pay a license fee for the

privilege, the proceeds to be devoted

solely to the protection of game. We
are glad to note expert testimony to the

wisdom of our Canadian provincial laws.

At this winter's legislative session, it is

hoped that Quebec will make the open
season for Moose in Pontiac (Kippewa
and Temiskaming Districts) and Ottawa
Counties commence September 15 instead

of October 1, as the latter date has been
found to be too late.

^ ^ <S>

1900 will see an open season for Moose
and Caribou in Ontario, the long closed

season ending this year. It is hoped
that the Province will make the open
season from October 1st to 31st inclusive,

those dates being probably the most
desirable.

Our article on destruction of bird life

in December number has received much
favorable comment, and we hope will

lead to some tangible results in Canada.

Rod and Gun in Canada

The Winchester Repeating Arms Co.'e
calendar for 1900 is quite attractive and
will appeal strongly to sportsmen. The
first illustration shows two hointers in

the mountains after Rocky Mountain
sheep. The hunters are crouched be-
hind a ledge of rocks watching for a
shot at an old ram some distance away.
An accompanying picture shows an au-
tumn scene, with a sportsman quail
shooting over two setters.

IN
Alberta is to be seen an unusually in-

teresting tribe of Indians—the Stony

—which inhabits the reservation at

Morley. Ab- ait the 1st of Sept. these

Indians are allowed to hunt, and

they divide themselves into small bands

for different game sections. They are

a vigorous, hearty, active, and energetic

people, not of the ordinary Indian type,

but differ somewhat in features, and

more particularly in complexion, which

is more that of the light mulatto than

the redskin.

Their surnames are invariably Bib-

lical, from either the Old or New Testa-

Mountain (Joat

ment, and their features are of a Jew-

ish cast, while their standard of mor-

ality is high—for the Indian—and tl eir

religious sentiment so well developed as

to often preclude the idea of hunting

or even breaking camp on Sunday.

There is nothing inert or lazy in the

composition of the Stony. In .-uiiiiiicr he

is employed in useful occupations on

the reservation, even tilling small

patches of ithe soil; in the fall he hunts

and disposes of the heads and skins of

game at a good price, smoking the meat
for winter's consumption, while in win-

ter he manufactures various articles

for the taxidermists and i he c irio stores

of the neighboring towns.

He is a remarkable hunter in his

keenness of vision, his rapidity of

movements, big stealthiness In ap-

proaehiing the denizens of the forest,

and his knowledge of their habits and
peculiarities, and is wonderfully grace-

ful and picturesque, whether on horse-

back, herding his outfit in the early

morning, or on foot, rifle in hand, mak-
ing a difficult ascent. He absolutely dis-

dains to wear the hobnailed boot, but

adheres to the moccasin, by which he
insures silence in his movements as he

approaches lias prey. The pliability of

the moccasin permits the Indian to

grasp the rocks with his feet nearly as

we do with our hands, and his slipping

or making a misstep ds nearly an un-

heard-of occurrence. All personal prop-

erty is transferred from the reserva-

tion to the hunting grounds, presenting,

In remote mountain fastnesses, an in-

teresting and rather comical slight. It

is no uncommon thing to see the hunter
riding over narrow trails, through fallen

and burnt timber, or on the edge of

precipitous cliffs, followed by his cay-

use, or ponies, bearing his outfit, the

young colts often trotting along with

the mares of the pack; his squaw, who
always goes with him, riding astride in

the rear to keep the ponies on the

move, strapped to her back a papoose,

while little boys of from five to ten

years of age close the procession.

As soon as a suitable site, near the

water, is reached, before dusk, the spot

for the tepee, or tent, is selecteu, and
while the "buck" is unpacking the

horses the squaw is engaged in the

heavy work of cutting tepee poles, 20

or more, of about 15 feet in length,

which she arranges upright in a circle,

converging at the top in a cone-shaped

frame, and about tMs structure she

stretches the canvas, leaving a hole at

the top as an outlet for the smoke from

the iflre, which is made in the middle of

the tented space.

Having coimpleted the shelter for the

night, she cute a sufficient supply of

firewood for the pn-paitioii of dinner,

for the night's warmth and for the cook-

ing of breakfast, and then proceeds to

furnish the evening's meal, always dis-

playing alacrity and an interest in her

duties which would delight a thrifty

housewife.

The siquaws are not a comely set,

their laborious life having stamped

their countenances with the seal of old

age while still young; a woman of 30

often appearing 20 years older. The

Stony, like most woodsmen, notwith-

standing the belief to the contrary, is

not as expeirt a shot as the white maff

who has been trained in the use of the

rifle at both butts and animate objects;

I
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the former Is not as grood a Judge of

distances, he does not make proper al-

lowances for the force of the wind in

diverting the course of a bullet and he

overlooks the importance of estimating

the elevation of his rifle sights with

due regard to atmospheric effects, but

he uses a light carbine, 44 calibre, oar-

rying about 13 cartridges, and does not

wait to see the success of his first a ot,

but continues firing rapidly till he has

exhausted the capacity of his weapon,

and by this method generally meets

with success.

It seems strange that there prevails

universally amongst these Indians a

custom which was at one time, and still

Is in some sections, an indispensable

part of good breeding, but which Ihas

become to a great degree a distinguish-

ing mark of a gentleman of the old

scliool, for the .Stony will never shake
bands with an ungloved person without

first uncovering his own hand. How
and when they acquired this politeness,

which they persistently practice, is an
interesting problem for the ethnologist

to solve.

Indians generally .have colossal ego-

tism and conceit, and those of the

Nonthwest entertain a deeply-founded

ontempt for the white hunter, whether
amateur or .professional, which they do
not conceal, their favorite expression

being, "White man no good," and whe-
ther their poor opinion of us is the rea-

son for the deception they practice, of

whether it is due to innate moral weak-
ness, the fact remains tlvat the sports-

man can place little dependence on their

statements or reliance in their contin-

ued iassJetance.

It is quite curious to compare the

great respect inspired by the grizzly

l>ear in the Indians of the Rockies, Cas-

cades, and Alaska, with the experience

of one of the greatest grizzly hunters of

North America, residing in British Co-

lumbia, who persistently maintains that

this animal is a coward, and that he

wall not charge when wounded.

This guide is William G. Campbell
Manson, an exceptional man and hunt-

I

er, for whom I entertain a genuine ad-

!
miration and have formed a sincere at-

tachment.

]

He is the ideal hunter, having been
' endowed with a fine physique, great

strength, .and unusual activity; he has

I

rounded off his physical gifts with an
' amiable disposition, temperate habits,

i <iigh moral tone and tireless energy,

! which, combined with great knowledge
of game, intelligence, and a conscienti-

j

o«s determination to advjmce the nter-

' ests of the sportsman whom he carries

out, make him the superior of any guide
I have ever had.

I do not mean to account for, or re-

concile, such conflicting views. I have
heard too many reliable stories of the

ferocity of the grizzly, his wonderful
vitality, the havoc he has played with
the attacking hunter, and seen too

many men badly scarred and maimed
from his claws, to accept unquestion-

ground of a bear and two cubs. But,

alas for the prediction of man! As' we
rode over the crest of a hill we sudden-

ly came into the august presence of a
sow and her noisy little family, who
were voraciously ploughing up the

ground for the tender roots of herbs.

And this recalls the assertion of an
Indian, with the utmost show of wis-

dom, when he was looking at a distant

W. G. Campbell .Manson's lucky day

ingly the theory of his cowardice, and

yet the assertion of his never charging

in the 'Cascade Mountains I must also

accept as reliable, coming from the

source it does.

Indians are no more anxious to at-

tack, single handed, the grizzly than are

the experienced and courageous hunt-

ers of Montana and Wyoming, who will

tell you, "I ain't lost no grizzly and

ain't huntin' for none."

I saw a grizzly skin, brought into

camp by Ii dians, which was perforated

with about .two dozen bullet holes from

several rifles.

Daughable incidents often relieve the

exhausting efforts and the disappoint-

ments of camp life.

Once I was travelling with my guide,

a splendid fellow, whose instinct as to

game was wonderfully correct, in

search of rams, when our attention was

attracted by the frequent upiooting of

the soil, which offered strong (though,

as we later discovered, not conclusive)

evidence of the work of bears. My
guide, of great grizzly fame, inspected

the ground carefully, and then an-

nounced that this had been done three

months bi-for , :.ml w: a the feeding

goat through my fleld glass. "Goat six

year," announced the Delphic Oracle,

but when I had killed the Billy and
brought in his toothless head, which
his nimJble legs had carried over the

rocks for at least 15 years, Charlie ad-

rmitted. In his laconic style, his error by
conceding one more year, "No, seven

year."

The self-laudation of the Indian at

the expense of the white man, and his

conceit, to which I have alluded, was
illustrated by this Charlie, who said, "I

shoot bang, goat dead; white man shoot

bang, bang, bang." Whether he believ-

ed that he had a. truer aim for vulner-

able parts, or whether it was, that a

rifle in his hands aoiuired an additional

death-dealing power, I never ascertain-

ed, as his limited English vocabulary

permitted no explanation of Lis often

ambiguous speeches.

A Satisfied CtiStomer.

One of the best-known Canadian

flrms dealing in sportsmen's outfits

writes to Rod and Gun expressing sat-

isfaction with the returns received from

their advertisement, and renewing the

contract.



New vs. Old.

O, the New is but the Old
With the sun a little brig-hter,

And this Canada's but Scotland
With the skies a trifle lighter."

The Laurentlans are the Highlands,
With their peaks a little barer.

The Canadian maid's a Scotch lass-

Fortn and face a wee bit fairer."

r-Claude Puer.
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AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY
ibus Jaxson II r>

teurs have it in their power to make
better known is a little projection on

the northern coast of Lambton County,

known as Kettle Point.

Now, Kettle Point is composed of bi-

tuminous shales, which overlie the Ham-
ilton formation, and which are here

the highest member of the Benonian

series. Strewn along the shore, wash-

ed from the shales, are a large number
of perfect halls of solid rock, called by

the Indians "kettles"—hence the name
of the points. Such a formation is found

in only one other place in the world

—

Russia, I believe. The point is prob-

ably one of the prettiest pieces of nat-

ural scenery around the foot of Lake
Huron. But, why go farther to men-

.^'^on pretty things, every amateur has

—them at his own door.

Stray Snap Shots.

There are two kinds of amateurs. One
kind takes pleasure in studying his

work from start to finish and in find-

ing out just how much one result de-

pends on another in photography, as in

anything else. He is the right kind,

and is always the one who makes things

hum around a club room. Then there

is the " You-push-the-button-we-do-the-

rest" kind. .He is only a very small fish

and hardly worth considering as an

amateur at all. But no matter what
their other qualifications are, both mus;
learn how to push the button properly,

for though slight errors of exposure ciui

be rectified by skilful manipulation in

the development, radical errors in this

direction can never be corrected—hence

the importance of making the right ex-

posure always.

All ordinary photography employs re-

flected light in some form or another.
' Now, this light conies irom the sun,

and the amount of light which reaches

the subject to be photographed depends
on;

1. The position of the sun.

2. The amount of light cut off by at-

mospheric conditions.

3. The quantity of light re "ected from

the subject.

4. The actinic quality of thts light as

determined by the subject to be photo-

graphed.

5. The size of the diaphragm.

6. The speed of the plate or film used

A few days ago one of 'the best-

known literary men in Canada told me
that, .much a^ ihe appreciated the beau-

ties of our own country, he could not

help envying the amateurs of the Brit-

ish Isles, who—as he said—have before

them a country with a history, a coun-

try that abounds in everything from

court to pretty pastoral ,4;ene6. Well,

that's all true enough.Cbiit while he

spoke of the attractiooKiof Great Brit-

ain he forgot that ior all l^r&bability

the amateurs of the Mother Country

would give their eye teeth to get over

here and snap Niagara Falls, or La-

chine Rapids, or the old fortifications

at Quet>ec, Montreal, Kingston, or, bet-

ter still, to canoe the great lakes and

then strike westward and cover their

plates and films with Rocky Mountains

and buffalo and Indians and miners, or

a hundred and one other things. A cele-

brated artist spoke a great truth when

he said, "If you can't find art at your

own door, you'll never find it." Many
and many are the tramps I have had

through scrubby little pieces of bush of

no size or consequence, and around

dirty little mud holes, two-thirds full

of water, and seldom indeed do I fail

to get some little thing which, mounted

or framed in its own peculiar way, does

noL form a pretty picture.

Remember, I am not saying I would

not like to go to the Old Country, for

I think that the worldover it is the am-
bition of amateurs to go to England

and photograph the historic spots that

are so plentiful there. What I am try-

ing to tell you is that there is prob-

ably no country so well faVored with

magnificent natural scenery, such grand

mountains, such verdant valleys, im-

mense lakes and deep blue rivers and

wonderful falls and rapids as our Can-

ada. Truly it is God's country.

Among other pretty spots which a na-

Of course, the altitude of the sun va-

ries in different latitudes, seasons, etc.

Subjects that would lie in the shadow
in full sunlight are often better lighted

wihen the sky is overcast with light

fleecy clouds.

Dread under-exposure, and rather err

in the opposite direction, for the action

of the developer can be restrained

enough to get a good negative in cases

where, if the plate were under-exposed,

nothing would ever bring it up to the

mark.

In making th^ exposure, always use a

small stop in preference to the larger

sizes. Your definition will be better.

There are two methods of marking dia-

phragms. The first by expressing the

ratio which the diameter of the open-

ing bears to the focal length of the lena

—as F-16, which means that the diam-

eter of the opening is 1-16 of the focal

length. The second method employs the

uniform system numbers, which bear

the same ratio to each other as the area,

of the diaphragms WiJch they des gnate.

DIAPHRAGMS OR STOPS.
Size propor- Uniform sy«-
tlonal to focus. tern numbers.

F-8 4

F-11.3 8

F-16 16

F-22.6 32!

F-32 64i

F-45 .

2

128

'

F-64 256;

And when you are making exposures,

remember it is quality of pictures you

want—not quantity. Don't be afraid to

study a view on the ground glass for a

quarter of an hour before you snap It.

That's the way you get good pictures

A small piece of mirror held at right

angles to the bottom of your ground

glass will turn your view right side ui

and will be of Immense assistance t(

you. Of course, I am taking it foi

granted you are an amateur—not {

''you-push-the-button" fiend—else thi

won't Interest you a little bit.

• • «

In blue prints, to change blue Int

black images, the print should be place,

in water acidulated by nitric acid, the

passed in a bath of water 100 parts

carbonate of soda 5 parts. The imag

turns to an orange color. It is im
^

mersed In a bath composed of water 1(!|

parts, and finally is washed In watej'

acidulated by hydrochloric acid. "*

Every sunset will not make a gooj

picture. Dark, vigorous clouds, show
J

ing long streaks of yellow light in IK;

tween, are necessary. The sharper tl

contrast the better. Clouds showir

red between will not answer. The resu

would be a plain black sky.
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'lect the right day, use a plate of

iiu.m speed, large opening for your

lens, and talce a snapshot—not too fast.

hen you put the plate In the developer
n '^ sun will at once appear, and as the

•j.e comes up halation will spread all

1- the surface of your plate. Do not

if I this bother you, but go on and fix

it After the negative' is dry, rub the

I ted parts with alcohol until thev

sufl^ciently reduced. This same
treatment will also apply to windows in

interior views.

By printing your sunsets very dark
y.iii can obtain good moonlights. It

misht just be addied that a sunset

i\ t'l- water is a thousand times pret-

ti'i than the same on land.

The Canadian Camera Company, for-

merly of Montreal, are now open at

178-180 Victoria Street, Toronto. They
are the producers of the Glencoe Cam-
n-aand the Chautauqua plate, as we.l as

all other goods in the photographic

line. Evidently their success is no lon-

ger a question. They have had to work
overtime since before Christmas to fill

orders, have shipped their first con-

signment of goods to China, and recent-

ly sent their representatives to the

Australian colonies. Their goods are

first class in every respect, and as the

only Canadian manufacturers in the'r

line they are entitled to the support of

their loyal Canadian brethren.

By the way, the flash powder pro-

duced by the Canadian Camera Com-
pany is put up in the best form and is

without exception the best flash powder
I ever had an opportunity of using.

Quite recently I have had an oppor-

tunity of trying the Chautauqua brand

of plates, manufactured by the Cana-

dian Camera Company, and find them
on a par with the best manufactured

in the United States, and away above a

1 great many makers. As a test, I took

a holder and loaded one side with a

Chautauqua plate and the other with

the brand I have been using, and which
also cost more than those of the Cana-
dian company. Both were exposed un-

der the same conditions, on the same
subject, and on developing I found that

I

while the Chautauqua plate did not

;produce quite so intense a negative, it

greatly surpassed the other in brilliancy

|and detail; so that though from both I

jgot very good negatives, the one pro-

Iduced by the Chautauqua plate was
[sligiitly better and a much quicker

jerinter.

1
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AT THE KENNELS
Conducted by D. Taylor

THE Montreal Canine Association

held its first members' night in

the rooms of the Natural History

Society on the evening of Thurs-

day, 11th inst. Mr. W. Ormiston

Roy, who had the honor of reading

the first paper, was met with a good

audience, despite the stormy nature

of the weather, and he treated his

subject—the collie—to the pleasure and

satisfaction of all present. Mr. R?id, the

president of the association, was in the

chair, and in introducing Mr. Roy, stat-

ed that he hoped this was only the be-

ginning of a long series of talks on

dogs, as the object of the association

was to diffuse knowledge of the various

breeds amongst the members, and to

increase their sympathies, if possible,

in behalf of man's best friend and com-

oanion.

Mr. Roy prefaced his remarks by

apologizing for the incompleteness of

hiis paper on the subject, owing to the

somewhat short time he had had for

preparation. In part, he said: The fol-

lowing remarks on the rough-coated

Scotch collie are offered, mot with the

intention of enlightening collie men,

who are more familiar with the subject

than I am, but with the object of

bringing up some of the characteristics

of the breed, and perhaps interesting a

few who are not yet familiar with the

many good points of a collie. The origin

of the Scotch collie as a breed, it seems,

is not known. He appears to be the re-

sult of careful sielection of the most

useful and sagacious dogs, owned and
bred in the pastoral districts of Scot-

land for several hundred years. At all

events, he is peculiarly Scotch, and is

acknowledged by all to be a dog of

wonderful intelligence. Few breeds

have attained such popularity as the

Scotch collie, and from his attributes

this is little to be wondered at. He has
been constantly growing in favor with
lovers of good dogs in every countrv,

and this, no doubt, is the cause of our
seeing him so often out of his latitude.

Indeed, it is a much debated question

whether the prize collie, as he stands
to-day, would be of jnuch use as a
sheep-dog at all, so long has he been
bred for showing purposes alone, and
unaccustomed to his former occupation.

He is still full of intelligence, lithe,

graceful and handsome, but it is feared

that his great popularity for the last

decade, and the consequent breeding

and inbreeding for beauty, has had a

tendency to overlook the useful side of

his career, and has been the means of

dwarfing his s^heep-foldimg instincts. I

have met with few Scottish shepherds

who would be willing to undertake their

former arduous duties with what they

call the narrow-brained dogs of the

show-ring. Nevertheless, there are col-

lies which are still the shepherd's most

useful helpers, and to witness the mar-

vellous efficiency of these dogs, in the

Scottish Highlands, or on the great

sheep ranges of Colorado, no one would

think they had lost any of their inher-

ited instincts and almost human skill.

They have even adapted themselves to

the stockyards of the West, and when
the avenues of those yards are alive

with countless flocks of sheep, the vigil-

ant collie may be seen guiding every

movement of his fiock, and ever on the

alert, directing them straight to their

destination without losing track of a

single lamb, nor allowing a strange one

to mix with those he has in charge. No
doubt these practical, every-day, work-

ing collies are still selected and bred

for the special requirements of their

country and the work they are called

upon to perform, and are not discarded

nor thought the less of because they

do not resemble the collie of the show-
btnch, or because their ears may not

be shaped and carried in the latest

style. In the Highlands of Scotland

the collie is the shepherd's constant
companion, sharing with his master
everv meal^ and treated as a member
of the household, and even in some of

the remoter districts, with the family
attending divine worship. Of this fea-

ture of the collie's life and creed Dean
Ramsay, in Ihis "Reminiscences of Scot-

tish Life and Character," tells the fol-

lowingr story:

"Scottish congregations in some parts
of the country contain an element in

their composition quite unknown in

English churches. In pastoral parts of

the country it was an established prac-
tice for each shepherd to bring his

faithful collie dog, at least it was so

some years ago. In a district of SuU
erland, where the population is ver

scanty, the congregations are made u

one half of dogs, each human memb<
having his canine companion. Thes

dogs sit out the Gaelic services wit

commendable patience, till towards th

end of the last psalm, when there is

universal stretch and yawning, and a

are prepared to scamper out, barking i

a most exciting .manner whenever tY

blessing is commenced. The congregj

tion of one of these churches detei

mined that the service should close i

a more decorous manner, and stei

were taken to attain this object. A.

cordingly, when a stranger clergyma

was officiating, he found the people a

sitting when he was aJbout to pronoun<

the blessing. He hesitated, and expec

ing them to rise, till an old shepher

looking up to the pulpit, said : 'Hi

awa', sir; we're a' sittin' to cheat tl

dowgs.' "

The Ettrick shepherd, in his da

claimed to ihave the best collie dogs

Scotland, and he has recorded in h'

tales many marvellous feats perfornni

by his own and other dogs. Of tl!

utility of the Scotch collie, he says:

single shepherd and his dog will a
complis'h more in gathering a flock

sheep from a Higihland farm than

shepherds could do without dogs; ai

it is a fact that, without this doci

animal, the pastoral life would be

mere blank. Without the shepherc

dog the whole of the mountainous lai

in Scotland would not be worth a si

-

pence. It would require more hands
manage a flock of sheep, gather the

from the hills, force them into hous

and folds, and drive them to markei;

than the profits of the whole floe

would be capable of maintaining. W' i

may the shepiherd feel an interest
\

his dog; he it is indeed that earns t

'

family's bread, of which he is himst

content with the smallest morsel, i.

ways grateful, and always ready to e
i

ert his utmost abilities in his maste:'

interest. Neither hunger, fatigue n

the worst of treatment will drive h

from his side; he will follow h

throug^h flre and water, as the sayi

is, and through every hardship wit

out murmur or repining, till he literal

falls down at his feet. If one of the

is obliged to change masters, it is eon-

times long before he will acknowled

the new one, or condescend to work •

him with the same intelligence a.-

did for his former lord; but if he on

acknowledge him he continues attach

to him tall death."

Sheep stealing, when offenders in t



rime were punished by hanging, was

parly always carried on with a shep-

erd'e dog as accomplice. Hogg says

e never heard of a sheep-stealer of

aj' importance in his district that did

ot acknowledge that his dog was the

reater offender of the two. He re-

it««s of one young man in particular

ho, when overtaken by justice for his

St offence, stated that after he had

)lcled the sheep by moonlight, and se-

ed his number from the flock of a

>rmer mastei-, he took them out and

t awav with them towards Edin-

argh. But before he got them quite

T the farm his conscience smote him,

he said (but more likely a dread of

lat which soon followed), and he quit-

d the sheep, letting them go again

> :he hill. He called his dog off, and
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had not ridden above a mile till he
perceived that his dog had again given
him the slip; and, suspecting for what
purpose, he was tei-ribly alarmed as
well as chagrined, for the daylight ap-
proached and he durst not make a
noiise calling on his dog for fear of

alarming the neighborhood in a place

where both he and his dog were kr.own.
He resolved, therefore, to abandon the

animal to himself and take a road
across the country, which he was sure

his dog did not know and could not fol-

low. He at length came to a gate,

which he closed beliind him, and went
about half a mile further by a ziz-zag

course, to a farm house, where both his

sister and sweetheart lived; and at that

place he remained till after breakfast
time. The people of this house were
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of Mld-Lothlan, who, had it not been

for the skins and sheep's heads, would
never have been condiemn^d, as he

would, with the greatest ease, have
proved an alibi every time on which
there were suspicions cherished against

him. He always went by one road,

calling on' his acquaintances, and tak-

ing care to appear to everybody by

whom he was known, while his, dog
went by another with the stolen sheep;

and then on the two felons meeting

again, they had nothing more ado tian

turn the sheep into an associate's iu-

closure. This was a female, a jet black

one, with a deep coat of soft hair, but

smooth headed and very strong and
handsome in her make. On" the disap-

pearance of her master, she lay about

the hills and places he had frequented,

The Clear Waters of the Northern Lakes. Rapids of the Kippews

ounting his pony, rode away. At that

mi his dog was capering and playing

ound him, as if glad of having got

i of a troublesome business; and he

garded him no more till, after hav-

Ij ridden about three mi es, hs thought

Irain and again that he heard some-

|lng coming up behind him. Halting,

[
length, to ascertain what it was, in

I few minutes his dog came up with

le stolen drove, driving them at a fu-

pus rate to keep pace with his mas-

Ir. The young man was now exceed-

Igly troubled, for the sheep having

ten brought so far from home, he

leaded there would be a pursuit, and

|: could not get them home again be-

jre day. Resolving at all events to

fep his hands clear of them, he cor-

icted his dog in great wrath, left the

(eep once more, and, taking his dog

lith him, rode off a second time. He

all examined on the trial, and no one

had either seen sheep or heard them

mentioned, save one man, who came up

to the young man as he was standing

at the stable door and told him that

his dog had the sheep safe enough at

the "crookit yett," and he need not

hurry himself. After this discovery it

was impossible for the poor fellow to

get quit of them; so he went down and

took possession of the stolen property

once more, carried them on and dis-

posed of them, and Anally was hanged.

The dog, for the last four or Ave miles

he had brought the sheep, could have

no other guide to the road his master

had gone but the smell of his pony's

feet."

Another of the Ettrick Shepherd's

narratives on sheep-stealers says: "It

is also well known that there was a

notorious sheep-stealer in the County

but never attempted to steal a drove

by herself--nor yet anything for her

own hand."

Perhaps tales of this nature, embel-

lished by such writers as the Ettrick

Shepherd, who, no doubt, could coun-

tenance a good collie dog yarn with a

clear conscience, have had a good deal

to do with making the collie so popu-

lar. Certain it is that the collie is

very highly esteemed and by many be-

lieved to have a very large proportion

of the brains of the canine race. In

describing the collie, even of to-day,

few writers but acknowledge that

Burns' description of his own dog

"Luath," in the "Twa Dogs," is an ad-

mirable and poetic picture of a Scotch

collie, and it would be difficult to por-

tray in eight lines a more life-like and

accurate portrait of a modern collie,
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although written over a hundred years

aso:

" He waa a gash and faithfu' tyke,

As ever lap a sheugh or dyke.

His honest, sonsie, bavvs'nt face

Ay gat him friends in ilka place;

His breast was white, his tousle back
Weel clad wi' coat o' glossy black;

His gawsie tail, wi' upward .curl,

Hung owre his hurdles wi' a swirl."

In form, color, marking and general

appearance the collie is a handsome

dog. His build is lithe, graceful and

elegant. He has a very abundant coat

of a peculiar texture, which enables

him to withstand the hardest weather

and also adds greatly to his beauty. He
is very sagacious, quick and agile, and

can act and. think for himself. He has

a peculiarly wise and cunning expres-

sion, and is very engaging and full of

fun. His friendship is lasting. A good

collie presents nearly everything desir-

able in a dog.

The following is the standard of the

roug-h-coated Scotch collie, as adopted

by the Scottish Collie Club. This stand-

ard is also adhered to in the Canadian

Collie Club:

Head moderately long in proportion

to the dog's size, covered with short

soft hair. Skull flat, moderately wide

between the ears, and gradually taper-

ing to the eyes. There should be a very

slight elevation of the eyebrows, and

very little stop.

Muzzle of fair length, tapering to the

nose, which, whatever the color of the

dog, should be black. The teeth, which

are white and of good size, should not

be over nor undershot. Both are faults,

the latter the greater of the two.

Eyes of fair size, but not prominent,

are placed rather close together, and

set obliquely in the head, which gives

that cunning foxy expression so char-

acteristic of the .breed. Color, any

shade of brown, the darker the better,

yellow eyes being a great fault. Dogs
of a mirled color should have a mirled

or china eye, and sometimes both eyes

are of this color.

Ears small, placed rather close to-

gether at the top of the head, covered

with short soft hair, and carried semi-

erect when at attention; at other times

thrown back, and buried in the frill.

Neok long, arched, and muscular.

Body rather long than short, ribs well

rounded, chest deep and narrow in

front, but of fair breadth behind the

shoulders, which should be oblique. Loin

rather long, and slightly arched, show-

ing power.

Legs.—Forelegs straight and muscu-
lar, with a fair amount of flat bone,

the forearm moderately fleshy, the hind-
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legs less fleshy, very sinewy, and hocks

well bent, paet«rn« long, and light in

bone. Feet oval in shape, the soles

well padded, and the toes well arched

and close.

Tail moderately long, carried low-

when the dog is quiet, gaily when ex-

cited, and almost straight out when

running.

Coat.—This is a very important point.

The coat, except on the head and legs,

should be abundant, the outer coat

harsh to the touch, the inner coat soft

and furry, and very close, so close that

it is difflcult on parting the hair to see

the skin. The hair very abundant

around the neck and chest; this is

termed the frill. The mask is smooth,

the fore-legs slightly feathered, the

hind-legs below the hocks smooth. Hair

on the tail very profuse, and on the

hips long and bushy.

Color.—Any color.

Size.—Dogs 21 to 24 inches at shoulder,

bitches 2 inches less.

Weight.—Dogs 45 to 60 lbs., bitches 40

to 50 lbs.

General Appearance.—A lithe, active

dog, with no useless timber about him,

his deep chest showing strength, his

sloping shoulders and well-bent hocks

speed, and his "bawsint" face high in-

telligence. The face should bear a

sharp, doubtful expression. As a whole,

he should present an elegant and pleas-

ing outline, quite distinct from any of

our other domesticated breeds, and
show great strength and activity.

Faults.—'Domed skull, high peaked oc-

cipital bone, heavy pendulous ears, full

soft eyes, heavy feathered legs, short

tail.

One reisult of the great popularity of

the collie has been to create a market,

where enormous sums are paid for the

best specimens.

Champion Ormskirk Emerald, the

present champion of Great Britain, and
in Colliedom that means the world, was
sold for the sum of £1,200 .sterling, and

a £500 dog to boot; or over $8,000.

A few remarks on some of the most
noted collies of the last 12 or 15 years

may be interesting.

Champion Charlemange, born in 1879,

was perhaps one of the. first collies to

create a sensation on the bench. Such

a magnificent stamp of dog was he that

when 13 years of age he won a cham-
pionship. He was a sable with broad

white collar. He had an abundance of

coat seldom met with nowadays.
Champion Metchley Wonder, born in

1886, won everything in his line until

defeated by his own offspring. There

is hardly a collie of any importance on

the bench to-day whose pedigree does

not trace back to Metchley Wonder. He
was sable and white and was the first

collie to sell for £530, this price being

considered folly at the time.

Champion Chriistopher, bred by Rev.

Hans F. Hamilton, in 1887, and sold

for £1,000 sterling, was Metcheley

Wonder's most noted son. He was a

small dog, beautifully marked, and did

a tremendous amount of winning. He
was Imoorted to America.

Champion Sefton Hero, bred in Aber-

deen, in 1890, was another dog who, for

a time, vanquished all comers and was

finally imported to America for £500

sterling. He was described in his day

as the finest specimen of a collie

that ever graced the show-ring.

Amongst the most noted sons of

Champion Christopher are Edgbaston

Marvel and Ormsskirk Chriss, both £500

dogs, that rever sscured many prizes on

the bench owing to slight defects, but.

each being the sire of many notorious

winners.

Champion Southport Perfection, sold

for 1,000 guineas; Gold Dust, sold for

£500; Portington Bar None, who defeat-

ed Perfection, and Southport Pilot, are

all crack winners, and sons of Edgbas-

;

ton Marvel, who, through faulty ear]

carriage was never very successful inj

the ring.

Champion Rufford Ormonde, son of^

Champion Ormskirk Chriss, was im-^

ported to America for £700.
|

Exorbitant and fictitious though these

'

prices seem, nevertheless, at the most-

important dog shows in Great Britain,

such as Liverpool, where the best dog

wins, irrespective of whether the owner

is rich or poor, the collie that can cap-

ture the Challenge Trophy, and van-

quish the cracks at such a show, is sun

to claim an enormous figure.

Mr. tMotherwell, from Ayrshire, Scot-

land, who happens to be in the city al!

present, was called upon to give a:

criticism of the specimens exhibited

which he very kindly did. Mr. Mother-

well is a noted breed-er of the collie ?

with a hankering after the smooth-

coated variety, and his remarks showec

that he had a keen appreciation of th(

merits and demerits of both breeds

What he said, however, gave much plea

sure to those present. Votes of thanks tt

Messrs. Roy, Motherwell and the Chair

man brougiht a very interesting and in

structive meeting to a close.

The directors of the Canine Associa

tion have decided on holding a genera

bench show in April and have chosen i

small sub-committee to go on with thi

*l



preliminary arrangements. Anyone in-

terested caji learn all particulars by
writing" to the secretary, Mr. F. C.

Saunders, Imperial Building.

• ' * «

The Canadian Collie Club held a
puppy show (confined to members) in

Evans' store, MoGill Street, on Satur-

day, 13fch inst. Mr. Reid, president of

ttie club, was entrusted with the de-

cis'ions, and gave every satisfaction.

Considering the semi-private natura of

the affair, and the fact that very little

publicity was given to it, the show at-

tracted quite a large number of visitors,

not a few ladies coming to tsee and ad-
mire.

"The poor dog, in life the firmest
friend.

Tihe first to welcome, foremost to de-
fend.

Whose honest heart is still his mas-
ter's own

Who labors, fights, lives, breathes for
him alone."

On the whole, the quality exhibited

was excellent, and Mr. Reid had no

picnic, especially with Class IV., which
was well (filled, the honors going, and
deservedly so, to Mr. Nairn Smiths
Klondike Queen, a sweet little bitch

with a nice head and ears, good body
and coat, her only noticeable defect

being a tendency to wideness in front,

but she will undoubtedly make a splen-

did brood bitch. Mr. John Cumming,
Petite Cote, carried off the club's sil-

ver medal for the best collie in the

show, wibh Craikistone Chieftain, a
ine, strong dog with good action, splen-
did head, body, coat and tail, a little

leficient in ear carriage, but otherwise
leserving of the place he occupied.

The following is a list of the success-

ul Drize-winners:

Class I, puppy dogs under six months
-1 R. S. Kellie's Cook o' the North. 2

r. Stewart's Dominion Hero.
Class II, puppy bitches under six

nonths—1 Cumming's Scotch Lassie
ean. No other award in this class.

Class III.—1 Mr. J. Cumming's Craik-

tone Chieftain, 2 Mr. J. A. Brosseaus
Dewey, 3 Mr. J. Lee's Fox.

j
Class IV.—1 Mr. Nairn Smith's Klon-

iike Queen, 2 Mr. J. Stewart's Domin-
ion Patti, 3 Mr. Walter Ainslie's Meg,

j

Mr. J, Lewis' Strathcona Queen, V.
'I.e., Mr. J. A. Brosseau's Rhea.

SPIUCJALS.

Mr. J. Cummings Cralkstone Chief-

ain, for best dog pup over six months.
.Mr. Nairn Smith's Klondike Queen,

or best bi'.ch pup over six months.
I Mr. R. S. Kellie's Cock o' the North.
f'st dog pup under six months
Mr. J. Cumming's Cralkstone Scotch
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Laasie Jean, for best bitch pup under
six month*.

Mr. J. Cumming's Cralkstone Chief-
tain, silver medal for best collie in
show.

Mr. R. S. Kellie, secretary of the c ub,
acted as steward, and had all the en-
tries up on time, while otherwise con-
tributing to the success of the show.
Mr. D. Taylor, of Rod and Gun, was
the sujjerintendent.

We understand that Mr. Roy pur-
chased Mr. N. Smith's Klondike Queen
at a very satisfactory figure.

Fashionable New Yorkers are exer-
cised over a story told in connection
with the late Pet Dog show held in the
Metropolitan Opera House. The liouse,

it is said, has since been infested with
fleas, which, of course, is all buncombe;
nevertheless, the gossip agoing has
given the smart paragraphist and the

ubiquitous poet an opportunity to air

their wit. Says "The Saunterer," in a
New York paper: "Apparently the ex-

hibitors of coddled purps of aristo-

cratic lineage were not extensive pat-

rons of the numerous flea killers that

are always advertised so prodigally at

dog shows, or else their fine strain can-
ines must have been more than ordin-

arily afflicted with the tiny but asser-

tive pulices irritantes. These latter

seem to have developed a fondness for

their unaccustomed surroundings dur-

ing their week of habitat at the Metro-

politan, and when their hairy and woolly

intimates withdrew, after the contest

of beauty and points, the fleas chose

to remain behind. In the hangings of

the boxes, in the tapestry of the chairs,

in the cosy nap of the thick carpets, the

pestiferous atomies arranged them-

selves for a luxurious and sybaritish

winter. The managers of the Metro-

politan should not lose one minute in

scattering such powders and liquids as

are foes to the elusive vermin through-

out the house. Otherwise their decol-

lete patrons will have to equip them-

.eielvGs with back-scratchers and even

air-tight lingerie, in order to put in a

comfortable evening. At the 'Nozze de

Figaro' performance, on Friday, one

grande dame confided to Uie women in

her box, after they had compared con-

fidential notes on the subject, 'that fan^i

are all right for flies, but these things

stick to you like a poor relation.'
"

And the poet joins in with this jingle

on the same subject:

The wily old musical flea.

That was quite as obese as a bug,
Once went to the Met
From the hands of the vet.

On the back of a Japanese pug.

51

The Show was as fair as can be.
And all of the Gkithamy best

Went there to display
In what manner or way

It were easy to be overdressed.

The pug wasn't even H. C,
And the flea left the caninal locks.
So he gave a high skip.
And alit on the tip

Of the rim of an opera box.

Mavbe he wasn't anxious to see
Madame Sembrich, perchance Emma

Eames.
But whatever his need
He had nothing to plead

That were unsatisfying to his dreams.

Now he feasts with the utmost of glee
On the finest and best of the land;

Never heeding the song.
But goes trekking along.

So blue-blooded he scarce'y can stand.

Notes.
Mr. C. Y. Ford, of Otterburn, Kings-

ton, Ont., was the judge at the St.

Louis collie show, held January 1.

Among the judges at the Westminster
Kennel Club's show, which will be held
in New York next month, is Mr. Astley,
the well-known English authority.

Mr. W. P. Fraser, Toronto, recently
purchased from Mr. Gooderham his
terrier, Norfolk Story (Ch. Norfolk
Veracity-Norfolk Charm), which did
exceedingly well in the show ring last

fall. He is to be kept at stud, and we
have no doubt will sustain the reputa-
tion of his ancestors.

Mr. Robert MoEwen, of Byron, Ont.,
has just made a valuable addition to his
already well-stocked kennel, having
imported a handsome sable and white
collie, son of Leek Chancellor, out of
Leek Beauty, from Mr. A. H. Megson's
kennel, Manchester, Eng. Leek Beauty
was the winner of firsts at Liverpool,
Manchester, Birmingham and Edin-
burgh.

Here is a story, vouched for by the
owner of the dog, regarding the sagac-
ity of the collie, which Mr. Roy might
a dd to his repertory. The narrator had
occaision to drown a diseased puppy,
which he did by putting it an old bag,
weighted with a stone, and throwing it

in the river. The whole proceeding was
watched by the collie with evident in-

terest, and when, some days after, an-
other of the litter was taken with the

same disease and his owner was con-

sidering the advisability of consigning

him to a similar fate, the intelligent

collie ran off, very shortly returning

with an old bag, Which he proudly laid

at his master's feet!

A novel feature of the West End
(London, Eng.) dog show, which closed
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December 16, was a parade of the

"Etog's Brigrade." The band played and
forward marched the cavalry division,

consisting of English greyhJunds, Scot-

tish deer hounds, Irish wolf hounds and
Borzois. To the strains of artillery,

and the artillery or heavy weights,

made up of mastiffs, bloodhounds, St.

Bernards, great Danes and Newfound-

lands. A lively quickstep brought forlh

the head column of infantry, consist-

ing of eight companies respectively

known as "British bulldog^" or the

English company; the "Die Hards," or

Scottish company; the "Daredevils," or

Irisih company; the '"Loyal Dutchmen,"

the "Ladies' Own," recruited from tov

spaniels, Pomeranians, toy terriers: the

"Sportsmen's Own," British watch

dogs, consisting of sheep dogs, collies,

house guard dogs of any breed, and

lastly the "Friendly Foreigne.s." When
all the dogs had marched around the

court the band played the music used

when a general officer arrived to in-

spect troops, and Rover, a fine sheep

dog, owned by Lord Wolseley, who
holds the proud title of "Field Marshal

of the Dogs' Brigade," trotted forward

and reviewed his four-footed followers.

The dogs' collecting brigade, organ-

ized by Mrs. Stennard Robinson, made

a grand finale at the show. The fund

collected in this unique manner turned

out to be nearly $10,000. There were

500 collecting -dogs in the brigade, each

owner guaranteeing that his or her dog

should collect $5, the average sum col-

lected, however, has been four times

that amount. Hon. Ethel Cadogan's

JaDanese spaniel, Yona, collected $420,

and Mrs. Murray Guthrie's fox terrier

gathered in $405.

• • »

Old Lady (at a Dog Fancier's)—"I

want a nice dog for a companion."

Fancier—"Yes, ma'm. What breed

would you prefer? Scotch terrier, fox

terrier, some of the toy dogs, or——?"'

Old Lady—"Well, I don't know. I

think I would like an ocean greyhound;

I hear them much spoken about, so

they miust be getting very fashionable.'

Daviid Hanbury, an explorer of som?

note, has returned to Winnipeg from a

trip to the barren lands in Ihe vicinity

of Hudson Bay. He reports that the

district abounds in f ar-teiring animals.

Rod and Gun acknowledges hand-

some calendars from the Dupont Pow-

der Company and John Labatt, Lon-

don, Ont.

Lake Nepigon
By D. C. Scott

Wherever and whenever big trout

are mentioned you hear of the River

Nepigon, but the lake from which the

river flows is not so celebrated in song

and story. The parent is worthy of

the child, however, and no one who has

evier ascended the forty miles of splen-

did water which connects Lake Supe-

rior with its fellow, three hundred feet

higher in the hills, can ever forget the

lake with its wonderful extent, its

beautiful islands and shores, its many
deep bays surrounded and guarded by

mountains. If he be lucky enough to

feel h.is line taut, with a thirty pound

trout flourishing at the other end seek-

ing the very deepest pool in the lakes

with a charge like a young steer, he

will have livelier recollections than any,

pvon the most beautiful, scenery can

give him. Lake Nepigon is guarded

only by its remoteness from being a

popular summer resort and the day

may not be far distant when its islands

will be dotted with the huts of sports-

men and the homes of seekers for rest

and health. Its deep bays form lakes

in themselves and the many islands,

tradition says over six hundred, break

up the main sheet of water into many
stretches and traverses. It is not

counted one of the "great"' lakes, but

it is nearly one hundred miles long and

can lash itself into as dangerous waves

in as short a space of time as any skiill-

ful sailor could wish to encounter.

Guides may be found on the Nepigon

River who know ithe lake well and

others who do not know it at all. I

happened to be lucky enough to get

Charley Laronde to go with my party,

a guide who is conversant with every

point on both river and lake, who is

cautious enough to be trusted amid the

dangers of the latter, and who knows
just the spot in which to drop your

lines. The only decent sailboat, and

that is a small one, is owned by the

Hudson's Bay Company and, as that

is not always available for the sports-

man, canoes may have to be resorted

to. Skirting the shore in rough wea-

ther and making quick rushes across

the long "travlenses" in smooth, the

canoe is a safe and speedy vessel for

even such a large body of water as

Lake Nepigon. ,

On an afternoon in mid-July, we left

our camp of the night before in Three
Mountain Bay and began to skirt the

rocky shore, crowded with spruces and-

tamaracs. It had been blowing hard
all morning but /the wind had gone
down and the sea .had collapsed into an
easy swell. The sky was full of snowy
clouds that moved slowly over to the

south. Our guide looking at the wea-
ther with a critical .eye said we would
have more wind before long. But we
were bound for Cariboo Island and in

the meantime we would flsh; so as the

ground was good we dropped our

spoons alongside a shore broken with

square miaisses of rock, scored with

weather-stains and lichen. Here, as

we passed slowly along, wie had an

Nepigon House. •

hour of as exciting fishing as one could i

wish. The flrst visitor to come aboard I

was a beautiful speckled trout which '

showed five pounds by the scale. Then !

followed a gray or lake trout, a few
j

pounds heavier. But we soon lost
'

count of the pickerel, speckled and

lake trout which succeeded each other

as rapidly as we could pay out our

lines, until a twenty pound lake trout,

that fought for his life like a hero, put

a full stop to proceedings. It was felt
;

generally that fishing so exceptional,

should be treated with unusual courtesy

and should not be overhauled in any

spirit of greed or selfishness.

We lit o'ur fire for supper on St. PaulV

Island and w^nt off an hour bef. r.

sunset. A cloud passed over, drop

ping a tbin rain, and showed a double

rainbow arched over the ruggedness o!

Gros Cap. At seven a little wind blew

up 6*ut of the north that made oui

guide whistle, and when we were of(

Cariboo Island we were pounding im

waves that threw spray and broke oi

the rock-bound shore with a shatter

ing noise. It was an exciting race

with the wind down the coast, the darl

mass of the island looming above, tin

only light came from the stars and th'



flash of the waves ae they broke astern

and rushed around ue in foam. We
went feeling- for the harbor mouth,

(Striking into what looked like promis-

ing openings and sheering oft again as

i;hey proved false friends. At last we

slipped into the right pocket, as dark

and still as a mill-pond; a, harbor that

winds upon itself until it is land-lock-

ed, and here we had to lie for twenty-

I'our hours until the ga.\e wore itself

out.

It was a pleasant • afternoon upon

Avhich we arrived at the Hudsons Bay

]?ost, " Nepigon House," as it is called.

Its situation upon the high s:hore of

the Liake is one of g^reat natural beau-

ty. Opposite is the mountainous Jack-

I'lsh Island and to the south there i=

a, great extent of lake, with .the strik-

ing profile of La Roohe Frappee. The

iscenery of the northern end of the

Ijjike is said to be finer than the south-

ern. Certainly the view of the inner

and outer Barns, as they are called, is

highly picturesque. These huge dome-

like masses of rock rise sheer from the

water to a heig'ht of six hundred and

twenty, and five hundred and seventy-

five feet. They look like g-reat stacks

of hay or enormous barns, as their

common name suggests. When you

round the point of the small island op-

posite Nepigon House you have turned

your back upon the only civilized house

on the lake and you feel anew the

s<?nse of the immense grandeur of the

scene and the absolute loneliness of

these miles of restless water, this wil-

derness of islands.

It may not be amiss to»give the dis-

tances, as lately measured, between the

chief points on the lake, as they may
\ <» of some use to sportsmen:

Miles.

iKrom Nepdgon tO' Gros Cap 21

|From Nepigon House to Flat Kock. 4:!

!
" ' " Popular Lodge. 41

Bay View. 57
'' Negodina. 23

Red Rock. 74

It was off the Dry Beaver Islands

that we took one of the big trout for

jwhich the lake is famous. Tradition

jsays that here the Indians from all

jpoints on the lake used to meet and
Ifeast on the dried meat of the beaver.

iHere we were storm.staid for two days
and on one afternoon trolling in the

'calm water to the north of one of the

islands we met our record fish. As fore

runners he had half-a-dozen of vari-

'tis sizes and weights, ranging from
i\e to seven pounds. But there was
10 mistaking either his size or ills tem-
per when he laid hold upon the hooks.

The first sight of him looming through
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the water was sufliciently interesting,

but when he broke away and went
boring into the bottom of the lake, dis-

appearing into the shadow as if he
would never come up again his beha-
vior was intensely exciting. It took

twenty minutes of careful work to land
him in the canoe, and when he was
tested ashore he pulled the scale down
to thirty-two pounds and held it there.

Trout of this size are by no means un-

common, and, as Lake Nepigon has no',

been largely fished, good sport may be

found almost anywhere within its

waters.

Unscientific Facts about the Animals that

Live in the Bush—The Otter.

Contihucd.

Of all the furs that this northern

country produces, to my taste the Otter

is the most beautiful. Of course, there

is a great dilTerence in the quality, the

blackest and glossiest being held in

most esteem. As a rule, the largest

skins are not the best, a big male otter

often having a brownish tinge which
impairs itj quality.

The fur becomes "prime" about the

end of October, and remains so until

about the middle of May, though by
that time, and fully a month before, it

assumes a shabby tinge, caused by the

whitening or bleaching o' the extreme

ends of the coarse hair, wihich have al-

most the appearance of having been

singed.

The condition of the fur can usually

at once be determined by the .appear-

ance of the skin, especially of the tail.

If an otter has been killed a trifle early

in the season, the skin of the tail is

blaok, and though the fur on the rest

of the body is in good, marketable con-

dition, the fur on the tail is short and

lacks its full gloss. If the otter has

been killed in the summer and is abso-

lutely useless, the sTcin of the tail is

yellowish black, and the main skin a

sickly, blotched yellow. But a winter-

killed otter is unmistakable. The whole

skin, bail and all, is white, tinged with

red, which, to the experienced eye, is

an infallible indication of its perfect

condiition.

The Indian name for the otter is

"nik-eek." It, like the beaver, figures in

the Indian's mythology, though, as a

matter of fact, the Indians of the valley

of the Upper Ottawa seem to be singu-

larly deficient In the quality that

clothes the common objects of their

lives with legendary lore.

The Indians of the coasts of Hudson's

Bay are much more Imaginative in this

respect, and T verily believe that most
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of the legends that are current amongst
these inlanders have been brought from
their more imaginative brethren of the

sea coast. The only legend that I know
associated with the otter relates to tlie

peculiar shape of its head, which, as
most people probably know, is exceed-
ingly flat. It is said that the animals
were once gathered together with the
object of choosing a chief or king, Tlie

aspirants for the honor were numerous
and exceedingly eager in setting forth
their claims, especially the otter, which
would push itself forward to saich an
extent that the great spirit who was
presiding over tlie meeting set his foot

right down on him, literally and meta-
phorically, to such good purpose that
the otter came forth from the press
witli a flattened head, a mark which
he still retains. The flesh of the otter

is not a highly esteemed delicacy, even
amongst Indians, though they do occa-

sionally make use of it when meat is

scarce.

I remember once, many years ago,

coming back at night, after a long waifc

to my little log hut, built upon an is-

land on Winiwayah Lake, which served
me as a temporary trading post, I

found an Indian mak'hg use of my flre-

place and cooking utensils. He was
cooking something wliich, to my huag,ry

senses, sent forth a most appetizing

aroma. On investigation it proved to be

an otter, which he invited .me to share

with him. Nothing loth, I accepted the

inviitation, and betwesn us we managed
to polish off nearly the whole of it. Next
morning, being mindful of my previous

evening meal, I thought to make my
breakfast off the cold remains. Whe-
ther the heat or the hunger had ob-

scured the real flavor of the beast on
the previous evening I know not, but
this I know: that of all the fishy abom-
inations in the shape of flesh that I

ever ate, that otter headed the list. It

tasted like ,meat boiled in a pot ex-

clusively used for flsh and rarely wash-
ed. iPerhaps I am not fair to the otter,

but I ihave eschewed the flesh of otter

ever since and would advise others to

do the same.

The otter is a very playful animal

and makes an excellent pet. The Indi-

ans tame. them with great sucreas. They
even train them to catch fish for them,

like the cormorants of the China Seas.

The favorite dwelling places of the ot-

ter are old abandoned beaver houses.

Here the Indians set their traps for

them in the winter and at the holes in

the ice through which they come on

shore to eat their fish.

It is a strange thing that the otter
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has regular spots for coming ashore

when on his travels up or down the

streams. It does not land promiscuous-

ly. It selects a spot, and every time it

passes thje particular spot it goes

ashore and rolls about and plays. The

Indians watch for these places and set

tlieir traps there, sometimes even lying

in ambush for the chance of a shot.

Unlike the beaver, however, they are

nomadic un their habits, and though an

otter may take up its residence on a

certain stream for a season, next sea-

son it may be miles away. Hence, an

Indian does not feel that he has the

same vested right in the otters upon

his lands that he has in the beaver.

During the first few winter months

the otter does little travelling, for it

an make but poor progress through

the soft, deep snow, but when the

March sun has made a crust upon the

snow it makes long journeys and trav-

els with great ease and swiftness. I

remember once, while walking up Klp-

pewa Lake, seeing an otter in the act

of crossing the lake within a few hun-

dred yards of me. Both I, and the In-

dian who was accompanying me, threw

down our packs and gave chase. At
first we rapidly gained on dt, and I be-
gan to wonder how much its skin would
fetch. But the otter was apparently
playing with us. As soon as ever it

saw that we really meant business, it

changed its. gait, which had been a very
modest canter, into something like a
hop, step and a jump.. It took three
jumps, then a slide of about- ten feet.

a living toboggan on legs, automatic and
self-propelling. It reminded me of the
undulating motion of a porpoise, but
the pace it travelled instilled me. with
respect, and as we wearily resumed
our bundles, and could see the hills be-
yond in which our destination lay, look-

ing still blue in the distance, I envied
the gait of that otter and wished that
I could do likewise.

C. C.FAKll

Born

POINT BLANK 6UNSIGHTS

The invention of Frank P. Warner,

;Dan De Feo; of Florence, Colorado.

A TRAP SHOOTING
RETROSPECT

IN
its issue of December 30tli, The

American Field gives a synopsis of

the leading trap siiooting events in

the United States during the past

year, and in doing so makes remarks

thereon which cannot fail to interest Can-

adian readers. We take the liberty of

quoting from The Field article :

Trap shooting events of 1899 are now
matters of record, and after to-morrow

they will be referred to as the records

of a trap-shooting season, the like of

which has not be^en seen since this gen-

tlemanly sport became a factor in the

pleasures of American sportsmen.

That the season of 1899 has been a

memorable one, and one in which a

number of important records have been

established, no one who is sufficiently

interested in the sport to keep himself

posted will, for a moment, deny, for

during this year some of the largest

tournaments ever known to American
sporismen have been held, and all, wit"

-

out exception, have bean mora success-

ful than their promoters had antici-

pated. The Grand American Ha idicap,

held at Elkwood Park, N.J., 1st April,

was of itself a record breaker so far

as the number of entries is concerned

a:nd also as to the size of the purse that

was competed for. The state tourna-

ments, this year, have also, all, with

perhaps one or two exceptions, been

more liberally patronized and more
successful from a financial standpoint,

than in years past, while league events

and club tournaments have more than
met the anticipations of their promot-
ers. .-,

That the sport is growing in favor,

and growing' with great rapidity not

only in this country, but: also in nearly

every country on the face of the globe,

there is not the slightest question. And
why? Siniply because it is a clean,

gentlemanly sport that has, by its sup-

porters, been placed upon a plane which
excludes that class of men who demor-

alize and corrupt everythirg- with which
they^re associated.

Twenty-five or thirty years ago the

number of trap shooting tournaments

held in a single state, in a season, could

be counted upon the fingers of one

hand, while to-day that many are held

in nearly every county of a single s ate.

No association, club or promoter then

thought of guaranteeing a thousand

dollars in a siingle event, or of adding

any money to the purses, while now it

is not an unusual thing for a club of

any pretentions to add from $250 to

$1,000 to the purses wh;n giving a tour-

nament, and the patronage is usuxlly

so good that the association, league or

club which does this generally comes

out at the finish with a good balance

on the right side of the cash account

after paying all expenses, a fact of it-

self that proves beyond all question

that the sport of trap shooting, as con-

ducted in this country, is growing rap-

idly in popularity and is being patron-

ized by the better element in all

branches of business and professions,
i

In the palmy days of Bogardus.j

Brewer, Carver, Payne and other noted

wing shots, inanimate targets were not

known to the shooters of America, if.

indeed, they were to the people of any

other nation, and the then compara-j

tively few people who enjoyed trail

shooting had to confine themselves tc

live birds, a target which to-day is faif

more popular than any of the inani ,

mates, but .which then, as now, was

too expensive to permit the man o

moderate means to indulge his love fn

trap shooting to any great degree, an

therefore the number who fallowed th

sport as a pastime or for pleasure wa,

few as compared with the thousand

who to-day find trap shooting a health

giving and pleasant recreation, and in

dulge in it because, we repeat, it is

clean, gentlemanly sport.

The growth in trap shooting has bee i

phenomenal and of incalculable benefi

to many business interests of the coun

try, as the gun manufacturers, th,

powder, shot and shell makers, and th

target and trap manufacturers hav

been obliged to enlarge their plants an

employ more workmen to meet the <\>

mands for their products, all of whU

have been of immense benefit to tl

mechanics and unskilled laborers of tl

country.

Twenty years ago glass balls and tl

trap for throwing them, f.rst introduci

by the veteran. Captain A. H. Boga

dus, were the only substitutes for U'
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birds, and the th«n cumbersome and

unwieldy rope-pull trap, while to-day

we have the expert target trap, electric

pull«, the popular Magautrap, which is

oi.erated much the same as a bicycle

i« fidden, and the automatic, under-

ground pull live-bird trap, all of which

are inventions that do very much to

popularize the sport and make it at-

tractive and interesting, both to par-

ticipants and spectators. And the im-

piovement in guns, powders, shells and
wads has been quite as great as that

ol' traps and targets, for now we have

the hammerlees ejector and the repeat-

ing shotgun, smokeless nitro powder

and shells and wads of the highest

igrade, instead of the non-ejector

!
breech-loader, with hammers, the muz-

le-loader, black powder, and shells and

I wads of comparatively Inferior quality;

and these improvements have all re-

sulted from the demands made by trap

Ishooters for better firearms, powders,

jshells, traps, etc.

Before the advent of nitro powders

[and improved guns for trap shooting,

ithe man who attended a tournament
: lasting two or three days usually re-

turned home "all oised up" from the al-

moet constant roar of the black pow-
der and with his shoulder looking as

If it had been hammered with a mal-

let; but to-day, with improved ammu-
nition and gun, a man can shoot a

week if he wishes and feel none the

Iworse for it.

The great increase of shooters and

the demands made by them upon shoot-

ing park managers have also caused

better parks to be established and the

(erection of more commodious club

jhouses, with lockers, gun racks, dining

I halls, etc., and now a sportsman can

igo out for an afternoon's sport at the

traps and And everything at the club

Igrounds nearly as comfortable as if he

I were to remain at home or at bis place

jof business.

I Thus it will be seen that the growth
|of trap shooting has been something
[phenomenal during the last twelve or

;fifte«»n years.

• • •

At Toronto Traps.

' Toronto is a city of .several gun clubs

and many flrst-class shots. I have often

wondered why the many enthusiastic

sportsmen there have not got together

and given the Canadian shooters a

itournament on a large enough sca'e to

Ibring together the best talent among
them. As an old Toronto boy, I would
like to see it, and am sure it would be

«el! patronized.

The Stan'ey Gun Club of that city
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held a shoot, on Christmas Day on
their grounds, corner of Booth and
Eastern Avenues, which was well at-

tended, when the following scores were
made:

,

Event No. 1, ten artificials—R. Buck
8, H. Herbert 7, J. Wilson 7, C. Wilson

6, S. Apted 6, W. Kingdon 5.

Event No. 2, five sparrows—H. Her-
bert 4, J. Wells 4, A. Mathews 3, W.
Kingdon 3, Christie 3.

Event No. 3, five sparrows—A. Hulme
5, Wilton 4, G. Piatt 4, Kingdon 3,

Page 3.

Event No. 4, Ave sparrows—E. Kerr
5, A. Hulme 4, G. Piatt 4, R. Buck 4,

W. Hulme 3, Devaney 3.

Event No. 5, five sparrows—A. Hulme
5, R. Green 5, R. Buck 4, Kerr 4, W.
Hulme 4.

Event No. 6, five sparrows—R. Buck 5,

A. Hulme 4, R. Green 3, W. Hulme 3,

Kerr 3, Piatt 3, Curtis 3.

Event No. 7, ten artificials—S. Mc-

1 55

Clure 10, Lucas 9, O'Leary 8, Green 8,

Herbert, 8, Buck 8, A. Hulme 7.

Event No. 8, ten artificlals-^Mc rahead
10, OLeary 10, J. Townson 10, Lucas
9, A. Hulme 9, Green 8, Dixon 6, Mc-
Clure 6, Simpson 6, Moore 6, S. Pearsall

5, T. Louden 5.

Event No. 9, Ave sparrows—H. Her-
bert 5, A. Hulme 5, J. Wells 4, Green
4, J. Townson 4, O'Leary 4, Curtis 3,

Gooch 3, Wilton 3, Forman 3, Mjison 3.

Event No. 10, ten artificiaia—Mors-
head 9, OLeary 8, Mollon 7, Moore 7,

Forman 7, Thompson 6.

Event No. 11, ten artiflcials—J. Town-
son 9, O'Leary 8, Gooch 7, Martin 7,

Wilton 6, McCl'ure 6.

Event No. 12, ten artiflcials—O'Leary
8, Mason 7, Pearsall 7, Green 7, King-
don 6, Curtis 6, Dixon 6.

On the following Saturday they held
another shoot, when the scores made
were as follows:

Event No. 1. ten sparrows—Green 8,

A Crack Canadian
Shot.

Mr. Forest H,
Conover, whose
photograph we re-

produce on this

page, is a foremost

exponent of trad

shooting in Canada
(Western Ontario)

besides being not-

ably successful with

the ducks. Mr.

Conover wasamong
the first in Canada
to use nitro pow-
ders,and since their

advent has ac-
quainted himself

thoroughly with
them by practice

and numerous ex-

periments, and now
by preference uses

Dupont's smoke-

less, loaded in Ely

and U.M.C, shells,

in the L, C. Smith
Ejector Gun with

which he has won
the trophies of

which he is justly

proud.

Mr. Conover has
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columns of Rod and
(iun in the past,

and readers will

kxjk forward with

int^irest to future

articles.
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McCarney 8, O'Leary 8, Edwards 7, A.
Hulme 7.

Event No. 2, five sparrows—iBuck 5,

W. Hulme 5, Green 4, Herbert 4, Mc-
Carney 3, A. Hulme 3.

Event No. 3, five sparrows—'McCar-
ney 5,Buck 4, Ekiwards 4, W. Hulme 4,

Herbert 4, A. Hulme 3, 0'L.eary 3,

Green 3, Ellia 3.

Event No. 4, ten artificials--LiUcas 9,

Green 8, A. Hulme 8, McCarney 7,

O'Lieary 7, Buck 6, Ellis 6.

Event No.5, 10 artificiali—McCarniy 9,

O'Leary 8, Ellis 8, Lucas 8, A. Hulme 7,

MoDuff 7, Green 7, Herbert 6.

Event No. 6, five sparrows—A. Hulme
4, Edwards 4, Green 3, McCarney 3, W.
Hulme 3, O'Leary 3, McODufE 3.

Event No. 7, ten artificials—^O'Leary

10, MoCarney 8, McDuff 8, Lucas 8,

Thompson 7, Green 7, Ellis 6.

Event No. 8, fifteen artificials — A.

Hulme 13, O'Leary 12, McDuffi 10, Mc-
Carney 10, Green 10.

• • •

Toronto Junction Gun Club, on New
Year's Day, held an interesting shoot

at D. Blea'a grounds, Humber Bay, be-

tween teams chosen by the pretsident

and vice-presiident. The day being fine

a large number of memibers took part.

There was also a good gathering pres-

ent from the other clubs, incluiing Mr.
O'Leary, the president of the Bison
Gun Club of Buffalo, N.Y., who, be-

sides being a good s.hot, is a jolly good
fellow. After the team shoot a num-
ber of matches were shot at pigeons

and sparrows, and some good scores

were made. At the conclusion of the

day's shoot the members and guests

repaired to Mr. Blea's hotel and par-

took of the good things provided by
Host Blea, after which the evening was
epent in speech and song, and this

ended one of the most enjoyable shoots

ever held iby this enterprising club.

The following are the scores:

President. V ce-Pi esident.

McGill 2 Wakefield 9

Burgess 8 W. Blea 8

D. Blea 9 A. Stell 7

Briggs 7 Green 7

Shaw 6 Townseni 9

Wilson 4 Deye 6

Walton 4 Richardson 2

Sproule 4 O'i^eary 9

Stone 3 Hardy 3

Total 47 Total tO

Majority for Vice-Prteident'e team, 13

birds.

Townsend 6, Wakefield 5, Brown 5, B. x-

Sweep at seven pigeons—O'Leary 6,

gess 4, Briggs 4, Vint 3, Green 3, Mc-
Gill ret.

Sweep at five pigeons—Wakefield 4,

Townsend 4, Burgess 4, O'Leary 3, Vint

3, D. Blea 3, Briggs ret.

Sweep at fifteen sparrows—Burgess
15, Wakefield 14, W. Blea 14, D. Blea

14, A. Stell 14, Briggs 13, Townsend 13,

Green 12, W. Hulme 12, O'Leary 11, A.

Hulme 10.

Sweep at ten sparrows, one barrel

only^A. Stell 10, Wakefield 9, W. Blea

8, Burgess 8, D. Blea 8, Oreen 4, Briggs

4, Townson ret.

Gin as a rifle stimulant is a novelty.
One rifleman believes in taking no
chances with rust, hence when lie has
finished shooting for the day he cleans
the rifle barrel with gin, and oils it

carefully. Next day he can push a bit

of clean flannel through the barrel
without collecting any substance that
will stain the flannel. He claims no
other method of cleaning will give lik

results.

The new 1900 model of the Spencer
repeating shotgun is now ready for the
market. It is a take-down, the paits
of the best forged steel, with fine twist
Damascus barrel. The stock is of close
grained American walnut, has a pistol

grip, and is oil flnished. It .has a case-
hardened frame and mechanism, in-

creasing the wear and giiving the gun
that beautiful mottled color seen on all

flrst-class work. The slide lev^r has the
roll-bearing cam, making it easy of

manipulation. The new features of the

model 1900 gun are, first: the double
extractO'rs, which grip the cartridge on
each Slide, making it almost impossible
for nitro powder to expand the shell

in the chamber of the gun enough to

prevent the double extractors bringing
it out and flipping it clear of the gun
to one side. The second feature is the

newly arranged magazine. The maga-
aine on the model 1890 caused some in-

ccnvenience in taking the repeater

apart, owing to the spring and follower

being detached. In the new model
they are fixed permanently in the mag-
azine. Another feature is that the

take-down, which consists of tw^o

thumb latches, one on the magazine
screw, the other on the screw that holds

the barrel in place. It Is only neces-

sary to turn these two latches In order

to take out the magazine and unscrew
the barrel. All grades of Spencer guns
are now take-down and the prices re-

main the same as heretofore.

One of the well-known British mak-
ers of express rifles, in Its experiments

to ascertain the best calibre to adopt

in its latest .model express rifle, settled

upon .350 calibre. The shell is bottle-

necked, and in addition tapers from
the shoulder to the head. The bullet

weighs 310 grains and is made with

full jacket or soft point. A muzzle ve-

locity of 2050 feet per second was ob-

tained. Loaded with Cordite its strik-

ing energy was 2908 foot-pounds, as

at-alnst 1928 for the .303, 1776 for the

.450, and 1784 for the .500 express, the

two latter loaded with Curtis & Har-
vey No. 6 black powder. The maker's

aim has been to supersede the ordin-

ary type of express and big game rifles

by a new series, in which the acknow-
ledged advantages of the small calibre

sporting rifle shall be extended to wea-

pons combining equal or higher velocity

with heavier projectiles of greater di-

ameter. ,

English manufacturers have recently

brought out some neVvr rifles for the use

of both black and smokeless powder.

These are of the express type, double

barrel generally, and of 40 or 45 calibre.

The English' big game hunter wants
a big bore rifle that' will shoot smoke-
less powder, -v^hich is mainly for close

range jungle shooting, such as tiger

shooting, where the value of smokeless
powder is apparent. But he wants that

rifle made so in case smokeless powdt
is unobtainable, hlack powder can 1

used in the arm.
Marin County, California, has an o:

dinance prohibiting the use of repea
ing shotguns. The ordinance is to 1

tested in the courts.
On a Sunday morning at inspe.-tlon

i

New York each policeman was requi
to produce his revolver, and then
was found that some carried the regi
lation Colt new police revolver, oihei
carried pawn tickets instead, a few lis

revolvers of other reputable maker
and some had their favorite 99 cei
weapons. The fault they found wil
the Colt revolver was it was so hea\
and lit cost so much more than tl

cheap things they became accustomt
to before Theodore Roosevelt, whi
Police Commissioner, insisted that tl

policeman should carry and know ho
to iise a good revolver.
Michael Dorrler, the veteran riflemi

and expert offhand rifle shot, in opi

competaition in the 100-shot champio
ship match at Greenville Schuetzi
Park, 200 yards off,hand, recently scor.

2246 points on the German ring targt
which is the best known 100-shot seo
on record to date. Such a score shoi
wonderful proficiency in offhand ri

shooting and is far beyond what mc
persons can expect to attain.

"I have often seen the Canadian w
derness. I have worked my way
canoe and portage in warm weath
I have journeyed by snowshoe in wlni
and dragged my toboggan; and it

my firm belief, Caspar Whitney a
Frederic Remington to the contra
notwithstanding, that there is only o

climate in the world more enjoyaj
than the Canadian summer, and that
the Canadian winter. The discomfo:.
of that wilderness are mostly imag^'
ary. You can put on a pair of sno;.
shoes and travel all day in them, 1

very first time you try, and not
nearly as tired at night as you woi
be after a ten- mile walk on the pa^

ments of a city. You feel the cold

great deal more on Broadway, Isla

of Manhattan, than you do in the d<

woods of iNorthern New Brunswick.
Frederic Irland, in iScribner'g Ma^raZi
January. 1900.

It was Mr. Irland who wrote tl

excellent article, "Why Don't You G
w*hich appeared lin October number, l|

and Gun in Canada.—EJd.

Moose hunting is not so successful
sport in Nova Scotia nowadays ast

used to be. About the best ground i

the Province is the back country f

Annapolis and Digby Counties, and
total number captured there the p ^

season is scarcely worth mention] •

In Nova Scotia there seems to h -

been too much sport. The moose is -

noblest game we have, and it is a th -

sand pities that he should be h -?' '

too ruthlessly. The experiment in

ing the woods with deer in som.
of the Province has been only

successful. The game society's reg''
-

tions are too often violated.
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THE ENGLISH SPARROW
I My good friend, Mr. L. H. Smith, of

"irathroy, Ont., has certainly made a

^ry pretty defence of the house spar-

iw. though I cannot say it is a very

i le one. This is not his fault, however.

It rather that of the sparrow. He ha
iSeed made much of a bad case, and
ito be congratulated upon the intere t

i? manner in which he has presented
J The sentiment of his article will

(ubtless be charming to the unen-
lhi:ened, but unfortunately, in this age
( the utilitarian, sentiment alone is

] t sufficient. It is facts, and facts only,

1at will satisfy.

\fter a careful perusal of Mr. Smith's
<say we fail to see that he has given
jy good or satisfactory rea ons for de-

luding the sparix)w. He has replied,

lit very feebly, to only one of the
(aiges brought against it, and has
iide claim for only one good trait in

h character. Consequently, it appears
tat he takes his stand merely on ac-
(unt of a sentimental attachment,
lich he has strangely formed for the
l~d. He eays, "I love the sparrow be-
(use he is an emigrant from the same
lid which I am. In my boyhood days
i was the object of my highest nim-
idian aspirations,'" etc., and again he
sys, "Perhaps but for the sparrow and
]i pursuit, the innate love I have for

il things out-of-doors might never
1 ve been awakened in me," etc. These
ie his reasons for throwing down the
iuntlet on behalf of passer domesti-
(s. That they are pardonable, we
J
ant; but that they are justifiabl , we
(nnot admit in these matter-of-fact
<ys, when everything is submitted to

le crucible of utility.

Vs Mr. Smith was one of the first to

itroduce the sparrow into Canada, he
iubtless felt it incumbent upon him to
ike up the cudgels in its behalf. From
le title of his essay one would hardly
Jpect an impartial presentation of the
Ipts of the case, and it is, therefore, no
Jitter of great surprise to And that
1|e article gives one the extremely er-
ijneous impression that the English
(arrow is a most desirable, ineectiv-
3us bird with a charming song. In
! s»al to defend his pet Mr. Smith has
lored the mass of indisputable, con-
cmnatory evidence in regard to the
l|*d sparrow's economic relations,wh,'ch
is been accumulated by a host of ob-
jrvers in all parts of the continent.
We, therefore, consider it is in the in-
Irest of justice, and only fair to the
laders of "Rod and Gun," that the
«fier, more unfavorable, aspect of the
«estion of the sparrow's character
^ould aJso be presented. Nowadays
je desirability of the presence of a
5"d in a country depends chiefly upon
I relation to agriculture. It is not so
Mch a question of the bird's utility as
C| its non-injurious tendencies. It is ite

^gative rather than its positive char-
flteristics that determine its status. If
le bird does no harm, or if its evil
<led« are counterbalanced by its good,
len we say let it flourish.
f'n hi^ introductory paragraph Mr.
^lith states that the English sparrow
(fas Introduced to this country to per-
rm a task which our native birds did

not appear to do—the destruction of the
larvae of the measure-worm, that so
often infest the trees in our streets an
parks." That this was the honest, but
mistaken, intention of Mr. Smith and
the other misguided gentlemen, who so
zealously brought the bird to this coun-
try, we do believe, but that the sp rrow
hais accomplished the object of its intro-
duction we regret that we cannot as-
sert. It is now a well-known fact that
the sparrow, like most of our birds, will
not eat hairy caterpillars, and that, ac-
cording to the report of the Biological
Survey of the United States, fully two-
thirds of its diet consists of vegetable
matter, chiefly in the form of grain,
seeds and buds. If the introducers of
the sparrow had studied our native
birds more carefully, they would have
found that a foreign importation was
unnecessary, for we already possessed
certain species, the cuckoos, that con-
sider hairy caterpillars most delectable
morsels and destroy them in great num-
bers.

As already noted, Mr. Smith attempt
to refute only one of tiie charges agains-
the sparrow, to wit: that it diives away
our native birds. At first glance his ar-
guments and illustrations seem most
sound and plausible, but on closer in-
spection we find the former fallacious
and the latter not to the point.
In the first place, he asks how it is

that the sparrow in England has not
driven away some of the other species.
In reply we would ask Mr. Smith how
he knows -that it has not done so. As
he himself admits, the sparrow has been
striving with the other birds in Great
Britain for centuries. Consequently,
there is no doubt that the present rela-
tionships of the feathered bipeds of that
country are the result of the inevitable
law of "the survival of the fittest." The
weaker birds yielded ages ago to the
pugnacious sparrow, and now we find

living in its proximity only those birds
which are well able to defend them-
selves against its ravages.
Mr. Smith cites the case of the house

martin, which has flourished in spite of
the persecution of the sparrow, but this

does not prove that our Canadian b rds
shall be able to prosper likewise. The
martin is quite competent to cope with
the sparrow, for, if it were not, it

would have been compelled long ago to

seek its nesting-place beneath the bro-w

of some remote cliff, rather than under
the eaves of the dwelling of man. It

would have been as much to the point

if he had cited the case of the rook.

Mr. Smith claims that the sparrow did

not drive the native birds away from
his own premises, but, by anyone ac-

quainted with the facts, this cannot be

accepted as an argument. It was my
privilege to live in the same rural town
with Mr. Smith for many years. If my
memory serves me truly, he not only

provided boxes for the sparrows, as he

states, but for other birds as well, and
further, he protected the wrens from
the depredations of the foreign usurp-

ers by making the entrances to their

nests too small to admit them. Besides

this he provided food for the birds, and
the sparrows waxed fat and indolent

under his beneficent care.

{To h* continued.)

SMOKELESS POWDERS.
To the Editor of' Rod and Gun.

I read with a great deal of interest
Mr. Conover's article in your Decern oer
issue, in which he speaks very highly
of the well-known American smoke-
less powder—IKipont. Without in any
way detracting from what he says in
laudation of his favorit powder, I think
he has, in his communication, made a
remark regarding two well-know mod-
ern explosives which, no doubt unin-
tentionally on his part, might be read
to their injury. The remark I take ex-
ception to in his article is hie reference
to Schultze and Noble'a Balllstite,
where he says: "As each of the mod-
ern explosives was brought forward it
was examined and its defects noted—
Schultze, among the first in Europe;
next the powder of Reid & Johnston, in
England; and in France the poudre B
of Viele, and the balllstite of Noble."
Now, whatever may have been the

defects of Schjltze powder when it was
in its experimental stage, when all
smokeless powders were an experiment,
there can be no doubt that now it is
one of the best propellants in the
world. I have used both Dupont and
Schultze with satisfactory results, but
if I had to choose between them I would
select Schultze. The action of the two
powders I found to be very similar, the
recoil from each the same, but I have
always thought Schultze a stronger
powder than I>upont.
Regarding Balllstite, I know nothing

from actual experience, never having
shot any of it, or even seen it. This
I do know, however: that it s one of
the most popular powders among the
trap shooters in England. For inslanc

,

take the scores at live pigeons, at the
Gun Olub, Notting Hill, and the Na-
tional Gun Club, Hendon, the other
day. In a three pound handicap sweep-
stakes at the Gun Club there were 17

subscribers and six used Balllstite, in-
cluding the winners of the money, who
divided 71 pounds. In the next event
there were 16 siibscrlbers, six of whom
shot Balllstite, including the two who
divided the purse. Of the others, eight
used Curtis & Harvey's Amberite.
At Hendon, in a race for the Mem-

bers' Challenge Cup, value 25 guineas
added to half sovereign handicap
sweepstakes, there were 12 sub cribers.
Of these, four lused Balllstite, five

Schultze, including the winner, who
shot at 33 yards, and the others Am-
berite and E.G.
So much for these various nitros, in

which I have no further interest than
any sportsman who wants the search-
light thrown on all matters affecting
his favorite sport.

But one serious defect all these pow-
ders have, or rather their manufactur-
ers have, and that is that none of them
seem to have the good sense to prop-
erly advertise their wares in Canada.
And the same remark applies to other
articles, such as guns, shells, wads,
shot, etc., pertaining to the want of

Canadian sportsmen. How these gun
and ammxinition makers expect to rea

the thousands of Canadian shooters

without doing so is more than T can
understand. BLUE BIDL..
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HESE goods are new and

will be shipped direct from the

factory. Prices named are those

at which manufacturers and deal-

ers usually sell. All these goods

are f.o.b. at the factory. Here

is an excellent opportunity to get
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A Camera
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FREE OF
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PUBLISHING CO.
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LIBERAL REWARDS
FOR LIGHT WORK.

"

I
'HERE is not a man or boy who cannot secure

some subscribers to Rod and Gun in Canada,

and that, too, with very little labor.

CUBSCRIPTIONS need not all be sent at once.

They may be sent in instalments as taken and

credit will be given on account. When the required

number is obtained the premium earned will be shipped.

TO ANY PERSON SENDING US
TWO yearly subscriptions to Rod and Gun in Can.

at $1.00 each, we will send 1 doz. Trout Flies as-

sorted, listed at 75c. or 3 lbs. Hamilton Powder

Go's FF powder listed at 90c.

THREE subscriptions at $1.00 each, a No. 41 Stevens

Pistol, listed at $2.50, or 1 doz. bass flies, assorted,

listed at $1.00, or a three bladed sportsman's knife,

bone handle, with plate for name, worth $1.50.

SEVEN subscriptions at $1.00 each, a Stevens Dia-

mond Model Pistol, listed at $5.00, or a boy's

Nickel Watch, listed at $3.50.

TEN subscriptions at $1.00 each, a Steel Fishing Rod^

listed at $6.00 or less, or a Yawman & Erbe Auto-

matic Reel, listed at $6.00.

FIFTEEN subscriptions at $1.00 each, a Stevens

Ideal Rifle No. 44, listed at $10.00.

TWENTY-FIVE subscriptions at $1.00 each, a Premo

Camera, 4x5, listed at $15.00, or a Winchester

Repeating Rifle, model 1890, listed at $16.00.

THIRTY-FIVE subscriptions at $1.00 each, a Win-

che.><ter Repeating Rifle, 30 calibre, model 1895,

listed at $25.00, or a Winchester Repeating Rifle,

30 calibre, model 1894, listed at $23.00. Both

these rifles use smokeless cartridges and are the

most modern big game guns.

FORTY subscriptions at $1.00 each, a Winchester

Take-Down Repeating Shot-gun, model 1897, 12

gauge, listed at $27.00.

FIFTY subscriptions at $1.00 each, a No. 2 grade

Syracuse Hammerless Double Barrel Shot-gun, 10

or 12 gauge, listed at $40.00.

ONE HUNDRED subscriptions at $1.00 each, an

Ithaca Hammerless Double Barrel Shot-gun,

quality No. 3, 10, 12 or 16 gauge, listed at $80.00.



PLACE VIGER HOTEL
MONTREAL.

''aclng Place Viger, a pretty open

lare, named after the first Mayor of

ntreali, fe the Place Vlger Hotel,

cted by the Canadian Pacific Rail-

y Company—the latest addition to

its chain of magnificent hotels which

extends from Quebec to Vancouver, and
includes, amongst others, those charm-
ing resorts in the mountains of British

Columbia—Banff, Field and the Great

Glacier. This imposing structure oecii

pie^ the site of an old fort, and is built

in the quaint style of the French Re-
naissance, partaking of the type of the

old chateaux found on the banks of

the Loire.

In the heating, lighting and sanitary

arrangements, which were specially de-

signed for this hotel, the acme of per-

fection has been secured, and the en-

tire building, which is modern in every

respect, is as absolutely fire-proof as

human ingenuity can devise.

The Place Viger Hotel is advantage-

ously situated for those reaching the.

city by train or boat, being a shol-t dis-

tance from the principal steamer docks,

and combined in its erection is the

Place Viger Station of the Canadian

Pacific Railway (from which trains

leave for and arrive from Quebec), and

although located amidst quiet and rest-

ful surroundings, is only a few min-

utes' walk from the business portion of

the city, and convenient to the city's

street car system.

There is accommodation for 350

guests.

The rates are from $3.00 t?o $5.00 per

day, with special arrangements fo'-

large parties or those making a pro-

longed stay.

For further particulars address Man-

ager, Place Viger Hotel, Montreal.

|h? Chateau Frontenac, a magnifi-
' new fire-proof hotel, erected by a

nber of capitalists of Montreal,

nds at the eastern end of a splendid

lanade known as the Dufferin Ter-

just b«low the King's Bastion of

Citadel, commanding delightful

vvi3 of. the St. Lawrence as far as the

can reach—down past the lie dOr-
s, across to Levis and beyond, up
?am to Sillery, and, to the left, the

ntry along the beautiful valley of

St. Charles River. The grandeur

tlie scenery is indescribable; it is

tchless in diversity and charming in

ct. No grander site for such a

acture could be found on the con-

^nt and it would not be easy to com-
e the advantages it possesses in any
ce the world over. This elegant bo-

on which nearly $1,000,000 has been

ioiously expended, and which has

n enlarged to meet the increased

lands of travel, is erected on an his-

c spot of more than ordinary inter-

-the site of the old Chateau St.

is, so famous in Canadian history

once the vice-regal residence of the

ernors of Canada, both before and
T the conquest.

CHATEAU FRONTENAC
QUEBEC.

The rates are from $3.50 upwards per

day, with special arrangements for

large parties or those making a pro-

longed stay. For further particulars

address Manager, Chateau Frontena:

Quebec.
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COBBOLD, Halleybarr, Ont. (successor to

C C. Farr&Cobbold.)
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Cameras

Are Standard Instru-
ments in point of
Technical Accuracy
and Artistic Execu-
tion. Renowned for

Quality. Write for
Cataloguh

W. STARK, Agent, ACTON, OnT.
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There is more Sport to the Squar^

Mile in Canada along the line of the

Canadian

Pacific Railway

than in any other part of the North

American Continent f^j^j^i^f^i^f^
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Repealing Kiries

ForAII Kinds of Shooting.

I All Desirable Calibers and Weiglits

A FEW FAVORITES FOR HUNTING.
el 1 895. 30 Army caliber, weight 8 1-4 pounds.

Model 1894. 30 W. C. F. caliber, "Extra Liglit,"

weight 6 1-2 pounds.

Model 1894. 30 W. C. F. caliber, "Take Down,"
weight 7 3-4 pounds.

Model 1 892. 44 and 38 caliber, " Take Down," weight
7 pounds.

Model 1886. 4&-70 caliber, "Extra Light," weight
7 pounds.

Shoot Winchester Ammunition. Made for aI5 Kinds of Guns.

FREE.— Send Kame and Address on Postal for 158-page Illustrated Cataiogue.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.. - - NEW HAVEN, CONN.

no more Rust

Oil

An absolute preventive of
rust. An ideal cleaner.
.\ perfect lubricant.

For Bicyck s, Fire Arms, Type-
writers, Sewing IVIachir.es,
and all bright (or polished)
metals.

H Manufactured by

G. W. COLE CO.
Dept. B. 141 Broadway, New York City

Sample Bottle Sent for Canadian 2c Stamp
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O T r^ T T T^ C" ^t'"*^ ^or 96 page Catalogue

^l^jrfT^ Y ^ of Sights and Fine Shooting

WILLIAM LYMAN, Mcddlefield, Conn.
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N. E. CORMIER, Aylmer East, Que.

SPORTSMEN °"''r''with Pro*

visions, Caaiping Outfits and Guides

AT REASONABLE FIGURES

A. LATOUR, Kippewa, Que.

A NELSO^

In point of cuisine and equipment, THE
ROSSIN is tlie most complete, the most
luxurious of modern Ontario hotels. The
rooms, single or en suite, are the most airy

and comfortable in the Dominion. The
Union Depot and Wharves but two mins
utes' walk.

A. & A. NELSON,
Toronto, Ont. Proprietors.
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FISH AND GAME PROTECTION.

The Convention, called by the Hon. S.

I. Parent, to which were invited the

[liief authorities of the fish and game in-

brests of Ontario, Quebec, New Bruns-

nck, Vermont and Maine, as well as many
ther interested persons, and which took

lace on Feb. 2nd and 3rd in Montreal, we
elieve marks the dawn of a new era in

sh and game protection in Canada,
jhere have been too many people in this

funtry
who have looked on the fish and

me assets with indifference : why, it is

fficult to suggest, unless dense ignorance

bout them has been a determining factor,

{his convention has done much to edu-

|ite thinking persons in the knowledge
i" their monetary importance, which,

fter all, is the side of most subjects which
bpeals the strongest to the average man.
has been plainly seen that a matter

hich is of sufficient importance to en-

jige the attention of the Crown Lands
bmmissioners and their officers of three

Dur provinces, besides the authorities of

aine, Vermont, etc., and the many
her gentlemen who attended for two
liys and caused several of them consider-

)!e expense, many miles travel and loss

tim*i, must be a subject worthy the

attention of theenlightenend citizen, and
hereafter instead of there being a languid

interest or an absolute lack of it, we
believe there will be the opposite. The
daily press has been of great service in

reaching this result by printing full re-

ports of the proceedings and the thanks
of everyone interested in fish and game
protection are due them.

The chief objects accomplished by this

meeting may be said to be as follows viz:

The passage of resolutions declaring

that
1

.

Fish and game protection must be

divorced from politics, and that

2. The aid of the press must be invoked

for an educational campaign of the public;

3. The formation of the North American

Fish and Game Protection Association to

meet annually to carry on the work;

4. The exchange of views and acquain-

tanship between members.

We shall refer later on to these results,

but in the meantime point out that every

resolution passed, and most of them were

unanimous, carries with it the moral

weight of the opinion of all the experts

who voted for it, which must have a good

tonic effect in stiffening the backbone of

those members of the association who are

forced to appeal to their governmentf« for

larger grant of funds with which to carry

on the work of fish and game policing of

immense areas, the $25,000 grant of the

Maine Legislature being an object lesson

besides.
<^ <$> <8>

The report for 1899, just completed, of

the Commissioners of Inland Fisheries

and Game for the State of Maine, is full

of interesting facts. We read that the

total number of registered guides is 1780;

total days these guides so employed,

75,600; residents employing guides, 6012;

non-residents employing guides, 9300;

moose killed, 216; deer killed, 7579; bears

killed, 55; sporting camp licenses, 132;

guests at such camps, 12,012; pounds of

fish caught, 141,412; licensed hunters and

trappers, 52; licensed dealers in deer

skins, 20, who purchased 1340 skins at an

average of 31c. each; licensed retail deal-

ers in deer, 43, who sold 121 carcasses.

Twenty dogs killed which were kept or

used for dogging deer.

The foregoing array of figures shows
the result of careful systematizing and
wise laws. Maine has for some years

made a business of attracting sportsmen

with the set purpose of reaping the

harvest of dollars that results from their

influx. Those 9300 visitors mean at least

$2,000,000. spent in the state, much of it

disbursed in the wilder and poorer sec-

tions where it is most needed; the 75,6(

days' employment furnished to guides

means, approximately, $225,000 to 1780

guides, or $125 per man for an average

of about 43 days each. Apply these

results to one of our provinces and
imagine how rich one of our Indians

would feel with $120 in his pocket to

keep his family in luxury (for him), and

surely there is nothing absurd in the

prospect of an application of the same

methods by which Maine has won this

result. The same business sagacity, the

application and rigid enforcement with-

out favor, political or otherwise, of suit-

able laws will do as much or more for

each of our larger Canadian provinces. We
have one and one-quarter million square

miles of forest, precisely 799,280,000 acres.

Our game and fish resources are incalcul-

able, our climate superb, our lakes and

streams innumerable, our canoe routes

the finest in the world, our scenery un-

surpassed. Repetitions of these facts and

writings on this theme may grow tiresome

to our regular subscribers. This we regret,

but feel impelled by its importance to ring

the changes on this subject unceasingly

until we see the looked- for result. Any-

thing worth having is worth working for,

and Canada must have a goodly share of

the dollars which our neighbors are glad

to spend here if we do what we should

to attract them.

«- <S> <3>

In Governor Roosevelt's annual mes-

sage, in speaking of the Fisheries, Forest
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ami (ianie Coinniission's purpose and
work, he states :

"The people of the forest regions are
themselves growing more and more to
resvHze the necessity of preserving both
the trees and the game. A live deer in
the woods will attract to the neighborhood
ten times the money that could be ob-
tained for the deer's'dead carcass.

"Hardy outdoor sports, like hunting,
are in themselves of no small value to the
national character and should be encour-
ajred in every way. ^len who go into the
wilderness, indeed, men who take part in

any field sports with horse or rifle,

receive a benefit which can hardly be
given by even the most vigorous athletic
games.

" There is a further, and more immedi-
ate and practical end in view. A prime-
val forest is a great sponge which absorbs
and distills the rainwater; and when it is

destroyed, the result is apt to be an alter-

nation of flood and drouth. Forest fires

ultimately make the land a desert, and
are a detriment to all that portion of the
state tributary to the streams through
the woods where they occur. Every
effort should be made t^o minimize their
destructive influence. We need to have
our system of forestry gradually devel-
oped and conducted along scientific prin-
ciples."

These remarks furnish themes for a

considerably longer article than our

space will permit. As a general rule,

the monetary result to the settlers is the

side of the question which appeals most
in the protection of game, and in those

localities where the settlers have been

taught on these lines poaching has fallen

into disfavor. Once a man learns that

he can make more money obeying laws

than by breaking them, the game warden
has little trouble.

Regarding forest fires. The sportsman

in general is interested in the preserva-

tion of the forests, and their co-operation

is required. One careless person can do
more harm than can be repaired in a

generation.
^ «> <$>

The agitation against the destruction of

song and insectivorous birds, which are

afterwards used as decorations for hats,

grows finely. We have noticed some in-

teresting letters from women to the Mont-
real dailies on this subject, and we ob-

serve that Governor Roosevelt, of New
York State, in his annual message, speaks

to the point, as follows, viz :

"The State should not permit, within
its limits, factories to make bird skins or
bird feathers into articles of ornament
or wearing apparel. Ordinary birds, and
especially song birds, should be rigidly
protected."

<S> <$> ^
The trend of opinion in favor of license

fees for non-resident sportsmen showed
itself unmistakably at the annual meet-
ing of the Maine Fish and Game Associ-

ation, January 1st. Commissioner Carle-

ton had placed his views on record

favoring license, and he was followed by
Hon. A. M. Spear, Hon. I. K. Stetson,

Governor Powers, and Colonel Farring-

ton, secretary of the commission, who
atf expressed themselves in favor o

chai-ging a license fee. We have always

held that it is worth $25.00 additional to

shoot in Canada.

«> <?> <S>

" For many months every year the at-

traction of fishing brings thousands to

our State, who leave sums of money,
build hotels, expensive cottages, make a
market for the farm products—work for

thousands of our citizens—adds thou-
sands of dollars to the taxable property,
leaving joy and comfort behind them
when the season is over. Not only this,

but our own people find in this attrac-

tion the recreation they need, and in

their cottages by the lakes and ponds
they gather inspiration for a better life,

enriching their bodies with mental antl

physical vigor to meet more successfully
the demands mads upon them in their
business. No one can measure its value
to our State from a financial point of

view, or fully appreciate its value as a
health-giving recreation to our citizens."

The foregoing is eloquent testimony by
an expert from across the line to the

truth of our often-repeated statement

that the inland fisheries are valuable

provincial assets and deserve to be

treated from a business standpoint.

We have so long regarded the countries

in Europe as too highly civilized to have
wild beasts outside menageries that it

seems odd to read of a "wolf hunt in

France," which took place recently in

the forest of L'Aigle.

Hon. John F. Lacy, member of United
States Congress from Iowa, has intro-

duced an important bill for game protec-

tion. It provides that the Secretary of

Agriculture may engage in the propaga-

tion and distribution of such game birds

and other wild birds as he may deem
suitable for this purpose. It also author-

izes the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion to prohibit the shipment from one
State to another of game killed in viola-

tion of the laws of any State, or which
may be delivered to any common carrier

for shipment out of a State having a non-

export law. This bill does not, however,
aim to prohibit the shipment of any bird

or animal for scientific purposes.

Mr. Lacy has introduced another bill,

which authorizes the Secretary of the

Interior to lease for a term of 20 years, to

the Hon. JohnC. Jones, better known as

"Buffalo Jones," a tract of desert land

in Southeast New Mexico for use in per-

petuating the American bison. This

lease is to be on condition that Mr. Jones

shall fence a sufficient portion of the

tract and place therein 100 buffaloes—50

male and 50 female—and that he slia

care for same properly, giving to tl

government 5 pairs of the animals eac

year during the term of the lease, f(

government parks or zoological ganlei

elsewhere.

The third annual report of the Coa
missioners of Fisheries, Game, and Fo:
est of the :St;ate of New York has bee
published. It contains 456 pages. Ti
table of contents is as follows: Pn
face, Report of commissioners, Finai
cial statement. Forest preserve su

count, MisoeManeous accounts, Acco.tu
of fire wardens. Fines and penalties a<

count. Account of trespass on Stal
lands. Rentals from State landis; Ac
count of net fish licenses, Rentals (

ehell-flsh lands, MisceUaneous receipt;

Report of chief g-ame protector, Re
port of superintendent of hatcherie
Report of shell-fish commisisioner, Rf
port of superintendent of forests, Th
State reservation upon and along th
St. Lawrence River, Suggestions an
recommendations. Distribution of fisl

A synopsis of the history of fish cul

ture, by A. Nelison Clheney; Winge
enemies of fis/h, by J. Annin, jr.; Th
fisheries of Lake Ontario in 1897, b
John N. Cobb; Fishways, their con
struction and use, by A. NeUon Cheney
A natural hatchery for trout, by A
Nelson Cheney; Fish represented ii

colored plates, by A. Nelson Cheney
Oyster bed leases and franchises; Th'

woodduok, by Wilmot Townsend; Th-
Wilson's snipe, by George Bird Grin
nell, Ph.D.; Report of the superinten
dent of forests; Report of forest fires

Lumber manufactured in 1897, Manu
facture of shingles and lath in 1897, An
nual consumption of logs and pulp-
wood; A forest product, by William F
Fcx; Forestry tracts, by William F
Fox; Why our forests should be pre-

served and protected, Forestry, Foresl

management. Forest fires. Tree plant
ing; Natural and artificial forest reser-

voirs of the State of New York, bj

George W. Rafter, C.E.; The State's

title to lands in the forest preserve.

The voilume is well printed and the col-

ored illustrations are remarkably fine.

In the Ray Camera Company's contest

Miss Myra Wiggins, of Salem, Oregon,

was the fortunate winner of the first

prize—a free trip to the Paris Expo-

sition. Mr. Charles A. Frey, of Straight

Street, Grand Rapiids, won tJie seconc

prize—$100 in g*old.
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PKEPAKATIONS for the Sportsman's

Show, which is to be held in

Mechanics Building, Boston, from

Feb. 22 to March 10, inclusive, are

low so far advanced that there is every

ndication that the show will far surpass

hat of 1898 in all its attractive features,

'fot only will there be complete exhibits

'lom the Province of Quebec, Maine

ind the Adirondacks, but the Associa-

ion, through its agents, has collected

TUi.ny specimens of wild game to ex-

Ibit independently. There will be, be-

id&3, interesting displays by sporting

«ot>d9 houses, although the area for

rade exhibits has been somewhat de-

ased from the space allowed them

wo years ago. Ohly such exhibits in

his line will be made as will prove

nteresting to sportsmen. The Canadian

acific Railway wHl have a large Rocky

lountain scene on exhibit, occupying

he 'entire stage,. and soime other Cana-

llan railways will be represented.

The large auditorium known as Grand

iall will be devoted almost entirely to

thletic exhibitions. The whole floor

rtia in view of the galleries will be

:iven up to a miniature lake, and a

ood'Sized indoor gymnasium. In the

aJce there will be contested A.A.U.

hampionships, in s'hort-distance swim-

liiig, relay team racing, water polo and

iving. In the gymnasium a basket

all tournament, for which there has

een an xmusually large list of entries,

rill ibe contested, besides many other

vents for individuals, which are suit-

ble for indoor competition.

Not only will there be canoeing com-

etitions in the lake, but Indians from

10 Northwest of Canada will exhibit

leir prowess in spearing and other

atiS natural to their life in forest and

ream. A realistic Indian camp of

venty-six bucks and squaws will be

ti interesting feature. It is proposed

1 have these Indians hold some of

if-ir tribal and ceremonial dances dur-

ig the show.

I

The three territorial exhibits will be

jery large and complete representa^

Ions of the attractiveness of these re-

lons for sportsmen. There is very lit-

|e doubt that more specimens of wild

[ime will be exhibited that were ever

l?fore shown under one roof.

'One of the territorial exhibits will

consist of four moose, one caribou,

twelve to twenty deer, two black bears,

a den of foxes, a half dozen each of

woodchucks and muskrats, two wild

cats, four minks, a cage of coons, a
cage of owls, and a cage of crows, one
of which ia white and exceedingly rare,

and specimens of the otter, fisher and
beaver. Many splendid specimens of

stuffed moose and deer will also be ex-

hibited.

A family of Indians will live in their

lean-to, in native fashion, and will

make souvenirs as products of the show,

There will also be a camp of guides,

with a bureau of information.

A very interesting and unique feature

of the exhibit will be a fish pond, which

will be stocked with large trout, which

will be lively and take the hook read-

ily. Fishermen will be allowed at cer-

tain times during the show to cast un-

barbed files into the pond. They will

thus have the pleasure of getting a

rise from the game fish without harm-

ing it.

Though the Provincial Government of

Quebec had in preparation an exten-

sive exhibit of the game products of

that region at the Paris Exhibition, it

was decided also to make a big exhibit

at the Boston Show, and N. E. Cor-

mier, chief warden of the Province, has

charge of the collection of the game.

The exhibit will be a very large one,

and he reports that he already has on

hand seven moose, fcix deer, six bears,

four beavers, ten muskrats, and one

raccoon. In addition to which four cari-

bou two or more otters and minks, and

a number of hares, wild geese and wild

ducks are expected.

Mr. 'Cormier has a raccoon which is

absolutely tame, which he Intends to

bring to the show. This raccoon ac-

companies him from h\e home to the

postoflace in Aylmer and carries letters

and papers in his mouth, just like a

well-trained dog. He tells the story

that recently, when he and the raccoon

were on their way home, a dog rashly

attacked his companion. The coon

dropped the letters, whipped the dog

conclusively, gathered the letters to-

gether again in his mouth, and followed

hiis master as unconcernedly as if no-

thing had happened.

The fish exhibit will be most com-

plete, and one of the most pleasing fea-

tures of the show. The exhibit will

have a frontage of one hundred and

twenty feet, and will be closed in com-

pletely. The structure in which the

various tanks will be enclosed will be

after the style of log cabins in its ar-

chitecture. The tanks will be made of

French plate glass an inch thick, and
will be larger than i'.ny ever shown in

Boston. The tanks will be seven feet

long, and hold about five hundred and
fifty gallons of water. These large

tanks were selected in order to show
larger fresh water fish than have pre-

viously been shown in captivity. A
strong light, both in the daytime and
at night, will be concentrated on these

tanks, so that, aided by filtered water,
the ifieh will be shown at the very best

advantage. A complete fish hatchery,
under the supervision of the United
States Commission of Fish and Fisher-
ies, will be displayed in full operation
in front of the fish tanks, but at a
lower elevation. The Commission will

furnish trout eggs and fry for a com-
plete hatchery, showing process in dif-

ferent stages of development.

The United States Commission will

also send from their Maine Station, at

Bucksport, several hundred each of

stcelhead trout, Swiss lake trout, rain-

bow trout, brook trout and salmoh.

They will also send specimens of Al-

bino salmon, which are very rare, and
never seen in Boston before.

The New Hampshire Fish and Game
Commission will furnish several large

land-locked salmon, five to ten pounds

each; lake trout, ten to sixteen pounds;

brook trout, five to eight pounds; gold-

en or Sunapee trout, four to six pounds;

Loch Deven, or Scotch trout, four to

six pounds; rainbow trout, five to six

pounds; a number of specimens of large

pickerel and cusk, and a number of

Dubmin Pond trout, which are pecu-

liar to the waters from which they are

named. These fish from New Hamp-
shire will be taken specially for the

Srortsman's show, from Newfound

Lake, Sunapee Lake, Lake Winnepe-

saukee, and other noted waters.

Extensive plans were made for a

sale water exhibit, showing a large va-

riety of strange and rare specimens of

fish, bait owing to the fact that these

fish, during the winter months, leave

the shallow water near shore and go

out into deep water, it was impossible

to secure specimens.

Ruby glass and orange paper is eas-

ier on the eyes than ruby light alone,

and by its use the quality of the nega-

tive can be more easily determined.
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Organization of the North American Fish and

Game Protection Association

A
LARGE and representative gather-

ing met on the invitation of Hon.

S. N. Parent, Commissioner of

Lands, Forests, and Fisheries of the

Prov. of Quebec, at Montreal, Feb. 2 and
3. The basis of a new organization to

meet annually, to be known as the

North American Fish and Game Pro-

tection Association, was laid, and offi-

cers elected

The following gentlemen were among
those who attended the meeting:—

THOSE WHO WERE PRESENT.

Hon. S. N. Parent, Hon. A. T. Dunn,

Surveyor-General of New Brunswick;

D. G. Smith, Fishery Commissioner oT

New Brunswick; L. B. Knight, Chief

Came Commissioner, New Brunswick;

S. T. Bastedo, Deputy Fish Commis-

sioner for Ontario; H. S. Osier, Game
Commissioner, Ontario; Dr. J. A. Mc-

Callum, President Fish and Garr.e Com-

mission of Ontario; W. G. Parish, Ath-

ens, Ont.; James Dickson, Feneion

FaJls; John Fottier, jr., S. Hodges, bos-

ton; John W. Titcomb, St. Johnsbury,

Vt.; C. H. Wilson, Glens Falls, N.Y.;

Horace Bailey, Newburg, Vt., State

Commissioner; F. G. Butterfleld, Rock

Island, Vt.; E. T. D. Chambers, Que-

bec; H. A. Price, Asst. Gen. Passenger

Agent, I.C.R., Montreal; J. E. Walsh,

1\ W. Resseman, Ottawa and Gatineau

Railway, Qttawa; L.. O. Armstrong,

Colonization Agent, C.P.R.; Dr. T. A.

Brisson, Montreal; John MoCombie,

BoUevue Hotel, Temiskaming; J. H.

Walsh, Gen. Pass. Agt. I.C.R., Sher-

brooke. Que.; W. E. Davis, Gen. Pass,

and T.A., G.T.R., Montreal; H. R.

Charlton, Montreail; H. O. Stanley,

Chas. E. Oak, of the Fish and Game
Commission of Madne, Caribou, Me.; C.

E. E. Ussher, General Passenger Agent,

Canadian Pacific Railway, Montreal;

N. E. Cormier, Provincial Game War-

den, Aylmer; W. J. Cleghorn, Secretary

Fish and Game Protection Club, of

Quebec; Dr. W. H. Drummond, Mont-

real; Commodore W. H. Parker, Lac a

la Peohe ; C. Rankin, Hudson's Bay

Company, Mattawa; Dr. J. T, Finnie,

President Fish and Game Protection

Club, Montreal; A. G. Bourbonnais, M.

L.A., Montreal; L. Z. Joncas, Superin-

tendent Pish and Game; Rene Dupont,

of Q. & L. St. John Railway; T. W.
Craiig, Sherbrooke; T. C. Brainerd,

Treasurer Fish and Game Club; F. L.

Wanklyn. Richard White, J. B. Spar-

Ilonorable S. N. Parent,

President North American Fish and Game
Protection Association.

row, Jois. Riendeau, W. J. White, Q.C.,

Jean Tache, Montreal.

Hon. Mr. Parent then addressed the

meeting as follows:

—

HON. iS. N. PARENT'S ADDRESS.

"Gentlemen,—^Yo-u have done me the

honor, In answer to my invitation, to

leave your homes and your numerous

ocoupations to meet me here. In the

commercial metropolis of the Dominion

of Canada, which was purposely chosen

as the most central point for this Con-

vention.

"I most sincerely thank you on behalf

of the Government of the Province of

Quebec, as well as in my own behalf,

for your courtesy in coming. For my
colleagues as well as for myself, I am
happy to bid you a most 'hearty wel-

come to this city and to this Province.

"We are bound together by very close

ties and by what may almost be called

a community of interests. Many of you

are our neighbors, and we are yours.

By the States and Provinces from

which you come, the Province of Que-

bec la surrounded on every side.

"We appreciate the neighborly feel-

ings that you have ehowin in accepting

our inviitation and the readiness which

your presence implies, to discuss with

us those matters concerning the pro-

tection of game and fish in which we
are all alike Interested.

"To the Department of Ijands, For-

ests and Fisheries, of the Province of

Quebec, as well as to the public de-

partments controlling the fish and

game interesits of all your States and

Provinces, protection is one of the

burning questions of the day.

"The man who makes two blades of

gras3 grow where only one grew be-

fore, is considered a benefactor of his

race.

"You, gentlemen, some of you at

least, have game preserves and flsh

hatcheries under your control, which

have already resulted in the multiplica-

tion of game and flsh some thirty fold,

some sixty fold, and some even on-?

hundred fold.

"Not 'alone from the standpoint of

benefactors of the race, but also from

the standpoint of the material interetsts

of your respective Provinces and

States, your work for the propagation

of flsh and game is lof vast Importance.

"Beneficial as it is, however, it would

be inadequate to even maintain the ex-

isting supply, if it were not seconded

by necessary laws efficiently enforced

and applied for the protection of the

flsh and the game whose multiplication

you encourage.

"The practical extinction of the Am-

erican bison or buffalo is but one illus-

tration of the danger which threatens

all our large species of game, where a

proper and efficient system of protec-

tion ds neglected; while the millions of

dollars annuailly spent by sportsmen in

several States of the American Union,

and In almost every Province of the

Dominion 'Of Canada serve to emphasize

and to impress upon us the duty of

handing down to posterity, unimpaired,

the wealth of fi'Sh and game which has

come to us from the lavish hands of

a bountiful Providence.

"We have our own system of flsh

and game laws, and protection in each
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of the different Provinces and States

hex-* represented, but no two of them
are exactly alike.

•"The ddfferences are rendered neces-

sary by the distinction in climatic con-

itionis and other uncontrollable cir-

cumstances.

'Yet we have all experienced ths diffi-

culty that occurs at various points of

the border lines of our respective terri-

tory, when we encounter different sets

of law.s, varying- close season, and con-

Heting systems of licenses.

"It is to consider this condition of

affairs, and if possible to devise and

apply a remedy, that I have invited you

to meet here with gentleman of this

Province of Quebec, who also take a

large interest in the preservation of the

same and fish of this Province.

"And let me here convey my thanks

to these last mentioned gentlemen who
have accepted my invitation. Their

presence here to-day is a sufficient

proof and Indication of the interest

they take and of the importance they

attach to the protection of game and

fish.

'Althoug'h the Legislature is now in

sffsion at Quebec, I have left behind

my duties ais a Minister of the Crown
to meet you and welcome you here to-

day. I sincerely .regret that the pressure

of business may call me back at the old

capitai before thds convention is over,

but I can assure you that I will share

your work as long as I possibly can.

''A programme of different questions

to be discussed has been drafted, and

will be submitted to your considera-

tion. Of coUiTse you can add to it as

inch as you think proper.

"You will be asked to express your

views on the harmonizing of the flsh

and game laws of different States and

Provinces, to devise better and more
efficient methods of collecting fees, to

sugg>est better means of enforcing the

game laws, especially along the fron-

tiers of tliis Province and tlie different

states and provinces bordering on our«.

''These frontiers are clearly enough

defined, but the moose, cariboo and

deer which have not had the advantage

of securing diplomas as land surveyo:s,

go over them very easily, and are too

often fallowed by poachers, who are

always too glad to chase them.

"You will also be asked to discuss

the question of the neoessity of interest-

ing the press, both weekly and daily,

and through them of impressing upon

the people the belief that the game and

flsh are valuable assets, and that more

money can accrue to the people at large

by the strict observance of the fish

and game laws than by poaching.

"Protecting laws are very good, but

I am sincerely of opinion that the best

means of applying them is moral sua-

sion and the education of the people.

"Universal gun licenses.

"Liicense guide system.

"Limit of quantity of game to be kill-

ed.

"Limit and size of the number of fish

to be caught.

"Licensed coupons system.

"Hunting of deer with dogs.

"Dis'tributing fish from Government
hatcheries.

"Shooting of deer in the water.

"Licensing market men and game
dea.ler«.

"CoJd storage.

"Spring shooting.

"Fish culture.

"Leasing of hunting and fishing ter-

ritory.

"Encouraging the formation of fish

and game protection clubs, and many
other matters will be submitted to you
for discussion.

"On all these questions we will be hap-

py to have your views. And we are the

more anxious to get them, because we
know that all those who compose this

meeting are specialists who have do-

voted much of their time to the study

of the better means of protecting and

multiplying the game and the fish.

"I now leave you, gentlemen, to the

organization of your regular meeting«

and to the election of your officers,

and I am quite confident that much
good will -result for this Province and
for the Provinces and States which you
represent, from your deliberations on

the different q-uestione which will be

submitted to j'our consideration."

It was decided to appoint a president

and one vice-president from each of the

Provinces and States represented. The

following officers were then chosen:—

ELECTION OP OFFICERS.
Chairman—Hon. S. N. Parent.

First vice-president—G. W. Titcomb,

St. Johnsbury, Vt., Commissioner of

Fisheries, Vermont.

Second vice-president—S. T. Bastedo,

Toronto, Deputy Commissioner of Fish-

eries, Ontario.

Third vice-president—John Fottler,

jr., Boston, Mass.

Fourth vice-president—Hon. A. T.

Dunn, St. John, N.B., Surveyor-Gene-

ral, New Brunswick.

Fifth vice-president—Charles E. Oak,

Caribou, Me., Fish and Game Commis-

sion'er. Maine.

Sixth vice-president—<:;. H. Wilson,

Glens Falls, N.Y.

Joint Secretaries—L. Z. Joncas, and
Rene Dupont, Quebec, and D. J. Smith,

Fishery Commissioner for New Bruns-

wick, Chatham, N./B.

It was tlxen resolved:

HAitMONIZING OF LAWS.
"That it is the sense of this meeting

that in the general interests of fish and

game protection it is desirable to as

far as practical harmonize the game
and flsh laws of the Province and

States represented at this meeting."

Resolved

:

"That to give effect to the foregoing

resolution the Chairman be requested

to appoint a committee consisting of

two delegates from each State and Pro-

vince, with power to add to their num-

ber, to meet after this day's session a 1-

journs to consider this subject and re-

port to general meeting to-morrow

morning,"

A committee was appointed to report

at the next meeting.

PERMANENT ASSOCIATION FORM-
ED.

It was then resoaved that the asso-

ciation be permanently established, as

the "North American Fish and Game
Protection Association.'' The mover

thought the members should try to get

members from all the Provinces and

all the States in the Union. Feathered

game migrated to the South for the

winter and on their protection there

depended the sport in this country, as

v/ell so did protection here help sport

in the South.

METHODS OF ENFORCING GAME
LAW.<3.

It was the general opinion that poli-

tical interference to prevent punish-

ment of offenders paralyzed the work

of Fish and Game Protection and the

Convention then unanimously resolved:

"That this meeting believes that

the best results in enforcing

game laws cannot be gained unless

their enforcement Is altogether divorced

from politics.

"That we believe a prosecution for

infraction of fish laws should be push-

ed to a conclusion as soon as possible

in every case.

"That we strongly object to the per-

nicious practice of remission or pay-

ment by Provincial or State Govern-

ments, or their officers, of fines imposed

on offenders, or of suspended sentences

or any other device of which the intent

Is to defeat the ends of justice for any

reason, political or otherwise."

The case of Maine was instanced as

illustrative of methods of appointing

wardens. They had some years ago

hundreds of wardens, most of theni
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useless, and many disreputable char-

acters. Now they have ten men con-

stantly employed.

The State allows the Commissioners

^;25,000 a year, and with this commis-

sioners pay the expenses of the Depart-

ment, and the wardens. Some are em-

ployed by the year and some by the

day. The salaries vary according to

ability. Politics is altogether banished

from the administration of the Depart-

ment. An account of their licensed

guides' system was also given. In

Maine they had 1700 guides. Any one

who wishes to act as a guide must meet

certain requirements. They must be

temperate, hfoniest, capable and pro-

mise to obey the game laws. Any in-

fraction of these laws is punished by

one year's suspension. The guides must

report each year the number of resi-

dents they have guided during the time

they have been employed and other de-

tails. The commissioners thus collect

much valuable information as to the

amount of money brought to the State

by the protection of fish and game and

justify any demands they make on the

State for money to secure adequate

protection. The guides at first opposed

the law, but now, most of them regard

it with favor, and the law is found to

work well, and the class of guides is

becoming better.

The location of the next meeting place

was settled by a resolution as follows,

viz.:

NEXT MEETING PLACE.
"That the next meeting of the North

American Fish and Game Protection

Association be held in the City of Mon-

treal in mid-winter, subject to the call

of the honorable president, two weeks'

notice to be given to de-legates."

INTERESTING THE PRESS.
With reference to the subject of "in-

teresting the press, both dally and

weekly, in the work of protecting fish

and game," the chairman remarked

that the best means of attaining the

end they had In view was not the pass-

ing of laws, but obtaining the moral

support of the people, and this could bp

done only by interesting the press in the

subject, and by the press, the people.

The population would therefore be

brought to see how the protection of fleh

and game meant increased revenue for

the Province or State.

Thereupon the following resolution

was unanimously passed:

"Whereas, the daily and weekly press

wield great influence and is the best

means for reaching and informing the

general public in maters of current In-

terestj and -

"Whereas, it is extremely desirable to

create an universal sentiment in favor

of the enforcement of game and fish

laws, to disseminate correct informa-

tion respecting the value of fish and

game resources as a mean* of attract-

ing non-residents, and consequent large

disbursements of money among the

people, much of it in the wilder and

poorer sections, where its receipt is of

the greatest value; therefore, be it

"Resolved, That a copy of this pre-

amble and resolution, to be followed as

soon as issued by the proceedings of

this convention, be sent to every news-

paper in the States and Provinces here

represented, and that they be requested

to give the subject of fish and game in-

terests such editorial and other notice

from time to time as its great im-

portance warrants."

It was decided that the following cir-

cular be sent to the press:

"North American Fish and Game Pro-

tection Association,

Montreal, Can., February 3, 1900.

To the Press:

Gentlemen,—In giving effect to the

following resolution, we solicit your

hearty co-operation, feeling assured

that not only will your assistance ma-

terially help forward a work of real

urgency, a public necessity and of

general benefit to the community at

large, in the States and Provinces here

represented, but redound to your cre-

dit as a public-spirited institution:

(The preamble and resolution would

be printed here.)

To this circular would be attached

the names of the President, Vice-Presi-

dent and Joint-Secretaries.

The question of how the press would

bg reached was answered by the chair-

man, who announced that the Govern-

ment of Quebec Province would print

and distribute the circulars, as well as

the report of the proceedings of this

meeting.

In order that suitable material should

be furnished the press by experts to as-

sist it In educating the public it was

resolved:

"That a committee of this association,

to be called the promotion committee,

be appointed for the purpose of fur-

nishing data to and otherwise dissem-

inating through the pres?s and other

public channels of communication with

the people, information calculated to

promote particularly our protective ob-

jects."

LICENSING MARKETMEN.
The meeting then considered the

question of the imposition of a license

on market men and dealers. Some of

the members were in favor of prohibit-

ing the sale of fish and game on mar-

kets altogether. This was opposed for

the reason that many game fish, such

as salmon, were of commercial value,

and their sale could not be prohibited

in thde way. Besides, this would oper-

ate in favor of one class, and would ex-

clude many unprotected animals and

flab.

After further discussion the follow-

ing resolution was carried:

"That in view of the large destruc-

tion of game, caused by market or pot

hunters, that the convention would re-

commend the non-sale of game o^r the

restriction of same as much as possi-

ble."

LEASING HUNTING AND FISHING
RIGHTS.

The question of leasing hunting and

fishing territories caused a great deal of

discussion and was disposed of as fol-

lows:

"Whereas, the object of this conven-

tion is also to make more accessible to

sportsmen, either of this country or ut

any other country, the numerous fish-

ing and shooting territories of this Pro-

vince, it is therefore moved by Dr.

Brisson, seconded by L. O. Armstrong;

"That it would be desirable to have

on sale by the Department of Land?

and Fisheries, lots from one-half to ten

acres at ordinary conditions excepting

land clearing."

The mover explained that at present

to own property in this Province, it wat

necessary to settle upon it, clear a cer-

tain number of acres, and keep a domi-

cile there six months In the year. Now
there were lands which were situatet

on the borders of rivers and lakes, som(

of these lands were rooky and unfit foi

cultivation. These could be sold tc

parties who oould erect a summer res!

dence thereupon, and have a home o:

their own. This would not mean thej

had the exculsive use of the waters o

the lakes on whose borders they wert

established.

"Resolved, That the sense of thi:

meeting is that the best interests o

those States and Provinces which permi

leases to clubs would not be served b:

leasing their entire wild lands, but tha

a considerable portion of such territor;

should be left open for shooting an'

fishing under proper restrictions."

It was pointed out that the Provinc

of Quebec has such reserved terri

tories. The Laurentides National Pari

and the Trembling Mountain Park ar

preserves oontainlng thousands o

acres. It was proposed to eetablisl

other parks in the Metapedia Valle:
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stricts. By paying a license parties

lould be allowed to go in and kill a

ertain amount of game or take a cer-

ain quantity of fish.

ENCOURAGING PISH AND GAME
PROTECTION ASSOCIATIONS.

The next question up for considera-

ion was the encouragement of Fisli

.nd Game Protection Clubs.

It was moved and unanimously re-

olved: "That we believe the formation

f Fish and Game Protective Associa-

ions is a very desirable feature in the

nforcement of fish and game laws and
ve therefore recommend to the Goy-
rnments of our respective States and
rovinces, that every reasonable en-

ouragement be given to the formation

f such associations."

A high tribute was paid to the Fish

ni Game Protection Club of Quebec
'rovince, which rendered great assist-

nce to the Government in the enforce-

ment of the game laws. The law of

his Province allowed such an organi-

ation to prosecute offender*, and with
his club political considerations did

ol count, and offenders were punished

eg&rdless of their political leanings.

Justice was done to the Anglers' As-
ociation of Ontario, which was a ter-

ar to poachers, and the efficiency of

he Vermont Association, which was
acked by the press of the State, and
id excellent work was commented on
ei-y favorably.

UNIVERSAL GUN LICENSE.
There was a wide difference of opin-

m on the subject of universal gun li-

jense, and after much discussion the

ubject was passed without action.

LICENSED GUIDES.
The sense of the meeting on the ques-

ion of licensed guides was expressed

y the following resolution:

''That th'is meeting approve of the

[aine State licensed guides system, and
ecommend the general adoption of it

ir some modification of same, which
jhall be suited to the wants of each
jtate or Province."

JONG AND INSECTIVOROUS BIRDS.

I
The cause of the song birds and the

(isectivoroua birds beneficial to agri-

Liilture, was 'strongly championed and
le importance of these birds for the

enefit and pleasure of all pointed out.

Lnd it was unanimously

:
"Resolved, That this association is?

I favor of the absolute protection at

II seasons of song birds and insecti-

jorous birds, beneficial to agriculture,

jnd recommend legislation to tnat end

!i any Province or State where it does

|0t exist."
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LIIVEITING THE DAYS CATCH.
The question of limiting the number

of birds that may be killed in a day
and the number and size of fish taken,

caused much comment.
A resolution was passed recommenu-

ing that the proper authorities take

steps to prevent the wholesale slaughter

of young fish.

FISH CULTURE.
Fish culture was also considered and

the possibilities along artificial lines in

fish culture. The study was yet in its

infancy. As in many other things, to

gain a public sympathy the people must
be educated. The lantern slides and

lecturer were the agencies by which the

desired object might be attained. H.

O. Stanley, Maine, probably the oldest

living authority in America on lish cul-

ture, regaled his auditors with an in-

teresting relation of his many years'

experience in this field. The cultivation

of land-locked salmon, as perfected by

the speaker, was successful beyond

question. In over one hundred and fifty

lakes in the State of Maine, where ten

years previous, a catch was unknown,

splendid robust salmon could now be

got to run to fiy, four to twelve pounds

in weight. He explained in detail the

system that had resulted so successful-

ly. A member exampled the Hudson

River shad fisheries to show the bene-

ficial effect of well timed fishery regu-

lation and expert handling. In 1897,

something over $7,000 represented the

revenue from this source, while in 1895

fully 4,000,000 pounds of shad had been

taken from the Hudson fisheries.

BOUNTIES FOR WOLF SCALPS,

The association approved of bounties

for the killing of wolves and passed a

resolution to that effect. The discussion

showed that New Brunswick had no

wolves.

LICENSE COUPON SYSTEM'.

The license coupon system, which

provides for the issue of licenses with

only sufficient tags attached to cover

the number of deer which may be legal-

ly killed in a season, one of the tags to

be attached to the carcase or portion

thereof shipped, was commended, and a

resolution passed recommending its

adoption! generally.

DOGGING DEER.

There was a spirited discussion re-

garding dogs chasing deer and shooting

in the water. Those in favor of these'

practices were hopelessly in the minor-

ity, and had scarcely anything to ad-

vance in support of their preference

A resolution was passed with great ap-
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plause, disapproving of dogging deer

and shooting in the water.

TRANSPORTATION COMPANIES.
The association solicited the help of

the transportation companies and re-

solved:

"That the association request trans-

portation companies to Instruct their

agents to render any asistance to the

enforcement of the law in regard to

shipments of game and fish."

It was stated that an agent zealous

for the prevention of shipments of Ille-

gally killed game or fish, can be of

material help by reporting suspicious

cases promptly by wire to headquar-
ters and by investigating quietly and
carefully without in any sense consti

tuting himself a police officer or making
himself obnoxious to tlie public.

The essence of illegal killing for

market is ability to sell and to trans-

port and where obstacles are in the

way of transportation one avenue of

the poacher is closed. There is no

doubt the transportation companies will

co-operate heartily with the association,

for the'ir passenger traffic officers

present at this meeting are alive to the

importance of game and fish protection

and stated their intention of helping

the good work.

The subject of better methods of col-

lection of Provincial license fees was
not dealt with.

After further discussion the question

of close seasons for fish came up and
it was moved and carried that:

''As many waters have not at present

the right dates for close season for

angling, that it is the opinion of this

convention that the authorities thai

have the naming of said dates should

make more efforts to find out proper

times for close seasons."

It was decided, in view of the extent

of territory to be covered, and the mag-
nitude of the work to be done:

"That this ASiSociatiioin form itseJf

into a committee of the whole to pro-

mote membership and report to the

joint secretaries whenever a member
signifies his intention of joining."

TO DRAFT CONSTITUTION.
A committee was appointed to draft

a constitutiOTi and by-laws for the new
association.

After passage of a hearty vote of

thanks to the chairman for ^he able

manner in which he had presided and

the hospitality and courtesy with v/bich

he had treated all present, tne h.p'^t'ng

adjourned, subject to the call of the

chairman.
On the evening of February 2, all the

delegates were entertained at dinner

by the chairman, Hon. S. N. Parent.
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EACH year increases the already large

number of sportsmen who find

health and enjoyment in the forests

of Quebec, for they are sure of two

things : plenty of good trout, salmon and

bass fishing, and a delightful climate

during the summer months.

The Province of Quebec contains six

times the area of the State of Maine,

and many of the lalces and streams

have never yet been visited by sports-

men. It may be stated that the streams

and lalces literally abound in speckled

trout, from one end to the other, ex-

cepting, of course, in waters where

pilte and muskellonge are found. The

same is true of the Province of Ontario,

The common speckled trout of the

East, Salvelinus Fontainalis, needs no

description, as it is familiar to the

eye of every American fisherman. Its

qualities as a game and food fish are

of the first rank, and it has been from

the very beginning of fish culture on

this continent the pet of fisih culturists,

and how many fishermen are there to-

day who will tell you that there is but

one fish which they care for and that is

the brook trout. The brook trout seems

to grow in the Provinces of Quebec and

Ontario to perfection. The reason for

this is: the climate is such that it

never suffers from long periods of heat

or drought. The trout, like fruit, grain

and poultry can be improved by culture

in its natural state by introducing the

best forms of natural food; and it must

be borne in mind that Nature's fisb

supply in these great Provinces is not

absolutely inexhaustible, while practi-

cally so. As the number of sportsmen

increases each year those waters eas-

iest of access will be fished to the point

of exhaustion.

The fact that the largest trout are

taken in the month of September, just

before, or during the period of spawn-
ing, constantly diminishes Nature's

supply—which simply can only be sup-

plemented by artificial propagation.

I think it would be for the interest

of the railroads and hotels to co-oper-

ate with the Dominion and Provincial

Governments in establishing a perman-
ent Department of Fish Culture and
Fish Protection before the waters are

depleted, following- the adage, ''A

stitch in time saves nine."

If it had not been for the efficient

work of the Maine Fish Commission
during the last ten years, the fishing

in that State would have ceased by this

time. Their work has consisted of in-

creasing the supply of trout by arti-

ficial propagation and furnishing them
tlieii- natural food, viz.: fresh water

on a work yielding such enormous re-

turns, it is far better than nothing at

all.

As I have already stated, the condi-

tions in Quebec and Ontario are prob-

ably as perfect as can be found any-

where in the world for the brook tiout,

and for this reason the possibilities of

its improvement by culture are great-

est.

By the introduction of the best forms

of natural food (of which there is a

scarcity in the northern waters) such

as smelt, the smaller varieties of white

fish, and certain crustaceans, the trout

and salmon would in a very short time

become much im;>roved.

Quoting from a letter from the Hon.

H. O. Stanley, who had been a llsh

Kippewa Kiver Falls—An Autumn View.

smelt. Also in increasing the supply of

salmon in the lakes where they are

naturally found. Also introducing them
into something like a hundred new
l2.kes.

I am informed that up to the present

time nothing has been done by the Pro-

vince of Quebec in practical fish cul-

ture, yet thousands of dollars are re-

ceived annually by the Department of

Fisheries, for rod and line fishing alone.

The Dominion Government has done no-

thing beyond putting out small fry of

different species, while $25,000 per an-

num is the appropriation voted by the

Legislature of Maine, and while that

amount Is far too small for carrying

commissioner of Maine for twenty-. i^'it

i'ears:

''I consider it very necessary to stock

lakes with fresh wacer smelt where

you wish to introduce salmon. It is

their natural food, and to bring then

to perfection they must have smelt foi

food. I have within the last six yeait

stocked two large lakes with smelt. V

has made a great improvement in tht

condition of the salmon and also th«

trout, producing larger and fatter fisi;

than formerly. I stocked these lake;

with smelt in one year; after four year;

they appeared in large numbers,

think they come to maturity in tw(

years. The trout and salmon in botl



these lakes have improved very materi-

ally in size and fatness since the smelt

became plentiful."

What iis true of the brook trout is

true of other varieties—that is, the

solden trout or American Saibling (Sal-

;nus Alpinus Aureolus), the lake

it (Cristovomer Namycush), and
fresh water salmon or (Ouananche)

no Salar.

THE ENGLISH SPARROW
(
Continued from, last month.)

Is (it any wonder, then, th&t with snug

homes and ample provender, they did

not care to undergo the unnecessary

exertion \o.i wagjing, war with 'their;

nitghbors? Even the most inveterate

villain, under such circumstances,

would give up his course of crime.

Ou/ venerable defender of the sparrow
d<!Clares he "does not notice that within

the corporation limits (of Strathroy)

that our native birds are any less nu-
merous," but I am afraid this is on ac-

'count of his defective observation. He
isays the robins, martins, chipping spar-
rows, least flycatchers, warbling vireos,

orioles, swifts and blackbirds (surely a
formidable list!) still build their nests
and rear their young in undiminished
numbers. This we readily admit, for

who, possessed of common sense, ever
accused the sparrow of driving away
the courkgeous and able-bodied robin,

or the powerful crow blackbird, which
could kill its puny adversary by one
blow of its beak? Who ever even
thought that the sparrow could force
the aerial swift, which all day long
spins with matchless speed through the
upper air, to desert its nesting-place in
the sooty recesses of the chimnay? Of
the other six species mentioned, three
are likewise larger and stronger than
the sparrow and capable of repelling its

attacks, while the remaining three—the
shipping sparrow, least flycatcher and
warbling vireo—are birds whose man-
;ner of life does not bring them into di-

jrect competition with the sparrow In
the struggle for existence. Thus we see
jthat all, or nearly all, the birds stated
jtown are birds which, under the opera-
jtion of the "law of the survival of the
Attest," are likely to flourish for ages
to come.

But what about tOie bluebird, the
jswallow and the wren, which Mr.
Smith has so carefully excluded from
his list? These we find are the birds
which are suffering most from the in-

troduction of the sparrow. The Euro-
Ipean interloper is steadily driving them
;away from the haunts of man, and un-
iless some measure of protection is af-
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forded, it will not be long before these
most desirable birds will be found only
in remote districts, where they can
raise their young without molestation.
The sparrow possesses many of the

qualities of a typical Englishman, but,
unfortunately, it is these very qualities
that rhake him so obnoxious. He is

bold, persevering, stubborn and inde-
fatigable, and is blessed with that truly
British trait of never knowing when he
is beaten. He is an invader, a conquer-
or and a most energetic settler, and has
never been tonown to retreat from any
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The wren oan whip Mr. Cock Spar-
row dn an open flght, for it is a little

fury when angry, but it cannot endure
his persistent persecution. It will

bravely defend its nest for a few days,
but in the end always yields to the in-

vader. Happily it is much smaller than
the sparrow and can be easily protect-

ed by making the aperture to its nest

too small to admit the usurper.

Unfortunately the bluebird, being
about the some size as the sparrow,
cannot be laftorded similar protection.

The sparrows would certainly have

Where the Balsam thrives.

country which he has once entered. He
cheerfully adapts himself to any cir-

cumstances and makes the most of his

environment. Accordingly, he always

takes possession of any snug liole or

natural cavity in which to build his

nest. Usually when the sparrow first

appears lupon the scene, all such nest-

ing places are already occupied by

wrens and bluebirds, but this makes
no difference to him. With brazen au-

dacity he ejects the rightful tenants

and takes possession.

driven the wrens from our own orcha 'd,

if I had not taken peremptory measures
to prevent them. In fact, one spring

while I was away they dispossessed two
different pairs of their nests in the de-

cayed, hollow branches of the apple

trees, but by a Judicious use of the shot-

gun on my return, I soon restored the

balance of power.

These pugnacious immigrants long

ago drove the swallows from the boxes

erected for them throughout the coun-

try, and now are even forcing them
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from their retreats in the gloomy depths

of the barns. Several times I have seen

them take possession of the swallows'

nests on the beams beneath the roof.

The swallows' domicile is always warm-
ly lined with feathers, and it is only

necessary for passer domestdcus to erect

a superstructure of straw, to make it a

fit dwelling according to sparrow can-

ons.

That Mr. Smith is sincere in his pro-

fessed love for the sparrows we do not

doubt, for it is a curious feature of

human nature that affection does not

depend upon reason. That "love is

blimd" has become proverbial.

One of the reasons he gives for his

love for the bird is its cheerful notes.

True, the sparrow's notes are cheerful,

but to most people no more so than the

noisy clatter of quarrelsome street ur-

chins or the din of children beating tin

pots and pans. But, de gustibus non

dlsputandum. The Oriental savage lev-

els in the brassy clanging of tomtoms

and the shrill screeching of reed pipes,

while there are some members of tlie

higher Anglo-Saxon race who delight

in the braying of a forlorn ass, some

who discern the elements of a grand

orchestral symphony in the nocturnal

caterwauliaigs of a barnyard cat, and

others who consider the dismal groan-

ings of the hand-organ of the ianerant

beggar the divinest melody.

It is amusing to note the many in-

consistencies into which Mr. Smith fal s

in his ardor to say as much good as

possible of ills "little feathered country-

man." Iji one place 'he says of the

sparrow, "I love him for his independ-

ence and ^elf-reliance/' and in the very

next sentence declares, "He asks for

food at my back door." Surely nobody

would call la mendicant, begging at the

back door, "independent and self-reli-

ant!"

The only practical thing Mr. Smith

has said in defence of the sparrow is

that he has seen it destroy certain in-

sects and the seeds of weeds. He says

he 'has watched it by the hour carry

ing grasshoppers to its nestlings, but

if you please, Mr. Smith, this was in

the month of August, when grasshop-

pers are to be found in the greatest

numbers. During this month, as Prof.

Beal, ornithologist of the U.S. Biological

Survey, tells us, grasshoppers are so

numerous that most of our birds to a

large extent subsist upon them. You

may rest assured the sparrow is too

wise (or indolent) to go hunting lively

grasshoppers at any other season,

when other food is more easily obtained.

That the sparrow Is "an unmitigated

Uttle rascal" nobody, who has ever

studied its habits, can with truthful-

ness assert. In fact, far qpore could be

said in its favor than what Mr. Smith

has, but, though it does a limited

amount of good, there is no doubt that

it does a much greater amount of harm.

A few years ago the Department of

Agriculture at Washington appointed a

commission to investigate the life,habits

and character of the sparrow, and the

various charges preferred against it.

Reports were received from indepandenc

observers in all parts of the country.

Hundreds of sparrows were killed at

different seasons and the contents of

their stomachs carefully examined by

experts. The result was a most exhaus-

tive report, showing that the sparrow

did an immense amount of harm to ag-

riculture by destroying grain, the buds

of grapevines and fruit trees, etc. As
secondary causes for condemning the

bird, it was shown that it drove away
our native species and was offensive to

the aesthetic taste on account of litter-

ing public monuments and buildings

with filth.

Dr. T. S. Palmer, in a recent report

oin "The Dangar of Introduci.'^g Noxious
Animals and Birds," says, in reference

to the English sparrow: ''The damage
which it does in destroying fruit and

grain, in disfiguring buildings in cities

and towns and in driving away other

birds, makes it one of the worst of fea-

thered pests," and that "in Australia

it is considered second only to the rab-

bit as a pest."

This is the practical side of the ques-

tion, but for a moment let us turn again

to the sentimental. The late Frank

Bolles, in his " From Blomidon to

Smoky," has this to say:

"The English sparrow stands to me
as the feathered embodiment of those

instincts and passions which belong to

the lowest class of foreign immigrants.

The Chicago anarchist, the New York

rough, the Boston pubilist can all be

identified in his turbulent and dirty so-

ciety. He is a bird of the city, rich

in city vices, expedients and miseries.

The farmer's son who takes to drink

and the East End makes a hard Char-

acter. The sparrow, who has taken to

a similar form of existence, is equally

iespicable."

In "The Birds About Us" we find that

Dr. Abbott, in referring to the presence

pf the swallows formerly in the towns,

declares, "The imported sparrows have

changed all that, and where we once

had music, grace and direct benefits

conferred, we now have wrangling, ob-

scenity and injuries inflicted. The town

sparrow and modern municipal politici-

ans are much alike, and the world will

be bettered when both are extermin-

ated."

That the sparrow question is a seri-

ous one to the agriculturist can nq

longer be denied. Already It has receiv-

ed the attention of the legislators of

many of the States in the Union, and
in some States stringent measures have
been taken to have the sparrows re-

duced in number and their propagation

prevented. The question, however, has
not yet been definitely settled, and is

still a subject of much discussion. But
I think anyone who carefully and im-

partially considers the evidence ad-

vanced on both sides, will agree with

Mr. Fletcher Osgood, manager of the

American Society of Bird Restorers,

who recently declared that "the weight

of common sense, of real humanity and
of economics, as well as of science in

overwhelming measure, is wholly with

those who would reduce the spariow."

KicHAHD K. Nicholson

FOX HUNTING-BETWEEN
SEASONS.

Tike annual meeting of the Canadian
Hunt Olub was held in the early part

of January, in Montreal, the retiring

master, Mr. Geo. Simard, in the chair.

The reports of the master and secre-

tary were read, discussed and accepted.

The club is in a most prosperous con-

dition, both financially and numerical-

ly. The good feeling and harmony ex-

isting between the members and the

proprietors of the land over which the

former hunt was alluded to, and the

hope was expressed that this desirable

state of affairs would continue during

future seasons.

The remarks of the retiring master,

coupled with the gratifying report of

the secretary, were strong evidence of
,

what energy, perseverance and an en-
J

thusiastic love of the sport could ac- ;

complish in so short a time, as the

club is only now in its third season. Dr.

Gauthier was unanimously elected

master for the coming year, and the

choice of this gentleman to this import-

ant position by the members of the

club a.ugurs well for excellent sport

during 1900. Mr. J. B. Lamarche was

re-elected secretary, an ample proof of

the confidence of his friends. The large

membership of the club, numbering at

present considerably over a hundred,

and the enthusiasm evinced, promip*^

well for sport of a high order next au-

tumn.

At the close of the meeting the mas-

ter-elect. Dr. Gauthier, invited all the

members present to a supper at his
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r.'sidence, which was thoroughly enjoy-
f(l. Althoug^h midwinter, and many a

i
month to intervene before the sound of

I

lie huntsman's horn, the cry of "Hark
••ward!" or the mellow "giving

mie" of the pack could be heard, yet

pleasures of retrospection were in-

dulged in, and many a "run" of the

li.^t season lived over again.

• • »

Plie annual meeting of the Montreal
Hunt was held in Montreal towards the

• lul of the past month. The reports

(if the officers of the club were pressnt-

<• 1 and found in every way eatisfaclory.

'Ilio financial statement showed that a

laise sum of money had been expended
ill permanent improvements, which
placed this club on a basis second to

nMiie on the continent.

1 ijor George R. Hooper was re-e'ect-

luiater, and Mr. Frank Meighen hon.

tary. This :lub vas established in

. and now for the first time owns
..r- ground and buildings, and is per-

haps in a more Nourishing condition

financially than it has ever been since

its inception. Everything in connection

rt ith this club points to a prosperous

ire. Although the autumn months

the only ones when hunting is pos-

- !.u^ in this country, still the beautiful

' hilj house is a favorite resort through

the whole twelve. All through the gay

winter season, when the city is given

up to the enjoyment of social life, the

more stately functions in the town

houses are agreeably varied with many
of less formality held at the Kennels.

Since the beginning of the year there

have been held fortnightly so-called

"Sing Songs," a name suggestive of

pleasant musical afternoons, as well as

other delightful diversions. It is whis-

pered that a considerable sum of

money is to be expended in adding to

the capacity of the building, which will

increase its accommodation for still

more extensive social entertainment.

The list of members now number 150,

with a large ''waiting list."

Calendars.

The Harrington & Richardson Arms
Company's 1900 edition shows a small

enigraved picture of a sportsman and

his dog below a picture of two dogs

!
posed gracefully.

j

The Marlin Firearms Company's is-

isue for 1900 is small and neat and the

shooting scene tasteful.

AT THE KENNELS ^
Conducted by D. Taylor

l^imiffrrFF;;;^

The New England Sportsman is now
known as the National Sportsman, the

fir.'^t issue under its new name appear-
ins: in January.

A
Large number of the members of

the Canine Association listened to

a discourse on the fox terrier by
Mr. James Lindsay, in the Natura

History Society's hall, on Thursday eve.,

rth inst. The lecture was very inter-

esting, from the fact that several very
nice specimens were on exhibition, and
their points fully exemplified. Mr.
Lindisay stated that for forty years
back the popularity of the fox terrier,

especially in England, had .been con-
stantly on the increase, and it was hard
to find an Englishman settled in any
country in the world without being ac-
companied by one of the breed. He
was proud of the fact that Canada pos-
sessed in Champion Norfolk Veracity
one of the best dogs living, and the
sire of champion dogs, both in this

country and England. He was much in

favor of the dog that could hold its

own with anything it ran up against,

and although opposed to all forms of

cruelty, he pinned his faith in the one
that did not turn tail to a badger as

the best companion to have. Amongst
the best

. known breeders of the fox

terrier in Canada to-day were Messrs.

G. H. Gooderham, A. A. Macdonald.
W. P. Fraser, George Bell, R. Gibson
fprobably the oldest), and others. The
most prominent fox terriersi in the

world to-day were: In England—Chs.

D'Orsay, Valuator. True; in the United

States—Chs. Claude Duval, Go Bang.

Claudion, Vibo: in Canada—Chs. Nor-

folk Veracity, Norfolk Victorious, End-
cliflfe Banker, and others. Mr. Lindsay

described the "character" of the fox

terrier as follows: The skull should be

flat and moderately narrow, gradually

decreasing in width to the eyes; not

much "stop" should be apparent, but

there should be more dip in the profile

between the forehead and the top jaw

than is seen in the greyhound; cheeks

not full. The ears should be V-shaped

and small, of moderate thickness, and

dropping forward close to the cheek.

The jaw (upper and under) should be

strong and muscular and of fair pun-

ishing length; not much falling away
below the eyes, but moderately chis-

elled out so as not to go down in a

straight line like a wedge. The nose,

towards which the itiuzzle must gradu-

ally taper, should be black; the eyes
dark in color, small and rather deep
set, full of fire, life and intelligence, as
nearly ag possible circular in shape;
the teeth should be level, the upper on
outside of the Qower. Neck and shoul-
ders should be clean and sloping, fine

at the points; chest deep and not
broad; back short, straight and strong.

Legs must be straight and strong with
no appearance of angle in front; feet

round and compact, toes arched, soles

hard and tough. Coat should be
straight, flat, smooth, hard, dense and
abundant. Color—White should pre-

dominate; brindle, red or liver mark-
ings are objectionable. A dog should

scale from 18 to 20 pounds.

Messrs. J. A. Pitt and A. Smith also

spoke on the subject, and several que.s-

tions were asiked and satisfactorily an-

swered, after which the meeting ad-

journed with votes of thanks to Mr.

Lindsay and the chairman.

The next meeting will be held about

the same date in March and the mem-
bers are invited to bring their friends

along with them.

* » «

The Montreal Canine Association has

finally decided to hold its first bench

show the setfond week of May, the

dates selected being 9th, 10th and 11th.

The Arena has been secured on very

favorable terms, and we are certain

that the committee, the majority of

whom have had previous experience,

will devote all their energies to mak-
ing tihe exhibition worthy of Montreal

and an attraction to all lovers of the

canine race. The officials are now in

communication with several gentlemen

relative to judging the various classes,

and they expect very shortly to be able

to give the names of three experts who
will command alike the confidence of

dog fanciers and give assurance to the

public that merit along will count. Mr.

Alex. Smith ("Auchcairnie") has been

named as superintendent, a position to

which hig past experience and well-

known knowledge of the dog justly en-

titles him, and which he will fill, w<>

have no hesitation in saying, to the

entire satisfaction of all concerned. In

securing the Arena for the coming show

the committee have wisely considered
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the comfort of the spectators as well as

of tihe exhibitors. There is ample room

in the building for a much larger ex-

hibit than the committee expect for

their first venture, and the benching

will be so arranged that a very large

crowd can be accommodated without

inconvenience. It is intended, we un-

derstand, after paying expenses, to de-

vote a large portion of the receipts to

some charitabl'e object or to the local

patriotic fund, either of which should,

apart from the attraction of th? exhibi-

tion ItseQf, enlist the sympathies of th?

public.
* • •

Mr. C. B. MaAllIs.ter, of th- I.-\\itp\

Collie Kennels, Peterhorou^'h, has made

two purchases in the Old Country

worthy of note. The rough c-'llie bit^h,

Highborn Lady, arrived at the T^aurel

Oollie Kennelg on January !«. very

heavy in -whelp to Champ. W-1'esboum^

Conqueror. Lady is a very exc^^Hent

bitch, sired by Champ. Barwell Master-

piece, dam Portington Beatrice, by

Champ. Portington Bar None, ex Port-

ington Beauty, by Champ. Metchley

"Wonder. Mr. McAllister purchased her

from Mr. J. Harry Legg, of Cirences-

ter, England. His other purchase was

a beautiful gold sable and white bitch,

Lulu, from Mr. H. Herbert Jones, of

Wellesboiirne. She is sired by Bdgbas-

ton Criterion, dam Warstock Bess. She

is a litter sister of Billesley Beau Ideal,

and the dam of Barwell Brilliant, an

excellent pup, sold for 200 pounds re-

cently in England. She is coming to

this country in whelp to Champ. More-

ton Coroner. She left London by steam-

ship Manitou, on Thursday, January 11.

* * *

The condtictor of this department has

an enquiry from a gentleman for a

weai-bred cocker spaniel. Those hav-

ing such to dispose of please commu-

nicate, or, better still, let the public

know by advertising in the columns of

Rod and Gun.
» in •

Under the caption of "Notes to Nov-

ices," Our Dogs (Manchester, Eng.),

gives some sound advice to amateur

breedeiis, from which we give the fol-

lowing extracts:

"Every fancier of the larger breeds

of dogs knows how important it is that

the limbs should grow strong, especially

in the case of the St. Bernard, which

is a heavy-bodied dog, and stands upon

fairly long legs, which in consequence

have considerable strain upon them.

Young dogs often develop a body so

rapidly that their bodily weight exceeds

the power of their legs to carry it, and

hence we see dogs with mis-shapen
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limbs. The only thing that can be done

to prevent this is to see that puppies

are carefully dieted upon bone-forming

food, and no harm whatever can be

done by giving occasional doses of cod

liver oil, with hypophosphites, because

the lime and phosphorus which . that

contains will go at once toward the

necessary deposit of solid bone. The

bones of a young puppy of course are

merely gristle; gradually this sets into

something more solid, but the process is

gradual, and so a growing puppy needs

to have bone-forming food in small

quantities regularly, so that the system

can always assimilate iust as much a?

it requires for Nature's purposes. When
once a puppy's legs begin to bend in

either direction, unless prompt meas-

ures are taken the curvature will be-

come permanent, since every day means
a little more solidity in the bones;

There are instances, we think, in wh'ch

the limbs can be kept straight by some
such support as a splint would give.

The objection to this is, of course, that

it will impede the movements of the

animal; but it will be found in experi-

ence probably that it is only necessary

for that to be worn for short intervals

at a time, the Idea being to prevent

the bone from becoming set in a wrong
position. Another good thing for grow-

ing bone in puppies is Parrisih's Chem-
ical Food, which contains phosphates

of Iron, soda, lime, etc., all of whic'i

are necessary for building up the frame.

Another very important thing is to see

that the animals have plenty of exer-

cise. It is a mistake to keep puppies

too closely confined—In fact, con fine

-

m.ent is one of the causes through

which the body grows large and fat

and outstrips the growth of the limbs.

Let young dogs, therefore, have all the

exercise possible, and if any of them
show signs of leg weakness, treat them

as we have suggested, by giving plenty

of bones to gnaw and by administering,

at least once a day, either a little chem-

ical food or a capsule of cod liver oil

emulsion with hypophosphites.

"Many cases of distemper which

come under our notice are complicated

and present several different symptoms,

all of which, taken individually, would

appear to need separate treatment. By
way of example, we may instance the

ca.se of a dog which during distemper

had a bad cougb, an eruption of the

skin and diarrhoea, and is known at

the same time to be suffering from

worms. Now, if you take any one of

these four ailments you will recognize

that there are special lines of treat-

ment for it if It occurs alone. How,
then, will it be possible to deal with

four different ailments, the symptoms
of which are present in one subject?

The medicines necessary for the ex-

pulsion of worms would probably ag-

gravate diarrhoea; and the syrup usu-

ally prescribed for a cough would, if

anything, still more excite and heat

the blood which is already trying to

get rid of its troubles through the

skin. All this is very true, but if we

come to look closely into it we shall

see that whenever a collection of ail-

ments appears there is more or les.i

connection between them. In the case

under consideration, the safest plan

would be to treat for the worms, trust-

ing that their removal would aJlay the

Intestinal irritation from which diar-

rhoea takes its origin; and to follow

this by a course of tonic treatment for

the blood, which would probably indi-

rectly relieve the cough.

* • a

''A great many fanciers, possibly the

majority of them, seem quite unable to

realize that the best method of treating

a skin complaint, such as eczema or

blotch, consists in giving an Internal

medicine. They try all sorts of oint-

ments and lotions to check the erup-

tion, but they fail to see that an inter-

nal medicine, which possibly for a time

intensifies the eruption, is really the

mere beneficial in proportion, as it ex-

pels from the blood the impurities with

which it has become laden. Iron ifi

the greatest of blood tonics, and may

be given either in the form of citrate,

or as carbonate, or as sulphate. If the

carbonate be given we should recom-

mend that form of it known as 'saccha-

rated,' which is reputed to be more

active in its effects. Anyway, iron is

the right thing to give, and as regards

a lotion or an ointment, these are very

well if iised to supplement a tonic; bill

they cannot take Its place entirely, anc

unless some such tonic is given the

tendency of external applications is tci

stop the eruption, thus frustrating th(

efforts of Nature to throw off ill-humoi

from the system.

• • «

"Many dogs suffer from eczema tt

such an extent as to render the idea o

a permanent cuire almost a forlori

hope. Such cases, as may be expected

are mostly of an hereditary nature!

and it really is diflScult to know wha s

to do with some of them, for after be

ing to all appearances cured, and afte

remaining so for some time, they breal^

out lafresh as bad as ever. When Wj

have a dog of this kind to deal withi

I
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ve always regrard the probablMty of a
ecurrence as a matter of certainty, ani

I our treatment accordingly. The
iial should have, whenever neoes-

.1 y, a dose of aperient medicine, than
\liich nothing is better than ordinary
^psom Salt—a most useful and far too
itie appreciated Icennei remedy. He
should be protected as far as possible
rum sudden changes of temperature,
tnd he should be dieted as carefully
\ hen he is well sua when he is ill. Some
111 thorities recommend a raw meat diet
<u' dogs troubled with skin complaint.
^"01- our own part we are more inclined
.) recommend a brown bread diet,

vhich is certainly far less heating to

!i ' system than the majority of the
1'il; -cakes of commerce, and we hav.e
'iin-^elves found it to be a most excel-
tiii, food for keeping dogs in good con-
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Coming Dog Shows.
i'he following judges have been se-

i by the Westminster Kennel Club
10 twenty-fourth annual dog show,
held in Madison Square Garden,

N' A York, February 20, 21, 22 and 23:
Miss A. H. Whitney, Lancaster,

^lass., St. Bernards and Newfound-
an is; James A. Lawrence, Columbus,
>lio. Great Danes; R. Fonsythe Little,
v.. New York, Russian wolfhounds
LHd greyhounds; Major J. M. Taylor,
iutherford, N.J., foxhounds, pointers^
etters and Chesapeake Bay dogs; Jas.
^uokwell, Woodstock, Ont., Irish water
spaniels. Clumber, field and cocker
baniele; Charles D. Bernheimer, New
jfork, poodles; Buckley Wells, Boston,
iviiuss., Boston terriers; E. D. Faulkner,
N'ew York, French bulldogs; A. J.
'urinton, Watertown, Conn., beagles;
-. P. C. Astley, Southport, England,
Inastiffs, bloodhounds, deerhounds, re-
irievers, collies, old English sheepdogs,
palmatians, all terriers except Boston
jerriens, dachshunds, pugs, Pomeran-
kne, toy spaniels and miscellaneoiis.
!
The premium list shows cash prizes

amounting to nearly $8,000, and th<e
I'arious specialty clubs have also do-
nated valuable special price. The cash
brizes are $20, $10 and $5 in the open
Masses, $15, $10 and $5 in novice and
limit classes, and $10, $5 and medal in
jhe puppy classes, for St. Bernards,
tnd in other breeds the prizes are very
iberal. In the setter and pointer classes
;he prizes are practically the same as
in St. Bernards, except that the novice
,lass prizes are $10, $5 and medal. A
ield trial class is provided in pointers
nd for setters, the regular prizes be-
ng $15, $10 and $5. Team classes are
Iso provided, for best exhibit of four,

in the principal breeds. Mr. James
jlortimer is the superintendent.

The Mascoutah Kennel Club's tenth
-rnual show will be held in Chicago
larch 7 to 10, inclusive. Entries close
i'ebruary 21. Among the judges is the
reat English dog authority, Mt. Theo.
larples, editor of that brigrht doggy
'aper. Our Dogis.

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY
Conducted by Eosibus Jaxson II

SOME FLASH-LIGHT WORK.
STANDING one day at the door of a

blacksmith shop, I was struck by
th6 light and shade effects produced
by the glow of the forge over the men

and their surroundings, and had an idea
that I might get a very good photo-
gram with Rembrandt lighting.

The first negatives were not a suc-
cess, either as negatives or pictures. I

used a fairly speedy lens, large open-
ing and Cramer crown plates.

I exposed for twenty-flve seconds
and then flashed a small charge of

magnesium directly over my camera
to obtain more detail in the fcriground.
The result was certainly surprising -

plenty of detail in front and none be-

hind, where I most wanted it.

Th,en I tried another scheme. I

placed my camera so that the brick

chimney of the forge fell directly be-

tween the flame and my lens, and so

that the glow would still light up the

faces of the men at the anvils and bel-

lows. I used the same lens and open-

ing, but instead of the Cramer crown
plate as before I tried Cramer's me-
dium speed othocromatic plate, backed
with lampblack, and used a charge of

flash powder just twice the size re-

commended for an ordinary room.

'After posing- the flgures (I had a

friend, who was with me, manipulate

the instrument) I went round behind

the chimney, so as not to appear in

the picture, and threw my charge of

powder, wrapped in ipaper, into the

blaze, hoping to get the same effect as

the light streaming from the forge

would give.

In the dark room I used a pyro-metal

developer, as follows:

I.

57 oz. pure water.
2 1-2 oz. sulphite soda crystals.

1 oz. metal.

IL

57 oz. pure water.

2 1-2 oz. sulphite soda crystals.

1-4 oz. pyrogallic acid.

III.

57 oz. pure water.

2 1-2 oz. carbonate potassium.
To develop take:

3 oz. pure water.

1 oz. No. I.

1 oz. No. 11.

1 02. No. III.

This developer, I find, to be admir-
able for snapshots and ahort exposure
work, thoug;h I would always advise
that in preference to trying it, a work-
er should keep to something to which
he is accustomed, and the chances are
that though it may not be quite so
well suited to this particular kind of
work, his knowledge of it will obtain
for him far better results. But the
negative produced by its use is little
short of Ideal, and In this case was
really excellent. The foreground, while
greatly in the shadow, abounded in de-
tail, such as old hammers, irons, etc.,
and the lig-hting of the men's faces was
excellent, but left plenty of detail in
the side of them away from the blaze.

CANADIAN COPYRIGHT.
BERTWYN HETHEREL

I have made many equiries among
professional photographers, and found
that as a general rule the first step in
proceeding to obtain registration of
coryright, has been a formal applica-
tion to the officers at Ottawa. These
ofl=icers send by mail an extract of the
Copyright Act with a written intima-
tion thereon "For Application, see
Form X, Opage 30) ; Fee, $1.50, including
certificate."

This is, to say the least of it, mis-
leading to most men, who naturally
enough deem it incumbent on them to
send this $1.50 together with their ap-
plication and two copies of their pho-
togram.

This is not so; all that is really nec-
essary is to send twio prints, together
with a money order for $1.00, and a
written application, as follows, address-
ed to ''The Minister of Agriculture,

Copyright Department, Ottawa.' I,

, domiciled in Canada, in the

town of , Province of ,

hereby declare that I am the proprie-

tor of the photogram called ,

and that the said photogram has been

published in Canada by , in the

town of , Province of ,

and hereby request the registration of

the same, and for that purpose here-

with forward the fee required by "The

Copyright Act," together with two cop-

ies of the photogram. In testimony

I
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thereof I have signed in the presence graph, for the same reason that one

of the two undersigned witnesses at eays telegram and telegraph—one the

the place and date hereunder men- noun, the other the verb. This has

tionftd. been strongly advocated for a num-

,„, , J 4. ^ ber of years by some of the leading
(Place and date)

photographers, althoiigh they have
Signature of Prop ^^.^^ ^^^.^^ ^^^gte^ i^y t^eir contem-

I poraries. In January, '94, when Mr.
Signature of two Wit.

| o.j-rr7--.i^,^.^
I

Snowden Ward started hi,s new maga-
zine in England ,he made a very strong

The application m,ust be written on
^^^^,^ ^^ ^^.^ platform by naming it

one side of a sheet of foolscap paper ^-^^ 'photogram." Henceforth we in-

and enclosed in a sealed envelope. It
^.^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^_ Within the last

is unnecessary to pay postage on such ^.^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^ partnership with
oommuhication. The Minister sends a

formal receipt for the money, and a

notice to the effect that the photogram

has been duly registered together with"

the number of the page and book in

which, the entry is recorded.

The registration of copyright will be

no protection unless notice be inserted

upon each copy of the photogram to

this effect: "Entered according to Act

of the Parliament of Canada, In tlie

year ...., by , at the Depart-

ment of Asrriculture."

By following these simple instruc-

tions photographers may secure regis-

tration of copyright at a cost of $1.00

instead of $1.50; but even $1.00 is an

exorbitant charge and one that snould

be speedily reduced to that of 25 cents,

as charged in England.—'Oanadian Pho-

tographic Journal.

Though the above article on Canadian

copyright came out several years ago

the instructions contained In it are still

suitable for any photographer desiring

to copyright his work. The part of it

to which I particularly wish to draw

attention is *the para-graph beg'inning

"The .registration—," which deals with m--i 1 ht ,

, , ^ ^ Our M id-day Meal
the point that on each photogram have ' *

to be printed twenty-one words, or, in

other words, every work of art that is ^r. Tennant, of New York, has started

to be copyrighted must first be defacad. another magazine called The Photo-

Now, I think, and every right-mind- Miniture, each number of which deals

ed photographer must agree with me, exclusively with one particular branch

that this is a burning injustice. In of the art. It bids fair to become a

the case of a painting, the signature great favorite with the professionals.

of the artist is deemed sufficient to • * •

establish his sole right to reproduce for The photographers of Great Britain

sale to the public, yet on a photogram have formed a copyright union for the

—generally many times smaller—must protection of their workis from the

be printed twenty-one words. wholesale piracy that has been going

Surely something might be done on for many past years. Members of

whereby the photographer's name the union agree to accept a minimum
would have the same effect. Regard- fee of half a guinea for the minimum
ing the cost of copyrighting, we, no reproduction and size of their photo-

doubt, all agree with Mr. Hetherel that grams used by newspapers. Users of

25 cents is enough for any photogram. the copyright picture will have to pay
• * * according to the size of the reproduc-

tion, and the use of the block will be

confined to the paper for illustrating

purposes.

A MODERN CAMERA.
There will probably always remain

with the sportsman photographer a de-

sire to photOigraph his game in its nar

live lair—if he is an angler, to prove

his lies afterward—and of all the hun-

dred and one hand cameras recently

placed on the market, the best for thia

purpose is probably the one that goes

under the name of the "Twin Lens,"

though why that name should apply tn

it any more than to a stereoscopic in-

strument, I fail to understand.

It is practically a double cam' 11.

It will be noticed that in Bertwyn

Hetherel's article he constantly uses

the word photogram instead of photo-

having a pair of matched lenses placed

one above the other, the upper reflect-

ing- the image on a ground glass on

top of the camera, the exact size it

will appear in the finished picture. The

lower lensj to which the shutter is fil-

ed, makes the impressiion on the plate

or film. The top of the camera is fit-

ted with a side-closed, focussing hood,

which enables the operator to focus

very sharply. It has rack and pinion

focussing device; the front may be

racked out quite a distance in order

to use long-focus lenses. When not in

use the front racks in, making a very
compact camera.
The manufacturers have greatly re-

duced the cost, by matching a cheaper
focussing lense exactly to the higtli

grade lens, which brings ''twin lens"

cameras within reach o*f all.

The outside dimensions of a 4x5,

when closed, are 7 5-8x8 1-2 x 6 7-8.

I
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'111- cameras are made by several com-
ar.ies, among whom are the Folmer &
•iiwing Manufacturing Company, of

ii Mi-oadway, New York, and the Mon-
;iiik Camera Company. The adver-
is inent of Mr. Stark, agent for Mon-
aiik cameras, will be found in the ad-

' rising columns of Rod and Gun.
* * •

e Is the way to make magic pho-
phs: Make a print on albumen

;>;> r in the usual way, fix and wash
hcioughly, without toning; immense
li. print in a saturated solution of
ichloride of mercury until the image
i.^appears; wash and dry.
To make the Invisible image appear,
lai.' the picture in contact with a
loistened piece of blotting paper, pre-
inu:sly soaked in a saturated solution
r hypo-soda, when tJie image will re-
PPfur with all its pristine vigor, as if

y mag-ic. Try it.

• « «
Th,- kallitype process of printing is

iiy simple and .makes a beautiful
rim. The paper (I prefer rough-sur-
i' • drawing paper) is coated with the

sing: Slodium ferric chloride, 6
ins; water, 2 1-2 oz. Dry the paper
[y, but do not apply direct heat.
until the deeper shadows of the
i\e show. To develop, immerse

! int in a one and a half per cent.m of nitrate of silver, slightly
ltd with nitric acid. The picture

: "velop brilliantly and full of de-
Xo fixing necessary, only wash
e water. If the print is yellow

1, it may be wasihed clean with
per cent, solution of oxalic acid.

are recently in receipt of a neat
'nooklet entitled "New Pointers,"

i by George E. Mellen, "expert,"
la •s Building, Chicago. The book not

nly fontains full instructions for be-
iin-rs and several pages ruled for
"ims- exposures, but also has a long
li' !•> descriptive of Panoramic Pho-

I'hy, with an ordinary 4x5 cam-
iiitable for more advanced mem-
r the craft. At 15 cents, it should
a. tremendous sale.

' grains of pyrogallic acid will
allac to kill a dog. Label it poison.

Correspondence

.

'iTiespondence should be addressed
> i; >x 651, Sarnia, Ont.
U.iLW.—Cameos are photograms to
liich, by .means of dies and press, a
'.ight convexity is given, of differing
liailfs> YoiU have probably fogged
our plates by neglecting to draw out
'ic slide of your plateholder perfectly

' 'ht or by putting it in, one corner

ion, Ont.—Thank you for your
Ksnes of success. Metal will allow a
horter exposure than any other de-
eloper. Any dealer can supply you.

I

George O.—"WTiile the single toner
jianufactured for aristo platino paper
15 all right, I think you will get more
etail in white draperies by tihe use of
ie separate baths. Yes, aristo single
jner is permanent.
jX.Y.Z.—The print you enclose is very
food. You could not have got much
mrr. detail in your shadows. You
'I'laM dust your negatives better.

GRAND CANADIAN
HANDICAP.

Tlie 10th annual tournament and grand
Canadian handicap of the Hamdlton Gun
Clu'b was held on the club grounds, Ham-
ilton, Ont., on Januarj' lOfh, ITth, 18th
and 19th, and as u.sual proved to be a grand
success. The Hamilton shoot has for years
been the most Important trap shooting event
in Canada, in fact. I am sori-y to have to

say it is, and has been the only tournament
of national importance we have had in Can-
ada. The sp'Oiitsanen of other prominent
cities in Canada may be -dead or only sleep-

ing, ibut contain it is none of them have
so far been able to give us anything equal
in importance to the Hamilton shoot.

I am glad to note, therefore, that thi.^

year the effoi-ts of the Hamilton Gun Club
have been even more successful than for-

merly. The club did a wise thing in bar-

ring manufacturers agents and paid experts
from participation in any of the prize

money except one minor live-ibird event.
The effect was the most desirable one, of

drawing out Canadian aimatem- talent and
these gave a good account of themselves
as shown by the scores of two Canadians,
.7. Stroud, Hamilton, and J. E. Caution.
Clinton, who tied with C. A. Young, Spring-

field, Ohio, one of the best shots in Ameri-
ca, with a straight score in the big handi-

cap events. I believe if the club con-

tinues its present i>oUey that another year

it will see the largest gathering of ama-
teurs that It has ever had on its grounds.

Among the shooters present were C. A.

Young, Springfield, Ohio; J. Stroud, Ham-
ilton: .T. E. Cantelon, Clinton, Ont.; "W.

Stroud. M. Reardon, H. Graham, Hamil-
ton: G. W. Price, St. Thomas; W. J.

Sully, Buffalo; J. E. Wilson, Hamilton:
M. E. Fletcher, Hamilton: A. Peart, Bur-

lington; F. Diltrj', Dunnville; S. D. Fair-

hairn, Minnedosa; D. Girard, Windsor; Geo.

Harwood, Woodstock; H. Kirkover, jr., Fro-

donia, N.Y.; W. Wheeler, Buffalo; Geo.

Iteid, Dunnville; A. King, Hamilton, D.
Miller, Woodstock; H. D. Bates. Rldgo-

town; J. Oline, Hamilton; Thos. Donly, St.

Thoimas; C. Crew, Toronto: R. D. Emslie,

i^t. Thomas; L. NoitIs, Buffalo.

In the big event the straight scores won
.$91.65 each, the six ties at 19 pigeons each

winning $38.35 each.

THE SCORE.
Grand Canadian handicap. ?G00 guaran-

teed, 20 pigeons-
Yards. Score.

C. A. Young 32 20
.T. Stroud 28 20

J. E. Cantelon 28 20

W. Stroud 28 19

M. Reardon, 29 19

"Tvro"' St. Thomas 28 19
H." Graham. . . . 28 19
G. W. Price.. 28 19
W. J. Sully 27 19

.7. B. Wilson 28 18

M. E. Pletclier. 28 18
"Foxie," Buffalo 28 18

A. Peart 29 18
"Blake," Chicago 29 18
t'- I>iltiT 26 18
"3.33," Buffalo 28 17
"Trego," Buffalo 28 17
S. D. Fairbairn 27 17
D. Girard 27 17
Geo. Harwood .... 26 17
H. Kirkover Jr .'. ,8i 17W. Wheeler 30 17
Geo. Reld 27 17
J . Crooks

'

'

28 16
"Stine," Buffalo 28 16
A. Ring 29 16

• D. Millar 29 l"
D. Bates 30 n
•T. Cline •, 28 14
:^. Donly r: it It
C. Crew 98 14
R. D. Emslie '. 28 13
L. Norris 28 13

Second event. 20 singles, .$2 entrance,
hve moneys-
Blake, 20; Fainbairn, 18, Graham, 18-

YoTinig, 17; Kirkover, 16; "Foxie," 16 •

Nornis, 15; Relneoke, 15: C. Reid 15-
"Stlne," 14; Price, 14; D. James, 14;

j'

Crooks, 13; Pan-American, 13; Lewis 12-
"333," 11 ; "Trego," 10; Jones, 7; Stuart,'

First extra, siweepstake, 10 bio-ds, $1 en-

Blake, 8; "Stine," 8; Fairhailrn, 8; G.
P.eld 8: Price. S- "Tregrr." 7; Peart. 7;
ICnoxson, 7: Nornis. 7; Andrews, 7; T n'Wis, 7- C. E. Lewis, 7; T. Relneeke, 6iH. Graham, 6; H. Jones, 6.

Third evenit, .$50 guaranteed, 20 sinclles
.$2 entrance—

NorriiS, 19: Price, 18; Wilson, 18 •

Grahcini. 17 ; "Pan-Amerioam," 17 :

"Blake." 17 ; Kirkover, 16: "Foxie,"
16 ; C. A. Young. 16 ; J. Crook's,
16; Relneeke. 15; "Stine," 15; Crew. 15-
B. B,roiwa, 14: "333," 13; D. James" Miller.'
12; Thomas, 12; "Ben It," 12; "Trego"
11; G. Ueld. 11: "49," 11; Reardon, llf H.
.7ones, 10; Prudhomime, 8:

Fourth event, 20 singles, $2 entrance—
C. A. Young, 19; "Blake," 18: Kirkover,

17; Failrbairn, 17; "333," 16: "Foxiie," 16:
Graham, 16; "Pan-Ameiucan," 15; "Trego,"
15; Reinecke, 15; Norris, 14; Edwards, 14;
G. Reiid. 13: Cantelon, 13; "Stine," 12-
Crew, 12; Wilson, 11; "Forty-nine," 10.

Fifth evenit, $50 guaranteed, 20 slnigles,
^2 entrance—
Kij-kover, 20; "Trego," 19: C. A. Young,

r7; D. James, 17; "Stine," 16; Wilson,
16; NorrLs, 15; "3.''.3." 15; Price, 15; Crane,
15; WheCer, 15, "Pan-American." 14; Rel-
neeke, 13; "Foxie," 1:3; C. B. Lewis, 13:
"Blake," 12: Crew, 12; "Flfty-^flve," 12;
Fair1>ailm, 12; Knoxson, 12; G. Reid, 10:
H. Jones. 10; Edward.s, 8; Graham, 7

;

Thoinas, 7; "Ben It," 6.

Sixth event, 20 singles, $2 entrance—
"Foxie." 19; C. A. Young. 18: Crew, 18:

Kirkover, 17: Blake, 16; "Pan-American,"
16. Norris. 15: "Sitine." 15; D. James. 14;
"Trego," 13; "333." 13: Fairbairn, 13; H.
Graham, 12; Cantelon, 12.

Sevembh event. $100 guaraniteed, 10
Diswms-
"Fox'e." 10; Kirkover. 9: Blake, 9. Ems-

lie. .': Norris, 7. iieid. 7: Donley. 6; Pearl.
6: Cantellon. 0: Fairbairn. 9; Young, 9;
AVMson. 8: J. Cr<jok«. 8; Diltry 7: Stuart,
0: J. Stroud, 10: Graham. 9; Bates. 9:

"Bowder," 9; FlAfoher, 9: Price. 8: "333."
.S; Rotbliis. 7; We^tbrook, 7: W. Strond.
7: "Tyro," 6: Hughe:^, 9; Miller. 9: Sully,
7: Crew. 6.
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Eig'hth event, 20 singles, $2.50 entrance—

Ymniff, ]9; Blake, 17; Klrkover,16; Norris,

14; "Trego," 14: "Foxie," 10; "Stine," 8:

S-tuart, 7; Robins, 5; Bailey, 3.

Xlntli event, $30 guaJauteed, 20 singles,

f^2.'i0 entrance

—

Thm. N. Lewis. 15; Nooris, 14; "Trego,"
14; '^Sltine," 14; Wheeler, 14; Klrkover.l.T;

Young, 13; Wilson, 12; Cllne, 12; G. Reld,
11: "Tvm," 11; Price, 11; "Foxie," 11;
-.i'AS." 11: Gen. Grant, 11; G. James, 10;

(irahwann. 9: Cantelon, 9; Blake, 9; "Ben
It." 8: ('. K. Lewis. 8: "Mioor," 7; "Fifty-
tive," 7: Kiuslie. 7: "Pan-American," 7;

\V,-M]nM.k. 7: Cut Cliffe, 6; Pearl, 5; W. •

SiuitJi. .">.

Tenth event, 20 singles. $2 entrance—
Kirkover 17, Young 17, Blake 16, Norris

'."». "Trego" 15, Fairbairn 15, Andrews 14,

Westbrook 12, Brown 12. Robins 11, D.
HugOies 11, Edwards 10, Crew 8. Stuart G,

"Stlne" 5.

Miss and out, live birds, $2 entrance—

"Foxie" 8. Dick 8. Fetcher 8. J. Stroud
S. Price 8. divided, $4..^0 each; Wl'eeler 7.

Blake fi. Kirkover 4, "Tyro" 3. Field ::.

Fairbairn 3. Reid 3. Wilson 2. "Moor" 1.

Stuart 0. W. Stroud 0, "333" 0, Parker 0.

l':msiie 0. Young 0.

Eleventh event, $50 guaranteed, 20 sin-

:.'les, entrance $2.50—

Young 19, "Stine" 18, "Tyro" 18. Fair-

l)ii?ni 17, Reid 17. Robins 17. J. Crooks 17.

"Foxie" 16. Kirkover 16. Westbrook 16.

Lewis 16. "Trego" 15. Grahftm l-'J. Cu(-

cliflfe 14. Price 14. Wilson 13. "333" 13.

"Ben It" 13. Bmslle 13, Fick 12, T. Smith
9.

Twelfth event, sweepstake, 20 singles,

entrance $2—
Young 19. "Trego" 18. Westbrook IS.

"Foxie" 18. Wilson 18. Cline 17. Kirkover
16, Cutcllffe 1'. "Stine" 14, Crew 14, Bell

13, Harrison 12.

Thirteenth event, handicap, $100 guaran-
teed, 10 pigeons, entrance $5—

J. Stroud 10, C. A. Young 10. H. D. Bates
10, Fairbairn 10. Harwood 10, Reid 10.

Trew 10. J. Crooks 9, Douly 9, "Foxie" 9,

"Stine" 9. "Tvro" 9. W. Stroud 8. Kirk-
over 8. Grai»'a'm 8, Boder 8. "Trego" 8.

Hughes 8. "3.33" 8, Price 7, Miller 6.

Fourteen<^'> event, sweepstake, 20 singles,

entrance $2—
Price 20. Kirkover 19. Young 19. "Trcgo"^

19. Robins 19. Cut^liffe 19. "Stine" 18. Fair-

bairn 18, CreTv 18. Reid IT. Wilson 17.

"Foxie" 16. Westbrook 16. Bell 14. Prud-
homme 12.

Fifteenth event, sweepstake, 20 slngies.

entrance $2—
Kirkover 2X "Foxie" 19, Young 19, Cait-

telon 19, "Trego" 19, Crew 18, "Stine" 17.

"Pan-American" 17. Reid 17, Wilson 17.

Fairbairn 17, "333" 17, "Tyro" 14, Robins
13, "Ben It" 13.

Sixteenth event, sweepstake, 20 singles,
entrance $2.50—

Kirkover 20, Young 20, Price 20, "Trego"
19. Fairbairn 19, "333" 18. J. Crooks 17.

Wilson 17. "Foxie" 16, G. Reid 16. "Stlno"
15.

Seventeenth event, sweepstake, 20 singles,
entrance $2—
Kirkover 19, "Foxie" 18, "Trego" 18,

"333" 18, "Stine" 17, Price 17, J. Crooks
17, Crew 16, Wilson 16, Young 15, Fair
bairn 15, Graham 13, Cline 12.

Eighteenth event, sweepstake, 20 singles,
(Mitrance $2—
"Foxie" 18, Kirkover 18, Youug xS,

"Trego" 17, Price 16, Wilson 15, "Stine"
15.

Sweepstake, 5 pigeons, entrance $3, class
shooting-
Dick 5, Wilson 5, Hughes 5, "Tyro" 5,

Fairbairn 5, Parker 5, Crew 5, Parker 5.

Vallance 5, Donly 4, J. Stroud 4, Cantelon
4, Wheeler 4. High guns got $1.80 each,
low guns $2.03 each.

Miss and out, live pigeons, $3 entrance—
J. Parker 7, McConachle 7, Cantelon 7,

Wilson 7, Dick 7, Lewis 7, Fletcher 7,

Peart 7, Young 7, Price 7, W. Stroud 0,

Kirkover 3, "Tyro" 3, Crew 3, "333" 3, Bur-
ton 2, "Pan-American" 2, Fairbairn 1.

Miss and out, live pigeons, $3 entrance- -

J. Stroud 8, Price 8, "Foxie" 8, Dick 8,

Fletcher 8, Wheeler 7, Young 6, Peart 4,

Field 3, Fairbairn 3, Reid 3, Wilson 3.

Miss and out, live pigeons, $3 entrance-
Young 8, "Foxie" 8, T. Crooks 8, Fair-
bairn 8. Field 4, Kirkover 2, Flek 1, Grant
1, "333" 1, McQueen 1.

Open handicap, $200, surplus added, 23
pigeons, $15 entrance-

Yards. Score.
H. D. Kirkover, Predonia, N.Y. 31 25
H. D. Bates, Ridgetown 30 2t
G. W. Price. St. William's 27 24
.T. E. Wilson, city 28 23
J. Parker, Detroit 32 Z\
W. Wheeler, Buffalo 30 23
W. Stroud, city 28 2>
.7. Stroud, city 30 23
S. D. Fairbairn. MInnedosa 2^ 22
George Harwood, Woodstock.. 2n 22
C. A. Young. Springfield, O 32 21
"Foxie." Buffalo... 2s 2)
.T. R. Cantelon. Clinton 30 20
M. Reardon, city 29 20
r. Prew. Toronto 28 18
H. Graham, city 28
In this event Kirkover won .$72. Bate-?

and Price $54 each, and the twenty-three's
$15 each.

In the seventh event .7. Stroud and
"Foxie" won $35 each with ten straight.

Canadian game laws are among the most
enlightened in the worM. and certainly far

in advance of those in force in most States

of the Union. We guard .iealously our game
birds and animals from the market hunter,

and the violator of the close season. Mi-

gratory birds of all kinds find a summer
home and secure breeding places within

our Dominion: our laws as well as the true

sporting instinct of our citizens giving

them the best protection possible. It is,

therefore, intensely disgusting to a Cana-
dian to read of the unwarrantable slaugli-

ter of wild fowl that goes merrily on in

the waters of the Gulf of Mexico and
along the Atlantic seaboard during the

whole winter by wealthy club men and
owners of preserves in southern waters.

For instance, two members of a Florida

club in one day killed 219 blue bills. Three

days after at the same place they killed

27.5. Inside of twenty days they killed

1,200 ducks. And this by men who cml

themselves sportsmen.

The Ontario Game Commissioners met re-

cently to consider amendments to the game
laws of the Province. There are some
amendments that should be made. Hun-
dreds of shooters In the quail districts of

Southern Ontario have petitioned for un

pen season on quail from November 1 to

January 1, instead of from October 15 to

December 15, as at present. There Is no

question that the present quail season Is

too early, and the law should be amended.

The open season on woodcock, snipe, rail

plover and all shore birds should commence
on September 1, as on ducks. These birds

migrate soon after that time; tne bu-ds

are fit and the Interests of the sportsmen

would be met by making uf.e season on

these birds a little earlier. The law as

to grouse, pheasants, prairie fowl or part-

ridge, squirrels and hares might remain as

at present, although many advocate a later

season (say, two weeks), and I think the

open season might profitably be advanced
to October 1. The sale of our game birds

should be absolutely prohibited, and I am

sorry to see the law as at present, allow

ing sale of partridge (ruffed grouse) in al.

ternate years. This fine game needs to be

protected from the ruthless market hunter
and should be. The pot hunter can be re.

lied upon to thin Its ranks sumciently. a
limit might very properly be put upon the

number of any game bird or animal shot in

any one day and during the open season,

There are game hogs in Ontario, as lu

other parts of the world, and such a le-

strlctlon would prevent, or go a long way
towards preventing, the uusporLsmanllku
slaughter of game that sometimes occurs.

To gunners who nave not used "3 iu"
for keeping tnelr shooting irons in condi-
tion, I can strongly recommend this oil.

1 have used it for some time, . and I have
found nothing to equal It for cleaning a
gun or rifle and preventing rust.

The text-bookis define lyddite as pic-

ric acid brO'Ug-ht to a dense state by
fusion. Picric acid is obtained on a

commercial scale by the action of nitric

acid on phenol or carbolic acid, a con-

stituent of coal tar oils. It is a bright

yellow crystalline body, largely used

as a dye. Picric acid can be readily

detonated by fulminate of mercury.

In addition to the revolver test being

made at the U.S. Armory, at Spring-

field, Mass., the different styles of mag-
azine pistols are being- tested. Tlhis in-

cluded the Mauser, Bergmann and

Mannlicher pistols. The resulting re-

port will be looked forward to with

considerable interest, as the compara-

tive merits of the different arms will

for the first time be shown.
Col. W. E. Hodgins, secretary of the

Dominion Rifle Association of Canada,

has notified the New Jersey State Rifle

Association that a team of Canadian

riflemen will probably be among the

contestants for the Hilton trop/hy at

Sea Girt thia year.
* « •

A New Hampshire gunner, while

shooting sea fowl off Hampton Beach,

met with a curious accident. He killed

a large loon, and the big bird fell into

the boat with such force that the

planking started. The water came in

faster than it could be bailed out, and,

had help not been close at hand, It is

proibable that the sportsman would
have been unable to reach the shore.

A bill will be introduced into the next

session of the New York, Legislature

reading as follows, viz.: "Section 1—It

shall be unlawful for any hunter, or

other person carrying Are arms, to

shoot at any object without knowing
by actual sight and observation that

such object is not a human being, and

any such hunter or other person who,

by so offending, shall kill any human
being, slhall be adjudged guilty of man-

iSlaughter in the second degree; and

any suOh hunter or person who, by so

offending, shall wound or injure any

human being, without thereby causing

death, shall be adjudged guilty of an

assault in the second degree. Section

2—It shall be the duty of the forest

commission to post notices reciting the

provisions of this act, in the same form

and manner and in like places as no-

tices for the prevention of forest fires

are now posted by said commission."



PLACE VIGER HOTEL
MONTREAL,

Facing Place Viger, a pretty open

square, named after the first Mayor of

Montreal, its tl>e Place Viger Hotel,

erected by the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way Company—the latest addition to

its chain of magnificent hotels which
extends from Quebec to Vancouver, and
includes, amongst others, those charm-
ing resorts in the mountains of British

Columbia—Banff, Field and the Great

Glacier. This imposi.ig structure occu-

pies the site of an old fort, and is built

in the quaint style of the French Re-
naissance, partaking of the type of the

old chateaux found on the banks of

the Loire.

In the heating, lighting and sanitary

arrangements, which were specially de-

signed for this hotel, the acme of per-

fection has been secured, and the en-

tire building, which is modern in every

respect, is as absolutely fire-proof as

human ingenuity can devise.

The Place Viger Hotel is advantage-
ously situated for those reaching the

city by train or boat, being a short dis-

tance from the principal steamer docks,

and combined in its erection Is the

Place Viger Station of the Canadian

Pacific Railway (from which trains

leave for and arrive from Quebec), and

although located amidst quiet and rest-

ful surroundings, is only a few min-

utes' walk from the business portion of

the city, and convenient to the city's

street car system.

There is accommodation for 350

guests.

The rates are from $3 00 to $5.03 per

day, with special arrangements fo'"

large parties or those making a pro-

longed stay.

For further particulars address Man-
ager, Place Viger Hotel, Montreal.

m SPORT ! ! ^

MOOSE
CARIBOU

DEER

BIG HORN
BEAR

DUCK
PARTRIDGE
QUAIL

GEESE

TROUT
BLACK BASS

SALMON

There is more Sport to the Square

Mile in Canada along the line of the

Canadian

Pacific Railway
than in any other part of the North

American Conimtnt t^f^i^t^t^t^i^

Send for copy of our Game Map, our Fishing and Shooting and other

sporting publications^ to General Passenger Department, Montreal, P. Q*



=Finest Canoe Trip

In the World US
kammg and Temagaming should write to P. A.
COBBOIiD, Halleybury, Ont. (successor to

C. C Farr&Cobbold.)

IDomauk

Cameras
W. STARK, Agent, ACTON, OnT.

Are Standard Instru-
ments in point of
Technical Accuracy
and Artistic Execu-
tion. Renowned for

Quality. Write for
Catalogue

^^...sBAYco;, THE HUDSON'S BAY
^ ^ " COMPANY

'^'^^ORATED A.D

HAS HAD OVER 229 YEARS
EXPERIENCE IN PROVIDING
FOR HUNTERS

EVERYTHING NECESSARY CAN BE SUPPLIED. JH j^ j^ CIRCULAR
LETTERS OF CREDIT ISSUED ON ALL THE COMPANY'S INLAND
POSTS. •••«««•«««« FURTHER PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION TO

HUDSON^S BAY COMPANY, WINNIPEG.

^<?^^>^<S^^gKgxSx$K?^xg^><S>^^^^xgK$>^^>^xJxS^^K$«8^^

Province of Quebec
The;

I
Sportsman's Paradise

mj9L

TO LET

Rivers t Lakes

and Hunting

Territories « «

Hunting permitst fee : $25.00.

Fishing permits, fee : $10.00.

These rivers and lakes are all well stocked with salmon and trout,

from four to eight pounds, and with various other kinds of fish.

MOOSE^ CARIBOU AND RED DEER «

Splendid shooting almost everywhere throughout the territory of

the Province of Quebec, especially in the Ottawa and Pontiac Districts, in

Gaspesia and Beauce, the Matapedia Valley, the Temiscamingue Region,

the Eastern Townships, the North of Montreal and the Kippewa.

Game abounds in the Forests and on the Beaches.

Hunting territories from 10 to 400 square miles, at $1.00 per square

mile and upwards, can be leaser! , on which the lessee has the exclusive

right of hunting.

THE LAURENTIDES NATIONAL PARK
Alone contains hundreds of the most picturesque lakes, teeming with fish,

and plenty of moose, caribou and bear; black, silver and red fox, otter,

martin, lynx, mink, fisher are also abundant.

FEATHERED GAME.

Canadian goose, duck, woodcock, snipe, partridge, plover, etc., are in great

number in almost every part of the province.

HUNTING AND FISHING PERMITS

Can be obtained from the Department of Lands, Forests and Fisheries

and from the Game-wardens all over the province.

Hunting Territories Can be leased by applying to

THE COMMISSIONER OF
LANDS, FORESTS AND FISHERIES, QUEBEC

THE HERALD JOB DEPARTMENT, MONTREAL, P.Q.
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[Repeating Rifles

For All Kinds of Shooting.

i All Desirable Calibers and Weights

A FEW FAVORITES FOR HUNTING.
Model 1895. 30 Army caliber, weight 8 1-1 pounds.

Model 1 894. 30 W. C. F. caliber, " Extra Light,"
weight 6 1-2 pounds.

Model 1894. 30 wl C. F. caliber, «'Take Down,"
weight 7 a-4,pounds.

Model 1 892. 44 and 38 caliber, " Take Down," weight
7 pounds.

Model 1 886. 45-70 caUber, " Extra Light," weight
7 pounds.

Shoot Winchester Ammucition. Made for all Kinds of Guns.

FREE.— Send Name and Address on Postal for 158-page Illustrated Catalogue.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.. - - NEW HAVEN, CONN.

no more Rust

(2^^^^^ Oil

An absolute preventive of
rust. An ideal cleaner.
A perfect lubricant.

For Bicycif s, Fire Arms. Type-
writers, Sewing Machines,
and all bright (or polished)
metals.

Manufactured by

G. W. COLE CO.
Dept. B. 141 Broadway. New York City

Sample Bottle Sent for Canadian 2c Stamp

LYMAN^S RIFLE
^1f^ T TT^C Send for 96 page Catalogue

^i^JflT^ J_ ^ of Sights anit Fine Shooting

WILLIAM LYMAN, Meddlefield, Conn.

BelleVUe Hotel tenilsilamins

SEASON 1900

FOR RATESADDRESS

JOHN lVlcCOMBIE,«<5^!vAwi'

CampinflOiitfits

"^
fluides for Hire

COLIN RANKINt J* Mattawa, Ont.

6<inie Birds ana ^^S'XJ^'^n,
— the best Shooting

Hnlmals for Sale ^/lf&.^'-
GUIDES FOR HIKE.

N. E. CORMIER, Aylmer East, Que.

SPORTSMEN Outfitted

with Pro*

visions, Canriping Outfits and Guides

AT REASONABLE FIGURES

A. LATOUR, Kippewa, Que.

In point of cuisine and equipment, THE
ROSSIN is the most complete, the most
luxurious of modern Ontario hotels. The
rooms, single or en suite, are the most airy

and comfortable in the Dominion. The
Union Depot and Wharves but two mins
utes' walk.

A. & A. NELSON,
Toronto, Ont. Proprietors.
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PORTER
IS THE BEST IN
THE MARKET.

The Balmoral Hotel BRITISH AMERICAN HOTEL
WINDSOR, ONT.

LEADING HOTEL IN THE CITY.

SPECIAL RATES FOR TOURISTS

T. W. MCKEE, PROPRIETOR.

MONTREAL
Offers special inducements to Tomists and
Strangers visiting the city. Rooms large, airy
and comfortable. Fitted with all modern con-
veniences. Very central, being within easy dis-
tance of railway depots, steamer landings, &c.

A. ARCH. WELSH, Prop.
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ROD AND GUN
IN CANADA^^^^^

DEVOTED
TO
THE
FISHING

AND
GAME
INTERESTS
OF
CANADA.

One Dollar Per Annum. MONTREAL, MARCH, J 900. Single Copies Ten Cents.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
tj One Year, . . One Dollar,
|H|K Six Months, . Fifty Cents,

^HH| payable in advance.T —
ADVERTISING RATES:

Two Dollars per inch per issue.

A discount of 15 per cent, on annual
contracts^

Communications on all topics pertaining to
fishing, shooting, canoeing, the kennel and
amateur photography, will he welcomed and
published, if satisfactory. All communications
must be accompanied by the name of the writer,
not necessarily for publication, however.

All communications should be addressed to

:

ROD AND GUN PUBLISHING CO.,
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Our frontispiece this month gives an

excellent representation of a member of

the celebrated Northwest Mounted Police

force, which a leading New York daily

calls the finest body of mounted police in

the world. In the performance of their

multifarious duties as guardians of law^

and order in the great Canadian West,

they are constantly policing the entire

country, and the law breaker, be it of

game laws or any other laws, has scant

chance to escape. While we do not call

them game wardens, their action and pre-

sence has a strong deterring influence on

the illegal hunter, and operates to pre-

serve the game of our western country.

PRESERVATION OF THE FORESTS
Sir Henri Joly de Lotbiniere, and the

gentlemen associated with him in calling

the meeting which took place at Ottawa,

March 8th, for the purpose of forming a

national association for Canada, are de-

serving of great credit in bringing to a

successful commencement the movement
for preserving Canada's 800,000,000 acres

of forests, and, irrespective of any other

important consideration which appeals to

all classes alike, deserve the thanks of

every sportsman. Wise game laws, well

enforced, are far reaching in their effects,

but forestry is the very foundation on
which the game superstructure has to be
reared. Forest fires are a direct menace to

a large portion of the game supply, so is

an indiscriminate destruction of forest by
the axe. A report of the proceedings is

given in our columns.

<S> ^ ^
At the first meeting of The Canadian

Forestry Association, Rod and Gux in

Canada was designated as the ofBcial

organ of the association, and will here-

after have a department devoted to for-

estry. We consider this a position of

honor, irrespective of its mere business

aspect. Forestry is not a fad— it is one
of the most important sciences ; its im-

portance to Canada cannot be estimated
;

it is concerned with the basis of many of

our most important industries. The in-

fluence of the forest on the rainfall, cli-

mate and crops is enormous. Forestry

seeks not only to preserve those forests

we have, but to cause forests to grow

where none are now, and an)eliorate some
undesirable conditions to the lasting

benefit of our country. The Canadian

Forestry Association, under the direction

of the intelligent and earnest workers

who have launched it, will do most excel-

lent work which we shall be glad to

chronicle from month to month.

<»<$><$>

In these days of military fervor and

patriotism, when Canadians experience a

thrill of pride as they read of the doings

of our brave Canadian contingents in

Africa, it is not amiss to call attention to

the country which breeds these men, and

to reproduce from our October number

part of the opinion of Frederick Irland,

of Washington, D.C., a most enthusiastic

lover of Canada. He says :

—

'^' To my mind there is only one real

" camping country, and that is the great
" wilderness of the North. Wherever I

"go 1 carry in my valise a big map of

" Canada, and when my mind is disturbed

"I spread out the map of that earthly

I'
paradise and my heart flies away, like

"a wild duck in the spring, leaving every

'I

trouble behind. Land of the sunshine
"and the snow, how big and splendid
"and sweet you are, my sweetheart !

" Surely the God of all the earth never
" made any other country like you. After
"one has seen Canada, it's like having
" kissed the prettiest girl you ever saw^
" She spoils everybody else for you "

" Devote ten years to the wilderness
"from Labrador to Lake Superior, and
" you will never care much for any other
"place on earth. You will only wish you
"had a thousand years to live, so you
" could really see the rest of that country.
" Nobody can tell you about it. You must
" see it for yourself."

<S> «> <S>

In a recent publication by Leroy T.

Carleton, Chairman of the Board of Fish
and Game Commissioners of Maine, en-

titled "Carleton's Pathfinder and Gazet-

teer of the Hunting and Fishing Resorts

of the State of Maine," he makes the

statement on page 9 that the lands of

Maine in the wilderness state are 22,800

square miles. This area is about as large

as the single county of Pontiac in the

Province of Quebec. All the lands of

Pontiac county, excepting possibly 500

square miles, are wild lands. In the

southern one-third red deer are plentiful;

in two-thirds of that county moose are

abundant ; in the northern one-third

caribou are found in herds ; and yet the

county of Pontiac is only a small portion

of Quebec's area of 229,000 square miles.

<$><$><$>

ARE MOOSE DECREASING IN
MAINE?

There were 9,300 non-residents and

6,000 residents employing licensed guides

in Maine during 1899, a considerable in-

crease over 1898, but the total moose

shipped decreased from 218 in 1898 to

177 in 1899 (216 in all were killed in

1899). It will be noticed that 216 moose

to 15,300 hunters is not quite enough to

go once around, but the chance of being
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one of the lucky 216 is sufficient to in-

duce the 14,784 hunters to go to Maine

to shoot, besides beinj^; a good quantity

for the wilderness lands (22,800 square

miles) to produce, and it is little wonder

therefore ihat the prospect of an entirely

closed season for moose is looming up in

that State, and it is looked upon as a fair

sized disaster to 2,000 guides and sport-

ing camp proprietors, besides many

hotels, dealers, etc. The February issue

of the Phillips (Me.) "Phonograph"

contains many letters pro and con on the

subject, among them one dated Feb. 1st

from the Ciiairman of the Fish and Game
Commission, Hon. L. T. Carleton, from

which we give the following extracts, viz.

:

"Are moose really increasing? The
guides and camp owners will say ' yes

'

by H good majority. Now, I have been
moose liunting a good many years, and I

have not even seen one ; have expended
hundreds of dollars, travelled thousands
of miles, hunted in what is claimed to be

the best hunting grounds and employed
the best guides. Last year I whs in the

vicinity of Spider Lake, four of us. I

had three expert guides, at a time when
there was six inches of new, light snow.
We travelled a big territory and failed to

see even a track of a bull moose. Cows
and calves were seen by the guides, and
I personally Siw many tracks of cows and
calves. I have failed, after the most
assiduous ettbrts, with expei't guides, to

locate the ' increase ' we have heard so

much about. Look at the record. There
has been each year, for four years at

least, a steady falling off in the number
of moose legally killed, while the record

shows that there has been a steady in-

crease in the number of sportsmen hunt-

ing them."

Maine has done so w^ell in attracting

sportsmen, and deserves so much credit

for the business ability displayed in that

respect, that we shall be sorry if the

diminution of moose should result dis-

astrously. Still, it is a trite saying that

it is an ill wind that blows no good to

anybody, and we have many hundred

thousand square miles of wild lands in

Canada and many, many moose, which

can be hunted without any danger of the

hunters jostling one another for want of

room.
<$> ^ <»

We regret exceedingly having to an-

nounce the death of a valued contributor,

Mr. Frank H. Risteen, who died in

California during February. Mr. Eisteen

lived his life in New Brunswick, and did

more probably by his writings to attract

sportsmen to that province than any

other agency. He was a remarkably

good shot in a country where evei-y one

is a born rifleman, and his game and tar-

get records were always phenomenal.

Personally, he was of a most engaging

disposition, very companionable, and

with a remarkable fund of humor, that

bubbled forth irresistably, sometimes

when least expected. We had the plea-

sure of his personal acquaintance, and as

wo write have before us a photograph of

his fine, bright face. May we meet him
again in the hunting grounds beyond.

The Sportsmen's Show in Boston in

1898, wherein the first genuine effort

was made to rid such exhibitions of their

overwhelming trade features, marked
the dawn of a new era. Thenceforth

the Sportsmen's Show, instead of being

an exhibit solely of guns, rifles and other

paraphernalia, took its place as a means
of education. The city man, and woman
too, are brought face to face with living

denizens of the forest and the stream; the

innate love of outdoors, and most of us

have it more or less, is fanned into a

gentle glow; the allurements of a trip

into the woods with rod and gun are

placed before us attractively, and the

result—we go to the woods once, and our

ten days or two weeks' holiday there

gives us such a health impetus, that we
are charmed and foreswear any other

mode thereafter of spending our brief

annual leisure. Not alone to health is

there a benefit, the close contact with

nature is a moral stimulative, and it must

be indeed a sodden, hard nature that is

not softened and improved by the influ-

ence of the woods and streams.

<?> «>

The premiums ofl"ered by Rod and
Gun for subscriptions are still open,

and lists will be sent on application to

any person desirous of getting up a club.

Of all the vv^ild beasts whose prowess

and ferocity ihas been exaggerated by
popular ignorance, the lynx heads the

list. To the ohildLsh mind the name is

ajssociated with everything that is fierce

and treacherous. It vised to be a per-

fect nightmare to me in ,my nursery

days, and) even yet the expression

" Take care or the lynx will get you "

t>rings the reflection of exploded ter-

rors.

Nursemaids either are very deficient

in a, proper knowledge of the fauna of

the world, or, from their cussedness,

take a fiendish deliight in torturing their

charges with the horrible. This ignor-

ance is not confined altogether to nurse-

maids, ifor I remember, when I was con-

templating emigration to Canada, be-

ing cautioned by men who should have

known better, to beware of the lynx as

a. dangerous animal, indeed so much
did il take the advice to heart that I

went through a course of rifle practice

by way oif preparing ^myself for the on-

slaughts of this ferocious beast of the

northern wilds of Canada. Poor lynx
;

a well-fed, obstinate Thomas cat, driv-

en to bay, ihas more terrors for me to-

day than yon poor, much maligned

creature.

- Even after my arrival in Canada

this lynx sicare haunted me. I was

vaguely wandering around in the early

seventies in search of a fortune. One

night found me at the foot of a lake

called Mary Dake. In those days there

was a little log -hut at that spot, and

it was the only sign of civilization or

the actuaJity of mian. It was a store,

. and was kept by a shattered wreck of

humanity, who passed his time in com-

plaining of the 'ardnees of life general-

ly and playing the concertina. I heard

the concertina wailing as I arrived,

and to a lonely boy, benighted in a

strange land, the isound was welcome

and sweet. I begged for shelter for

the night, but the wreck refused it,

saying that his " boss " would be mad
with him if he liarbored strangers in

his store. There must have been near-

ly $300 wortih of (goods on the shelves

and nearly a dollar of cash in the till.

I, in my innocence, accepted the excuse

as valid and prepared to sleep outside.

After I had made by bed of balsam

brush, to the best of my ability, and

started a good fire, tlhe wreck came

out and unbent so far as to smoke his

pipe SMd warm ihimseilf at my firel

Finally he turned in, with the comfort-

ing assurance that I need fear nothing

except a lynx. Oh horror ! my old en-

emy ! The villain still pursued me.

However, I was tired and must sleep,

and I lay some time courting the

drowsy god, and just when I had about

succeeded, a noise, wild and weird,

awoke the echoes of the busih. I know

now that it was nothing more than a

common night owil ; but I did not know

It then. My .heart seemed as if it would

burst. I jumped uip and rushed to the

litUe log .hut.

" Do you hear that noise, Mr.

Brown ? " I cried.

" Yics," came the answer, " I hear it.''

" What is it ?
"



" Lynx ; there are lots of them round

here."

" Let me in."

"Can't do it ; the boss would be

mad. All you have got to do its to keep

up a good Are."

So I went 'back and cut wood, like a

fciol, until I had a Are big enough to

roast an ox. 1 kept it up nearly all

night, and in the small hours of the

morning, from sheer weariness, I dosed
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of following the snare trail, attracted

thereto by the easy walking on the

snowsh'Oe track and the possibility qf

getting a rabbit without the trouble of

catching it.

When It is ascertained that a lynx
has been doing this, a snare is set

across the trail, an exaggerated rabbit

snare, of heavy twine. No spring pole

is used, only a bit of brush is attached
to the enare. This the lynx will drag
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the ifelinidce, they are treacherous.

Tljere was one in an Indian's house on

Lake Amenippising a short time ago,

but I think they had to kill it. It be-

came too uncertain in its temper, but

then the children wene constantly teas-

ing it ; grown-up children also. They
would poke it up with a broom to see it

strike the broom out of their hands
with its paws.

The flesh of the lynx is much esteem-

Camp Scene, White Fish Lake, Northern Ontario.

ff into an uneasy sleep to wake up

nd find, oh ! the relief of it, the east-

rn sky brighteniing witih the coming
awn. I jumped up and commenced
joking my breakfast, which consisted

f pancakes, the principal ingredient

C which was soda. The wreck crawled

at and congratulated me on .my escape

om the lynxes, and to shoiw that he

are no malice, he shaj-ed my pan-

ikes with me. This ihas been to me a

)urce of great satisfaction, for he ate

ts of them, and if they had the same
feet on him that they had on me, in

boportion to our constitutions, then

je are quits, for the fright of the lynx

ply lasted a few ihours, whereas the ef-

ct of those pancakes lasted for days.

iThe Indian name for lynx is " pee-

jioo." The women usually hunt the^m.

I
is the duty of the Indian women to

itch the rabbits, which is one of their

aples of food. The lynx has a habit

some distance. Finally it becomes

caught in the bushes and thus the lynx

is strangled. Sometimes the Indians

run them down on the soft snow, fol-

lowing the trail as a weasel does that

of a rabbit ; when they catch up to it

they tramp it down into the deep snow

with their snowshoea and despatch it

with an axe. Sometimes it takes to a

high tree. I myself have shot them

when thus treed, though a dog in that

case did the tracking and treeing. It

takes a good dog to face a lynx, but

the dog that I speak of was a good dog,

nearly thoroughbred mastiff. It feared

nothing on four legs, and had little re-

spect for anything on two.

The fur of the lynx, when prime, is

very pretty, 'and I see by the quotations

of prices that it is becoming deservedly

popular. The Indians tame them and

they become very much attached to

their owners, only, like all members of

ed by the Indians. Indeed, I like it very

much myself. It is white and tender,

though, after all, it is straight cat. The
mcst striking peculiarity about the look

of the lynx is the length of its legs and
the (Shortness of its tail. Indians are
quick to notice a lack of proportion and
laugh at it. This peculiarity of the
lynx has not escaped them, and they
account ifor it as follows : When the
Gretchie Manitou started to make the
lynx, he determined to make something
pretty good, something on a large scale.

He started well ; he gave it a fierce

head and long legs ; he was a little

skimp about the body, but when he
came to the tail his material was about
all used up ; he only had a very small
piece left, and this he stuck on Just
for a makeshift of a tail, intending to

get some more material and finish his

job, but the lynx got hungry and went
off to hunt rabbits, so the Gretchie
Ma.nitou got mad, and left the tail just

as it was ; so the lynx still hunts rab-

bits with that ridiculous tail.

C. C. FARR
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AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY
Conducted by Eusibus Jaxson II r> Q^^ Jj

|i^?UTilTfnT^

WINTER PHOTOGRAPHY ALONG
THE BEACHES.

DriiING July and August, while sum-

mer hotels are in full sw ing, is prob-

ably the season when most amateur

photograms are made along the

beaches. Occasionally one runs across

an amateur living within reasonable

distance of the water who takes plea-

sure in working al3<nig its banks in mid-

winter, but in the great majority of

case<3 when Jack Frost puts out his

head and his icy breath has a clean

sweep down the unprotected sands, Mr,

Photographer prefers to spend his time

on dndoor iportraiture or some other

branch of the art, where he can keep

his fingers warm.
The abundance of ice and snow ef*

fects, full of picturesque beauty, afi

fords a splendid diversity of opportuni-

tiies in winter photography. Spots,

which in summer are richly verdant,

take on with their white blanket an
entirely new aspect and are filled wUh
a different and weird charm. Every oak
stripped of its mass of brown leaves,

every gnarled aind knotted vine now
showing all its twists and picturesque

deformities, even every wiayside fence

with its dazzling w'hite background,
presents a different appearance.

Strange, isn't it, that those who tak'

pleasure in photographing the lake, top,

ped by a mass of dark clouds that slow-

ly unroll as though filled with a great

gust of wind that bellies them out like

the sails of a ship, and below all inky

black, except for the white caps on the

tops oif the great breakers, strange that

those see no 'beauty in that same lake

when Johnny Frost makes it a desert

of ice, ibroken here and there by a blue

oasis of water and bounded by frozen

banks, where some fierce storrh has

piled the ioe up breast high, and some-

times higher.

Many photographers mistakenly be-

lieve that a snow scene is necessarily

monotonous in a photogram. Winter

pictures demand more thought and

study than a summer view of the same
scene, but in the properly finished pho-

togram the result is a pictorial tri-

umph.
Among tihe snow and ice photograms

that one sees, the feeling is vaguely

present that they lack varieties of

depth and drifts, and though it may
not be guessed by the uninitiated, the

real cause of this is that the photo-

grapher, in a probable attempt to se-

cure some relief for the unvarying

whiteness of the landscape, has chosen

a bright, sunny day, hoping to secure

this effect from the contrasts of the

shadows on the snow. The result is

that instead of the looked-for contrasts,

he gets a snow, pale grey compared

with the nearly white sky, or else the

whole scene is so over-exposed that the

near snow and that in ithe distance

appear equally white, and the re-

sulting photogram is fljat. Had the sky

been overcast with grey clouds, the

snow would have seemed more spot-

lessly white and dazzling, and each rift

and hollow more conspicuously markeJ,

while, at 'the same time, the feeling of

wintry gloom would be more forciblji

conveyed to the mind of the observer.

No matter .how successful a photo-

grapher may be in the technical side

of 'his work, he fails 'entirely in his

mission if he does not impress those

who look at his pictures with that sen-

timent and ifeellng which is present in

every scene in nature, and if he can

do this, no matter how badly he finishes

his photograms, he can honestly claim

the title of artist.

In winter photography it will be found

chat 'a small bit, such as the skeleton

af a grand old oak, stripped bare, or

the gnarled deformities of a twining

vine, will make a far better study than

an attempt to embrace a larger scene,

like a stretch of beach or a broad field

of ice. And, then, for marvellously

beautiful foreground effects, we have

such things as weeds and rushes, or a

fallen but once mighty giant of the

sihore woods, half buried in the snow

and covered with its white roof, put

on in the most picturesque manner, just

as it fell, flake by flake.

At every turn and bend in the shore

are to be seen fresh and novel subjects

for an artist's camera. The misty at-

mosiyhere produced by a small snow-

storm blends the stretch of shore, with

its fish shanties, upturned boats and

wave-washed logs, Into a deep, soften-

ing background, from which the fore-

ground, full of detail, stands out so

strong and so bold, yet without any
glaring harshness of outline.

What a wealth of beauty it all forms,

and foolis'h indeed is the photographer,

professional or amateur, who does not

take advantage of it if he can.

• • «

The Hand Camera.

One of 'the most fascinating phases
into which the photographic art Is di-

vided is that very extensve and prob-
ably 'best known and moat practised

branch familiar as hand-camera work.
It is safely said best known and most
practised, because fully 90 per cent, of

amateurs start work with a hand cam-
era, and again, more than two-thirds
of these, with a fixed focus instrum'ent,

under the mistaken Idea that it is the

simplest form in which they can get

at the making of photograms. It is pos-

sible that hand-camera work is th«

simplest form of photography—when
understood properly—but it is a notice-

able fact that the best workers in this

branch are those who have served then

apprenticeship to photography with e

field instrument securely mounted on £

tripod. Many start in as " you-press-

the-button-we-do-the-rest" fiends, anc

though it is inat the right way, some o:

the best amateurs are recruited fron

their ranks. It .seems to be the com
mon idea, outside the fraternity, tha

to have to stop before making an ex

posure and put one's head under r

black cloth to focus, that to have ti!

carry a set of legs along and a lot o

little boxes that only hold two plate

apiece, is a serious objection to a fieh

camera, when, for the same and evei

less money, one can purchase one o

those little leather-covered boxes tha

carry film enough for a 'hundred pic

tures (?) and one only has to press •

button each time .to get It.

The hand-camera of ten years ag

and 'the hand camera of to-day are a

different as two bicyoles of those dates

'

both in appearance and oonstructior

Not only are the sipeed and definitio

qualities of the fixed focus lens (nc

" universal " focus, there is no sue

thing) mudh improved, but quite recent

ly cameras have been Introduced tha

will carry twelve plates, each of whic

is 'put in place automatically by th

turning of a small handle in the top c

the instrument. This is much superi<:

to the ifilm camera, where there is, as

rule, great difficulty experienced in d(

veloping and printing. The twin ler

camera .described in our last issi;

would also be 'a very valuable acquis
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tion to an amateur attempting this

class of work.

In hand-camera work no size under

4x5 should be used, and, if it is con-

venient, an even larger size might be

more successfully operated with, in or-

der to allow the worker sufficient lati-

tude when photographing' a rapidly-

moving objeot. Tihen, also, there is

plenty of room to trim prints after-

ward.

It would be almost impossible to men-

Lion the different kinds of work that

may be done with a hand-camera. Ac-

I

cording to advei'tisements and the pho-

tdgrams shov\Ti by beginners, nothing

iii too great to be attempted, from the

making of portraits to the photograph-

ing of botanical specimens. One en-

ttiT'prising amateur recently did me the

favor of allowing xne to look through

his scrapbook. In it was a collection

of photograms of prominent citizens

" caught on the fly." Here was the fat

man graceifully waddling along, here

the leading dry goods merchant shak-

ing hands with a customer at his own
door, here a six-foot policeman walk-

ing behind a trustworthy bank man-
ager in a most suggestive manner, and

so on through the book. It really was
very interesting. Of course, the taking

of these views required some quickness,

and necessitated a little planning when
objections were raised, but the result

was well worth any email trouble in-

curred. Some very interesting back

views also showed up well and were

quite recognizable.

Such work as this is often saleable to

newspapers getting out souvenir num-
bers, and may in that way become a

source of profit as well as enjoyment

to the photographer.

Many other styles of photograms may
be attempted, and, after all, a hand-

camera is really a very desirable ad-

junct to any photographer's outfit.

H: « si:

Sodging.

j
The retouching of landscape negatives

icannot be compared with that of por-

I traits. We must be satisfied with stop-

iping out judiciously the under-devel-

!oped shadows by applying to tlie back
jof the negative some coloring matter.

(For this purpose a collodion containing

II 1-2 per cent, of cotton is colored with

jawrine or fuchsine : A concentrated

'solution of the dye in alcohol is made
land the collodion is colored to the de-

Isired extent. The back of the nega-

tive is colored with the collodion, care

ibeing taken that none of it passes un-

'lor on the film. When the collodion is

thoroughly dry, the part of It which is

over the dense portion© of the negative
is removed by means of a pointed stick.

The light is thus retarded in the shad-
ows

; that is, the most transparent part
of the negative, and a most harmonious
i)rint results.

Pinholes that may be found in the
gelatine film should be filled up by
means of a pointed brush dipped in

ivory black, making the color of the

same density as the adjacent parts of

the film. Sometimes these spots may
be so numerous as to make it of advan-
tage to black out the sky entirely. The
best way to do this is to paste on the

back of the negative a piece of black

needle paper cut roughly to the shape
of the sky line of the image. Then,

with a brush, a coat of ivory black is

applied to the film itself.

Defective slcies may be considerably

im;proved by spreading a coating of

lampblack on the back of the negative.

This may be done by holding the plate

over the ttame of a tallow candle until

the black is thick to opacity. With
some care the lampblack may be made
to thin out towards the horizon. When
the coating is satisfactory, the lamp-

black which encroaches on the image

may be removed by means of a pointed

©tick covered with a piece of cloth. This

coating is, of course, very delicate and

should be renewed from time to time,

but by this means the harshness of the

former method, which destroys all pi^r-

spective effect, is avoided.

Correspondence.

Liucida.—You need not apologize for

aisking help. That's what we are here

for. You can tone prints after they

are fixed, but the easiest way would be

to make new ones. However, here is

a very energetic bath that should do

the work thoroughly in a few minutes:

Ammonium sulphocyanide 2D gr.

Water 2 oz.

Gold chloride; 1 gr.

Amateur.—The following varnish may
be applied to negatives with a brush,

but it takes many hours to dry :

Pyroxiline 100 gr.

Amyl acetate 10 oz.

We do not advise its use.

Alex. Stuart.—You will find that eik-

onogen is the best developer for plates,

lantern slides and bromide paper. It

gives pure blacks and whites and does

not stain the fingers. You can buy it

from any local dealer, or, failing in

that, from the Canadian Camera Com-
pany, of Toronto.

Toronto Camera Club.—The price you
propose selling your pihotogram at is

all right. It certainly is well worth
copyrighting, and you will be saved
any trouble afterward. I would simply
mark in one corner " copyright," the

date land your name.

Harry H. Tom.—The very best method
to store negatives is to enclose each
separately in an envelope, on which
can be noted the name of the subject

and full details connected with the tak-

ing of it. But iif it is decided that it

is not worth the extra money necessary

to buy envelopes, they should be placed

on end, on a shelf, the first having the

film side toward tlie wall and every

other the same way. Thus, should the

corner of the outer one be drawn across

the one next to it, there is no danger

of scratching the film.

ONTARIO GAME LAWS
To the Editor Rod and (iun

Dr. G. A. McCallum, Dunnville, Ont.,

who is chairman of the Ontario Board
of Game Commissioners, takes excep-

tion to my remarks last month regard-

ing proposed changes in 'the Ontario

Game L/aws. He says: "I am at a loss

to understand why you should insert

such an editorial as on page 178 of your
last Issue, on the last meeting of the

Ontario Game Commission, in which

you say that ithe quail season should

be from November 1st to January 1st.

No such season as this would suit the

sportsmen of Western Ontario. What
they want is November 1st to Decem-
ber 15th, the present ending of all

shiootinig in Ontario. We do not want
pot hunters to have snow to hunt quail

in, as they would have if the season

extended to January 1st. Neither would
the open season, which you are good
enough to say should exist for wood-
cook, snipe, rail plover and all shore

birds, should begin September 1st, as on
ducks. The vast majority of sports-

men wish the season left as it is, i.e.,

September 15th to December 15th; if

any change be made, they think the

general open season should be October

1st. This because all game birds are

becoming scarcer, slowly but surely

going out of existence. Such an edi-

torial was evidently written for the

purpose of influencdng the Ontario

Legislature, and I am sorry it appear-

ed, for it is not an index of the feeling

of sportsmen and others interested in
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the preservation of game in Ontario."

I think the doctor's dia^rnosis is not

(luite correct. In the ftrst place, if he

will look at the article in question, he

will see that I did not say the quail

season should be from November 1st

to January 1st. I simply reported the

fact as I understood it, that a large

petition had been sent in askng for

this open season, with the comment
that the present quail iseason was cer-

tainly too early. I have since been re-

mnded that the petition referred to

limited the open season on quail to

Decemiber 15th, so that there can be no

excuse whatever for not granting pe-

titions, as should have been done a

year ago.

As to the open season in woodcock,

snipe and plover and shore birds gen-

erally, I take issue with my correspond-

ent. I do not think the vast majority

of sportsmen in Ontario, or any con-

siderabile number of them, will object

to the season being made earlier. These

birds are migratory and leave us very

early in the fall, and the present open

season, even in the extreme south of

Ontario, is almost prohibitive. The op-

portunities for indulging in this kind

of shooting are so meagre in Ontardo

that I cannot help thinking that the

argument for a late season, on the

ground of gartie preservation, is some-

what ridiculous. The diminution in the

ranks of these birds is not attributable

to Canadian sportsmen. To learn the

cause we have but to read of the

slaughter that goes on all winter in the

country to the south of us. I venture

to say there are more shore birds

slaughtered in one day along the sea-

coaat and inland waters of the States

than are killed in the whole open sea-

son in Ontario. To try to overcome this

evil 'by miakirug blue laws i^egarding

Ontario game would be placing an irri-

tating restriction on Ontario sportsmen
without any compeniSating advantages.
As to our non-migratory birds, they

are not slowly and surely going out of

existence by any means. Quail never
were more plentiful than last fall, and
ruffed grouse were more numerous
than for years. These birds need care-

ful protection, and I am surprised that

the doctor and his fellow-commLssion-
ers should have allowed a law allowing

market hunting of grouse each alter-

nate year to go upon the statute book.

This is an evil 1 hope to see the Ontario

Legislature remedy during the present

session. "BOB WHITE."

The catalogue of Fred. D. Devine, of

Utica, N. Y., the maker of the "Divine

rods," is nicely illustrated with scenes

of hunting, camping and fishing, a nice

way of enlivening its pages. His 1900

calendar sliowa a li-ttle girl seated on a

St. Bernard dog.

Sportsmen's Show
at Boston

The Boston Sportsmen's Show opened

February 22 anid closed March 10. It

was undoubtedly superior to the ex-

cellent exrhibiition two years ago—more

animals, birds and fish were shown, and

there -were more attractions. There was
a nice equiiUhrium between too much
and too -little trade exhibits. Boston

erred on the small side, though that

appeared to be the fault of the exhibi-

tor, not the management.
The State of Maine was much in evi-

dence, with a large force of first-class

guides to do the talking, and it ap-

,
pears to us exhibits in this idea another

feature of that first-class business abil-

ity with which Maine's sporting re-

sources are handled.

In the game park and in various

quarters the management had many
and fine specimens of live elk, deer,

Rocky Mountain goat, coons, squirrels,

opossum, American eagle, mountain

lion, young grizzly bear, Canada lynx,

wildcat, porcupine, young cinnamon

bear, salble. The exhibit of wild ducks

and geese and also fish was exception-

ally fine.

The Province of Quebec was well re-

presented, and its exhibit was in charge

of N. E. Cormier, who is a mine of

information in regard to the animals

and fish of Canada. There was some-

thing about the Quebec ex'hibit that was

particularly attractive. It was redolent

of the woods, and the naturalness of the

things shown made it appeal strongly

to the sportsman. The exhibit included

considerable wild live game. There were

four beavers, fifteen muskrats, wild

geese, willd ducks, five black bear, one

prairie wolf, nine deer and one caribou.

An attractive log cabin,outside of which

hung pelts of wolves, otter, mink, etc.,

was the iheadquarters. The live beavers

were especially interesting and attract-

ed a great deal of attention. They and

the muskrats were quite tame. The

food for the beaver was brought from

Quebec; the muskrats were fed on car-

rots and turnips. At this exhibit was a

gigantic stuffed moose. It was mount-

ed by M. Abbott Frazar, and Is to go

to Paris with the Quebec exhibit. The

whole exhibit was typical of the coun-

try from which it came.

It is said that no finer body of In-

dians has ever been brought together

in the United States than was seen at

this exhibition. They were noble speci-

mens of the aborigines, and the men,

women and children were handsome
enough to inspire the poet. They all

came from Canada. Among them was a

son otf the famous Shingwauk, about

Whom Schoolcraft says so much that

Is good. The present chief, Buhqujji-

nene, the last hereditary chief of the

Ojibbeways, and his father, Shingwauk,

have held the chieftainship together

for one hundred years. Buhqujjinene

and another Indian travelled with

Schoolcraft who says of him that he

loved him. The chieftain was accom-

panied by two other Indians. There were

also the following chiefs: Simone Com-

mandant, chief of the Nipissings, and

his wife and one Indian, from Nipissing

I>ake; Chief Bezildon, of the Algon-

quins, from Biscotasing, with one In-

dian; Chief Sawatis Aientonni, of the

Iroquois, with nine men, three squaws,

one boy and one girl, and two papooses;

and Chief Asslama Gaulkeyea, of the

New Brunswick Millicete Indians, with

Molie Sosap Gaulkeyea (his wife), Sa-

batia and Skegin (his two sons), and

Modlun and Kalal (his two daughters).

The Indians manufactured lacrosses and

snowshoes (such as they use to this

day), bows and arrows, beadwork

mats. etc.

A magnificent scenic reproduction ol

the Crovre' Nest Pass in the Canadiar

West was erected on the stage of Granc

Ha;il, at the base of which a living

stream of water ran into the lake; thii

stream 'formed a waterfall Into th(,

lake. The Indians shot the rapids ii

bark canoes, and after traversing thi

ice scene made a portage.

Chief Buhqujjinene, during the ex

hibition, sang the song of triumph

composed by his father, Shingwauk

after the battle of Queenston Height?

He has preserved his father's war drurr

and a medal and knife given to hln

by King George III., Which he wor

during the exhibition. Sewatis Aien.

tonni, the Iroquois chief, gave a shor

Indian address daily.

These Indians when not on the stag

oocupied the art gallery of the buildinf

which had been converted into an In

dian village. There were curiosities thei

enough to interest the visitor for man

days. The ihlunting implements were m
merous, the trophies of the chase man:

and the examples of primeval art—sue

as totem and models of deer and car

bou to wood and bark—made the perso

with artistic feelings pause and thin

that art does not belong wholly to tl

civilized ages and people. We ha\
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[seen many Indians, but never saw a

jhandsomer, more intetlligrent lot than

ihese. Most of them were apparently

'ull blooded Indians. The Indians re-

)reisented the exhibit of the Canadian
aciflc Railway, whch was arranged

.nd was supervised by L. O. Armstrong.

Che ang-ler visiting the Indian village

•oald not fail to .notice the beautfully

lounted specimen of the British Colum-
ia. aailmon, whch weighed when caught
2 pounds. Its length was 4 feet, girth 3

eet. A salmon of this weight, it is

tated, was killed by Sir Richard Mus-
rave with rod and reel some time ago
n the Cowlohaln River, British Co-
iirnbia.

BEW YORK SPORTSMErJ'Smg SHOW.
The sixth annual exposition of the

rational Sportsmen Association open-

in New York March 1st. and will

lose March 17th.

The show this year is larger than in

revious years. There are more ani-

als, and the exhibition is arranged
ith good taste and judgment. The
ade exhibit is larger than in previous

?ars, and is improved. The animals,

rds and fish are on bhs ground floor.

give it a woodsy appearance, spruce

ees have been arranged and the floor

»vered with leaves and fallen spills,

the main floor are also the heavy
>ats and launches. The lake where
luatic contests occur afternoon and
ening occupies the larger portion of

e main hall. The stage is fitted with

new and beautiful scene, and at the

-se of the scene are live bear, chained,

the game park are bull and cow elk,

deer, American bison, black bear,

An exhibit of interest to Cana-
'iriB Is that of the Canadian Pacific

iiilway, which occupies considerable

<ace and is particularly attractive,

e background of the space is made
by a scenic representation of one

lie Desbarats Islands in Lake Huron.
i shows the island and lake. In the

f;-eground :s an Indian tepee and camp,

1 front of the scenery are two Indian

ti>ee6 that represent the Ojibway and

^ Iroquois tribes. There is found
s this space a very interesting Indian
vio is great-grandson of the old In-

chief w.ho gave the legends of
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lawatha to Schoolcraft and Longfel-
liv. He came from tbe district of Al-
gna in Ontario. These Indians had
tW names for the hero of the legend,
Jnazflbozho, the other Hiawatha.
lere are fine examples of wood work
a; this space, caribou and beaver in
t^k, and many excellent transparen-
c'3 showing the beauties of the country
tlough which this railway runs.

HE committee of the Montreal Canine
Association are making favorable
progress with the arrangements
for the coming show on May 9th,

1 0th and 11th and the prospects point
to a grand success. The following
well-known gentlemen have kindly
consented to become patrons of the as-
sociation : R. Pretfontaine, Esq., Q.C.,
Mayor of Montreal ; Hon. Sir Alexan-
der Lacoste, Hon. Judge Taschereau,
Hon. Judge Darion, F. Wolferstan
Thomas, Esq., H. Vincent Meredith,
Esq., George R. Hooper, Esq., M.F.H.

;

Angus W. Hooper, Es<i., Hon. L. J. For-
get, R. Wilson-Smith, Esq., James
Cooper, Esq., Colin Campbell, Elsq., R.
McK. Patertson, Esq., F. Z. Wanklyn,
Esq., Charles Meredith, Esq., F. D.
Monk, Esq., James B. Allan, Esq., R. A.
Mainwaring, Esq. The honorary presi-

dent is George H. Gooderham, Esq., of

Toronto, and G. M. Carnoohan, Esq.,

of New York, is the honorary vice-

president.

* * *

The premium list is well under \\:iy

and will be ready for distribution about

the 1st of April. The entry fee has been

placed at the nominal sum of 50 cents in

each class, a figure which should in-

duce a large number of entries from

the amateur class or from those who
own a dog never before exihibited, and

who, without knowing it, might pos-

sess something" of value. The show

will be thoroughly disinfected, and as

each entry is subjected to a careful

veterinary inspection before being ad-

mitted, intending exhibitors need have

no fear of their dogis contracting any

infectious disease.

In order to make the show more in-

teresting to the general public, and es-

pecially to children, the committee are

negotiating with the proprietor of one

of the best troupes of performing dogs

on the continent to give two perform-

ances daily. As this entails a very large

expense, it is hoped the public will ex-

tend a liberal patronage to the show,

as, ipart from the many fine dogs to be

on exhibition, this novel feature of it-

self will be worth a day's journey to

see. The show committee comprises :

Messrs. John A. Pitt, chairman ; Jos.

A. Laurin, treasurer ; Jos. Reid, H. B.

Hungerford, Alex. Smith, Alex. Robert-
son, A. H. Hersey, Jos. Quinn, J. Cum-
mings, D. Taylor, D. Crawford, W.
Henry, A. H. Sims, R. S. Kellie, W.
Ormiston Roy and J. Roche. Mr. E. C.

Short, 147 St. James Street, is the sec-

retary, who will be pleased to give all

neceesary information to intending ex-
hibitors and othens.

* « *

There are no end ,of rumors afloat in

Montreal dog fancier circles concern-
ing the imiportation during the coming
season of some superlatively fine

stocik, especially in the collie line. How
muoh is gos(pel truth and how much
fiction we are not as yet in a position
to say, because the parties interested
prefer to keep their intentions to them-
selvea for the present, although ad-
mitting they have something in view in

the Mother Country that will discount
anything on this side the Atlantic in

collies. Canadian breeders, generally,
hail with pleasure the advent of new
stock, but at the same time they hold
t(j the opinion that there are dogs in

Canada just now that can hold their

own against anything. At the coming
show In May, under a competent
judge, all parties interested will have
an opportunity of having their indivi-

dual opinions analyzed.

* « *

Mir. Chas. Thomson, St. Catherine
street, has recently added a fine Scotch

terrier to his kennel, which the know-
ing ones predict will be heard of at

the forthcoming show here.

Newmarket Kennels, Montreal (Brlt-

cher & Buckingham) won second puppy
and second limit over 30 lbs. in the bull

terrier class at the Chicago show.

* * *

We have much pleasure In noting the

success of Laurel Laddie, the hand-

some collie imported last fall by Messrs.

MoAUister & Hungerford (Mountaineer

Collie Kennels), Peterboro and Belle-

ville, at the Chicago show held March

7 to 10, Inclusive. Before such a capa-

ble judge as Mr. Theo. Marples, of Man-
chester, England, he carried everything

in the rough collie classes, namely, first
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novioe, first limit,

winners.

first open and first

Thomas Robinson, of Mercer County,
Ky., is the owner of a dog 27 years old.

The old saying, " Thrice the age of a

dog the age of a ahorse, and thrice the

age of a horse the age of a man," does

not apply in this case.
* * *

One of the dailies is authority for the

statement that the foxhound has been
Icnown to demolish space at the rate of

four miles in seven minutes, and run

ten hours continuously before kl.ling its

prey. Divide 600 minutes by seven and

multiply iby four, and you have a total

of about 340 mles !

* =s *

The entries at the New York show
numbered 2,108, the largest class being

Cocker spaniels—162. Fox terriera were

a close second witli 156. Boston ter-

riers, St. Bernards, English setters, bull

terriers, toy spaniels, collies and point-

ers were all above the century mark,

with bulldogs, beagles, great Danes and
Irish terriers well up.

* * «

A Chesterfield (Mass.) man has a bird

dog that shares his kennel every night

with four small piigs, leaving the mo-
ther ipossession of but one of her fam-
ily, the smallest pig in the lot. The
dog seems to approve of the arrange-

ment, and will not settle dow.n to a

contented night's rest until his porcine

changes ihave found comfortable lodg-

ings among the straw.
* * «

Charles G. Hopton, Roseville, N. J.,

has received from England his prize-

\vinning bulldog L'Ambassador, valued

at $10,000. His bench winnings since

August are as follows : London, two
firsts and a special ; Gloucester, first

and cup ; Cambridge, first and cup ;

Ealing, three firsts and oup ; Essex,

first and cuip ; Barl'e Court, first and

cup ; South London, first and medal.

L'Ambassador is an American dog

bred by .his owner.
* * *

Enquirer.—We should say that your

bitch is a bad mother ; the probability

is that the puppies get starved for

want of nourishment and cold for want
of parental care. From what you say,

we would infer they are all dead by
this time. It is ajdvisable for owners

to see that puppies suck first thing. Her
whelping a day or two before her time

would not affect puppies ; it frequently

occurs. Collies are, generally, full

grown at about one year. You will

find the average age of dogs discussed

in an article, which we reprint from

the Sportsman's Review for your bene-
fit and for others who feel interested in

the subject.
* * *

Dr. C. A. Longest, the well-known
Boston breeder and importer of mas-
tiffs and EngliSih bloodhounds, has
lately made an important addition to

his kennel. He has during the past

month received from England two im-
ported bloodhounds,^ General Gordon
and Lord Curzon. General Gordon is

one of the most muscular hounds Dr.

Lougest ever yet imported, and is a
son of the famous champ. Alchemist,

which the English Bloodhound Club of

America saw .fit to choose as their em-
blem. Like his sire, he is the winner

of numerous prizes in England. Lord

Curzon is but a youngster. He has,

however, been successful on the Eng-
lish isJiow bench, having secured sev-

eral first p.rizes.

* * *

The Chicago bhow.
Am,ong the eo£ihibito;rs and prize-

winners at the Masooutah Kennel
Club's Show in Chicago, March 7 to 10,

inclusive, were the following Cana-
dians:

Bangham, James, Windsor, Ont.;

Bangham, R., do.; Bayview Kennels,

Trenton; Bell, George, Toronto; Dale,

J. B., Petrolea, Ont.; Douglas, George,

Woodstock, Ont.; Dunn, George, Wood-
stock, Ont. ; Gibbs, J., Guelph, Ont. ;

Kerr, Robert, Woodstock; Mack, Ed.,

Toronto; Marcon & Morton, Windsor;

Mead, C. T., Toronto; Mountaineer Col-

lie Kennels, Peterboro; Newmarket
Kennels, Montreal; Norfolk Kennels,

Toronto; Pickering, V. H. G. G., Minne-
dosa, Man.; Prudhom.me, W. & Co.,

Windsor; iShaw, Fred. W., Forest, Ont.;

Taylor, Harry, Toronto; Terra Cotta

Kennels, Toronto; Wells, W. B., Chat-

ham, Ont.
« * •

Canadian Winners at the New York
Show.

The following are the Canadian win-

ners at the Westminster Kennel Club's

show, held in New York the other

week :

Russian Wolfhounds (Borzois) -Ky-
ula, 1st in limit, 1st in open, winners

and National Greyhound Club's medal

for the best Russian wolfhound bitch.

Owner, Terra Cot'ta Kennels, Toronto.

Deerhounds—'Scamp, 3rd in open

dogs. J. R. G. G. Pickering, Minnedosa,

Man.

Foxhounds (American)—Hank's Gim-
crack, 2nd open dogs. Harry Taylor,

Toronto. Legal, v.h.c. (res.), J. Gibbs,

Guelph. Open bitches—2nd, Veracity,

J. (iibbs; 3rd, Hank's Merry Girl, Harry
Taylor.

English Setters—Novice bitches—2nd,
Lady Jane Gray, Prudhomme & Co.,

Windsor, Ont.; reserve, Selkirk Bretta,
W. B. Wells, Chatham, Ont. Novice
dogs—v.h.c, Selkirk Milo, W. B. Wells,
limit, 1st open and winners' class, W. B.

Wells. Bitches — Selkirk Freda, 1st
limit, 1st open and winner's class, W. B,

Wells. This exhibitor also gathered in
the team prize. Revelation, v.h.c. in

novice and limit, Richard Bangham,
Windsor. Ont.

Irish Setters—Hurricane Jack, c. in
limit dogs, ,M. K. Cowan, Windsor, Ont.
Irish Water Spaniels-Dan McCarthy,

1st in open dogs and bitches, T. A. Car-
son, Kingston, Ont.

Clumber Spaniels—Royal Swell, 3rd

open dogs and bitches, H. G. Charlas-
worth, Toronto.

Field Spaniels—Lady Dagmar, 1st in

puppies, C. T. Mead, Toronto. Novice
and limit dogs—1st, Napoleon, C. T.

Mead. Open dogs (black)—2nd, Wool-
ton Baron ; do. (any other color), 2nd,

Woolton Wonder, C. T. Mead. Open
bitches (any other color)—1st and win-

:.

ners, T. C. Mead's Woolton Dagmar.
\

Mr. Mead also won team prize.
[i

Cocker Spaniels—Puppies (dogs)—1st, -^

Roy, H. G. Charlesworth
; v.h.c, Old

Flag, George Dunn, Woodstock, Ont. :

v.ih.c.. Raven Joe, ^Raven Kennelr^,

Hamilton, Ont. Novice dogs (black)—
2nd, Maxim II., George Douglas, Wood-

,
^

stock, Ont. ; 3rd, Young Black Duke, i

H. G. Charlesworth. Novice dogs (any •

other color)—1st, Tommy Atkins, G.
j

Bell, Toronto ; 2nd, Duplex, George I

Douglas
; h.c. Park Red, Victoria Park j

Kennefls ; c, Raven Bow, Raven Ken-
nels. Limit dogs—2nd, H. G. Charles-

worth ; 3rd, George Douglas ; c, Cn
G. Dunn. Limit dogs (any solid cm
other than black)—1st, Red Willard,

George Douglas ; v.h.c. (res.), Prince

Rupert, H. G. Charlesworth. Limit

dogs (parti-colored)—3rd, Duplex ; v.h.

c, Payne's Mixture, George Dunn.
Open dogs (black)—2nd, Havoc, George

Douglas ; 3rd, Black Knight of Wood-
stock, George Dunn. Open dogs (any

other color)—v..h.c., Rubal, George Dou-

glas. Bitches (puppies) — 1st, Sweet-

heart, H. G. Charlesworth ; 3rd, I Say

II., G. Bell ; v.h.c. (res.). Raven Maix
Raven Kennels ; v.h.c, Maple Leaf,

George Dunn ; c, Ruby Hill, George

Douglas. Novice (black)—2nd, Rachel

II., George Douglas ; v.h.c. (res.), I Say

II. Novice (any other color)—1st, Wa-
verley Queen, George Dunn ; v.h.c.

(res.), Carlotta, George Douglas ; v.h.
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c., Bay View Blush, Bay View Ken-
nels, Trenton, Ont. Limit (black)—3rd,
jRoxaline, George DouglaiS ; v.h.c, I Say
IL ; h.c. Meteor, G. Dunn. Limit (any
solid color other than black)—v.h.c,
Bay View Blush and Raven Trilby II.,

Raven Kennels ; h.c, Carlotta, George
Douglas. Limit (parti-colored)—v.h.c

|(res.), Mottle, G. Douglas. Ope^n (black)

kit and winner's (bitches), Topsy Fink,

George Douglas.
Collies (puppy dogs)—res., Mountain-

eer Pathfinder, Mountaineer Collie Ken-
nels, .Peterboro, Ont
Bull Terrieins—Puppies (dogs)— 2nd,

Bay View Brigadier, Bay View Ken-
nels. Puppies (bitches)—^^res., Mountain
Maid, Max O'Rourke, Hamilton, Ont. ;

V h.c. and in novice, Bay View Beryl,

Bay View Kennels. Limit (over 20 lbs.)

—res.. Mountain Maid. Limit (dogs and
bitches not exceeding 20 lbs.)—1st, Bay
View Beryl ; 2nd, Winifred ; 3rd, Teddy
K., Max O'Rourke. Limit (over 20 and
not exceedinig 30 lbs.)—2nd, Bay View
Brigadier, v.b.c., Wentworth Sterling.

M. O'Rourke. Open (dogs and bitches
not exceedinig 30 lbs.)—v.h.c. Mountain
Maid. Open dogs — 3rd, Wentworth
Brant, M. O'Rourke.
Dachishunds — Sherwood Vixen, 2nd

novice, 3rd limit, Sherwood Kennels,
ll^oronto.

' Fox Terriers (smooth)—Puppy dogs

—

,2nd, Norfolk Trueman ; 3rd, Norfolk
jTruecraft ; res., Norfolk Arbitrator,
[Norfolk Kennels, Toronto ; v.h.c, Bel-
grave Beatel, W. Hammill, Toronto.
Novice—1st, Trueman ; 2nd, Truecraft

;

3rd, Arbitrator ; v.h.c, Apollo, G. Bell,

Toronto. Limit—3rd, Trueman ; v.h.c,
Norfolk Speculator and Apollo. Open
dogs and winners—'Norfolk Veracity,
Norfolk Kennels ; v.'h.c, Apollo and
Speculator. Bitches (puppies)—1st, Al-
idon Refinement, A. A. Macdonald, Deer
|Park, Ont ; 2nd, Norfolk Ruby, Norfolk
[Kennels ; res., Carmencita, G. Bell ; v.

p.c, Beligrave Speedy, W. Hammill.
povice — 2nd, Norfolk Queen Dance,
iNorfc^lk Kennels ; v.b.c., Carmencita.
Limit-3rd, Norfolk Clorita ; v.h.c, Car-
mencita ; h.c. Cigarette, G. Bell. Open
—1st and winners, Norfolk Handicraft,
Norfolk Kennels ; v.h.c. and h.c. Bell's

CJfirmencita and Cigarette. Norfolk
Kennels also won the team prize.

1 Fox Terriers (wire-haired) — Puppy
i3ogs—2nd, Aldon Bristles, A. A. Mac-
idonald. Novice—1st, Aldon Quotient.
Bitches—Ist puppy, 1st novice, Aldon
yuaintness, A. A. Macdonald ; 2nd nov-
ice, 2nd limit and 3rd open, Norfolk
putcast, Norfolk Kennels ; res. open,
Aldon Sequel, A. A. Macdonald.
]
Black and Tan Terriers—Headlight,

;3rd novice, 2nd limit and open, Ed.
iVIack, Toronto. Bitches—3rd open, Ju-
fia, E. Maok.

1 Longevity of Dogs.

I
Referring to the query how long do

logs live ? That is a hard question to

;inswer. It might be said that every-
thing depends upon the breed, or upon
he breeding, or upon the dog himself,
>r upon the manner in which he is

^ared for—^or any one of a dozen other
nfluencinig circumstances or factors.
One of the most reliable of authorities,
livriting of this subject in 1840 (Blaine),
jiays that the greater number of dogs

do not show any decisive marks of old
age until they are seven or eignt years
old, and ithat some do not under ten
or eleven years. He also states that
he had seen a French dog which its
owner had aseoired him was twenty-
four years old, while Blaine said that
he had known a brace of spaniels, mo-
ther and son, who lived to be over
twenty, and .that both hunted fairly
well until -within a year or two of their
death. Naturalists tell us that the av-
erage life of a dog, even under the
most favorable circumstances and con-
ditions of abstemious diet and plenty
of exercise, ranges from eleven to four-
teen years.
Cuvier considers a dog old at five

years, and observes that dogs very sel-

dom live more than itwenty. The ex-
perience of most persons who have kept
dogs will not support the first part of
this assertion, we are very confident.
It will be held by possibly a majority
that a dog is in his prime at five years
old, and that even at seven or nine,
their vitality seems hardly to have
waned.
No doubt the most important factor

in this question is the sort of life the
dog leads. While a petted lap dog may,
in some hands, be so demoralized by
the improper diet which mistaken fond-
ness may permit, that it will be per-

manently 'Old at five years, yet another
of the same species will remain as live-

ly and vigorous at eight, as it was at
three.

The writer has seen dally a toy York-
shire, weighing three pounds at four
years and less than five pounds at six

years of age, which looked and acted
as bright at the latter age as when it

was a puippy. In this case, the diet,

exercise, rest and general care was
never for a moment lost sight of. Its

mistretss was as solicitous for its

health and comfort as of a baby's, with

the result that it has never experienced

one single day of illness in its whole
life. This is remarkable, when it is

considered :that the dog is an exceeding-

ly dainty eater, and has been reared

a prime favorite in a household where
it would be most natural that it would
sometimes be fed upon prohibited food.

On the contrary, it is well authenti-

cated that cattle and sheep dogs which
have a great amount of hard work to

perform., are exposed to all kinds of

severe weather, wear out and at six

or seven years old, are prematurely

overtaken with the infirmities of old
age and are of comparatively little use.
An old experienced sportsman writes,

in a letter dated 1860, that he owned a
pointer, which at eleven years of age
was tireless in the field and was more
than a match for many setters two to
five years his junior. The veteran, John
Davidson, whose wide experience with
hunting dogs and whose observation
has covered many yeans' study of the
various breeds, said, in a recent inter-
view with the writer :

" The life of a dog varies with his
conditions. One that has been allowed
to walk around, at liberty, or that has
been but slightly used, often lives to
the age of twelve to fourteen years ;

where dogs used for shooting purposes,
such as pointers, st Iters and spaniels,
have been regularly .vorked eacn sea-
son, their usefulness is gone at twelvfc
years, although in not a few cases they
may live a year or two longer than that.
I think the maximum life, however, un-
der the best conditions, is about four-
teen years—of almost any breed of

dogs. I once saw a bull terrier bitch
when she was twenty-one years old,

and at another time a little water span-
iel that lived to be over twenty. The
greyhound is one of the longest lived

breed of dogs, naturally, but their use-
fulness, when used by coursers, is over
by the age of six years."

I have also learned from another
gentleman of experience that he had
owned a Dlewellin setter seven years,

worked him every season since his sec-

ond year, and he was as good at the

beginning of the eighth year as at the

fourth. So we must conclude that we
were correct at the outstart, that a

good deal deper ds on the dog, and near-

ly, if not quite, as much on the way he

is reared and handled.—Frank Hey-
W'Ood, in Sportsman's Review.
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E. C. SHORT
147 St. James
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The inoctLmg was held in the iRalhvav

Conmnittee room of the House of Commons
and was presided o\cr bj' Sir Henri Joly

de Lotbiniere, Minister of Inlflmd K^vonuo.
Sir Hemri stated that the Canadiains bc-

loaiiglng to the American Portstry Associa-

tion, and others interested in matteti-s af

feotimg ouiT timiber resonrees, iiad come to

the conclusion ithat it was time to form a

Canadian Forestry Associaitlon, aaid a niieeit-

Ing ihad been heild a tjhont time ago to sot^

wTiat steps could be taken in tiliat direction.

At *thait meeting a\ committee was appoint-
ed to drxift a constitution and by-laws, lo

be submitted at ithe convention w*hieh was
now in session.

The first objeet of such an association

should Ive to advocaite amd encourage ju-

dicious methods in dealing with our for-

ests. Tliose wlho liad been connected with
the Ameaican Assooiaition knew how muoTi
it had been able to a.cooimplis(h in calling

attention to the neicessity fk>r a proper
management of the timber i-esoua-ces of thmt
country, aaid in Canada we are in a mut^n
lietbeir position to deal with .the problem,
as the forests stilll -remain almost entirely

in the hands of the Crown.
A second subject : To awaken publlic

interest to tlie dangers iresulting from un-

due desti-uotion of itbe timber aaon«- .jie

sources of rivers and streams. The import-
ance of tMs work may be easily seen firom

the reports of tihe American Assoclatlonis,

partieularly those of Montana and Color-

ado.

We sihiould encourage the explorataon of

our public domain to decide wlhat tSbe dif-

ferent poiTtions are best fitted foa-, witii the
object of having a portion of the unappro-
priated land permanently i-esei-ved tor the
growth of tinibea-. If there is anything of

importance to be done, it is sui-ely to dis-

cover what ouiT own property is besit flttea

for and to use it for those purposes. It Is

a mJistake to penniit isettleffis to go upon
land w(hlc3i is utterly unfitted for agricnll-

ture and which they must leave after tlhey

Ixave destroyed the wood tnait may be up-

on it.

Forest tree plamting i^hould be encouraged
with a view to retaining moisture, provid-

ing sihelter and beanltifyiing on.r public high-

ways and parks.

An effort should he made by tihls associa-

tion to collect and disseminate for the bene-

fit of the public information beanwig on
the forestry problem with respect both to ,

the prairie and wooded distniots of Can-
ada, and to toave instruction In regard to

foresitiy given in tlie schools.

Having explained the objects which we
liope to accomplisli by tlie formation of

this assooiartdoin, the constitution and by-

laws drafted by Hie committee appointed

for 'that pui-pose will l>e submitted for your

approval.

A communioaitiion was read from Dr. R.

M Fernow, of Cornell Unlversdty, formerly

chief foi-estei- of itlie United States, oxpress-
inig his regret at being unable to be present,
;\nd AVTisliilng the association all success.
The constitution and by-laws wei'e tsien

.submitted to the meeting, and, aftei- tlie

clauses had been considered seriaitlm and
amended in some particulars, were passed
;is the Constitution and By-Laws of tlvo

Association.

At the afternoon isession a paper vras
read by Dr. Botoert Bell, Assistant Dli-eotw
;.'iind Geologist of the GeoHoglcail Survey, on
''Tlie NoiTthei-n Timbea- Areas of Canada."
Dr. Bell illustrated by a map of Canada,

Whicli liad been prepaired by Mmself, and
wliiich showed tlie nontheni ranges of tht
principal Canadian trees, the great extent
of the forcsit wealth of Canada, covering
an airea of thirty times that of Great Brit-
ain, and one-thirtieth of which would be
sufficient for all the needs of a population
such as Canada has at present. The range
of timber is ito laititude 57 ±o 59 North at
Hudson Bay, ti-endimg as fair north as 68
in the Mackenzie Basin, or within the Arc-
itic Circle. Since the disappearance of the
greait gladens the ti-ee nines nave been
moving nlorthward, but th^ tendency is

agaiin southward, though so'ine trees have
probaiblly not ye^t reached thelir northern
limit.

On account of its importance to the pulp
industry the rate of gix>with of the white
spruce was particularay meniuomea, the
complete maiturfty of the ti-ee being reach-
ed in 150 yeairs, while its most rapid
growth was between eigihit and thirty years,

at whlldli age it assumea tree-MKe propor-
tions.

Sir Henri Joly stated that his experience
in Quebec was that the rate of growth was
about one Inch in five or isdx yeairs and ne
submitted some speciimens of spinice bear-

ing out Ms statement.

The disoussion on this paper was taken
pairt in by Dr. Saundeii-B, Director of Ex-
perimenital Fai-ms ; Hon. W. D. Peii-ley, bir

William Himgston, Mr. WHMam Little and
othea-s.

Mr. Thoniiis Southworth, Clerk of Fores-

try for the Province of Ontario, read a
paper upon " The History of Bconomic
i''oresti'y in Ontario," in which he outlined

tlie isteps wlhlcli had heen itaken by the

early government of Canada for the reser-

vation of timiber, and also the policy now
being followed in regard to me setUng
apart of timber reserves, such as that at

I.iake Teniagami, the roresta on wnidh
^^•ould be deait with In as sdentiflc a man-
ner ais possible, although It was iiarrtly

probable that at present tlhey eoiuld be or-

ganized on snoh a complete system as those

of Germany or, the Continent. .

Pi-of. John iMafcoun, Asslstjant Direct'oa-

and Botanilst of the Geologioal Survey,

brought before 'the association the ques-

tion of " The Deforestattion and deforesta-

tion of the Western Prailries." He contend-

ed that the great cause of the deforesta-
tion of the prairies, which he considered
to have been at one time well wooded, was
the pi«aiiiie fires, as he had found in his

wirly exploration in the West thiat where
the timbei- was protected by strotdlies of
water or moist ground, the timiber was
preserved. The sweeping away of the tim-

ber had left the gi-ound open to the desic-

cating action of the wind and the resultant

dryness of tlie atmosphere had resulted in

perpetuating the condition. The true .solu-

tion of the problem wnas to be found in

working from- the places where water could
bi? most easily obtaiimed, the valleys of tlie

rivers, and gradually spreading ovei- the

plain. The natural operations could 1k>

assisted by the building of dams to catch

the wTater In the sprang and retain it. Wnen
the forest was once established the moist-

ure drawn up from deep wltMn the soil

by the action of the sun on tne tives

would fuiiilsh sufficient mioisture to tihe at-

miosphere and restore the natural condi-

tions existing previiouis to the laying ware

of the country by fii'e.

Papers by Mr. William Foaree, cuperlui-

tendenit of Mines for the Depaa-tmeait of

tne Interior at Calgary, and Mr. Andrew
Mitchell, formerly forester for Lord Dun-
raven and 'the Earl of Rosebery m the Old

Country, mow of Western Canada, on
" Tree Planting on the Prairies,' wwe
read.

On motion of Mr. Thomas Southworth, it

was decided to accept the offer of "Rod

and Gun in Canada," nuade itliax>ngfh Its

manager, Mr. J. F. Maokay, to act as the

official organ of the association, and tin;

secretary was Instnicted to enter ilnitu com
mumeatiion wiitli Mir. Mackay and see what
ari-angenients could be made tor supplying

the memibers of the aissockntlon wlrn tacp-

ies of ithat pub 11cation.

The election of officers was then procewl-

ed with, resulting as follows : Honorary

president. Lord Mlnto ; president, sir

Henri Joly de Lotblniere; vice-president,

Mr. Wililiam Lilttle ; secretary, Mr. K.

Stewart, Inspector of ForestiT, Departm'!*ht

of the Interior, Ottawa ; assistant seci-euiry

and itiTaisurer, Mr. R. H. Campbell ; direct-

ors, Messrs. Hiram Robinson, K. W. itatn-

liun, C. Jackson Booth, Tlhomas Soutlh-

worth, Hon. G. W. Allan, Dr. Saunoei-s

and Professor Maeoun.

At a subsequent niieeting of tlie L.s.ecii-

tive Commilttoe tlie following viee-preai-

dentB for the different Provinces were ap-

pointed : Assiniboia, Hon. W. D. Perley ; j

Alberta, Mr. William Pearee ; Ontairlo, M-r. '

J. B. McWilMams ; British Columbia, Mi-. '

H. Postock, M.P. ; New Biiiswlck, Hon. D.

G. King; Quebec, Hon. S. N. Parent;
''

Manlitoha, Mr. Stewart Mulvey ; Saskatohe- '

wan, Mr. Thomas McKay ; Prince Edwai-d
Island, Hon. Donaild Ferguson ; isova Sco-

tia, Dr. A. H. McKay ; Keewatiu, Lieu-

tenant-Governtor of .Manitoba; Athabasca,
Mr. Wilson ; Yukon, Mr. William Ogilvie.

Hon. A. T. Dunn, Surveyor-General
of New Brunswick, advertises in that

province's official g'azette the sale of

flshinig rig-hts (with the rod only) on

several streams, upset price from $50

to $250, according to the water. This

sale takes place in the Crown Lands
office, Prederlcton, N. B., on March
23rd.
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WE are in the age of automatic

power and locomotion. Tlie

term automobile is among the

last words coined for the lan-

-,uiage, and it is predicted that all

means of covering space will in the

mjar future be of this character. We
ftnd it difficult to grow enthusiastic

over a vehicle with heavy-looking

wheels, flUed with solemn individuals,

anxiously turning a crank to the asth-

matic wheezing thiat accompanies cer-

tain brands of the article. Does it

mean, as has been asserted, that in

a few short yea^rs the horse must go ?

That future generations will go to mu-
seuma to gaze on his skeleton among
other extinct mammalia of past geo-

logical period's ? AH lovers of the horse

say emphatically that the prophecy is

a false one. Through the centuries of

modern hietoiry man and the horse have
been too closely identified, it might al-

most be said, too antimately united in

affection, to have the bond severed by
the most cunning arrangement of cogs
and wheels that the ingenuity of man
can produce. Can we imagine a poet

addressing a machine in the .impassion-

ed, language which has stirred the blood
of every schoolboy in "The Arab to His
Steed ?"

Horses as well as men have become
istOTic; the very names of those rid-

den by Alexander the Great and the

Duke of Wellington have come down to

us: ''Buichephalus" and "Copenhagen"
are as familiar as the names of their

owners. Some modern regiments are
furnished with bicycles, on which they
look about as military as a general and
his staff would appear reviewing the

troops in an automobile. No one can
deny that a well mounted regiment
owes :half its impressiveness to the fact

that it is a mounted one. Take the

horse out of the martial past, paint

battle pictures without him, remove the

[equestrian statues of the world's heroes

|that adorn its cities, and how much of

Ipageantry is left ? Most of the ro-

fnance and glamor which Scott's tales

throw around the reader is the part

>vhlch mailed knights on trained charg-

ers took in the tournament or foray of

Chivalrous times.

I The very name chevalier was derived

from the French for horse. The loco-

motive and its kindred machines, it is

true, annihilate space, but which of

them can give the magnetism which
thrills the rider as he feels under him
the sinewy undulations of his favorite
horse, as ihe holds the lines or the al-

most human sympathy he finds in the
full, intelligent eye and whinny wel-
coming his approach. The brave
straining of every muscle when speed
is required and the sound of his hoofs

as mile after mile is left behind, form
a bond of sympathy and comradeship
between horse and rider that no insen-

tient apparatus can begin to approach.
In the present war we have seen an

illustration of the important part the

horae takes in a military campaign,
when the flower of the British service

in the form of line regiments suffered

the most disastrous defeats at the

hands of mounted Boer infantry. It

was| only when a large number of

mounted English regiments were placed

at the disposal of Generals Roberts and
Duller that the tide was turned. In a

word, it was practically illustrated

that now,more than ever, modern war-

fare demands the use of large bodies

of horse to enable the various columns

to act with the requiisite mobility.

The Strathcona Horse on its way to

South Africa is an evident proof that

the English Government has awakened

to the fact that the equine species is

an indispensable auxiliary to a success-

ful campaign, perhaps more so than

ever before in the history of the Em-
pire, and in the more peaceful walks

of life the horse is as necessary as it

ever was, bringinig a hig^her average

price to-day than it has been known to

do during the past century.

It is universally acknowledged that

horseback exercise is surpassed by none

in its beneficial reaults on the health

and spirits, at the same time having

none of the laborious characteristics

which mark some other kinds of ath-

letic development. Perhaps its most

delightful feature is that it is emphati-

cally an outdoor recreation, involving

pure air and constant change, and whe-

ther in the vernal days of budding

spring, the .glowing summer, or au-

tumn, and even in the snowy paths of

winter, It is always delightful, exhilar-

ating and health-giving.

It is undoubtedly in the hunting field

that the horse has full scope for the

display of his finest qualities. A meet
among the hunting- shires of England
or the siporting counties of Ireland, is

one of the most enjoyable scenes in the
whole round of amusements.
Its increasing popularity in Canada

and the United States is an evidence
of a .growing taste along this line in

America. In the autumn, especially,

the "pink" of the hunter and "whim-
per" of the hound have become familiar

among the coverts from the St. Law-
rence as far south as the Carolinas,

the States of New York, New Jer-

sey, Massachusetts, and Pennsyl-
vania being, perhaps the most en-

thusiastic in the sport. The city of

Montreal is considered a great hunting
centre, having a Hunt Club Which dates
back to 1826, being the oldest pack on
the continent, as well as one of more
recent date, the "Canadian," both of

which are in a flourishing condition.

Hunting is here conducted on strict-

ly sporting principles, the wild fox

being invariably the quarry, and the

sport (genuine. The peculiar fascina-

tions of fox-huntiing have been well de-

scribed in the words of the favorite

author, Rolf Bolderwood, who says:

"Bverythinig is in favor of the hunting

field. The pleasant society, the regu-

lated tone and manner, the perfection

of the appointments, the training of the

servants, the science of the sport itself,

the sufficient admixture of danger and

the high quadity of the horses, all com-
bine to produce a sport fit for kings."

THE ENGLISH SPARROW.
In Rod and Gun for January and

February my ornithological friend, Mr.

Richard R. Nicholson, replies to my
paper, " A Defence of the Sparrow."

He makes out a terrible bill of indict-

ment against my little feathered bro-

ther countryman, which, no doubt, is

(luite satisfactory to himself and all his

sparrow-phobia friends.

The little feathered wretch is still

here. What does my friend Nicholson

propose doing with him ?

L. H. SMITH.

The magnitude of the trade in an-

glers' supplies is shown by tht fact that

a single Eastern dealer imported 45

tons of fishhooks of one manufacture—

13,098,384 hooki< by actual count-durlng:

1899.
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LEARN TO SHOOT

The great lesson of the South African

war—a lesson that the Boer republics

have written in letters of blood across

the face of the Empire—Is thsut every

Briton must know how to shoot. How

best to elevate the standard of th«

marksmanship of the British soldier is

a question that is lalready engaging the

attention of the War Office at I^ndon,

where its supreme imiportance is re-

cognized. On us, in Canada, who are

so vitally concerned in all that affects

the Empire at large, the lesson should

not be lost, and we should see to it

that every possible incentive and en-

couragement is given to Canadians in

acquiring the art of expert marksman-

ship. Fortunately for us, we are so

situated, with game of all kinds at our

very doors, that it is a rare thing to

find a Canadian youth who does not

know something about the shotgun or

rifle. A superfieia.1 knowledge, how-

ever, is not enough, and the problem

that confronits us is how to popularize

shooting so that every man who might

under ordinary circumstances be called

upon to iigiht for his country may

know how to handle the rifle with the

most deadly results. So far as I have

seen, the suggestions made in different

quarters, as to how this most desirable

result may be accomplished, have all

been along ;the line of promoting the

practice of rifle s-hooting, as at present

indulged in by our rifle associations,

among the people generally.

I believe the standard of marksnxan-

ship necessary will never be accom-

plished by this means. The danger

area of modern smoikeless rifles is so

great that practice at the butts can

only be indulged in with safety to the

public in certain favored locations. In

the next place, the expense and work of

preparing a suiitable range, and the

high cost not only of a suitable rifle

but of the ammunition required to be

used, is an insurmountable obstacle in

the way, except -where both are fur-

nished by the Government. L.astly, I

take the responsibility oi saying that

even given the necessary range, rifle

and ammunition, the practice of shoot-

ing at fixed targets at the butts is of

very little value in actual warfare or

in shooting game. And yet the preva-

lent idea in many places seems to be

that a rifleman who can make a bull's-

eye at 800 yards has all the qualiflca-

tions of an all-round shot. I do not

wish to disparage rifle shooting of any

kind, knowing what a fascinating sport

it is, but what I do wish to make plain

is ithat shooting at a stationary target

is good so far as it goes, but that it

does not go far enough.

What seems to be entirely overlooked

in discussing this question is that shot-

gun shooting, either in the field or at

the traps, is one of the best means

of acquiring proficiency with rifie. A
man who can sitop the whirring grouse

as it darts through the thickly wood-

ed timber, or can centre the quartering

target and snuff it out, will, in my
opinion, -have no difficulty in giving a

good account of himself when a rifle

is placed in his hands. One of the best

rifle shots I know is a man who admits

his skill in rifle shooting is owing to

his years of shot-gun shooting in the

field and at the traps. He seldom

shoots a rifle, but when he does his

bullet invariably finds its intended bil-

let. He scorns to shoot such game as

rabbits with a scatter gun, but instead

uses a .22 Winchester repeater, a prac-

tice, by the way, Canadian sportsmen

might properly follow; and yet he is

a man who never shot over a rifle

range in his life, and would probably

make a very inferior score at the

butts.

I am convinced that there is no sim-

pler or more effective way of making

good rifle shots of the Canadian people

than by giving them plenty of prac-

tice with the shotgun, and especially

at clay pigeons. The very skill neces-

sary to enable the shooter to correctly

and instantaneously judge velocity of

both target and projectile, angle of

flight, amount of lead required, and to

align and fire, is the same skill required

of a rifieman in dropping a galloping

horseman or a charging enemy. Then

why not accomplish the object we

have in view by the simplest and easi-

est method. Clay bird shooting is

comparatively cheap, and can and

shou'ld be made cheaper; it can be in-

dulged in in a ten-acre field without

danger to the w.hole country-side, and

the practice of it should be encouraged

in every way. In the United States

target shooting has made wonderful

strides, and there is hardly a city, or

even village, that has not its gun club

and its regular shoot at targets. The

effect of this from a national and mili-

tary standpoint alone must be tremen-

dous. In Canada we are progressing

along the same lines, but not nearly

as fast as we should.

One millstone around the neck of

rifle and target shooting in Canada is

the extremely high tariff of 30 per cen'.

on -guns and ammunition of all kinds.

The British- preference is some relief,

but still keeps the prices high enough,
.

and act as serious brakes on all shoot-

ing in this country. On patriotic

grounds alone the tariff on guns and

amm'unition should be reduced, so that

our poorer citizens may indulge in

shooting Without a disastrous drain

upon their purses. We cannot afford

to be behind our neighbors in this mat-

ter, as we are apt to be with our handi-

cap of expensive ammunition.

A New Gun Club.

A new gun club under the name of

the "Marcotte" Gun Club has been or-

ganized. The officers are: Raymond

Prefonitaine (Mayor of Montreal), hon-

orary president; H. W. Dareau (alder-

man), chairman; J. E. Barnabe, first

vice-president; T. Goulet, second vice-

president; Max. Grroulx, treasurer; F.

A. Chagnon, manager; F. Payette, J.

A. Renaud, conjoint secretaries.

A shooting contest, open to all, is

being organized, the date to be an-

nounced later. The programme is:

No. 1—'Continuo'us Flobert rifie con-

test.

;No. 2-^Grand shooting competition

(individual) at artificial pigeons, 20

birds for each man.

No. 3—^Ladies' ©hooting match.

No. 4—Competition b-etween teams of

five shooters, 15 birds each man.

No. 5-^Shooting on live birds.

CONDITIONS.

The "National American" rules to gov-

ern. The artificial pigeons will be the

"Blue Rock," 18 yards rise; same dis-

tance for all guns.

No. 4—Teams shall be formed of men

belonging to the same club or of five

men of the ,same occupation, such as

butchers, -grocers, or such five shooters

coming from the same city or villaff^^

outside of Montreal.



Shooting at Delorimier Park.

•The shcxdt of the Maseotte Gun Club

was oon'cluded on Saturday afternoon.

The club desires to thank the Montreal

£und Westmount Gun Clubs, especially

Mr. Kearney, of the Montreal G-un

Club, for lending- traps, etc. The Do-

minion and provincial chanapionships

will be shot on Mon/treal grounds on

(lood Friday. Following is Saturday's

iioore:

IjA;r>IHS' MATCH.
U St. Jean 9

Hutcheson 8

I Kearney 8

I
Candlish 8

I

I.iadouceuT 7

!
Dr. Richer 7

j
Dumont 7

Aubin 7

F. X. St Jean 7

Henaud 7

liarniabee 7

] lel'lerin 7

Special.

1j. St. Jean 10

C;andlia.h 10

Dumont 9

AubiJi 10

Kearney 10

Hutcheson 10

Ladouceur 9

The rifle contest was won by J. A.

Ilenaud.

The 'S. S. trophy will be shot on the

16th April.

In shooting off ities of ten L. St. Jean
won out.

* * *

The Grand Prix du Casino.

T)his (great dmternational pigeon

shooting event of the world, held annu-
ally at Monte Carlo, was shot off on
January 29th, and, as usual, drew to-

gether sihooters from the different coun-

tries of continental Europe as well as

many from England, two from the

United States and one from Australia.

The Australian representative did well,

winning second money, £256, with sev-

enteen out of twenty birds, the winner

I

being Count O'Brien, a Spaniard, of

I Irish descent, with a score of eighteen.

! Herr Hans Marsch (Germany) and M.

;
Poizfiat (France), after shooting off a

;

tie with Mr. W. Blake (England) and

!
Signor Benvenuti (Italy), divided third

!
and fourth money, 434 ipounds sterling.

I

The following are the scores:

The Grand Prix du Monaco of 800

pounds sterling and a piece of plate,

added to a sweepstakes of 8 pounds
eaoh; second received 160 pounds and
25 per cent, of the entries; third, 80

pounds and 25 ,per cent.; fourth, 40

pounds and 15 per cent.; three pigeons
at 28 metres, nine at 27 metres. Last
year's winner to stand back two metres;
any other winner of the prize, one
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metre; three misses to put out; 98 subs.
S. Count O'Brien (Pur-
dey), French Powder
S. (first of £755 and
a piece of plate) 11111111101111110111—18

A. Mr. Mackintosh
(Greener), S. (sec-
ond of £356) 11101111111111110110—17

G. Herr Hans Marsch
(Bodson), B 1011111111111110—14

F. M. Poizat (Purdey), F. .1111111111011110—14
E. Mr. W. Blake (Greener),

,
-A-- 1111111101111110-14U Signor Benvenuti (Green-
er), W 1111111101111110-14

E. Mr. H. Barker lOllllllllllllO—13
F. M. Joumu 1111111111100—11
A. Mr. Rogers 111111101110-10
E. Mr. Roberts 11111110110—9
I. Signor Lazzaro 11111101110—9
E. Mr. Watson 10111111110— 9
F. M. de la Cbapelle 11111111010—9
I. Signor Guidicini 11110111110—9
I. Signor Soldi 1011111110—9
F. Baron Leonino 1110111110—8
F. Baron de Molembaix 0111111110—8
F. M. Charrier 0111111110—8
F. M. Hudellet 1111110110— 8
E. Mr. Hill 1101111110— 8
I. Signor Fiaehetti 111011110—7
F. M. Drevon 111111010—7
I. Count L. Gayoli .^ 011111110—7
F. M. Dements 110111110— 7
I. Signor Quieroilo 111011110—7
G. Count Voss 011111110—7
F. M. Brasseur 01111110—6
A. Mr. Robinson 11111010— 6
I. Signor Briasco 01111110—6
I. Signor Pergo 11011110—6
E. Mr. Vernon Barker lllllOlO—

6

Killed five birds: Signor Delia Torres,

Signor Antinovi, Count Lambert, Signor

Asti Cesare, Count Delfino, Mr. Hannay.
Killed four birds: Signor Ghersi, Mr.

"Ly'Sdite," Signor Borghi.

Killed three birds: Mr. Horton, Mr.

Laleham, M. RiboUet, Signor E. Villani,

Signor Faravelli, Mr. Southby Hewitt,

Signor ;R. Grandi, Signojr Puccinelli,

M. iSibrlok, M. R. Gourgaud, Signor

Lanifranohi, Mr. Wilder, Slignor P.

Luro.

Killed two birds: Count de Robiano,

Hon. F. Erskine, Viscomte d'Hauterive,

M. Barny-Herrfeldt, Count d'Havrin-

court, Mr. Ker, Earl of Portarlington,

M. Lonhienne, Signor J. Grasselli, Sig-

nor Gregorini, M. Moncorge, M. Mau-
rice Faure, iSignor Catenacci, M. de

Pape, Signor Cavaleri, Van den Bosch,

Mr. Hodgson, Baron de Tavernost, Bar-

on de Montpelier, Signor R. Gallardo,

M. Doris, Mr. Hall, Signor Marconcini,

Vicomte lE. de Poncins, Mr. Noel Fen-

wick, M. Riols, iSignor Sani, Signor

G. Grasiselli, M. d'Henripret, Signor Sor-

mani, iSignor Paganini, Count Minyady,

Signir Zonda, Signor Fescari, Mr. O.

Pennel.

Killed one bird: M. Paocard, Baron L.

da( Dorlodot, Count de Mlontesquiou,

Signor Torrigiani, Signor Miola, Count

Delfino, Mr. Harrison.

Missed three birds: Mr. L. Henry,

Herr Langhendonc'k, Signor Anselmi,

iSignor Galetti.

TIES FOR THIRD AND FOURTH PRIZES.

Herr Hans Marsch (divided third

and fourth of £434) 11101111—7

M. Poizat (ditto) 11101111—7
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Mr. W. Blake 11101110—6
Signor Benvenuti 11101110—6

The ^previous winners of the Grand
Prix have been as under:

1872. Mr. G. L. Lorillard (U.S.)

1873. ,Mr. J. Jee, V.C, C.B. (England).
1874. :Sir W. Call, Bart. (England).
1875. Capt. A. Patton (England).
1876. Capt. A. Patton (England).
1877. Mr. W. Arundel Yeo (England).
1878. 'Mr. H. Cholmondeley Pennell(Eng-

land).

1879. Mr. E. R. G. Hopwood (England).
1880. Count M. Esterhazy (Austria).

1881. M. Godefroy Camauer (Belgium).
1882. Count de St. Quentin (France).

1883. Mr. J. Roberts (England).

1884. Count di Caserta (Italy).

1S85. M. L. de Dorlodot (Belgium).

1886. Signor Gaidicini (Italy).

1887. Count Sallna (Italy).

1888. Mr. Seaton (England).

1889. (Mr. V. Dicks (England).

1890. Signor Guidicini (Italy).

1891. Count L. Gayoli (Italy).

1892. Count Trauttmansdorff (Austria).

1893. Signor Guidicini (Italy).

1894. Count C. Zichy (Austria).

1895. Signor Benvenuti (Italy).

1896. M. H. Journu (France).

1897. Signor G. Grasselli (Italy).

1898. Mr. Curling- (England).

1899. iM. R. Moncorge (France).

1900. Count O'Brien (Spain).

It will be seen from the above table

that the Grand Prix has been won ele-

ven times by English, eight times by

Italians, three each by French and

Austrians, twice by Belgians, and once

each by natives of the United States

and Spain, and of the twenty-nine

shooters whose names are engraved on

the marble tablets at the Monte Carlo

stand only one has gone over to the

great majority, this being Mr. J. Jee,

V.C, C.B. Of the previous winners,

Mr. Roiberts, M. de Dorlodot, Signor

Guidicini (who alone can claim the dis-

tinction of three victories). Count Gay-

oli, Signor Benvenuti, M. Journu, Signor

G. Graslselli and M. Moncorge were

among the comipetitors this week, M.

Journu, iSignor Benvenuti, Mr. Roberts

and Signor Guidicini making the best

show.
Hf * *

Stray Shots.

Fred Gilbert sqccesl&fiully defendjed

the E. C. championship trophy against

J. A. R. Elliott on February 19th at Hot

Springs, Ark., the scores being: Gilbert

133, Elliott 124. Both contestants used

Winchester Leader shells, and Elliott

used a Winchester pump gun.

• • «

The /Grand American Handicap will
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be (Shot at the new Interstate Park at

Queena, Boroaigh of Queens, New York

city, Aipril 2 to 6. The money will be

divided on the same system as last

year, and the winner will be given a

handsome trophy to commemorate his

victory. Regular entries close March

24th, and will be received at the New
York office. Edward Banks, secretary-

treasurer, 318 Broadway, New York.

* * *

The United States Revolver Associa-

tion wais formed in New York early this

month, with the lnten.tion of being na-

tional in character as well as in name.

Its sole object is to systematize the

sport of revolver shooting, adopting

uniform targets and prescribed dis-

tances, defining clearly w.hat consti-

tutes the different types of arm, regu-

lating the trigger pulls of the different

types ot revolviers, and formulating

rules and regulation® for conducting

revolver shooting. It will not own a
range.

* * *

Negotiations are on foot to bring

about a revolver match between the

expert shots of Prance and America,

the results to be transimitted by cable

between the competing teams. The

Brooklyn Revolver Club is earnestly

fostering the plan, and, if the contest

is arranged, some of its members will

probably find place on >the American

team. As the French marksmen harve

not generally adopted the use of the

revolver, but instead rely upon the

pistol in practice and competitive

shooting, it is probable that there would

be necessary a compromise in arrang-

ing, conditions; half the match being

shot ^lnder EVench rulings and half un-

der the American. It Is to be hoped

that the plan may be carried through
to siicoass.

m * *

Howe D. Bates, Ridgetown, Ont., and

John Stroud, Hamilton, Ont., have been

trying lately to settle between them-
selves who is the better shot. Mr.

Bates is the winner of the Gilman &
Barnes international live bird cham-
pionship trophy, recently shot for at St.

Thomas, and Mr. Stroud is one of the

three shooters Wiho won first place in

the Grand (Canadian Handicap at Ham-
ilton, Ont., in January last. These two

have recently shot two matches at 100

live pigeons, 30 yards rise, for $100 a

side. The first, at London, Ont., was
won by Mr. Stroud with a score of 84

to S3. The second Was shot at St.

Thomas and TVas won by Mr. Bates, the

score being: Bates 91, Stroud 78. Stroud

shoots a 10 gauge 11 i>ound Greener
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gun and Bates a 12 gauge Parker,weigh-

ing 7 pounds 10 ounces.

* * *

The shooting fraternity will be glad

to learn that they can now get a low-

priced nitro powder loaded shell, load-

ed by such a reliable iiouse as the Win-
chester Repeating Arms Co. The Win-
chester Repeater, the yellow-covered

shell with the Winchester patent cor-

rugated head and primed with the

Winchester No. 6 primer—celebrated

for its quickness, is the shell the Win-
chester people now offer loaded, in ad-

dition to their Leader, Metal Lined, and

Pigeon shells. We are assured that

the Repeater is cheap in price but not

in quality. The Winchester people

offer the Repeater in 10, 12, 16, and 20

gauges, loaded with any of the stand-

ard brands of nitro powders; the maxi-

mum loads for (this shell being: 10

gauge, 3 1-2 drachms powder, 1 1-4

ounces .shot; 12 gauge, 3 drachms pow-

der, 1 1-4 ounces shot; 16 gauge, 2 1-2

draohms powder, 1 ounce shot; 20

gauge, 2 draohms powder, 7-8 ounce

shot. The Repeater will be loaded by

the Winchester people with the same
high quality of powder and shot, and

with the same care, which has made
their Leader, Metal Lined and Pigeon

sheills so universally popular.

* * *

The English War Office recently is-

sued an army order stating the condi-

tions under which volunteers will be

accepted foai duty in South Africa.

Among the requirements the volunteer

must be a firat-'cilass shot under volun-

teer ruleis. The Council of the National

Rifle Association of Great Britain an-

nounces that yeomanry and volunteers

under orders for Sotuth Africa may use

the Bisley rifle range gratis. The Coun-

cil says: "The war in South Africa has

proved the great value of an irregular

force of skilled marksmen for purposes

of national defence, and the Council

conisidens it very important that the

formation of rifle dubs should be pro-

moted throughout the Kingdom, with

the special object of making rifle prac-

tice accessible to the general popula-

tion. The Council will be glad to afford

every assistance in the formation of

such dlubs, and will welcome any sug-

gestions in furtherance of this object.

No more opportune time than the pres-

ent could be chosen by the National

Rifle Association for endeavoring to

interest the general public in rifle

shooting, for recent events have shown
the value of men who can use a rifle

to advantage."

Senator .McArthiir, of Iowa, has in-

troduced a bill into the Legislature of

that State to require non-resident

sportsmen to take out a shooting li-

cense before being allowed to hunt with

a gun any bird or wild animal in the

State. The license fee is fixed at $10

for each county, and the applicant is

required to file his application with the

Secretary of State, stating name, age,

and place of residence of the applicant

and the .county in which he desires to

hunt. 'Besides the $10 fee, a fee of 50

cents must be paid to the Secretary of

State for issuing the license. The holder

of such licenise may take from the State

not to exceed twenty-iflve birds of all

kinds killed by himself, and his opera-

tions imust be confined to the legal sea-

son. This bill is said to be approved
by a majority of Iowa sportsmen.

RAW FURS.

The market is ateady, and following

prices are quoted

:

Beaver Oprohi'bited). Strictly prime
large, $4,50; small, $2.35.

Bear—^Black, No. 1 large, $15; No. 1

medium, $10; iNo. 1 small, $7.50.

Fisher—No. 1 dark, $7.50; No. 1 brown,

$6; No. 1 pale, $5.

Fox—Red, large, No. 1, $3.75; medium
No. 1, $3.50; small No. 1, $3.25; cross fox.

No. 1 dark, $12; fair, $9; pale, $5; silver

No. 1 skin, as to color, when prime, $75

to J2D.

Lynx—No. 1 large, $4; No. 1 medium,
$3.00.

Martin—No. 1, $5 to $3, aoording to

color.

Mink—Large dark No. 1, $3; medium,
$2.50; small, $3.

Muskrat—Medium winter, 10c; heavy
winter, 13c.

Otter—Eastern and Labrador, No. 1

large dark, $15 J' western, large dark,

$10.00.

Raccoon—No. 1 large dark, $1.25; No.

1 smalL 60c.

Skunk—No. 1 black, 90c to $1.50; short

stripe, 60c to 75c.

Wolverine — Dark, $5; brown, $4. —
Montreal Trade Review.
The next public raw fur sales in Lon-

don will be as follows: Hudson's Bay
Company, March 19 to 21; C. M. Lamp-
eon & Co., March 19 to 30. Latest dates

for forwarding shipments from New
York to March sales were: For silver,

blue and cross fox, otter, beaver, fisher,

lynx, wolverine, musk ox, dry fur seal

and sea otter, March 2; all other ar-

ticles. March 9.



ENCOURAGE SHOOTING
MILITARY RIFLES.

The following article, from an ex-

chang-e, is so appropriate to Canada at

ftie .present time that we take pleasure

in reproducing it verbatim :

It has often been said that Americans
are a ma-tion of riflemen, and we like

to si>eak of our proficiency with the

rifle. So much of such talk has been

heard of late we have found ourselves

wandering if we were not rapidly drift-

ing into a state of supreme satisfaction

that cannot be founded upon facte ; if

we were not resting upon an insecure

fouRdatioin.

One of our vaJlued correspondents tells

in the present issue of this journal of

an ancient law in England which com-
pelled every boy at a stated age to pro-

I

cure and keep in his house bow and

j

arrows, changing the same from time

i
to time as he advanced in age and

I
stremgth, and he was obliged to prac-

tice with the bow and arrows at speci-

fied times. At the time that law was
1
enacted the bow and arrow was the

i

national weapon of England.

I

At the .present time we have in the

United States many riflemen who pos-

sess wonderful skLlH in rifle shooting,

but who know comparatively little about
our modern national arm, though the

chosen one of our army and similar

rifles (have l>een long accessible. For
various reasons we have drifted away
from the main object of rifle practice,

which is familiarity and skill with the

weapon as a national defence. Tihe aim
i of a majority of riflemen to-day is to

I

excel in marksmanship and many sacri-

I

flees are made to attain that end.

Not many years ago rifles used by
civilians in target shooting could be
used in the field for hunting or In bat-

1
tie ; in fact, our game was greatly re-

Iduced in quantity, and our early bat-
' ties were fongfht with such rifles. As
I

rifle shooting became a sport, rifles

' were changed to secure the greatest

;
possible accuracy, whiclh has resulted
'in the creation of different types of

j

arms until now tJhey are eee.minig,ly per-

jfectior the different styles of shooting,

jbut of little or no use for any other pur-

Ipose.

' It is not our ipunpose to decry these

different types of rifles or speak dis-

iparagingly of the sport in which they

I

are used. We would not want to see

these special arms cast aside nor the

style of shooting they are used for

:abandoned. They serve very useful pur-

'poses. They are flne instruments, dem-
onstrating the possibilities of firearms
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and ammunition as well! as the skill of

experts, from which can be drawn and
is drawn much information of value,

whidh is introduced into arms and am-
munition ifor hunting and warfare.
The desire to excel in marksmanship

with the rifle Is not confined to civil-

ians. The volunteer militia of the
United States is to-day armed with a
rifle which, though once a good mili-

tary arm, is now of little use but for

tanget .practice. At the present time no
advanced nation would use such a rifle

as the iSprimglield with black powder
In warfare, and if we mistake not, the

United States is the only finst-class

power which arms its militia with the

old style rifle and ammunition. Our
volunteers hold annual prize sliooting

oomjpetitlo<n,s, shooting an arm which,

from a military ipoint of vie.w, must be

regarded sls o'bsolete. In view of the

foregoing we can look upon military

rifle practice in the United States

amiomg the Volunteer mlijitia as at a

standstill.

The time "has come when military rifle

shooting should be changed. This

branch of iSlhooting should now be done

with modern military rifles that shoot

the modem govern.ment cartridge. The
use of such rifles and ammunition
should not be restricted to the militia.

The civilian isihooild be encouraged to

shoot with such arms and ammunition.

There are in this country thousands

of \lovers of rifle shooting w(ho would

like to shoot a practical military rifle

if they were encouraged to do so, but

who care not for the militia service,

useful though it may be. There are

many more who are enrolled in the

militia who do not care for rifle practice

and do no more rifle shooting than they

are obliged to. We cannot gauge the

defensive ipower of our country outside

of the regular army by our volunteer

militia. If there were a law like the

old archery ilaw of England and it were

enforced, and every male on arriving at

a stated age were compelled to own his

modern military rifle and shoot modern

military ammunition we might claim to

be a nation of riflemen and regard our-

selves as Invincible.

But .such a law would be opposed and

probably could not be enacted and en-

forced. There could, however, be much
accomplished if most of the matches

now shot with the Spring'field rifle and

black .powder cartridges were shot with

modern small bore military rifles and

the government cartridge. Aside from

the Krag-Jorgensen rifle, any strictly

military rifle, such as the Winchester,
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Remington-Lee, and Remington, shoot-
ing the U. S, government cartridge,

ehouQd be permitted. This is specially
urged in all prize meetings of an in-

terstate cJiaracter. All military

matches, outside of state matches,
should be opened to all-comere, whether
members of military organizations or
not. Every civilian rifle club should en-
courage shooting with such arms and
ammunition, maJklng such shooting a
part of its .programme. Every rifleman
should practice to some extent with
such arms and ammunition.
Should the foregoing suggestions be

carried out It Is safe to say this would
follow :

1. Knowledge would be gained of the

capabiilltles of our modern national arm,
about which we now know very little.

2. Skill would be acquired with a wea-
pon with which the militiaman now is

unfamiliar, but whch he would use if

called into active service. .

3. The civilian would become familiar

with a practical! military arm.

4. Our national strength would be
greatly increased and upon a practical

basis.

5. It would make apparent merits or

defects In our military arms and am-
munition.

6. It would demonstrate the compara-
tive merits of the different makes of

arms for the same cai-trldge.—Shooting

and Fishing.
»

The war in the Transvaal is credit-

ed with bringing threatened ruin upon
the many English foxhound packs here-

tofore kept up by popular subscription

among the gentlefolk of the Shires. The
hard-riding sons of the gentry and no-

bility are now hunting game other than

foxes, and, no matter how the war may
eventually terminate, many of them
will never again ride to the hounds over

moor'land and lea. Only after years of

continual peace can England again re-

assume her careless enjoyment of the

sports and pleasures .of life, and in the

meantime the hunting stables and ken-

nels nxust suffer from neglect.

The Andrew B. Hendryx Co., of Hart-

ford, Conn., has adopted a means of

Indelibly Impressing its name on us,

and, we presume, others. Its edition

de luxe .catalogue of the Hendryx
reels, which are specified to be of all

kinds but of only one quality, the best,

sets forth, In many pages, examples of

their highly finished products, which

would deflight the heart of any angler.

This firm manufactures also very large

lines of bird cages, also squirrel cages.
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" Of all fool things," said Sammy
Kelsey, " commend me to a porcupine.

That fellow there," pointing to a dark

object half way up the rooks, " has been

lying beside that log all day, and hasn't

moved a foot since we came by here

early this morning. One time I Was—"
But Sammy's stories are apt to be

long, especiaMy after a few nips of

Seagram.
" Can a fish alimb a tree, Sammy ?

"

I said, just to turn the current of his

thoughts.

"He can try," ^aid Sammy. 'Over
there on the East Side, by the Onion
Bed—"
Here was another story coming. We

had been all over the west shore of

Charleston Lake on a lovely, golden

October day, .starting out from Cedar
Park in a dense fog, which gradually

lifted as the morning wore on. How
Sammy knew his way through all

those islands was a mystery. But he

did ; past old Israel Slack's and the

Cairn, and up to the Crack in the Rock,

where we picked up a salmon or two.

Down Donaldson's Bay, with varying

fortunes—here and there a lusty black

bass and here and there a salmon, with

many a sneaking pike, which was no

welcome visitor. We had drawn our

boat on aihore at the carry, and while

Sammy was making the fire I strolled

over and had a look at the Furness

waters. A small salmon was fried and
a chicken broiled, for Sammy is a prince

of cooks ; we had thrown the bones into

the river, and topped off the feast with

a bottle of Bowie's Bass, put water on

the fire, smoked a digestive pipe, and
were on our way homeward. The point

coming out of Donaldst)n's Bay had
been rounded, Sammy had pointed out

the house where little Caroline Larose

lived, and the Blue Mountain, in the

distance, over which she had wandered
for three days with her baby sister,

and we were drifting leisurely north-

ward, close beside the towering rocks.

Sammy was growing reminiscent. I had

heard his stories before, and had asked

the question apropos of nothing.

Just then a tug at the end of the

hundred feet or so of line dragging be-

hind, and a second or two after, a big

commotion at the edge of the water, as

if some one had thrown in a boulder.

" That's your fish," said Sammy, " and

he was trying to climb up to catch

that porcupine. Anyway, they always

puH for the shore, like the sailor In

the song, when they get hooked."

Another jump, about ten feet from

ahore, then another, and a fight for

ten 'miinutes, ae the net. result of which

a big Oswego basis, six pounds if an

ounce, lay in the bottom of the boat.

Off again, and soon another strong

tug. No bass this time, and no jumping,

but another kind of a critter that went

down 50 or 60 feet, and seamed deter-

miined to stay, for no persuasion or

preesurie could budge him till he got

readiy to move.

"Big feillow that, Sammy !

"

" Mebbe ; a salmon, anyway."

By and by he began to fight again,

a,nd, flna,lly was landed. Not so big

after all—^six or seven pounds—but a

beautiful fish.

Just then Lev. Southworth came
along, by hirnself, as he always was,

and cursing his luck. " Trolled all day

and .not a salmon ; could have filled a

boat with bass."

" There's another tree-clim,ber," said

Sammy, as there was a big splash in

the slhallow water. Another splash fu.r-

ther out, then another, just beside our

boat. It was Lev's fish this time, and
wo could have netted itt as it passed us.

" Anotheir d—d bass," said Lev, " a

mate for yours. I am going home,"

and he pulled off for the hotel, where

we found him ^after awhile and swap-

ped fis!h land deer stories around the

big stove. Sammy finished his short

yarns, and sang his favorite ditty :

Back and side go bare, go bare,

Both feet and hands go cold ;

But belly, God .send thee ale enough.
Let it be new or old.

If you don't believe this yarn, you

can see the two bass, mounted by Cur-

rie and Croaier, on the wall, in my of-

fice.

and when mounted will be sent to th(

Smithsonian Institution at Washington

A Monster Bass.

Fish Commissioner Cohen, of Chi-

cago, recently discovered a black bass

of extraordinary size in a shipment to

one of the local comimission companies

from Portsmouth, Va. The fish, it is

said, weighed nine and one-half pounds,

and when first taken out of the water

must have weighed ten pounds or more.

The dimensions are 25 1-2 inches from

mouth to tip of tail, 19 inches in girth,

6 1-2 inches in diameter, 5 1-2 inches

high when resting on its belly. The

open mouth measures 6 inches between

the lips. The gian " bronze-backer "

is now in the hands of a taxidermist,

A bill will soon be brought befon

Congress iproviding for a commissioi

to treat with the Chippewa Indians fo

the privilege of including their old re

servatlon in the proposed Northen

Minnesota National Park. The terri

tory lies at the head-waters of the Mis

eissippi River and comprises 611,52:

acres of land and 218,470 acres of wite

—the Cass La;ke, Chippewa, Leech Laki

and Lake Winnebago reservations.

From the city whose location is liabli

to confuse the foreigner, Kansas City

which is not in Kansas but in Missouri

comes the complete catalogues of thi

J. F. Schmeizer & Sons' Artms Co., re

plete with lists of guns and ammuni
tion, athletic and sporting goods am
fishing tackle for sale. This firm ha

been long in the business, and issue

many catalogues. Those received ar

numbers 69aB and 774.

Raw For Sales, London, Eng.

Private cables contain the followini

infonmation regarding the course of tih

market up to date, compared with las

March:

Alaska otter, 20 per cent, higher

southwestern otter, same as last March

Labrador otter, 20 per cent, lower; fox

75 per cent, higher; silver fox, 100 pe

cent, higher ; orosB ifox, 50 per cent

higher; blue fox, 20 per cent, higher

white fox, 40 per cent, higher; wolve

rine, 15 per .cent, higher; badger, sam*

as last March; wild cat, 125 per cent

higher; house cat, no change; mink an<

marten, no change; lynx, 100 per cent

higher; dark heaver, same as last June

American heaver, 20 per cent, highe

than last June; wombat and wallabj

20 per cent, higher than last October.

Later cables report black bear ©am

as last March; northern and wester

raccoon, same as last March; soutl

western raccoon, 10 per cent, higher'

lynx, 100 per cent, up; marten an

Ha;lifax and eastern mink, unchange(

northern minik, 15 per cent, up; westei.

and south-western mink, 25 per car'

up; Russian sable, unchanged; ermin

50 per cent, up; sikunk, 20 per cent, u

civit cat, 10 per cent. up.

It must he remembered that in mai

cases the advances mentioned ha

been fully anticipated by the June a

October sales, upon which local pric

are already based, so that it does r

mean that prices now being paid w

be greatly altered—Trade Review.



The Chateau Frontenac, a magnifi-

cent new fire-proof hotel, erected by a

number of capitalists of Montreal,

stands at the eastern end of a splendid

esplanade known as the Dufferln Ter-

race, just below the King's Bastion of

the Citadel, commanding delightful

views of the St. Lawrence as far as the

eye can reach—down past the He dOr-
leans, across to Levis and beyond, up
stream to Sillery, and, to the left, the

country along the beautiful valley of

the St. Charles River. The grandeur

of the scenery is indescribable; it is

matchless in diversity and charming in

effect. No grander site for such a

structure could be found on the con-

tinent and it would not be easy to com-

bine the advantages it possesses in any

place the world over. This elegant ho-

tel, on which nearly $1,000,000 has been

judiciously expended, and which has

been enlarged to meet the increased

demands of travel, is erected on an his-

toric spot of more than ordinary inter-

est—the site of the old Chateau St.

Louis, so famous in Canadian history

and once the vice-regal residence of the

Governors of Canada, both before and

after the conquest.

CHATEAU FRONTENAC
QUEBEC.

The rates are from $3.50 upwards per

day, with special arrangements for

large parties or those making a pro-

longed stay. For further particulars

address Manager, Chateau Frontenao

Quebec.

#̂̂
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MOOSE
CARIBOU

DEER

BIG HORN
BEAR
DUCK
PARTRIDGE
QUAIL

GEESE

TROUT
BLACK BASS

SALMON

SPORT ! ! ^
There is more Sport to the Square

Mile in Canada along the line of the

Pacific Railu^ay
than in any other part of the North

American Contintnt i^t^t^i^t^i^t^

Send for copy of our Game Mapt out Fishing and Shooting: and other

sporting poblications, to General Passenger Department, Montreal, P. Q.



IFinest Canoe Trip

In the World l^g
kaming and Temagaming should write to P. A.
COBBOLD, Halleybury, Ont. (successor to

C. C Farr & Cobbold.)

montauk

Cameras

Are Standard Instru-
ments in point of
Technical Accuracy
and Artistic Execu-
tion. Renowned for

Quality. Write for
Catalogue

W. STARK, Agent, ACTON, Ont.

,,^^^^r;^%.,^ THE HUDSON'S BAY
^

' COMPANY

'^'^^O/^ATED AD'

HAS HAD OVER 229 YEARS
EXPERIENCE IN PROVIDING
FOR HUNTERS

EVERYTHING NECESSARY CAN BE SUPPLIED. JH J* Jt CIRCULAR
LETTERS OF CREDIT ISSUED ON ALL THE COMPANY'S INLAND
POSTS. «•••««••««• FURTHER PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION TO

HUDSON^S BAY COMPANY, WINNIPEG.

Province of Quebec
The:

Sportsman s Paradise
#Jit

TO LET

Riverst Lakes

and Hunting

Territories -^^ ^

Hunting permits, fee : $25.00.

Fishing permits, fee : $ J 0.00.

These livers and lakes are all well sloiked with salmon and trout,

from four to eight pounds, and with various other kiuds offish.

MOOSE, CARIBOU AND RED DEER .

Splendid shootiog almost everywhere throughout the territory of

the Province of Quebec, especially in the Ottawa and Pontiac Districts, in

Gaspesia and Beauce, the Matapedia Valley, the Teraiscamingue Kegion,

the Eastern Townships, the Korth of Montreal and the Kippewa.

Game abounds in the Forests and on the Beaches.

Hunting territories from 10 to 400 square miles, at $1.00 per square

mile and upwards, can be leased, on Avhich the lessee has the exclusive

right of hunting.

THE LAURENTIDES NATIONAL PARK
Alone contains hundreds of the most picturesque lakes, teeming with fish,

and i)lenty of moose, caribou and bear; black, silver and red fox, otter,

martin, lynx, miuk, fisher are also abundant.

FEATHERED GAME.

Canadian goose, duck, woodcock, snipe, partridge, plover, etc., are in great

number in almost every part of the province.

HUNTING AND FISHING PERMITS

Can be obtained from the Department of Lands, Forests and Fisheries

and from tlie Game-wardens all over the province.

Hunting Territories Can be leased by applying: to

THE COMMISSIONER OF
LANDS, FORESTS AND FISHERIES, QUEBEC

THE HERALD JOB DEPARTMENT, MONTREAL, P.Q.
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!MlNCHESTER:2
Kcpcaiing Kiries

For All Kinds of Shooting.

All Desirable Calibers and Weights

A FEW FAVORITES FOR HUNTING.
Model 1895. 30 Army caliber, weight 8 1-A pounds.

Model 1894. 30 AV. C. F. caliber, "Extra Light,"
weight 6 1-2 pounds.

Model 1894. 30 \V. C. F. caliber, ''Take Down,"
weight 7 3-1 pounds.

Model 1 892. 44 and 38 caliber, " Take Down," weight
7 pounds.

Model 1886. 45-70 caliber, "Extra Light," weight
7 pounds.

Shoot Winchester Ammucition. Made for all Kinds of Guns.

FREE.— Send Name and Address on Postal for 158-page Illustrated Catalogue,

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., - - NEW HAVEN, CONN.

no more Rust

Oil

\n absolute preventive of
•ust. An ideal cleaner.
A perfect lubricant.

For BicyclPS, Fire Arms. Type-
writer.s, Sewing Machines,
and all bright (or polished)
metals.

jfaotured by

G.W.COLE CO.
Dept. B. 141 Broadway, New York City

SamDl«^ Bo'tio Sent for Canadian ?c Stamp

LYMAN^S RIFLE
QTA-» LJnpC ^^''Jfl l^J

96 ^iw,ge catalogue
of Sights and Fine Shooting
Rifles

WILLIAM LYMAN, Meddlefield, Conn.

HAMILTON POWDER CO.
HAS MANUFACIURED

SPORTING GUN POWDER
Since 1865, as a result you have

"CARIBOU" made from best materials, perfectly

put together. " DUCKING " hard pressed,

slow burning, keeps well under all conditions.
'• SNAP SHOT " high velocity, moist residium

Cheap. The powder for every day use.

ENGLISHMEN SAY
Powder can he hought in Canada as good as ev>-r

put in a gun. It has a positive advantage oyer
home make, the din is soft.—J. J. W in London
Field.

AMERICANS SAY
The finer Kngii>h or American Powder and Cana-
dian " Caribou," I am quite familiar with. They
give so little recoil that one may shoot all dav
without bruised shoulder or headache — Forest

and Stream.

CANADIANS ABROAD SAY
Can yon send over some Trap? I don't mean to

flatter but it is ahead of anything we get here.

—

A W. W., Batavia, N. Y.

Bellevue Hotel i?S.Si;;

SEASON 1900
FOR R4TCS ADDRESS

JOHN McCOMBIE,%^{^,a'r'

In point of cuisine and equipment, THE
ROSSIN is the most complete, the most
luxurious of modern Ontario hotels. The
rooms, single or en suite, are the most airy
and comfortable in the Dominion. The
Union Depot and Wharves but two mins
utes* walk.

A. & A. NELSON,
Toronto, Ont. Proprietors.
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We are pleased to notice continued re-

ference in sportsmen's papers to the bene-

ficial results likely to follow the formation

of the North American Fish and Game
Protection Association, which occurred

February 2nd. The fact that this organ-

ization has the Commissioner of Lands,

Forests and Fisheries of Quebec as its

President, the Surveyor-General of New
Brunswick among its Vice-Presidents,

besides a liberal percentage of other gov-

ernment officials of the fish and game in-

terests in Canada and contiguous states,

as officers and members, gives it a more

than ordinarily solid character, and

assisted as they will be by other earnest

workers there is a great future before it.

All sportsmen in Canada should be in

sympathy with and encourage by every

means they possess our United States

cousins in making laws prohibiting the

Bale of game and game fish. Not only does

Buch legislation protect the States resour-

ces, but it closes effectually a wide open

door for disposing of the illegally killed

Canadian bird, beast or fish, which are

shipped from Canada under various

aliases. Many a pound of Canadian

speckled trout has been disposed of in

New York or Boston.

<S> <$> <S>

The Province of Quebec Game and Pro-

tection Club enjoys new and earned

dignity under its recently changed name.
It has done much good work in the past,

and as " The Fish and Game Protection

Association for the Province of Quebec,"
its future will be as useful. The Super-

intendent of Fisheries and Game of

Quebec, Mr. L. Z. Joncas, in his last

annual report, says of its work :
" It rend-

ers great service to the province. Its

members are very active and zealous ; the

men they employ are well chosen and
displayed much activity and enei^y.

It would be very desirable to have similar

clubs in the districts of Quebec and Three

Rivers," and we may add, throughout

Canada.
<^ <$> ^

Quebec has recently appointed three

new wardens for special game protection

service in Ottawa and Pontiac counties.

There is ample room without any danger

of them becoming tired walking over the

same ground too often. Those counties are

many thousand square miles in extent.

Ontario will have a "new game law

shortly, into which are presumed to be all

the old enactments. At time of writing

it is before the House in its initial stages.

One important change is an open season

for moose and caribou, which the bill

states is to be from November 1st to 15th

inclusive, once every three years.

The Dominion Government is stocking

the National Park at Banff and Commis-

sioner McCreary has secured five elk

which he purchased from Valentine

Winkler, of Morden, Man. There are

three bulls of 10, 5 and 3 years and one

cow of 7 years and female calf of 9 months.

It is expected that two more females will

be added this year. The bucks when

shipped had very fine antlers.

An English paper states that the Boers

are utilizing field glasses generally to

assist in shooting accurately. One man
watches with a glass where his fellows'

shots strike and acts as coach, thereby

aiding them in correcting their aim at

distances too long to see clearly at with
unaided eyes.

<8><S><$>

Hereafter, our amateur photographic
department will be conducted by Mr.
H. McBean Johnstone in his own name,
instead of under the nom de plume of

Eusibus Jaxson II.

<$>«>

Those of our readers who follow the
gentle and useful art of Amateur Photo-
graphy and who intend to visit the Paris

Exposition will not be pleased with the
regulations under which photograms may
be taken. For example : Exhibits may
not be photographed without permission
of the owners. A hand camera may be
used at all hours, but the fee is 25 francs,

( $5. 00 ) . The unfortunate who attempts to

use a tripod must pay 1000 francs, ($200),

can only photograph before 1 p.m., and
the user must have in his possession a

card bearing his own photograph.

Whether this card is to' be used to

indentify himself with in case he gets

lost, or is a passport to show that he is

the person entitled to use that particular

instrument, we are not able to say at

present.

<S><S> <S>

The cases wherein utility, in the shape

of pulp mills, is to absolutely override

every other consideration are begining to

to occur. It is a moot point apparently

with the legislators whether anglers

should be considered at all where pulp

mill concessionaires are concerned. No
reasonable man objects to as many pulp

mills as there ought to be, but there are

cases where the super-excellence of the

fishing waters as a means of attracting

numbers of non-residents should not be

lost sight of, and there are several cases

on record where the visiting angler, in-

duced to come by the excellent fishing,

has made investments in Canada amount-

ing now into the millions. Fortunately

there are many thousand streams and

lakes where the pulp mill cannot como

with profit.
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The "Erie Eau," Kent Co., Ont., Is

known far land wide and has b3c mi

famous for its duok shooting, boa .ng

and flshJing, and natural advantages to'

those seeking a few days or weeks ut-

Ing. The summer months can bs spent

in cottages or beneath tents ajaeant to

the bordei^ of its waters, where a gra-

vely belacth gives room a,nd comfort to

beaters and bathers, during the weeks

of the summer anonths. Its waters are

dotted with mumerous row-boats and

grajced with the wide-spreading winga

of speedy yadhts and sailboats. In the'

distance, on either side of the lake.

gradually widening, are the marsh lands

stretching back to the timber with

numerous ponds, channels and flat~,

nearly the entire length of the Eau,

and woe to the belated sportsman who

is so unfortunate as to become lost at

nightfall dn its vast expanse. At the end,

or as commonly called the foot, 'is the

Provincial Park, where is th* fine com-

modious dwelling of the Park Ranger

The Park enclosure contains about

three or four acres, witJi an eight foot

wire fence s/urrounding it. The enclo-*

sure contains moose, deer, wild turkeys

English and "Mongolian pheasants. The
land about the Park and dwellings, and

for many .mileis to the south, is of a

sandy nature, connecting with loam soil.

as it mears the /marsh. The timber is

chiefly pine, scrubby oak, and occasion-:

ally a few asih with swamp willow. The

formation of the land at this point is

remarkable, having the appearance of

gradings or as if large trenches had

been made for breast works and the

hand of Time had somewhat levelled

it. The north side of the Eau joins

the mainland, a rich and fertile farm-

ing country, the ihomes of many weal-

thy farmers and retired gentry. The

entrance to this veritable Paradise is

at the south, where it flows and ebbs in-

to 'the treacherous Lake Erie, having an

entrance of three hundred (300) feet

wide, on the east side is tihe historic

"Pond Eau" lighthouse and its keeper's

dwelling, so strongly fortified by the

massive crib work on the sides of the

channel. The liht is red and white

flasih, to distinguish it from the other

lighthouses, and its popular and well

l::-own keeper, Mr. W. R. Fellows, is

always on hand to weloome visitors and

friends. Acmoss from the lig'hthouse is

the terminals of tihe Lake Erie and De-

troit River Railway, where is construct-

ed an immense dock and slip entrance

far receiving the Lake ferry car coal

boat "Shenango."

It was at this te"minus we landed

on the 18t)h October, after we had first

bid adieu to the flourishing town of

Leamington, the Gas City of the

Garden of Ontario. Our merry party

of duck shooters who were to make
world's records on this event were as

follows: Bert G. Weistcott, John Con-

over, Louis D. Johnstone, the "Chef"

and thie writer, not omitting his dis-

tinguished and well tra'ned pointer dog,

"Budd Lansdowne." Our outflt w^s a

paraphernalia of perfection nertaining

to a ducking outfit, two large heavy

weather tents under which our comforts

of the outinig were to be stored. The

boats were already at the grounds ^s

well! as the decoy® land other a'-t'rles

that were not perisihable goods. Th-^ t—n

occupied something over one hour, about

50 miles, and soon we were in sight of

the spot that wiould afford us many
days' sport and pleasure. Well, you pes-

ky duck shooters, you had better get

a imove on, came from the good natured

baggageiman, land after greaising up, we
fell to and soon had «ur traps piled off

and ready for ferrying across to the

prosipecitive point of camping. We were

fortunate in obtaining a large flat boat

for transportation, in which we packed

our valuables, keeping the perishable

goods always handy for manipulating

in case of wet feet, wihlch is not un-

common among duoksihooters. We were

soon under way and with a favorable

run, madie our landing. All hands

jumped out, and gave the old familiar

spot a warm greemig. After the tents

had been .='^t and well staked and the

inside a .iged to accommodate the

outfit, the -'Chef," Jim, began his end

of the campaign and in a few moments
the odor of steak, (not moose) foretold

that a three o'clock dinner would soon

be awaiting lus.

•Our (house Is imade of canvas and

staked Well to the ground. The "Chef"

announces dinner. Oh! what a welcome

sound, for steak, potatoes, peas and

corn Is on the bill of fare. After the

cravings of the inner biped had been

satisfied we enjoyed the fragrance of

cigars. After finishing the storing of

the boxes and chests, it was suggested

a trip be made to the ponds for proe-

pecting. The marsh boats, especially ,

designed for that class of shooting,

were got ready and In which were
stored a good amount of wild grass and
high irice stallks for screening the boats.

If needed, from the sight of any sus-

picious birds. The channel connecting

the head of the chain of ponds lay ol se

at hand and easy of access, where our
boats lay and isoon we were off to our

prospective grounds. J. C, the writer,

and L.G., in order named, pushed off

while B. G. W. made a s>hore trip down
the Eau. and across to the ponds be-

low. John la.llowed as the weather was
somewihat mild that our prospects

would not be very inviting for a f'^ll

bag that evenine. As we pushed
throusjh the flrat pond occasional coots

would offer long shots, which wer° d"^-

ferred on acooiu^t r.f the chances r,f

jumping rice ducks. As we rounded the

first point a teal on cross flight came
a little too close to John and his pumper
answered with one to Its credit. Each
one puBihed on to their choice of loca-

tion, securing as good a cover a,s could

be obtained, and pitching ou*^^ a few mal-

lard diecoys we were soon ready for all

comers. In the meantime "Burt" had

reached his destination, a pas^ between

two large ponds that formerly had yield-

ed profitable returns to his game boat.

Glancing about I saw that my com-

panions wtere lying low, which indicated

birds In sight. In the distance were a

pair of mallards iworking toward our

locality and well up, and would about

cross Bert's position. Suddenly they

quickly ascend, two shots broke the

stillneeg, and the two ducks collapsed

to grace the interior of the shooter's

hunting coat. A small flock of gadwells

came near giving me a shot; they veer-

ed away and passed close to Lewis, ap-

parently, he securing one with his sec-

ond ©hot, a drake. We had no more

shooting untW about sundown. I was

thinking over the past labors of the

day and .miusing •on the enjoyment that

the future two weeks would afford us,

when I was suddenly disturbed by the

swish and rustle of wings; above me

and too high for a sihot, was a flock of

black mallards making a general sur-

vey of the feeding grounds, quickly

working eastward. Soon they circle

and retrace the track made, each cir-

cuit lower and lower; now they have

seen my decoys and with a sharp swing



make another stretch .and with eyes
alert fior dangier, carefully surveying
their surrounding-s, are making straight

for my blind of rice. Suddenly the grea-

ter portion of the flock turn off to the

left while two come on cutting across

the ouitside portion of the decoys. In an
instant my Smith teamrnerless epoke
out, and at the orack, crack, oi' the

nitro, the two birds were gracing the

air with the antics that indicated a
clean iscore. Aia the darkness was fast

approaching, and lupan the agreed sig-

nals being given to ipull up we returned

again to camp, having haggled six dacKa
and several coots, a sufflcient gu.arancee

of the larder for the next day. Upon
landing we agreed to wait for i^urt,

who, toy the way, ihad made a tine Kill

on a mallard who cam^e a little too c o.e

for ihis own safety.

During- the nig^ht the weather had
changed and the momdng came with

a cloudy sky and heavy winds, making
more favorable prospects, aind with

pockets well filled with shells, a trip

was ag>aijn made to the mariiihes. By
this time it was ligiht enoug'h to see

plainly and several flocks j.f birds could

be seen hovering and circling over the

flats and slcuig'hs. Hera and there were

single birds dropping down, and others

going out. The wind steadily frt« lening

to almost a g'ale, imade it somewhat un-

pleasant in handling the boats. Once
across the iponds and into the grass we
could walk from slough to slough. Here
and there an occasional duck was jump-
ed and paid tribute to our presence. Af-

ter 'we had crossed we divided,

Burt and John taking one course, Louis

and the writer another. I will not re-

eard the several kills made and as many
misses aleo during the day wlhioh, how-
ever, did not lessen our enjoyment.

About twelve o'clock the flight fell off

and we made our way back to camp.
John and Burt Wiere already there with

a good showing for the moirning, and
after a count lup we found that twenty-

seven iduoks had been bagged, chiefly

grey and tolack mallards and pintails.

The unusuallly mild season and the ab-

sence of frost was against good butter

ball (Sihooting (r^uddiy diuck) and not

very large numbers were killed. One
aftemooin was pteasantly and siuocess-

fully spent by John and . Burt in the

bay .by bagging numerous ruddy ducks

and one canvas back. Day after day

was .spent with more or less success,

and with the pleasant visits of neigh-

boring sportsmen the time passed by

quickly and we .realized that the time

was drawing .near .for our return home.
On Saturday, Nov. 4th, the pack-
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tng and moving commenced, which was
no small task, and by eleven o'clock the
outfit was landed for transportation at
the statioin. We bid .fareweU to the re-

maining sportsmen and when the "all

aboard" signal was given by the co..-

duotor, loair party standing on the plat-

form of the rear .oar waved a farewell
to the spot in which we had spent
many days so pleasantly.

P.S.—I omitted to mention the
use of "Dupont Smokeless" in

all our loads, w.hich were pre-

pared and loaded by Mr. Wm.
Niohol, Chatham, Ont., in Ely and U.M.
C. smokeless cases, that gave p.eri;ect

results. Gruns .used, L. C, Smith and
Wiinchester Repeaters.

F. H. C.

The annual banquet of the St. Mau-
rice Fish and Game Club took plaice

at the Windsor Hotel, Montreal, March
30th, and was largely attended.

The club was organized nearly ten
years ago thTo.ugh the efforts of Dr.

Drummond, Mr. W. H. Parker and
others, and its territory, which em-
braces over 100 lakes, and ground, em-
bracing many sq.uare m .les, is situated

up the St. Maurice River, about 100

miles ifrom Three Rivers. The member-
ship of the club is approximately 100.

Two 'new steamers will ply on the

waters this year, and they will have
cabin and berth accommodation for

memibers and their families and guests.

A farm as cultivated and guides em-
ployed, while the tract is under the

guardianship of John Allan, a Montreal

sportsman, who now makes his home
there.

The banquet brought out, among
other things, the fact that the Province

of Quebec to-day stands as the pre-

mier sporting district of the continent,

and that such was now recognized in

Canada, as well as in the United States

and abroad. Memtion of the great

benefits resulting from the efforts of

fish and game clubs to protect the

Province from reckless hunters and

fishermen who prey, in and out of sea-

son, .upon flsih and animal life, was

made by a number of the members and

guests. Not the least important was

the .somewhat extended Feferenoe to the

able manner in which Quebec had been

advertised, and .much applause went

around the banquet board when the

work accomplished lin this direction

was referred to by one of the speakers.

It was recalled that hundreds of

thousands of able and truthfully writ-

ten and beautifully engraved pamphlets

had been sent all over the continent.
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These were all descriptive of the scenic,

sporting and industrial advantages oi

the Province.

Thus it was, said one of the members,
that so many rich Americans were at-

tracted to Quebec, and as a direct re-

sult he pointed to 'the pulp industry,

which has b.prung up, wealthy men hav'-

ing joined game and gun clubs, and,

finding an outlet for capital, brought
it here for deveiopment.

THE FUR SALES
The Hudson Bay Company's fur sales

commenced on Monday and will con-
clude on Thursday. An imiportant fur-

ther advance has taken place in prices,

but in some cases this was partly due
to a reduced supply.

Silver fox advanced 131 per cent, on
a rise last year of 85 per cent.

Cross .fox advanced 56 per cent, on
a rise last year of 30 per cent.

Blue fox fell 19 per cent, on a rise

last year of 65 per cent.

Otter advanced 20 per cent., but last

year was without change.

Fisher fell 3 per cent, on a fall last

year of 10 per cent.

Marten advanced 21 per cent, on a

rise of 60 per cent, last year.

Red fox advanced 92 per cent, on a

rise last year of 65 per cent.

White fox advanced 53 per cent, on

a rise last year of 75 per cent.

Kitt fox advanced 30 per cent.—Lon-

don Canadian Gazette, March 22.

THE LATEST TRIBUTE
G. W. Cole and Co., New York:

Altoona, Pa., March 16th, 1900.

Gentlemen:—
I wish to say I am an enthusiastic

gunner, golfer and wheelman. I have

used "3 in One" as tihe directions say

and found this the best Lubricant I ever

used. But I have found this oil to be

the very greatest thing for shoes I have

ever -used or .heard of. I have used

everything ever made or heard of but

after getting my gunning or walking

shoes damp a few times they would gat

hard as ever. I gave my shoes a good

oiling with "3 .in One" two weeks ago

and have had them soaked in water,

snow and imud every day since and find

them as soft as a glove in the morning.

I .may say this also, it's the only oil I

ever lused that the leather would alsorb

quickly.

I write this in the hope that you may
put this use on your bottles and thus

help fellow sportsmen.

With best wishes, I am,

Yours truly,

(Signed) EDWARD BALL.
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Rod and Gini " is the Official Organ of the Canadian Forestry Association. The Editor

will welcome contributions on topics relating to Forestry.

I. Tttie name of the AjssDciation shall

be Tiie Canadian Forestry Association.

II. Its primary objects shall be:

(1) To advocate and encourage ju-

dloioua .methods in dealing with our

forests and woodiandis.

(2) To awaken ipublic interest to the

sad results attending the wholesale de-

struction of forests (as shown by the

experience of older countries) in the

deterioiration of the climate, di>m.inution

of fertility, drying up of rivers and

streams, etc., etc.

(3) To consider and recommend the

exploration as far as practicable of

our public domain and its djlvlsion into

agrioultuiraJ, timber and mineral lands,

with a vieiw of directing im.migration

an-d the pursuits of our pioneers Into

dhannels best suited to advance their

interests and 'the public welfare. With

this acoomplisihed a portion of the un-

appropriated lands of the country

wculd jbe permanently reserved for the

groAVth of timber.

(4) To encourage lafEorestation whera-

ever advisable, and to promote forest

tree planting, especially in the treeless

areas of our Northwestern prairies,

upon farm lands wihere the proportion

of woodland is too low, and upon h gh-

waya and in the parks of our villages,

towns and cities.

(5) To collect and. .disseminate, for

the benefit of the public, reports and

information bearing on the forestry

problem in general, ajud especially wi-h

respect both to the wooded and prairie

districts of Canada, and to teach the

rising generation the value of the for-

est -with the view of enlisting their

efforts in .its .preservation.

MEMBERSHIP.
III. Its membership shall include all

who pay an annual fee of $1.00, or a

life .membership fee of $10.00.

OFFICERS.
IV. The officers shall Inc ude an hon-

orary president, a president, a vice-

president, a seoretary, an assistant ssc-

retary, a treasurer and seven direc-

tors.

V. These officers shall be elected by
ballot at the annual meeting of the

Association, and shall serve one year

or until their successors are elected.

Vacancies occurring during the year

may be filled by the executive com-
mittee.

VI. The officers shall constitute an

executive comimittee, and five- of the

same shall be a quorum, and they will

appoint a vice-president for each Pro-

vince and each provisional district of

the Northwest Territories, and also far

Keewatin.

VII. The annual meeting of the As-

sociation sihall be on the first Thurs-

day in March, at the city of Ottawa,

or at such other place and time as

the previous annual meeting eiball de-

cide, a notice of one month of which

shiall .be given to each member by the

isecretary.

VIII. Special meetings sihall be

held at such time and places as the

executive may decide, a sufficient no-

tice .of which, shall be sent to each

member by the seoretary.

IX. Amendments of the Oonistitution

can only be adapted by a two-thirds

vote of the members present and en-

titled to vote, and at the annual meet-

ing of the Association, and a notice of

sucih intended amendment shall be

given with the notice calling tl:o meet-

ing.

PRESIDENT.
I. The President shall preside at all

meetings of the Association.

VICE-PRESIDENT.
II. In the absence of the President

a Vice-President ishall preside at all

the meetings of the Association} and

in the absence .of all of them a Presi-

dent pro tem sihall be elected by the

meeting.

SECRETARY AND ASSISTANT SEC-
RETARY.

III. The secretary shall keep a re-

cord of the proceedings of the Associa-

tion and of the .Exeoutive Committee,

and shall be custodian of all docu-

ments, books and collections ordered

to be preserved.

He shall conduct the correspondence

of the Association, and shall keep a
list of memlbers, with tlheir residences,

and sihall notify .members of the time

and place of meeting of the Associa-

tion, and in his absence his duties will

be discharged .by the assistant secre-

tary.

TREASURER.
IV. The Treasurer shall have the

custody of all imorneys received, and
shall deposit or invest the same in, such,

manner as the Executive Committee
shall direct, and shall not expend any
money except .under direction or ap-

proval .of the Exeoutive C.om.mittee.

The financial year of the Association

shall close on December 31st of each

year.

ORDER OF BUSINESS.
V. At the regular meeting of the

Association the order of business shall

be tihiat 'proposed by the Executive

Comimitee .and announced by the pre-

siding officer. In the .absence of such

prepared order of business the follow-

ing shall be observed:—

(1) Calling to order.

(2) Reading of .minutes.

(3) Reading and referrinig or dispos-

ing of letters, accounts, etc.

(4) Reports of committees.

(5) Enquiries and notices of motion.

(6) President's address.

(7) Papens, addresses and discussion

by members and others invited by the

meeting.

(8) Nomination and election of offi-

cers.

(9) Unfinished and miscellaneous

business.

(10) Adjournmeint.

Adopted as a w.hole.

THE WEALTH OF TH£_
FOREST.:

^AA
Instructive Address by the Govcrnors| |

General •
..

'^
"'

Interesting Meeting at Ottawa, March 24.

His iExcellency the Governor-General,

who takes a keen interest in forestry,

occupied the chair, and on the platform

with hrm were: Sir Henry Joly de Lot-

biniere, Senator Macdonald, of British

Columbia; Senator Allan and Mr. Blias

Stewart, Chief Forest Inspector of the

Dominion. Among those in the audi-

ence were Senator Perley, Dr. Saunders,

Dr. Bell and a number of ladies and

gentlemen, interested in the aims of the

a^ssociation.

The meeting was opened with an an-

nouinic.ament iby iSiir Henry Joly to the

effect that His Excellency had kindly

consented to accept the presidency of

the association. Being asked by Sir

Heniry ito .address the imeeting, His Ex-

cellency said:

Ladies and Gentlemen,—It gives me



great pleasure to be /here to-night at
I hf first meeting of the Canadian For-
« stry Association. I was asked to come
1" the meeting ,by Sir Henry Joly, and,
iimugih he has not said it himself, we

all Itnow that the as»oci)atioin owes it?

ixustenoe to the great interest he takes

.in forestry ais a practical forestry man.
The idea of the association is a most
.xeel'lent one, for I cannot .help think-

iiig- that you in Oanada have an enor-

mous imine of wealth In the possession

»r the ihuge forests that extend over

1 he country, and I must isay that I am
afraid the tendency so far has been
' hat Che gold mine you have in those

i\>iests ytou think is impossible to get

at the bottom of, and that you can go
on reaping the products of it forever.

The study of forestry, as far as J

know, is rather in its infancy. It o Jght

i.ot to be so beca'use the forests have
ii'cn watched for many years; but,

as it ihappens 1 .have taken considerable

interest in the subject .myself, and I

liave found a maiked diiversity of opin-

ion amongst even the best known ex-

perts, as well as in standard books on

forestry. As a result, it is almost im-

possible to get a sound idea upon the

best means oir the 'best manner of man-
aiging either local woods or the forest of

a very large country. I therefore think

It of more than ordinary importance
for you in Canada to recognize the

value of a iperfect knowledge of the

»cience of forestry, not only with a view
of reaping as .much as you can from the

products of existing forests, but with a

view of encouraging a second growth
off the virgin forest and perpetuating

the tim.ber which is of such value to

the country.

In Canada, as I ihave already said, the

forests are enormous, and while no
doubt the earlier sections in the country
regarded them as tiheir enemy rather

than their friend, it cannot be disiputed

now that they are an immense resource

such as deserves the keen consideration

of statesmen and others who take an
interest in their country's welfare. The
settler deaned his property and his

homestead, but he .probably forgot that

a great deal of his existence depended
upon what he reaped from the forest

around. He built 'his house and had
his fuel without any thought of a dimin-
ished supply so far as timber was con-

oernied, and I am inclined to think
that the same idea handed down by
him exists to a great extent to-day. The
impression certainly exists that you can
go into the woods and hew and hack
away without aniy regard for future
supply, as long as you get what you
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want for the time ,being to satisfy your
needs. So in a country like this you
should realize that this wealthy re-
source may oome to an end, and it is
very important that the people should
find out the best way of reproducing
the forest, which .must otherwise even-
tually succumb to the axe in the very
near future.

Of course my own experience does not
extend through huge tracts of country,
but instead through old wooded places
where one gets very much attached to
every tree. But the treatment of wood-
ed places I speak oif and of unlimited
forests .such as you ihave in this country
have been very different.

There has been a great difference of
opinion in the matter of forestry and I

understand the object oif the assocdation
is to encourage the science of attending
to that one of nature's gifta and to en-
courage the public to take an interest
in the .subject with a view of improving
the possibility in this direction in Can-
ada. It cannot be ignored that the enor-
mous tracts .of timber and wood we
possess in Oanada must some day come
to an end, and one of the great prob-
lems of the association will be how beet
to arrange ifor the foillowing crop, and
Wihat trees follow each other best; and
also the great question of w^hat trees

are best for agriouiltural purposes. The
subj.ect is an exceedingly interesting

one, and there are experts present wiho
can explain imatters upon it better than
[ can. But, as I understand our object

is to encourage forestry, as I have al-

ready said, and ito make a scientific

study of it for the benefit of future

generation. It is not only for tihe

preservation of the immense tracts of

forests, but also to encourage orna-

mental forestry, as we m'lgiht call it,

such as (might embellisih our highways
and also to instil an appreciation of

local forest trees. There is nothing so

awful as to iruin the forest growth
which ought to be the pride of any
country, and I assure you .my experi-

ence here, the few times I have been

up in the distant parts of the bush is

to see the magnificent specimens of

trees become scarcer and scarcer every

day, and I ireally think it WiiU be a great

benefit if many of those magnificent

specimens of trees are allowed to exist.

[ am quite sure that Sir Henri Joly will

do his utmost in this direction.

And then there is the pruning and
planting, and the .preparation of land

for forest purposes, all of which are of

Intense interest. These are points

whiclh the association intends to take

up, and with that object in view I can-

not help expressing the o.pinion that
the association will be of immense val,e
to -the nation. I will not say any more
as my experience is limited, and there
are several gentlemen ready to express
their views upon the subject before the
meeting.

PROF. MACOUN.
Prof. Miacoun gave a most instructive

address dealing chiefly with the possi-
bility of .reforesting ithe great prairies
of the Northwest. In days long gone
by thoise immense territories were cov-
ered with trees, and the day w.ould
soon come with the application cf pro-
per methods, w:hen they would be cloth-
ed again in the same way. It was said
that trees would not grow thare because
of the climate, and the soil being un-
favorable, 'but that was <a myth. Th y
had nothing to do in tihe matter of
the growth of forests. The chief thing
was moisture. if settlers would make
ponds on the prairies with bottoms im-
pervious to water, a moisture would be
caused in the imm.ediate neighborhood,
and it would not be long .before willows
and shrubs would be .sean sprouting up
around the edges. They would create
a shade and thus retain the moisture
of the ground and give rise' to the
growth of other trees, until it would
not be long before the growth would
extend amazingly. AH that was want-
ed was for the settlers to start the ball

rolling and nature would .do the rest.

He .had experimented with success in

this way..

THE \'ali;e of forest
PRODUCTS.

Mr. Butler, of the Rathbun Company,
followed with an exoe'llent essay on the

importance of forestry to the country.
The annual value of the products of the

forests of Canada was $80,000,000, the

amount exported being $28,000,000. Th©
aggregate consumption of t.he country
was two billion feet board measure,
which if spread lOut, would be more
than .suflUcient ito ihouse i.n Ottawa and
Hull and many of the suburbs. Allud-

ing to the means of conservation of the

forests, Mr. Butler stated that experi-

ence had proved thalt In many cases

where the pine was out from a limit,

a fire going through it proved beneficial

as there would be a new growth of

pine sooner than otherwise. The fire

burned the branches and twigs which
prevented the seed of pine reaching the
ground and taking root, and oonse-
qnently with these out of the way there
was a better chance for a new growth
of ipine.

EXPERIMENTS AT THE FARMS.
Dr. Saunders then gave some valuable
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Information on 'the result of the experi-

ments in foresrtry carried on at the Ex-
perimental farms. They carried out the

theory adlvanced by Prof. Macoun, that

moisture was an essential to the growth
oif trees. In, twellve years they had
twenty thousand trees on the farm,

with .observations noted on their growth
and the existing conditions. Most valu-

able' 'informaition ihad been obtained,

and such an association as that just

formed woiuld no doubt encourage peo-

ple to make luse of this information to

the best advantage.

L>r. Bell spoke at some length on the

spruce resources of the country and

was followed by Mr. Elias Stewart,

Forest Inspector, who read a careful-

ly prepared paper on forestry, point-

ing out that the time had come for

practical steps to be takein towards

the preservation of the forests.

An interesting discussion followed in

which His Excellency took a prominent

part, after wihich the meeting closed.

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY
s^(<^ Conductedlby H. McBean Johnstone f> (S Ĵj

l^imTfiTm;;;C2:

THE FOREST TREES.

By Ella Walton.

Spread o'er the vast and lovely earth

There lives a band,

With firm feet planted in the soil,

The product of their cejiseless toil,

Their mother nature gives them birth,

All o'er the land.

And noiseless, working as they grow
So tall and grand,

They silent watch the flowing tide

Of man's unrest, his sins and pride,

While rich blood through their hearts

will flow,

At God's command.

They clothe the plains, they crown the

hills,

From strand to strand,

In whispers low they breathe of life.

In wailing sobs they tell of strife.

By rivers broad, and tiny rills.

Look how they stand !

They regal rule where tropic heat

Glows on the sand.

Their singing leaves to soul a calm.

Their tinted green to eyes a balm
;

'Mid winter's snow they crack and beat

—

A hardy band.

With relics of a by-gone race

Who once did stand,

Where generations toil and rest

;

In flinty rocks all firmly pressed,

The shadowy imprint we trace

Of Mighty Hand.

BABY PHOTOGRAPHY

SINCE the beginning of art, the nude
or semi-clothed figure of a child has

been for wielders of the brush a sub-

ject of admiration, so much so in fact,

that the portraying of childhood has be-

come a study in itself. For centuries baby
(iguires, such as cheirubs and nude cu-

pids, ihave played a prominent part m
both ipaiinting and sculpture, as well as

in the artistic architecture txiat controls

•hialf the .public buildings oi the worid.

But apparently all this bears no prac-

tical relatdon to pnotograpihy. It cer-

tainly JB a long j'ump from tne cherubs

and cupids of cetebnated artists to lltLie

naked roly-poly babies in batn tubs or

cicthes basKets by photographers oi

uoubtful sikill, but that same subject

properly treated, cannot fail to bring

wonderful results in the way of stud.es.

One sees .hosts of child phatograms.
For instance, in the advertising cui-

uinns of our magazines there are pro-

bably a couple of dozen that are so

well known as to be at once recognized,

as Pears' Soap Babies or Wool Soap,

or some other kind of babies.

And then yoiu comimence to woader wh.o

takes them or wlhere they all come
from, ,and in connection with this the

query suggests itself "what will those

babies think of it .at twenty yeans from
now if they are living?"

In half the Christmaa numbers and
supplements of papers and magazines
that are published, flhe idea seems to be

^to iill up every vacant space with half

tones of Ave and six-year-old "dai lings'

in huge armchairs, and dressed in Sun-

day best pinions ithat starch has put

in a position to stand alone, and in thea-

arms glasay-eyed dolls, or big fluffy

wool lambs iheld in the most strained

and unnatural positions, while they

screw their 'faces up with a camera
smile. (There ds such a thing as a

camera s.mile, you know, same as a

bicycle face.)

Such effects should be carefully

guarded against. Shun woolly lambs

and flaxen-haired dolls or anything that

tends to give a "photograph look" and

rather try for the simiplest positions

possible.

How much better the child looks sit-

ting on the floor or ground, with as few

clothes on as ipossible and solemnly put-
ting on a huge hat or sihoe, and its eyes
wide open in childish wander.

I'njere is a proper age for taking pho-
tograms of children, and while the lim-

it is not very sharply aerined, three

years will, on uhe average, ue foanu
far ahead of tnree mouuns.
At three imonuns there is too great a

lack of form and too ntuch suggestion

of a feather a^^x or a hne pork saiLsiage,

and thouign at that age the purity aiiu

aalicajcy ot the punk Xijn.ted skin no

far more in eviuence thau it is a ooupij

of yeans later, it is beyond the power ut

the camera, even with the assistance

of othocroinatio plates and color screens,

to reproduce it iproiperi,y and the t/esi

pian is to give way to clrcuiustanced

until abont the age when baby com-

mences to creep. Tihen betoie ciothing

has had a chance to get in its deadly

work and cause deformttties, the deli-

cately graded shadows on the arms and

legs can be made to suggest that fresh-

ness of color that the camera is u.iabla

to portray.

Some arti.3ts prefer to photograph

baby against a rich dark background

while othens believe that the delicate

bas-relief effect obtained by the use of

lighter colors is preferable. Properly

speaking the background may be class-

ed among the unnecessary accessories,

for in seventy-five out of a hundred

cases the best results are from photo-

grams taken when the child is sitting

on lihe grass or a rug engaged in some

habitual occupation.

The law does not allow the exhibition,

or indeed the photograpihdng, of nude

figures and to those of us accustomed

to move in the broad minded society of

art and literature, thiis no doubt appears

to be narrowness of idea en the part

of Puritan fanatics, to whom nudity is

able to istiggest impurity instead of art.

Painters are allowed more License than

photographers in this respect. But this

is and always has been a much debated

subject and it is not proposed here to

enter into a discussion on the rights

and wrongs of the case. Undoubtedly

this law is broken every day and un-

doubtedly photographers will continue

to break it while it is pemltted to re-

main in force, for though unwilling to

exhibit their photograms and run the
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ohance of being sued there are members
of the fraternity who take pleasure in

such work as a means of studying ar-

tistic effect.

Ajs before stated, child photography

forms a study in itself. The use of

different models add« to your experi-

t^nce and secures you an excellent

cihance of studying human nature in an

undeveloped stage. The similarity to

"growm ups" is noticeable and the ef-

fect that a little humoring has in either

caise is wonderful.

The novelty of the situation soon

wears off the child and then let ttoa pho-

tograpiher beware, unless he is looking

far "Cry Baby" results.

A stolid child has the advantage of

keeping the same attitude longer, but

though a vivacious youngster iis harder

to imanage, better results usually follow.

Of course a sinap shot is the only satis-

factory imethod.

Beware of the precocioois one or else

hang on tight to your tripod lege. If

possible, ihave with you a third person

to look after tfhe amusement of the

child. Asa rule the poor operator has

enougih to think of without showing off

the "pretty birdie," and incidentally

hinrself, for the amusement of the baby

—and others.

Child photography will probably give

the operator a lesson in self-control as

well as sort, but looteing at it eifher

way it Is a delightful study.

In concliusion it miight be worth quot-

ing Gleeson Whiite on the sub-

ject. "In 'tihe new art of pho-

tography, it is not raising its sta,nd-

a-rd, to ihang on' the wall with land-

scapes that almost rival a Corot, sea

pieces like Henry Moore's, figure studies

not unworthy of great artiats, and ar-

chitectural and topographical scenes in

perfect relation of tone and value, and
then put by their side, pictures of ba-

bies that belong to quite another level

of art." Nevertheless, baby photography

Is art.

• « •

I

THE SKY HALF
I

Although the printing of clouds, into

j

a blank sky photogram is not pursued

I

on this side of the Atlantic to a half of

j

the extent it is in England, indeed is not

I as mudh done there as it was some
yfare ago, there is no reason whatever
why every photographer,—be he ama-

j

teur or professional—should not be able

I

to secure in ninety per cent, of his negia-

I

tives, the clouds that are in the sky

I

when the exposure is made.
i It is entirely unmeoessiary to deal at

( any length on the desirability of clouds

|tn a picture. The best proof that they

I

are wanted is to be found in the fact

that some photographers make a spe-
cialty of cloud negatives for aale to

amateurs, and they sell too. But the

process of printing in as so heavily lad-

en with disadvantages, as to make it a

positive bugbear to those who have risen

above it and are able to make their o.vn

clouds with the pioture. Not only is

there the extra time to be considered

but there is always the chance of mak-
ing the absurd error of printing the

clouds upside down or some other fool-

Isih mi&take, as we'll as the danger of

their being recognized. Another thing,

professaomals who provide these nega-

we know, e^^en approximately, the ex-

posure and conditioins essential to suc-

cess we should ihave no diffloulty in

securing the diesAred iresult.

If there is imuch wind—and when
there Is a fine cloud effect, there usual-

ly is—it will he found advisable to lasih

a cord from the tripod head to a stake

In the ground, so that the hands are

left free to fight with the elements for

the possession of the foou.sslng cloth.

The proper equip.Tient are an otho-

crGmatic slow plate, a medium stop,

and a rapid shutter. There are several

varieties of shutter made for this work
that allow a longer exposure on the

Camp at head of High Fnlls, Michipicoton, Nortliern Ontario.

tives frequently elevate their lenses so

much as to make the shape and illumi-

nation of the clouds appear false when
printed into a landS"cape a few degrees

above fhe horizon.

The heavy massed or light fleecy

clouds, particularly to be seen during

the months of March and April, fixed

on a photogriaphic plate above an in-

teresting land or seascape enhances its

beauty almost beyond conception.
'

To those wfho .possess but a dim idea

of the requisites of a good cloud nega-

tive, it may be stated that the princi-

pal oharacteriistics sihould be an image

devoid of fog and showing a range of

half tone in whicih the high lights are

fairly intense. That portion of the ne-

gative .representing blue sky should

have (hardly any density at all, and once

landscape than on the sky, but they are

not by any means absolutely neces-

sary. Wihere it is desired to photo-

graph the light fleecy clouds commonly
known as "Mackerel's backs" and

"Mare's tails," which usually ap-

pear against a brilliant blue

background, a pale lemon color

screen and larger stop should

be used, and of necessity the exposure

be increased. Some workers advise the

use of a color screen altogether, but if

an othooromatic plate be used it may
safely be dispensed with.

In the dark room see that the devel-

oper is rich in pyro, or metal or what-

ever agent is used, and weak In accel-

erator, with the aim of bringing out the

high lights first a,nd securing in them

good printing power by restrained (no'
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weak) developer. As a rule, as soon as

the ihiigih ligihts are dense enoiigrh the

rest of the negative ie Just what is

wanted, thougih sometimes to secure

this end a "large amount of restrainer

must be xised. A few experiments will

boon settle Hh^ anatter acooi^ding to

each iperson's method of warking.

There is one /phase of cloud pihotogra-

pihy itihat does not receive sufficient at-

tention at the hands of the average be-

ginner and apparently is but little bet-

ter understood even by more experi-

enced workers. Tihds is the perspective

of clouds, and it to probable that the

source of many errors in this line comei

from neglect of persistent observa-

tion of the heavens.

Now note in the first place that wihat

tected by its neighbors nearer to ue,

until near the horizon, only narrow
segments can be seen. This is approxi-

mately what may be observed on a

cloudy day.

Over a flat land or seascape then

how mudh more suggestive will be siuch

clouds of far-reaching distance, than

a heavy black mass whose form gives

no evidence of perspectiive near the

horizon.

The aptpearance of the sky at sunset

when long narrow bans of wihite, yel-

low and other colors are interspersed

with Iheavy streaks of Mack, is largely

due to the relative position of the sun

and the perspecti've of the cloud mass.

In the west the cloud layer is seen

edgewise, with the nearest side in corn-

Upper end Wawa Lake, Northern Ontario.

is commonly called a blue sky is not

pure blue at all. Purest and most in-

tense at the zenith it gradually assumes
a warmer or nnore red and yellow tint

as it approaches the ihorizon, and as a

consequence "will photograph darker, a

fault -which, when conscious of its pre-

sence, we may use our discretion to

prevent or correct. This is a matter of

aerial perspective; clouds being about

the phenomena of linear perspective,

something the unthinking would hardly

look for in such a place.

If the wihole sky were covered with

clouds in one contLnuous layer we
should behold the whole surface that

was turned toward us. But the heavens

we regard as dome shaped, and as a con-

sequence the farther each cloud is from
our point of sight the more it is pro-

plete shadow projected against the
bright heavens, while overhead we see

the cloud threadbare and partly illu-

minated on its under surface and con-

sequently lighter in contrast with the

othens.

When the huge cloud masses stretch

far away an great continuous volumes
as though surrounding the whole earth

as with the plain blue sky, distance

makes them llgihter in tone, and their

deepest tints are when our oblique line

of vision enoouinters the thickest stra-

tum wlhile isoime protruding mass low
down reflects ligiht from the lightest

part of the heavens, though that part

be in quite a different comer from the

sun itself. The sky in this case may
sihow distinct illumination from the

clear eky of the north while the sun it-

self lies deeply hidden In the south-
west. But it is well to have mastered
Nature In her s.imple moods before the
photographing of such complex subjects
is attempted.

Photographers, however, will do well
to rivet their attention when photo-
graphing clouds, on the fact, that like

terrestrial objects, they posseea form
and perspective.

• • •

Some Notes on Pinhole Photograms.

Among the many fascinating phases
of the photographic art, the oldest is

probably pinhole photography, since
pictures could be made by the use of
this process before the discovery of the
lens. But it is noticeable that until the
last few yeans the statement that pho-
tograms could be obtained by such a
method proved a cause of surprise to a
large numbefr of photographers, and
does yet. The method was not employ-
ed to any considerable extent for prac-
tical picture making until 1888, on ac-

count of its quality of definition, and
although since then a certain number
of the fraternity have taken it up, it

would be well nigh impossible to state

just what percentage, owing tj the fact

that workers are not prone to give us

the details connected with the making
of their pictures.

Among landscape and portrait pho-

tographers it is generally held that the

absolute and unvarying minuteness of

F-64 throughout a photogram ie too'

sharp and commonplace in its tendency,

though in so'me compasition,s the artist

may find sharp focus desirable for his

purpose.

The opinion has been expressed that

pinhole diffusion cannot be art, because

the unaided eye cannot receive the

same impression, but the author of

that statement forgets, in all probabil-

ity, that it is the sum total of many
scenes from which we iderive our im-

pression of any particular spot.

(It is for every craftsman to decide

for himself what 'm)eans he will call to

his assistance to gain any desired end.

Perhaps he wants razor-edge definition,

perhaps a general effect, or it may be

that he aims to produce a technique

that expresses the rapid movement of

the eye over the whole scene and gath-

ers in the general effect of the lights

and shades, leaving the detail to take

care of itself. No one treatment can

meet all the needs, and to secure the

last-mentioned there is nothing that

will igive the satisfaction of the pinhole.

For instance, in the photographing of

a building where one is looking for an
|
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outline with the perspective accur'ately

rendered and a softening down of such

obnoxious details as the harsih lines

axound doors and windows, the pinhole

v/ill be ifound very applicable. Not that

H will entir«ly do away with any pre-

tence of doore and other detail, but it

will soften the lines to such an extent

that only the shadows, as it were, will

be .shown. Again, in photographing

trees swayed by the motion of the w ind,

swirlinig waters or drifting smolce, a

jdnhole exposure of fifteen minutes will

show the average position during that

time, thus grasping what might be ex-

pressed 'as the general effect of move-

ment. In connection with these in-

stances It may be remarked that the

softness is possibly more pleasing when

it .results from using a hole smaller

than one that is larger than that which

gives the softest definition. In this

case it its diffraction which causes the

ext^a blur as the hole is made smaller.

"When the hole ie larger than the best

definition size, it is the geometrical

conditions that g<overn the result, the

size of the hole and the consequent

overlapping of the pencils of light let

through. It is doubtful if the use of

the yellow screen to obtain athocro-

matic effects has any practical result

in this particular branch of the art.

Regarding the actual working of the

pinhole not much can be said, because

of the extreme simplicity of the subject.

Take off your lens and substitute in its

place a piece of ferrotype plate with a

pinhole punched in the centre. Draw
the bellows out to about eight inches.

Difficulty will be experienced in the

operator's inability to compose his pic-

ture on the ground glass. The best way
to overcome this is to remove both pin-

ihole and focussing screen, swing the

instrument round half way on the tri-

pod, and then by applying the eye to

the lens opening the picture may be

seen about as it will appear in the pho-

togram, bounded by the back of the

I

camera. Exposure notes are not of

I

much use, except to the man that made
them, but you will be fairly safe in fol-

lowing the rule to allow a pinhole pho-

I

togram an exposure of twice as many

I

minutes las you would allow an ordin-

!
ary lens photogram seconds under like

: conditions. It has been said that pinhole

negatives develop similar to over-ex-

j

posed plates, and in some oases this is

undoubtedly true ; but have the de-

veloper rich in pyro and this phenomena
will not make itself majnifest.

The use of the ipinhole leads to steadi-

iifsa and careful observation, and in

this respect is at the extreme opposite

pole from the hand camera, where the

tendency (not the necessity) is towalrd

quick estimation, and, ae a result, a

flitting from subject to subject. En-
largeme'nts from pinhole .photograms

show much more relief than enlaj-ge-

ments from hand camera work, which
is usually flat. The perspective is ab-

solutely true, and in the rendering of

atmoBpher'i the pinhole leaves nothing

to be desired. Nor in pinhole is th^re

any halation.

Pinhole imitations may be very easily

made by printing from an ordinary

negative with the film side turned to-

ward the sun, taking care that the

frame is kept in the same position all

the time. Such imitations, however,

are easil/ detested on enlargement. Pin-

hole iphotography, with a view to mak-

In sixty-four ipairts of water and add

one part of hydrochloric acid. Brush

the zinc with this imixture, which will

give it a deep black color, and after

drying for a day, any oil paint will ad-

here to it pemianeinlly.

Novice—The plan 'usually adopted for

photographing waterfalls is to use a

rapid pilaite and instantaneous shutter,

thougih an exposure of more than 1-10

of a, second is ihardly necessary.

F.A.P., Toronto—^The precipitate on

prints was probably due to dnsufflcient

wasihlng before toning. The prints

ehould be well washed to rid them of

free silver, otherwise it is difl[lcult to

secure brilliancy.

Harry R.—Yoiu imust send me a print

from ithe negative. Your explanation

is hardly lucid enough.

Running a Curieut (light) on Michipicoton River, above High Falls,

Northern Ontario.

ing photograms with an unvarying

sharpness of F-64 throughout. Is worth-

less, but pinhole photography used to

make pictures is well worthy of a high

place in the consideration of artistic

photographers.
« • «

Correspondence.

Correspondence sihould be addressed to

Box 651, Sarnia.

F.E.—The powder you send ie as use-

less for flash light work as pulverized

china. Procure the powdered metallic

aluminum.

Home—If you first give the zinc a

preparatory coating you will not be

troubled by having the paint chip off

It. The best treatment is as follows:

Dissolve one part of chloride of copper,

nitrate of copper and sal ammoniac,

H. M. Dean—You sihould print such

a thin negative under several thick-

nesses of tissue paper. If you hiad left

it yiellow instead of clearing it, the

chances are that it would have printed

all right without tissue paper.

The other one is overdeveloped and

miust be reduced.

Scratcih^Use a softer brush to diust

your plates. You should have bought

it from a photo dealer's Instead of a

paint store.

"W.A.C.—Double printing Is printing

one position from two or imore nega-

tives. Ghost plcitures can be made this

way
Henry J.A.—Yes, films are sometimes

made of lisinglass. They are also made

of celluloid, gelatine or collodion.

Hydrometer—Hydrometers are some-

times k«nown as actinonemeters and
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were formerly much used to test the

strength of silver baths. They are sel-

dom accurate.

Nancy A.—^I Ihave never had an oppor-

tunity of 'Using ortol. It is a yellowish,

white powder, very soluble in water,

and. In its developing action, is similar

to rodinal.

Several replies are unavoidably held

over until next month.
* • *

Questions usually asked of an ama-
teur photographer:

Is it all over?

Can we see them now?
Do you sell them?
Does it take time?

How much does it cost?

Do you do it all yourself?

Is it hard to learn?

Where did you get your camera?
How much did you pay?
Will you take us again?
When will you finish them?
Is that all?

Amateur tries to look pleasant.

Photo. American.

SLAUGHTER OF THE BIRDS
('Chicago Inter-Ooean.')

Despatches from Milford, Del., say

that 20,000 birds or thereabouts are to

be slaughtered within the next sixty

days. Contracts have been awarded
by a New York feather dealer, and the

work of destruction has already begun.

Eight cents each will be paid for or-

dinary and) ired-winged blackbirds,

crows, sea gulls, land young owls. The
contract in form is strictly within the

laws of Delaware which do not protect

the birds named. But the hunters hava
been given to understand that still high-

er prices will be paid for certain other

birds whose slaughter the law for-

bids.

This is notice to the public that the

slaugihter of birds at the behests of

fashion lis to continue. It was believed

that the appeals of the Agricultural De-

partment, the arguments of investiga-

tors and, the efforts of the bird protec-

tive associations (had creat'ed a public

sentiment that would prevent a con-

tinuance of the ipractice that has strip-

ped parks, forests, and lawns of song

birds, 'and 'that has taken from the

farmer and fruit grower his most valu-

able allies. But fashion, it seems, is

more potent than sentiment, or argu-

ment, or law.

The catalogue of the T. H. Chubb

Rod Company, of Post Mills, Vt., con-

tains a full list of the rods they adver-

tise, as "built on honor," beside all

necessary sundries.

AT THE KENNELS
Conducted by D. Taylor

THE premium list of the Montreal

Canine Ani-ociation's Show has been

issued, and reflects great credit on the

committee responsible for its "get

np," which is far above the ordinary run of

such .productions. It is both neat and
attractive in appsarance, and the print-

er is also to be congratulated on the

manner in which he has performed his

share of the work. The committee.

ST. BERNARDS.
For best specimen in the show 2.00

For best local specimen in the show l.OD

Messrs. F. and A. Stuart offer a sil-

ver medal for the best dog in the show.

Jeyes' Sanitary iCompounds Co., of

Canada, offer a one gallon can of their

disinfectant for best bitch in show.

Mr. H. M. Dinning offers 19 lbs. cof-

fee for best dog in novice class.

ilusie O'Grady

very wisely we think at this season of

the year, confined their efforts to a

"glory" show, but, thanks to many
patrons and friends, they have been

enabled to issue a long list of specials

which covens all breeds, while several

of the m'ore prominent have b ^en hand-

somely provided for. The following is

the list:—

The president offers a medal for the

most representative specimen of any

breed in the show.

MASTIFFS.
For best specimen in the show $1.00

The Monsoon Tea Co. offer 10 lbs. tea

for best bitch in novice class.

Mr. A. iS. Bain offers silk umbrella

for best pup, dog or bitch.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.
For best specimen in show $1.00

BLOODHOUNDS.
For best specimen in show $1.00

GREAT DANES.
For best specimen in show $2.00

RUSSIAN WOLFHOUNDS.
For best specimen in show $2.00

For best local dog in show 2.00

For best local bitoh in show 1.00
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subscription for best local vvoafhound

ill show.

j

DBBRHOUNDS.
For best dog in show $2.00

For best bitch in show 1.00

HNGDISH FOXHOUNDS.
Far best dog in show $3.CD

lor best bitch in show 3.00

J^MBRICAN FOXHOUNDS.
For ibest dog in show '!!2.00

For best bitch in show 1.00

Hod .and Gun in Canada offers one
\ arly subscription for best local fox-

hi>unjd (English or American) in sihow.

POINTERS.
For best specimen in show $1.00

The Breeders' Advocate offers one
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FIELD SPANIELS.
For best dog in show $2.00

For best bitch in show I.OO

American iSpaniel Club offers the fol-

lowing:

Novice Class Dogs: let prize, Spaniel
Club Special; 2nid prize, Spaniel Club
Special.

Novice Glass Bitches: 1st prize, Span-
iel Club Special; 2nd prize. Spaniel Club
•Special.

COCKER SPANIELS.
Mr. Geo. Caverh.ilil offers $10 for best

specimen in .show, owned in Canada.

The Dog Fancier offers one yearly
suibocription for the best Red Cocker
in the show.

Duke of Alderbrook

-ly subscription for best bitch pup
jin show.

ENGLISH SETTERS.
[For best dog in show $3.00

jFor best bitch in show 3.00

!
The iBreedens' Advocate offers one

iyearly subscription for best bitch pup
lin show.

IRISH SETTERS.
For best dog in show $2.00

For best bitoh in show 2.00

Mr. Sam'uel Coulison offers silver med-
ial for the best Irish setter in the show,
jbred in Canada.
i GORDON SETTERS.
For best specimen in show ...$2.00

IRISH WATER SPANIELS.
For best specimen in show $2.00

CLUMBER SPANIELS.
For best specimen in show $1.00

The American Spaniel Club offers th?

following:

Novice Class, Black Dogs: 1st prize.

Spaniel Cluto iSpecial ; 2iid prize. Spaniel

Club Special.

Novice Class, Black Bitches: 1st

prize, Spaniel Olub Special; 2nd prize,

Spaniel Olub Special.

Novice Class, Dogs any other color:

1st prize, Spaniel Club Special: 2nd

prize. Spaniel Club Special.

Novice Class, Bitches any other col-

or. 1st prize. Spaniel Club Special;

2nd prize. Spaniel Cluib Special.

COLLIES.
Montreal Licensed Victuallers' Chal-

lenge Trophy for the best collie in the

show, to be won three times by the

same exhibitor.

The Canadian CoUie Club offers a

209

silver medal for the best dog, bred
and owned by a member, not necessar-
ily the same member.
The Canadian Collie Club offers a

silver medal for the best bitclh, bred
and owned by a memtxer, not neces-
sarily the same member.
The Dog Fancier offers one yearly

subscription for best Canadian-bred in

show.

The St. Elmo House offers one box
cigars for best Black, Tan and White
Collie.

Carlton House offers one box cigars,
for best iStud Dog, Collie, to be judged
by two or more of hia get.

Mr. W. Campbell offers $1.00 for best
Stud Dog, to be judged by two or

more of hie get.

Mr. Alex. Julien offers one box cigars
for beet Black, Tan and White Collie

Dog.

James McGee offers half dozen dress

shirts for be(st Tri-Colored Bitch in

A. N. Whitman and Son offer medal
for ibest Stud Dog, to be judged by
two or more of his get. Not neces-

sary ifor dog to be in show;
For best Collie Dog belonging to a
farmer $5.00

For the best Collie Bitch belonging
to a farmer S.OO

For best dog or bitch in show be-

longing to a member 5.00

The Breeders' Advocate offers one
year's subscription for best bitch pup
in show.

COLLIES (SMOOTH).
For best specimen in show $2.00

OLD. BNG. SHEEP DOGS.
For best specimen in show $1.00

POODLES.
For best specimen in show $1.00

BULL DOGS.
For best dog in show $2.00

For ibest bitch in show 1.00

The Montreaa Daily Herald offers a

silver medal (for the best Local Terrier

in show.

BULL TERRIERS.
For best dog in show $3.00

For best bitch in show 2.00

For best local specimen in show.. 1.00

The Canadian Kennel Club offers one

bronze medal for best bull terrier in

show.

Rod and Gun in Canada offers one

yearly subscription for specimen best

local bitoh in show.

BOSTON TERRIERS.
For best specimen in show 1.00

AIREDALE TERRIERS.
For 'best dog .in show $2.00

For best bitch in show 1.00

The Canadian Kennel Club offers cm.3
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bronze medal for beet pair of Airedales
in show.

The Breeders' Advocate offers one
yearly subscription for beet bitch pup
in show.

DASGHUNDS.
For best dog: in show $2.00

For beait bitoh in show 1.00

BBAOLHS.
For best dog in show $2.00

For best bitch in show 1.00

FOX TERRIERS (SMOOTH).
For best dog in show $5.00

For best bitch in show 3.00

FOX TERRIERS (WIRE HAIRED).
For best dog in show $5.00

For best bitoh in show 3.00

The Norfolk Kennels offer two hand-
some oups, one for best dog and one
for best bitch sired by any of their

stud dogs, outside of their own kennels,

during the year 1899.

The Canadian Fox Terrier Club of-

fers one bronze medal for best dog in

show belonging to a member C.F.T.C.

The 'Caniadian Fox Terrier Club of-

fers one bronze medal for best bitch

in .show belonging to a member of the

C.F.T.C.

FOX TERRIERS, LOCALS (SMOOTH
AND WiIRE).

For best dog in show $3.00

For beet bitch in show 2.00

The Canadian Kennel Club offers one
bronze medal for best local Fox Ter-

rier (dog or bitch) in show.
Mr. Stanford offers $5 for best local

Fox Terrier in show.

IRISH TERRIERS.
For best dog in show $3.00

For best bitch in show 2,00

For best 'local dog in show 3.00

For best llocal bitoh in show 2.00

The iCanadian Kennel Clnib offers

one bronze medal for best local bitch

in show.

The Breeders' Advocate offers one
yearly subscription) for best pup in

show.

SKYE TERRIERS.
Mr. Allison H. iSims offers $10 for

beet Blue Skye in show owned in Can-
ada.

DANDIE DINMONTS.
Best ei>6cimen in ©how $1.00

BEDLINGTONS.
Best specimen in show $1.00

SCOTCH TERRIERS.
Best dog in show $3.00

Best bitch in show 2.00

.WFJL.SH TERRIERS.

FoT best ispeoimen in show $1.00

BLiAOK AND TAN TERRIERS.
For best dog in show $3.00

For best bitoh in show $2.00

PUG'S.

For best dog dn how $2.00

For beet bitch in show $1.00

KING CHARLES SPANIELS.
For beet dog in show 41.00

For best bitch in show $a..00

BLENHEIMS,
For best specimen in show $2,00

The Montreal Arena Co, offers a sil-

ver trophy for the best Blenheim Span-
iel, dog or bitch, exhibited by a lady.

PRINCE CHARLES SPANIELS.
For best dog in show $2.00

RUBY OR JAPANESE.
For best specimen in show $2.00

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.
For best specimen in show $2.00

For best bitch in show 1.00

TOY TERRIERS, UNDER 7 LBS.
(Other than Yorkshires).

For beet .dog in shoiw $2.00

For 'best hitch in show 1.00

The Canadian Kennel Club offers one

bronEe medal for the best dog or bitch

entered in toy classes.

POMERANIANS.
For best specimen in show $2.00

MISCELLANEOUS CLASS.
For beet dog in show $2.00

For best bitch in show 1.00

* • 4>

For the numiber of dogs sent to the

Toronto show, Montreal didn't do so

very bad (after all, especially in col-

lies. Fanciers of this breed here have
always held that they are more numer-
ous and generally of better breeding

than anywhere else in Canada, and cer-

tainly in this instance the result would
seem to justify the opinion. In the

bitch classes Montreal oame first and

second with dogs from the same ken-

nel, besides taking specials for best

American and Canadian .bred, and for

best collie dn the show. Heather Blos-

som, which carried off the principal

honors, came into competition with her

aire, Woodmaneterne Conrad, for the

place of .honor as the best collie in the

show, and was awarded the blue ribbon

by Mr. Lacy, who had previously plac-

ed this dog over Laurel Laddie, the

winner at Chicago.

Here liis a list of the winners:

—

Puppy bitches—Afton Collie Kennels

(Reid and Roy, i)iroprietors)—1, Coila

Kirsty.
Novice bitdhes—1, Logan's Heather

Blcssom, Afton. Collie Kennel's; Coila

Kirsty.

Limit bitches—1, Heather Blossom;

2, Coila Kirsty.

Open ibitohes—1, Heather Blossom; 2,

Coila Kirsty.

Winners (bitches)—1, Heather Blos-

som.

Best colJie In show—Heather Blossom.
Sweepstakes (bitches)—Heather Blos-

sJom.

Deerhounds, novice claes—1, Athol,
owned by 'Mr. Wm. McGlashan.
Airedale terriers, noyice, limit and

open dogs—1, Rustic Rush, Airedale
Kennels (also winners novice bitches);
2, Tillie Slowhoy, Airedale Kennels.

iSt. Bernards, puppy bitches—Alpine
Abbess, 1st and special (F. & A. Stu-
art, owners), aJso 3rd novice.

Canada Is the gainer by the importa.
tion of a rough-coated St. Bernard
bitdh, Rosie O'Grady, which was landed
in Montreal Jaet week ex SS. Parisian,
via Portland, (from England. She has
been brought to this country by Mr.
Frank iStuart, 15 Hospital Street, who
has a predilection for the saintly breed,
and who has already done his share
dn dntroducing pure-ibred stock. Rosie
O'Grady can boast of brilliant ances-
try, her sire heing Ch. Sir Hereward,
litter brother to Oh. Young Bute—

a

strain much sougnt after In the Unit-
ed States; her dam being Frandly Eiica.

Sir Hereward is one of the most nota-
ble stud dogs in England, an assertion
which can be proved by a glance at

some of his progeny which have at-

tained celebrity on the show bench.
Among the more (prominent are: Ch.
Duke of Surrey, 7 championships and
39 firsts; Oh. Kenilworth II., 5 cham-
pionships and 40 firsts; Ch. Leofric, 4

chiampi)on.ships and 32 firsts; Ch. Obant-
rell Prince, 2 chamipionships and 8

firsts; Ch. Norbury Squire, 1 champion-
ship and 20 firsts; Ch. Lady Gondola,

2 championships and 13 firsts; Ch. Earl

de 'Grey, 2 championships and 20 firsts;

Ch. Lord Douglas, 1 championship and
12 firsts; Ch. Apache, 1 championship
and 10 firsts; Ch. Lady Mignon, 5 cham-
pionships and 56 firsts; Councillor Joe,

23 firsts; La Fleohe, 24 firsts; Gillskye

Magic, 22 firsts; Duke of Portland, 18

firsts, heeides others "too numerous to

mention." Of the above Frandley
Erica is the dam of Lady Mignon,

Counoillor Joe, Lord Douglas, Gillskye

Magic, Earl die Grey, Norbury Squire

and many other winners. Before leav-

ing for Canada Rosie O'Grady was
bred to Duke AJderbrook, said to be the

tallest dog on the English show bench,

and winner of the cup at the St. Ber-

nard Club's show in 1897, then under

eighteen months old. He is also Che

winner of four firsts, eight seconds and

two specials (only times shown). As

may be judged iby his photograph, he

is a noble looking specimen of the



hited, and his ''get" always commands
lii,t;-h prices. Out of the lapt litter

i-\rrd by him one (the pick) was sold

Imp !jt200, three for $300 and one for $50,

111,' king a total for five puppies of $550.

Aim miay also be seen from the photo-

m ;iph lOf Rosie 0'G.rady, she is a hand-

some, evenly^marked bitch, deep orange

aiitl wihite tin color; is of very fair

h. ig'ht, being 28 inches, and is very

jioworful and- well-made, possessing

great bone, wdth a fine muzzle and

wriBikle. She is kind and gentle in

disposition. lAjS sihe is due about the

end of thus month she will not be

shown at the coming show, but will

prdbaJbly be Iheard of later in the year.

Mr. iStuart is to be congratulated on

this latest acquisition to ihie kennel,

and we tnust that his efforts to im-

prove ibis favorite breed in Canada will

be rewairded with s.uccess.

* * *

Chiampion Veracity still maintains su-

premacy as the most representative

fox-terrier on the America,n continent,

if not in the world, by be'ng awarded

first place In Toronto. Coming after

his recent United States successes un-

der different judges (English and Am-
erican), he must be held as beng with-

out a peer on this side of the Atlantic

at all events. Not only that, but the

extraordinary success of his progeny

ranks him as the finest stud dog in

existence. We hope that Veracity and

a lot more of his kennel mates will be

seen at the Montreal show.

Mr. Joseph Reid is the happy owner

of ten .healthy pups whelped by Apple

Blossom on the 7tih inst. They were

sired by Laurel Laddie, the dog which

got first in its classes at the Chicago

show under the English judge, ^Nlr. Thos.

Marples.

Mr. Robert Macdougall, one of the

meteorologists at Ben Nevis Observa-

tory, iScotlaind, had a most exciting ex-

perience when climiblng that >mountain

the other week. His only companion
in the ascent was a callie dog, to wihom
he says he owes his Uife. When man-
oeuvning on (a enow slide about 1,000

feet above the half-way station, Mr.

Macdougall lost his footing, and as the

surface of the snow was glazed and
hard, he >was soon being whirled down
a gully at an aliarming pace, sometimes
head iforemost, at others the reverse.

It was at this juncture that the dog's

sagacity came in. As soon as Mr.

Macdougall (began to slide it caught his

ocat with its teeth \and greatly impeded
the downward progress. The dog ul-
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timately guided ihlm to a place of safety

after the twain had slid down on the

snow for nearly 1,000 feet. Strange to

say, neither observer nor dog were
mu«h hurt, and the former, breaking
open the door of the half-way hut, lit

a fire. Here he was .found by a search

party half asleep, with the dog watch-
ing over him.

• • «

AntisMad Dog Proverbs

Give not that to the dogs which is

unfit for thine own stomach; but let

the food with which to satisfy his hun-

ger be sufficient and good, and the

w'ater pure to quenoh his thirst.

Thou inor thy children shalt not with-

out just cause kick thy neighbors dog,

nor the dog that is not thy neighbors;

it maketh him niad, as thou wouldst

be wert thou kicked.

Thou xuor thy children siialt not thrust

sticks througai the fence and into the

face of thy neighbor's dog; neither

Shalt thou spit in his eyes, nor throw

sticks and stonas at his dog, nor any

other dog. These things maketh him

mad, as thou wouldst be wert thou so

abused.

Thou nor thy children shalt not show

thy ismartness by stepping on the feet

of any dog in a tantalizing manner.

It maketh Mm imad, as thou wouldst

be were thy feet trod upon.

Thou and thy children must remem-

ber that kindness is a universal law

of good behavior, and that to bestow

a little thoughtful care upon the oruie

we call the dog will more than repay

the efflort. For wlh&n thou sleepest

thy dog watcheth over thee, so that

no harm may befall thy possessions,

that thy life imay not be taken.

Thou mnsit a-emember that when dan-

ger is nigh he calleth to thee, not with

the bark that is expressive of joy,

with which he greeteth thee upon thy

return home, but with a bark that is

short, raspy and fulll of fearful mean-
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ing, wihiich implies: "Come, master;
there's something wrong."
Thou should provide good and suf-

ficient shelter for thy dog, that hils

health may be preserved and his life

of usefulness prolonged.

Thoul Shalt not, as thou drivest
along the highway, (strike with thy
v/hip any dog. This maketh him mad.
and he followeth and barketh and
snailleth his protest, or if chance oc-

curs, he biteth thee, because thou hast
insulted and wronged him. He is

only in his way protecting himself as
thou wouldst in thy way protect thy-
self if thou wert so treated.

Thou shouldst bear in mind this fact,

that were there no doge no man's life

would be safe, for doth not thy dog
watch over thee, at all times, more
than thou knowest, and keepeth the

robber and assassin from thy home?
Thou shouldst also bear in mind this

fact, that the dog's behavior, either

good or bad, is but the refiex of his

human lassociates or those with whom
he comes in contact, for is it not the

mean actions of people toward the dog

that maketh the dog mean? .• •

Say not to the dog: "Bad dog," lest

thy neighbors say: 'Mad dog," for

the people will then pursue and kill

him.—"Don," in The Sportsman's Re-

view, r
•

* * *

Status of the Dog
A Cincinnati reporter has this to say

in relation to the dog's right to the life

COLLIE KENNELS
Logan's Old Homestead

MONTREAL, Can.

Pure bred Sable and White Collie Pups,

from prize winning stock, for sale.

Address ^
JOSEPH REID

St. Jean Baptiste P.O., MONTREAL

montreal Canine Jlssociation

ENTRIES CLOSE

MAY 1st

montreal
may 9, 10, u

INITIAL

DOG SHOW
ARENA RINK

FOR PREMIUM LIST AND ALL INFORMATION ADDRESS

E. C. SHORT Secretary

147 St. James St., MONTREAL.
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which was accorded him in the original

plan of fhp .universe :

" The prejudice aigrainst dogs Is great-

er then that against any living thing

of use. A man either loves a dog as

his beet 'friend or he persecutes him as

a vicious outcast of the animal kimg-

dom. There seeme to be no medium
between these two positions. The fact

is, we have Iniherited a ipart of the Or-

iental prejudice aigainst dogs, and even

those who love animals and the dog as

the most intelligent of them all, until

recently have not had the courage to

defend him in public. During the past

two years, however, the dog bae won
notable triiumpthe before the law, and

the State of Ohio was the first to give

him unqualified rights as property. In

New York recent decisions of the Court

of Appeals have been in the sa.-ne direc-

tion.

" But these things, however, have not

discouraged in the least the dog's ene-

mies. 'Before the New York Legislature

is a bill that threatens to deprive all

dogs of life and the pursuit of happ'.-

ness. Barking is made an offence pun-

ishable hy death. If the dog barks any-

body can go to a magistrate, pay a dol-

lar, and if the magietrate agree with

him another dollar will see that the

dog is killed. The effect of suah a ri-

diculous relict of barbarism can readily

be imagined. There are thousands of

men 'who hesitate to take legal steps

for the dog, who will defend their fam-

ily friend with their lives if necessary.

Such a bill would mean the creation of

countless feuds and the breaking up of

many a family, for dogs will bark, and

men, women and children will love

them whether they bark or not.

" A bill has been introduced in the

Ohio Legislature to force assessors to

collect the tax on dogs at the time of

making an appraisement of personal

property, and if this fine is not paid on

the spot they are to take poor Tray on

the front lawn and cut his throat. If

this hill is hard on the dog, it is still

harder on the assessor, for it must be

remembered that there are dogs that

are a match for the most courageous

of assessors. Moreover, the bill has no

provision for the repairs to personal

property and clothes which wU.1 often

follow the execution of the assessor's

duty.
" But the dogs can take comfort in

the fact that while the cranks may in-

troduce m-urderous bills and Legisla-

tures may possibly pass them, none of

them can hold water in the courts.

Every dog will continue to have his

day, but it will not be quickened by

the bloodthirsty assessor or a magie-

trate who objects to barks."

Mattawa Fish and

Game Club*

The Mattawa Fish and Game Club

held their fourth annual meeting on

March 15th. The flnancdal condition of

the cliuib is satlsfactopy; there are no

liabilities. The following were elected

officers: Patron, Hon. J. E. Robidoux;

honorary president, C. E. Chenevert^

M.P.P.; president, J. A, Thompson;
vice-president, Hon. T. Berthiaume;

ing scenery, especially when crossing

the Laurentian Mountains.

Lake Oharpenlier is a paradise to the

angler. Speckled trout of large size,

some turning the scale at five pounds,

are caught there. A portage of about
two miles from Lake Charpentler

crosses Lake Brule, Little Lake, etc.,

to Lake Rocheleau, where there Is a

camp, and all around are lakes of dif-

ferent sizes all filled with trout. Among
these latter are Lake Grosse Truite, or

Lake Beaudoin, where it is said one

party caugiht 67 trout, froim one to

three and a half pounds each, in one

afternoon. On the north of Rocheleau

Charpentier's Camp, Arriving from " Lac Brule."

secretary, W. J. Proulx, M.P.; treasur-

er, J. B. Letendre; assistant treasurer,

J. N. Ansenault; direotors. Dr. F. P.

Casgrain, H. Panneton, Jos. Nordman-

din, Alexander Menard, L. O. Brisette

and J. R. Savignac.

The Mattawa Club ho'ds a lease from

the -Quebec Government of territory

north of the Laurentian Mountains, in

Berthier and Joliette Counties, of about

twenty-six square imiles, interspersed

with .magnificent lakes, which abound

with speckled trout fro'm one to five

pounds in weight, and maekinonge of

enormous size. Deer, cariboo, moose,

bears, partridge, wild duck and hare

are very abundant. The drive from

St. Felix de Valois station to St.

Michel des Saints, the last village be-

fore reaching camp, is through charm-

Camp, about three hours' walk, is Lalce

a L'Islle, or Grand Lake, formed of

bays and islands, with a coast line of

about sixty miles. The scenery is

beautiful, and there are masklnonge

ajid Sipeckled trout of large dimensions.

Going north again are Lakes Grand
Collins, Petit Collins and Middle Col-

lins, which abound w.i'th large speckled

trout.

The Mattawa Club has spent over

$1,500 in building comfortable camps,

etc., containing aJU necessary camping

equipment.

The limit of members is fifty, and

the cost per share is $25 and $5 annual

fee. Anyone desirous of joining the

club Should apply to J. B. Letendre,

1493 St. Catherine iStreet, Montreal, or

to J. A. Thompson, Quebec.
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Prairie Chickens in Manitoba
By Will Greincf

I

PROSPECTING a portion of Manitoba
last fall in search of a business loca-

tion, one with environments that

would afford an occasional day of re-

rcaiion with either gun or rod, I took the

hire of a prominent business man re-

, 1 iling a iproposition which he extolled

upon its wHd and unbroken surface
but a few yeans gione. Now again
the unbroken prairie, wuth dts shades
of autumnal brown, denoting the ebb-
ing of summeo- life and touched here
and bhere by a keener enemy, the fore-
runner of winter. Sheltered by some

Arrival of the " Lac Brule" Excursion—View taken at "Lac Charpentier."

as a veritable Klondike for business

and also a hunter's paradise, and was
soon esconced in a comfortable rail-

road coaoh, hulrrying forward some
one 'hundred miles or more west to in-

Jvestigate this ideal combination. Lying
jbaok in the comfortable cushions of

!my seat, I was soon regaling my mind
jwith the brilliant prospects that such

!a place would afford for both business

land sport. I diversified this by oboerv-

jing the pa/asing country. Stretching

'out on either Ihand ilay the vast prairie,

jwith its level and at times undulating

isurface, now dotted here and there

jwith comfortable homes of settlers,

'prosperity looking out upon myriads of

shocks and stacks of golden grain, the

ilatter silhouetting against the bright

'blue sky, assumed the shape of wlg-
|wam homes of the nomads that dwelt

friendly grasses, a flower or plant re-

mained untouched by the ihurried flight

of early frost, their bowed faces be-

tokening sorrow for their dead compan-
ions and a fear of succumbing to a
more ruthless foe, as the bla«k patches

visible indicated that the prairie fire

was completing the work of destruc-

tion in a more deadly manner. Close

beside the road there suddenly arose

a oorvey of about ftfteein or twenty
prairie chickens, and as I watched them
flutter and sail away, I was transferred

to that particular spot with gun and
dog, and soon had a protruding game
pocket as the result of my imagina-

tions. As the train sped along, these

scenes were often repeated, and as

often interspersed by the sight of

many small lakes and ponds, ideal

spots, where wild diucks and geese re-

posed upon their friendly bosoms, or
fed upon the delicacies that their sur-
roundings offered them; seemingly un-
disturbed by the swiiftly passing train,
later, no doubt, to become the victims
of some silent Nimrod, who had ob-
served with a hu/nter's enthusiasm the
scene from his oar window. Between
the pleasure of the passing scenes and
ruminating upon the possible outcome
of the prospective business ahead of
me, I soon reached my journey's end.
Stepping off the train on the platform
of a small station, I eagerly scanned
the surroundings for a glimpse of the
village, but as the train obstructed the
view, I. was spared the shook of a sud-
den view—a kindly Interposition, no
doubt. The train soon pulled out, and
I wias given a sliding view of the
place. Had I observed the whole at
a single glance, ,1 might have been a
walling passenger on a return traia, die
a few miinutes later. While the coun-
try adjoining showed signs of thrift

and industry, the village failed to. It

was but a step from the statix>n to the
main business street of the place, and
I soon found myseflf in the presence
of the gentleman who owned the so-

called lucrative business that was the

object of my visit. A few minutes
later found me deep in the detanls of

his business, which to my disgust fail-

ed to filhow up \yell. After reaching
my .hotel and eating a alight supper,

I donned a light overcoat and was soon
out upon tihe prairie, enjoying the

keen air, 'my own thoughts and the

surrounding solitude. Returning after

my jiaunt of a couple of hours, I re-

tired early and was soon fast asleep.

Next morning found .me In a better

mood, helped no doubt by an invita-

tion to accompany two of the sons (of

the gentleman I came to see) to a
drive across th e prairie to view the

country and in search of chickens. As
it was the first day of the open season

1 accepted their kind invitation glad-

ly.

After breakfast I made the rounds

of the stores in the village that had
guns to rent, and was rather disap-

pointed to find that they were all out

with the exception of a ten-gauge ten-

pound hamimer breechloader, Which I

tried to console myself with, but with

little consolation, compared with my
seven and a half pound hammerless

Lefever. I lugged this piece of artil-

lery down to the hotel, and after stow-

ing it away in our rig, we were soon

all aboard and away. We were soon

rolling along a fine prairie road, with

thousands of acres of grain stulbble. In-
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terapersed by virgin lands on either

side. As gaime had been reported

plentiful, particularly chickens, I was
enjoined to keep my eyes open, as this

was to be a 'hunt without dogs, and

depended on our organs of vision to lo-

cate toiur igamie.. About two miles

out we were descending a long, low hdll,

where, at the bottom, the ix)ad skirt-

ed for some one hundred yards, the

head of a small creek. At this junc-

ture the creek was fringed with heavy

bunches of water willows and tall

marsh grass, leaviaig here and there

small openings, sJiowlng portions of the

still ponds within. As my eye caught

one of these, I espied a single duck,

possibly enjoyiing the quiet repose of

an old-time retreat, as I was informed

that this place was seldom hunted for

ducks. My friends were soon out nxak-

ing theiir way to the pond towards a

place of vantage. Wishing to be in it

too, il limbered 'Uip miy old ten-pounder,

but arrived just In time to e&e the

duck 'fall a victim to a shot from one

of them. It proved to be a lone red-

head, and as I wajtahed it in its dying

struggles, I noticed a movement in the

grass to my left, and In a moment a

teal came into view. Steipping aside

to secure a clearer position for my
gun, a report sounded out to my left,

and I was permiiitted to see duck num-

ber two a corpse not far from the

first. Thinking that this was a re-

treat for lone ducks, and that we had

secured the whole, I was just backing

out of my position, when a familiar

quacking sound to my right reached

me. Turnilnig as quickly as the na-

ture of the ground would permit, 1

had the satisfaction of seeing a pair

of beautiful mallards rising about

thirty-five yards from where I stood,

quacking a& they fliew. Quickly rais-

ing imy gun, I let go both bairrels in

quick succession, but failed to put a

peu-iod .in their flight. As I watched

them swiftly putting space between us,

I brought down all sorts of maledic-

tions upon the piece I theld in my
hands, and wondered if it were possi-

ble that this cou'ld ihave happened if I

had my own reliable with me. La-

menting the double .misfortune of not

'having my own gun and the loss of the

duoks, I stood watching the rapidly

disappearing pair, when miy attention

was attracted by a counter movement

in the air off to the right of them, and

I soon discerned It to be a small bunch

of teal, coming swiftly towards the

spot which the mallards had just va-

cated. Dropping quickly into the

ha®h thick grass^my friends doing

likewise, as they had also caught their

coming—they apparently did not per-

ceive us, for on they came. When
within aJbout thirty yards I rose from
my position and puilled on the leader.

By the time he struck his death-bed in

the wild grass my old ten-pounder

reached out again and the rear guard

paid the same penalty.

In my exuberance in making this

double, and, on teal, too, I humbly

apologized to my old gun, and attribut-

ed the misses on the mallards as due

to myself. As no more made their

appearance, after waiting for a short

time one of my .friends returned to

our rig, and, drawing on a pair of

wading pants soon secured our ducks,

and a few moments after found u« as-

cending the hill on the opposite side.

It was now nearing ten o'clock, and

this time of day being unfavorable for

chickens on the open, and the next

mile or so being of this nature, we

therefore relaxed our vigilance. This

stretch was, however, soon covered, and

we again struck the lunbroken prairie.

To the west about two and a half miles

we discerned several thickets, in close

proximity to a large tract of grain

land. Tlhe longer we gazed at this the

more seductive it became. After a

somewhat jolting ride we arrived at

the thickets. Leaving one in the rig

to go uip on the outside, the balance of

us distributed ourselvejs about fifty

yards apart and commenced a hunt

through, emerging at the other end,

one by one, in about three-quarters of

an hour, none of us having been for-

tunate enough to have seen even a

single feather. We soon reached the

barnyard of a friendly rancher, some-

what disappointed irt our morning's

chicken 'hunt, but appetites none the

less affected. While one of the party

looked after the welfare of the horses,

the rest sought out the sunny side of

a near-by straw stack, and we were

soon washing down the ckmtents of

a well-filled basket with several bottles

of home brewed ale, a very necessary

accessory, as the water of these parts

presented an odor of having originat-

ed in the lower regions. The scene that

lay before us was truly one befitting

the surroundings of a hunter's lunch.

To the west about a quarter of a mile

lay a long stretch of wild hay lands,

the numerous stacks evincing the in-

dustry of the near-by rancher. Re-

ceding from this as far as the eye

could reach lay the rolling prairie. On

the wild haiy stubble i^earest to us

came hundreds of sand hill cranes or

prairie turkeys, settling in squads of

various numbers, with a pair or tw<

posted some little distance off, thei:

long meciks craned to the utmost, giv

ing them the appearance of sentinels

the whole filling the air .with their dis-

cordant voices, as though they wer(

in convention disous&ing a mutuall pro.

tection against their enemies. Anc
fertile would be the tactics that woulc

bring the hunter within gun shot o

these wary birds in their present po-

sition.

Away at the upper end of this low

stretch of land were several irregula;

ponds of water, from which quartei

an occasional report of a gun was waft-

ed. Mingling with the cries of the

noar-by cranes came the houking ol

iiiundreds of wild geese, making theii

way to some friendly stretch of watei

or istubble that was difficult of ajp-

proach by the hunter, filling us wltl

admiration at their cunning and th<

important part they played in making

more interesting the ecenery surround

ing us. All things have an end, anc

as our return route was to be a rathei

circuitous one, we were soon off again

drivin.g past many haunts of wild watei

fowl and many inviting places for th<

speckled 'beauties of the prairies, bui

which failed to be at home this par-

ticular day.

My wishes were, however, to be re-

alized beyond my expectations. We
had just turned oft' the road to shorter:

the distance between ais and the vil-

lage when we drove almost squarelj

into a covey of about twenty-five, with

as many more feeding on some neigh-

boring stacks of grain. We were eoon

alight, and as the birds had scattered

9omew,hat In their first flight, we d'i<3

likewise, and after making las many

misses as hits, our rig picked us up

one by one some distance apart, satis-

fied with the results, being eight chick-

en® and one pinnated grouse, making

it a pleasant sequence to a disappoint-

ed business trip and my initial ride

and hunt upon the prairies.

Before retiring that night I forgave

my adviser, who I think is a more

capable judge of good sihooting grounds

than of a business proposition.

Annie Oakley, whose shooting record

is well known, has issued a booklet

giving a brief sketch of her career and

notes on shooting. It contains a lot

of good practical advice in small oom-

The Caledon Mountain Trout Com-

pany, of Ontario, is being Incorporat-

ed with a capital of $1,000,000 in shares

of $300.
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THE GUN.

;ArAl IE tournament under the auspices
'

I
of the Montreal Gun Club, April 13,

*- was a decided success. Shooting be-

gan shortly after 8 a.m., and,except-

jnu' the lunoh interval, was continuous

iitiiil after 5 p.m. The weather was
p.tii what the trap sbooter would like.

IL was only fair to middling shooting

wtather in the morning, but in the

nltfrnoon it was very bad, and some
r. ii>g-nizedly (good shots made some
int'tty poor scores. The birds were dif-

fu ult on account of the wet and the

ir:il)s being slippery. One trap threw

a very low (left quartever, very hard

iij get, and few there were who got

it. There were about sixty guns on

ih'' field, .and all expressed themselves

a,- aeLighted, more esipecially the visit-

,.is. Sherbrooke, Ottawa, Swanton,

Laoolle, Montpelier, Rock Island and

Aubury were well represented.

The Interprovinciai match, emblemat-

ic of Ontario and Quebec cihampion-

ships, for the Montreal Ohallenge Cup,

was the principal event of the day; it

was at fifteen birds, umknown traps;

• ui'-'mian-up system. The St. Huberts

cuiaured the ohallenge cup, with four

birds to spare, in the somewhat small

score of 40 to 26.

In the team shoot for the Provincial

Lieague trophy, Montreal defeated

Westmount by four targets, the condi-

tions being twenty birds, known traps

and angles.

The sweepstake events were more

closely contested, and the ladies' match

seemed |to 'be filled up with almost

unfinishabie ties; but everything was

OGm.pleted just ajjout the time when

lit was getting too dark to shoot. The

jchoice of prizes by the wiinners in the

JMerohiandise iwas an amusing feature

land a fitting windup to the day's

jsport.

j
In the Interprovinciial match, Mr. C.

io. Barrett, of Montpelier, Vt., acted

fas referee, and Mr. J. G. Walton, of

'Sherbrooke, offiGiated.

j
Following is a 'Summary of the

jscores, the lower scores omitted.

{
Event No. 1: ten birds; entrance, .$!.—

Goodhue 8
CraJig 7
Throop 7
Hutchison 7

Event No. 2—Interprovinoial challenge

cup. Teams of Ave. Fifteen birds each
at unknown traps—

St. Hubert Gun Club—
D. White

, 8
J. Delorimier 9
C. Panet

'

y
Geo. Winter " 7
A. W. Throop 7

Total 40
MontreaJ Gain flu'.)—

D. Kearney 7
H. H. Wootton 7
D. Candlish 4
E. C. Eaton

! .

.

7
C. Aubin

]

.

n
Totail 36

Event No. 3; ten birds; entrance, $1.—
Craig 10
E. White 10
C. Aubln 9
Goodhue 9
Walton .., 9
Parent 9
Cameron 9

Event No. 4—Provincial I^eaigue trophy.
Twenty birds, known traps and angles.
Rapid firing system-
Montreal Gun Club—
D. Kearney 14
H. H. Wootton 12
W. L. Cameron 15
E. C. Eaton 13
C. Aubin 17

Total . .« 71
Westmount Gum Club—
R. B. Hutchison 16
J. K. Kennedy 15
E. Outhet 13
C. Strangman 9
R. Lewis 14

Total 67

Event No. o—Fifteen birds, known angles.

Entramee, $2.—
Cameron 13
E. White 13
Throop 13
St. Jean 13
L. White 13
Panet 13
Walton 13
Hutchison 12
Craig 12
Barrett 12
Braithwaite 12
Eaton 12

Event No. (5—(Fifteen birds. unknown
amgles. Entrance. .$2.00—

E. White ^ 1.3

Wostover 13
Hutchison 13
Barrett 13
Oralg 12
Panet 12
Bray 12

EvPTit No. 7—Twenty birds. Ten known
and ten unknown. Eintranec, .$2.00.—

Barrett 19
Westover 18
Throop 18
Walton 17

The Merchandise shoot was apart

from the regular programme, and was
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governed by the following conditions:
First entry, 50 cents, following 25

cents each, birds inclusive.

Each match at twelve birds, unlim-
ited number of entries for each man.
Shooters may enter in any event for

targets only.

Fifteen prizes In kind were given in

the Merchandise event, the first ten
of which shall not be of less than $0
in value each.

Following Is the summary:—
Merohandiise iprize—Twelve birds—

1

.

Westover, Sutton 12
2. Aubin, Montreal 12
3. D. Candilish, iMontreal .".

' 11
4. Braithwaite, Lacolle ... "11
5. Throop, Ottawa '

' n
6. White, Ottiiwa ' V. " ll
7. Dumoint, Montreal .

.

n
8. Bray, Sherbrooke n
9. Craig, Sherbroioke '.'.'.'. n

• * *

Dominion Offhand Rilk Association.
Menubers shot their flnst match for

the year 1900 on Feb. 28 on the Green-
wood avenue range, Toronto, Ontario,
in a blinding snowstorm; twenty shots,
200 yardis, on the Standard target, 8-

inch ibullseye:

D.W.Hughes.... 8 7 10 10 6 10 4 6 10 69676954 10 10 4=147
D. F. Macdonald 9567 10 98566

3 7 6 9 6 7 9 9 9 7=143
W.Latimer 6 475975866

4958786 10 8 10=138
O-^'^t'illy 8 5650 10 7889

8 8 7 7 9 5 5 7 7 8=137
J. E. Brayley 7 10 65694778

49749 6 857 9=137
T. S. Bayles 6 8 10 6 7 7 5 5 5 6

6 9 .5 6 7 7 10 8 9 0=132
H. M. Asling 6 10 46 10 466885775459 10 6 8=132
A. W. Yager 6 87 10 64897 10

3 3 3 3 10 9 8 6 5 4=129
T. Wisker 6 368 10 36848

0856 10 8477 4=123
J. W. Crossley ....7 586667374

79368586 10 10=131
J.Simpson 9 45575 10 446

10 04488568 7=119
W. Buniey 3 044696460

6 9 5 5 10 6 6 7= 96
D. W. Hughes, of the Toronto Rifle

Club, won the silver ibadge and the
championship. The next match will be
sihot on the Parry Sound rlfie range
May 24.

• •

At the recent trap shooting contest
on the roof of Madision Sqiuare Gar-
den, New York, Mr. .Jack Fanning,
using the Winchester Leader factory

loaded ammunition, scored 175 straight,

and W. R. Crosby, using the same
shell, but a different .powder, was sec-

ond best man with 97 straight. The
Winchester Repeating Arms Company
claim that the above records only go

to prove ithat their factory loaded am-
munition Is par excellence, and can be

relied 'upon to do good work even un-

der the most unfavorable conditions.
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At this tournament the teai best runs

were as follows: J. S. Panning, 175;

W. R. Crosby, 97; C. W. Budd, 70; E.

C. Griffith, 64; E. D. Fulford, 38; R.

O. Herkes, 35; B. LeRoy, 33; C. G.

Blandford, 28; J. G. Knowlton, 26; R.

C. Kershner, 26; H. B. Kirkover, 26.

The scores for the Sportsmen's As-

sociation championship, 100 targets, in

sections of 25 each, were as foliows:

W. R. Crosby, 95; Isaac Tallman, 94;

J. S. Fanning, 93; G. S. McAlpin, 93;

E. C. Griffith, 93; B. DeRoy, 91; R. O.

Herkes, 90; C. W. Budd, 90; J. R.

Hall, 89; P. Daly, jr., 86; F. Mack, 85;

Edward Banks, 82; F. M. Eastman, 82;

J. J. Hallowell, 82; E. D. Fulford, 81;

J. G..Knowlton, 80; S. M. VanAllen, 80;

H. Landie, 79; F. B. Tracy, 78; T. H.

Keller, 74; lOaipt. Monlly, 71.

The weather -during the whole week

of the shooting was very bad.
• • •

GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP

Won by a Canadian.

H. D. Bates, Ridgetown, Ont., the

Lucky Man.

The Grand American Handicap, the

greatest pigeon tournament of this con-

tinent, and said by some to outmark

the great international affair at Monte

Carlo, was held during the first week

of this month at the Interstate Park,

Ix>ng Island, and was brilliantly won

by a hii'therto comparatively unknown
Canadian shooter, Mr. Howe D. Bates,

of Ridgetown, Ont. Not only did Mr.

Bates carry away the handsome and

valuable silver trophy of the Inter-

state Association offered to the win-

ner from the best wing shots of the

American continent, but he did it with

the unprecedented score of fifty-nine

straig-ht kills.

There were 224 entries this year, a

decrease from last year, and of these

all but thirteen faced the traps for

the big event. The contest was at

25 biirde, $25 entrance, handicaps from

25 to 31 yards. Mr. Dates was placed

at 28 yards, wihile such cracks as Mar-

shall, Crosby and Elliott were put at

31 yards.

By the close of the first day there

were only 19 men who had scored the

entire 16 birds shot at, these being

Jack Parker, LeRoy, Willey, Morrison,

Fox, Hood, Budd, .Barker, Bates, Sin-

nock, Greer, "Arno," Malone, Neal,

Hathaway, Courtney, Casey, Marshall

and Nauman.
* * *

Stray Shots

Thie imembers ia>f the Toronto and
Ottawa \Huinti Club ihave presented

Captain James Dixon with a handsome
Savage rifle.

* * *

Kjngsville Gun Club have ordered a

Magan trap for ithis season.
* * *

W. R. Crosby, of O'Pallon, III., de-

feated J. A. R. Elliott, of Kansas City,

in a 100-bird matdh at Inter-State Park,

March 31st, by a score of 97 to 93. The
match was for the Review medal and
$100 a Slide.

a • •

The Viictorla, B.C., Gun Club is ar-

ranging for a toiurn.a,ment, to be held

in June mext. At a recent meeting
the club elected the following officers

for the ensuing year: President, H.

A. Porter; v.ice-president, Capt. Sears;

treasurer, W. H. Adams; captain, E.

J. Wall.
* * *

The .liive ,pigeon matcih between John
Stnoud, of Hamiltom, and H. D. Bates,

of Rid,getow;n, 100 birds each, for $100

a side, took place iMaroh 2lQt at Hamil-
ton. Bates 'won by a score of 83 to

75. As reported in our last issue each

had been victorious .In two previous

contests. Bates thus won the "rub-

ber."
• • •

The prospects for the coming season

of the Guelph (Ont.) Trap and Game
Club lare very flattering. The club has

a good cash balance in its treasury,

and about fifty members to assist in

making matters interesting, therefore

they are looiking forward to some pretty

lively times. At the recent annual
meeting of the club the following were

elected officers: Honorary president.

Judge Ohadwilck; president, R. Cunn-
ingham; flrst vioe-pretsident, C. Quinn;

second vice-president, W. L. Walker;
secretary, E. C. O'Brien; treasurer, R.

S. Cu'll; (field Icap^taiin, L.. 'Singulaj-;

auditors, J. Johnston and H. Cull, jr.;

executive committee, W. G. Mitchell,

A. R. Woodyatt and J. Thatcher.
* * *

Fred. Gilbert, of Spirit Lake, la., de-

feated J. A. R. Elliott, of Ka.nsas City,

in a 100-bird matah for the Dupont
trophy on March 20th at the Dexter

Park traps, New York, by a score of

99 to 96. The ifairds were an uneven
lot, and Elliott ;had rather the worst of

the luck in drawing the ihardest birds.

Gilbert's only ,mlss was a lowering drive

that twisted to the right and managed
to keep clear of both loads. Elliott

failed .to stop four of the birds, one of

which just im'anaged to carry tihie charge

of shot outside tihe 50-yard boundary.

There wias a .big crowd of spectators,

among whom were imany ot the west-

ern shooterls who had journeyed ea^st

to take part in the Grand American
handicap.

* * *

A novel exhibition .at pigeon shooting

was given at Columbia, S.C, the othei

day In a private contest, H. Y. Dolar
offering the cup. The conditions wer«

that 300 birds were to be liberated sim-

ultaneously, and the gunners would
each endeavor to ikill as many as pos-

sible.

George T. iSmltih, of New York, toofe

the prize with twenty-two killed. The
sihooting was furious, flifteen contestants

working their guns with great expert-

ness, and pigeons rained on the ground.

Being In such large numbers many of

the birds crossed the range of the guns
more than once, giving opportunities

for fllliing magazines and reloading

guns. The exhibition is hardly one

that a person with the instinct of a

true sportsman would care to see re-

peated.
* * *

J. A. R. Elliott, of Kansas City, lost

the "Cast Iron" medal for live pigeon

shooting to Rolla O. Heikes, of Daytan,

Ohio, at YardvlUe, N.J., .on March 24th.

The match was a particularly exciting

one, the men being tied at 'the end of

100 birds, with 91 killed. Elliott was

in the lead up to the one hundredth

bird, wlhich he missed. Heikes, how-

ever, brouglht down the last one, which

tied him with Elliott. It was decided

to settle the match by a twenty-five

bird race, which was a nip-aind-tuck

ooniteet. The two 'we.re tied on the

eighteenth bird, but Elliott missed the

nineteenth bird, and never regained the

lost ground. Heikes won the match by

killing 22 to Elliott's 21. Many prom-

inent shooters were present, including

Jack Fanning, W. R. Crosby, Capt.

Brewer, Miss Hunseoker and Chas. W.
Budd.

* * if

A movement is on foot in Waterloo

County, Ontario, for the importation of

quail from Kansas. Enough money has

been subscrit>ed to purchase nineteen

dozen birds, which will be put out in

breeding cages on farms in this neigih-

borhood, where the surroundings are

favorable for the propagation of the

fowl. The sportsmen interested in the

venture are H. B. McConochie, R. B.

MaoGregor, A. L. Thompson, Robert

Patrick, A. G. Gourlay, Rev. R. B.

Knowles, C. J. Logan, Hon. James

Young, F. G. Allenby, A. B. Smith, R-

K. Mearns, F. D. Palmer, Peter Hay,

Sid. Sheldon, W. D. Sheldon, Frank

Earnhardt, A. J. Colvln, C. Dietrich,

John Hogg, Alex. Ames. H. Henderson.
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and R. T. Randell, of Gait; Josh Way-
per, Elijah Bowman, and R. R. Tre-

rnain, of Hespeler; and S. Cherry, of

I»reston. A number of the above gen-

tlemen are experts at trap-shooting,

and df the birds' thrive, expect to -en-

joy some rare sport later on at quail.

We ihope the comimendable enterprise

of thetse sportsmen will be crowned with

success. ,In this connection we would

suggest that 'tlhe gentlemen named

v/culd adopt the plan followed by a

proiminent Essex County sportsman,

Mr. J. T. iMiner. Each fall he and

his .shooting companions carefully pre-

serve all wing-tipped birds retrieved.

These are placed in a commodious ca?e

a.nd kept there over winter, and are

liberated in 'tlhe spring after all danger

from cold and storm weather is past

In this way a fresh crop is assured

eaoh year, and preserves the birds from

the consequence of an unusually severe

winter. In Waterloo County the neces-

sity for doing something of this kind

will be greater than in Essex County,

where the w.inters as a rule are very

nilld, and where in consequence quails

are very plenitiflul and furnish splen-

did sport.
m * *

La Mascotte CltiK

"La Mascotte" Gun Club met in Mont-

real March 15, and elected the follow-

ing officers: Raymond Prefontaine,

patron; H. W. Lareau, hon. president;

P. A. Chagnon, hon. vice-president; L.

St. Jean, president; Gus. Dumont,

vice-president; J. E. Barnabe, treas-

urer: H. A. Pellerln, secretary; J. A.

R. naud, manager. Advisory committee

.Messrs. Kearney, Cameron, Aubin,

' 'ion, Limoges and Max. Groulx.

was decided to change the club's

lie to La Mascotte Shooting and

I'ishing Club.

;

Winchester ^i^U. Mor^^f 1900

i The Winchester Reoeating Arm« Co..

of New Haven, Conn., announces its

1000 model single shot rifle now ready

for the market. Of this arm the com-

pany teays:

—

The WInichester model 1900 eVngle s^ot

is a serviceable, low-priced gun,

iamed to handle .22 short or .22 long

1 iin-fire cartridges. Bullet breech ca^s

may also be used in it if desired. It

I take-^dowin and can be taken apart

ily and quickly, the operation con-

ing" simply of unscrewlnlg the

nb-screw located underneath the

arm, which releases the barrel and
;i( tion from the stock.

The action used on this gum is of the

bolt type, and is exceedingly simple,

consisting of very few parts. When
the gun is cocked, the action is locked

against opening umtil the firing pin

falls. This permits carrying the gun
cocked without liability of the action

jarring open. The gun is cocked by
pulling rearward on the flring-pin,

whlcth is .made with a knurled head,

to affoird a good grip.

The barrel of this rifle is round, 18

inches long, bored and rifled with the

same care and exactnesis that have
made Winchester rifles famous the

world over for their accurate shoiot-

ing. It has a straight gr*p stock, the

length of pull being 12 3-4 inchies; drop

at comb, 1 1-2 inches; drop at heel, 2

^-4 inches. Model 1900 riflas are fitted

with open front and rear sights, the

sights of every gun being lined up by

shooting. The length of the model

1900, from muzzle to butt, is 33 1-4

inches. The model 1900 can be furnish-

ed only as described above. We can-

not ifill orders for this gun calling for

any variation whatsoever from the

standa.rd.

To get continued accurate shooting

with a rifle having' as small a bore

as .22, It is essential that 1\he Interior

of the bore should be carefully cleaned

and oiled after using. The gun should

never be put away dirty. The easiest

way 'to clean the model 1900 rifle is to

taJke It down and remove the breech

block. This permits nm obstructed ac-

cess to the barrel, either from the

muzzle or breech.

To dismount the gun ui^iscrew thumb-

screw underneath forearm and rem-Tve

barrel by liftimg a little fo-rward. Th-^n

remove bolt from b^irrel bv pulling bolt

ctlear back, pressing upon sear and ex-

tractor, and pull bolt dear of barr'^l.

Next remove sear 'and extractor bv

lifting out of barrel and nulline to +he

rear. To remove firing-pin from bolt,

first drive out fl.ring-r)in guide p'n,

which is in the rear of the bolt, and

remove flring-pin. To remove main-

spring drive out firing-pin head pin,

which aJlows flring-pin heiad to be re-

moved, and then remove "lainspring.

The list price of the arm i« $5.

Lone R^nw ^^'-f'-.

It Is stated by the Bnsi'Ush press that

the German army is i=oon to have new

rifleis, and' a similar ireport comes

from France regarding her army. The

new French rifle is said to be an im-

proved Lebel. while the German rifle

is the new model 1898 Mauser. Both

are said to sihow great improvement

over the rifles in present use by the

military of both powers. The new

Lebel, it is claimed, is expected to sur-

paiss the English, the United States

and the present German service rifles.

At the Boiston Sportsmen's Show
rifle tournament a number of the con-

testants used telescopic sights on theii-

rifles. The telescopic sight is mainly

a vision alder, and as such Is a great

help to those whose vision has dim-

med, and has been found to be par-

tioularly advantageous for indoor

shooting.

If you are going to procure a rifle

telescope for offhand ishooting, don't

make the common mistake of selecting

a glass of too high power. Remem-
ber that a telescope magnifles not only

the object you desire to hit, but your

errors in holding, consequently a very

high power glass is extremely confus-

ing. It is not so much the magnify-
ing power that is wanted as the clear

discernment of the object enough to

place the sight where it is desired the

bullet to hit. About four power is

regarded now as the best glass for off-

hand sihootinig.

The 100-shot pistol record, at fifty

yards, on the Standard American tar-

get, was broken by J. E. Gorman at

the range of the Golden Gate Rifle and

Pistol Club, at San Francisco, Cal., on

February 25.

The Voliunteer Service Gazette, of

London, Eng., says the English War
Office has issued orders for a supply

of a large number of Colt's revolvers,

and practically the whole of the offi-

cers in the following regiments have

equipped themselves with this weapon:
viz., the Scots Guards, the Coldstreams,

the Northampton Regiment and a large

number of the Imperial Yeomanry.

A New Departure.

Editor Rod and Gun:—

Mr. H. Milkins, the owner and pro-

prietor of thq Leamingfton Pointer

Kennels, is taking up another business

in the manufacture of "Cereal Coffee."

Sportsmen In general throughout Can-

ada and the States will regret to learn

of Mr. Milkins leaving the kennel busi-

ness, where he has won so many laur-

els by his well-known strain of point-

ers, among whom can be classed the

famous Graphia stock of particular

note. As a brother sportsman Mr.

Milkins deserves the hearty wishes an 1

support of all Canadian sportsmen in

Ms new enterprise. He hopes after

a few seasons to again take up th?

kennel business.

F. H. CONOVETl.

Leamington, March, 1900.
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WANDERER'S
CORNER

PARTRIDGE.
Whilj on my way down from rhe

North on the I-iabelle train not lung

ago I noticed at St. Marg^ierite Station

one of the section men enter the train

and hand something done up in a

newspaper to the superintendent of the

division. It proved to be a very fine

partridge. On enquiry, I found that

on the way up in the morning the su-

perintendent had noticed the partridge

oin the track, and had seen it struck

by the train, and had asked the sec-

tion man to get it and have it for him
when he came down in the afternoon.

The bird had one wing cut off, and a
cut on the back of its neck, presum-
ably done by the car wheel. It is said

the Labelle country is called "the hun-
ter's •paradise.'"

FISH.

While in Liachute a short while ago
one of my friends, who had just re-

turned from a- fishing expedition, told

me the following story, which is

vouched for bj two of his conipanions:

The three of them were ftshing at the

end of an island in the lake, where
they were camping, when they noticed

a snort distance away a fish jump
from the water two or three times, aa

if in troubie. One man said, "Boys.

I'm going to take the canoe and get

that fish.'' Getting into the canoe, he

paddled in the direction of where they

had seen the fish jump On nearin«

the spot he noticed quite a good-sized

fish swimming near the surface, and

acting as if choking. Having forgot-

ten his landing net, he paddled hastily

back and got it, returned to where th^

fish was and succeeded in getting it

into the canoe. It proved to be a fine

speckled trout, weighing 1 3-4 lbs., and
th« cause of its trouble was a fresh

water crab, that dropped out of its

mouth Into the bottom of the canoe.

The crab was minus one claw, but it

is very evident the flsih had a largef

mouthful than he could swallow.

CLtA.M,

A short time ago one of my friends

was with a party cruising up the Ot-

tawa River in a small steam yacht,

and by w^ay of musement had a troll-

ing line out behind. He had been, hold-

ing it for nearly half an hour, when
think he had a maskinonge. On haul-

ing In the line he found, much to his

dUsgust, only a fresh water clam, of

Hrge size, on the hook.

"WANDERER."

DEER SHOOTING IN
ONTARIO

Chief Game Warden Tinsley, of On-
tario, has now nearly complete returns

of deer shooting last season. There were
settlers' permits to the number of 2,615.

Figures obtained from the express com-
panies show that they carried 2,032 ca. -

casses. Of course this is no criterion of

the number of deer actually shot, but
only of those taken by hunters who go
a distance for their sjiort. Besides this

there must have been large numbers
killed by settlers and sportsmen living

adjacent to the woods. Returns show
that there were more than 6,500 deer

hunters in the woods during the late

open season, and it is safe to assume
that an average of one deer for each
man was killed, while many parties and
hunting clubs got their full quota of

two each. <So that an estimate of 6,500

taken would be conservative and quite

within the mark.

Game protection over an area so wide

as the Province of Ontario must cer-

tainly be a very difficult matter, and
much credit is due the excellent en-

forcement of the law by the chief and
his deputy game wardens for -the in-

creasing number of deer in the woods,
in spite of the encroachments of set-

tlement. The nominal charge of $2 to

Ontario citizens for a hunter's license

and 25 cents for a settler's permit is not

felt by anyone, while it enables the

game department to be practically self-

supporting. The efforts of the depart-

ment deserve the hearty support not

only of those sportsmen who leave the

cities for a couple of weeks' hunting

each fall, but also of the settlers in

the newer parts of the Province. An
abundance of sport means lots of

sportsmen, and a great deal of the

money annually disbursed by hunters

for guides, transport, etc., finds its way
into the pockets of the settler.

W.A.F.

FOX HUNTING AS A PASTIME
One of the rerparkable things about

the world of sport is the manner in

which it fluctuates in popular favor. In

our Canadian sports this is peculiarly

evident, those in vogue twenty years

ago having apparently lost, in a great

measure, their fascinations and been

superseded by others then scarcely

known. This is especially true of what
are known as winter sports. But there

Ls one pastime of which this cannot be

said, and that is fox-hunting. In the

early decades of the century it found

a footing on this continent and has

since then been steadily growing in

favor until what is gen^raLy Ijoked up-
on as a purely English sport, has
spread into" the States of New York,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Virginia,

and even to the Carolinas, to such a
marked degree that there are a large

number of excellent and well-managed
packs in many of the State* named.
Many kinds of exercise coming under
the head of athletics have a leaning to

one-sided development, and are fre-

quently evil in their results, as well as

dharacterized by more or less brutality,

but none of these things can be charged

to ifox-hunting and horsema.-iship, as its

'healthfulness cannot be overestimated,

and its peculiar tendency for an all-

round physical development unchal-

lenged.

There are now 221 packs of fox

hounds in the United Kingdom—180 in

England, 26 in Scotland, and 15 in Ire-

land—and these packs consist of 8,000

couples of hounds, and they necessi-

tate the employment of 100,000 horses of

the value of $35,000,000, involving an

outlay of $25,000,000 per annum for their

maintenance.

W. L. Marble, GKadstone, Mich., has

brougiht out a waterproof matchbox

that is said to be really waterproof.

The box is a drawn brass shell 13-16

inoh in diameter. The bottom of the

box is double threaded to receive

threaded collar, whlcih is attached to

the downwardly extending arms of the

cover. The cover has a rubber gasket

firmly heild in place by a braes washer

with projecting tooth, which prevents

the cover being swung too far to one

side.

Mr. Marble has also brought out a

new gaff hook. This automatic gaff

hook is one of the novelties introduced

to the trade at the recent Sportsmen's

Show. It is made from fine quality

steel in a strong and substantial man-

ner, and is capable of handling a large

maskinonge or salmon This gaff can

be set with one liartd, and requires

hut a sdight itouch on the fish to spring

it.

Another useful device conceived by

Mr. Marble >is an attachment for hold-

ing a compass in a level position on

the front of la coat or jacket, thus

keeping the compass constantly in sight

and leaving the hands free at all times.

Syracuse, N.Y., w'hich has probably
more sportsmen per square mile than

any other town, de the home of the

Malcolm Telescope Manufacturing Co.,

whose catalogue tells all about the

many rifle scopes they manufacture.



PLACE VIGER HOTEL
MONTREAL.

Facing Place Viger, a pretty open

square, named after the first Mayor of

Montreal, ils the Place Viger Hotel,

erected by the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way Company—the latest addition to

its chain of magnificent hotels which
extends from Quebec to Vancouver, and
includes, amongst others, those charm-
ing resorts in the mountains of British

Columbia—Banff, Field and the Great

Glacier. This imposing structure occu-

pies the site of an old fort, and is built

in the quaint style of the French Re-
naissance, partaking of the type of the

old chateaux found on the banks of

the Loire.

In the heating, lighting and sanitary

arrangements, which were specially de-

signed for this hotel, the acme of per-

fection has been secured, and the en-

tire building, which is modern in every

respect, is as absolutely fire-proof as

human ingenuity can devise.

The Place Viger Hotel is advantage-
ously situated for those reaching the

city by train or boat, being a short dis-

tance from the principal steamer docks,

and combined in its erection is the

Place Viger Station of the Canadian
Pacific Railway (from which trains

leave for and arrive from Quebec), and

although located amidst quiet and rest-

ful surroundings, is only a few min-

utes' walk from the business portion of

the city, and convenient to the city's

street car system.

There is accommodation- for 350

guests.

The rates are from $3.00 to $5.03 per

day, with special arrangements fo-^

large parties or thos^e making a pro-

longed stay.

For further particulars address Man-
ager, Place Viger Hotel, Montreal.

mjgw
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SPORT ! ! ^

MOOSE
CARIBOU

DEER
BIG HORN
BEAR
DUCK
PARTRIDGE
QUAIL

GEESE

TROUT
BLACK BASS

SALMON

There is more Sport to the Square

Mile in Canada along the line of the

Canadian

Padfic Railu^ay
than in any other part of the North

American Continent t^i^t^^^t^s^i^

Send for copy of our Game Map, our Fishing and Shooting: and other

sporting publications, to General Passenger Department, Montreal, P. Q.



IFinest Canoe Trip
I IL^ llfAMilfl Sportsmen requir-

In tne World ^^e
kaming and Temagaming should wnte to P. A.
COBBOL.D, Halleybury, Ont. (successor to

C. C Farr & Cobbold.)

momauk

Cdtncras

Are Standard Instru-
ments in point of
Technical Accuracy
and Artistic Bxecu-
lion. Renowned for

Quality. Write for
Catalogue

W. STARK, Agent, ACTON, OnT.

^^^...SBAYCO;,^^^^

'^'^''ORATED AD

THE HUDSON'S BAY

COMPANY
HAS HAD OVER 229 YEARS
EXPERIENCE IN PROVIDING
FOR HUNTERS

EVERYTHING NECESSARY CAN BE SUPPLIED, jt jt Jt CIRCULAR
LETTERS OF CREDIT ISSUED ON ALL THE COMPANY'S INLAND
POSTS. ••«««««««•• FURTHER PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION TO

HUDSON^S BAY COMPANY, WINNIPEG.

Province of Quebec
The:

I
Sportsman s Paradise

0J^

TO LET

Riverst Lakes

and Hunting

Territories « «

Hunting permits, fee : $25.00.

Fishing permits, fee : $ J 0.00.

These rivers and lakes are all well stocked with salmon and trout,

from four to eight pounds, and with various other kinds of fish.

MOOSE, CARIBOU AND RED DEER «

Splendid shooting almost everywhere throughout the territory of

the Province of Quebec, especially in the Ottawa and Pontiac Districts, in

Gaspesia and Beauce, the Matapedia Valley, the Temiscamingue Eegion,

the Eastern Townships, the North of Montreal, the Kippewa and the

Lake St. John District.

Game abounds in the Forests and on the Beaches.

Hunting territories from 10 to 400 square miles, at $1.00 per square

mile and upwards, can be leased, on which the lessee has the exclusive

right of hunting.

THE LAURENTIDES NATIONAL PARK
Alone contains hundreds of the most picturesque lakes, teeming with fish,

and plenty of moose, caribou and bear; black, silver and red fox, otter,

martin, lynx, mink, fisher are also abundant.

FEATHERED GAME.

Canadian goose, duck, woodcock, snipe, partridge, plover, etc., are in great

number in almost every part of the province.

HUNTING AND FISHING PERMITS

Can be obtained from the Department of Lands, Forests and Fisheries

and from the Game-wardens all over the province.

I Hunting Territories Can be leased by applying to

THE COMMISSIONER OF

^ LANDS, FORESTS AND FISHERIES, QUEBEC

THE HERALD JOB DEPARTMENT, MONTREAL, P.Q
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Repeating l^ifles

For All Kinds of Shooting.

I All Desirable Calibers and Weights

A FEIV FAVORITES FOR HUNTING.
Model 1895. 30 Army caliber, weight 8 1-4 pounds.

Model 1P94. 30 \V. C. F. caliber, •' Extra Light,"
weight 6 1-2 pounds.

Model 1894. 30 W. C. F. caliber, "Take Down,"
weight 7 3-4 pounds.

Model 1 892. 44 and 38 caliber, " Take Doym," weight
7 pounds.

Model 1886. 4&-70 caliber, "Extra Light," weight
7 pounds.

Shoot Winchester Ammunition. Made for all Kinds of Guns.

FREE.— Send Name and Address on Postal for 158-page Illustrated Catalogue.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., • - NEW HAVEN. CONN.

no more Rust

Oil

All absolute preventive of
rust. An ideal cleaner.
A perfect lubricant.

For Bicycles,'Fire Arms, Type-
writers, Sewing Machines,
and all bright (or polished)
metals.

Mdnufactured by

G. W. COLE CO.
Oept. B. 141 Broadway, New York City

BRITISH AMERICAN HOTEL
WINDSOR, ONT.

LEADING HOTEL IN THE CITY.

SPECIAL RATES FOR TOURISTS.

T. W. MCKEE, PROPRIETOR.

HAMILTON POWDER CO.
HAS MANUFACTURED

SPORTING GUN POWDER
Since 1865, as a result you have

"CARIBOU" made from best materials, perfectly

put together. " DUCKING " hard pressed,
slow burning, keeps well under all conditions.
" SNAP SHOT " high velocity, moist residium
Cheap. The powder for every day use.

ENGLISHMEN SAY
Powder can be bought in Canada as good as ever
put in a gun. It has a positive advantage over
home make, the dirt is soft.—J. J, W. in London
Field.

AMERICANS SAY
The finer English or American Powder and Cana-
dian " Caribou," I am quite familiar with. They
give so little recoil thai one may shoot all day
without bruised shoulde
and Stream.

headache — Forest

CANADIANS ABROAD SAY
Can you send over some Trap ? I don't mean to
flatter but it is ahead of anything we get here.

—

A. W. W., Batavia, N. Y.

The Balmoral Hotel
MONTREAL

Offers special inducements to Tourists and
Strangers visiting the city. Rooma large, airy
and comfortable. Fitted with all modern con-
veniences. Very central, being within easy dis-
tance of railway depots, steamer landings, &c.

A. ARCH. WELSH. Prop.

In point of cuisine and equipment^ THE
ROSSIN is the most complete^ the most
luxurious of modern Ontario hotels. The
roomst single or en suitef are the most airy
and comfortable in the Dominion. The
Union Depot and Wharves but two mine
utes' walk.

A. & A. NELSON,
Toronto, Ont. Proprietors.
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ALE m PORTER
IS THE BEST IN
THE MARKET.

Fishing Rods ! 4

L. J. A. SURVEYER,

A fine lot just received straight

from factory. Low prices . . .

FISHING TACKLE of every

description. HAMMOCKS, etc.

6 ST. LAWRENCE MAIN STREET.
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Congratulate ua—our first birthday.

Twelve months old with tliis issue, and

there were those who tliought we would

die an early and sudden death. Yet we
are alive—very much so—and growing.

We would like to hear more from our

readers. AVith guns, ammunition, fish,

game, etc., to furnish practically endless

themes for interesting communications,

there is no reason for silence. Our col-

umns are open and it is not our fault if

you do not use them.

The new Fisheries Act of Ontario pass-

ed April 26th has one very important

new section, reading as follows :

" 44. Save as in sub-section 2 provided
no speckled trout, bass or maskinonge
taken or caught in provincial waters
shall be exposed for sale in or exported
from the Province before the first of

July, 1903.

" 2. Fish caught by any tourist or sum-
mer visitor, not exceeding the lawful
catch of two days' angling, may be taken
out of the Province by such tourist or
summer visitor when leaving the Pro-
vince."

This is excellent. Three important

species of game fish are not to be sold or

exported, excepting tlie Hmited number
in a two days' catch allowed the summer
tourist to take with him. The effect of

these regulations, if thoroughly enforced,

v.'i ' prevent th? export for the Uniied

States' markets of thousands of fish

caught illegally. The Ontario authori-

ties will undoubtedly be watchful to pre-

vent the export under various aliases,and
much can be accomplished if the express

officials co-operate cordially with the

Government oflicials. On another page

we show some of the principal regula-

tions that affect sportsmen, some of

which were placed in effect during 1899.

^ ^ <S>

So much was said by Government ex-

perts at the Convention of the North
American Fish and Game Protection

Association, February 2nd and 3rd, of

the absolute uselessness of the |25 to $50

game warden, with a few notable excep-

tions, that we hope to see soon some
tangible evidences of an intention to

change the system and substitute a

thorough service as useful as that of

Maine.

A bill now before the Ohio legislature

has for its object :

"To encourage the protection of birds,

primarily because of their economic
value to the farm by the destruction of

great numbers of destructive insects."

We hope it will be passed unanimously

and that similar bills will be passed by

every state in the Union and province of

Canada which has not such laws in force.

A very healthy public sentiment against

the indiscriminate destruction of bird

life is growing, and many Audubon .so-

cieties have been formed to the south

of us with this laudable purpose. We
should like to hear of such societies com-

ing into being in Canada.

<S> ^ <S>

Kecntly a New York firm made an

arrangement to procure 20,000 small

birds from Delaware for millinery pur-

poses. Another- instance of utter reck-

lessness. No more short-sighted policy

can be conceived than the wholesale

destruction of bird life. We in Canada

are concerned with these slaughters.

W^e must not expect our liiigratory birds

tfl exist in as great numbers if they are

destroyed by thousands south of us, and

as far as possible we hope our readers

will do all they can to prevent anything

of that nature occurring. The Audubon
bill of New York State, signed by Gov-

eriior Roosevelt, May 4, is a long step in

the right direction. It makes it a mis-

demeanor to sell or possess for sale the

plumage of insectivorous and song birds.

New York State being contiguous to Can-

ada, the bill is a distinct advantage to us.

New York city, as a leader of fashion in

feminine headgear, will perforce have to

set an excellent example hereafter, and

it appears to us the key to the situation

has been reached.

The Dominion Minister of Agriculture

has had issued, in both French and Eng-

lish editions, a booklet entitled, "The
Fish and Fur Bearing Animals of Can-

ada," for distribution at the Paris Exposi-

tion, at which the Dominion is making a

creditable display of our resources in fish

and game.
<s> ^ <s>

The placing on the market of a semi-

automatic magazine pistol by the Colt

Repeating Arms Co. is an event worthy

of special note. We print a description

of it on another page.

We are in sympathy with the move-

ment to taboo pictures of numbers of

fish strung on a line. They do not make

an attractive subject for the eye and fre-

quently represent immoderate catches.

There are numerous angling scenes well

worth reproducing which delight the

artistic sense, and anglers who use the

camera can find m them abundant op-

portunities for the exercise of their art.

The concession granted by the Ontario

Government to dam the Nepigon River

for the purposes of a pulp mill has been

very unfavorably commented upon by all

those who believe that the Nepigon should

be preserved for all time as the finest trout

stream in North America. We reprint on

another page the opinion of one of the

dailies on this subject, which seems to

cover all the various f)i>ini'rs e::p'ivss( d
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The United States Department of Agri-

culture in Bulletin No. 1 gives some facts

about the English sparrow in North

America, which are likely to cause

qualms of conscience in its strongest

admirer. It appears that over 1500 re-

ports are tabulated to show thai the

pugnacious English sparrow molests

other birds of nearly 100 different

species. These reports vary in number

from 377 in the case of the blue bird

down to 1 each respecting various other

birds. The reports, however, do not

show how often he caiue off second best

when tackling some of the larger birds,

but his record as an all round fighter is

established beyond question.

©
It is reported that only four out of the

fourteen young moose sent from

Manitoba to New Zealand for breeding

have arrived, the others having suc-

cumbed to the very severe hardships ex-

I)erienced during a gale at sea.

©00
We should like to hear from any of our

readers who have carefully observed the

effects on fish life of damming lakes and
rivers, where no fish-ways are constructed.

Opinions on this subject differ greatly.

We have heard it asserted strongly that

the effect of such damming is generally

followed by gradual, but sure destruction

of fish life. Other opinions are the op-

posite, and there are varieties between

these extremes.

© ©

May 1st was the first day of the open

season for trout in Quebec, and the first

catch of the season was made by Mr.

Joseph Riendeau, fishery inspector, whose
record of 440 lbs. will be hard to beat.

This i ton of trout was caught illegally

in the Laurentians, prior to May 1st, and
shipped to Montreal on the first train on

that date and suffered the fate which it is

hoped will befall similar shipments of fish

illegally caught.

Ontario's new game act was passed

April 26th. There are some important

new provisions as follows, viz :

—

An open season for moose and caribou

and reindeer, every third year, extends

rom Nov. 2nd to Nov. 14th inclusive.

The first of such open seasons is in 1900.

Elk are protected always.

Provision for order in Council to pro-

claim concurrent legislation to that in

adjoining States in case of game birds in

danger of extinction

.

Provision for order in Council to further

limit open seasons if necessary.

Protection at all times for cow moose
and young under one year, of moose,

reindeer and caribou.

Trohibiting transfer of license.

$5 license fee for residents of Ontario

to hunt moose, caribou or reindeer (license

fee for non-residents remains $25).

One bull moose, or one bull caribou or

reindeer, and two deer made legal num-
ber which may be killed by one person.

Coupon tag system extended to cover

moose, caribou and reindeer.

License fee imposed on game dealers

from $1 to $25, depending on population

of place.

Deputy wardens not paid by salary to

receive all fines where they prosecute.

Onus of proof is on the defendant.

The protection of beaver, otter, wild

turkeys, prairie fowl and English or Mon-
golian pheasant is continued to 1905.

The open season for quail now com-

mences September 15th.

New Brunswick placed in effect a new
game law on April 22nd. Among the im-

portant features of the Act are the raising

of license fee for non-residents hunting

moose and caribou to $30. Residents

will pay $2 each.

A license fee for guides is imposed.

The sale of partridge is prohibited until

September 15th, 1903.

The hounding of deer is prohibited.

Heavy penalties are provided for killing

big game out of season. In all cases the

burden of proof is on the defendant.

The open seasons are generally as fol-

lows :

—

Moose ^

Caribou > Sept. 15th to Dec. 31 st.

Deer )

Partridge Sept. 15th to Nov. 30th.

Wildgoose . . .

Brant
Teal
Wood-duck .

Beach-duck

.

Snipe
Woodcock .

.

There are some exceptions to above

which apply to specified portions of the

Province.

Sept. 1st to Dec. 1st.

"2. Fish caught by any tourist or sum-
mer visitor, not exceeding the lawful cai el i

of two days' angling, may be taken out nf

the province by such tourist or sumnicr .

visitor when leaving the province.

"45. No sturgeon shall be caught, taken
or killed by any means whatever without
a license first had and obtained, and in the
inland waters of the province none shall

be taken between 1st April and iOth May,
but nothing in this section or in section

47 shall be deemed to restrict close season
prohibitions.

" 46. No person shall take, catch or kill

in any of the waters of this Province in

one day by angling, or shall carry away
a greater number than twelve bass,twenty
pickerel, or four maskinonge.

"47. No person shall take, catch or kill

in any of the waters of this Province, in

one day by angling, or shall carry away
a greater number of speckled or brook
trout, than in the aggregate shall weigh
more than fifteen pounds, and no greater

number than fifty speckled or brook trout,

though said number weigh less than fif-|

teen pounds, and none between 1st Sept.j

and I st May, both days inclusive.

" 48. No bass less than ten inches in

length, no speckled trout less than six-

inches in length, no pickerel less than

twelve inches in lengtli, and uo maski-

nonge less than eighteen inches in length

shall be retained or kept out of the w ater

sold, offered, or exposed for sale, or had;

in possession ; but every person who takes-,

or catches any of the 'fish mentioned oi'

less than the minimum measurement

|

named (which measurement shall bf,

from point of nose to centre of tail) shall'v

immediately return such undersized lishi

to the water from which they were taken
;

alive, and, in so far as possible, uninjured.j

"49. No non-resident, tourist or sum-j

mer visitor shall take, catch or kill in any.

one day. by angling in the inland waters

|

of this Province, or shall carry away, j;

greater number than ten salmon or lak(^

trout, each of which shall exceed tw('

pounds in weight. ;

"50. No person shall, by any meani-

whatever, take, catch or kill, or shall buy]

sell or offer, or expose for sale, or have u'

possession, any salmon trout, lake trou'

or white fish, weighing less than twc
pounds in the round or undressed, o

which when dressed weighs less than on(

pound and three-quarters, or any sturgeor

of less than ten pounds in weight whei

,

CHANGES IN THE ONTARIO
NEW FISHERIES ACT.

April 26th Ontario passed a new Fish-

eries Act. We reproduce some of the

clauses of greatest interest to the angler :

"42. Any box, basket, crate, package
or other utensil whatsoever, containing
fish for shipment, whether caught in Pro-
vincial or private waters, shall be labelled
with the names of the consignee and con-
signor, and shall have stated thereon the
contents of such box, basket, crate, pack-
age or other utensil.

"44. Save as in sub-section 2, provided
no speckled trout, bass or maskinonge,
taken or caught in provincial waters shall

be exposed for sale in, or exported from,
the province before the first day of Julv,
1903,

I

" 51. (1) No one shall fish, by anghngi
in the waters of Lake Nepigon in the dis'

trict of Thunder Bay, in the River Nepigoi

in the same district, nor in any tributarie

of the said lake or river, without first hav

ing obtained an angling license from th'

commissioner of Fisheries through th'|

local overseer at Nepigon

.

{

" (2) The following clauses, lettered (a'

to ig) inclusive, shall apply to the water

in the next preceding section mentioned
" (a) One angler's license or permi

only may be issued to any applicant, anc

shall not be for a longer period than fou

weeks from the date of issue.

" (fe) The fee for such license or permij

shall be $15 for a period of two weeks o|:

less, $20 for three weeks and $25 for fou!

weeks, where the applicant is not a per

manent resident of Canada; and !?5 fo

two weeks and $10 for four weeks whci



tlic applicant is a permanent resident of

("anada.
•'

{(') The holder of such license or per-

I lit shall not catch or kill in one day, or

v:\rvy away, a greater number of speckled

I

I

Milt than in the aggregate shall weigh
I 1. ire than twenty-five pounds, or a greater

I iiinher than ten speckled trout in any
I IK' (lay, though said number weigh less

than twentj'-five pounds.

••(I) The said license or permit shall

11. it be transferable, and the holder there-

of sliall produce and exhibit the same
v^henever called upon so to do by a fishery

overseer.

" (e) All fishing camps, and fishing par-

ties visiting the said waters shall be subject

to the supervision of the fishery overseer

or overseers.

"
( /) Such sanitary arrangements as the

overseer may direct shall be made, and
sach directions as he may give for the

disposal of refuse and the extinction of

fires shall be complied with.

"
(</) The cutting of live timber, the

property of Ontario, by peisons holding
a license or permit to angle in said waters,

their servants or agents, is prohibited, ex-

cept where absolutely necessary for the

f)urpose of camping and shelter, such as

or tent poles, tent pins, and the like."

While hounding of deer and water

shooting (excepting part of Bruce County)

are still subjects for future legislation, the

Act is a distinct advance in the right di-

njction.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Recent Changes in Game Laws.

2. Section 4 of chapter 24 of the Statutes

of 189S. being the "Game Protection Act,
1898," is hereby repealed, and the follow-

ing section substituted therefor :

—

"4. No person shall at anytime pur-
chase, or have in possession with intent
to export, or cause to be exported or car-

ried out of the limits of this Province, or
shall at any time or in any manner export,
or cause to be exported or carried out of

the limits of this Province any skin or
hide of any animal mentioned in this Act,
in a pickled state, or in any other state,

unless said skin or hide has been com-
pletely converted into leather ready for

the manufacturers' use without being
worked over or treated in any way, nor
any other portion of the animals or birds
mentioned in this Act, in their raw state

;

and this provision shall apply to railway,
ist^mmship and express companies. In
{determining the question of intent of any
jparty charged under this section, any
icompetent proof that the accused has
iwithin one year exported, or caused to be
'exported or carried out of the limits of
this Province, any bird or animal covered
iby this section, or any part of such bird
pranimal, shall be received as prima facie
evidence of the existence of such unlawful
jintent charged in the complaint or in-
formation, and in all cases the onus of
proving that any skin or hide of any
iinimal mentioned in this Act is not in-
tended to be exported as aforesaid shall
be upon the person in whose possession
or custody the same may be found : Pro-
\ itled it shall be lawful for any person
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having a license under section 15 of this
Act to export, or cause to be exported or
carried out of the limits of this Province,
the heads, horns or skins of animals men-
tioned in section 9 sub-section (d), of this
Act, that have been legally killed by such
license-holder, provided that the provi-
sions of this section shall not appl v to bear,
beaver, marten or land-otter."

4. The said Act is hereby amended by
adding thereto the following section :—

"30. (1) No person shall at anytime
shoot at, hunt, kill, or have in his posses-
sion any male elk with horns having less
than 12 points :

" (2) No person shall shoot at, hunt,
trap, take or kill any beaver for a period
of two years from the first dav of Mav,
1900

:

-
.

'

"
( 3) No person, during the period men-

tioned in paragraph (2) hereof, either on
his own behalf or as agent for any person,
firm, or corporation, shall purchase, bar-
ter, or trade for any skin or pelt of a beaver
which has been killed during said period,
and the onus of proof as to the date of
killing shall be upon the person in whose
possession such skin or pelt is found :

" (4) Any person offending against the
provisions of this section shall be liable
for each offence, on conviction thereof in
a summary manner before any Justice of
the Peace, in accordance with the provi-
sions of the " Summary Convictions Act,"
to the following fine for the following
offences, namely :

—

"For shooting at, hunting, killing, or
having in his possession each male
elk contrary to the provisions of par-
agraph ( 1) of this section, fifty dollars:

" For shooting at, hunting, trapping or
killing each beaver contrary to the
provisions of paragraph (2) of this

section, fifty dollars :

"For purchasing, bartering, or trading
for each skin or pelt of beaver, con-
trary to the provisions of paragraph
(3) of this section, twenty-five dollars,

with costs, to be levied by distress, or
to impris'mment for any term not ex-
ceeding thirty days, or to both fine

and imprisonment."

Also the following which does not con-
cern non-residents :

—

3. Section 12 of the said Act is hereby
amended by adding, after the words
"Provincial Museum," in line 8 thereof,

the words :

—

" Provided that nothing in this section

shall make lawful the killing of does of

elk, moose, deer and caribou, from the
15th day of March to the 15th day of July
in each year, both days inclusive."

The remainder of section 12 reads as

follows :

—

"12. The provisions of this Act shall

not apply to Indians or resident farmers

in unorganized districts of this Province,

with regard to deer killed for their own
or their families' immediate use, for food

onlv, and not for the purpose of sale or

traffic ; nor shall this Act apply to free

miners actually engaged in mining or pro-

specting, who 'may kill game for food, nor

to the Curator of the Provincial Museum,
or his assistant, assistants, or agent (ap-

pointed by him in writing), while collect-

ing specimens of natural history for the

Provmcial Museum.
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"(a) Unorganized districts under this
section shall be and mean such portions
of the Province as the Lieutenant-Gover-
nor in Council may, bv proclamation in
two successive issues of the British Col-umbia Gazette, define as such.

''0')}t shall be unlawful for Indians
not residents of this Province to kill gameatany time of the year."

PROTECTION OF FORESTS FROM
FIRE.

Every true sportsman is interested in
preserving our forests. A burnt forest
territory has lost all attraction for lovers
of out-door*]ife, and its gaunt rampikes,
and general air of desolation are enough
to make sad a heart of stone.

The following suggestions of the fire

rangers are worth consideration by
everyone

:

" The greatest care should be exercised
"between April Ist and October 31st,
"and if a fire is made in the forest, or at
"a distance of less than half a mile
"therefrom, or upon any island, for
"cooking or obtaining warmth, the
" maker should

1st. Select a locality in the neighborhood
in which there is the smallest quantity
of vegetable matter, dead wood,
branches, brushwood, dry leaves, or
resinous trees.

2nd. Clear the place in which he is

about to light the fire by removing all

vegetable matter, dead trees, branches,
brushwood, and dry leaves from the
soil within a radius of ten feet from
the fire.

3rd. Exercise every reasonable care and
precaution to prevent such fire from
spreading, and carefully extinguish the
same before quitting the place.

"Great care should be exeicised to see

"that burning matches, ashes of pipes
"and lighted cigars, or burning gun
"wadding, or any other burning sub-
" stance, should be completely ex-

"tinguished before the sportsman leaves

"the spot.

"Too much care cannot be exercised

"in these important matters."

W. A. Baillie-Groman has just issued

his latest wlork, "Fifteen years sport

and life in the Hunting Grounds of

Western America and British Colum-
bia," published 'by Harace Cox, Lon-
don, Eng-land.

Canon Atkinson, of York;s;hire, Ea^
land, is dead. He was best known a«s

a sportsiman and a writer on natural

history subjects for your^ persions.

British Birds and Their Nesl.5, Walk»<

and Talks, land other books that he

wrote are well liked in Gre&,t Britain.
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AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY
s f -J Conducted 'by H. McBean Johnstone

FACING THE LIGHT.

One of the prettiest effects to be had

in photography is to be had by placing

the camera facing directly against tyhe

6un wihen the sky is half covered with

heavy clouds, and considenng the ex-

treme simplicity of the subject it is a

great wonder thiat there lare not more

of such pictures produced each year.

Lt is possible that not knowing the few-

elementary rules gioverning this class

of work, some have tried and mads
failures of it, and so let the matter

drop, but it is more likely that, among
beginners lat least, the laws laid down

by text-books are too strictly adhered

to, and care is taken to have the sun

always at the back or side, and never

in front on lany account. This is a

mistake, for besides those photognams

where the sun is shown, other chaiming

and effective results can be produced

by leaving the sun in front of the le.:s,

but slightly outside the borundary of

the iplate. In this way the strong

black shadows may be given extra

prominence, and so intensify the idea

that we are looking, into and not at

the photogram. Care must be taken,

however, that in such cases there Is no

halation apparent, and in focusing it is

sometimes diflficuilt to tell when the im-

age on the ground glass is perfectly

clear. To make certain set the instru-

ment in position and loosen the tripod

screw, so that the lens may be swung

around to some other vi»-w that will

place the sun on one side. Then keep-

ing a careful watch on the ground

glass, bring the camera around to its

originial position, and if no vihange is

apparent it is reasonably safe to go

ahead and make an exposure.

In the way of equipment for this

class of work very little beyond the

ordinary is needed. By all means use

othocromiatic plates, not because you

are going to photograph a sunset, but

bedause you oug"ht to use them al-

ways, and to avoid the blurred light

effects likely to be produced by hala-

tion, it is advisable to use a backing.

The following formula will be found

very practical, and is a solution that

may be easily washed away tefore (de-

velopment.

Powdered burnt sienna 1 O'Z.

Powdered gum arable 1 oz.

Glycerine 2 oz.

Water 10 oz.

tWQien plaltes ur»' baoxei to: ^non-

halation one-quarcer moif exposure

should be 'allowed to compensate for

the light absorbed iby tut backing,

which would otherwise be r flacted b-ck

to the iilm and causa lialation.

An othocromatic color screen is njt

a necessity, but may be useu ;o advan-

tage if the operator is tlie possessor c^f

one.

More difficult will be louna the choice

of the day, not beciause of inexperience,

but because except in May and June

such days as are necessary are few

and far between. Wnat its needed is

a sky of faii'ly intense blue, sucii as

is only seen when the atmosphere is

very clear, and a numoer of well-sep-

arated white clouds of fair density.

The question of foregiound la a mat-

ter of taste. lit may be a sheet of

water with the eiUTface broken by a

faint ripple that causes the point*) or

reflected light to spankle Lke so many
priceless jewels, or iit may be a still

pool where the whole sKy is mirrored

on its glassy surface, or again it may
be a green meadow or a country road

where the trees and teleginaph poles

are silhouetted against the many col-

ored heavens. It rests entirely with

the artist to choose a spot that Is in

complete harmony with the rest of tus

composition.

If the photogram is to be taken be-

fore /sunset .or about three or four

oriclook !i(n the aftermoon, the cloiudls

will probably toe either of the white

fleecy, or black white-itipped, variety,

and in either case should photograph

fairly well. But in picturing a sunset

where many warm colors and tints are

intermingled, more care is necessary.

Ovenhead the clouds show in huge dark

blotches, while nearer to the horizon

they become narrower until they ap-

pear as long narrow bars, or deep

shade, divided by equally long streams

of light. This, of course, is due to

the fact that we are looking at the

cloud layer edgewise or througih its

greatest (thickness, so that the sidfc

nearest us is in complete shadow pro-

jected against the bright heavens. If

these light bars are ye'.low, green oi

white the photogram wi.l have far more

oontrasit, and as a consequence- make

a much more brilliant picture than it

the light were red or soime other equal-

ly warm shade.

The very best results are to be had

when the sun is not In the C'pen sky

nor hidden behind the heaviest cloud

bank, but when it may be looked ai

for a couple of seconds with the naked

eye. Then with a backed oth crcmit'o

plate and a large stop give a slow in-

stantaneous exposure, ard you stand a

fair chance of having secured a ^<njid

result.

N twithstana n the many r autio - of

the manufacturers and almost every

writer on otihocromatic photoj,raphy,

probably one of the most comr.ion er

rors made by those unaccusti/med to

these plates is to use too strong a light

in the dark room. Too much precau-

tion cannot be taken.

The developer used should be rich

In pyro, or metol, or whatever reagent

is used, and weak in accelerator, with

the aim of bringing out ithe high lights

first and securing in them good print-

ing power by restrained, not weak, de-

veloper. Almost always as .soon as

the higih lig-hts are dense enough the

rest of the negative is just what isj

wanted, though sometimes to secure
j

this end a large amount of restrainer|

muist ibe used. Each worker shouldj

make a few experiments, and will thus:

be able to isettle the matter according,

to his own method of working, for

quicker than any amount of reading:

would enable him to do it.

Such subjects as these look very ef-|

fective when toned to a rich sepia, or|

if they are to be painted da k to re pre-}

sent mjoonlight views they can be,

made either in strong blacks and white

or in blue carbon. This latter gives

them a strange weird charm that adds:

wonderfully to the beauty of the com-,

position.

To any member of the fraternity whc

has never tried this k'nd of worh;

there is a great field open, with a widt'

prospect for new pictorial triumphs.

• • •

ARTISTIC TEMPERAMENT.
"The untutored see nothing in Na-

ture beyond the bare facts, and no

!

many of them."—C. F. Townsend. !

Not speaking aS. the numerous sub;

divisions, iphotography is divided lnt(

two great classes, the one the pho

tography of landscapes and the other

that great mainstay of the profession
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portraittire. Landscaije photography
Is, generally speaking, the branch look-

ed upon as the almost excJasive pro-

perty, if it may be so called, of the

amateur fraternity. By this it must
not be Inferred thait we mean It is nol

practised by the profession, L. , we do

mean, that just as the most successful

students of the human figure are found

In the ranks of the bus n:&a end of

ithe ifiraternity,i .-so are the greartest

landscape artists found among the ama-
teurs. There are sevei.al reasons for

this, but to go into them te:ow the

surface would be approaching too near

the verge of that much debated sub-

ject, "Shall Profeseionals and Amateurs

under difficulties. Indeed In landscape
photography, he is on a level with the
amiateuT.

It is impossible to achieve any true
and lasting success in any art what-
soever without the poatic temperament,
and though we most of us possess this
In a degree more or less mark d, it

Is owing to the fact that some have
it more than others that places them
on a slightly hig'her level in art, and
leads us to give to them the title of
artists. Not necessarily does the artist

possess ideals Wgher than the rest of
us, but he happens to be endowed with
the .faculty of weaving beautiful
thoughts and words about them, and

KakabekajFalls, Northern Ontario.

tered an the same class as com-
petitors at exhiibitions?" Suffice i. to

say, that notwithstanding the popular
belief to ithe contrary, the professional

as a rule does not possess eauipments,
euch as lenses, etc., better adapted to

out-of-doo/r work than those of the

amateur, and in addition, he has to

leave behind hion all tthe traditions

concerning bright crisp work, so that
his experience in the .studio place© him
at a positive disadvantage. Then
when a good day does come along, he
is tied to the operating a-ooon, and con-

sequently is usually obliged to work

the higher the degree in wihich he is

capable of doing this, and the greater

the teicihnlcal skill aie displays, the

higher is he placed in the estimation

of the critics. Each artist chooses

the means of expressing himself that

comes easiest to him, and provided that

he possesses that creative power that

secures him his title, the method is a

secondary matter altogether.

To artists who aspire to use as their

mode of expression the camera, the

task becomes douibly hard, and a culti-

vated Imagination becomes more ne-

cessary than with either the painter or

sculptor or poet, for his materials are
lees plasUc than theirs, and not be-
ing allowed their lic^jpjse, a gre.ater
effort is required of him to prevent
his work from becoming purely me-
chanical and appearing on the face to
belong to that variety that is turned
out of the mill at so much a yard.
Imagine either a blacksmith or a pork-
butcher, who possessed no ideas beyond
his own business, taking the best hand-
camera or the best instrument made,
and going forth and securing Ave pass-
ably pretty landscape photographs in

succession. 'The idea Is absurd on
the face of it to even the veriest ama-
teur who makes the least pretensions
to art, yet how often do we see it

done. Do not seventy-flve per cent,
of those who do not possess a camera,
or even a rudimentary knowledge of

art, (frequently tell us on looking at

a beautiful landscape photograph, that
"the beauty was In the landscape It-

self. All the photographer had to do
was press a button and he had it right

on his plate."

Can it be possible that those people

pay the slightest thought to the trou-

ble the artist most likely went to to

SQCure the best point of view, and
that that standpoint had to be one

from which the landscape appeared at

Its highest point of excellence, so that

every uninviting subject is left out or

hidden, and it« place taken on the

photographic plate by something more
pleasing in aspect. Do they reflect

that by looking at that photograph

which they are treating so scornfully

that they may find concealed in it

something of the spirit or inner na-

ture of the artist, now displayed to

the daylight for the first time? Sure-

ly it must be that they do not think.

Now, far from it be It for me to

make any such dogmatic statement as

that the best artists are the students

of old mother earth. To those who
are for the greater part of the year

in large cities, where the meadows and

tangled forests are unknown to a great

extent, the study of the intense pathos

of the struggle for daiiy bread may
be the all-absorbing passion. There

are in the streets of a great metropo-

lis hundreds of sights to be seen daily

that are well worthy of a poem or a

statJue or a diry-plate. Art is so broad

and unconfined as to be spread around

the whole earth, and just as worthy of

a place in her notebook is a group of

merry (bootblacks around a fountain

or the half-frenzied expression of tihe

s'treet orator, as the finest land or sea-

scape ever painted by any old master
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What can be more stimulating to the

imag-ination than the aspect of the

streets, when one end runs far away

bo a vanishing point and clearly shows

the perspective until it is hidden in

the gathering mists of night, and at

the other side the tall buildings and

Bpiree silhouetted in towering black

masses against the lurid afterglow of

the setting sun? At the worst, failing

in every other method, the city dweller

can fall back on books, and surely he

can find no better way of cultivating

his poetic temperament than by a close

application to the study of the words

of fire and love and gentleness which

the great poets have wreathed like gar-

lands around their thoughts. These

hours are not wasted. They will blos-

som forth with the sorin? into 'works

full of energy, however much they may

fall short of the ideals themselves.

From every line of the poete can we

draw inspiration, and their magic words

fire within us an intense desire to de-

pict the scenes or ideas they express

in our own medium.

In the study of nature we only see

what our eye is taught to behold, and

the greater endeavor to understand her

mysteries is the source of all poetry.

To the amateur who starts in to pho-

tograph the landscapes as he sees them

the surprise of finding how much he

has learned at the end of six months

or a year, must be felt t3 be appreciat-

ed. And again at the end of twenty

years he will find that, study as he

will, nature istill holds from him secrets

and truths that he can spend much

time in realizing. Nothing but the

earnest cultivation of the poetic in-

stincts can secure for us an insight

into beauty and significance of every

detail, tJhe harmony and poetry of the

whole, and the hidden meaning behind

it all. The untutored see none of

these. They can walk along a coun-

try Toad abounding with pretty spots,

woodland dells and rivulets, and to

them the only impresision that is con-

veyed is that a good xain might help

to lay the d-ust. To them the merry

twittering of the birds in early morn

is nothing. It Is just ordinary. They

feel mo throbbing of the pulse, to lie

and watch the fathomless, intense blue

heavens go through a change of light

fleecy clouds, and become overcast with

the heavy rolling masses of black, that

b°token the approich of Giant Thunder.

They see nothing in it all but just what

one might expect, and foolish indeed

would be the artist who attempted to

reason them out of such a track. They

-^ile with a righteous sense of their

own superior worldly wisdom over the

poor deluded fanatic who would have

them believe that any amount of train-

ing would enable them to see any new
beauties in the earth that they are now
Incapable of seeing. Surely some peo-

ple must go through God's green earth

with their eyes shut.

But, again, even those trained in the

art of observation, and whose eyes are

able to see and appreciate a few frag-

ments of what passes before them, fall

to see 'more than a tithe oif it all. In

studying a large ship making her land-

ing at the end of a long pier, though

the artist's eye may gather in the gen-

eral effect of the grouping of the crowd

on the wharf and note the slight pitch

and roll of the steamer as she rides

over the ge^ntle swell and glides smooth-

ly up to her destination, be does not

carry off half the Ideas that an old

sailor, trained to note the proper equip-

ment of a ship, would be able to see.

Evein should he notice the separate

constituerts of the group, the distin-

guishing beauties of each tar-covered

rope are quite unknown to him.

In fact, the trees, flowers, butter-

flies and other subjects of many of

our most distinguished arMsts are sub-

jects foir the derision of those who

know anvthing about them.

Although we may see them evpry day,

few oif us are aware of the existence

of half of the beautiful birds a,nd in-

sects that we possess, for none of the

beauties of nature are aipparent if our

eye is not trained by constant prac-

tice to see them, and certainly none

of these beauties will be felt by the

mind either, unless the po-^tic side of

it is cultivated.

To the man with a poetic tempera-

ment there is no such thing as "inani-

mate" nature; to him everything is

alive. Those two well-known lines by

Pope:

"I/o! tbe poor Indian, whose untutored

mind
Sees God in storms, and hears Him in

the Tvind,"

though seemingly in direct contradic-

tion to the text that "the untutored

spes nothing in nature beyond the bare

facts, and not many of them," is a

striking illustration of the fact that

though, in the ordlnairy sense of the

word, education, a man may be per-

fectly ignorant, his poetic tempera-

ment may be highly developed, and

though to others he may be a semi-

savage, his eye is trained to see these

beauties of nature, and his mind feels

them in a manner according to his

understanding. For such a man every

distant and cloud-enveloped mountain

top is either a fierce and terrible liv-

ing giant or a harmless and good-

natured old fellow, and to him even

the ragged and torn clouds that soar

around the peaks have stories of their

own that he alone can understand.

Suppose that there was no such thirjg

as artistic temperament, and that facts

alone ruled the day, how many of our

most celebrated paintings and carvings

would never have brought fame to their

authors, but would be imere common-
place exercises in technique? Why, all

of them. It is the cultivation of this

side of our personality, and only this,

that is able to raise us out of the val-

lej' and place us on the top of the high

and steep mountain known as artistic

success. \How important is it, then,

for every photographer, by a generous

reading of good poetry and a careful

study, not onl3>- of the best works of

ancient and modern artists, but of na-

ture itself under its constantly varying

aspects, to encourage the poetic and

artistic In their compositions, so that

it may become a second nature with

them. If this great law were prac-

tised constantly by every photograph-

er, how soon would the average ex-

cellence of all the work turned out an-

nually be raised so that every portraii

would ;sihow its own chap(&.cter, anc

every landscape Its own individuality

"Why should not every photographe:

lea.rn something of the laws of metr

and write poetry around his own pic

tures? It would be no mean help

Soon he would find what form suit

his mode of expression best, and evei

If the lines please only himself, am

inspire him to further ambitions in hi

craft, his efforts will not be throw

away."

Correspondence.

Correspondence should be addi-esse

"o Box 651, Samla, Ont.

•Acceleratoir.—lAccelerator Is a ten

applied to any substance which is us°

to shorten the / duration of d e»veloT

ment. The other matter of which yo

speak will require some slight inves

tigation, and will be answered ne?

month or possibly by mail.

Jerry Andrews.—^Chloride of gold

obtained by dissolving gold In nltn

muriatic acid. When in a dry for

it is very deliquescent, and is the bas

of all photographic toning baths.

Alex.—The following acid fixing bail

is better than a plain hypo, bath, ar

I
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is mixed in the order given: Water,
pO oz.; sulphuric acid, l 1-z drachms;
ulphite of eoda (crys.), - oz. When
issoilved adtd hyposulphite of soda, i

ound; and water bo make 80 oz. This
ba.th remains clear after frequent use,

oes not discolor negatives, forms no
precipitate and hardens the galatine to

such a degree that they can be wash-
•|ed in warm water.

Frank Lewis—For focusing in dark
J interiors use a ground glass with about
ta square inch ungi^ouind in the centre,

I'jr rub on a little vaseline.

J
Peterborough.—To use pure magnes-

ium powder witihout a lamp, sprinkle

.. tw cnty grains or a teaspoonful lightly

ar d evenly over one or two layers of

|fla,sh cotton which has previously beei

Kpioked inito a flaky cjndiilon, free fr^m

j(
lumps and bunches, taking care tna',

; the bottom layer is thic/i enough to

i prevent the powder from filtering

r through. When ready to expose, ig-

i
nite the cotton with a fuse and keep

;: well away from the flame which is

K'eiy hiot. For this ^ea^on it snould

be set off on a metal plate or a piece

of asbestos board.

R.iM.S.---The developer you speak of

is glycin, and is specially suitaole for

[eproductions or for photo-mechanical

processes. You will find metal-.iydro-

hinon preferable and more easily ob-

bainable.

Harry Wa.ker.—Fx^m J.e ap,-earance

3f the print you send 1 should say the

aegative Is undeveloped. You do not

one far enough in the platinium. You
an't overdo it.

Arthur Boucher.—If you had used an
Jtliocromatic plate your clouds would
lave been much more dis inct. Oiher-

.vise your work is very i^air, and snows
igns of some care.

Lienses.—'A plano-comcave lens is

plane on one side and concave on the

ather. A double concave has both

ides concave. A concano-convex has

jne side concave and the other convex,

Us its name implies. Depth of focus

In a lens is the same for all lenses

>f the same focus working at the same
liperature. Focal difference is the dif-

r'erence in the lengtth of the chemical

ind optical foci. From the appear-

iince of the prints you send it would

;>e better if you were to spend more
jime in the elementary rules of pho-

ography until you have thoroughly

Inastered them.

O ma Die canoe, wat's matter wit' you, an'
w'y was you be so slow.

Don't I work hard enough on de paddle,
an' still you don't seem to go.

No win' at all on de froute side, an' cur-
rent she don't be strong,

Den are you lak' lazy feller, too sleepy
for move along?

-Drummond.

I

. _

I

The largest herd of American buffalo

js the Allard-Pablo, consisting of about
bo, and located on the Flathead Indian

reservation in Western Montana.

One summer's day I was, with my
French-Canadian guides, my provisions
and my birch hark canoe, following
the pretty but execrable road which
was to lead me to the banks of the
mighty Ashuapmouchouan, at a point
some miles above Its mouth in Lake
St. John.

Three excellent and picturesque trout
rivers were crossed on the journey.
These were the Ouiatchouaniche, the
Iroquois River and the Riviere a 1'-

Ours, the waters of every one of which
looked so inviting that it was a difficult

matter not to descend at each in turn,
embark in the canoe and angle in the
enticing waters for an hour or two.
Such longings, however, had to be
sternly repelled, and I was. while pur-
suing my switch-baok like career up
and down hills much resembling the

roorfs of houses, constrained to content
myself 'with ^admiration lor the beauty
of the woods just beginning to assume
their autumnal tints, the brilliant Ver-

million of the rowan trees, the grace-
ful ifestoons of trailing hops in the

fences of the French "habitants''

houses, and the pretty chalet-like dAeii-

ings of these French-Canadian settlers

themselves. Above all, as I viewed
the smiling fields of wheat, oats and
barley nestling in between the .shady

surroundings of primeval forest, I was
compelled to admire the industry and

excellent farming of the 'habitants" in

this newly-settled northern part of the

Province of Quel 62. F^r, althouig.i e.ery

inch of cultivated land has be n but

recently cleared from the forest, many
of the fields were as bare of the dis-

figuring 'blackened stumps so cornmon

in Canada as though they had been

English arable lands under cultivation

for centuries. After passing through

the long and prosperous parish of St.

Prime, where there is a large wooden

C. P. Haggard, D. S. O.

Catholic Church and a large school-
house, the road became vastly better,
and soon our eyes were gladdened by
alternate peeps over the cleared lands
of the briirant hlue waters of Lace St.
John, far away to our rish-,, aid of
the dancing stream of the mighty
"river where the moose wander," deep
down in a valley not far away to our
direct front.

Shortly before nightfall we arrived a':

the pretty village of St. Felicien, where
we passed the night at a very clean
but expensive little French pension.
The canoe, two little t.nts and the
stores were sent on a few miles up the
river that same nigh , under charge
of Alfred Perron, one of the guides,
and on following them next morning
we found that they had arrived safe-
ly, and the tent standing snugly In a
little forest clearing just above a mag-
nificent waterfall stretching across the
whole river.

F.shing in the first eddy on the lower
side of the waterfall, I immedlatelj
hooked, and after a good fight landed,
a fine "ouananiche," who was frizzling

in the frying pan on the camp fire ten

minutes after he was landed.

While the guides were loading up th:;

canoe, I caught two more fisih, a dore
and another ouananiche, and then em-
barked in my canoe. But even before

we had left the shore <we founl that

the canoe was leaking, when, upon en-
quiring if the men had, as they oiaght

to have done, hrought the neces a-y
pine gum and resin for caulking the

seams, I found they had omitted to do

so. There were no pine trees at hand
whence they could obtain the turpentine

•jquired, but there happened to be lying

close by an old canoe, bottom upper-

most. From the seams of this canoe

the hot sun 'was causing the pine gum
to flow in drops like long icicles down
the sides. Collecting all of this wasted

resin with our knives we melted it in

a frying pan and temiporarily repaired

our craft, taking all the gum we had

to spare with us; and often, indeed, we

wanted it.

iSeeing how very often the guides for-

get to take this most necessary pre-
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pa ration with them, I will here advise

all going on canoeing trips to get some

gum and take it themselves.

That night, after making a "port-

age," called ithe Portage de Saintonge,

we arrived at the great rapid a mile

below the magnificent Cascade, which

is passed by the Portage a I'Ours. Here

we disembarked, cut tent poles, collect-

ed dry logs for firewood and camped,

and after a good supper of tea and

bacon, turned in beween our blankets

and were soon sleeping, lulled by the

soothing sound of the roar of the cata-

racts in the near distance.

Early next morning, having scram-

bled a mile upstream along the loose

rocks and stones on the banks, I reach-

ed the foot of the fall, where 1 com-

menced to fish in the seething wa.ers

of the first eddy. This is a very dan-

gerous place, but it is the spot wheire

the ouananiche or land-locked salmon

congregate, previous to jumping from

ledge to ledge up the falls. i he i ocks

upon which one has to stand are sheets

of .perfectly smooth and rounded gran-

ite, sloping down at a sharp angle to

the river. They are but a tart of the

river-bed when the water is nigh

—

shelves of rock over which the cascade

aashes. At the bottom these rounded

locks are very slippery, ow.ng to the

spray and waves of the eddy, and a

year or two ago a sportsman slipped

in when he was playing two rine rtsh

at the same time, one on each fly. His

guide managed to pull him out by the

collar as the eddy swept him past the

rock, but he lost rod, line, net and fish.

He then borrowed a lod from his friend,

but he slipped again and lost that rod

also in the river. With better Iuck

than his, however, I caugnt two ouan-

aniche, two dore, or wall-eyed pike,

and two large ouitouche or chub. the

first ouananiche was a two-poundcr, the

second a four-pounder, and a good

quarter of an hour did he tight, bending

my little fly rod absolutely double as

he strove over and over again to get

away down the main rapid, while I,

by sheer force, held him in the boiling

eddy. A medium-sized Jock Scott was

the successful lure for the "saumon,"

as the half-breed guides call the ouan-

aniche, .but the dores took a metal

Devon minnow.

We had now enough fish to carry with

us, so stopped fishing at 11 a.m. We
then portaged ouir canoe and baggage

a mile and a half through the forest

round the rapids, and embarking in a

sort of lake, paddled up to Little Bear

Portage, where there was a 'grand

waterfall and more rapids. I got two
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of the so-called salmon here, and cap-

tured some monster chub. These we
could see moving about in the thick

foam in the centre of an eddy just be-

low the falls, their back fins sticking

out of the waiter like a shark's. We
portaged the canoe before beginning to

fish, a long way up to these falls, and

had grand fun "jumping" the rapids,

coming down again through a very

broken sea, some of which whipped

over the side into our faces. The pace

we descended that rap d throagh a

narrow gorge was something to remem-

ber.

The whole of the following day was

passed in laborious polling and pad-

dling, first lup shallow dangerous rap-

ids, then ten miles of unbroken water.

At the head of one of the portages

we found a tent pitched in which were

two Indian women and three children,

one of which was a new-born baby.

This little papoose was just like a

chrysalis, being all swathed tightly

round with birch bark. It was being-

rocked in a little hammock fastened

to two sticks in the tent. A net 70

yards long, worked by the squaws, was

stretched on the bushes by the river

bank. The man of the family was

away bunting. He was Jim MoNicoll,

son of the Jim MoNicoll who was form-

erly a celebrated hunter in the lerri-

tory around the large Lac a Jim, whith-

er I was proceeding. Each of these

Indian hunters has his own hunting

district, and 'the others do not infringe

upon his righ,ts. The Lac a Jim dis-

trict has become hereditary, and the

family were now hunting and trapping

their way slowly up to Lac a Jim for

furs for the Hudson Bay Company.
I saw the head of a lynx that Mo-

Nicoll had killed impaled on a stick on

the portage trail.

Many of these Indians are partly

of Scotch or French origin, and in most
cases they ieave their names behind

them to the lakes, rivens, cascades and
portages in the territories where they

have been the first to hunt.

We were glad to meet these Indian

women, as for a small consideration

they supplied us with some fag ends

of candles and a few bundles of match-

es, of which we were greatly in need.

For imy guides had been nearly burnt

Alive and suffocated by the fumes of

sulphur in theii' tent the previous

night, all the matches and candles hav-

ing suddenly been discovered to be on

fire and blazing merrily. It is prob-

able that a spark may have come from

the camp fire through the open door

of the tent and fallen on them, or else

Louis Larouche may have rubbed the

matches with his foot and so igni.ed

them. AnyTvay I was nearly losing

my men, as .well ais the candles, match-

es, and, sad loss for him, a bag of

tobacco belonging to Alfred Perron. I

have known several instances of se-

vere sufferings being incurred in this

way, when stores, tents, rifles and all

the funs resulting from a season's

hunting have been destroyed.

We suffered terribly fro'm mosquitos

at Portage de I'Ours, and were pes-

tered to death .with the poisonous lit-

tle black flies, whose sting reimains

for days, until the blood has become

ihoroughly inoculated with them, which

mine pretty well was. A little fes-

tering head forms after the bit3 of

the black fly, which if picked off comes
again several times. Therefore, wlien

they aire present in swarms they cause

great misery. Fortunately, they do

not bite after dark.

I never saw mora beautiful forest

scenery than while poling our canoe

up the broken shallow rapids abovj

the "Portage des Roches." Here the

stream was so strong, and the currents

round the numerous rocks and bould-

ers were so swifc, that we lite.a.ly

could only advance foot by foot, and

frequently our ifrail craft hung trem-

bling in the balance betwe.n two rocks

halfway up a little waterfall, as though
hesitating whether to advance or to

turn and go backwards Ueadl^ng d^wn
stream.

In the meanwhile, on one bank, the

slender silver-barked poplars shimmer-
ed, with their trembling leaves shining

in the sun, while below them beauti-

ful ferns, dwarf maples just changing
in color, and the green hazel bushes

swayed to and fro with every move-
ment of the breeze.

The azure blue sky, fieoked with

fleecy white clouds, hung above the

river, and the dark fir-clad hills, gent-

ly kissing the feathery tops on the

crest above the other bank, while the

glittering wavelets and spray, as sun
and wind together caught the rippling

and foaming rapids, helped by their

variety to form a delightful picture of

untutored nature in her brightest and
happiest mood. A few butterflies hov-

ered over the Hlac-tinted wild mar-
guerites, growing plentifully in the

crevices of the hoary granite rocks on

the banks; among them being the

delicate Clouded Yellows, and the beau-

tiful Camberwell Beauty, an insect now
almost extinct in the British Isles, al-

though formerly common there. One
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splendid butterfly there was that par-

ticularly attracted my fancy. He was

a huge fellow, whose colors were a

' combinations of crimsons and greys. I

never before saw such a splendidly

colored or so large a specimen in any

collection that was not one of tropical

insects.

The bird life in this country was not

very well represented, but still I saw

more birds than I have hitherto met

with on these northern rivers. In ad-

dition to the ever-interesting great

kingfisher there was a kind of magpie,

a very pretty bird, and on two or three

occasions a couple of willow wrens

were particularly friendly, hopping

about in the bushes close by. A soar-

ing fish eagle, which I fancy to be the

same as the European osprey, was one

day seen. Other birds of piedatory

species that I saw were two large fal-

cons and an owil. Of gam^ birds, •

however, we met only four partridges

and four wild ducks, and as I had
brought a gun on purpose to get ex-

tras of that nature for our camp flre,

we were disappointed, and did not ap-

preciate at all lugging the gun and

cartridges over all the portages for so

little. We saw a hare, but did not

get a shot at him.

I have previously on many occasions

had the opportunity to notice the ex-

traordinary strength both cf the French

and Indian guides in Canada, but on

the day after we left the itde Port-

age a rOurs, Louis Larouche, who is

only a medium-sized and by no means
particularly s.rong looking man, fairly

astounded me. We had arrived at a

point on the Ajshuapmouchouan, where

it was necessary to leave that river

and to cross overiland into another

watershed, namely, that of the Mistas-

sini River. At the place where we
disembarked there was a s: nd ridge

or hill leading ito a high plateau lying

quite 300 feet above the !evel of the

river we were leaving. Ihe face of

this hill was so nearly perpendicular

that I could not -ascend it myself with-

out occasionally going on all lours and

grasping at the blueberry bushes v\ith

my hands. And yet, poising the canoe

upside down on his head in the usual

way, as though it were an enormous

hat, Louis walked straight up this hill

without even pausing for breath. And
he never even turned a hair, although

my own very much lighter load, con-

sisting of gun in case, bundle of fish-

ing rods, bag of cartridges, another

bag of odds and ends and an axe,

seemed to me to weigh at least four

times its ordinary weight. As we|

were ascending this ridge we saw dis-

tinctly in the sandy trail the track of

a bear coming down. It was - per-

fectly fresh, every claw-mark stand-

ing out distinot in the sand, which

had just been wetted by a showeir. He
could not have been far off, but

although I had a few cartridges, which

I had loaded on purpose for Bruin,"

we did not come across him.

The country at the top of the ridge

was recently burnt. In the countries

where the trees have been, as in that

place, burned completely away, the de-

licious blueberries grow in abundance
and in great size. The bears, Ihe.e-

fore, abound as they feed 0.1 the blue-

berries, and are, moreover, easy Un

such places to see and not difi[icult to

stalk up wind. As the bear is feed-

ing on the blueberry, after every two

or three mouthfuls he raises his head

and looks about, chiefly to windward,

pose going further norih and irduce

Indians io capture some moose, with

the object of completely domesticating

them, provided they will increase un-

der confinement. The same attempt
is to be made wi.h e.k. It seems tnat

the young moose are very difficult to

raise in captivity, and have to be cap-

tured at a very early age, for even a

day or two after birth they are very

fleet, but are captured with less risk of

successful rearing. I understand this

herd last year were fed with the ut-

most regularity on sugared milk for

a time, then by degrees carried en to

harder food. At cne time they had

thrived so well that their bodies be-

came too fat and heavy for their Isgs,

and had to have their rations reduced.

Before leaving for New Zealand they

lived entirely on unthrashed oats and

vegetables, for certain of which they

showed evident preference."

Young Moose from Manitoba shipped to New Zealand.

and sniffs the air. If he sees or

smells nothing suspicious, down goes

his head again and he goes on feed-

ing, to raise his head again presently.

((y nchi(ied in June Number.)

YoL-ng Moose for New Zealand.

With reference t^ the young moose

for New Zealand shipped from Mani-

toba, and of which a picture appears

in this issue, a Manitoba correspon-

dent writes of them as fol'ows:

"During my visit to photograph tham

they showed not the slightest fear, al-

though I w£-s a stranger. It :.s rumor-

ed here that a number of people pro-

Charles Stewart, of Havelock,

Queen's County, New Brunswick, com-
ing out of the woods April 10th, saw
a bull moose with a full set of horns.

As the moose in New Brunswick usual-

ly ished their horns about February 1st,

this case is worthy of note. The mocse

was seen at Alwardbrook, about four

hours' rail from St. John, N.B.

Fisiiing Season.

The flnest days in all the year

With strange perversity appear

Just when we have, and cannot shirk.

Some hideous job of undone work.

—Detroit Free Press.
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THE DOG SHOW.
The Montreal Canine Association's

bench show is now a thing of the past.

It had been looked forward to by local

fanciers for weeks previous with some-

what mixed feelings, as 'hitherto the

general public have not always taken

the warmest 'interest in matters affect-

ing our four-footed friends—the dog.

But the committee entered upon their

preparations with the determination to

deserve success if they could not at-

tain it, and the result was eminently

satisfactory to themselves as well as

to those who patronized it. The show,

alike in regard to the merit of the dogs

end the number exhibited, was away
aiiead of anythin;? S3en in M:intrral be-

fore, and we imde.Scand also that fl-an-

cially, while not probably the success

which its merits entitled it to, it was

euoh as not to discourage the promot-

ers.

For three days the Arena presented

a very animated scene, especially in

the afternoons and evenings when vis

Itors poured in freely, and the din from

the barking and yelping of the dogs

excited by the presence of so much
humanity was at times simply deafen-

ing. All varieties were represented,

from the tiniest toy Spaniel to the

massive "dogue de Bordeiux," a breed

seen for the first time on exhibition in

this country. The animal is indigen-

ous to the south of France, and has

only recently become known on the

English show bench, from where they

were imported by Mr. McLellan, of

St. John, N.B., who is a great admirer

•of the breed. They are certainly fine-

looking animals, and being a novelty,

Ahey attracted a great deal of atten-

tion.

There were about three hundred dogs

benched, the most numerous breeds ba-

ling collies and St. Bernards, all the

clasises in which were well filled. At

the same time there was a good sprink-

ling in all others, and what was lack-

ing in numbers made up in quality,

especially in cocker spaniels, fox ter-

riers (both smooth and wire-haired)

and English bull terriers, while Scotch

and Irish terriers were also a good

show.

The principal exhibitors from a dis-

tance were Norfolk Kennels, Toronto;

Bayview Kennels (W. Miller), Tienton,

Ont.; C. B. McAllister, Peterboro, Ont.;

W. H. Williams, Pembroke, One; H.

Parker Thomas, Belleville, Ont.; H. R,

McLeilan, St. John, N.B.; Reeve and
Jeff„'i-y, Tcron.o, On .; Terra Cctta Ken-
nels (John G. Kent), Toronto; C. T.

Mead, Toronto; George Bell, Toronto;

John W. Benson, Midlands, Ont.; F.

A. James, Ottawa, etc.

Among lov^al exhibitors the following

were well represented: Airedale Ken-
nels, Auchcalrne Kennels, Mrs. A. Be-

lasco, J. A. Brosseau, J. E. Brunette,

George Caverhill, Coila Kennels, Har-

old T. Cooke, Wm. Cox, John Cuniming,

Dr. Drummond, Cscar Dufresne, G. W.
Eadie, Miss Eadiw, Arthur F. Gauit,

Miss Lilian Gault, Ernest Ho<sue, S. P.

Airedaile Terrier.

Howard, James Lally, J. R. Lewis,
Capt. Lonergan, Montreal Hunt, P. F.

Mathias, Newmarket Kennels, Mrs.
Stuart Niohol, Mrs. J. A. Pitt, Princi-

pal Peterson, Joseph Reid, Alex. Ross,

Miss Clara Ruthven, Allison H. Sims,

James H. Smith, Mrs. A. Smith, Josh.

Stanford, F. and A. Stuart, Mrs. Tallis.

Chas. Thomson, W, George Throsby, G.

H. Webber, etc.

To give the prize list in detail would
occupy more space than can be spared

this issue, but we may be allowed to

par.iculaiize a few. I.i thf collie cas?-
es there were half a dozen as good as

can be found almost anywhere, and
included such well-known cracks a.s

Laurel Laddie, Knight Errant II.,

Woodmansterne Conrad and Heather

Blossom. The flpst and last-nameii
were placed first respectively in open
dogs and bitches, and on coming to-

gether for the final, as the best collie

in the show, Heather Blossom received

the blue ribbon.

In St. Bernards Messrs. F. and A.

S-tuart's Rosy O'Grady was placed first

in all iher classes, and also first in the

final.

In cocker ispaniels there were such

grand dogs as Bell's Standard and M.sa
Fascination, Miller's Bayview Bandit

and Bayview Brigadier, Miss Gault's

Willaird Jr., Sims' Black Patti and Rsd
Cloud, Webber's Colonel and Red Coat,

S. P. Howard's Lady Francis, as well

as others of more or less nole.

Airedale terriers, if we mistake not,

was exhibited here for the first time.

As said before, there were several good

Irish and fox terriers, amongst the

latter being a local dog, Longface, own-

ed by a lady, Mrs. W. H. Tallis, which

won two specials for the best local

terrier of any breed in tihe show.

The president's medal for the most

representative specimen of any bie-tl

in the show was awarded to M.'. K n s

wolfhound, Kyula.
• * *

The ScottiSih terrier is working his

way to the front again in the States,

as he has been doing in Great Brit-

ain for some time past, a fact which

is sihown by the imumber of entries

at St. Louis, Boston and New York.

In the two first mentioned cities the

entries were treble over that of the

1899 shows, while New York was dou-

ble. And why shouldn't the "die-

hards" be popular? He is true and

game, great on vermin, and about the

hardest terrier alive, long generations

of roughing it on his native heath hav-

ing hardened his constitution.

• * *

Mr. G. H. Webber, proprietor of the

Longueuil Cocker Kennels, has recent-

ly 'been making extensive alterations

to ihis kennels and adding to his stock

of already high-class cockers. Quite

recently ihe made a trip to. the West

and returned with four, purchasa^d frcm

the well-known breeder, Mr. Ge ). Doag-

las, of Woodstock. He has now as

fine a collection as is to be found in

this proviince, and having a great

fancy for the breet?, he knows just how

to select and care or them. At the

show held the other day Mr. Webber

also purchased two fox terriers from

Mr. H. Parker Thomas, of Belleville.

* * *

Mr. C. B. McAllister, of Peterboro,

Ont., has purchased from Mr. Reid, of

Logan's Farm, two pups from the lit-



ter thrown last month by the latter's

Apple Blossom, the sire of which is

Mr. McAllister's well-knowm dog Lau-

rel Laddie. They were an exception-

ally fine lot of pups, and coming fro.n

such breeding are certain to be heard

of at ifuture benoh shows.

* * *

At a meeting of breeders and fan-

ciers of foxhounds held at Toronto

lately, a Canadian foxhouind club was

formed, with the following officers:

Honorary president, J. Edward Potts,

Toronto; president. Dr. J. Robinson,

Toronto; vice-president, C. T. Mead,

Toronto; executive, Walter Patterson,

jr., Baa-rie; W. H. Williams, Pem-

broke; Jack Gibbs, Guelph; Fred Ho-

bart, Henry Saunders and Alf. Ras-

sel, Toronto; J. Easdale, Ottawa; sec-

retary-treasurer, H. Taylor, Toronto.

Over twenty-five members have al-

ready been enrolled.

• * •

Mr. G. H. Gooderham, of Toronto,

recently' sold Norfolk Trueman (Ve-

racity-N. Jewel) to Mr. Gretzner, of

New Orleans, La., at a price well up

to $500.

The Manitoba Field Trials Club.

The thirteenth annual meeting oif

this club took place in Winnipeg re-

cently with a good attendance of

members, when the electiom of officers

resulted as follows: Patron, H.3 Honor

Lleut.-Governor Patterson, of Mani-

toba; president, John Wooton; flr^t

vice-president, William C. Lee; sec-

ond vice-president, Thomas MoCaffry;

secretary and treasurer, Eric Hamber;

managing committee, W. F. Ellis, W.
E. Macara and Joseph Lemon; audi-

tor, G. B. Borradaile.

The very favorable report of the re-

tiring secretary-treasurer was read and

adopted. It was decided to hold the

trials on Tuesday, September 11, the

stakes to consist Oif a Derby, all-age,

and a free-for-all, the Derby entries

to close July 1, aaid the all-a.ge and

free-for-all August 1. The prospects

for a large attendance is very prom-

ising, as several well-known handlers

and kennels have expressed their in-

tention of being present, and as birds

are very plentiful this spring the out-

look is good in every respect.

Owing to business obligatiors, Mr. W.
C. Lee has been obliged to leeign the

seeretary-treasurership. His loss will

be keenly felt, as it is largely owing

to his efforts the club holds its pres-

ent strong standing.
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An International Dog Exchange.

Reoently there was established up
town in a side street, in New Y^rk,

a dog exchange, where djgs ql all

breeds a^re bartered, and wliere the

prices quoted ui>on the rag- tag native

of Ireland and the low rambling af-

fair from Germany fluotiuate as wide-

ly as those of an active industrial."

This is taken bo emphasize the fact

that the dog of to-day has become
a staple article of commerce.

Around and laibout this city there

are men and women in widely separ-

ated iwialks of life who have turned

to the dog—not for company or con-

solation as in the old days'—but for

revenue only. As .he industry has
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nature has made her calling possible

and profitable.

She has in her employ a man who
collects the dogs on appointed days,

and who assists her in singeing their

hair in winter and clipping it in sum-
mer. She has for sale dog-soap, dog-

biscuits and dog literature, and she

keeps the latest fancies in collars and
blankets and leaders.

Another woman, rather the other side

of Harlem, who, when adversity came
to her and she realized that the time

had come when she mjs: take in board-

ers, made up her mind she would take

dog-boarders. She finds her customers

chiefly among "summer-hotel people"—

city families who go to resorts where

dogs are not welcomed. Her home,

A Snap-Shot at Newmarket Kennels.

grown, and competition increased, new

departments, in which the poodle and

the pug are made to yield a monetary

return, have naturally suggested them-

selves. Up near Harlem there is a

young woman who has op ned what

might almost be styled a canine laun-

dry; sihe takes in washing—dog wash-

ing—and she says she prefers it either

to typewriting or any of the other

pursuits to which in necessity she must

have turned had It not been for the

inspiration of the dog laundry. In re-

ality her place is more than a laun-

(jry—it is a cleaning, pressing ani dye-

ing establishment, with Turkish bath

facililes. She crimps th" straight locks

of the Russian poodle and straightens

the curling coat of the cocker spaniel.

Fashion in its perverse opposition to

with its yard and its stable, which

she has converted into a kennel, of-

fers a comfortable retreat for the town

dog. He is likely to get more country

life during the summer than his mas-

ter and mistress.

From May until October her re-

treat is full, and in winter, when peo-

ple go south, she has enough boarders

to more than pay running expenses.

Over in Brooklyn there is a veterinary

surgeon, a graduate of an institution

in Germany, and for a number of

years an inspector of horses in the

Emperor's cavalry, who since coming

to this country has relinquished the

equine branch of his profession en-

tirely ard devotes his time to the treat-

ment of dog ailments. Some time ago

this doctor performed a difficU't op -ra-
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tion upon a St. Bernard—an operation

that would have given him celebrity

in the man-world. From tJhe day he

saved the St. Bernard he has had a

practice that, reckoned in dollars and

cente, might easily be termed fashion-

able. He has been the attending sur-

geon at most of the big dog shows,

and his practice embraces a territory

almost as large as that of widely

linown consulting physicians. For a

visit in New York he receives a fee

of $3, for calls in his own town $2.

For saving the life of a fashionable

terrier, whiOS*-summer place is on the

Hudson, the doctor once received $250.

A woman owned the terrier.

There is a young man in Westches-

ter County, a graduate of Harvard,

with an income of $40,000, who clears

$1,000 a year on his kennel of Irish

terriers, and takes more pride in it

than drawing his income. He has

you couldn't get a played-out cat for

him. Just so with the ooach-dog. A
few years ago he didn't have no price;

now I would give most a bushel of any
ordinary dog for a good one." A Dal-

matian or "ooach-dog," whose stock

was not, according to the broker, even

listed a few years ago, was brought

forth, and the broker announced, not

without pride, that he "had b;en offer-

ed and had refused" $300 for him.

"They're the good thing to buy now,"

he confided, "going up all the time.

How long it will be 'fore the bottom's

knocked out nobody knows; that's why
this business is suoh a gamble. A
man starts in to raise pugs when pugs

are the right thing, and joist as he's

got a nice strain started, something

hits the market.

"Women control the prices. They

can make a dog or bre k him. The

dogs that sell to-day are cocker span-

A Typical Black Coder Spaniel.

one dog alone that in prizes and stud

fees brings him in $300 a year. This

kennel is conducted purely on b'snes^

principles, said no one of his f.iends

has ever received a d:g frcm him as

a gift. Once he made an exception to

this rule and gave a butcher, who had

caught a man tryirg o seal ore of

his dogs, a terrier. The butcher en-

tered the gift dog at the next bench

show and beat every terrier the young

man exhibited.

The new exchange, already spoken

of, has been opened, its prop:ietor

says, with a view to meet the iincreas-

ing trading tendencies. In such a

business some sort of accepted stand-

ard of values is indisprnsable, and thv»

must be governed by the market fluc-

tuations. "For instance," explained

the proprietor, "If you wss to have

brung in a pug or a spitz four years

or ISO ago, you might a got hre3 coach-

dogs or four bull-terriers. Now, if

you was to bning in a spitz or a pug.

iels; prices range all the way from

$40 to $100 for pups, Boston bull-ter-

riers selling when six weeks old for

$75 to $150, and Irish and bull-terriers

ranging according to quality from $50

to $200."

CoMies, St. Bernar.e, poodles and set-

ters are staple, inactive stocks; they

bring the same prices the year round.

An Illuslration in Inbreeding.

The generally accepted conclusion

that Inbreeding necessarily causes de-

terioration physically and mentally oc-

casionally receives some eevere shocks.

It is to be presumed that this conclu-

sion is restrict:'d lo tYe human fam-
ily, and animals kept more or less in

confinement, because, under natural

conditions, there must be no end of

inbreeding. Here, however, we have

the survival of the fittest, and the

death of the weaklings and diseased

animals, so that the breeding animals

are sound to a much greater degree
than can be the case under domesti-
cation, where they are reared through
sickness, which leave their effects, and
are fed and kept alive when, by their

own unaided efforts, they would most
likely starve. In due course of time
these animals breed, and :t s from
the results of such mating that fail-

ures emanate and cause the outcry
against inbreeding. Some years ago
Punch had an illustration showing a

landed proprietor looking at a bull,

grand in his proportions, and soliloquiz-

ing: "Ah, my fine fellow, I wish as

much care had been taken 'n the se-

lection of my forefathers as in yours."

When it comes to breeding for show
purposes, in which type is the consid-

eration, it is essential to fix the type

in one's own kennel, otherwise the re-

sult will be a medley. I remember,

a good many years ago, hearing a

pointer breeder say of one of his

batches that she was by Champion A,

and her dam by Champion B, and that

in the next generation were Champions
C, D and E, and now hi was going

to breed her to Champion F, and she

ought to have some great puppies. In

opposition to him I had not many years

before got my ideas from an author-

ity on Irish terrier breeding, Mr. Wm.
Graham, oif Belfast, who laid down hia

plan as follows: "You should know
Eire a.nd dam, and their sires and dams;
know all their faults and all their good

points. You must go on picking them
out yourself, dropping the ones with

any return of the bad piints and keep-

ing to the right kind, and in a gen-
eration or two you will be able to tell

just about what you may expect in

a litter." The pointer man referred

to dropped out of the fancy with his

various champions, while "Billy" Gra-
ham has gone on ifrom the days of

Erin to those of Breda Muddler, with
a continued succession of successes,

which overthrow all the theories and
conclusions regarding the evil effects

of inbreeding.
The greatest race horse among run-

ners the world has yet seen is Flying
Fox, recently sold in England for $96,-

900. It is interesting to note that, as
illustrating successful inbreeding, he is

bred exactly on the same lines as the

greatest of collies. He is cut of a
daughter of the olid Darby winrer Galo-
pin, and was sired by a son of a son

of Galopin, the loutcrosses being to re-

lated .blood. Bred exactly like this

are the following kings of the collie

world: Christopher, Heather Ralph
(sire of Ormiskirk Emerald), Edgbas-
ton Fox (sire of Wellesbourre Charre),
Old Haill Blucher (sire of Balgreggie

Hope, oonsidlered |by many the best

collie in England), Wellesbourne Con-
queror (sire of Ravenstone Beauty),

Southport Perfection, Southport Pilot,

The Squire and many others.
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The International Revolver Match.

The long--looked -for challenge to Am-
erican revolver experts was received

April 24, and hais been accepted. Th
challenge is as follows:

"To Monsieur, the President of the

United States Revolver Association
New York:

"Monsieur the President,—On behalf
of an association of French shots, J

have the honor of proposing to the
United States Revolver Aissociation a
match of sixty shots with revolvers, of

which half shall be fired at a distance
of sixteen metres ('about fifty-two leet)

at the French target, and the other
half at fifty yards at the standard Am-
erican target.

'•The conditions shall be those sug-
gested hy M. Gaetlnne-Renette to- Mon-
sieur the Secretary of the United States
Revolver Association in his letter of
the 4th insx.

"We should be most happy to see
the American shots accept o.ur friend-
ly challenge, and .so bring about a

fresh proof of the cordial sympathy
which unites our two countries.

"Awaiting youir ireply, I eum, etc.,

"COMTE JUSTINIEN CLARY.

"Paris. April 12, 1900."

The Barger sight for shotguns is a
comparatively recent aspirant for the
sportsman's favor. Anyone interested
can obtain a descriptive circular by
writing Gray amd Barger, 309 Broad-
way, New York City, and mentioning
Rod and Gun in Canada.

• • •

Here tare some exam,ples for Cana-
dians. In England some schools and
colleges encourage target practice, and
at Bisley each year isome matches are
for young men from college. Switzer-
land and other European countries en-
Qourage the youth to shoot. France
is quite earnest in her efforts to make
rood rifle shots of her boys. At
Prance's great festival this summer
5choolboye will ^participate. Even the
primary schools will send teams to

;ompete. Among' the contestants there
^iU be lads of eight years of age. It

s even proposed in France to reduce

the (term of compulsory military service
from three years to one for those who
made special records in rifle shooting
matches.

All this is worthy of consideration
by Canada. A nation of good rifle

shots is a strong nation. Not only
let the boys handle rifles, but urge
them and offer facilities for doing so.

Most lads take to firearms naturally.
This iis being urged in the United
States, and it is worthy of adoption
here.

* « «

In regard to the poor sighting of
the English military Irifles a Writer
says: "One man, for example, made a
fair score shooting at 500 yards, but
on a target to the left of the one he
fired at land with his rifle slighted for

650 yards instead of 500. Other men
of the squadron, less inventive or less

expert in detecting margins of error,

could do nothing with the weapons,
and had it not been for a well known
Bisley shot who oame to the rescue
with a coaireatly sighted rifle to lend,

in all reasonable probability the whole
squadron would have been sent home
for failure to pass the shooting test.

With this correctly sighted weapon,
however, /the m-on succeeded in making
scores which qualified them, one man
making 66 out of a poa:dble 84 with
the accurate rifle, whereas he had fail-

ed to get on bho target at all with the
one he brought with him."

It is understood that a board of

U. S. army officers is now convening
at Frankfort arsenal with the object

of adopting a new rifle for the U. S.

army. It is said that the board will

suggest a number of improvements in

the present .30 calibre army rifle.

The Certus is the latest medium ca'i-

bre high-ipower Tifle put on the Eng-
lish market. It is a trim magazine
sporting rifle of a peculiar bolt type,

made witih pistol grip and checked

stocks. Its calibre is 400. The cart-

ridg'es are loaded with 60 grains of

CordlJte and a bullet of 400 grains, made
in (four different styles: (1) Full nick-

el-jacketed; (2) nickel-jacketed with
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soft point; (3) nickel-jacketed with
only the point exposed, called by the
maker a nickel express, and (4) nickel-
jacketed with flat point, the jacket be-
ing split on four sides. The com-
plete cartridge resembles one of our
.40 calibre cartridges, but while it is

bottled, the body of the shell is smaller
than that of our blaok powder cart-
ridges of the same style and calibre.
In testing the .rifle and cartridge the
editor of Land and Water found that
the isoft point bullet would mushroom
completely in soft clay, and with it he
fired a group that averaged about three
inches at 100 yards. The observed
mean velocity, he found, was about
2.000 feet per second. The rear sight
is peculiar to arms of this type in that
it is fitted to the rearmost end of the
breechbolt, and consists of a standard
having an aperture. This may be re-

placed by another standard which has
a natch.

• • •

Dr. Ashley A. Webber, the well-
known all-round shot, is ambitious to

hold the 100-shot record at 100 yards
with revolver. He will probably shoot
100 shots at the above named distance
soon.

• a •

'ihe Ideal Manufacturi i^ Com.Dan/, ol
New Haven, Conn., has just brought
out a new bullet lubricator and sizer

for which it predicts the satisfaction

and praise of the most oritioal.

• • •

A new rifie, which is known as the

Ross repeating straight-pull rifie, in-

vented by Sir Charles Ross, is being

placed on the English market. The
breech mechanism is actuated by two
motions: the forward one to load and
cli'^se the breech, backward to lopen

the breech and eject the shell. It is

one .pound lllghter thian the English

service rifie. It is claimed that the

rifle's mechanism is so simple it can

be fired, 'taken apart and reassembled

in the dark.

Montreal Traps.

The silver spoon handicap on Satur-

day afternoon, April 28, was won by

Mr. H. H. Wootten, with Mr. L. M
Hagar second. Mr. W. Galbraith has

added another win to his already large

list, defeating Mr. W. J. Cleghorn by

five points for the challenge vase. The

n^xt match, which takes place between

Mr. W. Galbraith and Mr. J. K. Ken-
nedy, promises to be very exciting, as

Mr Kennedy will have a considerab'e

handicap to pull down before defeating

him.
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Colt Automatic Pistol.

Every expert in firearms has prob-

ably reoognlzed that ere long the auto-

matic fi.rearm will laa-gely (Supiplant

those now in general use. The type

of firearm, w,hen first introduced, was
^^ceive'^ with consiJerab.e d.s:avor, but

its ipeculiar advantages under certain

conditions have floirced its recognition,

and gradually it ihas grown in popu-
larity.

A numbei" of styles of pistols of this

type (have been introduced, but they

have been ireceived with more favor

in Europe than in America. This is

easily explained. The American re-

volver has long been recognized as the

foremost of its type, consequently any
arm ',to supplamt the revolveo" must
have distinot and recognized merit.

Amerioan inventive genius has been

employed in creating the automatic

firearm. One 'wbich is about to be in-

troduced is known as the Browning
patent, t\he American right of which

to manufacture wias some time ago

acquired by the Colt's Patent Fir~j

Armis Mfg. lOo., of Hartfoird, Conn.,

the manufactAirers of the famovus Colt

revolver.

Some time ago the Colt company
madf preparations to manufacture this

arm, not because it recognized that

the Colt revolver had been superseded,

but because the company wished to

keep abreast of the times and make
arms of the tyi>es demanded by the

military authorities of the world. Di-

lay aifter delay occurred because of the

great demand for \the still popular Cjlt

revolvers, the Colt automalic guns, and

other firearms produced by this coni-

pany. Ever since the first sample of

the Colt automatic pistol was sJiowii

there has been a steady call for the

arm. So great ihas been the demand
that the Colt company recently decid-

ed to begin its manufacture. Tb.s arm
will soojn be readiy for the market.

We have been favored, with No. 1 of

these pisitols, wbioh the company has

placed at our disposal that we may de-

scribe it, test it, and publish tbe re-

sults for the benefit of our readirs.

The Colt automatic pistol is made
at the present time in .38 caliber only.

Its weight is 36 ounces. When first

inspected its difference in appearance

from the revolvers causes one to view

it with curiosity. On handling it for

a brief time one is impressed with its

extreme compactness, and a little later

the oddness of the arm is forgotten.

Tlo operate the pletol proceed as fol-

lows: Placing the pistol !n the left

hand, the magazine catch at bottom

of the stock is pressed with the thumb
of the riglit hand, releasing the maga-
zine, which is drawn from the stock.

The magazine is charged with seven
cartridges and returned to the stock.

The pistol is then returned to the right

hand; the thumb and forefinger of the

left band then grasip the slide at the

point Vhere the corrugated places are

shown, and by a qiuick pull backward
the arm is cocked, this motion also

carrying the top cartridge in the ma^,-
zine forward into tha chamber. If the

operator desires ito fire the arm, the

B ifety—called the fiirin^-pin lock, which
is also the rear sig^ht—is raised, aim
taken and the arm discharged. This
firing-pin look may be raised before

charging the magazine if preferred and
left raised; the arm cannot be fired

when the firing-pin lock is down, even
if a cartridge be in the chamber,
thiougih the hammer miay be cocked
and snapped.

Wlitih a cartridge in tine ohambeii,

the pistol Clocked and. uhe safety rais-

ed, the trigger is pressed and the arm
is discharged. The force of the pow-
der gases driving the ibullet from the

baiirel is rearwardly exented against
the bolt, and overcoming the inertia of

the tslide and the tension of the re-

tractor-spring ^causes the slide and the

barrel to recoil together. After mov-
ing rearward together for a distance,

enough to insure the bullet having- pass-

ed Orom the .barrel, the dowaiward
swinging movement of the barr.tl re-

leases the latter from tha slidt and
stops the barrel in its rearmost posi-

tion. The momentum of the slide

causes ithe latter to continue its rear-

ward movement, thereby again cock-

ing the hammer and compressing the

retractor-spring until, as the slide ar-

rives at its rearmost position, the emp-
ty shell is ejected from the side of

the pistol and another oartrlJge is rais-

ed in front uf (the bolt. During the

return lor itorward movement of the

slide, cau/sed by the retractor-spring,

the cartridge is driven into the cham-
ber, ana the slide and the t>arrel are

initerlocked and the arm is ready for

another shot. These operations may
be cointinufcd so long as there are cart-

ridges in the magazine. The pistol is

provided with a Safety device, which
makes it impossible to release the

hammer 'unless the slide and barrel

are in their forward position and safe-

ly interlocked; this safaty device also

serves to control the fir.ng and to pre-

vent more than one shot being fired

for each pressure of the trigger. This

leads 'US to iremark that the term au-

tomatic pisitol does not seem to be the

proper term to use in connection with
the arm; semi-automatic seems to be
correct.

The lammunition used in this pistol

is charged w,Dth smokeless powder, the

bullet being jacketed. This ammuni-
tion could not be fired in safety in a
revolver. The muzzle velocity of a .38

caliber army revolver, shooting a
cartridge charged with black powder,
is about 750 feet;* with this pistol the

ordinary charge, such as will be se-

cured ;in the commercial cartridges, is

about 1,260 feet, and the velocity has

been run up to 1,350 feet. A black

powder cartridge of the ordinary type

would probably not operate the arm,

as the lowest velocity with wliich the

arm can be operated is about 850 feet.

The penetration with the 1,260 feet ve-

locity ds 11 inches of pine.

A natural enquiry is in relerence to

the accuracy of the pistol. The as-

sun^tion is likely to be th,a»t (with

such great velocity satisfact-ory accu-

racy is not likely to be lealized, but

this is an error; the ^arm possesses re-

markable accuracy, shooting' with no-

ticeable regularity into the legulation

buUseye at 20 yards when tired by a

good and steady pistol shot. it le re-

lieved that when our expert militarj

revolver s;hots become fiamiliar with

this ipistol, tar greater accurate range

w;iU be realized than with uhe levoiver

with service charge.

The rapidity witu which this arm

may be fired is all that one could

wisn. The original moael or the pis-

toi was hiammeiless and purely auto-

matic, nring all .of .t.ie isnots witn whac

we consider useless rapioity. it was

cnanged, adding a hammer and mak-

ing it semi-automatic. xn this oonai-

Lion the pistol has been fired seven

shots in 1 2-5 seconds, it can be fired

as rapidly as the itrigger can be press-

ed with almost no distuibance of the

aim by the recoil, which is moderate;

there is also no loonfusion by having

to cock .thp pistol by raising the ham-

mer with the thumb, or by usmg a doa-

ble action ito cock and fire uhe piece.

In other words, almost no time is lost

in recovering the aim after the prev-

ious shot. An expert can deaver shots

as rapidly as with a double-barrel gun,

and at the same rate of speed fire all

the car^tridges in the magazine with

great accuracy, or he can fire a por-

tion of ithe cartridges with great ra-

pidity and the remainder with delibera-

tion. If it is not desired to fire all

tha cartridges, the hammer can be

lowered iand left at half-cock, the safe-



ty left raised or lowered, as desired.

It is believed that most of those who
use this ipistol will, when they cease

firing', remove the cartridge from the

chamber, replace it in the magazine,

leaviAg the chamber empty. They will

make it a habit, when ready to Are

the arm, to cock the piece by draw-

ing the slide ito the rear with the left

luind, this operation being done quicker

than one can cock the hammer with the

tiinmb. Several magazines may be car-

ried, all interchanging without a hitch,

enabling one to fire a great many shot?,

regulating the speed as desired.

In one of the tests this pist^ was
fired one ifhousand times rapidly. There
were two mlsiflres. When these two
cartridges were opened it was foun 1

they had imperfect priming.

The expert in firearms may ask if

the mechanism will not become clog-

ged, particulaiTly the barrel and slide.

After this pistol had piassed through

the government ruet test it was found

to ibe clogged with rust The barrel

of the pistol protrudes slightly beyond

the barrel slide. The end of the barrel

was placed on a support and pressure

applied to the stock, wlien the c'ogginf

broke away and the arm worked as well

as ever.

The pistol is readily cleaned. One
way tio do this is to remove the maga-
zine, cleaning the barrel from the muz-
ele, all debris being brushed back and
falling out through the magazine re-

ceiver in the stock. But there is lit-

tle debris in the barrel. After firing

u long series of isihots an inspection of

the barrel' showed it lais bright and
clean as a mirror.

In order to take the pistol apart the

hammer is cocked and ths slide is

drawn to the rear until the slide lock

has piassed above a small hole in the

bottom oif the receiver leading Into the

retractor-spring .seat. By inserting a

pin in this hole and moving the slide

forward the retraqtor-spring and fol-

lower are prevented, by the inserted

pin, firom foltowing the lock forward,

and the latter th.us freed from the fol-

lower iwlll readily na-^-s from +he l"ft

side of its seat in the receiver and
slide. The stock thus removed, the

slide may be drawn reairward entire-

ly from the receiver.

To remove the barrel from the frame

. it is only nece?sary to drive out the

link-pins which hold the barrel-links to

the frame. This also releases the

plug, which may then be removed from

tits

seat, when the r'^tractor-sprlng, the

a'lo—ar pnd the recoil-spring may be
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readily .removed fron) their seat in the
receiver.

After removing the scales from the
handle, by turning out the screwis ho'd-
ing them to the receiver, all the parts
of the firing mechanism may be read-
ily removed hy taking coat the screws
and pins holding them in receiver.

To assemble the pistol proceed in

the reverse oirder.

It will be inteiesting to watch the

Introduction and ireception of this pis-

tol. "We think its Introduction m'arks

a new era in military pisitols. The
revolver, we believe, wi'I hold its popu-
larity for some years to come, especial-

ly among target shooters and thos- "Wha

want less expensive ammunition and
reduced loads for in.ioor s'-ooting B't
there are features in the magazine and

auitomatic or semi-automa*ic pistol

that cannot be ignored, and are not

contained in the revolver, which will

make such arms particularly valu/able

for military work.

Several years agto we though' we fore-

saw that a magazine pistol wo^ild som^
day supptant the irevolver. Since we
have made a lengthy examination of

the Colt automatic pistol we do no*

hesitate to go on record as stating tha^

arms of this type will supersede the

revol ver.

—Shooting and Fishinsr, New York.

Westmotint Gun Club.

The 24th of May is now recognized

as the field day of the Wf^stmount G^n
Club, and once more they have tho

plpasure of extending to the trap shoo"«

ers of the Dominion and the neighbor-

ing Sta*^es a cordial invitation to their

annual tournament. The success of

these shoots in the past warrants them,

we feel sure, in promising all a most

enjoyable -day's sport.

The grounds are easily accessible

from the various railway stations; in-

tending visitors should take the St.

Catherine or Windsor street lines and

get off at the foot of Arlington avenue.

In the Merchandise event they are

offering a larger and better lot of

' rizes than have ever been, a list of

/hich will be issu'd shortly.

The ladies of Westmount have aga'n

kindly consented to provide I'mch,

Tv;hioh wiW be free to participants.

The shoot is for amateurs only, but

manufacturers agents will be allowed

to shoot in any of the events by en-

tering for targets only.

The purses will be divided according

to the Rose system, which is by far

the most equitable to the average shot;

and the club is happy to say that,

this year, Its finances are in such a
prosperous state that extra moneys
will be added to almost every event.

PROGRAMME.
MORNING.

Event No. 1

—

10 targets, unknown traps. One
man up, gun below armpit un-
til target is released; three
moneys, $5.00 added. Entry $101

Event No. 2—
15 targets, unknown angles,

quick firing system; four mon-
eys, $10.00 added. Entrance.... 1 50

Svent No. 3—
"Individiual Championship, 50

targets, 20 known, 20 unknown,
5 doubles. Entrance 5 00

If five entries one money, from 5 to

entries two moneys, more than ten
ntries three moneys. High guns.
Event No. 4

—

10 targets, unknown angles,

Magautrap; three money., $5.00

added. Entna.nce 1 OC

Aii^ERNOON.
Event No. 5

—

20 targets, unknown angles,

Magautrap, high guns, 7 moneys.
Entrance $2 00

Event No. 6

—

15 targets, known angles; four

moneys, $10.00 add d. Entrance 1 50

Event No. 7

—

20 targets, unknown angles,

Magautrap; five moneys, $10.r0

added. Entrance 2 00

Event No. 8—
Team race, open to teams of 5

men from any organized club;

two moneys, $10.00 ad Jed. En-
trance per team 5 00

Event No. 9—
5 pair doubles; three moneys,

$5.00 added. Entrance 1 00

Extra events if time allows.

NOTES.

Shooting will begin at 9 a.m. sharp.

Division according to Rose system.

Targets 2 cents each, to be deducted

before dividing. Shooters may enter

for price of targets only.

The management reserves the right

to make such changes as may be deem-

ed advisable.

Guns land ammuniMon addressed to F.

J. Elliott, 385 Lansdowne avenue, W?st-
noun', will be delivered on 't'->p grounls.

Kynoch's ammunition for sale on the

grounds.

Event No. 3 is open to any qualified

member of any organized gun club in

the Province of Quebec.
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It Is for the purpose of re-openlng

the Individiual Champlon&hip series for

the Trophy, but each contestant, ir

conside'nation of the present holdei

waiving his rig!ht to fihoot a singile

ehallengrer, shall be required to sign

the following agreement when making
his entry:

1st. The winner of this competition

must accept a challenge from the pres-

ent holder s.ho<uld such chal'.enge be

issued within ten days.

2nd. Any other parties wishing to

challenge must drajw lots immediately

lafter the competition for place on the

list.

3rd. Subsequent to this competition

all ohallenges imust follow the cup and

not the man, and must be made to

tho secretary of the Sherbrooke Gun
Club.

4th. The winner of this competition

Is to be scored a win and not a de-

fence.

The officials of the Westmount Gun
Cluib aj-e las follows: President, Mir.

W. Galbraith; vice-president, M:. J. K
Kennedy; captain, Mr. R. B. Eutchi-

son; secretary- treasiurer, Mr. F. J. El-

liot.

Commdttee—Messrs. R. Lewis, J. F.

Hanson, C. Strangman, W. J. Cleg-

horn and Li. iM. Hagar.

Echoes of the Grand American Handicap.

At ithe end of the preliminary round

of twenty-five birds there were but

eight straight scores out of the 211

competitors. These iwere J. L. Smith,

H. D. Bates, "Arno," '"Dr. Casey," T.

A. Marsihall, J. R. Malone, A. G.

Courtney land Phil Daly, jr. Of these,

on the Shoot-off, "Arno" lost his :.^c-

ond bird, Smith and Marshall their

third, Courtney and "Dr. Casey" their

fourth, and Phil Daly, jr., his seventh.

Malone, whose home is Biooklyn, N.Y.,

and the Canadian boy ran neck and

neck until they ihiad killed thirty-three

birds in the tie or 58 birds in all.

Then .Malone failed to stop his thirty-

founth within bounds, while Bates kill-

ed bis easily, and the coveted trophy

was his.

Mr. Bates used a Parker^ hammer-

less, weighing 7 I'bs. 13 oz., loaded with

3 1-2 drachms Dupont and 1 1-4 oz.

No. 7 shot. Of the eight straight

scores three used Dupont, three

Sohultze, one E. C, and one Laflin and

Rand.

Of the 211 shooters about 25 per cen<.

used either a Parker or Smith gun.

The favorite load waiS 3 1-2 drachms

Dupont or SchuUze with 1 1-4 oz. No.

7 shot in a U.M.C. trap shell.

The winners of the Grand American
Handicap from its inauguration up t'^

date have been as follows: In 189".

Mr. R. A. Welch, of Philadelphia; ir

1894, Mr. Thos. W. Morley, of Lynd-

hurst, N.J.; in 1895, Mr. John G. Mess-

ner, of Pittsburg, Pa.; in 1896, Mr. C.

R. Diokey, of Boston, Mass.; in 1897,

Mr. Thomas A. Marshall, of Keiths-

burg, 111.; in 1898, Mr. E. D. Fulford,

of Utica, N. Y.; in 1899, Mr. Thomas
A. Marshall, of Keithsburg, 111.; in

1900, Mr. H. D. Bates, of Riidgetown,

Ont.

Champion Bates was given a grand

reception on Ms return to his home in

RidgetowTi, Ont. Hundreds of his

friends met him at the station with

the Citizens' Band and accompanied

him to the Arlington Hotel, wh?re a

public rec^eption was accorded ham and

congratulations received. Mr. Bates is

one of a family of four sons who sue-

To the Editor of Rod and Gun in Can-
ada:

It may sound heretical, but it is

questionable If, from a purely govern-

mental standpoint, legislators should

look upon game as existing chiefly for

the benefit and pleasure of the resi-

dent sportsmen, that they ought to

value it as an asset to b3 made to

produce revenue to the treasury and to

the inhabitants by disbarsements of

money from outside.

Where a province charges its own
residents a license fee to hunt. It Is

evident that the theory of the game
being made to iproduca revenue has

been reduced to practice, and with this

in view. In the case of a province pos-

sessing a very large area of wild land,

in which it is difficult, if not practically

impossible, to enforce game laws to any

appreciable extent, I would question

strongly the wisdom of a close season,

Island Camp, Desbarats, Northern Ontario.

cessfully manage and control a fishing

privilege at the Rond, Bau Point. His

father. Captain Bates, although some-

w.hat advanced in yea>r3, was but a few

years ago classed among the star pig-

eon shots of Ontario, and to-day can

take his igun and piunt and bring to

bag as large a mumber of ducks as

many a duck hunter two-score years

his junior.

• « «

Correspondence.

Editor of Rod and Gun in Canada:;

Will som^ '^f your /readers who have

tried the Baiger shotgun sight tell me
what Is their opin'on cf i*?

J. B. FANSHAW.

continuing several years, for big game.

Game laws are useful if enforced, but

worse than useless where no attempt

is made to enforce them, and where

the nature and extent of the terri-

tory to be policed precludes effective

efforts except at a ruinous cost. In

such vast areas the killing by the com-

paratively few residents goes on the

same as if game lawls did not exist,

but no benefit results from the money

of :the non-iresident sportsmen who are

debarred from visiting the country,

although the game is not protected

from the depredators living In the pro-

vince.

It may be a most desirable thing to

preserve the game to be shot solely by

I
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the resident, but it is not g-ood business
policy. For example, 1,000 Ontario re-

sidents hunting' in Ontario simply
tra.nsfer some dollars from their pockets
to other Ontario pockets; the province
is no richer by their sport; bat 1 OJO

non-resident hunters in Ontario first

pay a $25 license fee each, $25,000 in all

and in addition disburse at least $100

each, say $100,000, practically all in the

poorer and wilder districts where it

does the most grood. It is an addi-

tion to the provincial wealth, not a re-

distribution of part of it. If every
non-resident hunter of the 1,000 is so

fortunate as to secure a deer or moose
(andihunter's luck does not usually run
so good anywhere in the United States

or Canada—one to every two hunters
would be a fairer average), the pro-

vince and its people bave received $125

for every animal killed, and irreap3c-

tive of sport and looking at it merely
from the aspect of bargain and sale,

that is the most expensive meat to

the buyer that can be bought in Can-
ada. It well repays any province
whiah can ireiar wild aiiimals to be
sold at $125 and upwards eaoh, and,
therefore, it should be the efCo.t of

all legislatures to make the path of

the non-resident bunter easy—open sea-

sons each year commencing; on rea-

sonable dates and to be for a sufficient

period, so as not to condense too many
hunters into a short time. To do
otherwise is simply to shui the doors
to r>roflt from the outside.

An illustration of a pro%mce which
apparently does not cater for the out-

siders' dollars is shown by the recent

legislation of Ontario, which provides
an open season for moose and caribou
once every three years, and this open
season lasts from November 1st to

Nov. 15th. Northern Ontario is not a
balmy land at that time of year; on
the contrary, the ardent sportsman is

likely to And his iretreat cut off, and
the means x>f egress closed by ice

about November 7th, and as canoeing
is ithe only method of reaching a con-
siderable part of Northern Ontario, the
attraction to the non-resident sports-

man is not irresistible, and he will

probably continue to go to Quebec and
New Brunswick, which provinces seem
to value the outsiders at least to the
extent of providing an open season
every year during suitable weather.

I would like to know how many On-
tario game wardens were ever ten miles
north of the railway track from Mat-
tawa to the Manitoba boundary. My
information is—none, and yet they as-
sume to have a close season.

jajSper smith.

M A Glimpse at Forestry Conditions in Canada J*

An Address delivered by E. Stewart, Chief Inspector of Timber and Forestry,

at Ottawa.

Thoug-h the Canadian pioneer's ac-

quaintance with the forest dates back
to the flirst settlement of the country,
yet, like many other familiar things

w? meet with in nature's kingdom, it

is perhaps the least understood, and
certainly has never received at his

hands that attention that its import-
ance deserves.

Why Is it that fiorestry, as a st.dy, as
a science, is so neiglected by the Cana-
dian people, and I might say the peo-

ple of the neig;hboring Republic as

well?

We hear and see reports of discus-

sions, essays and debates in hundreds
and thousands of societies all over the

land on all varieties of subjects, on ab-

stract economiilo qruestiO'ns, on social

questions, on historic and prehistoric

subjects, but I will venture to say that,

perhaps excepting a very few, such as

your own Historic and Scientific Soci-

ety, you will have to search long and
diligently to find that one of our great-

est natural, if not our very greatest

natural heritage, and its conditions in

this, its transition stage, has ever ap-

pealed to the members as of sufficient

interest ito engage their attention if

only for a single evening.

Why, sir, the very name of forestry

is almost unknown as applied in its

primary sense. I have fre-^uently hat

to explain that in my official position.

I was not connected with either the

Ancient, the Independent or any other

of the fraternal societies wliich seem
in general estimation entitled to the

first right to the name. It is only a

few days ago when a gentleman in-

foi'med me that he thought our For-

estry Association, recently organized,

a very (good institution, but that in his

estimation we would have difflculities in

rivalling the other one under such an
able manager as Dr. Ohronyteka, and
even suggested that we would have
shown wisdom if we had chosen sorrie

other name.

If the association that we have re-

cently founded does nothing else but

awaken an interest in this subject—

a

subject that really demands the serious

attention of our people—tit will have
done a great work.

When the early colonists landed on
the western shores of the Atlantic bhey
were confronted by the forest every-
where, and it was necessary to sub-
due it in order to appropriate the land
on whlcih it grew to agricultural pur-
poses, and they naturally looked upon
it as one of their greatest enemies.
They waged a long and laborioios war,
but in the end were too successful, for

had they allowed a fair proportion of
the trees to remain, the country to-

day would not only be much more at-

tractive in
.
appearance but more pro-

ductive as well.

I am old enough to remember hear-
ing an old settler of Western Ontario
tell of his experience in the beginning
of ithis century in clearing the land
of the valuable timber that grew in

such abuindance on his hoimestead, such
as the oak, the hickory, maple, beech,

whitewood, butternut and black wal-
nut. At that time the timber was not
sale,able, and after felling the trees

they were cut into logging lengths anJ
then drawn into large heaps and burnt,

and he said that the black walnut was
the most difficult of any to burn.

No doubt these pioneers were work-
ing along lines that were necessary un-
der the circumstances, but how much
more beautiful womld that favo.ed dis-

trict be to-day if they had left, along
the roadsides, and a few acres here
and there on their farms, some of the

choicest of the younger trees; but as

a rule they cut them all down, either

to be burnt up or to sell ithe timber for

a mere trifle; then after a few years

they started to plant out young trees

along their lanes and roads, which it

will take fifty or one hundred years

to equal in beauty those which they

destroyed.

I think the words of the poet are

exceedingly applicable to our case in

this respect in Canada:

"God gave us mother earth full blest
With robes of green in healthful foli;

We tore the green robes from hei-

breast.

We isold our mother's robes for gold.
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"W'e sold iher garments fair, and she
Lies shamed and bleeding at oiur f.et;

In penitence we plant a tree

—

We plant a tree and count it meet."

Buit I wish this -evening to speak more

particularly of the present conditions

of our forests, and also a few words

on .the possibilities of successful tree

culture oji ithe plains and piiairie lands

af the Northwest.

The fioirestis of the older provinces of

Canada have afforded for many years

employment to a large class oif our peo-

ple, and the revenue derived from ior-

est products is to-diay in several of

these provinces Jai-ger than that de-

rived from any other single souixie, and

I need not say to an Ottawa audience

that those who have been fortunate

enough to acquire in previous years a

portion of ithLs henitage, and have

shown ordinairy business shrewdness In

its management, are in most cases our

wealthiest citizens.

1 know it would quite become the

\ devotee of strict scientific forestry

methods to condemn in scathLng terms

this so-called appropriation at the na-

tion's heritage as a crime against the

State and the community. But we

should pause and consider whether the

State or the lumbenmian deserves the

greater blame for the present condi-

tion of our forests.

The lumbermen in early years might

perhaps with profit to themselves and

benefit to the State have conducted

their operatdons lon m.re rati nal meth-

ods.

But ithese things sink into insignili-

cance in comparison with tiie destruc-

\ tion that has been caused by fire, and

which the present system of fire guard-

ing proves might very largely have been

averted if the State had done its part

in the past.

Mir. W. C. Edwards, M.P., of this city,

in a recent commiunication saj^s:

"Imperfect though the system of fire

protection now in vogjue in the Pro-

vinces of Ontario and Quebec may be,

at the isame time the result has been

the saving of millions of dollars worth

of timber to these provinces."

Previious to the employment of the

fire irangers in the Province of Quebec

annual serious fires took place in the

Ottawa region, destroying enormous
' quantities of timber. iSince the adop-

tion of the fire ranger system there

has not been, so far as I am aware,

one very seriouis flure."

Let anyone visit almost any portion

of our northern country and see the

appalling devastation that has been

caused (by forest fires. The lumber-
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man removes ithe large pine trees and

leaves the younger ones standing as

well as the other timber. By his re-

moval of the larger timber he lets In

the light and gives room for the more

rapid growth of the younger trees, but

when a fire sweeps over the district

in a dry time it destroys every living

twig and even the seeds that may be

living in the ground.

Mr. Edwards esLimateis ithat for one

pine tree cut in the Ottawa Valley,

ten have been oesuoyed by nire, and i

believe he is quite within the mark,

and this compainiision takes no account

of the wiholeSiale destruction a£ the

young pine isaplings as well as the

other timber dtstroyed and the state
in whicih the country is left.

Now these fires are occurring every

year in all that vasit wilderness region

belonging both ito the Dom.ni„n and tne

provinces, and ex.enJ.ng flom U.e cjast

of La-brador to Alaska, and fro.n the

prairie regions of the 'west north till

we meet the dreary buncr^ o- thj Ar^ac
regions. This is luhe (home of the

spruce, and it seems now, with the

rapid disappearance of the pine, that

our next great industry, viz., the manu-
facture of pulp, Willi take its place,

and ithe spruce is the wood best auapt-

ed for that purpose.

The Province of .British Columbia de-

serves to be ranked with the most la-

vored forest producing regions of the

globe.

This is the home of the magnificent

Douglas fir, which increases in size as

we approach the Pacific Coast; of the

Weetern Cedair, the Menzies Spruce and

the Western Hemlock.

Here, too, an enormous amount of

this valuable timber has met the same
enemy and been destroyed by it, and
every dry season millions upon mil-

lions iOf ifeet are still being consumed.

In ifac't, ISO great and so universal is

the degtruotion d£ ouir foreists Ifrom

this agency that in nearly every re-

portw here the forests are referred to,

their rapid destruction from this cause

is also commented on and urgent re-

commendations made for adopting

means for their protection.

There can be no question that the

monetary loss that Canada has sus-

tained through forest fires would be

sufficient to pay ou)r national debt many
times 'Over.

But this actual monetary loss, en-

ormous as it is, is only one phase of

the iinjury that the country sustains

through its being denuded cif its tim-

ber.

The effect on the climate must be

taken into account, land perhaps most

of all the change in the distribution

of moisture and in the fiow of the riv-

ers and streams.

One writer, in dealing with this phase

of ithe subject, )says:, "The forests

with which the hills and mountains are

covered act as reservoirs to hold, re-

tain and economize the waters which
rainy seasons showers up^n them. The
soil in the forest is loose and spongy.

The roots and rootlets are so many
pipes ipenetra.ing the earth, le-adingthe

water into deeper .sioil. The heaps of

leaves, the layers of brambles, the beds

of moss, all combine to hold and re-

tain the waters, wlille the shade af-

forded by the foliage protects the

ground from the ipa.ching rays of the

sun and prevents too sudden evapora-

tion.

"The waters thus retained percolate

slowly through the giround to feed the

numberless springs, creeks and rivers

which thus supplied will flow on even-

ly land continuously.

"Remove the .forests, and what will

happen? The plants that throve and
flourished 'neath their grateful shade

all die, the moss withers, the parched

leaves are blown away by the winde.

Then comes the rainy season. Rain

falls in torrents and washes down the

sides of hills and mountains, carry-

ing off the ridh mould, the deposit of

ages, the life of the land, overfiowing

the valleys, obstructing river channels

and often destroying life and property

in its resistless force."

Enough has been said regarding the

loss that has been sustained, and the

question is, what can be d.n^ to letse.i

the destruction th:at is now taking

place?"

It must inot be forgotten that though

the axeman and fire may do their

worst, they are unable to destroy the

laws loif nature, and the element of

growth still remains, ana the law oif

reproduction, if given opportunity, will

in time 'reclothe the denuded areas, till

up the gaps 'wihere only pa:tlj.i des ruc-

tion has occurred, ana in time—long

perhaps lae measured b> the life of the

Individual, but short an tliat of the na-

tion) the w)oundls will be healed and

the first oonditions restored.

Whatever may be the excuses for ir-

rational and unscientific methods in

the past, the time has now arrived

when this country should explore the

public domain In advance of settle-

ment, and set apart those parts best

adiapted for the growth of timber for

that purpose, and that for agriculture

foir the agriculturist, and the former

no le9« than the latter be so cropped



IS to allow the law of growth and de-

\ <'lopment to yield its crops perermial-
ly.

Thiong-h the comaitions oibtalningr here
"iay not admit of Eiunopean m3tihods,

• there is no reason why the prin-

iples adopted already by our best lum-
bermen of cuttaiig- only the large tim-

ber, and allowing the smaller a chiancc;

to grow, should not be tihe universal

practice.

I can see no reason why the princi-

ples which Sir Diedricht Brandls adopt-

ed In India with such marked success

may not be adopted, perhaps not in

detail, but in general, and there can

be no doubt tha;t the results will be

beneficial alike to the lumbermen and
the country.

I will now refer very briefly to that

portion of our Northwest which is de-

void of timber, usually known ais our

paiairie and plain district.

Whiiile there are certain parts of this

district where there are bluffs of tini-

ber growing naturally, and which

would probably be sufficient for the

requirements of the settlers if the

young timber were allowed to grow,

there is still a very large area where

tiree planting will have to be resorted

to if this portion lof the country is

ever to enjoy the many advantages

which this division of the veg'&table

kingdom alone can ifuirnish.

To the individuial accustomed to the

wooded district that prevails in other

parts of this continent and in most of

Europe, a sense of something lacking

is soon felt when he visits thi« region.

A sense of loneliness akin to melan-
choly is irresistible as he surveys thu

vast expanse, with nothing to break
the uniform istretoh of the horiKon on

every side; nothing to arrest the al-

most constant wind' or to furnish a

shade froon the heat of the sun in

summer or protection from the blind-

ing storms of winter. No echo ever

prolongs the isong o£ the laborer, but

the sound of the voice eeems almost

to die on the lips. The birds so plen-

tiful in the wooded regions, and which
by their songs cheer the life of the

backwoodsman and his family in their

isolation, lare unknown here.

In fact, a great want is felt which
only trees can supply, and the ques-

Mon that at once suggests itself is,

can they be grown on these treeless

plains?

Fortunately this question in its gen-

eral sense has already been answered
in the affirmative.

The results of the experlmentTl farrm
at Bran:^.on and Indian Head, the
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healthy growth ya? treeo aJt Reglna,
Moosejaw and Medicine fiat by the
Canadian Pacific Railwa> Company,
Dhe success attending Mr. Pearce's ex-
periments at Calgary and various other
instances, are so many oibject lessons,
all indicating that if the pioper va-
rieties are selected for the different
distiricts, and proper methods of cul-

» ture adopted, suooess will follow.
The people residing in this part of

the country are alive to the import-
ance of this subject, and it is expected
that their efforts may be assisted and
encouraged by some line of action on
the part of the Government which is

now under consideration.

Leaving the prairie and returning
east to the wooded districts of North-
ern Ontario, there is just one other
point that I wish to refer to very brief-

ly, and it is to call the attention of

the summer tourist to a field that he
has not explored. We often hear ref-

erence made to the ignorance of the

people of the British Isles with re-

spect to Canada by the people of this

country who really have very super-

ficial knowledge of the geography of

Canada themselves, excapt along the

lines of travel fringing the southern
border. In this respect we as a people

resemble the farmer who is contented

to cultivate a few acres in the front

of his homestead, but has never taken

the trouble to see whxt he possessed

beyond his clearing.

It has been my privilege for many
years to visit much of this wilderness

region in the summer season, and I am
utterly unable even to begin to de-

scribe the picturesque beauty every-

where met with in those unfrequent-

ed regions. There is, T admit, noth-

ing of the awe-inspiring grandeur of

the Rocky Mountains, but there is a

quiet beauty in those sylvan solitudes

where nature reigns supreme that has

a charm peculiarly its own, and the

individual that is not influenced by

such surroundings must be very close-

ly related to the one to whom the writer

referred in the lines:

"A primrose on a river's bank,

A primrose was to him, and nothing

more." •

We look at a map of this northern

district, and we naturally picture it as

a, dreary waste of rock and swamp,

but once we penetrate it we are as-

tonished at the panorama that opens

to our view. We find lakes innum-

erable of all sizes, with large bays and

islands; rivers winding toortuously in
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all directions, some wild and angry in
their haste to meet their outlets and
others flowing placidly in their course
townards the sea.

Make a journey down some of these
in the month of August or early Sep-
tember, when those pests of the prev-
ious months, the flies and mosquitoes,
have disappeared, and when the foliage
is still on the trees, and you will be-
hold a sight worth a pilgrimage to
see. Pitch your tent towards coming
evening on one of those wooded is-

lands, or on the shore of some pic-
turesque bay, and watch the sun de-
cline and oast his shadow over the di-
versified landscape. Listen to the ma-
ancholy cry of the loon over the dark
waters, and as the long twilight dark-
ens into night the hooting of the owl
in the dark forest with tha echoes it

awakens in the neighboring hills, then
up the northern skies with bewildering
vividness.

Surely here is a field for the painter
and the poet which they have in great
measure failed to exploit, and the Can-
adian writer who catches the Inspira-
tion that these scenes afford and in-

terprets them to our people will deserve
the laurel wreath of the nation, and
the appeal that I would make to the
Canadian tourist is that he will forego
at least one trip to the seaside to look
at this wilderness land so near the
heart of nature and yet almost at his
own door.

The Cutting of Evergreens.

Among the echoes of the holiday sea-
son that one hears is the complaint of

the too liberal use of evergreen, ground
pine and young trees. It would be all

right if we had an inexhaustible sup-
ply of the trees and the ground pine,

but we have not. Steadily, year by
year, the demand has outgrrown the

supply, until now there are more young
Christmas trees taken from our forests

than can be supplied again in a year's

time. One instance will sufllce to

show how serious this inroad is get-

ting to be. A man, so it is stated,

came to Colonel R. B. Ricketts and
asked permission to cut "a few Christ-

mas trees" off the North Mountain
tract of forest, which is the property

of Colonel Ricketts. The permission

was granted, but the term "a few"

became susceptible of great enlarge-

ment, for it was subsequently found

that the man had cut not a dozen, but

hardly lests than a tihousand young

hemlock and pine trees. This supply

was shipped in the main to Wilkes-

il
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barre. There were dozens of other

and smaller dealers who also brought

Christmas trees in o the local market.

The area of our forest laaid is stead-

ily diminlishing, and the area of our

population is constantly Increasing.

The young trees taken from the forest

Cor Christmas decoration are not be-

ing replaced as they shoudl be, and a

few years hence we are going 'to wake
up to the fact that the supply is not

to be had except with the greatest dif-

ficulty and at the greatest expense. In

a certain few sections we hear of the

liberal planting every year of more
young trees than are taken away each

year. Albert Lewis has in fact start-

ed this scheme on his vast tracts of

thousands of acres on the neighboring

mountains. But many other large for-

est landowners will have to imitate

this example if the supply of forest

trees of the evergreen sort are to be

maintained and saved. The question

is one of those serious features of the

forestry argument that comes to our

attention every few months. It ought

to be 'brought home directly to the at-

tention of the people. In Philadelphia

it ds estimated that hardly less than

twenty-five or thirty thousand young
Christmas trees were sold. Does any-

one imiaglne th(at there have been
means taken to plant as many treis

as 'have thus been cut away from thei.'

woodland surroundings? And if the

whole number of trees cut and used
for this year's holiday decoration

throughout the country could be told,

the figures Would be startling and
alarming.

We respectfully refer 'this question

to the great newspapers of the State

and lof other Sta*^es.—^Wilkesbarre Daily

News.

trees employed fbr this purpose are

the eucalyptus and the cypress, and
the plantations are iriigated by fresh

water, which is ibrought from the Nile

by ithe canals excavated when the gihip

ca»nal was being built.—Fores't Leaves.

For the protection of the Suez Canal

from drifting ;sand oonsiiderable tree

and shrub plaaiting is being done, and
the results so ;fair obtained are en-

couraging. This plintinj has b en go-

ments with fascines, sand ffnces and

similar devices were not successful.

Reeds have been planted a"on t 8.7ni les

of the oanal proper and along the

whole length of the 'Sweetwater Canal,

the reeds being protected by fascines

from bank eddies. On the slopes and

top of • the banks of the Sweetwater

Canal such shrubs as the alfa and

Atriplex lalimus hiave been used, and

in 19 miles of this canal and on a part

of the ship canal, plantations of trees

extending' back 328 feet from the w xter-

line have been made to keep back the

Find f-'om tjie deseirt. Among Uie

We are glad to notice in an adver-

tising pamphlet Issued by one of the

Canadian railway companies an exhor-

tation tio sportsmen to be careful about
camp fires, and giving im full the sug-

gestions of the fire rangers, which we
reprint on anotlier page from an earlier

number of Rod and Gun. This is en-

couraging. Constant agitation in all

directions will do 'much to minimize the

danger.

Third Annual iReport of the Commis-
sioners of Fisheries, Game and For-

ests of the Sitate of New York. Al-

bany, N. Y.

This beautiful volume of 454 pages,

finely illustrated by many colored and
other plates, has just ibeen issued by
the Commissdoneris. It contains among
other things the reports of the Chief

Game Protector, Suiperlntendent of

Hatcheries, Superintendent of Forests,

etc. The portion in ,which our read-

ers win be 'Specially interested is that

relating to the forests.

Superintendent Fox reported that the

State of New York owned 1,003,805

acres in the Adirondack Park, 155,504

acres in the Adirondack preserves, and

56,512 acres in the Catskills, a total 'Of

1,215,821 acres. The Adirondack Park
proper contains 3,004,855 seres, of which
the State owns 1,003,805 acre?, .he lum-

ber and pulp companies 1,061,050 acres,

and the private preserves 940,000 acres.

About one-third erf the Park is co/ered

by primitive forests.

The timber cut for the year in the

great forests of Northern New York
was 450,995,416 feet board measure, of

which over three-quarters was spruce,

about equally divided between the pulp

and lumber mills. The pulp mills are

stated to represent lan investment of

$20,000,000, and employ 10,000 men. •

The ninety eight ifcrest fires which o:-

curred in 1S97 (a wet season) weje

promptly extinguished, the total loss

being .but $26,941, a gciod showing.

Sir Benjamiin (Baker, in his address

to the British Institution of Civil Engi-

neers, some time since made some in-

teresting statements respecting the en-

gineering proiblems suggested by the

Vegetable Kingdom. "Every tree," he

remarked, "ds a vegetable pumping en-

gine, but hydrauilic engineers would be

sorely puzzled to explain how the large

quantity of water required to supply

the evaporation from the extended leaf

surface is raised heights up to 400 feet

and above. We know that the FOurce

of energy must be the sun's rays, and

we know further that in the production

of starch the leaf stores up less than

one per cent, of the available energy,

so 'that 'plenty remains for raising wa-

ter. Experiments have shown that

transpiration at the leaf establishes a

draught upon the sap, and there is

reason to believe that this pull Is trans-

mitted to the root by temsile stress.

The idea of a rope 'of water sustaining

a pall of iperhaps 150 pounis per square

inch may be repugnant to many engi-

neers, but 'the tensile strength and ex-

tensibility of water and other fluids

have been proved 'experimentally by

Prof. Osborne Reynolds, by Prof. Wor-
thington and others. A liquid, depriv-

ed of air, entirely filling a glass vessel,

when cooled, pulls on the vessel, and

at last lets go with a violent click.

Water has been so stretched nearly 1

per cent, of its bulk, and the adhesion

of the water to the sides of the ves-

sel and the amount of the -tensile

strength were found to be quite equal

to that of good m'ortar. With ethyl

alcohol the modulus of elasticity, both

in tension and compression, was con-

stant up to the ultimate resistance

realizied ctf 255 p^uncixi per iq ^ara inch."

The magnitude of the flshingfor pro-

fit interests of the Canadian Northwest

is seen in the foliovising figures, viz.:

The fishing industry on Lake Win-

nipegosis produced 1,800,000 ib^., mostly

whitefish, in 1899.' The number of fish

caught in the Great Slave Lake and

the Mackenzie River was given to the

Edmonton Bulletin by W. E. Reld, who

made an extended siojourn in the north

country. Fish, of course, constitute

the diet of the north, and the num-

ber which are caught and consumed

yearly are surprising. The following

figures represent the oatch last st-a^on

at the points nam'eid:

Fort Simpsom l^^OO

Providence, Catholic mission .... 40.000

Providence, Hudson's Bay Co. . .
. 9,000

Baptiste Boviere, trader 5 OCO

Hay River, mission 35,000

Resolution, Hislop and Nagle

andH. BCo 20,000

This catch, large as it Is, does not

include those taken by the Indians and

half-breeds, who constitute 90 per cent,

of the inhabitants of the north and

whose diet is almost exclusively white-

fish.
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Mattawabika Falls
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FISHING
We have the finest assortment of Trout Tackle

ever shown in this province.

Rods, Flies, Casts, etc. ; also Salmon Tackle.

The Wightman Sporting Goods Co.,
403 ST. PAUL ST.
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THE HUDSON'S BAY

COMPANY
HAS HAD OVER 229 YEARS
EXPERIENCE IN PROVIDING
FOR HUNTERS

EVERYTHING NECESSARY CAN BE SUPPLIED, ji j^ ji CIRCULAR
LETTERS OF CREDIT ISSUED ON ALL THE COMPANY'S INLAND
POSTS. «•«««««««** FURTHER PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION TO

HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY, WINNIPEG.

Province of Quebec
The

Sportsman s Paradise
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TO LET

Rivers, Lakes

and Hunting

Territories « «

Hunting permits, fee : $25.00.

Fishing permits, fee : $10,00.

These livers and lakes are all well stocked with salmon and trout,

from four to eight pounds, and with various other kinds offish.

MOOSE, CARIBOU AND RED DEEP .

Splendid shuoiiog almost everywhere throughout the territory of

ihe Province of Quebec, especially in the Ottawa and Pontine Districts, in

Gaspesia and Beauce, the Matapedia Valley, the Temiscamingue Region,

the Eastern Townships, the ^'orth of Montreal, the Kippewa and the

Lake St. John District.

Game abounds in the Forests and on the Beaches.

Hunting territorials from 10 to 400 square miles, at $1.00 per square

mile and upwards, can be leased, on which the lessee has the exclusive

right of hunting.

THE LAURENTIDES NATIONAL PARK
Alone contains hundreds of the most picturesque lakes, teeming with fish,

and plenty of moose, caribou and bear; black, silver and red fox, otter,

martin, lynx, mink, fisher are also abundant.

FEATHERED GAME.

Canadian goose, duck, woodcock, snipe, partridge, plover, etc., are in great

number in almost every part of the province.

HUNTING AND FISHING PERMITS

Can bo obtained from the Department of Lands, Forests and Fisheries

and from the Game-wardens all over the province.

I Hunting Territories Can be leased by applying to
*

- THE COMMISSIONER OF
LANDS, FORESTS AND FISHERIES, QUEBEC

THE HERALD JOB DEPARTMENT, MONTREAL, P.Q
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weight 7 3-4 pounds.
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Shoot Winchester Ammunition. Made for all Kinds of Guns.
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WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., - - NEW HAVEN, OONN.

no more Rust

Oil

An absolute preventive of
rust. An ideal cleaner.
A perfect lubricant.

For Bicycles,'Flre Arms, Type-
writers, Sewing Machines,
and all bright (or polished)
metals.

Manufactured by

G. W. COLE CO.
Dept. B. 141 Broadway, New York City

SamDie Bottle Sent for Canadian 2c Stamp
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SPECIAL RATES FOR TOURISTS.

T. W. MCKEE, PROPRIETOR.

HAMILTON POWDER CO.
HAS MANUrAClUREO

SPORTING GUN POWDER
Since 1865, as a result you have

"CARIBOU" made from best materials, perfectly

put together. " DUCKING " hard pressed,

slow burning, keeps well under all conditions.
*• SNAP SHOT " high velocity, moist residium

Cheap. The powder for every day use.

ENGLISHMEN SAY
Powder can be bought in Canada as good as ever
put in a gun. It has a positive advantage over
home make, the dirt is soft.—J. J. W in London
Field.

AMERICANS SAY
The finer English or American Powder and Cana-
dian " Caribou," I am quite familiar with. They
give so little recoil thai one may shoot all day
without bruised shoulder or headache — Forest
and Stream.

CANADIANS ABROAD SAY
Can you send over some Trap? I don't mean to

flatter but it is ahead of anything we get here.

—

A. W. W., Batavia, N. Y.

The Balmoral Hotel
MONTREAL

Offers special inducements to Tourists and
Strangers visiting the city. Rooms large, airy
and comfortable. Fitted with all modern con-
veniences. Very central, being within easy dis-

tance of railway depots, steamer landings, &c.

A. ARCH. WELSH, Prop.

In point of cuisine and equipment, THE
ROSSIN is the most complete, the most
luxurious of modern Ontario hotels. The
rooms, single or en suite, are the most airy
and comfortable in the Dominion. The
Union Depot and Wharves but two min*
utes* walk.

A. & A. NELSON,
Toronto, Ont. Proprietors.
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desirable, besides adding materially to the

expense of practice. The present Boei

war has shown the value of expert rifle

shooting so clearly as to make argument
really unnecessary.

<» ^ <$> •

PROHIBIT THE COMMERCIAL EX*
PORT OF SPECKLED TROUT.
As announced in our May number,

Ontario has passed a wise law prohibiting

the export of speckled trout, black bass

and maskinonge, excepting the lawful

catch for two days of a summer visitor.

This excellent lead should be followed at

once by Quebec. There have been many
tons of speckled trout exported from

Quebec which have been sold on the Bos-

ton, New York and other U. S. markets,

that will eventually figure a loss to the

province about as per following estimate

per 1,000 pounds :

1,000 lbs. at 10c. to the man
who catches them $100.00

Profit to the Quebec middle-
man, say 100.00

Total outside money per 1,000
lbs. disbursed in Canada.... $ 200.00

20 non-resident anglers catch-

ing 50 lbs. each and disburs-

ing 1^50.00 each $1000.00

Estimated loss to the Province
per 1,000 lbs $ 800.00

Of course these figures are an estimate

merely, but the above stated loss is irre-

spective of incidental advantages derived

from attracting non-resident anglers, and

the figures represent approximately what

the hard facts will be if this drain is not

stopped. We are not needless alarmists

— we are in possession of facts to sub-

stantiate if need be our statements that

many tons of trout have been exported

each year, and are being exported this

month, and while there are many tons

still in our many thousand lakes, we

point out the danger now and urge action

at once to stop further depletion.

Anglers who visit the northern shores-
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THE BIG GAME OF CANADA.
Intending visitors from the United

States who desire to hunt moose, caribou

and deer next autumn, should remember
that the Dominion of Canada permits the

export of the legal number of lawfully

killed moose, caribou and deer under

suitable restrictions, by non-resident

sportsmen exhibiting the provincial

license to hunt. Any person desiring

further information can obtain a copy of

the regulations by addressing Rod and

j

Gun in Canada.
^ ^ ^

I

We understand a movement is to be

I

made to ask the Dominion Government

I

to encourage rifle shooting, the intention

;
being not to confine such encouragement

I

to the miliiary, but to include any man
! who desires to practice with the military

;

or any other kind of rifle. There are

I

many men who do not wish 1 o join mili-

:

tary organizations for various reasons,

but who enjoy rifle shooting, and if given

good facilities for target practice would

take advantage of them—but the ranges

i

must be fairly convenient of access and

I

not iuvolve too much time and expense to

;

reach. Montreal's experience in this

respect for some years back is an object

j

lesson of the necessity of means of ready

access
; special railway trains to the

I ranges are well enough, but not always

of the Georgian Bay this summer will

find among the Desbarats islands for a

short time, a unique exposition of fishing.

We understand that under the direction

of skilled artists, the Indians will give a

representation of Longfellow's "Hiawa-
tha," and in the drama will necessarily

reproduce the catching of the sturgeon

Nahma ; Mishe-Nahma, King of Fishes,

with probably the preliminary hauling in

of Maskenozlia the pike. If this is all

well done it should prove interesting and

lend a zest to a summer outing in that

region.

It is understood there is to be a sports,

men's exhibition in Chicago in December,

1900, which will be under the manage-

ment of Mr. R. E. FoUett who had

charge of a similar exhibition in St. Louis

in September, 1899. If the past rivalry

between these cities is a criterion, Chicago

will endeavor to make the forthcoming

show a great success.

«> ^ ^
Montgomery County, Maryland, has

the rather unique distinction of legis-

lation to protect fox hunting, a state law

having been approved April 10th last

making it a misdemeanor to "Know-
ingly shoot a fox whilst the same is being

chased by hounds under the charge of fox

hunters." It is said that this law was

passed with special reference to one n)an

who delighted in hhooting Brer Fox

whenever possible ahead of the hounds.

As an illustration of the fact that the

world generally contains much less big

game now than it contained a few years

ago may be cited the recently formed in-

ternational conference on the protection

of big game in Africa, which met in

England for the first time in April.

«> <$> <S>

The American Fisheries Society will

hold its annual meeting at the U.S. Fish

Commission Station, Woods Holet

Mass., on July 18, 19 and 20. The firs,

Vice-President of the North American
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Fish and Game Protection Association,

Mr. John W. Titcomb of Vermont is

President of the Fisheries Society.

©00
At the recent session of the Ontario

Legislature, the wolf scalp bounty was

made $15.00.

A recent case of game law violation

tried in Wilkesbarre, Pa., cost the two

law-breakers nearly $600.

<$>

That active organization, the New
Brunswick Tourist Association, has com-

menced its 1900 compaign by the issue of

a very attractive pamphlet entitled,

" St. John, New Brunswick, City of the

Loyalists." The booklet is a really

handsome work, excellently printed on

fine paper with fine half-tone illustrations.

<?> <S> ^
A misprint in our May issue shows the

open season for quail in Ontario as Sept.

15 to Dec. 15. It should be October 15

to Dec. 15.

The Maine state guide law having been

decided to be constitutional it will here-

after be uncomfortable for any Maine

guide to continue to disobey it.

©00
We are very pleased to note the forma-

tion on June 7th of the Wholesale

Druggists' Rifle Club of Montreal, and

hope it will be followed by many similar

organizations. Rifle Clubs are fairly

numerous in the United States, and there

should be no reason why Canada should

not have many associations devoted to

rifle practice. The Boer war has amply

demonstrated that the prime necessity is

skilful rifle shots. Smokeless ammuni-
tion and long range rifles demand the

highest skill in the man behind the gun,

and this can be obtained by becoming

members of such organizations as the

Wholesale Druggists' Rifle Club, and

practice.

Dr. Robert T. iMorris, weill known
in the United Statses, expresses his

opinion of cold storage game as un-

wholesome, thus:

"In meats, especially in oold storage

game, the toxinee do njot oftem ac-

cumulate in sufficient quantity to pro-

duce dangerous isymptoms, but they

are apt to cause severe gastro-intes-

tinal irritation, and I presume few peo-

ple who have eaten mucb cold stor-

age game have failed to suffer at least

from diarrhoea."

By Lieuf.sCol. Andrew C. P. Haggard, D.S.O.

Even supposing he happens to see you

advancing, coming up wind to him, and

you are not near enough for a good

shot, or even if you be in the very act

of raising your gun, he will not take

alarm if only you ins-tantly stand stock-

still, as if about to have your photo-

graph taken. He will raise himself

upon his hind legs and gaze at you,

while you reimain for a few seconds in

an attitude as stiff as a poker. He
takes you then for a tree, so down he

goes on all fours again and recom-

mences feeding, while you instantly get

a few paces nearer preparatory to your

shot, which you probably get just as

he raises himself on his hind legs for

the second time. Nearly all the bears

in the district round Lake St. John

are black ones, and some are of great

size. Although their principal food is

of berries, they are not at all particular

what they eat, and they are just as

fond of fish, mutton or pork as of a

fruit diet. One that was kept captive

at a house where I was proved this,

when he escaped by instantly pursuing

a neighboring farmer's pig. He had

captured and disembowelled the pig by

a blow of hie paws before the farmer

and laffi Indian between them did him

to death with guns.

In the country on the plateau there

were signs of bears everywhere, but

we had no time to hunt properly be-

fore encamping for the night on the

borders of a beautiful little lake, which

was full of pike.

Here, after amusing myself in cut-

ting down a dead tree for the camp

fire, in which operation I think that

the late Mr. Gladstone would easily

have given me points, I caught a four-

pound pike, which came in handy for

breakfast next day. We had brought

plenty of fish along with us for supper

that night. lAs I caught this pike

with a bait on my little fly rod, he

gave me great fun to pull in. More-

over, he twice sprang high up into

the air, just like an ouananiche or a

black bass.

The following day was occupied in

alternately crossing various bills and

a chain of lakes, chiefly connected with

each other by small creeks winding

through the iforest-clad valleys. Here
we had an experience I cannot say

that I am at all anxious to repeat.

After traversing a charming little lake,

in the sedges of which I observed with

interest the dome-shaped mounds er-

ected by the muskrats as their homes,

we entered a small creek called the

"Clrieek aux Aunets," or the Stream
of the little Alder trees. Once we
had entered that creek we found our-

selves in a tunnel of trees and matted

bushes. tFor three or four miles of its

winding course the alder trees and wil-

lows Interlaced everywhere thickly

overhead, and grew in the water at

each side as well. For two mortal

hours, poling and dragging by sheer

force, did we drive the canoa up the

cunrent of the swift little stream
through that terrible network of bush-

es. We thought that never should

we come to an end of its horrible dark-

some shades. We were all three of

us again and again nearly blinded by

boughs .springing back In our faces,

and all had our hands torn and bleed-

ing by the itime that we were able to

emerge froim this terrible place and

disemhark.

We now found ourselves in a "Sa-

vanne," or mossy swamp, through

which we had to portage, sinkin(f well

up to our ankles in the mire, after

which we passed through a chain of

three beautifu'l lakes, lall connected by

short canals with each other. These

lakes are celebrated for the enormous

pike they contain, and the water was

so clear that we could easily see the

large fish swimming about below the

canoe. The Indians net them freely.

We camped at the end of the third

lake and had a heavy rainstorm in

the night, which made the forests so

wet we could not start until pretty

late next morning across the final port-

age leadinjg us to Liac a Jim. On

this iportage I found two bears' skulls,

which showed how ithick the brutes

must be in the district. We embark-

ed on Lac a Jim at 9.30 a.m., and never

have I seen a more beautiful piece of

winding water scenery than was "Jim's

Lake." For, looking down the lake

from the extreme south-eastern end,



wheire we stepped into our canoe, such
a vista of isuccessive curved bays and
rounded headlands was presented to

the eye as I have never seen else-

where. It was as though a skilful

skater had, in a succession of outside

and inside edges, cut out the original

design for the lake upon a piece of

clear ice. The bays were sometimes
sandy, the headlands were wooded, and
at frequent intervals great wall-lik;e

faces of rock descended sheer down
Into ithe water. It -was indeed a beau-

tiful place.

This lake contains abundance of all

sorts of fish—ouananiche, trout of two
varieties, ibut in no great quantity, sev-

eral kinds of carp, pike, chub, white-
fish and dore. The Indians get great

quantities in nets, and we saw one
or two large ouonaniche rising in the

first two or three bays that we travers-

ed. A cold northwest wind, however,
was blowing right in our teeth and
kept the fish from taking. There-

fore, although we trolled for nine
miles down tha lake we never got a
fish. One god turn the cold wind
did for us though—it killed off the mos-
quitos and black flies. We never saw
one after reaching Lac a Jim. The
second variety o-f trout found here has
been named by Mr. A. N. Cheney,
Gdens Falls, N.Y., Salvelinus Marstonii,
after Mr. iMarslon, the we.l-known edi-

tor of ithe Fishing Gazette.

Before leaving Lac a Jim, which we
did in the teeth of a gale of wind,
we passed the mouths of the two rivers

that feed it, the Miquachasse and the

Washamishka, the latter flowing in

just where the river that empties the

lake flows out. Indeed it is probable
that not more than half of the waters
of the Washamishka enter the lake

at all, the rest flowing away at once
down the Discharge.

Juat before arriving at the mouth
of the former river we saw some in-

teresting trophies of bear skulls erect-

ed by the Indians on poles in a prom-
inent place on an island. The In-

dians have some ancient superstition

connected with this sticking up . of

bears' skulls, and the sons do It in

the same places as their fathers did

it before them. Although they are

now all ^Christians the Indians still

have various superstitious customs
which they keep up with reference to

bear hunting. For Instance, there is

a certain hunter, a Montagnais Indian

named Napanne, living In the Indian

reserve near Roberval, who will never

go out after bear without first going

through a curious ceremony. Having
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attired himself in a sleeveless rose-col-
ored shirt, and nothing else but a
heavenly smile, he lies down all night
upon a quantity cf stones heated in

the fire and covered with a blanket.
He says that it makes him dream whe-
ther he will kill a bear or not, but as
the stones are very hot his chances
of dreaming at all are d<mbtful. The
Indians also have some curioua cus-
toms connected with the raising of a
bogie called Waubanou. There Is no
doubt that there is some occuilt busi-
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ditlon to the thousands that one can
see, showijng at or above the surface.

And the current is so terribly swift
that it is impossible to run these rap-
ids in the ordinary way, that is, just

by choosing the safest looking place,

keeping a bold heart and then going
straight on. We tried this upon sev-
eral occasions and were ver> nearly
drowned in consequence, as we ran at
full speed upon rook after rock where
least expected. Fortunately the birch
bark bottom was tough and only bent,

Falls at Mouth of Magpie River, Northern Ontario.

ness about this, and that it very much
resembles spiritualism as practiced by
white people. I have met with the

same kind of spiritualism among the

Indians of Northern Manitoba, but as it

only comes in here as having formed

a subject for conversation round the

camp fire one night, I will not go into

it further at present.

The day after leaving Lac a Jim was
one of the most disagreeable and dan-

gerous that ever I passed, for the

river down which we had to journey

for thirty miles down to the mighty

Mlstasslnl, is nothing else than a tear-

ing, foaming rapid for three parts of

Its length, and an ordinary easy rapid

for the remainder. It has no proper

name up to the present, but It certain-

ly ought to ibe christened the Riviere

aux Roches. For it is full of hidden

rocks and stones everywhere, In ad-

dld not tear, and as we kept our heads
cool and kept the canoe's head straight,

we always got off again with nothing
worse than a shook and a little ex-

citement, such as having to spring out

on to a sunken stone. But as it was
raining in torrents half of the day,

and in many places we had to leave

the river altogether and to force our

way with canoe and baggage through

terrible thickets in the forest, where
there were absolutely no vestiges of

portage trails, we had Indeed an awful
time. So finding the woods too wet
and difficult, we would at >times go

back to the river and "Jump" a bit

more of the rapids and run on more
rocks and stones and ship more water.

The (last foui miles, down to where

we camped, wa:s one continuous rapid,

and we managed to run three-quarters

of It In safety, Btit :the last mile be-
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'ng simply one seething mass of foam,

v\'e had to pass the canoe down empty

with a hand line, though how We all

got along the sides, over the large

slippery rocks and boulders, is a won-

der. But we slipped the canoe with

the baggage safel> down over hun-

dreds of places where she would not

have gone with even one man in her.

Ait last, just as night was falling, we

managed to reach the end of that aw-

ful rapid and re-embark. When five

minutes later we came across a splen-
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glittering splendidly in the frosty morn-

ing's sun, but we had no inclination

to go up stream a single yard for a

closer inspection. For we knew that

we had eleven other sets of foaming

falls and cataracts ot the Misiasslni

to m'eet jand ipjorta'ge around before

we should have done with that river.

Moreover, we were very anxious to

pass a night or so in camp at our old

happy hunting, or, rather, fishing

grounds, at the fifth splendid cataract

before taking the little steamer Colon,

Falls on Michipicoton River, Northern Ontario.

did place for camping, where, too, we
found plenty of dry wood to make a

fine fire, to say that we were all three

grateful would very slightly express

our feelings. Having repaired the canoe

and dried the 'things, the following day

we managed to run down the rest of

that exciting river at a splendid pact.-,

without once disembarking. We calcu-

lated that we did about twelve miles

in very little over an hour on that oc-

casion. It was indeed grand. We
only once touched a sunken stone, and
did n(ot strike »it ihard. And then,

after finally dashing down through a

little rocky gorge, where our river

closed into a width of only some fifty

feet, we soon emerged iipon the grand

Mlstaseini, a little below the magnifi-

cent Twelfth falls of that river, whose

rearing 'we bad iheard across the hills

for long before. These splendid falls,

called the Chute de la Savanne, were

which tralRcks up the river fo-^ the

remaining forty miles back across the

Lake of St. John. This steamer runa

to the Trappist monastery, at ths

junction of Mistassini and Mistasibi.

It was a race against time to get down
if possible that night to the rocky islet

at the fifth falls before dark; more-

over, as there were numerous channels

around the wooded rocky islands di-

viding the different sets of cascade;/

and rapids, we did not always know
where we ought to portage. Thus wi
twice made mistakes aind had to re-

trace ou.r couree, after having unneces-

sarily crossed dangerous channels with

tremendous currents just at the head

of fearful waterfalls. Moreover, as

evening fell, the huge sloping rocks,

over which we had 'to transport canoe

and baggage, became Vv-ry slippery,

making moving across them in mccc -

sin clad feet most dangerous.

However, as the portage round eacl

successive foaming falls was accom-
plished, we embarked anew in o.ur frail

craft in the tearing race of the heavy
rapids below, and dashed off down the

frantic river once more.
Even in the smooth-looking places the

waters swirled and swelled ominously;
often w.here nothing could be seen to

denote any danger, a dark boiling eddy
or backwater, seizing the canci an J

twirling it halfway round, despite the

vigorous paddling of the splendidly

alert, careful and skilful canoe men.
At length night fell, and scarcely any-
thing could be discovered save the

huge masses of white foam, looking

like great white bears floating help-

lessly in the dark waters. The scene

became weird and wild in the extreme,

while to make it more melancholy still

the (Shrill, plaintive note of the ' ros-

signol de nuit" floated, as though the

sad cry of some lost soul in pain, wear-
ily across the darkening forest, ming-
ling with and yet clearly distinct from
the sound of the rushing of the tor-

rents.

At length, after successfully negotiat-

ing a dangerous rapid where my two
guides' respective brothers, Tommy
Perron and Thomas Larouche, were up-

set and nearly drowned not long since,

we were unable to proceed another
yard without certain risk of destruc-

tion. We therefore clambered ashore

up the rocka and clearing a little

space of the broken fallen trees in a

mossy pine wood, soon had a blazing

fire of logs (ten feet long to enliven

the scene. Then by the flickering light

of the camp fire and to the accom-
paniment of the music of the camp
kettles we 'were soon engaged in fixing

the little tenits and gathering the aro-

matic branches oif the Canada balsam

whereon to seek our well-deserved re-

pose after an eventful day.

Daylight only showed us the wis-

flom of the course we had pursued in

camping for the night. Had we not

done so we ehould probably have been

sucked in from afar by the current

and carried bodily over the great falls

forty feet high. As it was, exactly

at eight o'clock a.m. we commenced

to fish in the magnificent pools below

the tremendous Cascades known as the

Fifth Falls of ithe Mistassini. Almost

at once in a foam-covered whirlpool at

the tfoot of the rooks I hooked a splen-

did ouananiche, who took over twenty

minutes to land. And directly after-

^vards I had another one equally live-

ly on the fly. And as he was eaten

at our breakfast on the beautiful little



Island between the two great falls, with

the record of this capture, which was
^ucoeedied by /miany atiortheir, will I

close this history of an fxciting canoe

trip in the northern nvtrs. For the

rest of the journey down the Mistas-

sini to its junction witl. the Mistasibi,

althoug-h grand and wild enough to

please the most fastidious mind, was

already familiar to .me; moreover it

was as nothing to what I have already

described. One thing only have I omit-

ted to clironicle, that we saw the' most

brilliant Aurora Borealie almost every

night of the trip.

On aa-rival at the boat we heard that

two young fellows who had left Rober-

val at the same time as myself had

been drowned in the Saguenay, and

their guides nearly drorwned also, so

we were all three thankful to have

returned in safetj' from our dangerous

delightful expedition.
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FISHING IN THE
PORCUPINE HILLS,

By Lawrence J. Burpee.

IE MONTREAL HORSE SHOW.
Saturday, May 5th was the closing day

of Montreal's initial Horse Show, which

was held at the Arena Rink under the aus-

pices of the Montreal Hunt. There were

between four and five hundred entries,

which circumstance speaks well for this,

the first attempt of the kindJn the Pro-

vince.

The idea was unquestionably novel to

most of our prominent horse owners, and

as a result a large proportion of the prizes

was carried off by Mr. George Pepper, of

Toronto, and Mr. Adam Beck, of London,

The prizes taken by Mr. H. Montagu Al-

lan and Mr. J. Alex. Sltevenson were,

how^ever, well-merited and very popular.

The attendance, though not large, was

fair throughout the entire three days' pro-

gramme. Montreal's representative people

were in strong evidence each evening, the

interest and enthusiasm culminating to a

marked degree on Saturday night. The
judges were Dr. Andrew Smith, of To-

ronto; W. Staunton Elliott, S. W. Taylor,

George B. Hulme, of New York; Wm.
Hendrie, jr., of Hamilton, and James Car-

ruthers, also of Toronto, all well known
and thoroughly conversant with the du-

ties which their office entailed.

The Horse Show is undoubtedly here to

stay, and with a very tew improvements
and additions there is no good reason why
in Montreal it should not annually be the

feature of the season, as it is in New
York, Philadelphia, Toronto and else-

where.

The .only American arms companies
exhibiting at the Paris Exhlbitioai are
the Smith and Wesson and the Sav-
age Arms iCompany.

There are said to be nearly one hun-
dred organizations in danada a.nd the
United States devoted to fox hunting.

The Canadian Northwest boasts of an
astonishing number of miniature mountain
ranges going by the name of the Porcu-
pine Hills. The particular range which
forms the scene of the present sketch,

lies parallel to the eastern slope of the
Rockies, forty or fifty miles north of the
International Boundary. Fort Macleod, an
old trading post of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany, and now a small town of ambitious
views, lies near the southern end of the
Hills, and the Crow's Nest branch of the
railway, which a:t the time of our visit

was in course of construction, but is now
completed, runs around the southern spur
of the Porcupine Hills, and so on into
the Foot Hills and the Crow's Nest Pass.

Three of us found ourselves in Fort Mac-
leod one bright midstunmer day, having
been sent there by a benevolent Govern-
ment at Ottawa on official business, of

interest to the natives, but not "to the
general public. We had put in a fort-

night of exceedingly tiring Work, taking
evidence in the stuffy little court-room, in

our shirt sleeves, with the thermometer
anywhere between 80 and 90 degrees in

the shade. In spite of manifold teni])lta-

tions we stuck manfully a;t work until, at

length, to our joy, a day arrived when for

the time being our evidence had panned
out, and we were compelled to put in a
couple of days of enforced, but oh, so

welcome, idleness.

The officers of the mounted police—

a

splendid lot of fellows, manly, brave as

Uons, and absolutely open-hearted — had
immediately on our arrival made us mem-
bers of bo'th the inspectors' mess and the

sergeants' mess, and we had alreiidy been
indebted to them for many pleasant even-

ings spent at the barracks, listening to

toothsome yarns of the old days when
white men and braVes w'ere not on quite

such familiar terms as they are ait pre-

sent, and tribal wars were a monthly oc-

currence.

The. sergeants in the Mounted Police are

not, by the way, what one would expect

to find non-commissioned officers. They
are as a rule the social equals of tlie chief

officers, men of good birth and education.

In matters of discipline, however, they

are subjedt to the same strict control as

in the army.

One of the inspectors, an enthusiastic

fisherman, proposed that we should fill in

our two days' holiday by driving out to

a creek in the neighborhood (he spoke of

it as if it wa.s around the comer, although

we had to drive thirty odd miles—people

have large ideas of distance in the weSt)

where we could get excellent trout fishinij.

We, of course, jumped at the idea, and

all' arrangements were accordingly made

for an early sitart the following morning.
Before the sun had risen far above the

prairie, the big police waggon rumbled up
to the door of the primitive hotel where
we had found temporary lodging. We all

tumbled in, and, amid the yells of a crowd
of small boys, were off through the one
long rambling street of the town, past a

picturesque group of Blood Indians and
their squaws, pasti the barracks, across a
bridge spanning the snow-fed waters of
the Bow^ River, and out onto the open
prairie.

Our party consisted of the commissioner,
our host the police inspector, two of his
constables, who were to look after the
horses and make themselves generally use-
ful, a detective, and :the writer. We had
left all cares and responsibilities behinu
us in Macleod, and were prepared to ena'oy
ourselves thoroulghly, no ma;tter what hap-
pened, rain or simshine, cold or heat.
It was a glorious sensation to be flying

over the open prairie, behind four lively
horses, who entered thoroulghly into the
spirit of the party, and enveloped us in
a cloud of fine alkaline dust, which trailed
far behind us to the vanishing point. The
air was ^tiU- cool and fresh—indeed it is

always bracing on the prairie. There seems
to be a peculiarly invigorating quality in
the weisitern atmosphere. One drinks in

the air as on the sea. It affects you like

good wine. You feel as if you could un-
dertake any physical exploit, and face any
difficulty, in such a oMmate.

When we were well out of sight of the
barracks, and no prying eyes were near,
we pulled out pipes and tobacco, and the
inspector, with a last caultious glance
around, produced from the secret recesses

of his vahse a stmnpy bottle of rare old

"Scotch." It was passed around with due
' solemnity, accompanied by'the water fl,ask.

Then the pipes were lighted, the horses
being brought to a walk for the purpose,
and on we flew towards the misty ouclmes
of the Porcupine HiUs.

Does everyone kniow what a gopher is?

I doubt it, as I have foimd very few people
in Eastern Canada who did. In the West
if you were to ask them, they would groan
and say that they knew to their co* what
a gopher was. As a maitter of facts it is

a small animal, about the size, and having
somewhat the appearance of a squirrel,

without the latter' s bushy tail. It infesits

the prairie everywhere, and wherever the
poor rancher attempts to raise a field of

grain, there the gopher most doth con-

greglate, and malkes himself alt home, lay-

ing (by a gloodly ^tock of the ripe wheat
for winter consumption. I have been told

that it is no unusual thing for a western

farmer in the spring to plough up as much
as a bushel of grain in one burrow. The
gopher is in fact to the iWest wha!t the

jack rabbit is to Au^ralia. When I pro-

posed to take a pair of them down East

as pets, I was warned that I Would be

the ruin of the farmers of Ontario, and

would earn the lastting hatred of my coun-
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trymen. These gophers we saw everywhere

along the trail. They would pop up in

the most amusing way among the prairie

grass, apparently from curiosity, and then

scuttle off to the nearest hole. They liave

a curious habit of Standing up on theii

hind legs and holding onto a stalk of tlie

large prairie grass, while they nibble thw

grain. We suggeiSted to the inspector tliat

they were standing at attention in mili-

tary fashion, to do honor to himself. He
deprecated such extreme ceremony, and
politely urged the gophers not to disturb

themselves in the least over him.

It was only proper, of conrse, that ftsh

stories should become the order of the

day, and we vied with one another in

gradually increaaing the phenomenal num-
ber and size of our former caltches. The
inspector insisted, however, that nothing

that we could "invent" (as he rudely ex-

pressed it) would equal the actual catches

tliat we might look forward to in Trout

Creeik. Of course we were increduloiw,

but he smiled in a superior fashion, as

one having special knowledlge, and know-
ing whereof he spoke. He had been sing-

ing the praises of hia favorite stream for

the past week, and had had to endure a

good deal of good-natured chaff on what
we were pleased to consider hi$ "fishy"

account of the remarkable sport to be had

The previous day had been rather wet-
in fa«t, very wet for the prairie—^and, al-

though there was no lack of dusit, the

hollows where the trail dipped down were

a succession of mud holes, Sticiky and
oJinging, through which we struggled lum-

beringly with no small difficuliy. The in-

spector glanced from time to time rather

nervously around our conveyance, as it

creaked ominously through some particu-

larly vicious spot, the ice box and heavy

baggage bumping heavily over the axle. He
wai'ned the driver to go carefully, as the

strain on the axles was very severe. That
Worthy saluted respectfully, and for a time

did ease up in the hollows, but he had bad
a little more liquid refreshimen;t than the

rest of the party, and it began to act after

a time, and made him reckless both of hi's

chief's orders and of the ^veliaro of his

passengers. Our pace perceptibly increas-

ed, and we swvmg along with alarming

rapidity, until we dipped down in;to an
unexpectedly deep hole—^as the commission-

er was' holding forth with much feeling

on the peacefulness and serenity of the

boundless prairie. There was heard a sud-

den, sharp snap, som^efwhere underneath

us, and the surrounding plain was imme-
diately covered with a wonderful assort-

ment of boxes and baskets, fishing rods,

tent poles—and very angry humanity. The
unfortunate driver stood holding the horses

as we got painfully to our feet. He was
compleitely sobered, and looked the very

embodiment of woe. He had reason to,

for the air fairly tingled for some minutes

with the choice Irish profanity which the

inspector hurled at his devoted head. We
drew off his attention after a time by
pointing out the abject absurdity of our

position, and then his native humor as-

serted itself, and he joined us in an ui»-

roarious explosion of mirth. It was really

an awkward dilemma. We were stranded

-hopelessly stranded—on tlie oi)en prairie,

ten miles and more from Macleod, and
double that from our projected camping
ground. After consultation, a constable

was despatched on one of the horses to

the nearest ranch, to borrow a double

waggon. While he was away we unpacked

our br'oken-down conveyance, picketed the

horses near by, and sat down on our goods

and chattels to eat the middiay meal. A
veiy peculiar one it was, too, for we could

not conveniently get into the hampers, and

had to be satisfied with whatever was

nearest the top, washed down with luke-

warm ApoUinaris—in tin cups. Surely that

aristocratic table 'wia.ter was never drank

out of such) plebeian vessels, or in such an

unhkely spot before After we had saitisified

cur hunger and thirsty we fell back upon

that greatest comfor't of man, our pipesi

—

at least we thought them t,Q until the coni-

niissionei- produced a bundle of genume

Havanas, the last precious remnants of a

box brought from Toronto. At sight ot

these the pipes were unceremoniously

thrnst aside. After all one may say about

the dehglitful sdmplicity, and freedom, and

lack of conventionality, and so forth, of

life in the wild and woolly West, we are

always ready to fall back on those luxu-

ries which can only be had in civilization.

In the neighborhood of Fort Macleod the

only cigars that are to be had may be de-

scribed, Avithout prejudice, as vile! And
they cost at least fifteen cents apiece-

adding insult to injury.

(.Concluded, in July Number.)

Fish are frequently caught and al-

lowed to die slowly. This custom is

not only cruel, but lessens the value

oif the ^fish for food. It has been found

that fish killed immiediately after cap-

ture remain firm and bear shipment

better than those allowed to die slow-

ly. Every merciful angler will put

his capture out of pain by immediate

killing by knife-thrust through the

head. It is simply and easily done,

and humane. No one has any right to

needlessly Inflict pain on any creajture,

no matter how lowly. This is the gos-

pel of humanity and decency.

Reporters from the English dailies

were not requested to view the phea-
sant shooting feats of the Prince of

Wales and the EimiJeror of Germany at

Sandringham last season, but they
gathered within hearing of the fun and
kept tab on the number of shots fired.

To the best of their belief there was
an average of isixty-eight .shots a min-
ute for five and a half hours, or a total

of 12,240 for the 3,000 head of game
killed. Next season the ^press repre-

sentatives will probably be treated with
greater consideration by the royal

sportsmen.

NEPIGON RIVER

The Nepigon is the finest trout stream
in the world.

It should be preserved f'or all tinier

to come as a resort'for sportsmen from
Canada and foreign parts.

To do this properly the Nepigon
River and' the lands for an average
width of ifive miles on each side of the

river (should be set aside as the Nepi-

gon National Park, and no timber cut

thereon.

The river should be properly looked

after by wardens having autho(rity to

prevent the wiholesale destruction of

bhe itrout.

The building of a dam on the rapids

near the Canadian Pacific Railway
Crosising would prevent the fish as-

cending and descending the stream. It

is a well known fact that in the sum-
mer season large numbers go down to

Lake Superio(r and are caught along
the rocky shores of the lake with a
fly trawling spoon, (as well as occa-

sionally in pound nets. These are be-

lieved to return to the river to spawn.
The building of a dam would raise

the lower part of the river known as

Lake Helen, some fifteen or eighteen

feet, and back the waters of bhe river

up to the falls above Camp Alexan-
der, besides flooding (a lot of country

now heavily covered with timber.

The question of whether commercial
fishing on Lake Superior and the cut-

ting of timber on its shores should

be allowed is one that cannot safely

be determined without more knowledge
tnan is at present In the possession

of the Government.
If a dam 'were built at the mouth

of the Nepigon .Rive|r it could only

be for the purpose of generating power
to grind .spruce wood into pulp. The
supply of wood for this purpose would

if necessary have to be cut on the

banks of the Nepigon River, or on the

banks of the lake, and be floated down
the river to the mills, as it is not feasi-

ble to tow the logs up stream to the

mills at the dam; besides this there

is no great quantity of spruce along

the Lake Superior shores contiguous

to the Nepigon which could be to>wed

there.

The building of pulp mills at the

Nepigon would employ a large number

of men in the woods and at the mills,

and with such a ipopulation it would

not be possible to preeerve the stream

from ipoaching during the open and

close seasons, and if licenses were is-

Gued to all that could then convenient-

ly fijsh there, the tetream would ba
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rapidly depleted and thr game fish now
BO abundant extermin«.ted.

The stream is at pr^eent furnishing

employment to a lai^ge number of In-

dians and other guldeb who for about

four months annually are paid high

wages (average $2 per day and board)

for their services. The natural ten-

dency of the guides is now to preserve

the fishing, so that their employment

may be continued.

Local and .other merchants in Can-

ada ireap a benefit as it is for supplies

furnisihed, and the railway and steam-

ship lines probably get as much bent-

fit by the transportation of passengers

as they would by carrying out manu-

factured pulp.

The Neipigon is par excellence the

trout stream; .olf the North Shore.

There is no other that even compares

with it, and it is the only trout stream

available for the large and increasing

number of tourists and siportsmen who

annually visit Port Arthur and Fort

Williajm, and it is one of the chief at-

tractions of their visit.

It would be detrimental to the tour-

ist trade of lall Canada, now assuming

such large and profitable proportions,

and which is so beneficial to Canadians

and Canadian commerce generally, to

destroy one of the chief points of in-

terest in (Canada, 'which would un-

doubtedly be done if the Nepigon were

utilized for majiufacturing purposes,

particularly wtien there are so many

other water powers in that vast coun-

try available.—Hamilton Spectator.

The greatest elk horns in the world,

it is said, were lately exhibited in one

of the North Pacific Coast cities. The

mighty elk that was the bearer, as

well as the object of superstition with

the Alaskan Indians for years, has

been laid low, and his mighty remains

are now the wonder of bath tourists

and hunters.

For years this elk has been a sub-

ject of legends and myths. He was

seen in one section of the Northwest

Territory, then in the mouaiaina of

Alaska, or perhaps on the coast. His

success in eluding the Indian hunters

at last caused a superstitious reverence

among the natives, and the great horn-

ed elk was finally reputed to be a vis-

itor from the happy hunting grounds.

He was eventually brought to death a

hundred miles north of Dawson City.

Hia iflesh afforded a series of fine din-

ners to the white "hunter and his

friends Wrho were in the chase, and
the horns were saved as relics of re-

markable interest.

Man is by natural instinct a sportsman.

Since Nimrod hunted through post-dilu-

vian forests and Diana through those of

mythology, the pursuit of game has been

to mankind one of the most delightful pas-

times and keenest enjoyments. The fish-

erman with well-worn tweed and favorite

"fly," wending his way at early dawn to

the cool brookside, where the spotted sil-

ver of the trout flashes in the shadows,

considers himself the happiest of mortals.

The hunter in corduroys, shouldering his

ideal breech-loader with Ms trusty re-

triever or setter at his heels, as he listens

for the "whirr" of the grouse, the "houk"
of the wild goose, or watches the thin line

of ducks in the sky, would not change

places Avith a king on his throne.

The varieties of hunting are as diversi-

fied as are the tastes of individuals. Some
are willing to face Arctic blasts to track

the mu.sk ox or to hunt the seal. Others

voluntarily endure tropic heat and the dan-

gers of the jungle 'to slay the tawny tiger

or wild boar. Each has its peculiar fasci-

nations, but perhaps the sport which

comes nearest to comlbining the charms of

all, is that of fox-hunting. It is the mod-

ern evolution of the^ olden days when
kings and queens with their retinues rode

out to hunt through the glades of English

oak forests or the royal demesnes of

France and Germany.
Fox-hunting has in some way come to

be considered as reaching its perfection in

the hunting shires of England and counties

of Ireland, the moors and hills of Scotland

being better adapted for sport of other

kinds. Britain has reason to be proud of

her horsemen. Many of those who rode

the fiercest charges in her battles, acquired,

their skill in the saddle, hunting over the

stubble fields and bogs at home.

During the last quarter of the eighteenth

century and the earlier years of the pre-

sent one, Canada was engrossed with ques-

tions of such serious import politically,

that there was little disposition for diver-

sion, the martial spirit that prevailed

leaving little inclination for the pursuit of

pleasure, but we find in the records of fox-

hunting in the Province, that about fifteen

years after the close of the war of 1812, in

a time of comparative peace, the first hunt

club was organized. With various fluctua-

tions of fortune it has remained in exist-

ence, culmiimting in the successful and

flourishing club now known as the Mont-

real Hunt. A long list of eminent names

have been enrolled as Masters in the al-

most four-score years of its history, and

varied and interesting have been the

careers of those who in the past have been
proud to write after their names the let-

ters M. F. H, More than one brave Eng-
lish soldier who was wont to ride gaily

through the Canadian woods in the au-

tumns long ago, rode afterwards into the
jaws of death on the cannon-swept plain.s

of the Crimea and India. Such honorable
names as General Sir Fenwick Williams,
the hero of Kars; Sir Francis de Winton,
now of St. James Palace, London; Capt.
Treherne, A.D.C.; Capt. Lane Fox, Hon.
Charles Creighton, Robt. C. de Gray
Vyner, Lord Castlecuff, General Lindsay,

Lord Percy, V.Q ; Lieut.-Col. Earle, Capt.

Wynne, of the Grenadier Guards; Lord
Abinger, Capt. White, Lord Dunmore, Col.

Dalrymple, of the Fusilier Guards; H.R.H.
Prince Arthur, Capt. Money, Col. Pipon,

R..\.; Major Penn, R.A.; Capt. Moore,
'13th Hussars; C5a.pt. Elwes, Dr. Hector Fer-

guson, 16th Foot, now Surgeon-General;

Capt. W. W. Lea, of the same regi-

ment; Dr. Digby Lawlor, of the 25th, and
others, were not only closely identified

with the Hunt Club, but were hard riding

members, many of them taking part in the

annual Hunt steeplechases during the years

when Canada was garrisoned by British

troops.

Up to about the year 1854 what is

known of this historic club is, of course,

more or less traditionary in character, but

from that time to the present its annals

can be correctly noted and details given

tliat are rtill fresh in the memory of many
of our citizens who were then active hunt-

ing members. The withdrawal of some of

the regiments quartered in Montreal and
vicinity for active service in the Crimea,

was a serious drain on the financial sup-

port and enthusiasm which the officera had
given the club up to this date.

It was well for the future of the organi-

zation that at this critical juncture the

executive ability of the late Mr. D. Lorn
Macdougall was secured in the capacity of

Ma.ster. Not only did he enter heartily

into the preservation of the Oub, but bore

personally, almost the entire cost of its

maintenance. Mr. D. A. Belhouse was
Master for one year during this period,

and up to 1858 the hounds were hunted by

Kennedy, a man who had been in the em-

ploy of the Hunt for many years. During

the autumn of that year the hounds were

placed under the management of Capt. A.

W. Alloway, of Her Majesty's 4th, who
hunted them during the succeeding three

years. In 1858 the kennels were removed

from Papineau Road to the corner of

Guy and what was then called St. Joseph
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streets, where they remained until 1860,

when the quaxters were cihanged to the rear

of Metcalfe Terrace, Cote St. Antoine, and

again in 1861 to Logan's Farm (now Logan
Park), with William Crosby as kennelman.

Major Burke was elected Master for that

year and hunted the hounds in person,

trusting to the good services of a few of

the more active members to assist in the

capacity of whippers-ii^. Oapt. F. de Win-
ton, late private secretary to Lord Lome
in Canada, succeeded Major Burke in

1862-3, and on the withdrawal of the mili-

taiy from the Province in 1864, the ques-

late the enthusiasm of others. He was suc-

ceeded in 1876 by his predecessor, Mr.

Crawford, who in turn, at the end of two

seasons, gave place as Master to Mry J. R.

Hutchins. The year 1879 marked an epoch

in the sporting history of the Cluib, when
Capt. Campbell, of St. Hilaire, was elected

Master, and supported by an efficient com-

mittee consisting of the members, Messrs.

J. R. Hutchins, H. BouthiUier, Hugh Pa-

ton, A. Baumgarten and A. Galarneau, de-

termined to make the Hunt second to

none on the American continent, and to

compare favorably with any in England.

Lower end oi Hawk Lake, Northern Ontario.

tion of finances again became a vital one.

The pack was about to be sold and the

entire project abandoned when once more
Mr. D. L. Macdougall came to the rescue,

and with the assistance of Mr. Henry
Hogan, agreed to furnish any shortage of

funds, while Mr. Alloway offered to hunt
the hounds and furnish the requisite num-
ber of horses to carry on the work. A
committee was appointed to assist in the

management, but this was not found to be

a success, and in 1865 Mr. A. W. Alloway

was elected Master, which office he held

until 1867, when he waa succeeded by Mr.

John Crawford. It was during thfe year

that Diysdale was engaged as huntsman,

a position which he filled continuously

until 1889. From the year 1867, for a

period of thirty years Mr. Crawford has

been a prominent figure and moving spirit

in the social, official and sporting life of

the Club.

From 1874 until 1876 Mr. Andrew Allan

held the position of Master, and although

seldom appearing on the field, yet by his

interest and patronage did much to stimu-

Capt. Campbell was untiring in his efforts

to abolish everything which he considered

unsportsmanlike, especially the reprehen-

sible custom of hunting what is known as

"drags," and under these conditions the
character of the sport attained a high

state of excellence; which it has since been

the aim to continue. At this point it was
desirable to add materially to the effici-

ency and quality of the pack. In response

to a liberal subscription for the importa-

tion of new hounds, the purchase was
made of the entire pack of Lord Hunting-

don, consisting of twenty-seven couples,

which left Dublin for Montreal in 1882. In

this year and until 1887 one of the most

generous patrons of the Hunt, Mr. A.

Baumgarten, held the office of Master. It

was principally through his energy and
generosity that the commodious Club house

on Delorimier Avenue, was buUt. It was
well adapted for the social wants of the

Club, and the memories of the gay Hunt
balls held there during the ten years of its

occupancy, until the premises were aban-

doned for others more picturesquely situ-

ated, are still fresh in the memory of those

who were fortimate enough to have at-

tended these functiong».

On the retirement of Mr. Baumgarten in

1887, Mr. Hugh Paton was elected Master,

and in 1888 Mr. Crawford again for the

third time accepted the position. During

this last tenure of Mr. Crawford's Master-

ship he was ably assisted in the work by

Col. J. Alex. Strathy, who was at that

time honorary secretary.

Ill 1891 the office of Mastership fell to

Mr. H. Montagu Allan, and in the same

year Mr. J. Alex. Stevenson was elected

secretary. Two years later Dr. Charles

McEachran replaced Mr. Stevenson in this

office.

In 1886 Major Geo. R. Hooper, the pre-

sent Master was elected to the position.

As secretary Dr. McEachran was succeed-

ed by Mr. A. E. Ogilvie, and he in turn

by Mr. W. R. Miller, w^ho was followed

by Major Frank S. Meighen, the present

incumbent. The kennels and Club House

on the Cote St. Catherine Road were built

in 1897, and were occupied in the autumn
of the same year. They are commodious,

in every way adapted to the purpose, are

modem and fully up-to-date, and are per-

haps the best of their kind on the conti-

nent.

^•ODE TO THE MOSQUITO."
(By Master Hlamilton B. Chlpman.)

Oh, diminutive insect with irritant bite,

A sorrowful victim, these lines I in-

dite;

Thoug'h. I slay you in hundreds, in

thousiands you flock,

A.nd my futile endeaviors you scorn-

fully mock.

Your greeting so warm I would rather

avoid;

By your fulsome embraces I'm more
than annoyed;

I endeavor to shun you, and wish you

to know
I will not have you diog me wherever

I SO-

I may wander afar, istill. In legions

you're found;

You float on the zephyrs, you rise

from the ground.

Ubiquitous torment! though small be

your size.

You ,have banished both slumber and

rest from my eyes.

But I'll soon be revenged, and how

sweet does it Stound;

How I gloat, for the winter is soon

coming round!

And I'll carve on your tombstone, re-

gardleiss of cost,

A.n epitaph writ with the single word

"Frost."
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Rod and (inn the official organ of the Canadian Forestry Association,

welcome contribntions on topics relating to Forestry.

The Editor will

THE PROGRESS OF FORESTRY IN

ONTARIO.

In considering- the progress of tlio

movement in the direction of rational

and scientific forestry methods in On-

tario, it is difficult to overestimate th«

importance of the legislation introduced

by the Commissionier of Crown Lands

in the Legislature of 1898, styled the

Forest Reserves Act, by which power

was given the Government to set aside

areas of the Crown domain to be kept

perpetually for growing timber.

While the far-reaching consequences

of the carrying out of this Act are

readily perceptible to those who have

made a study of the subject, it is

doubtful if the great value of the For-

est Reserves Act to the people of On-

tario is generally appreciated. The

Bureau of Forestry receives many let-

ters expressing sympathy with the ef-

forts to promote scientific forestry in

Ontario, and quite frequently the hope

is expressed that we may soon adopt

the system in vogue in Germany.

19rsci
WHAT IS FORESTRY.

icientiiic forestry, as the writer un-

derstands it, is the growing of wood
crops for profit, and from that stand-

point the expensive and semi-mi.itary

forestry system of Germany is out of

the question in this country, where only

a comparatively small part of the for-

est crop has a miark3t value. Ger-

many, with a much small r acreage

under timber than we have, expends

more on her forestry service each year

than the total expenditure for all ser-

vices in Ontario. In a country where

every product of the forest has a mar-

ket, even to the leaves and the roots

of trees, it is profitable to plant trees

on a large scale at a cost of $10 to $15

per acre, but in Ontario, where the

territory to be operated is so Irge and
labor hig'h, where only a portion of th3

most valuable sorts of trees can be

sold, the financial profit in this m^h-
od of forest culture would be proble-

matical.

NO NEED FOR EXTENSIVE PLANT-
ING.

Fortunately we do not need to follow

this plan. If fire and the farmer's

plough are kept away the forest crop

will re-seed itself, and the Prst thing

is the direction of obtaining for tla-

whole people as great a profit as pos-

sible from the great oro<p of standirg
titaber with which wa wera originally

endowed. From allowing a favored
Arm of contractors to cut timber at

their own sweet will, where and when
they chose, free of any ohairgas by the

State, to selling the standing pine tim-

ber only for $13,500 per square mile,

plus $1.25 per 1,000 feet, board mea-
sure, when the timber is out, is very
great progress in the direction ref rred

to, yet that is what has been acom-
plished.

A FARMING COUNTRY.
Until quite recently Ontario was re-

garded as a purely agricultural coun-

The T)oc\ at Kensinp,ton Point, Desbarat's Ti?l; nds,

Northern Ontario. There are more ilian one
hundred islands within five miles.|

to be done is to see that a,r;as of land

suitable for tree growing are perma-

nently secured for that purpose, con-

fining the actual planting operations to

such scattered blank spaces as have

failed to seed readily, and to so direct

the cutting of the standing crop as to

insure a continuance of the right sor's

of trees.

In arranging for - --'' " rystematic

method as will be moj: profitable to

us, the Forest Reserves Act is the first

important step—is, in fact, the inaug-

uration of a scientific forestry system

In OntarJo.

FORESTRY DEVETtOPMENT.

A perusal of the historical sketch of

the development of our Crown timber

regulations, appearing elsewh'jre in th's

report, will disclose a steady progresi

try, adapted only to agriculture, in

which timber was mot considered' a

profitable crop. The aim of our legis-

lators was to clear the ground for gen-

eral farming purposes, and in doing

so to first dispose of the most valuable

timber to the best advantage.

On that basis it i3 doubtful if any

better system could be devised than

that embodied in the Crown T mber
Act of 1849, with the eubsaque it amend-

ments and the regulati ns adopted un-

der it. That Act provides fo" th'^ sale

of the standing crop of timber to the

highest bidder, the fee simple of the

land remaining in the Crown, to be

disposed of subsequently to the settler.

The lumberman is given a license to

cut certain specified kinds of timber

on payment of the price ? greed upon.
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but thiis lictnsa is gran.e.l only from

ytar to year, to insure the carrylnj; out

of such regulations as the G.vernmeit

may impose from time to time, and to

secure the removal of the lumtcmin
from the land when it is needed for

settlement.

THE LUMBERMANS TITLE.
Under the preis£.nt syujtem of sellirg

the tim.ber, the l^m erman pays by way

of a lump sum in cash, called a bonus,

vvhat he estimates to be tie valua of

the timber standing om a "liimit" or

"berth," less the fixed stumpage charge

of $1.25 per thousand feet, which he

pays as the timber is cut. He gets

a license to cut for year only, but

relies on the good faith of tne Gov-

ernment for a renewal of his license

each year, until he shall hava hiad time

in which to remove the standing timber

which he ihae paxtly paid for in ad-

vance. Even in case the land, or part

of it, is required for settlement, he is

given time to remove the timber cov-

ered by his license.

In all this it is plain thiat the idea

of the framers of this legislation look-

ed to the future rural populat on of

Ontario to be solely farmers and not

foresters.

UNPROFITABLE SETTLEMENT.
Under thie system, wlhile very lairge

sums have been annually added to the

provincial revenues from the sala of

tjmiber, much (land has heen ise'ttl£d

that would have been better left in

forest, ani we ihave fojnd that consid-

erable areas throughout the province

•can be more profitably devoted to grow-

ing trees than to any other crop. The

growing of forest crops for profit re-

quires not only cheap land, but a Icnjc

and secure tenure of the land, and the

ability to wait a long time for financial

returns. The forester expects the crop

he has sown to be harvested by his

sucoessors, and requires to be sure that

the land on which ihe is oonducting

his operations shall be devoted perma-

nently to his purpose. Brcaui^e cf this

forestry can only be sjccessfully or

satisfactorily carried on by the Sta^e,

and the lands to be worked for timber

crops should be owned or controlled

by the whole ipeople; ani as Govern-

ment control of privalte landLs must

necessarily be somewhat limited in ths

country, it is expedient that Govern-

ment ownership should be the rule in

our future forestry ope ations as it

has been in the past.

GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP.
The Forest Reserves Act makes pro-

vision for this perpetual ownership,

and is thus the initial step in prepar-

ing for a rational system o : forestry

that Khali pro\ide not only for the pro-

per harvesting of the present crop of

timber, but that the otherwise unpro-

ductive iands of the province shall

produce for all time to come sup'ces-

sive crops of the same kind for the

maintenance of the vast i laustries de-

pendent on forest products, and the

perpetuation of one of our principal

sources of provincial' revenue.

PRESENT TIMBER SUPPLY.
In speaking of the timber supply of

the future it is not necessary or wise

to overlook the fact that we have still

in the "original" crop sufficient for our

needs for many yea. 13 a,., the present

rate oif cutting.

In the early days o: lumbering in

Ontario, most of the operations were

carried on upon rich agricultural land,

and while there was undoubtedly much
waste by lire and from usin^ ver./

valuable timb:r for purposes t'aat would

have been ais well or better secured

by cheaper woois, it help d to clear the

land for the plough of the farmer, and

hence was perhaps profitable feo the

province. The land was nseded for

agriculture and ;had to be cleared. The

land that has teen thus cleared and

settled, however, forms but a sm 11 por-

tion of the total wuoded a ea of the;

province.

It is customary among many people

when speaking of our supplies of tim-

ber to treat the timber land already

licensed as gone from the possession

of the province, that the timber thus

cold is a "vanished asset," so to speak,

forgetting that on this Hcensed terti-

tory there are still vast quantities of

pine to be cut for our future needs

and for export, and for every thou-

sand feet of this timber when cut the

province has to be pAA. Of the twen-

tv odd thousand sciuare miles of terri-

tory now under license to lumbermen,

a large part is reported to b; unsuited

for cultivation. The present system

of fire ranging- renders a great part

of this compajratively safe from fire?,

and, if it be not settled or eqiu tteJ

upon, there is no reason why it s.iould

not yield a revenue so long as it is

kept in timber and properly workei.

The amount paid into the provincial

treasury from this source in 1837 was

$1,082,054.56; in 1898, $756,434.31; this is

excluisive of bonus or ground rent, sim-

ply for dues on the timber as it is.

LOSS IN CUTTING SMALL TREES.
As the land under license may be

withdrawn by the Government for set-

tlement purposes at rny time, no doubt

many lumbermen have cut their h Id-

ings more rapidly an J more closely

than would have been th; practice but

for this want of tenure. Upon every

tree cut before it reaches maturity the

provincial treasury is a loser as well

as the Ijmb.rmiii, ust so far as the rate

o: growth and the increase in the valae

of timber exceeds the rate of inter-

est, which is, of coarse, greater in the

case of the lumberman than of the

Government.

Ref;'rring to tMs loss by catting trees

of too small diameter, the preliminary

report of ith« Royal Commission on

Forestry states:—

"A young tree which vvould cut only

one log eight inches in dia.neter and
sixteen feet long, measuring sixteen

feet board measure, would, if allowed

to stand for thirty years, grow in di-

ameter at the rate of one inch in five

years—'in some cases growtii is as rap-

id as an inch in two years—hence

would give a butt log al fourteen inches

diameter sixteen feet long, or 100 feet

or' lumber, board m asure. Tn addition

t'j this, however, this .ree v\ould have
grown in height sufHcient to give two
more logs, one, say, of eleven inches

und one of eight inches diameter, both

Sixteen feet long, measuring respec-

lively forty-nine feet and sixteen feet

board measure. Thus a tree -that re-

quires perhaps forty years to make its

first sixteen feet of merchantable tim-

ber would in thirty years more have-

increased to 164 feet. This may be

considered the period of g-reatest rela-

tive growth. After attaining a diam-

eter sufficient to make a fourteen inch

butt log, your Commissioners estimate

that the tree would continue to gain

at the rate of 3 1-2 per cent, per an-

num. This bare statement of the case

shows the necessity of protecting the

young growth o<£ pine in the interests

o? the province. The advantage to

the lumberman in holding h's trees un-

til they have readied the larger diam-

eter is still more marked, because of

the greater price per 1,000 feet com-

manded by lumber cut from the larger

logs."—From report of Thos. South-

worth, Clerk of Forestry of Ontario,

for 1899.

Cornell University was the first of

the great Unite 3 States educational in-

stitutions to found a forestry college,

and this has been followed by the es-

tablishment of a similar chair at Yale

University, for which Mr. 'and Mrs. J.

W. Pinchot and their sons, of New

York city, have given $150,000.
« « «

The United States Senate has passed

the bill granting to North Dakota 30,-
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000 acres of lani tj aid in the main-
tenance of a school of for3st.'y.

Kecent action of United States Con-
gress looks toward the acquisition ol

the mammoth tree grove and Sculh

Parle grove of big trees in Calavera?

County, California, the largest collec-

tion and probably tlhe finest specimens

of the sequoia gigantsa in the world.

Manitoba suffered in April a loss by

ftre of a large area of valuable tim-

ber in the south-eastern portion of the

provinca.

There were extensive forest fires in

Minnesota last month which destroyed

1 large quantity of timber.

* 4i «

In various portions of the United
States efforts are being made to en-

courage legislative action to preserve

the forests. A bill now before the

0.hio Legislature has for its object "to

encourage the maintenance of trees es-

pecially upon the farm and in forest

areas, primarily for the production of

wood not only for firewood, but also

as timber for the u»e of building and
the other meohanical arts, and for the

regulation of the flow of the streams,

preventing the fall and spring freshets,

and supplying water to t^e streams

during the drought of summer." No
doubt the object of this bill is good,

althoug'h the production of firewoDd ap-

pears to occupy first place in the in-

tentions of the legislator who n re-

duced it.

The new service model C it levo ver,

especially fitted for fine target snoot-

ing. .44 caliber and chambered for the

Jlussian model shell, is now ready. It

has a front elevating sight and a rear

wind gauge sight. The barrel is 7 1-2

inches long, and the whole revolver

weighs 40 ounces. Its handle is of

fine wood with cher-ked grip.

English riflemen are becoming much
interested in telescopic sighted rifles,

)
and are ordering a good many of these

I

sights from the United States. This

I

year, for the first time, a match at

1,000 yards will be shot at Bisley in

which telescopic sights will be allow-

vd.

George Roll, of Ch caio, defeated Dr.

Williamson, of Milwaukee, last month
I

in a match at 100 live pigeons for $103

I

a side. Tlhe remarkable feature of

j

the contest was that the whole 200

birds were killed. Unfortunately for

j

Dr. Williams, however, five of his died

I

outside of bounds.

AT THE KENNELS
Conducted by D. Taylor

FOR
some time past specialist papers

in tlie United States have been
agitating for a uniform law re-

cognizing dogs as legal property,

same as other stock. It ap-
pears that, in some States at least, the
owner of a dog who pays a license tor

the privilege of keeping him has no legal

claim for compensation from a iindictive
neighbor who, on the flimsiest of pretexts,
mav destroy the dog, cases of this nature
brought to court having been dismissed
against the offender. In Illinois, tot in-

stance, several valuable dogs have been
mysteriously done to death, and now theip

owners are forming Dog Prot-ecfcion As-
sociations, baving tor tneir object tne
tracing and punishment of dog stealers

and poisonersi While in Canada dog own-
ers have a fair measure of protection
against unlawful destruction ot their prop-

erty, there is still much to be done in the
way of punishing the professional dog litt-

er—a genus which, by the way, is only

too common in all large cities of the Do-
minion. These gentry, as a rule, know
a dtyg from end to end, are very partic*.

lar as to choice, and once they have fixed

upon a Adctini will stick to their purpose
with the patience and perseverance of a

born detective. With such an institution

as a Dog Owners' Protective Association,

the nefarious operations of the dog stealer

can, however, be greatly circumscribed.

With a good membership extending to all

parts of a city, say Montreal, and e^icn

member communicating with a central

agent, who in turn communicates a full

description of any case of loss or theft

to the other members, the means, of de-

tection and restoration to the rightful

owner is greatly increased. Once estab-

lished, such a society would no doubt b*

taken advantage of by other than mem-
bers, who would pay in proportion to ser-

vices rendered. Such a matter as tn)»

ought to be taken into consideration by
the Canine Association, iji whose province

it seems to lie.

A photograph elsewhere shows a smart

little terrier. Long Face, the property of

Mr. W. H. Tallis, Place Viger Hotel. He
is by Wellingboro Scorcher ex Miss Teaser,

and was whelped April 26th, 1895. He
won many prizes in England, but his OAvn-

er has decided that his show career ends

with his appearance at the late Montreal
show, where he annexed three firsts and
six specials, including the Montreal Herald
silver medal for the best local terrier of

any description, and the Canadian Kennel

Club's bronze medal for the best wire-
haired fox-terrier. The photogra!:h was
taken by Messrs. Walters & Hadrill, St.

Catherine Street. Mr. Walters donated a
special prize (valued at $45) of a portrait
in oil of the best local terrier in the show,
nhi li was also won by Long Face.

* * *

Cur other photograph shows Bay View
Beryl, a handsome speoimen of the bull
teiTier owned by Mr. Fred. T. Miller, of
Trenton, Ont., who is well known through-
out Canada and the States as a fancier of

this breed, and of cocker spaniels. Bay
View Berv'l has had an exceptionally bril-

liant career this season, having won first

limit under 20 lbs. at New York, Chicago,
Kansas City; second lightweight, St. Paul;
second open limit dogs and bitches, Bos-
ton; second open limit, do.; second limit,
Pitt burg; first puppies, limit and open,
Cleveland; first limit, open and winners,
Montreal; first open and reserve winners,
Washington. Beryl is of a nice mould,
clean-cut and with a racy look about her
taking to the eye.

Logan's Heather Blossom has thrown a
nice litter of pups, seven dogs and four
bitches. The sire is Laurel Laddie.

i^n important action, interesting to cog
owners, has just been decided in the Court
of Session, Edinburgh, by Lord Stormonth-
Darling. The pursuer was a miner named
David Lynn, who sought to recover from
Cantain Robert Stewart, of Westwood,
Calder, the sum of $500, being the value
of a greyhound belonging to him wEich
the defender had shot and killed. It ap-
pears that the dog was being exercised on
the public road, when a rabbit crossed
and entered the defender's grounds. The
dog gave chase and was shot, as stated,

by the gallant Captain. The defender ex-

plained that while shooting in his polic cs

he found a dog, apoarently unattended by
anyon?, coursing after rabbits, and as tnc
dog was just about to overtake and h,

one of the rabbits he fired at the dog,

which ran away. The defender endeavorea
to find the person in charge of the dog,

but failed. Poaching by means of dogs
and otherwise was said to be very pre-

valent in the defender's neighborhood. His
Lordship found that the pursuer was en-

titled to damages against the defender,

and assessed them at £30. The pursuer

was also found entitled to expenses.

» * *

The twelfth annual show in connection

with Toronto's Industrial Exhibition will
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be held from September 3rd to 6th, in-

clusivev. In this connection we are fre-

quently asked the question:—When is the

next show of Montreal Canine Associa-

tion to take place? There ought to be

very little trouble in running one imme-

diately after Toronto, and it goes with-

out saying that, providing the premium

list is made attractive enough, the great

majority of the Western and United

States cracks would be seen here, which,

with a liberal appreciation of local classes,

hard at Galashiels Show to part Mr. J.

C. Dalgleish from his favorite, EJlwyn
Duchess. Mr. Dalgleish would not, how-

ever, be tempted, so Mr. Murray sought

solace by purchasing EUwyn Ideal and

Ellywn Chrissie, two very pretty tri-colors,

and both likely to be of much service

in America. Ideal is a winner of ten

firsts and one championship, while Chris-

sie, a ten months puppy, came out at

Galashiels and captured two firstsi Mr.
Murray seems to be of opinion that tri-

Wire Hair Fox Terrier, "Long Face."

would give a larger entry than has ever

yet been seen here.

Mr. C. Y. Ford, of Kingston, Ont., has

s6ld his sable bitch, Otterburn Floss, to

;\Ir. J. W. Giesecke, of Jefferson City,

Mo. Floss is in whelp to Harry Hunger-

ford's imp. dog Rufford Ossory. She will

prove quite an addition to the collie fancy

in the South.

At the London Aquarium Pet Dog Show

a tiny Yorkshire terrier, Bradford Tina,

was claimed at its catalogue price of $500

by Mrs. Wilmer, who is devoted to the

midgets.
^

Another dog deal in collie circles has

just been effected. It is m other than

the gale by Mr. Hugh Ainscough of his

celebrated dog Ch. Balgreggie Hope to

Dr. Barthells, a famous German collie en-

thusiast. What the price was has not

transpired, but it must have been a good

one.

Our Dogs says:—^Ir. Robert Murray, of

Boston, U.S.A., who has been in Scot-

land on the look out for good collies, tried

colors are likely to become as popular a.s

sables in America. He took a very use-

ful brood bitch also, who had just visited

Ellwyn Astrologer. In regard to a cele-

brated bulldog, the same paper also says:

—That ha.s happened which we feared

would happen, and Rodney Stone has to

be exiled to America. He has been bought

by Mr. R. Croker, jr., who purchased

Bromley Crib only a few weeks ago, and

the price paid was £1,000 — more than

twice the bigigest sum ever paid before

for a bulldog. It does not touch the rec-

ord in collies or St. Bernards, but it does

a bit towards getting the British breed

up to the point which Scotch and Swiss

breeds have reached. Mr. Croker already

owns, in addition to Bromley Crib, Persim-

mon and Petramosse, which constitute,

with the new arrival, a pretty large order

in the way of bulldogs. Well, we like

the Americans very much, but what a

shame it is that they should be allowed

to get away all that we have of the best!

Our regret as to the loss of Rodney Stone

is specially great and is in some degree

persronal. We—that is to say, this par-

ticular element of the editorial entity

which, for its sins, writes bulldog—hap-
pened to own poor old John of the Fun-

nels, the sire of Rodney Stone. Jack

wasn't worth two-penn'orth o' gin cold,

to use once again the proverb which has

come down from times of antiquity, but

wasn't he well-bred, and wasn't he a hot

'un, just? It was just a few of a row
that he had with a Dogue de Bordeaux
some six months before he died; and sure-

ly, there never was a better example of

bulldog pluck. The bulldog stood up to

the dogue—more than twice his size and

a trained fighter—as if he had never known
that there was any other pleasure in life

than that .of hanging on to the head of

a big dog who had at the same time a

mouth on and who was carefully working

roimd to get the throat grip. It was at

least five minutes—^it seemed five hours—

before the dogs could be got apart—and

then Jack wanted to get back to the dogue

through the window, which, indeed, he

broke what time the predominant part-

ner, as Mr. Gubbins says, was trying to

hold him. There were no flies on Jack.

All of which is somewhat uninteresting

in view of Rodney Stone's expatriation.

» * »

The collie is finding his way to the Con-

tinent. A Dutch paper witli an unpro-

nouncable title has a long description of

the Engbsh collie Honest Jack, vtdth a

record of his many victories. Jack was

recently purchased by Mr. F. Mesche, of

the Teutomia Kennels, den Haag, Holland.

» * *

At the Munich (Germany) show, held

last month, over 700 dogs were benched,

the classes most strongly represented be-

ing St. Bernards and Dachshunds.

At the late show at Amsterdam, Hol-

land, 820 dogs competed in over 1,300 en-

tries. A lady — Miss .Janna Hulscher—

judged Irish terriers, and the critics agree

that no dare-devil fancier of the "Ould

Sod" could have shown greater compe-

tence.

A lady of independent means, living in

Brussels, kept a pet dog. Unfortunately

she allowed it to go out, contrary to the

law, without a muzzle, and when the po-

lice found it in this condition tliey took

the little animal away and put it to death

On hearing of this the old lady was so

broken-hearted that she went and hanged

herself.

Old Lady (at the drug store)— 1 want

you to give me some canine pills

Druggist—Yes, ma'am. What is the mat-

ter with your dog?

Old Lady (very much insulted)—I want

you to understand that my husband is

not a dog.

Druggist—Oh, beg pardon. (To assw^-

ant)—Give the lady some quinine pill-^.



A Case of OverssTraining,

I'licy tell a yarn of a Boston collie

—

( )r rather, a Scotch collie Boston bred—
That had many a modem fad and folly

Tightly packed in her sliapely head.

8he was daft on humani'tarianism,

A vegetarian strict was she.

And she could wag her tail in perfect

rythm
\Mth the planetary symphony.

The fame of such wondrous caniiie cul-

ture

Promiscuously spread around,

Till it reached the ears of a human vul-

ture
Who liarvested dogs for the city pound.

And he grabbed her—pitiful the story

—

On one of her scientific trips

To an out-of-town observatory

To view a lunary eclipse.

She was sold to an unread Texan shipper,

Unversed in fin de siecle lore;

A mutton-raising Southdown clipper

Who bred sheep for the wool they wore.

Three thousand miles she fared, close

crated.

In constant fear of railroad wrecks,

Billed with a shipping tag which stated:

"To tTim Smith's Ranch, San Pedro,

Tex."

Reaching, at last, her destination

This cultured collie strove to show,
By shunning undue animation,

Her wits were still in sitatu quo.

"The pup is sick," quoth Broncho Billie,

"The sickest pup I ever saw.

She walks stiff-hocked, looks at you silly.

An' won't touch beefsteak, cooked or

raw."

A case 'twas of misapprehension

—

Of aches or ills the dog had nought.

But was bursting with suppressed dissen-

sion

With Western ways and lines of thought.

She scorned to fright the sheep, or even
To grudge the wolves their rightful prey;

But moped and sulked, till Choctaw Ste-

phen
Ended her woes—^in the Texan way.
—R. Kansaw, in Sportsmen's Review.

»

Answers to Corrispondents.

R.F., Moritreal—^Your oollie puppy has
a shapely head and nice ears, with very
fair coat, but it has ^e great faul:t>—it is

far too small.

J.R., Westmount—Give your dog a good
dose of castor oil, vary his diet and give

vegetables in food three times a week.

Novice, Ottawa—There is hardly any
safe rule in choosing puppies, as even
the moat expert fanciers are frequently
disappointed at their own selections. What
gives great promise at seven or eight
weeks old is sometimes left behind in
the race by what appears to be the "shar-
gar" of the litter. IVerything depends
on the care it receives and the attention
paid to its diet. However, we would say,
in choosing an Irish terrier puppy select
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the darkest in color, it will be the beat
at the finish. Choose those with longest
heads, shorteslt bodies, smallest eye^ and
ears and hardest coats. If you get a
combination of all these qualities, with
the addition of proper care, you can bet
dollars to doughnuts that you have a win-
ner when the time comes.

Inquirer, Montreal—Shares are $5 each.
W^hether they are all aUotted or not we
cannot say. Mr. E. C. Short, 147 St.
James Street, the secretary, will be able
to satisfy you on this point, and also give
you any other informaition you may de-
sire.

Minnie C, Maisonnem e—We should say
that your pug is suffering from worms. Trv

the provider for the family, a neces-
sity and thfc pursuer of a noible calling.
Now he is no longer necessary; indeed,
if he ^e allowed to continue his depre-
dations 'Unchecked this continent will
be cleared lof many noble animals. The
question confronts the American peo-
ple: Do they want to see great fttni-
ilies of .animals become extinct?
"All the philosophers from Modes

down have known that the animale
have a right to life and the pursuit of
happiness according to their nature.
That right is only limited by the high-
er rigiht of man. I would not abolish
sport. iSport is elevating. It metons
contact with nature, good f',-llowship,
rivalry, grit, endurance, courage. Up
to the point when the hunter has the

Bull Terrier, " BayView Beryl."

her for these with a specific which you
can procure from any druggist who hand-
les dog remedies. Feed for a time on
pepsinated puppy food, varied with scraps
from the table, and her condition will no
doubt improve.
Mrs. P.^ St. Antodne Street—From what

we can make of your description we would
say that your pet is a Prince Charles
spaniel. Would not care to give a posi-
tive answer without seeing the dog^ No,
there was none of the breed you men-
tion at the show.

HUNTING WITH THE CAMERA.
Ernest iSeton-Thompson, the talented

apostle of the new sportsmansihip, hunt-
ing with a camera, says:

—

''Mothers often tell me im deep af-
fliction that 'their boys wiant to go out
and hunt. They seem to think it ar-
gues total depravity in their sons. But
the paission tO' hunt is natural, and
comes to every boy that Is a boy, in
the course of his development. A boy
repeats ancestral experience; he passes
through the stone age, and there is a
time he must hunt.
"The hunter Is a romantic being. He

was once the protector of society and

hunted game at ihis mercy it is noble.
Then it is murder. What I advocate
is itihe new sport, calling for the exer-
cise of all the fine qualities of the old
sport, minus murder. The weapon is

the camera, not the rifle. It takes
more of nerve, grit, courage, all that
sort of thing, to photogriaph game than
to end its life. I know old miners
in the West, imen unlettered and rude,
who have hung up their weapons in
their cabins and now hunt with the
camera. I have pictures of animals
their cameras have captured. This is

finer than slaughter."

Collies for Sale
Splendid litter of puppies for sale ex Logan's

Heather Blossom, winner of everything in
Cana<1a this season, by Laurel Laddie, winner
at CWcAgo and Montreal in dog classes, and five
ex Apple Blossom bv same sire; also Clover
Blossom (full sister to Heather Blos.somi in pup to
Knight Errant II. Will sell either voung or
old. Address

JOSEPH REID
Logan's Farm, St. Jean Baptiste P.O.

MONTREAL
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THE GUN.
Conducted by ** Bob White." [> &^

QUEEN'S BIRTHDAY SHOOT OF

THE WESTMOUNT GUN CLUB]

The annual tournament of the West-

mount Gun C3ub was held on the grounds,

at the head of Arlington Avenue, on the

Queen's Birthday. It was an ideal day for

such an event, and as a result there was a

large number of visitors present to witness

the various competitions, which were

keenly contested. There were many com-

petitors from various parts of the Pro-

vince. The members of the club assisted

by the ladies did everything possible to

entertain the visitors, who spoke in eulo-

gistic terms of the reception tendered

them. Lunch was served on the grounds

to all taking part in the tournament.

The ladies had a shooting competition

on their own account, which resulted as

follows:

Miss Hanson 1

Mrs. P. Ryan... •• 2

Miss Barton 3

Miss Stewart •• *

Miss Galbraith 5

Event No. 1—10 targets or birds; en-

trance, ^1; 3 moneys; $5 added.

Total,

R. B. Hucheson ^

Strangman 8

Goodhue 7

Barrdtt.. •• 6

Eaton 6

Halcombe 5

Westover. . 5

Cleghom 5

Galbraith 4

C. G. White 3

Greenwood 3

' Monteith 3

Bray • • 3

Pregent 2

Braithwaite • • 2

Crawford 2

(

Event No. 2—15 targets or birds; en-

trance, $1.50; 4 moneys unlknown angles.

Total.

Barratb 14

W^estover • • 12

Strangman 12

White.. 12

Bray ••. 12

Goodhue- 10

Walton ... 10

Greenwood 9

Richardson 9

Thompson 9

C. D. White 9

ffibbard 8

Eaton 8
Uraig 8

Hanson... 7

Halcombe ... • • 7

Cameron 7

Vincent 6

Event No. 3 (for the individual cham-

pionship cup)—50 tai^gets or birds; en-

trance, $5; 2 moneys; conditions, higth

guns.

Westover 18 20 8-^6
White; 16 18 8—42
Bray 18 15 5—38
Hutcheson 14 17 6—37
Craig 17 15 R—32

Goodhue 18 10 R—28

\

Event Nor 4—10 targets or birds; en-

trance, $1; 3 moneys; unknown angles.

Total.

Bkrratt 10

E. Eaton... 10

C. D. White 9

Hutcheson 9

Walton 8

Halcombe.. 8

E. G. White 8

Craig ... ... 8

Westover ... ... 7

Cameron 7

Strangman 7

Thompson ... ; . . . 7

Greenwood 7

Braithwaite. . . 7

E. H. Richardson 6

St. Jean 5

Goodhue .• 5

Hibbard 5

Cleghom ... ... 5

Lewis 4

Dumont .. 4

W. E Loomis 3

Morris 3

Monteith 1

Event No. 5—Entrance, $2; 7 moneys;
unknown an,gles:

Total.

Dumont 19

Hutcheson .... • • 17

Eaton 17

E. G-. Wliite 17

Walton 17

Thompson 16

Greenwood 16

Barratt 15

C. D. White. 15

Westover 15

Cameron ... 14

Craig 14

St. Jean 14

LcAvis 13

Goodhue... 12

Halcombe ... 12

Richardson 12

Event No. 6—15 targets or birds; en-

trance, $1.50 ; 4 monevs ; known angles.

Total

Bray 14

Barratt 14

. Carpenter 13

E. G.. White. 12

Cameron 12

Craig 12

R. B. Hutcheson 12

Thompson 11

Greenwood 11

Walton 11

Halcomb 11

G oodhue ' 10

Eaton 10

Loomis... 10

Strangman 9

Dumont... 9

0. D. White 9

Richardson 8

Westover 8

Galbraith 6

Hawson 5

Ewenlt No. 7—^20 targets or birds; en-

trance, $2; 4 moneys; Rose system rules;

conditions, unknown angles.

Total

Westover 20

Craig 18

Greenwood . . 16

W. L. Cameron 16

Goodhue 16

S^TTionds 16

Barratt 15

Thompson 15

Eaton,. 15

E. G. White 14

C. D. White 14

R. B. Hutcheson 14

Walton 12

Strang'etoan 12

Richardson 11

Dumonit 9

St. Je^in 8

Halcomb 6

TEAM MATCH.
Event No. 8-^20 tangets or birds; en-

trance $5.00; 2 moneys; conditions, known

angles.

Total.

Westmount^

—

G^albraith 15

Hutcheson 14

Lewis 13

Hanson 9

Outhet 8

Total 59

Sherbrooke—
C. D. White 18

Craig L
Thompson 1^

Bray 14

Goodhue 8

Total 72
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Robin Hood Co.

—

I'nratt 17

\>liito 16

( 1
1

1 lenter 14

(ivcuwood 12

i;Hliardson 6

lotal 65

MiintreaJ

—

V'.'c-stover 18

Dumont 17

Simons 15

Eaton 13

E. G. White g
Hanson g
Barratt

7

Greenwood 7
E. Carpenter 6
Morris 5
Haleomb 5
GaJlbrant 4

» » »

Winners in Merchandise.

]. Barratt; 2, Eaton; 3, Bray; 4, C. D.

White; 5, Craig; 6, Greenwood; 7, Cam
eron; 8, Webster; 9, Carpenter; 10, Sy

monds; 11, Richardson; 12, E. White; 13;

becomes apparent. The sitting v>osilion is

often most useful when deer stalking, and
similarly should be useful to the soldier,

as in certain conditions of ground it gives
a steadier shot tlian kneeling or sitting

which suits one's own particular formation
of limbs and body. Gracefulness and cor-

rect drill-book style are of no importance
compared to steadiness in shooting.
Sprawlinig the right leg out when kneeling
is of great assistance to some men. In
the standing or offhand position great use
can be made of the sling to steady the
aim, by twisting the left arm into it.

''Shooting at a mark is really most ex-

cellent sport. Would that everyone could

Moose Killed by Dr. Brush, of New York, in the Kippewii Country.

IJameron U

Total 74

Event No. 9—5 pairs, taints or birds;

lontrance $1 3 moneys; Rose system.

iHaJcombe 8

tameron 8

p. D. White 8

•Walton 6

E. G. White 5

Symonds 4

pray ;.... 4

ptrangman 3

iThompson 3

Siaton 1

j
Event No. 10—Extra Series, 10 targets

tr
birds; entrance $1; 2 moneys; condi-

-ions, high guns.

I

Total.

IWe^tover 8

Loomis; 14, Walton; 15, Thompson; 16,

Goodhue; 17, Braithwaite; 18, Lewis.

Winner of Rod and Gun for one year

A. W. Westover, Sutton Junction, Que.

That well-known English writer, Fleur-

de-Lys, has written to the Asian, of Cal-

cutta, India, an article entitled the Rifle

and the Empire. In it he says:—
"Shooting in the standing position with-

out any re*, or offhand shooting, as the

Americans call it, is by far the hardest

to perfect one's self in. It is often im-

possible, when hunting wild animals, to

see them properly except when standing

up; the same would, of course, be fre-

quently the case when the object sought

is a hostile scout. The importance of be-

ing able to shoot offhand accurately thus

be got to believe it. IJadies ouight to en-

courage the coming national movement by
taking to rifle shooting too. That woyld
put us men on our melttle indeed, i'or it

would never do for the lords of creation

to be beaten at rifle shooting by their

sisters, their wives, their cousins and their

aunts."

a «

The Marin County, California, ordinance

prohibiting the use of repeating shotguns

has been decided to be unconstitutional

and the judge, in summing up, says:—
"If the ordinance in question is valid,

no reason is perceived why the process of

elimination may not be extended by next

prohibiting the use of the double-barreled
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automatic ejector shotgun; next all but

muzzleloading guns; and so on, until the

popgun only is permitted to be used upon

wild duck, geese, quail, partridge, grouse,

doves or other birds in Marin County.

Laws enacted in the exercise of the po-

lice power, whether by a municipal cor-

poration acting in pursuance of the laws

of a state, or by the state itself, must be
reasonable and are always subject to the

provisions of both the federal and state

constitutions, and they axe always sub-

ject to judicial scrutiny."

A single trigger mechanism for a double

barrel shotgun and a three^barrel gun has

been invenlted. This single" trigger mechan-

ism can be applied to any double shotgun,

and has been applied to Remington, Fran-

cotte, Smith, Baker and other guns, and
shot at the trap and in the field. Where
the mechanism is appHed tx) a gun there
is no difference in its appearance, except-
ing instead of the double triggers there
is a single triigiger and a small projecting
stud back of the trigger. A hammerless
gun is loaded and action closed in the
usual way, whicli leaves it cocked. The
trigger being pressed, the right barrel is

discharged; a second pres.sure of the trig-

ger discharges the left barrel. To change
the order of firing, so it will be left barrel
first and right second, the stud back of

the trigger is pressed, and the desired
object accomplished; and the gun will con-
tinue to f^re in that order until the stud
is again pressed, whereupon the order will

change to right and left, continuing, in

that order until changed again.

This mechanism thus 'gives the shooter

power to fire first any desired barrel, so

one barrel can be cliarged with small shot,

the other with coarse shot, and in a three-

barrel gun, the third barrel being rifled

and charged with a bullet, the shooter

may shoot which barrel he chooses and in

any desired order.
» * *

llie Winchester model 1900 single shot

rifle is making some fine scores, showing

its remarkable accuracy.

The moat successful shoot ever held in

Winnipeg took place Mky 24 at the Foft

Garry traps. It was voted by all present

as tlie one enjoyable day. The principal

event was the Duporit trophy, represent-

ing the city championship, which was
again won by F. W. Scott, with the hand-

some score of 87 out of 100. The win was

very popular, as was also the extremely

game fi^t which R. Kirkby put up, run-

ning even with the champion until tlie

last twenty birds. The scores in the events

were as follows:

—

No. 1, 10 single targelts—R. Lightcap 10,

G. Andrew 10, F. G. Simpson 9, R. H.

Kirkby 9, G. W. Baldwin 8, F. W. Scott

8, M. Putnam 8, J. Spence 7, H. Boxer 7,

H. Alder 6, E. Kirby 6, S. H. Jones 6, H.

Boxer 6.

Event No. 2, 15 single targets—F. G.

Simpson 15, F. W. Scott 14, R. H. Kirby

Beginners," and it is surprisdng the va-

14, G. Andrew 13, R. J. Whitla 13, G. W>
Baldwin 12, H. Alder 12, J. H. Cadham
12, J. G. Soper 12, C. Wellband 11, W.
Dodd 11, S. H. Jones 10, J. Lemon 10, H.
Boxer 9, Mj Putnam 9, O. M. Scott 9, G.
Grassby 9, S. H. Hamilton 9.

Dupont championship, lOO single targets
-F. W. Scott 87, R. H. Kirkby 84, G. An-
drew 83, O. Wellband 81, W. Dodd 80, F.

G. Simpson 76, Dr. BeU 76, J. W. E Holi-

day 74, J. Spence 74, R. J. Whitla 73, J.

Lemon 71, G. Grassby 67, J. H. Oadham
69, H. Boxer 66, D. Hardesty 65, H. Alder
58, G. W, Baldwin 57, M. Putnam, E.
Kirby and Dr. Dalgleish did not finish.

25 single targets, regular club shoot—H.
G. Spurgeon 23, gold button; R. Kirkby
22, W. Dodd 21, J. G. Soper 20, silver but-

ton; J. H. Cadham 20, J. McL. Halladay

19, bronze button; R. J. Whitla 18, J,

Kippewa River Falls, Que.

Lemon 18, S. H. Jones 18, D. H. Bain 18,

G. C. McTavish, 18, F. W- Scott 20, Dr.

BeU 17, F. G. Simpson 17, G. Andrew 17,

G. F, Bryan 16, Dr. Ba,ird 15, C. W. Gra-

ham 15, R. Lightcap 14, H. Boxer 14, G.
W. Baldwin 14, W. Graham 14.

Event No. 5, 15 single targets-nj. Spence
14, F. W. Scott 14, D. H. Bain 14, G. An-
drew 14, H. G\ Spurgeon 14, W. Dodd 13,

F. G. Simpson 13, R. Kirkby 12, J. McL.
Halladay 12, Dr. Baird 11, C. Wellband 11,

G. C. McTavish 11. G. W. Baldwin 10, R.
J. Whitla 10, D. Didgleish 10, C. W. Gra-
ham 10, R. Lightcc!;p 9, J. H. Cadham 9.

Evenet No. 6, 10 single targets—F. W.
Scott 10, R. Kirkby 9, J. H. Cadham 9, F.

Cadham 9, R. J. Whitla 8, Q. W. Bald-

win 8, J. McL. Halladay 8, M. Putnam
8, F. G. Simpson 8, G. Andrew 8, C. Well-

band 7, Dr. Montgomery 7, Dr. Inglis 7,

Dr. BeU 7, W. Dodd 7, G. C. McTavish 7,

S. Hj. Jones 7.

Miss and out—C. WeUband 1st, J. McL.

Halladay 2nd, Dr. Baird Srd.

The prize for the grand aggregate, pre-

sented by the Hingston Smith Arms Co

,

was won by Messrs. R, H. Kirkby and F.

W. Scott, who had an equal score in the

aggregate event.
• • •

A rifle dub was orglanized June 7 by the

wholesale druggists of Montreal, to be

known as the Montreal Druggists' Rifle

Club. The following were elected officers:

Honorary president. Major H. H. Lyman;

president, J. E. Morrison; vice-president,

A. B. J. Moore; second vice-president,

John Findlay; treasurer, Frank Brush;

secretary, W. P. Wilson; committee, R. C.

Irwan fEVans & Sons), Phil. Lyman (Ly-

man, Knox & Co.), Mr. (Jarretty (KeiTy,

Watson & Co.), O. W. G. Dettmers (Ly-

man Sons & Co.).

* * •

At the New York State shoot in Utica,

June 7, J. S. Fanning killed 218 clay pig-

eons without a miss, thus breaking the

world's record. The highest previous score

was 211.
• •

STRAY SHOTS.

Fred Gilbert, of Spirit Lake, la., again

defeated J. A. R. Elliot, of Kansas City,

Mo., in a contest for the Republic Cup,

on May 12th, by a score of 97 to 96 out

of 100 Uve birds shot at. This is the

third consecutive Uve-bird race that Gil-

bert has won from Elliot, the first being

for the Dupont Cup, the second for a

stake of $100, and the third for the Re-

public Cup.
* * •

G. G. Pickett, of Denver, Col., won the

championship of Colorado with a seor-e of

97 out of 100 targets.
* * *

Geo. Roll, Chicago, and Dr. William-

son, Milwaukee, did some remarkable

shooting at Uve birds last month in a

contest at 100 birds eacl^. RoU killed

all his birds in bounds, while William-

son killed all his within the limit, except

one, which dropped dead just outside.

The race was for $100 a side.

* * •

F. S. Parmelee, Omaha, Neb., won the

target championship at the Nebraska Btate

tournament with 25 straight, April 25th.

The Manitoba Industrial Exhibition As-

sociation announces a trap shooting tour-

nament for July 25, 26 and 27, at which

there will be, in added money and tro-

phies, $3,000 worth of prizes. Mr. F. W.

Heubach. Winnipeg, is the secretary, and

he will cheerfuUy furnish particulars on

request.

The first annual Grand American Handi-

cap at targets takes place this month at

Long Island, N.Y., at the Interstate Park.

The handicap events will ,each be at 100

Blue Rock targets, entrance in the big

event being $10 and the handicaps from

16 to 25 yards. In addition to the share

of the purse, the winner will receive a

$100 solid silver trophy.

* • •

An interesting discussion has been gO'

ing on in the London Field for some weeks

under the caption, "Partridge Shooting for
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i^ety of methods different shooters advo-

cate of bringing to bag driven game. The
discussion was started by ''C.E.P." who
Htated that the proper mode of grassing a

crossing bird was to swing the gun with

the bird, aiming at the beak. This, of

course, has aroused those who think it

absolutely necessary to hold feet and even

yards in front of their game. The lesson

1x) be learned seems to be that each em-

bryo nimrod must, to a great exteoit,

"work out his own salvation" in learn-

^i^^e art of "shooting straight."

IH * * *

^tmington Gun dub will hold their

itlmual tournament August 6 and 7.

• « *

Windsor, Ont., Gun Club celebrated Her

Majesty's birthday with an all-day shoot.
* •

Under the new Ontario Game Act it

!8 enacted that "any person may during

close season take or kill the wood-hare or

cjotton-tail rabbit by any other means than

by the use of guns or other firearms," yet

•;here does not appear to have been any

close season put on rabbits.

Notes by F. H. G.

prospects for shooting this fall look

"very encouraging. The quails wintered

over exceptionally well, owing to a good

variety of seeds and grain, and the ab-

sence of heavy snowfalls and ice crusts.

The latter is one of the means of exter-

mination to our birds, and unless flooclis

follow tlie crop for the coming season

will undoubtedly surpass ail previous re-

cords. On every hand in this section is

constantly to be heard the familiar notes

of "Bob White" negotiating for a young

brood.

At the Blenheim tournament, May 3rd

and 4th, Forest H. Conover, of Leaming-
ton, won the sdver cup for the highest

general average, also the gold medal em-

blematic of the tai"get championsliip of

Kssex, Kent and Elgin counties.
* * *

The Windsor, Ont., Gun Club held their

annual shoot May 24th. The attendance
;

vvas small, principally from the fact ot

[

l)eiiy» held on a holiday, and many sports

j

men visited other podhts outside the cit;;.

* * *
I

The Leamington Gun Club will hold
i their second annual tournament during tho

i
fore part of August. The success of the

:

shoot last season and the system of man-
' figement will bespeak for the club this

I

season a large attendance. One of the

j

attractions of comfort for the shooters wUl
. be a canopy above the score and the ad-

dition of a new club-house. The members
practice once a week, on Thursday after-

I noon, and cordially invite all sportsmen
1
to join them.

Essex has formed a gun club, with thir
ty members, and anticipate smashing blue

j

rocks regular once per week, and hope in

the near future to cope with neighboring
teams.

imm

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY
Conducted'lby H. McBean Johnstone G/i

ON INTERIOR PHOTOGRAMS.

IN
running over the pages of soine

aeventy-nine photograpliio journals,

extending over a period of almost

seven years, just one was found

to contain an article dealing

exclusively with the photographing
of interiors. Surely this can-

not be because the editors innigine that

every photographer does enough of such
work to be perfectly familiar with it; nor
can it be that they imagine none of it is

done, for where is the professional who
lias not been called upon to exercise his

skill on Mrs. This or Tliat's drawing-room,
or where is the amateur who has own-
ed a camera for six weeks and has not
spoiled at least one pla;te so.

This is a subject intensely fascinating

and full of difficulties, but because of

these diihculties there should not be many
errors, for in the majority of cases there

is plenty of time for a careful considera-

tion of details, and often the arrangement
of every part of the subject, Ls in the

hands of the operator. The state of the

weather, or even the face of old Sol him-
self, may be completely disregarded, and
with the aid of a flash lamp, the work
may be carried on in the evening, though
usually daylight will be found preferable,

owing to the lack of harsh shadows which
accompanies it. With beginners, at

least, and sometimes with professionals,

there is evidenced a tendency to include

too much in the photogram, to collect

in a small spaoe every odd piece of furni-

ture in the house, giving a result obvi-

ously unnatural, and serving only as a

sort of inventory of the household effects.

In looking over a batch of interior pho-

tograms, the main troubles will almost al-

ways be found to be flatness, halation,

under-exposure, poor arrangement and im-

proper selection of the point of view. One
or other, or perhaps several, of these de-

fects will generally be found to mar pic-

tures which, in other respects, are of good

quality.

Flatness is at all times a great evil, but

in interiors particularly, becomes very

apparent. It is, of course, principally due

to improper lighting, though the point of

view may have something to do with it.

The light should come from one side if

possifble, and not from the front, nor in

flash-lights, should it come from directly

behind the camera. The lamp is best fired

from a position to the right or left of, and

slightly higher than the instrument, the

direct light being screened from the lena

The point from which the photogram is

to be taken also has something to do
with the appearance of depth, for if the
camera be placed to look across the room
from one comer to another, the view will

appear deeper than if the exposure is

made from the middle of one end.

Halation is a trouble often met with,

but can be easily avoided and remedied.
In many cases brilliantly lighted win-

dows may be screened from without, or

in some cases may even be entirely ex-

cluded from the picture. To pull down
the shades will often mar the effect, but
the hanging of a white cotton screen out-

side the lower half of the window, and
leaving the blind in its usual position will

give satisfactory results. But in many
cases the apertures through which strong

light streams, are inaccessible. In these

cases the halation may be partially and
often wholly avoided by the use of mul-

tiple-coated or backed plates. Ordinary
plates may be backed by applying a mix-

ture of the following with a camel's hair

brush:

—

Powdered burnt sienna 1 oz.

I'owdered gum Arabic • 1 oz.

Glycerine . . 2 oz.

Water 10 oz.

This dries quickly and may be easily

removed before development by the ap-

plication of a damp sponge. When plates

are backed for non-halation, about 1-4

more exposure should be given to compen-
sate for the light absorbed by the back-

ing which would otherwise be reflected

back to the film and cause halation.

Very frequently, however, the exposure

made without any precautions being taken

against halation, and then it is only pos-

sible to minimise its effect during the

progress of development. Commence with

a verj^ weak developer, using but little of

the alkali. When the windows or other

brilliantly illuminated parts appear, they

are carefully watched, and just before

they reach the desired density, the plate is

immersed in a very dilute solution of po-

tassium-bromide. The surface is then

roughly dried with a piece of blotting pa-

per and the parts that are much over-

exposed are painted over by means of a

fine camel's hair brush, with a saturated

solution of potassium bromide. After about

half a minute the plate is washed, off,

and development proceeded with in the

usual manner. With a little care this

method will jdeld the finest results, and as

the plate is only partially developed when
the treatment is appUed, and is put back

in the developer, the harsh brush lines are
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entirely softened out so that there is no

danger of their showing.

If for the lack of such treatment the

negative shows pronounced local, over-

exposure or halation, the parts affected

may be mechanically reduced by rubbing

after the negative is dry, with a soft rag

dipped in alcohol.

Now for just a word on exposure and
de\-«lopment as connected with interior

photography. Observations would leiad one

to believe that the tyros invariably over-

expose their landscapes and under-expose

their interiors, and then undertake to de-

velop both in the same dish with a normal

developer. The result is that the former

lacks strength and good printing quali-

ties, while the latter is hard and chalky

and gives a worthless print, whereas if

the operation were only re\»ersed, that is,

th landscape under, and the interior over-

exposed, a greater measure of success

would attend the efforts of the worker. It

is seldom that either a landscape or an in-

terior can be developed with a normal

developer, unless the exposure has been

made by someone possessing a long and
varied experience.

Interiors should if possible be just

slightly over-exposed and then develop-

ment with a normal developer can be at-

tempted. But usually the plate is under-

exposed, and in such cases, supposing the

developer calls for 2 drams of pyro, 2

drams of accelerator, and 4 ounces of wa-

ter, take, say, 2 drams of accelerator, 4

ounces of water and i-2 dram of pyro.

If the image does not start in say two
minutes, add 4 ounces more of water and
1 dram of accelerator. If this does not

start the image, add 1 dram more of ac-

celerator and if it still hangs back, throw
the plate away. It will be so hopelessly

under-exposed that it will be a waste of

time to bother with it, and you had bet-

ter make a second exposure on the sub-

ject. The aim in an interior should be to

get a fine, soft negative, full of detail.

There will always be shadows enough to

secure the effect of relief, no matter how
long the exposure, and for the best effects

—unlike the landscape—no strong liglits

should be used. By this it is not meant
that it ought to be fiat and without con-

trast, but the trouble vriU usually be to

avoid the troublesome strong shadows. A
hard, under-timed interior is worse than
nothing, while the same fully-timed and
jjroperly developed, is soft and full of de-

tail; a delight to the eye and a pleasure

to print from.

When the camera is all set do not stand
beside it, cap in hand and tally off the
minutes, but after everything is arranged
and a good focus obtained, insert a me-
dium stop, say F 32, uncap the lens, and
then go away and give the camera credit

for having ability enough to do the work

alone. If you stay beside the Instrument

the tendency will be to cap the lenr long

before the time of exposure is compi.eted.

Decide upon your exposure before open-

ing the lens, and once tlie cap is off don't

go near the room, no matter whether the

exposure is to be ten minutes or half a

day. If you decide to expose for an hour

and forget until an hour and a half, the

chances are that that will be one of your

crack negatives, and far better than if

the lens had been capped exactly on

itime.

If in developing the plate looks as if It

were over-exposed and comes up with a

rush, don't lose your head, and empty

into the tray a whole bottle of restrainer,

but remember that the longer the expo-

sure, the quicker the image will always ay-

pear; and you will probably soon find that

there are some dark corners that are not

over-exposed. Then by the time t'ney are

out, the plate will on the whole have

gained sufficient density to make a first-

class print. Just because interior photo-

grams are hard to make and not easy to

develop, is no reason why they should be

neglected, for once the difficulty of judging

the correct exposure is mastered, every-

thing else will generally run smoothly.

The want of proper arrangement of fur-

niture and poor selection of point of view

will often spoil an otherwise good nega-

tive. It is not always easy to figure out

on the focussing screen the general effect,

but persistence under the dark-cloth will

soon enable one to grasp the appearance

of the view, and it is surprisng in how
short a time the eyes will adapt them-

selves to the circumstances. Always, when
possible, put dark objects in well light-

ed places, and help out dark corners with

objects that will reflect the snoall amount
of light that reaches them. Have an eye

to the swing back, and use a level. Should

there be any reflections from picture glass-

es, the angles of the pictures may be

slightly altered by placing a piece of cork

between one corner and the wall. Faces,

etc., should be fastened against a sharply

contrasting colored background, such as

black on white and vice versa. Orna-

mental glajssware ought to be taken against

a dark background to make the trans-

parent parts appear black in the print.

Hollow glassware should be filled with a

colored opaque fluid. Hollow silver and

plated-ware should be filled with ice-water

so that the condensation on the outside

will dull the reflecting surfaces.

While the photographer may not find

that interior photography is as easy as

landscape work, he will soon see in it

many opportunities of arrangement not to

be found in out of doors photography,

and when a thorough knowledge of it is

obtained, he will have at his command a

lucrative branch of the profession.

Little Willie—"What is a hypocrite, pa?"

Pa—"A hypocrite, my son, is a man who
always acts differently when he knows

some one is watching him."

A VICTIM PHOTOGRAPHER.
By Tudor Jenks.

As the saying is: "Two negatives do not

make an aflirmative."

There are moments when I am tempted

to invent a new epithet to precede "pho-

togra; her." "Professional" i.s out of the

question, and "amateur" implies an affec-

tion not felt at those moments. "Vic-

tim" is not a new word, but it comes near

enough. It does not express the rushing

in where angels refrain, but it exactly de-

fines the state of affairs after the inrush.

I am, then, not an amateur but a vic-

tim photographer. I am owned by two

cameras and their attendant ghosts and

spirits. The spirits are at hand and they

evoke the ghoists. I did not pay for the

cameras. I am thankful to say that no

mis-spent hoard of dollars reproaches me
from the ebon eyes of two cyclopses. One

was given to me for writing an advertise

ment setting forth the beauties of the art

and its simplicity. But wait a moment,

gentle reader! I did not sin consciously;

1 had never taken a picture then, and I

thought what I wrote was true. The

other camera was also a present from one

who loved me, and who meant it for the

best.

Since entering their service I have tried

strenuously to give satisfaction. With
eager hope I have pressed the button;

iwith bated breath I have slopped all v.arie-

ties of so-called developer; with misguided

^eal I have printed, toned and fixed—

especially "fixed." I have fixed sonie

prints so that they will never get over it.

|I have pasted them into a scrap book

and seen them wane aw.iy into nothing-

jiess or display the iridescent hues of a

dying porpoise.

Having thus learned in suifering I claim

the right to teach in song. But prose

Will give the heart fuller scope for its

jbittemess. The hand that penis these

lines is even now yellowed with pyro that

revealed four failures out of a total of

ifour possible. Others may have better

Kclaim to teach ]. hotography, but to console

l,victim photographers is mine. I have

(made all kinds of failures. Negatives of

mine have gone cheerfully info hypo;

|I>rints of mine have gone cheerfully to

Tbathe and come forth virgin paper; I have

Tocked an invalid negative for hours, gaz-

ing upon its pale cheek that was scarce

flushed by the ruby lamp; I have rushed

(breathlessly after a splendid subject,

fenapped the trigger while aiming at the

vital spot, and opened the camera only

to find the undrawn slide grinning deri-

sively.

"Ich habe gephotographt und gesulrer-

ert."

There is one part of the martyrdom that

lis comparatively easy. The materials can

B)e bought by the most inexperienced, who

has the money. The manufacturers and

ithe dealers have worked untiringly to re-
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move all obstacles from fche path of the

yiurchasing victim. You pay your money,

they do you, and the rest. Eveiything is

so smooth along the down-hill road.

"Facilis descensus photographo."

Plates are cheap (in small quantities),

and the plate-holders at home are so hun-

gry! 'riie imagination,' too, is a wonder-

ful camera. Ui;on an unexposed plate it

Cian take instantaneously cherubin in their

flight. In a new box of plates is the

capacity for taking pictures beyond the

dreams of a Sarony. An!d the book of in-

structions sings such siren songs! "Point

the camera, touch the button"—and
what ?

You enter the dark room, for which
])ante has written his "ogni speranza"
line; you drop the creamy, silver-lined

cloud into the tray; you pour the develop-

er over, and you begin your "Stem gray

ixx-ks, see!"

Then should come, in your Utopian
dream, the gradual appearance of the im-

age. But does it? "Pinafore," with its

'hardly ever," looms through the dim red

ligjit. victim photographer, there is in

your book of instructions a portion de-

Voted to failures. That is your portion.

In a few light words we are told that

over-exposure produces lack of contrast;

over-development gives lack of something
else; under-development is vexation and
under-expoisure is as bad. Escaping these,

Oharj'bdis comes in fog; fog that is gray,

or yellow, or green, or pink. Then, if

you are still safe, I would remind you
how easy it is to scrape a long gash in

the film, or to drop it face down upon the
floor, or to find two plates clinging lov-

ingly together as they are washed.
But suppose you have made a good ne-

gative; I haven't, but you may have dene
lietter. Having supposed the negative,

merely as a working hypothesis, there is

a great wide land full of ravening chemi-

[

cals between you and the finished picture

[

]. can tone a picture so that it will re-

mind you of Kurtz in his moments of in-

spiration, and yet that same print will

j

fade utterly away and leave not a rack

I

behind. I can cause prints to turn colors

I

different from those produced by the pro-

I fessionals.

' But I do not mean to boast of my
I

i)rints. It is in negatives that I excel.

I Weird, ghostly, ghastly spirits of those I

[
have known in happier hours rise unbid-

I

den upon my emulsions. Almost any make
• of plates will serve my purpose, and al-

i most any formula of development.
I have used pyro and I have used eik-

onogen; and it iseems to me that the lat-

I

ter is preferable, as it stains the .«hirt

I
sleeves least.

j

My family used, when in ray early days

j

I emerged blinking from solitary confine-

[

raent, to say, with a rising inflection,

j

"Well?" But now they look sympathetic
and wait for me to explain how I account
for it.
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The last time I came from the dark
room one unthinkingly inquired, "How
was it?" and proudly I replied: "I kept
my temper." Now, how much better it

is to gain a moral victoiy than to take
mere pictures!

I sent some exposed film to the manu-
facturei-, to let him develop it. When the
agent returned the result he said, in a
kindly way, "They ought to give you a
new film."

He meant to soften the blow; but he
^vas mistaking my purpose. I didn't ex-

pect any pictures. I was after revenge.

D wanted the manufacturer or some of his

hirelings to feel what I felt, to see what
,1 saw. And that roll of film must have
lirought anguish to the soul of whoever
locked it into obscurity.

Why don't I give it up. I don't know.
It is hke gambling. I rely upon the doc-

trine of probabilities. I hope that some
day. somewhere, somehow, I may get a
,gcGd negative. I have spoiled only a
few hundred plates and filmsv I may need
(8ome day to build a greenhouse, and then

((those plates will find their place in the

Ivorld. Besides, my favorite reading is

(photographic catalogues. I have never

teen paramidophenol, but I can imagine
': ust what it would do in the developing

ttray. I can see with the mind's eye how
|;ently it would fog a plate, how caressing

r.. y it would coax the edges of softened film

^rom the glass! The new kinds of ca-

Ifneras, too—how neat their pictures are!

(that is, the pictures of them).

:> I should like to write a book of con-

solation for victim photographers. Of
jjrourse I should not pretend to tell them
(^hat would happen to their plates and
J)rints at different stages—a younger vic-

tim, unlearned in the bitter school of

(experience, might attempt that, not I—but

P could by loving sympathy coax them to

^ive up their dreams of actually getting

pictures to show their friends. I could ei-

ther dissuade them from yielding to the

'fatal charms of pyro and hypo, or T could

teach them to seek another result than pic-

tures. I could, perhaps, induce them to

strive for original failures, for eccentri-

cities.

Just to start interest in the subject I

am willing to contribute a pretty negative

made by two people working, entirely

without collusion, on the same plate. It

represents a quiet family at breakfast,

while beneath their table is a Winter

scene, showing an old man clearing the

sidewalks of snow, entirely undisturbed by

the breakfast table in the heavens above

him.

What victim photographer will aid in

establishing a museum of our triumphs?

Just one Socialistic paragraph and T am
done. When the people rule those who
wilfully represent photography as an o.^sy

and fascinating pursuit for the young and

innocent aa^II be brought before some tri-

bunal. Then, while black-browed judges
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look gravely on, an unspoiled amateur wiH
attempt to follow their directions. If he
fail—as fail full well he may—the cor-

rupter of youth will be led away to a long
imprisonment in a dark cell lighted only
by a ruby lamp, and there he will wear
away the best years of his life in endless^-

ly and fruitlessly rocking an empty tray.—
Frank Leslie's Magazine.

Correspondence.

Correspondence should be addressed to
Box 651, Sarnia, Ont.

• * *

German—To print a cracked negative,
put the printing frame at the bottom of
a narrow box about two feet deep, with
blackened aides, and drop a piece of tis-

sue paper over the frame.

• • •

M.P.C.—To dry negatives rapidly im-
merse the negative in a mixture of forma-
line, 1 part, and water, 9 parts, for five

minutes. Then plunge it in hot water, set
it up to dry and in a few minutes you
can print from it.

« * •

N.R.—Yes. From the ground. It is to
be feared you will have to drajw the line.

• • •

Sulphite of Socia-Sulphite of soda is

used in the developer, not so much to

make the pyro keep longer as to prevent
stain. Any acid would answer just as well,

but would not prevent the yellowing of

film and fingers.

• m nt

John Simmons, Toronto—In answer to

your enquiry as to the best plates for land-

scape, we quote from the St. Louis and
Canadian Photographer of last month:

—

"The advice given in all photographic
text-books in relation to landscape work
is that a slow plate is desirable, and most
of us have accepted the dictum without
question. But, according to Captain Ab-
ney, rapid plates are preferable to slow
ones, except in rare instances, because

the gradation they yield is better, the

results less harsh, and the detail in high

lights and dark shadows more evident.

But this statement is issued with a cau-

tion. I quote his observations from Pho-

tography:—'But when using rapid plates,

care has to be taken that they will give

sufficient density in the highest lights.

If plate maters wouldi use sufficient iodide

in the emulsions equal rapidity can be ob-

tained, but with an increased density.

Plates made of pure bromide axe apt to

suffer in density-giving qualities if their

rapidity be pressed to a maximum. It

seems to me thla!t the best thing to do is

to employ a plate of medium rapidity for

practically all work. To change from

quick to slow, or vice versa, introduces

loopholes of error in both exposure and

development."

George Harrison—Our reason for using

the noun photogram was fully stated when
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Ihis department in Rod and Gun in Can-

ada wus started. However, here it is:

—

—graph, a termination indicating the ac-

tive verb,

—gram, a termination indicating the noun.

Tgjegraph—to write at a distance.

Telegram—the writing made at a distance.

Photogiaph—-to write by light.

Photogram—the writing made by light.

* * *.

Constant Reader.See answer to Alex,

in May issue. Yes. The editorial column

of our April issue conltained a paragraph

on the rules governing cameras at the

Paris Exposition. You may be a "con-

stant," but you cannot be a very thor-

ough reader.

« « •

Evans D.—Bromide prints tha;t lose bril-

liancy in the shadows after drying can be

remedied by the use of such a vairo-sh as

the following, which will give the same

effect as when they are wet:—
Borax—40 grammes.

Coarse powdered white shallac—100

grammes.

Water—500 ccm.

Solution is hastened by warming, and

the addition of 50 ccm. to 100 ccm. of al-

cohol makes the solution clearer. This

bath is filtered and the prints floated upon

it. Prints toned with uranium and potas-

sium ferricyanide should not be treated

this way, as the borax destroys the tone.

• • «

H. M. Tubbs—To avoid the coarseness

in prints made from large negatives, place

a piece of celluloid between negative and

paper while printing. This will soften

the grain so that it is hardly noticable,

without affecting the definition to any

extent.

• • •

Flat Negatives—If you dry your nega-

tives and then wet them again, it will

add to their brilliancy.

• • •

Albeit A.—Glycerin and eiponogen—The

image takes longer to appear, but grows

quicOdy. Ortol and pyro—The image ap-

pears in about a minute and grows stead-

ily. Metol and rodinal—The image flashes

out quickly, but gains d'ensity very slow-

ly. Metol and hydroquinone combined

act splendidly together, and make a very

steady working developer. Hydroquinone

—The image is lonjg in coming up, but once

up commences to put on density very

quickly.

• • •

Several replies are again unavoidably

held over, but will be answered by mail.

Literary Young Man (at a party)-

"Miss Jones, have you ever seen

Crabbe's Tales?"

Young Lady (scornfully)—"I was not

awtare that craJbs had tails."

Literary Young Man (covered with

confueion—"I—I beg yiour pardon; I

AN ISLAND
FOR SALE ^
FOR SALE—Leak Island, one of the

finest among the Thousand Isl.mds, con-
taining upwards of ninety acres, beauti-

fully wooded, magnificent situation for

several houses, shooting and fishing un-
surpassed ; situated midway between
Gananoque, Canada, and Clayton, New
York ; steamers passing^daily.

H. M. SIMPSON
29 Canada Life Building

Tel.-Main 3:^44. 189 St. James Street, MONTREAL

should have said 'read Crabbe's Tales'."

Young Lady (scornfully indignant) --

"And I was not aware that red cra,bs

had tails either, young man."^—Ram's
Horn.

Mr. BastedOj deputy commissioner of

fisheries of Ontario, received during May
probably the largest whitefish ever caught

in Lake Erie. It w'as landed in a fisher-

man's net at Port Dover, and declarea

DRINK ONLY.

rmm
Scotch ^ ^

(Ubiskeys
THEY ARE PURE, MATURE, AND

MELLOW WITH AGE.

The most popular brand ^mii ^KamI
in Great Britain VI Y vl/vlll

by the oldest fisher at that port to be

the biggest whitefish caught in the lake.

The fish weighed over twenty pounds,

was thirty-three inches in length, twenty
five inches in circumference, and ten

inches through.

R. J. INQLIS

fine

£u$toin

tailoring

2358 St* Catherine Street^

MONTREAL

Motto—"THE BEST.

GINGER ALE

GURD'S

CHARLES GURD & CO.

SODA WATER
APPLE NECTAR

ETC., ETC

To be obtained from all first-class grocers.

I'lease see that the label is on the bottle.

MONTREAL

F0RYACHTS.STEAMSHIP5.B0AT5
rANDCANOESj

MC(A5K1LLD0UGALL&(?-?
Standard BoatarSpafVarnishes.

MONTREAL.

Fishing Rods !

A fine lot just received straight

from factory. Low prices . . .

FISHING TACKLE of every

description. HAMMOCKS, etc.

6 ST. LAWRENCE MAIN STREET.

LJ.A.SURVEYER,

$12.00 PREMO
FOR $7.00««««

SPECIAL FOR 1 WEEK

niontrcdl

Photographic

Supply

R. F. SMITH
J 756 Notre Dame St.

UPTOWN BRANCH

J 48 Peel Street

MONTREAL
CANADA c*
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Northern Ontario

and Quebec -fiti^ti

Write for full particulars

GENERAL PASSENGER DEPARTMENT

Canadian Pacific Railway
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mattawabika Falls

Near Lady Evelyn Lake, reached via Lake Temiskaming

Finest Canoe Trips in North America
including Tennagaming, Desbarats,
Abittibi.

MOOSE
CARIBOU

DEER
BIG HORN
BEAR
DUCK
PARTRIDGE
QUAIL

GEESE

TROUT
BLACK BASS

SALMON

SPORT ! I ^
There is more Sport to the Square

Mile in Canada along the line of the

Canadian

Padflc Railway
than in any other part of the North

American Continent j^t^t^t^t^i^i^

Send for copy of our Game Map, our Fishing: and Shooting: and other

sporting publications, to General Passengfer Department, Montreal, P. Q.



=V\m\ Canoe Trip

In the World
kaminc
COBBOLD, HalleybuTT.
C. C Farr S: CoKholH

Sportsmen requir-

ing Guides, Canoes
and Supplies, etc.,

for Lakes Temis-
Temagaming should write to P. A.

" " Ont. (successor to

FISHING
We have the finest assortment of Trout Tackle

ever shown in this province.

Rods, Flies, Casts, etc. ; also Salmon Tackle.

The Wightman Sporting Goods Co.,
4-03 ST. PAUL ST.

^...^^^'^^coa; THE HUDSON'S BAY
'

" COMPANY

^^^^ORATEDAO.

HAS HAD OVER 229 YEARS
EXPERIENCE IN PROVIDING
FOR HUNTERS

EVERYTHING NECESSARY CAN BE SUPPLIED, ji j^ ji CIRCULAR
LETTERS OF CREDIT ISSUED ON ALL THE COMPANY'S INLAND
POSTS. «•*««*««««« FURTHER PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION TO

HUDSON^S BAY COMPANY, WINNIPEG.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE OF

FLAGS
CAMP GOODS,
CANOES, SKIFFS,
SAILS, CANVAS,

ROPE, BOAT FITTINGS, CAMP
FURNITURE.*cAc^^c*0*^0*c*c*

The "Sonne" Awning,

Tent and Tarpaulin Co.

775 CRAIG
STREET
Montreal
QUEBEC

" ENORMOUSLY ** the

RlBBOfV

Largest Sale
OF ANY CIGAR
IN CANADA4=«Je

Province of Quebec

Sportsman's Paradise
These rivers and lakes are all vv^ell stocked with salmon and trout, from
four to eight pounds, and with various other kinds of fish.

MOOSE, CARIBOU AND RED DEER.—Splendid shooting almost every-

where throughout the territory of the Province of Quebec, especially in

the Ottawa and Pontiac Districts, in Gaspesia and Beauce, the Metapedia
Valley, the Temiscamingue Region, the Eastern Townships, the North
of Montreal, the Kippewa and the Lake St. John District.

Game abounds in the Forests and on the Beaches.
Hunting territories from 10 to 400 square miles, at $1 .00 per square mile
and upwards, can be leased, on which the lessee has the exclusive right

of hunting.

THE LAURENTIDES NATIONAL PARK alone contains hundreds of the
most picturesque lakes, teeming with fish, and plenty of moose, caribou
and bear ; black, silver and red fox, otter, martin, lynx, mink, fisher are

also abundant.

FEATHERED GAME.—Canadian goose, duck, woodcock, snipe, partridge^

plover, etc., are in great number in almost every part of the province^

HUNTING AND FISHING PERMITS can be obtained [from the Depart-
ment of Lands, Forests and Fisheries and from the Game-wardens all

over the province.

Hunting Territories Can be reased by applying to

THE COMMISSIONER OF
LANDS, FORESTS AND FISHERIES, QUEBEC

TO LET

Rivers, Lakes

and Hunting

Territories « «

Hunting permits, fee : $25.00.

Fishing permits, fee : $10.00.

THE HERALD JOB DEPARTMENT. MONTREAL, P.Q
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aVlNCHESTE^
K^peating i\irie$

For All Kinds of Shooting.

(All Desirable Calibers and Weights

A FEW FAVORITES FOR HUNTING.
Model 1895. 30 Army caliber, weight 8 1-4 pounds.

Model 1894. 30 W. C. F. caliber, "Extra Light,"
weight 6 1-2 pounds.

Model 1894. 30 W. C. F. caliber, '-Take Down,"
weight 7 3-4 pounds.

Model 1 892. 44 and 38 caliber, " Take Down," weight
7 pounds.

Model 1886. 4&-70 caliber, "Extra Light," weight
7 pounds.

Shoot Winchester Ammunition. Made for all Kinds of Guns.

FREE.— Send Name and Address on Postal for 158-page Illustrated Catalogue,

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.. • NEW HAVEN, CONN

no more Rust

Oil

All absolute preventive of
rust. An ideal cleaner.
A perfect lubricant.

For Bicycles, Fire Arms, Type-
writers, Sewing Machines,
and all bright (or polished)
metals.

\4anufactured by

G.W.COLE CO.
Dept. B. 141 Broadway, New York City

Samolo Bottle Sent for Canadian 2c Stamp

BRITISH AMERICAN HOTEL
WINDSOR, ONT.

LEADING HOTEL IN THE CITY.

SPECIAL RATES FOR TOURISTS.

T. W McKEE, PROPRIETOR.

HAMILTON POWDER CO.
HAS MANUFACTURED

SPORTING GUN POWDER
Since 1865, as a result you have

"CARIBOU" made from best materials, perfectly

put together. " DUCKING " hard pressed,
slow burning, l(eeps well under all conditions.
" SNAP SHOT " high velocity, moist residium
Cheap. The powder for every day use.

ENGLISHMEN SAY
Powder can be l)ought in Canada as good as ever
put in a gun. It has a positive advantage over
home make, the dirt is soft.—J. J. W in London
Field.

AMERICANS SAY
The finer English or American Powder and Cana-
dian " Caribou," I am quite familiar with. They
give so little recoil that one may shoot all day
without bruised shoulder or headache — Forest
and Stream.

CANADIANS ABROAD SAY
Can you send over some Trap? I don't mean to

flatter but it is ahead of anything we get here.

—

A. W. W., Batavia, N. Y.

The Balmoral Hotel
MONTREAL

Offers special inducements to Tourists and
."Strangers visiting the city. Kooms large, airy
wnd comfortable. Fitted with all modern con-
"veniences. Very central, being within easy dis-

tance of railway depots, steamer landings, &c.

A. ARCH. WELSH. Prop.

In point of cuisine and equipment^ THE
ROSSIN is the most complete, the most
luxurious of modern Ontario hotels. The
roomst single or en suite, are the most airy

and comfortable in the Dominion. The
Union Depot and Wharves but two mins
utes' walk.

A. & A. NELSON,
Toronto, Ont. ^Proprietors.
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Canada's immense forests are not only
among its chief natural sources of wealth

but are a great attraction to the sports-

man. In these oiie and one-quarter

million square miles in round numbers,

800,000,000 acres of forest, is to be found
the finest big game lands of America.

«> ^ <$>

Canoe trips in Canada are becoming a
favorite means of spending a summer
vacation by visitors from across the line.

No other country offers such a variety of

trips of that kind amid charming sur-

roundings and with excellent fishing, and
in a climate that is unequalled. Those
whose eyes have seen the sweep of the
dark-green northern hills, who have
slept nearby the foaming rapids amid the
incense of the balsam and spruce, and
imbibed the true spirit of the wilderness,

j

will again and again return to Canada, for

[

in it is all this in perfection.

A recent explorer on Trembling Moun-
tain, Quebec province, reports the view
from its highest peak as indescribably
grand, a very large portion of the
Trembling Mountain park being in full

view. He says the park shows no fire

ravages but is in a state of wilderness

perfection, an aggregation of well wooded

mountains and valleys, intersected by
numerous streams and lakes.

"^ «><$>

One of our U.S. contemporaries, in

speaking editorially of changes made last

spring in the fish and game laws of ( )ntario

and New Brunswick, speaks of them as
'• the revised laws of the Canadian prov-
inces," and, judging by this and follow-

ing criticism, is evidently under the im-
pression that they apply throughout
Canada. For example, he states "moose,
" reindeer or caribou can be killed this
" year only between November 1st and
" 15th, and between the same dates every
" third year hereafter, another wise bit

" of protective It-gislation." These dates

refer solely to the province of Ontario-

Moose and caribou can be killed every

year in the other provinces, where they

abound, the open seasons in the eastern

provinces being for moose: Quebec, Sept.

1st to Dec. 31st inclusive, excepting the

immense counties of Ottawa and Pontiac

in which the open season is Oct. 1st to

Nov. 30th inclusive
; for caribou, entire

province west of the Saguenay from Sept.

1st to Jan. 31st inclusive. New Brunswick
generally permits moose and caribou to

be killed from Sept. 15th to Dec. 31 st.

We suggest to the editor of our e.c. that

he take a trip to Canada and learn how
big the country is and what a magnifi-

cent place for the sportsman, then he will

understand that the laws of one province

are not operative throughout the Domin-
ion and could not reasonably be so on

account of climatic and other conditions.

<S> <S> <$>

The Lacy game bill, which has passed

Congress, should assist materially in pre-

venting shipments of illegally killed

game birds or animals. The shipper, the

carrier and the consignee will each be

subject to a $200 fine on conviction for

interstate shipments, and the carrier and

consignee, for shipments from Canada.

<S> <S> «>

Spare the small fish is a good maxim
for every angler. Fishing for count, re-

gardless of size or weight is properly
losing its attraction to the many, as it has
long ceased to be attractive to the best
sportsmanship, which looks upon it as
greediness, without regard to those who
come to fish in later years, when the
small fish shall have become heavier,
stronger, gamier and worth catching.

Therefore, if small fish are caught, un-
hook them carefully and return them to
the water and content yourself with
(luality, not number.

The international revolver match which
took place in June between teams from
the United States and France resulted in

a victory for the former by 23 points at

s Kjrt range and 38 at long range.

St. Gabriel de Brandon, Que., has faith

in its own initiative, and evidently be-
lieves that sportsmen are the people who
should Crst be attracted to it. This town
has adopted the unique method of adver-
tising itself by means of a fishing contest,

four money prizes being offered for the
largest maskinonge caught in Lake Mas-
kinonge, near which the town is situated.

We reproduce the circular on another
page, believing it will interest readers

besides those living in the city to whose
citizens it is addressed.

Commencing with this issue, our
Forestry department will be conducted
by Mr. E. Stewart as editor and Mr. K.

H. Campbell as sub-editor. Mr. Stewart
is Chief Inspector of Forestry for the
Dominion and also Secretary of the Cana-
dian Forestry Association, of which Mr.
Campbell is Assistant Secretary and
Treasurer. With these able gentlemen
in charge, who were appointed thereto

by resolution of the Canadian Forestry

Association, May 31st, readers of Rod
AND Gun may look forward to a forestry

department well conducted and of practi-

cal value.
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FISHING IN THE
PORCUPINE HILLS.

By Lawrence J. Burpee.

Continued from last month.

While we were smoking the commissdon-

er laid a wager with me that I could not

catch a gopher. I honesitly believe his only

object was to have the luxury of seeing

somebody else struggling over muddy
ground under a broiling sun, while he lay

comfoi'tably on a pile of blankets, shaded

by a large and disreputaible looking um-
brella. However that may be, I accepted

his challcjnge, haWng been much) impressed

with a venerable western yam—but new to

me—which I had heard the day before, ot

the estimable Redman who had lived in

]>eace and plenty on the prairie for days—
I am inclined, in fact, to think it was for

weeks—Avith no other Aveapons than a piece

of string and a bundle of matches. He
caught the gophers with hi-s string, and
the prairie grass provided the fuel. Such
a man would be quite capaible of eating

them raw, hair and all, and it would have
added to the simplicity of the tale. I felt

that what an ignorant Indiaii could do,

with such satisfactory results, I could

surely manage, at least once. With a piece

of twine, therefore, and a certain amount
of enthu.siasm, tempered wi;th modesty, I

ataited off gopher hunting. One need not

go far, as I have said before, to find go-

phers on the prairie, and I was soon

among them, their shrill tweet! tweet!

sounding on every side. Nov.' and then a

small inqiiisitive head would pop up from
u neighboring burrow, but there was evi-

dently sometliing suspicious looking about

that piece of string, and the way it was
carried, for they never stayed up long-
indeed, I had only to move to cause the

sudden disappearance of a oircle of bright

eyes. I selected a promising looking bur-

row, arranged my noose over it in the

approved fashion, and waited jmtiently un-

til his incurable curiosity should bring the

small tenant to his door. But I had reck-

oned without my ho^, for it appeared he

had, like all sensible householders, a back

door as well, out of which I presently

found him watching me with undisguised

amusement. I got up quietly, and ignor-

ing some irrevelanlt remarks which came
on the breeze from the direction of our

camp, tried another hole; and am proud

to say that, after about an hour's perse-

verance, I did catch a goipher—one more

unwary than his fellows. 1 carried him

in a fish basket, to the camp on 'iVout

Creek, but he escaped in the morning by

gnawing through the cord which was tied

around one of- his lelgs. He is now prob-

ably the father of a large family some-

where among the Porcupine Hills.

Our tardy driver turned up in about

an houi', with a double waggon, and we

packed eiverythirug on board and started

forward once more. We were very much
imjiressed with the splendid looldng cattle

that roamed freely over the prairie at the

foot of the hills, in herds of five and six

hundred. They looked like the pri2;e cattle

one sees in an eastern cattle show, re-

markably sleek, fat and well-proportioned.

It was quite dark when we arrived, tired

and very hungry, at our camping ground,

on the bank of a beautiful little stream

that could be heard bubbling and whisper-

ing through a series of tiny rapids down

was bounded by one of the highest of the
surrounding hills, to the north, rimning
westward into an intricate network of

green valleys which interhccted the hills

in every direotion. The view from the

summit was something to be remembered.
On evei-y side rose the rounded hills; in-

nocent of trees, or even bushes, but cloth-

ed to the summit Avith the richest coloring

of green. Between them wound, in many
an intricate turn, the sitill greener valleys.

To the eastward the prairie lay, bounding

View on the Magpie River, Nortliern Ontario.

to the open prairie. We were not in any
humor for sentiment then, however, as

there was a great deal of work to be done.
While some of us unpacked the waggpn,
others gathered dry twigs and branches,

and presently had a cheerful fire blazmg
up. A tripod was erected over this, and
the appetizing smell of fried bacon filled

the air with its fraSgrance The tent was
now up, and everything snugly stowed
away, and we eat down in a circle to eat

our very late dinner, by the fire light. It

was close on midnight when we got

through, and after a rather sleepy and
incoherent chat we turned in for the nighr.

The sun had but a very short s'tart of

us next morning. It had hardly taken
leave of the distant edge of the prairie

when the first riser opened the tent door
and revealed the pioturesque spot whose
features we had only imagined the night
before. The tent was pitched a few yards
from the creek, on a narrow strip of plain

covered with velvety grass and innumer-
able flowers. Beyond this the land rose

gradually to a wider plain, thirty or forty

feet above the level of the creek; and this

the horizon, an immense gi-assy inland sea.

Westward, above the hilghest of the hills,

towered the snow-capped peaks of the

Rockies. The scene was one that could be

more easily felt than put into language.

The Rockies, misty and ethereal in the

distance, seemed to be something apait—
something belonging to another world, a

land of the imagination, where our early

dreams of fairyland might be reahzed. I

spent several hours here, dreaming ladly

of the pioturesque old legends of other

<bays, and of the old-time story tellers, who
would have clothed these silent and beau-

tiful hills with niagic„ and peopled them
with fairies and gnomes.

But this was in the afternoon, when the

first ardor of fishing had worn off. In

^he morning, immediately after breakftist,
1

we armed ourselves with rod and basket,

and scattered up and down the sti-eam,

to try our ^11 in the piscatorial art, with

es much enthusiasm as the immlortal Wal-

ton. I didn't go far, but wladed out to a

comfortable looking boulder in mid-stream,

and to my intense surprise, for I had never

hereitofore beten a successful fishennan,



oruiglit half a dozen beautiful trout of fair

*!/.
. in as many minutes, lliere I sat for

time—simply enjoying the clmrming
1

1 y of the aoene, tlie clear limpid water,

kich everything was visible, even the
as they flashed up and down the

1:5, the verdant banks of the creek,

a1 .iig which grew the only trees that 1

tuul seen ao far in the Northwest, and on
<>v. ry side the hOlg, risang in graceful

i:n\i>3 one over another.

I kit after a while I felt that I would
ho fternally disgraced in the eyes of the

iiij^fcctor, to whom fishing was a sacred
a-i. if I did not at least fill my basket
-^

1 Avaded ashore and wandered up-

^iiiMin, throwing my line at every pro
n isitiig spot, with success such as 1 should

n vcr have hoped for.

These trout liave somewhat the appeai--

aino of the eastern brook trout, but lack

tlif distinctive pink flesh, and, what is

iimre important, the delicious flavor, of the
icil brook trout. But they certainly made
Hi I lor any slight inferiority in quality, by
lilt If unquestionable quantity. Trout (Jreek

<lhl imt belie its name. It fairly teemed
wiili life. My companions, who were more
^kiliul and more enthusiastic tlxan I, re-

1 Lined towards noon, with a cargo of fish

luiiiiiiig in Aveight from a quarter-pound
to three-quafters. The inspector's face

vras a study, as he came into camp. To
him a good trout stream was as near Para-
dise as earth could provide. He beamed
on everyone for the remainder of the day,

and nothing could disturb his good nature.

In the afternoon he and one of the oth-

ers went down stream and caught more.
Ic is only fair to slay that out of our pafty

of six, the two constables did not fish at

all, and the commissioner and I did merely

enough to save oui- reputation.: from being

utterly ruined in the eyes of our friend

the inspector. Consequently the large pro-

portion of the to^tal catch was made by
two men. I doubt if any stream could

show much better results than that. These
fish did not rise to the fly at all. They
teemed to prefer raw beef to any other

bait. Worms are an unknown commodity
the district.

To guard ourselves against the inevitable

increduUty which outsiders feel for the

tales of fishermen, we took snap-shots at
our catch strung up between two busihes

—

or rather, I should say about half of the

catch, the detective, who was stringing

them on a fishing line, having rebelled at

Uuit, and declining to touch another one.

rixe remainder was left in the baskets.

We livedl on fish all day, fish for break-

fast, dinner and supper, and we took back

enough with us, oij ice, to supply the

police mess for several days. We at the

hotel treated our friends there to an eix-

lellent trout breakfast the following morn-
ing.

In the evening we gathered around an

enormous camp fire, to feed which we had

Bcoured the country side for fuel. On it
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were piled the trunka of several fallen

trees, the largest tJiat could be found. We
sat far into the night, telhng yarns and
listening to them, especially to the inspec-

tor's, for he was an "Old-Timer," and ha.d

been tJirough the roughest of the early

days. The commissioner also searched the

roceasfti of his memory for amusing anec-

dotes nf bench and bai My latest recol-

lection, after we at length tumbled in, is

of awaiting somewhere in the wee sma'

hours to see the inspector sitting up, sound

asleep, but telling one of his favorite stor-

ies to an imaginary audience—imaginary,

if I except an inquisitive gopher,who stood

in the tent door, and a jiir.kiug coyote in

the safe bacfcgroimd, down by the creek.

I threw the inspector's boot at him, and
its owner rolled over to sleep once moi-e,

\\rith a request not to make so much noise

—as though he himself were innocent in

the matter.

We broke oamp very early the next

morning, and arrived in town, very dustj

and dirty and tared, but with a magnifi-

cent cargo of trout, which we were careful

to show to everyone.

Apart from the pleasure which every

man should get from a good day's fishing,

where the flnny creatures are hungry anu

rise readily to the bait, the surroundings

of our camp in the Porcupine Hills were

such that we were all loch to ,<ay good bye.

It would be hard indeed to find a more

charming spot toi sipend a week or two,

either fishing or merely loafing around with

a novel or two and one's pipe and a com-

panion to chat to when one felt so inclined.

We had picked out perhaps the most lovely

spot to be found along the creek, beside

one of its numerous rapids, whose mur-

muring music luUed us to sleep at night.

The creek wound its way down to the

level plain, with many a curious twist and

).um. It seemed the very prototype ot

that famous brook immortalized by i'enny-
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CAMPING WITH

I chattel oA'er stony ways',

In little sharps and trebles,

I bubble into eddying bays,

I babble on the pebbles,

1 wind about, and in and out.

With here a blossom sailing,

And here and there a lusty trout.

And here and thdxe a grayling.

Had the poet drawn his inspiration from

this modest little western stream, he could

not have more fittingly described it. Not

only is the "lusty trout" there, with all

his relations, but the grayling also, a Can-

adian cousin of tJiat which Tennyson

knew.

If any of my readers are ever lucky

enough to wander as far as Fort Macleod,

they cannot do better than drive out to

Trout Creek in the Porcupine Hills. To

camp there, in midsummer, is equal to

any excursion within my experience.

INDIAN TEPEES.^
By Straw Hat.

Schoolcraft, the Indian historian, made
his home at Sault Ste. Marie for some
years, where his family mtermarried with
that of a famous Indian chieftain. Here
Schoolcraft became acquainted with
Shingwauk and his son Buhqujjinini, a».d

Longfellow, the poet, obtained the legend
from Schoolcraft, _which he immortalized
by its rendering in the form of the poem,
"Hiawatha." The hunting ground of

Shingwauk and Buhqujjinini extended
from Marquette, Mich., to below Desbar-

ats, Ont. Shingwauk's grandson, Kabaoo-
sa, and great-grandson, Wabanosa, are liv-

ing at Desbarats Station, and another at
Garden River, near Sault Ste. Marie. They
are fairly educated men, proud of their
race, and are convinced of the fact that
the original of Hiawatha was Buhqujjinini,
who died only a few months ago. They
hold Longfellow in great esteem for so
correctly picturing the life of the Oji-

bway tribe. They have invited the Long-
fellow famUy to be their guests and to see

the Drama of Hiawatha, the first presen-

tation of which will be early in August
with real Indians. Provision will be made
for a large number of people to camp out
on the Desbarats Islands. The hotels are

only small country inns, which the local

people think good enough, but which
would go far below the expectations of

the average tourist, so that those coming
there this year must come prepared to
rough it. There is a summer hotel build-

ing at the present in the Indian village at

Kichards' Landing, both of which will be
ready on August I. These will be outfit-

ted for people of the more exacting kind
so that it will provide a better class of

accommodation than thalt just described.

However, the tents and camping outfits

will be provided by experienced people,

and there is nothing to dread in that sort

of living and much to enjoy. In the mean-

time parties leaving the train, who have

to spend a night or take a meal at the

Desbarats Hotel, will have no cause to

complain. A steam launch, row-boats

and waggons will bring tourists from the

Desbarats Station or Hotel to the Islands

during the tourist season.

To secure tents or tepees it will be ne-

cessary to write ahead to A. V. Reid,

Desbarats, Ont.

Fish Story.

First octopus—Here comes old shark.

Let's swim away.

Second octopus—Why?
First octopiis—O, he's always telling

about the time he caught a man ten feet

long and let him get away.—Baltimore

American.
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LESS
than twenty-five years ago

there was perhaps but one reg.

/ ularly organized linnt chib upon

tlie continent, and to-day tliere

are fully one hunched in operation

in various paxts of Canada and the United

States. During the past ten years this

kind of sport has become quite a fad on

this side of the Atlantic. Where previous-

ly the trotter was the favorite among

horsemen, he has now to give precedence

to the hunter, and as a direct result of

this change of opinion as to the uses to

which our high class horses can be put,

horse shows liave sprung up all over the

country, conducted on lines largely after

the pattern of those held in Great Britain

for many years past. While possibly the

high-class roadster is holding his own in

many respects, the saddle horse and hunt-

er have come to the front in a manner

that has been a surprise to those engaged

in this branch of agricultural industry.

In our June number we gave an histor-

ical sketch of the Montreal Fox Hunt,

and in the present issue we puiTxuse giv-

ing a brief account of the Canadian Hunt
Club, Avhich was organized in November
1897, with a membership of twenty-iive.

The officers elected for the following year

were Dr. A. R. L. Marsolais, president;

Mr. L. H. Painchaud, vice-president; P.

A. Beaudoin, treasurer, and J. B. La-

marche, secretary; the kennels being lo-

cated at Longueuil. During this year the

work done was more of the character of

organization, and the getting together of

a full complement of hounds to hunt

on regular days, and to get familiar with

the possibilities of the country over which

they were to hunt. Many of the members
took a deep interest in these initiatory

steps, and their efforts were rewarded
with a success far beyond that anticipat-

ed. Foxes were found in abundance, and
contrary to expectations, the farmers in

the \'icinity of Longueuil welcomed rather

than opposed their coming, as was also

the case in St. Hubert, St. Bruno, Re-
pentigny, and St. Lambert. The year 1899

oi)ened very much more favorably, the
membership having increased to one hun-
dred and twenty-five and large and valu-

able additions were made to the pack.

This year the hunting season commenced
about the middle of September and con-

tinued until the early par't of December.
Throughout" the entire season the sport

was excellent and the country hunted over

is certainly the best to be found in the

Province of Quebec, being plentifully sup-

phed with game and more open and freer

from barbed wire than the Island of Mont-
real. During this year Mr. Geo. A. Si-

mard was Master, and Mr. J. B. La-

marche, seci'etary. The membership has •

increased, until it now numbers one hun-

dred and sixty active members. At the

last annual meeting, Dr. J. D. Gauthier

was elected Master and Mr. J. B. La-

marche re-elected secretary, and since

that date the club lias become a regular

member of the Canadian Hunt Association,

For the first time in its history this club

is now in possession of a club house, sit-

uated at St. Lambert, about a mile above
the Victoria Bridge on the south side

of the river, where is commanded a beau-

tiful view of the St. Lawrence, with the

rapids in sight a short distance higher

up. Almost immediately in front of the

Club House is located a beautiful bay,

where excellent fishing, boating and bath-

ing are obtainable, which adds materially

to its attractions. The members have also

in the vicinity training grounds, where the

young h'orses are schooled, and huntsmen
in embryo are taught lessons in the art

of horsemanship and the technique of the

hunting field. Lying to the south and
east are the beautiful coverts of St. Hu-
bert, St. Bruno, Gentilly, St. Philippe,

and Boucherville, with Laprairie to the

west. The official opening of the dub
House( was held May 28th, and
was a most brilliant affair. Mem-
bers and invited guests were ar-

riving and taking their departure

from ten in the morning until five p.m.

They were received by Dr. Gauthier, the

Master, and Mr. J. B. Lamarche, who
were ably assisted by Dr. A. Brosseau,
Major F. G. Mackay, Dr. P. E. Maurice
and Messrs. J. A. 0. Laforest and Clovis

St. Louis.

The visitors were numerous and express-

ed their appreciation of the courtesies ten-

dered them, and showed their interest in

the equipment of the new club and its

development in so short a time.

At noon lunch was served, for which
forty covers were laid. During the after-

noon a four-in-hand tally-ho ooach put in

an appearance containing a number of

members, whose arrival was announced by
the lusty blowing of the "Fanfare de Cors
do Chasse." The performers were Ths. A.
Reeh, Paul de Bellefroid, J. B. A. Tison,

H. S. Pierre and Paul Degremont. These
gentlemen added much to the enjoyment
of 'those present, to whom this musical or-

ganization was quite a novelty, being the

only one of its kind in America, though a

frequent accompaniment of hunting olul.)s

in France. The tally-ho party eoiisi^.cd

of Messrs. Arthur Berthiaume, Kiijieiie

Bastien, T. E. Huot, Arthur Lamalice,

Eugene Cadieux, Arthur Ibbotson, George

Vandelac, J. R. Mainville, V. Murphy,

Monette, Coswell and Rusilon. The pack

now numbers tlurty-eight entered hounds,

mostly imported and from imported stock.

In addition to the hunting proper, a polo

club has been organized, and some of the

more energetic members have entered into

this new departure with such a zest that

it has already become quite popular. The

first practice took place on June 9th, and

every Saturday since the sport has been

taken hold of with much spirit.

Two car-loads of polo ponies have beea

purchased in the Northwest, and will be

regularly used instead of the larger horses.

Many members are now spending the

summer at the club house, where they can

indulge in almost any kind of exercise,

both on land and water.

The hounds are now taking preparatory

exercise, and cub-hunting will begin in

August, and the first regular meet will

take place the second Saturday in Septem-

ber.

We have received Part I of Catalogue

of Canadian Birds, by Professor John Ma-

coun, M.A., F.R.S.C., naturalist to the

Geological Survey of Canada. The name

of the author is sufficient to suggest the

fact that the catalogue, like everything

emanating from him, is eminently pra*-

tical. It is intended to be a popular work

and contains the EngUyh names of the

birds as well as the scientific terms, and

the species are arranged in scientific order.

There are copious notes and many valuable

references. Part II. is Intended to com-

plete the catalogue and will be published

later on. Price of Part I. ten cents. Pub-

lished by the Geological Survey, Ottawa.

The Anglers' Association of Perth has

been formed and the following officers

elected:

—

President—T. A. Code, Esq.

1st Vice-President^. F. Kellock, Esq.

2nd Vice-President-^. A. Allan, Esq.

3rd Vice-President—J. E. deHertel, Esq.

Secretary—C. F. Stone.

Treasurer—R. J. Drummond, Esq.

Executive Committee—Dr. Beeman and

Messrs. A. W. Goodman, Robert Burris.

Wm. Farrell, sr., J. F. Kellock, G. E.

Armstrong, J. R. Mitchell, J. M. Balder-

son, P. Hope, J. Ed. deHertel. and Mac

Marks.
Honorary member*—Senator McLaren-

Hon. John Haggart, Col. Matheson, M.L

A., Mr. W. C. Caldwell, M.L.A., and Mr.

Judd
This association will devote Itself large-

ly to preserving the fish in the many ang-

ling waters near Perth, Ont., and no

doubt will do excellent work.
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SPORTSMEN and tourists visiting

the pleasant little town of Mat-

tawa, on the upper Ottawa, are

hardly likely to know of the great

changes that have taken place

in that region during the last generation.

In that time Mattawa has changed from

a Hudson Bay post, remote from civiliza-

tion, and rarely visited by anyone not con-

nected with the fur trade, into a sufhcient-

ly lively little town boasting of several

hotels, and into a junction where two rail-

roads join their steel bands.

Things are very much more comfortable

to-day at ^lattawa than they were in the

early age^. When the writer first found

himself at the meetino; place of the Mat-

tawa and Ottawa Hivers, there were no

hotels, and he thought himself lucky to

get a bed on the floor of a half-breed's

hut; now you may turn the electric light

on or off, call for hot water to shave with,

in fact, indulge yourself in all the luxuries

of an effete aivilization—tliat is, provided

you Iiave the two or three dollars a day

necRssjiry to oommand such luxuries. Ldv-

inji as yet is not very expensive on the

Upper Ottawa, though the prices are sev-

eral hundred iier cent, higher than they

wnre twenty vears ago. Then one could

often do more by the present of a few car-

tndges, or of some stray fish-hooks, than

with dollar bills.

Of course aU these changes have not

t«ken place without affecting more or less

tlie game distribution of the district. Just

aa there is one glory of the sun and an-

other glory of, the moon, so have there

been various abundances of game imme-

diately surrounding the Mattawa. When
the Hudson's Bay Company flourished, the

I

big black moose used to stroll down and
JRtrotch their necks over the paling of the
ffrt, sniffing inquisitively at the many
bnmtiful objects for sale in the company's
^Ino. Joking apart, one had to go but a
very few miles, ere running across fresh

,tnoose tracks; aa for the Kipawa region,

Ithe animals were simply jositling one an-

lother up there, but no one but a fool would
'liave troubled to go so far merely for

,moose—they were to be had nearer. Of
HTviaU deer there were none in those days
at the Mattawa. When I say none, I must
'•onoct myself, for we did on one occasion
di Mover a sohtary Virginia deer track,

wlicreat the guide, Jimmie the Duck, al-

mos^t fell over sideways with excitement.
jDurinig a long career he had never
stumbled across a deer track north of the

Mattawa River. To-day there are few bet-

ter hunting grounds for deer than the

lands adjacent tx> the Upper Ottawa and
the Mattawa. The deer have been en-

croaching upon the range that were once

exclusively a moose ground, and the iitter

animals have been receding east, north,

and west. Moose and deer rarely occupy

the same country; in fact they never do

so unless, as is the case in Maine to-day.

few miles in mooseland, and he will soon

find himself in mooseland. Last winter

some young farmer friends, of mine, not
far from Haileybury, which is the Ontario

side of Tjake Temiskaming^ used to make
up snowahoeing parties to visit the moose
yards on the baek of their farm. Happily

tliey were men of the right stamp, and
the poor helpless brutes came to no harm
at their hands. Just as soon as the On-
tario Government permits moose shooting,

there will be some grand hunting to the

westward of the lake. I say "i)erraits

shoating" advisedly, because I understand

the Ontario (Jovemment, in its wisdom,

will not allow moose to be killed previous

to November 1st of the present year. Tiiis

means that mighty few moose will bite the

leaves, or the dust, or whatever other sub-

Second Falls on Magpie River, Northern Ontario.

the poor brutes are so hemmed in that

it is Hobson's choice. Trappers say that

the moose pursue the deer, and make their

lives a burden to them until they clear

out. This is quite possible, while, on the

other hand, it may be merely a natural

antipathy which causes the animals to

avoid one another.

Comparing the sport to be had at Mat-

i.awa twenty years ago with that to be

expected to-day, the situation may be

summed up as follows: Sport was then

rougher, more advenlturous, better spieed

with danger, but there is a better chance

of a varied bag in 1900, than in 1881. For

moose the explorer need only take the

Temisikaming Colonization RaUroad for a

stance an expiring moose is supposed to

bite, this season. Moose hunting, when
permitted at all, should be legal after the

1st of September. The biggest moose come

to call very early some seasons. I think

the temperature of the air has much to

do with the beginning of the season.

When a warm August is succeeded by
sharp frosts early in September, the hunt-

er will do well to be upon the ground
and ready to try his luck. By postponing

the opening of the season until late into

the autumn the bag is likely to be re-

stricted to young, immature bulls, there-

fore, the Ontario Grovernment wiU not

act wisely should it make the opening

date later than September 15th, and t' c-

I
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first of the month -would serve the pur-

pose better.

There is no better outfitting point than

at Mattawa, for, although the old Hud-

son's Bay Fort has long since disappeared,

the great company has erected stores there

which are the envy and admiration of the

unsophisticated natives. In them you may

buy anything from a i>luig of tobacco to

a yellow and green blanket; only you must

not be in a hurry. You see the Indian,

Avith whom they have always traded, has

lots of time, in fact time is his long suit.

He would oheerfully pass a long summer's

day haggling over the price of a marten

skin, and then he may require another

day to select the articlee he is to take in

exchange for it. The guides of the region

are mostly Frenchmen, with a strong dash

of Indian blood in their veins, or else

Scot-ch half-breeds. They axe all magnifi-

cent canoe-men, a rigorous selecition hav-

ing been going on for many years, and

the duffers having all come to violent ends

long ago. When canoednig up the river?

you are continually meeting with "Dead

Mens' Rapids," and these rapdds were the

places of undoing of the duffers. The

canoemen of to-day are as nearly perfect

as any human beings are likely to become;

they will pole or paddle aU day vidthout

showing signs of fatigue; they never make

mistakes; never take the wrong aide of

the rapid, to find out when too late that

there is a big rock ahead; and after hav-

ing made the Monsieur comfortable for

the night, are ready and satisfied to throw

themselves fe^ to the fire, and go to sleep

on the sharp edge of a stone without fur-

ther preliminaries.

This is really one of the charms ot

camping out on the Upper Ottawa. Not

only are you sure of good sport, that is

if you are any good yourself, but it is very

delightful for a city man to get away from

the humdrum of his daily life, away back

into the woods with these simple, imspoilt

children of nature, as companions. They

aay what they think, and mean what they

say, although they are never rude. They

have the most profound pity for the aver-

age Monsieur's inaptitude; they cannot

help regretting tliat a man showing so

many promising qualities should be so bad-

ly brought up. In their eyes it is shame-

ful not to be able to chop, and pole, and

paddle, and they fail to undei-^tand h.cn%'

boys can be brought up in ignorance of

these elementary requisites of a liberal

education. There is on© wav, however,

in which the aportamem may force their

admiration and respect. Good hunters and

trappers as they are, not one in the hun-

dred can shoot as well on the average as

his eanployer. If the employer manages to

keep his head level when he gets a snap

shot at moose, oaribou, or deer, and is able

to do himself justice, he will probably as-

tonish his men by what they consider his

almost uncanny skOl with the vv&e. They

will talk over that shot around the win-

ter's fire, and you may be sure neither

the distance nor the result will lose by
the repetition of the telling.

So if the old Mattawa have passed away
there is yet another Mattawa always ready

to extend a welcome to a man who fol-

lows legitimate sport. It is quite a far

cry to that little tovsTi, but several men
have aJready found their way there, and,

as a rule, those that go there one year

return with great regularity as aoon as the

leaves on the maples and the birches are

changing to crimson And gold. There is

a fascination about that northern land to

which if a man yield but once, he rarely

struggles ajgainst for the remainder of his

natural life. During the early autumn the

weather is usually all that could be de-

sired, and the sport is about as good as

any one has a right to expect.

Value of the For Trade.

Twelve million animals are killed every

j'ear to furnish us with furs. Some of

these fur-bearing animals, like the sea ot-

ter, have been almost annihilated, and

the beaver has disappeared from all but the

most distant regions. Statistics show a

constant increase in the suppply of furs,

but this does not mean that there are

more fur-bearing animals in the world.

It signifies simply that under the impulse

of the greater demand and better prices

more persons engage in hunting and trap-

ping the Animals.

Every animal that has hair on it is

hunted to-day for its hide. The Hon as

well as the rabbit, the monkey as well as

the cat, the fox as well as the seal, the

bear and the otter, animal® of the polar

region and those that live near the equa-

tor, mammals and amiphibians. There are

feome 400 species or varieties of fur-bearing

animals, and almost every country in the

world furnished its quota of furs. China

sends furs from Thibet, Japan sends mar-

tens and badgers, iS^outh America a kind

of rat, Peru and Chile thp ohinchilla, Aus-

tralia the opossum. In 18if>8 there were 1,-

300.000 opossum skins sold in London.
The muskrat furnishes the largest num-

ber of skina—in 1898 2,6151,342. Of course,

the retail buyer does not recognize the

muskrat in the furs of the marten sold to

her, but that is what most of the marten
furs are. The collarettes and boas sold at

such low prices are muskrat furs, and they

wear well. Skunk and the true marten are

next in importance. The marten is found
largely in Canada and the northern part

of the United States, and so are the pole-

cat and the ermine. Fox skin's are sold in

very large numbers, 250,000 having been
used in 1898. But there are all sorts of

grades among the foxes. The common red
fox is of least value.

The blue fox and silver fox are most
valued. The blue fox is sometimes almost
as white as the snow on which it Kves,
and at other times of a darker color. It

is this second kind wihich is most largely

sought for. Last year the best specimens

of blue foxes were sold as high as $1,20C

each. But the famous silver fox is greatest

of all, for its dark skin is liberally sown
with white hairs. It is found mainly in

the extreme north, near the Arctic Ooean.
in Alaska, Labrador, and Siberia, and, be-

sides, it is very rare. Some specimens of

this fur have ben sold dm-ing the last year
for $11,700.

After the first fall of snow, about the

middle of October, the fur hunters bury
themselves in the forests, taking witli them
two dogs, who drag along the sleigh load-

ed with the necessary supplies. These
consists of some blankets, ammunition,
traps, sometimes a tent and very little

provisions. They rely chiefly upon the

animials slain for ioo^. After laying the

traps— a work of no small trouble and la-

bor—the hunter must be ever on the alert,

for the wolf is ever ready to rob his trapn

of any animal caught therein, and the

hunter doesn't like to catch furs fot

wolves.

Toward the end of the winter most of

these animals disappear, and then the

hunters look for beavers, setting their

traps through holes in the ice. When the

thaw begins their active runs along other

lines for the grizzly and common bears may
emerge from their winter quarters, and

their pelts are in no small demand. After

catching as many animals as they can,

stripping and salting their hides, the trap-

pers must sell the products of their win-

ter's work. Tlie Indians in Canada bring

most of their furs to the forts of the Hud-

son Bay Company.
Canada and Labrador supply most of the

furs exported from America.

Advancement of the Horse.

By C. J. Alloway.

The new Riding Academy that is being

erected in New York, by Mr. William Dur-

land, is to be a building of magnificent

proportions and is to cost considerably over

a million dollars. Some estimate can be

formed of its magnitude, when it is men-

tioned that there are to be one thousand

electric lights in the riding ring alone and

all other equipments throughout the insti-

tution on a similar scale.

At tlie recent sale of the McGrathiana

yearlings, held at Sheepshead Bay pad-

docks, on June 15, eight colts, the get of

"HanoA^er," sold for the unprecedented

average of eight thousand seven hundred
and fifty diollM"s; one of these bringing the

enormous sum of twenty thousand dollars,

and a second fourteen thousand five hun-

dred.
The above facts, coupled with the reoeni

sale of "Flying Fox," for a sum exceeding

one hundreid and ninety-one thousand dol-

lars, are strong arguments in favor of the

phenomenal values to which horses of the

best types have risen in recent years. Thia

would appear to be conclusive evidenc<!

that notwithstanding the multiplication of

electric and other forms of locomotion, the

equine species seems to have made more

rapid strides of advancement as an import-

ant factor in the service of man than ever

in his previous history.

i
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REGARDING CERTAIN CHANGES
IN THE DISTRIBUTION OF
CANADIAN ANIMALS

AND BIRDS.

By Chas. A. Bramble.

Altbough the wholesale extermination

waged by our Ameriean cousins against the

furred and feathered denizens of their for-

ests and prairies, has not, thank Provi-

dence, been imitated here in Canada, yet

we have, during our growth into a nation,

Ixien compelled to oust some Species, and
to very much reduce the numbers of eer-

tiiin others.

One can,of course, easily tinderstand how
it. is that the wild turkeys no longer

^.rut in the immediate neighborhood of

Toronto; and that the moose is not as

aljundant as was once the case in the out-

skirts of Hochelaga, but there are certain

other mfovements of the lower humanities

which we are at a loss to explain. Let
me inistanoe a few of these cases.

Fifty years ago, according to Indian re-

part, and their statements are substanti-

ated, by the presence of many gnawed and
discolored antlers on the hillside, elk were
extremely abundant throughout southern

British Columbia. To-day you might
tramp it from the Rockies to the Coast,

and the Boundary to the Bridge River,

without running across a track of an elk,

or even meeting any white man who had
ever heard of such an animal being found
on the mainland of the province.

The elk are exclusively confined to the

Island of Vancouver. They inhabit the
very dense and matted forests of the nor-

tJiern end of the island. Few have been
allot, as the difficulty of hunting them in

such a country is enough to deter all but
the keenest. The western woods are not
like those of the east. They are full of

horrid, prickly shrubs, one of the most
abominable of which is fittingly named,
"The Devil's Club," and a man requires

a buckskin suit and the hide of a rhi-

noeerous, to force his way through in any
comfort. It is said by scientific men that
tliis Vancouver elk has become differenti-

ated in the course of ages, and is noiV a
good variety. The elk which was formerly

I

on the mainland, was, if one may jud^
I by cast antlers, identical with that found
jin the Northwest. Why it disappeared
ino man can say. The Indians have a
yarn to the effect that the animals vanish-

I

ed after a winter of unusually deep snow;

j

but as this is their universal explanation

!
for the disappearance of any animal, it

j

is quite permissable to doubt its correct-
I ness in this case. Is it not more prob-
lable that an unfortunate murrain, such

I
as has lately devastated South Africa,
[overtook them, and spreading with awful
I virulence, exterminated the noble animals?
This is only a conjecture, but it is prob-

jably correct.

I Just across the giant barrier of the
Rockies, on the breezy upland plains of
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the Northwest, an extermination on a far

grander scale took place within the mem-
ory of men who are not yet middle-aged.

The northern range of the buffalo extend-

ed to the .southern edge of the great sub-

Arctic forest, which stretches its dark

mass down to the very banks of the Sas-

katchewan. In winter the animals drift-

ed before the biting north wind, and the

driving sleet, until they reached the val-

leys of the Platte, and Republican, and
other American streams, in the spi-ing

they wandered north again, and the half-

breed and the Indian found each fall an
ever-recurring supply of meat and hides,

with which to siistain and clothe them-

selves during the ensuing winter. Through-

out the 70's an awful butchery took place.

Hardly any of the slaughter occurred on

the Canadian side of the border, but just

south of it, in Montana. Fort Benton

traders outfitted hundreds of parties to

wipe out the animals. Millions of buffal'O

were shot for the sake of their hides, and

the bulk of the killing was done in three

years. To-day, from the base of the Rock-

ies, as far east as the Qu'Appelle, the

whole Northwest is seamed with a net-

work of buffalo trails and wallows. In

that diy climate they will be in evidence

for many a long year yet. These trails,

and a few woods-buffalo still inhabiting

the Smoky River district in the Peace

River country, are all that we have of

the buffalo.

Manitoba has changed from a wilderness

of waving grass to a fertile land, yielding

many million bushels of wheat within a

very few years. Such changes, as might

naturally be expected, have upset the orig-

inal economy of Nature, and given rise to

a new order of things. The elk was once

widely distributed in Manitoba; now it is

confined to the so-called "bluffs," which

are the wooded shores of what was, in

ancient times, a vast lake, covering the

whole, or nearly all of the land now

known as Manitoba. These ridges or

bluffs are covered with a growth of mossy-

cup oak, and ash-leaved maple. They form

the la^t sanctum 'of the M:anitoba elk.

Under the scanty shiade of these prairie

trees, the Doukhobor, the Galician, the

Scandinavian, and the German, are rapid-

ly doing to death the survivors of a once

numerous species.

There have been even more wonderful

changes among the game birds of the

prairie province. Twenty-five years ago

the only species of grouse known to the

Manitobans was the sharptail. These birds

were always known a® chickens, and could

be slaughtered by the cart-load in the

scrubby brush along the As-siniboine and

other prairie rivers. The bird found in

the United States, which is the pinnated

grouse, was never knowTi to occur, at least

in central or northern Manitoba. To-day

a bag of grouse wiU contain about equal

numbers of each species, but in a few

years, it is to be feared, the prairie hen

will have completely vanquished the prai-
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rie chicken. The shari>tail has been re-

ceding east, and north, and west, before

the advance of the pugnacious and more
powerful southern bird(. The sharptail

is a lover of the wilderness; the pinnated
never thrives so well as when there are

large fields of wheat and corn from which
it may take toll. In 1883 the eaistern

range of the sharptail did not extend
much beyond Whitemuuth, which is about
50 miles northeast of Winnipeg. Of late

stray birds have been shot as far east as

the Ottawa, and in the rugged country
between Manitoba and the Great Lakes,
the birds are very abundant aJl along the
railway track. The cause of this eastern
extension is probably the burning of the

heavy forest in the immediate neighbor-

hood of the line. This land is now grow-
ing up in that light, mixed growth, which
follows the destruction by fire, of the
original heavy timber. It is, therefore, at
present, an ideal country for a bird which
prefers the scrub to the open country, and
which, on the other hand, will have noth-

ing to do with dense woodlands; but I

am afraid this abundance of aharptail

between Lake Superior and the Red River

will not be a permanent condition. Dur-

ing the next twenty-five years the second

growth will be replaced by young forests

of Jack pine and spruce; then it will no

longer suit the habits of the sharptail, and
the bird will gradually become scarce.

The only way these grouse could be pre-

served WDuld be by keeping large tracts

of land burnt off in rotation. This, of

course, is not a policy which could be ad-

vocated by any sane man, no matter how
enthusiastic he might be on the subject,

and the greater care now taken to preserve

the timber of west Ontario from fire, al-

most assures us that the days when hun-

dreds of thousands of acres of standing

pine were destroyed, through carelessness

or criminal negligence, are past.

In the older parts of Ontario the Vir-

ginia deer have been extending their range

north and west and are now found in

regioiijs where they were unknown ages

ago. In Quebec, also, beitween the Ottawa

and the Great Lake St. John, there is

a country of lake and forest which is be-

coming most abundantly stocked with

deer. We in Canada are particularly for-

tunate in having such large unbroken for-

est areas. These form perfect sanctuaries

for game, and ensure an ample breeding

stock for future generations.

These few brief notes by no means touch

upon all the changes of habit that are

known to have occurred in the Dominion,

but they include the more noticeable. It

may be added, as it was omitted, in the

allusion to Manitoban changes, that the

queer little burrowing owl, which shares

with the marmot and the rattlesnake, the

sandy burrows of the western prairie-dog

villages, has found its way into Manitoba^

where it has always been unknown. The
Colonies are creeping across the province

in a north-westerly direction, and have

been noticed recently in the neighborhood

of Brandon.
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Novel Competition

To the Citizens of Montreal:

—

The town of St. Gabriel de Brandon

is situated on the alhore of Lake Maaki-

nonge which contains excellent maskinonge

fishing. While all reputable strangers

are welcomed to St. Gabriel, it is desdred

to specially advertise the town and bring

its attractions to the notice of all Mont-
real citizens, and the town council has,

therefore, decided on the novel means of

directing their attention to St. Gabriel

by oflFering prizes for the largest maski-

nonge caught between July 1st, 1900, and
September 30th, 1900, inclusive, by a citi-

zen of Montreal. The prizes to be as fol-

lows:

—

One 1st prize $20.00

One 2nd Prize 13.00

One 3rd Prize 10.00

One 4th prize 5.00

Only citizens of Montreal and its su-

burbs may compete, and proof of citizen-

ship satisfactory to the Mayor of St. Ga-
briel de Brandon will be i-equired before
the prize is paid tO' the successful contest-
ant.

Contestants will be allowed to use only
the method of fishing called "trolling" and
the trolls used shall not consist of more
than three hooks each.

Trolling is to take place only in the
daytime, between the hours of daybreak
and sunset as shown in the Canadian Al-
manac.

On landing after trolling, each contesit-
ant will be required to e:!diibit the largiest
maskinonge he has caught to Z. B. Ger-
main, secretary, who will measure and
weigh same, the measurement t» be from
middle of tail to tip of snout; the weigh-
ing to be on Fairbanks scales, the weigjit
to be of the fish undressed precisely qs
caught. A portion of the fish (the
tongue) will be removed by weigher and
destroyed. A certificate of weight and
length will be made and signed in dupli-
cate, and one portion handed to the con-
testant, who must furnish his or her full
name and address to the weigher before
certificate is dehvered.

On October, 1st. 1900, the judges,
Messrs. J. E. Archambault, M.P., M^yor
St. Gabriel de Brandon, E. Beausoleil,
J. B. Gouin, Louis Coutu and A. H. Oli-
vier, will decide the result of the contest,
which will be announced by circular and
in the public press, and thereupon the
prizes will be awarded.

J. E. ARCHAMBAULT, .M.P.,

Mayor, St. Gabriel de Brandon
June 30th, 1900.

'Rod and Gun " is the official organ of the

welcome contributions on

Editor—E. Stewart, Chief Inspector of Forestry
for the Dominion and Secretary Canadian For-
estry Association, Ottawa, Ont. Sub-Editor—R.H.
Campbell, Treasurer and Asst. Secretary Canadian
Forestry Association, Ottawa Ont.

THE report of the Chief Inspector

of Timber and Forestry for

Canada, which has now been

issued, is of special interest, as

being the first submitted by Mr.E.

Stewart, in that capacity, and, while of

necessity there is but little work yet done,

the conclusion from the reading of this re-

port must be that the timber lands under
the control of the Dominion Government
are of sufficient extent and value to justi-

fy fully the appointment of a special of-

ficer to deal with them.
The principal wooded areas which will

be under Mr. Stewart's jurisdiction are

described as follows:—
The first, which might for convenience

be called our Great Northern Forest, ex-

tends from Alasika on the west to Hud-
«>n Bay on the east, and from the North
Saskatchewan river, and the sixtieth par-

allel of latitude on the south to the barren
lands of the Arctic regions. East of
James' Bay there ig the Labrador dis-

trict.

Next we have a timbered area of con-

siderable extent lying north of the Pro-
vince of Ontario and south of the North
Saskatchewan river, and the same belt

extends westerly, growing narrower till

it reaches its apex at the junction of the
north and south branches of the Saskatch-
ewan river at Fort a la Corne.

Proceeding westerly the- next large tim-

ber belt we meet with is along the eastern

slope of the Rocky Mountains and extend-
ing from the North Saskaltcheiwan souther-
ly to the international boundary.

The next in order would be the British

Columbia railway belt. This ti'act of

country was granted by the Province of

British Cblumbia to the Dominion as a
contribution to the latter for the build-

ing of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and
is in round numbers about five hundred
miles in length by forty miles in width
twenty miles on each side of the line of

railway, and contains an area of 20,000

square miles, or 12,800,000 acres. The
most of this area is well covered with
splendid timiber.

The first object which will be aimed at

is the preservation of the timber from fire,

for in this, as in almost all forestry re-

ports, that agent of destruction is found

Canadian Forestry Association. The Editor will

topics relating to Forestry.

to be the one most to be dreaded. The
Mounted Pohoe have from time to time
been employed in enforcing the Fire Acts
of both the Northwest Territories and the

Province of Manitoba, and there is no
question that in many cases they have
done excellent work, and wherever their

services can be utilized in the future it is

desirable that they could be continued; hut

in view of the extent of the country to

be looked after and i^e limited nuralier

comprising this force and the other duties

incumbent on them, it is imjiosaible for

them to do aU that is required in this

respect. Such being the case, it will be

necessary to provide additional assLstance

for the purpose.

Mr. Stewar't considers that some such

method of fire guardianship as has been

employed with so great a measure of suc-

cess in Ontario and Quebec could advan-

tageously be arranged for Manitoba and

Uie Northwest. Under this system, the

Government and the license holders joint-

ly bear the cost of the service, and the

resiilts of its adoption have been very sat-

isfaciJory to both parties, as shown by the

statements of the lumbermen and the

fire statistics.

A very important timber area, partic-

ularly for its effect on the system of ini-

gation for the semi-arid district in the

Korthwest Territories, is that along the

foot hills of the Rocky Mountains. The

reports of the Irrigation Branch, as quot-

ed by Mr. Stewart, call attention to the

absolute necessity of preserving this tim-

ber if a proper and regular supply oi

water is to be assured, and also point out

the widespread destruction by fire whicli

has occurred. Tliere is no phase of thf

subject of greater importance tlian thi'

and it is one which deserves very carefu ;

consideration. The Government has alj

ready acted in the matter in so far as t(

set apart the portion of this tract extend

ing from the Bow river to the 49th par

allel as a timber reserve.

A number of Other reserves in differen

parts of Manitoba and the Northwest Ter

ritories have been set apart by the Gov

emment for their timber and are with

drawn from settlement and also from sale

lease or license. In this connectioii, >1

Stewart makes the following statemeni

;

"Recognizing the wisdom of retainin;

a portion of the public domain for th*

production of timber, not only for its com

mercial value but also for the various ben

eficial effects that the forests have on th

i
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climate and physical character of a coun-

try, it is probable that this is only a be

ginning in tliat direcition. And in this

connection it cannot be too strongly urged

that further reserves should be set apart

well in advanc<i of settlement, and in or-

der that this may be intelligenJtly done, a

thorough exploration of Hie unsurveyed

portion of our public domain abould be

undertaken and kept up, so as always to

be ahead of the settler. This system, li>

addition to its utility in the way indi-

cated, would in the end be found econo-

mical, inasmuch as many districts which

otherwise would be surveyed, but which,

from these reports, would be found unfit

for settlement or be recommended for tim-

ber reserves, could be left unsurveyed,

and the expense thereof saved to the l>e-

pantment."

The preservation and management of

the timber now standing is, however, only

one side of the problem which has to bt

dealt with. The treeless character of our

Western plains forces itself on the notice

of every visitor to the West. And this

condition aggravates itselfi. For the result

of the lack of protection of the soil from

sun and wind renders the growing of trees

a difficult matter, while the absence of

any covering to retain the moisture which

may be deposited in the form of rain or

snow, adds to the preliminary obstacles

that surround the problem. The results

accomplished by the efforts of the Experi-

mental Farms, the OanaKiian Pacific Rail-

way, Mr. Pearce, and others, demonstrate,

however, the possibility of success in this

direction, and the exj>eriments in tree

planting so far conducted have shown their

advantages in themselves and also their

usefulness as a protection to the growing

crops. A number of interes)ting statistics

i\re quoted from the reports of the Ex-

perimental Farms to show the varieties of

trees experimented with, the cost, &c.

Mr. Stewart recommends that the Gov-

<!rnment should encourage the people of

the country to take up the work for them-

selves by furnishing them with information

on the subject and also with seed, cuttings

and young trees of desirable varieties.

Much may be learned from visiting the

libcperimeiital Farms, but Mr. Stewart sug-

gests that in addition fore^ry lecturers

might attend the meetings of the Farm
ers' Institutes on the prairies, and give

lectures of instruotions on tree planting,

following this up by diatribnting a short

treatise of instruction on the subject,

and also by an announcement of the man-
ner in which the settler could be supplied

free with seed, cirttings or young trees,

from the Experimental Farms or else-

where.

In conclusion the whole case is summed
up in the following statement:—
"The whole forestry problem of our

Northwest may be included in the two
words': conservation and propagation.

Conservation or preservation of what we
have at present growing in a natural state

involves, first, prevention as far as possi-

ble desitruction by fire, and, secondly, a

judicious system of cutting the timber re-

quired for use so as to retain for all time
a continuous supply from those districts

that are better adapted for the growth of

timber tlian for agricultural purposes.

So much has already been said on the
subject of protection from fire that it

is unnecessary to say anything more ex-

cept, in conclusion, to recommend that

before next season arrives a system of

guardianship be instituted. It will b.» ne-

people have a knowledge regarding their

cultivation, which it would be safe to say

a large percental have not, the trouble

and expense are incurred to little advan-

tage> and where failure is the

result it discourages others from

attempting the experiment,—if such

a word as experiment is permis-

sible; whereas, it can scarcely be doubt-

ed that Lf one farmer in a neighborhood

make the attempt and is successful, his

example will be followed by others, and

a healthful stimulant to emulation will be

On a Tribtuarv Stroain of Oba Lake, near the Height of Land, Northern Ontario

oessary to divide the timber districts so

that in case of necessity rangers or guar-

dians may be employed at short notice.

In certain exceptionally wet seasons, such

as the last, it may not be necessary to

employ any, while in others it may be

necessary to do so in certain parts and not

in others. The owners of timber limits

should bear a fair and equitable proportion

of the expenses of the guardianship where

there are limits within the guarded dis-

tricts.

With regJird to propagation it is also

unnecessary to repeat what has been said,

but its importance is so great to the pres-

ent settlers on the plains and so far-reach-

ing in its effects to the country and to

those Avho will in future make their homes

tjiere, as to warrant an earnest effort be-

ing made to encourage the planting of

trees by the settlers. The Experimental

Farms are at present doing an excellent

work in supplying seeds, cuttings and

young trees to those settlers who make

application for them, but unless these

afforded which cannot fail to be of last-

ing benefit."

Mr. S,tewart is now in the West on a

tour of inspeetiooi and for the purpose of

arranging the organization necessary for

carrying out the plans he has outlined in

his report.

Scientific Test of Pine.

Mr. Duff, of the School of Practical Sci-

ence, has been commisaioned to proceed to

Algonquin Park to study the location of

the timber there, and particularly the

pine. This will be followed ur) by scien-

tific tests a.s to the strength and durability

of pine and other Canadian woods for

building purposes.

The Ontario Government has arranged

with Professor Macoun, of the Geological

Survey, Ottawa, who is known as the

leading botanist in Canada, if not on the

continent, to investigate and report on the

flora and fauna of Algonquin Park.
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Professor Macoun is a member of the

executive committee of the Canadian For-

estry Association, and \\-« hope to give to

our readers some sketches from his pein in

connection with his work in the park.

The Ontario Government are sending out

at the beginning of this montli ten par-

ties to explore the northern portions of

Ontario. Their work should result in very

much additional information as to the re-

sources of new Ontario, and should place

the Government in a better position to

put them to a proper use. The examina-

tion and proper use of the resources, es-

pecially of timber, is one of the objects,

the promotion of which the Forestry Asso-

ciation lays down for itself in the state-

ment of its aims, and its members can very

heartily approve of the action which has

been taken.

A Canadian manufacturer of paper, in

connection with the question of the in-

crease of cost in tliat article, recently

stated: I think we will have to give up the

notion of cheap paper. What are the

facts? The great bulk of the paper used

for newspapers is made from wood pulp.

Wood is the basis of this class of paper.

What are the conditions to-day in regard

to timber? Last winter there was very lit-

tle snow in the early part, but the men in

shanties had to be paid and fed just the

same. We had little snow until March,

and after that we had an early spring. The
water in the creeks is phenomenally low,

and the wood cannot be brought down.

E\iery difficulty increased the expense.

Moreover, note this, that whereas a few

years ago the wood was at the hand, so to

say, at the present time, whether in the

St. i[aurice or Saguenay districts, the men
have to go in fifty, a hundred and a hun-

dred and fifty miles. There is still plenty

of wood, but It is being cut into, it re-

cedes, and as it recedes it becomes more

expensive to procure. The paper manu-

facturers pay from 25 to 40 per cent, more
for material than they did some time ago.

This applies to ground and chemical wood.

Still further, those who manufacture man-

ilia paper have to pay an increased rate

for hemp. The same remar"k applies to

colored rags. Indeed, prices have gone up
in connection with every feature of the

manufacture of pai>er. If you wish a new
piece of machinery you find the price 25

per cent, higher than would have been the

case a few years ago. So it should be well

understood by the public that th» manufac-

turers are not making any more profit

when they raise the price of paper. They

are not combining against newspaper pub-

lishers or any other body, they are simply

endeaAX)ring to secure a living profit upon

their output. I really do not think very

cheap paper can be expected again; at the

same time I do not think there need be

alarm over a great increase. If we had

plenty of rain, even now, the situation

might improve. It is largely a question of

wood and water. The creeks are low and

the wood cannot be brought down. A
plentiful supply of rain would swell the

creeks, and swelling the creeks would af-

fect the price which the manufacturer

charges and wliich the publisher pays."

Forest Tree Planting in the West
The vast prairies of the west have been

the theme of song and story from the

days when they were first trodden by the

foot of civilized man, and the "Great

Lone Land" has always had its fascination

for the adventurer and the pioneer, and

has developed its own peculiar and inter-

esting types of character. These wide-

stretching plains seem to open up a new
and boundless world and to give room to

breathe and expand. But to the pioneer

of settlement the prairies present their

own special difficulties, less arduous in

some respects, than those which beset the

early settler in the older provinces in

their struggle with the torest, but bearing

their own freight of discouragement and

disappointment. The grasshopper and the

frost, sometimes flood and sometimes

drong'ht, wind and hail, all in turn, had

to be battled with, and the openness of

the country left it peculiarly exposed to

such attacks.

The bareness of the landscape is a fea-

ture which has been coiomented upon again

and again, and the only means by which

this character could be changed by man,

the planting of trees, has been given more

or less attention for many years. Belts of

trees would not only add beauty to the

scenery, but would be of great value for

fuel, as shelter to the growing crops, and

for their effect on the climate.

The Hon. David Laird, in submitting the

report of the Department of the Interior,

in 1876, stated that during his journey

from Fort Garry to Qu'Appelle, in the

summer of 1874,nothirig impressed itself up-

on his mind more than the treelessness

of a vast portion of the country over

which he passed. Day by day as he crossed

the wide extend of prairie uterly destitute

of trees the question presented itself:

How is the settlement of these prairies

possible if the settler is without wood, for

fencing, building or fuel? His attention

having been called to the work done in

tree planting in the United States,

he instructed the Surveyor-G«neral,iCol. J.

S. Dennis, to obtain all available informa-

tion on the subject.

The Surveyor-General apparently consid-

ered Hon. L. B. Hodges, superintendent

of tree planting on the St. Paul and Pa-

cific line 'of railway, as the most compe-

tent authority on the question, for he ap-

pended to his report some suggestions on

tree planting taken from an essay of ~SIt.

Hodges, *nd he also quoted the assertions

made by that gentleman which he deemed

that his five years' experience justified.

Some of these statements were that at

a mere trifling expense the stockyard and

building-; on the bleakest prairie home-

stead may be sun*ounded in five years with

a belt of trees forming a wind-break and
alfording effectual protection; that a grove

of trees c-an be grown as surely as a crop

of corn and with far leas expense in pro-

portion to its value; that apparently

worthless prairie lands can, by the plant-

ing and cultivation of timber thereon, be
sold for $100 per acre within twenty
years; that the net profits of land proper-

ly planted and cultivated with trees will

within ten years realize at the rate of

ten to one as compared with the profits at-

tending the raising of wheat. The Sur-

veyor-General added that other even more
forcible propositions were put forth by
;Mr. Hodges, but he forebore to quote them
and perhaps it was well, for in tlie light

of later experience, even those which are

qroted are sanguine enough to suggest re-

collectioHs of the predictions which char-

acterized the days of the "boom."

As a result of the investigation it was
decided to amend the Dominion Land Act
so as to provide for "Forest Tree Culture

Claims," similar to those provided for by

Act of Congress, and in 1876, an amend-
ment was passed authorizing the grant-

ing of a quarter section of 160 acres to a
settler after the expiry of six years from
the date of entry on condition that eight

acres of the land had been broken and
prepared for tree planting within one year

after entry, an equal quantity during the

second year and .sixteen additional acres

within the third year after such date, and
that a similar scale had been followed in

tree i^ant-ng commencing from the second
year, the trees to be placed not less than
tweilve feet apart ^dh way. Each appli-

cant for entry would require to make an
affidavit that the land applied for was
o])en prairie and without timber.

Under this amendment 253 claims, cover-

ing an area of 40,480 acres, were taken

up during the years 1877 to 1879, but only

six entrants completed the duties neces-

sary to entitle them to patent, the last

patent being issued only so recently as the

31st August^ 1895. Most of these claims

were in the district along the Red River,

others were far'ther west along the boun-

dary and some even so far north and
west as the Minnedosa district. The
claims for which grants issued were in

Township 2, Range 4, East; Township 3,

Ranges 5 and 6, West; and Township 2,

Ranges 12 and 14, West.

The reason for the practical failure of

this experiment was undoubtedly the lack

of knowledge of the trees suitable for

growth in the Weist, and of the proper

methods of caring for them. The fact'

has gradually forced itself upon the public

mind that agriculture cannot be carritil

on successfully except by those who ha\ .'

special knowledge of and training in it,

and it is largely the same with arbori-

culture. The grower must know what to

plant, how to plant it, and how to caro

for it afterwards.



At that time every individual tree grovv-

r had to make his own experiments,

)ut, as a resiilt of the work of the Expe-
iiiiental Farms in Manitoba and the

"Torthwest the whole question of tree

rcwth on the plains has now been placed

n an entirely different position. At these

arms, situated at Brandon and Indian
lead, respectively, experiments have been
arried on for a number of years and the

esults are now available for general in-

ormation.

The trees which have been found most
atisfactory for planting for wind-break
)elts are the Box Elder or ^Manitoba
klaple, the Mm, the Green Ash and the
'oplars. The Poplars are fast growers,

)ut the wood is soft and not very dui^
;ble. The Elm and Ash form a firm wood
)ui: grow slowly. The tree which has, on
he whole been found most satisfactory

or general tmrposes, is the Manitoba Ma-
)le, as it grows rapidly and strongly.

Ihelter belts are most useful on the north
nd west sides of the land to be protect-

d, as it is from these directions that
he prevaiUng winds come. Satisfactory
lelts have been formed by planting the
rees five feet apart each way, twenty
ows in a belt, making a shelter 100 feet

n width. Tliick hedges have also been
fsed as wind-braxks, made by planting
wo and three rows of trees three feet

part, the trees being placed about two
set apart in the rows, and these have
:)on formed excellent shelter.

The cost ijer acre of planting the trees
nd cultivating until they are large en-

ug'h to shade the ground and preveint

-ettds from gi-owing so that they need no
Lirther care, Is found at Brandon to be
16.25, and at Indian Head from $12 to

k.
I

Trees may also be grown from seed, the*
lost hardy being produced from seed
Dund in the country. Large quantities
f the seed of the Manitoba Maple have
een distributed from the experimental
inns and as this tree produces seed in
IX or seven years there will soon be
lenty of it available.

There have been distributed from the
ndian Head farm 220,000 young forest
ees and cuttings, and 4,000 lbs. of tree
?eds, and from the Brandon farm 600,000
re<;8 and cuttings, and 1,800 lbs. of seed.
While the experimental farms have
cne verj' much in the distribution of
fed and cuttings to the settlers, there
perns to be stiU an opening for some ed-
jitional work in bringing the results of
'le experiments before the people most
iterested, and in assisting them to take
dvantage of such results. If the sett-

Irs

could have to some extent the per-
nal supervision of competent tree plant-

^s in the setting out and subsequent care

i

the jilantations, success wbuld be rea-
;-nably certain, and each such successful
jiantation would be an object lesson to
le whole neighborhood. By the resume

I

the report of the Chief Inspector of
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Forestry for the Dominion in another col-
umn, it will be seen that he is projecting
a plan of organization along these lines.

'i'he Division of Forestry of the Unit-
ed States have made arrangements for
laying out plantations for settlers, prece-
dence being given to lands considered
ntost likely to furnish most useful ex-
amples after a study of the ground has
been made. An agreement is made be-
tween the owner and thei Secretary of
Agriculture which provides that the De-
partment, alter personal study on the
ground by its agent or agents, shall pre-
pare a plan for planting and caring for a
forest plantation, wood lot, shelter belt

or wind-break on the land; that the plan
shall be prepared for the purpose of pro-
moting and increasing the present value
and usefulness of said land to its owner
and to develop and perpetuate a" planta-

tion of forest ti^ees upon it, the Depart-
ment to supervise the execution of the
plan so far as may be necessary and to

have the right to publish and distribute

it and its results for the information of

farmei-s and others whom it may concern.

The working of this plan in the United
States will be watched with interest, as it

may be advisable to adopt a similar plan
in Canada, if it is found to worii satis-

factorily and give the desired results.

The report of the annual meeting of

the Forestry Association' is ready for dis-

tribution. The design on the cover is very
good and is the work of Mr. L. Pereira, tlie

assistant-secretary of the Department of

the Interior. Great difficulty was expe-

rienced in obtaining suitable illustrations

for the report, as this branch of photogra-

phy does not appear to have been given

the attention it certainly deserves. The
secretary will be pleased to send a copy
of the report to anyone interested in

timber or forestry,
* « «

We clip the following as a sample of a

paragraph which appears occasionally in

«ur newspapers:

ANOTHER TOWN BURNED.
Elmira, N. Y., May 8.—All the buildings

in the village of Oorbett, Potter Co., Pa(,

were destroyed by forest fires this after-

noon and several people were badly burn-

ed, the inhabitants fled to Galeton, and
many of them are now quartered in the

Buffalo and Susquehanna Railroad station

there.

The fact that such fires still occur, even

in long settled districts, as witness the

great Casselman fire of a few years ago,

points to the necessity for a continual agi-

tation of the question of the prevention

of forest fires not only for the value of the

wood destroyed, but for the danger there

is to. the homes and lives of those who
may be in their path. The long spell of

dry weather which we have had this spring

was particularly favorable to the .starting

and spread of forest fires, and we cannot

too frequently or urgently impress the ne-

cessity for care on the part of all those

2«I

who use fire in the woods, and of an .in-

telligent study of the means of preventing
their spread. The question of making
compulsory the building of fireproof houses
and of preventing the piling of lumber
within the city limits in being discussed
with much warmth and interest at the
present time in Hull and Ottawa. Ottawa
has progressed somewhat since the days
when it was described by a certain distin-

guished person as "a city of lumber piles

and civil servants," but the lumber indus-
try is still one of the main sources of
wealth, although as a result of the change
in conditions the sawing of the lumber is

not concentrated in Ottawa to anything
like the extent it was siome years ago.

The change, as well as the still great im •

portance of the lumber trade in Ottawa is

illustrated very clearly by the stetement
made by Mr. J. R. Booth before the Board
of Trade of that city.

The fires at Hull and Ottawa illustrate

very forcibly the dependence of a large
number of our citizens upon the continu-
ance of the wood industries in their vari-

ous forms. Practically the whole of the
City of Hull, and a large part of the popu-
lation of Ottawa are more or less directly

dependent on the lumber mills, and the
pulp and paper and other Industries. If

the two largest establishments were not to

resume operations it would mean almost
the wiping out of the City of Hull, and
would five the prosperity of Ottawa a
blow from which it would take long to re-

cover. The stoppage of ,the manufactories

would not be a greater disaster than the
loss ot the sources of supply through
waste or improvidence, and it is here that

the work of the Canadian Forestry Asso-
ciation should come in to call attention to

the necessity of taking stock of our forest

resources and providing for their proper
management, so that they may be a con-

tinuous source of wealth to the country,

and may be available for those industrial

purposes for which they wiU always be in

demand.

The wooden house may be a more im-

portant social factor than many of us are

inclined to think if the following state-

ment by a recent American writer can be

accepted:

"Stone and brick are the almc^c exclu-

sive building materials of Europe, and in

our larger cities these materials, together

with iron used in large edifices are gradu-

ally driving out the typical American
"frame" house. Not unlikely the latter

will have practically disappeared from the

United States in the course of fifty years.

If so it is by no means a thing to be de-

sired. Stone and brick houses are, no
doubt, more lasting and substantial than
wooden houses, but also far more expen-

sive. If the average American family of

small means in the future will not be able

to obtain the cheap and commodious frame
dwelling in which it lives to-day that will

inean a long downward step in our stand-
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ard of life towards the European level. It

will mean the spread of the tenement house

from the few large cities to the small

towns, tht disappearance of the one family

cottage with its lawns and garden patch

from the villages. It will mean the loss of

one of those advantages by which we have

kept our economic superiority to the older

countries, another widening of the rent be-

tween rich and poor, another difficulty

thrown in the path of a democratic form

of society."

• * •

Canada has taken first place for its tim-

ber exhibit at the Paris Exhibition.

At the recent meeting of the Ontario

Lumbermen's Association, the cut of lum-

ber for the Georgian Bay district for the

year 1900 was estimated at 470,000,000 feet.

Dr. Saunders, director of the Experi-

mental Fanns, who has just returned

from the West, reports an interesting il-

lustration which he noticed on the Indian

Head farm, of the value of a shelter belt.

A field of grain, which was growing in

the shelter of a belt of greeu ash. and

^Manitoba maple, about ten years old and

fifteen feet in heiglit, was found to be

growing well and in godo condition, to a

distance of 750 feet from the shelter,

but beyond that the grain wa-- poor, the

sand having been blown upK>n it by

the wind. The snow which was held by

the shelter would also provide moisture in

the spring to giv^e the grain a mote vigor-

<DUs start.

* * *

Tlie forestry asoisciation in Saratoga is

reported in the rreas to be paying 20

cents a quart fov tenl caterpillars which

were destroying the trees of that city.

They gathered barrels of them and paid

out to the pickers $250. The Ontario De-

partment of Agriculture report that these

caterpillars are doing considerable dam-

age in Western Ontario. The webs of

these jjests make them easily noticeable

in the fall and a careful effort to get rid

of them at that time would help to lessen

their depredations in the following year.

The study of such literature as "The

Birds of KiUingworth," particularly if it

H-^re under the tuition of such an able

bird advocate as the preceptor describ-

ed in it, might also hel]) towards the

.same result.
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A canine constable has been added to

the police force of Dewsbury Borough,
England, in the shape of a rough-coated
Airedale terrier, who nightly goes the
rounds with the men. He formerly be-

longed to a Mr. Williams, but displayed
such a predilection for the police force
that the owner turned him over to the
chief coniatable, who obtained a collar

identif;iang the animal with the constabu-
lary. He goes about all night with the
men, visiting them impartially, and recog-
nizes none but members of the force in
uniform. He recently followed the men
to church.—Ex.

AT THE KENNELS
Conducted by D. Taylor

iii)r>>.l!l^/l^imfffTTm;;5^ U::::^=::^\

A meeting of the executive of the Mont-
real Canine Association was held in the

Natural History Society rooms on Thurs-

day, 28th ult., the president, Mr. Jos.

Reid, in the chair, the either members
present being Messrs. Jos. Quinn, Alex.

Smith, R. S. Kellie, S. P> Howard, A.

H. Sims, W. Ormiston Roy and D. Tay-

lor. On motion, it was decided not to

hold a bench show this fall. The large

number of cur^ running loose in the city

was much commented on, and it was
finally moved by Mr. Sf P. Howard, sec-

onded by Mr. Allison H> Sims, "Tliat a

committee be appointed to ascertain the

at a decision. Whatever may be thought

of the wisdom of the course adopted, tlle^^

can be no question that the committee
have acted for what they believed to be

in the besit interests of the Association,

and instead of a second show this >'ear,

liave resolved to spend their surplus en-

ergy io. stirring up the civic authorities

to take some action in regard to the ab-

normally large number of unlicensed and

seemingly ownerless curs which infest the

streets of Montreal. This is certainly a

commendable undertaking, and we hope

they will succeed in their efforts. There

is no question that the dog nuisance has

Earl of Shrewsbury," the property of Messrs.
F. and A. Stuart, Montreal.

best means of enforcing dog licenses, and

ridding the city of Montreal of mongrels

and the nuisance it is now suffering un

der." This was unanimously carried, and

a sub-committee, consisting of the mover

and seconder, together wtih Mr. John A.

Pitt and the secretary* "was appointed to

enquire into the matter and report. Some
routine business was transacted, and the

meeting adjourned.

» * •

That there will be some disappointment

amiongst members of the CJanine Associa-

tion and dog fanciers at the resolution

oome to by the executive of that body

not to hold a bench show in the fall goes

without saying, but the conclusion was

not arrived at wdthout .serious considera-

tion and after weighing carefully all phases

of the situation. The difficulty of secur-

ing a suitable jAace at a time to oome in

^^th the regular circuit, and the short

interval that would elapse between the

two shows, were the main factors which

weighed with the committee in arriving

come to be a crying evil in Montreal. It

has been frequently said that in no city

on this continent are so many uncared-for,

ir.angy mongrels to be seen prowling

around the streets, a source of danger to

children and a nuisance to citizens gener-

ally, whose slumbers are so often disturb-

ed by the howls and yelps of these mid-

night assassins of rest. The dog owner

who really cares for his dog will not hesi-

tate to endorse any measure, however

drastic, which may be taken to rid the

citizens of this annoyance.
• • *

We have to record the advent in Mont-

real, since our last issue, of two very

valuable dogs, one an Airedale terrier, the

other a St. Bernard, and both eminently

representative of these wdely-apart breeds.

The first of these was imported by Mr.

Jos. A. Laurin, the well-known fancier,

who has lately manifested a strong inter-

est in the "gentleman from the Valley

of the Aire." He came over in the s;tearn-

ship Cambroman, having been purchased

from Mr. Stuart Noble, of nieltenliam.
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owner of the leading kennel of this breed

j
in England, and is known by the kennel

name of Briar Ranger. He is quite young,

only two years old, having been born on
June 15th, 1898, and therefore with luck

has a great future before him. He is

a tip-top youngster in every respect, and
t<?ems Avith the best show and reproduc-

ing blood, combininig, a double cross of

the most valuable Briar blood. He is a

brother to Rock Ferry Test, a big win-
ner, and sire of champion Rock Salt, win-

ner of over 200 prizes; and champion
ifaster Biiar, the greatest show and stud
dog of his generatioui He greatly re-

s.'mhles his illusitrious brother, being a
liii:, ui)standing youngster, with great bone,

giund legs and feet, and a good neck and
shoulders. His head is long, with good
jaw and eyes. Mr. Theo. Marples, the
eminent English judge, in Our Dogs, saya

that he is probably the best colored Aire-

dale on the bench to-day, and further

adds: He has won second at Keighley,

first and special Nottingham, and second
C/Vystal Palace, only times shown, and
there is no doubt he will largely supple-

ment these victories in the near future.

Mr. Laurin is to be congratulated on this

addition to his kennel, which now con-

tains some of the best blood on this side
of the herring pond, and we trust that
his enteipri.se will be rewarded with that
success which it deserves.

» • •

The other animal is the noted St. Ber-
nard, Earl of Shrewsibury, which came
out on the Vancouver, having been pur-
chased and imported by Messrs. F. & A.
S'tuart, 15 Hospital street, who may now
claim to have one of the finest specimens
of this breed living. Earl of Shrewsbury
\vas sired by Ci\. Sir Hereward, one of

the greatest of stud dogs ever known, is

a litter brother to that other great dog,

Ch. Young Bute, and has himself gained
over 100 first prizes and specials, his latest

win being at Birmingham, November,
1899. over Ch. Leofric, the Crystal Palace
winner, which stamped him as the best

dog of his breed in England. Earl of

Shrewsbury is a magnificent rich orange
color. Avith the right texture of coat, flat

and long; his markings are perfect—dense
dark shadings, with correct white blaze

i-unning through to white collar, white
legs, muzzzle and tip of tail; his head is

most typically formed, with great depth
of side face, and is wonderfully deep in

muzzle, a nicely formed dark eye, showing
plenty of that expression so characteristic

of the saintly breed; his ears are small,

well shaded and nicely carried; he stands

on good straight legs, with plenty of

bone. He has beaten most of the lead-

ing dogs of the day in England, and in

1898 won more first prizes under different

judges than any other St. Bernard living.

Our Dogs says of him: "Earl of Shrews-

bury's strongest points are, perhaps, his

large deep frame, exceptionally strong,

straight limbs, legs and feet like a fox-
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hound, good movement; and these quali

ties, added to his grand head, possessing
a deep foreface and benevolent expression,
render him a vry formidable opponent in-

deed. He is as active almost as a ter-

rier in the ring, and appears like going
on for a long time yet." The English
Kennel Gazette also adds its quota by de-

scribing him as "a grand dog, combining
size with quality—in fact, all through a
typical dog." With this latest addition

to their kennel, and what they already

possesised, the Stuart Brothers can now
hold their own, in the matter of quality,
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Alexander; 2, Whin Blossom, Jos. Reid;
3, Sable Beauty, D. Alexander.

Class III. (dog puppies between six and
twelve months, 7 entries)—il, Dominion
Hero, Isaac Stewart, Ann Street. Other
prizes Avithheld.

Oass IV. (puppy bitches from six to

twelve months, 9 entries)—1, Lady Gwen,
H. Tliomas; 2, Craikstone Laurel Lassie,

Oraikstone Kennels; 3, not awarded.
Class V. (novice dogs, 8 entries)—1, Craik-

stone Day Star, Craikstone Kennels; 2,

Spion iKop, P. Gravel; 3, Dominion Hero,

Isaac Stewart.

"Sally," a Bull Terrier, which has won several Prizes,

the property of Dr. J. H. Springle.

with any breeder on this continent. Earl

of Shrewsbury should make a capital mate

for their fine bitch, Rosey O'Grady, and
we hope to hear of some yooing stock be-

fore long.
• • •

A very nice little impromptu show was

held under the auspices of the Canadian

Collie Club D minion Day at Logan's Farm,

Only two or three days' notice was given

to the members, notwithstanding which

fact there were a large number of exhibits

forward, and these of the primest quality.

The place is an ideal one for an open-air

show, and quite a large number of visitors,

who somehow or other managed to get

wind of the event, were on the ground,

among them being a great many ladies*.

The judging was done by Mr. Alex. Smith,

and seemed to give entire satisfaction, al-

though he had a very diflficult task to per-

form, especially in the puppy classes under

six months, of which there was a large

entry. The following were his awards:

Class I. (dog puppies under six months,

17 entries)—!. Mountain Rob Roy, Da\-ie

Alexander, Victoria Towti; 2, Logan's

Strathspey, Joseph Reid, Logan's Farm;

3, Mount Royal, Craikstone Kennels, Petite

Cote (John Gumming).
Class II. puppy bitches under six months,

13 entries—1, Mountain Lassie, Davie

Class VI. novice bitches, 7 enltries)—^1,

Blair Athol Patti, W. Elliott, St. Lam-
bert; 2, Lady Gwen, H. Thomas; 3, Heather
Beauty, D. Coull^

Class VII. (open dogs, 5 entries)—1,

Knight Errant II., Coila OoUie Kennels;

2, Craikstone Day Star, Craikstone Ken-
nels; 3, Calendar Bruce, Coila Collie

Kennels.

Class Vni. (open bitches, 4 entries)—1,

Blair Athol Patti, W. Elliott; 2, Heather
lieauty, D. CouU.

Knigh.t Errant II. is beginning to round
into shape. He was looking almost at his

best at the sihow and is undoubtedly one of

the best dogs of his breed in the country.

In Craikstone Day Star, the Craikstone

Kennels have a young dog that will be

hard to beat anywher<j|. Mr. Alexander
has a promising lot, and be well merited

the success he met with. Mr. Smith said

that the young puppies shown were the

most promising lot he had ever handled in

the course of his long experience, and
showed that good blood was beginning to

tell in this pari; af Canada.
* • •

Mr. Reid's Clover Blossom, a full sister

to the celebrated winner Heather Blossom,

whelped a litter of fourteen the other day.

Tliey are about equally divided as to sex,

and are by Knight Errant II., imported
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last May, and if we mistake not, the first

of his get in this country. They are all

beautifully marked, and out of the lot

there ought to be some prize-winners.

Lucky, ain't he?
* * •

Mr. G. M. Carnochan, of New York, the

well-known terrier enthusiast, donated a

very handsome special to the fox terrier

section of the Ladies' show at the Royal

Botanic Gtardens, Regent's Park, London.

It consists of a lady's brooch, in the form
of a model of a fox terrier, set in dia-

monds, and was for the best smooth or

wire-haired in the show. The show was
held June 28 to 30 inclusive.

• « tt

A recent number of the San Francisco

News Letter rather caustically criticizes

the "all-round judge," going for that

mrch-abused personage in the following

strain: "The system of judging is radi-

cally wrong, obsolete, way behind the

age, and bound to dissatisfy everyone but

the favored prize winners. One man is

expected to judge the whole of the ex-

hibits, from a Pomeranian to a St. Ber-

nard, from a fox-terrier to a greyhound.

Now* there is no living being, no matter

how great a sport he may be, who can
claim to be expert in every kind of

dog. Nor can any man, in the limited

time at his disposal, give fair considera-

tion to such an enormous number of ani-

mals. At the mcmt he can bestow but

a liasty glance upon each, selecting those

which please his fancy most, regardless

of breeding or jwints. The result is

that the show has fallen almost entirely

into the hands of professional breeders who
exhibit the same prize winners over and
over again for purely business reasons.

Without competent judging the best man-
aged show is bound to be a failure, and
there never will be competent judging as

long as the whole business is placed in

the hands of one person). Each class, or

group of similar classes, should be jutlg-

ed by a committee of experts in tliat

particular kind of dog, who would take

time to examine the points of each ex-

hibit, and who would have the knowledge
requisite to enable them to give a sound
judgment." While there are objections

to the all-round judge, such as stated

above, we very much doubt whether the

plan proposed is workable. With the

large number of distinct breeds usually

on exhibit at a show, where are we go-

ing to find juries of speeiaUsts for each
class, and how would the expense of

such juries be met? Until these ques-

tions are satisfactorily answered we are

afraid things will have to go on in the

old way. In regard to the professional

bleeders, we are inclined to think if it

were not for them and their exhibits

there would be rows of empty benches at

most of our shows, and we know as a

class that they are deserving of more
credit than abuse, as they frequently put
themselves to considerable trouble and

expense to "help along the show" with-

out the inducement of present reward,

speculating rather upon prospective pro-

fits by the sale of young stock. And
it is scarcely correct to say that the same
prize winners figure over and over

again. Of course, where an animal is of

exceptional merit, having most of the re-

cognized points, how can any judge avoid

giving it the blue ribbon? At almost
every show there are surprises, and we
often see an unknowTr dog placed ahead
of one which had hitherto swept the

board, for the simple reason that the

judge (probably the same) found in the

new-comer one feature on which he laid

particular stress more pronounced than
in the other. We might have more
changes of judicial blood with advantaige,

and we might have amateur specialists

(though these have not always been found
satisfactory) to judge a portion of the

classes, but for an authoritative opinion

commend us to the man who makes a
study of the dog in theory, and who is

a practical breeder himself.
» » *

The death is recorded of the veteran
trainer, Sandy Grant, at his residence at

Rookcliile, Scotland, where he has resided

since his retirement into private life, and
where also previously he trained the cele-

brated kennel of the Earl of Haddington,
for whom he won the Waterloo Gup in

1880, liaving previously run up to Sea
Cove with Bendimere (Lord Benning's) in

1870. He was probably one of the last

of the old school of coursers, being 81

years of age, and through his long life

bias been universally respected and popu-

lar- in the coursing field.

» « *

It is said that the kennels of Mr. G.
^'- Oamochan, of New York, contain at

'Hf; present time over two hundred fox

tei-i'iers.

The annual meeting of the Gore Ken-
nel Club, of Hamilton, was held lately.

The treasurer's report showed a balance

on hand of $132. The officers elected

were:—Rev. T. Geoghegan, honorary pre-

sident; W. .J. Jackson, president; R. Mc-
Lenahan, 1st \-ice-president; J. B. Bert-

ram, 2nd vice-president; George H. Car-

ley, secretary-treasurer; F. Small, Dr.

Caldwell, A. G. Bain, R. Colvin, H. C.

Davis, Joseph Kennedy, committee; F. Q.

Mills, representative to K. C. The Rev.
Thos. Geoghegan odnated a cup for the

besit Irish terrier novice, and Dr. Caldwell

a cup for the best cocker spaniel novice.
• • •

The Irish terrier dog, llm, who, at the

Paddington Railway Station, London, plias

the honorable calKng of charity collector

on behalf of the Widows' and Orphans'
B\ind of the Great Western Railway
Company's employees, has just been the

recipient of another important donation.

The practical sympathy the dog's avoca-

tion called forth at the hands of Her

Majesty, has been quickly followed by a

very handsome gift to the institution,

sent by Mr. Astor, the American mil-

lionaire, who forwarded the company a

cheque for two hundred pounds, to be

placed in Tim's collecting box in com-

memoration of the coining of age of Mr.

Astor's son.

A terrier bitch bom at Ladysmith dur-

ing the siege was brought over to Eng-

land by a wounded soldier of the 2nd

King's Royal Rifles. The puppy former-

ly belonged to a Ladysmith shopkeeper,

who beUeves her parents were stolen

through dire necessity durimg the last

days of the siege^. "Stolen through dire

necessity" is very suggestive of more or

less appetizing meat pie.

For the Sit. Hubert show at Brussels,

Belgium, last month, 600 dogs competed

under some 850 entries, and if it had not

been that dogs under one year old were

excluded, about 20O more animals would

have been added. There were twelve

ISnglifc'a greyhounds, ten Borzois, twelve

St. Bernards, 27 Great Danes, 12 bulldogs,

39 collies, 46 pointers, 24 English setters,

15 Gordons, 12 Irish setters, 27 wire-hair-

ed Griffons, 20 cockers, 52 Dachshunds, 32

fox terriers, 17 Schipperkes, 52 Griffons

Bruxellois and other varieties.

The incident of the Paris International

Exposition lent additional interest to the

Paris dog show, held as usual in the Tuil-

eries Gardens, under the auspices of the

Society for the Amelioration of the Dog.

The Prince de Wagram is the figure-head

of the society, the committee including

such notable French sportsmen as the

Due de Lespaire, Due de Gramont, Due

de Lorge, the Marquis de I'Aigle and

others. The President of the Republic

paid the show a visit and conferred upon

M. Betrome, the secretary of the society,

the distinction of "Merite Agricole," in

recognition of his services to the society

and as a breeder of dogs. The dogs were

kennelled in groups, a method of bestow-

ing- them which contrasts most favorably

with the system in vogue in Eniglish-

epeaking countries of benching.

In its "Notes for Novices," the well-

known English publication. Our Dogs, has

the following:—"We have great faith in

mixture composed of rhubarb and bro-

miue of potassium for dogs which are sus-

pected of having distemper. It is im-

possible to write out a definite prescrip-

tion for all dogs, but any chemist of good

standing would be able to make up a

suitable mixture containing these two

ingredients. The advantage of* such a

mixture is this—that the bromide of po-

tassium is good for the nervous system

and prevents anything in the natm-e of

a fit, whilst the rhubarb acts as a gentle

aperient, and thus keeps the system, clean.

When a dog shows signs of distemper, the

best thing to do is to give Straight off a



good dose of castor oil, then, after that
' has taken effect, a dose of the mixture

j

mentioned, and subsequently a dose of this

sliould be given at leasit once a day. This,

rf course, must be understood to be quite

;
I part from the very necessary treatment
f M- specific distemper accompanying the

1. 1 i ack, such as lung trouble or diarrhoea,

( I sldn complaint, each of which will have
til be dealt with separately by some specific

inncdy. In regard to these various com-

|.laints it may be noted that sometimes
ill appear together, and then, obviously,

it is impossible to be administering three

I ! lour kinds of medieme at once, so that
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idea of giving mixtures which contain
chalk, or pills of the same nature, be-
cause instead of clearing away the causes
of dysentery they add to them very often,
and set up greater irritation than before.
If a dog has been thoroughly cleansed by
castor oil, the best thing to stop the dy-
senteric symptoms Is to give a very small
dose of what is known as "compound pow-
der of ipeicacuanha." This is a powder
containing a very small quantity of opium,
and its effect is usually very quick in the

direction desired The dose must be a

Bmall one-^say, half a grain for a pet

dog and more in proportion for a larger

The Wharton Beagles—Florist, Leader and Lonsdale, the " Three Graces."

the best course to adopt is to treat for

the most serious, maldng the best we can
of so awkward a set of circumstances. A
lotion can be used for skin complaint,

I externally, of course, at the same time

i

mixture may be given internally for a

I cough and also for diarrhoea, but it is

! perhaps the best plan to leave the cough

]

entirely alone, as that is not so serious

( as diaiThoea. Diarrhoea can then be
f treated best by doses of castor oil. It is

verj' undesirable to stop diarrhoea sud-

denly in the case of disitemper, because

it is one of nature's methods of getting

rid of the accumulation of the system.

Perhaps the most satisfactory method is

to give a small dose of castor oil occas-

ionally containing one drop or so of laud-

anum (for a small dog) if there be any
symptom of pain. We do not like the

dog up to 8 or 10 grains in the very heavy

breeds. A dose of it can be given every

four hours until the symptoms abate. Gen-

erally speaking, any case of diarrhoea in

dogs, be it with distemper or otherwise,

can be treated satisfactorily by giving cas-

toi' oil first and this compound powder

of ipecacuanha subsequently to stop the

purging."

• • »

Labrador's Fish Catching Dogs.

Dogs trained to catch fish are among

the features of everyday life on the barren

shores of that distant part of Labrador

which belongs to Newfoundland. The

valuable cod fisheries along the 1100 miles

of Labrador's coast yield about one-fifth

of Newfoundland's total catch ot cod, and

furnish employment annually to thous-
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ands of fisher folk. They fish with lines
from 150 to 200 fathoms long, two men to
a boat, and each man using tAvo baud
lines. The usual bait is capelin. When
fish are plentiful it takes a very short
time to fill a boat with cod. A number
of the fishermen have trained their dogs
to assist them in catching fish.

The rapidity with which the fishermen
haul up their long lines when they feel

a bite, robs the fish almost entirely of
life and breath by the time it reaches
the surface of the sea. It comes to the
op as completely exhausted as a salmon
:hat has been played with by an angler
until he can tail it with his hand and eo
avoid the necessity of gaffing it. It is

one thing, however, to bring a heavy
cod to the surface of the water and
another to get it into the boat. Gaffs
and landing nets are unknown to these
toilers of the sea. If they can lift the
fish into the boat by the line, all is well

;

but this is often where they fail. If tlie

fish is large, and but lightly hooked, as

is often the case, the hook breaks away
from its mouth when the attempt is

made to haul it from the water. The
fish, still quite inanimate in manner and
appearance, floats away from the boat
on the surface of the waves. This is

only for a moment, however. The fisher's

trained dog, often without a signal from
his master, leaps over the gunwale of the
boat, plunges into the sea, swims after

the floating fish and seizes it in his mouth.
Returning consciousness, hastened by the

new sensation of being taken entirely

from the water and firmly gripped be-

tween the jaws of its captor, often

produces lively struggles on the part of

the fish, which add considerably to the

difficulty the dog has in swimming back
with his burden to the boat. The dog
rarely releases his hold upon his wriggling

captive until safe within the boat.

Sometimes these dogs have larger game
than codfish to struggle with in the

water. They are trained to plunge into

the ice-cold water in the spring of the year

and to act as retrievers for their masters

when seal are shot from the shore on the

surface of the sea.

The dogs employed by the fishermen of

Newfoundland and Labrador are by no

means the specimens of canine magnifi-

cence usually known as Newfoundland

dogs. They more nearly resemble Eskimo
dogs than anything else, and are often

quite wolfish in both manner and appear-

ance. It is even believed by many people

that the blood of the wild brutes of the

forest flows in their veins. At a post

near Hamilton Inlet, not long ago, the

door of a house in which an infant was
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sleeping in a cradle had been left open

for a short time during the temporary

absence of the other members of the

family. When the mother re-entered

the house she found only the bones of

her child. The little one had been com-
pletely devoured by dogs.

The Labrador dogs are excessively

quarrelsome, and, wolf-like, always at-

tack the weaker. All seem anxious to

take part in the fray, and scarcely a
season passes without the settlers losing

two or three dogs during the sunnner
from wounds received in quarrels among
themselves. Peace is instantly restored

ever if twenty or more are engaged in

the affray, by the sound, or even sight,

of the dreaded Eskimo whip used by the
Labradorians. These people have seldom
succeeded in raising any other domestic,

ated animal on the coast ; cats, cows and
pigs have all been destroyed by the dogs.

If ever a dog is brought up in the house,

hig doom is sealed. At the first oppor-
tunity, the others will pounce upon him
in the absence of his master and worry
him to death. This is the invariable fate

of any privileged dog on the coast that is

permitted to enter his master's house and
receive the caresses of the different mem-
bers of the family. The preference ex-

cites the deepest jealousy in the breasts

of the Labrador dogs, and they patiently

wait for an occjision to avenge themselves.

In the winter these animals will drag a
commetique, or sleigh, fifty or sixty miles

a day over the snow. They haul wood
from the interior, carry supplies to the
hunters in the forests far back from the
rocky and desolate coasts; merrily draw
their masters from house to house, and
with their wonderful noses pick out the
right path even in the most pitiless storm.

If the traveller will only trust to the sag-

acity of an experienced leader, he may
wrap himself up in his bear and sealskin

robes, and, regardless of piercing windg
and blinding snowdrifts, these sagacious

and faithful animals will draw him
securely to his own door or the nearest

post. The commetique is about thirty

inches broad and ten or twelve feet long.

The runners are shod with whalebone,
which, by friction over the snow, soon
becomes beautifully polished and looks

like ivory. The commetique is well

floored with sealskins, over which bear

or seal skins are nailed all round, with
an opening for the traveller to introduce

his body. The harness is made of seal

skin ; the foremost dog, called the guide,

is placed about thirty feet in advance,

the others are ranged in pairs behind the

guide. Sometimes three, sometimes four

pairs of dogs are thus attached to one

commetique, besides the guide.

The Eskimo dog of pure breed, with

his strongly-built frame, long white fur,

pointed ears and brushy tail, is capable

of enduring hunger to a far greater

extent than the mixed breed. But the

latt<'r beats him in long journeys, even

when fed but once a day. An Eskimo
dog will travel two days without food

;

one of the mixed breed must be fed at

the close of the first day, or he is good

for little the next. In winter their food

often consists chiefly of dried capelin

—

the small, smelt-like fish used by the cod

fishermen for bait. An expert driver

can hit any part of the leading dog he

chooses with the extremity of his formid-

able whip.

<$><&<$>

THE DOG.
Beneath this turf, that formerly he press-

ed

With agile feet, a Dog is laid to rest.

Him, as he sleeps, no well known sound

shall stir.

The rabbit's patter or the pheasant's

whirr;

The keeper's "Over!"—far, but well de-

fined.

That speeds the startled pai'tridge down
the wind;

The whistled warning, as the winged

ones rise

Large and more large upon our straining

eyes,

TiU witli a swoop, while every nerve is

tense.

The chattering covey hurtles o'er the

fence;

The double crack of every lifted gun;

The dinting thud of birds whose course

is done

These sounds, that to his listening ear

were dear.

He heeds no longer, for he cannot hear.

None stauncher, tall the drive was done,

detfied

Temptation, rooted to his master's side.

None swifter, when his master gave the

word,

Leapt forth to track the wounded run-

ning bird,

And bore it back—ah, many a time and
oft!^

His nose as faultless as his mouth was
soft.

How consciously, how proudly, uncon-
cerned

Straight to his master's side he then re-

turned.

Wagged a glad tail, and deemed himself

repaid.

As in that master's hand the bird he laid.

If, while a word of praise was duly said,

The hand should sti-oke his smooth and
honest head.

Through spring and summer, in the sport-

less days.

Cheerful he lived a life of simpler Avays;

Chose, since official dogs at times unbend,

The household cat for confidante and
friend

;

With children, friendly but untaught to

fawn,

Romped through the walks and rollicked

on the lawn;

Rejoiced, if one the frequent hall should

thi'ow,

To fetch it, scampering gaily to and fro,

Content through every change of sportive

mood
If one dear voice, one only, called liim

good.

Such was my Dog, who now without my
aid

Hunts through the shadowland, himself a

shade;

Or, couched intent before some ghostly

gate.

Waits for my step, as here he used to

wait. —Punch.
• • «

He Knew Something.

A story is told of_a farmer's dog which

was foimd guilty of obtaining goods under

false pretences.

The dog was extlremely fond of sausages,

and had been taught by his owner to go

after them for himself, carrying a written

order in his mouth.

Day after day he appeared at the

butcher's shop, bringing the order, and

by-and-bye the butcher became careless

about reading the paper.

Finally, when settlement day came, the

farmer complained that he was charged

with more sausages than he had ordered.

The butcher was surprised, and the next

time the dog came in with a shp of paper

between his teeth, he took the trouble to

look at it.

The paper was blank, and further inves-

tigations showed til a* whenever the dog

felt a craving for sausages he looked around
for a piece of paj^er, and trotted off to

the butcher's.
ITie farmer is something out of ix>cket,

but makes up for it by boasting of his

dog's intelligence.
* * •

"My man," said an old lady, a notorious

busybody, to a pitman, whose dog was
trotting on before him with lolling tongue,

"your dog is not safe and oug'ht not to be

at large. His tongue hamging out so is a

sure sign of rabie^."

"Nae, ma'am," replied the pitman; "it's

tongue's owre big for its mooth, same as

some old ladies' tongues."

Collies for Sale
Splendid litter of puppies for sale ex Logan's

Heather Blossom, winner of everything in

Canada this season, by Laurel Laddie, winner
at Chicago and Montreal in dog classes, and five

ex Apple Blossom by same sire ; also ex Clover
Blossom (full sister to Heather Blossom) by
Knight Errant IL All beautiful sable and
white markings. Will sell either young or

old. Address

JOSEPH REID
Logan's Farm, St. Jean Baptiste P.O.

MONTREAL

I
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' THE GUN. ^

THE first annual Grand American
Handicap Target Tournament,
which was held during the week
ending June 16th, at Interstate

Park, Queen's, L.I., was t-oine-

what of an experiment in the way of

target shooting, in regard to the system

adopted for handicapping the different

shooters in the big event, the handicap

t-eing by distance 14 to 25 yards. In this

event the contest was at 100 blue rocks,

unknown angles, $10 entrance, high guna,

(aot class shooting), $200 being added to

the purse. In addition to first money the

Interstate Association presented the win-

ner with a sterling silver trophy. Not-
withstanding the fact that he shot from
the 22-yard mark, RoUa O. Heikes, the

well-known expert, landed the prize with

a score of 91. He broke no less

than 48 out of Ms first 50, demonstrating

his right to the title of "Daddy of them
all."

The next day John L. Brewer won $100

on a bet by breaking 71 out of 100 from
the 30-yard marking, using both barrels.

Jack FannLng has broken his own pre-

vious world's record by breaking 231 tar-

get's straight.
* He s|c

F. P. O'Leary, president of the Bison
Gun Club, of Buffalo, N.Y., says the
shoot at the ' Pan-Amterican Exposition
next year will be the biggest ever seen.
There will be a .handsome medal present-
ed to every shooter who pulls a trigger
there. It is proposed to have four 100 tar-
get events, with an added $3,000 and
S4,000 guarantee with a distance handicap

* « *

There is a healthy agitation among Am-
erican sportsmen for the abolition of spring
shooting. The sooner our southern neigh-
bors realize that they cannot kill the
goose and get the golden egg as well, th»
better it will be in the interest of much-
needed game protection.

« * •

Notwithstanding the universal demand
for a later quail season by the Ontario
sportsmen in the quail districts, the On-
tario legislature, for some reason ''un-

known to the jury," steadily refuse to
grant the relief asked for.

* * *

The management of the Winnipeg In-

^

dustrial Exhibition Association intend hold-

I

mg their fourth annual trap-shooting tour-

i

nament and Western Canada champion-

j

ships in connection with their exhibition.

!

There will be a three-day shoOt on July
I

25th, 26th and 27th, and some very at-

tractive features Avill be presented. On
the first day a high grade Parker gun,value
$125, wiU be competed for by amateurs
of Manitoba, N.W.T., and Ontario as far

East as Port Arthur. On the second day,

in addition to th^ regular target sweeps,

there will be a club team shoot, the

prize to the winning team being 4 gold

medals, vale $40. The competition for the

championships of Western Canada, open

the same man, will become his absolute

property. The international team shoot

will be shot for between teama of not

less than 4 or more than 15 representing

Canada and the tJnited States. The prize

for the winning team will be two beautiful

silk flags presented by Thos. Lee, of Wes
tern Cigar Factory. High average prizes

will be:-First, $25; second, $15; third

$10. About $200 is added by the Asso-

ciation in the various sweep events.

The manager, Mr. Heubach, writes

"It's a long way to come, but we would
like to see some of our Eastern brothers

of the gun with us on this occasion. We
have every hope of having a great big
tournament as we have, I think, succeed-
ed in arousing a very wide interest."

The enterprise of the Winnipeg Asso-
ciation of Winnipeg shooters in getting

Leaving Camp on Pelican Lake, Northern Ontario.

to residents between Port Arthur and

Vancouver, will also take place this day.

The prize in this event is a handsome

trophy presented by the Robin Hood Pow-

der Co., of Swanton, Vermiont, and is

valued at $200. In addition the Associa-

tion will add a gold medal valued at $25.

On the third day the leading events will

be the International Championship and In-

ternational Team race. In connection with

the international championship, Mr. John
G. Morgan, manager of the New York
Life Assurance Co., has presented the As-

sociation for annual competition, a hand-

some sterling silver trophy, valued at $200.

He has also intimated that each year a

gold medal, valued at $25, will accompany

the trophy and will become the properTy

of the winner. This Competition is o;>en

to any amateur trap shot, and the tro-

phy if won three times in succession by

up such a splendid programme especially

for Western shooters, deserves success and

we hope their greatest anticipations will be

realized. Trap-shooting in Canada needs

encouragement and the land of the Strath-

conas is leading the way.
* * »

Jack Brewer, of New York city, defeat-

ed Harry E. Buckwalter, at Royersford,

Pa., May 26, in a live pigeon match at

50 birds for $500 a side. Brewer won,
killing 46 to Buckwalter's 43.

* * m

Walkervillc (Ont.) Gun Qub will hold

their annual tournameni on Labor Day,
over a Magan trap. »

C. iS. Guthrie, an American trap shot,

recently at the London, (Eng.), Gun Club
grounds, won a £100 challenge cup and
£45 in money by grassing nine birds
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rtraight. This is considered a good per-

formance there, the English, birds being
smaller and much taster tliam Ainerican
birds, and most of them being drivers are
far more difficult to kill.

• • •

Grounds Wanted for Trap and Target

Shooting.

The Mascotte Gun Club axe desirous of

aecuring grounds for trap and target
shooting; must be outside of city limits
and within easy reach of electric cars.

Any one having any grounds, please com-
municate with Jw A. Renaud, fils. man-
ager iVlascotte Gun Club, Panet and On-
tario Streets, MontreaV

Kingsville Tournament.

KingsviUe Gun Club held their annual
tournament at Kingsville, Ontario, on
July 4th. Jack Parker, representing
King's Smokeless, and P. C. Wood, Joe
Marks, "Bluerock" Cadv and Mercier, Do
troit; \ Reid, T. Reid, Clark, Walkerville;

T. Wear, Windsor; F. H. Conover (Injun),

representing Dupont Smokeless; J. Con-
over, A. Huffman, F. Wright, Leamdng-
ton; Dr. Jenner, L. Stobts, Eissex; A. &
H. O'Neil, Paquette; and K. Ferris, Har-
row, were amonjg the visitors present.
• The chielf event of the tournament was
the contest for possession of the King
trophy, emblematic of the championship ot

Essex County and oipen to Essex County
ehooters only. The trophy is a handsoon*
«.lver loving cup, presented by Dr. St. A.
King to the KingsviUe Club for annual
competition, the winner being subject to

challenge during the year. The contest is

at 50 singles and 10 pairs thrown from a
magautrap. The cup was won last year
by Dr. Perdue, Kingsville, who afterwards
lost it to W. A. Smith, Kingsville, who
held it until redeemed by the dub. Mr.
Smith was again successful in the present
competition, winning It by 3 birds. The
score for the cup was:— W. A. Btaith,

ei; A. Reid-Clark, Dr. McKenzie, T.
Wear, each, 58; F. H. Conover, 56; J.

T. Miner, 51; Dr. Jenner, 34.

The winners of high average in events
1. 2, 5, 6 and 8 were:—1st, J. Parker; 2nd,
Cady; 3rd, Wood.

Iln the 3-man team race the scores were:
-^mith, 13; A. Reid, 13; J. Conover, 12—
3^. Clark, 12; Wear, 12; F. H. Conover,
14—38. Parker, 14; Cady, 10; Wood, 10—34.
W. A. Smith won the prize offered for

longest run in the continuous match, with
a score of 12 on first entry.
All rocks were thrown from a magiau-

trap, which worked perfectly, and proved
an improvement on the expert .traps hither-

to used by the club.

Straight scores were made by Parker,
Cady, F. H. Conover and Slmith. Mr.
Conover did extremely good work in the
single target events, but fedl down on dou-
bles.

NOTES.
Some remarkable shots were made dur-

img the day. Wear made a clever carom
©ff the top of the trap house and broke hia
target. Stotts broke his target and as-

sasinated a swallow with the same charge.
Dr. McKenzie was travelling a 2-minute

clip for the King trophy, but his gun kick-

ed up with him in the double events, and
spoiled Ms chances.
Jack Miner was another hot favorite for

the championship, but his attempt to use
a (bulk powder in a high base shell was dis-

astrous.
Jack Parker, with King's smokeless and

Peters' shells, and "Injun" Conover, with
Dupont ix>wder, demonstrated clearly

enough that tihey had the stuff to do the
work if the gun was "^pinted" right.

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY
\ f-l Conducted by H. McBean Johnstone

DISTANCE IN LANDSCAPE

PHOTOGRAMS.

In securing pictorial effect in the ren-

dering of distance in landscape photo-

gi-aphy, the various planes of which the

view is composed, are, or ougfht to be, al-

ways more or less subdued and veiled by
the haze which is present in the air, in

order that a feehng of atmosphere may
be produced. The fine detail is suppress-

ed, and the sharpness, at least in the dis-

tance, is diffused in the endeavor to secure

this effect. If on the other hand, the aim
is to secure a photogram of general and to-

pograplucal interest only, such as a sur-

veyor would desire, the negative must be

pharp and clear in every part, with as

much detail in the extreme distance as in

the immediate foreground, or in fact must
not be divided into planes at all.

In the search for the pictorial, the best

rendering of distance is obtained by pho-

tcvgraphing the scene as it exists, with the

atmosphere and proper hghting actually

present, for no matter how much one may
distribute the focus, or suppress detail in

order to secure the effective masses of

light and shade only, nothing can be pro-

duced that is equal to the picture made
under natural and appropriate conditions.

For these effects, then, we must take our

jaunts with tlie camera, not in the daz-

zling blaze of the afternoon, but rather

when the soft shadows of twilight are

creeping on, and the air is filled with a

certain amount of feeKng that is present

at no other time of the day.

In focussing for a picture of this kind,

it is evident that there will be certain

points of interest that it is desirable to

make prominent and emphasize, all other

portions being made subordinate to them,

and as a rule, it is these principal points

only, that should be naade sharp. In or-

der to make the most of the depth of fo-

cus of the lens, the most distant object

that is desired to be sharp, should first

be got into focus without any diaphragm.

Then put in the stop chosen and note the

point, nearer than the one first taken,

where absolute sharpness ceases. Take
out the stop and focus this latter point;

then re-insert the stop and the operation

is finished.

Now, for instance, suppose we have a

landscape, with a strong, well-marked

foreground, and a background composed of

pale blue hills, having very little local

coloring, so that when phoitiographed in the

ordinary way they appear to be part of the

sky, even though it ia just possible to

, make them out in the negative. It has

been suggested that in such £Ln event the

best method of procedure is to make two
identical negatives of the same subject,

the one less exposed than the other, one

for the distance and one for the fore-

ground. To obtain a perfect print, there

is to be a doulble printing, from both

these negatives. This may be both the-

ore'tically and practically possible, but

what wnll the resulting pi^int look like? No
matter how excellent the combination, it

will look patchy and not so true as a print

from a single negative, so that after all the

question is how to produce one negative

that will give the best results, with due

regard to the proper gradation between

background and foreground.

The beautiful blue of the hills

is due to the advent of a sky,

between the photographer and the

distant of object, or in other words, we

are looking through a semi-transparent

blue mist, and what we have to rid our-

selves of is that blue, so that we can see

the hUls in truer local coloring. To a very

large extent it is posilsble to do this. The

light from the sun creates the blue veil.

This veil is not true specular reflection

from large particles, or, at all events, from

particles of a size comparable with the

water particles in a cloud, for then, in-

stead of the blue veil, we should have a

white mist such as we get in a fog. The

particles in the air then, must, of necesr

sity, be considerably smaller than these,

and the sunlight that falls on them is scat-

tered in all directions;, the beam traversing

them sus'taSning a considerable loss of vio-

let and blue rays, the shorter the wave

length of the ray the more loss there be-

ing from the original sunbeam. The losa

from the original beam is to be found in

the light which is scattered by these par-

ticles, and as a consequence of this, such

light must partake of a bluish tint,contain-

ing a certain amount of white light due to

some few larger particles, and also to the

fact that all the rays are more or less scat-

tered and reflected to the eyes of the ob-

server. Take a dilute ^lution of mastic

in alcohol, or even ordinary diluted nega-

tive varnish, and while stirring vigorously,

drop it into a large quantity of water We
obtain an imitation sky. An electric light

beam will be deprived of some of its blue

rays in passing through the cell containing

it, and while the whole of the cell will be

illuminated with bluish white, it will is-



sue an extremely yellow color. To get rid

of thig illumination of the liquid, before

allowing the beam to traverse it, we must
make it pass through a Nichol prism and
view the cell in a direction at right angles

to the beam. By turning the prism on its

axis, we obtain a position where th(

liquid's illumination in the cell vanishes
almost entirely, so that the beam's track
i^ seen almost alone. The light scattered

is polarized in one direction, and the

Nichol prism when turned to the proper

angle, quenches this polarized light. In

other directions, the light is more or less

polarized, the least being in the direction

of the beam itself.

Here, then, ia an illustration of how this

tduish tint may be remioved from the at-

mosphere, viz.: by the use of a Nichol

prism in the lens as Biliden employs It,

and as he described it some years ago.

The only drawback to the prism is that it

confines the view to certain limits, for it

has a width of one to a length of three, so

that consequently the view is ooniined to a

iiari'ow angle.

In the Avinter time.with iscromatic plates

and exposures to suit the soft and weak-
ened light there should be no difficulty in

producing almost any desired effect in this

direction. At this time of the year, how-
ever, the light is very deceptive, and of

much less actinic value than the dazzling

glare of the sun on the snow would lead

(me to imagine, so that it is almost essen-

tial that a large stop be employed, and
with an isocromatic plate, an exposure of

from one second to several minutes be
given, acccording as the judgment may di-

rect.

Now as to the other iside of this subject,

there must necessarily be many occasions
when the true delineation of every object,

both near and distant, is required, and
the operator is looking for a negative pos-

seesing the greatest amount of detail and
sharpness, not only in the foreground, but
also in the middle and extreme distance.

Subjects such as bird'a-eye-vievi^ of cities

and towns viewed from above require

careful treatment in exposure and develop-

ment. To render clear and distinct, both
the detail in the foreground and distance,
vnW call forth some skillful work, and in

the case of the tyro will be the cause of

many failures. In this class of work it is

really astonishing how short the exposure
may be and no doubt many err in this di-

rection in spite of all that may be said to
the contrary. To obtain the best results,

slow isocromatic plates should be used, or
possibly in landscapes with much foliage
or trees in the foreground a plate of me-
dium speed may be better. Having care-
fully focussed the view, insert a stop on
no account larger thaln F 32, and make
a quick shutting exposure, or if it is ne-
cessary to use a cap, an exposure of about
one second with the lens stopped down to

F ii or F 64 ought to be ample, taking it,

of course, for granted that no view of tliis
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nature is to be attempted unless the sun
be either at the back or slightly to one
side of the operator.

Development ought to be carried on with
a developer, admitting of unlimited control
and all unknown or one solution develop-
ers must be carefully avoided. Suppose
you start development with a pyro-soda
solution very weak, and restrained with a
solution of bromide potassium. The dis-

tance Soon appears and may be painted
over with ten per cent, solution of pot-
assium bromide. The developer is then
to be kept in the foreground by tilting the
dish, with occasional flow.s over the sky
to prevent the formation of a definite line.
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A negative produced for purely pictorial

purposes Avould have to be thin, with mo
solid high lights, and with that slight veil-

ing which lends such an indesciibable

charm to tlie finished picture. There must
be no cle-ir glass in the shadows, or no un-
printable density for the high lights. A
negative l)elonging to the topographical

class would naturally be just the opposite.

It is necessarily crLsp, and with unlimited

detail in both foreground and distance, of

fair density in every part, and a quick
printer. Anyone knowing the requisites
of a suitable negative, requires only expe-
rience and practice to produce at will, one
of any class he may desire.

Sand Beach on Verniilion Lake, Northern Ontario.

The foreground ought now to be showing

up, and if so. development will probably

be automatic and require but little altera-

tion, other than perhaps to give the re-

quisite density by small additions of pyro

solution. Another method vTOuld be to

immerse the plate in an extremely diluted

developer, treating the negative as previ-

ously mentioned, and when a mere ghost

of an image has been secured over the

whole plate, change the developer for one

containing a normal proportion of pyro,

with a small quantity of accelerator, and

so obtain uniform density and no fog.

It is very necessary to avoid over-expo-

sure, as even if a strongly restrained de-

veloper be employed to counteract it, there

will necessarily be considerable fog, re-

sulting in a very indistinct distance, and

an exceedingly slow printing negative.

Then again as in everything else, it is Im-

portant that the developer be used ration-

ally, and with a view to certain definite ef-

fecta.

Distance properly rendered lends to a
phobogram the effect of atmosphere, and
on this quality the words of Mr. A. H.
Wall, seem well worth quoting. He says:

"Atmosphere is the great harmonizing ele-

ment of a picture; it ia the eye's music,

giving order and proportion. It supphes
the prevailing tone, high or low, and with
it the prevading sentiment or feeling. A
rich effect or a simple one may be made to

prevail by its judicious introduction, se-

lection or treatment. Without atmospher-
ic peculiarities or charac'teristicsi, a land-

scape picture seems flat, monotonous and
uninteresting. The photographer who goes

to the study of nature as an artist or a

poet does, reverently, with trained percep-

tive organs, will find the pleasure and de-
light of his work largely increased, even
if he does not realize what Shakespeare
calls "the utmost reachings of his soul."
Strum wrote well and truly when he said,
"the advantages of reason are never more
felt than when our faculties are employed
in meditating upon the perfection of God
displayed in His works."
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Correspondence.

Correspondneee should be addressed to

Box 651, Sarnia.

W.G.R.—A toning solution for solid

prints is:

Water 12 oz.

Borax 75 grs.

Acetate soda 75 grs.

GOLD SOLUTION.

Cliloride of gold and sodium 15 grs.

Distilled water 4 ozs.

Kx and waah thoroughly after toning.

• * •

Acid.—Most acids change the color of

blue letmus paper to red. All acids

should be kept in bottles having ground

glass stopj>ers, except hydrofluoric acid,

which is destructive to glass and should

be kept in lead bottles.

« « •

Lens.—Achoromatic means free from
color.

Jarvis.—Water evaporated by boiling

and again condensed and collected by
means of a still is said to be distilled.

« • «

LTnder-Exposed.—If you liad been a hun-
dred feet from the building you could have
taken it with a 1-20 sec. exposure, but
when you are only twenty feet from it, the
exposure must, of necessity, be consider-

ably longer.

* * *

Which weight ?—Chemicals are usually

sold by avoirdupois Aveight. They are usu-

ally mixed by apothecaries weightt

• • •

St. John Abbott—To test your shut-

ter's speed you had better get a Pickering

Speed Tester. The price is only fifty

cents.

Rod and Gun in Canada

His Garden.

"You are my garden," he (Jeclared,

"Your cheeks are roses red;

Your lips are honeysuckle, and
Each eye a pansy bed.

Your throat's a lily and your ears
Are dainty pinks and rare;

Your snowy brow is fringed about
With wreaths of maiden hair."

The gentle maiden looked away
And sighed a little sigh,

And then she said: "I'ou've skipped my
nose,

O prythee tell me why?
My cheeks, my ears, my eyes, my lips,

My throat, my brow, my hair

Are on your list—what alls my nose
That it should not be there?"

"Your lips are honeysuckle, and
Your ears are pinks," he said;

"Rebellious sprays of maidenhair
Are clustered 'round your liead;

Each of your dimpled cheeks Is like

A fragrant, blushing rose-
As for your nose, fair maiden. It's

The loveliest thing that blows!"

AN ISLAND
FOR SALE ^
FOR SALE—Leak Island, one of the

finest among the Thousand Islands, con-

taining upwards of ninety acres, beauti-

fully wooded, magnificent situation for

several houses, shooting and fishing un-
surpassed ; situated midway between
Gananoque, Canada, and Clayton, New
York ; steamers passing daily.

H. M. SIMPSON
29 Canada Life lUiilding

Tel.—Main 3344. 189 St. James Street, MONTREAL

M otto- THEBEST."
GINGER ALE
SODA WATER
APPLE NECTAR

ETC., ETC
To be obtained from all first-class grocers.
Please see that the label is on the bottle.

CHARLES GURD & CO., - - MONTREAL

GURD'S

THE PETERBORO
CANOE CO., Ltd.
Manufacturers of—

Open and Decked Canoes
Fishing and Hunting Canoes
Paddling and Sailing Canoes
Rowing and Sailing Skiffs
Sailing and Steam Launches

PETERBOROUGH ONT.

DRINK ONLY1

mitcheirs

Scotch ^ ^

mbi$key$
THEY ARE PURE, MATURE, AND

MELLOW WITH AGE.

The most^popular brand ^|*II ^KaHI
in Great Britain.

FORYACHTS.STEAWSHIPS.BOATS

IM^(A5K1LLD0UGALL&(?.^
Standard Boat&SparYarnishes.

MONTREAL.

J. J. TURNER & SONS

Manufacturers of-

Sails^ Tents t^ t^

Awnings and Flags

Peterborough,

Ontariot Can.^

Tents and every description

of Camping Goods to Rent.

Fishing Rods !

A fine lot just received straight

from factory. Low prices . . .

FISHING TACKLE of every

description. HAMMOCKS, etc.

6 ST. LAWRENCE MAIN STREET,

LJ.A.SDRVEVER,

Kodaks
1 \ PREMOS^ VIVES

$12.00 PREMO
FOR $7.00***«

SPECIAL FOR

montrcal

PDctograpMc

Supply

R. F. SMITH
J 756 Notre Dame St.

UPTOWN BRANCH

U8 Peel Street

MONTREAL
CANADA c*



CANOE
TRIPS^t.
1900titititi

INi

I
Northern Ontario

and Quebec tisi^ti

Write for full particulars

GENERAL PASSENGER DEPARTMENT

Canadian Pacific Railway
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mattawabika Falls

Near Lady Evelyn Lake, reached via Lake Temiskaming

Finest Canoe Trips in North America
including Temagaming, Desbarats,
Abittibi.

SPORT ! ! ^

MOOSE
CARIBOU

DEER

BIG HORN
BEAR
DUCK
PARTRIDGE
QUAIL

GEESE

TROUT
BLACK BASS

SALMON

There is more Sport to the Square

Mile in Canada along the line of the

Canadian

Pacific Railway
than in any other part of the North

American Contmtnt t^t^t^t^t^f^

^

Send for copy of oor Game Map, our Fishing and Shooting: and other

sporting poblications, to General Passenger Department, Montreal, P. Q.



IFinest Canoe Trip

In the World
Sportsmen requir-
ing Guides, Canoes
and Supplies, etc.,

for Lakes Temi<-
_ hould write to P. A.

Halleyburv,;Ont. (successor to

C. C Farr&Cobbold.)

kamine and Temagaming
COBBOLD "~ "

FISHING
We have the finest assortment of Trout Tackle

ever shown in this province. 1

Rods, Flies, Casts, etc. ; also Salmon Tackle.

The Wightman Sporting Goods Co.,
03 ST. PAUL ST.

.cjSSVS
BAY COyi;^^

'°*>OfiATED A^t)

THE HUDSON'S BAY

COMPANY
HAS HAD OVER 229 YEARS
EXPERIENCE IN PROVIDING
FOR HUNTERS

EVERYTHING NECESSARY CAN BE SUPPLIED, c* c* .* CIRCULAR
LETTERS OF CREDIT ISSUED ON ALL THE COMPANY'S INLAND
POSTS. •••••••••••-FURTHER PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION TO

HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY, WINNIPEG.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE OF

CAMP GOODS.
CANOES, SKIFFS,
SAILS, CANVAS,

ROPE, BOAT FITTINGS, CAMP
FURNITUREc^c*c^c^cJ».^c*o*c*c*

The "Sonne" Awning, I'^^M'^

Tent and Tarpaulin Co. ^"^iTc

" ENORMOUSLY " the

Largest Sale
OF ANY CIGAR
IN CANADAc««<««

Province of Quebec
Tho -

Sportsman's Paradise
These rivers and lakes are all well stocked with salmon and trout, from
four to eight pounds, and with various other kinds of fish.

MOOSE, CARIBOU AND RED DEER.—Splendid shooting almost every-
where throughout the territory of the Province of Quebec, especially ni

the Ottawa and Pontiac Districts, in Gaspesia and Beauce, the Metapedia
Valley, the Temiscamingue Region, the Eastern Townships, the North
of Montreal, the Kippewa and the Lake St. John District.

Game abounds in the Forests and on the Beaches.
Hunting territories from 10 to 400 square miles, at $1.00 per square mile
and upwards, can be leased, on which the lessee has the exclusive right
of hunting.

THE LAURENTIDES NATIONAL PARK alone contains hundreds of the
most picturesque lakes, teeming with fish, and plenty of moose, caribou
and bear ; black, silver and red fox, otter, martin, lynx, mink, fisher are
also abundant.

FEATHERED GAME.—Canadian goose, duck, woodcock, snipe, partridge
plover, etc., are in great number in almost every part of the province'

HUNTING AND FISHING PERMITS can be obtained [from the Depart-
ment of Lands, Forests and Fisheries and from the Game-wardens all

over the province.

Hunting Territories Can be kased by applying to

THE COMMISSIONER OF
^ LANDS, FORESTS AND FISHERIES, QUEBEC

TO LET

Riverst Lakes

and Hunting

Territories ^ ^

Hunting permits, fee : $25.00.

Fishing permits, fee : $ J 0.00.

THE HERALD JOB DEPARTMENT MONTREAL. P.Q
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Repeating l^ifles

For All Kinds of Shooting.

I All Desirable Calibers and Weights

A FEW FAVORITES FOR HUNTING.
Model 1895. 30 Army caliber, weight 8 1^ pounds.

Model 1894. 30 W. C. F. caliber, "Extra Light,"
weight 6 1-2 pounds.

Model 1894. 30 W, C. F. caUber, «'Take Do-wti,"

weight 7 3-4 pounds.

Model 1892. 44 and 38 caliber, " Take Down," weight
7 pounds.

Model 1886. 45-70 caUber, "Extra Light," weight
7 pounds.

Shoot Winchester Ammunition. Made for all Kinds of Guns.

FREE. —Send Name and Address on Postal for 158-page Illustrated Catalogue.

WINCHESTER REPEiTING IRMS CO.. NEW HIVEK. CONN.

no more Rusi

An absolute preventive of
rust. An ideal cleaner.
A perfect lubricant.

For Bicycles, Fire Arms. Type'
writers, Sewing Machines,
and all bright (or polished:
metals.

Manufactured by

G. W.COLE CO.
Dept. B. 141 Broadway, New York CIt]

Sample Bottle Sent for Canadian 2o Stamp

BRITISH AMERICAN HOTE
WINDSOR, ONT,

LEADING HOTEL IN THE CITY.

SPECIAL RATES FOR TOURISl

T. W. McKEE, PROPRIETOR.

HAMILTON POWDER CO.
HAS MANUFACTURED

SPORTING GUN POWDER
Since 1865, as a result you have

"CARIBOU" made from best materials, perfectly

put together. " DUCKING " hard pressed,

slow burning, keeps well under ail conditions.
'• SNAP SHOT " high velocity, moist residium

Cheap. The powder for every day use.

ENGLISHMEN SAY
Powder can be bought in Canada as good as ever

Eut in a gun. It has a positive advantage over
ome make, the dirt is soft.—^J. J. W. in London

Field.

AMERICANS SAY
The finer English or American Powder and Cana-
dian " Caribou," I am quite familiar with. They
give so little recoil that one may shoot all day
without bruised shoulder or headache.— Forest

and Stream.

CANADIANS ABRCAD SAY
Can you send over some Trap? I don't mean to

flatter but it is ahead of anything we get here.

—

A. W. W., Batavia, N. Y.

The Balmoral Hotel
MONTREAL

Offers special inducements to Touiists and
Strangers visiting the city. Rooms large, airy

and comfortable. Fitted with all modern con-
veniences. Very central, being within easy dis-

tance of railway depots, steamer landings, &c.

A. ARCH. WELSH, Prop.

In point of cuisine and equipment, THE
ROSSIN is the most complete, the most
luxurious of modern Ontario hotels. The
rooms, single or en suite, are the most airy

and comfortable in the Dominion. The
Union Depot and Wharves but two mins
utes' walk.

A. & A. NELSON,
Toronto, Ont. ^Proprietors.
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Our frontispiece this month shows one

of those stupendous mountains for which

Canada has become famous—Mt. Burgess

—^the view being taken from the head of

Emerald Lake, B.C. We have tried from

month to month to present on our cover

page some of Canada's scenic master-

pieces, believing a change of cover each

month is preferable to a set design, and

we hope this idea has met the approval

of our subscribers.

The North American Fish and Game
Protection Association, at its first annual

meeting, February 2, 1900, passed a reso-

lution reading: "That it is the .sense

" of this meeting that, in the general

" interest of fish and game protection,

"it is desirable to as far as practi-

" cable harmonize the game and fish

" laws of the provinces and states

" represented at this meeting." A com-

mittee was appointed to give effect to the

resolution, and we are informed that the

' committee will be called together in the

I

autumn or early winter in time to enable

the members to make recommendations

I to the respective legislatures. The work

I before this committ^ is difficult and will

j
require great consideration, andundoubt-

I
odly the views of many persons qualified

to speak will be asked respecting the

proposed changes. There is much to be

said on all sides, and ample room for dis-

cussion. For example, Ontario's open

deer and moose season is from November
1st to 15th, and moose may be killed only

every third year, while in the bordering

counties of Pontiac and Ottawa in Que-

bec the open season every year for both

deer and moose is from October 1st to

November 30th. The Ottawa River and

Lake Temiskaming form the dividing

line between the two provinces. Is

Ontario's season too restricted or Que-

bec's season too long, and is there some

middle ground on which the advocates

of both can agree ? In the portion of

Quebec nearest New Brunswick the open

season for deer and caribou commences

September 1st, and the sister province

permits hunting to commence September

15th. In this case it would appear rea-

sonable to make both commence Septem-

ber 15th. Appreciating the difficulty and

magnitude of the task before the com-

mittee, Rod AND Gun in Canada is de-

sirous of assisting them in their work,

and believes a desirable means of doing

so is to ask for expressions of opinion

from its readers as to the best means of

reaching the desired result. Those who

do not wish their letters published or

who wish their names withheld will

please so indicate. Now, gentlemen, we

shall be glad to hear from you, either all

at once or as you find it convenient to

write, and be assured that all opinions

will be welcomed.

In the preface to his latest book W. W.

Greener says :
" From long connection

" with firearms and intercourse with the

" foremost users of them, I am con-

" vinced that any one can become an

"efficient marksman. The object of

"this book is to * * * * direct

"those who don't shoot at all to

"the practice of the most interesting

" amusement the century offers." There

are some readers of Rod and Gun who do

not shoot, and to them especially we
commend the full consideration of the

quotation just made. Rifle shooting at a

tai^et is a game of skill, and to excel at it

requires considerable practice. Unlike

some other games of skill the nation is

likely to have pressing need of its results,

and it certainly is not against a sport that

its training is at any time of need instant-

ly convertible into practical business ; on

the contrary, it is a means of combining

pleasure with possible business.

The government of Switzerland requires

rifle practice of all its able-bodied men of

specified ages, and it supplies material

for practice at less than cost and permits

each man to keep his rifle at his house,

subject to periodic inspection, and he can

use it for practice as much as he pleases.

We believe that the Swiss idea is suitable

to Canada. It is the medium between

compulsory military service and the

present status. Compulsory military

service is not only highly objectionable

for many reasons, but absolutely un-

necessary. Smokeless powder and high

power magazine rifles have so changed

the face of warfare that the individual is

now probably the important factor, and

his training as a marksman must be

secured irrespective, or otherwise, of his

knowledge of drill. Every man can

become more or less expert as a rifleman

with practice and without practically any

loss of time from his business. The un-

disciplined Boers' expert shooting has

been an object lesson of the strongest

kind.

Dr. David Starr Jordan, president of

the Leland Stanford University of Cali-

fornia, and one of the most distinguished

ichthyologists of to-day, is a man we
approve of. In a prefaratory note to a

volume, "Familiar Fish," by Eugene

McCarthy, Dr. Jorda,n says : "Every
healthy boy, every right-minded man.
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and every uncaged Moman feels, at one

time or another, and maybe at all times,

the impulse to go a-fishing. That is what

fishes are for—to call us away from news-

I papers and counting-rooms, school books

and parlors and five-o'clock teas, outs into

the open of existence, where life is real

and banks are green, skies are blue, and

the birds sing in the branches over the

water. It does not matter nmch what

fishes are in the streams. Still less is it

essential that we should succeed in catch-

ing them. The main thing is the break-

ing away, the going in search of them,

the generous feeling of brotherhood, and

that trusting of ourselves to the lap of

our generous mother, which we have

inadequately called counnunion with

Nature. Yet it is well to know in ad-

vance something of where we are going,

what fishes we shall find, and with what
means we shall call them forth to cuit

our pleasure. To give this is the purpose

of this book. Its writer is a successful

angler. He is a good fisherman. He
would teach others to be successful. Not
that he would train them to be fish hogs,

or teach them to make a lunger string or

fill a bigger basket than any hogs before

them. These things are abhorred of gods

and . sportsmen. It is better far to lie

about your great catch than to make it.

The fisherman's lie is natural and sports-

manlike ; his greed is not. It is, I am
sure, the wish of the author that the

reader should make his catch in sports-

manlike fashion, that he should learn to

love the streams and their inhabitants,

and that so loving, as the seasons go on,

he should return to river, rod, and fly

again and again, finding each year in the

stream tiie fishes that his need demands.

For it is written that to be ' born bei.tath

the fish's sign ' is to bear through life the

subtle influence of the ' happiest of con-

stellations.'
"

INCIDENTS OF A
TROUTING TRIP

By Emile Meddon

Some tieri yaars ago, in company with my

old, reliable camping friend Alf., 1 visited

a lake in the Laurentian range of moim-

tains to the ^vost of Ottawa. On the 22nd

May we drove -cmt twenty-five miles, then

portaged our duffle for a distance of five

m'iles through a nicely wooded bush and a

where we had been directed to make our

quarters. The itent had just been pitched

when up came a thunderstorm (1 alwaj-g

experience it that way on my trips), which

lasted with much fury for over an hour,

Darkness creeping on and physically tired,

we made a rooigh and ready supper. Then

a pipeful of tolbacco vanished in smoke, a

glass of Perinini as a night-cap, and when
we resigned our fate to the caresses of

Morpheus everything pointed to more rain.

The next morning we rose when the light

was just beginning to life up the black
mantle spread over everything. I went m

Teaching the Young Idea,

Three capercaiize have been import-

ed by the Grown Lands Itepartment,

Ontario, for the purpose of stocking the

Provincial parks. They were seat on to

Rondeau Park, and careful observations

will be made of the manner in which they

adapt themselves to olimatic conditions in

the Province. The imtention is to intro-

duce them eventually into Algonquin Park,

in northern Onitanio. The climate there is

somewhat similar to that of the Highlands

of Scotland, where the birds find their

home, and the conditions of vegetation are

much the same.

The general distribution lof fish by the
Ohio Fish and Game Commission will be-
gin about September 1. There are 300,000

black ba.ss and 1,000,000 catfish ready.

beaver meadow where mosquitoes swarmed

in millions and freely introduced tliem-

eelves into us without any of the usual for-

malities of etiquette. Before reaching our

destination we had to cross a narrow creek,

four feet deep at the time, on a log which

had been placed diagonaUy on this running

stream. Here I came in :6or an unpleasant

and unforeseen ducking. With the heavy

load on my shoulders, I lost my equili-

brium, and the next moment I was splash-

ing in the pool below. When 1 got out I

preserated a pitiful sight; not that I was

hurt, but soaked and muddy from head to

foot. At last we reached the lake, a beau-

tiful one about half a mile in diameter,

w*ith clear crystal water. Nearby we
found an .old cedar raft which we used to

get across to a suitable camping ground

search of dry wood, and shortly after Alf.,

in la stentorian voice shouted to me,

B-r-e-a-k-f-ans-lt K-e-a-d-y. The menu was

very modest; frogs' legs caught the pre-

vious evening, glood hoit tea, toast and

cakes; however, we did justice to the

spread. The weather was unexpectedly

fine; Old Sol had now full control, and

how we appreciated bathing in his warm-

ing rays unstaiiied by the slightest of

clouds or atmoispheric haze.

The time had come to draw the line

somewhere, so from a rock near the shore

we lured the wHy itrout with minnows,

and succeeded in capturing six three-

pounders, quite enough for our use, as we

were decent lovers of the rod and line.

In the afternoon the peaceful state of the

surroundings was siiddenly broken by im-
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[xrative calls from the othei- side of the

lake, for Ithe raft. "Hurry up, boys,"

"Come here you fellows," and other 00m-

inands of the like. Alf. went over, and to

Ilia surprise), met a party composed of men

\vorfcing in the mines »ome miles away.

There was exactly a baker's dozen; some

(if the new comers carried small provision

l>ags, others axes and long bamboo rods,

ITieir Hnes and other requisites were hid-

den in their coat pockets. All big, sturdy

tarti were Ithey, accustomed to roughing it

in the bush. They came to our camp and

Boon had selected and fixed up a covered

comer for the night, for they carried no

tent. We found them to be good fellows

in every way, full of fun, but very inex-

[erienced in what I might call ordinary

fancy fishing. We much enjoyed the fish,

game and other stories ('they were loaded

vrith them) related by them around the

camp fire in the evening. At 11 o'clock

Alf. and I retired, but these men kept

awake moat of the night, singing and fish-

lag, with little success in the latter pur-

suit.

Now comes an episode worth telling, and

which caused us to suddenly arise with

surprise and excitement from our delight-

Inl slumber. About one hundred yards

away stood an immense dead tree, hollow

from basse to top; it was nearly fifty feet

bigh. The noatumal fishermen and singers

made a hole at the foot of that tree, intro-

ducing therein a lot of dry chips they set a

match to them. As may be imagined the

draught of such a nart;ural chimney, once

the fire had its full feed, was asbonish-

icgly loud, not to say frightening, for it

resembled the continuous roar of thunder

beard from a short distance. My friend

woke up first, and not understanding this

unusual rumpus, awakened me out of my
sleep. 1 made a jump as if scared by a

t^evere attack of delirium tremens. Get-

ting outside ithe tent we were ofi'ered a

grand spectacle. The glare of that stand-

ing gian all ablaze showed off to advan-

tage the lake and surroundings, even the

foliage of the rocky mountain opposite. For
quite a time we witnesfsed this panoramic
effect of the fire fed by additional trees

cut by the men, but I must say that 1 ex-

pressed my regrets at seeing such a mass of

fuel unnecessarily destroyed. The blaze

gradually diminished in size and grandeur;
darkness came back, and off to our beds we
went, there to resume our uninterrupted
rest.

The next afternoon the visitors started

homeward, but we stayed for two days
longer. Our efforts after the finny tribe

were fairly well rewarded. We broke up
camp satisfied with the outing, though the

mosquitoes, the ducking in the creek, the
visitors and the midnight fire scare were
events not anticipated when making out
our progiamme at the start from the Do-
mdnlon's Capital.

EXCEPTING in the very remote

regions of the West there is

as much big game in Eastern

Canada as anywhere in the Do-

minion. There is an obvious reas-

on fur this; in no other pait are there sue h

dense forests, excepting always the narrow

strip along the seaward side of the Coast

Range, as in New Brunswick, Nova Scot'.a,

(Quebec, and Ontario. There is nothing

which so favors the multiplication of game

as a good forest grovi^li covering the face

of 'the land, it lattords shelter, and above

all, proltection from persecution.

In the early days of the Dominion's his-

tory the amount of game that seems to

have existed was something marvellous.

For 250 years the settlers killed moose,

caribou and deer, at their own sweet will,

yet these animals are by no means extinct,

and were ithedr chief enemy, man, to be

removed from the scene, would, in a very

short time, beoome as numerous as ever.

Nova Scotia has sufiered more than her

sister provinces. The climate being mild,

feed abundant, and snows shoal, the moose

had an excellent chance before the ooming

of the white man, to increase and multiply

in Nova Scotia, and we have it on the au-

thority of the earlier historians that they

literally swarmed from one end of the

Province to another. IVday they have

been almost driven from the western coun-

ties, though they are yet fairly abundant

in the diistriots eastward of Halifax. The

Micmacs of Nova Scotia were adepts ait

ca.lling, and that has always been their fa-

vorite method of getting moose. Some few

of the Indian hunters have made an occa-

sional pracltice of running down the ani-

mal on bare ground, but, as may be im.-

agined, this is a (tremendous test of endur-

ance. The hunter having s-tarted a moose

foUows along its fresh track, at the best

pace he can command, until nightfall.

When too dark to distinguish the tracks,

he curls up alt the foot of a tree, and

snatches a few hours rest. At grey dawn

he is off again. Sooner or later the moose

is once more roused by the approach of his

dreaded enemy. Though the animal goes

gaUantly enough at first, it is probably

feeling a little stift' from its exertions of

the prev*ious day, and hearing nothing, for

the man is soon hopelessly in the rear, -ue

moose lies down. During the afternoon

the snap of a twig, however, warns it that

the man has again caught up. Away floun-

ders the moose, weary and thoroughly
alarmed, while the man resumes his pitiless

pursuit. The Indian has the long, lope of

the wiolf; he is not muscular, buit he is a

mass of sinews, and has wind such as no
college athlete ever yet possessed. That
night the man sleeps again with the sky
for shelter and the branches overhead for

blankelts, and before suninse he has swal-

lowed a few mouthfuls and is again on the
trail. In a very short time he has the

moose again afoot, and at ever shortening

intervals, the unfortunate animal is forced

to miove on many times during ithe morn-
ing. The endiiig of the chase usually takes

place sometime between noon and svLn-

down on this the third day. Th« man,
seeming but little the worse for his tre-

mendous exertions, ait length comes wi...in

range of the quarry. The mioose, utterly

exhausted, stitt' and sore, panting and
hungry, is at the man's mercy—and the

mercy of a red-skin is a round ball, two
hands-breadith behind the point of the

shoulder.

Caribou were once (the fellow-partners

of the Nova Scotia wUds with the moose,

but for some reason, which is not well un-

derstood even by the Indians, the caribou

have practically abandoiied the Province.

They were not killed off, and they seemed

to vanish withiout cause. During the 60*8

they were numerous, but some time in the

70's were absent from the western end of

the Province, and although there ar« a few

in the eastern part of Nova Sootia, it ia

difficult to get a shot, as they are as hard

to find as a needle in a hay rick. For

caribou in droves like sheep we must visit

the Island of Newfoundland. None except

those who have visited the Newfoundland

barrens can undersltand the tnormoua herds

of caribou that exist there. They travel

in bands 10,000 ytrong from north to south

in the fall, and back again in the spring.

The few hundred Indians on the island

(Micmacs by-the- by, they having extermi-

nated the Boeothics, the original passess-

crs of the land) are powerless to diminish

the number of herds; moreover they are
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not game butchers. Uuit'ortuuately, how-

ever, the white man is taking a hand in

the slaughter, anld dark rumors are afloat

of whole schooner loads of stajrk, frozen

deer, shipped each winlter of late years to

St. John's, and the States. The settlers

along the coast g)o a few miles inlaiLd in

the autumn, when the deer are travelling,

and murder the animals with charges of

slugs tired from thedr seaiingi guns, it

would be a pity were ithe Newfoundland

caribou to become extinct, because it was

the tinest of its kind, larger and having

better antlers than any other variety.

New Brunswick has of la<te attracted a

great deal of attention owing to the inde-

fatigable exertions of a few men. The fact

is that the setltlemenita have surrounded

the game, so that the caribou and moose

have ibeen pretty eti'ectuaJly penned up in

between the Miramiohi, the Nipisiguit, and

the Reabigouche. Within this area the

animals are tolerably abundant.

The Province <oi Quebec is composed of

such an enormous territory that a volume

or two might easily be wribten as to the

merits of the various counties, from a

sportsman's sitandpoint, without exhaust-

ing the subject.

North of the St. Lawrence there is an

endless wHdemeas of spruce woods, barren

lands, lakes, cataracts and rivers, whose

limits no man has followed, and whose im-

mensaty is but faintly realized. Moose

exist from one end to the other, from the

Saguenay to Temiskaming, and in all the

south-western counties the Virginia deer is

particularly abundant. For moose Quebec

is undoubtedly the suresit find, excepting,

perhaps, portions of nor'thern Ontario and

Alaska. The greatest drawback to hunt-

ing is that few of the guides are really

adepts at calling. 'They can all make an

unearthly, roaring noise, through a folded

strip of birch, but even that accomplish-

ment differs by a good deal, and inas-

much as It differs falls short of, the musi-

cal lowing of the moose cow.

Ontario extends from the Ottawa River

to ithe Manitoba boundary, llie northern

liraits on the maps are a pretty dotted

line, which seems clear enough, but it is to

bo feared that voyageurs fail to find any

dotted lines on the surface of the Lauren

-

tian highlands, and it is quite possible to

wander back and forth from Ontario into

the Hndson's Bay Ten*ltories without real-

izing the fact. Eastern Ca;nada may be

•onaidered to end, on the i)araUel which

hiolds Port Arthur. Southern Ontario has

beoome rather too densely settled to have

remained la good big game region. It is

ironderful how the deer manage to hold

their own so well, seeing the vast army of

hunters which annually seeks to encompass

their destruction; but they hold their own
nobly, and the Ontario Government seeks

to assist them by well meant, but pro-

bably futile close seasons. 'The oflicial idea

of protection is to prohibit all shooting

during certain years—which means that

sportsmen have to refrain, while others

kill merrily, fearing neither the law nor

remorse of conscience.

The best part of Ontario, and a very

good one it is, includes the territory west

of Temiskaming, almost to White River.

Ijake Temagami is the centre of a fine

range, and one which furnishes about as

much varied sport as any part of the Uo-

of hiis canoe, while Ms guides pole him

luxuriously up stream, is having a far bet-

ter time than the timorous horseman,

perched like a monkey, on the back of a

bucking cayuse, with nothing but six inch-

es of rotten shale between himself and

eternity.

Hints on the Camp Fire.

First of all, the site of the camp itself

should be selected with the safety of the

camp fire in mind. 'The vicinity of ground

strewn with over-abundance of inflam-

mable matter should be avoided, sucii as

the depths of pine groves where dead mat-

ter has been collecting for many years,

and a place should be scraped for tlie fire

IH
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DURING the past year a number of

valuable additions and improve-

provements have been made to

the pack and other property of

the Montreal Hunt Club. There

are at present some eighty odd hounds in

the pack, of the very choicest breeding and

tvpe. They are urtiform in size and color,

tiearing a remarkable resemblance to each

ether. In conformation the entered

hoihids are well put together, deep chest-

ed, thick set, heavy boned specimens of

the breed and are admirably adapted to

the rough country over which they have to

hunt. In color they are white, tan and

l)lack, the white and tan predominating.

Since the close of the season of 1899 the

entire pack has done remarkably well, and

they are now entering upon their season's

v«>rk, looldsng strong and healthy, and in

the veay pttnk of condition for this time of

the year. Men, horses and hounds are

now taking their daily exercise, prepara

tory to the cub hunting, which begins thia

month, and the reguJair hunting season will

open on or about September the fifteenth.

The membership has reached its limit and

lias a waiting list. The weather coiild not

be better, and the frequent rains of the

padt month or more have made the ground
simply perfect to begin a season's hunting.

Taking everything into consideration this

. club, never in its history, started in for

Its initial work imder more favorable aus-

pices. Major George R. Hooper is mastei",

and Wm. Nichols is huntsman, and this

club is indeed fortunate in having a man
with the knowledge and experience of the

l-tter.

Canadian Hunt Club.

The members of the Canadian Hunt
CJub are enjoydng their new quarters at

St. Lambert far beyond their expectations.

A number of the more active members
have spent a gooa part of the summer at

the club house, where they not only in-

dulge in horseiback-riddng, but boating and
fisliing have been partaten of as well. The
newly formed polo club has been a great

attraction and a iarge number of the riding

members are taking a deep interest in this

popular game. About fifty polo ponies

were brought from Alberta by a number of

enthusiastic members and the grounds of

the club are now in daily use in learning

this new and interesting game. The

hounds of thi s club lare getting their regu-

lar exercise and are looking well. Cub

hunting has already commenced and regu-

lar hunting will be inaugurated early in

September. A good season's sport is an-

ticipated.

• « •

Hunt Steeplechases.

The annual Hunt steeplechases, under

the auspices of the Montreal Hunt Club,

are to be held on Odtober 4th and 6th, and

good sport is looked for. The course ovei

which these races are to take place has not

yet been named, but for the sake of the

success of this once popular autumn gath-

ering, it Is to be hoped the meeting will

not be held at Bel-Air.

New Race Course.

Recent events have made it apparent

that some radical changes must take place

in the present conduct of racing if sport

of a legitimate character is to be main-

tained in the inunediate vicinity of Mont-

real. In securing the auxiliaries necessary

to success, the primary consideration

is, of course, proodmlity to the points from

which the patrons axe to be drawn. Un-

less the grounds are within easy access of

the electric cars and the place can be

reached by carriage in from twenty-five to

thirty minutes, it can never be made either

popular or successful.

Racing in many parts of the Dominion

during the past ten or fifteen years, has

undergone a serious change, and one which

it cannot be said has raised its moral tone

or standing. Montreal has attained the

position of one of the most important cities

on the conltinent and certainly, with a po-

pulation of almost one-third of a milHon,

is warranted in entering into large com-

mercial and organized ventures. One of

these should be the possession of a first-

class Turf aub of its own. Such an or-

ganizaition has already been projected, and

before any errors are made, such as in the

past have been the cause of failure, the

Rod and Gun would Uke to suggest a few

cardinal podmbs which it would be wise for

the promoters of the scheme to bear in

mind. First, let the location be easy of

access, and not more ithan five miles from

the City HaU; second, let the Jockey Clut
secure a board of control composed of gen-

tlemen who are residents, and who are of

unquestioned repute and standing; third,

pass the most stringent by-laws forbidding

the admission of gamblers as members of

the club; fourth, have a code of by-lawa

and rules similar to that adopted by the

American Jockey dub, and most import-

ant of all, insist on these regulations being
lived up to in every particular; fifth, give
two good meetings a year, not to exceed
five days each, and a steeplechase meeting,
of three days' length, early bx October.
The citizens of Montreal and its environ-

ments are a sport-loving public, and are

willing to give enthusiastic support to

whait is legitimiajte and properly conducted.

if the opportunity is given them, but to

secure cordial patronage, the sport must b*

presented to them ;tn a form that eom
mends itself to favorable comsideratiton.

HighaiPriced Youngsters*

The July sales of thoroughbreds at New-
market were in part sensational. Mr. Fox-

ball Keene paid $14,000 for Sandfly, by

Isonomy, lOut of Sa'ndiway, with a bay

colt by her side by Perisimmon, and we as-

sume that it will not be long before mar«
and foal will graze in the blue grass pas-

tures of Kentucky. Nine colts and three

fillies from the paddocks of the late Duke
of Westmlinater sold for $216,500. an aver-

age of $18,040. This is extraordinary. For

the bay filly by Persimmon, out of Orna-

ment, Mr. R. Sievier paid $50,000, and the

present Duke of Westminster paid $45,000

for the bay colt by Orme, out of Kissing

Cup. The young Duke also purchased the

brother of Flying Fox for $28,500. One

thing is certain, ithe breeder who produces

what by aatuial teat is the best is sure of

his reward.

The Test Handicap for three-year-old«

and upward, one mile, was a feature at

lirighton Bejach on Tuesday, July 17th.

Voter was the favorite, and he book up 122

pounds, and won with Spencer in the sad-

dle in 1.38. which is record breaking time

on a circular course. At Washington

Park, Chicago, July 21st, the chestnut

horse Orimar ran- a mile in 1.38, «qualling

that of Voter a^ noted above.
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DESTROYERS
By Bob White

From a spvortsman's standpoint anything

that tends tio the destruction of game ani-

mals or birds is baid. and should be put

diown with a firm hand. The hawk and

(row are the chief offenders in this respect,

and properly, we think, come in for a

good round measure of cursing from those

wIko have observed their merciless warfare

on the defenoeless game bird. .As between

the hawk and crtow, the latter seems to be

far the more destructive, and an agitation

is being made in some quarters to place a

bounty 'on the head of the black rascal.

The reasons for destructiion of the crow, as

summed up from the opinions of various

correspidttderits on tlie subject, may be

given as follows: Firslt, because it is a

well known, fact that they destroy great

quan'titlies of game and poultry, second,

that he will hunt all day and every day

for the quail or prairie chicken's nestt, and

when he finds it wijl destroy every egg in

it; third, because ithey carry germs of hog

cholera and other contagious diseases from

one herd t)o another; fourth, because in

winter they consume great quantities of

grain from cribs, etc.; fifth, because a

bounty <ov his bead would enable the farm-

er to get gome remuoieratioai for his ef-

forts in getting rid of the pest.

It is said that one of these game defetroy-

ing birds will get away, on an average.
with one game bird, such as the quaii, in a
day. One can readily understand what an
enormous drain on the game there must
be in satisfying the wants of these tireless

hunters.

Another culprit in the matter of game
destruction that oome^s in for his proper
share of the gdnieral condemnation, is the
domestic cat. It is a favorite method of
getting rid of an unwelcome litter, by bag-
ging them up, driving a few miles, into
the aountry and there depositing /the pre-
cious lot. These cats must find a living,
anfd they naturally do so by preying on the
game bdrds and animals in the neighbor
hood. Many a nesting quail, grouse or
prairie chicken, no doubt, fails a victim to
the rapacity of Itheee semi-savage animals
The wonderful fecundity of the cotton

tail rabbit, no doubt, fills a useful part in
the ewonomy lof Tiature by helping to satis-

fy the wants of these birds and animals,
but it only partially does ,so. It is said
that hawks and crows destroy more game
than all the hunters combined, and we
can easily believe it. The sportsman in
turn, can do a great deal to keen nature's
account properly balanced by taking every
opportunity to bring to earth the^e ene-
mies of the game, which we all desire to
r-atect.

Rod and Gun " is the official organ of the Canadian Fores-try Association. The Editor will
welcome contributions on topics relating to|Forestry.

Editor—E. Stewart, Chief Inspector of Forestry
for the Dominion and Secretary Canadian For-
estry Association, Ottawa, Ont. Sub-Editor—R.H.
Campbell, Treasurer and Asst. Secretary Canadian
Forestry Association, Ottawa, Ont.

IN
undertaking the editorial w ork for

the Forestry Association the editors

wish to point out the necessity

for a hearty co-operation by

all the members of the Assc*

ciaition, if it is to prove a success. While

aji effort will be made to lay before the

readers of this department the principles

of the sysitemis of forestry upon the Con-

timent of Europe and elsewhere, the For-

estry Aseociation was not formed for tlie

purpose of urging the adoption of amy in-

flexible system "made in Germany," but

the desire is to study the result of experi-

ments and investigation made in Canada

in the light of the experience of thosie

countries which have thoroughly orgamized

their forests in order that the moat suit-

able and economical methods may be as-

oertaimed and adopted. The whole of this

branch of the Association's work will fail

if the editors merely sit in their chairs

and give academic utterances on the prin-

ciples of forestry, and it is therefore of

vital importlance that the members of the

A asoc'ia'tion should contribute any informa-

tion in their possession which will assis.t

in throwing light on the problems and con-

ditions of forestry iin Canada. Arrange-

menlts have already been made for a num-

ber of artictes which we are satisfied will

be boith interesting and useful, but the

Rpa.ce at our disposal is so limited, co-n-

pared with the large field to be covered,

and the work is yeit scarcely organized, so

tbat wie musit ask the members of the

Fore«trv j^ .association not only to iudge out

efforts Irndly fbr the r)re.P'emt, but to give

us such aisaisitanee as their experience ma>'

susrgest. 'i :
--(--'»>!v^

Thp-pft are manv pnoblems which the As-

eocaatildn mav hieln in working ouit. The
proper syptpm of manaenemeni to be adopt-

ed for our Canadian forests, which willlTe-

cesnarily bring in its train a study of the

habits and the growth of the different spe-

cies of trees and also the market condi-

tions, will demand attention. Thie causes

and prevanjtion of fires, and the lossl occa-

sioned by them, the injury done by insects,

by snow, by wind and by other agencies

should all be systematically Investigated.

We should have the opinions of the

members of the Association on the proper

locations for forest reservations, and the

effects of the preservation of the woods on

the water supply and hydrograp,hic condi-

tions genierally.

There are many who have had experience

in planiting and cording for trees both in the

cities and upon farm lands, particularly in

the West, and a statement of the facts and

conclusions reachied would be very help-

ful to others.

^here are many leas prominent ques-

tions, such as grazing in the forest, the

effect of the work of the beaver, as sug-

gested by Mr. Pearce in his address before

the aimual meeting, the influence on the

fisheries and on wild animals, etc., on all of

which we are sure that our readers could

give useful information.

Possibly much of the responsibility for

working out these problems should be as-

sumed by the different governments, but

that does not preclude the desirability of

having the result 'of private experiments or

cxperienoe recorded, and one part of the

work of the Forestry Association should be

bo call the attention of the governments to

the work which the experience of its mem-
bers would suggielst should be undertaken,

and to bring together the scattered infor-

mation on matters relating to forestry in

such a way ais to give a clear and compre-

hensive view of the who'e situation.

• • •

The members of the Canadian Foresti-y

Asftociatidn will be very much pleased tc

hear that the president. Sir Henri Joly de

Lotbiniere, has been honored with the ap-

poimtment of Lieut'enant-Governor of Bri

tiah Oolumibia. Our best wishes will cer-

tainly go with the new Lieutenant-Gover-

nor, and we trusit that he may find th€

term of his occupancy of the gubernatoria]

seat a pleasant • one. It is to be regretted

that we should lose our president from the

Capital at such aH impoirtaat time in the

his'tory of the Association, as he has shown

I
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Buch a deep intere^ in its success, and has

alwajTs used his laxge knowledge and infln

ence in its behalf. We are oonfideat, hovv-

evier, that he will still take an active in-

terest in the Assoclafcion (indeed we al-

ready have evidence of that fact) and that

his residence ait the Coast will result in

hringimg the people of British Columbia

more into touch with the work of the As-

BOciaSJon.
« « •

Dr. William Saunders, director of the

Central Experimental Farm, and one of

the members of the Executive Committee

of the Forestry Association, has left for

the Old Country, where he will attend the

Meeting of the British Association for the

/Advancement of Science, and also visit

some of the Experimental Stations in order

to compare tlieir methods with those pur-

sued in this country.
• * •

We are happy to be able to state that

there are now three life members of the

Canadian Forestry Associaticn, His Honor

Sir Henry Joly de Lotbiniere, Lieutenant-

Governor of British Columbia; Dr. A. H.

McKay, Supei'intendent of Education for

Nova Scotia; and Mr. Hiram liiobisnsoin, or

Ottawa. These three gentlemen are repre

etntaitive of the ditiereint interests to

which the work of the Association should

appeal. Sir Henri Joly de Lotbiniere has

lang been iiiterestied in the question o(

forest growth from a scienitific standpoint.

Dr. McKay represents the educationists, to

whom the question should be one of special

interest and who are in the best position

for arousing the attention of the youth of

the ooimtry to the subject. Mr. Hiram

Robinson is the manager of the Hawkes-

bury Lumber Company and one of the

leading lumbermen of Canada, and is,

tbenefoire, interested from a businesB aa<l

l>ractical point of view.

The pnesenjt Minister of the Interior, the

Hon. Clifford Siftton, has taken a very deep

I

interest in the work of the Canadian I'or-

j
estry Associatiom. He has already shown

! this by having thle report of the first an-

nual meeting of the Associaition published

l'\ his Deportment, in order to give the

A-^sociation as good a start as possible, and

j
he has also become a member. When sub-

I

ftritting to the House of Commons recently

the recommendation for an appropriation

for the Forestry Bureau he was also kimd

enough to call atteintion to the report of

the Association, and to recommend it to

I

the perusal of the members of the House.

I He also expressed his opinion of the im-

• portance of the wwk in the following

words: "My opinion is that nothing could

be done that would be of greater import-

ance to the welfare of Canada than to care

tor our fores'tis. This is particularly vital

in Manitoba and the Northwest Terri-

tories."

We take the following extract from the

annual report of the Deputy Minister of

the Interior, Mr. Jas. A. Smart:

"As to the propagation of trees and the

encouragement of tree planting generally

in Manitoba and the Northwest Terri-

tories, I may mention that during my re-

oenlt visit to tine Old Country and Eui'ope,

i found much to interest me in the beauty

of the shrubbery and trees wherever I

ning through the farms or adjoining pri-

vate grounds in town or country. There is

no doubt that by the expenditure of a rea-

sonable amount of money, the sert>

tied districts in Manitoba and the

North\ve?t Territories could in the same

way be greatly beautified through the

planting of trees wlidch, with proper atten-

tion, would soon bring about a perfect

change in the general appeai-ance of the

couiutry. It is, therefore, advisable that a

c>ertain sum should be made available for

this purtjose next year, or at least in the

very near future.

The people of Manitoba and the Terri-

tories are fully alive to the importance of

Tlic Ciujip, liiike Kippcwa.

went. The oomparision -with Canada, and

especially Western Caaiada, was not favor-

able, particularly as regards the interest or

lack of intereslt, taken by the settlers in

tree planting. Wliile travelling in Bel-

gium, I learned tliat a large portion of the

trees, which have now assumed immense

size and beauty, were of quite recent

planting. In twenty or twenty-five years,

by projier cultivation and trimming, their

growth has been remarkable, and they are

now very shapely. Before that time it

would appear that in many of the districts

visited there -were no trees to be seen at

all, but since th'en the question of arbori-

culture has received oonisdderable atten-

tion, and it has now passed beyond the

experimental stage. This was evidenced

by large f?ectiotns of couatry covered with a

splendid growth of beautiful trees, amd by

the artistically shaped hedges on each side

of the main highways and along roadls run-

this work, and from the number of in

quiries which have been received at the

Department of late on the subject, there

is no doubt that they are prepared to take

a very great interest in. it. In addition to

beautifying the coumltry and practically

changing its appearance, as has been done

in the casie of Belgium, there are other

reasons w^hy the Government should in-

terest itself in this important matter.

There is the pro(tection to buildings, to

animals and crops, as well as the advan-

tage to the prairie districts of producing

a new supply of fuel for the use of the set-

tlers. It is a well known fact that where

trees have been successfully cultivated,

such odnditiotiis prevail as will attract

moisture, and on the whole there is everj'

reason tto believe thait the value of farm

lands will be greatly enhanced by co-opera-

tloli with the Government on the part of

farmers in the planting of trefes and ahrub-
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bery in their various localitdes. I think,

therefore, that it ^ould be in the public

interest to have a certain amount appro

priated to cover the salary of a number oi

officers to look after this particular work

These persoma oould be employed the whole

year roumd, during the spring, summer and

fall in visiting seibtlers and directing them

as Ito the planting and proper oare of trees,

and in the winlber in delivering lectures on

tree culture im ajll the settled districts.

These men should, of course, be well versed

in the subjedt, and of first class experi-

ence, as it is important the work should

be done .thoroughly and expeditiously from

the start, ao thatt the public may know at

onoe that thie Government intends to talce

a deep interest in this special branch of

agricuKure."

Mr. E. Stewart, Inspeator of Timber and

ITore^ry, has just returned to Manitoba

after a trip through the Dauphin and SwaJi

River country, making am inspection of the

timber. He stalbes that in the Swan River

VaUey there i« same of the finest spruce

/that he has ever seen, and he has gathered

conisdderable inibmiation which will be

very useful in the arrangement of the work

of the Forestry Bureau. In the most

north-TTO^terly part of the Province of

Mandtoba there has been such an labund-

anoe of pain that Ithe swamps are filled with
water, and when crossing one of the

streams thie water was so high that tlie

party were unfortunajte enough to have

everj-thing carried aiway, and only rescued

tieir goods with considerable difficulty. It

is reported that all through the wooded

parts of the Northwest Territories the

swamps are so filled with water that there

is very little danger of forest fires diuring

the present season. As it was thought

that there would be much more danger of

fire in Manitoba, where the season had

been a much drier one, Mr. Stewart con-

sidered it better to return there and ar-

range for work in ithe Riding Mountain

jdistrict. The neiighboring district of Dau-

phin was visited by a disastrous fire dur-

ing last fall, a large area of good timber

being destroyed, and a number of the set-

tlers in that vidnity were burnt out, ren-

dering necessary the giving of assistanoe to

th^em by the Local Government, and lires

were reported at Riding Mountain this

spring. Some of the English-speaking set-

tlers in the district were inclined to blame

the Galicians for the starting of these

fires, but an investigation was made by the

Dominion Govemmient which brougut out

the opinion that the Galicians were no

more to blame than other settlers, and

that in some cases the fires were probably

started by camping or hunting parties, and

the persons who made the accusations

against the GaMoians have now practically

withdrawn them. A number of notices

giving a sjTiopsia of the Fire Act of Mani-

toba have been printed in the diti'erenit lan-

guages and pasted in cospicuous places

near timber in the Provlnoe, so that the

settlers of all natiionaliities may be warmed

to take the necessary care to prevent the

starting of fires.

• • •

Practical Forestry in the Adiron*

dacks.

The United States Division of Forestry

have made an offer of assdsitance in the

managenierit of trees not only to farmers

and settlers, as menitioned in our last is-

sue, but also to owners of large tracts of

timber, as a larger portion of the forests

of the United States are in the hands of

private parties (than is the case in Canada.

Indeed the private forest lands exceed in

area those of the States and the Federal

Govemmenit oomibdned. Most of such

lands also are in hilly or mountainous

country, and the preservation is importaul

both for the timber and water supplies. •

These lands are, of oourse, held by the

owners largely for the returns they yield,

and the forest crop has been usually har-

vested with a view to the present prohiuS,

w-ihile ithe preservation or restoration of tlie

trees is overlooked as somefthing either im-

possible or unprofitable. The methods fol-

kowed have often resulted in serious and

needless injury to the timber and, as this

is considered a matter not only of private

but 'of public concern, the Division of For-

estry made the offer referred to with the

object of showing by concrete examples

that improved methods of lumbering will

pay.

Two applications for the management of

spruce lands in the Adirondacks which

were made in response to this offer have

been for a year or two under tlie cliarge

of the officers of the Division of Forestry,

and Mr. Henry S. Graves., the Superinten-

dent of Working Plans, gives in a bulletin

entitled "PniiCtioaJ Forestry in the Adiron-

dacks" the result of the plans adopted so

far as tliey have been carried into execu-

tion. The two tracts covered by these ap-

plications were Nahsane Park, .the pro-

perty of Dr. H. S. Webb, comprising 40,000

acres, and 68,000 acres owned by Hon. VV.

C. Whitney, commonly called the Whitnej
Preserve.

The systems of forestry followed upon the

Continent, and especially in Germany, are

very thoroughly developed, but they have

been gradually evolved, and it is only by

the growth of long years that they liave

rtaahed the state of perfection in which

they now are. While undoubtedly these

methods would be the best if they could

he applied ito the management of forests

everywhere, they are not adapted to the

present development of forestry in Ameri-

ca, and therefore, Mr. Graves urges au

American system of forestry which will b<

suited to the present and which will,

though necessarily rough and imperfect, bf

a s;tep forward in the direction of the pro

per management of the forests.

A number of the cardinal principles ol

forest management under the continenita

system are therefore laid aside.

In the first place the mainltenance of t

sustained annual yield is not undertaken

as it is not considered necessary that th<

eame return should be received from th(

property every year, and moreover th(

tracts under consideraition were alreudj

stocked with timber which was old and or

the decline, and whicn it would be mucl

better to remove in order to make roon

for a new and vigorous stock. It was cal

culated that if the whole area were de

nuded the same yield oould be obtainec

again in thirty-six years, whereas if onlj

one thirty-sixth were cut each year th

result would be only an average of eigih

teen years growth on the whole tract a

the end of that period. The larger cuttini

would also reduce the expenditure fo

taxes and for logging.

Tlie removal of dead and unsound timbe

is advocated in weU organized systems o

forestry, in order that the wood may b

used before decay, and to prevent th

breeding of insects. The dead trees couli

not, however, be used in the present ir

statace, and the exi)ense of removal woul'

not be justified, while the unsound tree

might still b<? useful in helping to shad

the ground and ito distribute seed.

Thinnings and improvement cutting

have not been undertaken. The thinnin

of the young sipruce might be advante

geous where the wood taken out could b

disposed of profitably, but not othervns"

and the removal of the hardwoods whic

were overshadowing the spruce too closel

was found to cost at the rate of aboi

twenty-five cents per acre, which was coi

sidered too high a figure to make its ado] i

tion profitable.

The building of permanent roads, ii,

planting of the denuded areas, and the cu

ting of fire lines, all of which are impor

ant parts of forest management in Europ

oould not be introduced, as the expeus

involved would be in too great dispropo

tiota to any benefit derived from them.
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he Whitney Preserve, to which we will

T more particularly, is a tract of ap-

ximately 68,000 acres, in Hamilton

inty, State of New York. The tract is

radterized by a large number of lakes

ionail ponds. In general the land is a

1 rolling plateau, broken by a iew high

jritains, and a number of long, rather

nnd broad ridges, which are inter-

rsed with numerous ponds and swamps.

; jjrevailing rock is gneiss. The charac-

stic tree is the red spruce.

he land is considered m four divisions;

swamp land comprising twenty per

t.; (the spruce flats, level and rolling

is bordering on lakes, streams and

.raps, about thirty per cent.; the hard-

)d lands, being elevated benches and

derate slopes, forty per cent.; spruce

)es, being steep slopes with thin, stony

ten per cent. Spruce reaches its best

elopment in the spruce flats or slopes,

m favorable localities and crowded

sts forms a long, clear, full bole and a

rt crown. The average height of the

;s in such situations Is 90 feet, and the

neter 24 to 26 inches. On low swampy

md/the crown is long and the tree com-

itively short. The average for the

vn in all situations is about 40 feet, and

average clear length from 25 to 30 feet,

average length of the marketable log

ig found to be 46 feat. The root sys-

flat and superficial, and the tree in

wquence is able to thrive on shallow

While the cHaracter of the tree va-

according to the situation, it is not

idious, but will occupy all situations

soils. The spruce is also able to grow

he shadow of other trees, and retain

itality and, even though suppressed for

i|y years, it will spring up and grow

iiroualy when an opportunity is given.

I

certain amount of spruce seed Is pro-

r'd annually, but the trees bear much

ivily in some years than in others.

1 usually begins to ripen in Octo-

the cones cling to the trees till

he season. The seed is light and

md is carried by the wind to great

Trees have been known to pro-

• 1 at as early an age as fifteen

' 'n growing in the open, but seed-

nay be very much delayed by over-

The spruce continues to bear

great age.

-item of cutting recommended for

1 is to remove the spruce of teti

id over in diameter at three feet

around except certain trees which

'd to seed up the openings mada
ring. Successive crops could be

from the ground at shorter inter-

vals if twelve instead of ten inches were

made the limit to cut, but the owners pre-

ferred to wait a longer time for a second

cutting in order to obtain a larger immedi-

ate profit.

In the ordiniary process of lumbering cooi-

siderable loss was oocaaaoned by leaving

needlessly high stumps aind large tops, by

leaving skids in the woods, by using valu-

able timber in leveling roads, and by the

destruction of the small growth in felling,

skidding and hauling. Stumps had gener-

ally been cut at from;thirty inchefe to three

feet from, tjie ground, but by cutting at

eighteen dftcbee it was calculated that there

keeping at>out fifty feet apart, and marking

every tree between them. The inside man
followed the previous line of marks and the

others were guided by him. They can

mark on an averaige about forty or sixty

acres per day. Markihg waJs begun on the

WliLtney Preserve on the 15th October,

1898, and within ten days the logging gangs

were cutting the marked trees.

The area lumlbened over in 1898 was 5,452

acres. As near as eoidd- be estimiated ap-

proximately 1,652 acres had been cut over

before the marking! began. The total area

on which the timber was marked was
about 4,000 acres, and there were fully

'Klip^r-
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of the experiment and the very practical

way in which ithe management of the for-

ests is being approached by the Forestry

Division of the United States.
« « *

The United States Division of Forestry

is rejodcdng over an increase of the appro-

priation for the work of the divisiou to

$80,000, being double that which was pre-

viously granted, buit .their joy is

somewhat dampened by the feeling

that despite this increase, the

amount at the disposal of the divisi'On is

very far from being as large as would be

required if all the proposed and really

neoessary lines of work were taken up.

What would thiey think, however, if they

had to get along on an appropriation of

$10,000, which is the amount allowed the

Canadian Foresltry Bureau? That is cer-

tainly small enough to attempt to do the

work of the Domimiioo, but if the giood ex-

ample of the American Division can be fol-

lowed and tJie amounrt increased regularly

by one hundred per cent, until it beconxes

more adequa;te to the requirements, it may

be possible to do the work much more ef-

fectively in a few years. The Canadian

Forestry Association should certainly use

its influence to have the amount made

more neiu-ly adequate for the very large

area which has to be covered.

• • «

A specdal summer meeiting of the Amieri-

can Foresltry Assocdaitioln was held in New

York on 25th and 26th. June in connection

with the nueeting of the American Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science. More

than twenty-five papers were read review-

ing the work of the Federal Government,

and that of eight or ten of the " different

States. Papers were read by Dr. B. E.

Femcw, Mr. Gifi'aiM Pinchot, Mr. H. S.

Graves, and a number of other of the lead-

ing men interested in forestry in the

Umited States Among the papers was one

entrciea "JNotes on i^orestry in Uanaoa," by

Mr. E. Stewart, Chief Inspector of Timber

and Forestry in the Dominion.

The Hon. James Wilson, Secretary of

Agriculture, presided at the first day's ses-

si'on, and in his address urged the import-

ance of forest protection, and the reserva-

tion of the lands suitable for timber

growth. "The axeman will soon see

through our woods," he said, "and two de-

cades or less will exhaust our primitive

forest of buOding woods." He also pointed

out the effect of the denudation of the

cotmtry in the shortness of the cotton crop

last year, and of the wheat crop for this

year.

A committee was appointed to co-oper-

ate with the Federation, of Women's Clubs
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in the effort to obtain a national park in

Minnesota, and a resolution was passed in

favor of the reservation of 25,000 acres of

Redwood lands (Sequoia sempervirens) in

the Santa Ctniz Mountains, forty miles

south-ea^ of Sain Francisco. The proposed

Appalachian Park was also brought to the

attention of the Association by Mr. J. A.

Holmes. A proposed bill for the protec-

tion of forests from fire was submitted, but

was referred back to the committee for fur-

ther report.

A iStrong effort is being put forth to

have a Foiiest Park Reservaition in Minne^

sota, and as :lt is in the vicinity of the

source of "Thfe Father of Waters," the

great Mississippi, it is one of special in-

terest to every American citizen. One in-

teresting feature in connection with the

agitation ia the adtive participation of the

Federation of Women's Clubs.

We would be glad to have our own Na-

tional OouncU of Women take an interest

in the forest needs of Canada.

The propoiaed park in the Appalachians

is also receiving special aittention at the

present time, and an appropriation of

$5,000 was obtained at the last session of

Oonigress for the purpose of the examina-

tion of the district, with a view to the

selection of the moBt suitable location. A
forest park in that part of North Carolina

would be a most interesting one, as botan-

ists are agreed that the richness and va-

riety of its forest and floral growth are

unequalled elsewhere in America. Here

the forests of New England meet those of

the extreme Southern States; so that, as-

cending from the tops of the gorges to the

tops of the higher mountains one sees

much the same variety of plants as he

would in travelling from. Alabama to Can-

ada. In the oool moist coves of this moun-

tain region the hardwood forest trees

reach their maximvmi development. Oaks

from five feet in diameter, chestnuts still

Larger, and tulip poplars from six to ten

feet in diameter are associated with beech-

es, birches, Hndiens, maples and numerous

other species which have found conditions

most favorable to their groAvth. Here

they have lived together for centuries

without man's interferenoe. In the gorges

of deeper valleys one finds the trees and

shrubs which are common over the Pied-

mont plains, which lie to the east, soutli

and west. Ascending thie mountains along

the lower slopes one passes through the

splendid growth of maples, oaks and pop

lars; above these come the beeches, birch-

es, hemlocks and their associates; buit high-

er still one passles through groves of bal-

sams and fir trees. At the tops of the

higher mountains even these last iiave

generally disappeared, giving place to

grass and the rose-colored Rhodoflendron.

Interspersed amiong these trees in the

coves, on the crags, and up the mountain
slopes, one finds the Rhododendron, the

Kalmias, and hundreds of other beauUiuJ
shrubs and a rich varietty of dehcat« flower-

ing plants. Hierie are found the higiiest

and most massive of the Appalachian
Mountains, nearly half a hundred peaks

rising more than six thousand feet in

height; and the deepest gorges resulting in

the most varied and beautiful scenery. This

region is unsurpassed in healthfulness; in

it also are the head waters of streams

which have to do with the manufacturing
enterprises and with navigation in the two
Virginias, the two Carolinas, Georgia, Ala-

bama, Tennessee, Kentucky and Ohio.

The promoters are working up the senti-

ment in favor of this park with character
isitic American vigor. They have raised

$1,465 for the purpose of adver'tisamg the

movement, and have sent out 191,200 pieces

of printed matter, besides numerous let

ters. The press have also given strong sup-

port.
• « *

We must apologize for the way in which
Bomie of the matter for last month's issue

was arrauged. We are assured, howevei;
that it will not occur again.

» •

W'e are informed that the fire notices

posted by the Dominion officials in Bri-

tish Columbia are having a very good ef-

fect. • » •
The only raft of square timber which has

passed down the Ottawa River this sea-

son, was reported as having passed Calu-

tnieit some days ago. This is a great change

from the days when almost throughout the

whole summer a large part of the rivet

below the Parbamenit Buildings would be

covered with rafts of square timber.

The logs which are brought down from

the luniibering camps in the Gatineau dis-

trict are not infrequently caught in a large

jam at the Cascades, a point on the Gati'

neau River, about 14 miles above Ottawa,

Just a few weeks ago there was a largt

jam at that point, covering perhaps an

area of 100 acres, and being in places aboul

20 feet in thickness. In this jam there

were probably over a quarter million o!

good logs, which would represent an iin

mense value. The breaking of a jam o)

tliis kind has always been one of the mosi

exciting and dangerous parts of the lura

berman's work, but in this case a new

method of getting the logs free was under

taken. On a large rai<t or crib work £

steam engine was set up and attached tc

this was a drum upon which was a mn
cable with a hook on the end. The rafi

was towed up tO' the jam and tied to c

pier in such a way that if the jam shoulc

suddenly break and the logs came rushinj

down the river, it would be swept asidf

and no harm would result. The hook or

the cable was attached to the logs on t.n<

top of the jam, and they were piJled on'

one by one without strain or danger. 'lli<

operation is very rapid, and with gooc

work one log a second can be sent dowr

stream.
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AT THE KENNELS
Conducted by D. Taylor.

THE bench show of dogs in con-

nection with Toronto Indnstrial

Exhibition will be held Sep-

tember 3rd to 6th inclusive.

The judges are : For fox,

Irish and Scotch terriers, Mr.

James Lindsay, Montreal, who
made sucri a successful debut as a judge at

the spring show here. Mr. lindisay is

In nown to his friends as a reliable man on

terriers, and we have no doubt fanciers of

these breeds, both in Canada and the

I'nited Staibes, wUl meet him with lots of

entries to adjudicate upon; for great

Danes, Boaton terriers and dachshunds, G.

i\luss-AmoIt, Tuckahoe, N.Y.; for fox-

hounds, painters, setters, Chesapeake Bay

dogs and beagles. Major J. M. Taylor,

Rutherford, N.Y The all-roiuid judge is

Chas. H. Mason, of New York, who will

take all other breeds. The entry fee in

each class is only $2, and the limit is fixed

for the 18th August. The classification is

eomewhat increased over tliait of last year,

and should ensure good oompetition all

round. Mastiffs have two open classes,

bloodhounds, Newfoundlands and deer-

hounds one class, the prizes being $10, $5

and diploma. St. Bernard® and Great

Danes have the usual classification, pup-

pies being provided for in the first-named

breed, with prizes of $5. $3 and diploma.

Novice have $7 and diploma, limit and

open same prizes as for mastiffs, Russian

wolfhounds are provided with limit and

open class, greyhounds, novice, limit and

I
open classes, with prizes of $7, $3 and

I diploma in novice, and $10, $5 and diploma

in hmit and open. The balance of the

classificaition provides $7, $3 and diploma

in novice and $8, $5 and diploma in limit

and open classes. Canadian classes are

provided for with $5 to first, $3 to second,

diploma to third. The Industrial Associa-

tion offers a medal for the best St. Ber-

nards, foxhound, pointer or setter, best

spaniel dog, best spaniel bitch, best collie

dog, be^t collie bitch, best bulldog, best

bull terrier, best beagle, best dachshund,

I
best Irish terrier, best fox terrier dog and

I

best fox terrier bitch. Mrs. Jos. E. Sea-

I
gam offers a cup for the best kennel of fox-

bounds. The Canadian Collie Club offers

j
medals to the best dog and bitch (open to

members only), and there are a great many

other valuable specials, the fox terrier

classes being especially weU provided for.

Mr. W. P. Fraser, Toronto, Ont., the cour-

teous secretary and superintendent, is al-

ways ready to respond to enquiries.

» • •

A valuable comsignment of Scottish ter-

riers arrived here on the steamship La-
conia, Capt. Neil, from Glasgow, the end
of last month. They were purchased and

imported by Messrs. Motherwell & Roy,

and consist of two dogs and one bitch,

eiach one of them a crackerjack, and of the

very best blood in Scotland, being descend-

ed from winners and champions of win-

ners. Notwithstanding their long journey

they were as lively as possible, and looked

fit to win ait once. Quite a lot of fanciers

who had got an inkling of their arrival,

were on hand to see them taken from the

vessel, and their verdict vvas that they

were the best of the breed ever brought

into Canada. The consignment comprises:

WishaAV General (Balmacrow Prince ex

Zelba), whelped September, 1899; breeder,

R. Tait, Wishaw. Midlothian Cliief

(Prince Alexander ex Heather Bee), whelp-

ed June, 1898; breeder, R. Marshall, owner

of one of the best kennels in Scotland, and

an accepted authority on the breed. Snap

Shot (Melville Boxer ex Romany Romp),

whelped October, 1899; breeder, R. Mar-

shall. They will malce their first public ap-

pearance at Toronto next month.
• • •

Mr. Frank Riley, the well-known cattle

shipper, recently imported a veiy fine Irish

terrier from the "Ould Sod."

•

At the great annual show of the Ladies'

Kennel Association held in the Royal Bo-

tanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London, Mr.

G. M. Camochan, of New York, judged

the fox terrier classes.

Mr. Fred. T. MlUer, of Trenton, Ont.,

has lately purchased from Mr. S. Britcher,

the well-known bull terrier breeder of this

city, the young bull terrier dog Newmar-

ket Baron (ch. Little Flyer ex Newmarket
Syren), also a good youing bitch from

Warren Lewis, of Ypsilanti, Mich. Mr.

Miller's St. Bernard bitch. Queen Regent,

winner of several firsts at Toronto spring

show and second at Montreal, whelped a

few days since a litter of 13, 12 of wiiich

are alive ait present time and doiug nicely.

To satistfy the questionable taste of Pari-

edan ladies for dwarfed dogs, there are

about fifty professional "dog dwarfers" in

that city, who make an extremely good liv-

ing at the business. In the growing stage

of puppyhood the dogs are brought up on
an alcoholic diet, which has the effect of

stunting them.
* * *

Mr. Jos. A. Laurin's imported Irish ter-

rier, "Imperial Totterina," by Champion
Jackanapes, out of "Champion Milton Dro-

leen," has returned from New York, where

she was on a visit to Oscar W. Dormer's

grand young imported dog, "Milton Mud-'

dler," by Champion Breda Muddler.

"Charlie" Lyndon, the trusted kennel

manager of Mr. Geo. H. Gooderham, To-

ronto, has been visiting England on busi-

ness, and has made a few sound purchases

in smooth fox terriers, which will, no

doubt, add to the preatige of Norfolk Ken-
nels, if that were possible.

• * *

Mr. Crocker, of New York, who recently

purchased the famous bulldog Rodney
Stone, for $5,000, has placed him at stud,

the fee being $150. The American Stock-

koeper calls this fee prohibitive, but when
ohe takes cosit into consideration, and tlie

fact that he is admittedly the best bulldog

in ithe world, the fee cannot be called ex-

orbitant.
4: * «

The Ladies' Kennel Association (Eng.)

show was an immense isuccess. Notwith-
standing the fact that over 300 entries

were sent back owing to late arrival, there

were a larger number of dogs benched than

ever before, and the show was visited by

the wealth and fashion of Ijondon. In

speaking of the function an English con-

temporary says: "The awarding of the

Dholpur Cup (500 guineas trophy) was a

delicate matter. It was for the best Bor-

zoi in the show. Mr. Crawford Hick

judged this section, which was a pretty

good one, and made Captain Borman's

young dog, Shylock, the best Borzoi. Ordi-

narily this dog would by virtue of this

award be entitled to the cup. The execu-

tive, however, ordained that it should be

awarded by three experts, Mr. Hick him-

self, Mr. Theo. Marples, and Mr. George

Raper. Under this arrangement it Awas, of

course, necessary for the whole of the dogs

to be rejudged, and for this purpose they

were all brought into the ring. The collec-

tion were ultimately reduced to two candi-

dates for the coveted hxMior. These were

Shylock and Ch. Alex, who belongs to H.
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R.H. the Princess of Wales, and who gat

third only in hia class. Mr. Raper went

carefully over the twio dogs, making Alex.

th« best of the two, and giving Mr. Hick

his reasons for it on all points. The latter,

however, held on to his original awai'd.

This meant that Mr. Marples found him-

self in the position of umpire. This gen-

tleman now carefully made comparisons

between the twy> animals, amidst the al-

most breathless aUence of the spectators,

amongst whom interest had been worked

up to "concert pitch," which burst out in

vociferous applause when he gave his fiat

in favor of the Royal competitor.

"Whilst this almost dramatic scene was

pi^eeding, Her Royal Highness arrived at

the Show and made her way to the dog

tent, quite oblivious of what had been go-

ing <m. She was conducted to the ring by

Mrs. Stennard Robinson, when her victori-

ous canine was brought before her by her

faithful kennel manager, Brunston. The
presence of Her Royal Higlmess, who was
accompanied by the Countess of Iddes-

leigh, and who looked as sweet and charm-

ing as ever, was the signal for an ovation.

In the ring Mrs. A. C. Wingrove, who re-

presents (the Maharanee of Dholpur, the

donor of the cup, stepped forward, and
presented Her Royal Highness, who shook
hands with Lady Raid and an Indiaji

noblewoman, gorgeously bedecked in native

costume, who, woith the Gaekwar of Bar-

oda, a notable Indian Prince, were at the

ring side, and exdited considerable curi-

osity. Our future Queen, who subsequent-

ly made a tour of the tents, was of course,

"the observed lof all observers," Her Royal
Highness's unexpected presence being re-

garded as one more indication of the warm
inttereslt she takes in the Ladies' Kennel
Association and its show, and which more
than atoned for the disappointmelnt felt at

the inability of H.R.H. the Duchess of

Ck>nnaught, the president, to be present to

distribute the chief trophies to the success-

fi.l competitors."
* * *

In a laite issue of Our Dogs, Manchester,
Bng., we find the following: Sporting chal-

lenges seem to be the order of the day, at

least in Ebglislii kennel circles. The latest

in this line is a challenge made by our dis-

tinguished American visitor, Mr. G. M.

Camoohan—who is making many friends in

the old country—^and which has been ac-

cepted by Mr. Geo. Raper for one. Mr.

Camochan informs us that next summer he

purposes bringing a team of wire-hairs to

England, of his own breeding, and pitting

them against the cracks of the "mither

oountry." It was a bbld bit of fancier dip-

lomacy, we thought, when Holgate decided

to take over a variety team to Dollarland

to compete against the Yanks. We in

England profess to be stronger in most

varieties than our cousins across the water,

who draw most of their supplies from us.

Fox-terriers are a variety in which there is

no gainsaying our ascendancy,which accen-

tuates the pluck displayed by our iNew

STork fnend in esaajijaig to try conclusions

with Englishmen on thair native heath.

But Mr. Carnochan's challenge seals his

daring. He challenges any English breeder

to show next year (1901) In England at the

first importai^t show held under Ivennel

Olub rules in the early summer (the ap-

pointed judge at such show to be the judge

to decide the merits of the dogs), a wire-

haired puppy bred by himself in lyOO,

against any wire-haired puppy bred by any

English breeder in 1900, for £25 a side.

The ohallenge^ which was made at the

Boston Show and promptly accepted by

Mr. Raper, we are authorized by Mr. Car-

uochan to state, is open to any otlier

breeder in this oountry who may feel dis-

pensed to accept it. All we can say is that

it is a big order, and if Britishers are made

of the atuff we itliink they are, and which

some Americans think they "aren't," we
fancy Mr. Camochah's challenge will be

accepted in. several quarters. It is one

kennel against "All England!" Even if

nobody besides our Wincobank friend has

the temerity to take Mr. Caronchan on,

the match will be very initereating—a ken-

nel yacht race on ai small scale.

Mr. Camochan recently paid the famous

"Barrowby" kennels a visit, and. was so

emitten with the charms of that spleniiid

little bitch, Barrowby Glisiten, ,the dam of

Ch. Ridgewood Tiny, Ridgewood Marion,

and Ridgewood Imperialist, that he pur-

chased her for £100. She is again in

whelp to Donatello, who sired the progeny

above mentioned. Mr. Camochan at tho

same time purchased a bitch puppy by
Sundial ex Glisten for another century.

Mr. Musson considers this puppy to be the

be^ he ever bred, in wliich case she should

not be dear at the price paid.

[Mr. Camochan has paid very high

prices in his day for the breed he is so

partial to, notably Oh. Go Bang and Ch.

Claude Duval, it may not be generally

known that the popular sportsman is hon-

orary vice-president of the Montreal Ca-

nine Association.]
* * *

Rheumatism, iis an ailment to which

sporting dogs are very liable, presumably

because they are subject to more frequent

exposure to cold, wet- weather than any

other dogst-^often being compelled to work,

whatever the state of the weather may be.

and then, being brought home, are allowed

to go to kennel without being groomed at

all, and the kennel very often being cold

and miserable. Rheumatism, whefi it once

sets in, is almost certain to become chronic

unless the "dog is very carefully looked

after. The best treatment consists in giv-

ing occasional doses of Epsom salts (a

email teaspoonful for a dog of 25 lbs. to 30

lbs. weight)—sufficiently often to keep the

bowels regular. In addition to this a very

small dose of iodide of potassium may be

given dissolved in water—not more than

half a grain in eaoh dose for a dog of -..e

same size. This is best made up in the

form of a mixture by any good oliemist,

who will make up a 4 oz. or 6 oz. bottle

and give direotions as to what proportion

of it oontalinis the necessary half grain. It

is also essential thiat some useful haiment
should be applied. There are plenty of

good embrocations and hniments on the

nxarket, any of which can be used for the

purpose; or equal par'ts of camphorated

oil and turpentine may be mixed together,

and will produce a very useful embrocation

Cor rheumaticky dogs. The liniment should

be applied as often as possible to the parts

inosit affected, and the iodide of potassium

mixture may be given twice a day, or m
acute cases three times. Salicylate of soda

is also reaommended as a gpod thing for

rheumatic aflections. A dose of this would

be about three grains for a 25 lb. to 30 lb.

dog. It can be made up into a miixture in

exactly the same way.—Our Dogs.

* * *

Breaking and Handling of Dogs.

Mr. H. B. TaUmam, of Providence, R.I.,

gives some very valuable hints as to the

handhng and breaking of dogs, in a series

of articles written for Turf, Keld and

Earm, from which we make the following

extracts:

A dog may be broken to follow at heel

at any time after he has been broken to

come when called. If he is of sulky dis-

position it may be found easier if delayed

until he has learned to be more cheerful

under restraint. Although it is a simple

process to teaoh him to follow, it is some-

times more difficult at first to teach him to

go on again. He should have become ac-

custom>ed during his lessons to the same

words amd gestures of praise and enooiu"-

agement, and to the same manner of mak-

ing him understand after he has done well

that his lessons are over for the time, and

he will then be more apt to forget his sul-

kiness whenever they are used. I am not

in favor of the general use of the spike

oollar, and cannot see that it has any ad-

vantages over the whip. It xs all right in

its place, if used with moderation, but jt



^nf harsh iBstrumenit, and in handling a

very <vhstina.te dog the temptation is strong

at times to use it with unnecesisary sover-

ily, and until experience iia breaking dogs

has fitted a man to use it with judgment,

it would belbter be dispensed with. As the

whip is used for the correction of faults

committed during the dog's work in the

Peld, It will be better to use it instead of

th« spike collar during his yard breaking,

t[> familiarize him with its use els an in-

slrument of punishment and campliance.

The spike collar, being allowed to remain

upon him in readiness for use, keeps him

thanking about and dreading it when it is

desdrable to encourage liis cheerfulness.

In teaoliing him to follow at heel, use a

litui of sufficdent length .to allow the dog

to get a few steps away from you beifoiv he

U checked. It should remain slack so long

as he keeps in his proper place, and tight-

ened only when the order "Heel" is given,

cr to hold him within reach of the whip.

WTieU he gets in advance of you or too far

tiehind, order him to "Heel" and pull him

labo plaoe whiUe you continue to advance,

i
at first without using the whip. If he per.

j

gists in advancing too far, or in lagging be-

I
hind, use the wliip on his shoulders in the

fonner case and on his hind parts in the

latter. When he has learned to obey the

order while on ithie lead, release him, and

with a wave of the hand tell him to go on.

After a short time call him to you and

j

inake him follow without using the lead,

which will be easily done if he has been

well broken to come when called. If he

lefuses to go ooi when so ordered, step

lightly upon his hind feet while encourag-

ing him wifclv your voice and a forward mo-

tion of the hand. Do not be impatient oi

use the whip to foroe him away from you,

SIS the whip should be used only when the

dog cannot avoid it. Simply show him

that he is at liberty to go if he wishes .ind

that he need not take his place beliind you

unless ordered to do so. If thus lesson can

lie given in company with a broken dog,

the latter part will be more readily under-

I

Btood, as he will naturally follow the other

j

dog when he is ordered on.

If it were desired to teach a boy a cer-

I

tain accomplishment, and if he were made

I

to perform certain parts without under-

Btanding the application to the object of

the lessons, he would naturally lack inter-

est in his lessons, and only learn them be-

}

ea-use he felt obliged to. If the les^ans

I

were made as interesting as possible in the

I beginning by his understanding the object

i he would learn more quickly and be proud-

I

er of hiis knowledge when gained, and more

! cheerfully willing to exhibit what he had
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learned. The iriytelligent dog, by learning

first to hold, carry and deliver an article,

and being praised and petted for doing it,

through beimg made to understand the ob-

ject, begins these lessons in retrieving by

feeling proud to perform a simple action

which procures him so much approval from

bis master. He will then in later 'wessons

he more inclined to do what is required ol

dm, quickly and cheerfully.

As ithe nex)t step toward retrieving, teach

dm to take the roll from your band. Hold

t close to his lips and tell him to fetch it.

;f he turns his head away follow the move-

nent so as to keep the roll in front of his

dps and show him thaJt he oannoit avoid it

oy repeating the command "Fetch it." If

ae seems inclined, however, reluctantly, to

take it into his mouth press the roll into

bis mouth as isoon as he opens it a little,

and spe-' noouragingly to him aa though

be had j it all himself. If he still re-

{uses after being told a few times to fetdi

it, press the roll agaimist his front teeth,

and forcing his mouth open quickly place

the roll in it aud stepping back, make him

deliver it as in former lessons. Continue

this line of action until the dog will him

eelf take the roll from your hand and hold

it until it is taken from him. ISext teach

him ito step forward and take it by holding

it farther away from him and motioning

toward you with a snap of the finger, while

at the same time telling him to fetch. He

should have learned the meaning of this

gesture in former lessons, and although he

may not obey it promptly under these cir-

cumstances, it will help to teach him your

meaning. Uise the check cord if necessary

to make him oome forward, and if he does

not respond readUy to the cord, use uhe

whip on his rimip to make him do so,

while holding him by the collar to prevent

his jumping away from you, and when ne-

cessary, guide his head toward the roll by

grasping his muzzle. As the lesson ad-

vances, lower the roll toward the ground

until he will lower his head to talce it from

your hand when held so as to just clear the

ground. As he starts to take it, rather

help him to adjust it in his mouth than to

move it awiay from him.

IVIaking him carry the roll three or four

steps every time before taking it from him

will serve to beep in his mind the object

of his lessons and make a little variety in

them. It will make no difference whether

he sits, stands or crouches while you are

trying to make him take the roll from

your hand so long as his attention is kept

upon it, and he can be made to come for-

ward when necessary. Allow him plenty

of time to do things himself in obedience

to orders before you resort, to punishment

to compel him to do ao. Make the dog

understand that he cannot avoid doing a*

he is ordered and that the sooner he does

it the sooner the lesson wiU be over. Thi.s

part of the lessons vnll require considerable

patience, but is one kind of force, and used

at this time will pay In the end, and is

good discipldne for the breaker as well as

for the dog.

* * *

Scttkd by the Dog.

Everj'-one knows the story of the dog
claimed by two persons which is allowed

to decide between them, and goes straight

to its rightful master, putting the thief to

shame. A variation was recorded a little

while ago in a provinoial town.

A knife-grinder complained that a rag-

man had stolen his dog. When the police

looked into the matter they found that the

ragman had in his possesisiion a fine Great

Dane, of which he oould give no satisfac-

tory account. The case was brought into

court, and the judge decided that the dog
should settle the matter.

The two claimanlts were placed one at
either end of a long table. The dog was
led in and held by a string midway be-
tween ithem. The judge then clapped his

bands three times, and the men began to

whistle vigorously to the dog. At the
same instant the dog was set free.

The Great Dane looked ait the ragman,
then at the knife-grinder; theii at one
bound he cleared the open space and dis-

appeared through the door, to the aston-

ishment of the court.

The fact was the dog belonged to neith-
er of the contestants, but to a gentleman
to whose house he went straight from the
court room. He had been stolen succes-
sively by the knife-grinder and the rag-

That handsome collie. Calendar Bruce,
belonging to Afton Co He Kenuels, Mont-
real, lias just returned from Brandon,
Man., where he was competing In the open
class at the show held therp this m nth.
He was decorated with the first prize ticket.

• • •

Mrs. Newrich—"But, Henry, how could
you have given $500 for this dog. Is he
really worth it?'
Mr. Newrich, (with deep feeling)—"W2.rth

It? Ah, Emily, if you or I had the pedi-
gree that dog has.

International Anglers' Assodatton.
At the meeting of the International An-

glers' Association held at Gananoque, Ont..
August 1, Charles H. Skinner, of Albany,"
N.Y., occupied the chair, and the follow-
ing officers for the ensuing year were elect-

ed: President. Wm. C. Browning, New
York; first vice-president, H. R. Heath,
Brooklyn: second vice-president. Chas. R.
Skinner, Albany, N.T.; secretary. W. H.
ThomT>son, Alexandria Bay: treasurer, R.

P Grant Clavton N.Y.; executive commit-
tee. A. C. r-omwall, G. H. Strough, R. H.
Pullman. Chas. G Emery, T. B Kerr,
Chas. Sterlins', T. A. Glllesnie C. E. Brit-

ton, H. A. Maltby, Wm. Griffith, George
H. Bolty and O. G. Staples.
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THE GUN
Conducted by *'Bob White.

SWISS RIFLE CLUBS.

A. P. Humphrey, a prominent EngKsh

rifleman, receoiltly returned to England

from Switzerland, haviiig made a study ot

rifle practice in that country. For the in-

formation of the UouncU of the National

Rifle Association of Great Britain, he made

the following report:

RIFLE CLUBS.

The Smss rifle clubs have a close con-

nection with the military system of the

country, and owe their prosperity mainly

to such connection. They have also the

prestige of ancient tradition—the history

of some of them go'ng back more than

four centuries. Some are possessed of con-

siderable wealth.

The Swiss army consists of a militia, in

which all men are liable to serve between

the ages of twentty and fifty years. In the

first year—speaking of the infantry only-

each, man undergoes a recruits' course of

forty-five days, after which he is for twelve

years a member of the elite, :n which he

undergoes a ttraining of sixteen days every

second year. From his thirteenth to liis

twenty-flfith year of service he is a mem-

ber of the landwehr, and undergoes a

training of five days every fourth year.

Thenceforward urttil he is fifty years of

age he is a member of the landstrum, a

force of which 30 per cent, are armed and

are required to undergo inspeotion once a

year. Every member of the elite, the land-

wehr, and the armed landstrum is obliged

annually to perform a rifle practice similar

to our class firing, consisting of from thirty

to forty rounds, which he may do in a re-

cognized shooting club under strictly regu-

lation conditions. Having done this, he is

exempted from a musketry course lasting

three days, which he would otherwise be

required to undergo.

The government pays to the dubs the

value of the ammunition used in the above

i-egulation practice, and the firers can

claim it of the clubs. If a man obtains the

requisite score with a small number of

shots, he can claim a somewhat larger sum

than the ammunition has cost him; if he

lias to fire the maximum number of rounds

(forty), he is slig'htly a loser. Thus he has

an inducement to do his boat. The gov-

ernment supplies the clubs with ammunl-

tidn for privaite practice at the rate of 6

centimes per round, the cost price to the

government being 8 centimes.

Every member of the elite, the landwehr,

and of the armed l^indstrum keeps his

rifle at Ms home, subject to periodc in-

si>eation, and can use it for practice as

much as he pleases.

Provision is made for the represenltation

of the military authorities on the commit-

tees <:f (he recognized clubs, and every such

club must admit an inspecting olhcer to its

range at any time at which rifle practice

is proceeding. A local rifle club can be

recognized if its members are ten or more

in number, and the regulation musketry

practice may be fired on its range if the

range fulfils the necessary conditions. Clubs

in the same district may combine for tfie

use of a central range fulfilling these con-

ditions. The members' subscriptions, so

far as I learned, vary from nothing to ten

or twelve francs per annum. In wealthy

clubs there may be only an entrance sub-

scription. Where there is no regular sub-

scription an occasional contribution may

be levied to meet expenses which, in vil-

lage clubs, where the arrangements are

most elementary, are very small. The club

shooting takes place for the moat par't on

Sundays, and sweepstakes or other matches

with small entry fees are commonly ar-

ranged.

In 1898—the latest year for which I have

the figures—^^there were in Switzerland

3,446 rifle clubs, with a membership of 210,-

491, of whom 163,409 fired the regulation

course. The numlber of military cartridges

drawn by the clubs was 16,152,500. The

number of clubs and members has risen

almosit continuously since 1874, when the

regulations for. the annual musketry course

in connection with the clubs came into ef-

fect. A notable increase occurred in l6i)5,

when the isame regulations were extended

to the landstrum.

The grealt advantages enjoyed by the

Swiss chibs appear to be the following: (1)

recognitlion for the purpose of the military

regulation rifle practice; (2) supply of gov-

ernment ammunition below cost price; (3)

the passession by the men of government

rifles in their own homes; (4) the smaU ex-

pense with which ranges can be made and

wiorked (see under ranges); (5) the custom

of .^booting on Sundays, when men are free

from work; (6) the great popularity of

rifle shooting and belief in its value for na-

tional defence; and, partly as a consequ-

ence, freedom from competition of athletic

sports of other kinds.

RANGES.
The provision of ranges is much simpli-

fied in Switzerland by the fact that ordi-

nary rifle practice is seldom done at a

greater distance (than 400 metres, the usual

distance being 300 metresi, and by there

being no insistence on an unpractical de-

gree of safety. The firers are careful, and

accidents rarely occur. A mountain or

forest is commonly at hand to form an in-

expensive butt, and the habitual confine-

ment of the firing to Sunday avoids inter-

ference with persons working on the land.

The parish is bound to provide ground

for a range, and sometimes puts up the

marker's shelter; the club then provides

the targets and the marking. Rifle shoot-

ing is so popular that owners of land are

disinclined ito raise obstacles, and the ques-

tion of game gives no trouble, because ail

shooting rights belong to the pubhc and

are let by auction.

Ranges are sometimes of the simplest—

a paper target is hung upon a rougli fir

frame againsit a hill:aide, and the members

of the club take their turns at marking to

save expense, standing without sheJiter aji

far to one side as they consider safe.

On the other hand there are ranges of

the greatest elaboration. The range com-

pleted in 1898 at Albdsguitli, near Zurich, is

provided with a great shooting house or

building contaimi'ng covered firing points

for fifty-ithree targets at 300 meters, fifteen

at 400 meters, and for twelve revolver tar-

gets; also committee rooms, armory, and

so forth,, and there is a tunneled way from

the firing points to the markers' trench.

The targets and markers' trench are roof-

ed over with glass roofing, protected from

bullets by a concrete wall supported on

iron uprights. There is electric communi-

caition bdtween every target and its firing

point; and the regislter keeper rings up the

marker for every shot. At Albisgutli the

firing at 300 metre.si is done from the

ground floor, that at 400 meters is done

from the upper floor, ait targets placed be-

hind the others and higher up on the

mountain side, a wooden screen across the

range being so placed that the 400 metre

targets cannot be seen from the ground

floor, nor the 300 metre targets from the

upper flaor. Adjoining is a handsome

building with large hall capable of seatmg

1,500 people, and provision for serving re-



r-c^liments to 4,500 people, most of whom
II line weather are seated at tables out of

iodis. About 800,000 francs have been laid

but upon this range. It is proposed to ex-

lecd the Zurich system of tramways to

K.ll)4sgutli—'the place is in fact a popular

Bunday resort, and will pay.

The Swiss marking on well-appointed

allies is rapid, because the spotting disk

s nat used, the position of the shots being

hown with the marking disk, the edge of

vhich, land not tih© centre, is placed

gfiinst the shot hole. Thus no dummy
arget Is required, and a pair of targets are

.^(il alternately on each target gear.

SAFm'Y RANGES.
,\8 regards safety raiiges, I was disap-

[lointed to find that in the strict sease of

;h<> term, as denoting ranges from which
)ullet8 are prevenlted from escaping in any
lireoti'on, there are none to be found in

Sw^itzerland. The Swiss do, however, use

icree'ns of concrete waJling or timber cas-

ng filled with gravel (to intercept the bul-

ets in particular directions, and although

x>mplete safety is only obtainable by firing

lown a tunnel, yet the principle of screens

JKmld pos'gibly be applied so as to give rea-

jonable safety in all directions. At a
ange at Berne there is a high wall about
5ix yards in front of the shooting house,
>vith a small windiow-shaped embrasure in
TOnt of every firing point. This wall will

.-•atch any wildly fired shots, but there is

!io provision for retaining those which
;lanee off the edges of the embrasures. The
range is further provided -vviitih an earth

iank on the right hand side, protecting the
railway which runs dose to the range; but
amilar protection might have been obtain-

ed, and is obtained elsewhere, by the use

3f a series of screens in oblique echelon.

A.t Lucerne there are three rows of screen-

ing, raised on upright timbers, extending
?ne behind the o^ther right across the

range to catch high shots, but there is no
provision to stop ricochets, or wide side

bhots. It must be remembered that any
"VsttMu of safety range involves the use of

>nly a single line of firing points at only
i moderate distance from the targets; and
provision may have to be made at the fir-

jing points of platforms at differenit levels—
for the men to fire from according to the

;pogitions they adopt, so that the flight of

the buUets may start at an approximately
.uniform height. Change of distance oould
|Only be arranged by the use of interme-
pate marking trenches, the targets being
ji-emovable when those further off are to
he fired at; and these trenches and their
-holters would have to be part of a system
' iic/>chet-stopping earth banks. Safety
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ranges, if they are possible, must Involve

so much expense and restriction of conve-

nience as bo be applicable only to excep-

tional circumstances.

I hope to receive from engineer J. ivel-

ler, of Zurich, who is planning screen ar-

rangements for various new ranges, some
plans giving his ideas of a normal safety

range, it being understood that in every

WINNIPEG TOURNAMENT.
The fourth annual trap shooting tourna-

ment and Western Canadian champion-
ships in connection with the Winnipeg
Industrial Exhibition took place July 25,

26 and 27.

FIRST DAY'S COMPETITION.
This competition was open to amateur

trap shots residing in Manitoba, the North-
west Territories and as fqr east as Port
Arthur.

Second Falls on Magpie River, Northern Ontario.

case the arrangement necessarily depends

on the circumstances of the ground, and

'these I shall be pleased to lay before the

council.

Generally speaking, the Swiss have the

following advantages which facilitate

their obtaining ranges: Obligaition on the

part of the public to provide ground; ab-

sence of insistence of an ideal standard of

safety to the public; indisposition on the

I>art of landowners to make difficulties;

willin.gness on the part of shooting men to

put up with inexrensive arrangements; fre-

quent occurrence of mountains or forests

available as stop butts; in populous places,

the large number of contributing members

of clubs, and aonsequent funds available

for- providing handsomely appointed

ranges; non-requirement of long ranges.
* * *

Thos. Donley anmounces his fourth an-

nual tournament at live birds and targets

at St. Thomas, Out., Sept. 18, 19, 20 and 21.

Following is the complete score :-

Williamson •.
! 7| 12

C. A. Hale 8 12 14

F. Sprague 8 14 12
G. O. Seymour 10 14 14

B. R. Cavllller 9115

J. Maybee 7| 10
A. W. du Bray 8|l0 10
P. U. Simpson |10112|

S. Falrbalrn I 111

A. Robbie 8 14112
G. W. Baldwin ' 11

H. Klrkby 19
Rodman | 7 |

Soldan
|

131

Trevennan ! 1,3111

G. Robinson j 7| |

R.
A.
C.
\V
R.
D. Bain
C. N. Dalgleish
M. J. Miller ..

H. Alder
O. A. Critchley
E. Soldan
P. W. (Scott ...

W. B. Rowe . .

.

T. Bean ,

Jos. Lemon , .

.

7|12|12|12
110
112
1 10
111

111

14 1 14

I

I

12|
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J. Nelson
C. Martinson .

.

W. H. Sparling
Dr. Bell
C. C. Hoch
C. E. Robbins .

G. E. Duis ...

Vannette
Wm. Wood

I I I 111

I I
H2i|ii

I'l'ial
|ii|i4|n
lll|13|15
12|l2il2

|12|
I

I I I 111

SEX^OND DAY.
The handsome trophy presented by the

Robin Hood Powder Co., of Swanton, Vt,
was won by F. G. Simpson.

In the team shoot seven teams entered,

and Grand Forks had the honor of getting

t>oth the gold medals for first place and the

leather medals for last place. Following are

Ihe names and the scores:

Winnipeg, No. 1.—J. Lemon, W. Dodd, R.

Kirkby, G. Andrew, score 46.

Winnipeg, No. 2.—F. W. Scott, D. H. Bain,

V. G. Simpson, J. Cadham, score 54

Minnedosa—S. Fairbairn, C. Solden, T. Wil-

liamson, E. Solden, score 46.

Grand Forks, No. 2.—J. Maybie, W. Wood,
Mr. Beare, Dr. Brekkie, score 10.

Grand Forks, No. 1.—G. Duis, C. A. Hale,

B. O. Seymour, H. R. Wells, score 57.

Calgary—R. G. Robinson, M. Turner, H.

Trenenen, O. A. Critchley, score 20.

The following American marksmen were
shooting at the birds: Ed. Hale, G. E.. Dnis,

W. B. Wood, O. B. Drekkie, B. O. Seymour,
W. N. Wells, A. Bennett, Grand Forks;

F. H. Sprague, F. Handy, R. McKeller,

Grafton; Ed. Caviller, Pembina; W. E. Rowe
W. L. Vannett, C. Hoch, Crookston; A. Nel-

son, C. Martinson, Lake Park. Capt. A. W.
Aubray represented Parker Bros.

Appended is the complete score of the day's

contests:

s s'a S ^ S S S

|10|11|10|10| 111114! 'I

I
7|13|13|12| |11|11| f

I 9|13|10|11|
I
7|10| 7

I 7| 9|11| 3| |10| 9| 4

I
8|13|11| 9| |11|11| 7

9|11|13| 9| |11|11| 7

6|13|13 10| |12| 7| 8
3|11|13 9|

I
9|10| 9

7| 9|13 9|34| 8| 9| 5
9|ll|l3 10

9|15|14

8|12|11

6|11| 9

6|12|12

6H2| 9il3
3| 3|13| 4

4| 9|10| 6

C. A. Hale
B. O. Seymour . . .

H. N. Wells
Dr. Brekkie
W! E. Rowe .. ..

C. C. Hoch
A. Robbie
W. L. Vannett .. .

Jos. Lemon
C. E. Robbins .. .

F. H. Sprague .. .

N. W. Hostetter ..

R. McKellar
F. Handy
S. Fairbairn
F. S. Stanley .. ..

M. S. Beeston .. .

A. J. Patterson . . .

J. Cadham
A. W. du Bray .. .

F. D. Simpson .. .

G. W. Baldwin
\ 4ill|l2illi35i 9|l3i

W. B. Wood
I
5|11| 8|11|

I
91 51 7

E. R. Caviller
| 8|10112 9| |11|13| 9

R. G. Robinson
I

4| 9| » |30| 5|10| 4

W. Trevenen
| |

9|12 9| j
8! |

T. Martinson
| 7|12|12 9| | 8J |

G. Andrew
| 6| 8|40 6|33|11| 9| 8

W. Dodd
I
6|14|11 14|38114|14| 8

F. Scott
I 7|

I \39\ |11|

2| 8| 8|10
I I I

3|10|12|13

11|13| 5

12|13| 9

10|10| 9

9| 8| V

|12| 9| 7

30|10|10| 2

...I I I—
5|

I

3

351111 9| 9

6|14|12|10|
I
9|11| 8

7| 8|12|12|431121 9| 7

D. Bain |10|13

J. G. Soper
j 3|11

R. H. Kirkby | 9|12

A. Rodman
I 4|

C. Wellband | 6|12

12|12I39111112| 6

121 •! 1 8| I

111 8|39|11|11| 9

II M I

12| |35|15|10|10

A. Critchley ..

Beare
Parker . . .

.

Maybee
H. Sparling

N. Williamson
Lightcap . . .

Dalglelsh .

.

Alder
C. McTavish
Spence .'. ..

O. Cadham .

.

Putnam .. ..

M. Scott .. ..

Soldan . . .

.

Soldan . . .

.

S. Cadham ..

G. Spurgeon
•James . . .

.

H. Jones . . ,

Varcoe .

.

J. Whitla

8| 7| I I I

4|131
I I I

4| I I I I

9|12|11|11| |10|

2| I

•

|10|

I

9111

I 9|

I I

I |12

1 I
9 13)291

7|30| 9

|28|

9|261

6|33|

I I
4

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I 1 I |18|

I 1 I I19|

I I I

•

I I

|31|

|26|

1371

I I

|23|

I

I

12| 7

I

I

I

6

I

5

I

I

12| 5

I

12 6

THIRD DAY.

The scores were:

Name.
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Notes by E. E.

A .timely book is "Sharpshiooting,," for

port and war^ by W. W. Greener, author

f the "Gun and its Development," etc.

he author states in bis preface: "Kille

hooting is to-day the subject of supreme

niKjrtance to every Briton, for only by

eneral proficiency in .the use of the best

reapon can the Empire be maintained and

he national safety secured. I am con-

inced thalt every able-bodied man who is

rilling to learn and practice may become

n efficient marksman," and .having thu^

itliily stated facts which wOl appeal to

very thanking Briton, he proceeds to show

he reasons for the faith that is in him

setting forth as clearly as words can do

i in twelve chapters and 161 pages, the

ra;ffl and meaas to become expert in rifle

booting, as weU as treating of many re-

lUid matters of initerest to the rilleman.

"ho book is not only practical but is also

written in an intere^ing manner. It is

ivided into ohapters as follows:

Chap'ter I., A Practical Policy—Import-

ace of Rifle Shoio(ting, Good Marksman-

bdp Essential to All Schemes of National

)elence, The Use ;of the Eifle to Become

reneral, The Britiisb a Niaition of Sharp-

looters, Praatical Instruction to be Given

1 Elementary Schools, A Compulsory Sub-

set for the Upper Standards, Ample Op-

ortundties for Fuiblic Practice to be Ac-

)rded.

Chapter II., The Sport of Rifle Shooting

-The Rifle as a means tio Sport and Re-

•ejiitioni Target Shooting, The Bisley

[eoidng, Home Competitions, IVIilitary

'ractice, Interesting Exercises, Game
hootitag with the Rifle.

Chapter III., Varieties of the Rille

—

[iUtary Pattern Rifle, English and For-

gjk, Ammunition, Target Rifle, Practice

ifles, Weapons of Precision, Game and

porting Rifles, How to Choose a Rifle,

eating Shooting, Value of Diagrams,

odnts of a Good Rifle.

Chapiter IV., Preliminary Practice—Prac-

cal Instniation, The Value of Personal

sample, Rules, Positions for Firing Off-

md, Kneeling, Prone; Military Positions,

ecogaized, Unrecognized, and Disalliow-

1; Shooting from Rests, Aim, Aiming

rill, Alignmetat, The Eye, Blur, Sighting,

ids to Definition, Pull off, How to Hold

id Fire the Rifle.

Chapter V., Hints to Beginners—Some
auses of Failure, Correcting the Pull-off,

|he Aim, How to Sight, The Proper Use

I

the Rifle, Proficiency, The Score, Regis-

r, Shooting Appliances.

Chapter VI., To Hit the Mark—lYajec-
ries of Rifle Bullets, Recoil, Deviation,

l>eflectaoni. Flip, Drift Lateral and Verti-

cal, Range, Elevation, Wind Allowance,

Value of Practice, of Observation, and of

Records; Game Shooting; Snap-shooting,

Sharpshooitiing.

Chapter Vll., The Expert Marksman-
Theories, ExterniaJ Ballistics, Zero, Refrae-

tion. Mirage, Variations of Temperature

and Barometric Pressure, Altitude, Wind
Velocity, Table of Angles, Observations,

Records vs. Calculatiolnia, Rule for Mathe-

matical Building of Angles, Mirage, Re^

fraetiodi.

Chapter VIII., Knights of the Trigger-^

What the Rifle Can Do, The Highest Pos-

sible, Some Records, Feats Old and JSiew,

tancy Shooting, Stage Tricks, Marksmen,
Dr. Carver, Ira Paine.

Chapter IX., Ranges—Closed and Open
Ranges, I^and, Way Leaveg, Disturbance,

Right to Shoot, Canstruating the Range,

Short Closed Range for Practice, Open
Range for Work, The Butts and Pits, xar-

gets, Marking, Scoring, Signaling.

Chapter X., Rifle Clubs—How to Form a

Rifle Club, How to Manage it. Rules, Du-

ties, Liabilities.

Chapter XL, Competitions — Match
Shooting, Rules, Team Shotting, Training,

The Bisley Meeting, The National Rifle

Association, Its Object, History, Work and
PossibiUties, Prizes, The Regulations for

Members' Competitlions.

Chapter XIL—The Rifle Club Movement.

Published by R. A. Everett & Co., Lon-

don, England.
* • «

The Ideal iIaimiH.t.ai.iig Co., of New
Haven, Conn., has brought out a now
mould for the .44 caldhra Russian model re-

volver bullet. The bullet weighs 205

grains.

Telesctope sights for rifles are increasing

rapidly in popularity, but a better means

for attaching them to the rifle barrels ia

required. Few hke to mutilate a rifle as

must now occur in placing the scope.

The Field, of London, Eng., announces
the invention and i>erfedtion of an auto-

matic revolver by Ool. Fosbery, V.C, the

inventor of the Paradox gun, which the

Webley & Scott Revolver and Arms- Go.

has been working upon for the last two
years. It will soon place it upon the mar-

ket. The auitomatde action is obtained by
allowing the barrel and chamber to recoil

a short distance iii a slide, this motion being

utilized by means of a fixed situd engaging

in the diagonal grooves cut on the exterior

of the chamber. The recoil automatically

revolves ithe cylinder and brings the lock

to full cock, leaving the shooter merely to

take aim and press the trigger. A trial of

these pistols was witnessed by the ^leld,

when the following results were obtained:

Rapidity of fire—^six aimed shots in 10 sec-

onds, making a 3-inch diagram at 20 yards;

100 rounds tired in 3 minutes 15 seconds.

The pistol shoots equally well the .450

black powder car'tridge and the present

sei-vice ammunition with much leas recoil

than with the ordinary revolver, conse-

quently quicker and more accurate aim
may be taken. The mechanism is suffi-

ciently simple to be easily stripped and
mounted in the field by any ordinary ar-

morer.
* *

A. C. Gould, author of Modem Ameri-

can Pistols and Revolvers, in writing re-

cently about smokelesa powder in revolvers

says: "The facbory loaded smokeless pow-

der cartridges for revolvers are not placed

on the market until they have been very

ca?-efully tested by experienced sliooters

aided by modem instruments to determine

the safety of the amtnunition; this is true

also wilth the smokeless powder for revol-

vers. But the experimentor who thinks

tliat all smokeless powders are alike, or

the investigator who guesses that some
particular brand of smokeless powder
would be better than that recommended
by powder experts, causes a good deal of

trouble and forces the revolver manufac-

turers for self protection to decline to

guarantee their revolvers when smokeless

powder is used.

We repeat that the best types of Ameri-

can revolvers are now made for smokeless

powders. The Government tests submit-

ted revolvers with .such powders; every

member of the recent American team in

the late international revolver match used

smokeless powder at one or both ranges.

The right smokeless powder is safe in flrst-

class revolvers made for smokeless powders

when properly loaded, but unsafe if not

loaded righlt; there are kinds of smokeless

powders that are unsafe in any kind of re-

volver or pistol and cannot be loaded so

as to be saife."
• * *

One interesting feature of the programme
of the ninlbh annual meeting of the New
Jersey State Rifle Assodatiion (National

Rifle Association), which takes place at

Sea Girt, N. J., Aug. 31 to Sept. 8 inclu-

sive, w(ill be the Colt automatic pistol

maitch, open to everybody, 50 yards.
« * *

Recent accidents give especial point to

the following from one of the highest au-

thorities on firearms, viz.: All firearms are

dangerous if handled ^carelessly. Every

inch you take off a rifle or gun barrel in-

creases the liability to accident. Every
additional shot Ithe arm 1b made to tire

without reloading by hand increases its

danger. But all these dangers are reduced

to a minimum by exercdsling proper care.

Never take it for granted that a tirearm is

not loaded. Satisfy yourself in that re-

spect before cocking it or touching the

trigger or passing the arm to any other

person. If you aFe not acquainted with

the mechanism enough to open the action

let the arm alone.
* • •

The new Daly three-barrel gun is made
for nitro pvowder in both gun and rifle bar-

rels, and is the first three-barrel gun on

the American market to use a Mgh power
smokeless cartridge . in the rifle barrel, it

uses the 30.30 Winchester.
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AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY ^
S f-i Conducted by H. McBean Johnstone

THE SPORTSMAN AND THE
HAND CAMERA.

THERE is no doubt that hand
camera work, wiien properly

understood, is extremely simple,

but it is a fact, worthy of special

note, that the most successful

workers in this branch are those whohave
served their apprentieeship to photo-

graphy with am old-fashioned field instru-

ment securely mounted on a tripod. It

would appear to be a common idea with

the novice when buying a camera, that to

have to stop before making aoi exposure

and put one's head imder a black oloth to

focus, and to have to carry a .set of legs

and a lot of little boxes that only hold

two plates each, is a serious objection to

a fi«ld-catniera when for the same and even

less money, can be purchaised one of those

little leather-covered boxes .tliat carry

enough film for a hundred pictures ( ?) and

one only has to press a button each time

to get it.

For the spoiltsman th^ere is probably

some reason in wanting a hand instrument.

With him there will probably always re-

main a desire to photograph the game in

its native lair—if he be an angler, to prove

his fi/sh stories afterward—and of all the

hundred and one cameras recently placed

on the market, the best for this purpose is

probably the one thalt goes under the name
of the "Twin Lens," though why that

name should apply to it any more than to

a stereoscopic instrument, I quite fail to

understand.

The "Twin Lens" is practically a double

camera, having a pair of matched lenses

placed one above the other, the upper of

which reflects the image on a ground glass

on the top of the instrument, the exact

size it will appear in the finished picture,

while the lower, to which the shutter is

fitted, makes the impression on the plate

or film. The top of the camera is fitted

with a side-closed, focussing hood, which

enables the operator to focus very sharply.

It has rack and pinion focussing device

Bo tha/t the front may be racked ouit quite

a dLstance in order to use long-focus lenses

and, when not in use, racks in, thus mak-

ing a very compact little instrument.

Combined with these advantages, the

camera is bdth light ajnd portable, and

when closed .the outside dimensions of a

4 x5 ai^ cmly about 7x8x6 inches.

In developing hand-camera exposures it

will generally be noticed that the tendency

is toward under, rather tlian over-expo-

eure; so that to rectify this, the developer

used or the proportions mixed, should be

made suitable. Thait a beginner will over-

expose is a very remote contingency in-

deed. More experienced camerists who

are used to time exposures, and a plentiful

employment of potassiumv-bromide, rather

dread the passiibQity of under-exposure and

endeavor to avoid it, though on the other

hand by using a quick plate with a large

aperture, in a good light, they often over-

expose, or what is practicallj^ thie same

thing, flatten their results by using too

(ftrong a developer. This mistake is but

seldom made by a beginner. Though, on

consideration he is weU aware that f 8 in

a hand-camera is equal to f 8 in a tripod

instrument, he will take snap-shots at one-

fiftietb of a second with) the former, where

with the latter, he would never dream of

allowing less thami a half or perhaps a full

second. He is too apt to forget that he is

working under precisely the same condi-

tions as with his camera on a stand, and

appears to imaginie some sort of ma^cal

improvement tliat makes him independent

of the ordinary factors of exposure, such

as, relative values of light, speed of plate

and lens, and size of diaphragm used. This

is absurd; but, nevertheless there is a

tendency to attempt work with a hand-

camera, that a little forethought would

show to be impossible.

The beginner in purchasing a hand in-

strument ought always to make certain

that the shutter is capable of being regu-

lated for snap-shots of from one second to

one one-hundredth of a second duration,

and that the lens is of a type fast enough

to sitand this brief exposure, and still give

full deltail in the shadows. The photo-

grapher who has his shutter working at

one speed and one aperture, and who takes

pidtures at any hour of the day on any

day in the year, certainly cannot expect

to secure the uniformly good results that

attelnd the work of the more careful opera-

tor with a shutter capable of the fullest

regulation. Remember then, that you are

u?ring a camera, and that brains are jualt as

essential to thie successful manipulation c

the one in the hand as to the other on th

tripod.

Exposure tables are not often resorte

to by the man who merely desires to ow

a "box" so that he can get pictures her

alnd there of the matny litjtle incidents cot

neeited ^vith summer life in the woods c

on the water, but they are neverthelet

very useful. It is unnecessary to occup

space here in giving one, as almost all th

books issued by the plate makers contai

several, any one of which wiU serve for th

use of a hand-camera beginner. But i

most of those givein, as the esitimatioa c

the actinic light is such a difficult mattei

lit must be treated as approximate onlj

Probably the grealtest value of such a tabl

lies in its oomparaitiveness, as showing th

difference made by light and aperture.

A table for plate speeds is not quite s

reliable, as plates are not is.-ued at set c

standard speeds at all, the highest spec

being entirely dependent upon the maker!

each of whom does his best to increase v

Rut a general average may be taken a

follows:

Slow or ordinary 3

Medium rapidity.. .. •• 2

Extra rapid 1

In cases where the maker issues onj

two rapidities, the safesJt way is to recko

!

them somewhere between the above, say
i

to 2 1-2.

Now a very close adherence to all c

these rules is hardly to be expected of th

operator, and imdeed is not required (j

him, as some of the differences are f

alight as to make, for practical purpose

no alteration. Moreover the surroundir

conditions haVe ito be taken into consider,

tion. For instance on a bright, sunshir

day in January, with plenty of snow c

the groimd acting as a powerful refiecbo

the actinic quality of the light is almost i

great as on the brightest day in June (

July. Also there are other matters,

which space will not permit my detailln

but which have to be taken into our calc

lations. But what exposure-'tables do is

give a very good approximate guide in tl

matter of the duration of exposure und.

ordinary circumstances, for fuUy expos*

negatives.

Now just a word or two on the plat

for hand-camera work, taking it, of couk

for granted, that by this is meant out-(

doors or landscape photography. The a

vice given in all photographic text boo

is that in this class of work, a slow pla

is preferable to a fast one, and most of

have accepted the dictum without que

tion. But according to Capt. Abney, e

cept in rare instances a rapid plate is d
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rable because of the superior graduation

hich they yield, the results less harsh,

id the detail in shadows and high lights

ore evident. But with this statement

; jjso isisues a caution. His observations

e here quoted from "Photography":

But in using rapid plates care has to be

kon that they wiJ give sufficient density

•the highest lights. If plate makers

ould use sufficient iodide in the emul-

ons, equal rapidity can be obtained, but

itli an increase im density. Plates made

pure bromide are apt to suffer in den-

ty giving qualities if their rapidity is

•essed to a maximum." It seems to me

lat the very best thing that can be done

ider the circumstances will be to employ

plaite of medium rapidity for practically

1 w'ork, fior in changing from quick to

ow or vice versa, we are introducing

opho^es of error in both exposure and de-

lopmiont.

In this question of plate rapidities there

.3 the solution of the problem, why do

me workers fail when others score tri-

nphs? The successful workers choose the

vorabk weather, and the unsucce^iul

le tries to make the weather suit his

imera. The one only takes out the in-

rument when the conditions are favor-

)le, whilst the 6ther endeavors to benJ

le conditions to his desire. One succeeds

ways, the other occasionally. Therefore,

le can take slow plaiteis out on a favor-

jle day and secure good results, whereas

le other uses his camera upon any day

respective of light, and in spite of the

ot that he uses the celebrated "Catch-

m a'ive" plaites his work is a faiure. 1

III focussing, the average amateur and
> small pereenitage of the profession,

link they are all right if they get the

lage f^harp all over. It is evident that in

picture thalt is worthy to be so called,

lere must be ceirtain points of interest,

lat it is desirable to make prominent and

Inphasize, aU other portions being made
jifbordinlate to 'them, and as a rule, it is

Illy these principal points that should be

jade sharp. In doing this, in order to

iake the best of the depth of focus of the

ns, the miosit distamt object that is de-

red should be brought into focus first,

jitliout any diaphragm. Then put in the

jop chosefn, and note the point nearer

kan the one fir^t taken, when absolute

jurpness ceases. Take out the stop, and

!cus this latter point; them re-insert the

op, and the operation is finished. In

)rtraiture th^e reverse method is adopted,

ou commence by focussing the nearest ob-

jct that is to be sharp, and ithen. proceed

I

the distant point.

'In spite of the undenied superiority of

rdgallic acid as a developer, it will be

found that among the new developers

there are several, which if initelligently

used, will produce residts distinguishable

from pyro-developed negatives, oniy

by their color. The following metol-hydro-

quonim solution wiU secure clear, brilliant,

criisp negatives, which as a consequence of

their being free from yellow stain, are

quick printers.

Pure hot water 160 oz.

detail and contrast cam be obtained. A
good deal can be coaxed out of a plate by

a hlttle dodging. Warmth promotes activ-

ity, and breathing on the part needing im-

provement is oftem beneficial. Clouds, on

the other hand, have, as a rule, to be kept

hack. The easiest way to do this, after

the image is well out, is ito pour off some of

the develoi}er and keep the rest princi-

pally in the foreground with occasional

A Fair Head, Kippewa District.

Metol 1 oz.

Hydrochhion • • 60 gr.

Sulphite of goda (crys) 6 oz.

Carbonate of soda (crys.) 5 oz.

To develop itabe of this stock solution

and waiter equal parts. Less water gives

more density and contrast, and more has

the effect of bringitng the development on

slower and securing more detail. In de-

velopment always aim for detail first. By

beginning with a dUute solution and then

finishing with a stronger mixture, both

movement to prevent the formation of a

definite line.

And now in conclusion, you spionbsmen

photographers who heretofore have merely

used your "box" to snap up the wayside

incidents, why not try to achieve some-

thing more. It is only necesisary for you

to wander through a phloliographic exhibi-

tion to see that it cam be done. It is not

that your subjects are poor, but that, as

a rule, they"are photographed from wrong

points of view <vr else improperly arrang-
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ed. It -wcmld be well for you to make at

least a superficial study of the laws of

composition and .the arrangement of light

and shade, until, by intuition rather than

by following rules, your average produc-

tions rise abovie the level of the mere pho-

togram to the plame of a picture.

My First Lesson in Photography.

The dealer says that I can have one or

two if I wish, but that lessons would be

hardly of much use to an experienced hand
like myself (fancy describing me like this),

and were chiefly designed to show what
the apparatus would do. I said that I

should like to see what mine would do.

Without farther paurley I was consigned

to the tender mercies of a youth of eigh-

teen, who was described as "the operator,"

and with him I mounted flights of stairs

innumerable imtil we arrived at "the stu-

dio," which must have been several hun-

dred feet above the level of the sea.

The camera which I have purchased is

reared upon its three legs; the operator

points the lens out of the studio window,

which commands an extensive prospect of

chimney-pots; puts his head under the fo-

cussing clotli, and presently invites me to

do so myself. At first I could see nothing,

but when my eyes became accustomed to

the gloom I was presently able to distin-

guish a picture on the groimd-glass screen.

"I fancy that the camera must be upside

down," I remark with some diffidence.

ITie youth laughs—rather rudely, it

seems to me. I don't like this boy. Then
he coughs and says:

"The himage as seen in the camera is

hinverted."

"But why is it?" I innocently ask.

"It alius is," says the operator; and this

was the sole explanation which I could get

out of him. "It alius is." Fancying that

a tip would make him more communica-
tive, I hinted that if he .would give me as

much information as possible, a certain

half crown might be transferred from my
purse to his. This had the required effect,

and my mentor threw off his reserve and
became quite eloquent, and this is what
he told me about the inveiited image:

"We've 'ad quite a job over that upside

down picture, I can tell yer. When our

guv'ner took this business over he knowed
nothing about photography, but he's a

rare business man all the same—he's got

his 'ed screwed on and no mistake. Well,

directly he sees the picture upside down,
he says, 'Thalt won't do,' he says, 'you

must stick the thing up the right way.'

Well, our head operator says, 'Sir, it can't

be done.' 'Can't be done?' he roars. 'Who
says so? Why don't you screw the ground
glass on upside down?' So we gets a

screwdriver and does as he says. When
he sees that that made no difference, he

says, 'Well, turn the lens upside down.'

But we showed him that that made no dif-

ference either. At last he gets in a regu-

lar passion, and says, 'I will have that pic-

ture on the screen the right way up; and
I'll give a £10 note to ithe man that finds

out the trick.' Well, we tries all we
knows, and after a few days he calls us to-

gether and asks us who's won the £10.

No one six>ke; at last I says, 'Well, sir,

we've tried very 'ard, but it ain't no go
—^^the only thing as we can suggest is that

if you want to see the thing right way up

you must stand on yer 'ed. 'What?' he

roars out; d'ye think that we can ask la-

dies and gentlemen as comes 'ere for their

lessons to stand on their 'eds, you bloom-

ing juggins? Why, it would ruin the busi-

ness.' After that he sobered down a bit

and gave the thing up as a bad job. But,

between ourselves, sir, I think if any gen-

tleman, like yourself, were to worry the

thing out like—why, there's 'apence in it."

—Photo News.
* * *

Correspondence.

Oorrespondence should be addressed to

Box 651, Sarnia.

John Adams—Aristotype paper is a pa-

p.er coated with gelatino-chloride of. silver

for the printing out process. It gives

stnong prints from flat negatives, and is

very simple to uisp.

"Willie Boy."—If your pictures had

bec<n more correotly exposed, the detail

would have been better. The one of the

moose is particularly good.

Filmy Prints.—Wash your prints longer

in the first water.

Half Tome.—The moss tone as you call

it, is simply another mame fior half tone.

A picture wiithiout half tone would be very

harsh.

Yellow Negatives.—I would advise that

you use a clearing ba.th for the negatives

you now have, and in future it will be bet-

ter to use an acid fixing bath.

Hunter.—The pictures you encliose are

very well executed. It is indeed a pleasure

for me to be in commimication with you.

Ijens.—There is no suoh thing as univer-

sal focus. You mean fixed focus. Cer-

tainly; I Would do it if I were in your posi-

tion.

* * *

The Bausch and Lomb-Zeiss stereo-bm-

ocular glasses are strong aspirants for fav-

or. The very large field shown, as well

as their super-excellent powers of magni-
fying, make them without a peer in their

line.

Bird Studies with a Camera.

"Bird Studies with a Camera," by Fraok

M. Chapman, is a book which will be thor-

oughly enjoyed by all students and lovers

of birds. The chapters devoted to the out-

fit and methods employed by the camera

hunter, to procure the best results, are

very full and the directions are dearly

stated.

His descriptions of the habits of some of

our common birds, and of the largest bird

colonies of Eastern Nonth America, are as

interesting as they are instructive.

There are over 100 illustrations from pho-

tographs, and the book is a thorough and

practical guide for the camera hunter, as

well as a delightful one for those who can-

not take their x)Ieiasure in the field. Pub-

lished by D. Appleton & Co., New York.
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Northern Ontario
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Write for foil particulars

GENERAL PASSENGER DEPARTMENT

Canadian Pacific Railway
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mattawabika Falls

Near Lady Evelyn Lake, reached via Lake Temiskaming

Finest Canoe Trips in Nortli America
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Abittibi.
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Canadian
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Province of Quebec

Sportsman's Paradise
These rivers and lakes are all well stocked with salmon and trout, from
four to eight pounds, and with various other kinds of fish.

MOOSE, CARIBOU AND RED DEER.—Splendid shooting almost every-
where throughout the territory of the Province of Quebec, especially in

the Ottawa and Pontiac Districts, in Gaspesia and Beauce, the Metapedia
Valley, the Temiscamingue Region, the Eastern Townships, the North
of Montreal, the Kippewa and the Lake St. John District.

Game abounds in the Forests and on the Beaches.
Hunting territories from 10 to 400 square miles, at $1.00 per square mile
and upwards, can be leased, on which the lessee has the exclusive right

of hunting.

THE LAURENTIDES NATIONAL PARK alone contains hundreds of the
most picturesque lakes, teeming with fish, and plenty of moose, caribou
and bear ; black, silver and red fox, otter, martin, lynx, mink, fisher are
also abundant.

FEATHERED GAME.—Canadian goose, duck, woodcock, ^snipe, partridge
plover, etc., are in great number in almost every part of the provincei

HUNTING AND FISHING PERMITS can be obtained [from the Depart-
ment of Lands, Forests and Fisheries and from the Game-wardens all

over the province.

HMnting TerritOrleS Can be leased by applying to

THE COMMISSIONER OF
LANDS, FORESTS AND FISHERIES, QUEBEC

TO LET

Riverst Lakes

and Hunting

Territories « «

Hunting permits, fee : $25.00.

Fishing permits, fee : $ J 0,00.

THE HERALD JOB DEPARTMENT MONTREAL, P.Q
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j
Model 1895. 30 Army caliber, weight 8 1-4 pounds.

Model 1894. 30 W. C. F. caliber, "Extra Light,"
weight 6 1-2 pounds.

Model 1894. 30 W. C. F. caliber, "Take Down,"
weight 7 3-4 pounds.

Model 1892. 44 and 38 caliber, "Take Down," weight
7 pounds.

Model 1886. 45-70 caliber, "Extra Light," weight
7 pounds.

Shoot Winchester Ammunition. Made for all Kinds of Guns.

FREE.— Send Name and Address on Postal for 158-page Illustrated Catalogue.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.. - • NEW HAVEN, CONN.

no more Rust

Oil

An absolute preventive of

rust. An ideal cleaner.
A perfect lubricant.

For Blcycles,Fire Arms. Type-
writers, Sewing Machines,
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Manufactured by
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HAMILTON POWDER CO.
HAS MANUFACTURED

SPORTING GUN POWDER
Since 1865, as a result you have

"CARIBOU" made from best materials, perfectly

put together. " DUCKING " hard pressed,
slow burning, keeps well under all conditions.
" SNAP SHOT '' high velocity, moist resldium
Cheap. The powder for every day use.

ENGLISHMEN SAY
Powder can be bought in Canada as good as ever
put in a gun. It has a positive advantage over
home make, the dirt is soft.—J. J. W. in London
Field.

AMERICANS SAY
The finer English or American Powder and Cana-
dian " Caribou," I am quite familiar with. They
give so little recoil that one may shoot all day
without bruised shoulder or headache.— Forest
and Stream.

CANADIANS ABROAD SAY
Can you send over some Trap? I don't mean to

flatter but it is ahead of anything we get here.

—

A. W. W., Batavia, N. Y.
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MONTREAL
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and comfortable. Fitted with all modern con-
veniences. Very central, being within easy dis-
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A. ARCH. WELSH, Prop.

In point of cuisine and equipment, THE
ROSSIN is the most complete, the most
luxurious of modern Ontario hotels. The
rooms, single or en suite, are the most airy
and comfortable in the Dominion. The
Union Depot and Wharves but two mins
utes' walk.

A. & A. NELSON,
Toronto, Ont. ^Proprietors.
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Manitoba Game Act.

The new game act of Manitoba passed at

5t session of the legislature, and recently

iblished, contains some important chan-

s, chief among them being the pro-

jtion at all times of females and fa*vns

all kinds of deer, caribou and moose,

id the abolition of spring shooting of

icks, the close season now commencing

,n. 1st instead of May 1st.

Under the new act all kinds of male

er, moose and caribou are protected

tween first December and fifteenth

ptember in the following year, and no

rson shall during any one year or

ason kill or take more in all than two

such animals. Beaver and otter are

aced under absolute protection and
eir skins may not be had in the posses-

)n or offered for sale at any time, no

itter where from. Fisher and sable are

otected between 15th May and 1st Octo-

r ; marten between 15th April and 1st

>vember, and muskrat between 1st May
d 1st December. For the protection of

ine birds it is provided that no person

all hunt, catch, shoot at or pursue any
riety of grouse, prairie chicken, phea-

nt or partridge between 15th November
d 1st October of the following year

;

lover, quail, woodcock, snipe and sand-

per between 1st January and 1st

igust ; ducks of all kinds between 1st

nuary and 1st September. Not more
an 100 grouse, prairie chicken, part-

Ige or pheasant may be killed by one
[rson in any one season, nor more than
: in one day. The time within which
jrds may be had in possession is ex-

lided from the first fifteen to the first

(•ty-five days of the close season. A
jisible change is the permission to ex-

trt the heads and hides of animals, non-
r-ident sportsmen having hitherto been
ohibited from doing so.

* * *

[The U. S. Department of Agriculture,

!!vision of Biological Survey, has recently

eblished a directory of State and also

pvincial officials and organizations con-

cerned with the protection of birds and
game. In addition to the governmental

oflScers we find there are 5 national and
25 state and provincial protective organi-

zations and 24 State Audubon Societies

(organized for the study and protection

of birds). The Canadian provinces are

conspicuous by their absence from the

ranks of the Audubon Societies, a state of

affairs which should be remedied and we
hope will be very soon. These societies

have done and are doing excellent service

beyond our southern boundary, and as

their scope makes them a desirable field

for women's activities, we naturally find

many of the societies are oflScered alto-

gether by women. We understand that

their members took a very active part in

securing the recent legislation in New
York State against the wearing of birds

as decorations (?) on hats.

* * *

An unique trip was recently com-

menced by D. W. Hildreth, proprietor

of a newspaper in Newport, Vermont,

and his companion, J. B. Barker. These

gentlemen travel by train to Lake

Kippewa and from thence canoe about

600 miles entirely in Quebec province,

via -Grand Lake Victoria and the head

waters of the Ottawa to the St. Maurice

river, coming down that river to the

village of Grandes Piles, from where the

railway takes them to Montreal, thence

home. This journey is undertaken solely

for pleasure and is expected to occupy

six weeks to two months. When it is

remembered that this canoe trip is made

entirely within the boundaries of Quebec

province, that it is a straight away

journey with no retracing of steps, that

it is entirely through a wild country un-

inhabited except by a few Indians, with

Hudson's Bay Company's posts at wide

intervals, and that the route has been

traversed, as far as can be learned, very

seldom, even by the missionary priests,

some conception can be formed of the

journey before these ardent sportsmen.

And yet this trip is only one of many

canoe voyages of even greater length that

can be made within the bounds of Que-

bec province through unsurpassed game
lands and via waters teeming with fish.

* * *

Could Longfellow have returned from

the Happy Hunting Grounds for a brief

space during August, he would doubtless

have looked with pleasure upon the in-

teresting and dramatic spectacle to which

we referred in a recent issue, and of

which an account appears on another

page. "Lo! the poor Indian," as seen

too frequently, is anything but the poetic

creation that Longfellow has given us,

but Kabaoso standing in his canoe lean-

ing on a paddle as he sails into the West
and disappears behind an islet in the full

glow of the setting sun, is one of the

most poetical images in Indian life that

one could wish for. Those anglers and

campers whose good fortune has caused

them to sojourn in August within easy

reach of the Desbarats islands in North-

ern Ontario and view the enacting of the

Hiawatha drama by the Ojibway Indians

have seen the romance of Indian life and

customs at its best. It has been a source

of great pleasure to us to view this drama

personally, and as Canadians we express

the hope that the jibways will repeat

their performance annually.

* * *

With reference to a spirited discussion

which took place in our columns some

months since between correspondents

attacking and defending the English spar-

row, it is interesting to note that this

pugnacious bird figures in the proscribed

list in the (U.S.) Lacey Act of May 25,

1900, alongside the mongoose, flying

foxes and starlings, all of which are

declared pests and their importation pro-

hibited.
* * *

Sportsmen are much wanted in the

parish of St. Antoine, Que., where bears

are committing frequent depredations on

the flocks of sheep. St. Modeste, Que.,

also reports damage tQ crops by super-
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abundance of deer—and these accounts

are reflections of the quantity of game to

be found generally in the sparsely settled

and the wild portions of Quebec pro-

vince.
* » *

A recent adventurous explorer through

Trembling Mountain Park, Quebec, re-

ports abundant deer and caribou ; also

many moose signs. Wolves were met
with more than once.

NOTES ON HUNT^
ING^^:^^^

By Dr. C. J. Alloway.

Canadian North^West.

All over the prairies of the Northwest

the great annual harvesit has ended. A
season of fluctuating hopes and oecaaioxia]

depression has resulted in jwoducing after

all a fair, average crop. Since early spring,

owing to drouth, unusual and prolonged

heat and other unfavorable conditions,

most discoui-a^ng reports of the agricul-

tural outlook hav« been in drculattion,

more parficularly in regard to the Province

of Maniitoba, but now that the crops have

been actually hai-vested. these dubious pre

dictions of failure have not been verified.

While the yield will not in any way com-

pare with that of last year, the most cor-

rect estimates place it at an amount ex-

ceeding 20,000,000 bushels. It is true that the

agricultural welfare of the section has been
interfered with to some extent, yet what
has been deitrimental to the normal condi-

tions in vegetable life has in no way
affected the production of game, which

promises to be as abundant as in previous

years, when the bags secured seemed al-

most beyond credence to those unfamiliar

with the wonderful possibilities of this re-

gion in this respect. The busy ch'ck of the
reaper and binder has been heard over
millions of acres of land, and the whirl of

the steam thresher tells of the handling of

millions of bushels of grain.

Around the thrifty homesteads of the

settler russet stacks and ricks are rising

under the autumn skies, Kke emblems of

peace and plenty. The harvest festivals

and local fairs have been held where the

cereals of this great wheat belt aroused the

wonder and admiration which they usually

excite. Wheat of the famous No. 1 hard

quality is shown in great bins, and full-

headed oajts, barley and rye, varying in the

straw from four to six feet in length, only

by actual measuremenit, convince those who
have never seen the marvel of a North-

western field of grain, that their dimen-
sions have not been exaggerated.

That this region is not adapted for the

cidture of cereals alone is proved by the

quality and size of the vegetables placed on

exhibition, cabbages, cauliflowers, potatoca,

mangels, turnips and all kinds of roots

being magnificent in their proportions. Thw
great depth of the soil, its practical inex-

haustibility, and richness in mineral salts,

make it capable of bringing husbandry to

its highest state of perfection, the realiza-

tion of which is evidenced by the great

yearly influx of immigrants, Icelandic,

Scandinavian, German and others from the

agricultural sections of over-crowded, nor-

thern Europe. So cosmopolitan, in fact, h&a

the population become, that a recent sta-

tistic showed a school in the city of Win-
nipeg to have children representing seven-

teen different nationalitdes. Buit this in-

dustrial side is not the only one which 19

attractive in the Canadian NoPthwest. It

ha« also its season of recreation and plea-

sure, and with the placing of the last shock

by the skilful stacker, fivm the fields shorn

into golden stubble, the whole country be-

comes a vast playground for spor't in its

moat ideal form. The "whirr" of the prai-

rie chicken, flight of the wild goose, and
flap of the green-winged duck turn the har-

vester into a huntsman, and the date

weighted With significance to him is Sept.

1st, the opening of the season Ploughs,

harrows and rakes are iiaw beneath con-

sideration, and hunting Icits, tents and
firearms the only things worth spending a
thought upon.

It is not to be wondered ait that hunting
should be entered into Avith so much en-

thusiasm on the plains of the north, for

nowhere on the American continent are
there more admirable conditions for* its en-

joyment. They are and have been for cen-

turies the natural breeding ground of the
choicest varieties of wild fowl. The lati-

tude, physical features and meiterologioal

peculiarities combine to render the region

especially favorable to their production.

The lonely lakes and streams, coolies and
marais are the chosen home of the mallard,

teal, canvas-back, red-heads, and other

species of duck. The gravel beds and
marshes of this flat oounltry are loved by

the goose, and brandt, and the wily hunter

knows where to look for them in the grey

dawn of the autumn mornings.

The saskatoon, buffalo and other wild

berries which abound on the prairies make
them excellent feeding grounds for grouse,

partridge, plover, quail and chicken, which
raise their broods under the shelter of

these shrubs.

The world contains many kinds of happi-

ntas, but perhaps few sensations are more
ecstatic than those experienced by tlie

hunlter in corduroys, with his trained re-

triever or setter at his heels, his favorite

gun over his shoulder, and his choicest

chum by his side, starting out as the local

phrase runs—to go gunning.

Manitoba has profited by past reckless-

ness and folly, which resulted in the ex-

tinction of the grandest species of her

larger game—the buffalo. So persist-

ently and ruthlessly were they slaugh-

tered that with the exception of a few

straggling pairs in the gulches and camans

of the mountains nothing now remains of

them but the marks of their old "wallows,"

and their whitening bones and skulls

bleaching over the plains. By the en-

forcement of stringent game laws and the

infliction of severe penalties for their in-

fringement, what corresponds to the-

"slaughter of the buffalo" can never be

repeated in either the furred, finny or

feathered tribes.

Precautions are also taken for the pre-

vention of the disastrous prairie fires

which in former tiroes must have destroyed

much of the game.

Campers would do well to notice what

has recently appeared in the press, that a

fertile source of fires was the careless habit

of leaving bottles among the dry grasses.

The glass, attracting and focusing the sun's

rays, ignites the inflammable surroundings

and uncontrollable conflagrations are the

result.

The shodting season opens for duck on

the 1st of September, and for prairie chick-

en on Octdber 1st.

The Canadian Hunt.

The energetic miembers of this club have

enjoyed the inter-season period very much

in the matter of exercising, schoohng and

learning the gamie of polo. The conirign-

ment of bronchos that were brought from

the Northwest for the members of the club

have proved all that covdd be desired. As

the major portion of these ponies were

entirely unbroken, the handling and break-

ing of them has been the means of furnish-

ing their owners and their friends some

rare entertainment. The management of

the horse raised on the plains of the great

west is a very different proposition to that

of his domestic brother. Before their ar-

rival the subject of breaking and riding

these prairie polo ponies was considered a

matter of amusement, a mere pastime.

Those who have tried the experiment are

not now of the same opinion. On the

whole the venture has proved a profitable

one (in experience) to both ponies and

members. The same difficulty regarding

the lateness of the season has been experi-

enced on the south side of the St. Law-

rence, and consequently the commence-

ment of the regular season will be some-

what later than usual. If, however, it

keeps open until December, as was the

case laslt year, there will be many weeks

of sport to be enjoyed before the snow

flies.

Reports from various points of the

ground to be hunted over by this pack axe

of the most favorable kind, and the best

season in their history is to be looked for

this autumn.



At a recent meeting of the executive com-

luitw it was decided to hold a steeple-

h i-c meeting of one day ito take place the

\..k preceding the Montreal Hunt steeple-

ln-es. The programme will consist of

d) Hit seven events, most of which will be

1)1 the members exclusdvely. The idea of

ruing this meeting is to encourage the

> uiger members to perfect themselves in

he art of horaemanship, and to learn how
() I ide over a steeplechase country. Next

e.ii- it is the intention of the club to give

t ngiilar steeplechase meeting at an earlier

lah' comprising two days, with an open

ivij;ramme for their own members and

lm>e of otiier clubs.

* * «

Montreal Hunt.

e our last report of this well-known

they have been taking their regular

\( I. ise, a large portion of which is now
lo ic in the form of cub hunting in the

ail\ mornings. Owing to the long con-

sihumI rains of the past two months the

ii ! s on the Island of Montreal axe quite

ukward, and consequently some incon-

.'iinnce has been experienced in getting

uio sections sufficiently advanced to en-

j.ble the huntsman to work his hounds
v'ith any degree of satisfaation, and at the

ame time not run the risk of damaging the

arious crops that are yet unharvested.

rhe hounds are in excellent condition, and
lave had a grand preparation for their

:egular hunting. The opeumg meet of the

(i.-i.n will be held at the Kennels, Cote

n. Catherine Road, on Saturday, Sept.

5th, and the regular hunting days after

hat date will be every Tuesday, Thursday
nd Saturday, throughout the entire sea-

ou

The Montreal Hunt steeplechases will

ake place on Thursday and Satiirday,

)otober 4th itad 6th, and from present in-

Lications tlie fields ought to be large, and
he sport of a very giood quahty. Thei-e

re a large: niunber of horses in training

nd qualifying for thiw event than have
«en for many years. The jnterest among
he various candidates is very keen. More
larticularly between those who will try
oncluisions for the coveted Hunt Cup.

The latest canine story comes from Scot-

nd. A dog was run over in the town of

irvine the other day, and promptly buried

py an officious policeman. But the animal

jvas alive, alive, oh! and by a supreme ef-

ort freed itself from a premature grave.

:Lhe policeman is now said to be dodging

he local inspecftor of the S.P.C.A.

I

O, the bait is on the booklet, and the
jiooklet's on the string; and the wee fish

jakes a looklet ere he thus proceeds to
ling: "O, I'd like to grace your table, but
1. can't eat bait to-day!" Then the fisher

jeJls the fable of the fish that got away.
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THE HIAWATHA
DRAMA^^^j^
Performed by Ojibway Indians.

The hitherto almost unknown little vil-

lage of Desbarats, Ont., has been made sud-
denly famous through the presentation
near there of the story of Hiawatha by the
Ojibway Indian*. Desbarats is very cen-
trally locaJbed in the lands of the Ojibways,
which stretches from Marquette, Mich., on
the we^t to JVlatawa, Ont.. on the east. The
site for the drama was selected because of
its natural adaptability and also because It

had been the playground of the Ojibways
from time immemorial.

The initial performance was in the open
air at Kensington Point, Desbarats, on the
north shore of Lake Huron, 28 miles east
of Sault Ste. Marie, and two miles from
the railway station of Desbarats on the Soo
Branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway.
On Monday, August 6th, ,the Hiawatha

representationis were commenced in the
natural amphitheatre on the mainland
overlooking the hundred Desbarats islands.
The only canopy under the blue sky for the
players was the shade of a red pine tree.

The first scene depicts the meeting of the
warriors of all nations at the signal of Glt-
chee Manito, the Great Spirit. A copious
smoke is seen arising. It is the signal
which the Indians have been taught to look
for. This signal is repeated from hill top
to hill top. The braves assemble in all

their war paint, and with menacing looks,
which disappear gradually as they are In-

duced to jfoin in a universal war dance.
After this they are addressed by the Gil-
chee Manito, who eloquently pleads for
universal peace and amity with such power
that the braves throw down their arms and
garments of deerskin and plunge Into the
lake to wash off their war-paint. Then re-

assembled and sitting in a large circle they
smoke the pipe of Peace and return to
their homes 'bo tell of the dawn of peace.
It is a striking scene, full of action and
color.

In the second scene, the boy Hiawatha
is being educated by Nokomis. His arrow
shooting in this scene is very effective, and
the plaudits of the warriors and the dances
in honor of the young Hiawatha are moat

entertaining.

In the third scene, Hiawatha, grown to

manhood, makes his first trip to the

Rockies, meets Minnehaha, and falls in

love with her, and on his fetum tells the

warriors of his adventures.

Then follows intensely interesting pic-

ture-writing by Hiawatha on birch bark,

skins, etc. Some most instructive infor-

mation is given in this scene, which is fol-
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lowed by Hiawatha's second journey and
wooing of Minnehaha. Moat realistic is

the living picture at the door of the old

arrow-maker's tent when Hiawatha pre-

sents himself a second time and Minnehaha
brings him refreshments, "water in bowls
of bass-wood," etc. The dances at the wed-
ding feasit are much the most correct and

thoroughly Indian yelt presented. They
consist of the wedding dance, when a pic-

turesque old squaw, with a tomahawk
guards a bevy of Indian maidens from tlie

ambitious young warriors who seek to steal

them from her. In spite of her vigUant

care and ready blows, ithey are stolen away

one after amother; all to the time of the

Indian war drum and chant.

Another good dance is the deer-dance, in

which the participants hold their arms as

if they were antlers, .which they swing

around gracefully, pretending to horn one

ano'ther, always keeping good time with

voice and drum, as they do in cill their

dances. This dance betokens plenty for

the bride and groom. Then comes a sort

of Indian horn-pipe. After this follows the

fcnake dance, which is to appease the Spirit

of Evil. The festivities wind up with the

gambling dance of the Ojibways. Smail

objects are hidden un<ier moccasins. The
players, who are tribe against tribe or fa-

mily against family, choose their cham-

pions, who face the nuoccasins, upon which

are the eyes of the long rows ol Indians,

men, women and cliildren, as they dajice

to the music of the drums, which begin to

beat slowly, but increase in intensity

steadily, until even in the play and after

many repetitions the reality of the excite-

ment is evident, and it was diflicult for

the managers to get the Indians to make

thiis act sliort enough.

While the wooing of Hiawatha was full

of novelty and life, and the coming of the

missionary was the most realistic, the

grandest act was the departure of Hia-

watha. After addressing his tribesmen

and telling them of "the long, long ab-

sence," he strides down to his canoe, pad-

dle in hand, pushes it off, and standing

erect in it with the paddle resting on the

bottom, and with the other hand waving

adieu, the oanoe moves away swiftly and

mysteriously without paddle oi- oar, aioug

the pathway of the setting sua. The me-

chanical device is completely mystifying,

and the effect was inspiring

Among the participants in the drama are

several interesting characters. "Hiawatha"

is Kabaooso, who is a nephew of Bukwug-

ginini, who gave the legend to Schoolcraft.

"Minnehaha" m Itaken by his daughter,

"Chibiabos;" the sweet singer is another

Kabaoosa. Nokomis belongs to the same

chief's family. They are all exceedingly in-

telligent types of the tribe, and they throw

£dl their soul into the play and look for-

ward to producing it annually.
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AN
altogether exaggerated idea

has gone abroad as to the diffi-

culties of moose hunting.
^ Numbers of men, who are

good shots, and who make
each year large bags of quail,

duck, snipe, ruffled grouse, and
woodcock, become nervous and timid when
a proposal is made to them that they shall
hunt the lordly moose up across the Can-
ada line. Now, after having tried them all,

I tliink that for a man who understands
the habits of the game he dntends to pur-
sue, and who has made a study of the
equipment necessary, that it is very little

harder to kill the moose than it is to
make satisfactory bags of any of the game
birds before mentioned.

The TOck upon which most tyros come
to grief is that of outfit. They inaist upon
taking all sorts of useless things into the
woods, the toting around of which would
drive their men to drink very shortly,
were it not that the only beverage obtain-
able in large quantities is clear oold water
—something that the guides prefer to keep
as much as possible for washing purposes,
not being reckless in its use, even then.

"Man wants but little here below, but
wants that little strong," should be the

motto of the moose-hunter. I have known
some misguided (individuals start off for

a hunt dressed in their oldest and most
thread- bare clothes; as a consequence, the

repairs that were necssary, and wbich had
to be begun soon after they reached the
woods, were on an alarmingly large scale.

It will be found that the best economy is

bo start out with new clothing adapted for

the bush. Waistcoats are generally in the

way, the best garment bedng a Norfolk

jacket of bomespun or strong tweed, lined

with flannel, and having several large

pockets of wash leather. The question of

boots is a most important one. Nothing
oould be better than the English shoot-

ing boot, were it ndt that the Englishman
invariably makes his footgear too heavy

for work in the Canadian bush. It is one

thing to swing along over a flat country,

and another to lift the feet over rocks

and wind-falls, or, ^tUl more tiring, to

pull them ouit of the quaking muskeg,

whose suction is a thing to be remember-
ed. The uppers need not be of heavy

leather, and the soles are sufficiently thick

if they wrdl carry the soft Hungarian nails

usually preferred on this side of the At-

lantic, the square-headed English nail be-

ing rarely aeen.

Several pairs of moccasins should be in-

eluded in the outfit, both oil-tans and In-
dian-dressed, as they are ideal wear in
camp and canoe. Some men are even able

to hunt in this foot gear, just as does
the Indian, but such must always be ex-
ceptions, for few civilized beings are able
to walk over rough stones and broken
ground, with nothing but the paper-like
sole of an Indian mocoasin under the foot.

The only white man I have known able

to meet the Indian on an equal footing
is Mr. Warbur'ton Pike. He was tramp-
ing all over the Dease Lake country in
Northern Britiah Columbia during the
summer of '98 wearing but thin, caribou

hide moccasins. Of course, light foot-gear

is an enoriQous advantage as far as ease

of travel goes, and the point to be aimed
at is to wear nothing heavier than the

peculiarities of your case demand. Socks
should, of oourse, be hand-knitted, and of

stout wool; half a dozen pairs would not

be any too many to start with.

All sorts of head-gear ia seen among
campers, but I do not think that any-

thing will beat the modem golf cap. It

seems to me to be an actual improvement
over 'the old soft felt, which is still de
rigeur among the guides

By far the most important article, how-
ever, is the blanket; it is more vital even

than the rifle, because the latter merely

secures you fresh meat while the blanket

is a necssity for the preservation of your
health. JNio matter how long or how
hard the day may have been, if you can

curl up at night in a warm, dry, blanket

and get seven or eight hours rest, you

will awake fit and happy next morning.

On the other hand, if you have become
separated from your blankets, and have
passed the night, as I have often foolishly
done, crouched under the lee of some
poek, or up-timied root, your feelings next
morning are likely to be the reverse of
buoyant. And of all the blankets that I
have ever seen, there are none to com-
pare, even distantly, with the heavy four-
point blue blanket made by the Hudson
Bay Co. These blankets are the result
of a coiiple of hundred years' experience
in the northern trade, and you may be
very sure that they are the best of their

kind. A water-proof sheet is almost a
necessity, not only does it save you from

rheumatism, but it serves to wrap things

in when Jupiter Pluvius is getting in h
fine work.

Nine men out of ten take with thei

into the bush tents that are both larg

and heavy. This is a /great mistaki

Stout drilling is the best material fc

tents, it weighs but little, and if proper!

pitched is aboult as good as ordinary caj

vas. There are many dodges known t

experienced men for keeping out the rail

Should you have thei tent made as a simp]

lean-to, with one side open to the fin

you will never have any leaks, even in th

heaviest rain, unless your fire should g

out, because the healt dries the inside c

the tent as fas't as the rain wets the othe

Bide. By taking two lean-to tents, six fee

long by five feet high, and about the sam

width, you will have .shelter for one o

two sportsmen, and three guides. Pitci

these Itents facing one £inother, leavin

Bufficient space for the fire between them

1 have been away for months at a time

both winter and summer, and never foum

that anything more is needed. It is al

ways better if a permanent shelter be de

eired to ereot a small log camp. This can b
done by a couple of good axe-men in ;

day, and will be far more comfortabl

than any closed tent A great deal o

nonsense has been written of late as ti

the insufficiency of the modern small bor

rifle for big gauge. It is to be feare(

the fault lay behind the trigger, for the

ory and practice, each proves that tin

American 30 and the Enghsh .303 ar(

amply powerful foj anything on this con

tinent. All Ithe crack Indian hunters o

the northeim Rockies, and Canadian busli

are trying to get hold of these rifles. The;

have learned that such weapons are easie

to shoot with and lighter than the ol(

style. Should, however, the sportsmai

have a favorite rifle of .45 or .50 calibre

he may take it to the woods with the as

Burance that it will be just the thing fo

moose-hunting. Plenty of sportsmen thinl

the English double Express absolutely th'

best weapon for forest game. It oertainl;

is as good as any. If moose be the objec

of the expedition it would be better, per

haps, to leave the .shot^gun behind. Thi

ground cannot be kept too quiet, as :

moose wiU hear and recognize unusua
sound at an extraordinary distance—an(
then, that long, loose-jomted trot wil

Boon oarr> him miles and miles beyom
probable pursuit.

Camps should be pitched in a hollow, be

cause sound will then be muffled and wil

nolt travel so far as it would from a hill

top. Very Mttle chopping must be indulg

ed in, and only on windy days, and th

camp fire should be fed with dry wooi

that v?lll not cause much smoke. Thes

precautions are aU necessary, for remeir

ber the moose is one of the most war;

animals in the wo'rid, and his hearing aD(



istnse of smell are acute. Some persons

[pre'tend that his eye-sight is not very

Dd, buit my own impression is that he

an get along very nicely without spectac-

es, and that any one relying upon his

Uiiiuiesa of vision makes a mistake, which,

IS iiiy Fi-ench master used to say, is not

ic oinmon error, but de gross deception.

(hie would think, judging by the items

II I lie sportsmen's papers that there is

'11 i\ one way of shooting moose—calling.

Vti, if the map of Canada were to be

j.aid before you witb the districts in which

j^alMng is practised, shaded red, while the

einainder were left in the natural shade

)[ the paper, you would see that a small

irca only had been colored. Calling hag

it'vcr been practised excepting in the low-

r provinces and in Maine, and latterly

1. the Upper Ottawa region. Northwesit-

: ly from that river a line might be drawn

I,, ilie Behring Sea, passing all the way

'.MiMiigh thousands of miles of Arctic for-

i'~ , stocked with moose, and in all that

lii-iiR-t you could hardly find a single na-

\\\^• in the habit of calling moose. The

i.:j,ular Indian method is tracking, and

11 is very much more exciting and truer

~! Ill than even calling. Any good shot

I [1,1 keen hunter could, in time, teach him-

-ilt' the art of tracking moose. Great en-

In nice is, of course, demanded, and ex

naoidinary watchfulness and care.

The moose always make a half circle be

fore resting; and, bear tliis in mind, the

spoptsmen may often surprise the animal,

provided he do not break too many sticks.

Supposing thiat a fresh moose track has

been found, the hunter follows it cautious-

ly but swiftly, noticing whether the moose

has been feeding or travelling. Should

the animal have had seemingly no thoughts

of resting, the man should malce as good

time as he can, always bearing in mind

that the leas noise the better chance of

moose. After travelling far some time,

which time naay be longer or shorter ac-

cording to circumstances, the hunter wiU

had that the moose has slackened iiis

pace. He no longer travels in a straight

line; be has stopped here and there to

feed upon the maple and the whitewood.

Now comes the critical period. If there

is any breeze, the mioose will have certain-

ly circled before lying down, so that he

may detect the advent of any pursuer

I
following in his tracks. If calm, as is very

i often the case in the deep woods, the

i moose will have ohasen somei vantage

(
ground from which he can see an advanc-

j
ing enemy in time to save himself. The

I
hunter should now redouble his caution,

I

and advance in a series of gigantic loops

several hundred yards across. Each time

1 on coming to the track and being as-

(
sured that the mioose is yet ahead, he be-

! gins another semicircle. At length, if all

i
is going well, he finds, on reaching the
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place where he expected the track, that

no animal has passed. He now feels pret-

ty sure that the moose is behind him, ly-

ing down somewhere within the last semi-

circle. Then begins an up-wind stalk

which results either in the discomfiture of

the hunter or the death of the moose.

There is no excitement in hunting which

can exceed the anxious moments the still

hunter passes aa he creeps through the

forest, every sense strained and on the

alert, to catch a glimpse of the great

black moose before the latter shall have

perceived his danger.
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to leeward, and so detect the hunter's

presence. The mo^t propitious hours are

at break of day and shortly before sunset.

The call is made every half hour, until a

reply is heard, then nothing more is done

until the moose has come almost within

range. When close at hand, a low, half

smothered call, or even the drawing of

the trumpet across the rough bark of the

spnice, may be sufficient to lure the bull

within decisive range.

But whichever method of hunting the

moose be preferred, the sportsman who
has never tried the game, may rely upon

Lac des Sables, Lievre River, Que.

Although the foregoing method of hunt-

ing is that upon which several hundred

thousand Indians depend for their daily

mioose meat, the fashionable white man's

way of getting the moose is by calling.

This method is only possible during Sep-

tember and October, and, as a rule, is

most successful about the full of the moon,

because the bulls very often refuse to ans-

wer the call until after sunset. The caller

imitates either the lowing of the moose

cow or the grunt of a rival bull, using

a trumpet made of birch bark to add vol-

ume to the sound. The caller should be

hidden some distance behind the rifie, and

in the opposite direction from which the

animal is expedted to advance. The call

is never made excepting in perfectly calm

v/eather, as if there be the faintest breath

of air stirring, the moose wiU work round

there being any quan'tity of these noble

animals roaming through the Canadian

woods. Pluck, perseverance and sense wiU

certainly result in the winning of massive

moose antlers as trophies. Moreover,

there is more credit in bagging one moose

than there is in shooting many duck and

snipe.

IMMORTAL. . ,

(By Margaret B5. Sangster.)

Once we have loved we never lose.

That is not love which can forget,

Through loss and loneliness and grief

This gem is as its coronet.

That true love never can forget.

That is not faith which drops its hold.

Once we have trusted, in our clasp

Forever lies life's cbangless gold,

Nor withers in our loosened grasp;

True faith through all time keeps its clasp.
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A Crime of the Woods.

A sturdy oak,—ii^s spreading brandies filled

An acre refund -where ages it had stood

The sinless monarch of this mighty wood,

TDl one thesre came who with a vajidal's

power

Sent crashing ear'thward in a single hour

What Lrod required three centuries to

build.

Albert B. Paine, in Mun&ey's

* * *

CARE IN TRANSPLANTING AND
PRUNING TREES.

His Honor Sir Henri Joly de Lotbiniere,

Lieutenant-Governor of British Columbia.

BEFORE planting a tree, the roots

must be carefully inspected and

every torn and injured part

removed with a sharp knife, so

as to make a perfectly clean

cut and to leave only the healthy

part. A regular ring of rootlets

will then form around the end
of the root so trimmed, between the

wood and the bark. It is upon these new
raatlets the tree has now to depend, ajid

they will begin dn good time their task

of bringing it nourisihment while no root-

leto or only a very few sickly ones will

form at the jagged end of a torn root.

The writer will venture an opinion with

which he expects many will disagree un-

til they have made the experimeait for
themselves, viz: that there is no advantage
in taking up a tree for transplanting to
try and preserve long roots and a ball

of earth except for an extra large tree re-

moved to ornament some favorite spot,

and upon the removal of which suck extra
care is bestowed as would entail too great

an expenditure when a great number of

trees are to be planted.

Since we can scarcely ever take up the
whole of the roots in lifting a tree for

transplantdng, espeaially when it has a tap

root, the question arises: how far can we
safely shorten the roota without interfering

with its future growth? The writer has

made several experiments to find out to

what minimum length he could reduce the

roots without injuring the tree, and he

has been surprised to see how much ^ort-

ening they could stand.

For instaince, for a black walnut tree from

four to five years old be would shorten the

tap root to say ten inches and the side

roots to about eight and even less, if ne-

cessary to get rid of all torn and wound-

ed pailts. It is easy to try the experiment,

the result will be apparent even after one

season's growth.

As for the saviing of time, trouble and

expense in cutting off the roots much near-

er the trunk than is generally practised

and in dispensing with the ball of earth

which in any case must be shaken off to

inspect and trim the roots,there can be no

doubt as to the advantage of that method

from every point of view. Of course the

tree ought to be staked,the more so that

the long roots, mainly useful for anchor-

ing it in the gro'und have been removed;

but every transplanted tree ought, in any

case, to be staked or secured against the

action of the wind in some other way as

laying istones around the foot of the tree.

Ajs for care after planting and especially

pruning, so draportanlt where trees grow

in the open, of course it isi wise not to

wait until they are very large before cut-

ting off the branches which ought to be

removed, but whatever their size they

must be cut off quite close to the stems

of the tree, using a chisel or gauge when

the saw cannot be worked handily, so as

to allow the new bark to cover the wound

as scon as possible. If from fear^of mak-

ing too large a wound, or from careless-

ness and to avoid trouble part of the

branch is left sticking out of the trunk,

as we see in sio many cases, the new bark

wUl never be able to cover the stump so

left, before that stump begins to rot un-

der the influence of the weather, and as

its starting point is inside the trunk, it

will carry down decay to the very heart

of the tree and kdl it. The writer has

prepared a series of phottographs repre-

senting the result of close pruning and the

different stages of gradual healing, until

the wound is completely covered by the

new bark, and cross secfcion.s show that the

wound has been covered over in time to

leave the wood in a healthy condition.

On the other side a collection of photos

of bad pruning, wbere stumps are left ex-

posed to the weather, show clearly bow
they begin to decay, atid how that de-

cay gradually works its way to the very

heart of the itree and kills it.

Forestry Meeting in Vancouver.

The new Lieutenant-Governor of British

Columbia is evidently showing his inter-

est in forestry work by calling the atten-

tion of the people of that Province to the

necessity for a proper study of their tim-

ber resources, as his was the principal ad-

dress at a forestry meeting held at Van-
'

couver on the 8th August last.

The chair was taken by Mr. H. Bostock,

M.P., who is vice-president for British Co-

lumbia of the Canadian Forestry Assod-

atdon. Mr. Bosbock stated that he consid-

ered it to be a fortunate thing for the

forestry- interests of the Province that Sir

Henri Joly de Lotbiniere was there as

l.aeutenant-Giovemor and that the most

should be made of his presence to arouse

an interest in forestry. Mr. Bostock then

called upon Sir Henri to address the meet-

ing.

After alluding to the comprehensive na

ture of his subject, the Lieutenant-Govern-

or said that it was true in British Colum-

bia as in other parts of Canada with re

speot to the foresits that what cost nothing

to acquire was not highly valued. In Ger

many, France and India, the worth of the

forests was fully understood, and great;

pains were taken to create new forests anc

to preserve those already in existence

Providence had dome so much for Canadt

in this way that Canadians forgot to show

theriir gratitude by taking care of the gift

The forests were wasted and neglected

They were handed over to speculators t<

be ruined for private profit.

The most important use of the fores

was that least understood. In the past

wood had been the chief material employ

ed in the construction of ships, but nov

iron had been substituted. At present i

was used for building houses and construct

ing furniture, and lately altogether ne\

uses had been discovered among whici

might be mentioned the manufacture c

paper. But for all of these, other substan

ces oould be substituted if the supply o

vraod should completely fad. There wa

one use of the forest, however, for whicl

no substitute could be found, a use tha

was often altogether overlooked, and a

best imperfectly understood. Upon th

foi-ests depended the health, prosperity an.

agricultural success of the commuaitj

Travelers dn Italy, Spain and the Hoi,

Land, where forests had once abounde'

which had made those countries gardem

had all lamented the effects that had fo:

lowed the deplorable destruction of th

forests, and so well was the cause of th

evils which had been incurred, understood

that Italy, like Germany and France, wa

now doing its best to plant trees in thos

regions which had been denuded of them



iind in ftoaisequeuoe had lost the fertdlity

l)f their soil.

The purpose of the Canadian Association

vas to protedt existing forests, and create

lew ones wherever wanted. In other coun-

ri<?s less fortunate than Canada, they

lad to begin by creating and building up

crests, but here the forests were already

n existence, and the first efforts were, and

hould be, to protect them.

I'rotection was also required against

vaste, extravagance and speculation. Mea-

ures should be taken which would prevent

he forests falling into the hands of spec-

ilators not directly interested. The only

nen entitled to hold timber rights were

hose who built and ran mills. The

Mtish Columbia method seemed to be the

arae as that previously in vogue in the

as'tem provinces, where the rigniis were

\o\, sold by auction or tender. That sys-

eni in the east had led to grave abuse. He
Lnew of one instance in which hundreds

if miles of timber lands had been given

o a dry goods merchant who did not know
>n(; end of a log from the other, as a re-

vard for political support. Now the 1dm-

ts were put up at auction, and the gov

mment revenues were greatly increased

hereby. Only those who were directly

nterested took up the limits, and that pre-

ented too many people rushing in. In

iritish Columbia it would be found that

-he time would soon come when licenses

vould have to be granted on a different

mrnciple.

People sometimes said that dt was no

ise planting trees as they could never en-

oy the results of their labors themselves,

ind did not quite see the value of working

or posterity. For himself he had derived

)leaisure from the planting of trees from

he moment the seed was placed in the soil,

ie had had to take a ladder to cut the

>ninches of trees, for the first shoot of

ivhich he had gone down on his knees to

;earch among the grass and weeds. The

•eward was there for every man whj un-

lertook the work.

Mr. J. R. Anderaon, Deputy Minister of

\griculture, said that he had been a,sked

)y the Government to read a paper, but

n view of the exhaustive manner in which

ihe lieutenant-governor had dealt with the

lubject he would content himself with a

lew references to forestry as it affected

liritish Columbia. Undoubtedly the great-

!'9t enemy of the forest was fire, and he

[bought the Bush Fire Act could do with

!ertain amendments. At present it was po>'

!-ible to fine a man who started a fire,

)ut if he had not the money he did not

)ay the fine and got off scot free, as there

vas no power under the Act to commit

lim to jail. With respect to the loss of

fvater .supply where the forests had been

jlestroyed, one need go no further than

\he mouth or the inlelt for example. With-

in his own memory streams had complete-
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ly disappeared that were bo be found be-
fore the trees on the aide hills were cut
down. He had great sympathy with the
farmer who was directly encouraged to
waste his timber by the royalty restric-

tions.

A general discussion followed in which
Messrs. Wilson, Ross, McQueen, Palmer,

Philip and Cunningham took part; after

which it was decided that a branch of

the Canadian Forestry Association be form-

ed and that those who enrolled themselves

should form on interim committee. Mr.

Bostock waa named as convener of the

next meeting; Col. Warren, treasurer, and

Mr. Keith, secretary.

In the June number of the "Forester"

Mr. Henry S. Graves gives the result of

gome observations of the damage to timber

caused by acid fumes from the roasting

sheds of copper mines lin Tennessee. The
w'hite pine ?eems to be the most sensntive,

trees of this si>ecies having been found kill-

ed at a distance of seven miles from the

sheds. A confirmation of this conclusiior

is furnished by the state of affairs which

can be noticed at Hog's Back, on the Rl-

deau River, about five miles from the city

of Ottawa. At this place, on both sides

of the river, are small groves of white

pines which have furnished shade to many
campdng parties from the city and have

added beauty to one of the prettiest soots

along the river. On the west side of the

canal, however, which runs at a distances

of about a hundred yards from the rivet,

there are ivm brickyards and the effect

of the smoke from the kilns is plainly vis-

ible in the yellowing pine trees in the vi-

cinity, particularly in the direction of the

prevailing winds. The effect is seen across

the canal and river both for a distance of

about a quar'ter of a mile, and what were

once picturesque groves of iiine trees are

now but fading masses.disfiguring the land-

scape and throwing out a dying banner of

distress for their waning beauty and

usefulness. The observation of persons in

the neighborhood is that the smoke frjm

the kilns is the causie of the destruction of

the tree, and there does not appear to be

any other adequate reason. The appearance

of the trees confirms this conclusion, as

pine trees at a little distance from the

kilns and away from the direction of the

prevailing winds are quite fresh and vig'

orous in the same kind of soil, while the

twngs of the affected trees were

also quite green, the dying-down

process commencing from the ends of the

needles and working inward. The trees

occurring in connecti/)n with the pine are

elm, hard maple, cedar, large toothed pop-

lar, and oithers, but none but the pines

appear to have been affected, with the ex-

ception of two hard maple trees which

are across the canal from the kilns and

sh^ow signs of injury on the side nearest

to the smoke.

The establishment of a school of fores-
try at Yale has resulted in tlie withdrawal
oi two of the members of the staff of the
forestry Division of the United States.
Mr. Henry S. Graves, who was superin-

tendent of working plans for the division,
and under whose active management the
co-operative scheme of organization has
been extended to fifty million acres of for-
est lands in the United States, has now^n appointed Professor of Forestry at
i^ale, and we take this opportunity of
congratulating him on the appointment and
wishing him every success in his new po-
sition. We do so very heartily as Pro-
fessor Graves has been particularly kind
in giving all possible assistance in response
to any request made to him from Canada.
Mr. Overton W. Price will take the place
vacated by Professor Graves.
Mr. J. W. Touwmey, who ,has liad charge

of the section of tree-planting which has
been of so much assistance to the farmers
in the West, has been appointed Assistant
Professor.

The United States Divisdon of Forestry
is instituting an inquiry into the effect of
permitting grazing in the national forest

reserves. The general opinion has been
thalt the grazing of cattle and sheep among
timber had an injurious effect, but the
question has been so much agitated and
become such an important one that it has
been determined to make a thorough inves-
tigation of the whole problem with the
object of ascertaining exactly what the
faets are. With this object in view in-

structions have been sent to the Agents of
the Division bo give this ques'tion special
attention, and the necessity of approach-
ing it without prejudice and of obtaining
all possible information before coming bo
any decision is particularly impressed. A
number of lines of investigation are sug-

gested, such as the effect of grazing on
young growth, on roots of trees, on soil,

on run-off of water and on fire. Infor-

mation is also isought as to the extent cff

the practice of grazing in forces, the ab-

solute and relative importance of the in-

dustry in the different localities and the
regulations which might be established bo

control it. The material gathered as a

result of this investigation should be a

very important contribution towards the

decision of this vexed question and it is one

the solution of which will be of syjecial

interest to the grazing districts of Canada.

The Division of Forestry for the Un-
ited States has issued a bulletin of the re-

sults of the co-operative tree planting plan

lately inaugurated, and, although the plan

has been in operation less than a year,

the results are considered satisfactory and

the work is rapidly expanding. Under this

arrangement an expert tree planter is sent

by the Division to the farm of the appli-
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oant—a meetdng of the neighboring

farmers being called if possible

—

and he examines the land, keep-

ing in view mainly the elevation, the po-

sition of the farm buildings and orchards,

the local soil and moisture conditions and

th« purposes of the plantation. From the

informatrion obtained by this visit planting

plans axe made and sent to the owner.

These plans include a carefully prepared

map of the whole or part of the farm,

having the proposed plantings shown upon

it. The instruotions therewith state the

way to plant, and the number of each spe-

cies. When mixed plantations are requir-

ed the instructions show how these mix-

tures are to be made. Inforination is also

included in regard to the growth of seed-

lings, the care of nursery stock and the

preparation of the soil.

ApplicatttOins have been received from

nearly every State in the Union for as-

sistance in laying out plantatioms, but more

than ninety per cent, have come from the

treeless regions of Texas, Oklahoma, Kan-

sas, Nebraska, and the Dakotas. A few

samples are given of plans which have been

arranged, which show very clearly the

way in which the work is done. The com-

pleteness of these plans arouses some feel-

ings of envy that our Northwest settlers

cannot have the very great advantages in

this respect that our neighbors across the

line enjoy.

We have just receiived the Export ISl um-

ber of the "Canada Lumberman," which is

full of very inlteresting information in re-

gard to the timber trade of Canada, and

also the possibilities for its expanisdon in

foreign countries. The number is got up

in a very attractive style and has a partic-

ularly neat cover on which is a scene d'-

pdcting the loading of timber on ocean p-

ing vessels.

We may refer more at length to this is-

sue at a later date, but for the present

content ourselves Tvith expressing our

best wishes to the "Lumberman" for its

continued success in its very important

work of furthering the interests of the

lumber industry of Canada.

• « •

We have added another name to the

li^t of life members of the Canadian For-

estry Association, that of Mr. W. F. Coch-

rane, manager of the Cochrane Ranching
Company, of Calgary, Alberta. This shows
the increasing interest which is being tak-

en in the Aissocdation.

Bush Fires.

Bush fires have been raging along the

line of the Canadian Pacific Railway east

of Chapleau, 700 miles from Ottawa.

Other bush fires near Lac Poulin occur-

red. Few homes were destroyed, but im-

mense damage to timber lands resulted.
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WUliam Magarch, the Crown Lands

Agent at Rat Portage, in a letter to the

Crown Lands Department, says that the

forest fires which occurred in May in the

Rainy River country are the worst in his

memory. Millions of dollars' worth of

timber has been destroyed. As soon as the

fire began to spread Mr. Magarch appoint-

ed additional fire rangers and the lumber-

men did likewise.

Forest fires have been doing a great deal

wf damage in different parts of New Bruns-

wick. Fires started back of South Bay

the country. In other words, the export-

1

ation of tanbark cut upon the lands men-
tioned is prohibited. In taJcing this step

the Government has adopted the policy

urged upon them by the tanners of On-

tario. These gentlemen waited upon the

Provincial Cabinet some time ago and

pressed for some measure that would re-

strict the shipment of tanbark from On-

tario. They stated that the supply in the

United States was limited compared with

that in Ontario, and American tanners

'

were suppljang themselves from this Pro-

Lac des Isles, Lievre River, Que.

and worked a way through to Spruce

Lake, seven miles from St. John, burning

many miles of valuable timber.

Extensive forest fires are reported occur-

ring near the St. Maurice River on the

Eastern side between, Mikenak and the

Vlattawin River.

The fire record as shown by the notes

in a previous issue is a very serious one

and the immense loss of timber and other

property and the danger to Ufe itself which
have been occasioned make the matter one

of the utmost importance. It is hoped
that all readers of Rod and Gun will use

every possible means of urging the neces'

^ity for care in the handling of fire in the

woods. The losses from the fire in the

Rainy River District will be tremendous

as the forests there are in one of the best

lumbering districts.

The Ontario Government has passed a.i

Order-in-Council requiring tanbark cut on
Crown lands in Ontario to be consumed in

vince and conserving their own resources.

The run upon Ontario bark was therefore

so great that it would exhaust the material

in a short space of time unless a stop were

put to the drain. Canadian tanbark, it is

argued, is superior to the raw material

used by tanners in any other part of the

world, and if preserved for the use of the,

manufacturers of this country will enable

them to turn out more finished products.

The present Order-in-Council went mto ef-

fect on May 1st, but does not affect tan-

bark on the lands of settlers.

The usual methods of obtaining tanbark
are so wasteful that any eti'ort to check
the waste should be heartily approved, in

general the bark is stripped from the tree.

which is left to rot on the ground, useless

itself, and in case of fire, a menace to

standing timber.
Recent Ontario legislation reads: Sec-

tion 3, of The Forests Reserves Act is re-

pealed, and the following substituted there-

for:

From and after the date of such pro-

clamation no lands within the boundaries

of such reserves shall be located, sold,

leased or otherwise disposed of, for pur-
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l>oses of agricultural settlement, and, ex-
cept under regulations to be established

py the Lieutenant-Governor-in-Council, no
»ei'son shall use or occupy any such lands,
prospect for minerals, conduct mining
tperations, hunt, fish, shoot, trap, spear
Lr carry or use flrearms or explosives -with-

n or upon such reserves.

New sections were also inserted for the
[nore effectual prevention or suppression
Itf fires on Crown lands, and providing for
.he appointment of rangers for lands not
[mder timber license, and in certain cir-

;unistances for lands under license.
« * «

Attempts axe being made in California
,0 have the Government make a forest
[«5erve of the Big Basin redwoods in Ban
'Mateo and Santa Cruz counties. Other-

it seems quite certain these giant
will be cut by lumber companies.
New York Forest Preserve Board

lu-chased 4,400 acres of timber land
-oiig Lake in the Adirondacks, includ-
;<>und Pond. The prices paid ranged

1 ,,, $1 to $1.65 per acre.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Two of the Lovely Bluffs at Ottawa

Ruined.

N.>. 1.— KockcliftV.
Twelve months ago the south shore of

iIk' Ottawa Riv^er, in the neighborhood of
' ' ( »ttawa Oanoe Club House and "Rock-

." was one of the pretty sights of tou-
and residents of the CanatEan capital.

(lay it ii.% a depleted, torn, tattered
<liaggy bit of shrub wood. Twelve
hs ago the beautiful cliitt of rock

,
,,.,^ oLwered with a dense vegetation from
lilt' bottom to the top, lending peculiar en-
cliaiitment to the eye of the lover of Na-
tiii-i>. Trees have been cut, vegetation de-
-1 roved and laid waste.
W lio on e<u"th can be responsible for

-u; h an act? The natural consequence
will be that after rain storms, moss, rock
lid shrub, earth, mud and loam will be
iriiled down the bluff and in a few
M'ar-i the name "Rockcliffe" will, n odoubt,
(diivey bo passers-by the full significance
o" its origin, but will never recall the beau-
tifully rounded and green bluff* of 1899
and previous years, when JNature had
adorned it -with luxuriant vegetation.
Those who cut down the trees ought to

be made plant new ones as soon as possi-

ble, and yet, in the attempt to atone for
the great mischiet done to the forest

g]X)TVtli at "Roekcliffe" during the last few
months, how long will it ta!ke to restore
tlie bye-gone beauteous appearance!

No 2.—Nepean Point.
Railways are, no doubt, great convenien-

ces, but should not necessarily be the rea-

son for destruction of all that is beautiful
or pretty.

I will agree that the building of an In-

t<a"provincial Bridge at the point selected

I will be of great advantage and comveni-

;
ence to commercial interest's of Ottawa and

j

Hull. Nepean Point—once an object of

! Bome beauty in its wdd and natural esn-

i
dition, has become a hideous ]ule of rubble,

I
and assumed the appearance of a quarry,

I which it is likely to retain and assume
.indefinitely, unless some remedy be applied.

I would respectfully suggest that the
proper authorities interested in the mat-

j

ter will see to it thaJt earth is dumped
over those bare blocks of stone heaped up

)
from the river to the high level of the

I
track and Virginia creepers planted so
as to restore the pleasant expression which
that part of the Ottawa River once pre'
sented. Yours truly,

Arborum Amicus.

»F=^^
AT THE KENNELS

Conducted by D. Taylor

Toronto Dog Show.

THE twelfth annual bench show of

dogs in connection with Toronto's

Industrial Fair, was held Sep-

tember 3rd to 6th inclusive.

As far as entries went the show
was a record one, and if the quality in

siome of the classes was not all that could

be desired, still there was an entire ab-

sence of inferior stock, and in many of the

breeds the specimen® shown were decidedly

above the average. This was especially the

case in St. Bernards, grey hounds, fox

hounds and other sporting dogs, also Irish

and fox terriers and cocker spaniels. The
show of collies was somewhat disappoint-

ing, with one or two exceptions those

brought into the ring being undersized,

lacking in ooat and general appearance.

In the open class for dogs Mr. J. T. Reeve

was easily first and second with Woodman-
steme Conrad and Woodman Laddie, the

latter just missing first place through being

rather poor in flesh. In, Woodman Laddie,

Mr. Reeve has a fine young dog that

Avould be a credit to any kennel. Among
Montreal prize winners we notice the

names of F. and A. Stuart, in St. Ber-

nards; Coulson and Ward, in Irish setters;

Motherwell and Roy, in collies and Scotch

terriers; Longueuil Cocker Kennels (Mr.

Webber) in cocker spaniels; Newmarket
Kennels, in buU terriers; Mr. Geo. Caver-

hill, in Skye terriers; Mr. Jos. A. Laurin,

in Airedale terriers, and others. The
gentlemen who did the guessing seemed to

give satisfaction, although in one or two
instances the all-round judge's decision

was sharply criticized. The judges were
C. H. Mason, New York; G. Muss-Arnolt,

Tuckahoe, N.Y.; Major J. M. Taylor,

Rutherford, N.J.; James Lindsay, Mont-
real. Mr. W. P. Fraser who acted as sec-

retary and superintendent, had his hands
full, but succeeded admirably. The at-

tendance of the general public on all four

days was all that could be desired.

Everyone interested in canine matters

wiU regret to learn of an unfortunate ac-

cident which happened to the well-known

collie. Laurel Laddie, the other day, at his

home in Peterborough. It appears that

Mr. McAllister's kennel man was showing

the dogs under his charge to a gentleman

from Montreal, when they ran barking at

an approaching railway train, with the re-

sult that laurel Laddie returned minus

one of his legs. He was enttered for the

Toronto show, but this unfortunate circum-

stance, of course, prevented his appearance

in the ring there, and indeed will put an
effeotual stop to Ihs career as a show dog,

although we hope that it will not put an
end to his usefulness as a stud dog. Mr.
McAllister has the sympathy of all dog
lovers.

Mr. Wm. Virtue, of Aylmer Street, has

lately added to his kennel a nice tri-oolored

collie bitch puppy with the hall mark of

good breeding, being descended in a direct

line froili champions whose progeny are

winning at every show in the Old Country
to-day. This puppy shows great promise

at the present time, and his owner is jus-

tified in his opinion that she will be "in

the money" at the spring shows.

Mr. Jos. A. Laurin, the well-known

Airedale terrier fancier, has made a very

handsome offer for a dog that is held in

England to be amongst the best of the

breed.

The handsome eoUie, Callendar Bruce,

won first money goth at Winnijieg and

Brandon, at the latter place securing also

the C. K. C. medal for best in show.

Mr. Chas. Thomson, St. Catherine Street,

lately sold a very fine wire-haired fox ter-

rier bitch to Mr. Geo. H. Gooderham, Nor-

folk Kennels, Toronto, for a good figure.
* * *

Mr. Wm. Borden, of St. Anne's, Que.,

lately imported a fine specimen of the old-

time bearded collie from Scotland. The
youngster looked exceedingly well after his

journey and we have no doubt he will

grow up' a credit to his "forbears" under

the benign influence of Canadian skies.
* *• «

The Derby of the international field

trials, held at Chatham, Ont., for setters

and pointer puppies whelped after Janu-

ary 1, 1899, closed with 15 nominations, 12

English setters and three pointers. The
trials will again be held in the vicinity of

Mitchell's Bay, beginning on Tuesday,

Nov. 13th. The Derby will be followed by
the all-aged stakes, open to all pointers

and setters irrespective of former win-

nings, entries for which close on Nov. 1.

At a recent meeting of the executive com-

mittee the following were invited to act

as judges: Dr. Trotter, Forest; J. S. Arm-

strong, Detroit, and A. Harringibon, Lea-

mington.
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The North-American Field Trial Club

will hold its second annual trials at St.

Joachim, Ont., an Novemiber 13th, 1900.—

R. M. Morton, secretary, "Windsor, Ont.

Mnglas, the champion Irish setter of

America, died recently at Kildare Ken-

nels, Pa. Finglas was nine years old, and

the most successful Irish setter sire, field

trial and bench shiow winner combined, of

his day. He was imported direct from the

kennels of the Rev. Robert O'Callaghan,

R.N., of England, the foremost and most

successful Irish setter breeder of Europe,

and was pronounced by him to be the be^
dog of his breed ever sent to America from

his kennels. Finglas has a long string of

first prizes and special® to his credit from
American bench shows. He entered the

challenge class in itwenty-two days from

the first time he was exhibited at an A.

K. 0. show. As a 'sire of bench show and

field trial winners, Ch. Finglas has proven

himself the peer of any Irish setter that

has lived. He was a grand specimen and

a shining light in dogdom. May his soul

go marching on.
* • •

We feel sure all dog owners will wel-

come the eifort that is being made by Pro-

fessor Macfayden, of England, director of

the Jenner Institute, assisted by Mr. A. J.

SeweU, to discover an antidote to that

great kennel scourge, distemper, and will

watch the progr&ss of their experiments

with the keenest interest. Such an im-

portant undertaking could not well have

been entrusted to two more capable ex-

perts in canine pathology than these two

very distinguished veterinarians, the one

representing the theoretical and the other

the practical branch of the profession. If

their efforts should perchance be crowned

with success, which it is to be fervently

hoped will be the case, they will have con-

ferred one of the greatest boons to the

poor dog ever known, and earned for them-

selves immortality in their profession.

The death is recorded of Mr. Alexander

Grant, at the ripe old age of eighty years.

He was a celebrated greyhound trainer,

and acted for many years as trainer to the

Elarl of Haddington, when his lordship

was perhaps the leading figure in the cours-

ing world. Mr. Grant trained hounds that

worn all the leading prizes of the day, in-

cluding the Waterloo Oup.

In Germany, during the year 1898, the

number of rabid dogs killed amounted to

904, and 2,774 were desitroyed as suspected.

In one parish where the disease was wide-

spread the authorities slaughtered every

doff.
» * »

lit should be remembered that real rabies

is an extremely rare disease, and the more
natural you keep the existence of the dog
the less likely is the disease to occur. In

ninety-nine cases out of a hundred the

supposed mad dog is merely suffering from

a fit, mostly epilepsy, which to the uniniti-

ated has all the resemblance of rabies, the

foaming at the mouth being considered in

most cases conclusive, whereas a really

rabid dog cannot and does not foam at the

mouth, the peculiarly viscous and glutinous

secretion which is the outcome of the true

disease gluing his jaws together, but emit-

ting no foam. Rabies, again, is a plant of

slow growth, coming insidiously upon a dog

by degrees as he Kes at home, where (if

peat moss dust can be placed over the

boards and all will be perfectly warm and

comfortable, whereas if they are left to

play about on the bare bricks they are

almost certain to develop this form of leg

weakness. When puppies have been so

brought up and the leg weakness has ap-

peared they will need to have the legs well

nibbed with liniment, and there is nothing

much better than a little hartshorn and

oil with some turpentine. This should be

well rubbed into the weakly limbs at least

twice a day, and, if a;t all possible, it is a

Longueuil Cocker Kennels.

anywhere) , the muzzle should be applied

to animals appearing dull, out of sorts, and

inclined to sulk in comers, but never tak-

ing him. as is oommonly imagined, sudden-

ly in the sitreet. Indeed, I do not believe

that any really rabid dog has ever been

found with a muzzle on, as the tendency

to bolt and wander wildly is one of the

final symptoms of the disease, and when
the fit is on him out he goes without wait-

ing to be muzzled, nor, indeed, if by any

chance the muzzle were on would it stay

there, for the dog, when rabid, is insen-

sible to pain, and he would tear it off

against some projection even if half his

jaw went also! Therefore, I maintain

that the muzzle Is totally ineffective as a

preventative of rabies!—R. J. L. Price.

No greater mistake can be made than to

attempt to rear puppies on a floor of

bricks. A brick floor should always be

covered over by boards, then sawdust or

good plan to extemporize some form o

splint or bandage by means of which th(

limb can be bound up into its proper posa

tion and be maintained there until sucl

time as the bone has grown stronger. Si

that really three things are necessary t<

properly deal with a case of weakness o:.

the legs—^i.e., suitable food containing ;;

proper, percentage of bone-forming sub

stance; a stimulaiting liniment to proraoti

circulation and keep the limb healthy; and

lastly, a dose oncie or twice a day of cO'

liver oil with hypophosphites. In thi

way we can usually depend upon getting

weak-legged puppy made into a strong am

healthy one.—Scottish Fanciers' Review.
• - » •

Over-grown claws are a source of muc

pain to dogs, as they are not usually nc

ticed until they have given rise to seriou

trouble. This is especially the case wit:

long-haired animals, which do not sh•o^

the claws so plainly as would a fox lerriei
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; is well-known that claw troubles are

;ry common amongst wild ammals. Di-

fctly the nail shows a tendency to grow

I a wrong direction or to grow over, it

ses the amount of wear which it would

;h<?rwise have had, and so in time the

ail begins to grow inwardly and causes

itense pain. The care of the claws is,

lei-efore, very necessary. The nails should

e liept cut if there is the slightest reason

)r doins so. Should one be found to have

one Avrong and to be causing pain it must

e cut short by degrees, care being taken

lOt to (touch the quick. A good lotion to

e used in cases of soreness or tenderness

f the claws can be made by dissolving a

ttle permanganate of potassium in tepid

rater. Hot fomentations with poppy-

eads sometimes are useful when there is

luch pain.—Our Dogs.
* • •

In Memory of a Dog.

ly trusty friend in lonely years
Thy little life is o'er,

Ind thou art laid in mother eaxth
Amid the city's roar.

watched thee weak and weaker grow.
And dim and glazed thine eye,
^nd though thou only wert ^ dog.
I wept to see thee die.

Vhile tending thee with loving hand
Thy latest glance was mine,
have found love in human hearts.
But not such love as thine.
Vnd oft at evening's social hour
I sit In solitude,

Vnd think on all thy blameless life.

So gentle and so good.

Another Dog they brought to me,
Of birth and lineage true,

3ut in my girief I failed to trace
ITie virtues found in you.
companion of my merry moods
And soother of my woes.

The only grieif thy life did cause
Was when that life did close.

jVnd mankind's cold and selfish creed
I

Denies when life shall end,
|V compensating future state

t'

For you my faithful friend,
iut when I reach the other shore.
And walk the golden street,

,

lay I 'mongst loved and lost ones find

I

You sitting at their feet.

I

« « «

The Dutchman to His Dog.

I
A Dutchman, addressing his dog said:

''My dog, you haf a schnap. You vas only
i dog, and I'm a man, but I viah I vas you.
Effery vay you haf the best of it. Ven you
i/ant to go mit der bed in, you shust durns
:-ound free times und lay down. Ven I
i?o mit der bed in, I haf to lock up the
place und vind up the clock und undress
•nme self, und mine vife wakes up und
i^chols me, und den the baby cries und I
;tiaf to vawk him up and down; then bym-
;3y when I shust get ta sleep it's time to
,'et oup again. Ven you get oup you
?tnitch yourself und scratch a couple of
times und you are oup. I haf to dress
wne self und light the fire, put on the
kittJe, scrap sjome mit my vife already, und
len maybe I gets some breakfast. You
Jlay round all day und haf plendy fun. I
haf to work hard all day und haf trouble.
jVen you die you shust lay still. Ven I
lie I haf to go to hell yet."

^^IP^i'^^^^i!::!!^/

Sarnia Gun Club.

ABOUT August 1st Mr. F. F. Pardee,

M.P.P. for West Lambton,
presented the Sarnia Gun Club
with a handsome cup upon the

following conditions : That the

cup be shot for in a 50 bird match. That
the necessary score to win the cup be

85 per cent., when the cup wiH then
become the property of the winner
for one year. Three successive holdings of

the cup will entitle the winner to perma-
nent ownership;

A shoot was held for the cup on Aug.
0th, when the highest score made wets that

of Mr. Frank Mitchell being only 82 per

cent. Consequently it was necessary to

shoot again, and on the 22nd this was done,

when Mr. C. E. Baker piled up a score of

90 per cent, and won the cup. In this last

shoot only four of the thirteen starters

shot to a finish. Following are the scores:

Name.

'

Totiil.

Yard 23

Westell.. 22

Mitchell 26

EUlison 24

Baker 23

Shaw 25

Tippett ... 22

Boyd ... 14

Hale. 18

Simpson ig

Warner , 21

McCann 23

Roach 22

Yard 40

Westell ... 38

Mitchell 41

Ellison ... 38

Baker 37
Shaw 34
Hale 34
Simpson 33
Mumey 32

McCann 34

Roach 39

Yard 20
Westell 17

Ellison 20

Baker : ... .... 27

Shaw . 14

Tippitt 13

Hales 26

Simpson 22

McCann .. 17

TumbuU 16

Hales . . 17

Harknes.': 16

Proctor 15

Roach 24

Beiker 45

Hales 42

Roach 39
Simjison 39

* * «

Dividing the Money.

Tournamient managers are recognizing

the fact that the lambs are pretty near

tired of being skinned by the professional

expert trap shot, and that in order to get

a fair attendance at their shoots some bet-

ter system of dividing the money must be
found than jthe stereotyped 40, 30, 20 and
10 per cent, class shooting which in active

operation meant 40 and 30 per cent, to the

professdonl and 20 and 10 per cent, for the

amateur. The manufacturers are appar-

enltly recognizing the fact also that an

amateur is not likely to have the warmest
feelings towards the powder or shell of a

maker whose paid agent is selfish enough

to spdil his day at the traps by taking

advantage of an unfair situation. Handi-

caping is the rule in live bird shooting,

but until recently no very great attempt

has been made to handicap at targets. We
notice that this is being done more fre-

quently of late, and apparently with good

results, the attendance of the average shot

being greatly increased.

The schemes devised to effect the result

are various and in many cases quite novel.

At the tournament held in July at Winni-

peg which by the way was one of the best

target shoots ever held' in Canada, the sys-

tem of handicapping adopted was that in-

troduced by the Audobon Club of Buffalo,

N. Y., with satisfactory results. Every
man shooting 85 per cent, or better paid

$3 extra each day, 75 to 85 per cent, men
paid $2, and 70 to 75 per cent. $1. This

fund was divided in this instance pro rata

among those amateurs who shot through

aU the general average events and failed to

land one of the prizes.

The Boston Shooting Association pre-

pared the programme of their recent tour-

nament ostensibly to encourjuge the attend-

ance of the average shooter. In a circular

they said: "We appreciate the fact that

large tournaments have been scarce iij

Massachusetts during the past five yeans.

We believe the reason is that amateurs

who shoot from 70 to 80 per cent, are un-

willing to compete in sweeps against ex-

perts who can break 90 per cent, or more,

and we recognize the correctness of the

amateurs' position." The programme was
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then arranged so that each alternate event

was open only bo amateurs whose records

as fixed by the managemenit was 80 per

cent, or less. The other events were open

to all, but with a distance handicap rang-

ing from 16 to 20 yards so that if the ama-

teur chose bo enter ithese events witli the

expert he would atill have an equal chance.

The result, in point of attendance, was a

grand success, and amply justified the

views of the association.

The American Field, alwajis a foremost

exponent of trap news and views, as an

experimenit would Uke to see some good-

eized enterprising gun club hold a tourna-

memt on the following lines: Open to all;

no added money; targets thrown at one

cent each; manufactureiis agents required

to shioot at 20 yards rise, ama;teur experts

at 18 yards rise, and all others at 16 yairds

rise; purses divided on the Equitable or

Rose system. It sayis: "We beUeve a tour- ,

nament held under these conditions would

be so -novel and yet so fair to evtryone that

it would be largely attended and greatly

enjoyed; and while no one would make a

barrel of money, the club would make a

nice profit on its targets, the experts would

make gfood -vrageis, and those who could

shoot a reasonably good clip, would not

come out the losers. A tournament run on

these lines would place nearly everj-one on

an equality, and no one man or set of men

would have a cinch on the game."

Another scheme suggested of equaizing

the shooters wliich has at lea^t the merit

of simplicity is to divide the money equally

among bliose shooters who shooit up to a

certain per cent, in each event. For instance

if the limit is 80 per cent., a shooter must

break 8 out of 10 in a 10-bdrd event, to get

into the money, and all those who break

8, 9, or 10 divide the purse equally. This

combined with high average prizes might

be found to work satisfactorily in certain

cases.

There seems to be a very g-eneral inclina-

tion among shooters to taboo class shoot-

ing, and adopt either the Equitable or

Rose system, and we think those who have

had experience with both will commend

their good sense in doing so.

« * *

Branttoro i ournament.

The Brantford Gun Club held a very suc-

cessful blue rock tournament at the City

of Branltford on August 13 and 14. The

shooting was over a magautrap, and was

of a high order. Straight scores were made

by F. H. Conover, Leamington, who repre-

sented Dupont smokeless powder; West-

brook, Summerhayes, Montgomery and

Cutliflle, Brantford; H. CuU, Guelph; Way-
per, Hespler; Stevens, Simcoe. The Brant-

ford boys kept the honors of the shoot

pretty much at home, the high average for

both days being made by Mr. Montgomery

with a total score of 300 out of 325 shot at,

or .923 per cent. Mr. Conover, the crack

shot of Leamington, was close after, vrith

but one less, or 92 per cent.

The following is the complete score:

FIRST DAY.
Shot at. Broke.

H. D. Bates, Ridgetovra 165 128

Price. St. WiUiams. ....... 165 144

Conover, Leamington 165 152

Summerhays, Brantford.. .. 165 149

Wayper, Hespler 165 149

Reid, Dunnville. 165 121

Stevens, Dunnville 165 144

"Mud," Simcoe 165 112

Weatbrook, Brantford. ..... 165 139

Montgomery, Brantford.. • 165 153

CuthfiFe, Brantford 165 147

Cartier 30 20

Draisey, Gait.'. ........ 105 80

Mrs. Draisey, Gait 55 38

Birdsall, Hamilton 135 105

Wdson, Hamilton 135 113

Hunt, Hamilton.. 40 24

Brigger, Hamilton 135 . 110

Fletcher, Hamilton .. 45 32

Mitchell, Gait 15 9

Smith 45 31

"Marmalade" 135 86

Robins, Dunnville 120 82

Cline, Hamilton.. ...... 45 39

SECOND DAY.
Shot at. Broke.

Bates 160 118

Conover 160 147

Summerhayes 160 143

Price 160 132

Miontgomery 160 147

Westbrook 160 117

Wayper. 160 142

CMtliffe 160 130

Reid.. 145 106
H. Cud, Guelijii 95 71

E. Charles. 80 54

"Mud" 60 38

Gray, Gueiph .. 90 52

Mitchell, Gueipli 55 32

Newlands, Gait 35 26

Mrs. Draisey 30 25

Draisey 50 40

* * *

Leamington 1 ournament.

The second annual blue rock tournament
of the Leamington Gun Club was held Aug.
2nd and 3rd, and was largely patronized by
prominent trap shots of Western Ontario
and Michigan. The principal shooters pre-

sent were: F. H. Conover, representative

of Dupont Smokeless Powder; H. D. Bates,

Ridgebown, winner of the Grand Ameri-
can Handicap; G. W. Price, St. Williams;

W. E. Hall, Blenheim; W. A. Smith, J. T.

Miu'Cir, and A. G. Adams, Kingsville; A.
W. Reid, WalkerviUe; W. C. Donaldson,
Windsor; Frank Stotts, Pontiac, Mich.;

K. and D. Ferris, Harrow; besides many
local sportsmeji. Straiglit scores were

made by Messrs. Forest, Conover, Miner,

Bates and Price. The- longest oontinurous

run was made by Forest Conover, of 31

without a miss. He also made the highest

average in the professional class, and cer-

tainly demonstrated the good shooting

qualities of Dupont Stnokeless and Win-
cliester, "Yellow Rival" shells. J. T.

Miner and H. D. Bates tied for high aver-

age in the amateur class, and divided first

and second money, $14. Smith won third

prize, $3, and Reid fourth, $2. The sou-

venir spoon for longest run in the merchan-

dize event (20 birds) was won by Adams,

with 13 straight. The scores for high aver-

age, out of a possible 250 were: F. Conover,

219; Min^r, 210; Bates, 210; Smith, 2

Reid, 200; Price, 196; F. Wright, 169; John

Conover, 166.
:~. * :?

Toronto Traps,

The Brunsvrick Gun Club held their an-

nual blue rock shoot at Wells' Hill, Satur-

day, Aug. 18. The maitoh was keenly con-

tested all the way through. Cameron won

the championship of the club and the silver

medal. The scores were as follows: 25

birds each—Cameron, 20; Lawson, 19;

Cook, 19; Stewart, 17; Taylor, 17; Cock-

burn, 17; Cronk, 15; Rouse, 14; Speller, 12;

Hamilton, 10; Tanner, 9.

Sweep 1, 10 birds—Taylor, 10; Lawsoii, 9;

Cronk, 7; Tanner, 7; Wilson, 6.

Sweep 2, 10 birds^Cronk, 10; Taylor, 9;

Smith, 8; Johnston, 6; Wilson, 4.

Sweep 3, 15 birds—lannt-^r, 14; Stewart,

13; WOson, 10; Brown, 7; Johnstoai, 5.

« 4> «

Milbrook Rod and Gun Club.

A gun club has been organized at Mil-

brook, Ont., with the following officers:

John Dawson, president; Geo. Heathering-

ton, vice-president; Geo. Sootheran, secre-

tary; Chas. Leach, treasurer. The object?

of the club are the lawful pursuit of fish

and game in the disltrict, and to prevent

shooting and fishing out of season, and tli<

improvement of marksmanship. The clul

will offer a reward for evidence which wil

lead to the conviction of anyone illegallj

shooting or fishing.

* * *

Notes by E. E.

Dr. A. A. Webber, who made such a re

putation as a revolver shot, has shot hi

way to the fronit ranks of trap shooters ^

He has won the Dewar championahi] i

trophy twice in successdon, killing 49 ou

of 50 live birds.

The Laflin & Rand Powder Co. has issue

an. advertising device consisiting of a smi

mary of J. S. Fanning's numerous victorie

with Laflin & Rand smokeless powder. Th

covers are shaped like the outline of a shol

gun shell with centres cUt away bo shoi

the manner of loading. One cover reprc

duces the colors of th© U. M. C. Acme an

the other the Winchester Leader Shell

both these shells are used by Mr. Fanninj

The loads used by Mr. Fanning in inan

mate target and live bird sliooting ar

given.



Ansley H. Fox, of Balltimore, Md., has

been engaged by the Winchester Repeating

Anns Co., to represent its shotgun and

iiamunition. He gave an exhibition of

sliU July 31 at the meeting of the Pros-

pect Parli Shooting Association, of Balti-

111 nrp, that is not often equalled. During

aCtarnoon he shot at 300 asphalts

ling at 16 yards rise, and broke 295.

Rod and Gun in Canada

women to be outside as well as men, and
they do not know what they axe missing
when they stay cooped up in the house en-
joying themselves with a novel.

"It took some time for the public to get
accustomed to seeing women shoot. Until

a few years ago there was a narrow-mind-

edness prevalent that restricted a woman's
athletic amusements to croquet. This has

• 331

them only in strength, and few healthy

women have not the strength ito shoot with

a light gun.

"Would I reoommend shooting for wo-

men? Most certainly I would, because I

think there is nothing like it. The woman
who has shot clay pigeons does not know
the pleasure of sboottdng live birds. It is

not a desire to kill that makes this a plea-

His different runs were in order as given:

27. 42, 25, 59, 142. This is the largesit con-

secutive run ever recorded for any sports-

iman of Baltimore. Harry F. Ducker, of

ithe Baltimore Shooting Association, ap-

jppoaches Fox's run, for on the grounds of

the Standard Gun dub, of Baltimore, he
[once made a run of 122. Ducker is known
under his shooting name of DuPont.

' nie Oakley, the well-known shct,

I recently in Minneapolis, visiting her
triciid, Mrs. S. S. Johniston, also an expert
[shot, replied to the question of a Minne-
I'li^lis Times representative as follows:

\ny woman," says Annie Oakley, "who
- not throroughly enjoy tramping across

.the country on a clear frosty morning with
|a good gun and a pair of dogs, does not
know how to enjoy life. God intended

The King is Dead, Hurrah

!

been done away with, and many women
are beginning to see the pleasure that can

be got out of a gun. Another obstacle

to the universal use of the gun by woman
was her instinctive dread—which in the

great majoirilty of cases is bom and bred

in them. Woman as a rule is timid, and
as a gun suggests danger she is afraid of it.

They know nothing about it, and the first

time they pick up a shotgun they handle

it as if it were a broom,

"There are some women who are so timid

that they can never be taught to shoot, but

I believe that a large number of women
who now shudder when they see firearms

could, with a liititle training, be brought to

be good shots. There is no reason why
they should not. When the fear of the

gun has been overcome, man surpasses

sure, but something totally different. I

suppose it might be called the pleasure of

conscious superiority over that which is

shot at. Of course, if a bird is sitting, it

is not better sport than shooting into the

air. But to be able to stop the swift, er-

ratic flight, and to know that you are able

to do it, is sport indeed.

"How can a woman learn to shoot? Well,

that is a hard question to answer. I sup-

pose that it would be necessary to adopt

a different method of teaching^in each case.

The first two and most lasting principles

are never to pick up a gun without looking

to see if it is loaded, and then never under

any droumstances, loaded or unloaded, to

point it at any person. Having learned these

two rules so they cannot be forgotten, all

a woman has to do is to practice."
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The Queen's match at Bidey is in three

stages. The first Stage calls for seven shots

a* 200, 600, and 600 yards. At 200 yards

the firing is standing, at 500 kneeling, and

at 600 prone. This year is the first time

the English volunteers have shot standing

at 200 yards. Out of the two hundred and

fifty-four men who scored 90 and over in

the first st£^e, there were at 200 yards two

men who scored 34, twenty-five sooired 33,

forty-eight scored 32, itwenty-five scored 31,

forty-eight scored 30. Out of the first two

hundred and fifty-four prize winners but

ten scored less than centres in offhand

shooting with military rifles.

Of the winners of the first stage, out of a

passible 105, there were three scores of 100,

two of 99, three of 98, six of 97, twelve of

96. twenlty-four of 95, nineteen of 94, thirty-

two of 93, forty-one of 92, fifty-two of 91,

and sixty of 90.

The winner of the first prize. Private W.
T. Ward, First Devon, ranked fiftieth in

the first :^t£Lge of ithe match, scoring 30 at

200, 32 at 500, and 33 at 600 yards.

The second stage calls for ten sliots at

500 and fifteen at 600 yards, a possible of

125. Private Ward secured 116 points at

this sitage, which added to his fij-st stage

score made his aggregaite 211. There were

a number of competitors who equalled ami

exceeded this total.

The first 100 in the second stage are en-

titled to fire in the third stage, wnioh stage

calls fior ten shots at each 800, 900 and 1,000

yards. Pnvate Wai'd won hr»t prize on lixs

superior shooting at the third stage. He
scored 44, 45, and 41 i^espeatively at these

distances, making his grand aggr^ate 341

points out of a possible 38U points. This

victory brought him $1,250, given by tier

Majesty, the J^. K. A. gold medal, the

N. K. A. gold badge. The first prize in

this match has never but onoe been woa
twice by ithe some man. The fcecoiid prize

amounts to $300. There are six nundred
prizes in 'this match aggregating $12,iOU.

W'hdJe the Queen's match is tlie inObt im-

portant shot at Bisiey, it is but one of the
many uniK>rtant matches. But the Queen's
majtch is worth to England many times
what it costs. It tempts thousands of vol-

unteers to acquire great skill in riile firing,

and it makes known in the most complete
and satisfactory manrfer the capabihties of

the service rifle and ammunition.
The annual shoot of the JSherbrooke Gun

Club took place September 6th. At time
of going to press the results of the oompeiti-

tion had not been received.
•

In ithte BeBeville Forest and ,Stream
Club's rifle matches. Dr. P. G. Goldsmith
was first with 60. Dr. Goldsmith won a
Stevens ideal rifle, and alsa stands first in

the aggregate, with 353, winning Mr. E. G.
Porter's prize of $5. IVIr. W. J. Douglas
won iseoond in the aggregate, with 351, his

prize being a trousers pateem given by
Mr. J. H. Mills. Mr. S. W. Vermilyea,
with 350, won third in the aggregate, a
Fisher rapid adjusting rifle sight.

The Forest and Stream Club held a trap
shoot on Sept. 4th, results not yet re-

ceived.

A gun club has been organized in Camp-
bellford.

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY "^
Conductcd'by H. McBean Johnstone FN C^y Jj

What Constitutes Effect in Landscape

Photog/aphy.

IN
running over a batch of landscape

photographs, taken by one who
iays some claim to rank as an artist

in his own peculiar branch of

work, one is almost certain to

stumble upon as many "defects"
as "effects"—unless, indeed, the operator

really be a top-notcher. J^'or this there

should be no reason, for in these days of

photiographic literature galore, anyone who
aspires to perfection, and who possesses,

in at least a small degree, the artistic

temperament, can, by earnest study of the

i-ules of composition and lighting and a

close apphcation to the endeavor to apply

this learning, produce work at least one
hundred per cent, better than tliat which
Ls turned out at so much a yard by the

average amateur, assisted by the local pro-

fessional.

Perhaps all the photograms looked at

are sharp and clear in every detail, with

every object in the shadow standing out

far more clearly than it would ever have

been possible fior human eye to note it,

and yet one has an intuition that there

is something lacking, something which, if

present, would give toi the picture that

realism, that souifulneas, that it does not

now possess and finally it occurs to some-

one that it is just that superabundance of

fine detail, crowded together, that spoils

it and does away witli the breadth and

strength that is essential to make it rank

as something more than the mere me-

chanical produation of a camera.

The photographer who is content merely

to press the button and then turn his

work over to the neaTest gallery for de

veloping and printing, is not being spoken

to. He wouldn't understand. Imagine a

ten-penny grocery clerk who is content to

go out in the glare of a Sabbath after-

noon's sun and click his shutter half a

dozen times at his best girl, attempting

bo undeipstand anything about breadth or

strength in a photogram. It is the ama-

teur who desires to see photography rank

in its prosper positnon—as a fine art—that

is being addressed.

Then to start in to answer the question

at the head of this article: "What Cou-

stiltutes tmecti m Landscape PhOto

graphy?" it will be necessary to name

several things. In the first place, the

great aim must be simplicity. The finest

art is that where art by rule is not hinted

at, and when the story that the picture

has to tell is told in its simplest form,

with as few accessonies as possible.

Did you ever notice how an amateur of

four days' standing will get twelve good

•negatives from a dozen plates, and yet

Uiat same amaiteur at the end ot six

months will consider himself lucky if only

six of his dozen ai'e failures. The reason
for this lis that as his smattering of pho-
tography increases he hears of something
someone else has done, or sees a photo-
gram comeone else has taken, and at-

tempts bo produce something of his own
that will equal or surpass it—supremely
unconscious that he does not yet possess

the neeessai-y skill. Then he wonders why
he failed. Sooner or later he must learn

that if he would produce artistic results,

he must abandon any pet ideas he has

formed and study his subject from the

ground-floor up. All who have outgrown
the infantile stage of photography have

passed through the mistake of trying to

crowd a whole panorama into a four by

five plate, and thereby overstepping the

ettect sought. 15y all means let simpUcity

be the firsit aim.

Then, perhaps, the quality that gives

miost lastiing strenglth to our production is

breadth. ±5y this we not only mean

breadth as spoken of to give width to the

pictiu-e, but also to give depth, and, more

or less, a feeling of reality. Did you ever

se-e a photogram taken without the sun-

light casting its heavy black shadows, that

had the eft'eot of breadth? nor yet did

you ever see a picture that was all sun-

light, without any shadow, that conveyed •

this impression. JNo, and you never wiU.

Such photograms are invariably flat, dull,

and uninteresting, and, in nine cases aut

of iten, just where the interest is lacking

;

appears diffictdt to understand, in look
(

ing for the effect of breadth, always re-

memher the one little fact, that sunlight

Scattered throughout a photogram never

can convey the impression of anything

but patches of light, whereas if large

masses of light and shade be contrasted

in uneven quantities, an effect of sun-

shine, and consequently breadth and

strength, is the result. Look at the work

of any of the great landscape painters of

the world, and you will see how true this

is.

Now, one other thing that does away

with a grea!t deal of breadth, is the desue

bo crowd ithe plate with fine detail. It

is not intended here to advocate those



jluriy photograms produced by the "fuz'

Ideste," 'though in Ithem are often to be

found many good points. In them the

if the artist is to study general effec*
the best arrangement of mass that

convey the impression of great width

lepth, entirely unhampered by a mass
uisely interwoven detail. In the best

ns of this cdass, where the broad

~is of lighit and sliade axe cleverly

Msted, look at the picture at a few

listanoe and in almost every case you

kam a lesson, for it is in a picture

IS class tliat the strength of the coin-

on is most apparent and a strong

effect shown. And pictures of tliis

are almost always tioted for their

,'xlreme simplicity. Then dn the picture

that we aim to produce, our methods, in

order to secure the finest and most eifec-

tiA'e results, should be simplicity and
breadth, rather striving after a general

zrmd effect than an overwhelming mass
I fine detail. Let us suppose that we
ii\i' managed to get the precise result

We want, what next? Why mount it, ot

Now, this is the question that, while
11 l>arently simple and readily answered,
- .1 far greater sticking point than moi^t

11 aixine or believe.

How often is an o'therwise fine photo-

II i;u i?poiled, ruined, by an inoongruous
111. unit? I think the answer ought to be
II ninety out of a hundred cases the

II is that because manufacturers of

its turn out 4x5 mounts embossed in

iiu ways and of certain colors, ama-

teur* use them irrespective of whether
Lhey are suitable or not. To tell how
jacii photogram should be mounted would

be an impossibility, because of the many
difficult srtyles of effect that are looked

for, but it is possible to say that until

amateurs break aWay from the orthodox

ind conventional mount of the photo sup-

ply houses, and use their own good taste.

they can never make the best results of

their pictures.
:;: >if *

A Few Failures and Their Remedies.

The average person, reading over one of

the many good books of instructions that

ire publi-shed for the benefit of the ama-
teur photographer, would imagine that cill

>ossible causes of failure were pointed out;

3Uit let this same person attempt to help a
few hundred amateur photographers out

Df their difficulties through the medium of

1 "Query Oolumn," as I am doing, and
Lhey would find that quite a collection of

books would fail to give the desired infor-

n;iition. In justice to my clients, I can
*ay that in nearly all cases their "queries"
iiave been regarding matters that for them
to have found their own answers would
liave necessitated the possession of a much
larger photographic library than one could
jexpeot to find outside of a well-equipped
itamera club. That these books are val-

juable there is no doubt, but the possessor
jf one or two of them must bear in mind
that there are a few other mistakes that
I'.e can make besides those he fiaids men-
jtioned therein.
I The mo.=!t comion cause of trouble is from
jfog, caused by too much light during de-
velopment. The budding) amateur, as a
irule, equips himself with a cheap little

ilamp with small illuminating surface, in
;other words, a small sheet of ruby glass.
ji'Tiese lamps are safe enough if used -with
care, but the beginners do not understand
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just what care is necessary, and troubles
follow. His book of instructions tells liim
to judge development by holding the nega-
tive up to the light and looking through
it, and he does this, and does it_with a
vengeance; in fact, that is about all he
does in his impatience to see results, with
fogged negatives in aansequence, even
where they shoidd have been the clearest
desoribable. Sometimes this fog does not
prevent the production of fairly good
prints, but simply increases the time of
printing, but it is only in very rare cases
that fog in a negative is at all desirable,
and in a great many cases it is highly
detrimental to good results. If we ste'n

into a professional's dark room and watch
him work, we would hardly understand
where the difference lies, biit let us see.

Our professional is using a light that al-

lows him to see all over the room, per-
haps, but it is not the size of the light-

giving surface that does the harm. A
dark room lamp with an illuminating sur-

face of two square feet will .not fog a
plate any quicker than one with a surface
of two square inches. Again, you will

notice he is working with his tray from
two to four feet away from the light.

Do you know that the strength of the
lieht decreases as the -square of the dis-

tance? A light that -will not fog a plate

inside of fifteen minutes, at two feet dis-

tance, will fog the same plate in three
Feconds if held up to within an inch of

the lantern. When our professional friend

wishes to examine his negative he gives

it a plow sweep in front of the light, and
should he hold it there for a second or

two, it is only after the plate is well along
M^here he can see the image on the back
of the negative, when there is little danger
of fog.

We would advise all to throw away
their small, dirty, ill-smelling lamps and
use instead a good-sized box that they

can set a hand lamp inside of and fix the
front with some cleats to carry a couple
of sheets of ruby glass. Their dealer will

get them a couple of sheets about 10x14

from the platemaker with his next order

for plates. Thev are the same used in the

factory, and will cost about 50 cents each,

perhaps, but they are wor'th it. Of course

some method of allowing air to enter a/^.

the bottom and to escape at the top will

have to be devised, but it is not hard to

do. A short piece of pine, with an elbow
in it, can be got of a tinner if one does

not wish to risk a blaze by making it out

of paper tubing, and a. few holes bored
in the back near the bottom will allow

air to enter. A piece of cardboard bent
so as to cover the holes without touching
them will keep light from escaping, but,

should a little do so, it will not matter,
a« it is at the ba-ck of the box. All cracks
should have black or canary paper pasted
over them, and should the top of the
lamp chimney come too close to the top
of thf* box a piece! of tin shouM be tacked
in. One sheet of the ruby glass will or-

dinarilv suffice, but it is best to use both,
rarticularly when working with ortho-

chromatic plates.

Another cause of trouble is the want of

coincidence between the focus of the lens

and the focusing sc^le on hand cameras,
and between the ground glass and the

plate in that form of cameras in which a
ground glass is employed. In most eases,

and particularly in the cheaper lines of

cameras, the focus=nng scales are all the

same, and seem to be all placed in exactly

the isame nlae in the camera, while the

^en'-e" will be found to varv in focal

length nearly an inch in some cases. It

is not so often the fault of the photo-

grapher in failing to ei^imate the distance
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correctly as might be imagined. If you
have any trouble in this respect, carefully
measure the shortest disUince marked on
your scale from some object, place your
camera there and make an exposure, using
the largest stop. If this gives you a
sharp image of the object measured from
the scale is, no doubt, fairly correct, but
if not, your only recourse is your dealer,
unless you have a camera using ground
glass. In that case you can make a new
scale for yourself by focussing on objects
at different distances and marking the
position of the front each time. That is,
if your ground glass is in the right place.
To test this set up three large business
cards at such varying distances that,
while the middle one is in sharp focus,
the nearer card, as well as the more dis-
tant one, are alike a little out of focus.
Expose a pk'te using the largest opening,
and if the middle card is sharp, and the
other two out of focus to the .same extent
that they seemed to be on the ground
glass, you may consider the ground glass
fairly correctly placed. With a reversible
or removable back camera one can mea-
sure the distance between the ground
glass and a heavy ruler laid across the
inner surface of the back, by sliding a
wedge-shaped piece of wood between the
ruler and the glass, make a mark on the
wedge where the ruler stops it from going
further. Now, put a plate-holder contain-
ing a snoiled nlate or negative in place in
the back, withdraw the slide and measure
again; this time the distance between the
plate and the ruler, usina: the same piece
of wood, which should, if the ground glass
is right, slide under the ruler just enough
to brine the mark justt to the edge of the
ruler. If not, removing a thin slice of
wood or inserting a PJtrip of card behind
tne ground glass, as the case seems to re-
quire, will e-enerallv. if done with a little
care, put things right.

Another trouble, often unsuspec'ted for
some time, is a leak in the camera. Even
new cameras direct from the factory have
been known to leak light from some small
hole, perhaps from the point of a tack
where the bellows is fastened on to the
frdnt. A very small hole will suffice to
fog a plaJte if given time. It is the in-
chnation this form of trouble has to show
itself in isuch a spasmodic manner that
makes it hard to locate. To-day our nega-
tives are all right, but yesterday half of
them developed up badly fogged. We
blamed the developer, the plates, the hold-
ers, even thought perhaps our exposures
were too long, but the negatives came up
slowly, but after some minutes the fog
crept over all. The next one was all right
simply because we made the exposure im-
mediately we withdrew the slide and at
once returned it. The much-prized nega-
tive fogged because we waited a few min-
utes after removing the slide before mak-
mg the exposure, and in that way gave
our little hole a chance to do its' work.
Hunt this leak up and stick a piece of
black court plaster over it. Remove the
back of the camera, cap the lens, take the
camera out into the bright sunlight, and
by focussing cloth well collected around
the camera back and your head, examine
the interior for stray beams of light. Re-
move the cap and close the .shutter and
see if it allows any light to pass. Replace
the back, inser't an empty holder, with-
draw the slide and again examine the in-
side of the camera; this time from fie
front, removing the front board for the
purpose. G-et some one to stick one cor-

ner of a slide into the holder, observe the
effect, and vou will see how a great many
plates get light-struck by noit putting the
slide in straight at the s'tart.
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Rice, Lewis & Son, Limited.

RIFLES

WINCHESTER, SAVAGE,

MAUSER AND MARLIN.

Revolvers & Pistols

WEBLEY, COLTS, SMITH &
WESSON, MAUSER. ^ ^

SHOT GUNS
GREENER, REMINGTON,
CLABROUGH. * * *

AMMUNITION
"'n'o's'

Cor. King & Victoria Streets, TORONTO.
By not using a good, steady tripod when

making time exposures, and by using too
much iK>wer In operating the finger re-

lease of that form of hand cameras, we
cause a great many otherwise excellent
negatives to be defective through blurring
of the image. While a house could be
moved several inches during the exposure
and yet be fairly sharp, if the camera be
moved the thickness of a sheet of paper
during the same time, the resultant nega-

tive would show it quite plainly. Learn
to operate the trigger as a rifleman does
his. Press down firmly just far enough to
not quite release the spring and then
make the additional pressure required to
release it imperoeptably. It is hard to
do, but can be acquired. A person nat-
urally presses down hard, with an in-

.9ti.ncfcive feeling, perhaps, that they are
the more surely impressing the picture
upon the plate. I find myself doing the
same trick after trying for a good many
years to overcome the inclination. Of
course, with a tripod camera and bu^b
release, this does not matter so much,
but it Ls a bad habit.
Another source of trouble that is often

overlooked is a dirty lens. Try the ex-

periment of breathing on your lens when
cold, make an exnosure before the mois-
ture has entirely disappeared, and note the
result. A little dust will act in the same
manner. Follow the instruftions given
concerning the dusting out of your hold-
ers, but the dusting of the plates is not so
neces-sary. If you fear one has dust unon
it from lying face up in the box. hold It

perpendicular and give it a light tap on
the table. Bnishing a film is apt to create
electrical conditions that will cause th'»

dust to be drawn towards the plate and
held there. The real source of dust on
the plates is the creases in the bellows
and comers of the camera. Did you ever
notice the duf^t in motion in the path of
a ray of sunlight in a darkened room?
That is just what happens inside vour
camera, most narticularlv during a day's
shaking up. when the shutter is opened
or the cap removed. Want of space for-
bids the mention of a few other cause=5
of failure that I bad intended to notic,
but another time I may be allowed more
space to asrain prive them a few words.

—

Rv F. .1. Olute, Query Editor W. W. P. E.
Bulletin.

Anniversary Number.

The first anniversary number of "The
Young Photographer,"' of St. Albans, Yt.,
is to make its appearance next month, in
October. Oonfiiidering that it is less than
a vear old. this little ioumal, with its

suDscription price ot 5U cents, and its

exoellenit amateur photographic reading
mia,tt€!r, is a wonder, and bids fair to take

a high place in the world of phobo-art
literajture.

• • •

CORRESPONDENCE.
Correspondcaice should be iddressed to

Box 651, Sarnia.
George Williams— (1) There is always

most de'tdil in a picture when it is cor-
rectly developed and exposed. (2) Yes.
(3) Granulated aodjas are twice as strong
as crystals. (4) A weak negative with
clear shadows betokens underdevelopment.
X. Y. Z.—Do n»t make thick negatives;

thin ones are better, not too thin, but
just strong enough bo appear brilliant.

If a negative is too thin it is easily
strengthened. It is well if a thin nega-
tive is slightly yellow.
Light—Diffused light is light which does

not come directly, but is arrested and dif-

fused by some medium. Direct light is

by no means always desirable.
John Armstrong Gunm;—Halation is



MOOSE
HUNTING

IN
CANADA

The open seasons for moose in the

Canadian Provinces are as follows :

QUEBEC, Counties of Ottawa and Pon»

tiac (Kippewa and Tcmtskam»

ing: Districts)

:

October Jst to November 30th.

NEW BRUNSWICK :

September J 5th to December 3Jst.

ONTARIO :

November Jst to November 1 5th.

MANITOBA :

September J 6th to November 30th.

NORTH WEST TERRITORIES

:

November 2nd to December I4th.

BRITISH COLUMBIA :

September Jst to December 31 st.

All the moose lands are reached via

the Canadian Pacific Railway. Send for

copy of our Game Map, '^Fishing and

Shootingf," and other publications, to

General Passenger Department, C.P.R.,

Montreal, P.Q., and mention "Rod and

Gun in Canada.^'



For Sportsmen
All Sizes Supplied iH J* J*

J 33 KING ST.. EAST, TORONTO

W. Q. BLACK
MANUFACTURER

,,..^^^^J^%.,.
THE nUDSONS' BAY

^
' COMPANY

'^^^^^^^^7^^^''''

HAS HAD OVER 229 YEARS
EXPERIENCE IN PROVIDING
FOR HUNTERS

EVERYTHING NECESSARY CAN BE SUPPLIED, j* jib jH CIRCULAR
LETTERS OF CREDIT ISSUED ON ALL THE COMPANY'S INLAND
POSTS. ••«««««•••« FURTHER PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION TO

HUDSON^S BAY COMPANY, WINNIPEG.

TAXIDERMISTS

DuAoucHEL Bros.
CRAIG ST.

MONTREAL.
8®°Special attention

given to parties sending
orders by express direct.

Correspondence
solicited.

TheMODERNBAIT=SETGUN
FOR HUNTERS, TRAP-
PERS AND SPORTSMEN

The most improved gun just

recently patented. The Bait-

Set Gun is sure death to all

kinds of game every shot.

Every Gun guaranteed. Price

$2.50 each. Agents wanted
everywhere. Territory rights

for sale.

ADDRESS:

J. R. BOOTH,
SAULT ST. MARIE

ONTARIO
(

^^^^

Province of Quebec

Sportsman's Paradise
These rivers and lakes are all well stocked with salmon and trout, from
four to eight pounds, and with various other kinds of fish.

MOOSE, CARIBOU AND RED DEER.—Splendid shooting almost every-

where throughout the territory of the Province of Quebec, especially in

the Ottawa and Pontiac Districts, in Gaspesia and Beauce, the Metapedia
Valley, the Temiscamingue Region, the Eastern Townships, the North
of Montreal, the Kippewa and the Lake St. John District.

Game abounds in the Forests and on the Beaches.
Hunting territories from 10 to 400 square miles, at $1.00 per square mile

and upwards, can be leased, on which the lessee has the exclusive right

of hunting.

THE LAURENTIDES NATIONAL PARK alone contains hundreds of the

most picturesque lakes, teeming with fish, and plenty of moose, caribou

and bear ; black, silver and red fox, otter, martin, lynx, mink, flsher are

also abundant.

FEATHERED GAME.—Canadian goose, duck, woodcock, snipe, partridge

plover, etc., are in great number in almost every part of the province

HUNTING AND FISHING PERMITS can be obtained from the Depart-
ment of Lands, Forests and Fisheries and from the Game-wardens all

over the province.

Hunting Territories Can U. Uased by applying to

THE COMMISSIONER OF
LANDS, FORESTS AND FISHERIES, QUEBEC

TO LET

Riverst Lakes

and Hunting

Territories « «

Hunting permitst fee : $25.00.

Fishing permits, fee : $tO.OO.

THE HERALD JOB DEPARTMENT MONTREAL. P.Q
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mNCHESTER^
Kcpeating Kiries

For All Kinds of Shooting.

All Desirable Calibers and Weights

A FEW FAVORITES FOR HUNTING.
Model 1895. 30 Army caliber, weight 8 1-4 pounds.

Model 1894. 30 W. C. F. caliber, "Extra Light,"
weight 6 1-2 pounds.

Model 1894. 30 W. C. P. caliber, ••Take Down,"
weight 7 3-4 pounds.

Model 1 892. . 44 and 38 caliber, " Take Down," weight

' Extra^ Light," weight
7 pounds

Model 1886. 45-70 caliber,
7 pounds.

Shoot Winchester Ammunition. Made for all Kinds of Guns.

FREE.— Send Name and Address on Postal for 1S8-page Illustrated Catalogue,

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., - - NEW HAVEN, CONN.

no more Rust

on
All absolute preventive of
rust. An ideal cleaner.
.\ perfect lubricant.

For Bicycles,'Flre Arms, Type-
writers, Sewing Machines,
and all bright (or polished)
metals.

— ~*5' H Manufactured by

G. W.COLE CO.
Dept. B. 141 Broadway, New York City

Sample Bottle Sent for Canadian 2c Stamp

BRITISH AMERICAN HOTEL
WINDSOR, ONT.

LEADING HOTEL IN THE CITY.

SPECIAL RATES FOR TOURISTS.

T. W. MCKEE, PROPRIETOR.

HAMILTON POWDER CO.
HAS MANUFACTURED

SPORTING GUN POWDER
Since 1865, as a result you have

"CARIBOU" made from best materials, perfectly

put together. " DUCKING " hard pressed,
slow burning, keeps well under all conditions.
'- SNAP SHOT " high velocity, moist residium
Cheap. The powder for every day use.

ENGLISHMEN SAY
Powder can be bought in Canada as good as ever
put in a gun. It has a positive advantage over
home make, the dirt is soft.—J. J. W in London
Field.

AMERICANS SAY
The finer English or American Powder and Cana-
dian " Caribou," I am quite familiar with. They
give so little recoil that one may shoot all day
without bruised shoulder or headache.— Forest
and Stream.

CANADIANS ABROAD SAY
Can you send over some Trap? I don't mean to
flatter but it is ahead of anything we get here.

—

A. W. W., Batavia, N. Y.

The Balmoral Hotel
MONTREAL

Offers special inducements to Tourists and
Strangers visiting the city. Rooms large, airy
and comfortable. Fitted with all modern con-
veniences. Very central, being within easy dis-
tance of railway depots, steamer landings, <fcc.

A. ARCH. WELSH. Prop.

1 pc

ROSSIN is tlie most complete, the most
luxurious of modern Ontario hotels. The
rooms, single or en suite, are the most airy

and comfortable in the Dominion. The
Union Depot and Wharves but two mine
utes' walk.

A. & A. NELSON,
Toronto, Ont. Proprietors.
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LABATT'S

ALE m PORTER
IS THE BEST IN
THE MARKET.

CUT FLOWERS
Floral designs for all occasions

L.H.Goulet
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Special Rates to Club Members. J9J t St. Catherine Street, MONTREAL
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A needed bit of legislation in Quebec
Province is the passage of an act provid-

ug for a bounty on wolf scalps. The
igure should not be too low or the incen-

ive to destroy these deer killing pests

vould be insufficient for the purpose,

^robably ten dollars per head would be a
air price, and we believe Ontario offers

hat figure and has greatly decreased the
lumber of wolves, and correspondingly

ncreased the deer. An authority esti-

nates that on an average each wolf kills

me deer every ten days. Assuming for

.rgument's sake that the time is doubled
ind there are but two hundred wolves in

he province, the result would be 200x18
1=3,600 deer, an immense annual sacrifice

[vhich should be prevented. A large in-

brease in the Province's assets in deer
Ineans the undoubted increase in the
jiumber of hunters from the cities and
:
he United States.who would disburse con-
;;iderable money in the poorer sections of

jhe province. If Maine had a fair stock
)f wolves the influx of hunters and dol-

lars from other states would soon stop by
!"eason of exhaustion of deer supply.
\Iaine, with only 22,800 square miles of

^vildland (less than the county of Pontiac
n Quebec), was visited in 1899 by 9,300
ion-resident hunters, besides 6,000 resi-

dents employing guides, all of whom
killed 7,579 deer. The non-residents dis-

bursed probably $2,000,000 in the State.

These figures are suggestive.

What may prove a menace to our

forests, and therefore to our game, in the

not too distant future, is mentioned in a

recent number of "The Forester" in an
article by N. S. Shaler, of Harvard Uni-

versity. The effects of a visitation by
the gypsy moth, wherever its hordes of

ravenous caterpillers have appeared in

Massachusetts, has been most marked
and disastrous, and, unfortunately, the

ravages are not confined to any particular

kind of green, for when pressed for food

it readily resorts to conifers and "sweeps
a wood aseffectively asafire." Whether
the intense winter cold of the climate of

much of Canada will prevent this pest

gaining a serious foothold, or, whether

some enemy of the species may develop

so as to check it effectually, remains to

be seen. We shall watch with great

interest developments to the South which

have now been unfolding themselves, we
believe, for the past twenty years. We
commend the subject to the earnest at.

tention of the Canadian Forestry Associa-

tion.

<$>«>

How intimately associated with the

protection of game is the preservation of

the forests from every known kind of

widespread destruction. In parts of

some districts we visited last month,

where cultivation never should have

been attempted owing to the nature of

the soil, a few years since there was

considerable game and thick forest—to-

day the trees are not seen and the spaces

are waste. That land was intended by
nature to grow forest and shelter game.

Let us hope one of the aims of the Cana-

dian Forestry Association, viz, : to pre-

vent such attempts to destroy forest

unwisely, will soon have governmental
approval and that the danger of further
foolish tree cutting will be prevented.

An excellent opportunity for practice
in estimating distances in rifle shooting
is afforded by the Great Northern diver
or loon which is to be found on most of

our northern lakes. Not only is the
target not large, but at constantly vary-
ing distances, and each shot can be seen
striking the water, therefore enabling the
marksman at times to correct his aim.
The difficulty of killing a loon is suffi-

cient to cause the average shot a good
amount of practice, and there is practical-

ly no danger of your target flying away or
walking into bushes, for the loon walks
with difficulty and gets under weigh for

flight only seldom. A loon well mounted
is a specimen of taxidermy worth pre-

serving, hence, if the marksman makes a
bull's-eye and secures his trophy not too

seriously mangled, it is worth keeping.

As to the humane side of such practice,

the loon kills his fish victims daily and
lives thereby, and if the sport of loon

shooting be objectionable, we fear that

something equally evil will be found in

all shooting and fishing.

The economical side of camping appears

to be touched upon seldom. Irrespective

of its direct returns in improved health

and necessarily less call for doctor and

drugs, of itself an economy, the cost for

food is very small and transportation and

other charges are no greater than on

other outings. Fifty cents per capita per

diem enables the camper to have the

necessaries and a few of the luxuries of

the table, and any advance over that sum
means an expenditure for unnecessary

luxuries which the camper is better with-

out. It may be said that generally

speaking it is cheaper to camp than stay

at home.

I
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Among the Northern

By E. T. D. Chambers.

No map has ever been made showing the

number and location of the myriads of

lakes, large and small, that dot the vast

expanse of unexplored territory in the far

north of the Province of Quebec. There
is no exaggeration whatever in the state-

ment that in every important section of

this great northern country there are thou-

sands of well-stocked trout lakes whose
waters have never ibeen whipped by the

angler's flies, and upon which the eye of

the white man has never rested. Through
one such expanse of primeval sporting ter-

ritory it was my good luck to paddle and
portage ajid fish a few yeairs ago, accom-
panied by Lt.-Col. Andi-ew C. Haggard,
D.S.O., the author of a abtarming paper
that ran throug,h two recent numbers of

Rod and Gun.

The pilot of the party was John JVlinni-

goucbe, a fuU-bLooded Montagnais Indian,

who was to escort us through a port of the

country which he hunts in winter for the

Hudson Bay Company, and which was at

that time known to very few of the other

guides. Each of us liad a sixteen feet birch

b€irk canoe, and into them we packed our

camp outfit and fishing tackle, our week's

supply of provisions and small supply of

personal comforts, as well as our guides

and ourselves. A steamer conveyed ixs

across Lake St. John to the mouth of the

Little Peribonca whicli joins the larger

stream of the same name a couple of miles

from its mouth. Joseph Simeon, another

full-blooded Montagnais, who was the chef

de cuisine and practical head of the party

of guides which accompanied us in 1892 up

the Grand Peribonca river to Lac Tschota-

gama, had charge of the colonel's canoe,

his mate in the bow being Joseph Nepton.

Mine, with its contents, was confided to

John Minnigouche and William Connolly.

How William's ancestors came by their

patronymic, neither he nor I can explain.

The color of his skin, which is several de-

grees lighter than that of the other three

Indians, may prove an index. Neither he

nor they could understand or speak a word

of English. All but Minnigouche could

converse in French, and when alone with

this latter in camp, I had an opportunity

of bringing into requisition my limited

knowledge of Montagnais, and in canoe of

listening to the aoft and musical accents

of this Indian dialect, in the conversation

between Oonmolly and Minnigouche. The
hunting grounds of the last mentioned ex-

tend over more than 400 square miles.

Though but one of the Grand Peribon-

ca's many tributaries, the Little Peribonca

is often more than 600 feet in width, and
seldom less than 200, in the course of the

35 miles of the stream ascended by us on
this occasion. There is so muah rapid

water in a large part of its course that a

good part of three days was occupied in

the ascent. We fished at the foot of most
of its upper chutes, but took no trout

larger than a pound, though several of over

half that weight. • It cannot truthfully be

said that they rose freely, for we were
there in the latter ^rt of July, when the

heat was as its greatest, and the large fish,

naturally, in the seclusion of the deepest

and coolest holes. But the fish that we
took were stubborn fighters when hooked,

and many of them made quite a spirited

resistance. Their coloring, though beauti-

the water was disoolored with dirty cla;'

and at the foot of the Chute Blanche an

other inviting looking pools, the fish wei

unable to discern our fties. Here we e:

pected to take ouananiche as well as trou

but were disappointed by both, and highc

up the stream, the ouananiche do not a

cend.
Chub, locally called ouitouche, (pr(

nounced wee-toosh), are plentiful in near!

all the waters through which we pas-

this trip, and were a positive sou

annoyance. Par from being what
Walton calls their Engish congami
fearfullest of fishes,"—these Little

bonca chub were absolutely devoid n

and constantly rising to our trou I

Pike are abundant in the lower streluin.-s t
j

Opemikaii, Lake Temiskamiiig

ful as that of fontinalis always is, was not

nearly so brilliant as that of the rare speci-

mens of the same fish that we took a few
days later out of the crystal waters of Lac
des Aigles. In favorable seasons the fish-

ing in the Little Peribonca must be ex-

ceedingly good. The small trout in this

river seemed perfectly unsophisticated, and

rose greedily to every kind of feathered

lure. A piece of colored flannel or rag

wiould doubtless have served the purpose
equally well, so far as they were concern-

ed. The larger ones that rose to our flies,

preferred the Grizzly King to any other,

though the Parmachenee Belle was also a

good killer. We were robbed of all our

anticipated sport in the best pools on the

lower part of the river, for there had been

a freshet on the previous day and a land-

slide several miles up the stream, so that

the Little Peribonca, but we had not com

so far to waste time upon those predator

monsters, and so passed them by.

The guides had a great deal of difficul

poling up the rapids in the upper part c

the river, and from the small lake whicl

was reached at the 35t!h mile, we crosaei

a height of land to Lake Epipham. It wa

a hard day's work, and involved four poi

tages or carries. Two of these were ver.',

difficult, and two or three miles long, re

spectively, over high, and thickly woiode(

hills, upon which we found a provokini

amount of fallen timber. The narrow por

tage paths were almost obliterated b;

masses of tangled bushes and fallen trees

around which were dangerous pitfalls, diffi

cult indeed to avoid on account of tht

rankness of the foliage. It was really won

derful how the guides picked their waj



ough these entangled forests, and what

Is they carried at tlie same time,

jake Epipham is a gem set within the

s, and one of the most beautiful of the

Bering array of crystal lakes in the

;ntry traversed by us. It is about three

es long and one and a half wide, and

might the surface of the water was

rally boiling with rising fish. We fre-

mtly took them two and three at a

le, and could easily have taken a hun-

id each during the evening had we
!d<;d them. Our canoes seemed to have

terrors for them and they peered

iously at us close to the bdrch-bark,

en leaping clear of the water to seize

!*, flies. Notwithstanding the lateness

the season the May-fly was stUl upon

; w-ater.
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lucins that are too often called pickerel

in the United States.

In the lake's outlet tbe fishing w£is ex-

ceedingly good notwithstanding the ex-

treme heat. Our return from the lake

to civilization was by 95 miles of water
and portage routes. Twenty-two miles

below Lac des Adgles, the river of the

same name empties into the Aleck, fif-

teen miles above its junction with the

Peribonca. From the mouth of the

Aleck the canoe journey down the Peri-

bonca to Lake St. John is twenty-nine

miles.

The Aleck is a charming stream and

affords good fishing for ouananiche as well

as for trout. It contains a number of

magnificent waterfalls.

The Peribonca is nearly two miles wide

maple syrup; upon the icy cold water of

innumerable bubbling springs, and upon
the early blueberries that were ripening
everywhere in great abundance.
For the fly fisherman and tourist who is

not averse to roughing it in the bush, and
would like to whip practically virgin
waters, swarming with uneducated fish

that for the most part have never yet had
the opportunity of inspecting artificial

lures, I know of no more attractive tour
than that up the Little Peribonca to Lake
Epipham, thence to Lac des Aigles, and
back again to Lake St. John by way of the

des Aigles, Aleck, and Peribonca rivers.

Quebec, Sept. 1st, 1900.

H. B. C. Post, Fort Temiskaming, on Lake Temiskaming

The crossing of another series of small

kes and the intervening portages, some
I If dozen of each, took up three-quarters

the next day, and we reached beautiful

u' des Aigles late in the afternoon. It

nnieh larger than Lake Epipham, and

en more picturesque. Its trout are

:^t the reddest and most brilliant

liave seen. We took a number of

ne pound to two pounds each, and

. doubt exists in my mind that In June

S(ptember this lake would furnish

>f the grandest trout fishing to be

anywhere. But our flies were also

- iiitly seized by the large chub and

kirel that share with the big trout

r u'uancy of the lake's waters. The

. k< lel were the genuine fish of that

me, often called dore by French-Cana-

;in-, and not the common pike or esox

where we were paddled out upon it from

the mouth of the Aleck. For the remain-

ing 29 miles of its course it averages over

a mile in width.

During the ten days of our trip we

journeyed over 250 miles, nearly fifty of

which were travelled on foot over very

tiresome portages. We shot innumerable

rapids, feasted our eyes upon luxuriant

forests and more than a score of mag-

nificent waterfalls; our ears upon the

music of the purling brooks, the singing

of innumerable song birds, the sound of

the leaping fish at play and the roar of the

cascades; our lungs upon the pine-scented

and balsam-laden air of the woods, and our

appetites upon Simeon's menu of trout

broiled, trout boiled, trout planked and

trout fried; upon flapjacks or pancakes of

our chef's own handiwork, served up with

NOTES ON
THE CARIBOU

By Chas A. Bramble.

Comparatively few men start out on a

hunting trip with the deliberate intention

of bagging caribou, in fact with the excep-

tion of Newfoundland, Cape Br. ton and

Gaspe, one may say that expeditions for

the sole hunting of caribou are never un-

dertaken. There is a very good reason

for this. The ciribou is a wandering

animal, and in the vast forests of the

eastern and northern parts of the Do-

minion you may hardly count u )on find

ing these deer in any given lo -ali y.

In the thick woods, the ca ibu feeds

principally upon the long, gray moss, that

hangs from the lower brrinches of the

spruce trees; as it can find this food any-

where there is no par icular reasoi why

the caribou should limit itself to one cir-

cumscribed area. Unlike the moose they

rever yard. The foot of the caribou serves

as a very admirable snowshoe, and an ani-

mal weighing 350 pounds vnll skate along

over a crust that would not carry a t3r-

rier.

As may be readily imagined, this cease

less activity on the part of the caribou

renders a successful pursuit difiicult; and

as none except the Mic-mac of Newfound-

land understands "tolling" or calling, it

has come to pass that sportsm-n generally

conclude that caribou hunting is too much

like work, and that the game is not worth

the candle.

But they are wro-^g, there is one key

to the successful hunting of the car'bou,

though few have found it. Exc p'ing

during a few days at the lat'es end of

^Tarch, when, the caribou remain almost

exclusively upon the ice of som^ lake,

owing to the depth and softn-ss of the

snow in the woods, and when they may

be killed by any one sufficiently depraved

to go after them, the animals are only to

be successfully hunted during a few days

in the late fall and early winter.
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If you -would make sure of your cari-

bou, be well advised, and do not go off

for the hunt excepting about the time

of the first snow. In September and

October you may or you may not find

caribou where you expect them, but

should you be on a good range at thi

time of the first snow flurries, you ought

to run across fresh tracks. Having done

so, the rest is easy. I-i some respects

the caribou is a very shrewd animal; in

others a perfect fool. It does not trust

to its eyesight, and will almost blunder

a^cainst a man should there be no taint

of liis presence in the air, but its sense

of smell is very acute, and upon that

sense it relies mainly for its protection.

Caribou usually travel through the woods

at an average pace of four miles an hour,

and hardwood ridges are prrferred to the

heavier spruce lands and mixed g-'owths.

.\11 the hunter has to do \ipon finding

fresh tracks, i§ to fo'ow them at as good

a pace as he can command, keeping a v«Ty

sharp look-out ahead. Of cou se every

precaution must be taken to prevent the

animals getting wind of the hunter, bu':

as a general thing they always trav 1 up

wind, knowing that against all o dinary

dangers this gives them the greatest mea-

sure of protection, th refore the taint

of the hunter's presence ^vill hardly reach

the caribou, alt le-st whi'e they are t-a-

velling.

iShould the game be viewed while pass-

ing along an open ha-dwood rdge, the

hunter must stand as still as a statue,

and not move until the game is out of

sight. Following slowly, the animals

will at length disappeiar into some belt

of mixed growth. This is the hunter's

opportunity. He should force the pace,

keeping his rifle ready for a snap shot,

-•and on onoe more comng up with the

animals he ought to bs within easy

range of at least one of them.

On the barrens the faribou feed during

the morning and afternoon, and probably

at night, but during the middle of the

day are fond of basking in the s mshine,

and a herd discovered under these condi

tions, is easily approached. The stalker

must, of course, keep down wind, and

avail himself of all the natural cover he

can find, as he crawls towards the game

Should he succeed in getting within 150

yards, he makes everything ready for a

shot, and then gives a shrill whistle, pro

vided none of the animals be standing.

This will bring them to their feet, and

before they have had a chance to recover

from their astonishment the rifle should

have laid low the finest head.

Caribou are sometimes very inquisitive

animals. They are very fond of roam-

ing through the works and among the

fresh cuttings of the lumbsrmen, browsing

on the gray moss which hangs in long

festoons from the limbs of the prone

spruce tops. It is no unusual thing

for th« men on going to work, to find

fresh tracks made during the night, in

and out and around about the boughs and

tops of the trees they had felL'd on the

previous day. This shows that under

certain conditions caribou a'-e rot in the

least alarmed at the scent of men, being

evidently able to distinguish between pos-

sible danger and certain security

On one occasion, to the writer's know-

ledge, a caribou in the month of Sep-

tember attacked fiercely a gray horse,

which was harnessed and passing along

a lumber road, and had to be driven off

by a light charge from a shotgun. On
another occasion seven mn w^re walk-

ing in Indian file through the Avoods, when

a young caribou cow came galloping to-

wards them, showing the liveliest curio-

sity. There was no breeze, and she was

not more than fifteen yards from the pro-

cession Avhen the leader pu' a bullet

through her heart.

The caribou is a far morj har^y ani-

mal than the moose, aUhoug'i the litter

is by no means a Aveak ing. Far north

of the limit of the mo ^se, the carib u

flourishes like a young biy tree. In th

'

extreme north, the vari ty met with is

that known as the barren ground caribou.

It is absolutely identical with the r in-

deer of Europe and Asia, It is smnlier

than the woodland caribou, b t its hor s

are very much larger in propo'tion, and

are valued for their numerous b anches

and great spread. The beam of the ant

ler is, however, slighter than that of

the woodland variety. "These animals

are only found in the northern parts of

Labrador, and on the barrens reaching

from the western shores of Hudson Bay
to the Behring Sea. They migrate from

north to south in the autumn, and pass

the winter just within the fringe of the

forest, where the small, scrubb spruce,

struggles with the Arctic moss and the

north wind, for an exists nee.

Contrary to the u,ual rule with th-

deer tribe, the female of the caribou very

frequently carries antlers; it is said that

in the barren ground variety this is the

rule and not the exception. With the

woodland animal the reverse is true. The
antlers of the female are sma'l, insign.fi-

cant affairs, with but a couple of spikis

on each horn.

The caribou carry their horns later

than most other deer Inst.a-i of losing

them early in the winter, they letain them
in many cases until March, aid the fe-

miales, I fancy, do not lose theirs un-

til after the birth of their calves, bu

of this I am not sure.

Although moose, elk, and deer ha^

been exterminated in many districts, an

ore likely to be further exterminated i

others, there is little fear of tbe cariho

coming, as a race, to an untimely ending

If mankind becomes too n'm.ious tl

caribou simply moves oft', and a coup

of hundred miles being nothing to such

traveller, finds the protection it desin

somewhere to the north or northwt 9

Rivers and lakes do not stop it, for as

swimmer, few animals can compare wit

the caribou.

The Fisherman's Story.

He sat at the door of his shanty.
And gave his whiskers a wipe;

tVnd scanned the sea for a moment.
And then began to pipe :

" 'Twas a cold, raw day last winter,
And the wind, with an angry roar.

Ripped everything into ribbons^
And pounded the dreary shore.

"And we was out in a dory
Achin' with hunger and cold,

Till we all seemed shrunk to nothin',
And, gosh, how the mad sea rolled !

"We couldn't land in the billers,

Without bein' battered to death;
We gasped like wolves with hunger,
As the nor' wind froze our breath.

"Then suddenly out on the water
There bobbed up somethin' black,

While all on us looked in wonde-

—

For it warn't no big fish back.

"Because it frizzled and s'zz'ed,

And smoked right out of the wave;
We rowed for it, all on us frightened—
Our hunger made us brave.

"We soon hauled it into the dory,
And what do you think, by Jove ?

ft warn't no big sea monster,
But a fine little kitchen stove.

"The pipe was a-stickin' upward,
And the lids was on in line;

And we warmed ourselves around it.

For the fire was goin' fine.

"Then stillness fell on the waters.
And the big storm all went down;

And we ate from the pan in the oven,

The turkey nice and brown."

And then he said in conclusion.
With an awe-inspired "alas !"

"It simply beats all thunder
Some things what comes to pasci.

'

Overcome by his great emotion.
He gave his whiskers a wipe.

And lapsed into awful silence

While he pulled away on his (lij"^.

—New York Sun.

The estimable Commissioner of Lan

and Fisheries of Quebec, Hon. S.

Parent, who is also President of the Nor

American Fish and Game Protective/

sociation, has become also the Premier
|

this Province, and Ron and Gun cc

gratulfttes him on the added honors.

J
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Autumn.

' ic is a beautiful spirit breathing now
ilow richness on the clustered trees,

ram a beaker full of richest dyes,

ui'ing new glory on the autumn woods,

id dipping in warm light the pillar'd

clouds.

oiQ on the mountain, like a summer
bird,

hh up her purple wing, and in the vales

'le gtntle wind, a sweet and passionate

wooer,

isses tlie blushing leaf, and ^tirs up life

ithin the solemn woods of ash deep-

crimsoned,

id silver beech, and maple yellow-leaved,

here Autumn, like a faint old man, sits

down
• the wayside aweary.

—Longfellow.
* • *

FORESTRY IN NOVA SCOTIA.

rHAT an interest in forestry is

being aroused in Nova Scotia is

evidenced by the remarks of

His Honor Lieutenant-Governor
Jones on the opening of the

lifax Exhibition on the 12th of Septem-
The Lieutenant-Governor, after em-

las'izing the necessity of an intelligent

^dy of the resources of the Province,

agriculture, its fisheries, etc., so as to

|?terve and increase their productiveness,

)ke as follows:

'"The tame principle applies to our for-

9;. At one time the farmer's first ob-

||t was to clear his land, cut down and
ijin the trees to make pasturage, if no-

:|ng elae.

I'Of course in a new country much land

|d to he cleared in this way, and if

e would cast his eye over the ProArince

m one end to the other he would see

t acreages cleared which are now, be-

d mere pasturage, of very little value,

ere is an old saying that "thfre is no
)' crying over spilt milk," but this at

jst we can do—set ourselves to work by
|ing in what way the mistakes of the

lit may be remedied.

At the present day the demand for our
lumber, and particularly our spruce forests,

is daily assuming more importance, and if

we are wise people we will set ourselves

to work at once and see in what manner
as owners of the soil we can realize fur-

th2r advantage and profit for our inherit-

ance out of this changed condition of af-

fairs."

After a kind reference to the formation

of the Canadian Forestry Association and
the rci ort cf its first annual ineeting. His
Honor continued:

"I hope the time is not far distant when
our People may become interested in this

suDJect also. Perhaps tUere are greater

possibilities in this regard than in almost

any other bianch of public industry.

"We know in itngland that the value

of the estatee is in most cases largely de-

pendent upon the value of the timber,

and with us the timie is not far dis'tauit

when the value of much of our lands will

be measured in this same way.

"1 hope therefore than intelligent dis-

cu?s.on may soon be brought about in

Nuva Scetia, and that our people may find

it to their in:,erest to undertake here what

is bfing undertaken in other parts of the

world, by reproducing the forests which

have been so lavisUy and almost unneces-

sarily destroyed.

"Anything out of the usual course that

can be suocessfuUy undertaken, is an ob-

ject to be striven for, and while there are

many things that we have had before us

which can no doubt be much improved, it

is well, I think, not to omit these sub-

jects which up to the present have not

been so prominently considered. 1 would

therefore commend these points to your

best attention, and I hope that before

vrtry long I may see sufficient interest

taken, iDarticularly in the replanting of

our forests, which holds out prospects of

such great benefit to the future genera-

tions of our people."

• »

The Presbyter.an Witness, of Halifax,

and the Maritime Merchant, of Halifax

and St. John, have also been giving the

subject of forestry some attention.

The Witness lays down the proposition

that the lenewal of the forests is a duty

we owe to those who will come after us,

for a bare-faced country—a country with-
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out trees—is doomed to blight, barrenness
and total ruin. The Witness is, however,
perhaps a little strong in stigmatising pulp
as a veritable enemy to the forests, as
the fault is rather in the ignorance or self-

ishness or carelessness, which neither
knows nor cares to look beyond the mo-
ment. Pulp is no more an enemy than
is any other method of making use of our
forest resources, and what is required is an
intelligent study of the growth of trtea
and the methods of forest management,
and the practical appacation of the con-
clusions anived at.

The Merchant assorts that when the re-

turns are pub ished the shipment of lum-
ber this year from New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia will be shown to have been

the largest in their history, -and it makes

the following statement in regard to the

coniditions in Nova Scoitia:

"Those engaged in the lumber industry

in Nova Scotia feel that they are taking

more from our forest than should be taken

if we are to preserve our lumber industry

for the future. Ihe portable mill, which

is taken from point to point throughout

the countiy sawing timber which a few

years ago would have been allowed to

stand for further growth, is one of the

chief dangers which threaten this indus-

try. As an indication of the g. owing de-

mand for lumber, we have the fact that

the material which a few years ago would

have been permitted to go to waste now

br.ngs f.om $9 to $10 par thousand. As

the forests become cleared and the sup-

ply of lumber becomes lessened it is diffi-

cult to say how far this increase in the

price may continue. The probability is

that a time will come when lumber will

bring almost any price that may be asked

for it. It will sell at figures we do not

dream of to-day. With a reasonable am-

ount of protection our forests could be

made to last indefinitely. If some action

is i.ot taken now, a time will almost sure-

ly come when it will be absolutely neces-

sary, but to make the move now will ac-

complish a great deal that it will be too

late to accomplish after the greater part

of our timber has been destroyed."

• • •

Forest Fires.

Every Canadian knows the meaning of

a forest fire, having had the lesson im-

pressed in some cases by painful personal

experience, and in others, fortunately for

themselves, only by reading of the ter-

rible destruction of property and life

which has so frequently resulted from

such fires. Every part of the Dominion,

from the Atlantic to the Pacific, has suf-

fered from this cause. The story of the

great New Brunswick fire of 1825 is his-

toric, and has thrilled the hearts of all

who have heard it, while in the Ottawa

Valley to-day the year of the fires (1870)

is still one from which to date as a point

b
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marked out in lurid di8tinctn«Bs in the

history of that district.

Anyone who has travelled through Nor-

thern Ontario, or, indeed, through any ot

our timber districts, will have had forced

upon his attention the immense loss which

Canada has sustained by fiie. The tim-

ber districts as they now stand, as well

as the evidence of all expeheiiced observ-

ers, demonstrate that no other agent ol

destruction has at all equah^d fire in the

breadth of its sweep or the effectiveness

of its destructive power. Dr. Robert

Uell, of the Geological Surv^, states that

fully one-third of the area widch was cov-

ered by the northern forests of the Do-

minion has been burned over. Mr. E. F.

iStephenson, Inspector of Crown Timber

Agencies for the North-West, states that

within the last five years the timber re-

sources of the Province of Manitoba have

diminished one-half, whereas with ade-

quate protection from tire the natural in

crement would have been far more than

sufficient to have supplied all demands.

The reports of the officers having charge

of the irrigation works in Alberta all take

up the same lament, that the fires have

been allowed to destroy the timber on the

foothills to so great an extent as to inter-

fere with the water supply so important

for the development of the semi-arid dis-

trict. The reports of the surveyors of the

Department of the Interior in British Co-

lumbia a few years ago all referred to the

difficulty of carrying on their work on
account of the smoke from forest fires.

Mr. R. Chalmers, of the Geoiogical Sur-

vey, in his report of 1895, states that the

destruction going on in the Maritime Pro-

vinces every year from forest fires is vast

in proportion and far-reaching in its ef-

fects, and it seems not at all unlikely

that the existing condition of things will

continue until the forests are wholly de-

stroyed.

The early part of the present summer
was very dry and favorable to the start-

ing of forest fires, and as a conaequence

conflagrations at different points made
themselves of sufficient importance to be
taken notice of by the press. A large

quantity of timber was destroyed in the

south-eastern part of Manitoba; the Rainy
Eiver District suffered severely from this

scourge; while in New Brunswick the

fires were so severe that not only were
the forests threatened, but even some of

the towns were placed in great jeopardy.

The danger is, therefore, with us still to

be faced and fought.

There is some dispute as to the fre-

quency of fires resulting from natural

causes, but there is no question that the
fires have increased in nimiber with the

advent of civilization. Camping and
hunting parties carelessly handling fire,

settlers clearing their land, prospectors
desiring to get rid of forest obstruction,

railway construction gangs, unprotected

locomotives, and even sometimes the lum-

bermen themselves have been responsible

for the small beginning which has kindled

a great fire.

The Governments of the various Pro-

vinces and of the Dominion have set

themselves to the task of discovering

some effective preventive measures.

The Ontario Fire Act gives authority

to the Lieutenant-Govemor-inOouncil to

set apart fire districts, and within these

districts no person is allowed to start a

fire between the 1st April and the 1st

November without taking every reason-

able precaution for preventing its spread.

A place must be selected where there is

the smallest quantity of vegetable mattei,

a space of ten feet must be carefully

cleared before a fire is lighted, and the

gerous season. These rangers have spe-

cial districts assigned to them, and are

required to inform all persons in their

districts of the provisions of the Fire Act

and to impress the necessity for c-r.; in

the handling of fire. Notice c! the chief

provisions of the Act are also posted in

conspicuous places. The t-angers keep a

record of the work done, and any infor-

mation obtained, and make their report

at the end of the season. In cases where

the lands to be ranged are covered by li-

censes, one-half of the expenditure is

borne by the license-holders. The result

of this system has been very satisfactory,

the cost entailed being very little compar-

ed with the saving effected by the great

decrease in the number and destructive

ness of forest fires.

Lunch at Sharp Lake, en route to Lake Temagaming.

fire must be carefully extinguished after-

wards. Any person discharging firearms

or dropping any burning substance must
also be careful to see that no fire results

therefrom. Survey and exploring parties

are required to provide themselves with a

copy of the Act, to be read out to the

party once each week. Locomotives are

also required to be properly protected by

spark guards. Any person contravening

the Act renders himself liable to a fine

of $60.00, or three months' imprisonment,
and railway comjjanies to a fine of $100.00.

The most effective step which has been
taken by the Ontario Government, how-
ever, is the system of fire ranging which
was established in 1885. Pre rangers

empowered to enforce the provisions of

the Fire Act are appointed for the dan-

The Quebec system provides for the es

tablishment of fire districts and the em

ployment of fire rangers therein. Each

district is to have a general superinten

dent, who will have power to require li

cense holders and railways in any district

to place the services of their employees at

his disposal in case of fire, the salaries

and expenses to be borne by the license

holders, the railways and the Commis

sioner jointly. The Commissioner may

also prohibit the setting out of fires dur

ing the winter season in time of drought.

The New Brunswick and Nova Scotia

Acts are similar to and based upon the

Ontario Act before the adoption of the

fire ranging system, while Prince Edward

Island has an act restricting the careless

use of fire in such a way as to endanger



In New Brunswick the Sur-

neral is given authority to ap-

ae rangers and to pay the sum of

1.00 for the convioiion of any offender

ljin3t the Act.

h<i Manitoba Act gives authority to

municipalities to appoint fire guar-

ns, and such guardians have power to

out the necessary help to extinguish

The Act also provides for a fire

lamissioner, who may enquire into all

s on instructions from the lieutenant-

7emor-in-0ouncil, or at the request of

;
municipality concerned, and judicial

hority is given him for that purpose.

'he North-West Territories Act ap-

nts Justices of the Peace, Mounted Po-

officers, and all overseers of local im-

p>vement districts as fire guardians, and

: Commissioner of Agriculture has au-

trity to appoint others. The preven-

leasures in this and the Manitoba

t contain provisions especially required

aa agricultural and prairie country.

["h? Bosh Fire Act of British Columbia

es authority to every Grovemment

ml; to enforce the provisions of the

t, and also requires that every pre-

ptor, purchaser or lessee of Crown
ids shall at the time of entry or appli-

:ion be furnished with a copy of the

t.

The Dominion Government has arrang-

for a system of fire guardians similar

that in Ontario on the timber lands

der its control in Manitoba, the North-

est Territories, and the railway belt in

itish Columbia.

^ provision which should be noted is

it requiring the clearing of the ground

len starting fires. This is one of great

portance. for, while the great rushing

rricane of fire in the tree tops is the

e of which we hear most frequently,

ere is what is probably a more destruc-

e class of fire from its continual and

ady recurrence, that is the fire that

(eps along the ground, burning up the

retable mould and destroying seeds and
B'dlings, even though it may not affect

fa large trees. A treeless space may
bp to break the onrush of a high fire

i the woods, but such a space, unless the

Biund is well cleared, is no obstacle to

El'h a fire as this, and indeed it may only

^ist in giving the wind an opportunity

q fan it into still more dangerous pro-

rions. In this fact lies the necessity

the proper clearing away of the de-

bs of lumbering operations and for care
ijtbe selection of locations for the start-

ij; of fires and in the extinguishing of

ti;m afterwards.

If the new DomirJon Bureau of For-
^ry could undertake to collect as far as

d^sible the records of the forest fires

>iich have occurred throughout Canada,
iiwould be a very useful piece of work,
ad would show in the most pointed
vy the great loss to the national wealth
c which they have been the cause.
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British Columbia Forestry Association.

A meeting of the executive of the Brit-

ish Columbia Forestry Association was
held in the rooms of the Forest and
Stream Club on the 29th of August, with
Mr. Hewitt Bostock, :M.P., in the chair,

the following gentlemen also being pre-
sent :—Messrs. H. Alexander, T. Wilson,
T. Cunningham, Bushnell, Duncan, E.
Lewis, Boak, Ross, Howard, and Colonel
Falk Warren.

The by-laws and constitution, as drawn
up by the committee, were submitted,
discussed in detail, and adopted as a
whole, after a few minor amendments had
been made. These were set forth as the
primary objects of the Association :—

1. To advocate and encourage judicious
methods in dealing with forests and wood-
lands.

2. To awaken public interest in the re-

sults attending the wholesale destruction
of forests in the deterioration of climate,
diminution of fertility, drying up of riv-

ers, streams, etc.

3. To endeavor to have further areas
of unappropriated lands permanently re-

served for timber purposes.

4. To encourage afforestation, promote
tree planting, especially in treeless areas,
upon farms, highways, in parks, villages,
etc., and to regulate the felling of forest
trees on lands granted to settlers.

5. To collect and disseminate informa-
tion bearing on forestry in general.

6. To study the means whereby the pre-
sent destruction of timber, incidental to
clearing for settlement and cultivation,
may no longer be a cost to the settler and
a waste of public capital, but may be
turned into an asset of revenue, without
any charge to the settler.

7. To consider the advisability of the
placing of inland waters under the Forest
Department, and how the protection of
these for the benefit of fish culture may
be properly secured; and that the Forest
Department be given charge of the pro-
tection of game and fish and of the de-

struction of noxious animals.

The constitution provides for a mem-
bership fee of $1 per annum, or $10 for
life membership; also that the annual
meeting be held in Vancouver on the sec-

ond Monday of each year.

We are pleased to see in the formation
of the British Columbia Association the
increasing interest which is being taken
in forestry. The conditions of the lum-
ber industry in that Province are of a
special nature, and differ to so great a
degree from those of the other provinces
that the formation of a Provincial Asso-

ciation is more of a necessity than else-

where in the Dominion. We wish the
British Columbia Association every suc-

cess, and hope for a hearty co-operation

between it and the Dominion Association.
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Forest School at Yale.

Through the kindness of Professor

Henry S, Graves, we are in receipt of a
copy of the programme of the Yale For-

est School, which has just been estab-

lished as a result of the munificent liber-

ality of the Pinchot family. Graduates
of colleges and scientific schools are ad-
mitted to the course without examination,
but for others an entrance examination in

mathematics, botany, geology, chemistry,
physics, German or French, English, and
political economy must be passed. The
regular course covers a period of two
years. The subjects have been so ar-

ranged that nearly all the preliminary
work is completed in the first year.
Enough technical forestry is, however,
taught during the first year to enable
the students to make sylviculture stud-
ies, to investigate the growth of trees
and forests, to establish forest planta-
tions and to make thinnings and other
classes of cuttings. The second year is

devoted to advanced technical work in the
class-room and the field. Several tracts
of woodland will be selected at or near
New Haven, and excursions and field work
will form an important part of the instruc-
tion. After the spring vacation in the sec-

ond year the entire work will be trans-
^rred to the field, partly at Millford,
Penn., and for the remainder of the timem the Adirondacks.

There will be also a Summer School of
Forestry at Millford, covering a two
months'

_
course, which is intended for

those wishing to obtain some general
practical knowledge of forestry methods.
This course should prove a very useful
one to may persons interested in forestry

who may find it impossible to take up the
regular course.

It is interesting to note that a number
of trees in the burnt district in the city

of Ottawa are again struggling back to

life. There were a large number of mag-
nificent elms directly in the pathway of

the fire, and some of these were so com-

pletely destroyed as to make it impos-

sible for them to revive, and it was
thought at first that all had been killed.

A few, however, are again putting out

leaves, and the prospects are that they

will by another year be again fairly vig-

orous. Some of these trees were quite

close to the houses which were destroyed

by the fire, but in most cases the wind

was in such a direction as to drive the

fire away from them so that they did not

receive as much damage as they would

have had the wind been in another direc-

tion. It would take very many years to

replace these trees as they stand at the

present time, and it is very gratifying

that even a few of them have been able

to retain their vitality in spite of the in-

jury they have received.
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The American Forestry Association.

Henry James, second Assistant Secretary.

In April, 1882, the American Forestry

Congress was organized in Cincinnati.

The membership with which it began was

very small. At that time it was only a

vear sinc3 Congress had made its lirst

special appropr ation for forest work un-

der Dr. Hough and the D vision of For-

estry of the U. S. Department of Agri-

culture had been established. There were

no forest reserves in either the United

States or Canada. The separate states

hai not begun to wake up to the import-

ance of preserving their forest resources

and their water sheds, and throughout

the country at large the people who knew

what forestry is, or had any clear sense

of the evils which would follow the waste-

ful and unthinking destruction of Ameri-

can forests, were few and far between.

To-day the assoc-ation numbers about 1,-

35-) members, and is growing at the rate ot

several hundred a year. It publishes a

xnonthlv magazine, and is co-operatmg

he-cirtily with many vigo-ous local organi-

zations throughout the country. Nearly

fiftv million acres of public land have been

set* aside as forest reserves. In many

states forest laws of more or less efficacy

have been passed and a number of for-

est commissions and commissioners are re-

gularly appointed. In the Federal Depart-

ment of Agr"culture the Division of Forest-

ry has already accomplished a great deal,

and is monthly increasing its usefulness

to the country.

To give an account of the life

of the American Forestry Asso-

ciaticn entirely apart from the

history of these eighteen years in the

forestry movement at large, would be im-

possible; partly because the promotion of

this movement has been in so large a mea-

sure the work of the Association, and

partly because the men who passed legis-

lative forms and carried on the campaign

of education were at the same time the

life of the Association. A brief account

of its ear er as an asso iation is, however,

intere ting as showing how great and im-

portant a part of its history is .buried in

the hrger field of the forestry movement.

Considering the Association's object, this

is probably the best thing that could be

said of it.

At its meeting in Cincinnati, the "Am-

erican Forestry Congress" did little more

f^an organize itself, elect officers, stir up

a good deal of local enthusiasm, and ad-

journ for whit was to be officially record-

ed ar. its first meeting, in Montreal. As

stated in the original draft of the con-

stitution, the object of the Congress was,

"to encourage 'the protection and planting

of forest and ornamental trees, and to

promote forest cult'ire." The officers

were: President, the Hon. Geo. P. Lor-

ing, the Commissioner of Agriculture; re-

cording secretary, W. L. DeBeck; corres-

ponding secretary, D. 1). Thompson: trea-

surer, John A. Gano; and a number of

vi :e-presidents from different parts of the

country. Mr. Gano declined the office of

treasurer, and Mr. Geo. W- Trowbridge,

of Glend^ile, Ohio, was elected to fill his

place The meeting in Montreal in 1882,

for which all arrangements were made by

Mr. Wm. Little, was most successful. The

attendance was large, sixty-three papers

were read, the press was much interested,

and the membership increased. Without

delay or mishap the Congress was launch-

ed on its career of usefulness. "The Am-
erican Forestry Association," an organiza-

tion which had existed since the seventies,

but the activity of which had not been

very great, was incorporated in the Con-

gress. This latter did not change its name

to the one it now be-rs for several years.

From this time on the history of the

American Forestry Con-ress, later called

the American Forest'y Association, is

iparked by a few events of exceptional

prrminence, but in the main the immedi-

ate work of the Association was that of

patient and pers'stent agitation for results

Avhich. at the time, it was often difficult to

peiceive or define. PubUc opinion had to

Ve stirred up and taught to express itself

befo-ft reserves and mu^h needed reforms

could be o^^tam'^d. The first thing to do

wa^ to get in touch with as many as pos-

siMe of th° p-'ople who were intf>rested

in the f^b^ects of the Association and to

bring them i^^to line. T'o this end two

or more me'tins were held in different

parts of th-? country every year, and little

bv liH'e different communities were in-

terested a-d d-awn '"nto the movement

fo'- forest preservation. Frequently these

meetings resulted in more or less imme-

diate local legislative action : for bills and

mtrorials to th° State Lei-slature were

oft°n drafted, endorsed bv the Associa-

tion, and later presented. At one time

the As-oc-ati-n addressed a letter to the

Governors of almost all the States, and

at the same time memorialized their Legis-

Intur-s Wherever possible the establish-

ment of local forestry associations was en-

c'ura?cd and promoted.

The ne-d of a paid secretary who could

give all his fme to the work, is often men-

tioned in the records, hut for many years

the lack of funds and the diflficulty of

firdin<r a su'taWe person, presented ob-

stacles which could not be overcome. How-

ever the main thing to do was to circulate

as much printed matter as possible, and to

stand ready to make the mo-t of any op-

roitunity whch m'ght come the Associa-

tion's way; and by one means or another

a great deal wns accomplished. At first

s'^me local paper or magazine was usu-

ally persuaded to publish and distribute

records and rerorts of the meetings and

speeches. After a few years, however,

the Association began to publish its own.

"proceedings." It also undertook to

a regular bulletin. But of this only tl

numbers appeared, for the Pennsylva

Association, which later found in

Rcthrock a secretary who could give m^
of his time to its work, had begun to

lish its bi-m nthly jou nal. Forest Lea^

and it was resolved to make that

zine the official organ of the Amer
Association. Later the Association

ed the point where it was possible fo

to issue a journal of its own. It ado

the Forester, which had been founded]

Dr. John (xifford in '95, and has issue

monthly since January, 1898. At the

time it abandoned the publication of

"Proceedings."

But the distribution of printed ma^

was only part of what could be done,

a large field of use''ulness remained

to the activity of the Association as

This was attended to chiefly by the

cutive Committee, which, composed of i

B. E. Femow, chief of the Divisionl

Forestry from 1886 to 1898, and

other men who were most actively in

ested in the work, accomplished a

deal. The Executive Committee, rec

re-chri tened "The Board of Direc

kept a sharp watch on everything

went on in the country, and lost no

tunitv of bringing the Association's

1 ort to any worthy obie-t that needed^

help, or of throwing its weight ag

what was bad. At different times it

employed an agent to look out for

pi ogress of plans and projects which thej

Association had brought into Congress.

Speaking broadly th°re have been two!

periods in the Association's activity. These]

merge into e-ch other so gndually thati

no dividing I'ne can be drawn; but the

diftinction is now n^ne the less evident.

Drrirg the early years the efforts of the

leaders of the forestry movement were

directed to a-ritating for forest reserves

and to bring-ng rbout action of one kind

or another in the Federal or State Legis-

latures. As time went on, however, for-

est reserves were ecured and many laws

were passed. Now, although much still

remains to be hoped for in the way of

legislatio", some of it can best be left to

individual States, while a new and more

difficult task has presented itself, that of

turning the ground thus far gained to the

best acco^m^ In seme places the good

laws which have 'been placed on the sta-

tute books are practically useless for lack

of public ciinion to compel their enforce-

ment; everywhere the fire question iii

one in wh'ch popular ignorance and

shortsightedness is the main source of evil:

the re erves nr^ still misunderstood and

maltreated; and lastly the enormous but

important wo k of interesting the private

land owners has begun. Under Mr. Gif-

ford Pinchot's leadership the Division of

Forestry is turning its energies in the

(ii ections thus indicated as much as in
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lose of scientific investigation, and it re-

lains for the Forestry Association to do

jl t can to help. 'Ihis means the old

|luratio"al campaign over again, but on

Inuch m.ie difficult plane. It is com-

r; t vely e^ey to show people that the

uiitry needs lorest preservation, com-
1 1.

1
lively hard to persuade them that

ily through definite effort on their part

11 they make sure of it. The Associa-

on r. alizes that the only way to do th.s

I.) ^'et at the scattered, but at last many,
idividuals who are willing or eager to
|ve ear, and that the difi'e;ence between a
Dt ntiai member and one who is actually
'vm^ his dues and r«.o.iving his magazine
\Lr. getit. The only way to bnng a

vtn lommuuity up to the mark is to
raw in some oi i s citizens, and to hope
lat through them light wdl be spread.
oE-'equently the American Forestry Asso-
ation is now making a special effort to
il.rge its membtr.-hip,
hi looking back o\er ths years s-ince 1882
lid asking what the association has done,
is possible to point to a few great and

uportant nuasures, ike the passage of the
;t that empowered the Tresident of the
'mted States to set aside foresft reserves,
hich can b« traced largely to its intiu-

aco The importance of some of these
i<\ hardly be exaggerated. The one just
ferred to, and the subsequent appoint-
lent in 1893 of the National Forestry
on.mssion to re ort on "The maugura-
on of a rational forest policy," in the
rocuring of which the Association play-
i its part, have made it possible to save
le forests on hundreds of thousands of
luare miles of n n-agncultural mountain
mds in the West from wasteful exploita-

on Much as the wisdom of creating
ie*e reserves is already applauded, it will

robably not be appreciated in proportion

p its g od results for two or perhaps
lore generations. Again the adoption of

le Forester, and thereby the establish-

lent oi' an organ of regular communica-
pn betwe:n members, wherever situated,

jnd with the general public, is also a

pep of which the Association feels justly

iroud. But conv'd;ring the whole eigh-

peu years of the Association's activity it

j-oukl often be useless, if not impossible.

p pause at unv date and say, "This much
ad be n accomplished within the last

kvelve months." The fruit of the Asso-

lation's labors !ieslarge'y in the public

iitoreft in fore try, which is at last vigor-

jus all over the United States and now in-

f-easingly so in Canada, and without
i'hich forest laws, commissions, and re-

i

rms can avail nothing. For many years

he Association has furnished this inter-

ist with a rallying ground and a means for

he expres^on of its opinions in every sort

;f p'ace and on all kinds of occasions. Lit-

te by little it has helped it to grow, and
hcugli its own size has been small it has

Tought changes of which the import-

hce can hardly be exaggerated. The fact

hat the fores'try movement is finally so

luch larger than the Association itself,

! a sign to be rejoiced over.

i Th° public has got somewhat acous-

lomed to the presence of the Association,

Ind as far as the orj-anizat on's internal

"o kings are concerned, it is now chiefly

n ortant that thei*e be some individual

r comm tte:> to act. as a bttreau of infor-

ii tioTi abou^ whatever is going on in the

ountry at large, and to see to it that the

issociation misses no opportunity, how-
yer small, of promoting the interests or'

lirestry.

AT THE KENNELS
Conducted by D. Taylor

Two very highly bred collies ar-

rived here the other week from

Belfast en route for New York.

They were consigned to Mr. Jas.

Watson, secretary of the Ameri-
can Collie Club, by whom they were pur-

cha.sed and imparted, and consisted of a

dog and bitch. The dogi—Parkhill Galopin

(late Ormskirk Leo)—was sired by Orms-
kirk Galopin ,ex Ormskirk Lioness, his

grandsire being that famous dog Ormskirk
Emerald, he by the equally famous Heath-

er Ralph. Parkhill Galopin's dam is also

descended from Heather Ralph on the male

side and from ch. Rufford Ormond on the

female. He is a finely marked sable and
white, gaod leng'th of head, large size,

splendid bone, and being only three years

old should make a grand stud dog. He
was bred by that widely known judge and

breeder, T. H. Stretch, of Ormskirk, who
has raised many of the most celebrated

oollio winners of recent years. Parkhill

Galopin's winnings are: One first at Ayr,

thTee at Govan, three at Greenock and spe-

cial for best collie in the show. The bitch,

Wishaw Jess, is by HeacJiam Galopin ex

Stanton Lass. On the male side Wishaw
Jess's grandsire is Ormskirk Galopin, on

the female ch. Rightaway. The bitch is a

tri-color, nicely marked black, tan and

white, and was bred by the well-known

Scottish breeder, Robert Tait, of Wishaw.

Jess is of giood size, with finely formed

head of good length, and is in whelp to her

fellow traveller. The dogs were at the

kennels of Mr. Joseph Reid, Logan's Farm,

for a few days, where they were inspected

by a number of the local fanciers, and, of

course, were subjected bo a close scrutiny

and a good deal of criticism, some of it

favorable and some otherwise. Th© gen-

eral opinion was, however, that such a cap-

able judge as Mr. Watson knows just ex-

actly where he is when he imported a

"Galopin" dog for use in the United

States.

Laurel Laddie, the valuable collie be-

longing to Mr. McAllister, Peterborough, is

dead. His death was the result of the acci-

dent he met with and recorded in last

month's issue. Everything possible was

done to preserve his life, but the shock,

combined mth internal injuries received at

the time, proved too much for an other-

wise strong constitution.

Writing on the subject of "Dandy Dogs"

a well-known writer says: "But it is when

their pets are sick that ladies of high de-

gree cast common-sense completely over-

board. The fashionable canine surgeons

are not easily astonished—^as you may
imagine. At the same time, ladies give

them infinite trouble by their innumerable
quei^tions, not o mention the demonstra-

tive agony they suffer over the ailments

of their darUngs. The Earl and Countess

of burst into the very dingy surgery

of an eminent "vet" one day and asked

after the health of a sick pug, who lay

there in a basket; the little brute was a

monument of ugliness. "He is dying, my
lord; dying, my lady,' replied the 'vet' (a

most correct man), with, a sympathetic
catch in his voice. Lady at once be-

came hysterical; she threw herself pros-

traite on the dusty floor in her superb dress

and sobbed aloud, commanding the digni-

fied surgeon to kneel down and pray for

the departing pug. The noble earl, too,

was deeply moved, but he controlled his

emotion, merely glaring at the bottles on

the shelves and sniffing audibly.

"Some doting mistresses send their suf-

fering dogs to the 'vet's' house to be board-

ed there undea: the surgeon's constant care.

Now and then the latter is obliged to in-

tercept the extravagant dainties brought

for bis patient, and substitute plain, whole-

some faod.

"Here is a funny story in this connection.

One of the leading canine specialists was

?jent for by a titled lady to see her poodle,

who was in a bad way. The moment the

animal came into the drawing-room, the

dog-doctor knew it was a case of over-feed-

ing; so 'Jacko' was sent with tremendous

pomp to the surgeon's house to be treated.

His anxious mistress did not neglect him,

though. Twice a day, a splendid carriage

drove up, and a footman brought round

to the surgeon's man a massive silver dish,

whereon reposed some succulent bird. 'How

is Jacko bo-day?' the footman would ask,

according bo instructions. 'Well, a little

better, James; but still poorly,' the other

would reply. The surgeon's man would

then take the tempting meal round to the

stables, eat it with immense relish, and

then clean and polish the silver ready for

the exchange dish, which he knew would

be brought along in a few hours. For

many days this went on, till at last the

surgeon remarked to his man: 'I shall have

bo be sending Jacko home soon.' 'Don't do

it yet, sir,' was the earnest and unexpect-

ed reply; 'I never lived so well in my life,'

"Another really clever canine 'vet' with

a lucrative practice bold me he had a sim-

ple way of treating ladies' pampered pets.

ft
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On receiving an over-fed toy dog, he would

put him into a disused brick oven with a

crust of bread, an onion, and an old boot.

When the dog gnawed the bread, the sur-

geon wrote the miatreas that the dear little

thing was 'doing nicely.' When it com-

menced operations on the onion, word was

sent that the pet was 'decidedly better;'

but when the animal tackled the bcot, the

lady was respectfully informed that her

darhng wag 'ready to be removed,'—a ra-

tional, if drastic cure."

The first bench show held in the United

States waa at Mineola, Suffolk County,

New York, on October 7th, 1874. It had

125 exhibits.

The W^eiBtiem Canada Kennel Club's field

trials were held at La Salle, Manitoba, lafct

month, lasting two days. Mr. Frank Rich-

ards judged both the Derby and All Age

stakes, giving good satisfaction. The wea-

ther was very pleasant, being mostly clear

weather. The' Derby eontained ten start-

ers, neao-ly all of which showed high class

form though in an unfinished condition as

to training. This stake was finished at

noon the the first day, the winners being

Dum Dum, first; Okawa Valley, second;

Fly, third; and W^apella Joe, Dandy and

Sheriff V. H. C.

The All Age stage was commenced in the

afternoon, the first series of fifteen starters

being run off before dark, the second series

with Rod O'Light. Jr., Ella Wheeler, Shot,

N<sttie Kirby, Sport IV., Prince Ightfield,

Rill, Fanlight, Ightfield Ripple and Mani-

toba Bell carried over. The winners were

Sport IV., firsrt; Rod O'Light, second;

Prince, third. This stake was exception-

ally good, and the trials a success, the only

draw-back being the scarcity of birds

found.

The care of a dog's teeth is an important

matter, which is not so much attended to

by any means as it ought to be—probably,
we !?uppose, because people shrink from

what they regard as a not very pleasant

duty. Yet a comparatively small amount

of work is necessary to ensure the saving

of a gr^t deal of pain to, and trouble

with, the animal later on. If we commence
early, and from puppyhood upwards give

atttention to the "teeth, they will certainly

be preserved to the animal f-or a much
longer time than otherwise would have

been the case. Of course such an opera-

tion as drawing a booth or part of a tooth

cannot be undertaken successfully except

by a veterinary surgeon or some other com
petent person, who has the proper instru-

ments for the purpose. A great deal of the

unpleasantness which often encircles dogs

might be avoided entirely by attention to

their teeth. The teeth of house dogs are

apt to decay much sooner than the teeth

of dogs kept outside, because there is an

almc&t incurable disiwsition to give hous-e

dogs all sorts of nice things, which do them

no good, but which certainly do their teeth

a great deal of harm.

In regard "to puppies, the only time

they need attention is when they are get-

ting their second toeth. Then it is neces-

gary to see that they are not troubled by

anything in the nature of a loose tooth

which needs to be lifted out, and which, if

not removed, will, of course, interfere

with the growth of the permanent tooth

below it, a:nd, by setting up imflanimation,

will cause the animal a great deal of un-

neoeesary suffering. In mi>st large towns

a veterinary surgeon is to be found who
has made a special situdy of dogs, and

whose advice should be sought now mid

lide of zinc dissiolved in an ordinary eight-

ounce medicine boittle will be of valuabk-

strength. It should be u^jed once a day for

a few davis t)o the teeth of any dog which

sliow an accumulation of tartar, and its

efteot wiU be to gradually soften the tartar,

aomie of which can then be carefully scrap-

ed away by the aid of a pen-knife. Of

course, it will be necessary to deal inith

a matter like this very carefully, as it will

not do to hurt the dog, for then there will

.

be a great difficulty in getting him bo al-

low any further operation. The best plan

is to proceed slowly and only do a little

at a time; it is quite useless /to attempt to

finish off a job like this thoroughly and

satisfactorily at one sitting.

When a dog has uni leasant teetli

Pickerel Lake, en route to Lake Temagaming.

again in regard to the teeth. This is far

better than a lot of amateur tinkering. It

is more in the direction of preventing the

teeth from becoming unpleasant that the

owner can act without advice. It is especi-

ally the case with animals that are getting

old that their teeth become coated mort
or less thoroughly with tartar, which gra-

dually works its way down toward the

roots, forcing the teeth apart and setting

up inflanimation of the gums.

This cannot be altogether prevented, but

it can to a very large extent by the use of

a suitable mouth-wash now and again if

there be any sign of an accumulation of

tartar. Various things have been recom-
mended, but the best lotion for preventing
the growth of tartar is a very weak solu-

tion of chloride of zinc; five grains of chlo-

neoessary that some medicine should !)•

given fiom time to time, and first of all thi

animal should be taken to a specialist tt

have any stumps or decayed teeth remov;

ed, because until this operation has beci

completed it is quite useless to hope for .'

better state of things. But when once thi

operative part has been completed, all tha

remains is to see that the dog has somi

stimulating and alterative medicine, ani

then take care that attention is given regu

larly to the state of the teeth to preven

them from going back to their former con

dition. If, when the teeth are in a bat

state they be ^till neglected, the result wil

most likely be to establish oank^ in thi

mouth, which is a most offensive troubli

and causes the dog a great deal of suffering

and misery. Canker in the mouth is th(
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beginning of the end of a good many pc^t

dogs which have been pampered and tireat-

I ed with mistaken kindness, and when it

sets in, unless it is attended to at once, it

becomes so unpleasant and causes 80 much
difficulty that it is desirable, almost, to put

I the dog out of the way at once, instead of

I attempting any cure. As regards the treat-

!
raent when matters have arrived at this

melancholy stage, that consists, first of all,

itt a proper examination of the mouth to

8«e whdther any teeth, or portions of teeth,

need to be removed. Then a lotion will

liavi, to be used, and for this purpose th«

chloride of zinc lotion mentioned in a pre-

t«ding paragraph will answer very well.

The subject we have just been dealing

\vith reminds us of another matter which

(an very easily be attended to, but which,

if neglected, causes a great deal of pain to

iJie animal, and the ailment, like history,

i-epeats itself, and finally becomes well-nigh

incurable We refer to the inflamed state

of the claws from which many dogs suffer,

(jspdcially those used for sporting purposes,

which are more apt than other dogs to

gather irritant matter when working in

hedge bottoms and scratching about out of

doers. The flesh around the claws becomes

red and swollen, and the dog seems to

have difficulty in walking; after a time

there iss a discharge of pus, and the animal

suffers a great deal of pain. The treatment

for this consisftfi in bathing the paws two

or three times a day in warm water con-

taining a small quantity of permanganate

of potassium, and after each time of bath-

ing anoint with a little simple ointment.

The dog should also have occasional doses

of laxative medicine, such as cascara sag-

rada, or, better still, Epsom salts, which is

one of the very best things that can pos-

sibly be given to clear the blood. The dog

under treatment should be rested for a

day or two, and should be housed on a

flooring of soft material, such as hay. If

the animal appeaxs to suffer verj- great

pain, instead of using permanganate of pot-

assium a little tincture of opium will give

relief. The eolution of lead known as

•'Gonlard's Extract" makes a good kutiom

also, and perhaps a combination of Gon-

lard's Extraot and tincture of opium will

give the best results of aU.

It is not only by scratching and other

similar causes that dogs have trouble with

their claws. There is another cause for in-

flammation and lameness which i-> diametri-

cally opposite tio that which has been de-

scribed in the preceding paragraph, and

chiefly affects lap dogs and other lazy speci-

mens of the canine tribe, and that springs

from overgro\vn claws, which, when they

become sufficiently elongated, have a tend-

ency to turn in and gradually work their

way into the flesh. It seems hardly credit-

able that negligence should be carried so

far as to allow a state of things like this to

come about. Yet it is so, and of course.
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the things can be easily prevented by clip-

ping off the ends of the claws cautiously

so as not to cut into the quick. The rea-

son why dogs get overgi'own claw* ia, we
presume, that they are never allowed to

run about on the hard roads, where, in the

case of an ordinary animal, the mere me-
chanical effect produced by rubbing
against the stones will keep the claw;s filed

down. We always advocate an examina-
tion of a dog's foot if ever he shows the

slightest signs of lameniess, so that it can
be ascertained at once whether he has a
thorn or other foreign substance sticking

in the fodt, and then, of course, it will be
easy to see whether anytlung has gone
wrong with one or other of the nails.—Our
Dogs.

Under the title, "The Ambulance Dog,"

a German captain has recently published

a pamphlet, which gives ^me interesting

details of the work done by dogs trained

for this noble jiurpose. A society exists in

Germany which -occupies itself solely with
this class of dog and last year it could

boast of 700 members and forty dogs. By
way of trial there are collies attached to six

battalions of Chasseurs, and German sheep-

dogs and Airedales to four other batta-

lions. Preference is given to bitches, as

being more reliable. About $1,000 is spent

annually in training these animals. In the

current number of The Strand magazine

there appears a very interesting illustrated

interview with Herr BungBrtz, the origin-

ator of the scheme for employing dogs in

this manner, from the pen of Frederick A.

Talbot. By way of introduction the writer

says:

Few members of the brute creation poe-

mcss the intelligence, ^gacity, fidelity, and

reliability with which this animal is so

characteristically gifted. The shepherd

Avould sooner part with his home than be

deprived of his faithful collie—the safe-

guard of his flock. Then what an unfad-

ing, glorious noil of fame is associated with

the dogs of St. Bernard in their heroic res-

cues of exhausted travellers from death.

Numerous instances could be cited where

the dog has rendered invaluable services as

life-saver, messenger, guardian, and what

not. But it is extremely doubtful whether

the animal has ever been subjected to a

stranger ajnd more dangerous, albeit hu-

mane and necessary, service than tiiat for

which it is retained in the German army.

The military authorities of that country

luave trained the dog to become a four-

footed member of the Red Ooss Socety, to

minister to and to .succor the wounded on

i,he battlefield, besides fulfilling other du-

ties whicb it would be either impossible,

or undesirable, for an ordinary soldier to

fulfil. Needless to say the dog, with its

innate proclivity, has accommodated itself

to the requiremente of its new duties, not-

withstanding their arduous nature, with

great readiness, and has already proved
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itself to be, under certain conditions, a

more apt and thorough servant than the

soldier himself.

The outfit of the dog consists of a little

saddle-bag fastened round his body. It

contains a smiall quantity of nourishing

and stimulating refreshments. Then he

also carries a small supply of surgioal band-

ages in a wallet something similar to that

which is sewn up in a coat of every Eng-

lish soldier, and which the man can utilize

for the purpose of binding up his own
wounds if he is sufficiently strong to do so.

Over these two bags is wound a coverlet

with a large Red Cross imprinted upon it,

to designate the mission in which the dog
is engaged. Tlie dog is accompanied by a

conductor. When the battle field is reach-

ed the dog immediately commences its

search, and so sensitive are its faculties

that it will trace out the concealed wound-
ed with astonishimg celerity and surety.

When it has found the man it lies down
beside him and attracts his attention. The
man, if he be not too exhausted, releases

file saddle-bag containing the refreshments,

and also the surgical bandages. The dog

remains by him. and presently, if the man
has regained Jiis strength and bound up
his wounds, he follows the dog, who guides

him quickly back to the conductor, who
in turn signals the ambulance bearers, and

the rescued soldier is quickly removed to

the hospital. If, when the dog reaches a

wounded man, and after lying be.*ide him
for a few minutes finds that the soldier

makes no effort to obtain the food, the

animal recognizes intuitively that some-

thing serious is amiss, and accordingly has-

tens back to his conductor, wh.o, seeing

that the bag on the animal's back has not

been touched, «nd answering the dog's

mute appeals, follows it, and is soon

brought to tSie wounded soldier, who was,

lierhaps. too weak to assist himself upon

the dog's former visit.

But it is at night that the dog displays

its cleverness to the best advantage. In

addition to the foregoing accoutrements

adjusted to its body the animal is provided

^vith a little bell upon its collar, something

similar to the sheep bell, which is con-

stantly 'tinkling. The wounded soldiers are

able to hear this tinkling, and the slightest

movement they may make is immediately

realized by the dog, sdnoe its ear is far

more sensitive than the human ear so that

it is enabled to receive sounds which are

absolutely inaudible to the conduotot

Herr Bungartz is of opinion that the

dogs best adapted, and indeed the only

ones that can accomplish the task satisfac-

torily, are the Scotch colHes. Not the

modern collie, however, which has some-

what deteriorated in the essential charac-

teristics for which it has so long been

famed, but the old type of collie, now
•somewhat difficult to obtain. But it would

be unfair to quote further from what is

really an instructive as well as an interest-

ing article, and so we leave our readers to

procure it for themselves, assuring them

that its perusal will afford both profit and

enjioyment.
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Sherbrooke (Qoe») Gun Club Tournas
ment.

The weather was excellent. Many ex-

pecffced Canadians were not present. The

scores are as follows:

Kret Day, Sept. 6.

Events 1, 6, w«re at 10 targets; 2, 3, 4,

7, 8, 9, 11, 12, at fifteen targets; 5 and 10

at twenty targets; the last figure is per-

centage for those shooting in all matches:

J. S. Fanning—10, 15, 13, 14. 17, 9, 14, 14,

13, 19, 15, 13, 91.6.

B. Le Roy Woodward-8, 14, 14, 13, 16,

9, 14, 15, 14, 18, 14, 15, 86.1.

C5apt. Bartlet1^-8, 14, 14, 10, 16, 8, 13, 13,

12, 17, 15, 15, 86.1. . ,„ ,,
W. L. Oolvill^lO, 10, 14, 10, 15, 10, 11,

13, 12, 18, 12, 11, 81.1.

T. M. Craig--7, 10, 13, 13, 16, 8, 15. 11, 14,

16, 13, 13, 82.7.

C. G. Thompaon—7, 11, 10, 10, 19. 6, 11,

12, 13, 18, 13, 14, 80.

C. D. WMte—10, 9, 13, 15, 17, 10, 14, 8,

1 9 19 "11 fJQ Q

J. <&. Walton-S, 11, 11, 11, 16, 8, 12, 11,

15, 15, 15, 12, 11, 78.3.

N. G. Brav—7, 9, 12, 12, 15, 8, 12, 12, 14,

15, 13, 11, 77.7.

G. B. Walton—7, 12, 10, 12, 17, 8, 14, 12,

10, 16.

W. E. Loomi*-«, 12, 13. 9, 11, 8, 10, 11,

6, 14.

S. Mathieson—«, 10, 13, 0, 14, 0, 0, 10.

H. G. Bullard—11. 11, 10, 11, 5, 8, 6, 10.

B. H. Norton—6, 9, 7, 7, 6, 9, 8.

W. Neil-«, 10, 13, 9, 10.

W. Gulbraith-7, 16, 9.

Second Day. Sept. 7.

Nos. 1 and 10 at ten targets, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8.

9, 111, 12 at fifteen targets; 5 and 10 at

twenty targets:

B. LeRov Woodward—9, 13, 12, 14, 18,

9. 14, 14, 13, 20, 14, 14; 90.1.

J. S. Fanning—S, 14, 14, 11, 17, 10, 13, 12,

15, 19, 15, 13; 89.4.

Capt. Bartlett—7, 13, 14, 11, 17, 8,^ 14, 12,

15, 15, 12, 13. 83.8.

E. G. Wliite—8, 15, 11, 12, 15, 9, 14, 13,

12, 13, 10, 14; 81.1.

W. L. ColviUe—7, 13, 13, 15. 18, 9, 12, 8,

11, 16, 12, 11; 80.5.

T. M. Craig—8, 13, 11, 13, 18, 8, 10, 10,

14, 10. 14, 15; 94.4.

D. P. Poster—a, 12, 11, 9, 16, 9. 15. 13,

14. 16, 13. 11; 82.2.

N. G. Brav—9, 11, 12, 12, 16, 8, 12, 10. 14,

15, 13, 14; 81.1.
i

.J. G. Walton—7, 12, 11, 11, 16, 9, 13, 12,

13, 17, 11, 13; 80.5.

C. G. Thompson—8, 13, 10, 10, 18, 6, 11, ,

9, 12, 15, 13, 13; 71.1.

0. D. White—5, 11, 13, 10, 16, 8, 12, 8,

12, 17, 11. 14; 70.5.

B. H. Norton—7, 12, 11, 9, 10, 5, 5, 9, 4,

17, 6, 6.

, 8, 7, 4,•T. H. Cameron-^, 6, 9, 9. 9,

10, 13, 7.

G. B. Walton—9, 11, 10, 12.

W. E. Loomls—15, 10, 9, 14, 4, 8, 8.

J. W. Kirkpatrick-«, 11, 12.

R. T. Eastman—11, 13,

H. G. Bullard—10, 15, 5, 9, 12, 11, 12.

W. B. Neil—8.

C. H. Foss—12, 11.

Toronto Rod and Gun Club.

The annual meeting of the above club

was held on Monday, September 17th, in

the parlors of the Dominion Hotel, corner

of Queen and Sumach Streets. The meet-

ing was a representative one, and cer-

tainly the most successful ever held by
the club. There was a splendid turnout

of members, all of whom were enthusias-

tic over the prospects for the best sea-

son's pleasure they have yet experienced.

The gentlemen elected to the various of-

fices are well-known lovers of the rod
and gun, and in whom the members have
every confidence.

Inrough the courtesy of the directors of

the Ontario Jockey Club, extended since

the formation of the Toronto Rod and
Gun Club, a portion of Woodbine track

has been placed at the disposal of the

club for the purposes of a shooting

grounds, and no doubt the same privilege

will be granted during this season. No
finer or more convenient location can be
found in Canada.

Arrangements have been fully made for

the supplying and trapping of pigeons by
Mr. J. H. Bontoft, who is a past-master
in the business. It was decided to reduce
the cost of blue rocks from a cent and a
half each to one cent each, a change
which will be much appreciated. Spar-
rows will also be provided by an expert.
As the club is in a sound financial con-

dition, instructions were given to have it

incorporated. This will not only be a
protection to the members, but will give
the club a wider scope.

The officers elected were as follows :—
President, Mr. J. Edwin Cook; vice-presi-

dent, Mr. R. G. Davidson; secretary, Mr.
Harry J. Page; treasurer, Mr. J. H.
Thompson; captain, Mr. J. J). Coulter;
official referee, Mr. Thomas D. Ellis.

Executive Committee—Messrs. Thomas A.
Duff, Thomas D. Ellis, Frank Ball, W.
W. Jeffers, Alf. J. Jackson, M. Hutchin-
son, and Thos. Fitzhenry.

A very cordial vote of thanks was ten-
dered to the retiring president, Mr. Alf.

J. Jackson, for the efficient manner in

which he discharged his duties since the

inauguration of the club. It is felt by
everyone that Mr. Jackson did more than
any other member of the club, and its

success is largely attributable to the ef-

.

forts put forth by him in its behalf.

All lovers of the rod and gun are invit-

ed to join. A splendid season's enjoy-

ment awaits them. The membership fee

is $2 per annum, and the secretary's ad-

dress is 426 Sackville Street.

*

Toronto Traps—McDowell's Shoot.

There wa« a big turnout to McDowall's
Labor Day shoot, and several interesting

team and individual matches were shot.

The scores :
—

Team match at 10 birds

—

Thompson 9 Wilson 7
Marshall 6 Richardson .... 6
Franks 8 Moore 7

Total 23 Total .. . 20

Match No. 2—
Richardson .... 7 B'ranks 7
Thompson 9 Wilson 7
Marshall . . . .

'
.

.

7 Moore 6

* Total 23 Total 20

Match No. 3—
Richardson .... 8 Moore 9
Marshall 8 Thompson 8
Wilson 7 Franks 8
Roberts 7 Richards 4

Total 30 Total 29

Match No. 4, 25 birds-

Thompson 21 Richardson . . .16
Moore 21 Roberts 16

Marshall 19 Richards 12

Wilson 18

Match No. 5, 10 birds-

Thompson 9 Wilson 7

Franks 8 Turner 7

Marshall 8 Andrews 6

Moore 8 Richards 6

Richardson .... 7

Hamilton Gun Club Tournament.

The autumn tournament of the Ham-

ilton Gun Club, Sepitember 1 and 3, was

a big success, an attractive programme

bringing together a great many Canadian

crack shots. Among the visitors from a

distance were:—F. H. Conover, Leaming-

ton; J. Wayper, the Hespeler crack;

Pollard, Chicago; H. D. Bates, Ridge-

town, champion live bird shot of Canada

and the United States; G. W. Price, Lt.

Williams; Bradley, whose shooting name

is Robin Hood; Thomas, Toronto; the

Brantford team—Montgomery, Summer-
hays, Westbrook and Cutlitfe; Frank

Mitchell, Sarnia; Robins; G. Reid, Dunn-

ville and J. Townsend, Toronto.

The proceedings commenced with the

hoisting of a brand ne^v flag, presented

to the club by Mr. George Crawford, Mr.

Bird.sall, secretary, welcoxning the visit-

ors in a short, pithy speech.

Canover, the Leamington man, shot only

for the score and not for the prizes. He
represents the celebrated Dupont Com-
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pany, of Wilmington, Del., and his own

work AVas the best possible sort of ad-

vertisemenit for his company's goods. He

shot in every event, and niade the high-

est aggregate of all those who took in all

the events.

iSnmmerhays and Mont|romery, of the

Brantford team, showed splendid form, the

laiter in particular being at or near the

bop in every event. He did not compete

in the last event of the day, or certainly

would have carried off the day's honors.

Dr. Wilson shot in the best form of all

the local contesJtants, and was well up in

every event in which he took part.

The big merchandise event produced five

scores of 20 each, and the first prize went

to Harry Graham, of Hamilton, in the

shoot-ofi'. The other 2iys were G. W.

Price, St. Wflliams; J. Wayper, Hespeler;

E.-.bins, of Dunnville, and George Hunter,

of Hamilton.

The officers of the club are:—Dr. J. "E.

Overhol't, president; W. Langhorn, vice-

president; Harry Graham, secretary; P. B.

Vallance, treasurer; James Crooks, cap-

tain. The Toumnm'?nt Committee is:—
W. A. Lees. Dr. Hunt, George Crawford,

Cliarles Brigger, Albert Smyth, T. Up-

ton and T. Birdsall. Mr. W. A. Lees is

re*feree.

FIRST DAY.

Event No. 1. lO-bird sweep, $1 entrance
—Wav-per 10, Graham 9, Summerhays 9,

Montgomerv 9. Conover 8, Pollard 8, Sut-

rliffe 7. Westbrook 6, Murdock 6, H. D.
Rites 6, Price 6, Dr. Hunt &, Birdsall 6,

Bennett 4.

Invent No. 2, 20-bird sweep, $5 added by
club, $2 entrance—Montgomery 19. Cono-
r'^r 18. Price 18, .Summerhavs 17, Wayper
17, Cutcliffe, 15, Graham, 14, H. D. Bates
13. Brigger 13. Westbrook 12, Pollard 12,

Bennett 12, Fletcher 12. Stewart 12.

Event No. 3, Ifl-b^rd sweep. '$1.50 en-
trance—Conover 14. Summerhavs 14, Price
14, Montgomerv 13. Murdoch 13, Cuteliffe
13. Fletcher 13. Wavper 12. H. D. Bates
12. Dr. Wilson 11. Thomas 11, Brigger 10,

Westbrook 10, Pollard 6.

E\-ent No. 4, 15-bird sweep, $3 added bv
club, $1.50 entrance—^Montgomerv 14, Wav-
per 13. Summerhavs 13. Fletcher 12. Brig-
Ker 12. Dr. Wilson 12. Oouover 11. Upton
11. Price 11. A. D. Bates 11. C. Hunt 11,
Cline 11, W'P'stbrook 10. Graham 10, Cut-
'Viffe 10, J. Crooks 9, H. D. Bates 8, Pol-
lard 8.

Event No. 5, 20-bird sweeo. $5 added bv
club. $2 entrance—Montgomen' 18. Price
18. Fletcher 18, Dr. Wilson 17, Summer-
hays 16, Westbrook 16, H. D. Bates 16,
WaAmer 15. Conover 14, Bennett 14. A.
n. Bates 14. Cline 13. Brigger 12, Bang
10. Upton 8.

I Event No. 6, 10-bird sweep, entrance $1
I —Conover 10. Summerhavs 10, Mbntigom-
' erv 10. Dr. Wilson 9. Price 9. Fletcher 8.

iWe^itbrook 8. Wavper 8. Pollard 7, Mur-
doch 6. Graham 6. Cutcliffe 6, Brigger 6,

Dr. Hunt 5. Qine 5.

Event No. 7, 15-bird sweep. $3 added bv
club. §1.50 entranf'"—Brigger 14. Cline 14,

1
^Tont^ornerv 14. Conover 13 Dr. W^il«on

' 13. H. D. Bates 13. Summerhavs 13, Wav-
oer 12. Prif^e 11. Westbrook 10. Fletcher'
0. A. D. Bates 8, Bang 7, Cutcliffe 6, Ben-i'
rett 3. 1

Event No. 8, 20-bird sweep, $5 added by
club, $2 entrance—Conover 19, Dr. Wilaon
19, Montgomery 18, Summerhavs 17, H.
D. Bates 16, Cline 15, Price 3, Brigger 11.

Event No. 9, 15-bird sweep, $1.50 en-
trance—Conovei- 14, Or. Wilson 13, Sum-
merhays 11, Price 10, Bradley 8.

Eivent No. 11, 20-bird sweep, $5 added
by club, $2 entrance—Montgomery 18, .H.

D. Bates 17, Price 17, Summerhays 16, Dr.
Wilson 15, Wayper 15, Conover 15, Cline
13, Brigger 13, Westbrook 13.

Event No. 12, 15-bird sweep, $1.50 en-
traiice—Montgomery 14, Westbrook 14,
Conover 13, Summerhays 13, Dr. Wilson
12, Briisjger 12, Cline 12. H. D. Bates 12,
Price 12. A. D. Bates 12, Bang 10, Pol-
lard 9, Bennett 7, Upton 7, Mitchell 7.

SECOND DAY.
Event No. 1, 10-bird sweep, $1 entrance

—Birdsall 10, Conover 10. Cline 9. Price 9.
Wayper 9, Mitchell 9, Montgomerv 9, H
D. Bfttos 9, Dr. Wilscm 8. Upton 8, H.
Dynes 7. Summerhavs 7. Brigger 7 Ben-
net 7, Pollard 6, Westbrook 5, Bang 3.

Event No. 2. 20-bird sweep, ifS addedW entrance—H. D. Bates 20. Wayper 2o!
Price 19. ilontgomery 18, Summerhays 17,
Dr. Wilson 16. Brigger 16, Conover 15.
WajTier 15, Boibins 15.

Event No. 3, 15bird sweep. $3 added,
$1.50 entrance—G. Reid 15, Summerhavs
15, Bennett 14, Conover 14, Westbrook
14. Montgomery 14, Price 13, Robins 13,
Thomas 12. ]Mudd 12, Dr. Wilson 11, H
D. Bates 11, Westbrook 11, Pollard 11
Cline 10.

Event No. 4. 15-b'rd sweep, $1.50 en-
trance—Wayrter 15, ^Tontffomerv 14, Rob-
ins 14, Dr. Wilson, 13. S-m^nVrhavs 13.

Price 13, H. D. Bates 12 Mudd 12". Cut-
cliffe 12, Conov-r n B'igger 10, West-
brook 9, Mitch "11 9. Pollard 9, Lees 7.

Event No. 5. 20-bird sweep, $5 added,
$2 entrance—Wayper 20, Wilson 19, Mont-
gomery 18, .Summerhavs 18. Conover 16,
H. D. Bates 15. Bennett 15, Reid 15. Brig-
ger 14, Price 14. Westbrook 13, Robins 13,
Thoma'^ 13. Cuteliffe 11. Townsend 10.

Event No. 6, 25 bird handicap for Bell
organ, valued at $75, entrance $3 :

—
Hit. Given. Ttl.

H. D. Bates 23 1 24
Summerhays 24 24
Dr. Wilson 22 1 23
Bennett 20 3 23
Montgomery 23 23
Wayper 22 22
A. D. Bates 18 3 21
Price 20 1 21
Upton 17 3 20
Brigger ... 18 2 20
Birdsall 19 i 20
Graham 20 20
Crawford 13 5 18
E. W. Clifford 13 5 18
Conover, birds only 24 24

Shoot off of tie :
—

H. D. Bates 21 1 22
Summerhays 21 21

Event No. 7, 15 bird sweep, $3 added;
$1.50 entrance—Price 15, Conover 14, Sum-
merhavs 14, Montgomerv 14, Mudd 14,

Bri^erer 13, Wayper 13, Reid, 13. Robins
12, Wilson 11. H. D. Bates 10. WestbrooV
10. Birdsall 8, Bennett 7, A. E. Clifford 6.

Event No. 8. 20 bird sweep, $5 added;
!B2 entrance—.Montgomery 20, Birdsall 19-

Conover 19. Summerhavs 19, Wayper 19,

Wilson 17. Brigo-er 16, H. D. Bates 16.

Price 16, Bang 15.

Event No. 9, 15 bird sweep, entrance

$1.50—Conover 15. Summerhavs 15. Way-
per 14, Montgomerv 14, Price 13, Wilson

, 12, Thomas 12, Brigger 10, Upton 7.

No. 10 event (unfinished first day),
tnerchandise shoot, ."iS prizes, best two
scores in five trials at ten birds each to

count—H. Graham 20, Price 20, Waypet
20, Robins 20, Hunter 20, J. Smyth 19,

Montgomery 19, Summerhavs 19, Cline 19,

Bang 19, Upton 19. CutcHfTe 19, G. Reid,
Dunnville, 19, Dr. Wilson 19. Birdsall 19,
H. D. Bates 18, Oliver 18, Dr. Hunt 18,
Bennett 18, Mudd 18, A. D. Bates 17,
M. Fletcher 17, Brigger 17, H. Dvnes 17,
Tremayne 16, W. Lees 16, A. W. Pal-
mer 15, W. Stewart 15, Westbrook 15,
Crawford 15, A. E. Clifford 14, Towns-
end 14, E. W. Clifford 13.

The above 33 men won the prizes in or-

der. The 20's shot off and Harry Gra-

ham, of this city, and G. W. Price, of

St. Williams, kept on hitting every tar-

get so long that they at last agreed to

stop. Graham tailing first prize, a $35 sew-
ing machine, and Price (by his own
choice) second prize, a $30 case of cut-

lery. In addition to the winners the fol-

lowing men shot one or more series and
made the scores given :—James Crooks,

birds only, 18; Conover, birds only, at

two series only, 16; Murdoch, 12; John-
son, 11; Mitchell, 11. A. Smyth, one series

only, 7; Griffith, 5; C. Hunt, one series

only, 5; G. Reid, Hamilton, one series

only, 4.

Walkervjlle Tournament.

Walkerville Gun Club held their annual

tournament on I^abor Day, and, as usual,

it proved one of the best shoots of the

season. The club this year installed a

magautrap, and this contributed to the

attractiveness of the shoot.

The princii>al events of the day were
the contest for the King trophy, repre-

senting the championship of Essex Coun-

ty; the Walker tankard, the high average

prize, and the three-man team race. The
King trophy had been redeemed from W.
A. Smith, Kingsville, who had held it for

over a year, and it was hotly contested

for by J. T. Miner, King.sville, and A. W.
Reid, Walkerville. These tied with a

score of 60 each out of 50 singles and 10

pairs, and Mr. Reid won on shooting off

the tie.

The contest for the Walker trophy was

also a hot one between these two cracks.

Miner lead nearly all day, but was tied

by Reid in the last event but one, and in

shooting off the latter, a short race at 10

birds, Mr. Reid was again victorious. This

being his second win of the Walker tro-

phy, it became his absolute property.

The three-man team race proved a vic-

tory for Messrs. Smith and Miner, Kings-

ville, and "Walsrode" Conover, Leaming-

ton, who each scored 14 out of 15, or a

total of 42 out of 45, beating the next

best team by 4 birds.

The high average cash prizes were won
by J. T. Miner, 86; "Walsrode" Conover

83, and T. Wear 82 out of 100 shot at.

The following are the scores, the contest

for the King trophy being at 50 single

and 10 pairs or 70 targets, and for the
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Walker trophy 100 singles, this score also

including that for high average :—
King Walker

j^ame. Trophy. Trophy.

W. A. Smith, Kingsville. . . . 5B 81

J. T. Miner, Kingsvillfe. . . . 60 86

E. G. Swift, Walkerville... 45 75

G. W. Mutter, Walkerville.. — 76

T. Webster, Walkerville.... — 76

A. W. Reid, Walkerville. ... 60 88

E..C. Clark, Walkerville.... 55 78

T. Reid, Walkerville 53 70

T. Wear, wmdsor 60 82

"Wolsrode," Leamington— 56 83

Cox, Detroit 56 —
Cady, Detroit 55 —

Three-man team contest ait 45 targets,

15 each-
First team-
Smith 14

Miner 14

Walsrode 14

Total 42

Second team-
Wood 12

Cady 12

Cox
^

••• 14

Total 38

Third team—
A. Reid 12

Burr 13

Qark 1^

Total 38

Fourth team—
T. Reid 12

Wear 12

Swift 11

Total 35

Woodstr»ck Gun Clob.

The Oxford county championship gun

club shoot was held September 21st at

the fair grounds at Woodstock, Ont. Al-

though there was quite a strong wind,

the shooting was the best of the season.

The conditions were ten live birds and

twenty blue rocks, the total to count. Joe

Thompson carried off the palm by making

a score of 29 out of a possible 30. Mat.

Virtue made 28, and General Grant 27.

The shoot was a sweepstake for $15 and

was the first of a series for a Virtue Spe-

cial bicycle donated by Mat. Virtue. The

conditions for the rest of the matches

will be the same as yesterday, and any

member wishing to contest for the wheel

must challenge yesterday's champion and

put up $10 to cover all expenses for birds,

etc., and must give one week's notice. All

shooters will have the same chance, as it

is a handicap series.

Luckwell and Longmore were shooting

only for practice. The following is the

score :

—

10 live birds—Thompson 10: Virtue 10;
Grant 9. • '

20 blue rocks—^Thompson 19, Virtue 18,

Grant 18, Luckwell 15, Longmore 14.

A Gait (Ont.) Gun^Club.

A large and enthusiastic meetnig ot

shooters was held at the Market Hotel,

Gait, Ont., on Septem.ber 24th, and or-

gamdzed themselves into what will be

Crosby, McMurchy, Budd and Du Bray,

being comipetitors.

Mr. Bates, ,has, within a year, won
three inbemiatioaial live bird events, viz:

The Oilman & Barnes medal twice and the

Grand American Handicap at New York
laat spring, besides many creditable local

victories, a record of which any one might

well be proud. We have much pleasure

in oongmituilating him on. his splendid suc-

Third Portage on Montreal River en routelto Lake Temagaming.

kniown al^ th'e iNeWlands .Trap-shooting

and Game Protective Association. The
following staff of officers were elected:—
Hon. President—A. G. Gourlay,

President—R. Patrick, jr.

Vice-Presiden1^-A. B. Smith.

Secretary-Treasurer—^Andrew Newlands.

Field Captain—Josh Wayper, Hespeler.

Managing Committtie—E. Bowmian, Hes-

peler; H. D. Monachie, R. J. Dracey,

and A. W. Tbomison.

H. D. Bates Champion.

Mr. H. D. Ba'tes, Radgetown, Ont.,

again demonstrated that he is one of the

best pigeon shots on this continent, by

winning a second time the Oilman & Barnes

international live bird medal, from the

crack shots of Canada and the United

States, at Jack Parker's shoot, Detroit.

Mioh., on September 14th, with a score

of 25 straight. Bates was in warm com-

pany, such crack American shots as Heikes,

Harrow Shoot.

Harrow (Oont.) Gun Club held their

annual blue rock shoot September 2l9t.
The principal contests were for high aver-

age and for the Auld Cup, the latter open
bo Harrow shooters, and required to be

won three times to become the absolute

property of any shooter. High average out

of 80 shot ajt, were J. T. Miner, Kings-

vme, 68; Cox, Detroit, 67 and Smith,

f^angsvOle, 61. Oscar Pa^torius of the

Harrow olub won the Auld Cup with 10

out of 20, his closest competitor being

Kenneth Ferris, who scored 15.

Among ;tlhe Canadian shooters who at-

tended Parker's shoot at Detroit, last

mionth and gave a good account of them-

selves were J. T. Miner, Kingsville, A.

W. and T. Reid, Walkerville, and Mont-

gomery, Summerhays and Westbrood,

Bnaritford

.
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'/AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY ^

I
(^ Conducted!by H.jMcBean Johnstone

[(STrnrffrn;;:^

' These are some of the things you can do, and thereby learn how you have

wasted your previous Ufe."—Frederic Irland.

Canada and the Camera.

C-

ANADA, probably more than any
' country on the face of the earth,

owes a debt of gratitude to the

camera. \y^ere it not for the

development of photography

(along popular lines, the annual rushes of

si>ortsmen to this wonderlamd of nature

would be small in comparison to its pre-

sent proportions. At least two-thirds of

the sportsmen who come here from the

States and the Old Country bring cameras

with them, varying from those of the small

and cheap varieties to the largest and

most expensive instruments on the mar-

kets.

These camera enthusiasts are doing much
to open up new resorts in what has been
properly named God's oounitry. They are

not satisfied with snapping Niagara Falls

and Lachine Rapids and other similar civil-

zied spots, but they turn their faces from

the settled parts and seek out solemn

mountain fastnesses, that have never

echoed the click of the camera shutter.

They face hardship and danger for the sake

of securing a photogram of some particu-

I larly inspiring scene, and the result is that
I others are daily being induced to desert the

beaten paths of travel to turn over more
loaves of the great book of nature.

But why leave fill this for outsiders to

do? Surely every Canadian kodaker can

help to advertise his country. To quote
from the December, '99, number of E)od

and Gun's photographio department: "O,
amateur, amateur, why waste your good
Itlates and time lying around Newport and
Long Branch, taking snap-shots at the

; summer-fools who wear red coats, when

I

you might be out tramping through 'the

i
bush with a chum and a dog, or canoeing

I down the Ottawa or the St. Lawrence, and

j

at the same time adding to your stock of

:
photograms, pictures that would not only
interest yourself and your friends for the
next year, but, sent to your acquaintances

j

across the border and in other countries,

j

would show them that Canada is far more
^

than the 'Lady of the Snows,' and would
bring them over here next year armed
with cameras and plates galore to take

I

back impressions, more vivid by far, than
Kipling could ever give them."

Flashlight Portraiture.

Portraits can be made at night by flash-

light, that are fully the equal of portraits

made in daylight, but the flash-light por-

traits are much harder to get. One reason
for this is the tendency of flash-light pow-
ders to throw deep and heavy shadows,
which unless overcome, will totally spoil

the picture. Profile portraits are much
easier to get by flash-light, than full iaoe or
throe-quarter faoe portraits. The cause of
this is that if the subject looks anywhere
near directly at the flash-light, the eyes

will have an unnatural stare that will maka
the negative worthless. Profile exposures
lend themselves particularly well to flash-

light work. I saw a series of profiles a
short time ago that I could not believe were
flashlights until positively assured that

they were.

The two main points in flashlight por-

traiture, according to my idea, are the

moderation of the shadows and the proper

exposure, the importance of the latter,

going, of course, without saying. Where
the subject is seated with face three-quar-

ters to the light, the shadows, which will

be certain bo appear if one of these devices

is not used, may be lightened by any of

three ways. A good way is to place the

sitter so that a gas light will light the

off side of the face. This will relieve tlie

shadow very effectively, but it may be
found necessary to give a few seconds ex-

posure with the light lit before the flash

is exploded. If the negative were develop-

ed at this stage, that is, before the flash

were made, the result would be a negative

with one side of the faoe and figure faint-

ly exposed and the balance, the side on
which the flash is to be set off, clear glass.

This first exposure will lighten the shadow
that would be cast were the flashlight the

only exposure. It is perhaps unnecessary

to state that the subject should not move

until the entire exposure is complete. The

gaslight need not be extinguished while

the flash is being made, but the camera

should be so placed as not to include it in

the picture. A double thickness of cheese

doth should be placed between the subject

and the flash, far enough away from the

IKTwder so as not to take fire.

That is one way of lightening the sha-

dows, and probably the easiest and most
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effective way. Another way is to use a re-

flecting screen. This should be placed ex-

actly as if you were taking a daylight por-

trait and wished to reflect some window
Hght upon the off side of the face. Its ob-

ject, of course, is to catch gome of the flash-

light and throw it back again upon the

dark side of the subject. Still another way
of relieving the shadows is by using two
or more flashlights. Professional photo-

graphers who work much with flashlight

liw[uently use this method, which is rather

too elaborate for the average amateur to

attempt. It compreliends, say a flash set

off on each side of the subject, one of

course lighter than the other, so that one
side of the face will be in partial shadow,
and neither flat, being entirely unshadow-
ed, or crude by being over-developed on one
side and dear glass an the other. These
flashes, and there are often more tlian two,

must be exploded simultaneously, of course,

and as I said the amateur can probably get

equally good results from the simpler of

the methods suggested.

Now, regarding the relative positions of

sitter, camera and flash. A very good po-

sition is to place the subject tliree-quarter

face to the camera. The flash should not
be directly at the back of the camera, for
that would produce sitaring eyes and flat-

ness of faoe. Place the flashlight appaia-

tus two or three feet above the camera,

and about the same distance to one side.

If the sitter is looking to the right of the

camera uhe flashlight should be placed on
the left; in other words away from the sit-

ter's eyes. This will give you a face with
full exposure on one side, but rather heavy
shadow on the other. The shadow can be
lightened, however, by any of the methods
I have suggested.

In making a profile photogram, the sub-

jeat should be seated aide of face to

camera, and the flash should be placed in

about the same position as before, two or

three feet above the camera and say two
feet to one side. Amateurs wiU probably

understand that in taking profile the flash

should be placed to the face side of the

subject rather than the hair side, so in

other words, that the flash will shine to

an extent directly in the subject's face,

listening the shadows is not so important

a matter in profile as it is not so necessary

to give the effect of contour as in full face

or three-quarter face portraits.

A dark and rough background is the best

for flashlight portraiture because the dark

fabric prevents the shadows thrown by the

subject from being so noticeable and its

rough surface absorbs (the light. The sub-

ject should be placed from three to four

feet from the background. Regarding the

shadow on the background, care must be

taken to lighten this. If the background

is light and the subject is placed too close

to it, the figure will cast a very vigorous

shadow that is often a portrait in silhou-

ette. Such negatives are worthless and
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should not even be printed. Some shadow

on the background is not at all objection-

able, particularly in profile portrcuts, be-

cause the holding of the flashlight high

above the head throws the shadow low

dowm and thus prevents it from interfering

with or obscuring the real head in the por-

trait. Where the three-quarter face is

taken, however, there should be no sharp

shadow, and this can be prevented both by

increasing the distance between the subject

and the background, and by lightenmg the

shadows by the methods above described.

The quantity of flash-powder means the

exposure and as all powders are more or

less different that will have to be judged

by experience. The sdze of the room, color

of the draperies and wall i>aper, the dis-

tance of the flash from the subject, are the

chief points to think of in estimating the

amount of flash to use. There is one thing

assured, it is much easier to under expose

than ever expose a flashlight. I have very

seldom seen a flashlight negative that was

over-exposed. Use plemty of flash powder,

therefore, and be careful not to over-de-

velop.—Will M. Rickert, in the Young
Photographer.

Relating to the Lines of the Landscape.

There is (nothing more difficult than to

explain in cold words how the "spiritual"

of a drawing has been evolved, or of what
it consists. Technique is a readily defin-

able quality, easy of disseotion and ex-

planation; but touch upon the feeling—the

soul—of a drawing, and the diflaculty of

writing about it is immediately felt. In-

deed, if it were not for the fact that our

photograms themselves cam be reproduced

in printers' ink, the task would be almost

hopeless.

To those accustomed to photograph na-

ture just as they find her, the idea that the

artist may be able to treat the main lines

of his composition enough to bring about a

complete transformation may seem to be

almost verging on absurdity. It is a fact,

however, that by a careful treatment it is

often possible to turn what were in reality

patchy masses of light into effective lines,

and still oftener ds it possible to come

across spots that will only yield picturesque

results when this whole idea is well

thought out beforehand and the principal

lin«s of the picture carefully arranged ac-

cordingly.

In looking at a picture that has been

well arranged, the necessity is shown of

oenitering the lines, not into space, but

upon the illustrative point, in order that

the attention may not be distracted from

that point; and further, it can be seen how
near it is possible to go to parallel lines in

a composition. How many of the masses

are killed, and how repetition adds to the

force, makes the motive of the work ap-

parent ait once.
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But ito commence at Uie very root of the

principles at the bottom of picture-making,

let us know something about the outer

edge or shape of our productions. As a

rule, we make our pictures angular in out-

line because that shape affords the best

contrast with almost everything that we
can find out-of-doors, exoeptang possibly

tlie only straight line in Nature—the hori-

zon across water. From the rest we get

curves of aU sorts, and these curves all

make contrasts more or less agreeable

with our margin. Other contrasts are pro-

duced by the arrangement of lines and

masses, but when we speak of composition,

we mean the arrangement and mutual re-

lations of thiese, so that to say this and

nothing more woiild finish the whole mat-

ter and would be attempting rather too

much at one blow.

The horizon should be placed almost any-

middle line should be avoided at all haz-

ards.

As an illustration of this, look at the ac-

companying photogram, "Just as the Sun
Went Do^ivin." The subject of the picture

is the sunset, and though the tow-barge

and schooner in the foreground are real

aids to the pioturesqueness, they are sub-

ordinated to the principal point of interest

by being placed on the side of the horizon

which is narrowest. It might be contend-

ed that the boats themselves ought to have

been the subject, and very good arguments

given to back uj) such a stand. The first

fact, however, that would be noted by a

casual observer is the sunset, and though

from it his eye would naturally wander to

the boats, they would only be objedts of

secondary interest to him. This is merely

a proof of that often-stated fact, that the

leading point of the photogram should

Just as the Sun Went Down

'

Photo by W. A. Couse

where, according to the relative interest of

the sky and foreground. Ordinarily, in

actual vision, the horizon comes near the

middle of the view, tmless we are looking

downward, as when admiring flowers, or

on some hillside, gazing on the wide pros-

pect spread at our feet. The less frequent

upward view, where the division between

sky and earth comes below the middle of

the picture, gives a grand effect, especially

on the open sea or in harbor, or on the

marshes. In such cases the doudscape,

with its clusltering hanks of rolling vapor,

piled mass upon mass, possesses a keener
interest than the comparative tameness of

the earth or the calm of the ocean. To
sum up, however, the interest is never

equal In sky and foreground and the exact

stand out enough to .subordinate all other

objeota and give to them the appearance

of being merely there to suggest locality.

Now, to come back to the original ques-

tion, the shape of the picture, it may be

noted that in this case it is about two and

a half times as long as it is wide, and with

this fact it may be taken into consideration

that all the principal lines, both in the sky

and foreground, are parallel, or nearly so,

with the long edges. The opposite shore,

the high lights in the clouds, the boats,

and even the lines in the water, all run

from end to end of the picture, and it is

to these facts that the impression of length

fs owing. Had the width of the picture

been increased, the general effectiveness

would have decreased correspondingly, and
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Erom such a i-esult it would be extremely

unwise to take one bit of interest. Though

there are otther skies that would have

done, we have in this case goiie slightly to

extremes and cliosen one that harmonizes

completely with the landscape. Had we

put in a sky of curves, much of the force

of the lines in the land and foreground

would have been lost. The subject of

cl<Juds. however, will be treated more fully

in a special article.

Now, in composing a picture on the

ground-glass, let the first object be to de-

cide which lines are desirable and which

would be better cut out, and then by mov-

ing our position to the right or left it is

generally possible to considerably modify

the for(^-ound. The less complication in

the shape of points or lines of light, the

less distraction from the general aim of the

picture there will be. This idea is well

carried out in the illustration. Often by

foreshortening the view unitil nothing but

two or three of the prtncipal lines of the

foreground are left we gain that decisive

appearance that gives point to the scene we

are depicting. Butt in attempting this we

have robbed our landscape of some of its

beauties and our lines end in producing iu

themselves nothing except to draw the eye

whither they go. so that to finish the pic-

ture we need for a culminating point t-ome

object that will give it added interest.

Knowing our place well, we can choose

whether to use life, aerial effect, or what

not, to add that one touch of interest.

Take, for ins'tance, a piece of meadow
land that has been overflowed by rains, so

that little rippling streams of water wend

their way through tiny self-made channels

between the grassy hillocks. Here a fore-

shortening will turn all but the widest of

these rivulets into effective lines for the

foreground, and by a little thought they

can be made to take strangely parallel and
effective courses that will blend harmoni-

ously. At the same time we lost many of

the minor rivulets, so that the larger ones

that we keep are given the air of decision

of which we have spoken.

We have already stated how the lines

should have the effect of drawing the eye

to some one ix»int, and that that should

be the point of interest in the picture can

hardly be denied. Now, in placing this

point of imterestjour object is not ix) irritate

the senses of the onloK>ker by firet carry-

ing him along our streams and then start-

ing him afresh at this point, which may
well be a herd of cattle or some other ob-

ject that is in keeping with the rest of the

picture. Out picture is to afford pleasure,

not pain. To be able to point to a run of

^ines, and, having exhausted interest in

them, to start again on the cattle, in a pic-

ture, is to kill the creation at once. The
object is to culminate interest in the cat-

tle .standing knee-deen in the water, black
ngain.st the sky and distance, and with this

idea we can but place them on the final

point of the lines. It is scarcely necessary

to point ouft how much more effective an
object is which breaks the horizon, than
one which is sunk below it. •

It is to the final point of the lines we in-

variably run, and from there that we start

to leave the picture. There are many
other places that we might have placed the

cattle, but it is only here that the full

effect is shown. There can only be one
point in any picture that really is a picture

where the interest can culminate. The

stronger the opposing minor points, the

more distracted will be the eye and the

less effective and strong will be the chief

object of the photogram. The works will

also show less motive, and, should minor

details be too strongly emphasized, there

can be no possibility of the photogram

ever rising beyond the level of a mere re-

cord of facts.

Whait is wanted is education, self-educa-

tion of the eye, the artistic talent, the

power to see the ricture in the material

before you; the form, the shape, the limi-

tations of the subject, till by intuition one

seizes the vantage point that gives the best

arrangement that can possibly be had.

In the March, 1900, number of the Pho

to-American there appeared an ilustration

entitled, "Towing the Schooner," by Fred.

G. Fawkes, that perhaps illustrates the ar-

rangement of linps, as last spoken of, bet-

ter than the accompanying illustration, and

the earnest f-itudent will dc well to turn it

up and .situdy it out. In it, sky, foreground

and distance are so clearly shown and the

distance so marked by the decrease in the

width of the lines, as to make it as nearly

a perfect picture of the class as could be

secured.—H. McBean Johnstone, in the

Plioto-American.
* * »

A World's Record in Photography.

During the session of the Ohio and Michi-

gan Photographers' Association at Put-in

Bay, oh Aug. 21st last, a wonderfiU photo-

graphic record mas made, demonstrating

the practicability of using artificial light

in this new art-science. A negative and

finished T^rint was made at ten o'clock at

night, the experiment being conducted by

C. H. Smith and David Rosser, of Pitts-

burg. The negative was made w'th four

seconds exposure by acetylene gas. The
print was made with artificial light also.

The total time consumed in the operation

beginning with the exposure an 1 endiii,:^;

with the finished photogram mounted on a

card was eight minutes and twenty-four

seconds. This is the world's record.

• •

The Qu&lity of the Negative.

There is a vast difference of opinion as

to what a firist-c'ass negative con-

sists of, but all ) rinters will

agree that the best negatives are

the ones that give the best result un-

der the printing light. A negative should

be clean, clear, soft and brilliant, and
above all, have pluck and roundness. Many
negatives are spoiled in developing, by not

being developed far enough, many thinking

a half-developed negative is meant whhen
a soft negative is spoken of. A negative

should always be developed far enough to

have body and strength enough to hold the

roundness and brilliancy under the printing

Mght. A negative developed so thin that

the arch of the high light has not strength

enough to hold up under the printing light

will never make anything but a flat, dis-

appointing print, on any kind of paper.

The utility of the negative to do the work
required of it, that is to make prints (not

to look at), depends largely on the develop-

ing agent used in making it. Wo have of-

ten been given beautiful negatives to look

at, but were much disappointed in the

prints of the same. The beautiful little

catchy lights on drapery, seen in the nega-

tive, were not in the print, but eveiything

seemed flat and grayed down. AVe find

negatives made with some deveiopmg

agents do not have the quality to stand

up under the printing light that others do.

The high hghts are not opaque, but the

film seems porous and allows the light to

filter through the negative and gray down
the delicate catchy points of light and

half-tones, and the result is a disappoint-

ment in the finished photogram. The best

negatives we have found to do the work

have been developed with Pyro. There

may be others just as good, but we have

never found them. In making a negative,

the ability of that negative to make prints

should be the question. For it is not the

negative you sell your customers, but the

prints from the same. The negative is

only the means to an end, and if it does

not accomplish that end it is not desirable.

* * A

A Table of Comparative Exposure.

The following table, compiled by Dr. J.

A. Scott, shows the comparative value of

day Hght (under like conditions) for pho-
tographic purposes at different hours of

the day and seasons of the year.

Hon ol Day
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Paradoxical as it may seem, flabh-light

photograms are much better if made in the

daytime than at night. Daylight softens

the shadows. In making a lidsh exposure,

either day or night, have all the other light

you can get.

Correspondence.

Correspondence sliould be addressed to

Box 651, Samia, Ont.

John A. Ross, Sdmcoe.—Diaphragm

should only be used to get a sharp picture

all over the plate. The largest stop that

will effect this is the right one to use. A
smaller one will only give a monotonous

photogram without any advantage.

Ohas. Anderson, Cornwall.— (1) In mak-

ing up a hypo bath by hydrometer test be

sura your hydrometer is accurate. (2)

Yes.- (3) Write to the American Aristo-

type Company, of James town, N.Y., and

ask them to send you an "Aristo manual."

(4) By all means.

C. R.—Keep your plates in a cold, drj-

place. When you OL:en a box of plates

do not leave it where the sun can reach

it. A dark room is geneially too dark to

k,ep plates in.

Temperature.—During the winter keep

your developer at a temperature of say

70 deg. to 75 deg.

Windsor, Ont.—Your photogram is hard-

ly worth CO. yrighting. To be perfectly

candid with you, far too much work is

copyrighied—work which no one would

bother copying.

Fading Negatives.—Always leave the ne-

gative in the fixing bath for five minutes

after all whiteness has disappeared to in-

sure permanency.

Jerry Morrison.—You can reduce with

the following:

Perchloride of Iron 30 gr.

Citric acid • • 60 gr.

Water^ 16 oz.

St. Glair.— (1) To dry a negative quickly,

after it is well washed immerse it in al-

coTiol for five minutes and then without

rinsdng it up to dry. (2) Yes.

"Photogram."—Your question has been

answered twice already.

Ono Jones.—Rodinal is a good developer

for amateurs. One part rodinal to forty

parts water.

Flash-light.—The best and cheapest flash

is made with a small blow lamp. Use pure

magnesium. Make it in day time if pos-

sible.

Sportsman.—^It was very foolish of you

to make a snapshot om a cloudy day. You
must learn to keep your head and not get

excited.
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A Bet on it.—No, you losd; a thin nega-

tive is not necessarily flat. Flatness is

when everything about a negative looks

weak. It is usually due to overtiming. It

is sometimes due to chemical fog.

Importation of Wild Animals.

U. S. Department of Agriculture, Office

of the Secretary, Washington, D.C., Sept.

13.—Under the authority vested in the
Secretary of Agrciulture by iSection 2 ol

the Act of Congress approved May 25,

1900, entitled, "An act to enlarge the
powers of the Department of Agriculture,
prohibit the transfxirtation by interstate

commerce of game killed in violation of lo-

cal laws, and for other purposes," the list

of species of live animals and birds which

the Biological Survey, issued July 13,
'

1500 j, canaries, parrots and domesticated
birds such as chickens, ducks, geese,
guinea fowl, peafowl and pigeons are sub
ject to entry without permits. But with
the exception of these species and those
mentioned above, special permits from the
Department of Agriculture will be requir-
ed for all live animals and birds imported
from abroad, and such permits must be
presented to the collector of customs at
the port of entry prior to delivery of the
property. JAMES WILSON, Secy.

[

"The sportsman can find in Nelson un-
limited occupation. The fishing in the
Kootenay Lake and Kiver is unequalkd by
any in Canada. The wooded mountains
surrounding the lake abound with deer
and grouse, while in the distant snow-clad
hills, mountain sheep, wild goat and bear
can be obtained. Excellent facil ties are

Outlet of Lac Tremblant.

may be imported into the United States

without permits is extended as herein-

after indicated. On and after Oct. 1,

1900, and until further notice, permits

will not be required for the following

mammals, birds and reptiles, commonly
imported for purposes of exhibition :

Mammals.—Anteaters, armadillos, bears,

c-hinipanzees, elephants, hippopotamuseis,

hyenas, jaguars, kangaroos, leo; ards,

lions, lynxes, manatees, monkeys, ocelots,

orang-outangs, panther-;, rac:oons, rhino-

ceroses, sea lions, seals, sloths, tapirs, ti

gers or wildcats.

Birds.—iSwans, Avild doves or wild pig-

eons of any kind.

Reptiles. — Alligators, lizards, snakes,
tortoises, or other reptiles.

Under the provisions of Section 2 oi

said act (as stated in Circular No. 29 ot

aft'orded for lawn tennis, cricket, baseba I

and lacrosse, while boating and a *three-
inile bicycle track make up the comple-!
inent of amusements for those who care i

not for the use of rod or gun. '

for the sportsman of limited means,;
who desires a holiday, or a home where,
amidst every modern comfort and a culti-

vated society, he can indulge freely m
his inclinations, Ne's~n is an Arcadia."

Russia, by reason of its immense extent

and comparatively small population, of-

fers a magnificent variety of sport, says a

writer in Pearson's Magazine. The woods
of Gatschina, owing to their vicinity to

St. Petersburg, are, however, usually the

scene of the biggest battues given by the

Emperor. These estates are surr uided

by a liigh wall, and are further separated >

from the road outside by a ditch. Draw
bridges guarded by pick-jd Cossac«£s give



entrance to this Imperial residence, .'ha

woods about it, though often heavily sh^t,

are crowded with game.

But perhaps the Tsar prefers the harder

and more toilsome days spent in the for-

ests of Bialowiege, not far from Minsk,

to the south of Moscow. Here an early

start is the order of the day, and by

eight o'clock the whole party have left

the Castle behind them. This country

seat was built some years ago by the

Hjuperor Alexander III. It is the rule on

such occasions to breakfast in the forest,

and at these breakfasts the Empress is

often present, seated on the Emperor's

right. This is no new fashion, for the

Dowager Empress used to accompany the

late Tsar, taking her children and atteu

dants with her.

Game abounds in these royal preserves

of Bialowiege, the list including stags, elk,

wild boars, and, rarest of all, the bison.

No one, except the 'Tsar and his guests,

ever penetrates these ancient forests,

where a tree is never cut.

Another reason is the fpar that the bi

Bon (the bison of Europe, the aurochs, in

fact) is in considerable danger of becom-
ing extinct. With the exception of thq

Caucasian mountains, they are at the pre-

sent day to be found nowhere else except

in these forests, and here they are shot

but once in three yeare. Last year a

hundred were billed, the best having a
fine head. This one was shot by the Em
peror himself, and Gen. Riehter brought
down another fine specimen. None but

bulls are shot—to fire at a cow is a crime

much on a level with shooting a fox in a

hunting country.

Tlie stags in these woods are splendidly

grown and very numerous. Four hun-
dred were shot in a few days last year.

Since the Tsar has broached the idea ol

disarmament, it is said that his views on
sport hiive undergone a consierable modi-
fication.

NorthsWest Forestry.

j
(London Free Press.)

Time was when a large part of Mani-
toba was covered with forests, as were

I

also immense tracts of Eastern Assiniboia.

I

Places where now there are no trees, and
i where it is said that trees will not grow,

I

forty years ago were covered with forests.

;
The fires that swept the country clear of

I timber, owing their origin sometimes to
I lightning, sometimes to the carelessness of

,

man, did their work gradually. In some
' places they were checked by ponds and
i streams. In some they ate into the for-

!

est until they were overcome for the time
I

by the moisture of the trees. In illus-
' tration of this Prof. Macoun, at the recent

meeting at Ottawa of the Canadian For-
'

estry Association, cited the case of the
Touchwood Hills. These were not really

I

hills, but slight elevations, covered with
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trees, which, protected by a series of
ponds, had the appearance of a height
they did not possess. Moose Mountain
was similarly situated, but its protecting
ponds dried up, the fires went in, and it

lost its trees and its prominence. Trecs,
J'rof. Maoouu lioids, will grow, exoepL in
the alkali lands, wherever there is mois-
ture, and, estabushing themselves, ifiey re-

tain the moisture they live on. A tree
turns out thousands of leaves and has
great roots far down in the ground, and
the sun is pumping water out of the tree
all the day long. It is pumping water
out of the depths of the soil, and that
water is passing into the atmosphere, liie
cutting on ot me forest means that the
rainfall will be carried off the soil too
quickly, and this return to the atmosphere
will cease. The atmospheric cu<.rents are
not interfered with, but are only prevent-
ed from taking the humidity out of the
soil through the agency oi trees, "inus,"
concludes Prof, iviacoun, "we have the
climate suited to the growing of cereals.

Ihe humidity received into the air com-
pensate(» tot tne want at it in the cli-

mate." This explanation snows why
trees are good for the country in which
they are found.

It is proposed to erect a memorial win-

dow to Izaak Walton in the Winchester
Cathedral at Winchester, England. A
prospectus of this memorial says :

—
"ihe remains of Izaak W-alton rest in

one OI ^ae side chapels of the south tran-

sept in Winchester Cathedral. His grave
IS covered by a plain hat stone, bearing

an efpitaph. in verse composed by his

brother-in-law and friend, Ihomas Ken,
Canon of Winchester, afterwards Bishop
of Bath and Wans. The chapel is light-

ed by a window of considerab e size, with
beautiful tracery in the decH>rated style

which prevailed in the end of the 13th

and beginning of the 14th century. It is

proposed to till this window with stained

glass in memory of the good man and de-

lightful writer who is interred imme-

diately below. ...ne cost of the window
will be about i400, and the work will be

entrusted to the eminent artist, C. E.

Kempe, who has already designed five of

the existing windows in the cathedral."

"I have often seen the Canadian wil-

derness. I have worked my way by ca-

noe and portage in warm weather. 1

have journeyed by snowshoe in winter

and dragged my own toboggan, and it is

my firm belief, Caspar Whitney and Fred-
eric Remington to the contrary notwith-
standing, thait there is only one climate

in the world more enjoyable than the

Canadian summer, and that is the Cana-
dian winter. The discomforts of that

wilderness are mostly imaginary. You
can put on a pair of snowshoes and travel
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all day in them the very first time you try,
and not be nearly as tired at night as'
you would be after a ten-uule walk on
the pavements of a city. You feel the
cold a great deal more on Broadway, Is-
land of ^vianhattan, than you do in the
deep woods of nortnern iNew Brunswick."
—Jj'rederic Irland in Scribner's Magazine,
January, 1900.

We quote the following from the report

of Mr. Win. Pearoe, ot Calgary, in the

Annual Keport of the Department of the

Interior :
—

iio far as the south-west portion ot the

Territoiies is concerned, when the foot-

hills and some portions of the stream
bottoms (comparatively small ones) r.e

taken out, the remainder is perfectly bai-

ren of trees, bush or shrubs. Xiie intro-

duction of irrigation wili, nowever, great

ly aid in stimulating the results ..n tree

and shrub planting so greatly to be desir-

ed. Further, throughout the country gea
erally, a« settlers become betier jfi unau-

cially, they will naturally d&iir-i t-j make
their homes comfortable and beaatify the

same, and tree and shrub growing will

be more and more attempted. It is very

encouraging to notice what is being done

with fair success in that regard m many
of the towns and villages in the Terri-

tories, and also by many of the farmers

and ranchers. A few yeai-s ago not only

was the same not attempted, but succfcas

was scouted. Those who tried anything
of the kind were invariably informed by
"Old-timers that complete failure was in-

evitable; "they had seen the same thor-

oughly tested. ' It is probable our ex-
perience will be similar to that in Greeley
Colony, Colorado, an irrigated settlement,
namely, that it is no use to try the more
delicate trees at first; but oniy when a
few good wind-breakers are produced by
the native trees, chiefiy cottonwoods, then
the more delicate ones can be readily
grown. In addition to the many varie-

ties of the poplar family, our mountain
spruce seems to grow wcii, fairly rapidly,
and makes a nice tree, and gives a very
agreeable color to the landscape when the
deciduous trees are bare, or the ground
covered with snow. This brings up a
point which is worthy of serious consid-
eration, namely, whether it would not be
well that small nurseries for the growth
of trees suitable for the country shoidd
not be established m many places, there-
by providing a cheap and possibly a free
supplyl for those wlio will honestly and
strenuously make an attempt at growing
the same. Experience would so far seem
to emphasize pointedly the fact that the
shorter the disttince the trees are moved
by transplanting and the less the change
in situation, the larger the percentage of
favorable results.

» * *

Bush fires fanned by the high winds
caused considerable destruction in the vi-
cinity of Woodstock during the month of
September. The timber destroyed was
not of much value, but several farms were
threatened with destruction and the reck-
oning up of the profit and loss account in
connection with it leaves no ground for
considering this industry one that should
be encouraged or even treated with indif-
ference. The fires started from .4ome
stumps that were being cleared oflF by
burning.
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Rice, Lewis & Son, Limited.

RIFLES

WINCHESTER, SAVAGE,

MAUSER AND MARLIN.

Revolvers & Pistols

WEBLEY, COLTS, SMITH &
WESSON, MAUSER. = ^

SHOT GUNS
GREENER, REMINGTON,
CLABROUGH. * =. *

AWIWIUNITION'^^^^KINDS.

Cor, King & Victoria Streets, TORONTO.

A Trip to Troat Lake.

At 8.30 on Thursday morning. May 24

last, Throop, Hayes, Deslaurier and I left

by train, arriving at Buckingham sta-

tion at 9.20, where we found our

man waiting for us with a good team, and

after a very pleasant drive of three miles

we reached the steamer Agnes~Teady to

start up the River Lievre with a party of

merry picnickers on board going to the

High Falls to spend the birthday of Her
Gracious Majesty. Our genial friend,

Capt. A. McNaughton, was also on board,

as well as the obliging captain of the

steamer, Capt. Bothwell. We made good

time, and arrived at our destination at

12.30, where we found Isaac and his boy

waiting for us with the horse and jumper.

It did not take us long to get the things

snugly packed, and by 1.30 we were at the

lake. It would surprise many people to

see the places over which Isaac's horse

took our load. He actually walked along

a single log, and went up and down
places where it is difficult footing for a

man to pass.

We found the boats in good shape, and

by two o'clock we were at the point,

where tents were pitched in a lovely spot

close to a stream of clear, running water.

After partaking of a light lunch we got

our rods and tackle together and started

out for the afternoon's fishing. Throop

and I going in one boat, and Hayes and

Deslaurier in the other. We did not an-

chor, but kept moving about, one paddling

and the other casting. By this means we
of course covered a very large extent of

water, and this increased the chances of

securing what fish might be on the look-

out for flies.

We rose most of them close in under
the bushes and dead trees near the shore.

The day was, however, very bright, not a

cloud in the sky, and for that reason
doubtless they did not rise very well.

However, Throop and I managed to land
twenty-five nice trout between us. We
returned to camp about 8 p.m., and found
that Deslaurier and Hayes had some nice

fish, and reported having lost some very
large ones. They did not move very
far from camp, and fished with both bait

and flies. Throop and I used the tty

only. We found the most killing to be
the grizzly-king, Montreal, Alexander and
Zulu, and they seemed to show a marked

preference for the first-named. The larg-

est trout 1 caught on the trip weighed 2
1-2 pounds, and took a fly I made accord-
ing to no particular pattern, namely, body
dirt brown seal's fur; hackle, dark brown;
Palmer wings, and tail well-marked pin-
tail. This fly somewhat resembles '"Dr.
Shore's fancy," and is a very tempting-
looking fly.

During the evening we heard and after-

ward saw an immense trout jump out of
the water three or four times. From ap
pearances and the" noise it made we esti

mated its weight at from 6 to 8 pounds.
We tried several flies over him, but he
would not rise at them. This day was jus I

as bright as the previous one, and the
result much the same. We returned to
camp about 8.30, and after a good meal
sat around the fire chatting and smoking
until about 11, when we turned in for the
night somewhat tired after having bean
up since 3.30 in the morning and at work
all day Avith the exception of about an
hour, when we rested for lunch at noon.
The black flies were very troublesome on
the lake, but were fortunately not very
plentiful near the camp. The mosquitoes
did not bother us at all until daylight. 11

was a great relief to lie down in the tent
at night and feel free from the black flies

for a few hours. We had plenty of fly

o Is wih u< ci vari us kinds, but found
the tar oil the only thing to keep the
flies from biting; even that required re
newing frequently. Nesmuk's recipe i*

the best I have tried.

We were out bright and early the nexv
morning, Saturday, and flshed until abouj
ten o'clock, when we returned to camp
and packed up, after partaking of a sump-
tuous meal. We then left for the end of

the portage, where we found Isaac await-
ing us (I never knew him to fail to h^
on time), and it did not take us long to
get aown to the river, wherg^we divided
the fish and packed them carefully in ou>
baskets with plenty of ice and boughs.
The steamer arrived about 4, and we
reached Buckingham at 5.30. We drove
at once to the railway station, and had
tea at a nice, clean, coonfortable hotel nea.r

by, after which we enjoyed a pleasant
chat over our trip until the train arrived
at 9.20. We reached home at 10.15, and
all pronounced it. although short, one of

the most enjoyable trips we had ever
had. Not a single thing went wrong or
was forgotten. It is not often that every-
thing goes right on such a trip. A slight

accident is liable to happen, or something
to be forgotten or broken, which might
cause considerable inconvenience when
one is away from civilization; but every-
thing went well in our case.

The fine weather of course prevented us
making a large catch, but we did not go
for the purpose of making a haul, and we
were all perfectly satisfied with what

sport we had. Our total . catch was sixty

trout of about one pound average weight
—quite sufficient to make the sport inter-

esting.

With regard to flies we found that the
proper size of hook was No. 5 (old seals),

and that the grizzly-king dressed with a

very bushy body of rather dark green
seal's fur was the most ett'ective, as before
mentioned.—Walter Greaves in Forest and
Stream.

There is only one

BOVRIL
Always the same and always
to be relied upon, a scientific

preparation containing the

whole nourishment of beef,

in the form easiest of diges-

tion and assimilation.

iFinest Canoe Trip

In the World
Sportsmen requir-

ing Guides, Canoes
and Supplies, etc.,

for Lakes Temi--
kaminj"; and Temagaming should write to P. A.
COBBOL.D, Haileybary, Oni. (successor lo

C. C Farr&Cobbold.)

THE BEST."
GINGER ALE
SODA WATER
APPLE NECTAR

ETC., ETC
To be obtained from all first-class grocers.
Please see that the label is on the bottle.

GURD'S

CHARLES GURD & CO. MONTREAL

FORYACHTS.STEAWSHIPS.B0AT5

McCASmUDOUGALL&C??
standard BoatarSparVarnishes.

MONTREAL.



MOOSE
HUNTING

IN
CANADA

The open seasons for moose in the

Canadian Provinces are as follows :

QUEBEC, Counties of Ottawa and Pon«

tiac (Kippewa and Temiskam*

ingf Districts)

:

October 1st to November 30th.

NEW BRUNSWICK :

September tSth to December 3Jst.

ONTARIO:
November Jst to November J5th.

MANITOBA :

September J 6th to November 30th.

NORTH WEST TERRITORIES :

November 2nd to December 14th.

BRITISH COLUMBIA

:

September Jst to December 3Jst.

All the moose lands are reached via

the Canadian Pacific Railway. Send for

copy of our Game Map, **Fishing and

Shootingt^^ and other publications, to

General Passenger Department, C.P.R.,

Montreal, P.Q., and mention **Rod and

Gun in Canada.*'



For Sportsmen
All Sizes Supplied jii jk ji

)33 KING ST., EAST, TORONTO

W. Q. BLACK
MANUFACTURER

^...sBAYco,,,^^ THE HUDSONS' BAY
"^

" COMPANY

'^'^^O/lATED A.0

HAS HAD OVER 229 YEARS
EXPERIENCE IN PROVIDING
FOR HUNTERS

EVERYTHING NECESSARY CAN BE SUPPLIED, jk jH Ji CIRCULAR
LETTERS OF CREDIT ISSUED ON ALL THE COMPANY'S INLAND
POSTS. «•««•««««•« FURTHER PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION TO

HUDSON^S BAY COMPANY, WINNIPEG.

TAXIDERMISTS

DuMOucHEL Bros.
CRAIG ST.

MONTREAL.
)i^°Special attention

given to parties sending
orders by express direct.

/orrespondence
Solicited.

Kodaks
\ PREMOS^ VIVES

$12.00 PREMO
FOR $7,00««*ifc

SPECIAL FOR 1 WEEK

^^^<t^

Province of Quebec
The

Sportsman's Paradise
These rivers and lakes are all well stocked with salmon and trout, from
four to eight pounds, and with various other kinds of fish.

MOOSE, CARIBOU AND RED DEER.—Splendid shooting almost everj'-

where throughout the territory of the Province of Quebec, especially in

the Ottawa and Pontiac Districts, in Gaspesia and Beauce, the Metapedia
Valley, the Teraiscamingue Region, the Eastern Townships, the North
of Montreal, the Kippewa and the Lake St. John District.

Game abounds in the Forests and on the Beaches.
Hunting territories trom 10 to 400 square miles, at $1.00 per square mile
and upwards, can be leased, on which the lessee has the exclusive right
of hunting.

THE LAURENTIDES NATIONAL PARK alone contains hundreds of the
most picturesque lakes, teeming with fish, and plenty of moose, caribou
and bear ; black, silver and red fox, otter, martin, lynx, mink, fisher are
also abundant.

FEATHERED GAME.—Canadian goose, duck, woodcock, snipe, partridge
plover, etc., are in great number in almost every part of the province

HUNTING AND FISHING PERMITS can be obtained from the Depart-
ment of Lands, Forests and Fisheries and from the Game-wardens all

over the province.

Hunting Territories Can be leased by applying to

THE COMMISSIONER OF
LANDS, FORESTS AND FISHERIES, QUEBEC

montrcal

Pbotograpbic

Supply

R.F.SMITH
J 756 Notre Dame

Slreet
UPTOWN BRANCH

148 Peel Street

MONTREAL
CANADA c*

TO LET

Rivers, Lakes

and Hunting

Territories « «

Hunting permits, fee : $25.00.

Fishing permits, fee: $ J 0.00.

THE HERALD JOB DEPARTMENT MONTREAL. P.Q
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WHAT HE SEES IS A DEER, OR
OTHER GAME ANIMAL.
N. B.—Tliis rule is above all others the

most important. The great majority of

hunting accidents are occasioned by crim-

inal carelessness in this respect on the

part of inexperienced hunters.

4. That alter a member is placed in

position to watch a certain runway he is

.

not to leave his station, even after the

dogs have passed, or have gone in another

dii-ection, until called for by the hunter.

5. That whenever parties of two or

more are together in the woods, or else-

where, it should be the earnest endeavor

of each individual to see tiiat his rifle be

so carried as to preclude the possibility

of danger to the other members of the

party in case of its accidental discharge.

6. That the rifle be never carried at

full cock at any lime, whether loaded or

empty.
. .

It must be remembered that it is not

an evidence of experience to disregard

caution. The oldest hunters respect

more than amateurs the capabilities and
danger of the arm they carry. Caution

is not cowardice, but the desire to guard

as far as possible against the perils that

necessarily surround the hunter when
roaming the woods in quest of game, in

common with numbers of others bent on
the same mission.

It is earnestly requested that these

simple rules be consistently followed.

That being the case, the risk of accident

will be very greatly minimized, and the

comfort and pleasure of the whole party

very considerably enhanced.
Nov. 1, 1900.

One of our correspondents,- Mr. Frank

Davison, of Bridgewater, N.S., has cer-

tainly a very interesting situation for Ms
office, as the following incident which he

relates will show:

"Our otRce window looks out on a good

salmon pool, and last sl)ring a seal came

up and chased a salmon which an Indian

had on his rod right in sight of our win-

dow. This, I think, was a competition

rarely ®e«n, and I am very soriy a kodak

wias not at hand to catch the sight. For-

tunately for my reputation, I had several

visitors to witness the sport. It was the

first time I had seen a seal up river in a

six-mile current at the head of the tide."

Prof. Kolthoflf, the leader of a Norwc"

gian Arctic expedition, recently returned

to Sweden, bringing with him a male and

a female calf of the musk-ox. Frof. Kolt-

hoff believes in the possibility oi accli-

matizing, domesticating and breeding the

musk ox, and has a high idea of the value

of this animal on account of its heavy

coat of wool, which is said to be extreme-

ly strong and fine. It is reported to be

the purpose of Prof. Kolthoff, as soon as

these animals appear to be acclimatized,

to set them free in the mountains of the

North, where it is thought they will do

well.
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PIERRE JOSEPH

By Dr. W. H. Drummond

It is related of Benjamin West, the

American ipainter, that during his first

visit to Rome, he was sliovvn a statue of

the Apollo Belvidere. Running his eye

over the magnificent -end beautiful propor-

tions of the statue, West at once exclaim-

ed: "By Heavens, a Mohawk!" The
great artist had been born in the Mohawk
country, and was we.l acquainted with
the, aboriginies, whose deeds of daring

form such thrilling chapters in the history

of the American cont.nent, and I suppose
never on the face of this globe has there

existed a race possessing at once such ex-

quisiie symmetry and wonderful powers
of endurance as the go-called North Ameri-
can Indians. But these conditions only
obtain when the Indian is found in his

native purity, uncontaminated by Euro-
pean vices, and living in what may be
terxued his natural condition. And this

reminds me of a specimen of the Tete de
Boule tribe whose acquaintance I made
during an exploratory trip in the St. Mau-
rice region three or four years ago. The
Tete de Boules are a comparatively un-
mixed people and inhabit the wids of the

upper St. Maurice, some two hundred
miles north of Three Rivera. It was to

these fastnesses that the shattered rem-
nants of the once numerous Hurons fled

to escape their sanguinary enemies the Iro-

quois, and whether the Te^te de Boules are

descendants of the Hurons or not it wou^d
be difficult to say, but one interesting fact

is known to ethnologists, namely, tliat the
language spoken by the Tete de Boules
is exactly similar to the mother tongue of

the Orees, who dwell on the western

plains, and it is quite possible that during

the regnlar Indian migrations, a few fami-

hes of Cree blood remained l>emnd and
became the ancestors of t&e present Tete
do Boules. The camp of Pierre Joseph we
discovered one evening in June, just as we
landed on the shores of Lake Souci, a
rough canvas tent, and at the door sat

Pierre, the Indian, Pierre the outlaw,
Pierre the man of whom we had all heard,
for was not his name continually cropping
up in "Club reports" as the wilful slayer

of moose and caribou in and out of season.

There he sat quite unconcerned, answering
in English or French any questions put to
him. "Well, Pierre, have you seen any
moose lately?" Wall, I gee some track,

but I tink dey're purty ole, raehbe, tree
four day, I ketch some bear las' week.
Vou want see dat?" and he exposed to our
view a couple of bear skins in full coat, be-

sides pelts of minor animals, such as mink
and muskrat. About five feet nine inches

in height, and perhaps thirty-five years

age, Pierre possessed a frame indicative

of "all round" physical qualities, such al

I have seldom seen except in the case (A

the full-blooded Indian of the Caiiadiatl

woods. Here, if ever, was an example oi

perfect acchmatization; all the heredity of

countlesis generations co-operating to- ;

gether to make of this man a perlect crea- '

ture of the forest. A thousand years pas»-
:

ing down, how much knowledge had beeh 'i

gained by the forerunners of Pierre Jo* '

fceph, until the innermoist secrets of sut"

rounding nature had culminated and hi-

eome veritable instinct in the person of thfe
'

red man sitting in the doorway of the can-

vas tent? Here he v.-as at heme, and who
|

were we pale strangers of yesterday that

we should disturb in Ms native sanctuarjr :

this scion of the real first famihes of

America, this man whiosci laue pus to

shame the maple leaf which frost and rain

have reddened to the hue of bronze fresh

from the hands of the sculptor? Poor

Pierre Joseph! In the city doubtless he

would have probably yielded to the seduc- !

tions of fire water, and tue audience of a

Recorder's court might possibly not have i

noticed any suggestion of evidence ia his;

unkempt garments as he bowed his head
and received with the stoicism of his race'

the inevitable sentence meted out to;

"drunks" and "disorderlies," but here;

^^here every tree became a woodland
shrine, Pierre Joseph was the peer of ua'

all. The night waned on but still we sat,i

a picturesque group in the glare of a firel

which flashed far across the waters ofj

Lake Souci. "Rising" fish along the shore'

just near enough for a cast, almost passed

unnoticed, and it was intere.--t.ng to note

the eager attehtion paid by the men of the;

city and the street, to the merest remark
uttered by the Indian Pierre Joseph.
Morning found us making an early start

for Lac Fou; our destination lay many
leagues away in the hills, but the tent oJ

Pierre Joseph still remained undisturbed
Three or four hours later, toiling along the

dry bed of an ancient water course, anc

with only a bundle of fishing rods to carry

I was suddenly roused from reveries of ths

night before, by the patler, patter o.

swiftly moving feet, and to my great surl

prise discovered Pierre Joseph advancinf

under cover of his birch canoe; all hii

camp impedimenta, tent, blankets, pots

pans, traps and provisions being cleverb

stowed away in the recesses of the oamo

d'ecorce, whUe in his right hand he car

ried a Winchester rifle.

My companion, a white-haired veterai

of many years in the woods, turned to mr

and remarked "oh he's only putting oi

airs," but not so, for Pierre Joseph pass

ed us at a trot which he preserved unti

he disappeared from our sight round .

curve of the river bed fully three hundre(

yards distant. O, Pierre Joseph, defier o



game laws, ruthless slayer of moose and

caribou, we have treasured against you in

St. Maurice Club Reports many a charge

which, officially, deserves heavy atonement,

but as you swept by on the portage to-day,

who could not help envying the strength

and elasticity which natui-e only confers

on the children who live closely to her

breast, and when you finally succumb to

the inevitable, may the mosses of your

native woodland press light'y on the dust

below.

The Fish of Lake Temiskamingf.

(By C. C. Farr.)

1 am often asked if there are many fish

ii) Tcmlskam'ng Lake. I conscientious'.y

an.'-wnr t lis question dn the affirmative;

bot one has to know the spots wher.» they
al)Ound bef re one can have much success

In catching tliem. There are any qumiilty

it pike and p'ckerel. and bass are fairly

fleatiful In the vicinity of lh> Op?nican
:\-arrows.

Lake trout are very rarely caught m if,

and to catch one is supposed to bring all

aaorner of evil to the unfortunate fl^her

man who 1 < lucky enough to catch one.

I may say that personally I have never

i*a\:ght one, but I have known of two being

I'onghit durug a space of nearly thrty
yea 18. In both of these casjs some mem
I er of the family d ed afterwards, so it

must be unucky.
Sturge n are p'en iful and run to a larg •

size. One can often s'ef them (n the we dv
«hall w-!, throwing themselves into the air.

What they do this for is a mystery, at

least to me.

A cons'derablc number are caught In th;^

sprrg at the brad of Ih^ lake, where they

run up into the swft water at th^ foot ^f

(he falls. The natives also catch them in

nets made for the pnn)ose. Tlie larg-st

one that I have s^c n ivelghed 67 lbs. As
far as I rrmcu'b^r. H was longer than I

was. Th-re ."re t-vo rr thr e v r'eti'^s of

Mi-talled white flsh, but they are soft, and
none of them come up to the edible stanil-

srfl of the white flsh of other lakes, K'p-
rewa Lake especially.

Herrings used to be caught in consider-

able numbers 'n the Narrows in th° days
when I lived at the Fort. They were
cnnght with hork and line through the Ice,

a very cold and cheerless method of fish-

ing. Moreover, they were said t<> b'^

I

"wonry," that Is, hnvlng long w'hlte worms

I

ill their flesh, which repudiation, whether
• libellous or not. effectually prevented me
!
from eating them.

j

Catfish of large size are caught In the

!
tributary streams hav'ng clay banks, and

i

eels are very num >rous on the c'ay bottoms
:
of the upp-r part of the lake. /

ThTe was a flsh cu-ht this summer off'

i
tlip high rocks .lust north of Martineau Bay

i

that wns entirdy st-ange tt me. Unfor
' tunately I on'y saw the head, ?s the m^n
j

who caught it had cleaned It an 1 eaten it

j

before I heard about It. Had T ben In
time, I would have photographed It. W*h

j

(he help rf the head and the description

j

of the man who caught It, I mide a draw-
tag of It, which I showed to the Indians
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at the head of the lake. Not one of them
recognized it as Uke anything th«,t they
had seen before. Fortunately for my repu-
lation as an artist, others who aaw it pro-
luunced It to be an exact representation of
the original.

It was caught with a troll, and weighed
t5% lbs. It put up a fierce fight wh n
hooked, acting after the manner of a biss.
The scales were large and silvery, ad

the flesh was hard and of a pink sh tinge.
Thiis I could see for myself by what was
left on the head. The head was i:ke the
head of a bass, except in tlie coloring and
the size of the scales.

The man who ate It said that it "resisted
.VI ur teeth," and was more like meat than
fish.

He found inside it two very heavy lead
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l)Ut a fairly long line. Paddle at a good
rate, and have the winding stick convenient
for throwing out In case the hooks ca ch
on the bottom. Can any reader of 'Rod
and Gun" tell me the real dlfifirence be-
tween a pike and a maskelunge?

I hardly think that the mark'ngs will
count, for my exp;nlen?e has tented to
persuade me that the coloring of a pike de-
pends principally upon Its environment.
Fish inhabiting deep, clear, well-shaded
water (by "clear" I do not mean necessarily
'white" limestone water) have dark mark-
Ings, while those which live In shallow or
muddy places are l:ght in color, and more
Irrldiscent.

The Indian cannot help me. He calls
them all "kenoojle," or "pike." "Mas-ken-
oojle" would mean to him an "attenuated
pike." Can it be that Engliah-speaking

[Indian Encampment, Head of^Bay Lake, Ontarioi

Flnkers, apparently hand made, and by
their weight more suitable for sea flshln;;,

or at least for tidal water, than f r an
inland lake.

The principal feature about It was its

fhape. It had an enormous hump on ils

back, a most pronounced curve, unlike any
fresh water flsh that I have seen, far

preatf r even than that of a bass.

I am enclosing with this the rough sketch

that I made.
Can any reader of "Rod and Gun" tell

me the name of ths flsh?

I think tliat I have enumerated all the

various kinds of fijsh that are to be f ;und

In Lake Temiskdming. but of thes-^, ex-

cepting the bass, the pike and pickerel are

most likely to interest the casual fls'ier.

The best places for catching plk'^ are t'l-^

rocky shores, where the water is deep and

comparatively clear. Troll close to shore,

within six feet If possible. Use no s'nker.

people have, by mistake, applied this namt.

to overgrown pike, thinking when they
heard the expression from an Indian that

it was anolher species?

By-the-bye, I wonder why It is that there

a iways seems to be such a uniformity In

sbe ai:d weight of pike, at least In these
ifkee.

Suppose that I go fishing this summer in
a spot where I fished two or three ye rs

go, I am rretty sur > to catch the sam-
.average szed fish that I caught then. Why
is this? Have the fl^ not grown? If

they have, where do they go to? Can it be
that an odd one. that has arr ved at full

grown fish estate, eats hla smaller rela-

tives, and thus a great increase of very
large pike is prevented?

I have occasionally seen large pike taken
out of Temiskaming, but nothing in propor
lion to the numbers that tliere should be,

if flsh that have once survived their m'n-
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liowhood are free to grow, uumole-t d for

ever afterwards.

Thf pike In Its ear'.y stag:>s of gr;wtli

ftitds on minnows. It is probable that, as

It Increases In size, it finds minnows toi

small fry, and looks for bigger game. Na-

ture must arrange it in some way like this,

or tliere would soon be more predatory flsh

in the lakes than the food supply would

siupport. There Is another strange thing

about pike. It is the different average size

of the fish caught in different lakes. Take,

for example, Sharp Lake .inl Mud like,

c!o>e by. In the former the fish c ught

average about 2% to 3 lbs. In the later

from S^ lb«. to 4 lbs. Why is this? It is

probable that the age of the flph is the

same, and that the growth is mor(^ npld
In one lake than in the other, pe hips In

re'alm to the food supply.

Two years ago I saw th? 1 ead rf a flsh

en ught In Mud Lake which must have

we'ghed fully twenty pounds. I have seen

hundreds of othrr fish carght f om this

lake, but the largest would probably not

fro over 5 lbs. This seems to p"0ve that

earh lake has its monster or monste's in

pr^poit on to its flze and supply of food.

The p'ke is notoriously a long Ived flsh.

though it is a curious th'ng to wa c'l the

(Afferent stages of health In them. Their

h alth seems to depend entirely upoi th^

siz" of the'r Ivers. Tf anyone wh'> is curious

will take the trouble to op'^n one of the

\ery lean kind he will find a very smill

liver and a very full gall, whereas 'n a

very healthy fish thfc oond'tions are ex-

fctly reversed. In fact^. if he grad s the

fi ii by ther appearance of thrift, he will

f'lid that the size of their livers rxnc'ly

corresponds with the state of their hp'-Th.

As with the pike, so wth the p ck rel.

The peculiar conditions of the water in

'lenvskamjng Lake s em to aflfect their col

fr'ng, and apparently their size, for they

are very light colored and small, averigi g
a' out 1% to 2 lbs. I never snw a rea'ly

large one, and I have caugit hundrds
yes, thousands of them.

Tliough one m^y catc^ them occa^io-'ally

anywhere, they are most plentiful where
*he water is swift.

The best place for them that I know Is in

the Narrows at the Old Fort, where th'

y

are caught in gnat numbers when the wind
is blowing from the south.

All that is needed is a single hook and a

short piece of line. The canoe is allowed

(o drift up the Narrows with the w'nd,

whi'e the liaited hook trai's beh'nrl. The
b St bait 's a pirc* of the flsh Itself, lakei

fn m the Ihr.at. The reason why they

come there is to follow up the shoals of

mnncws wi idh congreanate in the Narrows
when the wind is south.

It is useless to at ten pt to flsh there

when the wnd is north.

The gulls will let you know if Ihe flsh

are there, for they hover over these ?hoals

of minnows, and are as busy catching them
as the pickerel are beneath the surfac\
So surely can the whereab ;>its of th";

(Isli be determined by the actions of the

fjul's, that I have often been ab'e to locate

ihe shoal in other spots by the gulls, fv-n
w : en the wind was north.
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The Bearing of Forest Preservation Upon
Irrigation Development in Alberta.

J. S. Dents, Deputy Minister of Public Works
for tiie North-West Territories.

TO
interest the general reading pub-

lic in a matter which is new to

them it is, as a general rule, nec-

essary to deal with the subject

from its financial aspect, and it is

therefore intended 1o endeavor to show

that by preserving the present forested

areas on the eastern slope of the Rocky

Mountains, and in the fooihills country

form'ng the watershed of' Southern Al-

berta, a direct nionetary gain wiU accrue,

not only to the presunt and future resi-

dents of that desirable portion of the

North-West Territories, but to the Do-

minion as a whole. Southern Alberta

is perhaps, best known as the great ranch-

ing or grazing district of the West, and

its mild wintjer.s and "chiniock" winds
are now gj-oken of a'l over the Domin-
ion. The agricultural poissibilities of the

district are not so geiiei'ally understood,

principally because it hai* become an ac-

cepted fact that durinior the majority of

years the natural rainfall is insufficient

to mature crops. The introduction of

iiTigation during the past five years has,

however, changied all this, and the farmer

owning an irrigated faiTn in Southern Al-

berta, and having at the same time the

advantage of natural grazing during the
Avhole year for his stcok, is certain of a

bountiful return for his labor.

Irrigation in Alberta is primarily de-

pendent for success upon a bountiful sup-

ply of water flowing down through the
natural channels from the great Rocky
Mountain Avatershed during the summer
monlis, and this bountiful supply can
only be assured by earnest and intelligent

effort to preserve the present foresteef

areas on that watershed and to encourage

a new forest growth on portions of it

which have unfortunately been denuded
in past years by forest fires.

The part which the timber and under

brush upon any area play in conserving

the moisture which falls thereon in the

shape of rain and snow la not generally

understood, but should be clear if we con-

sider a few facts. Everybody knows, as a

matter of elemental knowledge, that wa-

ter will flow more quickly over a smooth
than it does over a rough surface, and

the deforesting of any urea brings about

the difference between these two condi

tions. Rain or snow falling upon a heav
ily timl)ered area is stored, as it were,

because the leaves and branches of th<,

treeg exclude the sun's rays and retarc

evaporation, and the underbrush, roots

moss and fallen tjmber provide that ele

ment of roughness which prevents thi

water finding its way to the drainage
channels which carry it off, except in t]

slow and more or less constant supply-

If the trees, roots and mass are removet'

the element of roughness is also largel;!

removed, and the rain and snow run of!

in a much more rapid manner. Th

'

practical result of this has no doub!
been noticed by many in the older prcj

vinces, who, looking back and thinkin'

of some stream along which, perhap;.

they fished or hunted in younger days, di>''

tinctly remember that the stream alwa.v.

had a good flow of water during the whol'
summer and extreme floods along it,

course were rare. These same streair

to-day are in many cases raging torrent

in the early part of the year and dr

channels by midisummer. This changed coi

dition has in many instances which coul

be cited, caused, not only serious financli

loss to those living along the streams bi

has also resulted in serious loss of huma
Ufe.

When the residents along the course (

any stream are dependent uix)n the llo;

of water therein, to enable them to pr{

duce ther crops by diverting the wati

and applying it to their land through tl

principle of irrigation, any cause whic

results in reducing the flow of water

the stream at the time the water is nee

ed for irrigation brings disaster to ti

irrigating farmer, and chief among su(

cauiges is the destruction of the timb

upon the watershed within which tl

stream heads.

In all the seeti/ons of Western Ameri'

where irrigation is practised, the wat

for the crops is required during that pr

tion of the year extending from June

October, and in many seasons the wat
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is more needed duiing the middle and to-

wards the end of the irrigation season

than in the earlier months. If then the

irrigator is prevented from getting the

Aiater when his crops need it vazs:, it is

jioor satisfaction to be comi>elled to look

hack to the surplus flow which was run-

ning to waste in the earier months of the

year, possibly in the shape of a flood

which damaged his iridgatiou ditch or can-

al as well as bridges, etc., along its course

and caused serious inconvenience to every-

body living along or having to cross the

stream.

The foregoing facts will serve to indi-

cate the pait.cular interest which present

and future residents have in the protection

of the forests on the eastern s.ope of the

Hocky Mountains and in the footh lis coun-

try forming the watershed from which the

VMter is brought down by the Bow River,

High Elver, Old Man River, Belly River,

St. Mary River and a large number of

staaller streams for the irrigation of the

fertile lands lying along the lower por-

tions of these rivers.

Up to this date some two hundred dit-

ches and canals, comprising a length of

nearly six hundred mil'es, have been con-

structed for the diversion of water from

these streams for irrigation, and the own-

ere of these works, as well as the owner

of every farm obtaining water therefi-om

for irrigation, has a direct financial inter

est in the preservation of the forests on the

watershed from whicli the water to pro-

duce their crops by irrigation must come,

io the Dominion as a whole the ques-

tion, if properly dealt \vith, means mone-

tary gain, because anything which tends

to aid in the, development and prosperity

of an important portion of the Territorie-i

must result in added i)rosperity to the

Dominion as a whole.

Unfortunately, Uanadans, as a people,

have been large.y educated to look upon
the forests as of value only for merchant

ablj timber, and this condition ii not to hs

wondered at when we consder the large

part the lumber industry has played in

our natural development. In the West,
however, a new condition has arisen which
makes the standing timber acting as a

conserver of the .moisture, of infinitely

gi-eater value than it would ever be as

i a marketable commodity, and there is at

: present no question affecting the West

[

that is deserving of more thou.ht and con

I

sideration than the preservation of the for-

: ested areas upon the watersheds from

!
which the supply of water for irrigation

'must oome.
i Something has already been done to-

j

wards that end by the reservation as a

i
forest area of the eastern slope of the

j Rocky Mountains from the Bow River

isoulth to the international boundary, and

ffieat credit is due the i)resent Minister

he Interior, the Hon. Mr. Sifton, for

ii>i taken up this question in the

press of multitudinal duties, resulting in

the organization of a forestry branch of

his Department. Much, however, re-

mains to be done before the people of

both the east and west reach a full reali-

zation of the important part which for-

estry must play in our future national de-

velopment, and in bringing about a pro-

per knowledge and understanding of the

(subject, the Forestry Association, organ-

ized Hi it is on such broad lines', acfd nuin

bering as it does so many enthusiastic

workers among it* members, will play an
important part.

Raising Black Walnut Forests.

By Thomas Conant, Oshawa, Ont.

In May, 1895, I planted about 5,000

black walnut trees on my lands about

Oshawa. The trees are not all in one

planting, but in four plantings, on as

many ditilerent farms.

1 bought the young black walnut trees

at Rochester, N.Y. My choice would

have been obviously to buy them at home

but I could not because no one iiad that

quantity to s.ll. in the nursery these

trees had been propagated. Ihese i pre-

ferred because the black walnut, like the

oak, is sure to have a long tap root, and

hence it is usually the most difficu.t to

transplant successfully. At first they

wtre transplanted as grown in clusters

from the seed in the nursery. During

this transplanting the tap root, although

then incipient, had been cut and the tree

for itself threw out latent roots which

gave it a better- chance to live on being

transplanted. Hence, by all means I pi-e

ier black walnuts for planting which h.u v

been previously transplanted.

Only 10 feet apart in rows each way 1

set these trees, and if I were planting

again I would set them closer. To cause

the trees to grow hi^h and p.odace trunks

and not branches is the object, and thiciv

planting wiJ accomphsh that most desir-

able end.

The year 1895 was an ordinary one in

the way of rains, and to help them 1

caused them to be hoed during the hot

and dry weeks of midsummer. No mat-

ter how dry the weather may be, it is

a recognized fact that to stir the surface

of the land, never so lightly, produces

moisture. In this matter 1 produced

moisture for the young trees then about

four feet high, and not by mulching or

costly and tedious wateing. At a glance

one can see that to water 5,000 trees sev-

eral times in a summer, would be a her-

culean task, and I did not attempt it.

Not over Ave per cent, of these trees did

I lose, nor have I lost since. From this

low average of loss we may conclude that

the' ])rocess of hoeing around the trees

served all purposes of mulching or water-

ing, and at only a tithe of the cost.

After six years' growth I must say, in

exact truthfulness, that there are about

twenty-five per cent, which have not

grown at all, only lived. Another twenty-
five per cent, have increased in size about
double from their originals, and the re-

maining forty-five per tent, are large trees,

fully fifteen feet high and three inches m
diameter.

Besides the pleasure wihich it constant-
ly affords me to see these forests develop-
ing, i can already see my pay on a cash
basis. Before the trees were set out the
lands were worth i^lOO per acre, and now
to day, after five yeais' growth of the

trees, 1 would have no difficulty in dis-

posing of these lands at $500 per acre.

In this manufacturing town of Oshawa,
any fair quality of black walnut is worth
!^180 per thou:sand feet. And even at

that price they can't ^et it, but use the

veneer of walnut got from the mountains
of Tennessee, which cosits at the rate

of $400 per thousand feet.

Not for myself did I plant these trees.

As for that, I may remark that we do
not live for self in other matters outside

of tree planting; but to-day, these black

walnut forests are valuable assets, and in

thirty or foity, or possibly fifty years

from now they will yield a fortune. No
alloy or anything in celluloid ever has

taken the piace of black watnut, and its

value cannot depreciate.

Walnuts 1 do not reckon upon for pro

fit. Probably there will be a little pro-

fit irom that source, but indepeiideiit of

that the financial venture is sound, and

besides I feel that 1 am doing good to

our glorious and beloved country and my
fellow-citizens.

In another article at some future time

1 will speak of my labors in planting

many acres of the walnuts themselves.

A record of my experience in that paiti-

culai-, and also of red cedar planting, will

be sufficiently lengthy for a separate ar-

ticle .

Mr. Hiram Robinson hais in his garden

at Hawk^bury, three walnut trees grown

from seed planted by himself six years

ago. These are . the only ones which

came up from a considerable number of

v/alnuts which were planted, but they are

now vigorous trees of about four inches

in diameter, and have attained a height

of probably 12 feet. The garden is some-

what sheltered, but the trees have not re-

quired any other care, not even a special

covering for the roats, which are the ch.et

point of danger for this" tree in a climate

as cold as that of Hawkesbury.

* * »

Ontario Forestry Commission.

The Royal Commission appointed by the

Ontario Government in 1897, to investi-

gate and report on the subject of "restor-

ing and preserving the growth of whi e

pine and other timber trees upon lands

in the province, which are not adapted

for agricultural purposes or for settle-

ment" have concluded their labors, and
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we are in r*H-eii)t of a printed t-opy of

their final report.

This commission consisted of E. \V.

Rathbun and John Bertram, two of the

foremost lumbermen in the province;

Alexander Kirkwood, chief clerk of the

I^ands' Branch of the Ontario Depart-

ment of Crown Lands; J. B. McWiJliams,

Superintendent of Forest Rangers for the

Province; and Thos. Southworth, Onta-

rio Clerk of Forestry.

Among the points brought out in the

report is one to the eiiect that of the

]4i,',U00,000 of acres comprising the pro-

vince, about 120,000,000 are still owned by

the Crown, and as the most of this vast

area is properiy clashed as timber laud,

it is apparent that one of the most im-

porUnt duties of the province is with

respect to the management of her for-

ests.

Attention is very properly called to the

great destruction of timber, especially in

the northern conifei*ous regions, by for-

est fires.

Riference is made to the necessity oi

preventing the denudation of the 'forest

covering at the sources of rivers and

streams. Another matter tliat is com
niented on is tdie favorable position that

the province commands with respect to

the a.eas under license to lumbermen, ow-

ing to the fact that the province has by

these Uceases in no way parted with the

owners, ip of the land, and that even while

the license exists, regu.aLio..« may be

adopted if desired to j)ieveat the com-

plete denudation of the timber.

A further conclusion anived at from evi-

dence on the ground north of the height

of land between the !St. Lawrence Val-

ley and that of the Hudson's Bay was, that

the northern limit of the white pine was
at one time considerably north of the pre-

sent boundary as geueraJy recognized. The
report says: "The Commissioners in ex-

amining the district immediately north ol

the watershed found isolated wlute pine

trees still living, of a much greater age

than the prevailing spruce forest. These
pines showed evidences of damages from
tires years ago, having undoubteflly sur-

vived the fire that destroyed the main
forest about seventy years ago." The
conclusion is that "white pine was indi-

genous" and that it would now flourish,

if seeded, as well north of the height ol

land as to the south of it, at least as fai

as the rocky district extends.

The following summary of conclusions

is recommended:

1. A large portion of the Central Divi

sion of the Trovince is more protitabic

from the standpoint of public revenue as

forest land than under cultivaitiou for

farm crops, and as in addition to this it

contains the head waters of all our prin-

cipal streams, all that part of this divi-

sion found upon examination to be not

well adapted for farming should be added

to permanent Crown Forest Reserves.
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2. All licensed and unlicensed lands held

by the Crown where tourists, lumbennen

or prospectors are permitted should be

l)atrolled by fire rangers, and these ran-

gers should be controlled directly by the

(lovernment.

3. Suitable regulations should be enforc-

ed to prevent too rapid or too close cut-

ting upon lands under license.

4. No license in arrears for ground rent

should be renewed, but th^j territory if

not suitable for agriculture should be add-

ed to the Forest Reserves.

5. Fire notices in the English, French

and Indian languages should be posted

along the canoe routes throughout the ter-

ritory north of the Height of Land.

6. License holders should not be allow-

ed to cut any trees for logs smaller than

will measure twelve inches across the

stump, two feet from the ground, except

tory retur-n to the tloveruiueiit, especiail>

in view of the fact that it has not parted

with the title to the 'land and will receive

also a considerable sum in addition on ac-

count of stuinpage dues and ground ron;.

Railroad Forestry.

A very interesting article wliich appeai'

ed recently in the Railway Age is one on

Eailroad Forestry, by ,1. Hope Sutor, gen-

eral manager of the Ohio and Little Kana-

wha Railway. He calls attention to tlie

lact that, although the railway companies

use such large quantities of wood for road

ways, buildings and cars, the question of

future supply has not been given the at-

tention by railway managers that it de-

serves, and that practically no systematic

effort has been made to ensure that the

needs of the future will be met. To im-

press the importance of tlie subject he

submits certain calculations as to the re-

First Falls, Menjamagosipi (Trout River), Ontario.

by special permission from the Depart-

ment of Crown Lands and under the su-

p.rvislo.i of th.' district forest ranger.

This valuable report is concluded by

an excellent treat S3 on Forests and Rain-

falls by M. J. Butler, C.E., who also as-

sisted on the commission and prepared a

timber map of the province which ac-

companies the report.

The Ontario Coverninent has recently

sold two and a half square miles of pine

timber in Nipissing for $61,278. Half a

square mile is said to be worthless, hav-

ing recently been burnt over. The 1,380

acres of good timber have, therefore,

brought at the rate of $44.40 per acre,

which must be considered a very satisfac-

quirements of the railways in this respect.

The mileage of the railroads in tlie

United States in 1898 was 247,532 miles

and, at the low average of 2,500 ties per

mile, there would be 620,000,000 cross ties

in such r-oads. A common size for ties

is six inches thick, eiglht inches face,

eight feet long, making 32 feet board mea-

sure of timber per tie, and computing

their average life at seven years, there

would be 90,000,000 ties required annually

for renewals or 3.000,000,000 feet board

measure of timlxer. It is considered a

conservative estimate that 200,000 acres

of forest are cleared every year to sup-

ply the demand for crossties alone. The

total cost for renewal in 1898 was $24,-

709,684 or about $100 per mile. . In addi-
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liou there is the timber required for tele-

graph poles, bridges, buildings, cars, etc.

Mr. Sutor continues as follows:

"Within the experience of many operat-

ing officers, the cost of rail renewals ex-

ceeded that of ties many fold; now the

condition has been reversed. While the

(juality of rails has been improved, tie

renewals exceed the cost of rails, and are

increasing, yet the cause is not being no-

ted nor any measures being instituted to

remedy or improve the situa-tion. Timber
is becoming scarce and tha.t of the best

cjuality, so that inferior timber, which

Bii'Pplies inferior ties, is becoming the

sole source of supply. No material has

jet been found as a substitute for the

n tie, and no sat'sfactorv economical

w
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could be grown for the timber required

in the different railroad departments.

The experiments with the Catalpa in the

United States show it to be a quick grow-

er and a durable wood, and the results

of experimental plantations have been ^

very satisfactory and demonstrates the

possibility of growing the trees at a pro-

fit, even with such expense as may be ne-

cessary for the care of the plantations,

especially in view of the probable scarcity

and increased value in the future of tim-

ber suitable for ties.

Transferring Mr. Sutor's calculations to

Canada, we have, according to the last

report of tlie Department of liiiilways,

about 18,000 miles of railway in the Do-
minion, which would make a total of

CaiHpiiig, Lake Ulia

method of prestrving the life of the wood
or x)ro!onging its durability has been dis-

covered, and, excepting the minor ques-

tions of properly seasoning and piling, the

use of ahe tieplate, suitable ballast and

perftcl drainage, with incidentally climatic

conditions, no serious considerations of the

future tie supply has been made."

The effort to produce trees for ties along

the right of way of the railways has not

been att4uded with much success, as forest

conditions cannot be obtained and. the

trees become branchy instead of produc-

ing clear trunks suitable for ties. Along

every railway, however, ai-e tracts of land

not well fuited to agriculture which would

make desirable wool lots upon which trees

^0,000,000 ties or 6,500,000 annually. This

would mean an annual requirement of 208,-

(00,000 ieet or the product of lo,0'M acres.

\\ hiJe this ar:a—but a few square miles—

n!ay seem small when compared with the

vast area of forest land in Canada, the

fact mu.st not be lost sight of that this

requirement is only for the roadway and

does not include
.
timber used for other

purposes. Our railway mileage too is in-

creasing steadily and the requirements

grow with it. In the old settled dis

tricts and on the plains of the west, ac-

cess to the supply is inconvenient enough

to add materially to the cost, so tliat the

possibility of arrangements for the futur?

proxision are worthy of attention,

Tiie trees most largely used for ties in

Canada are tamarack and hemlock,
though most of the other conifers and also
oak, are used, where most convenient. In
deed where wood of a satisfactory class

^

is not abundant almost any kind is used,
at least in the first work of construction,
There should be no great difficulty in

ensuring a supply in Eastern Canada andm British Columbia, as suitable trees can
he easily grown and proper foresight and
care in preservation will attain this end,
On the plains of the west, however, the
problem is a different one. When the
Canadian Pacific Railway was being built
across the Continent, one problem that
confronted the company was the supply
of ties for the prairie section, and they
had to fa]l back on Eastern Manitoba to
furnish what was necessary, and recourse
must still be had to outside sources ol
supply. The railway companies at that
time do not appear to have realized the
value of the timber supplies along their
lines, and large quantities hoth in British
Columbia and the east were swept away
by fires which care might have prevented.
But can anything be done for the future

supply in the west? Neither the poplar.s
nor the Manitoba maple, which are the
quickest gro«eis, is very suitable for ties,

and the develo])ment of the hardvvooda
is too slow. 1'he experiments with tam-
arack at Brandon, i-how that it grows at
a good rate, on almost any soil, while the
wood, both in endurance and firmness,
has the qualities desired. The Branksian
pine also makes a good tie and the condi-
tions in the west should be favorable to
its growth. It is indeed the so-called

"cypress" of the Cypress Hills. Neither
variety of the Oatalpa tree succeeds well
in northern Ontario and there is no pos-
sibility of making a success of it in the
west, so that it may be dismissed from
the question. Any experiments under-
taken should be with the most suitable
trees indigenous to the country, as they
and their offspring are the only ones that
have demonstrated their ability to thrive.
The process of raising such a supply

cannot but be a slow one and its practica-
bility cannot be considered too soon. A
more exact study of the present tree
growth and the accumulated knowledge
derived from efforts in propagation should
give sufficient material on whioh to base
some plan of experimentatioia with rea-

sonable expectations of success. Co-op-
erafon between the officials of ih. Govern-
ment and of the railway companies 111

the work would make the problem more
easy of elucidation.

The proportion which lumber forms of

the freight carried by the railways of

Canada is cons'derable enough to make
it a very important item, and in lieu of

more profitable freight, particularly in

d stricts where there are practically no
other products, the conservation of our
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forest resources may be of a?; much inter-

est to the railways as the increase of the

number of settlers in our agricultural dis-

tricts. Of 31,211,753 tons of freight-/car-

ried by all the railways in the fiscal year

1898-C9, 6,5Q3,609 tons were made up of

lumber and fire wood, the share of the

Canadian Pacific Railway being 1,572,372

out of a total of 5,971,205. of the Grand

Trunk Railway, 1,489,391, out of a total

of 8,880,000; of the CtttaAva, Arnprior and

Parry Sound Railway, 279,352, out of a

total of 734,173.

Through the kindness of Dr. C. A.

Schenck, Principal of the School of For-

estry at Kltmore, (who, we may state,

is a member of the Canadian Forestry As-

sociation) we have received a copy oi a

verv interesting work which he has lately

i«uKl entitled "Some Business Problem^

in American Forestry." In the preface

to his brochure. Dr. Schenck states that

t!K>e problems were compiled with the

\ie V of showing to American wood owners

the financ-al character of professional for

e4ry. The examples considered include

pine, spruce and fir forests from Minne-

sota to Florid.', and in other problems, cal-

culations <-.re made in regard to loss by for-

o>f tires, the effect of taxation is absolutel

cssc-itiil to the working cut of a satis

factorv forestry system. The problems

which are suggested by Dr. Schenck, are

only specimens of what must be gven con-

s-deration in aotual practice when we are

forced by circumstances to recognize that

the management of our forests must be

carried out on some more scientific basi^^

than That on which our present methods

are founded. That a system of forestry

is not necessarily irrational or unprofit-

able is the conclusion from a study of

these problems. Only a limited edition

of four hundred copies of this work has

been issued. The price is $1.00.

The good work done by Mr. W. 13-.

Smithett, of Saltcoats, Assiniboia, to

arouse an interest in forest protection in

the North-West is worthy of special no-

tice. As editor of the Assiniboian he was
instrumental in having the question

brcught to public attention by fr quent anl
interesting editoria's. ^^r. Sm'thett .was

also the <:.hief promoter cf the Ncl'tli-West

Forest Protection League, of which he is

secretary. The league pledges itself to

use every means to urge all to care for

the timber in the North-West Territories.

The only formality required to become a

member of the league is for the applicant

to send a post ca d, stating that he endor-

ses the objects of the league, and that he
will urge upon the Government and all

officials, members of Parliament, Justices
of the Peace, and overseer.s, to use all
means to impress the necessity for tree
protection. There is now a membership
of about one hundred in the league. We
expect to give our readers an opportunity
of hearing more from Mr. Smithett's own
])en on the subject,

HUNTING AND
STEEPLECHASING

By Dr. C.J. Alloway.

The hunting season which is drawing

t'> a close lias, on the whole, been a fav-

(Mablc one. Both tlie .Montreal and Cana-

dian Hunt Clubs have had remarkably

Eocd sport, and enthusiasm has character

i ed the season throughout. Few mis-

baps, have occurred during its course, and

the riding members have seemed to enjoy

the sport as much or even more than in

rrevicus yea-s The autumn has been

paiticularly favorable to the enjoyment
of cutof door life, the month of October

1 aving had more the genial beauty of

April than the season of falling leaves and
ron^bre skies. The membership has largely

increased in both c'ubs. If this is an
ii dication of Increased popularity, the ini-

tial sea' on of the incoming century will

he a banner one.

That the ait of horsemanship is becom-
irg otrenely fashionable there can be
no dcu> fc, a practical evidence of Avhich

is given in the aui^mented number of

Hunt Clubs on this s'lde of the Atlantic,

the favor to which the game of polo has

risen, and the large number of both sexes

who induPe in park and road riding.

The ord'naiy equestrian can enjoy horse-

back riding in any form that pleases his

fanc^ . The invdid, to whom it has been

reo mm-nded for the benefit of liis live''

or the man of sedentary habits who re-

quires an antidote for his mode of life, can

enjoy a walk or canter along a quiet,

coiintry road, and congratulate himself

thfit he s not cut'ing a very bad figure

as long as he remembers the laconic in-

struct'ons:^

"Keep your head and ycur heart well up.

Your hands and your heels well down,
Your feet keep close to yoiir horse's side,

And your elbows close to your own."

But it is only a graduate in the

art of horsemanship ^^ ho can, with-
out flinching, take part in what 's ac-

knowledged to be the acme of the art

—

ftetp^echas'ig. He must be thoroughly

Versed in both its theory and practice,

to negotiate, as the sporting parlance ex-

presses it, a country with stone walls,

dit'hes and water jumps at frequent in-

terval-, at a Isilling pace.

Ihiring the early i-art of October the

rnnual i-teeplecha?e meetings of both

clubs were held. The Canadian Club had

a cue day's meeting, compri.sing six events,

^^h'cll Avas held on Wednesday, Octoher

3rd, over a course marked out in the oi)?ii

CO! ntry, immediately in rear of their

Clul) House at St. Lambert. This meet-

ing was- the first in the history of the

club, and was an unqualified success. The

day Avas perfect and all the events were

well filled, eacli contaiiung frota six to

eighteen entries.

In the "Hunt Cup" there were fourteen

starters, all in the conventional "Pink"

(red hunting coat) which, in the words

oi: an old-time sporting member, "was a

sight that would not be forgotten in a

life time." It was certainly one which

had not been Feen in hunting circles in

this district for a decade or two. The

scene on that particular day, in many

res ects, called to mind the years in the

sfixties and seventies when IMontreal was

garrisoned by British- troops. The mili-

tary element, with hunting instincts in-

herited from generations of sportsmen,

familiar from boyhood with the "meet" in

English shires and Irish counties, infused

fresh spirit into Canadian hunting fields

and aroused an enthusiasm which is re-

ca^ed with pleasure by those whose me-

mories go back to that time. This first

Hunt Cup competition of the Canadian

Club was won by INIr. Trudel.

Thi:^ club contemplates holding a two

(\avf,' meeting about the same time m
ICC, and it is their intention .to have

everything in connection therewith of a

high order, and equal to anything of the

k'nd that is held in the Pioviice. The

members of the club are entitled to the

greatest credit for the sportsmanlike man-

ner in which they have come to the front

and 1 atronized this th^ir first meeting,

and the interest and zeal displayed augur

wel! for its future history in this parti-

cular line.

The older club, the Montreal Hunt, has

held rnnual steeplechases here for the

rast half century or more. The meeting

this year was certainly an imyirovement

on those of '98 and '99, the attendance on

the l?st day being large and appreciative,

'n-e winning of the Hunt Cup by Mr. Colin

Campbell was a very popular one, mak-

irg his fourth successful competition for

this coveted trophy. Mr. Campbell also

placed to his credit the Allan Cup the

previous Thursday. For many years im-

perceptible cha'-ges and innovations have

taken place, until at the present time the

autumn meetings of this now flourishing

organization would scarcely be recogniz-

able as the snme species of entertainment

which was so popular a quarter of a cen-

tury ago. The many influences responsi-

ble for these changes cannot here be dis-

cussed, but a marked benefit must accrue

from the hnpetu* given by the evident

irtntion of the newer organization to

conduct steeplechasing more on the linps

of the Fng'ish clul s, ,ind those cnrryiniT

on tlii,-i >|>ort to such iMM-feetion in the
ii(iu!il>()riiig Kepublie. .\ littlp honest ri-

valry and commendsible emulation will

rnouestionably be pioduct've of good, in
a snort for which Montreal has in pa.st

years been the acknowledged centre.
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We are ia the closing mouths of ihe

19th century and in the siwrting Avorld

many and marked changes have taken

place, but during the last twelve months
none have been more in evidence than

the lessons learned in the art of h«rse

mansliiii) in England. For cen'tuiies the

British Isles, and iKii"ticularly Engliuul,

have been look&d upon as the radiating

point of everything that was besit in tlie

art, but the pa-t few years and esi>ecially

during, the racing season of 1900, food for

a good deal of tlionght has been furnished

both to riders and trainers by their Am-
erican cousins. Beginning about a g?ue-

r.^tion or so ago exi>erimental ventures

have been entered upon by such well

known American breeders aind i-acing

men as Messrs. Ten Brc?eck, A. Keene,

Richards, M. H. Sanford, Pierre Loiollard,

James R. Keene, and many others in the

matter of testing the conii>arative quali-

ties of American bred horses and Ameri-

can taught traiuera and riders. The ear-

lier ventures of this nature could not be

termed signal successes, but these under-

takings AN'ere persevered in by men of

bi-ains and means, until at the |)resent

time the tables seem to hive c juip'.etely

turned. Beginning with Iroquoi-s' great

vietoiy in the Derby and St. Leger, tliere

is scarcely a popuar event in England

which has not been won by American
bred horses and jockeys. Ehiring the pre-

sent season this success has been simply
marvellous, its not being an uncommon
circumstance to see a handful of Ameri-
can jockeys winning from one to live

events a day, at tlie best high-class meet-
ings in England.

As an i'lustration of the increasing
popularity of the Americam-bred horses,
it may be mentioned that on the 24th
of October, "King's Courier," the three-
year^rld colt of Col. Pepper, of Ken-
tucky, broiight the modest sum or twenty-
seven thous.ind three hundred ($27,300)
.dollars, under tlie hammer at Tattersall's
in London.

The wiia'.e does itot discliarge water,
but only its breith. This, however, in
rushing up into the air liot from the ani-
mal's body, has the moisture condensed
to form a .«ort of rain, and the colder the
air, jus't as in the case of our breath, the
more marked the result. When the spout
is made with the blowhole clear above the
surface of the water, it appears like a
sudden jet of steam from a boiler. When
effected, as it sometimes is, before the
blowhole reaches the surface, a low foun-
tain, as fix>m a street fire plug is formed
and when the hole is close to the surface
at the moment, a little water is sent up
with the tail jet of steam. The doud

! blown up does not disappear at once, but

i hangs a little while, and is often seen to

I
drift a short distance with the wind.

—

London Fishing Gazette.

AT THE KENNELS
Conducted by D. Taylor

Wutli the near apjn'oach of the annual

nieeting the Montreal Canine Association

seems to have wakened to life again. A
meeting was held the end of last month to

nominate officei-s and executive for the

coming year, at vvhioh there T.vas a fair at-

tendance, the president, :\lr. Joseph Reid,

boin.;? in the dliair. The offices of secre-

tary and trea-urtr went by acclamafon,

ihe holdere of the previous year, Messrs.

E. ('. Short and Jos. Laurin re4)eetively,

having i-endered such excellent service

during their term that the members pres-

ent insisted on their re-election, an action

which will be endorsed by the whole ot

the shareholders. For the other offices

there is a plethora of candidates, especially

so in the case of the executive committee,
'.\ hence, from the number nominated, it is

unavoidable that iseveral good men will bo

left out in the cold. The committee ol

last year, the gieat majority at least,

worked zealously in the interests of the

Association, and made an unqualified suc-

cess of the show, and we question AVhether

a strong infusion of new blood, compara-

tively untried in itinnin^g a bench show,

would produce any better results How-
ever, it is for the shareholders to decide

ind stand by their decision, giving all the

i-upiK)rt they individually can to those

who may be selected.

The nice young collie biteh, VVishaw

May, imported last year by Messrs. Moth-

erwell & Roy, is now in grand form. At

the late Danbury show i^he'jwon ever^-

tlung in her classes, and as a con'sequence

her owners have received tempting otters

for her from connoisseurs on the other

^i(le, all of whioh have been declined.

We had a peep in at the Aucheairnie

kennels the other daj-, and were rather

taken by surprise at the number of well-

bred stock the proprietors, Messrs. Smith

& Kellie, have on hand, including collies,

bull and fox terriers (both wire and

>'mooth). Among the fox terriers is the

well-known winner of many prizes. Long-

face, which created quite a sensation at

the Montreal show. The genial "Bob"
Kellie is always willing to show strangers

the dogs.

The Craikstone Kennels at Petite Cote

are now "full up" with young and matured

stock, the merits of which the owner, Mr.

John Cumming, takes delight in expatiat-

ing upon to those Avho pay him a visit.

15ein2 a Scotchman, oi course John swears

by the collie, indeed he sometimes says it

is the only breed of do|g fit to be on the

'face of the earth. He bis reason to be

proud of his own breeding, for there are

some rare good ones amongst thrni.
* « *

The 18th October, which is popularly

known in some parts of England as

"Whip-Dog Day," is said to have i"eceived

the appellation from the fact that a priest,

who was about to celebrate Mass on that

day, dropped the vessel containing the con-

secrated bread. A dog, whose appetite was
larger than its sense of the fitness of things

immediately sna;tched up and made ofl

with the bread. HibStory does not re-

veal whether or not the dog got a wliip-

ping, but as the offence was oiie which

well merited castigation, St. Luke's Day

hasi since borne the name of "VV^hipping-

l>og Day."
« » •

The highest price ever known to have
been paid for a dog was the sum given

by J. Piorpont Morgan, of New York, for

tlie champion collie Southport Perfection,

namely, $8,500. The next highest of which
there is any record was $7,000, paid for a

St. Bernard. Fox-terriers have been im-

ported to the States from England at as

high as $5,000, and there are many in-

stances of sums slightly below that figure

having been paid for dogs of various

bre>:ds.

At the Ladies' Kennel Association show,

held at the Alexandra Palace, London,
Eng., £10,000 steriing was offei-ed in

])rizes, besides many valuable trophies and
ypecials. The show was a record one in

regard to entries, and over 1,500 of the

very best dogs in the United Kingdom
were benched.

Of dogs who collect money for charities

the name is legion. The king of all can-

ine beggars is undoubtedly Gyp, a noble

St. Bernard, who collects for a children's

hosipdtal in New York. This fine animal

has sallied forth every day to ask for alms
during tQie past seven yeai"s, and he has

colleoted nearly $25,000.

Blind men's doigs in London form a

large and most intelligent part of the very

few dogs which earn a living or help their

masters to do so. The manner of *theii^

education must have puzzled many per-
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eons who have seen Uiem resolutely guid

iug their p or master to his stand, or back

to his home, along crowded pavements

and over the cross streets. Many of thes."

dogs are taught by a half-blind man, who
mak&s this part of Ms humble liveUhood.

Others are taught by tJie blind men them
selves, especially if they have not always

been blind and remember the streets and

turnings.
» •

Barry, the St. Bernard dog to who.se

memory a monument has been erected on

Mount St. Bernard, had the splendid re

cord of having saved within ten years the

lives of forty persons who had lost them
selves on the glaciers. On one occasion

it found a cthild ten years old lying in the

snow under the- influence of the fata,

slumber which precedes death. The dog

tirst warmed the child with its breath

and then roused it from sleep by licking

it. This much accomplislied, Barry, by

lying down at its side, gave the child an
obvious invitation to get upon its back
and ride. The child did so, and was
thus carried to the convent. The intelli-

gent and useful animal was killed by some
unknown person, probably in a mistakiv

The inscription on the monument is :

•'Barr^ the heioic. t'aved the lives of forty

persons, and was killed by the forty-

first."
» » »

The following dogs owned or bred in

Montreal and neighborhood have recently

been registered in the Canadian Kennel
Club Stud-Book:—

COLLIES.

5369. Tom, whelped August 5, 1898,

sable and white, by Roger Marvel out oi

Perfection Queen (C. 5133); owner, George
Hyslop, Lachine, P.Q.; breeder, Thomas
Bradshaw, Danville, P.Q.

5371. ^Nfaple I.«af Perfertion, whelpved

August 5, 1898, by Roger Marvel, out of

Perfection Queen (C. 5133); owner, G. W.
Clemons, St. George, Ont.; breeder, Thos.

Bradshaw, Danville, P.Q.

5388. Rouglan Sandy, whelped August

5, 1898, sable and white, by Roger Marvel,

out of Perfection Queen (C 5133); owner,

William SteAvart, Menie, Ont.; breeder,

Thcmas Bradshaw, Danville, P.Q.

5399. Braehead Marcus, whelped May 9,

1897, sable and white, by Carrick Lad,

out -of Braehead Sweet Lassie (0. 3796);

owner, A. Stuart Ewing, Montreal; breed-

ers, Braehead Kennels, Montreal.

5455. Heather Donald, whelped Febru-

ary 26, 1900, sable and white, by Craik-

stcne Day Star, out of Roaie of Craik-

stone; owner, Charles Edward Gagnon,

jr., Montreal, P.Q.; breeder, John Cum-
mings, Ciaikstone, Petite Oote, P.Q.

5550. Spion Kop, whelped IVIay 22, 1899,

sable and white, by Auchcamie Gun, out

of Coi'a Meg; owner, P. E. Gravel, Mont-
real, P.Q.; breeder, R. S. Kellie, West-
mount, P.Q.

5556. Glencoe Lochiel, whelped July 20,

1900, table and white, by Knight Er-

rant II. (C. 5348), out of Glencoe Sweet
May; owner, Garrett Hill, .Alontreal;

breeders, Glencoe Kennels.

5370. Richardson's Daisy, whelped Au-

gust 5, 1898, sable and white, by Roger

Marvel, out of Perfection Queen (C. 5133)

;

owner, John Richardson, South. March,
Ont.: breeder, Thomas Bradshaw, Dan-

ville, P.Q.

5382. Flora MacDonald, whelped April

1, 1899, by Braehead Marcus, out of Lady
MacDonald; owner, IV M. Kenny, East

Templeton, P.Q.; breeder, same.

5416. Nellie Osboume, whelped Augus^t

5, 1889, sable and white, by Ro.g:r Mar-

vel, out of Pei-fection Queen (C. 5133);

ST. BERNARD.

5408. Prince Rudolph, whelped July -"i,

1898, orange and white, l,y Waterloo (C,

.3453), out of Queen Lil (0. 4105); owulm-,

Bei't H. Wills, Montreal; breeder, K.
Colby, Toronto.

IRISH SETTER.

5504 Jessie II., whelped April 2, 1809,

red, by St. Elmo (C. 1429). out of Jessie

(C. 4001); owner, David Ward, Toronto;
breeder, Samuel Coulson, Montreal.

COCKER SPANIEL.
5385. Willard II., whei]i>ed January 28,

1900, black, by Willard (C. 5045), out of

Camp Scene—After a Wet Night.

owner, James Boden, Tfedennode, St.

Anne's De Bellevue, P.Q.; breeder, Thos.

Bradshaw, Danville, P.Q.

GREAT DANES.

5358. Bismarck II., wbelped November

20, 1898, dark blue, by Brutus, out of

Olga I.; owner, Arthur Eocles, Almonte,

Ont.; breeder, J. A. Pleau, Montreal, P.Q.

5359. Juliette II., Avhel] ed June 29, 1897,

light blue, by Brutus I., out of Dora;

owner, Arthur Eccles, Almonte, Ont.;

breeder, J. A. Pleau, Montreal, P.Q.

Deer Park Brownie; owner, R. G. Wat-
son, Montreal; breeder, L. Farewell, To-

ronto.

5467. Ahab I., whelped March 25, 1900,

red, by Red CToud (C. 4710), out of Zulu,

owner, John Littig, Montreal; breeder^

Dr. F. L. Haszard, Montreal.

5468. Lobo, whelped March 25, 1900i

red, by Red Qoud (C. 4710), out of Zulu;

owner, S. Arnold Finlay, Montreal;

breeder, Dr. F. G. Haszard, Montreal.

5559. Betty T., whe:ped July 10, 1900,

black, by Red Cloud (C. 4710), out of
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Shtba; owner, J. W. Tat'.ey, Montreal;

breeder. Dr. F. L. Haszard, Oharlotte-

town, P.E.I.

IRISH WATER SPANIEL.

5425. Brian Boru, wlielped February 15,

UOO, dark liver, by Cli. -Mike (C. 3935),

cut of Biddy C; owner, Colin Campbell,

Montreal; breeder, T. A. Carson, King-

ston, Ont.

AIREDALE 1"ERRIERS.

5420. Brian Ranger, whelped June 15,

1898, black and tan, by Briar Test, out of

Briare&s Model; owner, Jo^. A. Laurin,

Montreal; breeder, C. Horsman, Lisden,

England.

537t). Air, dale Tease, whe'p-d April 10,

1899, black and tan, by Tone Jerry, out

of Greetland Venom; owners, Jos. A.

Liurin, Montreal, and D. J. Dewar, Nel-

son, B.C.; breeder, Capt. Ceo. Swaffield,

Ciozet, Vt-

BULL TERRIERK.

5538. Bayview Flyer, wbe'.ped August

26, 1899, whit:', by Ch. Little Flyer (A.

44213], out of Newmarket byren (C.

3912); owner, Fred. T. Miller, Trenton,

Ont.; breeder, S. Britcher, Montreal.

W. H. FOX TERRIER.

5510. Donnington Fancy, whelped May
1895, black and tan; by Grantham Roc-

ktt, out of Westbury Nettle; owner,

riios. Moure, Montreal; breeder, Mr.

Walker, England.

IRISH TERRIER.

5381. Imperial Annex, whelped May 4,

1900, red, by Norto k Ambassador, out of

Imperial Lorna (C. 4905); owners. Imper-

ial Kennels, Montieal; breeder, Jos. A.

Laurin, Montreal.

The lol owirg appear among the list-

gs :—

COLLIES.

Pride of Kildare, sable, three years eld,

ay Mountain Rover, out of McGibbon's
Lass; owner and breeder, A. Jones, Mont-

real.

I

Wisihaw Mav, seventeen Tnoaths old, by
|lleacham Galopin, out of Shawton Lass;

pwners, C>-ila Oollii Kennels, Montreal;
breed.r, R. Tait, Wishaw.

I

Cobnial Beauiy, three years old, by

Inquire, out of Beauty; owner, W. Mc-
plashan, Montreal; breeder, H. E. Moore.

I

FOXHOUND.

Hanks Red Maid, five years old; own-
pr, H. Taylor, Toronto; br.eders, Mont-
real Hunt.

Coughs and colds should on no account

)e neglected, because they may give rise

lung trouble of a more serious charac-

ter. The cought may precede an attack

;)f bronchitis, or it may hsrald in infiam-

jnation of the lungs, or it may give rise

a sore throat, or it may ultimately turn

to asthma, which is a particularly dis-

tressing form of lung complaint. To pre-

vent any of bhese more serious troubles,

it is desirable that a cough should be

taken in hand as soon as it begins to at-

feet a dog. Keep the animal warm, but
not in a stuffy atniexsphere (where the

irritation will become greater), and give

him several times a day a mixture com-
posed of two parts syrup of squills, one
part of glycerine and one part of com-
pound tincture of camphor, commonly
known as paregoric. The dose of this is

about 30 drops (that is half a teaspoonful)

for every ten pounds the dog weighs, and
it should be given at 'east three times a

day. This treatm:nt wi\l soon cure an
ordinary cough. As a rule dogs which
have plenty cf exercise in the open air,

summer and winter, will escape all these

ailments, unless they are brought about
(as they often are in the case of sporting

dogs) by exposure to very wet weather in

the lield, and by not being properly

groomed and made comfoi table after-

wards. But clogs whic'li are petted and
kept in the hous , where they get all

sorts of dainties that dj them no goed,

these are the animals which take cold

ancl develop the more s rious lung affec-

tions. The safest "way to prevent pneu-

monia and other bronchial troubles, there-

fore, amongst house dogs is to let them
have regular exercise at all s^easons of the

year. Of course, with the smaller pet dog

varieties it will be necessary to prov^ide

suitable clothing in cold weather, but

that need not prevent them from having

exercise. If a dog is kept constantly in

the house his whole system becomes slug-

gish, whereas if he goes out regularly for

exercise his blood circulates more freely,

and he is far less liable to contract a chill

than he otherwise would be. We have

very little patience with those who coddle

up their dogs, because this is a method

quite opposed to reason, as well as to sci-

ence. ^ ^

Canadian Kennel Club.

The Canadian Kennel Club, at its an-

nual meeting, elect :d the toll.wing offi-

cers -.—Richard Gibson, hon. president; J.

G Kent, president; Dr. J. S. Niven, Lon-

don, first vice-preddent; T. F. Miller,

Trenton, Ont.; Jos. A. Laurin, Montreal;

F. R. Collier, Winnipeg ;
Rev. J. W.

Flinton, Victoria, B.C.; Dr. F. W,

d'Evelyn, San Francisco; James A. Little,

Brookline, Mass.; George Allan Ross. Re-

gina, N.W.T., vice-presidents ; H. B.

Donovan, Toronto, secretary and trea-

•surer. Executive committee—J as. Lmd-

say, Dr. Wesley Mills, Montreal; H. R.

'Ihomas, Belleville; James Bertram, Dun-

das; C. Y. Ford, Kingston; Rev. Thoa.

Geoghegan, Hamilton ; H. J. Elliott,

Brandon, and Geo. H. Gooderham, W. P.

Fraser, A. A. Macdonald, Dr. A. Boult-

bee, F. W. Jacobi, Tcronto.

Have Dogs a Soul ?

In an English contemporary we find the

following rational argument on the soul,

and whether there is a I^^aven for the
brute creation, which subject has been

discussed in som? Old Country papers late-

ly:-
With the "dead season" has also come a

discuss'on on the immortality of animals.
The arguers who favor a heaven for the
brute creation confine th.mseves prin-
cipally to domestic animals—the horse,
the dog, and the cat. Animals to have
a hereafter must have ^ouls, because the
theory of earthly bod.es, wieJid- four-
footed or two, in heaven, is untenable.
l.*-ouls would hardly 'have beein given to
nogs and denied to elepliants, bestowed on
cat^ and not on tigers. I have never seen

why an intelligent animal should not have
as much "soul" as a human idiot, why
the live-saving Newfoundland should not

have an immortal part equally with |th«

eannibal savage. The Christian idea is

that all human beings have souls because

they are human beings, and that the pos-

session IS entirely confined to the one type

of life—man. But if the immortality of

the soul is considered as compensation for

suffering here below, these animals have

a very strong claim.
» « »

A Memory.

There's a walk I shall always remember—
A stroll 1 once went—^with a dog !

Une eve when the gold of September
Was gilding each leaflet and log.

When Nature, with brightest of brushes,
ii'ell to sketching the sunset fast.

And the band of the larks and the
thrushes

Played their best that sweet night of the
past.

Well, I went—with that dog—a-walking
Where the light and the shade were at

strife.

Whilst two bright eyes did all the talking.

And an hour seemed enough for a life.

I know that I vowed for the latter

I'd be constant and faithful as he.

And I said—but it doesn't much matter
What I said when we sat by the tree !

Ah ! Fido, you rascal, you're winking !

Don't turn your dim eyes bo the fire,

I've a notion of what you are thinking—
'Tis a subject of which we can't tire'.

There's a tale you could tell of that roam-
ing,

Wiliy it's saored you also could tell,

For you know in that soft summer gloam-

Your mistress came walking as well.

So Fido, old friend, I still have you
To call up a smile or a sigh,

A keepsake from one who gave you
To help me remember "Good-'bye !"

To recall me the joy and the sorrow

Of that night and our walk through th«

iiiead

—

To help me forget that to-morrow

Can't bring back the hours that are dead !

A.—"Have you bought that dog to keep

the burglars away?"
B.—"Yes."
A..—"Then you're not troubled any more

at nights, I suppose?"
l}._"On:y by the dog.
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Mcdern Pigeon Shooting.

In two leceut pigeon matches between

two well-known experts, each match being

at 100 pigecns each, all the pigeons were

killed except one, that is 399 were killed

cut of 400 shot at. This leads us to re-

mark that there is something radically

Avrong about the present methods in vogua

for ti-apping and shooting live birds.

Where, as at present, the shooter stands

at about 30 yards, Atith gun to shoulder,

it ii but the work of the fraction of a

second for even the veriest "dutfer" to

cover his bird before it has had time to

get under way, as a rule, and in many

instances hi has to wait for the bird to

ri.se before giving it its quietus. Really

sporting shots are rare under such con-

ditions, and the killing 100 of these bird<

in succes.sion, does not rank very high a.s

a feat with the shot gun. To knock a

block off a post at 30 yards 100 times in

succession would not be considered a feat

of marksmanship worth noticing, and yet

some pigton matches rank very little high-

er.

The essence of one's enjoyment with

the gun or r.fle, is the feeling that your

game has a fair chance to put its powd-

ers of flight and escape against your skill

and a true sportsman will decline to enter

thj contest where his quarry is unfair-

ly handicapped. For this reason we think

pigeon shooting might be raised to a high-

er plane, if some means were devised to

give the bird a chance to get up some

speed and to exercise to some extent the

means of escape nature has given it.

Some device by which the bird would

be screened from the view of the shooter

until it had gained its speed, would be

better than that now used, and it should

not tax one's ingenuity very much to ef-

fect this purpose. One scheme suggested

is to trap the bird from the centre of a

i^enii-circular screen, say, fifteen yards

wide and five yards deep at the centra

and raised 12 inches from the ground,

and completely covered. This would be

closed at the side next the score, and

open along the whole of the other or

circular edge. The bird would be released

from one trap at the back and would

have the whole range of the covered

screen in which to get up speed and choose

its course of flight. Trapping could be

don« from a pit at the back of the screen.

Th's might not be a perfect scheme to

effect a cure for the evil mentioned, but

it might be a cons'derable improvement.

If not, no doubt some of our ingenious

spcrting friends can suggest one.

Walkerville Gtn Club.

The following records were made at the

Walkerville Gun Club shoot on Saturday,

Sept. 29th, A. W. Reid winning the regu-

lar dub event, twenty targets, by break-

ing 19 Webster, in class R, won with 18:

Ta)-gets 10 10 10 10 10 *2.)

Clarke 5 10 7 9 8 IS

fewiit 6 8 8 7 10 17

T. Reid 8 9 9 8 10 17

A. W. Reid 8 1!)

Mai-donald 5 5 6.. .. 9

Allen 7 6 .. 6 .. 14

Webster 8 .. .. 2 .. 18

Weai 8 9 .. 10 .. Ifi

Creer. 9 17

*f:iub event.

The principal event of the day was

the contest for the King trophy and Es-

sex County Championship between A. W.
Reid and E. G. Swift, both of Walker-

ville. , Mr. Reid had won the Tropliy at

thii Walkerville Labor Uav shoot, and

this was the first individual challenge for

it. The match, at fifty singles and ten

1 aire-, was won by Mr. Reid with the

splendid score of 65 out of 70, Mr. Swift

scoring 52. The trophy has been up for

ct.mpetition several times, the best pre-

vious score by any Avinner being 01.

The following is the full score for the

King Trophy:

—

SINGLES.

A. W. Reid 1111111111—
1110 111110—
11111110 11—
1111111111—
111111111 0—40

E. G. Swift 11110 11111—
11110 1110 0—
10 10 11111—
10 1110 11—

1110 1111 1-37

DOUBLES. •

A. W. Reid 11 10 11 11 11—
11 11 11 11 11—10

E. G. SAvift 11 10 11 11 11-
11 11 10 10 00—13

Total:—

A. W. Reid 6.3

E. G. Swift -52

Mr. A. W. Reid was called ui-on to de-

fend his tit^e to the championship of

Essex on Oct. 1.3th, Mr. Thos. Wear being

challenger, and backing his opinion with

the customary deposit of $5.00. The re-

sult was a second victory for Mr. Reid.

The scores were: Reid. 58; Wear. 51.

* * *

On Tuesday, Oct. 6tli, U\ R. Crosby

defeated Fred. Gilbert for the "E.C." cup

with a score of 126 to 123 out of 100'

glcs and 25 pairs.
- » * »

John Formly, of Formly, England, lias

te<ured a United States patent on a means
:

for sit;]itin;^- lircai-ius h\ the eye alone i

Thifi i.ivcMiU.Mi c.ini.nscs a l.ai-k sight ^

divided by vertical and horizontal wires,
|

sai 1 horizontal wires being so spaced that

each corresponds to a known range, and a
j

foro sight comprising wires extending in a
j

different direction relatively to those of I

the spaces, in said back sight, the lower
j

part of the said double fore sight serves as
j

a means for enabling the scale of the back !

sight to be used twice over and keeping
\

the size of the back sight Avithin reason-
\

able limits. A framed back sight divided
;

by vertical and horizontal Avires being so

spaced that each corre-^ponds with a known
range, for use in conjunction Avith a sin-

gle 01' double fore sight consisting of a
j

frame mounted on a barrel and having

wires diagonally stretched therein in sueh.j

manner as to divide up the spaces of the

back sight.

A back sight consisting of a folding

frame having Avires stretched vertically

and horizontally across same, said hori-

zontal Avires being so spaced that each cor-

responds Avith a known range, and a slid-

ing sight across same in combination Avith

a fore sight consisting of a single or dou-

ble folding frame having Avires stretched

diagonally across it or them and a bead-

sight below same, the thickness of the

metal forming the frames being in all cases

presented to the eye and the breadth of

the said metal being disposed longitudin-

ally of the gun, .substantially as described

for the purpose stated.

t
The- following reply to a query pertam

ing to it is Avorth reading and noting. It

appeared recently in the London Field:

In order to enlighten our correspondent
j

and others interested in the above subject,
j

Ave have made a large number of ex]ieri- i

ments. Three 12-bore shot barrels. Avith

'

highly polished boi'es were used, nia.

three different kinds of metal.

Krupp's special gun steel, Whitw.

fluid pressed steel, and a \-ery sofi

made by the Siemens-Martin pi.

Both hard and soft shot AA^ere used, \\\\u

A-arious kinds of wadding. The results n;

our trials may be summed uit in a few

Avords. The leading of gun barrels isi

caused entirely by the absence of a suit-

able lubricant. So long as the barrel is

highly polished, it matters little of Avhat

metal it is composed. In the absence of a

lubiicant of proper consistency hard shot

leads more than soft shot. Various lubri-

cants Avere tested, their value for this pur-

pose being in the following order: INIutton

suet, Russian tallow, Webley's "Semper

Idem," vasseline, almond oil and oUa-c oil.

Corroborative eA-idence of the abo\ •

J



obtained in the foUowng manner: Two
solid disks were turned up and their peri-

pheries highly 1 olished in the lathe. One
of the disks was made of crucible oast steel,

the other of Bessemer. Bars of metal,

made by melting and re-casting hard and
soft re9[;9etively, were pa^ssed alternately

by means of a lever and weight against the
peripheries of the rapidly revolving disks

—the pressure employed being equal to

two tons per square inch of the metals in

contact.

When the bar made from the hard shot

vras pressed against the unlubricated disk

!': was quickly ground away in the form
of powder. The soft lead bar resisted this

disintegration to a much greater extent.

All the lubricants above enumerated were
successfully tested ui>on the disks, and
their antd-friction qualities proved to be
in the order stated. Whether using the
hard or soft s'teol di>^ks, n»:i frictional dif-

feience could be detected.

The results confirm us in the opdnion,

«-hich we have so often expressed, that
t^oh felt wadding saturated with grease
should invariably be used, in preference to

the hard felt that is *o generally employed.

The Peters Caitridge Oo. and the K ng
Poavder Co., of Cincinnati, have brought
out a new etiition of their rifleman's .score

book. This edition gives one page for re-

cording the work of Sohuetzen marksmen
on either Standard target, or German ring,

and the follownng page the Iwt, 2nd and
3rd class United States arm targets for rc^

cording the shots of the military niitiks-

rnan. It is for free distribution and can
1>* obtained by a[>plication, with ??tamp, to

either of the above named companies at

(Cincinnati, Ohio, or to T. H. Keller, man-
ager of the easteni detwrlment, at SO

(^hambers Street, New York.

• •

The Union Metallic Cartridge Company
lias is.sued a little book entitled, "A Re-
cord of Ammunition in Shooting Contests
in the United States," with rules govern-
ing the different departments of shooting.
rt contains the great records wiith gun,
rifle, revolver and pistol made with U. M.
C. ammunition and many remarkable tar-

gets, also rules governing revolver and pis-

tol shooting, rifle shooting rules and trap

shooting rules. It is for free distribution.

Tom Donley's fourth annual handicap
tournament at St. Thomas, Ont., will be

ihe'd on the 13th, 14th, 15th and l©th of

; this month, and
i
romisf s to be a

I

big affair. There will be target

and live bi^d events each day, and
all event.s will be handicapped, in tar-

(get ev.nts from 14 to 24 yards, and
jiu live biid events, 25 to 33 yards.

1 Two big live bird events are on the pro-

j
gramme, the Grand International Hari-
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dica,p championship for the Gilman and
Barnes gold medal now held by H. D.
Bates, Ridgetown, Ont., and the Canadian
handicap championship for the Donley
trophy, open to Canadians only.

« * »

Quail shooting oiDened in Southern On-
tario on the loth October. Birds were
plentiful, but with the usual large num-
ber of ''sQueaier-s," some being so young
as to be hardly able to fly. These, of

course, were pixjper marks for the pot

hunter, and unfledged sportsman, whole
bevies being wiped out in this way.

• * •

J. A. R. Elliott last month defeated

Fred. Gilbert for both the cast iron

medal and review cup. Each contest was
at 100 pigeons. In the former the score
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is, in all cases, the same. A forked twig
is used, and the prongs of the fork are
held one in each hand with the fingers
uppermost. When the operator passes
over xiny place where there is water, the
twig turv« downward of itself and even
against pressure, to keep it level.

The use of sueh rods is as oM as the
Hindoo Vedas. It was practised by the
Chaldeans and the Egyptians, the Greeks
and the Romans, and is still flourishing

in China and other eastern lands. The
Druids were accustcmed to cut their divin-
ing rods from the apple tree, but the
principal woods employed were hazel,

osier, and thorn, and less frequently ro-

wan and mtstletoe. According to Aryan
tradition, these trees were an embodi-

ment of lightning, of which the forked

Indian Canoes, 'Bay Lake, Ontario.

was EHott, 99; Gilbert, 98; and in the

latter, Elliott, C8; Gi.bert, 97. Elliott

killed all his birds and (Gilbert all but one

in both contests, the other lost birds

being dead out of bounds.

The Divining Rod.

The curious persistence of the belief in

the virtues of the divining rod for the

discovery of underground water or miner-

als, has shown itself in the recent appear-

ance in the press of accounts of a skilled

manipulator of the rod who has made
startling discoveries of w.ater in England;

and, not to be outdone by the Old Coun-

try, Ottawa has immediately established

a home industry and produced a philoso-

pher no less skillful in locating hidden

watp^-courses. The method of procedure

stick was the symbol, and it was thus that

they gained their magic powers.

Formerly the cutting of the rod must

be done at particular seasons and with

special ceremonies, as there was always

something supernatural and magical con-

nected with the use of it, but the advo-

cates of its employment at the present

time have discarded the belief that the

fairies or divinities have any influence in

the matter', and in accordance with the

more materialistic, though not less credu-

lous spirit of the present day, ascribe its

poAver, wh n they attempt an explanation,

to el ct:icity or anmal magnet sm special-

ly developed in the demonstrator.

The annual meetin.i? of the Executive
Committee of the American Canoe Asso-

ciation took place at Gananoque October

20th.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
<$> «>

The Ontario Game Laws.

Editor of Rod and Gun:

(Sir,—I noticed in the August issue of your

sporting journal that you wou'd like

sportsmen's opinions of the present ganio

laws of Ontario. This led me to believn

tliat I am not a'one in thinking that it is

time vre had a change.

The present Ontario game law regarding

big game is the most unreasonable on re-

cord, and that is sxying quite a lot, but T

will give your readers my reasons for mak-

ing this statement. At present we are

allowed only fifteen days on red deer (open

.'x?ason) and our bag is limited to two deer.

This simply moans that w« must all go in

to the woods together, after our deer

amidst a hail of bullets, with big fcols and

little ones shooting at every sound that is

heard, consequently any man that values

his life will not go a second t'me. N w,

if the game of Ontario is so scarce that w-
should only be allowed fifteen days of open

season surely we .should not be allowed to

shoot does and fa\vns, a thing no leal

sportsman enjoys doing anyway. This is a.

mistake which can and should be corrected.

As to liunting red deer ot Ontario It

can't be compared with that of hunting

the great monarch of the woods, tlie moose,

and here we liave been with cur hands

tied fa-st for the last ten years or so, and
deprived of this great sport, which once

experienced wUl never be forgotten. And
stiU the moose are no more plentiful than

they were ten years ago. Surely we. have

been experimenting long enough in this

respect. Tlie moose is game almost un
known to the majority of the sportsmen of

Ontario, yet there is no doubt on earth

but that there are more moose In the Pro-

vince of Ontario than there are common
red deer. This statement may be doubted
by some who have hunted in the ^liiskoka

district, but they must consider that that

hunting ground is only a handful of earth

compared with the great mooee-knd to

the north. Clearly, the man who j^ro-

posed prohibiting the.sliooting of moose is

perfectly ignorant of the fact that moose
multiply as fast if not faster than the red

deer. In iny exrerienee I have found two
calves with a Cow moose more often than
two fawns with a doe.

Xow, Brother Sportsmen, you who are

interested in the mattrr, I would like you
to place yourselves with me on the north
shore of Ijake! Surerior, and look cast as
far as the Ma'ttawa, and west as far as the
Lake of the Woods, and cDnsider that this
country is from eight hundred to a thou
rand mi'es long, and about fiur hundrt-d
miles in width, at least 300.000 iniles of
moose country, and a perfect sportsman's
paradise, lying idle. Deer are not plentiful

in this country on account of the wolves,
but a man must go and see for him^e'.f be-

fore he really will believe the number of

moose that there are there. Why is it the
moose have not increased during the last

ten years? It is not because they hav^e

been killed by sportsmen, but because the
settlers and trappei's that are dotted over
tliat country are obliged to I've, and they
simply do as you or I would do if we were
in the same position. They shoot five

moose for their hides, etc., and get for

them what they would realize for one,

providing the sportsmen were allowed to

go in there and employ them as guides.

One trip to those lumber ciiimps will con-

vince a man of what becomes of the
moose. You see them eat moose meat in

the name of beef, and around the flrepb'ce

in the evening hang a waggon lead of moose
moccasins. This may look unreasonable
to sportsmen, but it is true, for moose are
simply bowBT.d-ariow game to these men,
especially when there is four foot of snow
imd a nice cnist, or in the summer months
when they can paddle noiselessly down the
river and come up wiUr'n ten feet of him
around the curve of the river and see him
busily engaged s^plashing himself to keep
the flies off, or eating the lily pads. One
of these men during the winter does net
consider that he has made wages unless he
has killed from twenty to thirty moose,
and so it will continue so long as thfs

countiy is kept, by the laws, as they are'

now. What I would propose m, at least,

a month of open season, say the month of

November, on all kinds of deer, and thai

no deer be allowed to be killec) imless it

has horns oyer four inches long. The
number should be limited to two, of any
kind of deer. If one sees fit to shoot and
kill two moose or two deer, or if he sees

fit to shoot one moose and one deer, let

him do so, and as long ns the number is

limited, let the sportsman shoot them
where he sees fit. Don't say that because

iie is old and cannot tramp the woods as

we do that he shall not sit in a canoe and
tike a crack lat an old buck or bull as he
comes to drink. Because you and I would

jiot enjoy such a thing, that is no reason

\vhy We should d'?pri72 t'los-" wa:> do

ifln,i(^V it. Thov h.\v^ a^ ra'-ioh right to^

look for their two bucks as we have. And
again, you compel a sport?min to lork for

a deer's horns before he shoots. This will

have a great tendency to keep him from
shooting a companion. There Avould be
no excuse left for this mistake, and a man
•guilty of it should be canvicted by any
jury of manslaughter. If one of my
party, under such a law, shot a A^>e or a

cow, I wouVl send him down as quick as

any one, if for nothing more than protec-
tion to our party, for he would have no
excuse whatever to offer, and if he shet a

deer before he saw what it was he would
be as apt to shoot a man.

As to the non-residence license, 1 Iiin.

nothing particular against that, alth iiigl

I am not in favor it, for this reaj^nn.

As it is now, now and then the (iovi'in

men,t receive a $25 license fee, when tin.

guides in the north, those who should

have it and are in need of it, would

receive a hundred dollars. Do'

not look reasonable that this \

encourage these people to proteei n,

game, for as soon as sportsmen icali/.i.

the fact that they can get moose e\ rv

time they come to Ontario, they will onl\

kill a few moose compared with what i

killed now, and will leave hundreds .m

thousands of dollars in the country, an.

the settlers will thus realize the real \aln,

of this noble game and be anxious to inn

tect them.

Why should Ontario be behind tli;

of M'adne in this respect? The spoi

left over $300,000, distributed amon-
guides, etc., in Maine in the year IS'.t:

certainly the game of Maine are not i .„

compared with the g'ame of Ontario. Again
j

as soon as the settlers realize the value o "

this game to them they will be mon;
anxious to destroy the wolves, and theij-

red deer will become as plentiful north ol
the C. P. R. as they are south of it ai|

present.

Xow, Brother Sportsmen, it seem>

that I have often read articles in sp

pa]>ers, that were written beau-
writer had an axe to grind in some \'

shape, but such is not the case this ...,.v

with me, for I am under no obligation t(j

any man. I can build my own canoe ancj

put my little 7x9 tent, stove, etc., in, ancj

paddle my way up and down river anij

across lakes, pitch my tent in suitaVf!

ground, and when I return I can sell my
moose head, if I see fit, for enough to buj

my license, and buy others for three oi:

four seasons. Fortunately I am not com

polled to do 90, but I would like to .see th;

day when I can shoot a moose in Ontario

and two weeks is not long enough opei

season for it. A man can't afford to hunt|

moose in Ontario if he is only allowed t(

go every third year, as it takes one yean

to locate the hunting ground, and after :,

wait of three years he would probably have'

to go and hunt another one or depend en

tirely upon the guides. i

"GORILLA CHIEF."

Editor Rod and Gun : ,

Sir,—My chief complaint against tbci

game laws is the Ontario moose .season,;

Nov. 1 to 15, once every three years. If

obey the law, consequently my moose:

shoots are li^e angels' visits, few and far

between. Others I know ef ?hoot as thev

plea.se, have done so last ard other years,

and will again. Let us have some har-

monizing of laws that will give a decent

season every year. There -ivill be just as

many moose left,

MATTAWA.
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be Editor of Rod and Gun in Canada :

Dear Sir,—1 see in the August number
Rod and Gun in Canada that you de

K to get the opinions of your readers

1 the game laws of the iprovince they

ippeu to reside in.

1 have for some time been dissatisfied

ith the Ontario laws. They seem to mc
I be too severe in some ways and not

rict eaough in othei-s, and 1 believe that

i€ open seasouiS for this northern part ol

ut;ano, at any rate, are loo short and

ight with advantage be extended, pro-

d'jd that the killing of game or fish in

le c.ose season is more c.osely looked af

T. In England, for example, the open

>aaon for ducks and pax-tridges is actua.-

longer than in Canada, though, of

mrse, tlie facilities for preserving game
re greater than in (Janada. Aiy idea is

lat with a longer open season the ordi-

ary man will be far less i.ke'ly to want
) kill game out of season, and it will be

isier to enforce the game laws, wliich is

ot done in some pait« of Ontario at the

re;jent lime.

Again in Ontario lately there has been

good deal of change in the game laws,

) that it is very diliicult to know exactly

hat are the present regiilations; and,

loreover, cannot something be done to

mplify tihem so that the man who runs

ay read and not inquire to bring in the

rvices of tlie proverbial Philadelphia

vvi-ery

Ontaido's moose preservation is, i fear,

y httle good. For exaniple, 1 know
moose being killed in the close time,

id the open season, 1st to 15th Novem
ir. is in this country, at least, a fraud,

>r that is one of the times of the year
hen travel in tlie bush is dangerous, as

ay night may see the sma.l lakes frozen
fer. Even in the end of October i have
d to break the ice in Iroiit of me to
ike my way through the narrows of a
nail lake. The Indian wiJ not stir

om home if lie can help it at that time^
the year.

1 tliink that it is expedient that thb
•gulations sh u d be the same, consisttni
th tiie requirements of the locality. For
ample, I Live in Ontario, five miles off

ross the lake will take me into Quebec,
ounty of Pontiac; fifty miles or less fur-

ler north will take me out of the County
Pontiac into another territory, and

le open seasons for the three begin on
t November, 1st October, and 1st Sep
jmbej respecitively, and what is to hia-

pr a man, if he wants, killing a moose
[day in Ontario and saying he killed it

I

the territory north of Pontiac. Hav
!g d fterent open seasons makes it harder

j

enforce the law.

\l do not think Septembei 1st iS too

|rly for the moose season to begin, but

Iwould in that case make it end by Slst

'at date is vei->' disagreeable. Restrict,

Mr, for ti-avel in the woods after

as is done now, the killing of cow moose

and limit the number of bull moose to one

per permit. No reasonable sportsman can

object, but give him a long enough time

to hunt tliem, for it is not always easy

lor a business man to get away from h's

work for the miserable little fortnight

that the Ontario authorities have doled

out. Make the law easier lo keep, and

it will be all the easier to enforce the

law, and then the moose and the othei

game will be a source of revenue to tht

whole country, for 1 believe tliat were the

game resources of the country properly

preserved and expJcited tliere womd be a

steady fiow of sportsmen every season

bringing thousands of dollars into tht

countr-y which ai-e ai present spent else-

wliere.

i know this h*a been preachtd before,

but it will bear itp^t^tion, as it does not

seem to be recagui/.ed by thuse respons-

ible for tlie arrangement of the close sea-

son, else they t.ouid have given us an

open season waii\.'li cou.d be enjoyed witu

out compelling the spoilsman to risk hio

Hie trav>.lLng ihiougn eariy JNovember ice.

I am, yours faithfully,

PAUL A. COBBOLD.
Haileybury, Ont., Sept. 7, 1900.

v^Luigt; uolin&on, who liveri lour mile,s*

south oi HiseviUe, ivy., went coon hunt-

ing, and the uogs caiised a cuon up a large

poplar. Alter aaylight Mr. jonuson cut

the tree, and, alter killing tne coon, re-

tui nea to tne stump to get his axe. in the

hollow OI the stump he found a stone

jar whicn contained $3,7UU in gold coin

ana two gold watches. These were un-

doubtedly placed there by the famous

guerrilla, Bill McGruder. One of the

watches is marked "J. B. L." and has

been identified by J. B. Lessenberry, of

Glasgow, as his. Mr. Les.senberry was

idlieved of his watch in tht spring ot i8t)2

by Bill McGruder and his gang, who

bound Mr. Lessenberry behind the coun-

ter in a barroom in Glasgow, and after

helping themselves to all the whiskey

i.iey wanted, went Ihiousli the cash

drawer and took the watch. A few days

later they were met by Col. Frank VVol-

fered, who killed several of them and

chased the others to the mountains of

East Tennessee.

* * *

The Phoenix (Ariz. Ter.) Gazette relates

that "Parties out deer hunting ran across

an old ruin on the top of the highest

mountain, nine miles north of Phoenix.

It is of stone, and some of the walls are

still standing ten feet high. The old

building, or buildings, covered an area of

about two acres of land. The large stones

around the place are covered with hiero-

glyphics."

Colonel B. B. Jackson, of Siskiyou

County, Cal., tells this story:—"In 1849, i

and eight other Oregoniana ran across Kit

Carson and General Fremont with a small

force of men, near the sink of the Hum-
boldt in Nevada. They had been rounded

up by a lot of Indians, but we beat them

off, and all went into camp together on

the spot. Provisions hud got predy low,

and one day Carson proposed to me that

we go out and try for some dee.-. We
started out together, and met with poor
luck, and while separated froan Kit 1

took a shot at a fat buck, in the brush,

but he got away from loe. Just after 1

fired I noticed a laittei.ng sound coming
from the direction in which I had aimed,
and upon investigat.on i lound a young
goose, whieh had been blighjy injured,

but had become entangled in the thiok

underbrush and thus prevented irom es-

caping. At this juncture Larson came up
ui.u 1 piopofctd that ve take a lest, at

the same lime telUiig him that I was go-

ing to mark the goote c.nd .et .t go. For
this purpose I took a tin tag which ad-

ways came around the percussion tap
boxes furnished by Uncle SaiU in iiio'.^e

days, and marked the initials of my name
and the date on the tag in heavy and en-

during characters with a file which we
carried to repair the lO^ika of our guns,

'ihis tag was twisted around the goose's

leg in such a manner as to prevent it4

ialling ott', and he was released. That was
the last I ever heard of the goose until

May. 1894, when a letter informed me that

Jim Sturgeon, editor of the Homer Index,

had the goose in his possession, alive and
well. My information slated that the tag

was intact and that the initials were still

plainly visible."—l^orest and Stream.

A curious law suit is exercising the

minds ot the judicial authorities of a

French provincial town. ISome time ago

two sportsmen went s-counng the country

round with guns, dogs, and ferrets, when
suddenly they saw a rabbit bound out of

a hole, and with it, wonderful to relate,

a coin of the sixteenth century. The
sportsmen picked up the piece of money,

and being unable to ascertain its age or

origin,took it to the local cure and mayor.

Being by this time enlightened as to its

value, they returned the next day to the

spot, and after groping about hit upon a

number of other coins, accumulating a

collection of about 100 specimens, almost

all of Italian workmanship, and bearing

effigies, among others, of Francis de Me-
dici, Duke of Etruria, 1585; of Ferdinand

de Medici, as well as of Philip the Sec-

ond of Spain, Henry IV., and other high
and mighty potentates—both native and
foreign. The owner of the ground has

taken action against the two sportsmen
for the i-eeovery of the collection.—Forest

and Stream.
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AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY
Conducted 'by H. McBean Johnstone

l^iTiTmiTmrrr,,

These are some of the things you can do, and thereby learn how you have

wasted your previous Hfe."^Frederic Irland.

Success and Failure.

It is a funny thing that some amateurs

who possess little or no artistic abiht.v

turn out photograms, which, from a tech-

nical standpoint, are first class and be-

cause they do not attempt complex sub-

jects, their work, at least, has no glaring

erroi-s in its artistic side. And then

again there are other amateurs who are

artisits to tlieir finger tips as far as the

taking of photograms is concerned and

yet the mounted prints shown by them

are miserable and sloppy to the last de-

gree. Why is this? Surely there is some

reason for it. Well, the reason is simple

enough and easily explained; it is just

because the amateurs that turn out such

results are not in earnest in their work

and do not apply (thems^lve; closely enougli

lo the art or technical side of photography

if they are deficient. They seem to im
agine that all that is necessary for them
to do is to turn out photograms that are

up to the standard they have set—not the

standard of g >'id pi o'j^gr.i; liy. And v't,

if you were to say to one of these peo

pie "You could easily improve" the chan-

ces are that you would be told "^ly

technical knowledge of this is said to be

first class" or "my artistic temperament
is pronounced to be fully cultivated";

and in a".l probabi ity y^^u would find it im-

possible to impress it ujjoa the photo-

grapher, tJiat his work could be bettered

in any way. Suppose you adopt differ-

ent tactics. Ask him if he ever saw

any tschnically excellent, but artistically

poor, or artistically excellent but techm-

cally poor WH)rk hung in a photographic

or indeed in any art salon, and you will al

once make him (be he ever so stupid,)

f.es- the force of your argument.

Every amateur at some stage in his

career gets a fad on doing landscape work.

It's so very simple, you know, and then

the results are so effective. He never

stops to think that he knows rather less

than nothing about the laws of balance,

composition, lighting, arrangement of lines

and masses and the hundred and one other

little necessary bits of knowledge that

come into play in the making of a per

feot landscape photogram. No. He
just starts out on a fine sunny day, sets

up his camera, pointing at what, to his

iinculltureid eye, (uncuitured, p;hotogra-

phically) seems beautiful, and blazes away.

Then he wonder.* why in blank liis fon -

grounds lack that fine sketchy ^(ppearance

of So and So's, why everything looks so

stilt and dead in the photogram when
the ground glass showed plenty of life.

Where did that ugly, ill-balanced effect

come from, anyhow. It was not in the

landscape.

Al), yes, my frien^, it was just like

that, only your eye was not sufficiently

educated to see it. Yoii must start at

the beginning by learning the rules of good

composition from H. P. liobinson or some

other great authority, and you must keep

on trying to apply those ru'es in everj

possible way, until you are able to han-

dle your lines and masses dexterously

and more by instinct than by a long

course of reasoning. Then you are get

ting on the right track. Another thing,

read the photographic journals and study

the half-tone specimens of landscape work
in them. You will not find them all

good, by any means, but by picking out

the poor ones and knowing why they are

poor, you are i-apidly learning to apply

tlie knowedge you have gained and should

be learning to avoid the same errors in

your own photogramis. You say this

is all very easy to read, but is it practical?

Certainly it is practical, but you must

not expect to sit down and read a book

on landscape photography through and

then inside of a month be turning out

perfect landscape photograms. No, nor

even in a year. To the photographer who
seriously aspires to do good landscape

work, years of hard labor and constant

improvement are not only, not a hard-

ship, but a source of long drawn out

pleasure, and tljough it is but reasonable

to suppo.se that his best work will be far

outdistanced on the morrow, that is but

the natural course of events, and he will

have the satisfaction of knowing that he

has made the effort and has succeeded in

bettering the cause of photography.

Now for the other side of the question,

namely, technical excellence, it is unneces-

sary to say much, only remember, no

matter how much artistic ability is dis-

played in any photogram no salon com-

mittee would give it sp^ace if the work
on it was poor and it had a botched and

sloppy appearance. One cannot say

much alM)ut how to rectify this. It is

work that must be done by rule to be

done properly and everyone knows or

should know, that when work is done'

by rule, the rule is made to be followed

exactly. Manufacturers of plates and
paper do not enclose printed slips of di-

rections just for the fun of it. Those

directions are to mix developers and

toners in proportions that have been care

fully studied out and that will agree.

best with the ingred e.its used in the

making of the film with which the plates

or paper are coatsd. If you have some-

thmg better you intend using on So and'

So's paper, be sure that it is better be-

fore you adopt it permanently.

Now, in conclusion, remember that if

you intend to take up photography seri-

ously and as an art to your artistic in-,

struction—if you intend ever to be more
than a mere presser of the button, you

must study your subject in all its phaae.^^

until you have every detail of it at your

finger ends, or in the note book under

your hat. Then success will follow.

«> « •

Figures in Landscapes.

For some reason or other the landscape

seems to be the b^^ecialty of amateurs in

photography, just as portrait work is left

to the professional, for though the lat-

ter is often able to turn out very good

work of this class, the turn out of the

former class is of a considerable better!

style on the average,

Eut amateurs are responsible for a great i

deal of poor landscape work. Usually tht;

beginner gets his camera and a box ot,

plates and goes forth with the idea that

all he has to do is to point his instrument

and snap it, and—^behold, he has a picture

By and by, if his interest in the art he.-

deeper than a mere desire to photograpii

Tom, Dick and Harry eating sandwiches

or (Susan Jane with her eyes screwed u^

in the bright sunlight, he outgrows thi>

infantile stage and goes in for a bettei

class of work, and just here nineteen out

of every twenty amateurs get on the land

scape question. It is not proposed here

to enter into a discussion on landscapt

photography in general, but rather to con

fine these few irresponsible remarks tc

one branch of the work in hand that ap

pears to be a sticking point with the fru

ternity. That is the advisability of intro

ducing figures into our photograms. Let.

us deal with the subject under the thret

heads:—Why, Where, and How.

Now for a start at number one. Why
have a figure at all? It is possible that

our picture possesses a charm apart from

"human interest," so that if figures bt

admitted they should be of entirely see

ondary importance and subordinate to

the principal idea. In this case the fig

use may assist in intensifying the mean

iug of the subject as a man struggling

before the storm conveys the idea of wind,

or a figure or group may often give bal

ance or point to the subject. Much can

be learned on this subject by a study oi

engravings of paintings by Turner.



Now then, W here? In this case intui-

tion .is oftenest looked to as a guide, but

the best fact of ^le relative value of

the figure sometimes being miscalculated

and the focussing screen handicapping

the artist by giving the image upside

down, makes this means of determining

the placing of the figure, a very uncertain

one. A .suggeftion has been put forward

that the landscape be pliolographed alone

first and a print taken, which could then

&} examined at leisure and the question

oj' where the figu e should come, be

thought out. Then subsequently the scene

ciiuld be re-photographed with the differ-

ence of the figure being introduced in the

pi>sition d:cided upon. This plan though

s<tmewhat troublesome, should prove very

elficient, and would give the artist an
opportunity of proving just how much
o; how little art he possesses.

The best place for ti^gures is in the

»]t&cb between the mid-distance and the

near fore^yound of the landscape, though
a figure in the d stance, if judiciously in-

troduced, may often be the making of a

l»icture. For instance a man in the dis

tance on a country road is frequently the

making of an otherwise pointless photo
gram.

Now then for How. In posing youi

model, don't overdo it. In fact, don't

do it at all. Learn to know the value
of restrained power, simplicity and sug-
gestion, and Lave something to the imagi-
nation of the spectator. Provoke inquiry
and curiosity and you may depend upon
il;, your pictures wX possess a fascination.

Whatever you do avoid the commonplace.
>eek for simple and unaffected positions
(or your figures and remember that if

tiiey are supposed to be in mjtio.i they
sbculd have more space before than behind
tliem. Study variety in the posing of
your models and rather let the models
pose themselves at your instruction. In
Ibis way you will obtain much more grace
than if you say "stand so," and give
tiieni some constrained position that con
veys to the observer an expression of head-
ache and indigestion, with a slight attack
of gout thrown in. If the pose is easy
it wi.l be graceful. Shun the convention-
al and remember that a sympathetic mo-
del is alone the kind to employ.
Now in conclusion, the question "Are

figures beneficial to the appearance of a
photogram," has not been asked. They
almost invariably are. But the reason
that so many landscapes are spoiled by
figures, is owing to a lack of fitness, first

iii the dress of the model and second in its

position. These are the two prime fac-

tors to be considered, and once they are
con^derfd and thoroughly understood you
have opened up a way by which it is pos-

sible to give life and feeling to what
would otherwise be dead and pointless

mechanical productions.—H. McBean-
•lohnstone in the Young Photographer.
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The Photographic Journals for October.

The photographic journals for last

mon/th were, as is usual at this season of

the year, full of good things.

Anthony's Bulletin contained "Photo
graphy as Legal Evidence," "The New
England Convention," "Photography in

Surveying," by J. A. Elamer and two ar-

ticles on the business side of photography,
one by Edward W. Newcomb and the
other by John A', Tennant, both of whom
ought to know what they are talking

about. An article entitled "How the

Mafeking One Pound Notes Were Made,"
is especially interesting, and a number of

translations from the German figure as

usual.

The St. Louis and Canadian Photogra-
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fine, "October Days" by Dr. Geo. W. Nor-
ris, is a marvel of autumn beauty and i.s

an excellent .type of the work of this

great American landscape photographer.
"The Nubian Girl," by Geo. H. Van Nor-
man, is also good.
The Photo-American for October, an-

nounces the re-appointment of Mr. Ed-
ward W. Newcomb? to its ed;tor8hip,

after an absence if eight months. It con-
tains "Prppa.'iag Solutions" by Mr. New-
comb; "The Pall and Winter Salons,"
"The Massing of Light," by H. McBean-
Johnstone; "The Mounting of Photo-
grams," by Harvey Webber; Mr. New-
temb's well kntwn "Chat Here and There"
and a short humorous sketch "An Inci-

dent from Life," by B. Jabers as well as

much other interesting matter. "Little

View on Lady Evelyn Lake, Ontario.

pher contains "Falling Leaves," by Abra-

ham Bogardus, "Photography and Art,"

by H. MoBean-Johnstone, an account of

the Ohio Michigan Photographers Conven-

tion at Put-innBay, "Camera Devices,"

by Robert B. Buckham, and many other

articles and short notes. The illustra-

tions are numerous.

In the Photo-Era, that most beautifully

gotten-up of all photographic pubhcations,

"Baby Photography for Amateurs," by H.

MoBean-Johnstone, heads the list, ind

is followed by "The New Movement in

Photography," by H. W. Taylor. Dr. R.

W. Shurfeldt, contributes an excellent

article on "Special Methods in Fish Pho-

tography," and F. R. Fraprie discourses

on "Methods of Fixing." The illustrations

are, as is usual with this journal, very

Barefoot," is probably the best illustra-

tion, and could have been better used
for a frontspiece than "A W;t>ck in Bos-
ton Harbor."

"The Young Photographer," edited at
St. Albans, Vermont, by Mr. H. G.
Spau'.ding, begins its second volume with
an anniversary number that sports an
entirely new and much improved cover de-
sign. Its illustrations are rather limited
but of a very high grade,—quality, not
quantity. The articles in it are: "Figures
in Landscapes," by H. McBean-Johnstone;
"The Camera and the Home," by Grace
Conant; "Precautions," by A. S. P. Hag
gett; "Mezzotint Printing," by Royall
Tyler Piatt; and "'Cloud Photography,"

by M. A. Scott. Taken all rou- d the
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October number is an out and out -winner,

and makes a new epoch in the history of

tliis enterprising httle half dollar maga-

Mczzotint Printing.

Some t'm? ago "wh le sitting in the litter

eu back room of an oM photographer's es

tablishment, a place I frequent during my
spare moments, Mr. Blank asked me if

I had ever "pearled" any photogranus.

My negative reply and evident curiosity

led higi to show me about tlie process,

and later experimenting proved it to jaeid

very interesting and artistic results.

Doubtless many amateurs have heard of

mezzotint printing, but to those who have

not, the following description may be of

interest. 'J he priiits may be made on

any toning paper. Drive a pin in the

printing frame so that it will be at exact

right angles with the plate. Place a

plain piece of glass between the negative

and the printing paper. Print in bright

«?unlight «o that the pin casts no shadow,

.shoAving that the sun's rays fall perpen-

dicularly on the plate. Print and tone

as usual. The sun's rays are thus dif-

fused just enough to soften the harsh

li es and yet every detail wiTl be pre-

served, if care is taken in printing.

Lowell saye: "How many times I had

lingere 1 to study the shadows of the leaves

mezzotinted upon the turf." The word

is very we'.l chosen and gives a good idea

of the effect of this process. The effect

on landscapes is at once pleasing and ar-

tistic. Also in portrait work where the

amateur is unequal to retouching his own
negatives, this mode of printing will an-

swer to remove that coarseness which ii

due to the sharpness of the lens.

This is called mezzotint printing because

the finished print resembles a mezzotint

engraving. This process of engraving on

copper or steel, invented by Van Seigen

in 1643, produces a picture uniting "soft-

ness with strengtb and finishing with free-

dom."—Royall Tyler Piatt.

When to Stop Development.

Nearly every writer on the subject of

development gives as a guide for the be-

ginner the rule that a plate, be it nega-

tive, lantern slide or film, is developed to

the fixing point when the high lights are

just showing through when examined on

the back. A more absurd statement has

never been formulated than this one,

or been so often quoted, and I have never

yet seen it contradicted, though any ex-

perienced worker must know how ridi-

culous it is. The fact whether the image
will show from Ihe back or not when He-
veloped, depends on the speed of the plate,

thickness of the emulsion, exposure and
the subject, and is in no case a guide to

correct development.

Fast plates are necessarily coated with

thinner emulsion, which allows the image

to devel.)p through to the back more easily

than a slow plate coated with a thick

emulsion. In fact it is often necessary

to develop a very rapid plate through to

the back to obtain density enough in the

high (lights, while the same effect would
he got with the thicker emulsion without
showing on the back at all. Then this

depends greatly on the amount of contrast

in the subject. A strong summer sky
or a white-washed house will be sure to

develop through until seen from the back
before the rest of the view is developed.
The same thing will happen with an un-
determined plate. The high lights have
probably sufficient exposure, but the sha-
dows being under exposed, develop slow-
ly, allowing the high lights to become over
developed bafore they show detail enough.
With the overtimed plate we see just the
reverse. The image flashes up and quickly
biackcn.s over the face, but an examina-
tion of the back will show it white as
ever. Then again, how is the amount
of contrast, detail in the shadows, print-
ing density, etc., to be judged by seeing
an indistinct ouume of the strongest high-
lights from the back. This can only be
decided in one way, and that is to hold
the plate up to the light, looking through
it. Then an accurate estimation can be
made of the process of development.
Lantern plates especially, being coated

with a very thin emulsion, will show the
image on the back shortly after develop-
ment has commenced, and if the usual
method adopted by well known slide-

makers is followed, that is long exposure
and weak developer, the slide will show
an image on the back and look much over-
developed long before the requisite density
is acquired.

Try examination by looking through the

plate and you will soon notice a greater

uniformity in the printmg qualities of

your negatives.
* * •

A Boon to Amateurs.

Mr. U. Nebring, of New York, has
recently placed on the market, a little

case containing a set of fine lenses called

Convertible Ampliscopes. To use them,
unscrew the back lens of your camera,
(it must be a focussing instrument) in-

sert an ampliscope and then screw back
lens in place as before. By the use of

thess ampliscopes an ordinary lens can be
made a copying and enlarging lens, a wide
angle lens, a portrait lens, and a tele-

-pUoto lens. There is also an orthocro-

matic ray screen in the set. This is cer-

tainly just what the amateur fraternity
with small pocket books have been look-

ing for.

New beginners in photography may cou-
.' ole themselves with the thought that "He
who never makes a mistake never makes
anything."

Become a Member.

The world-wide photogram exchange

was founded February 1, 1898, by the sec

retary. F. E. Archibald, Rock Creek,

Ohio. The first president was F. D.

Sawyer, of Otisfield Gore, Maine, who
after the first year, resigned in favor oi

N. E. Arnold, of Grenoble, Bucks Coun-

ty, Pa.

The object of the society is to afford its

members faciliaes for the collection of his

torical, pictorial, curious and miscellane-

ous photograms from all parts of the

world. Such a collection is most econo

mically acquired by direct exchange ot

unmounted prints between the members

by mail.

The Photo-Exchange Bulletin, of which

Mr. F. J. Clute, of San Francisco, is

query editor, is published on the first

of each month. It contains the name:)

and addresses of those w*ho have joined

during the month previous, the names and

sizes of their cameras, and full particu-

lars as to the prints they desire and

have to exchange. It also contains cacii

month a number of firsit class original ar-

ticles by practical photographers, notices

of contests, trade advertisements, etc.

To become a member of the W.W.P.E.,

send the secretary twenty-five cents. You

will receive an application blank by re-

turn mail. 1111 this out and return to

the secretary. You will then be entered

on the list and given a number, and will

receive the Photo-Exchange Bulletin for

one year. Foreign subscriptions, save

Canada and Mexico, are forty cents to cov-

er extra postage. Stamps will be ac-

cepted.

In withdrawing the slide of your plate

holder, and replacing it again be careful

about sliding the end in sidewise, as it

sparates the felt that is placed between the

slides; lig'ht struck will be the result.

Sliding it in straight is the proper way;

throwing a black focussing cloth over

camera and slide is the best w&y of all.

One of the best ways of cultivating the

picturesque in arrangement of furniture,

etc., IS to be confronted with the lack

of it in the finished picture, the eye see-

ing the defects in the picture that it failed

to notice when obssrving the apartment

itself.
« * *

Correspondence.

Jack Lewis—You had better get a pho-

tographer to give you a practical illus

tration. Yes, certainly. Thanks.

Sanderson—^We have already named

several acid fixing baths in this column.

Ether is a liquid. The Canadian Cam
era Co. make the Glencoe camera.

W. B. J. W.—It might be advisable to

try it. Yes, I think it is worth copy-

righting.



Toronto Camera Club Member—Wide
ligle lenses are short in focal length.

[bout 115o. Back focus is the distance

btween the ground glass and back lens

hen in focus.

II. M. 3.—Your photogram "The Fish-

II III' is a good illustration of how a

may brighten up an otherwise worth •

udscape. The lighting on the face

> llent. You might try metol or

togram"—We intend to use the

Your argument about the word

1, uiaph is puerile. It ought in the

iM' of the noun to be autogram and au-

- iph in the verb. When you send a

-e by wire do you tell your friends

lit a "telegraph." Pshaw !

A. X Campbell—Dusc your negatives be-

rinting. It is hopelessly over ex--

From the description you give

room I should judge one minute

Lome somewhere near the mark.

t—Your question was answered last

A number of queries were received too

ite for last month's issue and were an-

ered by mail.
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The Sea's Exchange.

Down in the deeps of the wintry sea,

Far from the tossing waves;

Where the clinging weed is the only mesd,
O'er the sailors' silent graves.

Down in the deeps an old crab squats,

Watching with evil eye

The trawl with its freght of tha living

dead

As it passes slowly by.
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The celebrated Alaine guide case is eet-

i^ad. and probably for all time. The
nowman case, which has claimed the at-

ention of the Maine courts for the past

wo or three years, has evidently been

fettled, and the commissioners are victor-

sue. Elmer Snowman, one of the oldest

n<l best known gu-dea of jthe 'Ran^geley

egicB, a man well hked by all hvhu have

ver employed him, a good citizen and a

entleman, conceived the idea that the

aw irequdring a guide to take out a li-

eoee is oppressive and unconstitutional.

le resisted in 1898, and attempted guid-

ng without the required license. He was
rrested and arraigned for guiding with-

ut a license. He stood trial by jury,

ihich convicted him. His counsel filed

jxceptions, and made motion for arrest of

ludKHient. The case subsequently went

the law court, May 19, 1899. The law
ourt rendered its decision, overruling ex-

ieptions as to insufficiency of indictment

Ind as to the constitutionality of the stat-

1
te under which the indictment was found,

j>ut sustained exceptions as to the charge

If the presiding justice to the jury. On
;hese exceptions Snowman's counsel ad-

lised him to ask for a new trial, and in it

U was also supported by brother guide *

nd associations of guides. The new trial

las granted, but somehow Snowman has

lireatened, and at the present term of the

ourt at Farmington he has withdrawn

His plea of not guilty and has been fined

Above in the storm-tossed ocean trough,

. In the mist of the blinding rain,

'Fore the scourgng blast the creakmg
mast

Groans loud as a soul in pain.

The craft heels o'er, and the .'ea's long

arms.

Like tentacles seeking prey,

Suck a man from the shell in the seething

hell.

The toll of the sea to pay.
>-1

He saw Death's hand so oft before,

Its terrors he laughed to scorn;

But oh! for the widow's anguished moan
At the break of the coming dawn.

Yet the nets are heavy with scaly spoil.

The harvest exchanged for life.

And his mates must earn for his widow's

need

What he would have earned for wife.

Down in the deeps 'neath the turmoil wild

The trawl sweeps slowly past.

Up from the quiet and ghostly calm

To the force of the wintry blast;

And down in its place come the form and

face

Of one who but lately laughed

As he judged the weight of the scaly

freight

In the hold of his tiny craft.

Whilst the old grey crab from hia ^sandy

bed

Crawled over the smackman's breast.

"More' room for those wl o are left," he

said,

''May the sea gods help the rest."

Down in the deeps the old crab watched

With active and evil eye.

As the trawl made way for the lifeless

clay.

And drifted slowly by.

-^Kryptos, in London Fishing Gazette.

50.00.

The sable antelope, one of the largest

and noblest of all African antelopes, is,

from its splendid horns, high courage and

the excellent sport it affords, always look-

ed upon by all hunters with great admira-

llvon. There i^ not a handsomer beast

of chase in the world than the splendid

sable antelope buU, with its coat of glossy

black, touched with chestnut, its snow-

white underparts, bushy, upstanding mane
and fine seimitar-shaped horns. These

horns are highly valued trophies, and form

striking adornments to a hall or smoking-

loom. The sable antelope stands about

thirteen hands at the withers. When

wounded or set up at bay it twill charge

savagely, and with a tew sweeps oif its

dangerous horns slay half a dozen, dogs.

The female is somewhai smaller than the

male, and her coat chestnut colored, in-

stead of black. First discovered by the

great hunter-naturalist. Captain Coi-nwal-

lia Han-is, in 1837, in the western portion

of the present Transvaal country, tfie

sable antelope has since been found to

range over much of tou.h^ast Africa and

as far north as Nya?aland. Westward it

is found in fair abunaance m tne i'ortu-

guese terntory of Angela, it runs with)

plenty of speed and bottom. It i» atill

plentiful in ihe eastern parts of Rho-

desia; Mashonaland, where Air. Selous dis-

covered it in very large numoers, being

still a favorite for this grand buik. Hith-

erto the finest known pair of horns of the

sable antelope, measured by Mr. iielous in

Rhodesia, and recorded in "Records 01 Big

Game," extended to 47 7-8 in. over tfie

curve. Mr. Rowland Ward has, however,

lately received a pair of horns for set-

ting up which measure no less than 4S 3-8

in. Ihis head was obuined by Mr. John H.

Hayes, in the Loangwa River country. Cen-

tral Africa. A more pertect pair of horns

of tlie sable antelope, snowing beoutiful

symmetry of curves with great strength,

we have never set eyes upon.—London il-

lustrated Sporting and Dramatic News.

* • *

The Morning Chronicle, of Halifax,

Nova Scotia, says :

—"B. irank Hall, of

i'hiladelphia, arrived in the city yester-

day from Sheet Harbor, where he had

been moose hunting with Alexander Mc-

Carthy as guide. Mr. Hall brought with

him the head and horns of what hunters

in the vicinity of Sheet Harbor said to

be the largest moose killed in that sec-

tion for twenty years. The estimated

weight of the animal was between fifteen

hundred and sixteen hundred pounds."

Charles Emery, of Wichita, Kan., while

hunting on the Cherokee Strip, forty miles

west of Pond Creek Station, found a gun

barrel, on which, back of the rear sight

was inscribed, "Presented to Mike Jones

by Kit Carson in 1849." On the side, just

under the sight, was "Scalps," followed

by twenty-three file marks. The barrel

was badly rusted and slightly bent near

the middle. Near it were found two skulls

and other evidences that the bodies of two

men had been left there many years ago.

J. A. Spaulding and paity, of St. Louis,

while out hunting the swamps near Madi-

son, Wis., discovered a female hermit who
lives in a hollow tree in the centre of the

swamp. She appeared to be about thirty-

five years old and to be insane. She fled

from the hunters, who were unable to

overtake her.
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Rice, Lewis & Son, Limited.

RIFLES

WINCHESTER, SAVAGE,

MAUSER AND MARLIN.

Revolvers & Pistols

WEBLEY, COLTS, SMITH &
WESSON, MAUSER. * *

SHOT GUNS
GREENER, REMINGTON,
CLABROUGH. * ^ ^

AIVIIVIUNITION"^'^^KINDS.

Cor. King & Victoria Streets, TORONTO
The Angler and the Fisherman.

The pastime of fishing seems to have

fallen, very generally, under the ban of

popular ridicule, and, to a more limited

extent, under that of condemnation. The
aveiage editor, with hs keen catering to

the mass of readers, does not consider

his humorous column well "rounded up"
without a fling at the veracity of a man
who goes afishing. Again, and still more
unfortunately, the acquaintances of an

angler do not fail to take, cum grano, his

description of a fishing excursion if it

i^hows unusual success as to scores made.

This popular opinion of the truthfulness

of so large a class of trustworthy men,
does not find public expression to the

same extent in any other country than

our own. With us it has become almost

national in its character. Fortunately

with less disastrous effect than that of

many other popular prejudices, it has a

similar origin; it was begot in ignorance

and grows in strength through the indis-

position of most men to study the breadth

and bearings of any subject which the

coi sensus of popular opinion condemns or

ridicules.

Again, the pastime of fishing is disap-

proved by many, who consider indulgence

in it, by a man, as merely the brutal in-

stinct developed from that of his boyhood

habit of killing flies, in the gloaming, upon

thr^ window-pane. No one, say these sen-

tin'cntalists, goes afishing except for the

love of killing something.

The angler enters his protest against

both of these verdicts, although he fully

admits the preponderance of evidence

against the class of men among whom he

has been ignorantly placed by his censors.

He frankly acknowledges that the quarry

he pursues is often the same; that the

lures he uses to entice the fish are some-

what similar; that the environment of his

pastime is often identical; but— and just

here he draws the line—the animus of

his pursuit is widely apart from that of

the man who chucks his bated hook into

the water and incontinently yanks out his

victim. The one is a butcher, the other a

student of nature and of her water fauna.

Doubtless on the 4th of July last, over

a mi lion of fish hooks were cast into the
waters, fluvial and lacustrine, of the
United States, but not one in a hundred
who handled them felt the slightest inter-

est in the life-history of the fish attract-

ed by the lures thrown to them. The
greater number were pot-fishers, the less-

er, anglers.—Field and Stream.

In Baltimore the firm of Dumont & Co.

had collected a large number of parts of

gulls for shipment to New York milliners,

but T. S. Palmer, assistant chief of the

U. S. Biological Survey, stepped in and
on behalf of the Government and the

State of Maryland seized the whole stock

and arrested those who are responsible.

The new Lacey bill is working.

Youth (whose dog has dropped over-

boaid)—"Captain, stop the vessel."

Captain—"I am not allowed to do that

except when a man falls overboard."
Y^outh (as he jumps into the water)—

"Now you can stop."

In recent years, Germany, France and
Austria, as well as the United States,

have become greatly interested in breed-

ing the finer types of Belgian hare, and

the demand thus created has drawn heav-

ily upon the resources of English breed-

ers and has raised the prices in England

to a mark that seems extravagant. Three

hundred dollars, or even more, have been

paid for single specimens, to which price

must be added the cost of bringing them
to this country. The hare first attracted

attention in America about nine years

ago. A few specimens were exhibited at

the World's Fair, and later, at many poul-

try shows. But no great interest was
aroused until within four or five years.

Now there are several associations

throughout the country. Several large ex-

hibitions have been held in Boston, New
York, and other eastern cities, and at

Los Angeles, in February, 1900, was held

the largest and most successful exhibition

ever held anywhere, with the highest

prizes. Los Angeles has thus become

within the past two years, the centre o

the Belgian hare industry in America

And within this period of two years a

least fifteen hundred rabbitries have beei

established in Southern California, a see

tlon having a population of only aboui

3JO,00l) people.

There is only one
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MOOSE
HUNTING

IN
CANADA

The open seasons for moose in the

Canadian Provinces are as follows :

QUEBECt Counties of Ottawa and Pon*

tiac (Kippewa and Temiskam*
ing: Districts)

:

October 1st to November 30th.

NEW BRUNSWICK :

September J5th to December 31 st.

ONTARIO :

November tst to November J5th.

MANITOBA :

September 1 6th to November 30th.

NORTH WEST TERRITORIES:

November 2nd to December Hth.

BRITISH COLUMBIA

:

September Jst to December 3 1st.

All the moose lands arc reached via

the Canadian Pacific Railway. Send for

copy of our Game Mapt 'Wishing and

Shooting:,^' and other publications, to

General Passenger Department, C.P.R.,

Montreal, P.Q., and mention *'Rod and

Gun in Canada.'^
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PbotograDbic
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J 756 Notre Dame
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MONTREAL^
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Province of Quebec

Sportsman's Paradise
Tliese rivers and lakes are all well stocked with salmon and trout, from
four to eight- pounds, and with various other kinds of fish.

MOOSE, CARIBOU AND RED DEER.—Splendid shooting almost every-
where throughout the territory of the Province of Quebec, especially in

the Ottawa and Pontiac Districts, in Gaspesia and Beauce, the Metapedia
Valley, the Temiscamingue Eegion, the Eastern Townships, the North
of.Montreal, the Kippewa and the Lake St. John District.

Game abounds in the Forests and on the Beaches.
Hunting territories from 10 to 400 square miles, at $1.00 per square mile
and up\yards, can be leased, on which the lessee has the exclusive right

of hunting.

THE LAURENTIDES NATIONAL PARK alone contains hundreds of the
most picturesque lakes, teeming with fish, and plenty of moose, caribou
and bear ; black, silver and red fox, otter, martin, lynx, mink, fisher are

also abundant.

FEATHERED GAME.—Canadian goose, duck, woodcock, snipe, partridge
plover, etc., are in great number in almost every part of the province

HUNTING AND FISHING PERMITS can be obtained from the Depart-
ment of Lands, Forests and Fisheries and from the Game-wardens all

over the province.

Hunting Territories Can U leased by applying to

THE COMMISSIONER OF
LANDS, FORESTS AND FISHERIES, QUEBEC

THE HERALD JOB DEPARTMENT MONTREAL. P.Q

TO LET

Rivers, Lakes

and Hunting

Territories « «

Hunting permits, fee : $25.00.

Fishing permits, fee : $10.00.
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"CARIBOU" made from best materials, perfectly

put together. " DUCKING " hard pressed,
slow burning, keeps well under all conditions.
" SNAP SHOT " high velocity, moist residium

Cheap. The powder for every day use.

ENGLISHMEN SAY
Powder can be bought in Canada as good as ever
put in a gun. It has a positive advantage over
home make, the dirt is soft.—J. I. W in Ixindon
Field.

AMERICANS SAY
The finer English or American Powder and Cana-
dian " Caribou," 1 am quite familiar with. They
give so little recoil that one may shoot all day
without bruised shoulder or headache — Forest
and Stream.

CANADIANS ABROAD SAY
Can you send over some Trap? I don't mean to

flatter but it is ahead of anything we get here.

—

A. W. W., Batavia, N. Y,

The Balmoral Hotel
MONTREAL

Offers special inducements to Toutists and
Strangers visiting the city. Rooms large, airy
and comfortable. Fitted with ail modern <<>n-

venienees. Very central, being within easy dis-
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utes' walk.
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The committee appointed by the North American Fish and
ame Protective Association at its first meeting to report at the

aext annual meeting on the possibilities of harmonizing the

Ssh and game laws of the Provinces and States represented in

lie Association will meet in Montreal, Dec. 13th. It is a strong

md representative committee, and being for the most part

omposed of practical government officials of the fish and game
lepartments, its members should know fairly well to what
xtent their respective governments will be prepared to accept

heir recommendations. While the resolution appointing the

!oinmittee does not specifically require the members to approach
h(! several State and Provincial powers, as a body, it is

;enerally understood that the findings of the committee will

nidoubtedly be also the recommendations of its members to

r respective governments. The task before the committee
5 an arduous one. The close seasons not only vary consider-

bly, but the climatic and settlement conditions are so different

hat no one set of dates can be agreed upon to cover all Pro-
inces and States, and we are of the opinion that it would be
•ell to consider very carefully the propriety of making the
ates of the open seasons in the more northerly portions of

Wario sufliciently early and of duration enough for the
jportsman to visit those regions before there is any danger of

I'ost cutting off his retreat by canoe. Quebec's dates are so
jrranged now, and we hope will not be interfered with.

j

We suggest to the committee that they should first lay
{own the principle "that we believe it is desirable to encourage
he visits of non-resident sportsmen," and having so decided
roceed on fixing dates and conditions that will go as far as

|)nsistent in so doing Limit the number of deer, caribou and
koose, etc., each man may kill, as closely as necessary. but do not
sake short seasons that require thousands to go into the woods
[ithin two weeks. One animal per man with a one month

season is preferable to two per man with a two weeks' limit and
die danger of the sportsman being shot by mistake is thereby

lessened. Furthermore, do not descide to prohibit shooting

altogether in immense areas where the game wardens never

penetrate. It keeps out the non-residents who disburse money
in those districts, and it brings the laws into contempt.

The fire-rangers of Quebec Province in all cases hereafter

will act also as fishery overseers and gamekeepers. This ap-

pears to be an excellent idea, but it should be followed by the

licensing of guides, each guide to be a fire-ranger and fishery

overseer and game-warden in any territory he may be travelling

in. The guides are interested in preventing fires and in pre-

serving fish and game, and a proper knowledge of their re-

sponsibilities will have a good effect.

«
The mighty hunter and celebrated author and naturalist,

Frederick C. Selous, having heard of Canada's big game, paid

a visit to Quebec Province from Sept. 25 to Oct. 21, and hunted

in the Kippewa region, from which he secured two fine moose

heads. After leaving Canada Mr. Selous intended to hunt

caribou in Newfoundland. Mr. Selous is well known on

account of his writings and his eighteen years' hunting in

Africa.

The committee of the North American Fish and Game
Protective Association, to prepare a constitution and by-laws

for adoption at the next annual meeting, will meet in Montreal,

Dec. 13th.
*

The Lacey Act passed by the U. S. Congress (referred to
'

in our July issue) is stated to be having an excellent effect in

preserving game. Briefly, it prohibits interstate traffic in the

game from any state whose laws prohibit its export. Illegal

market hunters, therefore, find it very difficult to dispose of

their game.

The United States Department of Agriculture, Division of

Biological Survey, issued Circular 31 on Oct. 25th, giving a

remme of state laws concerning game. From it we learn that

twenty-eight States prohibit trade in certain game and forty-

one States prohibit the export of various game. Fifteen States

require the issue of licenses to hunters, usually at $10.00 to

$25.00, and one State, Missouri, makes it a misdemeanor for a

non-resident to hunt therein.

*

We have been able to secure several articles, written not

long before his death, by our lamented and valued contributor,

Frank H. Risteen, the first of which appears in this issue.

'm
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A -WOMAN'S TRIP TO THE LAURENTIDES.
By Mary Harvey Drummond.

A tropical night had dropped from the skies into the midst

of a northern city and kept us tossing on our scorching beds

till the small hours of the morning, when a light wind arose

End of the Portage to Sandy Inlets Lake Temagaming, Ontario

and coming through the open windows, fanned us to sleep.

We did not rest long, however, and dressed and breakfasted in

time to catch the 8.45 train at the Canadian Pacific Railway

station. At Three Rivers we made the only change in our

railroad journey, and were soon whirled by the '

' local" within

sight of the round white brick ovens of Les Piles, with the

turbulent St. Maurice river rushing by. ()n the platform,

Cyprien, the mail carrier, met and escorted us to the river

bank, where a heavily laden raft waited to take us over. The
crossing was slow work, but just then time wa.s of little conbe-

quence, and the scenery of unsurpassed grandeur, so it was

with something like regret that we felt the raft touch the

landing, and saw Cyprien jump nimbly ashore, where, working

with hands and tongue alike, he soon had his cargo safely on

terra Jirma. We walked up a steep hill to a small house, where

we sat down and waited, though for what, I, at any rate, did not

know. "Tiens I Ari-ete done ! " It was the voice of Cyprien

ushering in the next feature of the programme, a mud-bespat-

tered buckboard drawn by a big Canadian horse of ancient and
honorable lineage. We scrambled into the back seat of the

wondrous vehicle, and began the most memorable drive I ever

took in my life. Through ruts, over trunks of fallen trees

and corduroy bridges for nine immortal miles, till we were

black and blue. Any caution to our jehu only made his face

expand in a wonderful smile ; he was too busy jumping now
up to his seat in front, now down again as we came to a gentle

rising, like a playful kitten. At last we stopped with a sutlden

jerk, which threw me up against the front seat and added some

new tints to my colour collection. " Where are we now?"' I

asked anxiously, seeing only a small shed standing by the

shores of a large lake, and hoping I wasn't expected to share

its straw-thatched roof with jehu and his steed. "Voiia le

Club House over dere?" Cyprien volunteered, and to my
immense relief I saw on the other side of the lake a small red

house standing alone, with suggestions of others through the

trees. After making his horse comfortable for the night,

Cyprien stowed us and our luggage away in a flat-bottomed

boat. This time I had nothing to say against the mode of

travelling ; it was simply delightful to sit there quietly and be

rowed over this beautiful sheet of water, calm as the proverbial

mill pond, and made picturesque beyond description by the

lofty mountains rising sheer out of its depth on our left, and on

our right the pretty group of houses owned by the club. All

too soon we pulled up at the wharf, where the genial manager

stood with outstretched hand to greet us. Dinner would not

be ready for an hour, he said, so we were shown to our room

at the top of a little red house on a hill, and proceeded to get

out a change of apparel, made more than necessary by the mail

carrier's reckless drive. Short skirts were the rule in camp,

and I felt as I donned mine that the new woman was after all

no curiosity of mushroom growth, but a clear glimpse of the

true woman yet to come. Our toilets completed, we made our

way over to the dining-room, which stood alone in the middle

of the camp, and was by way of variation painted green.

Taking the only two vacant seats at the table, we did full justice

to a delicious dinner of boiled lake trout. I never enjoyed

anything more, unless it was the big nine pounder that fell a

victim to my skill later on. After breakfasting next morning,

fishing parties were organized, any of which I felt too tired to

join, and sitting down in a quiet nook by the lake shore gave

myself up to restful dreaming. What a silence rules over woods

and water alike ! Those grey clouds stand before Sol's genial

face like a semi-transparent screen through a hole in which he

every now and then peeps to wink his wicked old eye at the

nodding world below. Then the wind wakes up with a start,

sending a long shiver through the gentle silver birches, and

making the stately pine trees wave their dark heads to and fro
;

then rustling over the placid waters, disappears through the

narrow opening over yonder where the big lake passes to join

her little sister. Close to shore two tame black ducks are pad-

dling lazily by, and the wild goose on the wharf is too weary to

move ; but is it possible that the morning has slipped by, and

that I hear the clang of the luncheon bell? Yes, sure enough,

that brazen tongue does not lend itself to dreamland, and I

must leave my nook to mingle with the stream which flowf^

towards the dining room. All meals at the Club were mvK

ceremonie, and each one got up as he or she had finished and

walked off in whatever direction the spirit led them. I elected

with one or two others to feed the bear, and watch her gambols

with Pratique, one of the guides, who played with Brunliilda

like a child w ith a kitten. She thoroughly enjoyed the sport,

which never grew too rough for her, and once or twice Patrique

was forced to damp her spirits with a stick, which made the

lady beat a speedy retreat. But she was forgiving, and easily

induced to leave her wooden hut for some more play. Just at

dusk the fishers returned. " What luck? " some one shouted,
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as they came in sight. "O fair!" was' the reply, and an

immense string of true sahnon fontilalis lay shimmering before

our envious eyes. In weight they varied from one-half to

tliree and a half pounds, and when three more strings were

added to the first one, I resolve to waste no more time in ideal

dreaming ; so the following morning found me the first arrival

at the breakfast table, my liglit bamboo rod lying on the bench

outside, and my fly book on the table beside me, just to let folks

know I meant business. A neat little parcel of lunch, and a

fine looking French-Canadian guide completed the outfit. Then

a few whispered words of kindly advice from the manager, and

I was off. Up the steep mountain side, over boulders and

fallen trees, through swampy places and beds of dry leaves,

with the blood coursing through my veins as never it coursed

before, and my hungry lungs drinking in the pure sweet air,

redolent of pine and balsam, so healthful and invigorating to

the weary city dweller. Ah, me ! shall T ever forget that

experience of a tramp through the woods, or the wild excite-

ment of playing my first speckled trout? "Mademoiselle can

fish better dan some of les messieurs j
" my guide remarked,

when at least a dozen fish lay in the bottom of the boat. No
doubt he thought he had paid me a great compliment, but my
ijmanly pride was up in arms.

"Some of les messieurs can't fish at all, can they?" I

tpieried a trifle scornfully.
'

' Non, mademoiselle, for sure you're right ! Only las' week

I go out wit' one monsieur an' every tam he cas' de mouche he

ketch somet'ing. But not fish, for sure ! Some tam my jersey,

some tam hees hat, an' noder tam de boat, and all de tam he

talk 'bout de big salmon he was ketch las' year !
" and Madore

laughed heartily at the remembrance.

The last beam of light had just disappeared behind the

horizon when we returned to camp, I to be congratulated on

y catch, and Madore to display the same with visible pride.

The fatigue of backwoods life is a very different thing to

the weariness engendered by city toil. I was tired, it is true,

but only enough to make rest a luxury, not a necessity, and my
delight knew no bounds when it was announced that that same

vening a " caribou dance " would be held in the big Club room.

I had long wished to see a specimen of this terpsichorean pan-

tomime, said to have come down through a long line of

nadian hunters from the Huron warriors of old. The guests

formed a circle round the room leaving the centre clear for the

performers, and when all was ready and a cheerful fire crack-

ng in the huge chimney place, the nimblest among th-; guides

;arae in and seated themselves in a group near the door. At a

ignal from the actors, the orchestra, composed of one fiddler

.nd two jig dancers to keep time, struck up a peculiar ryth-

iiical tune and the dance began ; Tancrede Beausejour, the

lunter, advancing cautiously in the direction of the unconscious

aribou, (Pierre Leblanc), who was quietly grazing in a corner

•f the room, while during this mimic stalking of the woodland

[uarry, the hunter's companions kept up a low muttering form

f vocal incantation, which added to the grotesqueness of the

>ccasion. Now advancing, now retreating, Tancrede the relent-

Bss, gradually approached the unsuspecting animal, and when
lear enough for a "pot shot," drew trigger, which operation

jvas followed by the clicking tongues of the hunter's followers.

liert' on the ground, kicking in the agonies of death, lay the

1 runate caribou. Another shot proves a veritable coup de

, and the monarch of the forest moaned no longer. Then
,hfc room rings with the jubilant voices of the chasseurs, as

Ihey sing in chorus one of the old chansons du pays, at the con-

lusion of which Tancrede the successful, executes a sort of

triumphal solo dance upon the floor, and a few minutes later

the whole company join him in a grand walk around, and the
ceremony is over, barring the inevitable " deoch an dorig" or
parting cup of native usquebaugh, of which all partake with a
graceful and dignified sulutation of "a votre bonne sante,

mesdames et messieurs."

We women of to-day talk much of our rights, and while
our tongues wag, we are letting slip by us the very things we
clamour for. In the woods of Canada, equality with our
brothers and husbands awaits us, and a share in the sports that
give health to body and mind. But how many of us avail our-
selves of such privileges ? Too few indeed. The seasi de resort
with its second-rate bands, euchre parties, and boundless
opportunities for the display of diamonds and dress, still reigns
supreme favourite of the gentler sex, proving more strongly
than anything else, that the day of emancipation has not yet
dawned for women.

ODDITIES OP THE BEAR.
By Frank H Rl«teen.

There are two kinds of bears in this country, the sure
enough bear and the fiction bear (Ursus Ananias). The stump
bear is a harmless variety of the latter. The bush bear, which

Making; the Tepee

has a habit of revealing himself along the side of country roads

on moonlight nights, is now believed to be identical with the

jag bear that disturbs the sleep of sportsmen. The funniest,

queerest bear of the lot is the sure enough bear. People
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who place implicit faith in all the weird legends told of the

Ananias bear find the plain, unvarnished facts in regard to the

sure enough bear a difficult dose to swallow. The renowned

hunter, Henry Braithwaite, who has killed about 250 bears in

the last twenty years, says that almost every bear is a species

by himself. He says the longer he lives the less he knows

about bears.

" There is as much variety in the make-up of bears as there

is in people at a circus. Some bears are short, chunky and

cheerful ; others long, gaunt and dyspeptic. Some are like one

of those narrow-gauge hogs in their habits, feeding mostly on

roots, grass and berries, while others are fond of game. Dur-

ing the open season the bear has the longest bill of fare of any

animal to be found in our northern woods. It is harder to tind

out what he dosen't eat than what he does. He will load up

with grass, mud, roots and insects of every description, even to

hornets, bees and cat^^rpillars. There is only one thing that

makes him happier than finding a big nest of ants and that is

to strike a hornet's nest. While the hornets are letting off

their fire-works around him, he just grins and yards them

away with his long red tongue. You'd think they'd put him

right out of business in a jiffy but it seems to be solid comfort

for the bear. He is not so fond oJ bees' honey as is commonly

supposed, but likes to tear the combs to pieces and scoop up the

young bees. He has got to have a mighty hungry stomach

before he'll touch tainted meat When he finds a moose or

caribou carcass that's a little over proof, he pulls it to pieces,

dragging out the choice cuts and throwing the rest away.

There is one more thing he ought to get credit for : he never

kills any more that what he needs at the time. Of course he

has been known to climb into a sheep-pen and lay out a num-
ber of sheep, but that is because the sheep were tearing and

jumping all around him so he got kind of rattled and went it

blind. When he kills a sheep in the field he will not bother

himself with the rest of the flock. He is very fond of fresh fish,

and I have often seen him in hot weather sitting on a stone

patiently watching for trout and suckers at the outlets and

inlets of lakes, which he scoops ashore with a sudden stroke of

the paw.
" Bears have a great reputation for killing sheep, but they

get credit for many that are killed by dogs. After a bear has

killed a sheep he seems to know instinctively that either a

loaded gun or a trap will be prepared for him. He never

approaches the sheep for a second meal without scouting

around the spot, and getting squarely to windward so' as to

detect the scent of his enemies. About the only way to make
sure of him with a gun is to climb a tree within easy range of

the bait. In trapping in the deep woods the steel trap is far

superior to the deadfall. It takes a lot of time to construct the

latter proi)erly, the bear will often go shy of it, and if you get

a very large bear he is almost sure to work out. Most deadfalls

I have seen are not built half heavy enough. A bear can lift a

great weight with his back, and the Indians tell of cases where
bearri have been found standing up in this kind of trap that

had held up the weight of the deadfall all night. I have often

caught big bears in the steel trap that had the marks of the

deadfall on them.

'•Bears are more than sociably inclined with regard to

lumber camps in the summer season. If the supplies are not

properly guarded the bears are apt to make sad work of them.

They will seldom enter a lumber camp through the door, pre-

ferring to dig a passage through the roof or side of the camp.
Sometimes the first thing a bear will do on reaching the camp
is to break every pane of glass in the windows. Perhaps he

sees his picture in the glass and wants to have it out with his

imaginary enemy. They always have a great fancy for par-

afflne oil. On the Clearwater stream recently a bear went into

a camp, climbed on the table, took down a swinging lamp,

lugged it out in the dooryard, took off the chinmey without

breaking it, removed the top and poured the oil on the ground,

which showed signs of his having remained there for several

days. They are very fond of rolling about where any parafline

has been spilled, perhaps because it destroys the vermin in

their fur. There is a place on the Miramichi portage where,

some years ago, some oil leaked out of a can at the foot of a

'tree. For two years afterwards bears used to come and roll at

that spot. A bear will take the hoops off a barrel of pork and
then remove the head as neatly as a cooper could do it.

" You can never tell what a bear will do when he strikes

a camp. I was travelling over my trapping line one day the

spring before last and when I got back to the camp I found

that a bear had been there. He had carried away my towel

and soap and never touched a round of pork that was hung up

on a nail not three feet away. I set a gun trap for him near

the camp, using fresh meat for bait, and laid awake most of

that night waiting to hear the gun go off. He never went near

the bait, but when I got up in the morning I discovered that

he had carried off an old pair of moose-shanks that I had

thrown out in the yard.

"I have never known a bear to show fight unless cornered.

Even a she bear will run off and leave her cubs to shift for

themselves unless she is taken by surprise. I once had an

adventure with a she bear, though, that I didn't get over for

quite a spell. I was running a line up the Nashwaak, and in

going through a thick alder swale almost stepped on a she bear

with her two cubs before I saw them. I had no weapon of any

kind. She made right for me, snarling and snapping her teeth

together most viciously. All I could do was back up slowly

and keep my eyes upon her. Sometimes she got so close that

I thought my last moment had come, and then I would make
a move towards her cubs, which were a few yards away, and

that seemed to distract her attention. She followed me up

mighty sharp, thoqgh, and it seemed like an hour before I

reached a kind of clearing on the edge of the swale. As soon

as I got out in the opening she dropped her fore paws down and

made off through the woods with her cubs like a flash. I didn't

feel much afraid while the thing lasted, but after it was over I

sat down on a log and I guess it was twenty minutes or so before

I was able to walk.

" Some of the Indians say that June is the mating time of

the black bear, because in that month they scratch the tree

trunks in their wanderings. The fact is they will commence to

strip the bark that way as soon as they come out of their dens,

and keep it up till they den again in the fall. The idea is to

sharpen or clean their claws, 1 guess, the same as in the case of

the domestic cat. Other Indians claim that the mating time is

July and August. I think there is no regular mating time,

because the cubs are born at all times through the winter.

New-born cubs, with their eyes unopened have been found in

the den in January, and also in March. As a rule the litter is

composed of two or three cubs, though I caught a bear last

spring that had four cubs with her. The female only breeds

once in two years, which I suppose is nature's way of preserving

the balance of power. The muskrat breeds six times to the

bear's once.

" There is more diversity in the weight of full grown bears

than of any other animal. They will run from 150 to 360

pounds, averaging rather less than over 250. A 400 pound bear
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is a very rare specimen. The biggest one I ever saw measured

a trifle under eight feet from tip to tip. A bear with a long

nose is generally a tough customer. Some bears are distin-

guished by a white spot on their breasts, and I have noticed that

these have the best fur.

"The time of year when bears take to their dens depends

on the food supply. If the beechnut crop is poor and grub

sciirce in general, they will commence to den in October. The
asual time, however, is after the first snows, about the latter

part of November. The old rangers stay out as long as they

can find anything to eat. As a rule, if a captive bear is well

supplied with food and shelter, he will show no signs of wanting

to den in the winter, A bear will sometimes roam for weeks

in search of a suitable place for his den. Then he will select

a hollow log or tree, a leaning root, the edge of a cedar swamp,

or even the shelter of a bush. When the weather gets soft he

is liable to come out and ramble around, and perhaps change

his quarters. In these rambles he will sometimes gather up

new moss and bark for the purpose of repairing his bed. He
^n^atly dislikes a wet bed and is apt to come out because he is

flooded by rain or melting snow. As a rule he is very careful

bo select a dry site for his den.

" In early springs I have known bears to leave their dens

is early as the 10th of April, but the latter part of the month is

the usual time. They travel very little at first, sometimes

picking out warm sunny places where they can take a sun-bath

luring the day, returning to their dens at night. When the

bear comes out of the den in the spring he is fully as fat, if not

after, than when he went in, but he loses from 20 to 50 pounds

f flesh in the next week or two. The first drive he makes is

for a spring hole or water course where he can fill himself up

with mud and grass. I think he loafs around for as much as a

ortnight before he tackles any solid food. I have never known
I bear to touch a bait until he has been out of the den at least

I fortnight.

" The cubs follow the mother about two years and I think

uate in their third year. I am satisfied, after carefully exam-
ng the subject, that the old bears sometimes devour their cubs.

[ have opened she bears that had recently cubbed and found

he hair of the cubs in their stomachs. The cubs might have

li(^d by accident, but that is unlikely. I have trapped a good

iKUiy she bears in the spring that had lost their cubs somehow.

II r mother, of course, might have wandered off and left them.

iVe know that partridge will often travel their young to death

n wet weather, when the chicks are unable to follow from

aeing chilled and tired out.

"The black bear is responsible for the death of a great

uany young moose and caribou. It is no doubt because of

heir fear of the bear that the cows of these animals, when
jringing forth their young, retire to islands in the lakes and

)ther secluded spots. Last spring when trapping bears on

3athurst waters I found plenty of signs, in the stomach and

Iroppings, that the animals destroy the moose calves at that

eiison. If the moose calf escapes until he is three or four years

)ld he is too lively on his feet for the bear to catch him, and is

tne of the wariest animals to be found in our woods. A good

ized mooije will now and then fall a victim to a bear. Some
('ears ago I heard a moose roaring and bellowing in a swamp.
^Vhen I got there I found that a bear had broken the moose's

JDack and had him down chewing away at his neck. This

noose was a yearling bull. The bear was so busy he didn't

iMtice my approach and I piled him on top of the moose with

11 \ rifle. Two of my assistants, Hughie McDermott and Dan
"!vnn, witnessed a big fight between a large bear and a three

year old bull moose, in which the bear killed the moose by
jumping on his back. Unless a bull moose is taken off his

guard, though, he is usually too much for the bear to handle.
" In all my hunting I have only shot 1 1 bears that were not

fast in the trap. It is quite a common thing to find a loose bear

in company with the one that has been trapped. The queerest

experience I ever had with bears was in the year 1885, when I

shot six bears on one trip in six shots. I have never shot a

loose bear since and it don't seem to me as if I ever would.

"I was going up the Burnt Hill stream, taking in a man
named Bill Patchell to look after the provisions in some lumber
camps belonging to Guy, Bevan & Co. We went out from

Stanley by the portage road to the Sou-west Miramichi. It was

about the middle of the afternoon when we reached a camp
called 'Hold the Fort,' ten miles up the stream. There I saw
two bears in the door-yard, one feeding at the sink, and the

other at a pile of old bones near the end of the camp. We
found out later that they had been in the camp and mauled over

the stuff considerably. I had a double-barrelled gun loaded

with buck-shot. . The bears were not more than 40 yards away.

I keeled over the chap at the bone-pile, and then gave the gent

at the sink the left barrel. Neither of them travelled over 30

feet. Both of these were male bears, weighing about 200

pounds each. Patchell at the time was a little ways back on

the trail and arrived just in time to attend the funeral. We
stopped there that night, skinned the bears, stretched the skins

on poles and hung them up in the camp.
" The next morning we struc:^ out for the camp at the head

of Burnt Hill about seven miles away, reached there shortly

before noon and found the supplies all right. We turned over

the oats that afternoon and stayed all night. The following

day I struck out for Clearwater alone, to have a look at Harry

Turnbull's camp. It was eight miles across and I got there

about noon. As I came around the corner of the camp I saw a

big bear in the dooryard rolling around in the chips. I gave

him a dose of lead in the bread-room and he clapped his paws

to his head and doubled up with his feet in the air. As soon

as I fired I heard a rumpus across the yard and saw another

bear climbing out of the oat bin that was attached to the hovel.

He jumped up on the wall, dropped down the other side and

made off under full steam through the hay shed. I ran around

to the other side of the hovel. When the bear came out on

the road he stopped and looked around to see what the racket

was, so I served another Habeas Corpus on him that minute.

This was a yearling bea^- ; the one in the dooryard weighed

over 200 pounds. I stripped off the skins right away and lugged

them back to the main depot camp, where Patchell, was that

same afternoon.
" AVe stretched the skins on poles that evening and next

morning started down stream, where I intended to join a salmon

fishing party from Fredericton at the Burnt Hill pool. There

was one more camp to examine about three miles from the

main river. AVhen I got about 20 rods from this camp I saw a

bear at the sink. There was a small brook between us and I

had to cross over a corduroy bridge to get close enough to shoot.

Just before I stepped on the bri ge I caught sight of a large she

bear about fifteen feet above, rolling around, cooling herself in

the brook. I tumbled this bear in the brook, and with thai

the bear at the sink sprung out in the middle of the dooryard

and looked armind to see where the noise came from. When I

fired at him, he turned a complete somersault in the chips,

came down on the palms of his feet and took down the portage

road as if the devil had kicked him endways, fie only ran

about thirty rods. When I came up to him he undertook to
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get out of the road over a log, but fell back with his paws
fanning the air. His heart was all knocked to pieces by the

buckshot. I didn't particularly notice at the time that this

w-as much of a week for bears, but I have seen a good many
weeks since that and I haven't shot a bear since except in a

trap. It seemed to put a hoodoo on me so far as shooting bears

on the wing is concerned.

"But did I ever tell you about the white bear that Turnbull

shot at this same camp on the Clearwater, about two weeks
afterwards? Of course, you don't believe that just because it's

true. Nobody ever believes a true bear story. Well, Turnbull

went over there to look after his stuff, and when he reached

the camp he could see through the back window and from that

through the door out in the yard, and there he saw a bear as

white as snow, with his head in a barrel ! Turnbull had an
old Snider rifle that he swiped from the Government somehow,
and he fired through the window and barrelled the bear up
right there. It appears that the bear had been in the camp and
taken out a barrel about half full of flour and he had been
eating the flour and rolling around in it

till Turnbull thought he must have strol"

led in from the Polar regions sure.

" I have often been sorry I didn't keep
a regular count of all the bears, beavers,

otters, lucifees, etc., I have killed since I

took to the woods. I have been trapping

bears more or less for 4.S years, but never

made a business of it till about 20 years

ago. I feel safe in saying I have killed on
an average 15 bears a year. I know one
time I got 16 lucifees on my trapping line

in one trip, and got about 40 that winter

altogether. Lucifee hides, of course, are

almost worthless now, but I catch all I can

because they are wiping out the deer."

prosaic and certainly more comfortable method afforded by the '>

facilities of the Place Viger and Windsor stations.

July and August among the spicy pines—chains of lakes,

cool and often unfathomed—roads that wind among them
presenting a fresh picture at every turn—rocks and mosseg,

ferns and flower-bells—are months of ideal rest and recreation)

but even the verdancy of summer is not comparable to

September and October, when but few can remain to witness i

their glories in flaming forest, reflected sunset, dawn and
moonrise.

We took umbrage at Canada's being called the "Lady of ^

the Snows," but it aptly suggests the beauty of these Northern
hills in the witchery of snow and icy landscape, when the wild

grandeur of a white storm sweeps over them, or they lie under

bare bouglis and bending evergreens in the cold starlight of

Christmastide.

Society has almost exhausted its ingenuity to afford some-^

thing new in the way of entertainment. We have teas to

satiety, luncheons, cards, dances, dhiners, theatrical and even

•THE BLUE LAURENTIANS.
By Mary W- Alloway-

As we admire the autumn beauty of

what we proudly call Mount Royal, Ave are

too often unmindful of the fact that its

solitary peak is but an isolated member of

the great Laurentian range, which lies to

our Northeast, stretching from Labrador
to the shores of Lake Superior. What is

a remarkable fact in the history of our
city is that it is scarcely more than 20 years

since, as a community, we became aware of the exquisite charm
of thiis lake and mountain region. We were wont, on the first

approach of summer, to betake ourselves to American beaches
and mountain retreats, ignorant of the fact that within a few
miles of our City Hall nature has produced her most happy
effects in wood and water, rock and fl<:)wer, under our own
Canadian skies. The reason must have been, forsooth, that
points south of us were more easily accessible by rail or boat.
We scarcely sufficiently appreciate the debt we owe those
whose enterprise opened up to us these beautiful by-ways of
our country. It is true that a Thoreau might penetrate the
woods of Canada and tell us of his wanderings in'their solitudes,

but we cannot all share in his dreamy life. We find a com-
fortable car window a far better point of observation than the
threshold of a hut, and though he proved that he could enjoy
life in the woods and live on one hundred dollars a year, we
are willing to pay fares and reasonable board bills in the more

Slide Falls, Upper Klppetva River, Quebec

Sunday concerts to repletion. Why cannot some leader ofj

fashion inaugurate house parties, with gentle mother nature as|

the hostess? Dinner parties with the same expected menu'

from soup to cheese, with electric lights, gas fires and inevitable'

indigestion are becoming abnormally familiar. Let us imagine

a Christmas morning among these mountains, in great rooms,

;

lighted by log fires, with vistas of fir trees, white vnlleys, andi

the track of wild creatures on the snow. The twilight unstained ;

by factory smoke, moonlight untroubled by its incandescent

!

usurper, balm of virgin woods, rest and peace and dreams ofj

childhood.
;

Cannot the railway add to its other philanthropies by some
,

special arrangement to allure people away from the tyranny

,

of telephones, holiday extravagance and artificial hospitality,

'

and invite us to break the social shackles that bind us and try

Christmas in the Laurentides. Other roads have filled American

cities for Easter time, until this season out of New York is
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Considered by some to be insupportable. Atlantic City, a town
if mammoth hotels, cannot accommodate the great influx of

Hiu'sts, sixty thousand people often to be seen on the promenade

it a time. The very thought of it is too exhausting to entertain

|(»r more than a moment, and makes one long, in the words of

',ray, to fly :—

' Far from the madding crowd's ignoble strife,

Our sober wishes never learn to stray,

Along the cool, sequestered vale of life
;

To keep the noiseless tenor of our way."

Precarious Time for Lobsters.

It is probably news to the majority of people to Rnow tnat

red or rock codfish is a bitter enemy of the lobster that has

111 crawled out of his shell and is soft and unable to protect

iiiiiiself. During shedding time these lobsters crawl up under

projecting rocks where the seaweed and kelp are thick and

where they find protected places in which to go through the

CSS of slipping out of their old shells and taking on a new
(if mail, so to speak. For some days after shedding the

Kiiisiersare weak and unable to cope with those fish that wtige

war upon them. This fact the codfish seem intuitively to

know, and they will swarm around those retreats in great

numbers and wait for the sheddera to crawl out. An old

lobster fisherman said recently that many times he had stopped

his dory over a large number of these red codfish and watched

tlieir operations. He had even dropped his line down and

ilangled tempting bait within a few feet of them. Unless it

liappenecl to fall directly in front of their noses, however, they

would seldom take it, as they were after the lobster meat.

When the thin-shelled lobsters would crawl out from beneath

tlio protecting seaweed the codfish would dart at them and

strike them fierce blows with their tails, disabling them com-

pletely. They would then fall to and devour the helpless

crustaceans. This performance the lobster fisherman said he

lad witnessed many times.

—

LewiHon Journal.

A Cave Discovered by Sportsmen.

A party of hunters in Kansas discovered a natural cave

al)out one and a-half miles north of Wilmot, on the line of the

Frisco railway. The party were out on a hunt for chickens,

rabbits and other game. Attention was attracted to the cave

by the dogs. The aperture to the cave was simply a small hole

in the surface of the high rolling prairie. The young fellows

noticed that the aperture would admit the passage of a man's

body and decided to explore the bowels of the earth if neces-

sary. They slid down the opening, which was solid rock from

the slight fringe of grass on top, passed through a narrow

niche in the stone below, then slid further down, alighting on

firm foundation about thirty feet from the surface of the earth.

When the boys reached the bottom of the shaft they experi-

enced a decided change of climate. They had half anticipated

a snake or scorpion crevasse, but suddenly discovered that no

snake or scorpion could live in such temperature. They found

plenty of room. They had entered a cavern containing

nature's finest wonders. The temperature was icy. The
breath of the young explorers froze as it was wafted to icy

walls on either side. Stalactites hung from the ceiling, and

there were most beautiful representations of lamps, fishes, etc.

Some of the explorers claim that they went at least a quarter

il :i mile, and that the cave became larger as they progressed.

— Forest and Stream.
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TREES AS FACTORS OP CULTURE
AND WEALTH.

By G. U. Hay, St. John, N.B-

A few years ago I drove through one of the newest and
least prosperous settlements in Northern New Brunswick.
Beyond, to the north, east and south, lay unbroken forests.

To the west was the valley of the St. John River from which
stream I had just diverged to seek the sources of the

Restigouche River. .

The settlement was typical of those that have been recently

carved out from the wilderness. The older portion boasted of

tolerably comfortable houses and barns ; then followed

newer dwellings, with tottering remains of an old log

cabin near, " where the rude forefathers of the hamlet" dwelt,

a picture of ruin and distress ; and finally near the edge of the

forest the log huts with their pioneer settlers. Throughout
that whole settlement there was not a shade tree worthy of the

name—but instead, a mournful line of dw'ellings, tapering off

into wretched hovels, strung along the dusty highway. How
the picture would have been relieved by generous shade trees !

How much better is man intellectually, morally and physically,

with trees as neighbors and companions, beneath whose cool

shade he can rest himself, survey his growing acres, and thank

God for them all

!

But the man here had been swallowed up in the wood-

chopper ; and he thinks only of cutting down the native growth,

clearing up the vines and trees and shrubbery, and sacrificing

everything to present utility. He begrudges a few inches of

soil to the rightful owners, who would thankfully bless him every

day of his busy life for sparing them. But instead of thinking of

the shade tree as a friend, the settler looks upon it as an enemy,

one that must be rooted out and destroyed, and tree murderers

are not confined to the back settlements.

It is not to be wondered at that I bade good-bye to civil-

ization(?) on that hot July day and betook myself to the

grateful shade of the forest with the liveliest relief and satisfac-

tion. A great city is not the only place where one meets with

extremes of wealth and poverty, of high life and low life. As

I entered the woods and saw those aristocratic elms and maples

and pines, I was impressed with their stately magnificence, and

could not help thinking that if those poor settlers when they

carved out homes for themselves in the wilderness had re-

membered that they had othisr wants to satisfy than mere

physical wants, they would have left standing a few of those

forest trees and reared their humble roofs under their grateful

shade. It seems to me that the Giver of all good would look

down upon such a habitation as that and pronounce it good.

Two years after, I ascended the Nepisiguit River to its

source, a chain of lakes embosomed in mountains some of which

are the highest in the Province. This river, in its course of

%
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eighty miles to the sea, is one of the roughest in New Brunswick,

making a descent from its source to its nioutli of about a thousand

feet. Its channel, winding among hills and mountains, and its

waters dashing amid boulders and through swirling rapids, are

the delight of the canoeman. But too often in his

course he sees a wilderness of blackened and dead tree

trunks, a melancholy picture of the ruin worked by

forest fires, the result of wasteful lumbering and the care-

lessness of those who light fires in the woods in summer.

What a pity it is that thousands of square miles of our

wilderness lands are blighted by this scourge of fire ! As oue

stands on some mountain top in Northern New Brunswick and

looks over an extent of wilderness, he sees great spaces of vivid

and healthy green ( surely a pleasant thing for the eye to look

upon); and he sees, too, great brown stretches, studded with

ram-pikes, hideous in their ugliness, great blots on the face of

nature. The one view takes in the virgin forest, a vast store-

house of the wealth of the country, with its accumulation of

leaf mould beneath, the product of centuries of decay, the

moss and other vegetation receiving the moisture as it trickles

down from the leaves and branches above and packing it away
amid the pores of leaf mould and soil for distribution in times

of drought. The other view tells of the growth and accumula-

tions of centuries gone in an hour, the wealth of the country

lessened by thousands, perhaps millions of dollars ; the rich

soil, the product of ages of slow and steady growth in nature's

laboratory, eaten down perhaps to the foundation rocks ; the

vast reservoirs for the retention of moisture gone ; the muddy
and swollen streams in times of freshet destined to denude the

ground more completely and become a constant menace to the

dwellers in the valleys below ; and the bare water courses in

times of drought complete the picture of desolation.

The two pictures that I have here drawn of the causes that

are lessening our forest products are not imaginary. Every new
settlement, every mountain top in Canada, bears witness to

their truthfulness. I leave my readers to draw their con '

elusions. The wholesale cutting down of trees by settlers, the

neglect to spare a few of the finest for shade and ornament, the

burning of the forests adjacent to these settleinents by care-

lessness in setting fires, are evils that are being slowly over-

come by education and wise restrictive laws. A greater danger

lies in the fact that every year vast quantities of material left

by lumbermen on the ground, dried to tinder, await only th-^ '

match of the too carele>^s woodsman to burst into a confla-

gration which destroys not only vast lumber areas, but makes
'

the ground unfit for ages to come for forest or agricultural
*

'purposes, and is a menace to neighboring areas in times of

freshet and drought.

Is it not time to realize more fully the necessity of pre-

serving our forests ; to study and put into intelligent practice

the laws which older nations are adopting to preserve and
j

increase their forest products ; to put forth efforts to educate

our people to more intelligent ideas about trees as living beings '

and helpers to man ; and what is even more
important, to have those who are entrusted

with the care of forests trained in the know-
ledge of the growth, health and preserva-

tion of trees?
*

The Ontario Forestry Commission
Report.

The report of the Ontario Forestry (Com-

mission, to which reference was made last

month, is both timely and valuable, and the

conclusions reached by the CommissiontTS

merit the very careful consideration of the

members of the Canadian Fores-try Associa-

tion. In these conclusions are laid down
in precise terms what the members of the

Commission, after a careful study of the con-

ditions on the ground, consider should be

the principles to govern the policy of the

Government of the Province of Ontario in

dealing with the forests under its control.

The Commissioners are not mere vision-

aries who have approached the question

with preconceived ideas and theories, but

they are practical men desirous of ascer

taining the best means of managing the tim-

ber resources of the Province, so that they

should not be unnecessarily wasted and

that they should be made to yield the largest

possible return, both for the present and the future. The
few simple and definite principles laid down by them demon-
strate this clearly.

And now the question arises, are these principles to be

put in practice ? Is the Canadian Forestry Association pre-

pared to support them and to use its influence to that end?
Here it should be pointed out that this question is not of

interest to Ontario alone. While some modifications will have

to be made to suit the conditions in different provinces, the

general lines of policy will in many respects be similar, and

the Forestry Association should not confine its interest to any

one province, but should make an effort to have adopted

generally throughout Canada any regulation which has been

found to be of substantial benefit in any part, of course always

having regard to the local conditions. The people of every

section of the country are interested in the preservation of the

lumber supply ; those living in the timber districts and those
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who require to make use of the produce of such districts in

any way. The settlers on the western plains should be not

less interested, for, however much of the smaller class of timber

tliey may be able to grow, they will always have to look

largely to outside sources for their supply of sawn lumber.

In the report there are two recommendations in regard to

prevention of fires, one being a suggestion that fire notices in

different languages should be posted along the canoe routes

north of the height of land, and the other favoring the

appointment of forest fire rangers. The printing and posting

of notices on cloth or parchment paper does not entail any very

great expense and has been found useful in calling attention to

the provisions of the Fire Acts, and so frequently preventing

the careless use of fire. Ignorance of the law does not excuse a

breach of it, but ignorance of the law may lead to many
infractions which a knowledge of it would prevent. There is

reason why this plan should not be carried out at all points

where there is likely to be danger to the forest from fire.

A system of fire rangers controlled by

tlie Government has been found to work

most satisfactorily in Ontario. There is

no quesion as to the desirability of such

a system where there is danger to valu-

able timber, and the expense is the only

difticulty which stands in the way of its

general adoption, but the lumbermen who
have had experience with tire ranging

are usually willing to bear a share of such

expense, and if the forests are of any

value at all,—and they are increasingly

so—the actual wealth represented by the

trees preserved and their enhanced value

from their greater safety, will give a fair

return for the expenditure involved-

During the season of 1898, 195 rangers

were on duty in Ontario on licensed

lands, with the result that, notwith-

standing the long continued drought

which prevailed, the losses by fire on the

territory under their supervision were

insignificant. Eleven fire rangers were

also employed on the crown domain^

whose services proved equally effective,

as no extensive fires occurred on the area

thus protected. The timber thus saved

would represent an immense value, while

the high bonuses received by the Ontario

Government for timber lands, running up to $30,000 per square

mile, are due in no inconsiderable degree to the fact that the

forests are thus protected. Why should not such a system be

adopted in every aistrict where there is valuable timber to

be protected, and where there is danger from fire?

Additions to the forest reserves are recommended from
the lands unfitted for agriculture, which are now under license

and upon which the ground rent is in arrears, and also of such
lands in the central division of the Province where are the

head-waters of the principal streams. Tliis recommendation
looks towards a gradual but increasing control of forest areas

by the State. Under private ownership there is always a

tendency, probably natural enough, to sacrifice the future good
to the present need, and the Government will continually hav«
coining back on its hands areas that have been denuded of

jtiinber, and thus almost inevitably and without effort on its

'nnrt mast take control of them, if they are to be made use of at

all. But the conclusion referred to urges a more active policy
and a distinct effort to increase the forest reserves. This may
mean that the Province should undertake the whole work of

handling the timber crops on these lands, or it may mean only
that the Government should protect the timber and regulate
the cutting with a view to ensuring a forest covering and a
steady timber supply.

The preservation of the forest covering, in order that the
supply of waters to the rivers and streams may be retained at
a constant volume, is of the utmost importance, and a govern-
ment ownership is the only possible condition on which there
could be a certainty of the forests being kept with that object
in view, for a private individual must of necessity look to his
own interests and could not be expected to refrain from making
use of his forest wealth, when necessary to do so, even if it

should be to the detriment of some distant portion of the
country, especially while the possibility remained of his
generous efforts being nullified by the action of other holders

Awailing the Steamer at Mouth of Metabetchouan River

of such lands. In every Province of the Dominion there are

watersheds dominated by forests. There is the great Lauren-

tian rdge running through Ontario and Quebec and extending

into New Brunswick. There are high lands in Nova Scotia

fitted for little else than tree growing, which shou'd be of the

greatest value as regulators of the water supply. In Manitoba

and the North West Territories the reservation of ouch districts

as the Riding Mountain, the Foothills of the Rockies, and

other tracts, is of the utmost importance. In British Columbia

the Provincial Forestry Association have been far-sighted

enough to recognize the intimate connection between the pro-

tection of the forests and the success of their great fishing

industry, and are urging that both should be under the same

management. The protection of the timber on the watersheds

should be given careful attention by every government in

Canada. The great value of water powers for manufacturing

and the generation of electricity, in addition to the other
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services rendered by the streams to agriculture, commerce and
health, demand it. The question of increasing the area of tim-

ber lands under direct control of the Uovernment is one worthy

of full discussion, and opens up the whole subject of the future

of the lumber trade, the system of management to be adopted,

training of forest officials, etc. Though the recommendation

of the Commission is only that the Government should take

over such lands, in addition to the watersheds, as the holders

have shown by failure to pay the ground rent that they do not

wish to retain, yet this practically covers the greater portion of

the white pine lands. If the Government would show its faith

in forestry by its works, and demonstrate by the management
of some of the tmcts under its control the practicability as a

business proposition of the adoption of a system which would

give more consideration to the preservation of a future supply

than those now generally followed do, it would take a long

step forward towards convincing the public that a large govern-

ment control would be the most beneficial and in the end the

most profitable. It would also give some ground for urging the

lumbermen to adopt a similar system. No government in

Canada has so far made sufficient effort in this direction to give

a clear view of the situation. General experience points to the

conclusion that government ownership gives the best perman-

ent results, but the interests of those now holding timber lands

should not be overlooked in any policy that is adopted.

The other conclusions relate to lands under license and
recommend that suitable regulations should be enforced to

prevent too rapid or too close cutting on such lands, and that

license holders should not be allowed to cut any trees for logs

smaller than would measure twelve inches across the stump

two feet from the ground, except by special permission from

the Department of Crown Lands and under supervision of the

district forest ranger. In the preliminary report of 1898 the

Commissioners called attention to the advantages of allowing

the trees to reach a fair maturity before cutting, and made the

following comparison :

" A young tree which would cut only one log eight inches

in diameter and sixteen feet long, measuring sixteen feet board

measure, would, if allowed to stand for thirty years, grow in

diameter at the rate of one inch in five years—in some cases

growth is as rapid as an inch in two years—and hence would
give a butt log of fourteen inches diameter sixteen feet long, or

one hundred feet of lumber, board measure. In addition to

this, however, this tree would have grown in height sufficient

to give two more logs, one say of eleven inches and one of

eight inches diameter, both sixteen feet long, and measuring

respectively forty-nine feet and sixteen feet board measure.

Thus a tree that requires, perhaps, forty years to make its first

sixteen feet of merchantable timber would in thirty years

more have increased to one hundred and sixty-four feet. This

may be considered the period of greatest relative growth ; after

attaining a diameter sufficient to make a fourteen inch butt

log, your Commissioners estimate that the tree would continue

to gain at the rate of three and one-half per cent per annum.
This bare statement of the case shows the necessity of protect-

ing the young growth of pine in the interests of the Province.

The advantage to the lumberman in holding his trees till they

have reached the larger diameter is still more marked because

of the greater price per thousand feet commanded by lumber
cut from the larger logs."

The investigations of the Division of Forestry in the

United States, in connection with certain spruce areas in the

Adirondacks, which were placed under their management, led

them to decide upon a diameter of twelve inches as the most

profitable for cutting, and to that extent the conclusion of the

Ontario Commissioners is fortified.

The production of seed in profusion also depends on the

trees reaching a considerable development—about a diameter

of six inches in the pine—and as the pine does not produce

seed every year the reproduction of the crop may be very

seriously hindered by too early cutting. The observations of

the Commissioners as to the area of distribution of the seed

from pine trees did not lead to any definite conclusion. It was

found that seed had probably been carried a mile or two froin

trees in exposed or elevated situations, while in other cases the

distance was evidently very much less. The provision of the

seed supply should not be overlooked in the cutting of timber,

and this phase of the forestry problem is deserving of very

careful study.

One of the points mentioned in the preliminary report as

under investigation was that of a remunerative market for the

waste and refuse of lumber operations, as well as for trees not

at present commercially valuable, which it might be well to

remove. It was thought that much of this material could be

utilized in the manufacture of pulp and small wood goods, or

for the production of charcoal for smelting ores, etc., but in the

final report there is only a hint that the future may bring about

such conditions as to make what is now useless of some value,

so that apparently no satisfactory method of dealing witli such

l)roducts was found to be feasible at present. If this refuse

could be made of value, one of the causes which assist in the

propagation of fires would be removed.

We again submit to the members of the Canadian Forestry

Association the question as to how far they are prepared to

advocate the adoption for the Province of Ontario or for the

other Provinces of the Dominion, of the principles laid down
by the Ontario Forestry Commission. An old Malagasy

proverb says, "One tree does not make a forest, but the

thoughts of many make a government," or, we may add, an

Association. We will be g'ad to have the opinions of any of

the members on the question raised by this report.

«

Forestry in British Oolurabia.

At the meeting of the British Columbia Forestry Associa-

tion on the 7th of August last a paper was read by Mr. J. R.

Anderson, Deputy Minister of Agriculture for Victoria, a por-

tion of which is as follows :

—

'

' The question of the proper conservation of the forest

wealth of a country has long since engaged the attention of the

older governments in Exirope, with the consequence that the

forests of those countries are now engaging the paternal solici-

tude of the governments and, instead of diminishing, are actually

in many instances increasing. The wasteful policy pursued

in the Eastern States of America and in our own country ig^

now being made apparent, and frantic efforts are being made

to recover lost ground. We in British Columbia have been

accustomed to look upon our forests as practically inexhaustible,

and every effort has been put forth to destroy them, to get rid

of the timber at any price so as to make room for other purposes,

agriculture and so on. Now, however laudable it is for the

struggling settler, and I say emphatically he should be assisted

in every way possible, to clear his land, the means employed

should be such as not to endanger the neighboring forest. The

loss through the agency of fire every year is beyond calculation,

and whilst the provisions of the Bush Fire Act are good as far

as they go, they do not go far enough and, like those of many

other Acts, the difficulties of enforcing them are so great that
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the Act is practically a dead letter. This is a question which

ahould engage the attention of every one who has the conserva-

tion of this, one of our principal assets, a source of untold

wealth, at heart. An association should be formed, or we

might all join the Canadian Forestry Association and by

co-operation devise ways and means for the protection of our

forests. I believe I am right in saying that we in British

Columbia have the largest extent of primeval forest in compact

masses of any country in the world. We have an enormous

extent of forest, forests the magnitude of which is unsurpass-

able not only as regards their commercial value, but for beauty

and grandeur. But, gentlemen, they are not inexhaustible
;

the encroachments on them by the lumberman, the woodman,

the settler, and above all by forest fires, will sooner or later

exhaust them, and unless we now grapple with this question

and inaugurate a proper system of forestry conservation, we

shall even in our generation be confronted with the problem

that i^ now, and has been for a long time, engaging the atten-

tion of the people

in the East, viz.,

how to regain our

lost wealth. Vast

extents of our

lands are of a char-

acter only suited for

the production of

forest trees. Vast

areas of such lands

have been denuded

of their timber by

fires, started, I fear,

in many cases wil-

fully, and certainly

in many, careless-

ly. These lands are

now practically va-

lueless ; the young

growth is often de-

stroyed a second

time through the

same agency;
streams are dried

up, and instead of

the eye being
feasted on the rich

green of the forest

trees, it is distressed on every side by the spectacle of black-

ened stumps and bare rocks.

" There are many phases of this question of forestry, and it

is well nigh inexhaustible. I had the pleasure a few night s ago

of listening to an address given by His Honor the Lieutenant-

Governor before the Natural History Society, on the subject of

tree planting and his experience with the cultivation of the

I

Black Walnut, and I assure you that after hearing him no one

I

could help being convinced of the practicability of reafforesting

jour denuded areas in and about our cities with trees of that

[description, which (perhaps not in our time) will become of

jcommercial value, but which in the time of, I hope, all who
[are honoring me with a hearing, will become " a thing of

j beauty and a joy forever."

*
,

•

At the meeting of the Ontario Entomological Society held

ai London on the 15th of November, a very instructive paper

Mouth of the White Pine River, Quebec

was read by Professor Lochead, entitled, " A Plea for the

Systematic and Economic Study of the Forest Insects of

Ontario." An interesting statement made by him, and one
showing alike the importance of his subject and the resources

of our Province, was that of the 142,000 square miles comprised

by the Province, 120,000 square miles, or six-sevenths of the

Province, are still Crown lands, either still unworked or under
lease by lumbermen. Professor Lochead pointed out that the

recent report of the Royal Commission appointed to consider

the subject of forest preservation in Ontario contained no
reference to the injury wrought by insects. Insects, he said,

were responsible in a great many ways for damage to the

forests. Forest regions injured by insect depredations were
more easily set on fire than regions of healthy trees. On the

other hand, weak and unhealthy trees invited the attacks and
proved prolific breeding grounds for the insects. Professor

Lochead advocated a system of forest rangers, who knew some-

thing of the insect pests of the forest, and who could take

measures to contro

them as far as pos-

sible. To this end,

however, it was

necessarythat more

accurate informa-

tion be obtained as

to the nature of the

various insects
found in tiie forest

regions and on this

he based his plea

for their thorough

study. Professor

Lochead' s paper
was followed by an

interesting discus-

sion, in the course

of which Dr. Flet-

cher made the
statement that the

lumbermen of the

Ottawa valley
alone estimated

their yearly loss

from insect depred-

ators at $1,000,000.

The Mattawin Fish and Game Club at its annual meeting

in Westmount, Que., November 15th, elected officers as follows,

viz :—President, James Gardner ; Secretary-Treasurer, J. Ste.

venson Brown ;
Committee, E. B. Ibbotson, Smeaton White

and H. Magor. After the business meeting the members were

entertained by the retiring President, J. G. Ross.
*

While a British angler was fishing on the river Teviot, his

attention was attracted by the roundness of a stone which had

afforded him footing in making a difficult cast. The stone was

more than half embedded in the bank, and on being dug out

was found to be entirely round, and it bore marks sliowing

that it had been chipped into shape. The ball, which is of

sandstone, measured 42 inches in circumference, and its weight

is 95 pounds. It is supposed to have been used in warfare.

The missile is of the same dimensions as the stone balls de-

posited at the side of Mons Meg at Edinburgh Castle, and date

from 1496.

—

Fore-H and Stream.
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(
KENNEL DEPARTMENT

Conducted by D, Taylor

The annual general meeting of the Montreal Canine

Association was called for Tuesday, 27th November, in the

Natural History Rooms, University street. There vtas quite

a large number of shareholders present, and Mr. Joseph Reid

occupied the chair. The Secretary read the minutes of the

previous meeting, which were confirmed, after which the

chairman announced that through the serious illness of the

treasurer, Mr. Jos. A. Laurin, a statement of the financial

affairs of the Association could not be obtained at the present

time. A motion to adjourn until such time as the statement

was forthcoming (the meeting to be at the call of the Presi-

dent) was adopted. No other business was transacted.

*

English doggy men are at present greatly exercised over

the proper division of dogs into sporting and non sporting

classes, ttie incident of special prizes for the two classes having

been offered at a recent show being sufficient to again rouse

public opinion on the subject. Beyond question the subject

is a difficult one and it lies with the Kennel Club, which is

the recognized parliament in kennel affairs, to give an official

pronunciamento in the matter, a duty which it has been accused

of shirking, either through dread of arriving at a solution

satisfactory to the majority of breeders or through a general

disinclination to tackle such a vexed question without being

under pressure to do so by being brought to adjudicate upon the

entry of a certain breed of dog in both classes. Our Dogs, of

which it may be said there is probably no better authority on

all matters relating to the Kennel in Great Britain, lays down
the principle, which seems to us a perfectly sound 6ne, that

should operate in a separation of the various breeds and
varieties of breeds and classification of them into the two
divisions, which is not whether such breeds are, or are not,

actually used for sport, but whether such breeds have been

evolved for purposes of legitimate sport either in Great Britain

or in the country to which they belong. A great many people

would question the inclusion of fox terriers in the sporting

division, from the fact that they are more frequently held by
dwellers in cities and towns as pets and companions, yet their

usefulness in the hunting field and in other forms of sport is

admitted and by consent of the best authorities they are

universally placed in the sporting column. Yet have they not

a title, from the reason stated above, to enter and compete in

the non-sporting division ? That is the question which British

fanciers would like to see settled definitely with this as with
other breeds, in particular a near relation of the fox terrier—the

black and tan terrier, which in the majority of cases has all

the qualities of a sporting dog and will hunt and kill vermin,
and are as game as any fox terrier to be found. This breed is

invariably reckoned amongst non-sporting dogs. The question
of a proper and authoritative classification is equally interesting

to breeders on this side the Atlantic and we hope to see the
matter taken up by the A.K.C. and the C.K.C.

*

Mr. McAllister, of the Laurel Kennels, Peterborough, seems
to be in hard luck. He was importing a fine young dog to take
the place of Laurel Laddie which unfortunately died on the
voyage out. Mr. McAllister has been in pretty hard lines

lately, but we have no douDt his indomitable pluck and enter-
|

prise will ultimately get rid of the hoodoo that seems at piewnt

to hang around his kennels. The collie fanciers of Canada
would regret to hear that Mr. Mc.-^ilister had any intention of

giving up the breed.
*

Mr. Isaac Stewart's Kennels at Amherst Park arc

temporarily dispersed through tlie acci lent of a fire which

occurred at his residence there the end of last month. The
house and contents were totally destroyed, but the dogs in the ;

kennels were saved and are at present taken cliarge of by
;

.sympathi^ing neighbors until Mr. Stewart can arrange for

permanent quarters.
*

In a former issue a hint was given that Mr. Jos. A. Launn,

the well-known fancier and admirer of the Airedale terrier,

was negotiating for a cracker-jack of that breed and we are

pleased to learn that he has been successful. Mr. Laurin has

secured the noted English winner, AVillow Nut, a dog which

has a reputation not only as a prize-winner himself, but also as

a sire of many who have made their mark on the show bench,

such fine dogs as Champion Arthington, Hyndman Briar and

Tinner being amongst his get. Willow Nut in the course of

his career has annexed no less than 133 first prizes, and his .

progeny is credited with something like 73—an enviable record

in a country like England where competition is usually so

keen. To keep this famous dog company, Mr. Laurin also im-

ported Princess Briar, a bitch which has also achieved

distinction as a prize-winner at important shows, and is at

present in whelp to her mate. Both dogs are undoubtedly

grand examples of the Airedale, and we trust that the enter-

prise exhibited by Mr. Laurin in his efforts to introduce this

breed will meet with fitting recognition from admirers of a

game, affectionate and useful dog.

*
Newmarket Kennels has more than a Canadian reputation

as breeders of bull terriers and they have at present two, a

dog and bitch, which give promise of still further increasing

the fame of their kennels, viz. : Newmarket Hero (Norwood

Hero—Norwood Queen), and Newmarket Kit (Lord Minto—
Newmarket Beauty).

*
One of the tiniest of the canine race is known by the name

of "sleeve" dog, a product of China, that land of oddities and

small feet. A specimen of the breed 'recently brought to

America is thus described by an exchange :
" This breed was

reserved for the royal family and women of the court at Pekin,

and was carefully guarded from the outside world. They were

carried in the wide loose sleeves of the dress worn by the

women of China, and derive their name from this fact. They

were allowed to run on the ground but very little, and conse-

quently the hair growing from the tips of their toes was of

extraordinary length; on Morgan, when he first reached

America this hair was over four inches long, and in his first

attempts at walking, he would trip and fall over by stepping

with his fore feet on the long hair of his hind toes. In appear-

ance this breed slightly resembles the Pekin poodle, which is

somewhat like a Japanese pug; the "sleeve" dog is much

smaller and his fore legs are widely bowed, while he stands

higher at the hips than at the shoulders. Morgan has a long

and glossy coat of fine black hair. He seems above the average

small dog in intelligence, and his ear is quick for all sounds,

and he readily distinguishes the footsteps of the different

members of tiie family. He is two years old, five inches high

at the shoulders and six inches at the hips. He is nine inches

long and weighs one pound and a half."
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The London County Council have voted a sum of £289 for

^
tlie formation of a pond for dog bathing and model yachting at

1 Tooting Common.
*

I The son of a famous New York architect is building a
111 various two-storied dog-house, which is to be the finest in

city. It has brick walls and iron framework, and will be
:iin-heated and otherwise elegantly appointed.

*
Tlie Royal Dublin Society has recommended the Council

tM vote £300 towards the prizes at the forthcoming dog show,
1.1 l)e held at Ball's Bridge, in April next. This, of course, is

iiulopendentof " specials," offered for competition by clubs and
fanciers.

*
We regret to learn of the death of Mr. Harry R. McLellan's

( lobrated dogue dc Bordeaux, La Goule, which took place at

St John, N.B., on December 3rd. La Cioule was the mate of

Sans Peur, and
i I'll were purchas-

1 by Mr. McLel-

!aii in England

aiH)iit a year and

a-li;iif ago, being

txliibited for the

lirst time in Can-

ada at the last

Mnutreal show,
« lu'i-e special stalls

I ad to be fitted up
lor their reception.

They were then

seen and admired

by thousands for

their size, courage,

intelligence, and
active appearance.

Among fanciers on

both sides of the

Atlantic Sans Peur

and La Goule were

considered the fin-

est specimens of a

somewhat unique

'

breed ever shown,

and the death of

the female is a dis-

tinct loss to Mr. McLellan's kennels. The accompanying
photograph of Sans Peur was taken at the Arena during the

show.
*

The citizens of St. Thomas, Ont., are entering with spirit

into canine matters, a new Kennel Club having been formed.

A meeting was held in Dr. Kay's office, October 31st, at which
over fifty members were enrolled, and the new Association is

receiving the support of all the city fanciers and many in the

district besides. The following officers were elected :

Honorary president. Judge Hughes
;
president. Dr. Teskey;

1st vice, John Boughner ; 2nd vice, M. J. Baker, 3rd vice,

Chas. Waters ; secretary, W, T. Collins ; treasurer, Dr. Lipsey.

Executive committee. Dr. King, Joseph Ferguson, Ed Langan,
H. EiUHlie, \V. H. Sanderson, Ed. Boughner, J. H. Price,

\V;tlter Ross, Joe Coffee. Honorary Veterinary Surgeon,

A. H. King.

A pathetic dog story comes from Southampton, Eng.
When the troops were leaving the port early in the year a dog
followed an officer on to one of the transports, and was*twice
driven off

; he returned again, and had to be ejected after the
vessel had left the quay. Since then he has never left the
docks, and it is said the disconsolate animal meets every in-

coming transport, and watches every man leave the ship. It

is further averred that the dog takes no notice of ordinary
arrivals, and only ceases his wanderings about the dock, where
he picks up a precarious living, when a transport comes in
sight.

*
The use of medicines in homoeopathic form for dogs is

now very general in England, where their value as curative
agents are fully recognized, as well as their handiness and
ease of application. ]n a recent number of Our Dogs the
writer of "Notes for Novices" has this to say about them :

"There is one thing about liomoeopathic medicines that is

greatly in their
favor, and that is

the comparative

safety there is in

using them. Many
are strong poisons,

but they are re-

duced to so precise

a form that there

need be no risk

whatever in using

them if the expli-

cit directions be

carried out. The
pilules are always

to be preferred for

administration to

dogs. Take, for in-

stance, the case of

arsenic, of which
large quantities are

constantly being
prescribed for skin

diseases ; it is a

chemical by no
means to be trifled

with and must be

given cautiously.

AVho would trust

a kennelman with liquid, of which so many drops must be
given ? In the pilule form, however—a pilule corresponding to

a drop of tincture—it is so easy to count out an accurate dose

that, however unsteady a man's hand may be, he need not
make a mistake here.

"Arsenic, then, is a specific for skin diseases, and it is

also an excellent general tonic. It is somewhat curious in its

actions, being known as a 'cumulative' poison; it must be
commenced in small doses, which may be gradually increased,

and it must also be gradually discontinued, not left off sudden-

ly. Nux Vomica is a very commonly approved tonic for dogs,

and in the homoeopathic pilule form it is very convenient. It

needs to be given cautiously, and it has to be borne in mind
that the active principle of nux vomica is strychnine, which
acts in comparison more powerfully upon dogs than upon
human beings—so nmch so that what would be a safe dose for

a man might act disastrously upon a dog. The dose given
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should, therefore, be small accordingly. In cases of chorea,

nux vomica often has a wonderful effect in causing a cessation

of the nervous twitchings so painful to witness.

"In Belladonna (Deadly Nightshade), we have another

powerful poison brought into a comparatively safe form by the

liomtBopathist. Belladonna is a sedative. It is frequently of

service in cases of distemper, and is given in conjunction with

nux vomica in paralysis of the limbs. As a medicine for dogs

it must be given with caution, and due regard should be paid

to the strength of its homoeopathic preparation in accordance

with the scale of strengths.

" Aconite.—The alkaloidal extractive of the " Monkshood"

plant (Aconitum Napellus), is one of the best remedies that can

be given to dogs when feverish, or when they have contracted

a cold. Again a deadly poisoa if administered incautiously, i^

is yet one of the finest requirements of a canine medicine chest;

a dose given to a dog immediately upon the appearance of a

cold will often act like magic. Still dealing with the poisons,

we find in Digitalis (Foxglove), a remedy often useful, but one

which, acting as it does upon the heart, should only be given

under competent advice. It is often of value in the cases of

distemper, especially those of " chest " distemper, which are

recognized by lung trouble, which frequently affects the action

of the heart—and, of course, this is highly dangerous.

" Amongst non-poisonous homoeopathic medicines, we have

Podopbyllin, the value of which in liver complaint cannot be

over-estimated. Dogs, as is well-known, are martyrs to liver

trouble in as pronounced a degree as we ourselves are, and for a

medicine podophyllin is excellent. The homoeopathic form is

preferable to little pilules such as are sold under the title of

" little pills for the liver," because the latter are prepared from

various other formulse, and are not always simple podophyllin,

such as would be found in the homoeopathic preparation of

pilules. Ipecacuanha has its use as an expectorant ; for coughs

and lung troubles it is a safe and reliable " first-aid '' remedy,

often enough to prevent serious developments. In fact, many
cases of throat and breath ailments may be cured entirely by

its use without any other medicine.

"We ought not to overlook the virtues of Phosphorus asa

tonic. It is a powerful medicament, but may often be given in

the homoeopathic form to dogs suffering from debility, bad

doers, or those recovering from severe illness. Its use must not

be continued too long ; in point of fact, occasional doses at

wide intervals are best. Sulphur is another valuable specific in

the category, and its value as a blood purifier needs not to be

dwelt upon. We may remark, however, that if those knowing

people who put lumps of sulphur into their dogs' water under

false impression that it will dissolve in the water and do their

dogs good, would spend 25 cents for a bottle of the

homoeopathic sulphur pilules, and administer those instead,

they would do much more wisely."

Mr. J. G. Reid's (St. Lambert) young bitch, Broadlin Lily,

has thrown a litter of six to Parkhill Galopin, the dog

recently imported by Mr. Watson, secretary of the American

Collie Club, which carried off the blue ribbon when exhibited

shortly after his arrival at Danbury. Mr. Reid has the honor

of owning the first litter sired by this celebrated dog in this

country.
*

Mr. W. Elliott, St. Lambert, recently became the owner of

a nice litter of nine from his tri-color bitch. The sire is

Auchcairnie Gun.

International Field Trials.

The Derby stake in the international field trials, opened at

Mitchell's Bay, Ont., Tuesday, Nov. 13th, and closed the

following evening, after two days of busy work. The weather

which was cold and cheerless, was against the canines. Scent

was poor, and the birds kept well under cover. In ranging and

speed work, however, an excellent showing was made. A few

bevies were pointed, but stray birds were the principal stands.

Judgment was given on the Derby stake as follows :—1st, Tony
Boy's Daisy,owned by E. Shelby, Clare, Mich.; 2nd, Selkirk

Hope, W. B. Wells, Chatham ; 3rd, Hidden Mystery 11.

,

Harshall (xraydon, London ; 4th, Nell's Dash, Chas. Mills,

Mitchell's Bay. There were eleven entries in this stake. The

winner of the Derby recently carried off the honors at the

Michigan field trials. The All Age Stakes was won by Selkirk

Freda, 1st ; Selkirk Dan, 2nd ; Brighton Tobe II, 3rd.

International Field Trials Association.

The International Field Trials Association held its annual

meeting at Chatham, Monday evening, Nov. 12th. Vice-

president J. P. Dale, Petrolea, occupied the chair. The follow-

ing officers were elected :—^President, Monta,<?ue Smith, Forest;

1st vice-president, T. C. Stegman, Chatham ; 2nd vice-president,

J. B. Dale, Petrolea ; secretary-treasurer, W. B. Wells,

Chatham. Executive committee, Geo. Klime, Mitchell's Bay
;

L. H. Smith, Strathroy ; Alphonse Wells, Chatham ; Thomas
Guttridge, Chatham ; J. L. Nichol, Chatham ; A. C. McKay,

Chatham ; W. D. Tristem, Chatham ; Dr. Totten, Forest ; J.

G. Armstrong, Detroit ; H. M. Graydon, London. This was

the only business before the meeting, and at the invitation of

Judge Wells, the members of the club enjoyed an oyster

supper.
*

Hands Up, the American wire-haired fox terrier which was

sent to England to compete at the late Crystal Palace Show,

only got 1st in novice, 2nd limit, and 4th in open classes. At

the New York Show he was placed in the front rank by

Mr. Asbley, the well-known English judge.

The Westminster Kennel Club's twenty-fifth Annual Dog

Show will be held in Madison Square Garden, New York,

February 19, 20, 21 and 22.

*

The Scottish Terrier Club of America has been organized

and will do all it can to increase the popularity of the

"diehards.'
4<

The Rhode Island Kennel Club will hold its third annual

show in Music Hall, Providence, February 13th and 14th, 1901.

*

The Emperor Menelik of Abyssinia has recently shown a

great fondness for dogs, and is very keen to possess a kennel.

His partiality lies in the direction of fox terriers and grey-

hounds, having expressed a strong desire, to obtain specimens

of these two breeds from England. Captain J. L. Harrington,

British Resident at the Emperor's Court, has just taken out

with him a number of valuable dogs sent by the Queen as a

present to Menelik and his Empress. Captain Harrington

expects to reach his destination and resume his duties about

December 15th.
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THE GUN
Conducted by "Bob White'

]
ST. THOMAS TOURNAMENT.

Tom Donly's fourth annual handicap tournament at hve

birds and targets was held at St. Thomas, Ont., on November

lo, 14, 15 and 16, under the management of Jack Parker,

Detroit, Mich. Nobody was barred, but every event, both at

live birds and targets, was a handicap. The result was an

ncreased attendance, especially by the amateur. Such stars

in the shooting world as W. R. Crosby, Jack Fanning, J. A. R.

Elliott, Fulford, and our own Canadian champion H. D. Bates,

were among those who took part. C. J. Mitchell, of Brantford,

was on hand, talking up a three-day shoot in that city for

January.

The weather was rather against big scores, being cold and

windy, with snow flurries.

The chief events of the shoot were the contest for the

international trophy, the Gilman & Barnes medal, and the Can-

adian championship event for the Donly Cup, both being at

live birds. Each went to a Canadian shooter, Mr. Joseph

Coffey, St. Thomas, winning the international medal with 25

straight, while Mr. G. W. Price, St. Williams, captured the

Donly cup with 19 ex 20, after shooting off a tie with the

donor, Mr. Tom Donly.

Altogether Mr. Donly is to be congratulated on the splendid

success of his shoot, a success his untiring efforts to give

Canadian sportsmen a thoroughly up-to-date shoot rich!}'

deserves.

Below we give the scores and handicap of each shooter.

THE SCORE.
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Event No. 6.—10 singles and 5 pairs ; entrance $1.50.

$25 guaranteed ; four moneys.

Fulford, •

Crosby,

Fanning,

Elliott,

Parker,

Courtney,

Bates, -

Norton,

Cox, - - -

Kirkover,

Bent, - - -

Westbrooke,

George, - -

Emslie, - -

Coffey, - -

MacPherson,

SECOND DAY.

Event No. 7.—10 single, 5 pair

Fulford, - - 7.

Crosby,

Fanning,

Elliott,

Parker,

Courtney,

Kirkover,

$3 entrance.

- 17.

- 15.

- 17.

- U.
- 14.

- 13.

Fletcher,

Emslie,

Westbrooke.

Wilson, -

Bent, - -

Daniels, -

Mitchell, -

- 16.

Four moneys.
- 13.

- 11.

10.

- 16.

- 15.

- 10.

- 11.

Event No. 5.

Fulford, - -

Crosby, -
-

Fanning, - -

Elliott, - -

Parker, - -

Courtney,

Kirkover,

Emslie,

—20 targets. Four moneys

.

15. Westbrooke, 9.

14 Wilson, - - 10.

17. Bent, - - - 13.

17. Daniels, - - 9.

16. Mitchell, - - 16.

16. Fletcher, - - 10.

17. Cox, - - - 11.

16. D. Bates, - - 14.

11. MacPherson, 13.

Event No. 3.—20 targets; $2 entrance. Four moneys.

Fulford,

Crosby,

Fanning,

Elliott,

Parker,

Courtney,

l^irkover.

Bates, -

- 13.

- - 18.

• - 17.

- - 19.

- - 15.

- 18.

- 15.

- 11.

MacPherson,

Coffey, - •

Westbrooke,

Wilson, - •

Bent, - -

Daniels, -

Mitchell, -

Fletcher, - •

George, - -

- 17.

Event No. 2.—$1.50 entrance. Four moneys

Fulford, -

Crosby,

Fanning, -

Klliott, -

Parker,

Courtney,

Kirkover,

Bates, - -

George, -

Westbrooke,

22 yards, 11.

22 yards, 9.

22 yards, 12.

22 yards, 11.

20 yards, 12.

20 yards, 10.

20 yards, 8

.

18 yards, 11.

18 yards, 9.

18 yards, 10.

Wilson,

Bent, -

Daniels,

Mitchell,

Fletcher,

18 yards, 1 1

.

16 yards, 11.

15 yards, 10.

15 yards, 10.

16 yards, 13.

THIRD DAY.

Grand International handicap.—25 live birds

Purse $400 guaranteed

.

$25 entranc

Crosby,

Elliott,

Werke,

Fanning, -

Wilson,

George,

Bates,

Courtney

Kirkwood
Norton

32 yards, 21

.

32 yards, 24.

28 yards, 18.

32 yards, 21.

28 yards, 19.

28 yds, withdrawn
31 yards, 21.

30 yards, 20.

30 yards, 23.

28 yards, 22.

Parker - 30 yards, 23

Donly, - 28 yards, 1 s

Fulford, - 30 yards, l'I

Westbrooke, 28 yards, •2\

MacPherson, 18 yards, IC.

Coffey, - 18 yards, 12.

Emslie, - 16 yards, 12.

D. Bates, - 15 yards, 9.

Cox, - - 18 yards, 12.

Event No. 1.—7 live birds

Parker,

Crosby,

Courtney,

Norton,

Elliott,

Fanning,

Wilson,

30 yards,

32 yards,

30 yards,

28 yards,

32 yards,

32 yards,

28 yards,

$3 entrance.

Donly,

Werkes,

Kirkover,

Daniels,

Cx, -

Two moneys

28 yards,

28 yards,

30 yards,

27 yards,

28 yards.

Westbrooke, 27 yards.

Bates, - - 31 yards,

Fletcher, - 28 yards, 23

Emslie, - 28 yards, 19

D. Bates, - 26 yards, 22

J. Coffey, 28 yards, 25

Barnes, - 27 yards, 1

7

Price, - 28 yards, 17

Abbott, 27 yards, 21.

15 targets, $1.50 entrance ; four moneys.

Strong,

Coffey,

Price,

Reed,

Emslie,

Cox,

Dart,

George,

Fulford,

13.

II.

13.

Event No. 2.-

Courtney,

Crosby, - -

Fanning, - -

Elliott, - -

Parker, - -

Kirkover,

Bent, - -

Wilson, - -

AVestbrooke, -

Event No. 3—20 targets
; $2 entrance ; four mone\

11.

12.

12.

13.

10.

12.

1-1.

9.

10.

Courtney,

Crosby, -

Fanning, -

I^lliott,

Parker,

Kirkover, -

Bent,

Wilson, -

Westbrooke,

16.

15.

17.

17.

15.

15.

18.

11.

15.

Strong,

Coffey,, -

Emslie,

Cox,

Reed,

Price,

Fulford, -

Dart,

MacPherson,

13.

15.

15.

11.

15.

19.

K).

12.

Event No. 5-

Courtney,

Crosby,

Fanning,

Elliott,

Parker,

Kirkover,

Bent,

20 targets

- 17.

- 17.

- 17.

- 18.

- 19.

- 18.

- 18.

$2 entrance ; four moneys.

Wilson, -

Westbrooke,

Fulford, -

Coffey, -

Price,

Emslie,

Dart,

14.

16.

14.

13.

18.

10.

16.

Event No. 6—10 singles and 5 pairs ; |2 entrance.

Courtney,

Crosby,

Fanning,

Elliott,

Parker,

14.

14.

15.

12.

11,

Kirkover,

Bent,

Wilson, -

Westbrooke,

Fulford -

13.

14.

16.

14.

10.

Coffey, withdrawn.

Event No. 7—20 live birds ; $15 entrance. Was not rinished,

Event No. 6 of yesterday was shot off to-day ; 20 live birds

$20 entrance, for the Donly trophy.

H. Bates, - 18.

Wilson, - - 17.

Donly, - - 19.

Emslie, - - 15.

Westbrooke, - 17

.

Fletcher, withdrawn
Bent, 17.

On shooting off the tie, Donly missed his first bird, whil<

Price killed his, thereby winning the Canadian Championshij

Cup.

Coffey, -
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FOURTH DAY.

No. 1 event of yesterday was finished to-day.—7 live birds
;

$5 entrance. Two moneys.

Norton, - - 7. Crosby, withdrawn.

Werkes, - - (i. Bates, - - - 6.

Marks, . - - 7. Donly, - - - 5.

Bent, - - - 6. Fulford, - - 7.

Kirkover, - - 5. Fanning, - - 7.

Vosterday's No. 7 event wasalgo finished to-day.—20 live birds;

$20 entrance. Pour moneys.

Crosby, - 32 yards, 17. Fulford,- .SO yards, 19.

Klliott, - 32 yards, 18. Kirkover, 30 yards, 16,

Werkes, - 28 yards, 19. Norton, - 28 yards, 20.

l-anning, 32 yards, 18. Donly, - 28 yards, 18.

Parker, - 30 yards, 16. H.Bates, 31 yards, 20.

Courtney, 30 yards, 17. Marks, - 29 yard-', 17.

No. 1 event.—7 live birds
; $5 entrance. Two moneys

Norton, - - - 6. Elliott, - - - 7.

Bates, - - - 7. Kirkover, - - 7.

Crosby, - - 6.. Marks, - - - 5.

Werkes, withdrawn. Donly, - - - 7.

Fanning, - - 7. Price, - - - 7.

Courtney, - - 6. Fulford, - - 6.

Westbrooke, - - 5,

Bvent No. 2.—15 targets; entrance |1.50. $25 guaranteed.

Four moneys.

Courtney, - 12. Kirkover, - 15.

Crosby, - - 14. Bent, - - - 12.

Fanning, - - 12. Westbrooke, 14.

Elliott, - - 13. Fulford, - - U.
Parker, - - 7. Price, - - - 7.

Marks, - - 11. Reed, - - - 12.

Event No. 3.—20 targets ; entrance $2. $25 guaranteed.

Four moneys
Courtney, - 15. Kirkover, - 18.

Crosby, - - 18. Bent, - - - 15.

Fanning, - - 17. Westbrooke, 17.

Elliott, - - 15. Fulford, - - 14.

Parker, - - 16. MacPherson, 18.

Marks, - - 15. Reed, - - - 19

Svent No. 4.—12 live birds; $10 entrance. $75 guaranteed.

Four moneys.

Norton, - - 8. Kirko\er, - 12.

Bates, - - - 11. Marks, - - 12.

Crosby, - - 11. Donly, - - 10.

Werkes, withdrawn. Price, - - - 11.

Fanning, - - 11. Cox, - - - 10.

Courtney, - 9. Parker, - - U.
Elliott, - - 12. Fulford, - - 12.

Westbrooke, withdrawn.

No. 5 event.—Same conditions as No. 3.

Courtney, - 15. Kirkover, - 18.

Crosby, - - 14. Bent, - - - 16.

Fanning, - - 16. Westbrooke, 14.

Elliott, - - 15. Fulford, - - 15.

Parker, - - 13. MacPherson, 15.

Marks, - - 18. Reed, - - - 15.

Event No. 6, 10 singles, 5 pairs ; entiance $2. $25

guaranteed ; four moneys:—
Courtney - - 19 Kirkover - - 13

Crosby - - - 19 Bent - - - 12

Fanning - - 14 AVestbrooke - 12

Elliott - - - 17 Fulford - - - 15

Parker - - - 14 Coffey - - - 10

Marks - - - 16 Dart - - - - 15

Reed - - - 12

Event No. 7—20 live birds ; entrance $15; $100 guaranteed.

Four moneys.

Kirkover - - 20 Fanning - - 20

Norton - - - 15 Elliott - - - 20

Bates - - - 19 Donly - - - 18

Werkes - - - 13 Price - - - 20

Crosby - - - 20 Fulford - - - 19

Parker - - - 20 Cox - - - . 20

Marks - - - 20

*

Toronto Traps.

The annual pigeon match of the Stanley Gun Club,

Toronto, held on Friday and Saturday, November 23rd

and 24th, was in every way a success. The strong north-

west wind blew directly across the traps, causing in nearly

every instance a hard driving left quartering bird, and a gale

blowing from the east on Saturday nearly all the birds went

straight away, consequently the scores are not nearly as good

as might be had the weather been more favourable. The
shooters were classified into three classes, viz.. A, B, C,

distance 30 yards rise, 15 birds per man, and 34 of the members
competed. At the close of the contest the prizes were pre-

sented to the winners by the president of the club at Mr.

Chas. Ayre's hotel. Following are the scores :

Class A :-

D. Blea - - - 15 D. Chapman - 11

A. Stell - - 13 Buchanan - - 11

C. Chapman - 13 W. Hulme - 10

G. McGill - - 13 Briggs - - - 10

S. Williamson 12 Sanderson - - 10

R. Fleming - 12 Felstead - - 9

C. Crewe - - 11 Kemp - - - 9

J. Townson - 11 Burgess - - 9

Douglas - - 9

Class B :—

Dey - - - - 1.3 Zeidler - - 7

Ayre - - - 10 H. Townson - 6

White - - - 8 Ellis - - - 6

G. Piatt - - - 6

Class C :—

Mohegan - - 9 Meyers - - - 7

Logan - - - 8 Stewart - - - 7

J. Piatt - - - 8 C. Wilson - - 7

Harrison - - - 8 Howard - - - 6

Kerr - - - - 8 Thomas - - - 5

*

The Dutton (Ont.) Gun Club held a successful live bird

shoot on November 2Sth.
*

Notes by E. E.

The silverspoon handicap of the Westmount Gun Club was

shot off on Saturday afternoon, Nov. 24th, and was won by Mr.

C. Strangman. It proved very interesting as the score will

show. The match for the Cnallenge Cup between Mr. W.

Galbraith and Mr. R. Lewis, was won by the former, who

has now eight wins to his credit. Score :

—

Strangman - 14 Elliot - - - 12

Kennedy - - 14 Nash - - - 11

Galbraith - 13 Routh - - - 10

Lewis - - - 13 Hall - - - 5
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CORRESPONDENCE.

The Ontario Game Laws.

To THE Editor of Rod and Gun :

I join heartily with 3'our correspondents of last month in

the general condemnation of the Ontario Game Law. I have

thought very strongly on this subject for a long time, and am

pleased to know that the sportsmen of Ontario will have an

opportunity given them in your columns, of expressing

themselves in this matter.

The difficulty, with us in Ontario, is and has been, that we

have no association of sportsmen and until now no Canadian

journal sufficiently interested in the wants of Ontario sportsmen,

through whom they could make their wants, as a body, known.

Those who have assumed to mould our game laws, have done so,

apparently, in entire ignorance of what sportsmen required, or

in direct disregard of their wishes in the matter. When 1 say

"sportsmen"! mean what that word should always imply,

namely, a body of men whose first care is for the preservation

and propagation of the game, and witli whom the sport of

killing the game is a secondary consideration. Further, I

think, the Ontario Game Commission, which must be looked

upon as the step-father of Ontario game legislation, displays in

the numerous game laws we are afflicted with a marvellous

ignorance of the best methods of game preservation.

No better instance of this is necessary than in th(; laws on

the statute book regulating the killing of deer, which has been

so emphatically condemned by all your correspondents last

month. The idea of allowing only two weeks of moose

hunting, every three years, with the immense moose territory

possessed by Ontario, is too absurd for argument. Then why,

in the name of common sense, is the hunting of red deer, as

well as the moose, confined to only two weeks. If the number

each licensee is limited to kill, as it is, what difference does

it make whether a hunter gets his legal amount during the

first week of October or the last week in November. Cut the

limit down to one red deer each, if such is necessary to keep up

the supply, but give a man an opportunity to do his hunting at

a time most convenient for himself, and when the weather is

most favorable. Not every one who would like to take a week

in the woods can get away from business at the particular

fortnight fixed for him by statute, and sometimes the weather

during that particular two weeks is, as it; was in mooseland

this year, too stormy for any decent hunting, in fact too bad

most of the time to allow any hunting at all.

In regard to other game birds and animals, the law might

be not only made clearer, so that it would not require a

Philadelphia lawyer to understand it, but might be improved

in many respects. It should be made clear that the use of a

gun in hunting cotton-tail rabbits during the close season of

other game is prohibited. The present law may mean this, but

it does not say so. It says : "Notwithstanding anything in this

Act, any person may during close scr.son take or kill the wood
hare or cotton-tale rabbit by any other means than by the use

of guns or other firearms "; and yet, in the whole Act, there is

no close season on this animal, and the sub-section could

certainly not be construed to refer to the close season on any

other game.

The open season on grouse and quail might properly be

put two weeks later and the sale of all game birds and animals

should be absolutely prohibited. It is, in my opinion, simply

saving at the spigot and losing at the bung hole, to place such

narrow restrictions on the hunting of game and allow the

market hunter to get in his deadly work. "Bluebill."

THE RIFLES OF THE FOREST. !

As we lay on the damp, sweet-smelling fir boughs, feet to

the fire, my esteemed friend Bernard Wabis, whose winter

address is, by-the-bye, sixty miles from nowhere, up there in

the frozen north, beyond Temiskaming, gave me his opinion

upon rifles and the shooting thereof.

" Forty-four (W.C.F.) big enough for anything. Hit moose

in right place, him dead, sure ; kill him 300, 400 yards. Forty-

five (45-70-405) make too much row ; hurt 'too much."

Now, Bernard, though young in years, is old, very old, in

, experience. He may not know much, but what he does know

was taught him in a school kept by Dame Nature, and in her

establishment mistakes have to be paid for, and are not often

repeated by apt pupils. As for the pupils who are not apt,

they simply die, and there is an end to them. Knowing these

things, I always treat Bernard's opinions on matters connected

with the noble art of hunting, with respect, though I do not

believe he is sound in his geology ; because he says stones grew

where they are, and laughed cynically at my claims for Ms
recognition of an ice age, and of a great continental glacier.

The " Old Indians," as he calls his ancestors, handed down no

traditions of such things, which is proof conclusive in Bernard's

mind that I am mistaken. Neither is he an evolutionist ; on .

the contrary, he holds stoutly to a liberal interpretation of the

first chapter of Genesis, and believes that there were never

any red trout in Temiskaming Lake, nor White Fish in Sucker

Gut Lake, simply because they were not put there. But

Bernard has many a time when he was learning, seen his

dinner walk away from him on account of a poor shot, and

often in later years feasted on moose muffle as a reward for
;

burning straight powder, so when he says that 44 W.C.F. is
|

good enough for any moose, you may take my word for it he
,

knows what he is talking about. There is but one condition
'

he imposes, an you would have blood on the black knife you

;

must hit the moose in the right place. This I confess is not;

always easy. Moose have a most reprehensible habit ofj

moving just as the trigger is being pulled, sometimes, indeed,'

they are so wantonly depraved as to decline to await a fellow's

'

convenience, and one must shoot with a pulse fluttering from

bad conditions and excitement, and then, of course, even a 17

pound elephant rifle might fail to bag. After making some

his and many misses, I am forced to conclude, picking the

shot and taking pains is a surer way to moose steak pie, or

venison pasty, than lugging about a great, clumsy weapon

whose only claim to preference is that it could probably rake a

big bull from stem to stern, and make a hole big enough to put

your fist in.

To-day most of our forest Indians are using the 44 W.C.F.,

on moose, caribou, deer and bear, and are quite satisfied with

:

their rifles ; in the mountains and on the prairie where thej

ranges are longer, the old reliable 45-70-405, or the newer'

30-30 W.C.F. have the call, hence we may conclude, safely, that:

as a rib tickler, the W.C. F. is a success, and as far as power goes,

sufficient for our wants; not that I advocate tlie 44,oruseiti

myself ; its advantages do not appeal to me as much as they do

to the Indian hunters, and I am willing to sacrifice something'

for a rifle that will simplify the ever difficult problem of range

finding, and to do the busines, even when the shot has not been

placed just where it should have been. The point I would

make is simply this : there is no absolute need to carry a heavy

rifle of big calibre into the woods, seeing that a lighter one wil'

do all that is needful, if held tolerably straight.

For years my favorite rifle was a double .450 express. Ii

was a magnificent weapon
;
quite accurate up to 150 yards, and
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fairly so for an additional hundred and beyond that it was no

use trying to hit anything smaller than a luiystack. It came up
like a shot gun and was just the thing for running game, but its

Wiight, 9} lbs. and the terrific explosion each time its 120 grain

cartridge was fired, made it anything but an ideal rifle. Com-
pared with a neat little 30-30 carbine I used last autumn it was

a blunderbuss. With this carbine I could hit a blacktail at 200

yards, either standing or running, and its stopping power was
)re than equal to that of the express. Tiiere have been many

complaints as to the effect of the 30-30 and even of the 30-40 on

t;am3, but in every case that has come to my notice, the failure

wiis over a long quartering shot, and under those circumstances

bagging big game in a forest country is improbable. If the

rifle had sufficient power to drop an animal in its tracks, except

by a fluke, when presenting its hindquarters only as a mark,

the trajectory would be so high that shooting at a long,

estimated range would be very unlikely to be crowned with

success.

Of course, the modern 30 calibre, with a steel clad bullet

will go through a moose or bear from end to end, but as to

stopping either, that is quite another matter. The rapier-like

tiirust of a jacketed picket, having a speed on striking of

perhaps 1,500 feet a second, gives no shock whatever, and
UE less brain or spine be struck the animal may be unaware of

•my serious injury, and run for miles after being mortally

wounded. The old fashioned express, with its usual light

bullet—275 grains for a .450 and 340 grains for a .500—too often

failed for want of penetration ; the modern small bore fails

rom want of striking force, unless the soft point bullet is used,

when admirable work may be expected, though not impossi-

bilities.

One rather unexpected result of using these small-bore

pickets, having an enormous initial speed, is their explosive

L'ffect at short ranges. Whenever a tissue contains a certain

roportion of water, the liquid is forced aside with such
violence (being incompressibl-e) as to act explosively. To
llustrate this : fill a small barrel with water and head it down.
Fire at it w th a Lee-P]nfield, Mauser or any similar weapon
roui a range of, say, 25 yards. You will blow the barrel to

>i;.'ces ; the staves will fly apart with tremendous force, and
here should be noching but one tiny hole to show where the
bullet entered. In this connection, some remarks by Dr. G. S.

li\'erson, of the Canadian Red Cross Commission, made before

he Medical Association at Ottawa on his return from South
Vfrica, are interesting. Speaking of the effects of the Mauser
JuUet, he said :

—

"The Mauser bullet has justly been described as a merciful
)ne. Its action upon human tissues depends, however, upon
he range at which it is fired. It has been noticed that
vhen it is fired at short ranges, within two hundred yards,
t has an explosive character. The nickel case seems to

xpand and become detached, causing a severe lacerated and
ontused wound, which heals but slowly. If it strikes bone
t crushes and destroys it. If fired at long ranges it makes
clear drilled hole in the bone, and if it strikes soft parts

>nly, a very small wound is made, there being little difference

between the wound of entrance and that of exit, which bleeds
)ut little, unless an important vessel is injured.

"In the case of the soft nose or dum-dum bullet, the wound
s much more severe, for even where the soft parts only are

jured the expansion of the lead causes great destruction of

larts and a huge wound of exit, the wound of entrance being
mall. When it strikes bone it pulverizes and disintegrates.

If the range is very long, two thousand yards or more, the soft

nosed bullet, 'mushrooms' and causes an extensive flesh

wound."

ST. CROIX.
*

NOTES.

One often sees mention of "juicy moose steaks" in the
sporting press, but as shooting cow moose or calves is forbidden,
and that paragon of perfection and M. V. 'master of virtue) the
"true sportsman," is not supposed to pull a trigger on Alren
except duritig September, October or November, the said steak
must in mo.st cases have come from a bull moose shot during
or shortly after rut. Verily ye sporting life giveth a strong
stomach and a famous appetite.

*

The wolf is supposed to be a hard beast to trap, but this is

how one of my Indian friends got ahead of these pests of the
northern forests. The bait, a tempting piece of vension, was
hidden under a steel bear trap. The wolves did not appear to

dread so obvious a snare, and in the attempt to scratch it aside,

to get at the meat lying underneath, three were caught during
the winter.

*

"And how did you know it was a silver fox," I asked.

The Indian lad started in astonishment at so simple a question.
" I found some of him fur frozen in snow where him sleep."

You may be cerl ain that fox was soon gathered in. This is

how the deed was done. Sure now that there was a silver fox

on the hillside, the Indian made a trap similar to those dead-

falls in which martin or sable come to grief, and which foxes

are accustomed to rob with impunity, but of larger size. This

was baited with the carcass of a beaver ; and two days later, a

silver fox pelt worth $75.00 was one of the most valuable assets

of a certain member of the Chippewa tribe.

The native name for beautiful Lady Evelyn Lake (I can't

w^rite it without working in at least one adjective) was Monzkaa-
nwanang; which being interpreted means " the place where we
eat moose meat." And hereto hangs a tale. According to

Indian tradition there were many moose, long, long ago, all

around beau— I mean Lady Evelyn Lake (just as there are now).

Then they disappeared, and a generation grew up, knowing not

the savory odor of roasted moose muffles nor steaming haunch;

when, lo and behold, a hunter ran up against a new kind of

beast, and, of course, shot it. And as this happened to be near

b— ( hang this habit)—Lady Evelyn Lake they called it Monzaan-

wanang. By the way, moose disappeared almost totally from

New Brunswick for 25 years, during the early part of the

century, and then became abundant—is not the true explana-

tion that they are nearly exterminated by a murrain when they

become over numerous? This is the case with the northern

hare in the west, which increases during a four-year cycle, and

then suffers extinction except for a very few head in isolated

situations.
ST. CROIX.

The " 1900" moose season in the Kippewa region has been

very successful. A large number of heads have been taken out,

the majority of them being of good size, and one exceptionally

fine specimen by Mr. J. C. Bates Dana, of Worcester, Mass.,

has a spread of 62 inches.
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[
AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY

Conducted by H. McBean Johnstone

)
ON PHOTOGRAPHING- THE NUDE.

Among the numerous classes into which art is divided,

there is one wliich receives from photograpliers far less atten-

tion than is its due. This is the photography of the nude.

For some reason when classing the different branches of art, a

painter would at once give this division a leading place, but

nine out of every ten photographers would, if they named it at

all, give it a very subordinate position. Undoubtedly there is

no possibility of this ever becoming a fact for the great army of

amateurs, unless by it we mean such scenes as boys in bathing

and even in such

cases as this, their

work can be much
surpassed by those

who have given

the matter some

thought. Only the

earnest student, be

he amateur or pro-

fessional, can hope

to succeed in this

branch, as indeed

in any other de-

partment of photo-

graphy.

Very often the

choice of a well-

formed model pre-

sents the first ob-

stacle to be over-

come. As a rule

painters have lists

from which they

can choose, as well

as a more or less

constant flow of

applicants from
various other
sources,and though

photographers also are able to do this in some cases, as a gen-

eral rule the amateur model has to be relied on in small towns.

.Again even where professional sitters are obtainable, there is

often difficulty experienced owing to a dislike that the class

seem to have to posing before the camera. To what this dislike

is due, would be hard to say for certain, but in some cases it is

acknowledged that an objection is felt to an unidealized por-

trayal of their features going down to posteritj'. Probably

there are other reasons as well, but suffice it to note the exis-

tence of the feeling. It is at once obvious that among amateur

models one sex is shut out by social convention, and even the

most enthusiastic of us could hardly wish it to be otherwise.

It is also well worthy of note, that nowhere is that curiously

false modesty more strongly marked than among the laboring

classes. Those, whom one would imagine from what is seen of

them, to have entirely dispensed with all delicacy of feeling,

are usually inclined to rank nudity as a deadly sin, and for one

of their class to allow himself to be photographed so, would very

likely result in his shameful disgrace. More broad minded are

athletes, and allowed that conventional remnant of clothing, a

loin cloth, it is possible to obtain good figures well developed
by manly sports and exercises. Still, in spite of all amateur
models, anyone going to make more than a superficial sttidy of

this branch of photography must regard the professional model
as the only one who can be relied on at all times. From their

experience before painters, most professional models are bur-

dened with the defect of having a deep rooted tendency to pose,

and as a result they fall into the attitudes they have been

taught, with a peculiar ungraceful rigidity that at once marks
them. By the instantaneous process, photograms of rapid

action may be secured from even the must inveterate poseur,

but for all ordinary purposes where a careful arrangement is

desired, this so-called artistic model is almost certain to betray

himself. This brings up the question of out or in doors' expo-

sure. The former is undoubtedly the best and most popular,

but climatic rea-

sons, the difficulty

in thickly popu-

lated districts of

securing the neces-

sary privacy, and

the scarcity of un-

professional models

bring the latter

more within the

reach of those who
have not unlimited

time and money at

their disposal for

experiments

.

Very often the

difficulty is that

when aiming to se-

cure an impressiin

of nudity a distinct

idea of nakedness

is far more easily

obtained, and once

printed, is too apt

to be retouched

and allowed to pass

as a studied result,

when by right, the

photogram should

and never go outside

charm which

how to obtain this

ka Lake., Ontat

be only used as a means to an end

the studio walls. Ideal nudity

is entirely lacking in the other, but

effect which depends almost entirely on suggestion is not at all

an easy matter. Although some argue it to be beyond the

power of the camera, there should be no reason, with our

powers of suppression and accentuation, why something might

not be accomphshed, and here the saying, " Nothing venture,

nothing have," hangs good.

Not only are we denied the painter's coloring to cover

defects, but also, unlike him, we are entirely unable to choose

a number of models and from them take the best points.

Another difficulty is the lighting, on which the graceful curves

and modellings of the body are so dependent ; and also the

complications of perspective which make a graceful pose so

difficult to obtain, and whirh are apt to transform a nicely

rounded and well lighted elbow, into a harsh and jagged point,
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lat bears no semblance whatever to any part of the human
bcly. For far too long a time the profession have regarded

Ppery
so much in the same light as retouching—an excellent

ering for defects—that to suggest to an old photographer

pat an ambitious attempt at an impression of nudity would
•cure him some wonderful and striking results, would probably

lini,' forth the inquiry : "Why try at the nude, when drapery

liiiiiuises the risks and difficulties and secures just as effective

ictures, though perhaps of a different class ?
" he answer

e in the forni of another query: "Is not the reprsentation of

K ' human form divine ' unadorned the highest point at

liich we can aim?" It certainly is. Purely then when this

( oiii^idered, even a slight success in this branch is well worth
\ iiiir for, and notwithstanding much trouble and disappoint.

< nt when our photograms fall short of the original ideals, we
V slowly but surely paving the way to greater successes.

It must be again emphasized that nudity relies on idyllic

iggestion, vagueness, suppression of useless detail and other
ndefinable s u b-

.'tits to distin-

lish it from the

.iiunon nakedness

I' :ire too often

M.wii. Half the

- "illedimde pho-

)grains, sensual

)oking, naked
omen, that we
>e in the average

lagazine and ill US-

rated pape r

,

reates the impres-

on rather of a

lodel in a paint-

r'3 studio than

>at which their

incy titles would

ave them repre-

int. Greek, Gothic

nd pre-Raphaelite

rt, all teach us

lat all beauty
lut^t be organic

nd that of neces-

ty, outside em-
ellishment is de-

>rmity. Often a

lodel may be taken right into nature, and the drapery be
le only offender to the eye. Model, water, trees and
owers are all in harmony but the covering, though gauzy and
Imost transparent, irritates one by its superfluous appearance.

t is the cultivated class, not the ignorant, that we are trying to

3ach, and we must bear in mind that the really artistic eye is

ixacting. If we strive earnestly to win its approbation we must
jndeavor to suppress every jarring superfluous detail that

jetracts from the easy restful impression of our photogram,
jnd remember that " the line of beauty is the result of perfect

ponomy."
I In studying such a picture on the ground glass we will find

pat we are too apt to be led astray by color, and many of our
jiost sylvan fairies may develop into awkward people, minus
lathes

; too much care cannot be taken to avoid such an
tojectionable effect. The camera has a knack of emphasizing
IP wrong points and frequently misinterpreting expression

completely so that intense excitement appears stolidity, gri(>f

more grotesque than pathetic, and adoration, rapt and ecstatic,

looks like boredom. Such criticism as this would probably kill

eleven out of a dozen photograms, but is it not better so ? Only
the best will endure, and why not cut the others out at once
without waiting for Father Time to do it. Look at any but
the best pictures of the world, and you will see how the fine

dramatic movement and individuality of the subject has
escaped the painter. It is the artist that is able to show this

soulfulness in his work, that will make an enduring name for

himself, and while other work may. be catchy and run into a
larger sale the chances are that in a few years all but its author
will have forgotten it.

Again there should appear in a real picture some individu-

ality of the artist. In looking at a photogram it is not always
easy to explain just where the charm or beauty lies. Some-
times, though every detail of composition and lighting is

perfect, for some unaccountable reason the result is deadly

uninteresting, and
reminds one some-

what of a person

who, though teem-

ing with good qual-

ities, is more or less

of a bore. Then
at other times,
though feeling the

charm of the pho-

togram we find it

hard to define the

points of beauty.

Lazy people rid

themselves of the

trouble by saying :

"It appeals to me,"
when it would be
nearer the truth

to say that there is

some half -hidden
individuality of the

artist lurking in it,

which appeals to

everyone. Not only

should the person-

ality of the artist

appear in photo-

grams of the nude,

but if it were paid more attention to by the profession, how
soon would the great bulk of the work turned out rise in

average excellence. Take for example those portraits of some
of our most celebrated men and women photographed by the

best artists of the camera, and we find them to be studies that

compel our attention and lead us into all kinds of intricate

speculation on the personality of the sitter. Contrast these

with the regulation commercial article, that is still turned

out of too large a percentage of our galleries. Here we have
the shiny, smiling countenance that Kipling speaks of in his

Mandalay as " beefy face," and about as much individuality

shown in either the sitter's appearance or the artist's work,

as one might well expect to find in a wooden Indian tobacco

sign, or a painted tailor's dummy.
Though we all vaunt the beauty of the ideal human form,

it must be acknowledged that from the experience of artists,

the average human being is a long way from perfection.

1)11 Lady Evelyn Lake, Onto
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Indeed it is not quite certain that, in the whole population of

the earth, there is to be found one individual, perfect enough

to be satisfactory , as a well-proportioned figure as a whole, and

also perfect in each individual part.* The use of boots and

clothing demanded by civilization, all produce deformities

more or less marked, and even the very carriage of the body

is altered in unfamiliar nudity, when walking on even a

carpeted surface. How much more is it reasonable to suppose

it will be distorted, when the unusual sensation of the bare

foot treading on pebbly shores, or the stubble of the fields is

encountered. Also the exposed parts of the body are apt to
^

become redder while the rest of the figure has a white and

bleached appearance, which the subtle tones of the photogram

will record only too vividly. It is probably owing to frequent

sun baths that tan the skin to a uniform depth of color, that

the chief success of Italian nude photographs is due.

There is a side to this subject so disreputable and so full of

danger that any impression that we are speaking on other, tlian

purely artistic grounds must be at once vigorously denied, and

the firm statement made that the whole question is approached

absolutely as a department of the study of art. The study of

the human figure may, with the most jealous regard for

propriety, be found of utility to art without being in the

remotest degree an offence to morals. The question of whether

these photograms should be placed on sale must in every case

be answered by the artist, though if the question were put to

me, my answer would be a decided negative. Such studies

should be exercises in technical skill done by artists for their

own and their fellow artists' enjoyment, and not for the

public, which is incapable of appreciating their real beauties

and only too ready to be interested from very different

motives. Should it be decided that they may be offered for

sale, care should be taken that their character is well above

suspicion. The average prejudice against the nude is repre-

sented by the action of the Glasgow authorities, who have

forbidden the public display of photogravures after some of our

mo.st celebrated modern artists. Those of us who are constantly

in an atmosphere of art and literature are apt to ignore

this old Puritanical dislike to the human form, but while such

people must of course be narrow and uncultured, it is hardly

fair to label them as purient people of nasty ideas, as some
critics do. While one would think that nude studies taken for

personal reasons are allowable, on the plea of photographers'

license, many, though conscious of absolutely clean motives,

would hesitate before exposing themselves to legal action,

which, however unjustified, would be an indignity in itself.

To sum up, the photographer, be he amateur or professional,

will find that as studies, and as a means of increasing his

technical skill, he can find nothing better, than a close study

of photography of the nude,

A Photographic Diary.

Did you ever keep a diary ? Lots of people do—for about

three days. Then they commence to find that they can't think

of anything to put down in it, and to wonder why on earth

chey ever thought of starting such a thing. Well, now, you
amateur photographers, did you ever think of keeping a photo-

graphic diary ? Get an album, preferably one of the " snap-shot

type," that will admit of enlargement from time to time as may
be necessary, and insert in it photograms of all events in which
you may be interested. At first you may not be able to see

much fun in it, but as page after page keeps filling up it will

grow more and more fascinating and not only yourself but also

all your friends and relations will be able to pass many a pleas

ant hour, reading this illustrated story of your life. Try it

You'll find it a success.
*

An Excellent Idea.

The G. Cramer Dry Plate Co., of St. Louis, are making
i

new departure in plate manufacture, by dating their plat

boxes with a time limit. The public is warned that the com
pany will not guarantee their Crown or Banner Brands o

earlier emulsion than 13.180 or Isochromatics further bad
than 3.916. The action of the Cramer Co. in this matter is t(

be highly commended, for whilst plates will actually keep fo

many years, snap and brilliancy can only be expected on tin

fresh ones, and Isochromatics are, of course, more subject t(

decomposition than the ordinary ones.

*
The Photographic Journals for November.

Anthony's Photographic Bulletin for November contains

"The Negative as a Factor in the Finished Print," " Honor t(

Whom Honor," '' Professional Errors " by Martin fronmiell

a continuation of " Advertising and Displays " by Edward W
Newcomb, " Intensification " by Fritz Hansen, a very interest

ing article on "Aerial Perspective" by G. Albien, "Some
Useful Stains for Photographers " by J. B. Haggart, and variouf

other interesting matter, chiefly translations from the German,

The Photo Era is particularly rich in illustrations. Tlu

contents are "William B. Dyer," "Wild Cat in a Studio,'

"Notes on Aristo Platino," " Drawing on Negatives," " Photo-

graphy and Art," " Street Pictures with a Folding Camera,"
" How the Flyer took Its Own Picture" and " The Zero Photo-

graphic Plate." The illustration, " The Day's Work Done " by

Rudolph Eickemeyer, Jr., is a particularly fine piece of work.

The St. Louis and Canadian Photographer, edited by Mrs,

Fitzgibbon-Clark, contains its usual amount of bright and

interesting, miscellaneous photographic matter.

The Photographic Times also keeps up to its average high

standard with numerous articles and reproductions of photo-

grams of an interesting nature.

The Professional and Amateur Photographer heads its list

of contents with a practical article on "Wastes" by Edward

W. Newcomb, who is also represented by his " Chat Here and

There." Edmund Ernst is responsible for "A few Things I

Have Noticed," and Fritz Hanson takes the blame for a very

able article on "A New Method of Intensification," while other

articles are " Imogen, a New Developing Substance,'' by G.

Gaedickel, a lecture by Prof. Griffith,
'

' Retouching and the

Use of the Knife " by John T. Brushwood, and various reprints.

The illustrations appear to have been selected for quality rather

than quantity, for there are just enough to make one wish for

more.

In the Photo-American the article of probably most inter-

est, is the one dealing with the identity of "A. Smiler," whose

clever humorous articles convulsed the photographic world a

short time ago. Contrary to expectation the responsibility is

taken by Mr. Osborne I. Yellott. "A Convenient Light

Meter " by Edward W. Newcomb, " Landscape Photography—

the Arrangement of Mass " by H. McBean Johnstone, "Red
Spots on P.O. P" by G. A. Stanberry, " Colored Transparencies'

by Absorption," by R. Defays, " Velox for Amateurs" by

Richard Hines, Jr., and various other regular departments

form the balance of the issue. The trimming lessons, conducted

by the Editor, are a valuable feature of this journal.
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Green-Tinted Bromides.

Now that the green oak is the vogue in framing, some

mateurs might be interested to know that they may obtain

Hien-tinted bromide prints at small trouble. A contributor to

foreign contemporary recommends the following, says the

British Amateur :

Immerse for a minute in potassium ferrocyanide 30 grains
;

kater 2 ounces. Remove and rinse for a second or two and

nimerse in iron sulphate, 20 grains ; water 2 ounces. When
leep blue remove and well wash. Then immerse in sodium

hromat, 10 grains ; water 2 ounces, and again wash.

*

Landscape vs. Portrait.

The Salon and Exhibit of the Royal Society recently held

II London are of special interest to us on account of the

Lraerican contributors. Their work is described as "most

taring" by our English contemporaries, as in general it does

lot resemble the English schools. The bulk of the English

hibits seem to be pictorial landscapes, while the American

jrkers seem to lend their energies toward the portrait school.

Photo Era.
*

Correspondence.

Correspondence should be addressed to Box 651, Sarnia'

)nt.

Pyrol—Pyrol is a name given to a modification of pyro-

:allic acid, when the bulk is reduced by the heavy crystals, as

t occupies but one-sixteenth of the bulk of the feathery ones,

^o change in formulae is necessary in using this new form. The

lame is logically correct as pyrogallic acid is not an acid at all.

J.H.C.—You might try the " Agfa" reducer made by the

^nilin Co. of Germany. They also put out a ready-made

ntensifler, and their goods are reliable. Yes.

Montreal Camera Club.—We are always glad to hear from

he different camera clubs and are sorry the secretaries do not

end us reports of their meetings. The secretary of the Toronto

'amera Club is Mr. John J. Woolnough, 32 Cottingham St.,

'oronto. Gait, Ont., also has a very progressive club.

Otho.—It is said that metol-hydroquinoue as a developer,

enders the most correct color-value. It is also said to make
etouching easier, as the color of the negative produced matches

he retouching lead. Your other query was answered by mail

day or two ago.

Student.—Really I have not the faintest idea where it

i^ould be possible for you to secure a position to do nothing but

indscape work. Such openings as that are very rare. In fact

only know of two that I have ever heard about, and they are

nth well filled.

• Nodarts."—Probably you did not know it, but your nom-

i-plume is the name of a camera tliat is intended to abolish

i' 'lark room. Prof. Francis E. Nipher, of Washington Univer-

^t. Louis, Mo., contributed an article on this subject to

1' mill's Photo Era which I think will interest you. This

M'ulem of doing without a dark room seems to be approaching

is solution in the direction of " reversal," a subject which has

'ceived some attention in the past.

Prize Competition—The Photographic Times gives a table of

11 the prize competitions on at the time, but is too long for

iililication here. The Amateur Pointer, of 122 Fifth Ave.,

cw York, announces one to close January 31st, 1901, in which

H»0 in gold will be distributed. Write them for particulars.

R. N., England.—Janol in, a product obtained from the

wool of sheep, is said to be an excellent remedy for bichromate
or phosphoric poison. Buy it in the original 1 lb. packages or

can, so that it is in its full strength, and then use it freely as

salve.

" Photogram."—We cannot answer this question any more.
It has already been answered several times.

Velox—No, velox is not a bromide paper. It is a chloride

of silver emulsion.

No. 5490. To remove varnish from a negative for reduction

or intensification, soak it in a solution of ammonia, one ounce;
alcohol, twenty ounces, and rub gently with a tuftof cotton wool
to assist the process. Allow the negative to dry, which it will

do quickly, and then soak in water till the film is uniformly
swelled.

Wobbly Edges.—You will find a shoemaker's knife, a steel

rule and a sheet of zinc an excellent outfit for trimming prints.

Scissors are extremely unsatisfactory in results as well as very
slow.

Bromide Paper.—Vinco is a slow bromide paper, five or six

times faster than velox. Use a yellow light to develop by.

J.—Always dust your negative before printing with a

camel's hair brush, if you expect to get good photograms. The
dust caused those white specks. ,

X. Y. Z.—Carbutt's Ortho plates are guaranteed for two
years.

Harry.—One of the quotations was from Ruskin, the other
from H. P. Robinson.

Personal Sketch of Henry Braithwaite.

By F. H. RIsteen.

I was 57 years old last January. My first hunting was
with old Chief Gabe. I was about 12 years old the first time 1

went out with him. My trips with him were principally short

ones, none longer than a few weeks. He used to hunt on Bull

Pasture plains, Little River, Bear Brook and Burpee Millstream.

I was about 16 years old when I started in for myself to make a

business of trapping and hunting. I went to the saine sections

of country where Gabe used to hunt but went further in. I

was hunting part of the time nearly every year. As a rule I

worked in the lumber woods in winter and hunted and trapped

in the fall and spring. I shifted to the Miramichi country

about the year 1870. The first year I had Louis Sebattis,

of Oldtown, Me , hired as assistant ; the second season I

had him as partner, and the next year had him hired again'

That was in the Miramichi Lake and McKeil Lake country. I

learned a great deal of practical woodcraft from Louis Sebattis,

including the art of moose-calling. The call I use now is one
that I learned from Sabattis, with some modifications of my
own, gained from many years' observation of moose. I never

knew any other Indian caller to use the call Sabattis had. He
used the low call a great deal, but would not call in the day
time. He and I were hunting and trapping together for three

years. After that I concluded I was Indian enough myself and
generally had white assistants. One very good woodsman I

had employed for some time was John Price, of Grand Falls.

As early as 1885 I undertook a lumber operation for myself.

Before that I was with Guy, Bevan & Co. for, I think, three

years, as lumber cruiser, and for about four years after that as

overseer, having full charge of their operations, chiefly on the

Miramichi. From 1885 to 1887 I lumbered on my own account,

hunting and trapping between times. Of late years I have

done nothing else but hunt and trap, except an occasional job

of lumber cruising.
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Cor. King: & Victoria Streets, TORONTO.
THE NE"W YORK AND OTHER HORSE SHO'WS.

By Dr. C. J. Alloway.

' The Madison Square Garden. Horse Show has been held,

and being the last of the century it was meant that it should

surpass all its predecessors in the style, elegance and merit of

its appointments. Gotham's wealth and beauty graced the

occasion, the latter heightened by the accessories of magnifi-

cent'costumes and jewels which an ulti a-fashionable New York

concourse displays on occasions it desires to honor, such as

this, the grandest Horse Show in the Western Hemisphere.

The number and quality of the exhibits exceeded in ex-

cellence those of former years, and the popularity of the event

was beyond dispute, as evidenced by the largely increased

attendance of the elite of New York and its neighboring cities.

In fts management and the conduct of its various details

many improvements were apparent, and none was more notice-

able than the horsemanship of those competing for honors in the

jumping class. Competitive exhibitions of this kind, by

arousing a connnendable emulation, have worked wonders in

the matter of raising the standard of equitation among lovers

of the horse on this continent. Every American city, worthy

of the name, aspires to have such annual exhibitions. Their

benefits and advantages are so well recognized that almost

every municipality of any considerable size, from Montreal to

New Orleans, takes part in the succession of horse shows

which rapidly follow each other throughout the entire year.

Nothing tends more to improve the different breeds than

trials of their mettle and qualities such as these events afford,

and they certainly are worthy of encouragement and support.

The horseless age, so confidently prophesied during the past

few years, has not yet arrived, and from the signs of the times

is unlikely ever to become a reality ; on the contrary the horse

has never been more valued, more highly priced, or more

difficult to procure than at the moment. The local Horse Show
held in this city last May was really a creditable affair, con-

sidering that it was the first undertaking of the kind ever

attempted in the province, at the same time a few detrimental

features, which were painfully apparent, should not be lost

sight of in anticipation of the coming Horse Show. The chief

of these may be mentioned as the inferior condition and per-

formances of local contestants as coinpared with those from

Toronto, London and other western cities. It is the intention

to hold at the Arena Rink a Horse Show on a very much
improved scale during the early spring of the coming year, and

it would be well for intending competitors to make their

selections -in the near future and to keep their horses' con-

dition up during the winter. It would also be a great

advantage if the building could be placed at the disposal of

those intending to participate two or three weeks in advance

of the opening, to afford an opportunity for practice, and

enable both men and horses to become accustomed to the ring,

jumps and surroundings generally.

It is highly desirable that no time should be lost in in-

teresting the Government in this most laudable enterprise and

appropriating means to insure its success. The time is certainly

opportune to call the attention of our local representatives

to the fact that the demands of this locality upon the Govern-

ment for agricultural purposes have for some years been slight,

no industrial exhibition having been held here for a number of

A liberal donation would be of immense value towards the

continuance of this much appreciated institution. Other local-

ities by substantial support practically endorse its usefulness,

and Montreal as the Canadian Metropolis should not prove

herself less alive to the claims of the community in this regard

than are other less important points.

There is only one ^ ^ ^

mtm^
Always the same and always to be relied upon.

A scientific preparation containing the whole

nourishment of beef, in the form easiest of di-

gestion and assimilation.

MOTTO -"The Best."

C^\ TRT)^^ GINGER ALE, SODA WATER^^^^ »^ APPLE NECTAR, ETC., ETC

To be obtained from all first-class grocers.
Please see that the label is on the bottle.

CHARLES GURD & CO. Montreal.

F0RYACHTS.STEAMSHIPS.B0AT5

Mc(A5KlUl)OUCALL8tC??
Srandard Boat&SparYarnishes.

MONTREAL.



CARIBOU
HUNTING

IN
CANADA

The open seasons for Caribou in the

Canadian Provinces are as follows :

QUEBEC, East and North of the Sag*

ttenay :

September Jst to February 28.

West and South of the Sag*

uenay

:

September tst to January 3Jst.

NEW BRUNSWICK :

September J5th to December 3Jst.

ONTARIO

:

November Jst to November J5th»

MANITOBA :

September 1 6th to November 30th.

NORTH WEST TERRITORIES

:

November 2nd to December J4th.

BRITISH COLUMBIA

:

September Jst to December 3Jst.

All the Caribou Territory is reached by the Canadian Pacific Railway.

Send for copy of our Game Map, ** Fishing and Shooting/' and other

publications, to General Passenger Department, C.P.R., Montreal, P.Q.,

and mention '*Rod and Gun in Canada/*
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POSTS. «•««•««««•« FURTHER PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION TO

HUDSON^S BAY COMPANY, WINNIPEG.

TAXIDERMISTS

DuMOUCHEL Bros.
3S2 CRAIG ST.

MONTREAL.
©^""Special attention

given to parties sending
orders by express direct*

Correspondence
Solicited.

Kodaks
I \ PREMOS^ VIVES

$12.00 PREMO
FOR $7,00«*««

SPECIAL FOF
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Supply

R.F.SMITH
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Province of Quebec

Sportsman's Paradise
These rivers and lakes are all well stocked with salmon and trout, from
four to eight pounds, and with various other kinds of fish.

MOOSE, CARIBOU AND RED DEER.—Splendid shooting almost every-

where throughout the territory of the Province of Quebec, especially in

the Ottawa and Pontiac Districts, in Gaspesia and Beauce, the Metapedia
Valley, the Temiscamingue Region, the Eastern Townships, the North
of Montreal, the Kippewa and the Lake St. John District.

Game abounds in the Forests and on the Beaches.
Hunting territories from 10 to 400 square miles, at $1.00 per square mile

and upwards, can be leased, on which the lessee has the exclusive right

of hunting.

THE LAURENTIDES NATIONAL PARK alone contains hundreds of the

most picturesque lakes, teeming with fish, and plenty of moose, caribou

and bear ; black, silver and red fox, otter, martin, lynx, mink, fisher are

also abundant.

FEATHERED GAME.—Canadian goose, duck, woodcock, snipe, partridge

plover, etc., are in great number in almost every part of the province

HUNTING AND FISHING PERMITS can be obtained from the Depart-
ment of Lands, Forests and Fisheries and from the Game-wardens all

over the province.

Hunting Territories Can be kascd by applying to

THE COMMISSIONER OF
LANDS, FORESTS AND FISHERIES, QUEBEC

TO LET

Riverst Lakes

and Hunting

Territories -^ ^

Hunting permits, fee : $25.00.

Fishing permits, fee : $ J 0.00.

THE HERALD JOB DEPARTMENT MONTREAL. P.Q
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m'lNg.HESTER^
Kepeating pities

For All Kinds of Shooting.

I All Desirable Calibers and Weights

A FEW FAVORITES FOR HUNTING.
Model 1895. 30 Army caliber, weight 8 1^ pounds.

Model 1894. 30 W. C. F. caliber, "Extra Light,"
weight 6 1-2 pounds.

Model 1894. 30 W. C. P. caliber, "Take Down,"
weight 7 3-4 pounds.

Model 1 892. 44 and 38 caliber, " Take Down," weight
7 pounds.

Model 1886. 45-70 caliber, "Extra Light," weight
7 pounds.

Shoot Winchester Ammunition. Made for all Kinds of Guns.

FREE.— Send Name and Address on Postal for 158-page Illustrated Catalogue.

WINCHESTER REPEITING ARMS CO.. - • NEW HIVEH CONN.

no more Rust

An absolute ureventiveof
rust. An ideal cleaner.
A perfect lubricant.

For Bicycles, Fire Arms, Type-
writers, Sewing {Machines,
and ali briglit (or polislied)

metals.

Manufactured by

G. W. COLE CO.
Dept. B. 141 Broadway, New York City

Samolo Bottle Sent for Canadian 2c Stamp

BRITISH AMERICAN HOTEL
WINDSOR, ONT.

LEADING HOTEL IN THE CITY.

SPECIAL RATES FOR TOURISTS

T. W. MCKEE, PROPRIETOR.

HAMILTON POWDER CO.
HAS MANUFACTURED

SPORTING GUN POWDER
Since 1865, as a result you have

"CARIBOU" made from best materials, perfectly

put together. " DUCKING " hard pressed,
slow burning, Iceeps well under all conditions.
'- SNAP SHOT " high velocity, moist residium
Cheap. The powder for every day use.

ENGLISHMEN SAY
Powder can be bought in Canada as good as ever
put in a gun. It has a positive advantage over
home make, the dirt is soft.— I. I. W in London
Field.

AMERICANS SAY
The finer English or American Powder and Cana-
dian " Caribou," I am quite familiar with. They
give so little recoil that one may shoot all day
without bruised shoulder or headache — Forest
and Stream.

CANADIANS ABROAD SAY
Can you send over some Trap? I don't mean to
flatter but it is ahead of anything we get here.

—

A W. W., Batavia, N.Y.

The Balmoral Hotel
MONTREAL

Offers special inducements to Tourists and
Strangers visiting the city. RoomB large, airy
and comfortable. Fitted with all modern con-
veniences. Very central, twing within easy dis-
tance of railway depots, steamer landings, &c.

A. ARCH. WELSH, Prop.

In point of cuisine and equipment, THE
ROSSIN is the most complete, the most
luxurious of modern Ontario hotels. The
rooms, single or en suite, are the most airy
and comfortable in the Dominion. The
Union Depot and Wharves but two minss
utes* walk.

A. & A. NELSON,
Toronto, Ont. Proprietors.
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Our Frontispiece

"Do you know the blackened timber ; do you know that

racing stream,

With the raw, right-angled, log-jam at the end
;

And the bar of sun-warmed shingle where a man may
bask and dream,

To the click of shod canoe-poles round the bend ?

It is there that we are going with our rods and reels and

To a silent smoky Indian that we know :

To a couch of new-pulled hemlock with the starlight on

our faces.

For the Red Gods call us out, and we must go !

"

When Rudyard Kipling wrote the above quoted lines it is

ry likely he had never actually seen the rapids above the

otch of the Montreal river, but his mental vision unquestion-

)ly enabled him to picture the scene accurately, and every

le of our readers will recognize the place he has so graphically

ascribed.

*
The committee appointed by the North American Fish and

ame Protective Association to consider and report upon the

)8sibilities of harmonizing the fish and game laws met at

ontreal, Dec. 13th, and continued in session until the evening

j
the next day, and apparently has gone as far as possible into

;e matter during the time at its disposal. It would appear

iat the hint in our December issue was acted upon for a mode
"{procedure and basic principles \<ere adopted before com-
lencing their deliberations. They laid down the broad prin-

Iple that should actuate all fish and game legislation in

I'lnada,
as follows :

—

" It is the belief of the members of this committee, expressed

d fully recorded in a unanimous resolution of the general

meeting, February 2nd and 3rd, 1900, that the fish and game
of each Province and State is a valuable asset, which in each

case should be administered so as to produce the greatest

possible revenue to the States and Provinces, and it is a neces-

sary feature of such administration that tlie visits of non-resident

sportsmen which result in disbursing large sums of money
among the people, much of it in the wilder and poorer sections,

where it is of the greatest value to the inhabitants, should be

encouraged in every reasonable way, and suitable open seasons

arranged for that purpose.

"

And pretty generally the results reached by the committee

indicate that they have followed the principle carefully. We
have no doubt some of the recommendations of the committee

will not commend themselves to everybody. There are cases

where objections will be made to the suggestions of longer

open seasons, and in other instances strong protests will be

voiced against shorter open seasons, but it should not be forgot-

ten by the objectors on either side that the purpose for which
the committee was formed was to make recommendations to

the association as to the possibility of bringing into uniformity,

either wholly or partially, the game laws of the Provinces and
contiguous States, and in so doing they have suggested what
has appeared to them to be reasonable to all concerned, not to

a few only. The dissentients will have ample opportunity to

voice their opinions at the annual meeting of the association

when the committee's report will be presented. We print the

report in full on another page, the various resolutions composing

it having appeared in the daily press of the city.

*
The committee of the North American Fish and Game

Protective Association to prepare a constitution and by-laws

met at Montreal on Dec. 13th. The result of their labors will

be submitted to the next general meeting for adoption.

The Sportsmen's Fish and Game Protection Association,

with headquarters at Quebec, was formed Dec. 20th with the

following provisional officers and directors, viz. : President,

Edson Fitch ; Vice-President, C. A. Pentland ; Secretary, E. T.

D. Chambers ; Treasurer, Arch. Laurie. Directors, the forego-

ing and V. Boswell, Frank Carrel, Alderman Norris, E. Joly

de Lotbiniere, C. Lanctot, Geo. Van Felson and E. H. Crean.

We are glad to note the birth of this association, and wish it

every success. There is abundant opportunity to do good,

provided it is able to obtain sufficient funds to work with. It

will be a mistake if the entrance fee and yearly dues are placed

too low, which will result simply in crippling the association.

There is a general tendency to make these payments very small

b
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for the object of inducing many to join ; sometimes the large

membership does not materialize and the result is disastrous.

Those induced to join such organizations are usually willing to

make their largest payment at the time they become members,

therefore, the membership fee should be larger than the

annual dues ; it is easy to reduce the fees later on if desirable.

but it is impracticable to increase them.

*
It is not often that a railway corporation interferes with

the operation of the game protection acts, but such a case

occurred in Manitoba a short time since where there was a short

and sanguinary tussle between the iron horse and a bull moose,

and although there was provocation to the former the result

was that Manitoba is said to possess one less forest king.

Despatches from Brandon, Man., of December 26th, state

"that the Vancouver westbound express train was travelling

at a slow rate of speed, and had just reached the Brandon mile

board when the engineer saw a giant bull moose standing on

the track. He sounded the whistle and slowed up his train,

but the king of the forest refused to move. He was not to be

bluffed by any red eyed animals with no more horns than a

locomotive.
" He was bent on fight, and tossing his antlers in the most

defiant manner, dashed toward the engine. The engineer saw

him coming and opened up the throttle and went at him. It

was only a fight of a minute. The bull's horns became wedged

in the pilot, and he bellowed and kicked, but to no avail.

The train pulled up, and the remains were cleared away.

" Conductor Fayhe brought a hind quarter of the carcass

into the city, and his friends are now enjoying moose meat."

The despatches are lacking in at least three respects, viz.,

first, heretofore moose have been reported in good quantity in

Manitoba only in districts considerably north and east of Bran-

don and their presence in the wheat belt has hitherto been

unsuspected. Are there any more near Brandon? Second, if

a bull moose had strayed to the farming country from the

moose lands of Manitoba there is no explanation of the extra-

ordinary occurrence of finding him so close to the city, and

third, we are left in doubt as to whether the game authorities

will arrest the locomotive, or the engine driver or the railway,

and if the latter might not the railway officers reasonably object

to the game commissioners allowing their live stock to wander

onto the right of way and claim that the game commissioners

were negligent and therefore the railway is not to blame?

Reports are being brought down from the upper Stewart

country giving details of indiscriminate slaughter of game

which should be given attention by the Dominion authorities.

The country adjacent to the upper branches of the Stewart

River is a natural game preserve. Moose and caribou are

found there in such abundance that hunters are reported to

have killed upward of fifty of these noble animals in a single

day. Returned prospectors state that game is being slaughtered

merely for the fun of the thing, and scores of carcases which

cannot be used or carried away are left in the spot where they

were killed. It is certainly a shame that such a condition of

affairs exists. The big game of the country is one of its most

attractive features. Moose and caribou are not only important

as furnishing a large portion of our meat supply, but

they are the natural heritages of the legitimate prospector, and

should be protected for his benefit. We submit to the author-

ities that some means should be taken to restrain men who

insist upon killing off our big game for the mere sake of killing-

There is no excuse for such barbarity.—Exchange.

REaARDING "WOODOOOK.
By Chas A. Bramble

At the recent meeting of the game laws committee of the

N.A.F. & G.P.A., one of the birds which came in for a full

share of discussion was the woodcock [Philohela minor). Now
the woodcock has always been a favorite of mine. I have
studied its habits, learned what I could of its ways, and hence
what was said at that meeting- -for I was present—claimed my
undivided attention.

Many of the statements did not tally with my own experi-

ence. Some of them were, I feel sure, incorrect, but this need
not surprise us, because the woodcock is the most mysterious

of birds, -and unless a man is able and willing to devote much
of his time to studying the species, he is likely to make many
errors concerning it.

To begin at the beginning : Our bird is not the European
woodcock of song and story, though I am afraid a good many
writers on this side of the Atlantic have overlooked this, when
they cribbed material from English works and gave the same,

unbltishingly, as their own observations. Scolopax ruxtkola,

the European woodcock, is a much heavier bird than P. minor,

a perfect prince of the feathered race, in its delicious russet

dre^s, but our own little dun-breasted bird is a close second,

and is, to my mind, the most attractive winged game we have.

The witchery of a day after woodcock, in the dreamy fall, is

acknowledged by all old sportsmen. The European species

breeds in Scandinavia, Lapland, Northern Russia and sub-Arctic

Siberia, nesting in higher latitudes than our bird, which goes

nowhere north of the fiftieth parallel. Scolopax does not reach

the countries where sportsmen are awaiting it until mid-October

at the earliest, and more often not until November. The

British Isles, and especially the north and west coasts of Ire-

land,- are noted for woodcock, and old country sportsmen are

fortunate in having the birds with them during the five best

months of the year, for sport.

Our conditions are not the same. Here in Canada (as well

as in northern Verm<mt, New Hampshire and Maine) we fur-

nish the breeding grounds for P. minor, just as the northern

European and Asiatic countries do for Scolopax rusticola. Very

early in the spring, sometimes before March is out, the mated

woodcock are back from their winter in the Southern States.

So soon as there is bare ground the rough nest is made, and

three, four, or five eggs laid—usually four. After three weeks

close attention by the parents the chicks appear, and no doubt

grow fast. I have often seen the cock bird performing the most

extraordinary gyrations in the air, during the lingering twilight

of the north in May. At such times they utter sounds and

cries, unknown at other seasons ; they also lose much of their

timidity, for I have known them to alight within 20 feet of

where I was sitting in the open.

Once upon a time I lived in central New Brunswick, amid

coverts difficult to surpass as a breeding ground. There was

always a young dog or two to break, and so I was out day after

day tramping the alder swales, giving the puppies the necessary

work and training. I found the birds in fair numbers, (though

these numbers fiuctuated considerably with the seasons) and

by August the young could fly very well, but were still pretty

callow and soft. About Aug. 10 they were fit to shoot, and for

a fortnight or so a man willing to perspire in their pursuit

could make the heaviest bags of the year. After that they

disappeared, and until the fag end of September it was no

earthly use wasting a thought on woodcock. Now, where did

they go? I know this is a moot point. Having read almost
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^erything that has appeared in print about this scarcity of the

rds during early September, and having given the question

y very best attention, I am convinced that I know where
ley go, in New Brunswick at least. About Aug. 25 the young
rds, together with their parents, desert the interior breeding
•ounds for the coverts near the sea coast. These birds do not
turn that year ; those that are shot in the interior, from about
(pt. 25 to Oct, 25, are the birds that have come from the- Bay
3 Chaleur and Gasp6 coasts. These flight birds are big, full

umaged fellows, but, excepting near the sea coast, are never
lot in large numbers in New Brunswick. Nor are they gener-

ly found in precisely the same coverts that held the July
•cods. I recall certain scrubby backwoods clearings, often on
de hills, or even the summit of some rise, which held wood-
ck each summer, but in which the dogs never put up a bird

October. I always got my best fall bags—generally very
oclefct ones, by the bye—in alder belts and swales, within a
w hundred yards of some large river or fair-sized tributary

iie latest date on which I ever shot a woodcock in the central

irts of the province was November 7. It was a stray bird in

»o(l condition, and I had not found one for the preceding
rtnight. The birds slip away on a moonlight night, toward
e end of October, generally before a gentle north breeze, or
any rate not in the teeth of a gale from any point between

juth-east and south-west.

Down by the sea, on the southern New Brunswick coast,

e birds were much more numerous than was ever the.case in

e interior. They were undeniably flight birds that we used
get from October 1st to November 15, and it behoved a man
keep on the look out, for we never could tell when the

verts would hold woodcock. One day they would be barren-
e next swarming with birds—bags of ten to fifteen couple
ling sometimes made.
From my own observations, I consider the birds cut across

mi the head of one bay to another, and do not frequent the
lints. I think this because my best bags were always made
•out the heads of the larger inlets. Of course further south
le finds the birds a little later than in New Brunswick, but
en to the southern border of New England there is not very
uch difference

; they have nearly all left by Dec. 1.

Most of my woodcock shooting has been done in New
•unswick, but I have some slight experience elsewhere. Fif-

;n years ago there was very capital shooting in the counties
Lincoln and Welland, Ontario, but I am told the birds are
t nearly as numerous to-day. Nova Scotia had some excel-
nt coverts in 1884 and 1886, as I found out by personal
estigation. The Annapolis Valley, the region surrounding

jntville and also about Lunenburg, were all good. I hope
ey are so to-day—but I doubt it.

!
It would not be wise to give away the best grounds within

^sy reach of such cities as Montreal Quebec and Ottawa,
j.t there will be no damage done by saying where the birds are
|t. For instance, the valley of the River Rouge, as far as
xbelle, is a perfectly ideal woodcock ground in appearance,
^wbridge and Ivry, on the Label le branch railway, look
»)st tempting, but the local men, some of them pretty keen
t), don't ever seem to get even a stray bird when jou^ after
ijffed grouse, duck and snipe, sol suppose the woodcock do not

f up that attractive valley. They may, however, breed there*
j^t as in central New Brunswick, and leave early. Of course
<!e could expect no flight birds, as after leaving the Rouge one
iglit travel clear through to Hudson's Bay rinding nothing but

^ primeval forest, and that does not suit the woodcock. I

was told at St. Faustin this summer, that worms are almost
unobtainable for fishing, if so that would account for the dearth
of woodcock, as their diet is made up chiefly of earth-worms.

I once kept a wing-tipped bird in confinement for several
weeks. It could eat a large double-handful of worms in twenty
minutes, and never seemed satisfied. Its deat)i was eventually
caused by my having omitted to feed it the last thing at night

;

next morning it was dead, and had lost flesh so rapidly as to
be almost a skeleton. This agreed with my experience in
England, when, as a lad, I used to find the woodcock we shot
during or after a heavy northeast storm in November, too poor
to be worth cooking, yet by the next day, or the next day but
one, any woodcock we might bag were in their usual good con-
dition.

As is well known to American sportsmen, there is excellent

woodcock shooting along the Mississippi, and a few stray birds
find their way to its source, and north along the Red River
Valley, even into Manitoba. But to show how scarce they
are, although Winnipeg holds an unusual number of more than
average sportsmen, few have shot a woodcock in the province.

They have been picked up at wide intervals, on the Selkirk

side of the Red ; but evidently the delta of that river is the
extreme northern verge of the woodcock's western range.

On either side of the Red River valley it has never been
found. Like the pinnated and sharp-tailed grouse, and the
burrowing owl, it may, however, enlarge its range somewhat,
and owing to the planting of trees, and the spread of

agriculture through the Northwest, the woodcock may in

years to come be found in places where it is not yet known.
Earthworms are, however, unknown on the prairie, and
and unless they appear in the tilled lands, the bird will not be

able to find a living.

Unfortunately no bird which the Canadian sportsman cares

to shoot, excepting the wild pigeon, has decreased so rapidly in

numbers. Until one considers the subject somewhat attentively

it is hard to see why this should be. The woodcock is cot a

forest-loving bird, and the clearing and planting of the land

should, one would think, suit its habits. While this may be so,

other causes have evidently been at work reducing the ranks

.

I am perfectly certain that, excepting in a very few localities,

it is not our shooters who are responsible for the scarcity of birds

in Canada. We have not enough men who care for the sport to

do any serious damage ; but south of the line in the neighbour-

ing Republic, and especially in the Southern States, a heavy

toll is taken of the birds raised in Canada. Each spring fewer

return to the northern swales.

Another possible cause is climatic. As is allowed by all

competent authorities, the woodcock begins its nesting just as

soon as the swamps are clear of snow. This, I fancy, happens

some springs earlier than used to be the case, when the clear-

ings were not so large, and the snow laid longer in the shadow

of the forest. The springs were then more backward, but

when once the cold weather went, it had departed for good and

all. Now, perhaps, (I advance this theory tentatively) things

are not so favorable. The snow disappears after a few days

sunshine, and the birds are thereby encouraged to begin nest-

ing ; then comes a cold spell, such as we had last spring at the

end of April in Quebec, and the eggs are killed. This may
reduce the numbers or it may not, but it were worth

investigating.

So, theoretically, the season for woodcock might begin on

August 10, and continue until November 15. It would certainly

allow us to kill the maximum number of birds—but owing to
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the depravity of poor human nature, it is far better to make

the open season for woodcock and that for ruffed grouse, snipe,

and duck begin on the same day. It is a noble thing to resist

temptation, but there is a limit beyond which it is not safe to

test the average moral fiber. The breaking strain is often

reached when a nice, plump, but callow partridge gets up where

a woodcock was expected. An ounce of No. 10 chilled is as

effective at short range as a larger size—and spatch-cocked

grouse is a delicacy to make the mouth water.

THE 1900 DEER HUNT.

By J. S.

As we could not get our party together this year for a hunt

during the hounding season, we decided to go on a still hunt

later on, or as soon as the first snow fell. With this end in

view we had made arrangements with Clark, who lives twenty-

five miles back from the railroad, to come down to the front

and wire us from Papineauville, and we would be in shape to

start at once. Considerable snow fell in Montreal during the

latter part of November, and we expected the message from

Clark daily. After several days of anxious waiting the message

we longed for came at last, and the party, consisting of N. W.

Mac, John G. and myself, took the night express, the railway

officials kindly arranging to have the train stopped for us

although against the rules. Clark met us at the station with

his team, and was prepared to start on the drive to the back-

woods at once. But John, who is rather delicate (?) preferred

to stop the rest of the night at the hotel and make an early start

in the morning. This we decided to do although very much

against our wishes. But I think he regretted the delay next

morning, as before he retired he had to have a good dinner, etc.

The result was that he was very, very bilious on the drive next

day ; in faict could not take the slighest interest in the scenery,

which is famous in this part of the country.

We left the hotel at eight o'clock, and after a very pleasant

drive reached the half-way house (which is a log shanty in the

middle of the bush) at noon. Here we stopped and had a fine

dinner, consisting of elegant salt pork of the vintage of 1800.

This is where Mac distinguished himself by nursing a little

"papoose" while the young mother looked on with a satisfied

smile. The father, like most of the natives, was away in the

bush, working for the lumbermen.

We continued our drive, and by three o'clock were a couple

of miles from the house. And as we had seen tracks of several

deer that had crossed the road we could not resist the tempta-

tion to try our luck for a couple of hours. We left the rig and
promised to be at the house by dark, and would be ready for a

good supper. We had not gone far when we jumped two deer,

and saw the tracks of many more. We trailed our two until

nearly dark without getting a shot and were compelled to

make for the house. We were all pleased to meet Mrs. Clark

and family again, especially as we were very hungry men, and
as Mrs. C. is the best cook in the county we were soon enjoy-

ing one of her fine dinners. As someone remarked at the time :

"The Board of Trade spreads are not in it." We turned in

early as John, who is a very enthusiastic hunter, said that we
must be up before day-light, and as he is also an enthusiastic

sleeper, we made arrangements with Clark to call us. Next
morning after an early breakfast we packed our lunches and
started out to conquer or die. It was not long before we struck

two fresh trails. We followed them for two or three hours

before they began to get warm. As the deer needed a rest we

stopped and ate our lunches, and then took up the trail

It was not long before we sighted a white flag through some

thick underbrush, and as we were sighted at about the same

time we did not get a shot. We were confident, however, that

that deer was as good as ours. He did not run more than a ,

hundred yards when his curiosity got the better of him and he

'

stopped to size us up. He did not take much stock in us, so we

drew a bead on the proper spot and pulled the trigger. That
,

did not seem to have much effect on him. He simply raised

the flag, which always indicates a "perfect miss," and con-

tinued on his way, not as before however, but in bounds at

least thirty feet long. We apologized to ourselves for the mistake

by saying that we had not handled our rifle for a year and were
,

a little rusty. But still we knew, or thought we did, that the

deer was still ours. After another half hour's tramp we found

him waiting for us, and this time a cooler aim did the business,

and he dropped after a few jumps. We had to drag him to the

road and walk two miles to the house to get a horse to bring

him in. We did not get home until nine o'clock. After a good

night's rest, we were up and off again at daylight. After trying

several mountains without success we came to a large one near

where our camp is situated. Here we separated, oiie going

each side and another over the top. Soon after reaching the

top John saw a fine buck, and was fortunate enough to drop it in

its tracks. This was a beautiful buck, with a fine pair of

antlers. The natives said that it was the largest ever shot in

the county, and John is having the head mounted to help!

decorate his rooms. This was where John proved that in spite

of his being delicate he was good for something, for he dragged

the best part of this large buck over and across the top of the.

mountain, of course he had two good men to help him or he,

never would have got there. It was hard work, but it had its;

funny side—as we were going down the side of the mountain

there would be a slide, and all would go in a heap. It wasi

hard to tell who would come out on top, deer or men. We left

the deer in a clearing and sent the boy for a rig. We then

started to continue the hunt and tramped for a mile or two,

without starting another. And as we looked down from the

top of a mountain and saw Clark's clearing in the distance we

concluded that we had had enough tramping for one day.

Next morning we hunted in a different direction, and it

turned out to be a deer day, as we saw half a dozen, but it was

a day of beautiful misses. Mac and I hunted together, while

John and Clark went in a different direction. John trailed his

deer round until it came out in the clearing within fifty yards

of Clark's house. The deer, a fine buck, stood still and looked

at him while he fired six shots at it. He then calmly walked

off into the thick bush while John shouted to the boy to bring

him an axe. What he wanted it for no one but himself knows.

Mac and I were not long in finding fresh tracks, which we

followed to a mountain which was fairly covered with tracks

here we lost the trail we were following, as it was mixed with

the others. While we were debating what to do Mac spied tht

grandfather of all the bucks, with antlers the size of a tree. H(

said that it was coming straight for us, and I dropped to the

ground. Mac seemed excited, and as I looked up I saw that

his rifle was shaking like a leaf, or several leaves in a gale. I

did not, however, realize that he was having a most approved

attack of buck fever, until too late, and he had fired into the

air, as he said the deer was as large as the mountain and he

could not miss it. But he did, and as he was determined to

have that deer he started after it, while I fired at a doe which

was coming along, and also missed. We had returned to th€
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)U3e, and it was getting dark ; Mac had not returned, so we
3ut the horse and started down the road to find him ; we

il gone a nule when we met him. He told us that he had

vd at the buck again after following him for hours, and that

had gone off on three legs, after dyeing the snow with a large

antity of blood. But his story was so mixed up with a fall

wn a mountain, a lost rifie, lunch and an empty cold tea

.sk, that we thought we would take him home and give him
•est before he told his story. We came to the conclusion that

had been lost for a few hours, and we found this to be true

xi: day, when John and I started on his back track to find

L> wounded deer. The next morning we were to start for the

)nt, so John and I said that we would go after Mac's deer,

d the rig could pick us up a mile down the road. We
lowed Mac's track, and came to the spot where he had fallen

wn the side of the mountain. We also found the top of the

li ilask, and that he had been following a fox track instead of

la buck's. We
jinped three

(|er and follow-

the tracks for

couple of

les, when we
covered the

(|er standing

king at us

both raised

rifles and

Hing together.

h got a deer
;

' was badly

unded and
some dis-

ttia; before we
ally bled

1. We were
a|Umg distance

m the road,

a(l we left the

r and took a

line, but un-

ttunately we
Slick about as

fcl a swamp as

re is to be

ind in the

BJintry ; we were two hours getting through to the road, and
n found that we were two miles farther down the road than
meeting place. We had to walk back to the spot. Clark

s(l that it would take at least half a day to get the deer out,

ajl as we were all anxious to get back to business that night,
v| decided that we would keep on, and Clark would get another
njn with him and go for the deer the next day, and express
k^m down to us. We arrived at the front in good time, and
iBMontreal at ten p.m., glad to get home, but ready to repeat
tl ti-ip at the earliest opportunity.

*
The Ontario provisional Department of Fisheries announce

tit the trout fishing season on the Nipigon river has been a
v^y successful one. As a result of the graduated scale of

lijnses some $995 was collected, and few complaints were mnde.
rii biggest fish caught last season weighed eight pounds, and
^ caught by Mr. Carson, of St. Louis, Mo.

Marion Lake, Near Field, B.C.

" A DAY AFIELD."
By F. H- C.

I had just come in from a long tramp about The Ponds
after ducks, and throwing aside my trappings I saw a note on
the table from one of my friends, Jonas King, requesting me to
join him in a day's quail shooting near my home next day
and that evening would see him and his setter at my home'
Well, I thought I could not do better than comply, and at eight
p.m. Jonas with his outfit landed on my premises, and after
the usual greetings we fell to discussing the subject of the
following day's sport. Jonas of course brought along his seven-
pound Parker hammerless and a good supply of Dupont
smokeless loads, and his best setter dog " Spring." And with
the writer's little Smith and pointer, surely some sport could
be obtained during the day. After a good night's rest, with
dreams of quail, we arose to greet a beautiful, clear, cool
November morning, one of those ideal days with just breeze

enough to drift

the scent from
the birds and
bracing to our-

selves and dogs.

With a good
breakfast that

satisfietd our
inner deteires

we piled our

traps along with

the dogs in the

light one-horse

waggon and set

off for the pro-

spective point of

the day's out-

ing some three

miles away.
Jonas produced

his pipe and
soon the thin

blue clouds of

P^ssex Company
tobacco smoke
drifted dreamily

in our wake.
" Do you see

that broken
covert yonder by the corn field to our left," said I, "well I

had a fine day's sport there last season, and in that copse

I had some fine shooting, but we will not stop there now
as further on will give us better prospects, a few minutes

more and our destination will beat hand."
" Hello ! there, I say, can you accommodate a couple of

hunters to stable room for a horse for the day," came from the

writer to a farmer by the roadside.

" Well, I reckon I can accommodate yews ;
just drive

in and I'll see how the land lays." We acquiesced,

and after some orders from the old farmer to one of the

boys to turn out the old mare from the box stall we

were shown the inside of the pen that would confine our steed.

" I guess this will fix yews up, and I'll tell one of the boys at

noon. to fed yer horse."

After promising to remunerate the farmer on our return

in the evening we assembled our guns, chirruped to the
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dogs and we were away. A promising section of territory lay

before us—corn fields, wheat stubbles, broken coverts, in fact

a perfect paradise for quail. Coming to a heavy stubble field

we took the lead cords from the dogs and cast them off.

" Budd," the writer's pointer, broke away to the right,

while " Spring," the setter, made a straight dash down the

centre of the field. Tliey both worked the field well over but

no birds were found. AVe next came to a corn field and the

setter gave signs of game. " Whoa, steady there. Spring.

Wall, I guess the old chap has 'em." The pointer gave a

swing over to the setter with a beautiful back and they both

stood firm as rocks. " What a picture that would make,

Dave," said Jonas to the writer. "Let's see, I guess we both

had better walk right into conflict and make the rise," which

was done. The birds cut sharply to the left and as I stood on

the right of my companion I could only get in one barrel. At

the reports of the nitro two birds fell, one to my credit and

one to Jonas, one bird wabbled away and was afterwards

retrieved by the setter. The dogs were now wo cing splendidly,

cutting out the ground in good order and giving a fine class of

Desbarats River and Pillage.

field work. A slashing of timber cover lay now before us, one
taking each side. Here the progress was somewhat delayed.

Crack, crack, went Jonas' gun ; mark there goes a bird which
fell to the report of my Smith, he likewise bagging one also.

After crossing the slashing we came to a brush fence and
after finding an opening for our exit into an adjoining field

we were encountered by a young man. " Say, we don't allow

shootin' here and you had better vamoose before dad comes.

He'll make ye climb the pole right lively if he sees you here."
" And pray who is dad, young man ?

"

" Why don't yew know old Tommy Harris."
" Oh, yes," I answered, " I believe I have met the

gentleman."
" Well, if yews want to shoot here you'd better see him,

as he is headquarters for this bizness."

Jonas gave a defiant smile at the boys remarks, which was
soon chased away by the appearance of " dad," who bade fair

to make matters interesting on our part.

" What are you doing here ? " he asked.
" Looking for a few birds to work our dogs on."

" Oh, yes ; I know you both and you are both Gun Clut

men who practice all summer on them mud saucers just to be

in good trim to kill off the poor quails. Why them inferna

dogs can find every bird in seven miles square and with thai

new powder that don't make much noise you can about clear

up the whole bizness. Now if yews don't want to get in troubli

yew better slope off or I'll make it warm for you both."

We excused ourselves on the plea of not knowing we wen
on his premises, and assuring him farther that we in th(

future would keep clear of this locality, but before going im

friend we have an article here that is said to be wonderfull'

soothing in its effect. Jonas produced the can, and iuvitei

uncle Tommy to imbibe, at the same time reminding liini i

was carried for the accommodation usually only of thos*

subject to cramps, wet feet and erratic fits, but as this was on

of the unusual cases of blunders on our part, we wouli

consider it a favor if he would compromise and accept this a

an apology for our trespassing. Uncle Tommy took our mear

ing kindly and applied the remedy as prescribed and afterward

remarked that it was real nice, and further said we migli

continue our shooting on his place if we would guarantee nc

to shoot any of his live stock. So we thanked him, an

motioned off the dogs to another quarter of the grounds.
" We can take in that weedy field over there, Jonas, an

if I am not mistaken find a covey there. Budd is ahead

working that way, and if you motion Spring over they ma
locate the birds."

The dogs were soon covering the ground in their usui

good form and both gave signs of game. Budd wheeled into

staunch point, and backed by Spring, held the birds till w

came up. At the rise of the birds four reports rang out and w

both scored a double; the balance of the bevy settled down in

scrubby covert close by. The latter was worked over an

several more bagged. After disposing of a good lunch we too

another route which led across a low piece of ground. Sprir

made a beautiful point and as the bird rose Jonas grassed tl

brown beauty, which proved to be a plump woodcock. Tw
more coveys we found in open stubble where the birds wei

feeding, this being the time of day for the aftermoon men

( )ut of these we together secured five birds and as the afte

noon sun was near the horizon we brought to a close one

the most pleasant days afield in Essex Co. , Ontario.

•»

THE EXTINCTION OF BIG GAME.
As the waste places of the earth become more thick

populated, big game of all kinds becomes less and less

number. An example of the rapid extermination of the larg

species of wild animals is to be found in North America. He
where the buffalo once roamed in countless thousands, th'

animal is now, for all practical purposes, extinct, although i

occasional specimen is sometimes reported to have unaccoui

ably appeared. The extermination of large game is confini

to no one continent. So rapid has been the decrease of t

game in Africa, once the paradise of the hunter, that a conve

tion was this year signed in London by the representatives

Great Britain, Germany, Spain, Belgium, France, Italy ai

Portugal for the protection of the wild animals of that co

tinent. It is hoped that the regulations, which will be enforci

in consequence of this convention, will have the effect of pi

serving many of the animals of Africa now in danger of e

tinction, including the elephant, rhinoceros, hippopotami

zebra, lion and other interesting beasts. In Asia, also, b

game is rapidly decreasing and the Asiatic lion, once ve
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lumerous is now almost extinct. Lions once roamed not only

v(!r India but over Persia, Mesopotamia, Syria and Asia Minor,

nd even on the European side of the Bosphorous. In

oimtries where the Asiatic Hon once was numerous it has of

ate disappeared with marvellous rapidity. A book published

1857 mentions that the writer killed fourteen lions in ten

lavs' shooting in Rajputana and, on another occasion, he found

ive lions asleep in a bush and killed them all. But since even

10 comparatively recent a date the Asiatic lion has diminished

vith great rapidity until to-day iti& almost completely extinct,

t is perhaps unavoidable that the encroachment of the human

•ace, and especially of the civilized portion of that race, upon

he domain once reserved to the lower animals should result in

heir final extinction, but it is well that some effort should be

nade to prevent the wilful and unnecessary slaughter of

urious beasts.—Winnipeg Telegram.

*

The Salmon's Term of Life.

What is the natural term of life among salmon? asks an

English writer. Fishculturists have settled all about their

)irth, babyhood and arrival at maturity ; but it yet remains

or some one to answer the question with which I started this

lote. That pike attain to a great age has been placed beyond

doubt. It is not believed, in the present day, that the

egendary pike, 267 years old, ever had any existence. Two or

jlu-ee huge pike, bearing engraved rings, have been found dead;

)ut there always were practical jokers, and the legends on these

•jngs can be taken ctim grano salis. The size of the fish is

argely influenced by the food supply, and mere weight is,

herefore, no real guide to age. The only authenticated

:aptnres of old salmon, marked in infancy by rings or fin-cut-

ings, give us nothing older than ten or twelve years. These

narked salmon were all approximately 30 pounds in weight,

md we may therefore assume that they had attained their

nuximum growth. How much longer would they live—barring

iccidents? I have discussed this question with scores of

ntelligent men who have been netting and trapping salmon all

Jieir lives, and the concensus of opinion put fifteen years as

he extreme limit of a salmon's life. In that period he might

become a 50-pounder, but there are giants and pigmies among

?almon as among men The size of the river of their birth

Dears some relation to the size of the salmon themselves ; and

he patriarch of a small stream may die of old age without

-eaching 20 pounds weight. Pike undoubtedly live to the age

5f forty or fifty years at the outside, but their lives are somno-

ent by comparison with the arduous strife and struggles of a

ialmon's existence.

*

LOOKING BACKWARD.
By Mary W. AMoway.

The great nineteenth century with its wondrous achieve-

nents and magical developments has gone into that mysterious

)blivion we call the past. So accustomed have we become to

he enchantments wrought daily under our eyes, in the

fiiastery of mind over matter and the laws governing it, that

:.ve no longer express surprise at the wizard-like results attained

J3y
the great inventors. It is only by a look backward and a

Comparison between conditions in 1800 and 1900 that we
pan in any measure appreciate the strides humanity has

Inade, even as far as our own continent is concerned,

irhe great cities of America, at the beginning of the century

pad only the populations of what we now call frontier towns.

Ohio was considered to be on the confines of civilization, and
west of the Mississippi was an almost unexplored region. Our
own North-west was given over to the Indian, buffalo and
trapper. The Century was seven years old before a single
craft propelled by steam sailed down the St. Lawrence ; weaving
was all done by hand looms up to the year .1800, when a
machine was invented which was able successfully to do the
work. A walk through our great cotton mills, with thousands of
shuttles flying and all the delicate and wonderful machinery
used in transforming the bales fresh from the cotton fields of

the South into miles of material appears phenomenal to the
uninitiated How much more is this true of the thousands of

varieties of beautiful textiles, laces and ornaments now
manufactured ? The patent offices of Canada and the United
States would form an interesting and astounding history of

what has been accomplished, more especially in the last fifty

years. It is only in this period that the great gold fields of the
western slopes of the Rocky Mountains have been worked to

any considerable extent. When the bells tolled in the birth of

the last century, they rang over streets that were practically

Mouth of Desharats River, Longfellow Island on Left.

unlighted, for eight or ten years of it had passed before lighting

them by gas was found possible. Up to that time tallow and

wax candles, the former often home made, were the usual

means of domestic illumination. At that date plumbing and

sewerage were of the most rudimentary kind, where they

existed at all, and our grandparents instead of striking the

handy match, or turning on the electric light, shivered by the

hour with flint, steel and tinder to light their wood fires.

That stoves and fireplaces would one day burn with gases

made from black stones, as coal was sometimes called, would

have been harder to believe than the tales of the Arabian

Nights. Agriculture consisted in cutting the grain, which had

been sown by hand, in handfuls with a hook, threshing it with

a flail and grinding it in mills run by wind or water. Hay was

slowly cut by a scythe. And now behold the vast army of

farming machines, binders, reapers, threshers, sulky and gang

plows, and automatic seeders, as well as the cream separators

and the other wonderful machines used in the manufacture of

cheese and butter.
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The evolution of the gun keeps pace with everything else.

The old flint locks of pioneer dayn are shown as curiosities in

museums and private collections. AVhat would have been the

sensations of the old "Pathfinder" could he have seen the

breech-loading hammerless or used a Winchester repeater

which are to-day so familiar on our hunting grounds, or of

Wellington could he have seen at Waterloo the deadly field

ordnance which have swept our South African battlefields.

Sewing machines, wringers and the numberless contriv-

ances for lightening toil now in universal use, were then -

entirely unknown. Cables, telegraphs, telephones and all the

other marvels ending in phone were waiting for the last

quarter or half century to appear. Kerosene, gasoline and all

the family of useful enes were until then unborn. So few years

comparatively is it since the railway came into being that it is

simply staggering to contemplate what has since taken place

through its means. Where once the canvas-covered wagon of

the settler crept for months on its weary way, now the fiery

horse runs up our highest mountains, crosses the valleys on

frail trestles that turn the brain dizzy to contemplate. It

tunnels the earth, runs on elevated tracks over the pedestrians'

head, has spanned our continents, crossed our rivers from the

tropics to the Arctic circle and connected oceans by a few-

days' run, and carries the sportsman quickly within a reason-

able distance of his hunting or fishing grounds. The whole

habitable world lies under a mesh of steel rails and beneath a

cobweb of electric-charged wires, the seas are crossed by flying

ocean greyhounds and their shores are bound together by

cables.

In the year 2000, perchance the inhabitant of Canada,

looking down from his air-ship on cities lighted and heated by

gasses made from the atmosphere, may consider these things

which we now regard with such satisfaction and pride, as the

puerile efforts of the boyhood of the race, but he will probably

miss many of the game animals we have to-day. With this

exception it makes one wish to have been born a century later,

and yet even with the bewildering vista which another hundred

years presents, it is no small thing to know that we have lived

in the birth time of the grand age into which the world is

sweeping. Instead of the old goose quills that penned the blue

foolscap of other days, we have the steel pen and writing

machines so perfect and prolific as to seem almost human in

their powers.

Of all the transformations, perhaps none is more distin-

guished by progress than the development in the modes of

locomotion. When the husband once jogged slowly to town

on market days with his wife seated on the pillion behind him.

now they fly along with wdngs of steel on the bicycle or

tandem. In New York, where the automobile runs over car

and under elevated roads, the beaux and bells of colonial days

were carried to balls and suppers in their sedan chairs. Then

a journey between New York and Philadelphia required weeks

for preparation and took two or three days for accomplishment

and now is made in an hour and a half. When it was necessary

to go from Boston to Cincinnati, the traveller made his will

arranged his earthly affairs and bade his family farewell with

greater uncertainty of safe return than now a run around the

world involves. Postage was so expensive that correspondence

was ranked among the luxuries. Letters were sanded instead

of dried with blotting paper and sealed with heated wax.

By its transcontinental railway, Canada has been made a

great highway between Europe and the old civilizations of the

Orient. The products of China and Japan are dail^ l^-jd ^own

at our thresholds, and our every day meal represents the,

products of the world. We sit down to our family board on

which are oranges from the groves of Jerusalem, grown

perhaps on the same spot where King David walked in his rose

gardens in the cool of the Syrian evening. We use sugar from

Hawaii, chocolate from Venezuela, nuts from Brazil, onions'

from Bermuda, coffee from Mexico, dates from Egypt, olivef>

from Italy, bread from the plains of the North-West, fruits fromi

California, lemons from Florida, raisins grown in the vineyards-i

of sunny France and Spain, and fish from every sea and river.

These, with foods and products of a thousand kinds on our tables,'

veritably bring the ends of the earth together. Truly the

Victorian age is a great and glorious one.

CORRESPONDENCE

The Ontario Game Laws

To THE EniTOK OF RoD AND GuN :

As a resident of Southern Ontario I can only say that sc

far as this part of Ontario is concerned, the present game law

is not as satisfactory as it might be. I recognize the difficulty

of making a game law that will suit this locality and be equally

satisfactory to the more northern sections, but there are pro-

visions, for us, that should be made which would not, I think

affect other sections adversely.

If the season were a little earlier we might get some shoot-

ing at snipe, rail, and shore birds, but these leave so soon aftei

the opening of the present season that we do not get much

chance at them. There would be no harm in making the

season-on these commence Sept. 1st. The general opinion here

is that the season on ruffed grouse (partridge) and quail

should be put two weeks later. It would be much better to

have more shooting in December and less in October, so far as

both these birds are concerned, as regards both sport and the

protection of the birds themselves. This year we had some of

our finest weather for field shooting after the season closed.

It was a great temptation to the conscienceless hunter to go out

and take a crack at them. A later season would suit our

farmer friends more particularly, as he is busy in the fields

where quail are usually found, in the early part of the seasons

and naturally does not relish the bombardment that goes on

around him every day, with an occasional charge of shot

thrown into him by way of variety. As a rule he likes to

shoot a little himself, but has no time for this until pretty

close to the end of the season. If he stretches the law a little

and hunts after the open season, he is, perhaps, not so much to

blame as the law that makes it necessary for him to do so.

The only argument against a later season on quail and

partridge that I have heard is, that should we have an early

winter, the pot hunter would be able to track and slaughter

the birds. So long, however, as the market hunter is kept out

of the field, the pot hunter cannot do enough of his dirty work

to make any inroads on these birds. Comparing the nun)ber

potted late in the season with the immature birds slaughtered

in the first two weeks, will show a balance against the latter.

Theoretically, we could meet this difficulty by prohibiting the

use of shot-guns when there was snow on the ground. This

would still give the rabbit hunter a chance.

Rabbit shooting should be absolutely prohibited during

the close season of other game. At present, hunting

this animal is often made an excuse for getting at other game.
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Regarding big game, one word. Apart from the present

vo-week allowance, which every hunter knows to be absurd,

oiild it not be better to devise some scheme to do away with
le present system of requiring a license to go to hunt for game,
ijxicially the heavy one on non-resident sportsmen. My idea

ould be to let any one go into the woods who wanted to,

jtween the 1st October and loth November, and require no
eense from him as preliminary, whether he was a resident or
3t. But for every deer brought out of the woods, I would
(lltfct a proper price. There is only one way of bringing the
limal home and that is by rail and the package is big enough
be conspicuous. In addition to freight charges, the railway

impanies could be required to collect from the shipper an
le(5uate price sufficient to compensate for the loss of the
cense fees. The non-resident hunter could be got at, at the
jints allowed for export, and be made to pay an additional

rice for the privileges he has enjoyed in Canadian woods,
ot every one who buys a license and goes into the woods
terbig game comes back with anything to show for the
loney he has invested, except a good supply of renewed
3alth. The man who pays for his outfit, railway ticket, &c.,

js already invested a good deal on the chance of bagging his
larry. If he is successful he will willingly pay the additional
m required, and if be isn't, he shouldn't be asked to do so.

he result of some such arrangement, it seems to me, would be
nduce more sportsmen to go into our Northern woods and

ould be the means of bringing into that country and leaving
lere a larger amount of money than at present, with more
tisfactory results to sportsmen and without hurting our game
diminishing the revenue derived from our hunters of deer

id moose

.

Cross-bolt.
*

THE EorroR of Rod and Gun :

The contributions which I have seen from your subscribers
connection with the game laws of Ontario have given me
iirage to write upon a subject in which I take great interest.
It particularly in connection with the close season for moose,
hen I noticed last spring that the Ontario Commissioners
ad made the open season for moose from November 1st to
th, and once in every three years, I was simply dumbfounded,
)t to say disgusted, and I cannot conceive why such a season
ould have met with favor by the commissioners. November
not a pleasant month, generally speaking, and to hunt in
orthern Ontario in that season one has to meet with more or
ss hardships owing to the severity of the weather and danger
lere is of the closing in of navigation owing to the formation
ice, which is a serious matter for a hunter who may find
mself some distance from civilization and his only means of
I'inmunication being cut off, perhaps in a night. The hunter
I'ually goes, not for the sake of slaughter, but for the health
jid sport he derives from an outing in the woods and the
rospect of getting a "trophy" with the least possible chance

j

being " bagged" himself. In the territory to which I am
jferring, one has to do considerable canoeing to get about with
pility, and, as before stated, after November 1st the weather
!Comes such as to render canoeing anything but pleasurable.
jirely the commissioners cannot claim that it is the lack of
\me that has guided them in framing the laws with regard to
pose, for it seems impossible that moose should instinctively
jiow when they have reached the imaginary line which
ivides the Province of Quebec from the Province of Ontario
^d keep on the Quebec side, where the commissioners

certainly take a more reasonable, and what appears to me a
more enlightened view of the matter, and they give a fairly
good open season which has not worked detrimentally to the
game interests of their province, for from all accounts there are
more moose in the County of Pontiac to-day than there has
been for years past. Short seasons are moreover dangerous to
the hunters, for the reason that they crowd in at the same
time within a very short season and the districts are liable to
become overrun and accidents and mishaps occur which we
read of in Maine every year. This certainly should have some
bearing with the commissioners—they should not be neglectful
of the hunters' safety.

John Brown.

To THE Editor of Rod and Gun :

I am glad to see the letters about the Ontario moose law
and beg to add my views on this interesting subject.

I have hunted deer for several years in Ontario in the short
season which our liberal Game Commission dole out to us, and
it has always been a surprise to me as to why it is necessary or
desirable to make every man go into the woods in two weeks
and run the risk of getting potted by mistake, while a season
of say Oct. 15th to Nov. 15th would not only lessen the risk but
let those who like myself preferred October to camp in, do so.

However, I started to write about moose. I have looked
forward for some time to going for a moose hunt, when the
long expected moose season arrived, and I even intended to
take some risk of frost interfering with the canoe portion of my
trip, because I thought a Peterboro would probably be all right,

(I wouldn't risk a birch in ice). Serious illness in my family
kept me at home in early November, and now our precious law
makes a close season for 1901-02 to preserve moose in a country
the greater part of which the game wardens I'll bet not only
don't go into, but know nothing about, as the part I mean is

inhabited by Indians and Hudson Bay people. Take that

slice of land beyond the C.P.R. track, north of Lake Nipissing,

and the French River, why I am told by what I have every
reason to know is good authority, it is full of moose, and these

law makers of ours talk about a two years' close season ; it is

nonsense. I hope there will be a reform in this matter right

off ; we need at least one game commissioner who comes from
the moose country—choose one from Liskeard, Haileybury,

Mattawa or some place where they know what a moose is.

And while I am at it, why are all our commissioners from the

East—Fenelon Falls, Athens, Dunnville, Toronto ? The West is

absolutely given the go bye. The commissioners living in

those places cannot be expected to know anything about moose,

or caribou either. Let us have one western man anyway,
for example, C. Rankin, Mattawa ,or Geo. Marks, Port Arthur

;

they wouldn't make such blunders as we have been suffering

from so long. Robert Thompson.

It is announced that the entire herd of buffalo owned by
the Dupree estate, of South Dakota, consisting of forty-five full

bloods and a number of crosses, will soon be disposed of.

It costs a non-resident $20 for a license to shoot big game
in New Brunswick, and a resident must pay $2. Up to Dec. 7

the income from these licenses was $7,000, most of which was

paid by visiting sportsmen for the privilege of shooting a moose

and a caribou.
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THE NEW CENTURY.

A look backward to the beginning of the century just end-

ed shows Canada a land of apparently interminable forest, and

the task before the men of the nineteenth century was to hew
out from those great forests a home where they and their

descendants might dwell in peace and comfort, to clear the

fertile lands that should yield of their fruitfulness to the wealth

of the nation, to open up the avenues of commerce and to make
a place for the founding of our great cities.

How well that work has been done is written plain over

our great Dominion ; but, unfortunately, the war against the

forest seems to have induced a blindness to its value which has

not yet been removed. As a result there is now many a tract

of bare hrule which once was covered with noble trees, the

destruction of which is an absolute loss without compensation

of any kind ; there is many a homestead whose beauty has been

destroyed and whose value has been seriously impaired by a too

ruthless clearing of its sheltering trees.

The dawning of the twentieth century brings the men of

to-day face to face with the fact that our forest wealth is not

inexhaustible, that much of it has been uselessly and needlessly

destroyed, and that if this, one of the great sources of national

prosperity, is not properly conserved the present century will

see the wane of our pre-eminence as a lumber-producing

country. The problems that are to be solved in the twentieth

century are not those of the nineteenth, but the same qualities

of intelligence, foresight and perseverance are required to work
them out.

.The Imperial bearing of this great work is brought into

clear light by the strong and stirring words of the Earl of

Roseberry at his installation as Lord Rector of Glasgow
University

:

Never, said the former Premier, had the Empire so

urgently required the strenuous support of its subjects, because

there was a disposition abroad to challenge both its naval and
commercial supremacy. The twentieth century, he declared,

would be a period of keen, intelligent and almost fierce inter-

national competition, more probably in the arts of peace even
than in the arts of war. Therefore, he added, it was necessary

to undertake periodical stock-taking, to remodel the State

machinery and educational methods, and to become more
business-like and thorough as warriors, merchants and states-

men.

•»

Forest Botany in the Schools.

One of the declared objects of the Canadian Forestry

Association is to teach the rising generation the value of the

forest with a view to enlisting their efforts in its preservation.

The Forestry Association is not, however, a pioneer in this

work, as the question has been given attention by some of tin

more progressive of our educationists.

At the meeting of the Ontario Educational Association hfh

in Toronto in April last, Dr. W. H. Muldrew, of (Travenlinist

gave a paper on School Gardens, or rather, the teaching <

Forest Botany in the schools, of which we give the followln

summary from the report of the proceedings :

—

'

"The problems of practical forestry were being broiigli,

very near to thoughtful observers in Ontario. What wereth|

schools of to-day doing to equip the next generation with tli

knowledge and the interest necessary to ensure their intelligeii

solution? Arbor Day, now permanently established in Publi

Schools, and the teaching of Botany in High Schools mustexei

a wholesome influence in this direction ; but these forces neede

to be broadly supplemented under the careful supervision c

the teachers if the best results were to be obtained. To sho'

that such was quite practicable under ordinary conditions, th

speaker described briefly what had been done within a fe"

years in connection with one of our smaller High Schools b

the co-operation of trustees, teachers and pupils.

"Beginning with a school ground characterized only by

rathet- unusual extent, and an almost total absence of vegeti

tion, a systematic attempt had been made to relieve tli

monotony of the scene by planting trees and shrubs in as gre;

pn^fusion as circumstances would permit, and in such form i

to pet-tnanently mark out walks and playgrounds. This wor

had been carried out largely by the boys, stimulated by

nominal grant per tree from the Board to the athletic fund

and by an occasional part holiday. In spite of some discourage

ments resulting from unkind soil and unfavorable seasons, tli

work progressed until several hundreds of specimens ha

become fairly established and the number of species represente

had suggested a complete collection of those native to tl:

district. Already more than half the indigenous trees and shrul

of the locality were here to be found, and thus a rude, yet effei

tive, arboretum was approaching completion. While the spec

mens were of necessity, in most cases, immature and striigglin

with a new environment, so that their appearance was byr

means striking, they already afforded great assistance to tl:

practical study of Botany, since the development of folij^*

flowers and fruit could be readily followed from day to da;

"The speaker dwelt upon the value of identification an

naming of species in sustaining the interest of learners, an

recommended the use of keys or indexes based upon the lei

characters, and prepared, preferably by the science master, (

suit the forest growth peculiar to each district. This suggestio

was illustrated by the distribution among the members of tl

section of printed copies of such an index, which had justifie

itself by some years of service in the hands of beginners."

The index referred to is of the common native trees an

shrubs of Muskoka, and is based on the leaf characteristic

Dr. Muldrew has distributed an edition of over one hundre

copies of this index without remuneration, with the object >

arousing an interest in the subject amongst educators ;
and b

his kindness v^^e have also been furnished with a copy. Tl

index has been worked out by Dr. Muldrew himself for tl

trees of his own neighborhood, but it has been found to answt

almost equally well in other localities throughout centn

Ontario. The first part is a systematic statement of leaf clia

acters in general as to kind, arrangement, veining, surfac

outline, etc. As a sample of the plan by which the species ai

distinguished in the following part of the work, we give tl

first division :

—
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COMPOUND-OPPOSITE.

limbing shrub, leaflets in 3's,

clinging by petioles Clematis Virginiana. . 1 3

liarply serrate,leaflets stalked

mostly downy beneath,

shrubs. Leaflets 5-11, long-

tapering, stems soft, heart

\\ hite Samhucus Canadensis . 21a 97

>aflets 5-7, bark warty, stem

woodv, heart brown Sambucus racemosa. . . 21b 97

t'artets sesnile, finely serrate,

nijarly smooth, trees Fraxinus samhucifciia 36c 182

'aflete stalked, not sharply

serrate, trees. -Petioles and

bi"anchlets, smooth, pale

beneath, nearly entire Fraxinus Americana. 3Ga 181

itioles and branchlets pubes-

cent, finely toothed Fraxinus pubescens. . . 36b 181

The first column of numbers refer to a list of the common
lues of the trees at the end of the index, and the second

umn to the pages of Spotton's High School Botany.

The adoption of the leaf characters as the main distinguish-

; feature in the classifying of trees has many advantages to

inmend it to those who undertake the task of dealing with

subject on a systematic, but at the same time, popular

isis. It is one that is simple enough to be easily grasped by
' young student or the ordinary observer, while being suffi-

ntly accurate to make the identification of species quite as

rtain as by other methods. As an exainple, three boys whom
. Muldrew sent out one day returned with thirty-five species

irectly named and one wrongly, for they had mistaken Acer

Iratuiti lot Acer Pen nsyIranicum . This was decidedly a very

tisfactory result, and the mistake was not an unnatural one

new observers. Anyone who has undertaken to work out

e species of plants without assistance must own that he has

id on many occasions to change his first decision, and the

argin of error in the case cited is certainly small enough to

nionstrate the success of the system. Dr. Muldrew states

at this method of introducing Forest Botany to his students

proved successful beyond all his expectations.

At the same meeting of the Association, the attention of

e teachers was called by Mr. E. L. Hill, of Guelph, to the

rk in nature observation done in the schools of the Province

Nova Scotia through the efforts of Dr. A. H. McKay, the

iperintendent of Education. Each teacher is given two
I pies of a sheet on which is to be entered the description of

e locality in which the observations are made, as to area^

stance from the sea, altitude, general character of the soil and
frface, proportion and character of forests, etc. The dates of

ie appearances of plants, their flowers and their fruits are to

noted on the sheet, together with observations of the migra-

1 ns of birds, meteorological phenomena, and farming oper-

ons in general. One sheet is kept as a permanent record for

fe school and the other is returned to the Inspector for

t.nsmission to the Superintendent. Thus a very valuable

i;ord is obtained, and at the same time the pupils are stimu-

led to open their eyes to the world of nature around them,

< it is intended that they should assist the teacher in compil-

the record. The plan is found to have had a very beneficial

«|^ct upon nature study and the general work of the schools.

A knowledge of the names of our principal Canadian trees

iks useful and as broadening to the mind of the youth of this

cintry as a knowledge of the leading men of Canada, or of the

great cities, or any of the principal physical features. How
much more interested any person is in a name which he
knows

! How much more likely he is to make inquiry about
it and to fee! a stimulus to seek a fuller knowledge of what it

represents! It gives a basis on which to work out to larger
knowledge, to which the increasing mental stores can be
attached, and by which they can be kept in proper order. If
the scholars become interested in studying the trees, the desire
to protect them will be aroused and the young minds will be
more open to the arguments which both their beauty and their
utility urge for their preservation. The Forestry Association
will find here a field for its efforts which will yield the best
possible results to its future interests, and it behooves it to give
all possible support to those teachers who are striving to interest
the scholars in our forest trees. If Dr. Muldrew at any time
undertakes an index for a wider area he should receive the
encouragement of all who are interested in Forestry.

Possibly the time has not yet arrived for the establishment
in Canada on any extensive scale of School Gardens such as
exist on the Continent of Europe, but there is no reason why
every school which has some land at its disposal should not
give attention to the planting of trees and the beautifying of
the grounds. Manual training is finding a place in our public
schools, but, however much tieoessity there may be for train-
ing the liands of the pupils by this means, the fact must not be
overlooked that Canada is largely an agricultural and a forest

country and that the operations connected with both agricul-

ture and arboriculture have also an important educative value,
while they would bring graduates of our schools into a position

where they would have some intelligent sympathy with the
efforts made to advance the interests of these great industries.

As our agriculture and forest systems require to become more
intensive, advances will have to be made along these lines.

The little expeditions to the woods or the Experimental
Farm which are now sometimes taken by the scholars and
teachers of our schools are beginnings which, as was the case

in Leipzig, may lead to an appreciation of the desirability of

botanic gardens for the schools.

*

The Preservation of the Forests.
By W. B. Smithett, Saltcoats. N.W.T.

The following is a portion of an editorial by Mr. Smithett
which appeared some time ago. Some advance has been made
since that time :

—

The welfare and commercial interests of our entire

Dominion are almost closely related to the preservation and
proper management of the public forests, and we believe the

first step towards a permanent and scientific forest policy

would be to establish a forest commission with the following

objects :

Ist. To study the large bodies of timber lands on the

ground, and to find out their extent and condition, quantity of

heavy trees and dead wood, and number of species of trees.

2nd. To find out their relation to the public welfare and
to the needs of the people of the locality as regards agriculture,

supply of fuel, mining and transportation, and to ascertain

what portion of the timber should be allotted for fuel and
what portion for cutting into lumber.

3rd. To prepare a plan for the general management of the

public timber lands, in accordance with the principles of

forestry, and to recommend the necessary legislation.

This commission would be able to gather most valuable

data, and it should be composed of practical, educated men,
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who, like civil engineers or surveyors, know what it is to camp

out and examine a country in detail.

It is a matter of much financial importance, as the losses

occurring every year by forest fires are immense. Canada has

about twenty million acres of timber, and yearly one million

or more are devastated by fire in different parts of the

Dominion. In Assiniboia alone in the year 1897 over three

hundred thousand acres were swept over. Some time ago the

Dickinson limit, about 150 miles northwest of Yorkton,

comprising some 100,000 acres, was burnt, destroying about

75,000 acres. This is only a drop in the bucket. Take an acre of

timber which will furnish say 2,000 trees, from six inches to

twelve inches in diameter. Each tree is worth for timber, an

average of $3, making $6,000 an acre, and if 75,000 acres were

burnt on that limit it was a loss of $450,000. So much out of

Assiniboia's capital for thirty or forty years, or until a new

growth can be made. This is only one instance. Can we

afford to lose by negligence every ten years enough of our

nation's capital to pay for a war or to buy a navy ? Yet such

a task might come upon us some day, and why waste in

indolence our God-given patrimony ? Nature has been profuse.

Shall we burn up her bounty, or try to conserve it for the

future ?

Fire, the axe, and wholesale vandalism have held sway

over our forests, threatening their utter destruction. But now

at this darkest time a light of a better day begins to dawn.

Railroads carrying everywhere our rapidly increasing popula-

tion have rendered every tree accessible to the axe and fire.

At last the Government has taken alarm, and seems ready to

adopt measures to stay wanton wastefulness and save our

noble forests. Knowledge is gaining ground in the minds of

the people that the forests are at once the most valuable and

the most destructible part of the nation's national wealth, and

that they must not be left as heretofore to the mercy of every

wandering hunter, sheep-herder or woodsman. The people

are beginning to realize that the forests affect the climate and

hold in store fertilizing rains and snows and form fountains

for irrigating streams. Gold and silver are stored in the rocks,

and can neither be burned nor trampled out of existence. The

wealth of our fertile prairies and their productive soil are also

comparatively safe. But our forests, the best on the face of the

earth, are still exposed to the perils which have inflicted

calamities upon many other countries, which by wasteful and

heedless courses have lost their productiveness, and have

thereby known famine, drought and sometimes pestilence.

With the control of a competent corps of forest guardians our

forests will be preserved and also used. The experience of all

civilized countries that have faced and solved the problem,

shows that over and above all expenses of management under

trained officers, the forests, like perennial fountains, may be

made to yield a sure harvest of timber, while at the same time

all their far-reaching beneficient uses may be maintained

unimpaired. Let every newspaper, every professional man,

every merchant, every farmer, join hands in this momentous

issue, and urge upon the Government to establish a safeguard

for one of our greatest and most valuable assets.

*
A meeting of the Executive Committee of the Canadian

Forestry Association was held at Ottawa on the 7th of Decem-

ber, the principal business being the arrangements for the

second annual meeting which will be held in Ottawa on the

7th March, 1901. Those present were Professor John Macoun,

Mr. Hiram Robinson, William Pearce, E. Stewart and R. H.

Campbell. The Secretary stated that the reports of the first

annual meeting, of which three thousand copies had bee
printed through the kindness of the Government, had been
distributed in every part of Canada, and with them had been
sent a circular calling attention to the work of tlie Association

and asking the support of the recipients. A special additional

circular had since been sent out to lumbermen and others, with

the result that the membership stands at 139 (now 174). The
Treasurer reported a balance of $140 to the credit of the

Association. The arrangements for the annual meeting were

then discussed, and it was decided that it was desirable to

have the forestry interests of every part of the Dominion
brought before the Association on that occasion by the reading

of papers or otherwise, and the Secretary was instructed to

take the necessary steps to that end. Mr. Stewart informed

the Committee that he expected that some of the leading mem-
bers of the American Forestry Association would attend this

meeting, and it was suggested that as he would have an oppor-

tunity of seeing these gentlemen at the annual meeting of that

Association in Washington, he might be able to arrange for an

evening lecture by one of them. An illustrated lecture on

forestry of this nature would be, not only interesting, but

very instructive to the members of the Canadian Association.

Mr. Stewart also stated that it was his intention to hold a

number of meetings in the West in the early part of the year

to bring the question of tree planting before the settlers, the

object being to arrange for some method of co-operation, so

that the Government may assist the settlers in their efforts in

this direction. These meetings should be of the greatest

advantage to the West, and they will also be very helpful to

the interests of the Forestry Association. Mr. Southworth is^

also arranging with the Canadian Institute that the meeting

of the Institute to be held at Toronto on the 12th of January

should be devoted to forestry. The Committee were of thf

opinion that a more active effort should be made during the com

ing year to bring the Association before the public, and that i!

would be advisable to arrange for meetings to be held at

important cities in order to arouse as great an interest as

possible in the subject of forestry. Professor Macoun

emphasized very strongly the necessity for making the work

of the Association as practical as possible, and condemned any

effort to desert the experience of the past and the natural

materials at hand for experimentation with things new and

untried, especially in tree planting.

The annual meeting of the American Forestry Associatioi

was held at Washington the 13th December, and was presidec

over by Dr. B. E. Fernow, Dean of the New York State Collegi

of Forestry, and Vice-President of the Association. First on th(,

programme was the reading of the report of the board of direc

tors, which was accepted by the association. It showed tha

during the year popular interest in forestry had grown remark

ably, and the condition of the country's forests have improvet

greatly.

Secretary Wilson, of the Agricultural Department, who i;

president of the association, delivered a brief address, welcominj

the delegates to Washington. Subjects relating to tree planting

the conservation, management, and renewal of forests, and thi

climatic and other influences that affect their welfare wen

brought up, and measures for the advancement of educationa

and legislative plans were considered.

Oflicers were elected as follows : Hon. James H. Wilson

president ; F. H. Newell, corresponding secretary ; and Georg(

P. Whittlesey, recording secretary and treasurer.
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At five o'clock in the afternoon the delegates were guests

it a reception tendered by Mr. and Mrs. L. Z. Leiter, and later

they were entertained by Mr. Pinchot.

Gen. Andrews, of the Minnesota forestry department,

:p(jaking of the proposed notional park in Minnesota, said : "It

;ontains a little less than 500,000 acres of land on ceded Indian
enervation, mostly covered with coniferous forest, exclusive of

[ndian allotments and of water. It embraces inportant head-

waters of the Mississippi, and the ancient and present home of

;he aborigines. Fifteen hundred Indiana are living there and
A- ill remain. If made a park it will be cared for by trained

oiBsters ; the ripe timber cut, natural regeneration promoted,

md young trees left to grow and a sustained forest yield main-
tained. If there are any agricultural lands they can be left

Mit, The park will be a benefit to forestry and a blessing to

he public. But to obtain it will require a new agreement with
Indians by which they will be credited with a lump sum

nstead of the pine lands being sold in forty-acre tracts as at

)r«jsent, and which the Secretary of the Interior says is un-
jalisfactory.

The Senate has passed a joint resolution for a commission
f Congressmen to investigate and report on the praticability of

he park, and its passage will hasten the solution of the
whole matter.

Resolutions were passed by the association favoring the
Hirchaseofa reserve containing the California big trees and
icquisition by the government of the Apalachian and Minnesota
lational parks. Mr. Stewart, Canadian inspector of forests,

lelivered an address on the forestry of Canada. The executive
ommittee will consider a motion inviting the Canadian
Forestry Association to meet with the American Association at

Buffalo during the Pan-American Exposition.

*
His Honor, Sir Henri Joly de Lotbiniere, Lieutenant-

Governor of British Columbia, has procured and sown in

^"ictoria, seeds from the east, of hardwood trees not native to

British Columbia, such as sugar maple, butternut, black wal-

lut, white ash, green ash, red oak, etc. He states that in that

province they are well supplied with soft-wood trees, but need
he hardwood species.

*
The great increase of trade on the Pacific coast, owing to

he opening up of the Yukon and Alaska, has necessitated a

lorresponding increase in the number of carriers, and the con-

equence is that there has been quite a boom in ship building.

jVIany of the vessels are built of wood, and the demand for

limber has given a decided stimulus to the timber trade.

Vlmost every port on the coast where supplies of lumber can be

obtained is having its share, and the outlook for a steady

tuture trade is very good.

: The authorities of the United States are moving to set

jiside two of its recently acquired islands as forest reserves.

iThese islands are considered to be the richest in the world for

j-ubber trees.

I

*
I

For the last four or five years there has been a short rain

iiupply in California with the result that there have been many
|.erious forest fires devastating hundreds of square miles of forest

hat will not reproduce themselves in a century. A specially

lestructive fire, which was started by an irresponsible rancher

turning brush and allowing the fire to get beyond control,

swept over the Santa Cruz mountains destroying the trees over

k very extensive area.

(
KENNEL DEPARTMENT

Conducted by D. Taylor

]
Correspondence is inviled on all matters pertaining to the kennel, and

items of interest concerning man's best friend, whether original or selected'

will be welcomed. An effort ivill be made to furnish correspondents reliable
advice as to the care and treatment of dogs in any case submitted. All
communications for this department should be addressed to D. TAYLOR,
Rod and Gun in Canada, 603 Craig street, Montreal.

Mr. Josh. Stanford, who has more than a local reputation
as a breeder and exhibitor of foxterriers, has become the fortu-

nate owner of a litter of nice puppies by imp. Longface out of a
young well-bred bitch with a wide streak of Veracity blood in

her. With ordinary luck Mr. Stanford will give the best of

them a hard run at forthcoming shows.

*
The Newmarket kennels have made a number of good sales

recently, among others being Newmarket Hero to Mr. Fuller,

Providence, R.I. ; Newmarket Beryl, a promising young bitch

by Edgewood Dick, to Mr. C. J. Muenchingeo, Newport, R.I.
;

Newmarket Queen, by Newmarket Marvel ex Newmarket
Duchess, is going to San Francisco, Cal.. having been sold to a

gentleman of that city at a good figure.

•»

Montreal dogs were not by any means a numerous quantity

at the Piiiladelphia show, still some of the breeders were repre-

sented, if not directly, by others which have been bred at

kennels here and disposed of. In bull-terriers we notice that

Edgewood Aberdeen, a product of Newmarket kennels, got 1st

novice, 1st limit, 2nd open and reserve in winners' class to

Woodcote Wonder, that marvellous dog which has been at the

top for years. This promising dog is by Champion Little Flyer

ex Newmarket Syren, and was 1st novice and 2nd limit in

Toronto last September. In the same c ass (over 30 lbs.)

another dog bred at the same kennels. Diamond Dick, a son of

Edgewood Dick, was second in the limit class. Still another

from the same kennels. Bay VMew Flyer, was placed reserve in

limit dogs. It will be readily understood that competition in

the bull-terrier section was exceedingly keen when such prize-

winning dogs as Fire Chief, the New York and Chicago winner,

Col. Steele, who swept the board at Toronto, Princeton Chief

and Princeton Defiance, besides many other good dogs were

beaten.

*
Mr. James L. Kernochan, the well-known American

breeder, is sending Growler, a son of champion Go Bang, to

compete at the first-class English shows. In all likelihood he

will be accompanied by Richmond Flower, a smooth bitch

which has found favor in the eyes of the judges. Mr. Mayhew,
another equally well known fancier is also sending a dog or

two of his own breeding to enter the lists against the English

cracks.

*

Mr. Jas. Smith, of Montreal, has sold his imported bulldog

bitch. Dreamless, to Mr. Mackay, Astoria, Long Island. She

is a daughter of Dimboola King ex Kitty Warmsley, who is a

grand-daughter of champion British Monarch. Mr. Mackay

will in all probability show her at New York in February.
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Buffalo is to have a show this year in connection with the

Pan-American Exposition beginning on August 26th, just one

week prior to Toronto's annual fall fixture It is announced

that Mr. E. M. Oldham will superintend, which announcement

is sufficient to guarantee that everything in connection with

the show will be up to date. Those engineering the enterprise

are ambitious to make it the show of the year and every

inducement will be held out to fanciers in the way of liberal

classification and good prize money. M. Oldham is at present

.

in England but on his return will set to work at once in the

interests of the show.

*
In connection with the foregoing it appears to us that this

is a golden opportunity which should be taken advantage of by
the Montreal Canine Association to get into the circuit. If a

show was held here immediately after Toronto there is no

doubt a goodly portion of the best dogs exhibited in both

cities would enter here, provided a judicious selection of judges

were made and all opportunity for hippodroming avoided.

We hope the officials of the Association will take the matter

seriouslj' into consideration and act promptly in securing dates,

otherwise some of our go-ahead Western friends will get there

first.

*
The Canadian Kennel Gazette has the following :—" We

are sorry to chronicle the death of Dr. John Robinson, a

staunch supporter of the Canadian Kennel Club, and an

enthusiastic dog lover, especially of the English foxhound.

Through Dr. Robinson's hands went the pedigrees of fox-

hounds and beagles, printed in last year's Stud Book, and we
can vouch for his careful scrutiny and intelligent care. Dr.

Robinson was for many years assistant resident physician at

the Insane Asylum, Toronto, and by his quiet, simple and
honest character, endeared himself to many. Amongst other

foxhounds that he owned at various times was that excellent

dog. Pattern."

*
Mr. John G. Kent, president of the Canadian Kennel Club,

has sent a pleasant reminder of the season in the shape of a

Christmas greeting to prominent members of the local fancy.

It was greatly appreciated by those who had the privilege of

receiving it.

*
The Canadian Kennel Gazette has the following, which is

self-explanatory :
" At the last annual meeting, the secretary

of theC.K.C. was instructed to write to several well known
dog owners interested in the field trials. He did so, of course,

but has been favored with but one reply, and that not by any
means an encouraging one. There is no earthly reason why
we can not be of mutual assistance, but the help cannot all

come from one side. We should be glad to hear from others

interested in the matter.

" Yours received, also copy of Gazette with resolution re

Field Trials. I really can't see what can be done in the matter
unless the C.K.C. offers medals or prizes of some sort to Field
Trial winners. Such action would certainly have the effect of

making sportsmen think the Kennel Club men, who are as a
rule non-sporting dog men, take some interest in sporting dogs.

Right or wrong, the opposite is thought to be the case now.
Sportsmen think that non-sporting dog men only want them
as a " fill gap," and try to put up non-sporting judges over
sporting dogs. If the C.K.C. will consult the wishes of sports-

men, where their interests are concerned, and also induce the

show committee to do the same with regard to judges of sport-

ing dogs, a bettor feeling will be brought about. As an instance,

I would refer you to the interest in the sporting classes at this

and last year's Toronto shows. Yours truly,

W. B. Wells, Chatham, Ont.

*

It is understood that Mr. James Mortimer, who is known
to almost every dog fancier in the States and Canada as one oi

the best all-round judges of the day, has the refusal of the

Kennel editorship of "Turf, Field and Farm." Should Mr.

Mortimer accept the position we have no doubt his criticism?

will be in accordance with his decisions—kindly, fair and im-

partial.

Mr. C. Y. Ford, of Otterburn, Kingston, Ont., writing of

the recent Philadelphia show in the Kennel Gazette, has this

to say :

—

"The management of the show must indeed feel satisfied

at the great success of their venture. Over a thousand entries^

at a five dollar fee, to win a ten dollar prize in many classes,

does seem a bit steep, considering the long distances, com-

bined with heavy railroad and living expenses. It does not

seem as though dog shows in this country would ever be sport-

ing events, when professional handlers—two or three in

number—supply over two-thirds of the show. However, ex-|

hibitors are very fortunate to have such men as Dole, Lewis,

Klein, Thomas and others at their disposal. The timid]

amateur is quite out-done in his effort to show his single entry!

against such odds.
j

"The show was well patronized and must have been a
j

money maker, though I believe, the majority of the pro-

motors are multi-millionaires.
j

"The heavy work fell on Mr. James Mortimer, who super-j

intended the show in true metropolitan style. May he livei

long in his present post as ' King of the Fancy !
' The rings,

'

two in number, were simply miniatures, and the stewards all at:

sea. It is high time this matter was regulated in some definite

way. To them may the blame be laid for prolonged judging.
|

In this case, specials were still being judged at five o'clock on!

the closing day of the show, as it seemed impossible to get the;

dogs into the ring. Mr. Mason had far too nmch to do, butj

stuck to it manfully, as day after day, hour after hour, flew by.i

If he did not fully examine each dog, it is not for lack of time.

Mr. Henry Jarrett, who judged all the Toys, and many of the'

Terriers, went about his work in a most skillful way. HisI

judging was most satisfactory, and many exhibitors of breeds!

he did not judge, hope they would soon have an opportunity;

of showing under him. And why not, considering that he has,

youth and ability, backed up by a long and successful career!

as an exhibitor? The remaining judges were specialists."

*

The Paris edition of the New York Herald , contains the

news that Mr. Frank Gould has just added to his already ex-

:

tensive St. Bernard kennels the smooth-coated dog Baron

Sunridge and the rough-coated bitch Convent Abbess. They

were purchased from Mrs. Jagger, who has bred many famout'

specimens of this breed. The Baron is a big winner and

annexed four firsts and specials at the Alexandria Palace

show, September last. Convent Abbess was also a winiui at

the same show.
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A noteworthy case of instinctive canine devotion is related

in a French sporting paper. A woodcutter vv^as plying liis

uvocation on a mountain at the foot of a low wall, not far from

ji large hotel, when a heavy snowslip from the roof of that

building struck him, and burying him up to his shoulders, held

him fast and quite unable to extricate himself. He had with

iiim two faithful dogs, who, seeing their master's predicament,

tried to scrape away the snow with their paws. But the snow

'vas wet and heavy, so their efforts proved futile. Then they

fieemed to hold council together, and all at once set off for the

nearest village—a good four hours' walk away—where their

master's brother lived. They cover d the distance in an

liour, and by repeated barking and howls attracted the man's

attention, and aroused his anxiety so that a search party was

organized. After seven hours' toilsome climbing up the moun-

tain side, the party reached the unfortunate man, now uncon-

ticious and half-dead with exhaustion and exposure. The two

dogs had rushed on in advance, and were seen crouched near

the master's head, licking his face to give him warmth and

Ijring him back to consciousness. A little later and he would

liave been beyond all human aid.

*

"A Good Fighter, but a Poor Judge of Dogs."
" He's got grit 'nough," said Shorty Sam decisively.

"What he lacks is judgment. He's like Hawkins' brindle

jmp that-a-way."
" How's that ?" inquired Brooks. " Howd'y mean ?"

"Never hearn tell of that?" Shorty Sam asked in surprise.

" I s'posed everybody knew 'bout Hawkins' brindle pup. It's

like this. Old man Hawkins had a bull pup—a savage lookin'

cuas, which you wouldn't nacherly get f'miliar with. Waal,

spite of his ugly look and his ferocious temper, he was always

comin' home all chawed up. One day Pete Tucker, who lived

'long side of old man Hawkins, happened to be standin' out'n

I rent of his house when that dog come limpin' home all chawed

up as usual. Old man Hawkins was out'n -front too. Sez

Pete to the old man :

—

"'That dog of yourn don't seem to be much of a fighter,'

sez he. ' He's always gettin' licked,' sez he.

" 'Don't you gamble almighty hard that-away,' sez Hawk-
ins, 'cause if you do, you'll lose your wad. That air pup's one

of the derndest fighters y' ever see,' sez he. ' Yes sir,' sez he,

'he's a great fighter, but he's a d n poor judge of dogs.' "

—

From " The Tenderfoot" in Field and Stream.

*
The attention of the English Field has been called to a

disease among dogs which has attacked animals in some parts

of Ireland and in certain districts in England. Correspondents

appear to be uncertain from the symptoms exhibited whether

the disease is some form of distemper or derangement of the

digestive organs. The accounts received are to the effect that

the animals have a discharge from the eyes and nostrils as in

distemper
; that they losts the use of their hind quarters, and

(evidently suffer considerable pain. They entirely lose their

appetites ; refuse all food ; waste away, and, as the Field cor-

respondent expresses it, die a lingering death. Our English

exchange says :
" We first heard of this affection, which was

apparently introduced into this country a few years ago as pre-

vailing in some parts of the Continent. At a veterinary com-
mittee on March 31 ult., the principal of the college presented

a report on miscellaneous diseases, and among others he referred

to a disease in two dogs which had died after exhibiting

symptoms of interior inflammation of the stomach and intes-

tines. The post-mortem examination and history of these
cases indicated that the animals in question had been affected
by an hitherto unnamed disease of the dog which prevailed in
several places on the Continent of Europe during 1898, and
occasioned very numerous deaths. Experiments, it was stated,
were being made with the object of ascertaining the cause of
the disease. Reports, it was said, liad been received at the
college showing that a great many dogs had died from it in
Bristol during the last few weeks.

"In the subsequent annual report from the college to the
Royal Agricultural Society, a more detailed account of the
malady was given. It was stated that it began to attract atten-
tion in this country first of all on account of a report of a disease
of a fatal character in a German veterinary journal. The
comparison of the symptoms and the lesions described in the
German article, and those observed in the outbreak in this

country, soon made it quite clear that the affection was the
same in the two countries. It appears that the first serious

outbreak took place in Stuttgart during the autumn of 1898,

but it is said that the same disease had been observed in

several other German towns, notably in Frankfort, Hamburg
and Wiesbaden.

" The malady showed itself in Stuttgart shortly after a dog
show had been held there, and it was surmised that the affection

had been introduced and spread by some of the animals

exhibited at the show. Whatever may have been the origin

of the disease, there is some reason, the writer remarks, to

believe that a case of the same kind occurred in Scotland in

1898, some months before the Stuttgart outbreak was detected.

The chief symptoms described were those of extreme prostra-

tion and constant vomiting. There was also noticed what
might be considered a very valuable symptom for diagnosis

—

ulceration of the lining membrane of the mouth, attended with

peculiar discoloration of the membrane and a fetid character of

the breath. About 75 per cent, of the dogs attacked died, the

average duration of the illness in fatal cases being from four to

six days. Post-mortem examination disclosed intense inflam-

mation of the stomach, and usually of some portions of the

intestines also.

" The attack is always so sudden, and the symptoms indi-

cated are generally so extremely severe, that the owners of the

unfortunate animals are commonly under the impression that

their dogs have been poisoned. The suddenness of the illness

and the pain which exists seem to favor this view. In describ-

ing the cases of dogs so suddenly attacked, they mention the

following symptoms : The animals have their back arched

with their legs apart ; they are almost unable to move, and

they convey the impression in many cases of suffering from

rheumatism of the muscles of the loins. When the forelegs are

lifted up so that the dog is standing on its hind legs, the move-

ment is evidently painful, and the animal cries out as in acute

rheumatism. From the very first vomiting is a constant

symptom ; the matter ejected in the beginning is a frothy fluid,

but it ultimately becomes of a greenish yellow and brown
;

may be finally streaked with blood, and occasionally appears

to be of a purulent character. The tongue also becomes

gangrenous in portions, and sloughing of the mucous membrane

occurs."
*

Jones—" I understand, sir, that you referred to me as a

dog."

Brown—" No, sir! You are misinformed. I consider a

dog man's truest and most faithful friend."
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[
THE GUN

Conducted by "Bob White"

BRANTFORD TOURNAMENT.
A very successful live pigeon and blue rock tournament

was held at Brantford, Out., on Dec. 11th, 12th and 13th, by

the Pastime Gun Club of that city. There was a large attend-

ance of shooters, including among the number many of the best

known crack shots of the United States and Canada. All

events were handicaps and judging from the scores some of

the well known experts got more than they could take of.

Mrs. Dracey, the crack lady shot of Gait, was present and did

some rem irkably good shooting.

Among the well known experts present were : H. D. Bates,

Ridgetown, Ont., winner of the Grand American Handicap
;

J. S. Fanning, New York, representing Laflin and Rand
Smokeless Powder, whose record of 231 straight targets has

never been equalled ; Jack Parker, representing King's Smoke-

less and Peters Cartridge Co's ; Forest H. Conover, Leamington,

Ont., representing Dupont Smokeless.

The weather, the first day, was cold and blustery with

occasional flurries of snow, and unfavorable for high scores,

and it was not until the sixth event second day that a straight

score on blue rocks was made, H. D. Bates being the shooter to

break the ice.

This shoot promises to be an annual affair.

The following is the score :

—

First Day.

Tuesday, December 11th.

First event, 15 targets—W. McDuff, Dutton,8 ; Mrs. Dracey,

Gait, 8 ; R. J. Dracey, Gait, 11 ; C. J. Mitchell, Brantford, 10
;

F. Westbrook, Brantford, 10 ; H. T. Westbrook, 7 ; E. Dan-

skin, Brantford, 10 ; H. Bates, Ridgetown, 5 ; D. J. Lewis,

Brantford, 9 ; M. J. Miller, Winnipeg, 6 ; A. Bixel, Brant-

ford, 8 ; J. Quirk, Brantford, 7 ; Geo. Benwell, Brantford, 6
;

John AVallace, Brantford, 6 ; H. Fick, Simcoe, 11 ; Joe. Mud,
Gait, 8 ; J. E. Thompson, Woodstock, 12 ; J. S. Fanning, New
York, 9 ; W. Frazman, Dunville, 5 ; C. J. Montgomery, Brant-

ford, 10 ; Gen. Grant, Woodstock, 11.

Second event, 15 targets—W. McDuff. Dutton, 9 ; R. J.

Dracey, Gait, 5 ; C. J. Mitchell, 10 ; F. Westbrook, 12 ; H. T.

Westbrook, 9 ; E. Danskin, 10 ; H. D. Bates, Ridgetown, 8 ; D.

J. Lewis, Brantford, 7 ; M . J. Miller, Winnipeg, 8 ; A. Bixel,

9 ; J. Quirk, 4 ; George Benwell, 5 ; John Wallace, Brantford,

6 ; Joe Mud, 8 ; J. Thompfeon, Woodstock, 12 ; J. S. Fanning,

New York, 11 ; C. Montgomery, Brantford, 14 ; Gen. Grant,

10 ; H. Fick, Simcoe, 5.

Third event, 7 live pigeons—W. McDuff, 6 ; H. Marlatt,

Simcoe, 6 ; R. J. Dracey, 6 ; George Stroud, jr., Hamilton, 6
;

John Stroud, Hamilton, 6 ; C. J. Mitchell, Brantford, 4 ; E.

Westbrook, 7 ; H. T. Westbrook, 6 ; C. Montgomery, Brantford,

7 ; H. D. Bates, Ridgetown, 6 ; J. E. Thompson, Woodstock,
7 ; George Benwell, Brantford, 6 ; Mrs. Dracey, Gait, 6 ; Ed.

Mack, Simcoe, 5 ; W. Frazinan, Dunnville, 5 ; J. Crooks,

Hamilton, 7; W. E. By, Hamilton, 6; H. Fick, Simcoe, 6;
Gen. Grant, Woodstock, 4 ; J. S. Fanning, New York, 5.

Fourth event, 15 targets—R. J. Dracey, Gait, 9 ; C. J.

Mitchell, Brantford, 12; D. J. ".Lewis, Brantford, 14 ;. H. D.

Bates, Ridgetown, 10 ; J. Fanning, New York, 12; F. West-

brook, Brantford, 14 ; H. T. Westbrook, Brantford, 10; J. E.

Thompson, Woodstock, 11 ; F. Horsman, Brantford, 10 ; C.

Montgomery, Brantford, 12 ; George Stroud, Hamilton, 12
; E.

Danskin, Brantford, 11 ; Gen. Grant, Woodstock, 13 ; E. Mack,

Simcoe, 9 ; Mrs. Dracey, Gait, 6 ; J. Crooks, Hamilton, 8
; W.

Ely, Hamilton, 10.

Fifth event, 20 targets—W. McDuff, Dutton, 13 ; C. J.

Mitchell, Brantford, 15 ; F. Westbrook, Brantford, 15 ; H. T.

Westbrook, Brantford, 7 ; C. Montgomery, Brantford, 17 ; J. E.

Thompson, Woodstock, 19 ; J. S. Fanning, New York, 17
; R.

J. Dracey, Gait, 13 ; D. J. Lewis, Brantford, 18 ; A. Bixel,

Brantford, 13 ; Gen. Grant, Woodstock, 14 ; H. Fick, Sim-

coe, 10.

Sixth event—Not finished.

Seventh event, 5 pairs sniping— F. Westbrook, Brantford,

2 ; D. J. Lewis, Brantford, 3 ; C. J. Mitchell, Brantford, 6 ; J. S.

Fanning, New York, 5 ; G. Fick, Simcoe, 1 ; Gen. Grant, Wo(xl-

stock, 2 ; H. T. Westbrook, Brantford, 6 ; M. J. Miller, Winni-

peg, 6 ; J. E. Thompson, Woodstock, 2 ; E. Danskin, Brantford,

4 ; H. Marlatt, Simcoe, 2.

Second Day.

Wednesday, December 12th.

First event, 15 targets— F. H. Couover, Leamington, Ont

9 ; C. J. Mitchell, Brantford, 13 ; M. J. Miller, Winnipeg. 4
;

W. McDuff, Dutton, 8; H. Coffee, St. Thomas, 10; F. West-

brook, Brantford, 8 ; R. Emslie, St. Thomas, 9 ; H. D. Bates,

Ridgetown, 12; E. Mack, Simcoe, 6; D.J. Lewis, Brantford,:

9; J. S. Fanning, New York, 9 ; H. T. Westbrook, Brantford,]

8 ; R. J. Dracey, Gait, 7 ; C. J. Montgomery, Brantford, 11 ; E.i

Danskin, Brantford, 10.

Second event, 15 targets—R. J. Dracey, Gait, 12; C. J.';

Montgomery, Brantford, 6; D. J. Lewis, Brantford, 10; R_'

Emslie, St. Thomas, 13; E. Danskin, Brantford, 8; H. D.j

Bates, Ridgetown, 12 ; M. J. Miller, Winnipeg, 4 ; D. Miller,

Woodstock, 6 ; H. Fisk, Simcoe, 8 ; Mrs. R. J. Dracey, Gait,'

14 ; C. J. Mitchell, Brantford, 10 ; R. Coffee, St. Thomas, 12
;;

George Reid, Dunnville, 8 ; H. T. Westbrook, Brantford, 13;'

F. Westbrook, Brantford, 13 ; F. Jones, Montreal, 8 ; Gen.

Grant, Woodstock, 8 ; Geo. Stroud, jun., Hamilton, 9; J. S.

;

Fanning, New York, 7 ; F. H. Conover, Leamington, 13.

Third event, 10 birds—H. D. Bates, Ridgetown, 8;E.!

Emslie, St. Thomas, 8; W. McDuff, Dutton, 5; R. Coffee, St.

Thomas, 10; F. Westbrook, Brantford, 7; C. J. Mitchell,

Brantford, 8 ; H. T. Westbrook, Brantford, 4 ; C. J. Mont-

gomery, Brantford, 9 ; Thos. Donly, St. Thomas, 10 ; F. R.

Dealtry, Dunnville, 6 ; G. Reid, Dunnville, 7 ; J. S. Fanning,

New York, 10 ; G. Robins, Dunnville, 5 ; M. J. Miller, Winni-'

peg, 7 ; R. Deeming, Brantford, 5 ; J. Stroud, Hamilton, 7 ; DJ

Frazman, Dunnville, 7; G. Danskin, Brantford, 6; R. J.

Dracey, Gait, 8 ; E. Mack, Woodstock, 6 ; D. Miller, Wood-

stock, 4 ; H. Marlolt, Simcoe, 7 ; H. Fisk, Simcoe, 6; C. Sum-

merhayes, Brantford, 7 ; J. Wheeler, Paris, 5 ; W. Kerr, Bratn-

ford, 8 ; F. Horseman, Brantford, 7 ; H. Thompson, Wood-
stock.

Fourth event, 15 targets— li. J. Dracey, Gait, 7 ; D. J. Lewis

Brantford, 8 ; F. Westbrook, Brantford, 12 ; C. J. IMitchell

Brantford, 10; C. J. Montgomery, Brantford, 8 ; H. T. West-

brook, Brantford, 11; C. Sum«ierhayes, Brantford, 9; J.

Wheeler, Paris, 6; R. Emslie, St. Thomas, 12; R. Coffee, St.

Thomas, 10; H. D. Bates, Ridgetown, 11; C. J. Fanning

New York, 14 ; F. H. Conover, Leamington, 10 ; Mrs. Dracey

Gait, 10.
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Fifth event, 20 targets—H. D. Bates, Ridgetown, 16 ; M. J.

tiller, Winnipeg, 11 ; H. Westbrook, Brantford, 12; D. J.

evv'is, Brantford, 12 ; C. Snmmerhayes, Brantford, 13 ; C. J.

[itchell, Brantford, 16; A. Bixel, Brantford, 14; J. Walters,

Irantford, 5 ; F. Horseman, Brantford, 13 ; E. Danskin, Brant-

ird, 11 ; R. Coffee, St. Thomas, 13 ; R. Emslie.St. Thomas, 10 i

k McDuff, Dntton, 16 ; J. Qnirk, Brantford, 7 ; H. Fisher,

rantford, 15 ; W. Kerr, Brantford, 7 ; J. Wheeler, Paris, 8
;

. Fisk, Simcoe, 9; D. Miller, Woodstock, 10; Cen. Grant,

'oodstock, 13 ; C. Hacker, Boston, 13 ; G. Reed, Dunnville,

I

; F. Westbrook, Brantford, 14 ; C. J. Montgomery, Brant-

Ird, 10 ; J. S. Fanning, New York, 13 ; Mrs. R. J. Dracey,

jalt, 10.

Sixth event, 15 targets—C. J. Mitchell, Brantford, 11 ; R.

iniilie, 8t. Thomas, 8; F. AVestbrook, Brantford, 13 ; R. Coffee,

. Thomas, 9
; H. D. Bates, Ridgetown, 15 ; D. Lewis, Brant-

rd, 7 ; Gen. Grant, Woodstock, 6 ; H. Fisher, Brantford, 9
;

. T. Westbrook, Brantford, 11 ; M. Westbrook, Brantford, 6.

Third Day.

Thursday, December 13th.

Seventh event of Wednesday, 15 live pigeons^Tlros. Don-

, of St. Thomas, 12 ; H. D. Bates, Ridgetown, 15 ; F. West-

00k, Brantford, 11 ; J. S. Fanning, New York, 15 ; R. Emslie,

. Thomas, 9 ; J. Stroud, Hamilton, 13 ; W. Kerr, Brantford,

G. Reid, Dunnville, 13 ; A. Bixel, Brantford, 9 ; C. J. Mit-

ell, Brantford, 13 ; G. Robbins, Dunnville, 12 ; H. Westbrook,

iintford, 12 ; R. Coffee, St. Thomas, 13 ; J. Wheeler, Paris, 11.

Tenth event of Wednesday, 5 pairs, sniping—J. S. Fanning,

w York, 5 ; C. J. Montgomery, Brantford, 4 ; F. Westbrook,

antford, 6 ; T. Westbrook, Brantford, 6 ; F. Horseman,

untford, 4 ; C. J. Mitchell, Brantford, 5 ; H. D. Bates, Ridge-

wn, 6; R. Emslie, St. Thomas, 8 ; A. Bixell, Brantford, 6';

(inirk, Brantford, 6; M. J. Miller, AVinnipeg, 2; Jack

rker, Detroit, 7 ; H. Coffee, St. Thomas, 4 ; D. Miller Wood-
ck, 7 ; R. J. Dracey, Gait, 5 ; J. Wheeler, Paris, 2 ; G. Dan-

n, Brantford, 3 ; Mrs. Dracey, Gait, 3 ; F. H. Conover,

ainington.

To-day's first event, 15 targets—F. Westbrook, Brantford,

; W-. McDuff, Dutton, 11 ; C. Montgomery, Brantford, 12;

J. Mitchell, Brantford, 9 ; H. Coffee, St. Thomas, U ; M. J.

Her, Winnipeg, 11 ; Jack Parker, Detroit, 14 ; F. H. Conover,

araington, 12 ; D. J. Lewis, Brantford, 10 ; R. Emslie, St.

omas, 13 ; H. D. Bates, Ridgetown, 13 ; J. S. Fanning, New
rk, 13 ; A. Bixell, Brantford, 6 ; H. Westbrook, Brantford,

1); W. Kerr, Brantford, 8.

Second event, 15 targets—J. S. Fanning, New York, 13
;

(1 J. Mtchell, Brantford, 13 ; H. D. Bates, Ridgetown, 13 ; F.

^istbrook, Brantford, 8 ; H. T. Westbrook, Brantford, 10 ; C. J.

( iHtgomery, Brantford, 7 ; R. Emslie, St. Thomas, 9 ; Jack

1-ker, Detroit, 12; H. Coffee, St. Thomas, 13; D. J. Lewis,

hntford, 10 ; AV. McDuff, Dutton, 10 ; Dr. Wilson, Hamilton,

1; AV. Westbrook, Brantford, 4 ; J. J. Cline, Hamilton, 10.

Third event, 10 live pigeons—G. Reid, Dunnville, 8 ; Fred.

fi(-tbrook, Brantford, 9 ; J. S. Fanning, New York, 10 ; H. T.

Ijstbrook, Brantford, 5 ; AV. Kerr, Brantford, 5 ; H. D. Bates,

E^getown, 9 ; C. J. Mitchell, Brantford, 9 ; R. Emslie, St.

[1)nias, 9 ;
M. J. Miller, AVinnipeg, 5 ; H. Coffee, St. Thomas,

ijjames Quirk, Brantford, 9 ; A. Bixell, Brantford, 9 ; Dr.

ffson, Hamilton, 9 ; J. J! Cline, Hamilton, 8 ; Jack Parker,
Djroit, 10 ; D. J. Lewis, Brantford, 8.

I Fourth event, 10 targets^J. S. Fanning, New York, 5 ; C.

rjviontgomery, Brantford, 4 ; C. J. Mitchell, Brantford, 9;

Jack Parker, Detroit, 8 ; F. H. Conover, Leamington, 6 ; F.

AA'estbrook, Brantford, 6 ; D. J. Lewis, Brantford, 6 ; W. Mc-
Duff, Dutton, 8 ; H. Coffee, St. Thomas, 5 ; S. AVestbrook,

Brantford, 5 ;
M. J. Mills, AVinnipeg, 4 ; D. AVilson, Hamilton,

7 ; J. J. Cline, Hamilton, 7 ; J. Weber, Paris, 5 ; R. J. Dracey,
Gait, 6 ; R. Emslie, St. Thomas, 7 ; H. D. Bates, Ridgetown, 8.

Fifth event, 20 targets—J. S. Fanning, New York, 12 ; F.

II. Conover, Leamington, 4 ; Jack Parker, Detroit, 19 ; T.

AVestbrook, Brantford, 14 ; C. J. Mitchell, Brantford, 12 ; C. J.

Montgomery, Brantford, 11
; H. Coffee, St. Thomas, 14 ; D. J.

Lewis, Brantford, 14 ; AV. McDuff, Dutton, 17 ; Dr. Wilson,
Hamilton, 12 ; J. J. Cline, Hamilton, 15 ; J. Wheeler, Paris, 9

;

R. Emslie, St. Thomas, 16 ; H. D. Bates, Ridgetown, 14 ; F.

Westbrook, Brantford. '16 ; George Reed, Dunnville, 9.

Sixth event, merchants' and manufacturers' shoot, 15

targets—Jack Parker, Detroit, 9 ; F. Westbrook, Brantford, 10

C.J. Mitchell, Brantford, 8; C. W. Page, Brantford, 7 ; B
Fisher, Brantford, 9 ; F. H. Conover, Leamington, 9 ; D. Lewis
Brantford, 8 ; F. Martin, Brantford, 8 ; W. McDuff , Dutton, 11

A. Sayles, Brantford, 1 ; H. T. Westbrooke, Brantford, 12; J
Wheeler, Paris, 6 ; Moose AVestbrooke, Brantford, 5 ; Ed. Dan
skin, Brantford, 7 , H. Coffee, St. Thomas, 12 ; C. J. Montgom
ery, Brantford, 6 ; M. J, Miller, AVinnipeg, 9 ; Shorty Munn
Paris, 4 ; John AA'^allace, Brantford, 5 ; R. J. Dracey, Gait, 10

AV. Hunter, Brantford, 6 ; R. Emslie, St. Thomas, 13 ; H. D,

Bates, Ridgetown, 14; A. Bixell, Brantford, 1 ; C. Hacker,

Boston, 12 ; George Reed, Dunnville, 10 ; J. Moir, Brantford, 5

John Smith, Brantford, 13 ; J. Quirk, Brantford, 0.

Seventh event, 15 live pigeons—Jack Parker, Detroit, 14

C. J. Mitchell, Brantford, 12 ; George Reed, Dunnville, 12 ; J.

S. Fanning, New York, 14 ; F. Dealtry, Dunnville, 9 ; Dr. AVil-

son, Hamilton, 14 ; J. J. Cline, Hamilton, 7.

Eighth event, 10 singles, 5 doubles— J. S. Fanning, New
York, 13 ; F. Westbrook, Brantford, 12; H. D. Bates, Ridge-

town, 15 ; R. Emslie, St. Thomas, 12 ; C. Mitchell, Brantford,

id ; Dr. Wilson, Hamilton, 12 ; Jack Parker, Detroit, 14 ; F. H.
Conover, Leamington, 14; H. Coffee, St. Thomas, 10 ; H.
Westbrook, Brantford, 12; J. J. Cline, Hamilton, 9; R. J.

Dracey, Gait, 12 ; George Reed, Dunnville, 11.

Ninth event, team shoot, 10 targets—A. Bixell, Brantford,

and H. D. Bates, Ridgetown, 12 ; M. J. Miller, Winnipeg, and
Dr. Wilson, Hamilton, 14 ; J. Quirk, Brantford, and J. Wheeler,

Paris, 2 ; D. J. Lewis, Brantford, and M . Westbrook, Brant-

ford, 10 ; C. J. Page, Brantford, and J. S. Fanning, New York,

16 ; C. J. Mitchell, Brantford, and F. H. Conover, Leaming-

ton, 16 ; R. Emslie, St. Thomas, and H. Coffee, St. Thomas,

12; W. McDuff, Dutton, and Jack Parker, Detroit, 13; F.

AVestbrook, Brantford, and H. T. Westbrook, Brantford, 15.

*
Gait Tournament.

The Newlands Gun Club of Gait, Ont. , which has been

recently organized, held their first annual tournament Dec. 7th

and 8th, which was very successful, financially and otherwise.

H. T. AVestbrook, Brantford, was high gun first day, with

87%, and J. Wayper, Hespeler, second day, with 90%. The

following is the score :

—

Event No. 1—10 targets, entrance $1—R. Dracey 7, J. C.

Schmidt 8, R. Patrick 6, J. AVayper 6, C. Mitchell 6, F. AVest-

brook 8, H. D. Westbrook 9, A. Thompson 6, Summerhayes 6,

Cutliffe 9, Mack 4, Canvasback 8, Gen. Grant 6.

Event No. 2—15 targets ; entrance $2—F. Westbrook 13,

Dracey 11, Mitchell 10, H. T. Westbrook 11, R. Patrick 12,

Summerhayes 13, Wayper 13, Singular 10, Collingridge 3, Cutliffe
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11, A. Thompson 10, Gen. Grant 12 M. A. Willis 5, B. Brown

12, Mack 10, J. C. Sch nidt 11, Canvasback 11, Collingridge 13.

Event No. 3—20 tsxrgets, entrance $2.50—Mitchell U, F.

Westbrook 17, R. Patrick 14, Summerhaj'es 12, Wayper 16,

Mack 16, Canvasback 13, Cutliffe 13, Gen. Grant 12, H. D.

Westbrook 17, Singular 12, F. Bernhardt 7, B. Brown 10, J. C.

Schmidt 15, Collingridge 1, H. A. Willis 10, R. C. Patrick 11,

A. Newlands 14.

Event No. 4—7 live pigeons, entrance $3—F. Westbrook

5, Singular 4, J. C. Schmidt 4, H. T. Westbrook 6, A. Thomp-'

son 6, Bowman 2, Mack 7, Patrick 5, Porteous7, Summerhayes

5, C. J. Mitchell 5, Vogt 6, Canvasback 5, B. Brown 5, Cutliffe

7, Bernhardt 1, Collingridge 5, Ed. Seagram 6, Kuntz 4.

Event No. 6—15 targets, entrance fee $2—Mack 9, Gen.

Grant 9, R. Patrick 10, J. Wayper 4, F. Westbrook 10, H. T.

Westbrook 11, Bowman 9, Summerhayes 11, Willis 2, Canvas-

back 12, Mitchell 10, Vogt 11, Mrs. Dracey 8, Cutliffe 11, Sea-

gram 7, Kuntz 5, Dracey 14, Singular 12.

Event No. 7—10 pairs, entrance fee $2—Wayper 16, Dracey

16, Cutcliffe 15, A. B. Smith 15, Singular 12, A. Thompson 14,

Summerhayes 15, R. Patrick 15, F. Westbrook 15, Mitchell 8,

H. T. Westbrook 15.

Event No. 8—10 live pigeons, entrance |5—Mack, Wood-

stock, 4; Wayper, Hespeler, 8 ; Collingridge, Guelph, 5 ; Singu-

lar, Guelph, 8 ; F. Westbrook, Brantford, 7 ; H. T. Westbrook,

Brantford, 9 ; Mitchell, Brantford, 7 ; Seagram, Waterloo, 6

;

Kuntz, Waterloo, 7 ; Cutcliffe, Brantford, 9 ; Thompson, Gait,

9 ; Mrs. Dracey, Gait, 7 ; Jones, Hamilton, 10 ; Vogt, Gait, 8 :

Schmidt, Berlin, 6 ; Summerhayes, Brantford, 8 ; R. Patrick,

Gait, 7 ; McConocochie, Gait, 10.

Event No. 9—20 targets, entrance $2—R. Dracey, Gait, 17 ;

R. Patrick 13, Cluff 18, Summerhayes 17, F. Westbrook 15, Vogt

17, Jones 18 , Wayper 18, Newlands, Gait, 13 ; Mitchell 14, Mrs.

Dracey 15, Bowman, Hespeler, 10 ; H. T. Westbrook 12.

Event No. 11—10 targets, entrance fl-P. Westbrook 9

Wayper 10, Mitchell 6, Dracey 7, Mudd 5, H. T. W^estbrook 7
]

Jones 10, Cutcliffe 10, Thompson 4, Summerhayes 10, Patrick

8, Bowman 6, Mrs. Dracey 8.

Event No. 12—15 targets, entrance $1.50—F. Westbrook 14,

Mitchell 11, H. T. Westbrook 11, Newlands 9, Dracey 12, R-

Patrick 10, Summerhayes 14, Cutcliffe 12, Thompson 8, Wayper

14, Vogt 11, Singular 12, Miller, Woodstock, 9.

Event No. 13-7 live pigeons, entrance $3—Singular 6, F.

Westbrook 6, Wayper 6, Mitchell 6, Miller 5, H. T. Westbrook

5, Dracey 7, Schmidt 5, Barber 4, Summerhayes 6, Cutcliffe 7,

Patrick 4, Thompson 5, McConocochie 6, Mrs. Dracey 5.

Event No. 14—20 targets, entrance $2, with $5 added

—

Summerhayes 14, F. Westbrook 18, Mitchell 14, Cutcliffe 15,

Wayper 20, Singular 14, Vogt 14, H. T. Westbrook 18, Dracey
18.

Event No. 16—15 live pigeons, entrance |6, with |10 added

—

Miller 15, Cutcliffe 13, McConocochie 12, F. Westbrook 15.

Mitchell 11, Thompson 14.

*
Ailsa Craig Shoot.

The annual shoot of the Ailsa Craig Gun Club was held on

Thursday, Dec. 6th. The weather was perfect for the occasion,

and many outside shooters were present.

The scores were as follows :

—

Blue Rock, amateur match, 12 rocks— S. Pedlar, ; M. Mc-

Ewan, 7 ; D. A. McEwan, 5 ; G. Maguire, 7 ; Allen Brown, 3

;

G. Haskett, 6 ; H. Holmes, 0. In this match M. McEwan took

first, Maguire second, Haskett third, D. A. McEwan fourth

and Brown fifth.

Blue Rocks, first event, 15 rocks—Doc Cantelon, 6 ; M. C-

Ketchum, 10 ; C. Hovey, 14 ; T. Stephenson, 8 ; F. Miller, 10;

W. Charlton, ; Dr. Kennedy, 10 ; A. Mahler, 14.

Blue Rock, second event, 15 rocks—M. C. Ketchum, 9 ; T.

Stephenson, 3 ; Dr. Kennedy, 4 ; C. Hovey, 8 ; F. Miller, 10
;

A. Mahler, 14 ; Doc Cantelon, 9.

Blue Rock, third event, 15 rocks—M. C. Ketchum 9 ; F.

Miller, 9 ; Dr. Kennedy, 9 ; T. Stephenson, 3 ; C. Hovey, 10

;

A. Mahler, 12 ; I. Bice, 11 ; Doc Cantelon, 7.

Live bird match, 15 birds—M. C. Ketchum, 8 ; Doc Cante-

lon, 11 ; F. Miller, 12 ; C. Hovey, 12 ; I. Bice, 12 ; J. C. Bowlon,

7 ; T. Stephenson, 14 ; B. Munro, 8 ; H. H. Weaver, 10 ; A.

Mahler, 11 ; Dr. Kennedy, 11.

Toronto Rifle Club.

The inaugural meeting of the Queen City Off-hand Rifle

Club, which is practically a reorganization of the late Torontc

O. H. R. Club, was held in the committee room of the Wood
bine Hotel, Dec. 7th, and the following officers were elected foi'

the ensuing year :

—

r- ,
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Notes by E. E.

Experts on Guns and Shooting, by G. T. Teasdale-Buckell,

llastrated, has been pubUshed in London by Sampson Low,
Marston & Co., Limited. It is a royal octavo volume of 500

pages, and in thirty-six chapters are treated : The Evolution

)f Shooting During the Century ; Shooting Schools ; The For-

mation of Guns ; Two Eyes in Shooting ; Sights and Ribs to

tuns ; Style ; The Shape of the Stock and Handiness : Castoff

indBend; The Use and Abuse of the Try Gun ; Chokebores
Cylinders ; Pigeon Shooting ; Game Shooting ; Heat of Gun

Barrels and the Effects Upon Them of Various Powders ; Cap
Testing ; Shotgun Patterns ; Hidden Dangers in the Shooting

Field ; Past Masters—Joe Manton, Joseph Lang, Henry Atkin,

3f Jermyn street, Frederick Beesley, Boss & Co., E. J. Church-
hill, Cogswell & Harrison, Gibbs of Bristol, Stephen Grant, W.
W. Greener, of Birmingham, Holland & Holland, W. P. Jones,

Lancaster, James Purdy & Sons, Rigby, Mr. Watts and the
London Sporting Park, T. W. Webley, Westley Richards ; On
the Loading of Cartridges with Various Powders.

Walter Wiuans, who so often distinguished himself by fine

revolver shooting in England, has secured another triumph in

Miss May Armstrong's Summer Camp.

Paris. On Nov. 1, at Gastinne-Renette's gallery, he made the
highest possible IS-shot revolver score under dueling conditions,

IS well as a 15-shot possible score on stationary figure series.

|He received a medal for each performance.

I The Marlin Fire Arms Co., New Haven, Conn., has issued

|i neat little calendar for 1901. It is of ordinary envelope size

^nd it will be sent free to everyone applying for it with a stamp
tor postage.

\

In England the Farnham Rifle Club, recently organized,
las held its first match as a club, the first shot having been
ired by its first woman member. Lady Mary Arkwright.

Westmount Gun Olub.

The match for the Westmount challenge cup, Saturday
ifternoon, Dec. 15, was between C. Strangman and J. F. Hansen
md was won by the former on the last shot, so that it proved
very exciting. The score :

Strangman 14
Hansen 13

At the annual meeting of the Westmount Gun Club the
following officers were elected for 1901 :

—

Hon. President—Geo. Boulter.

President—W. Galbraith.

Vice-President—C. Strangman.

Captain—R. B. Hutchison.

Secretary-Treasurer—F. J. Elliot.

Committee—J. F. Hansen, R. Lewis, W. J. Cleghorn, J. K.
Kennedy, F. C. Nash.

Annual subscription $2, payable 1st January each year.
The match, Dec. 22, for the club challenge cup was won by
C. Strangman again. Score :—Strangman, 16 ; Kennedy, 15.

The Oote St. Paul Shoot.

The Cote St. Paul Gun Club had a very enjoyable and
successful day at their annual Christmas shoot. The weather
was threatening in the early morning, but the day turned out
fine and could not have been better for this sport.

The members having twenty birds to shoot at in the
"club shoot," made the following scores :

D. Kearney, 17 ; A. Aubin, 17 ; J. Evers, 14 ; J. Madden,
13 ; V. Henrichon, 11 ; T. J. Evers, 11 ; M. Murray, 10 ; C.
Aubin, 10; R. D. Dunn, 10 ; G. Traux, 10; J. Murray, 9 ; J.

P. Evers, 9 ; C. O. Clark, 9 ; G. Prevost, 8 ; B. W. Higgins, 8
;

J. Murray, 8 ; W. Clark, 7.

Opex Shoot (Ladies).—Having nine birds to shoot at, they
made the following score :

G. Dumont, 8 ; C. Aubin, 6 ; V. Henrichon, 6 ; J. Cooke,
(> , D. Kearney, 6 ; F. Aubin, 6 ; H. Candlish, 5 ; J. Madden,
5 ; D. Murray, 5 ; L. St. Jean, 4 ; A. Aubin, 4.

Rifle shoot—B. W. Higgins, 1st ; C. O. Clark, 2nd.

The Winchester Repeating Arms Co., of New Haven, Conn,
has issued a booklet, entitled the "Trapshooter's Guide." It

contains the record of work performed with Winchester guns
and ammunition, as well as trapshooting rules and a

compilation of different systems of dividing purses at

tournaments.

The Winchester Repeating Arms Go's, calendar for 1901

will appeal strongly to all sportsmen. The illustrations are by
A. B. Frost. The first is Fresh Meat for the Outfit. It shows
a cowboy who has just dismounted from his pony, rifle in hand,

looking at a buck antelope he has shot. In the distance

another cowboy is riding toward the game. The picture is

very realistic, and particularly interesting. It is correctly

drawn and well executed. The second illustration is Winter
Fun on the Farm. A hound is shown in pursuit of a rabbit

and in the foreground is the sportsman making a shot at the

running rabbit. Accompanying the sportsman is the country

boy with a string of rabbits over his shoulder. The scenery

shows blue mountains in the distance and a snow clad field

in the foreground.

A former game warden of Maine recently purchased a

number of carcasses of deer in New Brunswick, imported them
through Maine, paying duty on them there, and shipped them
to a market in U. S. He was arrested by the Maine authorities.

He proposes to test the laws touching the importation of gam
for sale.
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[
AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY

Conducted by H. McBean Johnstone )
THE LANDSCAPE—THE MASSING OF LIGHT.

Though in this series, Hues and mass are divided under

two separate heads, in composing a picture it is impossible to

use the one to advantage without a more or less thorough

knowledge of the other.

Now first for an explanation of what is meant by mass

In any photogram op drawing, howevtr small its pretensions

may be, there must necessarily be accidental or intentional

arrangements of light and shade, and unless this is dexter-

ously handled the general aspect of the picture will be far from

pleasing. All terrestrial objects, aerial masses and particularly

light, are reckoned as mass in a monochrome drawing or

photogram and we must train our minds to recognize them as

such. Let us, when examining a photogram, endeavor to for-

get that it is a reproduction of some scene that really exists in

nature, and to look at it as merely so much cleverly grouped

light and shade, half tones and full tones, until by thus con-

centrating our attention on the massing, we are able to entirely

obliterate the picture from our minds. When we are able to

do this by instinct rather than by a long course of reasoning we
may know that our education in such work is nearing com-

pletion. The process may be simplified by enlarging the

photogram, but it is much preferable to train the eye without

any such external artificial aid. It is a point, too, worthy of

note, that it is much more difficult to dissect a landscape than

a photogram of it. The color which obscures the light and

shade is, of course, the cause of this difficulty, and to overcome

this many artists use a very simple contrivance called a Claude

mirror, so termed because we owe its invention to Claude

Lorraine. The Claude glass is a black convex mirror by

whose aid the color is subdued to gray, while at the same time

the high lights and shadows are emphasized and sharpened

and the whole view considerably reduced in size. To use it

one stands with the back to the chosen view and holds the

mirror eighteen inches from the eye. The reversed and re-

duced presentment thus obtained is of real value and assistance

both in the choice of view and the manipulation of one's

lights, for though the photographer has not the good fortune

to be able to directly rearrange his lights, he has much more

control over them than is at first sight apparent. Frequently

his foregrounds are too dark and too strongly emphasized for

the sole reason that the light strikes from the wrong quarter or

at an unfavorable angle and so results in a loss of balance in

the composition.

The principal object to be attained in a photogram, by the

massing of light, is breadth. This does not necessarily mean

equal spaces of sun and shadow, for then our results would

be fiat and lacking in that contrast and gradation that imparts

relief to them. For an example of this take two photograms

of the same subject, one with the sun behind the camera, and

the other with the light so situated in relation to the scene as

to stream across it and over part to cast a broad simple light,

the rest being in shadow. The difference will then be more

plainly seen than any amount of writing could make it.

But it must not be inferred that the proper quantity is

extreme contrast of light and shade, for it is upon gradation

and delicate half-tones that the whole beauty of some composi-

tions is entirely dependent.

Light and shade vary so with the subject that to reduce it

to anything like system or to formulate laws on its use would

be but little short of impossible, and to attempt to put such

laws into practice would be entirely beyond most of us. But

there are a few general arrangements which the photographer

desiring always the best artistic effects will find valuable to

him. In massing the light or spreading it through the picture,

'
it should never be allowed to form a horizontal or vertical line,

and though this is a contradiction to the beauty that is to be

seen in the horizontal bars of light visible at sunset, even in

these cases the lines of the clouds are often effectively broken

by contrasting shapes of foreground objects such as trees in

landscape or the masts of a ship in marine views. It will be

often noticed that the beauties of effective light and shade con-

sist in contrasting masses. For instance, in a view where the

foreground is all in bright sunshine with the exception of a

clump of trees at one side and the background shadowed by a

passing cloud, the effect of breadth and depth is rendered as

would be possible in no other way . If in the mass in the fore-

ground there are combined extreme blacks and whites, the

rest of the picture, consisting of variously graded half-tones,

will be made harmonious by our having created a focus more

brilliant than and overmastering the other lights and shadows.

Or, again, the application of this principle may be reversed and

a single mass of light may be thrown into relief by means of a

dark background.

Though in every picture there must be a principal light,

it should not stand alone, but should be repeated or echoed in

other parts of the photogram in various inferior degrees. It is

this subtle use of repeated lights in marvellous gradations that

harmonize and mellow the strong contrasts of light and shade

in the manner that is to be seen in all photographic and other

masterpieces. The landscape artist, though unable to control

his lights with skylight blinds, if not hurried can select from

twenty different lights, from the lengthy shadows of morning,

across the blazing glare of noon, to the mellow soft twilight of

the evening. By varying his standpoint a few feet he can

often, too, change the direction from which the light falls and

cause it to strike the ground at a very different angle, so pain-

ing a roundness and depth for objects that hitherto were com-

paratively flat and uninteresting, while at the same time the

removal or the introduction of a tree or shrub or even a heap

of dried brush will disclose a new effect that was not apparent

before. The placing of a dead branch of a tree or a half-rotten

log across or beside a ditch will frequently materially alter the

whole composition and add wonderfully to the appearance of

depth, but in attempting this it is a point worthy of remem-

brance that the more simply and broadly foregrounds are

treated the better the result is likely to be and, indeed, it

cannot be too strongly impressed upon the photographer that

the more simple his subject altogether the nearer his results

will approach fine art. " True genius was never better dis-

played by great landscape painters than in the happy simplicity

of their noblest subjects." The constituents of many pictures

are plentiful, but they have, first, to be picked out, and, second,

to be arranged in some kind of order, for many photograms,

though containing a vast number of interesting facts, are not

in the strict sense of the word pictures simply because of a lack

of the artistic temperament on the part of the operator. Each

photogram may record enough facts to make up half a dozen

pictures without being one in itself. It is often the custom of
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experienced photographers to select very fine scenes in

iture for the purposes of their art when simpler spots,

ojjerly treated, will frequently yield much grander results,

'hen studying a view with the idea of securing from it a

cture, we want to bear in mind the fact that the spot as we
e it is entirely different from the small section of it that will

! impressed upon our plate. Remember that by elevating

le horizon emphasis can be given to the foreground, or this

rsed ; that by showing a branch and a few leaves across

le corner and top of our plate the effect of looking out from

leafy arbor is produced or that by shifting the instrument we
,n command a hundred other different arrangements, some
which must of necessity be better than others. It is not

t«ral facts we are looking for in a landscape photogram, but

le most picturesque representation of the spot it is possible to

)tJun and to secure this almost any liberty is permissible.

A quantity of flashes and spots of light scattered over a

lotogram will never under any circumstances suggest any-

ling but a number of blotches of light ; but take a breadth

sunshine and contrast it with a breadth of shade in un-.

[u:il quantities and sunlight is the idea that is at once most

)parent, more particularly so if the view allows of vivid cast

dows.

To render well the effect of shadows of passing clouds oveJ

iunlit landscape, the view must be somewhat extensive and
le exposure short. No near foreground should be shown,

pecially when there are subjects likely to be affected by
iiid, for the best effects of this kind are always accompanied
strong breezes. Also the shadows of clouds appear on the

a very perfectly.

A broad mass of sunshine cast over the trunk of a forest

ant and contrasted by the deep shadows of the wood which
turn are thrown into relief by light behind, will seldom fail

produce a broad striking effect.

Ruskin seems to have grasped the idea of the wonderful

auties that are to be found in the correct portrayal of sunlight

nature, for in his "Modern Painters" he says: "There is

)t a stone, not a leaf, not a cloud, over which the light is not

It to be passing and palpitating before our eyes. There is the

ot ion, the actual wave and radiation of the darted beam

;

)t the dull universal daylig?it, which falls on the landscape

ithout life, or direction, or speculation, equal on all things,

id dead on all things ; but the breathing, animated, exulting

;ht, which feels, and receives, and rejoices, and acts—which
looses one thing and rejects another—which seeks, and finds,

d loses again—leaping from rock to rock, from leaf to leaf,

om wave to wave—glowing, or flashing, or scintillating

icording to what it strikes ; or, in its holier moods, absorbing

d enfolding all things in the deep fullness of its repose, and
]ien again losing itself iu bewilderment, and doubt, and,

jraness—or perishing and passing away, entangled in drifting

list, or melted into melancholy air, but still—kindling or

pclining, sparkling or serene—it is the lining light, which
heatlies in its deepest, most entranced rest, .which sleeps, but

bver dies."- Could any fancy be more beautiful ?

I
Photographing with the light in front of the camera is

Idom seen, yet there exists no better opportunity for brilliant

M powerful effects. Note the beautiful perspective effect of

le long shadows that run right out to the edge of the picture

id see how they give one the idea that he is looking into and
Jt at the photogram. Here by placing the extreme high

?ht8 and darks together a keynote is secured which accentuates

le whole mass and contour of the picture and secures the

utmost limit of effect, and so by opposing the extremes of
sunshine and shadow the eye is enabled to gauge and behold the
most delicate half-tones in other parts of the picture. Also by
bringing the lightest part of the picture into direct use as a
background for the darkest part, a fine sense of atmosphere and'
space is gained.—H. McBean Johnstone in the Photo-American.

*
The Scrap Bag.

When passing squeegeed prints onto cards or an album,
the need of a dry, unsoiled paper for each proof is felt, other-

wise we get paste on the face of the next one pasted. Don't
ruin yourself on buying a lot of blotters or your prints for the
want of something proper, but use an old magazine and turn
over a leaf each time you paste the back of a print. There is

nothing that will spoil the appearance of a photogram more
than a lot of paste on its surface and it is moreover a fault that

there is absolutely no excuse for whatever.

When you are in a rush and want to make prints from wet
negatives, use a developing paper like Vinco, Velox, etc.

Dampen the paper
;
place in contact with negative

;
give it

a few strokes with a straight edged squeegee
;
place in printing

frame ; close back ; wipe water from glass side ; and expose.

If several prints are to be made, the negative should not be

allowed to get too dry, and it is hardly necessary to add that

the hypo must be removed from the negative before trying to

make the prints.—W. W. P. B.

To remove varnish from negatives, soak the plate in

ammonia, one ounce ; rubbing gently with a tuft of cotton

wool occasionally to assist the process. Every particle of the

varnish must be removed before intensifying or reducing is

attempted, or spots will result. Allow the negative to dry,

which it will do quickly ; and then soak in water until film is

uniformly swelled.—W. W. P. B.

A negative that is a failure technically is not turned into a

success by printing it on rough paper and entitling it " A Misty

Autumn Morning." Misty mornings are charming things

—

when they originate in front of the lens.—Photo-American.

Be careful to wash your negatives for at least an hour to

every ten minutes that it is in the hypo bath, if you expect

them to be permanent. More negatives are spoiled by being

improperly washed than by any other reason. Amateurs are

far too careless in such matters.

It is an excellent practice to save pictures cut from maga-

zines and when there is nothing better to do try what can be

done by pasting figures and the like in the foreground and
skies or trees in other parts. One finds out a lot about where

figures, etc., look well in a photogram by practicing this and
studying the results, and after a while the good of it shows in

our pictures when we take our cameras out. A great many
don't stop to think how necessary figures are in a picture.

Then, too, many who do have not any well-grounded idea of

where to put them, and so put them in the worst possible parts

of the picture. The practice gives great confidence and accuracy

in composing arid is of inestimable value to all camera users.

—

Photo-American.

A small camel's hair brush should be at hand while printing.

Dust the negative before placing the paper upon it. The work

of many amateurs shows great carelessness in this small but

important matter. I have seen otherwise excellent work spoiled

by the failure to use a brush, the surface of the finest photo-
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gram being covered with small white spots where the dust

interferred with the printing.

Stepped down to the same F value all lenses are the same

speed. The difference found between the three lenses of the

same size and series of the same maker is entirely owing to the

slight difference in focal length. Few lenses of the same size and

series are of exactly the same focal length, while the stops are

all cut the same. For this reason the shorter focus ones will be

a trifle quicker with the same stop.—W. W. P. B.

The Camera Girl.

Behold her,

The camera girl,

She comes at the first sign

Of spring, and you can bet she'll stay

Until the depth of winter

Chases her away.

There are girls who row,

And girls who like to wheel,

Or play lawn tennis. Some feel

Disposed toward golf. Now all

Of these, I know.

Are fascinators in their way.

But I will wager that the camera girl

Can give them cards and spades.

And beat them any day.

Dressed in a shirt waist

And her sailor hat and skirt

Of natty gray, she sallies forth

And snaps and snaps away
At everything of interest that's in sight.

If there's a wedding in the block,

She's there, and she will risk her life

To get a picture of the bride.

If a minstrel show parades the street.

She'll work and elbow through the crowd
Until she stands in front.

And then she opens fire. She'll use

A roll of film in less than no time.

If there's a fire, she's present, and
Her smile's so sweet and bland

That the bluecoats feel obliged

To let her through the lines.

If a man gets hurt, she's there

To take his picture. She feels

So sorry for him, and she thinks

He might feel better if he knew
He had been photographed.

—Detroit Free

Just because the blue print is simple to manipulate is no
reason why you should give it up. I'm sure blue carbons

command enough respect. Use fresh paper and secure pure

whites and you can't find anything better to print your sunsets

on, for imitation moonlights. Besides blue prints are cheap,

and the average amateur usually has a whole host of friends

who want " one." You'll find that blue print suits them just

as well as anything else.

Speaking of purity in the whites, do you ever have trouble

in securing pure whites on Velox paper? Well, put a little

common salt in the developer, and keep adding it little by little,

until the desired result is attained. It's a sure remedy.

In landscape photography appropriate clouds contribute

;

great deal towards the artistic photogram. By means of a goo(

screen or ray filter, the natural clouds can be presented. Bu
good light and appropriate clouds do not always occur at tin

pleasure of photographers. They must resort to other methods

A cloud effect may be secured by drawing on the back of tb,

negative, clouds of a suitable pattern, or if the sky is dense

merely outlining is enough to break up the evenness. The bes

method is to make several cloud negatives, and by selectioi!

from these, print in appropriate clouds. To do this successful!

the cloud negative should be slightly under-exposed so as t

print quickly, and not make the clouds too prominent—Th
Optician and Photographic Trades Review.

Negatives that are fogged with metallic and not stain o-

color fog, may be improved by the use of the reducing fluid

In cases where the fog is only very slight it can be removed b

leaving the plate for several hours in the acid fixing batl

followed by a prolonged washing.

In seascapes a line separating water and sky, and careful!

.

blended will often add to the picture. And in negatives wher

there is a strong reflection in the water, a separating line ca

be drawn to advantage.

In washing silver prints it is always desirable to tie a filte

of closely woven flannel or felt roimd the tap from which tli

washing water is drawn. Minute particles of rust and grit wi

'

thus be prevented from attaching themselves to the surface c.

the print.—Photography.

One of the greatest difficulties in mounting photograph!

j

prints is to prevent them from curving when dry ; as this is du,

to the contraction of the print after having been distended b

the water, a paste must be used containing as little water a

possible. The following formula is recommended : Comrao

gelatine, 2 parts ; water, 4 parts ; alcohol, 8 parts. The alcohc;

is added slowly as soon as the gelatine is well dissolved in tb

water, and the vessel turned continually to obtain a hom(

geneous mixture, the solution must be kept hot during th;

operation, and should be applied quickly, as it soon dries ; th-

print must be placed exactly the first time, as it adheres s

once. The solution keeps for a long time in well-corked bottles

when used it is heated on a waterbath.

A good yarn is told on a pretty female clerk, in one of th

local photographic supply houses. The other afternoon

gentleman with a valise in his hand rushed hurriedly in, an

without taking time to draw breath, exclaimed, " Will yo

please show me your legs? " After much blushing, the youn

lady managed to elicit the fact that he wanted to buy a tripoc

Everybody likes to have nice things said about then:

Here's what the Wide-World Photo Bulletin has been sayin

about us, and we hope we can keep the good reputation the

give us

:

"Rod AND Gun in. Canada is a neat little monthly magi

zine, issued by the Rod and Gun Publishing Company <

Montreal, under the able management of Mr. W. J. Taylo

Among its different departments such as "The Gun," 'Tli

Kennels," etc., is to be found one devoted to "Araatevi

Photography," edited by Mr. McBean Johnstone of Sarnir

Ontario, a well-known Canadian authority on landscap

photography, and a contributor to all the leading art an

photographic journals. Mr. Johnstone is an enthusiastic an

consistent supporter of Mr. Snowden Ward of
'

' The Pliotogram

of London, England, in the use of the noun "photogram.
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letin readers and all who are interested in the art—sicence of

tography, and particularly in landscape work, will do well

end to 603 Craig St., Montreal, for a specimen copy of this

iHiSting up-to-date periodical, which, in its amateur ])hoto-

jhic department, is well equal to many of the leading

itographic journals."

U that nice, did you say ? Well rather !

We have several times mentioned in these columns that we

lid be more than pleased to receive occasional reports from

s.3cretaries of the Camera Clubs of the Dominion, of the

•k that their members are doing, and still for some reason

)ther they will not write. I am going to make that invita-

1 a little broader. I want to hear from any club members

lit what they are doing and the work they are turning out.

ou see any pretty pictures by Canadian workers write and

me about it, or better still, send me a copy of it. Don't be

ill bashful if it is your own work, but remember I am

?re!8ted and would like to see it. It lies within the power of

ry amateur to further the cause of his art by letting others

w what he is doing and giving his opinions on what he sees

ptjning around him. Let me remark a la Kipling :

"Take your pen for your credit's sake,

And write, write, write."

1 when you are writing don't foi^et that the address is to

Rod and Gun in Canada.

Anthony's International Annual for 1900 is to hand. As in

viouB years, it is chock full of interesting photographic infor-

;ion, beii)g filled with articles by men and women who

ak from experience and who know what they are talking

^t. It has many interesting half-tones, and altogether Mr.

ndlin is to be congratulated upon the unusually interesting

useful little volume he has managed to turn out. A right

al treat is in store for every amateur who secures a copy.

*
Oorrespondence.

Correspondence should be adressed to H. McBean John-

lie, P.O. Box 651, Sarnia, Ont. Make your queries as brief

concise as possible but don't be afraid to ask questions

>jau8e you think the subject is too simple. We're here to

lip you out and we'll do it if you only give us the chance.

Percy T.—You will find an excellent paste for mounting

itograms in "The Scrap Bag." You are over-exposing

r negatives. Now why not try an experiment, take three

atives of the same subject, exposing one the usual time, the

K)nd half that time and the third one fourth that time.

Delop as usual and make prints of them. Which has the

est whites?

j

Wm. R. Douglas.—I should prefer not to recommend any

plticular make of camera, but for such work as you suggest

wen you want to carry it on a wheel would it not be well to

done of the "Cycle" style? It is the kind most used now-a-

iss, of the folding type. I would not get anything lai^er

tlin 4x5 if I were you because it will be too heavy to carry on

Ic; trips. If, however you are not particular about weigh,

y< will find 5x7 is the prettiest size to work in. You will

&\ almost any plate of a standard brand, of medium speedt

g<l

Avers.—Your complaint is a common one. Will you never

le!n to make haste slowly and fix and wash your prints longer.

H* can you expect them to be permanent on three minutes

fimg and twenty minutes washing ?

Blurred Finder.—Either the ground glass on the top of the

finder has become dusty and must be taken out and cleaned

or else the mirror inside has lost the silvering on the back and
a new one is needed. Several such cases has come to my notice

recently and in every instance either the one or the other of

these reasons was at the bottom of the trouble. Take your

finder apart and examine it.

Gussie.—Yes, I have frequently advised the use of alcohol

to rub down halation or fog in a sunset photogram.

You say your result showed a lot of unevenness and that in one

place you went completely through the film. The trouble was

that you rubbed too hard and did not take enough care in

selecting the spots that needed the most attention. Now try

it again (on an old negative), and put the cloth dampened with

alcohol over the rubber on the end of a lead pencil. Then rub

gently, taking care to rub only where it is needed and to shade

your work off so that it will not show where you have worked

and where you haven't.

Willie D.—No, you do not need a ray filterer if you want

only the clouds, but if you want a picture of the landscape ag

well a screen will be necessary.

Mary Mac—Formaline can be used as a hardener for the

film to prevent frilling. Also as an alkali in the developer,

but we do not recommend it for the latter use.

John Bull.—You say you have a long focus camera .-iud that

you are trying to copy with it by removing the front lens.

Well, will you please tell me why you are removing the front

lens? Leave it on and then try it and you'll get it all right.

Rem.—In making portraits do not drop your lens down

any more than is necessary. Remember you want your ex-

posure as short as possible. In future it would be advisable for

you to sign your name if you want your inquiries answered^

not necessarily for publication you know but simply as an act

of courtesy.

Vancouver.—An ordinary backed plate is the beat for the

reproducing of atmospheric effect. I would not recommend an

Iso plate. You will find the photographing of mountain

scenery somewhat different from any other branch of the art,

but there are no especial difficulties that I can mention, which

you will not be able to overcome after a few failures.

Mounting.—You will find, I think, that your picture will

look best mounted slightly ab9ve the centre—possibly not

more than a quarter of an inch—but enough to leave the

margin at the bottom slightly wider than the others. Collins

makes mounts with rectangular openings which are very

nice to use.

J. R. C—The Photo-Miniature for November gives full

directions for making the Passe-Partout. You had better send

to 289 Fourth Avenue, New York, for a copy, as it would take

too long to give them here.

M. Adams.—I like the print you enclose. It shows some

thought in selecting the view. Try and get your whites

purer.

Calendars.

The Laflier & Rand Powder Co., 1901 calendar shows

American warriors from 1700 to 1900.

The Dupont Powder people have a striking calendar with

two scenes relating to hunting, and two showing machine guns.
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Revolvers & Pistols

WEBLEY, COLTS, SMITH &
WESSON, MAUSER. ^ *

SHOT GUNS
GREENER, REMINGTON,
CLABROUGH. * * *

AMMUNITION kVds'

Cor. King & Victoria Streets, TORONTO
VAST HERDS OF CARIBOU IN THE PAR

CANADIAN NORTH.
J. M. Bell, of the Geological Survey Department, has returned

to Ottawa, after an absence of about 18 months, during which

time he travelled across Canada, from the Arctic to the

boundary.

Mr. Bell left Ottawa in June, 1899. From Edmonton he

travelled via Athabasca Landing and Slave River to Great Slave

Lake, and devoted the summer of 1899 to working around

Great Slave Lake. When the winter arrived he still worked

with dog teams in the vicinity of the lake. In April of this

year he left Fort Resolution, where he was wintering, and

crossed Great Slave Lake on the ice by dog teams, and waited

at the head of Mackenzie River for the opening of navigation.

From there he went down the Mackenzie by canoe as far as

Fort Norman, a Hudson Bay post, and then went up the Bea.r

River, around the north shore of Great Bear Lake, most of

which is within the Arctic Circle. From the extreme north-east

the party made a portage to the mouth of the Coppermine

River, which flows into the Arctic Ocean. They were about

five miles from the Arctic Ocean when they turned south.

It was about August 1 st when they returned to Bear Lake
and around the east shore. From there they made portages

back to Slave Lake, a distance of over 200 miles, following small

lakes. From that point they proceeded to Fort Chippewan,

on Lake Athabasca, by open water. This was about the middle

of October. They waited there until the ice permitted them
to leave by dog teams for Lac La Biche, a distance of about 500

miles, and from there they took horses and drove by wagon to

Edmonton.
Bell was the first white man to accomplish this trip, and

no Indian had ever penetrated where he had reached. He and
his party were obliged to live on game and fish, which they

caught as they went along. There was an abundance of both

They saw immense bands of caribou. There must have been.

Bell says, over 20,000 of them in one band. He never saw
anything like it.

There were only two white men besides Bell in the party.

()ne of these deserted them, and carried away with him Bell's

rifle . It was supposed that he was making for the place where
the provisions were cached, and would then endeavor to reach

the American whalers which were expected to be at the mouth
of the Coppermine River. They afterwards discovered that the

man who deserted them went with the Esquimaux. The party

searched for the deserter for about a week, and lost some valu-

able time in this way.

A feud has long existed between the Chippewayans and the

Esquimaux, and on this account the Indian guide was afaid to

accompany Bell to where the Esquimaux were, and reniaine

behind. Bell was then forced to act as his own guide. H
found considerable difficulty in doing so, and at times had t

climb to hill-tops to find out the lay of the land. Owing t

this they only reached Fort Rae, the northern post on Slav

Lake, on the return journey, on the 29th of August, when the

expected to get there by the 15th. They fell in with sonii

Indians from Fort Rae, who brought them to that post.

Great Bear Lake, Bell says, is covered with ice all the yes,

round. On the 25th of July the ice was holding tight in raanj

places. There was snow near the Coppermine River in th

month of August, although, however, the trip was a ver;

pleasant one. Bell caught whitefish weighing 12 pounds, an,

some very fine trout. He says that he was greatly please
|

with the assistance rendered him by Charles Camsel', B.A., ;

son of the chief factor of the Hudson Bay Company on Ma('

kenzie River at Fort Simpson, who was the only white inai

who had accompanied him during the entire trip. I

There is only one ^ ^ ^

Always the same and always to be relied upon.

A scientific preparation containing the whole

nourishment of beef, in the form easiest of di-

gestion and assimilation.

CURD'S
MOTTO "The Best."

GINGER ALE, SODA WATEl

APPLE NECTAR, ETC., ET(

To be obtained from all flrst-class grocers.
Please see that the label is on the bottle.

CHARLES GURD & CO. - Montreal.
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For Sportsmen
All Sizes Supplied -A Jt J*

133 KING ST., EAST, TORONTO

W. Q. BLACK
MANUFACTURER

^^.sBAYco^,^ THE HUDSONS' BAY

COMPANY
HAS HAD OVER 229 YEARS

o -«- vB*- EXPERIENCE IN PROVIDING
' '^^ORATED aO'^ for hunters

EVERYTHING NECESSARY CAN BE SUPPLIED. jH Ji Jb CIRCULAR
LETTERS OF CREDIT ISSUED ON ALL THE COMPANY'S INLAND
POSTS. ••«••••••«• FURTHER PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION TO

HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY, WINNIPEG.

TAXIDERMISTS

DuMoucHEL Bros.
3S2 CRAIG ST.

MONTREAL.
8^°Special attention

given to parties sending S|

orders by express direct.
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Kodaks
\ PREMOS^ VIVES
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Supply

R.F.SMITH
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Province of Quebec

Sportsman's Paradise
These rivers and lakes are all well stocked with salmon and trout, from
four to eight pounds, and with various other kinds of fish.

MOOSE, CARIBOU AND RED DEER.—Splendid shooting almost every-

where throughout the territory of the Province of Quebec, especially in

the Ottawa and Pontiac Districts, in Gaspesia and Beauce, the Metapedia
Valley, the Temiscamingue Region, the Eastern Townships, the North
of Montreal, the Kippewa and the Lake St. John District.

Game abounds in the Forests and on the Beaches.
Hunting territories from 10 to 400 square miles, at $1.00 per square mile
and upwards, can be leased, on which the lessee has the exclusive right

of hunting.

THE LAURENTIDES NATIONAL PARK alone contains hundreds of the
most picturesque lakes, teeming with fish, and plenty of moose, caribou
and bear ; black, silver and red fox, otter, martin, lynx, mink, fisher are

also abundant.

FEATHERED GAME.—Canadian goose, duck, woodcock, snipe, partridge
plover, etc. , are in great number in almost every part of the province

HUNTING AND FISHING PERMITS can be obtained from the Depart-
ment of Lands, Forests and Fisheries and from the Game-wardens all

over the province.

Hunting Territories Can be leased by applying to

THE COMMISSIONER OF
LANDS, FORESTS AND FISHERIES, QUEBEC

TO LET

Rivers, Lakes

and Hunting

Territories « *

Hunting permits, fee : $25.00.

Fishing permits, fee : $10,00.

THE HERALD JOB DEPARTMENT MONTREAL. P.Q
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^NCHESTER^
«r Kepeating i^iries

For All Kinds of Shooting.

All Desirable Calibers and Weights

A FEW FAVORITES FOR HUNTING.
Model 1895. 30 Army caliber, weight S 1-4 pounds.

Model 1894. 30 W. C. F. caliber, "Extra Light,"
weight 6 1-2 pounds.

Model 1894. 30 W. C. F. caliber, ••Take Down,"
weight 7 3-4 pounds.

Model 1 892. 44 and 38 caliber, «« Take Down," weight
7 pounds.

886. 45-70 caliber, " Eartra Light," weight
pounds.

Shoot Winchester Amtnucition. Made for all Kinds of Guns.

FREE.— Send Name and Address on Postal for 158-page Illustrated Catalogue,

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., NEW HAVEN, CONN.

no more Rust

Oil

An absolute preventive of
rust. An ideal cleaner.
A perfect lubricant.
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HAMILTON POWDER CO.
HAS MANUFACTURED

SPORTING GUN POWDER
Since 1865, as a result you have

"CARIBOU" made from best materials, perfectly

put together. " DUCKING " hard pressed,
slow burning, keeps well under all conditions.
'• SNAP SHOT " high velocity, moist residium
Cheap. The powder for every day use.

ENGLISHMEN SAY
Powder can be bought in Canada as good as ever
put in a gun. It has a positive advantage over
home make, the dirt is soft.—J. J, W. in London
Field.

AMERICANS SAY
The finer English or American Powder and Cana-
dian " Caribou," I am quite familiar with. They
give so little recoil that one may shoot all day
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CANADIANS ABROAD SAY
Can you send over some Trap? I don't mean to
flatter but it is ahead of anything we get here.

—

A. W. W., Batavia, N. Y.

The Balmoral Hotel
MONTREAL

Offers special iuducemente to Tourists and
Strangers visiting the city. Rooma large, airy
and comfortable. Fitted with all modern con-
veniences. Very central, l)eing within easy dis-

tance of railway depots, steamer landings, &c.

A. ARCH. WELSH, Prop.

In point of coisine and equipment, THE
ROSSIN is the most complete, the most
luxurious of modern Ontario hotels. The
rooms, single or en suite, are the most airy
and comfortable in the Dominion. The
Union Depot and Wharves but two minss
utes' walk.

A. & A. NELSON,
Toronto, Ont. Proprietors.
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The North American Fish and Game Protective Association

let at Montreal, Jan. 30 and 31, and adopted a constitution

id by-laws and considered the report of the committee on

irtnonizing the laws, inadvertently omitted from our la.«t

sue, in addition to other business. A report of the meeting

to be foun^^ on another page.

*

A digest of the laws regulating the transportation and sale

game, issued by the IT. S. Department of Agriculture,

ivision of Biological Survey, as Bulletin 14, is an interesting

ature of the working out of the Lacey Act. This publication

nt^iins nearly 100 pages of extracts from the various state

\VH, besides nine maps and diagrams which show states

hich prohibit the export of game, the open seasons for

rious kinds of game, where market hunting and sale is not

lowed and those states which prohibit non-residents hunting

ithout a license.

*

I Twenty-five of the United States prohibit the sale of game,

|rtially or wholly, and there appears to be a strong tendency

* make such prohibition universal, all of which assists in

^^eserving the game of Canada, by preventing the successful

j^posal of game birds and animals illegally exported from the

1>minion under various aliases.

As an illustration of the trend of restriction with relation

to game, twenty -one of the United States limit the amount of

game which may be killed in a day or season ; twenty-eight

states prohibit trade in certain game, fifteen states require

non-residents to procure licenses costing from $5.00 to $40.00

each, if they desire to hunt ; and six states require license fees

of 25c. to $1.00 from residents.

The Ontario Government has set aside 1,400,000 acres of

forest as a reserve, the final arrangements regarding the

withdrawal of the Lakes Temagaming and Lady Evelyn region

having been completed. These lakes are probably the most

beautiful in Canada and with their finely wooded surroundings

will form a beautiful Provincial Park.

In their 1899 report the Ontario Game and Fish Commis-

sioners speak as follows respecting insectivorous birds :

'
' We regret that year after year we have in the strongest

terms warned your government that in extravagantly granting

as many as fifty or sixty licenses to men to destroy all the most

beautiful and useful birds, they wanting to make large

collections of skins, is simply sanctioning officially one of the

most detrimental acts possible for the agriculturist. In saying

this your commissioners merely assert what is admitted by

everyone interested except perhaps the professional bird

skinner and egg collector. These men would, and do no doubt,

kill thousands of birds and destroy thousands of eggs of the

farmer's best friend. We trust that the members of the

Legislature representing rural constituencies will demand that

something be done to stop this wholesale slaughter of one of

the most useful forms of living creatures. It is their duty to do

so."

Why not cease granting any licenses to kill insectivorous

birds? Why should the fifty men be benefitted at the expense

of hundreds whose farms and orcliards suffer from the

depredations of insect pests, which these slaughtered birds

would have dealt with ? We need a good number of Audubon

societies in Canada, who will do for us the excellent work

accomplished by those organizations in the United States in

protecting insectivorous birds. It is time that the traffic in

their skins should cease.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

To THE Editor ok Rod and Gun:

I have read a lot in your paper lately about the woes of

the Ontario people about moose season, and if half that has been

told is true, and sportsmen reserve their " yarns " for hunting

stories but talk truth about laws, it seems to me some commis-

sioners will feel uncomfortable, but you Ontario fellows must

not think you have the only pebble on the beach, there are

others. Here in Quebec we pride ourselves on making laws,

good ones—we have laws to burn and open seasons long enough

for any reasonable man, but we get in our fine work on game

wardens. There are one or two honorable exceptions, but the

remainder can be figured up in this way : nearly 200 wardens

multiplied by $25.00 and $50.00 a year equals about $6,000.00 a

year pitched away for no result, and the honorable exceptions

find some of the

M. P. P's stacked

up against them.

Jean Baptiste Trn-

dean gets caught

and run in and

fined, and Mr.
M. P.P. goes to see

or writes the Hon-

orable Couunis-

sioner on liis be-

half and J. B. T.

chalks on the ice

a suspended sent-

ence against him,

or some other
scheme which

does not hurt him
and the voter is—

.

We can't
blame any of the

parties too much,

because the sys-

tetn is all wrong

and has been a

legacy from o"ne

government to the

other, and is now
an heirloom, but

we want the present Honorable Commissioner and Premier to

knock out the $25.00 man—he is N.G. Give us some good*

well paid,wardens, and take the game and fish out of politics.

The present government is strong enough to walk alone.

Jason Edwards.

The smallest measurement made was 61 inches, the largest 63

and a half inches. Our local taxidermist gives them 63 inches.

Certainly they have both the widest and deepest spread of

horns hereabouts. I had a mighty pleasant sojourn in your

country, and if that nice "leetle Canadien" continues to prove

as faithful as it has been in the })ast it may place me on its lists

as a most devoted and constant lover. I reach out my hand to

you in the spirit as from one sportsman to another, who
considers himself most deeply indebted to you for administer-

ing to one of the most enjoyable hunting trips of a life time.

Sincerely yours,

Worcester, Mass. J. C. Bates Dana.

A Bear Hunter''s Camp on the Mattawin.

Mr. N. E. Cromier,

Provincial Game Warden, Aylmer East, Que.

My Dear Sir,— I drop you a line from home to thank you

most heartily for all your kindness to me in regard to my late

moose hunt in the Province of Quebec.

Coming to you an entire stranger you literally took me in

and fed and clothed me with all the requisites necessary to

bring my trip to a most successful conclusion.

As you may have already learned from some other source, I

shot an unusually large moose. The horns have been measured

by many interested sportsmen, not all agreeing by any means.

One peculiar method of fighting the fire is recorded by the

Scientific American. The fire had surrounded and was

threatening a wine manufactory, and in the middle of the fight

which then wag

being waged
against it, the

water supply
suddenly gave
out. The ownei

promptly gave the

order to attacli

the hose to the

great vats of wine,

and in a few
moments it was
being thrown or

the flames. Th(

effect was re

markable. Wher
ever it struck tht

flames we re

smothered a

once, p e c u 1 i a

clouds of smok':

arising, showini;

that the cheniica

combination wa'

a success. Fou

,

thousand gallon

of wine, value

at $8,000, wer

thus used, bt:

the property saved was of far greater value. The Foreste

gives an account of a fire in the Sierra Madres just abov

Pasadena and within the boundaries of 'the San Gabri(,

Reserve, which started on the 22nd of July. The fire starts

quite near a pumping engine and was probably originate

by a spark from it. This fire burnt for two weeks an

swept away an immense area of forest, and in most places ti|

soil was swept clean of every vestige of vegetation. This tc

was on the mountains and the watersheds, and the far-reachir

consequences may therefore be understood, particularly in :

state like California which depends so much on irrigation fd

its fertility. Fortunately no lives were lost, but many ha

nairow escapes. The fire was only checked by the mo

strenuous efforts of as many as .three hundred men, and th(

only when it had reached a place where it had to burn dow

hill and could more easily be fought. The cost to the gover

ment of fighting it will be about ten thousand dollars.
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A TRIP TO GLEN GI-ORDON.
By J. S.

We started Thursday morning for Point-au-Chene at 8.30.

t proved to be a trip of disappointments. Our first was in the

lilure of Mr. Mount to send his partridge dog as promised.

>n arrival at Point-au-Cliene we found that the carter's waggon

^ag broken, and we were compelled to wait three hours until

; was repaired. When we arrived at Lake Commandant we
ad another wait of an hour for the boatman, and did not get

tarted until five o'clock, and reached the portage at the head

f bhe lake at seven o'clock. It was rapidly getting dark, and

re had to cross the portage of a mile to Cross Lake. The
(oatman left us here as our friends were to meet us at the

ther end of the walk with a boat to take us to camp. We left

ur provisions at the landing and struggled along over the

nciuntain with our grips and guns, thinking that our troubles

vere nearly over. But we found that they had only com-

nenced, as there was no sign of a boat waiting for us. We
r(id several shots, and shouted until we were hoarse, but

e(«ived no response. After a while it dawned on us that we
vere in a bad hole, and would have to spend the night on the

rail. Fortunately we had our blankets with us, and after

)uilding a fire to keep up our spirits, for we had nothing else,

ve hung our hammock, and prepared to go supperless to bed,

s the grub was at the other end of the portage. We got

hrough the night without much sleep, and at the first break

if day made a break for the provisions, and brought them
tcross, after reducing the weight somewhat. As there was no

ign of our friends we started to build a raft. We had collected

everal logs when we were rejoiced to receive an answering

;all from the boys in camp. As we knew they could not reach

IS for some time, we laid down on the rock and were soon

ast asleep. We slept for two hours, and on awakening
oimd that there was no sign of the rescuing party. Matters

vere now looking serious, and we came to the conclusion that

v€) were on the wrong lake, and we decided to circle the one

hat we were on in order to find another portage. This was no

asy task as anyone who has visited the Laurentians can testify,

[iut it seemed the only way out of our difficulty. We had to

ut and force our way through the thick underbrush and
swamps for about three miles, when I left Mac. on the edge of

he lake and started to climb over a high mountain. On reach-

ng the top I was overjoyed on receiving an answer to my calls.

; also heard the sound of a couple of horns, and was convinced

hat our friends were looking for us. As soon as I could get

Siac. we again ascended the mountain, and on going down the

)ther side a short distance we discovered the lake, and two
I'anoes in the distance coming to our rescue. But we had
I'eiiched the lake where the shore was nothing but a perfectly

straight cliff of two hundred feet or more. It took us half an
[lour more before we found a place where we could descend.

In a short time we were safe in camp, somewhat tired, but
jitill in the ring. We had been a night and two days on the

I'oad.

I
Saturday morning all of the boys except three had to

j-eturn to town. This left us a party of five, which was plenty

for comfort. As I was very tired from the tramp of the day
J3€fore, 1 remained quiet and did nothing but fish all day.

^Ve caught a number of fine red and gray trout. In the even-
ng we made a call on Mr. and Mrs. Clark, and were persuaded
o remain to a first-class dinner, the first real meal that I had
iaten since leaving home.

Sunday morning we visited the camp on our lake and
found everything in good shape. The lake was full of wild
rice, and there were lots of ducks. Sunday night we slept at
Clark's, as we were returning home in the morning by way of
Montebello.

Monday morning we started for the front, an all day drive.
The weather was fine, and we promised ourselves that we
would have lots of sport with the partridge on the way down.
We had bagged several, when, to our dismay, we saw that a
storm was gathering. We only had time to put on our water-
proof garments, when the storm broke. It proved to be a
regular hurricane. We were in a narrow road in the forest,

and could not retreat or advance. The trees were crashing
down onto the road in every direction, and we thought our
time had come. We had several narrow escapes, but after a
half hour the wind went down, and it settled into a steady down-
pour, which lasted until we were out of the woods. The rain
settled our chance of sport on the way down. We finally

arrived at Montebello, and after having trouble with the hotel-

keeper for a windup of our troubles, we boarded our train and
reached home at twelve o'clock, "sadder but wiser men."
All the same we will go again when the first opportunity
arrives.

HINTS FROM A DOQ.
By Fido, per C. A- B-

"He's only a little yeiler, yeller dorg,

The ugliest in all the land
;

But I'd rather have a wag from my little dorg's tail,

Than, the touch of a false friend's hand."

My young master often hums this snatch from a once
popular song, and being merely a little "yeller dorg" myself,

(though I would'nt change places with any blue-blood I have
ever met), I think them simply beautiful. In fact they run in

my head so continually that the other night, when I was shut

out in the back yard, I tried to sing them to myself, but
Abigail, the foolish young maid-servant, soon stopped that by
shutting me up in the cellar, as a punishment for having, as

she thought, barked at the old Tom cat that lives next door.

I am sick of being misunderstood by menials.

Englishmen say "H'it'sa poor 'ousehold that cawn't sup-

port a terrier," (at least that's what my friend the bull dog at

the mews says, and he ought to know, for he was brought up
in the family of the head coachman of a British duke), and I

think there's a lot of sound sense in the remark. The expense of

keeping a terrier, or for the matter of that any dog, is utterly

insignificant compared with the pleasure to be derived from his

society, to say nothing of the invaluable effect of his example
upon the children, which would alone be worth more than

the price of the license. Where there are youngsters a dog

will, I believe, be found a never-ending source of amusement
for the little folk ; in fact children that live in the country and

own a puppy and a pony should be as happy as the day is long,

and need envy neither prince or potentate.

But as dogs cannot yet talk, although we try to very hard,

boys and girls that are fortunate enough to be given one should

learn something of our habits, and study our likes and dislikes,

or they may be very cruel and inflict much suffering on their

little four-footed friends while meaning to be kind and con-

siderate. Of course I am not writing in the hope of reforming

those little barbarians that tie tin cans to our tails, or stick

pins in our noses, (such things have been done), because
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children tliat would intentionally inflict suffering are not

worthy to own even a guinea-pig, much less such a loving,

faithful animal as a dog, but I think a few words of advice from

an experienced dog may help many a young owner to make life

pleasanter for Rags or Romp, or whatever he calls his canine

playmate.

There are many varieties of dog, some rarely seen outside

a kennel club bench show, and others, and they are vastly in

the majority, never seen in one, but it is a great mistake to

suppose only dogs with a pedigree, and of a recognized breed,

have any raonopoh- of intelligence, affection or devotion. Not
a bit of it. Look at my own case ; I am a very small creature,

bearing a faint resemblance to a black and tan terrier, only

thiat I have a long beautiful coat (though I say it, who
shouldn't), which I ought not to have, and I don't believe the

president of the American Kennel Club, whoever he may be,

would give fifty cents in lawful money for me, and yet I can

walk on my hind legs, waltz, say my prayers, and in fact am
most highly educated—for a dog. Why, would you believe it,

when I was but a pup, barely six months old, I frightened

away a burglar one night, and ever since they call me McKin-
ley, because I'm a famous protectionist. I must confess I was
horribly scared when I saw that terrible man crawl in through

the sitting room window, and merely barked because I was so

desperately frightened, but my people don't know that, so I

get credit for being tremendously brave, and wear a handsome
collar with my name on it in raised letters as a reward for my
service on that eventful night.

Of course a pedigree is a good thing to have, and neither

boy or dog is any the worse for it, but there are some things

that are better even than a pedigree, for instance, truth, loyalty

and obedience to one's parents, or owners, as the case may be
and I can assure you many a little so-cailed cur shines in all

these virtues. I once heard my master tell a good story at the

dinner table about pedigrees and such, that will, I think, bear

repeating. It seems that 'honest" John Davidson, a very

famous judge of sporting dogs, such as setters and pointers, was
once judging at the Boston bench show, and a lady had entered

a very^inferior animal, according to dog show standards, in one
of the classes he had to make the awards in. As it stood no
chance of a ribbon he ordered it out of the ring at once,

the space being crowded. "Why, sir! my dog's got a pedi-

gree," cried the lady. "Well, madam," retorted Davidson,
"anither time joost bring th' pedigree, and leave th' dawg
at hame," which proves that even at a show a pedigree is

not everything.

During the first six weeks of our lives we are very delicate,

and should be left alone, as our mothers can look after us better

than anyone else. When we get older we are generally quite

ready for a romp, and our parents are then proud if people that

they know are to be trusted take notice of us, but too much
handling and mauling at an early age spoils our shapes and
our tempers. I have often been pained at the way some
children take up a puppy ; they grasp it with both hands
under the ribs and give a yank, so that the poor little creature

looks as though it would burst. Now the right way is to lift it

by the loose skin of the back of the neck, taking a good big

handful ; it looks cruel but it does not hurt us at all if we are

not held in that position too long.

Up to three months of age our brains are too undeveloped
to learn much, but about that time our education may begin.

There is no excuse for a dog having unpleasant habits. Kind-

ness, firmness and a wise system of rewards and punishment
will always effect a cure. I consider that dogs that won't ea

this and won't eat that are very much to be pitied, as the

have fallen into the hands of people that don't understan

us. Professional kennelmen are never troubled by a dog's fai

tidiousness. They offer the animal his food, and if he refuse

to eat it within a reasonable time they take it away, nor d

they let him see it again for t A-elve hours or so. Should 1

be so foolish as to decline it a second time, they rei)eat tl

performance. The dog is then usually cured.

Until we are six months old we should have three ligl

meals every day, and for the succeeding half year we ought

be fed twice a day, but when fully grown once every twent

four hours is enough. Good plain food is all that we nee(

sweetmeats and cookies make us fat and short winded, ana c

short our lives. Caramels and peanut candy have, I am sui

sent thousands of pampered pets to an untimely grave. Oi

meal pudding, a little milk, a very little well-cooked me;

plenty of vegetables, such as the outer leaves of cabbage boil

with the oatmeal, Spratt's dog biscuits fed dry, and every d

or two a big bone to gnaw, so large that the pup could r

swallow it, would make a bill of fare any small dog should thri

upon. Of course a big St. Bernard or mastiff may want otl

things, such for instance as a sheep's head or paunch boilt
^

twice a week, but a terrier or spaniel requires very little food

keep in rude health. House dogs are almost invariably over fi

!

Some folk seem to think any place is good enough foi

dog to sleep in, consequently animals that are allowed to li;

in the sitting room by day are exiled to a damp, musty eel

'

or outbuilding by night. No wonder they bark and raise O
generally ; I would do the same if my master knew no bet}

than to treat me that way. I always sleep in a nice cool pli|

in summer, and a fairly warm place in winter, and I have a \.i

of pine shavings during the former season, and clean wh

straw during the latter, and that's even better than i*

proverbial lying in clover.
j

Many of my dearest friends have died of distemper, incl-

ing some of my brothers and sisters. Veterinary surgeons n^

say, so I am told, that it is akin to typhoid fever in hum
beings ; at any rate it kills thousands of dogs every year an( i

very much to be dreaded. My master called in a doctor wl i

I took it, and they kept me warm, gave me very nourish;

broth to arink, but no solid food, and when first my nose : 1

eyes began to run a dose of syrup of buck-thorn, and I beli ?

they saved my life. After two years of age we are generally si

.

I have written a much longer letter to my young frie s

than I intended, and yet I have not said half that I want

,

but the rest must wait until some other occasion. Of coi e

being only a dog I have had to get my master to do the act!

writing, but nevertheless, as I have talked to him for houni

my own way, and he thoroughly understands what I wislo

say, this letter may be considered as my own.

One word more and I am done. Don't trust tl e

Pomeranians; I have had fights with them and I know they e

not to be trusted with children, as their tempers are snapi 'i

and their teeth long and sharp, as sundry scars on my li e

body could prove, but terriers, spaniels, St. Bernards d

Newfoundlands, as well as many little "yeller dorgs" of e

common or one-dollar variety, are thoroughly to be trus !•

Even my English friend the bulldog down at the mews,
:

t-

withstanding his terrible appearance, wouldn't hurt a hai'f

a child's head to save his own life.
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JOHNNIE'S FIRST MOOSE3.

e cloud is hide de moon, but dere's plaintee light above
teiidy, Johnnie, steady—kip your head down low,

[ove de paddle leetle quicker, an' de ole canoe we'll shove
•t T'roo de water nice an' quiet^h For de place we're goin' try it

|HP Is beyou' de silver birch dere

You can see it lak a church dere

V^'en we're passin' on de corner w'ere de lily flower grow.

V'asn't dat correc' w'at I'm tolin' you jus' now?
teidy, Johnnie, steady—kip your head down low,

ever min', I'll watch behin'—me—an' you can watch de bow
, An' you'll see a leetle clearer

Ih^E Wen canoe is comin' nearerHB Dere she is—now easy, easy

J^^^ For de win' is gettin' breezy,

lin' we don't want not'ing smell us, till de horn begin to blow,

remember long ago w'en ma fader tak' me out,

t«ady, Johnnie, steady—kip your head down low,

,e way I'm takin' you, sir—hello? was dat a shout?

Seems to me I t'ink I'm hearin'

Somet'ing stirrin' on de clearin'

W'ere it stan' de lumber shaintee

If it's true, den you'll have plaintee

in half a minute, if de moose don't start to go !

Vn' now we're on de shore, let us hide de ole canoe,

teady, Johnnie, steady—kip your head down low,

Vn' lie among de rushes, dat's bes' t'ing we can do
For de ole boy may be closer

Dan anybody know, sir,

An' look out you don't be shakin'

Or de bad shot you'll be niakin'

But I'm feelin' sam' way too, me, w'en I was young also.

i'ciu ready for de call ? Here goes for number wan,
Steady, Johnnie, steady—kip your head down low,

Did you hear how nice I do it, an' how it travel on
Till it reach across de reever?

Dat' II geev' some moose de fever !

AVait now, Johnnie, don't you worry
No use bein' on de hurry

But lissen for de answer ; it'll come before you know.

For w'y you jomp lak dat ? Wat's matter wit' your ear ?

teady, Johnnie, steady—kip your head down low,

Tak' your finger off de trigger ; dat was only bird you hear

Can't you tell de pine tree crickin'

Or de boule frog w'en he's spikin' ?

Don't you know de grey owl singin'

From de beeg moose w'en he's ringin'

Out hees challenge on de message your ole gi an' fader blow ?

Vou're lucky boy to-night, wit' hunter' man lak me !

Steady, Johnnie, steady—kip your head down low,

Can tole you all about it ! H-s-s-h ! dat's somet'ing now, I see,

Dere he's comin' t'roo de bushes

So get down among de rushes

Hear heem walk ! I t'ink by tonder

He inus' go near fourteen bonder !

8 de feller I been watchin' all de evening, I dunno.

I'll geev' anoder call ! jus' a leetle wan or two
Steady, Johnnie, steady—kip your head down low,

W'en he see dere's no wan waitin', I wonner w'at he'll do !

Dat

But look out for here he's comin'
Sa-pris-ti ! ma heart is drummin' !

You can never get heem nearer, '
'

An' de moon is shinin' clearer,

W'at a fine shot you'll be havin' ! Now, Johnnie, let her go !

Bang
! Bang ! You got heem, sure ! an' he'll never run away

Nor feed among de lily on de shore of Wessonneau !

So dat's your firse moose, Johnnie ! AVall ! remember all I say
Doesn't matter w'at you're chasin'

Doesn't matter w'at you're facin'

Only watch de t'ing you're doin'

If you don't, Ba Gosh ! you're ruin !

An' steady, Johnnie, steady, kip your head down low.

—William Henry Drummond, in Montreal Gazette.

CORRESPONDENCE.
The White Flag.

To THE Editor of Rod and Gun :

In an article under the heading "The 1900 Deer Hunt,"
by J. S., in your January issue, the statement is made that
when a deer raises its white Hag after being shot at it always
indicates a perfect miss. This, although generally the case,

is not invariably so.

I recollect once standing by a runway as the dog, a
common collie, was driving a deer. It was just after a
November snow storm, and every tree and bush had a heavy
coating of white. It was prior to the era of the breach loader.

My weapon was a single barrel, percussion cap, fowling piece.

The deer, a fine doe, came bounding gracefully forward, passing

within some twenty paces of where I stood. I gave a shout,

and, as is invariably the case unless very hard pressed by the

dogs, when a deer hears a shout and cannot see its apparent
source, it stopped short. I raised my piece, aimed behind the

shoulder and pulled the trigger. The gun snapped. I hastily

pulled back the dog-head again ( there was not time to fit

another cap) took hasty aim, pulled the trigger, and the old

thing went off. I never saw a flag more deliberately and grace-

fully raised, or a deer start off with more graceful and easy lope

—and I saw her make several before she was out of sight—than

that doe did. I said nothing but thought words which you
would not care to put in type, to say nothing of the blessings

bestowed upon that old gun. I proceeded to load up again

before moving, and while doing so the dog passed, and,

greatly to my surprise, immediately stopped giving tongue.

As soon as I had loaded up I started along the track. The

second or third bound my doe had made carried her between

two clumps of hazel. I found each of them splashed with

blood, as if it had been squirted on with a sprinkler, indicating

that the lungs were perforated, and that the bullet ( eighteen

to the lb, ) had passed completely through the body, I took

back every unkind thought that had passed through my mind

about the old gun.

I found my doe lying stone dead in less than one hundred

yards, and when she was being drawn it was discovered that

the lead had passed through the lungs, and had also completely

parted the jugular vein.

I have never killed many deer, nor done much hunting,

and this is the only instance of the kind that has come under

my personal notice, but I have been told several similar cases

by old hunters.

Fenelon Falls, 19th January, 1901.

James Dickson.
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NORTH AMERICAN FISH AND GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION

The second annual meeting of this association was held at

Montreal, January 30th to 31st, 1901, with the following in at-

tendance :

—

N. 0. Tiffany, Buffalo, N.Y., Hon. David Millar, Lockport,

N. Y., C. H. Wilson, Glens Falls, N. Y., J. Warren Pond, Chief

Game Warden, Albany, N. Y., Gen. F. G. Butterfield, Derby
Line, Vermont, Chas. F. Burhans, Warrensburg, N. Y., Dr. J.

D. Deacon, Pembroke, Ont., E. A. Dunlop, Pembroke, Ont.,

J. McCombie, Temiskaming, Que. , Edward Tinsley, Chief Game
Warden, Toronto, Ont., W.J. Cleghorn, Secretary of the Que-

bec Association for the Protection of Fish and Game, Montreal,

Que., Dr. Brainerd, Treasurer of the Quebec Association for

the Protection of Fish and Game, Montreal, Que., F. K. Sweet,

Lockport, N. Y. , L. Z. Joncas, Supt. of Fish and Game, Quebec,

Que., J. W. Titcomb, Fish and Game Commissioner, St. Johns-

bury, Vt., Chas. E. Oak, Fish and Game Commissioner,

Augusta, Maine, Dr. John T. Finnie, Montreal, Que., D. G.

Smith. Chatham, N. B., L. B. Knight, Chief Game Warden, St.

John, N. B., N. E. Cormier, Chief Game Warden, Aylmer East,

Que,,C. Rankin, Mattawa, Ont., F. S. Hodges, Boston, Mas?.,

A. Irving, Gouverneur, N. Y., C. H. Anthony, Gouverneur, N,

Y., E. F. Bradley, Vermont, N. P. Leach, Swanton, N. Y., E.

A. Davis, Fish and Game Commissioner, Bethel, Vt., C. E. E.

Ussher, G. P. A., C. P. R., Montreal, Que., L. 0. Armstrong,

Montreal, Que-, R. E. Plumb, Detroit, Mich., Philip H. Roy,

Montreal, Que., G. A. Farmer, Montreal, Que., S. T. Bastedo,

Deputy Fish Commissioner, Toronto, Ont., H. R. Charlton,

Adv. Agt., G. T. R., Montreal, Que., Hon. Nat. Wentworth,

New Hampshire, Hon. F. B. Latchford, Commissioner Fish and

Game, Toronto, Ont., Henry Russell, Detroit, Mich., Hon. Mr.

Shurtliff, Lancaster, N. H., E. T. D. Chambers, Quebec, Gen.

Wm. H. Henry, United States Consul, Quebec, Dr. Wm. H.

Drummond, Montreal, Que., Hon. S. H Parent, Premier of the

Province and President, Quebec, Que., E. N. Cusson, Montreal,

Que., Joseph Brunet, Notre Dame des Neiges, L. V. Laporte,

Montreal, Que., Dr. T. A. Brisson, Montreal, Que., Achille Ber-

goin, M.P.P., Montreal, Que., John E. Bentley, Central Ver-

mont, Rd., St. Albans, Vt., Andrew C. Cornwall, Alexandria

Bay, N. Y., W. H. Thompson, Alexandria Bay, N. Y., R. P.

Grant, Clayton, N. Y., Chas. Bramble, Montreal, Que., Joseph

Riendeau, Fishery Inspector, Montreal, Que., L. E. Carufel,

Colonization Dept., Montreal, Que., H. G. Kearney. Papineau-

ville, Que., Isaac H. Stearns, Montreal, Que., C. E. Britton,

Gananoque, Ont., Jas. Rochefort, Valleyfield, Que., R^ne
Dupont, Quebec, Que., A. H Harris, Quebec Southern and
Rutland Railways, Montreal, Que., J. W. McGeary, Burlington,

Vt., Martin F. Allen, Vermont.

Two States and one province have joined since the first

meeting and the association now consists of the following, viz.,

Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, New Brunswick, New Hamp-
shire, New York, Nova Scotia, Ontario, Quebec and Vermont.

The principal business was the adoption of a constitution

and by-laws, and the consideration of the report of the com-

mittee on harmonizing the laws as amended and adopted, both

of which are printed on another page.

It is a high testimony to the wisdom and thoroughness of

the committees on constitution and by-laws, and on harmoniz-

ing the laws, that their reports were adopted with only two oi

three small changes—the latter committee, especially, had a*

very difficult task to perform.

Officers were elected as follows :—President, John W,'

Titcomb, St. Johnsbury, Vt.; Vice-Presidents, Maine, H. 0.'

Stanley
; Mass., John Fottler, jr.; Micliigan, R. E. Plumb:

New Brunswick, Hon. A. T. Dunn ; New York, C. H. Wilson

Nova Scotia, J. W. Longley ; Ontario, Hon. F, R. Latchford

Quebec, Dr. T. C. Brainerd; Vermont, Gen, F. C. Butterfield.

Executive Committee: Hon. L. T. Carleton, Maine; F. S.j

Hodges, Boston, Massachusetts ; Henry Russell, Detroit, Michil

gan ; D. G, Smith, Chatham, New Brunswick ; Hon. W.'

Shortliff, New Hampshire ; David Miller, Lockport, New York
S. T. Bastedo, Toronto, Ontario ; C. E. E. Ussher, Montreal

Quebec ; E. A. Davis, St. Johnsbury, Vermont. Membershij:

Committee: E. T. D. Chambers, Quebec; Dr. W. H. Drum
mond, Montreal ; Gen. W. H. Henry, Quebec. Auditing.

Committee: L. O. Armstrong, Montreal; W. J. Cleghorn,

j

Montreal,

President Parent having resigned was unanimouslv,

re-elected, but not being able to serve, owing to the heavj

demands on his time since his assumption of the duties o

j

Premier of Quebec, he was elected an honorary life member
with the title of Honorary President.

The following resolutions were passed :

Whereas, the results so far, show that the federation oU

the fish and game interests of the eastern border states andi

provinces which at present constitute the North American Fish'

A Game Protective Association has accomplished and will dc;

excellent work in the directions set forth in the Constitution ol!

this Association, and t

Whereas, although we desire to further the objects of thif

Association by the accession of all of the western border states-

and provinces, we believe the long distances separating them

and necessitating many miles of travel to attend meetings wil

prevent the practical operation of an association embracing ah

the border states and provinces from the Atlantic to the

Pacific, and
Whereas, it is our belief that the objects for which this

association was formed can be furthered by the formation, a^

soon at it can be arranged conveniently, of such other groupe

or federations of the fish and game interests of tlie border state^

or provinces, as may be suitable, with an extension of the same

idea, at such later date at it may be feasible, to cover all North
j

America with such federations, and
Whereas, it is desirable, if such federations be formed,

that those which are contiguous should keep in touch to the

extent at least of sending one or more delegates to each other's

annual meetings, therefore, be it

Resolved, that the Secretary of this Association is hereby

instructed to send, as soon as printed, a copy of this preamble

and resolution, together with a copy of the printed proceedings

of this meeting and the Constitution and By-Laws to the chief

game and fish authorities of Minnesota, Manitoba, Norths

Dakota, Montana, Idaho, British Columbia and Washington,

and the Northwest Territories of Alberta, Assiniboia and Sas-
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atcliewan, as a respectful suggestion from this Association for

heir earnest consideration.

That this Association draw the attention of tlie Department

f the Interior of tlie Dominion of Canada to tlie fact that large

lunbers of moose, and caribou, are being destroyed in the

"ukon Territory, and recommends in the general interest of

ame that some protective measures be adopted and put in

orce in that region.

That this Association favors the amendment of the Act of

'ongress, passed May 25th, 1900, known as " The Lacey Act,"

n such form as to prohibit, under penalty of forfeiture of goods,

,nd the imprisonment of the offender, the bringing into the

Jiiited States of any fish or game, furs or fur-bearing animals

hat shall have been killed, or had in possession, in violation

f the laws of the State or country in which the same shall be

illed, or in which any such fish or game, or furs, or fur-

)earing animals unlawfully be in possession, or which it should

)e unlawful to have in possession under or by the laws of the

state in which any such fish or game, or furs or fur-bearing

tnimals, shall be brought into the United States.

That the President of this Association be and is directed to

ransmita copy of this resolution to the Hon. Mr. Lacey, Mem-
)er of Congress, with the request that he make such efforts as

le can to carry the resolution into effect.

That it is the sense of this Association that the members

rem the provinces of Canada shall urge their several govern-

nents to enact laws similar in scope to the Lacey Act of Con-

tress, together with the above proposed amendment.

That it is the sense of this Association that it should in no

espect serve as an advertising medium for any sportsman's

•esort, sporting goods, railway or steamboat lines, or anything

Ise in the way of merchandise or transportation.

Whereas, the general laws of adjoining states of the Ameri-

can Union ( excepting New York ) and the Provinces of Canada

excepting Quebec ) prohibit the spring shooting of wild fowl,

ind in the opinion of this Association it is desirable that such

shooting shall be prohibited by laws of all adjoining states,

herefore, it is

Resolved, that this Association respectfully petition the

egislatures of the State of New York, and the Province of

l^uebec, to enact laws that will prohibit the spring shooting of

wild fowl in that state and province. Also

That Dr. Finnie's resolution, pages 8 and 9 of printed

proceedings of last annual meeting be re-affirmed. The reso-

lution reads as follows :

Moved by Dr. Finnie, seconded by Dr. Drummond :

Resolved, that this meeting believes that the best results

n enforcing game laws cannot be gained unless their enforce-

ment is altogether divorced from politics
;

Resolved, that we believe a persecution for infraction of

?ame or fish laws should be pushed to a conclusion as soon as

possible in every case
;

Resolved, that we strongly object to the pernicious practice

jf remission of payment by Provincial or State Governments,

3r their officers of fines imposed on offenders, or of suspended

sentences, or any other device of which the intent is to defeat

the ends of justice, for any reason, political or otherwise.

!
It was decided to hold the next annual meeting in

Vermont, the place to be named by the president.

On the evening of January 30th, President Tetcomb gave

X very interesting and instructive lecture on fish culture, which

was well illustrated by aid of the stereopticon. The lecture

was highly appreciated by the many members who attended.
Mr. Chas. A. Bramble concluded the evening's entertainment
by reading an excellent paper on moose, which we reproduce
elsewhere.

The following is the report of the Committee of the North
American Fish and Game Protective Association, appointed on
L'nd February, 1900, on the "Possibilities of Harmonizing the
Fish and Game Laws of the Provinces and States" together with
the two amendments put and carried at this meeting :

To the Prendenl and Member of the North American Fii^h and
Game Protective Association :

Gentlemen,—Your Committee on the " possibilities of har-
monizing the Fish and Game Laws of the Provinces and States,"

appointed on the 2nd of February, 1900, has the honor to re-

port :

That it was convened to meet in the city of Montreal on
the 13th December, 1900, where it remained in session during
the greater part of two days ; the members of the Committee
present having been Messrs. C. H. Wilson and J. H. Seymour,
of New York, Hon. Mr. Dunn and Dr. G. Smith, of New Bruns-
wick, General F. G. Butterfield, of Vermont, Dr. G. A. Mac-
Callum, of Ontario, and L. Z. Joncas and N. E. Cormier, of

Quebec, besides the following members of the Association, who
being in attendance, were duly invited by resolution to assist

the Committee : namely, Lieut.-Governor Fiske, Vermont, and
Messrs. John W. Titcomb, Vermont, Chas. F. Burlians, New
York, C. E. E. Ussher, Chas. A. Bramble, Dr. Drummond and
Dr. Finnie, of Montreal, and E. T. D. Chambers, of Quebec.

That the Hon. Mr. Dunn, New Brunswick, was called to

the cliair and E. T. D. Chambers acted as secretary.

That in accordance with a mode of procedure adopted by
your Committee at the commencement of its first sitting, the

gist of all legislation recommended was submitted for discus-

sion and vote by written resolutions, and that with the slight

exceptions, noted in detail in another part of this report, the

findings of the Committee were unanimous upon all the propo-

sals submitted to it.

That in accordance with such conclusions, your Committee

has the honor to recommend the desirability of certain

changes in and additions to the existing Fish and Game Laws
of the border States and Provinces, both with a view of har-

monizing the same and also to give practical effect to the belief

of the members of your Committee, expressed and fully re-

corded in a unanimous resolution of the General Meeting, Feb.

2nd and 3rd, 1900. "that the fish and game of each Province

and State is a valuable asset which in each case should be ad-

ministered so as to produce the greatest possible revenue to the

States and Provinces, and that it is a necessary feature of such

administration that the visits of non-resident sportsmen, which

result in disbursing large sums of money among the people,

much of it in the wilder and poorer sections, where it is of the

greatest value to the inhabitants, should be encouraged in every

way, and suitable open seasons arranged for that purpose."

Wherefore your Committee respectfully recommends :

—

That the open season for moose, caribou and red deer in

all the border States and Provinces should generally be from

September 15th to November 30th, inclusive, but that for cer-

tain sections of a Province or State, where moose are decreas-

ing, it may be desirable to make partial or entirely close sea-

sons ;—that it is recognized that in northern districts a longer

season for caribou is desirable, though great care should be ob-
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served in extending it beyond that for moose ;—and that in

districts where red deer are few in number, it is desirable that

the open season be further restricted.

Where, however, in the opinion of State or Provincial offi-

cials having charge of the preservation of moose, caribou or

deer, a still shorter season is desirable, the Association ap-

proves of such restrictions but within the limits.

That the numbers of moose, caribou and deer killed by one

hunter during a single season be limited to one bull moose, one

caribou and two deer, and that hunters do all in their power to

protect calves and females of such game, and that the pursuing

of moose, caribou and deer with dogs be prohibited.

That spring shooting or killing of game birds be abolished.

That the close season for beaver should be extended until

1905 in all the States and border Provinces.

That the open season be from September 15th to December

15th for all species of grouse with the exception of ptarmigan,

for woodcock, snipe and duck of all kinds, including swans and

geese, rail, plover, and other birds known as shore birds or

waders.

That every State and Province should adopt laws limiting

the number of game birds that may be killed by each hunter

per day, and the number, weight and size of fish game which

may be caught by each angler.

That a permanent protective law be urged against the

destruction of insectivorous birds and other birds useful to

agriculture.

That the exportation of speckled or brook trout be totally

prohibited, save with the exception of fish caught by any

tourist or summer visitor, the total weight of such fish not to

exceed thirty pounds net, and limited to the lawful catch of

two days' angling.

That in all the waters dividing the states and provinces,

the open season for black bass shall be from from July 1st to

January 1st.

That all net fishing be prohibited in Lake Champlain, in

the spring of the year, in New York, Vermont and the

Province of Quebec.

That in the publication of the game and fish laws of the

different States and Provinces by the departments or officers in

charge of the enforcement thereof, the open season, as well as

the close season, should be stated.

That the pursuing, shooting at or killing any of the

animals or birds specified in the foregoing recommendations,

should be entirely prohibited at all other times than those

specified in such recommendations.

That the tag and coupon system in use in Ontario and

Michigan be adopted by all the provinces and states, and that

market men, game dealers, buyers, sellers and tanners of deer,

moose and caribou skins, and proprietors of hunting camps be

duly licensed,—if such a system can be legally arranged,—by
the chief game authorities of the States and Provinces, to whom
they shall periodically report.

That the possession, sale and exportation of all game,

birds an<l animals should be prohibited after the expiry of

fifteen days after the close of the open season for the birds or

animals, as the case may be, in each State or province in which

taken or killed, each article to be accompanied by a coupon

from a license authorizing the killing or capture of the same in

such State or Province.

That a bounty sufficient to ensure the trapping of wolves

should be offered in Quebee, Ontario and New Brunswick,

where these pests are sufficiently numerous to be a detrimen''

to the game supply, and that the minimum amount of sue)

bounty should be fifteen dollars.

Your committee would further report that Dr. McCallum
of Ontario, voted " nay, until further consideration," upon tli(

resolutions of the Committee to recommend the proposec

changes in the laws relating to the close season for moosej

caribou and deer, and that with these exceptions, all thd

recommendations embodied in this report received th(

approval of every member of the Committee attending itj

sittings. '

Wherefore, also, your Committee has the honor to reconi

mend that it be an instruction from the Association to it

incoming officers, and a request to its membership to urgi

upon the governments of the various border States anc

Provinces the adoption of such legislation as will meet thu

suggested amendments to existing laws recommended in thr

present report. i

Constitution of the North American Fish and Gamt
Protective Association.

ARTICLE I.

Section 1.—This organization shall be known as the Nortlj

American Fish and Game Association.

Section 2.—Its objects shall be :

(a) The harmonizing of the laws of the different Province i

of Canada and the contiguous States of the American Union.

(h) The preservation, propagation and protection of Figlii

Game and Bird life, and the maintenance and improvement oj

laws relating thereto, and mutual assistance in enforcing Gam
j

and Fish laws on the borders of the various States and !*'•">

inces.

(c) The preservation of forests.

{d) The promotion of Fish culture, the introduction of ue\*

species and varieties of Fish, Game and useful birds and thi'

dissemination of information relating thereto.

ARTICLE II.

Section 1.—The officers of this Association shall be a Pres!

ident, a Vice-President for each State and Province representee

in its membership, a Secretary-Treasurer, an Executive Com

,

mittee of one member for each State and Province representee;

in the Association ; in addition to the aforementioned officers;

a Committee of three on Membership and an Auditing Comi

mittee.

Section 2.—The officers shall be chosen by ballot at tli<!

annual meeting and shall hold their respective offices for oik

year, or until others are chosen in their stead. The Presiden

may fill any vacancy occurring during the year. In the even;

of a vacancy occuring in the office of President, the Vice-Presii

dent representing the State or Province in which the next an

nual meeting is to be held, shall succeed to the vacant offic>

until next annual meeting.
]

Section 3.—The President shall preside at all meetings o.

the Association and the Executive Committee, where it ahal:

be his duty to enforce the by-laws and his privilege to give tin

casting vote in case of a tie. He shall have the power to cal-

or request the Secretary-Treasurer to call a general Committor

meeting whenever it may seem to him expedient in the inter

ests of the Association so to do, and he may at any time appoin

special local Committees.
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Section 4.—The Secretary-Treasurer shall keep a record of

|ie meetings of the Association and perforin sucli other duties

ordinarily ai)pertain to the office of Secretary-Treasurer. He
all receive and disburse all moneys of the Association, under

le direction of the President, and shall present a detailed

lancial statement, showing the receipts and expenditures of

le Association during the year. He shall furnish guarantee

>nds from some incorporated guarantee company to the satis-

ction of the President Expense of said bond to be defrayed

I,' the Association.

Section 5.—The Auditing Committee shall audit the Secre-

r\ -Treasurer's accounts and certify in writing as to the cor-

(dness of the same, and to that end shall examine the vouch-

3 and receipts.

Section 6.—The Execu-

ve Committee shall h-^ve

1 the power of a Board of

injotors and shall exercise

general supervision over

le affairs of the Association

ot otherwise provided for.

Section 1.—Any person

lay become a member of

lis Association who has

een vouched for by a mem-
r in good standing and

as been approved by the

onimittee on Membership,

[e shall sign the Constitu-

11 and by-laws. Provided

it persons who have been

2cepted as members are

rinitted to forward their

allies on slips of paper to

Secretary, requesting

leir signature to be placed

u the book of membership,

reposition for membership
all not be acted upon

ntil the admission fee has

een paid to the Treasurer,

its payment has been

inched for by the member
laking said proposition.

Any Fish or Game Asso-

ation in Canada may be

presented in this Associa-

on by as many of their members as they duly accredit thereto,

ut the regular annual assessments must be paid for each such
jpresentative.

Section 2.—Any member of this Association who lias been
jnvicted of any wilful violation of any Fish or Game Law,
lall be expelled, and be deprived from membership for at

astiive years, if five or more members at any regular meeting
lall so vote. For any other offence any member may be ex-

jelled by a vote of three-fourths of the members present, pro-

jided the aforesaid member shall have been notified of such
jitended action at least four weeks before the vote of expul-
"11 is dealt with.

President North American Fish and Game Protective Association

ARTICLE IV.

Section 1.—Fifteen members shall constitute a quorum at
meetings of this Association for the transaction of all business,
except for the expulsion of a member or the amendment of the
Constitution ana by-laws, for which thirty members of the
Association shall constitute a quorum.

Five members of the Executive Committee shall constitute a
quorum at its meetings.

ARTICLE V.

Section 1.—No alteration or amendment of the constitution
shall be made unless thirty days' notice in writing shall have
been given to each member, stating fully and clearly the
changes proposed to be presented at the next annual meeting
of the Association.

BY-LAWS.

1. The admission fee

shall be five dollars, the pay-

ment of which will exempt
the member from assessment

for the current fiscal year,

and any person proposed

within three months before

the annual meeting in each

year shall be exempt from

the assessment of the suc-

ceeding fiscal year. Three
dollars shall be the annual

assessment.

2. The payment of fifty

dollars shall constitute a life

membership, and shall ex-

empt from all future assess-

ment.

3. Persons distinguished

for their scientific knowledge

in matters of interest to this

Association, or who have

contributed greatly to further

its objects, may be elected

honorary members at any

meeting on recommendation

by the Executive Committee,

but no name shall be pre-

sented for honorary rriem-

bership until it has been

voted upon at a regularly

called meeting of the said

Executive Committee and

received a majority of votes recommending the saine, and any

one admitted under this article shall be exempt from the pay-

ment of the admission fee and all assessments, but shall have

no vote in the proceedings of the Association, unless said

honorary member shall have been previously a member of

the Association, in which case he shall have all the rights and

privileges of other members.

4. The fiscal year shall commence on the first of January

in each year, and all annual assessments shall be due and pay-

able at or before the annual meeting.

5. There shall be an annual meeting of the Association as

soon as practicable after January 1st of each year, and such
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other meetings as the Association or Executive Committee may
direct. Annual meetings may be called by the President, and

special meetings may be called by the President or Executive

Committee, or on the written application of six members stat-

ing the object of said meeting. Four weeks' notice shall be

given of all meetings.

6. (a) Reading of the minutes of the last meeting.

(b) Reading of communications.

(c^i Reading the report of the Secretary-Treasurer and of

the Auditing Committee.

{d) Reports of Committees.

(e) Election of officers.

(/) Unfinished and new business.

7. Meetings of the Executive Committee shall be held when
dii'ected by the President, or on the written request of five

members of said Committee to the President. At le.ist foiirteen

days' notice shall be given. The time and place of said meeting

to be fixed by the President.

•»

The following paper was read by C. A. Bramble before the

members of the North American Fish and Gam.e Protective As-

sociation :

THE MOOSE.
The animal we know as the moose is probably identical

with the elk of Northern Europe. I have had opportunities of

studying each, and have failed to notice any greater difference

than is found among animals from the various provinces of the

Dominion. For instance, antlers from Quebec and Northern

Ontario are finer than those from Manitoba, although the ani-

mals themselves are no bigger. It is possible that the giant

moose of AVestern Alaska may not be identical with the typical

species, but this remains to be demonstrated, as increase or de-

crease in size of antlers seems to be a mere local characteristic,

and one having little significance.

The animal is found in more or less abundance throughout

a forest-belt 4000 miles in length and having on average breadth

of 600 miles. In this enormous area—2,400,000 square miles

—

the conditions are in general suitable to the habits and necessi-

ties of the moose, and the population is so scanty that it

amounts to but a fraction of a man to the square mile. In

many parts of this gigantic territory there are actually now
fewer hunters than was the case an hundred years ago, owing

to the decrease of many Indian tribes, and the partial or com-

plete civilization of the remainder.

Here in Montreal, with all the luxuries of civilization within

reach, it must be difficult for many to realize how closely the

wilderness hems us in to the northward. Within 100 miles of

Montreal there are tracts of wilderness unnamed and unmapped,

where the bark of the tree shows never a spot or a hack, and
where you might live your life out without ever being visited

by a fellow man. Game in such places is as abundant as ever,

and there is not the slightest danger of it becoming extinct

through human agency. Sometimes game grows scarce even

in the wilderness. Moose, caribou, beaver, lynx and rabbits

are abundant or the reverse in cycles, and no doubt Nature

steps in and does the necessary thinning whenever a ground

threatens to be over-stocked. Moose increase very quickly, as

they have few enemies, are fairly long lived and prolific. If

left alone they, sooner or later, appear to suffer from an out-

break of disease, which practically exterminates them through-

out the region in which they were most numerous.

Such an outbreak occurred in Norway in 1896, and wasi

determined to be anthrax, a contagious disease to which cattle

are also liable. In all probability our Canadian moose suffer at,

intervals from the same disease. i

Notwithstanding that Canada has been occupied by two o

the most enterprising exploring races of the world for men
than 300 years, much yet remains to be done. Wilderness

travel, though fascinating and delightful to those who hav(*

learned to cut down weight of equipment, is arduous, aiu

especially so when the recognized canoe routes are departecj

from. Thus it is that immense areas yet remain to bij

examined, and in many of them game in all probability is mos
abundant. In this connection a short extract from the Ontariif

Bureau of Mines Report for 1900 will bear me out. It reads : i

" During the present season ten exploration parties liave been organize !

" to make a careful examination and report on the northern regions of th.[

•
'• Province. This territory extends from the Quebec bfjundary on the ea4
" to the Manitoba boundary on the west, a length of about TOO miles, an

;

"its area is about 90,000 square miles, or about 40 per cent, i f the whol'
" Province. It is one and a half times larger than the State of Wiscousii I

" but excepting along the line of its canoeable waters it is as little knowf
" as the C'omjo Free State in the heart of Africa." ['

Quebec is even less known than Ontario, in fact, with tlii

exception of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward''

Island, there is no Canadian province or territory which doei

not hold tracts of land awaiting exploration.

I have touched upon this matter because of the frequer

reference to vanishing game in the newspapers. It is true thf

in the Great Republic to the south of us, game, except in tlii

enlightened New England States, is decreasing very rapidl\i

If we had a population of 70 millions, no doubt our game woul

be in great danger too, but as'it is, with one of less than si

millions, Canada is a vast game preserve to-day.

Contrary to the general belief, moose are seldom phenomei

ally numerous in an area of heavy, upland, spruce or pii

forest. I have in my mind's eye a country beloved of tlj

moose and pre-eminently suited to its wants. It is the valle!

of a great northern river. The water is turbulent or sluggig'

by turn ; sometimes dammed by glacial debris, and above suet

points of obstruction expanded into lakes and swamps, dea;

waters and bogans, choked with a rank growth of willow an'^

alder, and knee deep in coarse marsh grass. Above the lev<

.

of the highest spring flood a stretch of second growth forei

extends back to the different hills, made up largely of youn!

spruce, balsam, white maple, birch, poplar, rowan and moos I

wood, affording most abundant feed for the animal. Amoil

the shallow valleys of the low bordering hills are patches <1

hardwood, or mixed bush, and in the oozy back channels <i

the great river water-lilies grow thickly. There are man;

such valleys in the northland, and in some of them the souii

of a white man's voice hardly ever breaks the stillness. Whtl

you run across the big, black bull, feeding greedily upon tlj

floating lily leaves, he is in no hurry to go. He gazes upontl

advancing canoe full of curiosity, but not of fear, unless son

treacherous flaw has carried your scent to him, in which ca'

he will not tarry upon the order of his going, and those loi,

shanks of his will be used to some purpose. !

In such a valley as this moose will be found throughoi'

the year, changing their quarters with the seasons, but nevi

roaming very far. At the risk of respinning old yarn, I w:

just touch upon the way the seasons are passed. So soon <

the river is open the cow, now almost ready to calve, leaves tl;

society of the bull and retires to an island, there in solitude ai
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fety to give birth to two calves. The island selected is

feually separated from the main land by a swift stream, one

rciss which no beast of prey is likely to venture. Moreover,

ch waters open earlier tliau more sluggish ones, and in the

r north the cow is due before the lakes are clear of ice. The

)ung very soon learn to take care of themselves, and if you

ould capture a moose calf your chance is to secure it during

le first two days of its life, otherwise it is more than likely it

11 manage to give you the slip. While the calves are very

nail the cows keep away from the bulls, and at this season—

te spring and early summer—the bulls travel a good deal

gather, sometimes as many as five being in one band. Their

irns are already well started, but they themselves are in poor

mdition, and feed greedily upon the tender shoots of willow,

ai)le, birch, rowan and such tender browse. Just as soon as

16 lily leaves begin to struggle toward the surface, and the

es make their

)pearance, the

oose haunts the

ke and back-

aters, and until

iptember m a y

ways be found

such situations.

V the end of

ugust in gome

arts of their
uige, and by the

ose of September

the remainder,

^. bulls are on

le rut. They are

len in the most

erfect physical

>iidition. Fat,

sty, and with

itlers clear of

'Ivet, and ready

)T use as weapons

the inevitable

iggles for the

session of the

•. The horns

re cleaned of the

ist vestiges of

elvet by rubbing against bushes and small trees. Many
ttlers imagine the bulls select the hemlock and alder

n account of the dye contained in the bark, so that the hoin

lay assume a pleasing color—but this is giving the moose

redit for rather too much artistic perception, and, moreover, I

now of places where the moose use the young tamarac trees

r that purpose, there being no hemlock and few willows, and

et the horns of these bulls are fully as dark as those cleaned

y rubbing against willow or hemlock. The brown color is

lused by the blood stains remaining on the horns, when the

rowth of the burr has cut off the blood supply of the velvet.

, Contrary to what might be expected, it is not the biggest

|ull8 which succeed in getting the pick of the cows ; the two

nd three year old bulls, with their sharp and less unwieldy

iitlers are more than a match for the old fellows. The spike

f a two-year-old inflicts a terrible wound, whereas, the heavy,

road antler of the old bull does not so easily penetrate the

Fans of the Riviere Rouge, at Huberdeau

ribs of a young, active rival. Indians say a fight generally

ends in the victory of the younger animal.

While a rut is going on you nmy meet a moose anywhere
;

the bulls are constantly on the go looking for a cow, calling at

intervals, eating little, and losing weight and condition very

fast. The rut seems to be governed by the temperature of the

air, just as the spawning of trout and salmon is determined by
that of the water. So long as the weather is warm the bulls do
not come into season, but a few cold nights set them travelling,

and occasionally the rut does not end until the lakes are frozen

and snow is on the ground. In the lower provinces the rut

begins and ends earlier than in Ontario and western Quebec.

The bulls do not all come on simultaneously, hence the season

may extend to two months, but I do not think any individual

remains in season more than a month or so.

At the close of the rut the bull is a dejected, spiritless

animal, poor in

condition and as

rank in flesh as a

fox. His horns

drop off, being no
longer needed —
indeed they are

now very much in

the way, and
bulls, cows and
calves look out

winter quarters in

some sheltered

nook, where there

is both water and
browse. There is

no deep design in

a moose yard, in

fact it is only in

regions where the

snow fall is heavy

that moose yard

at all ; in Mani-

toba and the Ter-

ritories the ani-

mals rove at large

through the win-

ter. The yard at

first covers many
snow it becomeacres, but with each additional fall of

smaller, as the difficulty in keeping the paths broken increases.

By March it is a very small affair and as the animal cannot

leave it owing to the great depth of snow, they are sometimes

hard pressed for food. When the balsam trees are stripped of

their bark, as is sometimes the case, you may be sure

the moose were on short rations. By the bye, there

must be considerable nourishment in this same balsam

bark, as the Indians in northern British Columbia, in

times of scarcity, live upon it. The squaws make it into

a kind of porridge.

Sometimes the moose will shift their quarters early in the

winter should their favorite browse give out, but they are

reluctant to do so in February and March, and never, to my

knowledge, leave the yard unless alarmed by the near approach

of danger. On such occasions they make for the nearest ice,

and if successful in reaching it, unless the snow is very deep.
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soon leave danger behind. They will travel many miles before

yarding again.

Calves remain with the mother until the spring succeeding

their birth. After that they are independent. . The horns of a

bull moose are poor trophies until his third year, then continue

to improve until a certain age is reached, possibly 7 or 8

years, but each season after having reached their prime deter-

iorate, becoming thick and nobby, neither having the we'ght

nor the spread tbey once had.

Without the moose the great part of the Canaaian wilder-

ness would have been uninhabitable by the Indians. Moose
hide for moccasins, leggings, shirts and mitts, babiche for

enow-shoe filling, and a thousand and one other things,

together with several hundred weight of meat are assured

whenever the old Hudson's Bay piece does its duty, and goes

off on time. Give a good Indian hunter a gun, ammunition,

axe, crooked knife, tea and matches, and the moose and the

white birch will supply most of his remaining needs.

*

THE AFTERMATH.
The North American Fish & Game Protective Association is

already a very vigorous and thrifty young organization, though
its friends hope and believe its growth and influence is destined

to increase still more rapidly than has been the case since the

first convention in February, 1900. There is enough enthus-

iasm in the Association to accomplish almost anything, and the

outlook for more efficient game protection in the border States

and Canada is very bright. So much of the limited space left

available just on the eve of going to press, must necessarily be

devoted to a report of the proceedings of the second convention

of the Association, held in this city on Jan. 30 and 31, that

there is little room left for comment, but we hope to discuss

several of the more important questions brought up during the

meeting in our next issue.

One of the most valuable hints dropped by any speaker

was the Hon. F. R. Latchford's dictum that public opinion

must first be educated. This is essential. The Association is

primarily a suggestive body ; its conclusions may only become
law through the action of the legislative bodies of the states

and provinces interested, and the pressure which moves legis-

lature is public opinion—the will of the sovereign people. It

will avail little that a few thoughtful men be convinced as to

the advisability of such and such enactment, unless the man on
the street shall be made to see things in the same light. Now,
the man on the street ( as well as the man on the farm ) is a
.very reasonable and level-headed person, as a rule. Once you
have enlisted his attention, and gained his sympathy, you may
be tolerably certain of his loyal co-operation. As the Associa-

tion is disinterestedly working in favor of preserving and increas-

ing the wealth of game and fish, nature has given with so gener-

ous a hand, it should, and no doubt will receive the support of all

right-thinking, sensible men. All that the Association has to

do is to take good care that the objects its members have in

view are brought before the public, together with the reasons
justifying the ends sought to be attained. This must be done
repeatedly. There can be no letup until everyone understands
his duty. Keeping everlastingly at it brings success.

Mr. Drummond had an inspiration when he asked the
AsBOciation to re-affirm Mr. Finnie's motion, made at the first

convention. The enforcement of the game laws must be
divorced from politics. But this will not obtain until public

opinion demands it, therefore, as was said before, firf^t atten

to the education of the public.

Another happy thought was that prompting Mr. Usaher

resolutions regarding the sphere of action of the Associatioi

Pride goeth before a fall, and a haughty spirit before destnii

tion. Having done so much, and done it so well, during tl

year of its infancy, the Association is possibly in danger <

overating its own powers. Mr. Ussher would limit its territor

to the bordering states and provinces from Nova Scotia l

Manitoba. He suggested, and his suggestion met with tl

immediate and unanimous support of all present, that the go(

work of game protection west of the great lakes should 1.

assumed by other associations. As we all know the west

extremely impatient of anything approaching dictation by tl

east, and, moreover, western men are far more likely to unde

stand the niceties of the requirements of their game than con

those having their homes thousands of miles further east. M
Ussher, in his speech introducing this resolution, proposed tl

formation, if possible, of at least two such protective bodie

the one having control of the prairie region, the other takii

charge from the Rockies down to the coast. It is to be hop(^

steps will be taken at once to put these ideas into execution,

which event there would be eastern, central and weste^

associations, each having its one particular field, but helpii

by every legitimate means its sister organizations.

'.V -That the work of the committee on harmonization of tl

game laws of bordering states and provinces was well done, ',

proved by the few and unimportant amendments put ai;

carried at this last meeting. The conclusions of the coramitt
I

were only arrived at after a very careful weighing of tJi

evidencJe'of many disinterested and competent men, and the

concFusions having now been indorsed by the Association,

becofnes the evident duty of each member to accept them

his guidfe, and so set his standard thereby.
;

For such an organization to prosper there must exist a vej

real willingness to sacrifice personal inclinations forthegeneij

good. It is to be regretted that even an insignificant niinori

were to be found willing to stand up in defence of houndirl

June bass fishing, and summer woodcock shooting, but, happil

'

in nearly every case the members who attempted to defei;

these inexcusable practices, at least partially vindicat(

themselves by supporting all the other resolutions. No doii

;

in time they will become just as staunch supporters of aii:

hounding and too lax fishing laws as the remainder of tij

Association. As a matter of fact the Canadians are giving >!

much for the good of the cause, when they ask that a stop m !

be put to spring and summer shooting. There are vast areas
;

which wildfowl hardly tarry on their way south, yet whei

they remain for weeks in spring. The big bags of the past ha

,

been made in April and early May—not in all parts of 1

1

Dominion, but in a great many which might be namt!

Moreover, with us the woodcock is largely a summer visit(

When we say there shall not be a trigger pressed befc,

September 15, it means that we are willing to efface ourselv(|

and allow our cousins to kill the birds, rather than give marl

chance to murder young grouse under the guise of co;

shooting.

No doubt the most remarkable speech delivered duri

the meeting was one in favor of hounding by a Fren

,

gentleman. After dwelling upon the horrible cruelties of sti;

hunting, the speaker did his best to dispel the gloom and horr

'

stamped on every countenance by assuring the Association tl
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St •oii<^ effort will be made in the Quebec Legislature this

ijssion to prohibit still-hunting ! Should this gentleman and

is friends succeed in rendering still-hunting illegal, tliey might

Bxt petition the legislature to give every voter a deer hound

up. But after all is it not rather too late in the day for such

Idish proposals to be made seriously ? It was chilly outside,

nt absolutely torrid as compared with the frost the gentleman

question found himself wrapped in ere his little talk had

tided. __

The Lake of Cazeaux in France is surrounded by marshes,

here snipe, ducks and water fowl are always to be found,

'here high rubber boots are a necessity, for in these marshes

liere are some places where the inexperienced sportsman may

et a very unpleasant mud bath. Let him beware of spots

here green grass seems to invite him to place his feet. They

re very deceitful,

.1- that grass is

11 y a crust of

arth 6 inches
hick, under
vhich is black

iiud. If unfortu-

lately you sink in

uch a place do

lot move, yell for

16 Ip, keep still,

or the more ef-

orts you make to

;et out of it the

leeper you will

:ink. The guide

ised to such acci-

lents will help

kouout. Speaking

)f this reminds

of a very
Ifiinny event. Four

)f us were at Caz-

aux snipe shoot -

ing ; one of our

friends had invit-

ed a young Pari-

n sportsman,

who was a regular

dude, to join us. The first morning we

dressed in a beautiful white flannel suit, better for tennis

playing than snipe shooting. His friend told him he

had better put on an old shooting suit, and advised him

to take a guide. He laughed, saying that he knew all

about shooting dresses, marshes, meadows and snipe shoot-

ing. We started, and instead of keeping company with us he

went by himself. At first we did not pay attention to it, but

after a while, not seeing him and not hearing any gun report,

we began to feel uneasy about him, knowing that some places

were, if not exactly dangerous, bad enough for an inexperi-

enced man. So we hunted for him, and finally found him in a

mud hole, trying to extricate himself, but unable to do so, and

too proud to call for help. We came just in time, for he was

quite exhausted. Our men took him out of his bad situation.

But what a sight ! Black from foot to head, he looked as if he

lad been cleaning stovepipes.—London Field.

We give herewith a few notes by Mr. I). Hysop, chief

gardener for the western division of the Canadian Pacific

Railway, of the results of his experience witli the planting of

trees in the West :—
" I have experimented on a great many varieties during

the last fifteen years in different places, between Brandon and
Field in the mountains. In that distance I find several

climatic changes. The trees that I find most successful are the

Russian poplar, the ash leaf maple, the white ash, the cotton

wood, the elm, the mountain ash, the high-land spruce and
the Balm of Gilead. Birch, poplar and oak come next. Due
care must be taken in all csises to have the ground properly

prepared for the different kinds of trees. Failing in this caupes

a great many failures. The digging and planting must also

be done with great care as also the pruning and watering.

Some trees require more water than others. The Russian

poplar, I find,

does best when
never pruned. All

1 he others require

pruning carefully.

Some people cut

the top clean off

before planting. I

do not approve of

that custom. I

prefer leaving a

top the shape I

want it to grow.

Some, and a great

many, dig up the

young trees in the

fall and bank
them. In my ex-

perience,that does

not have anything

like as good re-

sults in this west-

ern country as the

spring digging.

The fall digging

does better in the

east where more
rains fall. For
hedges I like the

I mean the Ash-Leaf— properly

pruned. I never saw anything better— close, compact and

handsome. If trees are put in, as I see many are, without

observing the aljove rules, it is no wonder there are so many

failures. 1 do not approve of bringing trees a great distance.

I prefer raising my own, as I have been doing. The shock is

not so great removing them from one spot to another.

The Canadian Kennel Gazette looks well in its new shape.

It is full of good things of interest to every dog fancier. A fine

photo of the popular C. K. C. president adorns its pages.

It is reported that an effort will be made to amend the

game laws of Illinois, at the coming session of the legislature,

in such a way as to prohibit the killing of prairie chickens and

quail for five years. It is probable that the clause in regard to

prairie chickens will receive a hearty support, but some oppo-

sition ig expected to the change relating to quail.

Near SharprockfPortage, Lake Temagaming

went out he was Caragana and the Maple
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FORESTRY

" Rod and Gun " is the official organ of the Canadian Forestry Association.

The Editor will welcome contributions on topics relating to Forestry.

Editor—TS,. Stewart, Chief Inspector of Forestry for the Dominion and
Secretary Canadian Forestry Association, Ottawa, Ont.

Sub-Editor—R. H. Campbell, Treasurer and Asst. Secretary Canadian
Forestry A«soci«tion, Ottawa, <int.

ANNOUNCEMENTS.
The second annual meeting of the Canadian Forestry

Association will be held at Ottawa on the 7th of March next,

and it is hoped that there will be a large attendance of the

members, and that all will co-operate to make this conference

a complete success so that the resultant stimulus may lead to a

great advance in the important objects for which the Association

is working. An effort will be made to deal with the forestry

problem from as many points of view as possible, so that the

interests of every section of the Dominion may receive consider-

ation, and arrangements are under way with that end in view.

They are not far enough advanced to make a definite announce-

ment at the time of going to press, and fuller information will

be given to members of the Association at a later date by
circular.

We are, however, able to annoimce that the railway

companies have been good enough to repeat the concession

which they so kindly granted last year, and to agree to allow

the members of the Association attending this meeting a

single fare rate, with the usual arrangements as to certi-

ficates, which will have to be obtained when the ticket to

Ottawa is purchased and be signed by the Secretary of the

Association there, but with the important additional privilege

that this concession will be allowed without regard to the

number attending the meeting. This kind action of the

railway companies deserves the very best thanks of the

Canadian Forestry Association, and it is hoped that the members
will show their appreciation by taking advantage of it in large

numbers.

The Secretary should be advised of any important resolu-

tions, papers, or other matters requiring discussion, which any
of the members may wish to bring before the meeting, so that

arrangements may be made to give them proper attention. It

is desirable also that the Association should have information

of experiments or investigations in forestry o^ tree planting

that have been undertaken, and the Secretary will be pleased

to have notes of any such work that has been done by members
of the Association or others.

In connection with the official organ the editors have to

announce that they will be prepared to answer as far as possible

any question relating to trees or forestry, which any of the

readers of Rod and Gun may wish to ask, the replies to be

given through this department. They will be assisted in this

work by Dr. Wm. Saunders, Director of Dominion Experi-

mental Farms, on questions relating to tree planting ; by Dr.

Jas. Fletcher, Dominion Entomologist, on questions relating

to forest insects ; by Professor John Macoun on questions

relating to forest botany, and by Dr. Wm. Pearce on questions

relating to Southern Alberta. With the assistance of these

gentlemen and other specialists with whom arrangements inav

be made later, we hope to be able to aid those of our members '

who may wish to avail themselves of the knowledge which hag

already been gained.

Arrangements have been made for reviews of European
and other systems of forestry, and also for other special articles.

The largest share of attention will, however, be devoted to

Canadian subjects and the department will be made as

comprehensive as the space and means at our disposal will '

permit. With this number the Forestry Department in Rod
AND Gun completes its first year's existence, and with the

'

March number a new year will have commenced. We trust'

that it may be a year of progress and that its close may see

many of the initial difficulties which have hampered the work
so far fully overcome.

*

Lake Temagami Reserve.

A very important step, and one which illustrates well the

progressive spirit which animates the Government of the
I

Province of Ontario, is the passage of an Order-in-Council by

that Government on the 8tli of January last, setting apart an

area of about 2,000 square miles, or 1,400,000 acres surrounding
\

Lake Temagami as a forest reserve. This tract is situated in

the Nipissing District, some twenty or thirty miles north of
;

Lake Temiscamingue. The soil is of a very poor character, [

being mostly rocky, and is best suited for tree growing. It is
'

now covered by a forest largely of white pine, which every ;

effort will be made to protect. '

One of the important objects to be served by this

reservation is the preservation of the water supply, as
;

this district is the feeder of a number of streams such
]

as the Sturgeon, flowing into Lake Nipissing, and the
j

Montreal and Ivletabichouan, flowing into the Ottawa River.
{

The great prominence given to the water power at Sturgeon
j

Falls through the operations of the Pulp and Paper Company
\

at that place, and the differences of opinion as to the effect of ,

damming back the waters of the river have made evident tliat
[

a regular supply of water to these streams is a very important

consideration.

Another object is that this may be a beautiful and
,

healthful resort for our people for all time. And one of

the chief attractions of this region are the lakes, the principal

of which are Temagami and Lady Evelyn, and which are

described as of the greatest natural beauty. These and other

smaller lakes connecting them occupy a large area and form a

favorite canoe route. Any raising of the level of these lakes

which would destroy the trees along their edges and thus

render them not only unsightly but exceedingly repellant to

any person who had to effect a landing on their shores, should

be strongly opposed. And the Government are fully alive to
,

the importance of that question. The nearest railway at
,

present is the Canadian Pacific, but the James Bay Railway,

for which a charter has been granted, will pass through this

district, and it is probable that construction of this line may
commence before a very long period.

But the most important point in connection with this

reservation is the fact that no portion of it is under license,

and the Government has therefore here an opportunity of

dealing with the timber as may seem to it wise without being

hampered by any vested or other interests. And here lies the

crucial point. Two thousand square miles is a large area to be

set apart from the most profitable domain of Ontario. The
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iistrict is even now, and will become more so in the future,

jasily accessible. Considerable expenditure will be required

:oi- protection from fire. A large revenue may be obtained by

placing the timber under license in the ordinary way. What
ilternative is there to offer to such a eourse ? The timber can-

not be allowed to remain useless and be left to die of old age.

Such a policy of masterly inactivity would be more utterly

Lu: progressive than any system of license could be. Some use

mast be made of the forest crop, and the only other method of

dealing with it would be to have a thorough study made of the

forests in the reservation and to have a system of cutting carried

out under the supervision of competent forest officials in such

a way as to provide for the regular reproduction of the trees.

But this means the expenditure of money in the employment

of a trained staff to carry out the necessary investigations and

superintend the cutting, and when this stage is reached it will

be necessary to have public opinion sufficiently educated to be

willing to support the Government in undertaking this work.

Tlie Canadian Forestry Association should not lose sight of

the fact that a held has here been provided for the making of

an experiment, the success of which would have an important

btsaring on the whole future of forest administration in Canada,

and every effort should be made to see that such an intelligent

public opinion is created as will warrant the Government in

taking further progressive steps.

*

Tree Planting in the West.

In Manitoba and the northern part of the Northwest

Territories the problem of tree growing is not such a difficult

one as in Assiniboia and Southern Alberta. The discoveries

and investigations of Professor Hinds' expedition in 1849, show

tliat trees were growing on all the elevations and in the river

valleys as far west as the Little Souris, from that north-west to

Qu'Appelle and the South Saskatchewan about 52° north. He

describes the country south and west of that line as a level or

slightly undulating, treeless plain with a light and sometimes

drifting soil, occasionally blown up into dunes and not, in its

then condition, fitted for the permanent habitation of civilized

man. He, however, registered his opinion that, if the annual

tires which devastated these plains were to cease, trees would

cover them rapidly in most places.

Mr. Dickinson of that expedition reported as follows :

" Tiie annual extension of the prairie from this cause (rirej

is very remarkable. The limit of the wooded country is

becoming year by year less, and it appears from the almost

universal prevalence of small aspen woods that in former times

the wooded country extended beyond the Qu'Appelle, or tive

or six degrees of latitude south of the present limit, it being

always borne in mind that the term wooded country is applied

to a region in which prairie or grassy areas predominate over

the parts occupied by young aspen woods. A fire lit on the

! south branch of the Saskatchewan may extend in a few weeks,

ior even days, to Red River, according to the season and the

I direction and force of the wind."

The portion of the Territories lying within the arid region

I may be described as follows -.—Bounded on the south by the

I

international boundary, on the west and north by a line

I

commencing at the intersection of the 102nd parallel and

I
running from thence north-westerly to latitude 51° 30' and

]

thence west to the Rocky Mountains, and on the west by the

Rocky Mountains. This district contains about 80,000 square

miles, or upwards of 50,000,000 acres. The principal elevations

are the Wood Mountains and Cypress Hills, the ravines in

which are more or less timbered in pFaces. The mean precipi-

tation for this region, as calculated in the Irrigation Report of

the Department of the Interior for 1894, from the data then

available, including snow reduced to rain, is 10.91 inches.

Some experiments in tree planting in this district have

been made, and we give this month an illustration of the results

of the work done by Mr. Pearce, vice-president of the Forestry

Association for Alberta, at his residence near Calgary, which

has an elevation of about 3,400 feet above sea level. Mi-. Pearce

planted a few trees in 1888, but his efforts on any extensive

scale date only from 1890, so that the age of the trees shown
surrounding his house is ten years. The trees selected were

the spruce and poplar found already growing in the country,

and these particular specimens were brought from the

foothills of the Rocky Mountains. No special preparation of

the soil was made in this case, except by removal of the sod,

but a thorough cultivation and rotting of the sod would have

been an assistance to the starting of the trees. A top dressing

of stable manure was, however, applied a few times in the

earlier years. Water was supplied from time to time by means,

first of a windmill, and afterwards from an irrigation ditch,

but the trees have now reached such a size that watering is really

no longer necessary, although Mr. Pearce still occasionally

turns the water upon them in order to give a more vigorous

growth. Before Mr. Pearce commenced his efforts, the place

where his home is was a bare plain, and his success has

demonstrated that the native species at least may be grown

where proper care is taken.

Mr. Pearce's experience with the Manitoba Maple or Box

Elder, leads to the conclusion that this tree cannot be depended

upon for satisfactory growth in the semi-arid district, although

it grows vigorously in other parts of the Territories and

xManitoba and is found in the valleys as far west as Maple

Creek. The influence of the Chinooks appear to be unfavorable

to the development of this tree.

The efforts which the Dominion Government may put forth

to assist the settlers in the semi-arid district may well be

confined, for the present at least, to our native trees, and as the

shorter distance trees are transplanted, the more likely they

are to succeed, if some of the land, which hold a fair degree of

moisture were set apart for the purpose of forming supply

nurseries, trees for setting out could be obtained at but little

cost, with all the added advantages of acclimatation and proved

adaptability.

Forestry Meeting in Toronto.

Through the kindness of the Canadian Institute a joint

meeting of that Society and the Canadian Forestry Association

was held in the building of the Institute in Toronto, on the

12th of January last.

Mr. James Bain, President of the Institute, was in the

chair, and the first paper was one by Mr. E. Stewart, Superin-

tendent of Forestry for the Dominion.

Mr. Stewart pointed out the vast extent of the ungranted

lands controlled by the Federal Administration, it being an

area estimated at 2,456,500 square miles, or three times the

total area of the public lands controlled by the five eastern

Provinces and by British Columbia. The general impression of

those whose only information is derived from a trip across the

continent on the Canadian Pacific Railway will be that most of

the North West consists of prairie land, and that after leaving
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Ontario on the east till we reach British Columbia on the west

there is no timber worthy of notice. Now, this is not incorrect

80 far as the country through which the railway runs is

concerned, but we must remember that this railway traverses

the full length of the prairie section of the country. If how-

ever, the traveller, instead of continuing straight on along that

line, would at almost any point within this prairie section turn

at right angles and go north, he would not be able to proceed

more than 200 or 300 miles from the United States boundary,

before he would have left the prairie behind and entered what

is known as our great northern or sub-arctic forest belt, which
^

extends from there far north to the limit of tree growth.

The prairie section may be roughly estimated at 250,000

square miles, and the treeless land of the far north at 1,000,000

square miles, and this, taken from the total of 2,456,500 square

miles will leave 1,186,000 square miles as the area of the

timbered lands, or over 300,000 square miles more than the

total area, both cleared and timbered, in these Provinces.

In the northern districts much of the timber is spruce,

which is of so much importance to the pulp industry.

Referring to the statement that the value of the pine trees

destroyed by fire to that of those destroyed by the lumbermen
is as ten to one, Mr. Stewart went on to say that during the

past year a system of forest fire guarding has been undertaken

by the Dominion Government, differing in some respects from

that adopted by the Province, but it is believed that it is one

well adapted for the purpose, and so far seems to work well.

The plan is as follows : Forest fire rangers are selected from
men residing in or near the district where they are employed.

They are notified that they will be under the direction usually

of the Crown Timber Agent, regular forest ranger, or home-
stead inspector for the land agency in which they are employed.
When this supervising officer considers their services are

required he notifies them to commence work, furnishes them
with a copy of the first act, a copy of general instructions

defining their duties, and also with notices for posting up and
distributing, warning the public against the careless use of fire.

Where horses can be used they are to supply themselves with
them. Their remuneration in such case is |3 per diem, which
includes expenses for both man and horse. When the super-

vising officer considers it unnecessary for the ranger to continue

the work he recalls him and instructs him to make out his

account, which the former certifies to be correct, and on
forwarding the account to the department with a diary detail-

ing how he was employed each day it is paid. By this system
the ranger is employed only when his services are considered

necessary, and in case the season be very wet he may not be
employed during the whole season. Where there are timber
limits, under license within the area guarded the holders pay a

proportionate amount of the cost, but the greater part of the
country is still held by the crown, and consequently the
Government bears the larger part of the cost of guarding it.

The exploration of the country in advance of settlement

was also urged, and the setting apart of the land best adapted
for timber for forest growth ; the protection of the forests on
the watersheds, and a system of cutting which would give

recognition to the ascertained facts as to tree growth and the
requirements for forest reproduction.

Mr. Stewart alluded to the value of windbreaks and shelter

belts of trees to the prairie settler, and urged the co-operation

of the Government with the farmers in planting trees, adding
that it is expected that during the coming season a regular

system of afforestation will be commenced by which the

Government will endeavor to do its part, in co-operation with

the settlers, to bring about the desired results. One feature of

this will be the instruction of the people regarding tree plant-

ing.

In conclusion Mr. Stewart urged his hearers as citizens

who were deeply interested in this enormous asset of their

country to take an interest in the subject and urge their repre-
'

sentatives in Parliament to ^help in establishing a proper

system. He added a few words in commendation of the
,

Canadian Forestry Association.

Professor Macoun followed with a very interesting paper,

a portion of which is as follows :

"Sixteen years ago I had the honor of dining with Lord

Lansdowne, our Governor-General, at Rideau Hall, and he

asked me what was the chief occupation of Canadians. I
'

answered without much thought :
' Their chief occupation is

the destruction of our forests.' When I said destruction, I

meant that no thought of protection had entered into the

minds of the general public, and the Government had too much
to think about to trouble itself with the subject. A man cannot

teach what he does not know. A man coming to teach the

public must know of what he speaks. Let me ask the question,

how does nature reforest ? If you observe the first trees growing

along the fences and along the edges of swamps over burned

land, you will see how the process commences. Have you

asked the question, when the forests have been taken off this

section of Ontario, will they be replaced again? Unobservant

people have said to me that after the forest had been burnt

over the same species of trees do not grow again. Why do they

not grow ? If so, it is because the fire has burned the seed.

Tyndall told us some thirty years ago that every germ had a

parent. You cannot have spontaneous growth throughout the

burned lands in Ontario. Go back to the old homestead where

there is a piece of forest land with the trees just as they were

left after taking out firewood. If it was a maple and beech

forest, it is covered with small trees of the same species, but the

owner says :
' If I burn this over the next growth is not

maple and beech, but briar bushes, weeds, poplar, cherry, etc.,'

and he says it is because the land will not bear the same trees.

Why do they not come? If maple seeds fall and become dry,

they cannot vegetate, but if they fall and get covered early

in the year, they remain moist and will germinate. What

applies to hardwood will apply to pine, and I say without

fear of successful contradiction that every forest will

reproduce itself again, unless the seeds are destroyed. It

is far harder to replace beech and maple after the ground

has been burned over than it is to reproduce pine.

It is much easier to burn maple seeds and beech nuts

than pine seeds. Why ? Go into a pine forest in the latter

part of July or August and you will find that the squirrels are

over the trees getting the cones. The mice and ground squirrels

carry the seeds of the pine into logs and stumps. When the

forest is burned over, however, the seeds remain undestroyed,

as only the outer portion of the old logs and stumps is burned.

Next year the whole land is covered with fireweed, berry

bushes, poplar and bird cherry. You do not see aiiy signs of

pine trees at all, and the unobservant man says there is no pine

trees. Let him go to the old logs and he will find the tiny

pine trees coming up. If he comes back in five years, they are

four feet high, but a man standing on the outside and looking

in sees nothing but poplar, birch and cherry. After twenty
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cars from the time that it was burnt over he will find the pine

vt > showing above the others. I am not giving an ideal

<eich. This is what I saw last year in Algonquin Park. The
)n^st near Catfish Lake was burnt over about fifty years ago,

lid the pine trees are now fifty to one hundred feet high. If

.11 wish to protect the forest you must keep out the fires.

• When you go north of the height of land you find eiglit

cies of trees—black and white spruce, balsam, tamarack,

pen poplar, balsam poplar, wliite birch and Banksian pine.

h«j absence of Banksian pine over a large portion of that

imtry shows that the district is loam and clay. Therefore,

16 time will come when the fact that that section of country

arable land will be so perfectly established that the growlers

;entral Ontario will be dead and buried.

" In connection with the reforesting of the Western plains

If tliree great features to be given consideration are heat,

loisture and alti-

Lide. As you go

,orth al 1 the
ountry is covered

aore or less with

laple, but when

t begins to get a

recarious living

ceases to grow

n the lower
round and keeps

v'orhing up the

lillside until fin-

y it gets so far

lorth that the

onditions of

rowth are over-

ome by the hy-

Irometric condi-

ions. Trees leave

heir usual posi-

ions as c o n d i-

ions change."

Professor Ma-
:oun enumerated

he elm, the red

ir green ash, the

ak and bass-
vood, as trees
hat were found growing vigorously in Manitoba, and stated

hat the reforesting of Manitoba was a mere matter of detail.

)n the second prairie steppe the trees are the same as

hose found in Manitoba, with the exception of bassvvood.

)n tlie third prairie steppe in the centre of Western
^ssiniboia are the Cyprus Hills. Professor Macoun exam-
ined these hills for the Government, twenty years ago last

|uramer and found that all along the slopes fine streams
Ivere coming out of the ground near the summit of the
jiills, and there was a continuous forest around the whole
jlevation of aspen poplar, white birch, fine large spruce and
f)alsam poplar. Five years ago when he again examined the
; ountry the remains were still there. The country is a fine,

oiling, broken prairie, without a twig. The reason is that the
rees were burnt off. The speaker showed the importance of

>elts of trees to hold the snow by quoting the statement made
" liiin by a settler in the Pincher Creek district, who showed

First Falls Menjaniagasipi {Red Trout River)

him a field of grain growing upon a slope where it was hardly
thought possible that it could be grown with success, but the
explanation was that three feet of snow had lain upon the land
in the winter, and Professor Macoun made the statement that
where there was three feet of snow upon the land, the next
year grain could be grown without irrigation.

Mr. R. F. Stupart, Superintendent of the Canadian
Meteorological Service, then exhibited a number of views of
the North West Territories, which showed the relative
positions of the areas of high and low pressure which cause
the Chinook winds over Southern Alberta. The median line
of the Chinook winds is about the International Boundary and
Mr. Stupart is of the opinion that the greater width of the
treeless area near the boundary is largely owing to the fact, as
in proceeding north in Alberta the prairie country becomes
very much narrower and in that portion of the district the

Chi nooks have
very much less
effect. The inju-

rious effect of

these winds upon
the growth of

trees is generally

ascribed to the
warmth inducing

a flow of sap in

the trees, which
are consequently

frequently injured

by following cold

weather, but Mr.
Stupart considers

that the effect is

more due to the

fact that the Chi-

nooks thaw the

snow during the

winter, instead of

permitting it to

lie upon the
ground till the
spring when it

would have an

opportunity of
soaking into the

ground in place of flowing away on the surface. In the Alps
the Chinooks are given the name of " snow-eater."

Mr. John Bertram then addressed the meeting, and while

expressing his concurrence with the tenor of Professor

Macoun's remarks, said he considered that hardly credit

enough was given to lumbermen who had already been making
an effort to adopt conservative methods of lumbering. He also

stated that his observation would lead him to the conclusion

that pine seeds which germinated after the fire had passed

over land were probably distributed from trees which had not

been destroyed at the time of the fire, but which might subse-

quently have disappeared. Mr. Bertram went on to say that

as to the necessity of growing forests, we have a large area in

Ontario which is unfit to grow anything but trees, and the

desirability of looking into the question is shown by the

experience of other countries. In the state of Michigan about

4,000,000 acres, or ten per cent, of the area of that State, has
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been disposed of and, unlike the system adopted in our

own country, the land has been disposed of in fee simple.

They are now setting to work to find by what means they can

cover that land again with forest. They have many sand flats

and ridges, and after cutting the wood from them there is

nothing left, and the land is unfit for agricultural purposes. If

we had the same proportionate area to reforest, it would be

14,000,000 acres, or one half the size of the State of New York.

Mr. Bertram also pointed out the very great necessity there

was to have arrangements made for a supply of seed. After an

area is burned over it is altogether likely that there are some,

trees left. The pine tree usually grows on higher soil, and, as

the cone opens in the fall, when the wind storms occur, they

help to scatter the seeds. The pine tree does not seed oftener

than every third or fourth year at the lowest estimate. It is

the trees with far-flying seeds like the poplar or white birch

that come up most quickly. The poplar will make a growth

of six and a half feet in one year.

In conclusion, Mr. Bertram praised very highly the work
done by the Ontario Government in setting apart forest

reserves.

The discussion was continued by Mr. Gilchrist, Mr. Harvey

and Professor Doherty of Guelph, the last of whom showed a

specimen of a portion of a tree which had been affected by a

timber disease which he is now investigating.

>i<

We have added another life member to the Canadian

Forestry Association in the person of Mr. F. C. Todd,

Landscape Architect, Montreal.

Mr. E. Stewart, Superintendent of Forestry for the

Dominion, has left for the West with the intention of holding

a number of meetings at different points in order to place before

the settlers the plans in regard to tree planting which will be

undertaken by the Government. The Government proposes to

assist as far as possible in making tree planting in the West a

success, and will enter into arrangements with such of the

settlers as may desire to do so, for assisting them in setting out

trees for shelter belts or wood lots.

*
A very interesting conference in the interests of Forestry

was that held at Queen's University, Kingston, on the 21st and
22nd January last. It was opened by a public lecture by Dr.

Fernone, Dean of the New York State College of Forestry, on
the evening of the 21st, followed the next day by a meeting for

general discussion. Lack of space prevents our giving an
extended report of the proceedings in this month's issue. We
would only hint that the outcome may be the appointment of

a Lecturer on Forestry in connection with the University, if

not the establishment of a School of Forestry.

THE GUN
Conducted by "Bob White"

Another prominent sportsman and writer of the old school

—Mr. George A. Boardman, of Calais, Me.—has gone to join

the silent majority. Mr. Boardman died January 11th, at

the advanced age of eighty-two years. He was an ardent

naturalist, a friend and collaborator of Audubon, Prof. Baird,

Dr. Coues, Dr. Brewer, and other men eminent in science and
literature. He was a man of charming personality and varied

attainments.
*

At the annual meeting of the U. S. Revolver Association a

motion to join forces with the National Rifle Association was
negatived.

G-RAND CANADIAN HANDICAP.
The Hamilton Gun Club held their 11th annual live hire,

and target tournament Jan. 15, 16, 17 and 18, and this year an

in former years it certainly sustained its right to be called th(

biggest shooting event in Canada. •

The attendance this year was very large, as was anticipatec

from the very attractive programme prepared by the Clul

officials.

The chief event was the Grand Canadian Handicap, oper

to all, at 20 live birds. Entrance $15.00, $600.00 guaranteed,

^

This was won by a Canadian from Scotland, Oxford Co., Ont.

Mr. A. C. Eddy, who was the only shooter to make a straiglit

score. Mr. A. C. Courtney, Syracuse, N. Y , the well-knowi

representative of the Remington Arms Co.
,
promised to be f i

warm competitor for first place, making a straight score of ter

tlie first day, but he fell to pieces on the second ten, killing bin

half his birds. Mr. Courtney was one of the eight straight mer

at the Grand American Handicap last year. Among othei

well-known experts Mr. Eddy had the satisfaction of beating':

were R. O. Heikes, J. S. Fanning and Jack Parker.

Among the other experts who attended the shoot were W
L. Colville iSwiveller), Wilmington, Del., and F. H. Conover^

Leamington, Ont., American and Canadian representatives'

respectively, of Dupont smokeless.

The scores in the different events are as follows :

GRAND CANADIAN HANDICAP.

Name and Address.

A. C. Eddy, Scotland, Ont.,

J. R. Hull, Meriden, Conn.,

R. 0. Heikes, Dayton, O.,

J. Quirk, Brantford,

F. R. Dealtry, Dunnville,

H. D. Bates, Ridgetown,

J. S. Fanning, New York,

H. T. Westbrook, Brantford,

C. A. Montgomery, Brantford,

H. Graham, Hamilton,

C. Burgess, Hamilton
Wm. Noxon, Pr. Edward Co.,

F. T. Westbrook, Brantford,

C. J. Mitchell, Brantford,

Dr. Wilson, Hamilton,

Geo. Bent, Shetland, Ont.,

Geo. Robbins, Dunnville,

H. D. McConkey, Gait,

J. E. Cantelon, Clinton,

J. Wayper, Hespeler,

Thos. Donly, St. Thomas,
John Stroud, Hamilton,

John Parker, Detroit,

M. Reardon, Hamilton,

A. J. Courtney, Syracuse,

M. Virtue, Jr., Woodstock,

H. D. Kirkover, Jr. , Fredonia, N.

J. L. McLaren, Highgate,

Handicap.
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(iRAND CANADIAN HANDICAP.— Cont.

j

yame and Address. Handicap. Score.

[M. J. Miller, Brantford, (27) 14

. Upton, Hamilton, (27) 14

. Birdsall, Hamilton, (27) 14

L. Morris, Buffalo, (28) 13

K. McCarney, Buffalo, ,27) 12

r». Bates, Kidgetown, (28) 12

r. Cline, Hamilton, (29) 12

A. King, Hamilton, (29) 11

i^. A. Bixel, Brantford, (27) 10

^ ^ FIRST DAY

||HMb*st extra event, 15 birds

—

H|bll(17 yards), 14 ; Montgomery (19 yards), 14 ; Hull (19
"pards), 13 ;

Heikes (22 yards), 12 ; Fanning (22 yards), 12 ; M.
L Miller (IG yards), 12; Morris (18 yards), 11; Graham (18

yards), 11 ; Kirkover (20 yards), 10; Courtney (10 yards), 10;

F. Westbrook (18 yards), 10; Conover (10 yards), 10; Cline

17 yards), 9; Mitchell (17 yards), 9 ; McLaren (17 yards), 9
;

Bent (18 yards), 8 ; Eddy (IG yards), 7; Biel (19 yards), 5;'

S'cixon (16 yards), 5 ; AVallace (16 yards), 3.

Event No. 2, 20 artificial birds, §2 entrance

—

Kirkover (20 yards\ 19; Fanning (22 yards), 18; Graham
18 yards), 17; Miller (16 yards), 17; Mitchell (17 yards), 17;
Burgess (17 yards), 17; Mahler (17 yards), 17; Heikes (22

i^ards), 16 ; Norris (18 yards), 16 ; Conover (19 yards) 16
; Mont-

gomery (18 yards), 16; Bent (18 yards), 16; Sherrick (17

vards), 16; Cline (17 yards), 15
; Cantelon (18 yards), 15; F.

Westbrook (18 yards), 14 ; Dr. Wilson (19 yards), 14 ; Deniker
17 yards). 13

;
McCarney (17 yards), 13

; Courtney (19 yards),

12; Hull (19 yardsj, 11 ; H. D. Westbrook (17 yards; II
;

Mielgrove ^17 yards), 11.

Event No. 3, 20 artificial birds, $2 entrance—
Heikes (22 yards), 19 ; Dr. Wilson (18 yards), 18 ; Mahler

17 yards), 18 ; C. J. Mitchell (17 yards), 18 ; H. Graham (17
Lrds), 18; Norris (18 yards), 17 ; F. We.stbrook (18 yards),
17

;
Bent (18 yards), 17 ; Fanning (22 yards), 16 ; Conover (19

\ard8), 16 ; Miller (16 yards), 16; H. Cull (17 yards), 16;
Deniker (17 yards j, 16 ; C. A. Montgomer (19 yards), 16;
Patrick ( 18 yards), 16; Hull (19 yards), 15; C. Edwards (17
k-ards), 15 ; Sherrick (17 yards) 15; Kirkover (20 yards), 13;
McCarney (17 yards), 12 ; H. Dynes (17 yards), 12 ; C. Burgess
17 yards), 11 ; Courtney (19 yards), 10 ; H. D. Westbrook, (17
ards), 10 ; Bennett (16 yards), 8.

Event Xo. 4, 20 artificial birds, $2 entrance—
Dr. Wilson (18 yards), 18 ; C.J. Mitchell (17 yards), IS

;

Bent (18 yards), 18; Kirkover (20 yards), 17; Heikes (22
ards), 17 ; A. M. Mahler (17 yards), 17 ; Sherrick (17 yards),

7; C. Burgess (17 yards), 16; Courtney (18 yards), 15: Fail-
ing (22 yards). 15 ; Hull (18 yards), 15 ; Conover (19 yards),

15
;
C. Edwards (17 yards), 15 ; H. Graham (18 yards), 15 ; G.

flobins (18 yards), 15 ; iVIiller (16 yards), 14 ; Fisher (16 yards),

^-1 ; Deniker (17 yards), 14 ; Cantelon (18 yards), 14 ; Patrick
[18 yards), 14; H. Cull (17 yards). 14 ; C. A. Montgomery (19
h«ia!, 14

;
F. Westbrook (18 yards), 13 ; Norris (18 yards), 12;

jl'. Upton (16 yards), 12.

I

Event No. 5, 20 artificial birds
; $2 entrance—

f
Heikes (22 yards), 17 ; Fanning (22 yards), 16 ; Kirkover

pO yards), 16; Hull (18 yards), 16 ; F. Westbrook (18 jards),

|6; Dr. Grant (16 yards), 16; Cantelon (18 yards), 15*; Con-
|)ver (19 yards), 15; Deniker (17 yards), 15 ;' Dr. Wilson (18
^•ards), 15; C. J. Mitchell (17 yards), 14 ; G. Bent (18 yards),
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14; Courtney (18 yards), 12; Mahler (17 yards), 12; Upton
(16yaids),9. j n

,

i

SECOND DAY.
Event No. 6, 20 targets

; $2 entrance—Fanning (22 yards)
17; Norris (18 yards), 16; Graham (18 yards), 16; Wayper
(19 yards), 15 ; Heikes 22 yards), 14 ; Kirkover (20 yards), 14 •

W^il80it(18 yards), 14; Conover (18 yards), 14; Mohler (17
yards), 14

;
A. Smith (16 yards), 14

; Cantelon (17 vards), 14 •

Sherrick (17 yards), 13 ; Mitchell (18 yards), 13 ; Cull (17
yards), 12; Bent (18 yards), 12; Courtney (18 yards), 12 •

Deniker (17 yards), 12
; Patrick ( 18 yards), 11

; Westbrook (18
yards), 11 ; Bent (16 yards), 11 ; Lang (16 yards), 9 ; Mont-
gomery (18 yards), 9 ; Hull (18 yards), 7 ; Price (18 yards),6.

Event No. 8, 20 targets
; $2 entrance—Heikes (22 vards),

18
;
Stevens (16 yards), 17 ; Westbrook (16 yards), 16 ;'Norris

(18 yards), 16; Deniker (17 yards), 16; Bent (18 yards), 16;
Mitchell (18 yards), 16; Courtney (18 yards), 15; Kirkover
(20 yards), 15; Bowron (18 yards), 15; Hull (18 yards), 14;
Montgomery (19 yards), 14 ; Graham (18 vards), 14; Fanning
(22 yards), 13

; Wilson (18 yards), 13 ; Mohler (17 yards), 12
;

Smith (16 yards), 12; Cant«lon (17 yards), 12: Westbrook (18
yards), 11 ; Swiveller (16 yards), II

; Sherrick (17 yards), 11
;

Conover (18 yards), 11 ; Parker (22 yards), 9.

Event No. 9, 20 singles; $2 entrance—Mohler (17 yards.),

18
;
Heikes (22 yards), 16

; Wilson (18 yards), 16
; Mitchell (18

yards), 16; Deniker (17 yards\ 16; Norris (18 yards), 15
;

H. Westbrook (16 yards), 15; Conover (18 yards), 15; Bent
(18 yards), 15 ; Hull (18 yards), 14 ; F. Westbrook (18 yards),
14

;
Wayper (19 yards), 14 ; Kirkover (20 yards), 13 ; Fanning

22 yards), 13; Dr. Grant a6 yards), 13; Patrick (18 yards),
13; Courtney (18 yards\ 12 ; Miller (16 yards), 11; "49" (17
yards), 11 ; Montgomery (19 yards), 11 ; Graham (18 vards), 11;

Cull (17 yards), 10 ; Cline (17 yards), 9.

Event No. 10, 20 targets : $2 entrance—Fanning (22 yards),

18 ;
Kirkover (20 yards), 17 ; Wilson (18 yards), 15 ; Swiveller

(16 yards), 16 ; Stevens (16 yards), 16 ; Norris (18 yards), 16
;

Thomas (17 yards), 15; Mitchell (18 yards), 15; Bowron (18

yards), 15; Courtney (18 yards), 14; F. Westbrook (18 yards)
14 ; Clifford (16 yards), 14 ; Price (18 yards), 14 ; Heikes (22

yards), 13; Cull (17 yards), 13 ; Bent (18 yards), 13; Green
(17 yards), 12; Mohler (17 yards), 12; Reid (17 yards), 12;
Snelgrove (16 yards), 10; Conover (18 yards), 10; Upton (16

yards), 9; McGill (18 yards), 8; Hull (19 yards), 8; Fisher

(16 yards), 7.

Event No. 11, 20 targets
; $2 entrance—Heikes (22 yards),

16 ;
Mitchell (18 yards), 16 ; Saltmarsh (16 yards), 15 ; Court-

ney (18 yards). 14; Kirkover (20 yards), 14; Fanning (22

yards), 14 ; F. Westbrook (18 yards), 14 ; Swiveller (16 yards),

14 ; Norris (18 yards), 14 ; H. Westbrook (26 yards), 14
;

Price (18 yards), 14 ; Wilson (18 yards), 12 ; Green (17 yards),

12; Cull (17 yards), 12; Stevens (16 yards), 12 ; Conover (18

yards), 10; Clifford (16 yards), 10; Sherrick (17 yards), 10;

H. Dynes (16 yards), 10; Mohler (17 yards), 8, Deniker (17

yards), 8 ; Bent (16 yards), 7.

Event No. 12, 20 targets ; $2 entrance—Hull (IS yards), 18;

Fanning (22 yards) 16 ; Heikes (22 yards), 16 ; F. Westbrook

(18 yards). 16; Kirkover (20 yards), 15 ; Conover (18 yards),

15; Price (18 yards), 15; Swiveller (16 yards), 15: Courtney

(IS yards), 13; Mitchell (18 yards), 13 ; Graham (18 yards),

12 ; Deniker (18 yards), 12 ; Wilson (18 yards), 10.

THIRD DAY.

Ten pigeons, f100 guarantee ; entrance $7—Fanning 10, J.

Stroud 9, A. D. Eddy 9, H. T. Westbrook 9, G. W. Price 9,
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Daniels 9, Donly 9, Cantelon 9. H. D. Bates 9, J. Wayper 8,

Montgomery 8, H. Graham 8, M. Reardon 8, Swiveller 7, F. T.

Westbrook 7, D. Miller 7, C. J. Mitchell 7, J. E. Hull 7, J.

Quirk 7, G. Reid 7, T. Upton 6, Heikes 6, R. Taylor 5, J.

Dealtry 4.

Event No. 14, 20 artificial birds ; entrance $2—Heikes (22

yards), 19; Hull (18 yards), 17; AVayper (19 yards), 16;

Kirkover (20 yards), 15 ; Fanning (22 yards), 15 ; M. J. Miller

(16 yards), 15*; C.J.Mitchell (18 yards), 15; Bent (18 yards),

15 ; Parker (22 yards), 14 ; Courtney (18 yards), 14 ; F. West-

brook (18 yards), 13; Mohler (17 yards), 13; Conover (18

yards), 12 ; C. A. Montgomery (19 yards), 11 ; Dr. Wilson (18

yards), 9 ; Graham (18 yards), 8.

Event No. 15, 20 singles ; entrance $2—M. J. Miller (16

yards), 19 ; Heikes (22 yards), 18 ; F. Westbrook (18 yards), 17;

Hull (18 yards), 17 ; Courtney (18 yards), 16 ; Fanning (22

yards), 16; Mohler (17 yards), 14; Mitchell (18 yards), 14;

Conover (18 yards), 14; Parker (22 yards), 14; Price (18

yards), 13; Swiveller (16 yards), 13; Deniker (17 yards), 13;

Kirkover (20 yards), 12; D.Miller (16 yards), 12; Sherrick

(17 yards) 10; Bent (16 yards), 9; Graham (18 yards), 6;

Harrison (16 yards) 4.

Event No. 16, 20 singles : entrance $2—Heikes (22 yards),

19 ; D. Miller (16 yards), 17; C. J. Mitchell (18 yards), 17;

Kirkover (20 yards , 16 ; Fanning (22 yards), 16 ; F. West-

brook (18 yards), 16 ; Price (18 yards), 15 ; Hull (18 yards), 14
;

H. T. Westbrook (16 yards), 14; Wayper (19 yards), 13;

Swiveller (16 yards), 12; M.J. Miller (16 yards), 12; Mohler

(17 yards), 12 ; Bowron (18 yards), 11 ; Courtney (18 yards), 10
;

H. D. Bates (17 yards) 10 ; Saltmarsh (16 yards), 9 ; J. Parker

(22 yards) 7 ; Jones (16 yards), 6.

Event No. 17, 20 singles ; entrance $2—Kirkover(20 yards),

15 ; Mitchell (18 yards), 15 ; Courtney (18 yards), 14 ; Wayper
(19 yards), 14 ; F. Westbrook (18 yards), 14 ; Mohler (17 yards),

13 ; Swiveller (16 yards), 13 ; Hull (18 yards), 12 ; Fanning

(22 yards), U ; M. J. Miller (16 yards), 11 ; Conover (18 yards),

10 ; Price (18 yards], 10 ; H. T. Westbrook (16 yards), 10.

Event No. 18, 20 singles; entrance $2—M. J. Miller (16

yards), 16 ; Swiveller (16 yards), 16 ; Kirkover (20 yards), 15
;

Hull (18 yards), 14; F. Westbrook (18 yards), 14; Mitchell

(18 yards), 14 ; Heikes (22 yards) 13 ; Courtney (18 yards), 12
;

Fanning (22 yards), 10 ; Conover (18 yards), 9.

FOURTH DAY

Ten live birds, $100 guaranteed : $5 entrance—Thos. Donly,

St. Thomas (28 yards), 10 ; Geo. Reid, Dunnville (27 yards), 9
;

J. S. Fanning, New York (32 yards , 9 ; H. D. Bates, Ridgetown

(32 yards), 9 ; H. T. Westbrook, Brantford (27 yards) 9 ; H.

Gi-aham, Hamilton (28 yards), 9 ; G. W. Price, St. Williams

(29 yards), 9 ; F. Westbrook, Brantford (29 yards) 9 ; T. Upton,

Hamilton (26 yards) 9 ; J. R. Hull, Meriden, Con. (29 yards),

8; W. Stroud, Hamilton (28 yards), 8 ; R. Daniels, St. Thomas
(27 yards), 8 ; J. R. Cantelon, Clinton (30 yards) 8 ; C.J.

Mitchell, Brantford (28 yards), 8 ; R. O. Heikes, Dayton, Ohio

(32 yards), 7 ; A. E. Eddy, Scotland (27 yards), 7 ; D. Miller,

AVoodstock (27 yards), 7 ; J. Stroud, Hamilton, (30 yards), 7
;

J. Quirk, Brantford (36 yards), 6 ; F. R. Dealtry, Dunville (26

yards), 4 ; Donly got $12.80, those who made nine $7.60 each,

and the eights $5.20.

Ten pigeons, sweep; $7.00 entrance—Dr. Wilson, Hamil-

ton (28 yards), 10 ; K. O. Heikes, Dayton, Ohio (32 yards), 10

;

J. S. Fanning, New York (32 yards), 9 ; J. R. Hull, Meriden,

Conn. (29 yards), 9; F. Westbrook, Brantford, (28 yards), 9;

C. J. Mitchell, Brantford (28 yards), 7 ; Jas. Quirk, Branti

(26 yards), 7 ; H. T. Westbrook, Brantford (28 yards) 7 ; H. D.

Bates, Ridgetown (32 yards), 7 ; T. Donly, St. Thomas (28

yards), 6 ; R. Daniels, St. Thomas (28 yards), 6; H. Graham,

Hamilton (28 yards), 6 ; G. W. Price, St. Thomas (28 yards),

4 ; Dr. AVilson and Heikes got $24.50 each, Fanning and Hall

$14.70 each, Upton and Westbrook $9.80 each.

Sniping match, ten targets, thrown two at a time, and shot

at with two barrels, contestant to be walking all the time—J. 8.

Fanning, New York, 6 ;
R. O. Heikes, Dayton, 5 ; H. T. West-

brook, Brantford, 5 ; R. Daniels St. Thomas, 5 ; C. J. Mitchell,

-Brantford, 4 ; F. Westbrook, Brantford, 3 ; J. E. Cantelon,

Clinton, 3 ; M. Thomas, Hamilton, 3 ; G. W. Price, St. Williams,

1 ; Wm. Brown, Hamilton, 0.

John Stroud v. H. D. Bates.

At Hamilton, on Monday, Jan. 14th, the day before the

big shoot opened, John Stroud, of Hamilton, and H. D. Bates,

of Ridgetown, shot a match at 50 live birds, $50.00 a side,

which resulted in a victory for Bates, who scored 49 to Stroud's

44, Bates' lost bird being dead out of bounds. George Briggs,

of Toronto, acted as referee. The score :

Bates - - - 2222222222222222222222 2 22
222202 2 22222222222222222 2-49

Stroud - - -2222222 00222222222 2 2 2222
02222222202 2 202222222222 2—44

J. Stroud v. George W. Price.

On the last day of the Hamilton tournament a live bird

match was shot off between J. Stroud, Hamilton, and G. W.

Price, of St. Williams, at 50 birds, $50.00 a side, which resulted

in an easy victory for Stroud, Mr. Price retiring after the lOtli

round. The latter had lost his bearings completely, scoring

only 3 out of his first ten birds, and threw up the race as hope-

less. The score :

Stroud - - - 212 2222212222 2212 2—18

Price - - - -002200002022222222 0-12

*
Hespeler G-un Club.

The Hespeler Gun Club has adopted a new system of live

bird scoring. It is the idea of Mr. Josh. Wayper, the well

known trap shooter, who claims that the present system of

scoring is unfair, for if a bird is shot inside the boundary and

falls a foot outside it is lost, whereas if it falls a foot inside it

of course, is scored. Mr. Wayper thinks that a bird "dead

out of bounds," if gathered within the time limit, would be

counted as half a bird. The Hespeler Gun Club will hereafter

adopt this rule, It was tried for the first time, with the follow-

ing result :

10011001010101 —7
1 L I 1 1 1 ^ 1 1 1 1 1 1 ?, —13

W 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 —lU
1 1 I 1 1 i 1 i M I 1 - lOi

00100116010000 —4

A. Hergctt, Waterloo

J. Wayper, Hespeler

O. B. Ellis, Hespeler

M. Andrick, Waterloo

E. Bowman, Hespeler

Bradford.

The Bradford Gun and Rifle Club, Christmas week, held

their opening pigeon shoot of the year on their grounds against

a team from Barrie, which resulted in a victory for the home

club by 12 birds. The club is in a very flourishing condition,

and open to receive challenges from clubs for live birds, blue

rocKs, and rifle or combination matches. Gun and rifle matches

can be arranged by corresponding with the secretary, Mr. Dan

Nielly, Box 207.
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London Traps.

The Cavite Gun Club held a shoot on the McArthur farm,
K.nith London, New Year's day when some excellent sport, was

. iijoyed. The scores were :

—

\\\'bb 12 2 1

(low , I 2

I '.urns

Ci raydon

Smith . .

.

Ovens...

Brock . .

.

Hughes .

1

2

1 yinan 1

i iichan 1

Carpenter 1

IVEajor 1

I'liiacque

1;. Whittaker

Whittaker

Brecon

1 2

1 2

1 1

1

1

1

2

2

1 1

1

1

2

1

1 1

1 2

2 1

1 1

i

1

2

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1 2

2

1

2

0—7
2—6
0—6
1—7
—3
1—6
1—6
1—5
0—5
—2
1—7
—5
2—7
2-7

2

—5
0—4

Essex Pigeon Shoot.

Mr. Frank Stenlake, proprietor of the Grand Central Hotel
at Essex, Ont. .held a pigeon shoot, Dec. 28th, under the auspices
of the Essex Gun Club, which was very successful. There were
about 50 shooters on the grounds, including such well-known
experts as H. D. Bates and F. H. Conover, the genial

representative of Dupont Smokeless. It must have been a great
satisfaction to the latter to know that his powder was generally

used by the best shots and never failed to do good work.
The shooting was hard owing to a recent fall of snow and

the fact that the birds were a particularly lively lot.

The following is the score :

—

First event—miss and out.—Donaldson, 3 ; Perdue, 2
;

Stenlake, ; T. Rogers, 2 ; Youngblood, -t ; Wear, 3 ; Smith, 3
;

T. Pastorius, 1 ; H. D. Bates, 4 ; Agnew, ; J. Pastorius, 2.

Second event—5 birds.—Donaldson, Windsor, 3 ; Wood,
Detroit, 4 ; Clark, Walkerville, 5 ; Rogers, Cottam, 2 ; J. Wigle,
Windsor, 3 ; T. Reid, Walkerville, 5 ; M. Burke, Ridgelows, 3

;

Perdue, Knoxville, 3; Prudhomme, Detroit, 2 ; Agnew,
Windsor, 4 ; J. Pastorius, Knoxville, 5 ; Johnson, 4 ; Mcintosh,
Walkerville, 4 ; J. Trasher, Amherstburg, 1 ; Taylor, 2 ; Smith;
Kingsville, 3 ; Youngblood, Sandwich, 5 , Girard, Sandwich, 4

;

Wear, Windsor, 3 ; F. Stotts, Pontiac, Mich., 3 ; T. Pastri(jus,

Kingsville, 4 ; Miner, Kingsville, 3 ; Bates, Ridgetown, 5

;

Conover, Leamington, 4 ; Hugel, Staples, 3.

Third event—5 birds.—F. Stotts 4 ; J. Wigle, 3 ; W. Stotts,

Essex, 2 ; Perdue, 2 ; Clark, 2 ; Thrasher, 2 ; Youngblood 4
;

Wear, 4 ; H. D. Bates, 4 ; Prudhomme, 2 , Girard, 4 ; T.

Pastorius, 1 ; Rogers, ; T. Reid, 2
; Donaldson, 4 ; Taylor, 1

;

Agnew, 3 ; Smith, 3 ; Wood, 2 ;
" Injun," 2 ; Mcintosh, 3 ; L.

D. Stotts, Essex, 5 ; Thorfin Wigle, Kingsville, 3 ; Hugel, 2
;

.1. Pastorius, 2 ; J. Miner, 4 ; Burke, 2 ; Johnson, 4 ; Stenlake, 2.

Fourth event—miss and out.—Perdue, 2 ; T. Pastrious, ;

J. Pastorius, 2 ; Clark, 7 ; Wigle, 3 ; Thrasher, 2 ; F. Stotts, ;

Bates, 7 , Mcintosh, 4 ; W. Stotts, ; Girard, 1 ; Agnew, 8
;

Smith, 2.

>i<

At the annual meeting of the Interstate Association, held
at Oakland, Bergen County, N.J., it was decided to hold one
of the Association's target tournaments this year at Sherbrooke,
P.Q. This will be a big thing for Eastern shooters.

Sarnia Tournament.
The Sarnia (Ont.) Gun Club held a very successful live

bird tournament Dec. 27th and 28th. The attendance was
very large and the weather perfect. The birds were a lot of
exceedingly strong, hard flyers and the scores, consequently,
were not as high as they might otherwise have been. The
following is the score :

Eventone—10 live birds.—E. P. Westell, 5 ; Geo. Brough-
ton, 3 ; Hubert Yard, 3 ; H. Randolph, 4 ; John Scagel, 4

;

Robert Lee, 6 ; Chas. Roche, 5; Geo. Scagel, 1; F. Mitchell, 1
;

R. Simpson, 4 ; Chas. Hewitt, 4 ; Robt. Judge, 7 ; W. P. Boyn-
ton 3 ; H. Halls, 5 ; J. Ellison. 0; J. J. Harkness, 4.

Event two-lO live birds.—E. P. Westel, 17; Geo. Broughton,
4 ;

Hubert Yard, 5 ; H. Randolph, 4 ; John Scagel, 5 ; Robert
Lee, 5 ; F. C. Smart, 3 ; Chas. Roche, 3 ; Geo. Scagel, 1 , F.
Mitchell, 3 ; R. Simpson, 2 ; C. Reynolds, 3 ; Robert Judge, 6

;

A. E. Baker, 7 ; W. P. Boynton, 9 ; H. Halls, 3 ; J. Ellison, 6
;

J. J. Harkness, 5 ; R. Shaw, 5 ; Alf. Simpson, 6 ; B. J. Kawar,
jr., 5 ; J. E. Vancamp, 6 ; W. E. McCann, 7 ; W. F. Wagenseil,
6 ;

H. Mains, 9 ; B. J. Kawar, 4 ; F. Haynes, 6 ; J. Wanmer,
5 ; H. Unger, 6.

Event three—5 live birds.—E. P. Westell, 2
; C. Reynolds

2 ;
H. Yard, 2 ; C. Roche, 5 ; R. Judge, 4 ; B. G. Shaw, 4 ; H

Randolph, 2; H. Mains, 2; F. Mitchell, 3; M. McCann, 3
F. Haynes, 3 ; A. F. McVicar, 1 ; A. Mnrdock, ; J. Scagel, 1

Geo. Broughton, 4 ; H. Halls, ; A. Simpson 4 ; F. Pettit, 3
W. McGuirk, 0.

Event four—10 live birds.—R. G Shaw, 4; Geo. Broughton,
6 ;

J. J. Harkness, 2 ; C. Roche, 3 ; F. Mitchell, 7 ; Alf. Simp-
son, 6 ; F. R. Haynes, 7 ; H Yard, 5 ; H. Randolph, 3 ; B. J.

Kawar, 8.; H. Gain, 2 ; J. Ellison, 3 ; J. Scagel, 7 ; M. McCann,
9 ; R. Judge, 6 ; H. Mains, 8.

Event five—7 live birds.—R. G. Shaw, 6 ; Geo. Broughton,
3 ; J. J. Harkness, 4 ; C. Roche, 3 ; F. Mitchell, 6 ; Alf. Simp-
son, 3; F. R. Haynes, 1 ; H. Randolph, 2 ; B. J. Kawar, 4

;

H. Gain, 2; H. Halls, 2; J. Scagel, 6; M. McCann, 4; R.
Judge, 5 ; H. Mains, 5.

*
Toronto Junction Shoot.

The Toronto Junction Gun Club held a shoot at the II umber
on New Year's day, with this result :

—

At five pigeons and ten sparrows—D. Eye, 3 and 9

;

Wakefield, 3 and 6 ; Shaw, 2 and 6 ; Richardson, 3 and 4
;

Simpson, 2 and 7 ; Blea, 4 and 8 ; Stevens, 2 and 4 ; Stell, 3 and
6 ; Burgess, 1 and 6 ; Casey, 3 and 10 ; T. Townson, 3 and 3

;

Pearsall, 3 and 8 ; B. Sheppard, 4 and 4 ; Day, 1 and 6 ; J.

Townson, 2 and 4 ; Briggs, 3 and 7 ; Douglas, 4 and 4 ; Green,

5 and 7 ; Plunkett, 3 and 8 ; Williamson, 2 and 8 ; Friend, 5

and 8.

Sweep at five pigeons—Blea, 5 ; Stell, 5 ; Williamson 5
;

Green, 4 ; Morshead, 4 ; Wakefield, 3 ; Briggs, 2 ; Davidson, 2
;

Townson, 2; Vint, 2 ; Anderson, 2 ; Giles, 2.

*
Ansley H. Pox's Big Score.

Ansley H. Fox, of Baltimore, treated trap shooters to a

surprise at Interstate Park, New York, recently, by killing 129

birds out of 130. The ninety-second was crippled, and fell

within the boundary, but recovered momentarily, jumped over

the line and died. This is the most remarkable shooting ever

done in the East and New Yorkers think it beats all records.

Mr. Fox shot from the 30 yard mark. He is the holder of the

world's record on doubles, having shot 98 out of 100 targets

He is a professional trap shot.
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[
AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY

Conducted by H. McBean Johnstone

THE LANDSCAPE—THE ARRANG-EMENT
OF MASS.

The angle included by the human eye in normal vision is

about fifty degrees, while our photographic lenses usually in-

clude half as much again, or in some cases twice as much.

Wander around at an exhibition and you will find scores of

prints, which in many cases embrace a whole panorama, whilst

embedded in the wide expanse of detail-crowded paper is a

small cameo ; a gem, had it but been seen by the operator.

Unfortunately, this is a fault just as common to the professional

as to the amateur, and in either case can only be accounted for

by a lack of knowledge of those few simple and general rules

that govern the composition of the landscape and the arrange-

ment of its masses. The idea seems to be current that to make

a photographic masterpiece it is essential that the scene be

either grand or rugged in outline, or should at least look so,

and in judging this our old enemy, gorgeous coloring, is apt to

creep in and put us at aea. It is not at all necessary to ascend

the highest hill to get a view. Select first the commonplace

daisies at your feet and stay at them until they are thoroughly

mastered and a result secured in which you can pick no fault.

One ever-present weakness of photography is its liability to

select or isolate the parts of the view that are wanted from its

undesirable features, or in the alternative devoting itself exclu-

sively to one feature and giving us an uninviting and unsightly

representation. Irreproachably correct as a recorder of fact, it

may yet record too much and so fail to make as strong and

lasting an appeal to the mind as if it could select this or that

objectionable feature and leave it out. It has been said by a

well-known photographer :
" We want nothing but the truth,

but we do not want too much of that."

If you will examine any of the paintings of great artists

produced during the last two hundred and fifty years you will

find that their arrangement is all based on a few very simple

forms and that these same forms, which partake of the leading

idea of the triangle or pyramid, the diagonal line and its con-

trasts (which is a variation of the same thing) and the circle

with its modifications, may be traced through all kinds of pic-

tures from the simplest landscape up to the grandest historical

subjects.

In his "Picture-Making by Photography" (a book that

should be in the hands of every ambitious amateur), Mr. H. P.

Robinson quotes from Howard's Sketchers' Manual, a curious

chapter on the strong and weak points of a picture, and as it is

full of instructive and interesting points and should be useful

to the student in the arrangement of his compositions, I have

taken the liberty of repeating it here :

" The feeble points are those which are at equal distances

from any two of the boundary lines or of the corners of the pic-

ture.

" The strong points are those which are at unequal dis-

tances from all the boundary lines and the corners.

"Any point that appears to be at an equal distance from

one corner or boundary line, whether top, bottom, or side, and

from any other boundary line, or corner, is feeble, or an im-

proper situation for the subject or points of effect. The most

feeble are those situations which are equidistant from the top

and base lines, or from the two sides.

" The central point is the most feeble of all, and, to a cer-

tain extent, they increase in strength or value as they diverge

from the centre.
'

' But it is not every boundary that may be at unequal dis-

tances from the boundary lines and corners, which is a strong

point. The inequalities in distance must bear a mathematical
,

ratio to each other, as one and two-thirds, or two and three-
'

'fifths.

"Those points will be strongest or best adapted for the re-

ception of the subject which are distant from the four boundary

lines, and the four corners in degrees the most varied, yet
,

bearing a mathematical ratio to each other, as one-third from
[

the base, two-fifths from one side, three-sevenths from one cor- '

,

ner, four-ninths from another, and so on in every possible re-
1

lation that it can bear between the opposite corners, the two i'

upper corners, or the two lower, or the upper and lower, or the
;

upper and lower of the same side, the two sides, or the top and
ji

base."

The latter part of this is rather abstruse and confusing, but

there is something in it. The object is to avoid uniformity and i

to get variety of composition. The late Norman Macbeth—an

authority on art, who took an active interest in photography—
|

in an excellent paper read before the Edinburgh Photographic
i

Society, gave illustrations based on the above divisions, which

will be in the recollection of the readers of the photographic
;

journals, and I cannot do better than adopt his remarks on the
i

divisions :

j

" A fter deciding on the breadth of the picture—whatever
j

it be—find the square of it.. A. diagonal line from one corner to ;

the other metes out the size of. length of the picture. This pro- '

portion of breadth to the length suits almost every subject re-
;

quiring either a vertical or horizontal form. It so happens that
j

the 'half-plate' size used in the camera is as near as possible

to the relative proportions.

' Now as diversity in unity is one of the essential elements '

in good composition, the method of producing this lies in cer- ;

tain sub-divisions of the field being made both vertically and

horizontally ; every intersection or cro.ssing of the lines con-
;

stitute points, which if anything were constructed on them ;

would prove expressive.

" To divide the field into two equal parts both ways, the

intersection would be in the centre ; such a point, although

some might think it to be conspicuous, is nevertheless not ex-

pressive, inasmuch as it is too finely balanced on either side.

To subdivide, again, the two sides would not produce good or

expressive intersections, for it would tend to a too equal bal-

ancing of parts.

" Now in order to find expressive parts in a field, instead

of dividing it into equal numbers, such as two, four, six or
;

eight, divide it into unequal or odd numbers, such as three,
[

five, or seven, and you produce points at each intersection

\,hich are easily composed and always expressive. ^

" Bear in mind that the centre of the field is the weakest

point in it. To put an object there, especially in a landscape,

divides the subject, and raises a conflict of interest on both

sides, so much so that if there be an object of interest on either
|

side the eye is tortured and distracted. In order to avoid this ;

and make important parts of a scene or figure expressive, 1
;
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iew them through a piece of glass—the half-plate size—divided

ito three parts each way, placing the intersections as much as

ossible over those parts in nature which are important. The

mie lines may be drawn on the focussing screen when it is of

\e proportions 1 have described. This would enable the pho-

(grapher to place the intersections on special parts of a scene

-Hich as a ruin, a tree, a river, a boat, a group of cattle,

ijiiivs, important parts of architecture and interiors gener-

Ihe two corresponding strong points should not be used in

lie same picture.

This method of division, for the purpose of finding the

trong and weak points of a picture, becomes fanciful when

ried out to its extreme limits, but if the broad principle is

lOi-ne in mind, it will save the student from admitting the

orniality into his composition and help him to get variety.

In the arranging of the masses of a landscape an important

lement of success is the power of selection, both of the view

ud the standpoint from which it is to be taken, for it is upon

his last-mentioned point that the composition of our fore-

;rc>unds is almost wholly dependent. Those people are indeed

)rtunate who are naturally gifted with that kind of taste

t'hich at once enables them to perceive those combinations and

ff(}cts in Mother Nature's grouping of objects, which will make

he most agreeable and at the same time the most effective pic-

uies, but it is indeed few who are so favored, and in most

ases of the kind the innate good taste of the operator is after

ill but a poor substitute for a practical knowledge of the laws

)f composition.

Those who are not naturally blessed with a full share of

he artistic feeling may take courage in the saying of Sir Joshua

tieynolds :
" Nothing is denied to well-directed labor ; nothing

IS to be obtained without it;" and if they give their earnest

ittention to their work, need have no fear of not attaining at

least a certain amount of excellence.

Far too often in looking at a photogram the feeling is pres-

ent that the artist might have given us a little less fact and a

iew more pictorial qualities ; that he did not keep before him
jhe idea that all photography is divided into two classes, pho-

nography where microscopic definition of every blade of grass,

3very door and window, every brick or board, is looked for,

md photography where high pictorial merit for decorative pur-

poses is desired. Every day we are bored by being shown

landscapes that are of no account whatever unless it be that

they possess interesting associations to those who take them,

ind even so, in ninety out of a hundred cases, a little judgment

coupled with some knowledge of the rules of composition,

would have resulted in a very perceptible improvement in the

pictorial qualities and still show every necessary detail. If we
do not keep this constantly before us and endeavor to do our

beat in our every-day work, when the object becomes the mak-

inig of a picture, which from its intrinsic qualities will rank it

|as a work of art more or less, how can, we hope to do better?

It will hardly do then in decidi-^g to photograph some fa-

miliar spot, to walk from it about forty or fifty paces, set up the

'camera, focus and snap it, and be only certain that our dry

Iplate has had the correct exposure and as a consequence must

'bear an impression of the scene that is at least recognizable if

|not artistic in its arrangement. We must move around the

jscene from point to point until we can find a spot from whence

'the landscape is seen at its very best angle, " where Nature

! spreads before us her unfettered charms." After all the fore-

ground has perhaps more influence on the appearance of our
photogram than any other part of the landscape and our liii^t

aim must be to make it compose in the best possible manner,
without sacrificing any part of the main object of the view.

Suppose that we desire to secure a negative of a farmhouse that

possesses some interest connected with our personal history, or

possibly for other reasons. We may be told by the critic, who
prates of art with a big "A," that the offensive lines of the
building will set at defiance all our attempts at the picturesque,

but at the same time he most likely forgets that nothing can be
more characteristic of the life of different parts of the country
tlian the homes in which the people live. AVhat is more rich

in history than a tid-bit of its architecture? At first glance, no
doubt, the lines are somewhat crude and offensive, but a little

search will generally reveal a point whence they may be made
to compose well with a roadway, a hillside, a clump of trees, or

something else, and usually if sufficient care is taken in the

exact placing of the camera and the proper light used, all the

effective points of the foreground may be saved. What is

wanted is self-education of the eye, the power to see the picture

in the material before you, the arm, the shape, the limitations

of the subject, until by intuition one seizes the vantage point.

Having arrived at a point when we have found some ele-

ments of a good picture, let us start to compose them by moving
from point to point, so that we get our distance open and our

main groups on either side about one-third from the side

boundary of the plate, but let the group on one side be more
important than on the other. No more picturesque contrast

can be secured than a full, rich mass of foliage balancing

a mass of gnarled and twisted vines. For variety in our fore-

ground we can use bare earth, patches of vegetation, rocks,

stumps, old logs, in fact, almost anything but flat, unbroken

stretches of grass or earth. Then here, too, should be some im-

portant feature of interest, either suitable figures or cattle, or

something of striking form, or light and shadow, not precisely

in the centre, but a little either to one side or the other. It is

seldom that such points can be placed down in the corners

without carrying the eye too far from the centre of the work
and in a large measure spoiling the picture.

Frequently it is desirable to take a view with the camera

close to the ground in order to foreshorten the foreground.

Imagine yourself looking at a river—an eyot with tall trees is

on your left, the farther bank slopes gently to the water. In

the fields beyond, toward the middle distance and near the

right of the view, are one or two cottages. The faint line of

distant hills bounds the prospect. At our feet the grass is

broken into irregular patches and a tall clump of bullrushes are

on the extreme right. Focus the view with the camera at the

usual height. If you include the foreground you cut off the

sky and the subject is divided into two by the broad stretch of

uninteresting river ; cut off the foreground and you have a nar-

row strip of picture sandwiched between the white sky and the

white river. In neither case is the view worth taking. Now
retire a step or two, lower the camera within a foot or two of

the ground, raise the sliding front to cut off the immediate su-

perfluous foreground and mark the difference. The water is re-

duced to a mere strip, broken by the taller tufts of grass and

dock leaves. The clump of rushes gives strength to the right-

hand side and the distance is thrown still farther back by the

bold foreground. Water, meadow, fenland and the foreshore

of tidal estuaries may be dealt with in the same manner to ad-

vantage.
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How fortunate we are if for a background we can have our

extreme distance show a range of hills where the outlines will

fall harmoniously but without monotony, and in our middle

distance dark shadowing trees that will give to the hills the ef-

fect of being far away. In such a picture as this interest could

be given to the foreground by the introduction of a flock of

sheep, not photographed by the impetuous, purely because

being sheep or cattle they are regarded as essentially pictur-

esque, but because the grouping of the white spots which they

form would have a pleasing effect, even if they were grave-

stones. It is under these circumstances only that animals

shoull receive our attention, and certainly not because they are

animals, for if they are pliotographed merely because of their

being animals all the glory must belong to the machine

;

whereas if they are pliotographed because of their pleasing ef-

fect and the relief they afford to the landscape, the credit of

having the requisite judgment and taste is yours.

Nothing but a knowledge of the laws of composition,

coupled with a capacity for originating occasional ideas and a

more or less finely developed artistic temperament, can secure

for us uniformly good work, for though the snap-shotter

who takes everything just as he finds it, may be able to show

some good results, his word taken as a whole cannot compare

with that of the more careful worker, even though the best

productions of the latter are not as good as the best of the

former. Ill-balanced photograras are sufficiently numerous,

and however faultless in technique such may be, they fail to

exact the unqualified praise that is accorded to their more
symmetrical—that is, more artistic—prototypes. For absence

of this symmetry suggests nothing less than a dimness of

artistic perception in the photographer—a lack of intuition

of what and where to photograph, and where this deficiency

stares one in the face perfect technique avails the work but

little.—H. McBean Johnstone in the Photo-American.

The Scrap Bag.

An elaborate setting has something of the annoying effect

of a chatter of conversation while we are trying to listen to

music. It will not help us to render our subject as a song ; let

the background be a silence.

The tone of the mount should be settled by considering

first, the tone and subject of the print ; and, second, the size of

the print. The latter point is too often neglected. A small

print requires a mount of a size that is relatively much larger

than is desirable with a large print. When the mount forms

merely a border around a large print, a dark tone may be

desirable ; but when the visible area of the mount is four times

the area of the print, as is often the case with small prints, a

lighter tone is usually best.

It is a fact worth knowing that ordinary printing frames

can be made into beautiful little picture frames by simply stain-

ing them to a color appropriate to the print with which they are

to be used. A handsome Dekko print mounted on a gray card

and inserted in a printing frame of the proper size that has

been painted a dull black makes a very striking effect. Where
the photograms are the full size of the frame, no matter need be

used. Amateurs who are looking for pleasing little novelties

will find that printing frames can be readily made into artistic

and inexpensive picture frames—and at any time they can be
temporarily or permanently returned to their original use.

! what a chance we have to study landscape composition

'

in the twilight, when all the hard masses of superfluous detail

have been swallowed up in the enshrouding gloom of approach-

ing night. Think of the glorious summer evenings. Even the

most practical of us are stirred to something like poetry in the

soft balmy air. As Eleanor S. Inslee puts it

:

"Peace, so dear to all worldly ken-
Peace, from the tender God above

Brooded over the hearts of men,
Whispering the calm of perfect love.

Still and silent the green hills lay
;

Stirred neither leaf, nor twig nor flower
;

Rosy yet from the sun's last ray
;

Lulled to rest by the twilight hour.

Then a bird's song rose, true and clear.

Thrilling the thought it fain would tell—

Hush, ye children of men and hear,

'God's in his world and all is well.'
"

1

Mr. John Bartlett, formerly editor of the " American i

Journal of Photography," is now associate editor of the!

"Camera," of Philadelphia. The "Camera" is to be con-

gratulated upon securing him.

In the carbon process warmth and damp both cause the'

sensitized tissue to become unworkable. In a climate where

there are rapid changes the tissues should be printed as soon
|

as possible after sensitizing. '

Because a photographer seems to crawl backward in focuss-'

ing, shall we jar him by calling him a lobster?

If a negative is too dense it can be improved by reducing

it in the following solution : Hyposulphite of soda, 1 ounce,

water 16 ounces, add a few drops of a 10 per cent, solution of

red prussiate of potash. The energy of the solution will

depend on the quantity of prussiate added. After the

reduction has been carried far enough, wash well, to removei

the hypo. 1

It is the hardest kind of a task to make a successful picture'

from a poor negative by the use of a sentimental title. The|

following little item appeared some time ago in the Photo-:

American and deals with the subject straight to the point,
j

"The vapid landscape, sugared with such a title as "Nowj
sadly fades the dying day ;

" the portrait of an able-bodied,

i

elderly laborer reading, with palpable indifference, what isj

obviously not a Bible, labelled, "Light at Evening Time;"

|

these are errors in taste analogous to that of the young person;

who thinks to make good all personal shortcomings by the

simple expedient of a ssented pocket-handkerchief." Now,

that is straight from the shoulder, and practically covers thej

whole ground thoroughly. Think it over and you'll find a:

little sermon in it. 1

Do not, after focussing, swing open the camera back whilst,

the dark slide is being sought for, as the wind will get into the|

camera and disturb the dust that is almost sure to be present;

in the folds of the bellows. Or the wind itself might be'

charged with dust, which is liable to settle on the film when,

the shutter is drawn. Again, by opening the camera back the

full glare of light will enter, and the bellows will often retain

some portion of it—quite sufficient to fog a rapid plate. Mora]

—slip your dark slide in as quickly as possible after iipeninp;

the back of the camera.
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To find the square-root of photography, multiply the sun-

liue by rainy days ; divide by snow-storms ; subtract your

ndlord calls and stock bills, and there you have it.

Always use a backed plate for an enlarged negative

special ly if there are strong high lights. You will find a big

ni>rovement in your results.

A good thing at small coat may he made hy yetting a sponge

lid stuffing about half of it in a large bottle, half the sponge

icking out. Any chemicals accidentally spilt can be mopped

p easily with it. It is also excellent for spreading mountant,

3 there are no bristles to lose, and when full of paste it can be

ood upon its handle. It is easily cleaned by pulling sponge

nd bottle apart.

In a recent issue of one of the photographic journals, a

'cll-known writer comments on a fact we ourselves have often

oted, by saying : " In many of the prints I am asked to

riticize, little feeling is displayed in rendition of tone. I do

ot mean the color of the print ( tone, as photography has it,

leans the color of the print, but it's a misnomer ), but the

allies of tlie various planes. This is simply a matter of correct

xposure and correct development with good judgment used

the printing. Tones mean the making or breaking of a

!c, and even if well composed the tonality must exist, else

hole work is a failure." This is a fact to which more

Itteiitiou should be paid, and we will endeavor to give an

rticle upon it very shortly.

The simplicity of the hand camera enables the operator to

evote himself to the picture !<ide of his work ; his attention is

ot distracted by annoying mechanical details, nor his artistic

erception, dulled by the weariness w hich lugging his apparatus

as brought upon him. To-day the sportsman brings the

irgest game to earth with a tiny bullet, sped with smokeless

owder of the highest velocity. And so, in a twinkling, the

odaker captures the earth on his film—and when he gets an

xceptional bit —soniething in which there is more than the

sual merit, the enlarging process—now made so easy—comes

3 his aid and he is able to reproduce the jjliotogram.

It would be well for amateurs to know that the Eastman
v^odak Company are now withdrawing from the market the 2

xjiosure cartridge films and substitute a 4 exposure, one which

5 so wound that two exposures can be made and then removed,

'he scheme is this : There is a long strip of black paper with

wo sections of film on it, which are far enough apart so that

fter making the exposures one and two, the key may be given

few revolutions and these exposures removed from the kodak

11 daylight, the black paper being marked at the proper point

)r cutting. The remaining black paper is then threaded upon

new empty spool which must be inserted and exposures

liree and four may be made at the convenience of the operator.

The January number of the " Pho>;ographic Times " con-

fined a striking set of half-tone illustrations, being repro-

uctions of the work of Mr. E. R. Jackson, of Oakland, Cal., in

llustrating the book, " The Gentleman from Indiana." The
rt coni«ists of seven photograms, and so well are they all taken

hat one finds it hard to believe that they are not the work of

ome experienced book illustrator with the crayon and pencil,

lere we have the thin end of a wedge inserted, that bids fair

open up a vast new field for the world's army of camera

nthusiasts.

Before you dry your negatives, always hold them for a few
seconds under the tap and rub them lightly with a very wet
sponge to remove the surface deposit, always more or less

present.

To make soft negatives with plenty of definition from
brightly and unevenly lighted subjects, blow a cloud of cigar-

ette smoke in front of the lens, and expose just as it is opening
out.

There are a great many so-called critics, who never do
anything good themselves, but who spend all their time in

finding fault with the work of others. Rev. Dr. Deems once
wrote to a friend of his :

" The world is wide
In time and tide
And God is guide
Then do not hurry.

That man is blest
Who does his best
And leaves tJte rest,

Then do not worry."

In using the background care should be taken, especially

with material that has a grain, to be sure and have it out of

focus, and to ensure this, the object that is being photographed
should be rather at a distance than near. This means that

good-sized backgrounds are necessary, and if it is desirable to

join up, arrange your camera so that the join does not interfere

with the result.

Some years ago Rudyard Kipling made our country famous
as "the Lady of the Snows," much, it might be said, to the

disgust of many Canadians. However, argue as they will, the

fact remains that we do have winter here some times, what the

Americans call "real Canadian winter." Now, why can't we
make some real photograms of our winter

;
photograms that

will show the very life and sparkle and vigor of the air, so to

speak. I've seen lots of Canadian pViotograms, but I have

never yet saw one of Canadian winter that I could call

satisfactory. Here's an open field for someone.

To unmount prints put them face down upon a clean board

or upon glass. Wring out a cloth that has been soaked in

water
(
preferably warm ), so that it will not drip, and place it

three or four folds thick upon the prints. It should be so folded

that its size is just sufficient to cover them. Put another piece

of glass on the top, and then a weight. Leave the whole

arrangement for several hours, until the mount is damped right

through, when the print will come off nicely, without being in

the slightest degree damaged.

Of all the joys vouchsafed to undeserving man, the most

delightful are good health, good legs and a good camera ; and

the individual in whom are combined ail three, can consider

himself on a level with the gods. He who is so blessed may
tread the whole world jauntily snapping up the pretty bits

along the roadside, and securing grand and striking effects

among the hills, and generally appreciate all the careless free-

dom of the unwashed vagabond without being tainted with his

unwholesome idea of loafing lawlessness, for whoever heard of

a man with a camera, no matter how disreputable an appear-

ance he may present, being suspected of evil intentions ? The

camera in the country, like knee-breeches and a bundle of golf

sticks, encircles the head of its owner with a halo of chaste

respectability.
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OOBRESPONDENOE.
Correspondence should be addressed to Hubert McBean

Johnston, P. O. Box 651, Sarnia, Ont.

Geo. R. Harrison, Gait.—Thank you very much for the

prints you so kindly sent me. But you have fallen into the

old error of trying to include too much in one picture. I could

cut at least two pictures out of one of that you sent me, both of

which would surpass in excellence the one original. I say to

you as I have said before, " Don't be afraid to use the knife

liberally." Am glad you take an interest in " Rod and Gun in

Canada's " Amateur Photographic Department. We are trying

'

to make it as interesting and as complete as is possible in such

a confined space.

A Rod and Gun Amateur.—No you do not need a ruby

light for intensification and leduction. An ordinary lamp or

gas light will be all right.

C. Farmer, Butterfleld.—Backing does not make plates any
slower. You can easily make a test by backing one half of a

plate and then making an exposure. On development you will

find no difference in the two halves of the plate.

Pyro-Hydrochinone.—Following is a formula combining

the two developers you mention. I have only seen it published

once before. The " Camera'' published it

:

A. Water - - - 16 oz.

Oxalic Acid - - - 18 gr.

Sulphite Soda (crys
.
) - 2 oz.

Pyro - - - - 120 gr.

Hydrochinone - - - 30 gr.

Bromide Potassium - 12 gr.

(Mix in order named.)

B. AVater - - - 16 oz.

Carbonate of Potash - 2 oz.

To develop take 2 oz. of A, 1 oz. of B, and I oz. of water
;

for double coated plates, 4 to 5 oz. of water. 1 do not advise

using it a second time. You can avoid stained fingers by rins-

ing your hands frequently, though it will not stain the nega-

tive.

Charlie Adams.—To avoid a brown tone in Aristo Platino

prints in using single toner, you must have them in the bath

longer. You can hardly overdo it in this bath, which is one

reason why it is so suitable for amateurs.

Chelsea Cat.—Choose a dull day in preference to a bright

one in making snow scenes. Your sky then coming out darker

makes the snow look lighter by contrast, and causes every rift

and hollow to show up more plainly. A snow scene usually

looks best when printed in black and white.

A. C. M.— In using a wide-angle lens you must remember
that the smaller your stop is, the sharper your focus will be

Use the stop which brings out the very things you want, sharp

and in focus, and don't go beyond that point.

Alex. Sharp.—We would prefer not to make any compar-

ison of plates here, or advise the use of any particular brand.

Remember though that the effectiveness of your results is going

to depend more upon yourself than upon the brand of plates

you use. Any of the standard brands will make negatives more

or less good, and when you get to know a little more about

what you are doing, some experimenting will show you which

plate is most suitable for the class of work you are attempting.

Cyclist—Carry your camera on your back if possible. If it'

is strapped on the front of your wheel the constant jarring is

apt to disarrange the shutter. Am glad to learn you are

interested in landscape work. Send me some of your photo-
grams. I feel sure they will interest me.

Peter McDonald—You have a lot to learn yet about photo-

1

graphy. However, keep on trying and you will succeed—at

'

least in a measure. Also read more photographic literature.

It will help you.

Willie Tate—Get some E. W. W. spotting mediun) and'
spot your negatives and prints. This will do away with the

blotchy, speckled appearance that those that you sent me
had.

Red Spots— You say your aristo platino prints hav*^ red

,

spots. It is probably due to finger marks in trimming. Put a;

piece of glass on top of them and hold it down tight so they

won't slip when you are trimming. You may be able to

remove the spots in the platinum bath by dabbing them with

a camel's hair brush soaked in undiluted platinum solution.

P. C. Roycroftar—fl) I said some time ago in this column'

that a dark room was too damp to keep plates in, if you are

going to expect good results. (2) Put a little carbonate oi,

soda in your first washing water in washing aristo platino

prints. It will make the free silver come out quicker. (3
'

Sorry, but we are unable to comply with your request. (4'|

There is some talk of an American salon (painters) being held'

in New York in the near future, but it has not advanced mucli,

beyond the '

' talk " stage, yet.
j

St. Mary's, Ontario—Mr. A. Ballantyne is secretary-treas-j

urer of the Ottawa Camera Club. They hold their annua
1

meeting on the second Thursday of October each year. The\l

were established in 1894. No apology is necessary for bother
j

ing us. This column is here to answer questions, and we'n'

glad to do it. If you have any more to ask, go right ahead and;

ask 'em.
;

Chambers V. Franklin—Why bother trying to turn blm'

prints brown ? Get a package of Eastman's sepia paper and l!

am quite sure you will be charmed with the effective resnltf

you can get. It is very simple to work.

Fast Plate—You apparently have no object in using so fast

a plate, and moreover, it is not only unnecessary but a positive

drawback. If you would only realize how much greater yoni

latitude is for over or under exposure in a slower plate, I fee
i

sure you would adopt it permanently. Try one of mediun

In the report of the Executive Committee of the New

Brunswick Tourist Association for 1900 appears the following '

Sportsmen.—Our Province is every year becoming men
popular with the hunters of big game, and we have no class

of visitors who leave as much money in the Province as tht!

sportsman. The following figures, giving a comparison of th(;

revenue received by the Crown Lands Department from sportf=

'

men's licenses, have been furnished the Secretary by the ih>u

the Surveyor-General :

1897 $1,993 00

1898 4,711 82

1899 5,340 66

1900 8,266 95
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KENNEL DEPARTMENT
Conducted by D. Taylor

yitespondence is invited on all matters pertaining to the kennel, and

interest concerning man's best friend, will be ivelcomed. An effort

made to furnish correspondents reliable advice as to the care and
'!,' of dogs in any case submitted. All communications for this

•lit should be addressed to D. Taylor, Rod and Gun in Canada,

..• street, Montreal.

The adjourned general meeting of the Montreal Canine

sociation was held in the Natural History Society's rooms on

nuary 10th. There was a large attendance of shareholders,

30 anted for no doubt by the fact that the election of officers

d executive committee was the principal business of the

jeiiing, and the unusually large number of aspirants for the

rious offices.

Mr. Joseph Keid, president, occupied the chair and

nounced the first business as the reading of the treasurer's

d secretary's reports. These having been submitted were

uid to be entirely satisfactory. There is a substantial

lance in bank, besides other assets in the shape of benching,

z., to the credit of the association and no outstanding

.bilities.

The secretary, Mr. E. C. Short, submitted a statement in

I nnection with the last show which detailed the numerous

cidentals connected therewith. Both reports were received

; d referred to the auditors.

Tlie election of officers and executive was the next business

d, contrary to previous rumors, everything passed off very

lietly. It was evident from this fact that the leaders of the

"tickets " had come to an understanding, that the terrier

en, who were supposed to be opposed to the collie men, had

reed to live in the same kennel, and the result is that a good

of officers has been secured and an efficient working

mittee, fairly representative of all breeds.

Messrs. Elliott, F. C. Saunders and A. Stuart acted as

rutineen. and reported the result of the voting as follows :

President—Mr. Joseph Reid, (acclamation).

J'irst Vice-President—Mr. D. Crawford.

Second Vice-President—Mr. A. H. Hersey.

Treasurer—Mr. Jos. A. Laurin, (acclamation).

Secretary—Mr. E. C. Short, (acclamation).

Executive Committee—Messrs. John A. Pitt, Alex. Smith,

0. Roy, W. Henry, Jas. Lindsay, S. P. Howard, John

nnming, D. Taylor, Jos. Quinn, D. W. Ogilvie, G. H. Webber.

Auditors—Messrs. S. P. Howard and J. A. Brosseau.

The committee were authorized to go ahead with arrange-

jents for holding a spring show, and they have already taken

(e matter up.

I After passing votes of thanks to the chairman, the retiring

ftcers and scrutineers the meeting adjourned.

A general meeting of the Canadian Collie Club was held in

e Natural History Society's rooms on 22nd January, the

< sident, Mr. Alex. Smith, in thechair. Among those present

IV Messrs. W. 0. Roy, A. Gault, Jos. Reid, D. Alexander,

(null, R. s. Kellie, W. Elliott, A. E. Coleman, J. Cammings,

Jas. Reid, Isaac Stewart and others. The secretary-treasurer,
Mr. R. S. Kellie, reported that the club had over $60 to its

credit with some outstanding subscriptions to come in. It was
arranged to hold a collie puppy show, for which over nine
classes were provided. A big entry is expected from the
members themselves and classes will also be provided for non-
members. It was hoped by those present that Dr. Wesley
Mills will be prevailed upon to assume the ermine, and Mr.
Jos. Reid was appointed to wait upon the doctor and obtain his

consent. The following were appointed a dog show committee,
viz., the president, secretary, Jos. Reid and J. Camming.

By the way it is rumored that there is to be a rival club

started in the interests of the collie, to be called the Montreal
Collie Club, and that a prominent gentleman, a great admirer
of the breed, has been approached and has actually accepted

the presidentship. It is also said that some of the promoters
of the new club are at present members of the Canadian club

which, although its headquarters are in Montreal, is national

in scope as to membership. We don't think there is room
for two specialty clubs for the same breed in Montreal.

Even conceding the fact that there are a large number
of collie fanciers here, many of them as yet unattached,

we believe that the creation of another club would only

result in jealousy and bad feeling amongst the members
without any correspondingly good results in the interests

of the breed. If there is any dissatisfaction with the way
the old club is run, why those who are in should stay in and

help mend matters, but it looks a little on the childish side to

run away simply because everything don't go just as they de-

sire. There is one thing about it, when holding shows, the

Club should not make the competition so exclusive as they have

hitherto done. A class or two should be reserved for outsiders

who would thereby be encouraged to show and ultimately to

become members.

Mr. Alex, Smith's good collie bitch by Laurel Laddie ex

Apple Blossom, Jos. Reid's noted prize winner, has been bred

to Woodmansterne Conrad at Mr. Reeve's kennels, Toronto.

"Auchcairnie" believes the cross will produce the very best

results.

For endeavoring to sample several of the citizens of West-

mount, and having succeeded in the case of a police constable,

a magistrate, a week or two ago, sentenced a dog to limbo for

forty days, that is he has to be tied up for that period. The

dog not having the wherewithal, his owner was condemned to

pay the costs of the case.

Through a similarity in the names, Kernochan and Car-

nochan, we were last month led into a slight error in saying

that the former, instead of the latter, was sending a dog to Eng-

land. An esteemed correspondent sends the correction and

adds :
" J. L. Kernochan is the beagle breeder at Hempstead,

Long Island, N. Y., husband of Mrs. Kernochan, the Irish

terrier breeder. G. M. Carnochan

owner of Go Bang, etc."

the fox terrier breeder,

From all we can learn there will be a good representation

)f Montreal dogs at the New York show this month. With

mything like fair play some of them ought to be well up in the

money.
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A Modern Daniel.

To the Editor Kennel Department :

Dkar Sir,—You ask me to write a few lines in your paper

about " Prince " and the St. Bernards who were placed over

him at the Philadelphia dog show. I will give you Mr. Mason's

own description in " Man's Best Friend" of the dogs which
were entered in competition with Prince, and many of your

readers who have seen Prince will draw their own conclusions

at the injustice shown to the Canadian dog.

Mr. Mason begins his report by saying there were thirty

new entries, quite above the average, with not a bad one in the

lot. He then describes them as follows : Novice class, four

entries. Harbor, "rirst," in light condition and could easily

carry an additional 25 pounds of flesh and be all the better for it.

Prince Rudolph, "second ;
" a low-set dog with badly

placed ears, moderate expression and faulty front, he is small

and Jiot of the right type, and was rather lucky in not finding

himself in better company.

Prince, "third," got all he was entitled to by merit,

although his owner thought him a much abused dog, but that

is easily accounted for, for Mrs. Belasco loves Prince, and love

is blind ; he is a small light-boned dog, with a weak face and a

poor stern, in truth, a toy in bone and size alike.

Leonello, " H. C," small and plain.

Limit dogs :—Le Royal, "first;" rather short in body,

inclined to be leggy, straight behind with light thighs, and
wiis lacking in condition. Harbor, " second." Kingstonian

Golf, "third;" loses more in front of the withers than he
was able to recover back of them. Prince, " Reserve." Leeds
Barry Jr., " H. C," much too light in flesh and not in the best

of coat. Open dogs:—RoUo B., "first;" short in middle,

rather sour in expression and lacking in color and markings.

Kingstonian Golf, "second." Heart, "third;" lost to the

winner in head, in limbs and in substance, but was ahead of

Prince that was again reserve. Winners :—Rollo B., " first."

Le Royal, " second."

So, as you see, Mr. Mason says of the winner : "He is

short in the middle, sour in expression and lacking in color

and markings."

Le Royal, short in body, inclined to be leggy, straight be-

hind with light thighs and lacking in color, and yet they were
made the winners of cups, specials, etc. Is it any wonder that

the public crowded round Prince's kennel and wondered why
he had not the blue and white cards over him ?

A cup was given by Mr. Jay Lippincott to a lady entering

and exhibiting a dog herself, open to all, Mr. Mason would not

have me enter with Prince to compete.

Mr. Mason in his issue of "Man's Best Friend" of 15th

November, before the Philadelphia show, says of Prince, to

whom he gave all the firsts in Montreal. " He is on the small

side, with a truly formed body, excellent quarters and a front

very much above the average ; he has a fine disposition and a

pleasing expression." This description of Prince, as many in

Montreal can tell, is a true one. So, according to Judge Mason,
Prince has a truly formed body and excellent quarters and a poor
stern, and he has a pleasing expression, truly formed body and
a front very much above the average, and he is a toy in bone
and size with a weak face.

The editor of Turf, Field and Farm wrote me that he would
advise me to write and ask Mr. Mason to explain to me why
such a discrepancy in the two reports of the same dog, but I am
very sure Judge Mason would find himself in a dilemma and

swear at his stupidity in not reading in the 15th November isau^

his description of Prince, and not have them clash so outrage
ously. In the issue of American Field, dated lOth January
there is a very good article headed " Bench Shows, Whithe
are we Drifting." After speaking of several breeds, the write

says of St. Bernards :
" The St. Bernard has suffered also, firs

it was size that was demanded, and calf-like specimens wit

stifles and quarters that should only go with a prance could wir

then head and color came in vogue, to be followed by what wa
called type, to be seen in the expression and a bloodhonnd ir

clination, and finally at Philadelphia the climate seemed t

have something to do with it for agility, coloring and intell

gence were not considered equal to a crippled condition in on

case, and if Rollo B. placed first with a sour expression, miisti

type, a savage, undomesticated disposition and poor color an

markings, then breeders will ask ' Whither are we drifting

and why is it that sixty dollars would now be offered for spec

mens that only a few years ago brought six thousand. This

what is doing the mischief, this is what is playing ducks an

drakes with vested interests and disgusting ardent admirers <

the breed, and yet despite the warning, nothing has been done.

Prince is still in Philadelphia and will be entered in the Xe
York show, but will justice be done him remains to be seei

Two weeks ago he was the sire of nine lovely pups, five iual(,

and four females. They will be exhibited in the next Montre
show, but will be too young for competition in the puppy clas

they are all perfectly marked.
Miriam H. Belasco. '

[ Probably by this time Mr. Mason is sorry that he did n i

consult his files before writing the la.st criticism. Of course i

dog is supposed to be judged according to condition and appea

,

ance at the time and not upon his record, or what he was son
[

time previously ; but, in the case brought to our notice abov

it is hardly within the bounds of reason to suppose that the dij

could have altered in conformation so much within the periti

as to justify the publication of a criticism so diametrical
[

opposed to the first. It is true that love is sometimes blini

but it is equally true that there are other influences which c£|

be brought to bear upon people which render them blind ir.

the time being, and our lady correspondent may well be e!

cused under the circumstances for harboring the suspicion th

somebody has been practising hypnotism and that thecriticie

of 15th December is not an honest expression ri the views

one who, on two previous occasions, had given an entirely d

ferent opinion.]

Mr. G. M. Carnochan has deposited with the English Stoc

Keeper, a deposit of £10 to bind a match between himself ai

Mr. George Raper under the following conditions :
—"Geor;

Raper and G. M. Carnochan agree to show for a stake of £i

at one of the leading shows in 1901, not later than the F(i

Terrier Club Show in November of that year, a wire-hain,

Fox Terrier, either dog or bitch, out of a litter to be whelp,

during the year 1900, said Fox Terrier to have been bred '|

the exhibitor. The competition to take place at one of t

three large shows to be held after the arrival of Mr. <i. -

Carnochan in England in 1901. The Fox Terrier to be enter

in the regular classes when shown. The exhibitor must be t

owner of the dam at the time she is bred."

Mr. George Raper, of England has been selected a.s

the judges at the Moscow ( Russia ) dog show.
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The Standard of the Great Dane.

The judging of tlie Great lUne class at the lastPliiladelphia

g show by AVm. Mason, has clearly demonstrated the fact

at this breed is misunderstood by the average bench show
dge who lays claim to master every breed from a St. Bernard

a terrier.

As long as the idea prevails that a long, thin head and fat

ok constitute the ideal Great Dane, breeders who advocate

pure type, will be disappointed. What is then the

andard of the Great Dane ?

Before going into details I wish to draw attention to the

igiu of the dog. These dogs have been bred for over five

nturies in the mountainous country of Southern Germany,

eiag of immense strength and intelligence, they were used by

16 peasants as carriers in their walks and climbs up their

ome mountains.

This mountain climbing developed the immense broad

heat and slow majestic gait, commonly called "lions' tread."

leaetwo points have been lost sight of in this country, most

reat Danes being narrow chested in their proportions and
alk like a terrier.

A fat man makes a poor showing going up hills, so will a

it dog. Therefore, the original pure type were kept in lean,

atural condition, without a pound of surplus flesh, which
dded lung development, consequently good wind and endur-

nce, suitable for the purpose intended for.

It amuses me to see a ring judge feel a Dane's back, the

ame as you would a pig before sticking.

Now, as we have brought out the points of the pure type,

iz., muscular, straight limbed frame, heavy bones, broad

host, grand carriage and majestic walk, resembling the knee
iction of a lion, lean condition (slightly showing ribs), we

close with a few words regarding the head. In the first

)lace, the head of a dog must be the same as in a human being,

correct from the anatomical point of view, and in symmetric
iccordance with the rest of the body. The common demand
or a long head leads to inbreeding of thin-headed weak
mlmals to powerful frames, thus creating freak forms, where
he circumference measurements of the head at the cheek
Jones will fall at least half an inch, if not more, short of any-
hing like anatomical true lines, making a painful impression

pon the experienced observer. Such a dog with long,

arrow head, pasted unnaturally upon powerful shoulders may
.'in before the average judge, but I would consider the breeder

sinning against the beautiful symmetrical lines of true

lature. It is immaterial if a 33 inch Dane has a 14 inch or
[13 inch head. The length alone don't amount to anything.
rriie points in the head are : the head, in the first place, must
foe symmetrical with neck and shoulder. A powerful chested
animal with a grand neck can have a head much thicker at

'the cheek bones than a thin necked dog, and is never the true

type as is the thin headed competitor. Great stress should be
laid on the facial expression. A beautiful eye expressing
Ian amiable, gentle disposition should, under even conditions
{be placed above a vicious looking animal, as it is in line with
the peculiarity of the breed, affection and gentleness.—By L.

de Fabry in The Fanciers' World.
I *

j

The St. Louis Collie Club show was held on January 1st,

[Mr. Henry Jarrett, judge. There were 194 entries and there

j

were quite a number of good new ones amongstthem, especially

j

in bitches. Old Hall Admiral was first in open dogs and best

I
in show.

The Airedale terrier is fast coming into popular favor on
account of his many good qualities—loyalty, gameness and so-
ciability. Not a better dog, say his friends, as a companion
on a constitutional. Canadians are indebted to Mr. Joseph A.
Laurin, of the Colne Kennels, this city, for many fine importa-
tions of the breed, and he has just given another evidence of
his enterprise by purchasing the celebrated champion Dumbar-
ton Lass, winner of innumerable firsts, cups and specials. She
has an unequaled record and is considered by the foremost
judges to be the best specimen living. Last time out she won
first, championship and special for best in show at Shrewsbury,
defeating amongst others of note Champions Tone Jerry, Master
Briar (recently sold for $875), Arthington Tinner 'who has
changed hands often, but at not less than $500), Chippenham
Daisy and the sensational Clonmel Monarch, who had cleared
out all dogs at Otley, defeating Champion Rock Salt. Shrews-
bury was admittedly the very best Airedale collection ever
benched. She could have won many more championships, but
her owner, Mr. Noble, had little time for showing his dogs and
thought very much of Lass, who was a dear " pal " to him, and
let her take life as easy as possible. However, she is dam to

many well-known winners, including the famous litter which
contained Dumbarton Briar, Rooley Toff, Odsal Crack, etc.

In Willow Nut (recently imported ) and Dumbarton Lass, Mr.
Laurin will have a great team. The former is the sire of over
70 winners, and one of his sons, Newbold Bondsman, 11

months old, won all before him, including special for best in

show, at Huddersrield, Dec. 29th. Among his recent sales are:

Colne Biter to Cincinnati, Ohio ; Colne Tillie Slowboy to

Dedham, Mass.; Colne Kitty to Milwaukee ; Colne Vixen to

Dover, Delaware. This would indicate that puppies by Willow
Nut and his other grand young stud dog. Briar Ranger, are at

a premium. Mr. Laurin has an order for Colne Miracle, by
Champion Clonmel Marvel, ex-Champion Clonmel Sensation

and a winner of four firsts at St. Pancras the first time out. Colne

Princess, the grand young bitch which defeated Champion
Tone Crack before coming out to Canada, is in the hands of

Geo. Thomas, of Hamilton, Mass. She is being conditioned

for the spring circuit. Briar Ranger will join her shortly.

*
The Westminster Kennel Club's annual show, which is re-

garded almost as much of a society event as the horse show,

will be held in Madison Square Garden, New York, on Febru-

ary 19, 20, 21 and 22, and in regard to prizes, regular and
special, will be the greatest ever held since its incorporation.

The first show given by the club was held in Gilmore's Garden

on May 8th, 1877, when the entries numbered 874, and the re-

ceipts from all sources was about $18,000. The show netted

the club $10,000. In the forthcoming show the classes number
335, which include nearly all breeds, the regular cash prizes for

the popular breeds being $15, $10 and |5, and all the specialty

clubs offer a great array of specials. A new departure in the

selection of judges is that the whole of them are amateurs, not

one professional "all-round" judge being on the list. They

are all well-known fanciers, and most of them are noted breed-

ers of the varieties to which they have been assigned. The fol-

lowing is the slate: Arthur Trickett, Kansas City, Mo., St.

Bernards, mastiffs, bloodhounds and deerhounds ; J. Blackburn

Miller, Newburg, N. Y., Great Danes ; Edward L. Kraus, Slat-

ington. Pa., Russian wolfhounds; T. S. Bellin, Minneapolis,

Minn., Greyhounds, Dalmatians, bull terriers, Airedale, Skye

and Bedlington terriers; Henry Jarrett, Chestnut Hill, Pa.,

Foxhounds, sporting spaniels and collies ; George Jarvis, New
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Rice, Lewis & Son, Limited.

RIFLES

WINCHESTER, SAVAGE,

MAUSER AND MARLIN.

Revolvers & Pistols

WEBLEY, COLTS, SMITH &
WESSON, MAUSER. * ^

SHOT GUNS
GREENER, REMINGTON,
CLABROUGH. «= * -

AMMUNITION !::,^^^
NDS.

Cor. King & Victoria Streets, TORONTO.
York, Pointers; W. S. Bell, Pittsburg, Pa., Setters; R. F.

Mayhew, Clifton, L. I., Old English sheep dogs, basset hounds,

black and tan terriers, Yorkshire and toy terriers, puga, Pomer-

anians, toy spaniels and miscellaneous ; H. C. Trevor, South-

ampton, L. I., Poodles ; L. C. Beadleston, New York, Bulldogs
;

J. F. Holt, Faneuil, Mass., Boston terriers ; John R. Buchan,

New York, French bulldogs; A. J. Purinton, Palmer, Mass.,

Beagles; Joseph Graefle, New York, N. Y., Dachshunds; G.

M. Carnochan, Riverdale-on-Hudson, N. Y., Fox terriers; O.

W. Donner, Rye, N. Y., Irish terriers; J. Steele MacKenzie,

North Bend, Ohio, Scotch terriers ; J. W. Mitchell, New York,

Welsh terriers.

Craft's great international show takes place in Agricultural

Hall, Islington, London, on February 13-15 inclusive.

«

Newcastle-on-Tyne was the scene of the first dog show ever

held, therefore, following the order of things, it was quite fitting

that the first show of the new century should fall to be held

there also. The entries at the first show were principally

sporting dogs, while at the latest they only formed a very small

part of the seven hundred and forty-eight entered.

The Rhode Island Kennel Club's show is on Feb. 13th and
14th. The judges are : Mrs. E. O. Giles, beagles and fox-

hounds ; Mr. J. Gibbs, whippets ; Mr. Brickley, Boston

terriers ; Mr. George Lovell, pointers and setters ; W. C. Cod-

man, black and tans and Pomeranians ; Mr. Harry Lacy, all

other breeds.

THE BLACK BEAR.

(F. S. Palmer, in Harper's.

)

At rustle of leaf the red fawn leaps

—

Its mother trembles while she sleeps

—

A whisper breaks the forest hush.

And both are off through the underbrush.

But not a fawn in wild wood born

So timid as he of the coat unshorn.

This mighty one who shuffles along

And never dreams that he is strong :

A cowardly bully, put to flight

By hares that romp in the still twilight.

Barked at by squirrel, by bird-cry stung.

Belaboured by every forest tongue :

Gone—a black flash—ere you can make out

What all in the woods are scolding about.

Ontario issued 88 non-resident licenses in 1900, 105 moose

licenses and 4,200 permits to shoot deer. Is is estimated that

5,000 deer were killed. These figures should give a revenue to

the game department of over $10,000.

The Union Metallic Cartridge Company has issued an

interesting pamphlet entitled "U. M. C. Ammunition, its

Record," which relates its triumphs in shooting contests in the

U. S., besides giving the rules governing revolver shooting,

rifle competitions and trap shooting.

Ansley H. Fox, of Baltimore, recently killed 129 birds

out of 130 at Interstate Park, New York. The ninety-second

was crippled and fell within the boundary, but recovering

momentarily jumped over the line and died.

There Is only one <

Always the same and always to be relied upon.

A scientific preparation containing the whole

nourishment of beef, in the form easiest of di-

gestion and assimilation.

CURD'S
MOTTO-"The Best."

GINGER ALE, SODA WATER
APPLE NECTAR, ETC., ETC.

To be obtained from all flrst-class grocers.
Please see that the label is on the bottle.

CHARLES GURD & CO. Montreal.

FORYACHTS.STEAWSHIPS.BOATS

ImcCa5kiuiJ)ugall&(?-'
standard BoaterSparVarnishes.

MONTREAL.
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Northern Ontario

and Quebec

Write for full particulars

GENERAL PASSENGER DEPARTMENT

Canadian Pacific Railway
MONTREAL. QUE,

Mattawabika Falls
Near Lady Evelyn Lake, reaehod via Lake Temiskaming

Finest Canoe Trips in Nortli America
including Temaganning, Desbarats,

Abittibi.

•
MOOSE
CARIBOU

DEER
BIG HORN
BEAR
DUCK
PARTRIDGE
QUAIL

GEESE

TROUT
BLACK BASS

SALMON

SPORT ! 1 ^
There is more Sport to the Square

Mile in Canada along the line of the

Canadian

Pacific Railway
than in any other part of the North

American Continent f^ t^ i^ f^ i^

Send for copy of out Game Map, out Fishing and Shooting: and other

sporting publications, to General Passenger Department, Montreal, P.Q.
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W. Q. BLACK
MANUFACTURER
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THE nUDSONS' BAY

' COMPANY

'^^^OftATED A.D'

HAS HAD OVER 229 YEARS
EXPERIENCE IN PROVIDING
FOR HUNTERS

EVERYTHING NECESSARY CAN BE SUPPLIED. ^ Ji j^ CIRCULAR
LETTERS OF CREDIT ISSUED ON ALL THE COMPANY'S INLAND
POSTS. «•«««*««««• FURTHER PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION TO

HUDSON^S BAY COMPANY, WINNIPEG.

TAXIDERMISTS

DuMOUCfiEL Bros.
3S2 CRAIG ST.

MONTREAL.
8^°Special attention

given to parties sending
orders by exprops direct.

Correspondence
Solicited.

Kodaks
\ PREMOS^ VIVES

$12.00 PREMO
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Supply

R.F.SMITH
j

1756 Notre Dame
|
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Province of Quebec
The

Sportsman's Paradise
These rivers and lakes are all well stocked with salmon and trout, from
four to eight pounds, and with various other kinds of fish.

MOOSE, CARIBOU AND RED DEER.—Splendid shooting almost every-
where throughout the territory of the Province of Quebec, especially m
the Ottawa and Pontiac Districts, in Gaspesia and Beauce. the Metapedia
Valley, the Temiscamingue Kegion, the Eastern Townships, the North
of Montreal, the Kippewa and the Lake St. John District.

Game abounds in the Forests and on the Beaches.
Hunting territories from 10 to 400 square miles, at $1 .00 per square mile
and upwards, can be leased, on which the lessee has the exclusive right

of hunting.

THE LAURENTIDES NATIONAL PARK alone contains hundreds of the
most picturesque lalies, teeming with fish, and plenty of moose, caribou
and bear ; black, silver and red fox, otter, martin, lynx, mink, fisher are
also abundant.

FEATHERED GAME.—Canadian goose, duck, woodcock, snipe, partridge
plover, etc., are in great number in almost every part of the province

HUNTING AND FISHING PERMITS can be obtained from the Depart-
ment of Lands, Forests and Fisheries and from the Game-wardens all

over the province.

Hunting Territories Can be leased by applying: to

THE COMMISSIONER OF
LANDS, FORESTS AND FISHERIES, QUEBEC

TO LET

Riverst Lakes

and Hunting

Territories ^ ^

Hunting permits^ fee x $25.00.

Fishing permits, fee : $ J 0.00.

THE HERALD JOB DEPARTMENT MONTREAL. P.Q
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Repeating Rifles

For All Kinds of Shooting.

I All Desirable Calibers and Weights

A PEW FAVORITES FOR HUNTING.
Model 1895. 30 Army caliber, weight 8 1-1 pounds.

Model 1894. 30 \V. C. F. caliber, "Extra Light,"
weight 6 1-2 pounds.

Model 1894. 30 W. C. F. caliber, ••Take Down,"
weight 7 3-4 pounds.

Model 1 892. 44 and 38 caliber, " Take Down," weight
7 pounds.

Model 1886. 45-70 caliber, "Extra Light," weight
7 pounds.

Shoot Winchester Ammunition. Made for all Kinds of Guns.

FREE.— Send Name and Address on Postal for 158-page Illustrated Catalogue.

WINCHESTER REFEITING limiS CO., • • NEW HIVEN, CONN.

no more Rust

An absolute preventive of
rust. An iqpal cleaner.
A jierfcct lubricant.

For Bicycles, Fire Arms, Type-
writers. Sewing Machinei,
and all bright (or polished)
metals.

Manufactured by

G. W. COLE CO.
I

Dept. B. 141 Broadway, New York City

Samole Bottle Sent for Canadian 2c Stamp

BRITISH AMERICAN HOTEl
WINDSOR, ONT.

LEADING HOTEL IN THE CITY.

SPECIAL RATES FOR TOURISTS

T. W. MCKEE. PROPRIETOR.

HAMILTON POWDER CO.
HAS MANUFACTURED

SPORTING GUN POWDER
Since 1865, as a result you have

''CARIBOU" made from best materials, perfectly

put together. " DUCKING " hard pressed.
slow burning, keeps well under all conditions.
'• SNAP SHOT " high velocity, moist residium
Cheap. The powder for every day use.

ENGLISHMEN SAY
Powder can be bought in Canada as good as ever
put in a gun. It has a positive advantage over
home make, the dirt is soft.—J. J. W. in London
Field.

AMERICANS SAY
The finer Engii>h or American Powder and Cana-
dian " Caribou," I am quite familiar with. They
give -SO little recoil that one may shoot all day
without bruised sheulder or headache.— Forest
and Stream.

CANADIANS ABROAD SAY
Can you send over some Trap? I don't mean to

flatter but it is ahead of anything we get here.

—

A W. W., Batavia, N. Y.

The Balmoral Hotel
MONTREAL

Offers special inducements to Toutists and
Strangers visiting the city. Rooms large, airy
and comfortable. Fitted with all modern con-
veniences. Very central, being within easy dis-

tance of railway depots, steamer landings, &c.

A. ARCH. WELSH. Prop.

In point of cuisine and equipment, THE
ROSSIN is the most complete, the most
luxurious of modern Ontario hotels. The
rooms, single or en suite, are the most airy
and comfortable in the Dominion. The
Union Depot and Wharves but two min*
utes' walk.

A. & A. NELSON,
Toronto, Ont. Proprietors.
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DUCKS AND DUCK SHOOTING ON
LAKE TEMISCAMING-UE.

11^nays of yore Lake Temiscamingue used to be a famous

t ac^or duck shooting. But the sport has deteriorated of late

'ars owing to the rapid advance of civilization. When I speak

Lake Temiscamingue, in this respect, I do not mean those

ng rock bound stretches vv^hich characterize the lower part of

le lake, but the grass grown flats, fringed with dense growth

scrubby brush, at the head, which are submerged in spring,

it covered with a coarse kind of beaver hay during the

immer months. These are ideal spots for nesting and, except

r the absence of wild rice, natural feeding places for wild

\vl, even now, though I am told that the migratory flocks

ducks and geese, both in fall and spring, which congregate

ire have lessened considerably. Numbers of the big brown
icks still continue to breed here and good sport can be

)tained by those who know how.

Twenty-eight years ago this spring I was stationed at the

;ad of Lake Temiscamingue, on the Indian Reserve. There
ere only Indians and half-breeds there in those days, and not

great many of them permanently settled. They used to

ither together in the spring for the purpose of making sugar

cm the soft maples, which abound in great numbers on the

w lands, and shooting ducks and geese. There were men
ho shot their hundreds of ducks in the season ; men who
nmted on the duck harvest as we count upon our grain
• fruit harvest. I arrived there in the middle of April and
ayed until the middle of May, hence I came in for the duck
irvest, and it was an interesting experience. I learnt, in that

onth, more about the Indian methods of shooting ducks,

id of duck lore generally, than I could by hearsay in ten years.

As the April sun begins to melt the snow from off the flats

le ducks begin to arrive from the south. The ice on the

er, and for some way out into the lake, disappears and then
le hunt commences.

Two Indians, with one gun between them, which is

irried by the one in the bow, is the complement for each
moe, and each man has his own allotted task. Both are

eenly on the watch for the fowl and as soon as a flock is

ghted the man in the bow puts up the "Ned-us-sitchigan."

his is a light frame made of lath, interwoven with brush,

hich is set up immediately in front of the man in the bow.
here is a peep hole in it, through which the man thrusts the

mzzle of his gun and also through which he watches the

ucks, and is then able, by signs with his hand, to give

irections to the steersman. The object now is to prevent the

ucks from catching sight of their natural enemy, man, whether

he be in the bow or in the stern. One sight of him will start

the flock to flight, hence the steersman usually watches for his

instructions and is quick to act upon them. The paddle is held
close to the canoe and never lifted out of the water but so

manipulated that it acts as a propeller without the sound of a
ripple being heard. Thus to the suspicious ducks the canoe

has the appearance of a piece of brush being born down on the

flood, no uncommon thing in spring. Presently the man with
the gun takes sight, and this is the signal to the steersman to

either cease paddling, or at least to make as little vibration as

possible, so as to enable the other to steady his aim. The
report quickly follows and then all disguise is thrown off.

Down coms the "Fly" (for so the screen is called by the

English-speaking half-breeds) and the paddles are plied with

vigor, so as to secure birds which have been injured, for as the

shot has been fired probably into a flock, there may possibly be

a few ducks wounded, but prepared to dive for their lives. It

is astonishing the amount of execution that can be done

amongst ducks by men skilled in the art and I often wonder
that the device is not more generally used. Decoys are

frequently employed. They are made of cedar, and sometimes

painted, but more primitively blackened by charring in the fire.

A funny Indian extracted considerable fun for himself and

his friends by getting me to shoot at his decoys. They were

anchored in the shallow water which was rising fast over the

fiats. It is true that I was in ray "salad days and green in

judgment," but the sight gained by peering with one eye

through a hole in a brush-bedecked hurdle is not satisfactory

and in my own mind I considered the take in a greater compli-

ment to his skill in fashioning his wooden decoys than a slur

on my keenness of sight, but unconsciously and unintentionally

I got even with him, for the recoil of the gun, sitting as I was

in a cramped position, and not yet well used to canoes, upset

us, and a ducking in the ice-cold water of spring was, I

considered, more trying on his ancient constitution than on

mine. Indians dearly love a joke of this kind, and little does

the inexperienced sportsman know how he is criticized by his

apparently obsequious Indian guide. It was not until I had

learnt the Indian language that I knew this myself. There is

a very keen sense of humor in an Indian, but it is of a dry

kind. He is not the grinning imbecile that he often gets credit

for being, and when the inexperienced white man is thinking

that the Indian is laughing with him he is often really laugh-

ing at him and thinking what a fool he is.

I must not forget the shooting of geese, for it was on the

number of geese slain that a man's reputation for skill was

built. These Indians and half-breeds can imitate the cry of a

goose to such perfection that they can almost beat the goose at

its own cry. They can bringthem within shot by the call, and
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arrest the flight of a flock when nearly a mile away. The
plan usually adopted is to build a little brush shelter on the

grassy flats, place a few decoys within shot and wait for a flock

to come within sight and sound. Then the game com-

mences. The hunter sends forth a cry which catches the

ears of the geese, and the leader of the flock wheels in

his direction, taking a wide circle. If the caller is

skilful the radius of the circle is gradually lessened, and man
and geese keep up a discordant concert, until the latter, now
flying low, come within range of the gun. The rest is easily

imagined, and a skilful sportsman will probably bag a brace of

geese, sometimes more, for though shy, geese are silly things

and will often return within range of the gun with a view of

alighting alongside of those that have fallen, especially if

the leader happens to be numbered with the slain.

It is at Moose Factory and other Hudson's Bay Company's
posts on the coast of James Bay, where the killing of geese is

an important industry. They are killed there by thousands,

and salted down for summer use. They are to the inhabitants

of those places as salt pork and bacon are to us. The Hudson's

Bay Company, when issuing weekly rations to their employees,

instead of giving out so many pounds of pork, gives so many
salted geese. I forget the exact number of geese that constitute

a man's weekly ration of meat, but I think that it is somewhere
about two.

There are two kinds of geese, the large grey goose and the

"wavy," the latter being somewhat smaller, but the mention

of "Roast wavy" to the old Hudson's Bay man makes him
smack his lips, and if he has moved from the coast inland, he

pines for his lost
'

' Roast wavy. '

' So they must be good.

I once asked a native of the north to give me the Indian

names of the geese and different kinds of ducks. I have my
notes lying before me, and I will now transcribe them, as they

may interest some of the readers of Rod and Gun. I give

them as they are written, without further comment of

my own, except an occasional etymological explanation.

The Indian names I have spelled phonetically, according to the

English alphabet.

Neekah—Goose.

Mahnk—Loon.

Ashemahnk—A smaller species.

The Indian word for duck is "she-sheep," as an affix, "ship."

Niniship—(" Nini" or "inini," a man, the real thing).

The real duck, a big brown, nearly black duck.

Apishininiship—A smaller edition of the above.

Asig—Saw bills
;
generic term.

Ininisig—The real saw bill.

Manahsig—Lesser saw bill.

Keen-ah-Konayship—Smaller still. (Keenah konay—Sharp bill).

Kenogwayowayship—(Kenoah, long ; Okat, leg) Long legged

duck
;
pintail.

Pingkwahkoship—(Pingkwahk—Arrow) Arrow headed duck
;

a duck with a very large head.

Kah-Kaftn-de-quay-ship— ( Kahkahndequay—Going backwards

and forwards) A black duck that keeps its head moving
backwards and forwards as it flies, making much noise

with its wings.

QimyskoRheship—(Quayskoshe—Whistle) Whistling duck.

Wahiship—(Wabi or waba—White) White duck ; feeds on

snails ; seen only in fall and spring.

Ahhah-we—(The noise it makes, ah-hah-hah-hah-we) Beak
white and brown ; large flocks ; the last of the arrivals from

the south ; does not breed here.

Mahkahtayship—iMahkahtay—Black) A large black duck only

seen in fall and spring.

See-ah-moo—Jjike the teal, only larger, dark with higlih-

colored markings. (Widgeon?)
Shingopis—Small divers.

These are my notes and I leave it to others to class them
'

more perfectly and add more to the list, if any are philologicallv

inclined. ifi

An English Sportsman's Opinion.

The route we had taken was the main higliway from Port

Arthur to the sea. But on both sides of it tliere are other

lakes and rivers innumerable, the home of the maskinoiige,

weighing up to 60 lb. or 70 lb., of high-leaping ouananiche, of

lordly salmon and of speckled trout, of sturgeon, bass, pike and

whitefish. You can pull your canoe into the reeds and shoot

duck—mallard and canvas-back, redhead and pintail, widgeon
;

green-winged, blue-winged and cinnamon teal
;
plover, snipe,

curlew and pelicans
;
geese and swans—till your gun is too hot

to hold. On the marshy shores you can see the moose standing

knee-high in the water, you can hear the whistle of the wapiti

or follow the track of the caribou. You may meet the Hudson's

Bay factor travelling in pomp, in a large war-canoe paddled by

a numerous crew, with his camp-equipage following him. One

summer evening on the Assiniboine I was startled to hear the

unmistakable notes of a bagpipe in the far distance. Rounding

the bend of the river came a fleet of canoes, with the Indiar

agent's leading, and a piper industriously warbling Highlam;

airs in the bows. Tell it not in Inverness, but the piper was f i

half-breed. i

And all of these things you may see on British soil, and i

having once seen them, the memory thereof will abide witl

you forever.—C. H. Williams in Blackwood for January.

*
Desbarats Islands.

By Straw Hat.

" To him, who in the love of nature holds communion with her visil/1

forms, she speaks various languages."—Bryant.

Canada has many lovely spots, but there are few of then

like Desbarats. Its predominating feature is variety, an endles

variety of natural beauty, and to call it an artist's paradise isb;

no means exaggeration. The members of that happy brother

hood, whose love of beauty binds them by the strong bond o

sympathy with nature, will find a realm of artistic scenes ii

this ever-changing and ever-fascinating region. Here is veril;

" The Meeting of the Waters." A channel from Lake Superio

flows into Lake Huron, and on a fine day one can see from th

top of the great pine-clad bluffs, which rise in many places botl

along the shore and inland, a vista picture of waters, island;

and mountains stretching many long miles away to th

horizon. To this same channel flows the little Desbarats Rivei

after winding silently in graceful curves past the hamlet of tli

same name, which, by contrast, enhances the beauty of its wil

surroundings. For him who would study pioneer life and tli

life and character of the red man, here are excellent opportun

ties. The inhabitants are farmers, miners and Ojibvvays,

part of the Algonquin tribe which not many years agocovere

almost the whole of Ontario and parts of Michigan, Wisconsir

Minnesota, and almost all the Canadian West up to the foot <

the Rocky Mountains with its trails. Historically, Desbarat,

as part of the Sault Ste. Marie country, has a fascinatin

history. By studying the map furnished by the Bureau <

Ethnology, Washington, one can see that it is most central!

situated in the " Land of the Ojibways."
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There is at present a great demand for the woods in

pjference to the seaside or the springs for a summer sojourn,

'!ly for such sylvan localities as furnish well-stocked

lakes and streams. To meet this demand the Canadian
ijiing Club is being organized, the site chosen being in the

I huuts Islands on the north shore of Lake Huron, at

1 haiats, and on several lakes north of that station, one mile

.an her—a forest on the mainland. This is a section which
:i ihe wild woods, and which, through the nature of the

. will remain so for a long time. Desbarats is on the

III frontier, 29 miles east of Sault Ste. Marie, Micliigan,

uirio, by rail or water, about 400 miles north of Chicago
r, about 40 to 60 miles north of Mackinac Island on the

ke, and about 300 miles northwest from Detroit by water.

its situation amidst the great fresh water seas at

4ton Point, with its deep water dock on the north shore
' Huron, see the chart issued by the hydrographic
in'ut of the United States, which can be bought from the

house collectors at the various ports. This chart gives

lation exactly, although Desbarats station, which has
II opened in the woods, is not marked thereon. About
Idle of the northern part of the chart is the Walker, or

MDarats River, and on that river, one mile from the lake, is

lisbarats station.

''here is a twenty-room hotel at the station, which is

1 half way between the islands on Lake Huron and the

lakes to the north' so that the situation could not be
i|)rt) convenient.

There are five cottages and camps on the two hundred
d^es of the mainland, two of the cottages being substantial

qildings with stone foundations. There are three or four

ings of excellent water, and the River Desbarats meanders
one mile through the meadow lands to the lake.

j

In addition to this there will be provided, for next season
ijis hoped, at Kensington Point or on McQueen Island, a
<iiiii5i-hall, with bed-rooms, artists' studio, twenty Indian

ii>r camps, one steam yacht, a sailing yacht, bath house,

path from Kensington Point to the hotel, saddle horses,

boats, bark canoes, Peterborough canoes, etc.

The natural attractions of the place are its wildness and
tfturesqueness, combined with every facility of access by
ijter and rail. There are here one hundred islands in a
'|<t"'-, the furthest not being over five miles from the railway

and less than three miles from the dock, where a
f line of steamers call. These islands have great variety

iiiorm and outline. They are situated in a lake of clearest

£d purest drinking water. The islands are owned by the
(itario Government, and are sold at |5 each and upwards
tj:ording to size, with building conditions, so that speculators
<^not get hold of them. A camp worth $200 must be built

JJd occupied sometime during the summer. When this is

<|ne a warranty title is issued by the Government to the
^rchasers

. Some of these have been bought by gentlemen of

Kans from the large cities of the United States, Canada and
^igland, who compose a very attractive local society.

I There is enjoyed here open water for yachting, which is,

jjvertheless, well sheltered, and there are absolutely sheltered
pses and channels among the islands for boating, where
^raen and children can row to their heart's content in

Irfect safety. The bathing, yachting and boating are

lisurpassed in America.

I

There is plenty of fishing in Lake Huron itself, although
i^kerel are a little too plentiful there. About one mile from

f hotel is an excellent bass lake, and further back are

several bass and trout lakes very well stocked. Both east and
west of this little station in the woods are other stations with
excellent fishing within easy reach on foot or by bark canoes.

There are pleasant side trips to be made with little

expenditure of time or money. One of these is to Lake
Temagaming, the heaven of the Algonquin-Ojibway Indians,
even as Desbarats is called their playground.

There are beautiful drives, both on the mainland and on
St. Joseph Island, which is twenty miles long and fourteen
wide. Many of the roads are excellent for bicycling.

The water in the bays and on the sand beaches is very
pleasant for bathing. The water registers about 72 degrees in

July, August and the first half of September.
The entire region here near the shore of the mainland and

among the islands is a paradise for artists and photographers.
Views with wonderful color effects on land and water are to be
had everywhere. The country is healthy in the extreme ; hay
fever is driven out of the system in this climate, residents do
not know what it is.

The most enjoyable seasons at Desbarats are in the months
of May, from the 1st to the end ; July, from the 5th ; all of

August, September and up to the middle of October. June is

the least attractive month on account of the mosquitoes, which
leave in July. Fishermen expect to get flies and mosquitoes in

the fishing season. Flies will not frighten them away in June,

but to those to whom flies are very objectionable, June is a

month to be avoided, except on McNab and McQueen and other

small islands on which flies of any kind are never troublesome.

The mosquitoes are becoming less troublesome every year as

the country becomes inhabited.

Desbarats is becoming famous because of the annual

presentation of the drama of Hiawatha, which is the Ober-

Ammergau of the Ojibways.

•»

How to Build a Bark Canoe.

By Henry Braithwaito, written by F- H. RIsteen.

The best time of year to get bark suitable for a birch canoe

is July. This is what is known as summer bark, which can be

peeled from about the middle of June till the middle of August

;

winter bark from April 1st to Oct. 1st. Winter bark is really

the firmer and stronger for the purpose of building a canoe,

but it is now very scarce and hard to find. Some summer bark

has good wearing quality ; more of it is shelly and wears right

out. In looking for bark suitable for a canoe there is no trouble

in finding it wide enough but it is difficult to find it long

enough and free from knots and bleinishes.

How do I make a bark canoe ? First, I clear off a piece of

ground perfectly level the length of the canoe, rounding it up

a little in the centre to fit the shape of the canoe. Next I

make the frames or gunwales of the canoe, then I lay the

bark on the ground with the inside downwards ; lay my
gunwale frame on top of that, weight it with stones or other

weights to press it as solidly as possible. Then turn the edges

of the bark up and drive stakes all around the gunwale from 2

to 3 feet apart, tying the tops together with cedar bark, spruce

roots or any kind of string. Then if your bark is not wide

enough, as is usually the case, you have to sew a piece on each

edge in the centre of the canoe to make her deep enough.

This will require some hours work. When all this is done she

wants to bs left a day or so to get the bark in press to give it

the mould. Then you sew your pieces on the sides where the

bark is not wide enough for the sides of the canoe. Then

you raise your gunwales about eight inches in the centre up the
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stakes towards the top of the bark. Of course at the bow and

stern you raise them more to give them the proper curve and

mould on top and still keep the weights well on the bottom so

as to preserve the shape of the canoe. I should have said that

as soon as the canoe is in press, you go to work and make your

ribs and that gives the bark time to form. It will take a day

and a half to get them made and bent. Cedar makes the best

ribs. Sometimes we have to use fir, but it is very hard to

make a good job of it unless you have a steam box. You can'

make the canoe, of course, any size you like. The average size

is about 18 feet long, 8 inches deep in the centre and about 30

to 32 inches wide. Exact dimensions are a matter of fancy. I

face my canoes inside with pitch with a layer of cotton on top

of that. This strengthens the canoe, and if you break a hole

through the bark there is something behind it. Besides, it

adds practically nothing to the weight. To build a bark canoe

takes from 4 to six days according to your chances and the

material you have to work with.

After you have raised the gunwales and given the canoe the

right mould on top, you draw the bark up tight and bend it

over the gunwales and tack it down, and then you put in a top

strip and nail it to the gunwale, also a side piece of cedar or fir

along the sides of the gunwale. When this is all complete,

you take your weights out and turn your canoe up side down
and shake out all the dirt, chips and shavings. She is now
practically complete except the frame. Turn her over again on

a smooth bottom, put a bunch of moss or shavings under the

bow end of her and spring it up a little. This is the time

when you put on your facing of pitch and cotton. When that

is done you lay strips of cedar or fir about one tenth of an

inch thick lengthways of the canoe, each of them being made

a little over half the length of the canoe, so they will lap over

in the centre, where the ends want to be shaved off so as to

make the joint as neat and level as possible. Then you

commence at the end of the canoe fitting in your ribs. You
get the right guage after you have cut one or two. You slip

them in under the gunwales and drive them in place with a

mallet—a half round mallet with flat side. Keep on driving

the ribs until you get to about the centre of the canoe then

you reverse the ends and commence at the other end again.

When that is done all you have to do is to turn your canoe up,

put the pitch on her and fix the ends. The Indians use strips

of cedar split to fit the shape of the bow, but I prefer a spruce,

cedar or fir root made to fit the shape of your bow and stern.

I set that in and then tack the bark solidly to it. Rosin and

cotton are then put over the bark at the bow, and if you want

to make a good job of it, it is better to place a piece of zinc

over that, letting it run well under the bow to guard against

striking stones &c. when you are going ashore.

*
Chips.
By C. A. B.

No more interesting bird is found in the Canadian back-

woods than the loon. Each little lake holds its pair of breeding

birds in summer, but, unless in the case of exceptionally large

sheets, there is rarely more than the one couple. The nest is a

mere depression in the moist moss, and is never found except

upon an island. Two eggs are laid early in June. The young,

even when no larger than pigeons, dive with great ease, and

show remarkable endurance. They may, however, be run

down in ten minutes, if pursued without intermission by a well

handled canoe. Each time the bird appears, shout at it, and

splash with the paddle ; it immediately dives, and at length

becomes nearly asphyxiated. Under no circumstances, sound,

or unsound, will a loon, young or old, seek the land when
chased. The deepest water is always sought. It is mid-

October before the young loons can fly. The mother is very

solicitous as to their welfare until they are able to take wing,!

but after that the old birds do not seem to recognize their off-

spring. The quantity of fish loons capture is very great, and it'

would be well for the fisheries were they reduced in luimbers.

'

Netting is the only practical way of getting the old birds.

*
A large carriage sponge is very useful on a canoe trip.

Birch barks always leak, sooner or later, and the tin mug
usually employed as a bailer fails to keep the canoe quite dry,,

as it cannot take up the last few pints from between the ribs.

By leaving the sponge in the stern it absorbs the water as it

enters, so that an occasional squeeze over the side ensures a dry

canoe.
*

The angler should preserve, for scientific examination, any

unusual fish. In a great many wilderness lakes there are

species unsuspected by the museum naturalists. Only thu

summer a fish was taken in Lake Temiskaming, the like oh

which the " oldest inhabitant" had never seen. The Got!

who caught it, promptly put it in the frying pan ; the fate o

:

many a rare prize. Any angler of an enquiring turn of mind

should be provided with a small quantity of some preservative

so as to save anything of value he may catch. The thre«:

following receipts are valuable :

—

(1) Acetate of soda (dry). Dusted over the fish, whicli

should then be wrapped in cotton cloth. 1

(2) Formaldehyde (solution ; 1 part to 19 of water). Fisli

to be bottled in this, if possible ; if not, soak fish, wrap ii

cotton and keep moist.
(

(3) Alcohol (solution ; 2 parts to 1 of water). Use -a;;

directed for (2\
*

Never be without a book to read in camp. Take one of th

cut-and-come-again sort.

Should you happen to find yourself by a lake, or stream

full of fish, that will not take any notice of fly, bait or troll-

which sometimes happens while the water is warm—you ma
catch many a one by the following device. Shoot a bird o

small animal (a shellduck is best ; and they ought to be killei

anyway), throw it into the hot ashes, and singe and char i

thoroughly. Sink it by a stone and string, after having gashe

and bruised it with the axe, in some promising spot, to act as

ground bait. A few hours afterwards, approach very carefulh:

and throw your fly, or bait, over the defunct duck. You wi

'

be almost certain of a rich reward. This plan is most killing ;;

the bait is sunk overnight, and the spot visited at sunrise.
\

In view of the increased importance of the sturgeon industry

and the rapid destruction of this valuable commercial fisl:

Professor Prince, of the Fishery Department, Ottawa, recoii^

mends the establishment of a close season for it. The professo

also recommends that the close season for bass and maskinong

be changed, so to make it from April 1st to July 1st.

Mr. Oak, of Maine, at the meeting of January 31st of tli

North American Fish and Game Protective Association, mad.

the interesting statement in regard to black bass that th

parent bass will protect their young until such time as the

think they are able to take care of themselves, when they wi

turn round and eat the same young fish.
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FORESTRY

kI and Gun" is the official organ of the Canadian Forestry Association
The Editor will welcome contributions on topics relating to Forestry.

)

Editor—^. Stewart, Chief Inspector of Forestry for the Dominion and
Secretary Canadian Forestry Association, Ottawa, Ont.

Svb-E(ii/or—R. H. Campbell, Treasurer and Asst. Secretary Canadian
Forestry Association, Ottawa, Ont.

FORESTRY CONFERENCE AT KINGSTON.

li conference on Forestry waa held at Queen's Universitj',

Itiigston, on the 21st and 22nd of January last, and was

onied on the evening of the 2lst by a lecture from Dr. B. E.

l^now, director of the New York State College of Forestry.

Fernow gave a very interesting sketch of the development

ojtree life from the carboniferous era np to the present day,

ai as a very interesting illustration of how forests had been

f)diiced and destroyed successively, he showed a cut of two

usand feet in Yellowstone Park, which displayed fifteen

f^^sts one above another, which had been successively

4troyed by lava eruptions. Some of the trees in these forests

T^re five or six feet in diameter, and parts of the trunks of the

l(gth'of thirty to forty feet are in existence. The lecturer

vnt on to show the struggle made by the trees with the force

lature and other conditions, as shown by the mangrove on

t' sea-coasts, and the bald cypress in the Southern swamps,

\ ich reclaim the land and prepare the way for succeeding

f t'Sts; the cactus and mesquite, the pioneers in the dry, hot

pins of the south-west ; and the mosses and lichens, followed

t hazel-bushes and ericaceous plants, which prepare the way
fi the tree growth in the most northerly districts. The
psent character of the tree growth of the different portions of

Jrtli America was also illustrated by scenes from the luxuriant

gjwth of the Southern States and the magnificent giants of

ti Pacific Coast to the far north where the last few straggling

stinels are left looking out over the barren lands to the

e rnal snows of the North Pole. The contrast was then shown
b ween the proper methods of handling the forest crop and

ti wasteful methods which have been so largely followed in

iierica up till the present time. At the conclusion of the

l(;ure a hearty vote of thanks was given to Dr. Fernow, and
sue of the speakers referred to the desirability of the establish-

nnt of a School of Forestry in Canada. The Hon. Mr.

Krcourt, Minister of Education, stated that he was delighted

tmee that the question of Forestry was teceiving attention at

alJniversity. Queen's, he said, had the reputation of under-

t:|ing new projects, and it would be a grand thing for the

cjintry were a school established at Kingston.

On Tuesday morning a discussion of the practicability of

' iption of improved forestry methods in Ontario was

At the beginning of this discussion an address was

gjCn by Dr. Fernow, which was substantially as follows :

"The broadest definition of forestry is the rational treat-

mit of forests. But what is rational ? It may be perfectly

rional to burn up a forest or to cut it down. Rational means
t

: application of reason, judgment, skill' knowledge. The
fiit premise is that you really mean to have a forest, to have it

ai permanency. The agriculturist who removes the forests

i( the sake of his crops is not practising forestry, but he is

rational. The rational treatment of forests refers to the use ot

forests as such ; the object which is in view and the use which
is made of them. A forest answers several purposes which
may be stated broadly as : first, protection of the soil ; second,

game preserves ; third, business forests. There is a different

object in view in each of these. A business forest is for the
raising of wood crops. Forestry is the business of raising

wood crops as much as agriculture is of raising food crops. Is

it necessary to apply any skill or knowledge for this purpose?
We have natural forests. If there is a small population and
large resources of forests, it would be ridiculous to go into

forest raising as a business. The necessity of such application

appears only on the basis of statistics of supply and demand,
and results from the improper use of the natural resources of the

forest. There are different degrees of skill and knowledge
that may be applied under different conditions. The first

simple knowledge is that if we burn the forest we cannot use it.

Protection from fire is therefore the beginning. When you
grow a wood crop you care for the future, for you will not

harvest it in your own lifetime.

In considering the lumber supply the coniferous trees are

the most important. The annual supply of lumber in the

United States is forty billion feet, and two-thirds of this is

coniferous material. The deciduous trees may therefore be

left out of consideration. No exact calculation can be made,

but it is probable that the supply of coniferous trees in Canada
and the United States may last for ten or fifteen years. The
calculation depends upon so many changeable data that an

exact estimate cannot be made. For instance, within a short

time the standard of logs that are merchantable changed from

twelve to eight inches, which made a considerable increase in

the supply which is available at the present time. '>

Professional forestry has two sides. There is the producing

side and the business side. There is technical knowledge

required to produce the material and business knowledge to

produce the revenue. Silviculture is the treatment of wood
crops or forestry in practice. The knowledge required for this

purpose is botanical. You have to know the crop you are

going to raise. You must know the species. There are four

hundred and fifty species of trees in the United States and

Canada. A selection from these must be made. There are

tree weeds as well as other kinds of weeds. Nature has not

had the economical point in view and has therefore not always

made selection of the most profitable species. The second

thing is the condition for growing a crop : the plant, the soil

and the climate. You must know the soil. In connection

with the New York School of Forestry we have thirty thousand

acres of land covered with maple, beech, birch, ash, elm, black

cherry ; of coniferous trees there are white pine, red spruce,

hemlock, cedar and larch. Of the deciduous trees the ash, elm

and black cherry are the most valuable, but of the^e nature

retained only a few. We must subdue the larger forest of

maple and beech and help along the few. The lumberman

takes out the valuable species and leaves the weeds. It should

be noted that although trees may not be found in a particular

place, it does not follow that they will not grow there. In the

Adirondacks we use the European spruce ; first, because it

is cheaper. We can get one thousand plants for $1.25, while

for the native spruce we have to pay $8 per thousand. Then

the European spruce grows faster, produces better material and

is better adapted to the climate. Engineering skill is required

for removing the crop, in the construction of roadways, etc.

Then there is the question of reproduction. If the crop is a

natural one you reproduce by removing the old trees and
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leaving the old seed to reproduce. How fast should air and

light be given to young seedlings? The reproduction of the

beech is a matter of importance in the German forest. How
often does the beech produce good seed ? In different localities

it varies from three years to twenty years in the northern

country. A few years before the seed year tlie forester thins

out the forest in order to allow air and light to enter and

decompose the seed-bed. That takes the place of ploughing in

agricultural operations. In the Adirondacks it is necessary to

open up the forest cover sufflciently to allow the seed to

sprout. The first year you must begin to remove the old crop

an I give more and more light. Perhaps in five years the

seedlings will be ready to be relieved of all shade and tne old

crop may be taken off entirely, leaving a new forest growth of

beech. Of course the entire crop might be cut off at once and

the ground resown and replanted.

Then there is the question of revenue production. A
forester has a business ideal which he calls the normal forest.

Fishing Club House, Lac des Bates {Nominingue)

When does the crop ripen ? There is only one way of deter-

mining it, that is by mathematics. When will it be most

profitable to cut it is the main question. The crop takes at

least sixty years to make useful timber. In round numbers

one hundred years will represent the greatest value of crops.

An intermittent business is not good for forestry any more than

for any other business. The ideal forest is one in which there

are trees of different ages growing side by side. The wood capi-

tal must be preserved and only the interest taken off. Forestry"

means the curtailment of the present revenue for the sake of

future revenue. The question of profitableness cannot be

answered in general. It must be answered in each particular

case. The New York College of Forestry has thirty thousand

acres which they hold for thirty years. In selecting the tract

the first thing I looked for was a market. I located the tract

in relation to two railways in order to have railway competition.

It was also located near a river. In considering the question

of crop to be grown I came to the conclusion that white pine

was the king of the woods and would always be required as

would also spruce. So my policy was to concentrate on these

two with whatever hardwood the land now produced. But

there was no market for hardwood, and it was necessary td

create a market. I got manufacturers of staves and wood
alcohol to build a railway to get out the products. The cord-

wood in the hardwood forest represents nearly three times in

bulk what the logs represent. To get rid of tliis two-thirds was

the difficulty. We solved it by putting the wood alcohol plant

there. A contract was made for a fixed annual supply, and this

takes all material down to three inches in diameter. I should

cut the annual output over the whole area, but the shortness of

my capital requires me to confine my operations. I have to

cut clean and replant. There must be degrees in the appli-

cation of forestry principles. There must be first, protection,

and afterwards utilization."

Dr. Fletcher, the Dominion Entomologist, called attention

to the fact that the one thing

necessary is definite knowledge.

We must find out what we have

done and what we are doing.

and must provide for forestn

education. The one thing m
have to aim at is to show the

people what we wish to do. The

sentiment in regard to trees i^

entirely different in this eountrv

from what it is in England.

To cut a tree there is almost i

sacrilege. In one county o

England, Kent, the penalty foi

cutting an ash pole is transpor

tation for life. The trees then

are required for hop poles an(

they are appreciated on accoun

of the knowledge of their use?

One important advance in Can

ada is the adoption of the fir

ranging system. At the foi

estry conference held in MonI

real eighteen years ago, it wa

stated that over one millio

dollars' worth of timber per yea

was being destroyed by fin

and now we all notice tli

improvement by the fact thf

we have not the smoke from forest fires which was forme

ly so common. In deciding the question as to whethf

a school of forestry is practicable we must consider wheth*

the time is ripe and the Government will give us tl'

money. We have to consider carefully whether tl

time is ripe. The one demand is definite knowledge:

We must know what forestry is and what are the relate

branches. We must understand the different side issut

which come into this question. We must have scientil

knowledge. That is a false distinction which is made betwet

what is practical and what it scientific. The man who cal

himself practical is usually an ignoramus. Do I blame tl

lumbermen for cutting their crop, only restrained by tl

requirements of the market? No. They may be expected

use their resources. Why have the lumbermen the privileg

they have been granted ? Because wo wanted to get the tre

off the land. We know that we have land that could be be
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d for the growing of trees, but we had not then the definite

)wledge and information which we have to-day. The work

t has been done in Canada is only beginning to bear fruit.

3 only now that a general interest is being awakened in the

ject of forestry, and it is important that public opinion

uld be aroused in the matter. The Government holds back

iii is forced to take action. It cannot go before public

nion.

j

The Assistant Secretary of the Forestry Association spoke

?ome of the phases of the forestry problem in Canada, and

led attention to the work that the Canadian Forestry Asso-

[,ion was trying to do in gathering together information on

I

question and awakening interest.

I'rincipal Grant said that in his opinion what was required

definite and continuous action to keep up an interest in

atry. But how was that to be obtained ? What we want

man to gather together all these different lines of knowledge

focus them in one centre, until public opinion is stimulated

I formed. This man must be

touch with all who are inter-

d in the subject. He should

et with those in the lumber

ie, gain hints from them, and

rwards would be in a position

give advice. This would give

some systematic effort.

Professor Goodwin said that

thing to do now was to look

r the ground and see how
ther to organize the forces. In

fii-st place there is a growing

ing among the lumbermen

t they can improve their

38tiy practice. The Dominion

I Provincial Governments have

;un to move in the direction of

eating the people in the

per use of trees. The setting

6 of forest reserves by the

nion Government and by

()ntario Government is edu-

onal. One important ques-

if a school of forestry is

liblished, is where the gradu-

would obtain employmejit.

information given at the

ting seems to have settled

question fairly well, but I would like to have some in-

natiom from Dr. Fernow as to how this part of his arrange-

Qts has worked out in connection .with the New York
oqI. I may also suggest that there are a number of

sons already in the lumber business who might be bene-

d by attending a short course of lectures on the subject, but

would not require to take a full course in forestry.

Dr. Fernow stated that he had felt the same difficulty in

ting a School of Forestry at Cornell, but they had found

. when the time came for obtaining positions for graduates

demand had exceeded the supply.

Re-afforesting Older Ontario.

By Thomas Conant. Oshawa> Ont.

This part of Ontario about Oshawa and Bowmanville was

. settled by white men in 1788. The lands were surveyed in

1790-2, and up to the time of the surveys it was an unbroken,

dense wilderness of very tall, thrifty trees, mostly hardwood.
" Unbroken " the wilderness was, because there are no swamps
or waste places hereabouts where trees would not grow. Among
these great, tallj straight, thrifty hardwood trees were scattered

white pine trees. By way of comparison of those occasional

pines with the pine regions of the north, these pines were giants

and of the very best quality.

My forbear came here from about Boston, Massachusetts,

in 1788, fleeing from the most deplorable struggle between the

colonies and the Mother Country. Deeds were granted to him
by the Imperial Government when the first surveys were made
of lands in t'lis locality and at first always upon Lake Ontario

shore. Some naval men, it appears, had voyaged along these

Lake Ontario shores while that struggle before mentioned was

going on, and saw with wondering eyes the enormous, straight,

tall, white pine trees along the shore. In those days all the

masts in the Royal Navy were of wood, and officers were always

Chebahge Lake, Ontario

on the lookout for masts, always difficult to be found tall and

straight enough. They found them here, however, and conse-

quently all the Crown deeds reserved to the Crown the right at

any time to enter and take away pine trees for masts. So far

as I know, however, very few pine trees were taken by the

Crown. These pines were just lightly squared and sent in rafts

down the St. Lawrence to Quebec, along with enormous sticks

of rock elm and white oak, and then were taken upon the

timber ships to Great Britain. Along with the trade in furs,

this timber trade brought the first ready money and prosperity

to Upper Canadians.

White oak, when not sent off by rafts, was cut into

" shocks" and sent away to the West Indies for making large

casks for molasses and rum. Shooks were white oak strips

about five feet long, three inches wide, and one and a half

inches thick, and they also brought good money for the

struggling settler here.
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Sawmills cut up pine not quite good enough for masts, and

it found a ready market in cities along the Lake Ontario shore

in the United States. White maple, beech, and all other woods

were quickly logged and burnt upon the lands. Thus were

these lands almost entirely denuded of the forests. Very few

copses of the original forest remain. Here and there an old-

fashioned landowner, who is not always trying to find out what

his last dollar would amount up to, has kept his forest. When
such landowners die, these forests are almost invariably offered

for sale by public auction. At the last auction sale here the

wood upon the land alone brought one himdred and forty

dollars per acre, and there is no limit to the sale at that high

price.

Odd landowners are now turning their attention to

re-afforesting these before described denuded lands. As to the

whole, one in a thousand would be a fair estimate of those who

have been trying so to improve their lands. This is done

mainly by planting the young maple in the spriug. Going to a

grove where the maples have come up thickly from seed, the

young maples are dug up and the roots cut off to within a

radius of 18 inches from the bole of the tree. In like manner

the limbs are cut off, leaving the tree bole quite bare and a

straight stem. And while at first they are not pleasant to look

upon, being simply bare poles, this plan is found to succeed

best. That is to say the limbs must be cut off in proportion as

the roots have been cut in digging up the tree.

Usually all such tree planting has been done, as I said, in

the spring. It is, however, well to remark that latterly our

winters have been very broken. Since our lands are denuded

of the forests, our snows are not at all to be depended on, and

winters frequently pass without snow available for use. Rains

have not been held by forests. Fall storms have come, it is

true, but the water has run off quickly, while during the pre-

ceding summer the lands were heated from the long period, of

sunlight, and no tarrying waters have cooled them. Manifestly

w hen the snow falls the ground is too warm to retain it, so that

it melts and is gone, and not infrequently the frost comes out of

the ground in toto during a " warm spell " of the winter. For
planting trees, then, this is the best possible time, notwith-

standing the fact that those planted in the spring have succeeded

fairly well. And the cause is not far to seek. Before hot, dry

weather comes on, spring rains have washed and solidified the

ground about the roots of the young trees and filled every

cavity, and when drouth and heat do come they can withstand

it beter by far than those not so well solidified about the roots

by spring planting.

Usually they are set in rows about twelve by twelve feet,

and invariably they have succeeded. Personally, I have had
unqualified success in planting out many hundreds and
thousands of maples. Mr. Daniel Lick (deceased), of Oshawa,
likewise planted largely. Of some five acres in one grove they
all grew except on some bottom lands therein, subject to floods.

Our maples, of which'we are so justly proud, will not stand the

wet.

To .attempt to water trees during a dry time is to court

failure. Somehow the trees won't take the moisture when put
on their roots by the bucketfuls. In my own experience

watering the maple, hickory and spruce, has been an almost
total failure. To stir the ground lightly with a hoe, daily if

possible, during a dry, hot time is far better than watering, and
very much less trouble.

When a forest has been cut off, the old roots of the trees

are still in the soil, and they will grow most vigorously if we
will let them, In two instances I have caused such forest-

denuded lands to be fenced and cattle to be kept therefrom.

One grove of eighteen acres, cut sixteen years ago, now gives

me trees, maple mostly, averaging ten inches in diameter and

sixty feet high. Another grove of eight acres, cut eighteen

years ago, has run into pine and oak along with maple. Pines,

of course, have grown most and are eighteen inches in diameter

while the other trees are quite as good as in the first mentioned

groves.

It occurs to me that words are not necessary as to the

desirability of re-afforesting a portion of our old Ontario lands.

The desirability is, I think, like an axiom which is granted.

Indeed, I notice that my tenants are not slow to make use of

my efforts at re-afforesting by sowing winter wheat in the

shelter of groves, and I notice, too, that they usually succeed

when many exposed fields of fall wheat usually fail.

On ly two years ago I was in old Spain and had a look at

their raisin-grape lands. In many parts I found that they had

cut off the cork timber. This they did for two reasons—to get

money at once for the cork, which is always valuable, and tc

plant the raisin-grape on the cork-freed lands. The consequence

was, their rains ceased or came so irregularly, that they could

not grow grapes, as the result of cutting away their timber,

To-day there are tens of thousands of acres in Spain, as then

are in Arabia, Egypt and the Holy Land, barren sand and rock,

which I have seen and which were brought to be such barren

valueless wastes by being deforested.

Before this issue reaches our subscribers the annual

meeting of the Canadian Forestry Association will be a thin^

oi the past. A report of proceedings will appear in the Apri

number. The programme includes the following papers

" Forest Insects," James Fletcher, LL.D., Dominion Entomol

ogist ;
" Forestry in British Columbia," J. R. Anderson

Deputy Minister of Agriculture for British Columbia; " Foresi

Management in New Brunswicl: ; W. P. Flewelling, Depiit}

Surveyor General for New Brunswick ;
" The Pulp Industry ir

Relation to our Forests," J. C. Langelier, Superintendent

Forest Reserves for Quebec ;
" White Pine and its Economic

Management," John Bertram, Toronto; "Forestry and Tre<

Planting in the West," E. Stewart, Dominion Superintenden

of Forestry.
*

A most interesting report is that of the Dominion Superin

tendent of Forestry, published in the annual report of th(

Department of the Interior. Mr. Stewart discusses th(

functions of governments in connection with timber lands anc

comes to the conclusion that the Government is fully justifiec

in reserving forest areas. This is naturally followed by r

description of the timber reserves in the West, a number

interesting views from which are included in the report. Th(

importance of tree planting, not solely for the value of tin

wood, but for the effect on agriculture and for shelter purposes

is particularly dwelt upon. We hope to give a more extende(

notice later.

*

The Winnipeg Forestry Association has been formed as ;

result of the meeting held there recently and has affiliated witl

the Dominion Association. The officers are : H onorary Presi

dent, Lieutenant-Governor McMillan; President, Rev. Di'

Bryce ; Vice-President, Mr. A. P. Stevenson; Secretary

Treasurer, Mr. G. H. Greig ; Directors, Messrs. D. W. Buchanan

C. J. Thompson, F. Schultz, E. F. Stephenson, Win. Martin, R

Barclay and R. T. Rielly.
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I The permanent decline in the pine lumber products of the

Jw mills of Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota is graphically

iriinyed by the report of the output of those mills for 1900,

1' (Muparative table giving the product by districts and the

' idtals for a series of years. These statistics have now
inpiled for twenty-eight consecutive years, and form the

unplete and reliable figures existing in regard to any

:iii.i department of the lumber industry. They have been

iiid from the mill men themselves and their completeness

incing.

last year the product passed the eight billion mark
•-', and now it has dropped below five and a half billions.

: nd totals for the last eleven years, in round numbers,

,, .>.- luUows : 1890, 8,597,000,000 ; 1891, 7,880,000,000 ; 1892,

^.94,000,000; 1893,7,326,000,000; 1894,6,821,000,000; 1895,

1)50,000,000; 1896,5,726,000,000; 1897,6,233,000,000; 1898,

( 55,000,000 ; 1899, 6,056,000,000 ; 1900, 5,485,000,000. The

I act total for last year is 5,485,261,000 feet.

During the last two years there has been every inducement
• the mills to turn out a heavy product ; and yet there was a

gilt fal ing off in 1899 as compared with 1898, and a heavy

crease in 1900. Every resource was strained to make a heavy

itput, but without result, except to prove that at last the

osing years of the white pine industry of the northwest, as

le of great magnitude, are at hand. With such results it must

\ admitted that the product will decrease annually until it

aches a point where by the adoption of preservative forestry

ethods it can permanently be maintained.—American

araberman.
•»

We are pleased to notice that the Ontario Government

IS taken up the subject of perpetuating the white pine

raber industry by a system of re-afforesting and fire ranging,

ur own observations confirm those of the Government officers

lat pine follows pine and where soil is good the growth of the

)ung pine is from one and one-half inches to three inches in-

•ease in diameter in ten years. These measurements were

ken from trees eight to thirteen inches in diameter. We
Dpe all lumbermen will heartily co-operate with the Govern-

lent by leaving all healthy young trees standing where too

nail for logs, instead of stripping the ground as they do.—

:)hn Waldie, President of the Ontario Lumbermen's Associ-

ion. ifi

'Y\\e Canada Lumberman reports that the SaultSte. Marie

ulp and Paper Company are said to be buying the refuse of

ine, spruce, balsam and tamarack, and paying $2.50 per cord

alivered at the Soo. If this refuse can be disposed of in this

ay at a profit, one of tlie difficulties in the way of the adoption

: a proper system of forestry will be removed and the clearing

'i of the debris made possible will do much to prevent the

)reading of fire.

The San Jose Scale Act passed on the 18th March, 1898,

ves authority for the prohibition of the importation of any

ees, shrubs, plants, vines, grafts, cutting of buds, commonly

jiUed nursery stock, from any country or place to which the

ct applies. By Order-in-Council of the same date the Act is

^Glared to apply to the United States of America, Australia,

ipan, and the Hawaiin Islands, and the following classes of

'ock are exempted from its operation :— (a) greenhouse plants

ith the exception of roses or any other woody plants
; (6)

jerbaceous perennials
;

(c) herbaceous bedding plants
;

{d)

[1 conifers
;
(e) bulbs and tubers. By Order-in-Council of 6th

anuary, 1901, a relaxation of the prohibition is made and all

importations thereof are permitted to be entered at the Customs
Ports only of St. John, N. B.. St. Johns, Que., Niagara Falls

and Windsor, Ont., and Winnipeg, Manitoba, between the
following dates in each year : 1.5th March to 15th May in the
spring, and 7th October to 7th December, in the autumn ; and
at Vancouver, British Colurabia, during the winter months
only from 15th October to I5th Marcli, at which ports they will

be thoroughly fumigated with hydrocyanic acid gas by a
competent government official in accordance with the most
approved methods.

All shipments made in accordance with the above will be
entirely at the risk of the shippers or consignees, the Goverment
assuming no risk whatever.

Packages must be addressed so as to enter Canada at ore of

the above named ports of entry, and the route by which they

will be shipped must be clearly stated upon each package.

As it is well known that well matured and thoroughly

dormant nursery stock may be safely treated, but that there is

danger of serious injury to the trees if fumigated in the autumn
before tie buds are thoroughly dormant, or in the spring after

the buds have begun to unfold, all stock which when received is

immature or too far advanced for safe treatment will be refused

entry and held at the risk of the shipper.

*
The secretary of the Ontario Lumbermen's Association, in

his report presented at the meeting held at Toronto recently,

comes to the conclusion that the price of white pine is likely to

remain firm if it does not increase. He quotes the following

figures for the Georgian Bay District : Total quantity produced,

1899, 351,000,000 feet; 1900, 476,000,000 feet; increase

125,000,000 feet ; decrease in product in Michigan mills hitherto

supplied with Canadian logs, 92,282,000 feet ; net increase,

82,718,000 feet. Decrease for 1900 in product of mills in

Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota, which compete in the

same market, 478,603,000 feet. The estimated production of

the Georgian Bay District for 1901 is 501,900,000 feet, an

increase of 25,900,0).

The estimate of the Crown Lands Department of the cut of

pine over the whole of Ontario for this season is 750,000,000

feet, an increase over last year of 100,000,000 feet.

Mr. Nelson 0. Tiffany, President of the Erie County

Society for the Study and Protection of Song Birds, Fish and

Game, points out a clerical error in our last issue. In our report

of the meeting of the North American Fish and Game Protective

Association we gave the wording of the latter part of section

one, article three, as follows :

'
' Any fish or game association in Canada may be repre-

sented in this Association by as many of their members as they

duly accredit thereto, etc." The words in Canada should, of

course, be stricken out, as all societies, whether having their

headquarters in Canada or in the United States, are equally

welcome. *

One of the worst of our Canadian poachers is the merganser,

usually spoken of by the back settlers as the " shell duck."

From the day they emerge from the egg the young mergansers

prey unceasingly upon fishes. They seem to have no preference

and devour indiscriminately young salmon, trout, bass, pike,

whitefish and chub. A charge of shot is never wasted if it has

been fired at a shell duck, but after August 1 comparatively few

allow themselves to be caught within range. The season for

thinning the broods is from June 20 to July 25. The loons and

mergansers together do far more damage to our fisheries than any

one would think, unless he had studied the habits of the birds.
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Taken all in all, it will be conceded by most Canadian

sportsmen, that the game and fishery laws of New Brunswick
are eminently common-sense and practical. They are not perfect

but they are considerably nearer perfection than those of the

other provinces and territories—and, as the New Brunswick
authorities readily admit, the provincial laws are almost

identical with those of the State of Maine, from which they were
derived. New Brunswickers, as well as their fellow-country-

men, owe a debt of gratitude to the farseeing and enlightened

Maine men who have done so much for game protection ; there

is not a province in Canada which would not benefit by a little

sensible game law legislation.

*
The Report of the Maine Commissioners of Inland Fisheries

and Game for 1900, makes most interesting reading; it forms
an admirable model for our official documents. As far back as

1867 a resolution was passed by the legislature relative to the
restoration and protection of sea and inland fisheries—there

were already a few men, wise and far-seeing enough to discern

that the State had a valuable resource in its fish and game, and
that they must be given some protection. From the passing of

this resolve to the present time it has been the settled policy of

the State to enact and enforce needful, restrictive and
protective laws for the propagation and protection of its fish

and game, and there has been an appropriation made by
the legislature annually for that purpose.

*
The State went into fish hatching in 1868, buying the first

salmon eggs from us at a cost of $44.80 a thousand, and to-day
salmon have become so abundant in the tidal waters of Maine
that any quantity of eggs may be obtained at a cost of $1 a
thousand. The Commissioners would like an appropriation of

$25,000 for fish propagation and protection, and it is quite

possible they may get it ere long. They say "Our fish is worth
more to our people than the game. Although the game of

Maine is well worth preserving and affords a good revenue to

the State, yet we believe that the fish is many times more
valuable than the game. Given the means, fish can be
artificially propagated without limit, game cannot ; nothing
can be done for that except protection, which is very difficult

in a large part of the State, as it is scattered over a very large

territory. '

'

From a commercial point of view a State can rarely have

made a better investment than did Maine, when she wisely set

aside certain monies for game and fish protection. In 1900

there were twelve hundred private cottages and six hundred
hotels, hunting lodges and camps in the State whicli would
never have been built had there been no such things as trout

and deer. These buildings, together with their furnishings

and attendant boats and canoes, have cost more than three

million dollars. To these come each season visitors, whose

number is variously estimated by those best qualified to judge

as from fifty to two hundred and fifty thousand, and the

cmallest amount of each one's average expenses could hardly be

placed at less than $50, so from two and a half to twelve and

a half millions of dollars must be left in Maine by the

sportsmen attracted by her game and fish. All the more

trustworthy authorities incline to the greater total.

*
The following extract from the Maine Farmer is par-

ticularly commended to those who represent our pioneer

farmers in the various legislatures : "From the moment these

visitors step upon the soil of Maine until they depart, they are

spending money, and when the dollars are in circulation

everybody gets a share. Three times a day the cry for food goes

up, and through the invigorating influence of pure air and

exercise it proves no less as the days pass. Here is the direct

benefit the farmers are realizing from the generous advertising

which has been given the State by railroads and hotel men.

In some country towns, the home market is the best in the

State, and everywhere it is more active because of the great

influx from the cities."

*
A Maine moose may not be shot, lawfully, until it has twc

tines or prongs to its horns. It is claimed, and rightly claimed,

that the value of a moose is not in its carcass, but as a trophy

of the chase, that while its meat is not worth more than $30 its

real value iri not less than $500, seeing that this represents the

average sum spent by the sportsman who is sufficiently

fortunate to secure one.
*

In eonclusion the Commissioners say : "It is pretty

generally admitted that Maine has the best code of game laws

of any in existence, and many states and other countries are

rapidly patterning after them. After the people have

familiarized themselves with them we do not deem it wise tc

make frequent changes, ' tinkering the laws ' should b(

avoided as much as possible."

It is very encouraging that a healthy sentiment is showing

itself in Ontario against the killing of deer in the water. A

provision making such slaughter illegal is already in force, and

operating admirably in the Indian Peninsula of the County o:

Bruce. There were 5,600 licensed deer hunters in the Ontaric

woods last season, and the lowest possible estimate of the deei

bagged is 6,500 ; this is a heavy strain upon the stock of deer

but the forests are so extensive that the game can probably hole

its own, provided the butchery of helpless animals is stopped.

*
Quail are said to be growing few in number in the countie;

of Essex and Kent, Ontario. The open season is now froir

September 15 to November 15, but Mr. T. L. Pardoe, M.P.P

for West Kent, intends introducing a bill into the Provincia'

Legislature shortening the season by a month. He alsc

advocates the removal of any protection for hares, as they aw

too numerous and do considerable damage ; moreover they a«

said to be increasing somewhat rapidly.
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AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY
Conducted by H. McSean Johnstone

)
I WHY NOT POLLOTV DIRECTIONS?
Negative-making is a subject that seems to be just as full of

;le puzzles to the twenty-year professional as to the twenty-

6y amateur. I have run the query column in one of the

Lding amateur journals for about four years now, and I know
m experience what the most popular (if I may use the word)
nbles are, and just where the erring lambs have gone astray.

16 main trouble, in fact, the trouble of which the others are

mere details, is that the amateur simply won't follow

(rections. Maybe he thinks that the plate manufacturers just

] t in printed slips of directions because it somehow manages
afford them pleasure, or perhaps he thinks it is just done for

apearance's sake because it is customary. Well, that's right

lere you fool yourself, amateur. Those directions have all

len carefully studied out in order that a developer may be

( mpounded with ingredients in the proportions that will agree

st with the ingredients used in the making of the film with
lich the plate is coated. And then the other directions such
those referring to temperature and illumination of the dark
om are intended to be followed too. That is if you want
rfect negatives.

About three weeks ago an amateur acquaintance of mine
me to me with a long tale of woe of how all the plates he had

loped during the last month had been covered with a thin

il of fog. They had made printable negatives, you under-

ind, but somehow they seemed to lack that brilliancy so

' ^ential to a good negative. I could not understand it. I knew
m to be an earnest and careful worker and to follow the

rections given to the best of his ability. Where could the

lilt be? Well, to cut a long story short, we took his camera
d went out and made an exposure and then went up to his

rk-room to develop it. Dark-room appeared to be all right,

), and for a while I couldn't locate the trouble. Finally I

ked him what plate he was using and the cat was out of the

g. " Jsocromatics," he said. "Why, you idiot," I cried,

how long since you quit using Cramer Banner? This ruby
;ht you have is about twice too strong for an isocromatic. No

ijnder
your results are fogged." Yet in the ordinary sense of

e word he was what I would call a very careful worker.

,
Another fault I find to be very common among amateurs,

jough not so among professionals, is a too sparing use of the

jisting briish. Most amateurs have one—they get it on the

jirt because the salesman said it was a necessity—and they
[ep it laying on the table with the rest of their tools. I

jppose the reason they keep it laying there is to give it plenty

I
opportunity to gather dust and hypo and whatever else may

: there. Now let me suggest a little scheme—or rather not

sggest but recall it, for I picked it up out of a journal some
jars ago myself—have your brush hanging from the ceiling by
;good stout cord, so that it is about on a level with your elbow,

|d you have reduced its power of accumulating dust to a

inimum as well as having fixed it so that it can be found when
iis needed. I know of nothing more aggravating than to be
jiable to find the dusting brush when you have your plate box

fd holders open and all ready to load. It's apt to make a

|low feel like saying ! !

!

! ! ! Just a word on its

use. Nineteen out of twenty amateurs seize it and run it

hurriedly across the face of the dry plate and imagine that they
have improved matters. Well, they haven't. They have
instantaneously electrified the surface so that all the loose
particles of dust in the air are thereby attracted and tlie condi-
tion of the plate is worse than if you had let it alone. You have
to run it across slowly and lightly to remove the dust. And
say, do you dust out your plate holder each time, just the same
as you dust off your plate? No? AVell, you should, or if you
don't you might just as well be without a dusting brush , because
that little holder can hold more than the plate. It can hold
enough dust to create a most magnificent pinhole effect. I know
pinhole photograms are said to be very effective, but not this
kind.

During the summer months, if you take a picture, and then
re-pack the plate for development a couple of months later, you
will have to be careful in the re-packing. I saw a box of plates

done up once and a piece of newspaper laid on top of each one
as it was put in, to prevent its scratching from contact with
the next, and I remember the day we opened the box how one
snap-shot of a drunken old toper clinging affectionately to a
lamp-post, bore the word in big reversed letters across the top,

"McKinley." Investigation showed that the paper that had
been in contact with that plate had a heading on it with
McKinley 's name in big letters. Another thing you'll have to

be wary of, is finger marks. I know you are careful not to

touch the film with perspiring fingers, but are you as careful

about the backs ? I guess not. And then you put your plates

away, all of the film side down as you would negatives, and the

consequence is that when you come to develop you find great

big finger marks on your choicest negative. It's always the

best that is spoiled, you know. You can easily remedy this by
packing them film to film.

I remember getting a letter once from a chap who wanted
to know what the little brown specks were all over his negative.

Of course I'm expected to know all these things without ever

seeing the negatives. It I didn't I wouldn't be running a query

column. Well, I sent for the negative and examined it and for

a few minutes was just about as puzzled as he was himself.

The cause was so simple that I couldn't think of it. Then I

wrote to him and told him to tie a piece of cotton flannel over

the faucet to keep back the pipe rust and sand, and after each

negative was thoroughly washed to rinse it off and gently pass

a soft wet sponge over its surface—taking care, of course, that

the sponge was really very soft and wet. That fixed his trouble

all right, but its surprising how a little thing like that will often

prove a big stumbling block.

I am frequently asked why it is that some negatives are

more brilliant than others, and occasionally I am sent two

negatives for comparison. The first question I always ask is,

" Were both exposed correctly ? " and usually that locates the

disturbance. It is also well to remember that thorough fixing

and thorough washing followed by quick drying assists greatly

in the producing of a fine printing quality, and that if the

negative is weak then it can be re-wet and dried in a slight heat

to intensify it. This plan will often answer too, where it is

desired to only slightly intensify a negative.

How many negatives do you develop at once ? One or six ?

When you started you only developed one, of course, but now

you are getting bolder, and you're running up—two, three,

four—just whatever you happen to have on hand when you

start work. Now, do you think you can produce as good

results and watch four pr five as you can where you only have

one in your tray ? yes, I know that Mr. Shinitype, the pro-

k
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fessional, develops five or six at a time, and makes good

negatives, too ; but, my dear friend, JMr. Shinitype is quite

satisfied if he secures a certain amount of excellence in his

results, and as long as his customers are pleased why shouldn't

he be? He's not working for the advancement of his art. Not

much. It's his pocket that he's looking after. Anyhow, old

Miss Jones will never know that he could have improved on

her phiz if he had just given it a little care during development.

And as long as she doesn't know it she's not going to make a

kick, is she ? So why shouldn't he save time ? But you're not

that way or if you are you shouldn't be. You should be

looking for the opportunity to improve on each detail of each

negative and you certainly can't do that if you go at it in a

wholesale way. I think that there are more half bad negatives

turned out each year by amateurs just through trying to hurry

than from any other cause—and you know amateurs do make a

lot of failures from other causes too. No, sir, you go back to

your small tray and develop one negative at a time and see how

your work will commence to improve. It can't help it.

But I'm not going on to give the various ways of treating

weak negatives, or strong negatives, or yellow and mottled

negatives or negatives that are failures from a hundred and one

other causes. Why should I? Doesn't every plate manufac-

turer do it in the printed slip of directions he issues. Yes, sir,

he does, and that's just what I want to impress upon you. He

puts out directions suitable for the manipulation of his plates,

and if you will insist on trying to use somebody's developer on

somebody else's plates, you certainly have no cause for

complaint when you get inferior results. Now, this is the

beginning of a century and the time for making good resolutions.

The best resolution that every amateur photographer can make

is to " follow directions." And right to the letter, too—that's

what they're there for.—H. McBean Johnstone in " Camera

Craft." *

A Pazzled Photographer.

A photographic journal tells the story of a trick recently

played on a portrait artist. A man came to the studio to have

his portrait taken. The photographer's assistant attended him.

Two plates were exposed and then the assistant went into the

dark room to develop them. Presently he returned and asked

for another sitting, explaining that two spoiled plates had been

accidentally used. Two more exposures were made and the

assistant after a few minutes in the dark room, came out with a

pale face and hurriedly went in search of the photographer.

On his arrival he told the sitter that there was a peculiar mark

on each of the photographs which his assistant had taken, and

asked to sit again, when he would operate himself. The sitting

was granted, but with no better success. The photographer was

in despair. He showed the plates, each of which bore the same

blemish. It was a well defined skull and cross bones on the

forehead of the sitter. The photographer said he was not a

superstitious man, but that kind of thing frightened him, and

he would not attempt to take another likeness of his patron.

The explanation given of the matter is that the young man is a

druggist and had been playing a joke on the photographer.

Bisulphate of quinine is a chemical which is white in the naked

eye, but seen black by the camera. Anything that is painted

on the skin, therefore, with the chemical will be ordinarily

invisible, but will come out prominently in a photograph.—

Professional Photographer.
*

There's nothing like good clean dishes, such as developing

and toning trays to help to turn out good work. You can spoil

the very best of work by a little filth. 'Nuf sed.

A Postcard Novelty.

It consists in printing, by the ferro-prussiate process, on the

backs of postcards, leaving sufficient space for writing Tins

space is then darkened by exposure to light, and the writing

done when the prints are finished and dry, with a pen dipped

in a solution of caustic potash—the writing appearing brownish

white on the blue ground. It has the merit of novelty, is quite

practicable and costs next to nothing. With a little taste, too,

the postcards can be made to have quite an artistic appearance.

The sensitizing solution consists of :

—

A .—Potass, ferricyanide 1 part.

Water 8 parts.

B. —Ammonia citrate of iron 2 parts.

Water 5 parts.

Keep in the dark and when required for use mix two parts

A with one part B. Coating is done with a tuft of cottonwool

applied lengthwise and crosswise. It is best to do it at night,

and the cards can be left to dry at a distance of ^!>\|^Jeet

from a fire, as quick drying gives brilliant results. Do nottlh

glazed postcards. Printing should be carried on till the deepest

shadows assume a "copying ink pencil" appearance by

reflected light. After printing it is only necessary to wash the

cards in water till the high lights become clear. A pen with a

fine point should be used for writing, and a little gum may be

added to the caustic solution to make it fiow easier.—J, L.

Toner in the "Am. Photo."

*

The Scrap Bag.

Very serviceable trays can be made from table oilcloth.

One can take some squares along when touring and clip their

on to a folding frame when wanted and thus economize space.

For occasional enlargement work it is entirely unnecessary t(

pay out six or eight dollars for two large trays, as this cloth ii

perfectly serviceable and lasts a long time.

Edward W. Newcombe says that "pants" and "photos'

are the two most vulgar words he knows of. "Let us wea

trousers and take photograms." Good boy, Ned. Come again

If you have a box of negatives or lantern slides, and wan

to always keep them in the same order without twisting you

brain too much, just fill the box full, index it and with i

brushful of glue paint run a diagonal across the tops. Tlia

having been done, an erroneous replacement, it will be seen

is out of the question.

What's all this talk about "artistic" and "soulful'

photography? It means "fuzzy types," doesn't it? Saj

let's drop it all and commence to make pictures instead c

trying to hide our bad workmanship by printing from th

wrong side of the negative. Other fellows do it. Why can'

we?

When you have made an exposure use one of those re^

lawyer's seals (the seal is red, not the lawyer), and you ca

make sure of the fact that the plate is exposed. Mark th

exposure on it, the subject, if you care to, and stick the wafe

on the holder in such a manner as to make it impossible t

open the holder again. See?

That E. W, W. spotting medium is the only thing of i1

kind on the market that will spot a negative up so you can

tell where the scratch was. And an amateur can use it to

after he has once tried it. You know there's no reason o

earth why you should have your photograms all covered wit

pin holes.
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A couple of days ago I landed in an amateur's dark-room

liat set me thinking. Or to be more correct, it was the dirt

nd not the dark-room that I thought about. Why not clean

p once in a while? It pays. Now, you spill a dish of hypo

nd never bother to wash it up. May be you think that's the

nd of it. Well, it ain't. The blooming stuff dries up and the

lypo crystallizes into a fine dust and gets into the developing

nd printing frames and everywhere else. A stitch in time

a\es nine.

No, I don't like too much " yaller flesh tints" in mine.

?here is no use spoiling a good platinum print with mercury.

)nce in a while some of the superb work of Holden in

hiladelphia, thus tinted, appeals to me, but 'tis certainly

luestionable practice save in the most expert hands.

The great danger in interior work will be under-exposure

md awkward lighting. Never take an interior with strong

ights in front of the camera unless you use a non-halation

)hite. Then the light should be screened by a shade, an

xposure taken from the shadows, the shutter closed, the shade

-aised, and a short exposure taken for the light.

Now, why in thunder is it that you try every new devel-

)per'as fast as it is put on the market? If you would only

tick to one and learn how to make it make thin or thick, or

lontrasty, or detail, or all the other kind of results you want,

t would be better for you. And keep to a two solution

leveloper always. You haven't much control over one that is

ill in one solution.

In a recent issue of the Camera, Mr. Juan C. Abel, ex-editor

)f the Photographic Times, says :

'

' Regularly, on the approach

)f winter, we read in one or more of the photographic journals

plea for the more extensive use of the camera during the cold

ieiison, more particularly when the snow is lying on the ground

uid everything is of a more or less monotonous white to the

?ye. And, somehow, it is the kodaker—the pocket kodaker

-who is most careless of all photographers, who seem to take

he proffered advice most to heart, and with loaded kodak

.vanders out, with every fresh fall of snow, to waste another

Iroll ! Yea, verily, the desire for snow-covered landscapes

produces more disheartening failures than any other subject I

;an think of. And all for the want of a little common sense.

We have been told, or we have read, often enough that reflecting

surfaces require a quicker exposure than an ordinary wooded

landscape, and that a sky covered with light clouds, such as we
iften find in winter, gives out a stronger light than a blue,

cloudless sky. Consequently, with the average snow-landscapes,

we shall need to use a very rapid shutter and a very small stop

or diaphragm opening. With lots of fresh snow on the ground

and the sun shining fairly briskly, towards the end of January,

time 11 a.m., I have found that/-128 and the speed set at 100

{Vm is not lOOth part of a second, mind you) on a Unicum

jshutter will give me a pretty fairly timed exposure. The

jmajority of failures, however, result from over-exposure. The

beginner reads in the instruction book (save the mark), which

•accompanies his camera, that in winter the sun is very much
weaker than in summer, and that exposures must consequently

ibe very much longer during the short, cold days. Nothing is

said about the strong reflecting action of the snow, and the

thoughtless beginner accordingly gives half-minute exposures

jwhere the twenty-fifth part of a second would suffice. The non-

jhalation or double-coated plate is perhaps the best to use for

jsnow scenes. The latitude in exposure is so great with these

'that one may over-expose to a considerable extent and still get

|a very passable negative."

I

As an old hypo bath or as worn out gold bath often works
hardship to plates and paper and fills the amateur with anguish

over the spoiled negatives or batch of prints, so will a weak and
worn out developer often give the amateur negatives that are

inferior. If new baths are essential to work along other lines

of photography, why should not the new and fresh developer

work better and give better results than one that has been

partially worn out by previous use.

When you make an exposure on a man five feet from your

camera, always try to remember that you've got to give

a longer exposure than if he was twenty-five feet away. And
don't give hazy landscapes or distant mountains too long an

exposure.

There is not enough " doctoring " of negatives done by the

Americans. A little blue patted on the heavy shadows on the

back, a smooth piece of cepa (a very fine transparent tissue)

pasted over the front of the frame and touched up a trifle with

gumbage, a brushful of spotting color, etc., etc., might make

you all open your eyes.

Did it ever strike you that stock dealers get tired of

answering questions? It didn't? Well, they do. I was in a

supply store a day or two ago when an amateur came in and

bought a pound of hypo. Then he asked the clerk if he could

develop with hypo. The clerk (Heaven help him), said

" yes." Goodness knows whether he tried it or not, but if he

did I'd like to see the results. Don't know as I'd like to hear

the result though.

The height of the camera relative to the head of the sitter

is a matter of importance. Beginners often use an ordinary

tripod, of height about five feet, and place their figure seated,

and bring the camera far too close to the sitter. The result is a

deformity of the figure and an earthquake-like effect of the

ground.
'

As a rule the height of the lens for head and shoulders

should be about on a level with the middle of the head. For a

standing full length figure, tlie lens may come about opposite

the chin. If the camera is above the head it seems to give a

humpy-back high-shoulder effect. If it is too low, the neck

may come unduly long and the head look too large about the

lower part. It is seldom pleasant to show the under part of the

nose and nostrils.
*

Correspondence.

Correspondence should be addressed to Hubert McBean

Johnstone, Box 651, Sarnia, Canada.

Say, you fellows, I wish you wouldn't write on both sides

of your paper, or else number 'em, or fix it somehow so that I

can find out where I'm at.

Royal Mary.—Rodinal is a good developer, but I rather

think that if I were you I would prefer a two-solution mixture.

One has more control over it.

A. M. Carple.—The speed of the No. 6 Low shutter when

set for instantaneous work is about one-fifth second.

Bert.—An hour ought to be long enough to wash prints.

Of course I take it for granted that you wash them in running

Johnson.—Paint labels on bottles with melted paraffine wax.

While not permanent this will last for some time.

Jones (testily)—"I say, mister, your dog has bitten my

boy severely. What are you going to do about it ?
"

Brown(mildly>-" Well, sir, if the dog don't get sick I won't

do anything about it."
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THE GUN
Conducted by "Bob White''

SOME FAVORITE LOADS.

To those who load their own shells, the forinulagiven by the

Wincliester Arms Co., as being the loads adopted by some of the

champion trap shooters of America, in their little pamphlet,

"The Trap Shooter's Guide," will be interesting. For the

benefit of our readers we give the loads, as follows :

Elliot's Live Bird Load.—Wim-hester Leader Shell, 12-

gauge, 2J-in. long, 43 grains Hazard " Blue Ribbon " smokeless

powder, 1] oz. No. 7.i Tatham chilled shot. Wadding: One
12-gauge Winchester nitre felt wad and one 9.1-gauge i-inch

Falls of the Kiamaka, Quebec

Winchester white felt wad over the powder, and one 12-gauge

Winchester "C" card wad over the shot.

Elliot's Target Load.—Leader shell, 12-gauge, 2|-in. long,

40 grains Hazard " Blue Ribbon " smokeless powder, \\ oz. No.

7^ Tatham chilled shot Wadding; One 12-gauge nitro felt

wad and one 9i-gauge white felt wad over powder, and one 12-

gauge "C" wad over the shot.

Gilbert's Live Bird Load.—12-gauge Leader shell, 3-in.

long, 3i drachms Dnpont smokeless powder, 1| oz. No. 7 Tatham
chilled shot. Wadding: One 12-gauge "C" card wad and
three 1-in. ll-gauge black edge wads over powder and one
12-gauge "C" card wad over shot.

Gilbert's Target Load.— 12-gauge Leader shell, 2i-in. long,

38 grains Dupont smokeless powder, 1| oz. No. 7.J Tatham
chilled shot. Wadding : One 12-gauge "C" card wad and
three j-in. ll-gauge black edge wads over the powder and one
"C" wad over the shot.

Crosby's Live Bird Load.—Leader shell, 12-gauge, 3-in.

long, 48 grains of E. C. smokeless powder No. 1, 1] oz. of No. 7

Tatham chilled shot. Wadding: Three 12-gauge }-inch black

edge wads over powder, and one "C" card overshot.

Crosby's Target Load. T^eader shell, 12-gauge, 3-in. long,

44 grains of E. C. smokeless powder No. 1, 1] oz. of No. 7^

Tatham chilled shot. Wadding : One 12-gauge grease-proof

and three 12-gauge j-in. black edge wads over the powder, and

one "C" card over the shot.

TORONTO TRAPS.

Dufferin Club's Shoot.

The Dovercourt and the Brunswick Gun Club have

amalgamated, and will be known as the Dufferin Gun Club.

They held their first successful shoot on Saturday, January 2()th,

at 25 targets. Score : R. Waterworth, 24 ; S. Nowberry, 23
;

George Mougenel, 22 ; I. Lawson, 20 ; C. Mougenel, 19 ; I.

Habberly, 17; C. Moore, 17; J.

Grainger, 16 ; J. Patterson, 15 ; J.

Turner, 15 ; Fred Peacock, 15
; F.

Currie, 13.

The Stanley Gun Club.

The members of the Stanley Gun
Club have been making some

creditable scores lately, some of

which we give below

:

Scores in 5th and 6th
Target Series.

Sweep No. 1, 10 targets.—,!.

Townson, 9 ; Herbert, 9 ; Plunkett,

9 ; Friend, 8 ; Ayres, 7 ; Wilson, 7.

Sweep No. 2, 10 targets.—Her-

bert, 9 ; Plunkett, 9 ; Alberts, 8
;

Ayres, 7 ; Wilson, 7.

Target series, squad No. 1, 25

largets.—H. Townson, 15 ; J. Town-

son, 1^
; Buck, 15 ; Edwards, 14

;

Herbert, 20; Simpson. 17. Sfiuad

No. 2, 25 targets — McClure, 21;

J. Townson, 17 ; Pearsall, 15 ; ¥A-

wards, 16 ; H. Townson, 17 ;

Green, 21. Squad No. 3, 25 targets.

—Green, 19; Alexander, 20; Mc-

Clure, 17 ; Buck, 16 ; Pearsall, 15.

Squad No. 4, 25 targets.—Green,

McClure, 17; Herbert, 20 ; Alexander,19; Pearsall, 15

21 ; Felstead, 19.

Score in 7th Target Series.

Sweep No. 1, 10 targets.—Simpson, 9; Herbert, 8; H.

Townson, 8 ; Benson, 7 ; Friend, 7 ; James, 7.

Sweep No. 2, 5 sparrows.—Charles, 5 ; Townson, 4 ; Felsted,

4 ; Plunkett, 4 ; James, 4 ; Benson, 3.

Sweep No. 3, 5 spirrows.—Charles, 5 ; Townson, 4 ; Felsted)

4 ; Benson, 4 ; James 4.

Sweep No. 4, 5 pigeons.—Plunkett,5; H. Townson, 4; Friend,

4 ; Benson, 3 ; Roberts, 3.

Target series, squad No. 1, 25 targets.—Simpson, 19;

McClure, 20 ; Edwards, 17 ; Herbert, 17 ; Pearsall, 15, Squad

No. 2, 25 targets.—Alexander, 19 ; Green, 18 ; Felsted, 18
;

Charles, 19 ; Edwards, 10.
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Medal seriea, 10 pigeons. — Herbert, 7; Simpson, 8;

lexander, 6 ; Green, 9 ; J. Townson, 9 ; Felsted, 8.

McDowairs Annual Tournament.

McDowall & Co. held their annual tournament at the

Toodbine Park, commencing February 26th. There was a

rge attendance and all the events were well filled, visitors

iiiig present from Brantford, Hamilton, Hespeler, Bowman-
lie, Uxbridge and several other places.

The scores :

—

Event No. 1, 5 pigeons, purse, $50 ; entry, $2.—G. H. Briggs,

; E. Sanderson, 4 ; W. Richardson, 3 ; H. T. Westbrook, 5
;

V. Wingfield. 4 ; C. Montgomery, 5 ; W. Marshall, 5
;

). Miller, 4 ; D, Blea, 5 ; C. Burgess, 4 ; W. Vint, 2 ; C. F.

ilitchell, 2 ; W. Lewis, 5 ; Fred Westbrook, 5 ; J.

'hompson, 4 ; J. Wayper, 5 ; J. Phillips, 3 ; G Musson,

; C. Fish, 5 ; J. Bellamy, 4.

Event, No. 2, 10 sparrows— J. Bellamy, 8; W.
pence, 9 ; W. Smith, 10 ; W. Richards, 8 ; G. H. Briggs,

»; W.Vint, 6; J. Thompson, 10; D. Blea, 9 ; J. Way-
)er, 10 ; J. Phillips, 9 ; Fred. Westbrook, 9 ; C. Burgess,

E. Sanderson, 8 ; D. Miller, 7 ; C. Montgomery, 9 ; H.

Westbrook, 8.

Event No. 4, 10 blue rocks—F. Westbrook, 9; J.

rhonipson, ; C. J. Mitchell, 9 ; H. T. Westbrook, 9 ; J.

Wayper, 10 ; C. Vint, 5 ; C. A. Crew, 8 ; Ross, 8 ; Fish, 8
;

Montgomery, 10 ; W. Marshead, 9 ; D. Miller, 9 ; C. Bur-

gess, 7 ; J. Coulter, 8.

Event No. 5, 15 blue rocks—F. Westbrook, 14 ; C.

Mitchell, 14; E. A. Montgomery, 12; Westbrook, 14;

W. Marshead, 14; D, Miller, 14 ; J. Wayper, It;

rhompso", 14 ; J. Phillips, 12 ; C. A. Crew, 13 ; F. Ross,

U ; J. Bellamy, 13 ; C. Turn, 13 ; D. Jones, 13

Event No. 6, 25 blue rocks—T. Westbrook, 25; C.

Montgomery, 24 ; J. Bellamy, 20 ; J. Thompson, 24 ; C.

F. Mitchell, 23 ; H. F. Westbrook, 22 ; J. Phillips, 18
;

. Wayper, 28 ; D. Miller, 20 ; C. Turp, 20 ; W. Marshead,

21 ; D. Jones, 21.

Harold Money, Amateur Champion.
Harold Money of Oakland, N.J., a member of the

Carteret Gun Club, of Garden City, L.I., won the amateur

pigeon shooting championship of America, on Feb. 22nd,

from a field of seventeen contestants, with a score of 88

kills out of a possible 100. Col . Thomas Martin, of Bluff-

ton, S.C, and Harry S. Kirkover, of Fredonia, N. Y.,

tried for second honors with 87 kills each, and Dr. Frank
C. Wilson, of Savannah, Ga., and C. A. Painter, of Pitts-

burg, tied for the fourth place with 86 kills each.

Each competitor puts up $100, which was divided among
the four high guns. All contestants shot from the 30-yard

j

mark. Money won $680 ; Martin and Kirkover divided $680

I and Wilson and Painter got $85 each.

j

Essex County Championship.

:

An interesting contest took place at Walkerville on

j

Saturday, Feb. 9th, for possession of the Kitig Trophy,

emblematic of the championship of Essex County, Ontario,

between E. C. Clark of Detroit, the holder, and J. E. Pastorius

of Kingsville, the challenger. The contest was at 50 sparrows,

I each, 21 yards' rise, 30-yard boundary, and was won by Mr.

I

Pastorius with a score of 42 to 40.

j
Mr. Clark promptly challenged his opponent for another

match, this time at live pigeons, and the contest, which, no
i doubt, will be an interesting one, will be held at Kingsville at

! an earlv date.
I

Moose in "Western Quebec.

Captain Jones, commodore of the Lumsden Line, visited

Montreal one day last week, and had some excellent news for

sportsmen. It appears that a man in the captain's employ ran

across a herd of six moose—five cows and a bull—within two
miles of Opemican, Lake Temi&kaming, on January 7th.

Another herd of seven was seen higher up the western shore of

Temiskaming between Opemican and the mouth of the Kippewa
river.

There are fully as many moose within a very short radius

of the C. P. R. track at Temiskaming as in more remote regions.

Th,' l.inic/ieoH Hour

but Captain Jones, as well as all other law-abiding sportsmen,

would like to see the present systematic out-of-season slaughter

stopped. In every lumber camp on the Montreal River (Ont.

)

and the lakes of the Kippewa chain, (Que.), moose meat is

served regularly under the guise of " beef." These dishes of

beef are costing the Province a pretty penny. It would be far

more economical to supply quail-on -toast gratis to all the hardy

bush-whackers who are tired of salt pork.

The Grand American Handicap will be held this year at

Interstate Park, New York, on April 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. The

conditions governing this big shooting affair will be practically

the same as last year.

The Montreal Canine Association will hold a bench show

of dogs in the Victoria Rink on May 29, 30 and 31.
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Peterboro vs. Birchbark.

By St. Croix.

It is almost heresy to suggest that after all the birchbark

canoe is not quite perfect. In the popular mind it is invested

with qualities and perfections utterly beyond the possibilities

of boats built by skilled white labor. You may go to the most
cunning artisan, open your purse strings, and direct him to

fashion an alluring craft planked with white cedar, finished with

mahogany, and clenched with the best lake copper—yet do not

be so foolish as to suppose that the man in the street will ever

credit your canoe with one-half the excellencies of the alleged

fairy craft of the forest.

Now, I myself am a heretic—without desire for repentance

or wish to be shrived. I, too, once worshipped at the shrine

of the birchbark ; knelt in spirit before the creation of the

Indian ; believed in Longfellow's panegyric, and scoffed at those

practical men who hinted at any imperfections in it. But I

have had a change of heart.

A cedar, or basswood canoe may be made considerably

lighter than a birchbark of equal length and capacity, even
when each craft is new, and after they have been a couple of

weeks afloat there may be forty pounds difference in a 15-foot

canoe. A 15-foot cedar-rib canoe, 31 inches beam, weighs 60

pounds, new, and becomes little heavier, even after several

weeks' flotation. A birchbark of equal length weighed 78

pounds at the beginning of a cruise last summer, and tipped the

beam at 96 pounds three weeks later. Birchbark absorbes

water and rapidly increases in weight. When compelled to use

one of these canoes for a long voyage, it should be painted or

varnished. But the old Indians never did this ! No, because,

you see, they had no paint or varnish. For similar reasons they
did not use brass screws, nor copper rivets, nor electric lights.

As to speed, the lines of a birchbark are not what a naval
designer would call "fair." That is they are full of hollows
and swellings, highly prejudicial to speed. Given equally good
men in a cedar and in a birchbark canoe, and on still water the
former will draw away from the latter one foot in every ten.

Against a current the advantage will be still more marked.
•'But," say the advocate of the more primitive craft, "a
peterboro (generic term) cannot live with a good birchbark in

a gale on open water, nor is it so handy in a rapid. Such
arguments do not seem to me to have much weight. It is merely
a question of model. If a peterboro be designed with too
straight a floor, she will not be handy in a rapid, and unless
she has sufficient depth, her gunwale will not be carried

sufficiently high to escape the crests of swells caused by gale or
rapid. These are mere details, and a cedar canoe may be had
surpassing the birchbark in every respect. The latter is a good
enough make-shift, but an exasperatingly imperfect craft, with
scarcely any of the admirable qualities with which romantic
minds have invested it. There is no unnecessary glamour
about a dead-slow and leaky old birchbark,

>»

Notes.

It is a great mistake to hire guides, canoemen and cooks,
through any business firm, especially if the latter is to pay
them. More often than not the men are in debt to the said firms,

before they start, and are well aware that when their pay be-

comes due, they will receive it minus more or less heavy
deductions. This makes them listless and without vim or
interest. Far better hire and pay your own men, whenever
possible, and always fix the scale so low that you may promise
them a certain bonus for good service in addition without

ruining the market for yourself on future occasions or for those
that may follow you.

New Hampshire has a revenue of $4,947,000 from her sum-
mer visitors. Her area is 9,000 square miles. That of Quebec
is 345,000 sq. miles, and of Ontario 220,000 sq. miles. Each is

therefore many times larger than New Hampshire, in no way
inferior to that State in summer climate or scenery, and in ad-

dition furnishes hunting and fishing such as no American State

can give. Under wise direction, what is the amount*these twd
provinces should receive annually, from visitors, by theclnsp,,i

another decade or so ?

Fresh meat hung in the shade, even during the dog days,

dries without putrifying in the Mount Trembling region. This;

shows the absolute purity of the air. If you doubt this deduc-

tion ask your medical man for his opinion. Were there any

germs or microbes in those northern forests this could not be.

The best fishing in any of the lakes of Northern Ontario

or Quebec, is always to be had when the nights are dark.

Big catches are rarely made at the full of the moon.

Most men find seven hours open air sleep sufficient in

summer, even after the longest and most gruelling day's work.

Mere muscle fatigue is easily overcome, but brain-fag is another

matter. The more fresh air the sleeper gets the better will ht

rest. In hot weather a closed tent, damp with dew, and reek-

ing with the exhalations of the inmates, is an abomination.

If you would reap the full benefit of the ozone-laden air ol

the Canadian forest do not mew yourself in a canvas prison; but

see to it that the sweet scented breath of the pine reaches youi

lungs, and cools you brow with its soothing caress.

If you wish to study conditions of life entirely opposed tc

those of the big cities, go back among the French-Canadian

habitants. You will see oxen yoked to the plough ; brick

ovens for baking the family bread, big enough to hold the

owner and his numerous offspring, and many other things tc

give you room for refiection. There you will find neithei

millionaires nor dyspepsia, and will run across more perfectl}

contented persons than you doubtless ever expected to mee

this side of the grave.

*

Answers to Correspondents.

X. Y. Z.—Pemmican is beef mixed with a considerabl*

quantity of fat. The meat is first dried in the sun, and thei

pounded in a mortar. After being placed in some suitablt

receptacle such as a tin box or hide bag, melted tallow is run ii

and the whole closed in from air. In the days of the buffalo

the half-breeds usually added service-berries (A. canadensis) a

a flavor.

Hunter (New York).—The Canadian hunter's toboggai

weighs from 11 to 15 lbs. There are several patterns. Th<

usual Indian toboggan consists of one or two thin maple o

birch boards curled up at the front ; but many white trapper

prefer a sled with 2J-inch runners. Some choose a short, wid

sled, and others a long narrow one, and there is also a differenc

of opinion as to the merits of maple shoes and those of metal

though owing to the difficulty of procuring the latter they ar

seldom seen. After the thaws of spring have set in, meta

runners are decidedly preferable, but during the extreme coli

of winter, a maple shoe glides more easily.
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KENNEL DEPARTMENT
Conducted by D. Taylor

]
Correspondence is invited on all matters pertaining to the kennel, and

my of interest concerning man's best friend, will be welcomed. An effort

11 be made to furnish correspondents reliable advice as to the care and
atment of dogs in any case submitted. All communications for this

iariment should be addressed to D. Taylor, Rod and Gun in Canada,
Craig street, Montreal.

THE NEW YORK SHOW.
It is greatly to the credit of Canadian breeders that dogs

nt from Canada to the big show of the Westminster Kennel

ub at New York occupied such a conspicuous place in the

ize list. In nearly every instance they were in the money or

coiyed honorable mention. This is all the more creditable

hen it is borne in mind that the classes in most breeds were

;c(iptionally large, comprising the very cream of dogdom from

I over the United States as well as from England. The judging

as done principally by specialists, breeders for years of the

irieties they were called upon to judge, and the inference is

lat a more than usually high standard of merit was set. The
w was exceptionally well patronized, the elite of New York

ciety turning out in large numbers, so that even with the

nple space that Madison Square Garden affords, the aisles

tween the benches were at times uncomfortably crowded,

must have been a great financial as it was a social and canine

iccess. Below are some of the awards which came to Canada :

Skye Terriers.—Geo. Caverhill, Montreal, 1st and 2nd with

ibilee Queen and Diamond Queen, respectively.

Cockers.—T. C. Mead, Toronto ; G. Bell, Toronto ; George

ouglas, Woodstock, Ont. ; George Dunn, Woodstock; C. J.

ord, Kingston, Ont.

Collies.—Jos. Reid, Montreal, $300 challenge cup for best

inerican bred and silver medal offered by Canadian Kennel
lub ; one 1st and three second prizes.

Bull Terriers.— Mark O'Rourke, Hamilton, Ont., with

entworth Beaut, sired by Edgecombe Dick, of the Newmarket
ennels, Montreal ; Fred. Miller, Trenton, Ont.

Fox Terriei-s.—Norfolk Kennels, Toronto.

Field Spaniels.—T. C. Mead, Toronto.

Irish Setters.—E. A. Carson, Kingston.

In Airedales, Mr. Jos. A. Laurin's fine young dog, Brian

anger, and Colne Princess were in the money, while

le latest addition to his kennel, Ch. Dumbarton Lass,

Dnfirmed the reputation she has gained in England as one of

16 best Airedales ever shown, by being placed at the head of

le list in all her classes.

In St. Bernards, Prince, belonging to Mrs. Belasco, of Prince

.rthur street, has a V. H. C. and an H. C. to his credit, which
lay be taken as a great compliment, indeed, when the fact is

tated that there were 113 entries in all of the saintly breed.

j'he judge on this occasion, Mr. Arthur Trickett, of Kansas
'ity, Mo., a prominent breeder and recognized authority, gave
im as above stated, and we understand that size alone was
gainst his having a better position.

*
At the annual meeting of the American Collie Club held in

w York during show week, Mr. Joseph Reid, Montreal, was
lected one of the vice-presidents.

Amateur vs. Professional Judging.

With the example set by the Westminster Kennel Club
in appointing amateur specialist judges, the new fad is likely to
be taken up by other kennel associations. The question of
what constitutes an amateur or professional judge is being
pretty well ventilated in American kennel papers just now, and
t'.e following is what Turf, Field and Farm has to say on the
subject in a recent issue :

" The amateur judge question is one that will engage the
attention of the Mascoutah Kennel Club, as they announce that
amateurs will be engaged at their next show. The amateur
judge question has never been thoroughly discussed for the
reason, we presume, that it is difficult to tell where amateurism
ends and professionalism begins. There is no recognized
definition that we know of, and it would benefit the fancy if

those who know absolutely what constitutes the amateur in

judging affairs would give the information to the public. In
sports the amateur law is clearly defined^ but it can in no way
apply to the judging question. A professional judge under the
law would properly be one that judges for a livelihood, and we
know of none that would be willing to accept so poor a living

as judging alone would afford. It goes without saying that the

best judges are those who have kept in touch with doggy
matters in a practical way, and it has been proven time and
again th.at those known as judges, who had not acted in that

capacity for years, when called on, seemed to be all at sea as to

where the ribbons should go.

"Between the amateur and the so-called professional judge

there has been no distinction except as to ability, and that

ability is recognized by the specialty clubs and bench-show

committees of the best shows. A judge that appeals to the

exhibitor by reason of his knowledge and qualification to judge

properly is the judge that bench-show committees and specialty

clubs seek for, and he is usually what is termed a professional.

The amateur cry is frequently made not always for the sake of

better service, but frequently for economy. There are men who
will agree to judge at a show when they have had very little

experience. These are amateurs, and they will never be

anything else, because the knowledge they think they have

prevents them from learning anything more."

*

Mrs. Oughton Giles, of England, who was one of the judges

at Providence, R. I., was, according to all accounts, not an

unqualified success. She made the unfortunate mistake of

putting one dog over another in one class and vice versa in the

next. Mrs. Giles is well known in kennel circles in England,

being a regular exhibitor at all the principal shows, and her

famous pack of toy beagles is celebrated far and wide. All of

them are under 12 inches high, most of them under 10, and

their proportions and shapes are exquisite ; in fact they are

ideal hounds in miniature. Mrs. Giles is also a great admirer

of the whippet, one of her dogs winning the race held in the

Crystal Palace Grounds last October.

A London, Eng., paper relates the following story of the

intelligence of a dog, which was told by the owner, an ardent

sportsman :
" Would you believe it ? " he said, " when I was

walking into the city he suddenly stopped and pointed at a man

by a book stall, and nothing I could do would induce the dog

to move. So I went up to the man and said :
' Would you

oblige me with your name?' 'Certainly,' said the stranger,

' my name is Partridge.'
"
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The annual show of the Canadian Fox Terrier Chib will be

held Thursday, Friday and Saturday, March 21-23 in the

Horticultural Gardens, Toronto. Mr. James Mortimer will

judge, and from his popularity with the fancy will likely meet

with a large entry.
*

Bloodhounds are now a part of the equipment of the Oregon

Short Line. The hounds will be kept at certain stations in

Utah, AVyoming and Idaho, where their presence is thought to

be most needed, the character of the country and the small

number of inhabitants affording excellent opportunities for the

operations of train robbers. The moment that word of a train

robbery reaches the railroad officials a special engine and car

containing a pack of hounds will be sent to the scene at full

speed and with absolute right of way. The Bloodhound Special

will stop at nothing until it arrives at the spot where the bandits

were last seen. Experienced men in charge of the dogs will put

them on the trail.

*

On Dog Training.

There never was a more fallacious idea than that of whip-

ing and cowering a dog, under the belief that he could be

taught better to obey. It is true that a dog may be made to

crouch and crawl, tuck his tail between his legs and slink

around by this process, but a noble-blooded, high-spirited dog

can never be induced to exercise his noblest faculties by any

such means. The dog is anxious to please his master and

to do just what he wishes him to do, and usually tries as hard

to understand his master's wishes as his master tries to make
him understand. The trouble usually is with the trainer and

not with the dog. The first thing required in training a young

dog is to gain his affection, and the second important thing is

to have his respect. Calling up a dog three times a day and
feeding him liberally, and providing him with a good warm
kennel is quite humane and desirable, but it is not the way to

gain his affection—he considers this as a simple matter of

duty to him—one of his rights. But if you wish a dog's love

you have to associate with him, talk to him, travel with him,

take a snack with him when on the highway—you and he sit

down for a little rest and lunch—and talk to him just as you
would a child. You will be astonished at the result if you
carry out this idea of assuming that your dog is your com-

panion and friend. You will find that he comprehends your

manner, your feelings, and hundreds of your words.

I recall an old friend, who, many years ago, was a veritable

Nimrod, and kept all manner of dogs. He never called his

dogs or gave commands to them in the usual style, but always

as if he was addressing a fellow huntsman. On one occasion

several of us were resting from an old hare hunt, under some
walnut trees, in the Fall, when he said :

" Boys, I believe I have

rested enough." This was said in a quiet tone, and, I thought,

was addressed to us who composed the hunting party ; but no
sooner had he said it than his three lazy-looking hounds, who
had been spread out as flat and as dead looking as sleeping

dogs could look, sat right up and regarded their old master

with intense interest. They not only understood these words

but were on the lookout for further directions.

No more striking example of love from association can be

found than in the "nigger's dog" among the blacks of the

South. These poor brutes are usually half starved, live on
the crumbs that fall from the darkey's "ashcake," with an

occasional lop of pea liquor, sleep on the ashpile or under his

log cabin, and are altogether miserable in body and soul (for 1

believe the dog has a soul—often a larger one than many men .

This animal will follow the shiftless negro all day long, find

game, run it down and guard it faithfully until his beloved

friend and companion (the inferior biped) comes up and takes

it from him with a kick and a growl. It is pretty tough on

the dog, but he loves to hunt and be around with his friend, so

he forgives him and soon gets up another "old hyar."—C. A.

Bryce, M.D., in the Amateur Sportsman.

The Pacific Kennel League has adopted what is practically

the A. K. C. classification, the only exception being the puppy

class, where the age at which they may be shown is put down
at four months instead of six. This is altogether too young and

certainly increases the danger of infection from communicable

diseases while exhibiting at dog shows.

The St. James Gazette relates the following extraordinary

story, which comes from the village of Eaglesham, about five

miles from Glasgow :
" Two or three weeks ago a sheep farmer

there had occasion to visit the Glasgow Cattle Market, attended

by his dog. Business over, he had arranged to attend the sale

at Perth on the following day, and as he had no particular need

for his collie there, he resolved to leave him with a friend in

Glasgow till he returned. Scarcely had he gone when the

imprisoned animal, seizing its opportunity, jumped over a

window two stories in height, and was at his home on the

Eaglesham moors before his master had arrived in the Fair

City. The farmer, who had bought another collie at Perth,

called on his return to Glasgow at his friend's, and was told of

his dog's successful leap for liberty. He concluded that he had

gone home, and on arriving at the farm accompanied by the

new dog his old canine friend was evidently much displeased.

This was adding insult to injury. That very night he left the

house in a ' huff,' and has never been heard of since."

*

The Dachshund.

The writer has long been waiting for an opportunity to

write upon this breed, as he was impressed by it in the land in

which it has been most successfully cultivated, but press of

work has hitherto prevented, and must now restrict this

communication within very narrow bounds. What impressed

me most in Germany was the regularity of type, the generally

rather small size, and the spirit and workmanlike appearance

of the dogs one sees at shows. Of size more later. There the

shy, and still more, the nervous dog is extremely rare. In

fact the way in which the German Dachshund walks up to the

largest dog, as though quite his equal in importance, is very

striking, and one quality frequently wanting in dogs of this

breed on this side of the water. Perhaps nothing so strongly

cries out for improvement as the " character" of our American

Dachshund.

I saw very few dogs at German shows benched in that

horribly thin condition too often painfully evident with us.

They were generally " fit," as the English say, in an eminent

degree. The ideal types show that muscular development and

tention (tone) so frequently lacking in our dogs.

It is in connection with young and imperfectly developed

animals that the si^ecialist judge is apt to go astray from excess

of admiration of certain parts.

Kot a single specimen shown lends the slightest support to

the view that the Dachshund is a hound. The word itseli

simply means badger dog. The German Dachshund is in fact

a Terrier with somewhat hound-like ears, so far as their form ie
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c<cerned. This fact is the key to the standard. His peculiar

C(jforination enables the dog to burrow more rapidly than any
o^er Terrier, and though no coward he understands how to

k p out of unnecessary trouble. Indeed he has few equals in

; iii','^ after Number One. He is worthy of more care and
I ban he has received in America.—Wesley Mills, M.D.
iiel Gazette.

*
he extent to which dog shows are held in England may

''

• li^ed from the fact that Our Dogs, the English doggy
'

, reported no less than 420 in Great Britain last year.

limber of thoroughbred dogs must be something

Joseph Reid, of Logan's Farm, has sold Clover

II, a little sister of his famous prize winner. Heather

11, to Mr. Palmer, a wealthy American, for IIOO. and has

an offer from the same gentleman of $350 for the latter

London, Eng., dispatch announces the death of the

favorite bulldog, Peter. This dog M'as run over by a

( hatsworth, and besides a broken leg sustained internal

~ from which he died, in spite of the best medi-al

I lie following anecdote of a dog, taken from an English
' published in London, is a little fishy, but amusing. A

:iu gentleman, who was in the habit of giving his dog
'Jinall delicacy on leaving for the city each morning, forgot

?do so on one occasion. As he was going out of his house the

<^ caught his master's coat tails in his teeth, and leading him
ill' garden, stopped at a flower bed. The flowers growing
-ere " forget-me-nots."

*

That enthusiasm in the dog line is certainly growing in

Mroit and vicinity, is proven by the fact of a meeting called

( Monday, February 12, in Windsor, for the purpose of giving

v-dv^e show sometime about the 1st of April. There is no
if its being a success, as there are a great many

iastic and influential fanciers behind the scheme. An
tort will be made to get as many of the stud celebrities in

(iters and pointers as possible, which should prove a great

awing card.

*

Referring to the Prince of Wales, now Edward VII., King
' England, a daily journal says of his fondness for dogs :

Utert Edward is as fond of a good dog as of a good horse,

is kennels at Sandringham, are fourteen in number, built of

ick and iron, with every modern improvement which
chitects and dog fanciers could suggest. Among his

j\'orites are the quaint Basset hounds, dogs of great intelligence

id charming manners. Sandringham Count, a good looking,

jugh coated St. Bernard, of enormous size and possessing a

iiinendous bass voice, is another dog which he prizes highly,

fher breeds at the Sandringham kennels, are Newfoundlands,
lotch deerhounds, collies, spaniels, dachshunds, fox, rat and
(ill terriers, Mexican and Chinese dogs, pugs, bulls, Pomer-
lians and many others, altogether some seventy dogs. Most

I
the animals belong to Alexandra, but Albert Edward has a
iod lot of his own. An inscription over the entrance to the

panels furnishes a key to the feelings of Their Royal
lighnesses toward the intelligent and kindly dumb beasts that

habit them, 'Love me, love my dog.'
"

Humberstone Bristles, who captured open and winners'
classes, for wire-haired fox terriers at the Westminster Kennel
Club show, has been sold by George Raper to G. M. Carnochan,
who judged the fox terriers, for $1,200. Raper has bought on
private terms from G. H. Gooderham, of Toronto, the smooth
fox terrier Norfolk Trueman, placed third in the limit class to
his own dog, Rowton Besom, and Norfolk Mainstay. Norfolk
Trueman will be taken to England after the Pittsburg show the
first week in March.

*
A. Grayson, a colored coachman for a private family in

New York, has sold the rough St. Bernard puppy. Colonel
Shelby, winner of the first prize in its class over Frank J.

Gould's Lyndhurst Choice, and eight other dogs, to the Cedar
Kennels for a long price. The new owners resold the dog to

Louis Rosenstein, of the Hotel Marlborough, for $1,00. This
is said to be the record price for a St. Bernard puppy.

*
Wanted—A General Purpose Dog.

We have been been favored with a communication from
away up in the wilds of Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., which speaks
for itself. If any of our readers has such an animal to trade or

dispose of, kindly inform the conductor of this department

:

"I am in want of Hound Dog that will run Fox Lynx &
Wild Cat Bark up a tree in a Log and Hole in the ground and
-will stay on a Fox all day and not loose trail

;
quite long Legs

as the snow is deep up here, I will trade an English Setter for

such a Dog this setter is a first Class Dog broke fine 3 years old

very staunch on Point great scent a first class all round Dog
Please send me Catalogue Descriptions & your Prices by early

mail."

How to Build a Trapper's Camp.
By the late Frank H Risteen.

It is a rough and ready camp I build. I put down two
posts in the ground about 6 or 8 inches in diameter, sharpening

off the tops to a flat point. I lay a couple of logs six feet back

of them and one log on each side. I put on a rafter dovetailed

on to the top of those posts running up about two feet beyond
them and resting on the logs behind. These I spike down if I

have spikes, or pin down if I have not. I then lay four ribs

across from one rafter to the other and they would be the

better for spiking down or fastening in some way. Then you
can suit yourself as to covering. Birch bark is preferable to

spruce, as the latter lasts a very short time, and is dirtier.

Little strips of cedar or fir about six inches apart are placed

over the ribs to support the bark. If you use shingles, instead

of bark, you put the shingles right on to the ribs. Then I put

a frame up in front about 11 feet from the back of the camp".

That is simply two posts and a ridge pole. I spike a piece from

them up to the top of the other rafters, making a peak to the

roof; then board in with splits- -fir, cedar or spruce—on the

front and two sides, standing the splits on their ends. The

reason for standing them on their ends is that the camp is not so

likely to smoke, because the current of air has a tendency to

follow the grain of the wood. I have noticed that when the

cracks run up the air coming in carries up the smoke, while if

the cracks are horizontal they stop the smoke at every step. In

wet weather, of course, the rain more readily reaches the

ground where the grain is vertical. This is an ordinarj^ trap-

ping camp which I build about 10 or 12 feet square. I have

one of them located about every 6 or 8 miles along my trapping

lines.
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Ovis Fannini.

Within the past twenty years the wild sheep of North

America have been studied in detail by competent authorities,

and as a result several species have been discovered. The

earliest known to civilized explorers was the typical Ovis

montana, which is well distributed in the mountain ranges of

Wyoming, Montana, Idaho and Southern British Columbia. In

1884, A. W. Nelson discovered a pure white mountain sheep

from the Sea Alps of Alaska and Northern British Columbia, it

was christened Ovis dalli, in honor of Professor Dall, of

Washington, D.C. In 1896, two additional species were

described, one Nelson's mountain sheep, Ovis nelsoni, from

Southern California ; the second, Ovis stonei, found in the

Cassiar Mountains of Northern British Columbia by A. J.

Stone—^and now a new one has been discovered by Henry W.
Brown in the Yukon country.

Ovis fannini, named in honor of John Fannin, the famous

naturalist, whose devotion to his work has been of such

inestimable value to British Columbia and the Dominion, differs

very decidedly from any of the other sheep, and is perhaps the

most handsome and striking of any of the American species. It

is heavier than the ordinary mountain sheep, is grey in color

with a darker " saddle," and presents important modifications

in skull formation.

The discoverer has furnished the following description of

the animal's habitat

:

" From the summits of the low mountains about Dawson,

on the east side of the Yukon, can be distinctly seen, about fifty

to seventy-five miles to the eastward, a beautiful, long, rugged

snow-capped mountain range, extending in a northerly and

southerly direction away beyond the view, known as the Rocky

Mountains. The two main branches of the Klondike river

head in those snowy mountains, in a southeasterly direction

from Dawson, and I understand it is there the mountain sheep

are found by the hunters. As to how numerous they are I do

not know, but presume they are quite plentiful, as I have seen

several sled loads of the frozen carcass brought in by hunters to

sell to the Dawson markets. There are two species, one being all

white, the other, such as the specimen you saw, is white with

grey saddle-back. The white species, so far as I saw, are a

little the smallest.

"Mr. Warburton Pike, the Arctic explorer, informed me
that on his journey down the Yukon, a short distance below

Dawson, he heard of a ' pie-bald ' mountain sheep, but was

unable to procure a specimen. It is highly probable that Ovis

fannini will be found distributed throughout a considerable

extent of the rugged mountain ranges, which quite surround

Dawson City north of the Yukon."

The statement was made by a prominent member of the

Anglers' Association of the St. Lawrence River, at the recent

meeting of the N. A. F. and G. A., that no less than ten millions

of dollars have been expended on the Thousand Islands in

buildings, etc., for the accommodation of visiting sportsmen.

*

Mr. N. E. Cormier, Provincial Game Warden of East

Aylmer, P.Q., is wonderfully successful in keeping wild

animals in captivity. The spacious grounds surrounding his

residence are devoted to many of the more interesting Canadian

mammals. Quite recently he lost a fine and very gentle cow

moose, as a result of rough handling in transit by rail ; but

even better worth seeing are the three bears now sleeping their

long, sound winter's sleep beneath his study windows. Mr.

Cormier's pet beaver are well known throughout the Province.
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Sportsman's Paradise
These rivers and lakes are all well stocked with salmon and trout, from
four to eight pounds, and with various other kinds of fish.

MOOSE, CARIBOU AND RED DEER.—Splendid shooting almost everjr-

where throughout the territory of the Province of Quebec, especially in

the Ottawa and Pontiac Districts, in Gaspesia and Beauce, the Metapedia
Valley, the Temiscamingue Region, the Eastern Townships, the North
of Montreal, the Kippewa and the Lake St. John Distirict.

Game abounds in the Forests and on the Beaches.
Hunting territories from 10 to 400 square miles, at $1 .00 per square mile
and upwards, can be leased, on which the lessee has the exclusive right

of hunting.

THE LAURENTIDES NATIONAL PARK alone contains hundreds of the
most picturesque lakes, teeming with fish, and plenty of moose, caribou
and bear ; black, silver and red fox, otter, martin, lynx, mink, fisher are

also abundant.

FEATHERED GAME.—Canadian goose, duck, woodcock, snipe, partridge
plover, etc., are in great number in almost every part of the province

HUNTING AND FISHING PERMITS can be obtained from the Depart-
ment of Lands, Forests and Fisheries and from the Game-wardens all

over the province.

Hunting Territories Can be leased by applying to

THE COMMISSIONER OF
LANDS, FORESTS AND FISHERIES, QUEBEC

TO LET

Rivers, Lakes

and Hunting

Territories « «

Hunting permits, fee : $25.00.

Fishing permits, fee: $ J 0,00.

THE HERALD JOB DEPARTMENT MONTREAL. P.Q
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HAS MANUFACTURED

SPORTING GUN POWDER
Since 1865, as a result you have

"CARIBOU" made from best materials, perfectly

put together. " DUCKING " hard pressed,

slow burning, keeps well under all conditions.
" SNAP SHOT " high velocity, moist residium

Cheap. The powder for every day use.

ENGLISHMEN SAY
Powder can be bought in Canada as good as ever

put in a gun. It has a positive advantage over
home make, the dirt is soft.—J. J. W in London
Field.

AMERICANS SAY
The finer English or American Powder and Cana-
dian " Caribou," I am quite familiar with. They
give so little recoil that one may shoot all day
without bruised sheulder or headache — Forest

and Stream.

CANADIANS ABROAD SAY
Can you send over some Trap ? I don't mean to

flatter but it is ahead of anything we get here.

—

A. W. W., Batavia, N. Y.

The Balmoral Hotel
MONTREAL

Offers special inducements to Tourists and
Strangers visiting the city. Rooms large, airy
and comfortable. F'itted with all modern con-
veniences. Very central, being within easy dis-

tance of railwav depots, steamer landings, &c.
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and comfortable in the Dominion. The
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A SWAN VALLEY DEER HUNT IN 1900.

By A. Heneage Finch

"By the great horn spoon ! I'll have him yet !
" and he

jJiped up and flattened his nose against the half-cleaned old

negative which covered a hole about six inches square on

southern side of our "seven-by-nine." "I'll have him
!
" " Have what?" says I, as with difficulty I recalled my

njtid from the jungle, where I had been with " Mowgli,"

1 ening to the chattering of the " Banderlog." "There's

a)tlier! and another!! Deer or wolves for sure!" and I

j Liped. " No, no, only snow flakes." And with " his eye in

a no frenzy rolling," he punched together the embers of our

(3 laying fire, a performance sadly needed to keep out the cold,

f our "shack" liad been built of green cottonwood lumber,

a.1 during the past summer it had shrunk so badly that now
t; cracks nearly overlapped, and the four boards originally on

tidoor had shrunk to two and a good-sized sliver. The roof

\s sodded, and during the past four or five days and nights it

hi rained almost incessantly. But a couple of pieces of old

t it cloth protected the stove and bed from the muddy streams.

I w the wind had veered round to the north-east and was

fitly blowing across Lake Winnipegosis, and the temperature

Id fallen nearly to the freezing point ; the rain had ceased,

the welcome snow was falling in large feathery flakes.

n the Duck Mountains, some three miles to the south, were

icured by falling snow and evening's gloom, and the sodden

und was steadily whitening.

My chum, who had but lately come from the " Ould Sod,"

s very anxious to secure a pair of antlers before returning to

ng out his bride to share in the pleasures, toils and profits of

new prairie home. He had bought a half section of railway

d, had built a substantial house and stable, and had some
ty acres ready for crop, and was now stopping with me for

npany till the sailing of his ship from Montreal, and he had
t two days longer to remain.

For the past two weeks, since our short game season had
ned, he had patiently

—

patiently, did I say? well, let it pass

fcanned the heavens, and on five days had roamed the " hog's

Ick " and adjoining scrub, where " mule deer" tracks, paths

!d beds were in abundant evidence. It was an ideal hunting

3und, the billowy foothills of the " Ducks," whose top and
le are covered with heavy spruce, and down whose northern

fle flowed three beautiful spring rivulets, gave shelter and
pd for large numbers of moose, elk and mule deer, or

Jumpers," as they are locally called. The "coulees" were
nally filled with a dense growth of willow, poplar and alder,

and their tops and sides covered with birch, hazel and a tangled

mass of peas, vetches and convolvolus.

Hastily pulling back the bed covers, he secured from

among the fragrant marsh hay which formed our couch, his

carefully wrapped old Snider. Many sportsmen with their

"30-30's" and "Lee straight pull's" had laughed at his

"antiquated cannon," so he usually did not keep it on

exhibition. But woe betide the luckless wolf, fox, or prairie

chicken that came within its range. The barrel within was

polished like a razor blade, and the coarse military sight was

removed and replaced by a home-made peep sight fastened on

by the tang screw. Since his coming our larder had never

lacked a full supply of prairie chickens. Twenty-six shots

bagged twenty-six birds, every one neatly beheaded by this

deadly "cannon."

Everything was put in readiness for the coming sport. We
retired, but not to sleep, our Hibernian was too excited, so

opening our stove door—we were out of oil—which was perforce

close to our "bunk," and piling in fresh wood, I read aloud

from the " Jungle Book." About midnight I was startled by a

deep sullen roar, which shook the jungle and made my hair

rise. I listened and trembled. Again, close to my very ear,

came that blood-curdling rending of the midnight gloom. The

book dropped from my nerveless grasp and I awoke. My
friend had succumbed to Morpheus and had given a couple of

preliminary snores, which augured several hours peaceful

slumber for him. He is possessed of—or by—the most terrible

snore I ever heard. The nearest home-made approach to it I

ever heard was for two boys to see-saw a heavy logging chain

back and forth over a large box stove. Long before daylight

his " war pipe " assumed a more musical jingle. The change

again awakes me, and my chum at the same time leaps from

the bed and starts to build the fire. The faithful alarm clock

had aroused us both. Protruding our heads throug^li one of the

crevices in the door, we see the ground covered with about six

inches of the beautiful. Hastily eating our bachelor breakfast,

we wait for daylight and the coming sport.

Arrayed in Prince Albert coat, corduroy pants, seal skin

cap, No. 14 moccasins on No. 8 feet, pants tied 'round ankle

with binder twine, waist circled with canvas belt holding 24

Snider cartridges, at side a sheathless carving knife, at back a

well-sharpened lathing hatchet, on shoulder his trusty Snider,

eyes afire and cheeks aglow, my friend presents a unique

figure. Oh, for my faithful kodak ! Thus arrayed we sally

forth, I to act as guide, look on and enjoy the sport. Moving

eastward across some plowed ground, we enter the "scrub,"

which was here very thin and open, well grown with grass and
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vetches. We had not gone a quarter of a mile till we found

the trail of a number of deer going mountainward. Silently

stalking we follow on, frequently climbing a fallen log to view

the surroundings. Up, up, we go ; crossing gullies, climbing

hills, under logs, through brush, on we creep. Round the

" hog's back," through the tall poplars we go and approach a

large depression filled with fallen timber. Stealthily keeping

out and climbing onto a log about six feet from the

ground, I spy our band of seven beautiful mule deer quietly

feeding about seven hundred j'ards away on the opposite slope.

Beckoning my chum and enjoining silence, I showed them to

him, and in pantomine directed him to " stalk " while I held

their attention. The wind was in our favor, so, giving a sharp

whistle, every head is raised and I gently wave my handkerchief

and they all stand and stare—one magnificent aged buck, one

"spikehorn," two does and three fawns. Steadily waving, I

watch the deer with one eye and my chum with the other.

Through the snow he creeps, under logs, around roots, silent

and stealthy as a cat, till within about one hundred and twenty

yards and somewhat off to the right. Gently he rises to his

full height. Raising his hand to stay my waving, he breaks a

twig. The patriarch turns his stately head. Instantly the

rifle rises to shoulder and belches forth, and the deer drops in

his tracks. I was not prepared for what followed. It was not

on the programme. Letting a blood-curdling war whoop,

grasping his cap in one hand and his trusty rifle in the other,

he performed a series of startling evolutions, and, to me,

incoherent shoutings. Hastily descending and running to him
he redoubled his exertions, tossing his cap and rifle in the air

and catching them as they fell, and shouting; "Be jabers,

I've got him ! I towld yez I would ! Won't Shela, mavourneen,

be proud of me now ! And it's a proud boy I am meself this

day." And well he might be proud. It was a "stag of ten"

with a perfect head. The bullet had pierced its brain. A shot

to be proud of, too.

It was now nearly noon, so we returned to the "shack,"

ate a hasty lunch, got Tom, my best ox, and by six o'clock we
had him home. He weighed without horn and hide just 215

lbs. There was not time to prepare the head for mounting, so

we just removed a portion of the skull with the antlers. Next
morning early, taking Tom and the "stone boat" we started

with my friend's valise and prize for Minitonas, where we
were just in time to catch the outgoing train. I feasted for

months on venison stew, and the skin now forms a nice soft

winter mat beneath my feet as I write. A letter just received,

bearing an Irish post-mark, contains an invitation to my
friend's wedding, and asks me to meet him and his bride at

Minitonas on March the 17th—Saint Patrick's Day in the

morning.

REVERIES OF AN ANQLER.
By Welfor W. Beaton.

The sun seems to have rested on the glistening mountain
top, fleecy banks of clouds lazily make their way between the

peaks, the rugged crest that holds the sun heliographs its com-
panions of the cloud-land messages of brightness, the blue lake

lies without a ripple at the feet of the white and majestic moun-
tains, a few snow flakes come wandering aimlessly down from

the house tops, and damp spots on the sidewalks tell of a

coming spring. It comes early here on Lake Kootenay. On the

first of March last year we commenced a very pleasant season's

yachting. It was quite warm and did not grow cold again

until nearly November. But they say it was an exceptional

summer, so, you see, we have—like every other country oi

earth—exceptional weather, and as yet I have seen none of tli.

other variety. But anyway it won't be long now until tli'

boat houses again open and the lake becomes a pleasant resort

until the mouths of streams that come tumbling down hundred
of feet of rocky mountain sides yield up their one, two anc

three pound trout that make as pretty a fight as ono wouli

wii^h to enjoy. In a few more weeks the lake shore will seiK

its little fleet of craft out to the fishing ground, but a stone'

throw away, and there a score of anglers will whip th.

glorious Kootenay lake for the next morning's breakfast

Sometimes they take anything—I saw a man on a boat las

year catch a three pounder with a strawberry—and other time

they are quite particular, and then you have to tie your fly ti

fool the wily speckled bundles of nerves into thinking tlia

the grub which falls so gently to the surface of the lake is bu

one of the hundreds upon which they have been feeding o

late. But you can generally get your breakfast.

And so it will soon be time to go at it again. It seems siicl

a short time since I put my rods away and since the Iris)

terrier puppy knocked down the net in such a way as to co^e

himself. Oh ! Poor net. Many a beauty flopped about ii

your enfolding embrace and many a one would have gone bad

to fishdom to tell strange tales of flies that kill but for thee

However, you were not made to catch Irish terriers as you

first cousin was made to catch butterflies. It might have beei

all right had riot the Irish terrier objected. But the rods ar

safe, and early in his career that same puppy learned to avoii

the fly book as he would poison. There is the small five ounc

flyrod, and also the 16 foot, 20 ounce salmon rod with a doubl

grip that requires all your hands to master. There is a shor

trunk rod, and one for the three or four pounders, to sa;

nothing of innumerable broken joints and tips, superannuate(

reels and reels still in commission, and the musty basket, ani

the trolls and the old lines, and also that coat which wi!

certainly cause a breach in the family if ever I don it again

Alas, old coat, we must beware of breeches in the familj

especially when the wearing of them is still a matter o

dispute.

And here is that last reel I got, got for a purpose, and the pui

pose was accomplished. Come here Rod. Do you remembe

that you were with me in the boat that day ? You chewed tii

corner out of the basket while I was aimlessly rowing abou

and the hairs on your back stood up so straight when I haulei

the monster over the side that I was afraid to touch them fo

fear of pricking myself. And how you did bark while the figli

was on. You enjoyed it as much as I did, but I believe yo

ruined the net that night because I used the gaff. You neve

did like the gaff, that is since you set about examining it abou

the same time as you became enamoured of the fly book. Bu

you are a good angler now, and no longer a puppy, and in a fe\

weeks we will be at it again.

You remember when the reel arrived, the Hendryx silve

rubber, double multiplying tarpon reel. I believe that was t\v

way the catalogue described it. Anyway it carried tW(

hundred yards of line, and when it was attached to that salnioi

rod it looked big enough to catch a whale—and we did catch ;

whale, didn't we? The look you gave me after I lost my thin

or fourth big one on account of small tackle settled the matte

and I decided to get the biggest I could. How hopeless I wai

when that great big fellow caught that poor little minnow an(

I tried to keep a tight line on him with that wretched littk

reel. How the line sung as he pulled it taut when he leapt

clear of the water, how he stirred up the lake as he flappec
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Jut, and how feebly that poor little reel sung as he sank like

a irpedo and then came rushing towards us, making the line

wilack that we lost him. Did you overhear me say something

,vere you too excited ? Wasn't it you that first drew atten-

tji to the fact that the line had run through my fingers and

c me to the bone ? I believe it was. And you remember the

er one, when we were rowing along the face of the high

r(ks where we expected only to get the little fellows and I was

paving lip to cast when—whirr ! an angry blast against the

d nt' sun, a furious lashing of the deep waters and away went

0' victim, helter skelter towards Kaslo. Some place the line

h.kc and as the little hooks bothered him he came to the

commotion. Good Lord, what a commotion ! About two
hundred feet of line was out. Just as I secured the rod and
slightly tamed the wild song of the reel there was a splash and
a mighty trout rose four feet from the surface of the lake.

Cubong ! went the line and the water from it formed a long thin
cloud from the boat to where the monarch of the deep left his

native haunt. Then there was a rush. I applied the brake and
kept all the bend of the rod against him, but two hundred more
feet of line went out before he thought that he was having a
pretty tough time. I commenced to reel in and coaxed him
closer to me. He darted from side to side, twice he rose

majestically and I could hear the spoon rattling as he did his

face, and as far as we could see in the twilight he kept his

jurse, and after that we followed him by the faint splash that

jme to us across the waters—waters that are so still with the

Bering mountains on all sides of them. And you whined

l\ licked my hand. You were just beginning then to

irn how to kill fish, and what an enthusiastic angler you

came. Will you ever forget that last day when I nearly

ared you to death ?

I

Armed with all that great big tackle we pulled out from the

|>at house. We had realized that to catch the big ones we

|3uld simply have to troll. We had cast until our arms were

ted and then took to trolling. A person could have hailed us

'111 our room in the Kaslo Hotel—when there was a mighty

best to shake it loose. But the line was ever taut, and I had

him well in hand. Closer and closer he came. He was resting

for another bold stroke and 1 watched for it. I had him within

one hundred feet when away he went again, straight from me

at the speed of the Imperial Limited. I was easy on the brake

for a while and let him have lots of line. Again I controlled

him and commenced to wind. I knew he had his side towards

me for he pulled like a demon. Then he gave a jump. Good

heavens, how he startled me ! Right towards me the jump was

and almost quick enough. But not quite, for there was only

the faintest suspicion of a loose line and not enough for his

purpose. He seemed to be good and tired then and let me pull

him in, but how stubborn he wa^ and what hard work he gave
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me. The end of the rod, pressed against my ribs, was making

itself felt and my left wrist ached a bit. Slowly I worked the

reel, having to drop it now and then to grasp the grip with

both hands as our fish showed some sign of life. But it was

as sure as it was slow, and the reel gradually filled up. He was

scarcely twenty feet away and I had him at the surface. Now
I'll swear he took fright at you, standing with your fore paws
on the gun'U of the boat, your ugly little yellow ears striking

straight up and that apology of a tail nervously wagging as it,

is now. Anyway he bolted, and you barked and my foot

slipped and the whole affair nearly upset. What excitement,

but what sport, what supreme joy to be holding that rod and

to feel that fellow going down, down, down until I had played

out over a hundred feet of line. We had seen him at close range

then and knew he was a big one. Down in the depths he lay

like a log, but our tackle was too much for him and again he

approached us, with various little side trips, of course, but

closer, ever closer, until my tired arms rebelled most furiously

but I won the final struggle with the gaff and over the side he

came. You wouldn't go near him, for he was slightly out of

your class, weighing twenty-one pounds and measuring thirty-

six inches. You will hear some people call them land-locked

salmon and all sorts of things, but don't believe them. They
are some gigantic member of the trout family and can fight like

the devil.

Then I went away, leaving you a luxurious boarder at the

Kaslo Hotel and when I returned there was somebody else to

pay allegiance to. A few weeks hence when you hear me say

some^bright Sunday morning that I have to visit the mine, don't

believe me. Just sneak out of the back door and meet me at

the boat house. We are no longer our own bosses, old fellow,

but we'll catch a good many of those big ones yet. And if those

poor benighted people down east had any idea of the sport they

can enjoy right here in Kaslo they would flock here, wouldn't

they? Fancy fishing a stone's throw from such an hotel and
catching such beauties. But I mustn't forget to store my tackle

at the boat house. I'll keep it there this summer. And you
will excuse me, won't you old boy, if sometimes—on week
days—I have someone in the boat who will occasionally

scream ?

*

THE HABITS OF RUFFED GROUSE.
R H. Brown.

The house in which I live is on its own ground and situated

some 200 or 300 yards from the public road. There are several

acres of spruce and hardwood trees close to our garden, and
other detached groves and thickets a few hundred yards away.

For years an occasional partridge (Ruffed Grouse) has
visited our garden during the winter to feed upon the berries

of a barberry hedge which makes one boundary of the garden

and of a hawthorn hedge which bounds another side.

During a hard winter some 8 years ago, two partridges

came daily, or rather just at sundown to feed ; and, when they
had after a week or two, consumed most of the berries, and
began to come on the ground beneath to eat the berries which
they had dropped, I began to scatter some oats for them under
the hedge on the snow. They took to this food with evident

pleasure. I renewed the supply of oats daily, and as one end
of the barberry hedge touches the bow window of the drawing-
room, I at last, by putting the oats nearer to the house, gradually

brought them to within twelve feet of the window. The birls

disappeared in April when the snow had gone, but next winter

about the middle qf Degember, three or four partridge came.

This has now gone on for eight years or more. One winter six

partridges appeared, another winter five came, and one year

there were eight of them. This winter two came about the end
of November, after a couple of weeks had elapsed another bird

joined them, and so on until now there are six.

They come in swiftly like ghosts, one after the other, just

after sundown and feed for ten or fifteen minutes, then run

along under the hedge to the edge of the grove and fly up into

the tall trees for the night. Sometimes they walk fearlessly

across the open garden and along by the side of the conservatory,

built as a leanto on the house ; and when snow is deep they

seem to look longingly at the green things within. Half an

hour before sunrise they fly down from the trees and visit the

oats again, then fly off and return again at evening as before.

Of course no one attempts to frighten them.
I have a couple of dogs who know all about game and are

good for flushing partridges away from home, but we have

pursuaded them to let these birds alone For the last two or

three years the partridges continue their daily visits here until

the first of May, when they go off to the wilder woods to make
nests, 1 presume, and raise their young. There are lots of men
rudboys with guns who doubtless slay many of our visitors and

their progeny in the autumn ; were it not so we should by thin

time have a large flock, or covey, to feed.

We have tried in vain to get a good photograph of these

birds, but their coming at sundown prevents one taking an

instantaneous picture, and their incessant motion while feeding

prohibits a time exposure. I had a pane of glass removed from

the conservatory, and a board with a hole for the camera

placed in its stead. We have wasted many films and plates ii

vain. I enclose three of the prints, none of which are satis

factory. In one you will notice the bodies of two birds, but

their heads, which were rapidly working up and down while

feeding, failed to take. In the distance you will observe the

shadows of two others which were hurrying about, but must

have stood still for the fraction of a second, the nearest birds

were fifteen feet from the camera. A year or so ago I got a

professional photographer with his camera and apparatus tc

attempt a picture or two but he met with no better saccesf:

than we ourselves had done.

The fact that such wild birds as ruffed grouse should for sc

many years be coming to this place, situated within a mile of 2

town of 3,000 inhabitants, seems remarkable enough to hi

worth recording, and I would be glad to learn of any of youi

readers knowing anything of a similar kind.

To Smoke Fish.

Split down the back, clean and scale. Place in the shade

for 36 hours, covered with a mixture of three parts salt to one

part brown sugar. Next, hang in a smoke house made ol

bark, in which a fire of cedar chips smoullers. Twenty-fom

to thirty-six hours of this treatment should suflice. Salmon

and trout thus treated make admirable breakfast dishes.

Before use they must be soaked over night, then grilled.

Salmon will fall to pieces if too fat. August is early enough to

begin smoking them.

*

At Harrisburg, Pa., recently, Mr. Savage, of Philadelphia

introduced in the House a bill appropriating $60,000 for the

protection and propagation of fish and for the purchase of a

site for the establishment of a fish hatchery and the erection

of suitable buildings.
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FORESTRY

ioii ami (inn " is tlie otUeial organ of the Canadian Forestrv Association
The Editor will welcome contributions on topics relating to Forestrv.

J^diior—E. Stewart, Chief Inspector of Forestry for the Dominion and
Secretary Canadian Forestry Association, Ottawa, Ont.

Sub-Editor—K. H. Campbell, Treasurer and Asst. Secretary Canadian
Forestry Association, Ottawa, Ont.

BOOND ANNUAL MEETINa OP THE CANA-
DIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION.

The Second Annual Meeting of the Canadian Forestry

^sociation convened at 10 a.m. on the 7th March, in the

lilway Committee Room of the House of Commons. In the

)sence of the President, His Honor Sir Henry ,Toly de
itbiniere, the cliair was taken by the Vice-President, Mr.

illiain Little. Among those present were also Mr. John
rlram, Mr. Jolm Waldie, Hon. J. B. Snowball, Hon. Wm.
err, Hon. T. A. Bernier, Prof. W. L. Goodwin, Mr. J. C.

ingelier, 3Ir. J. B. Mc Williams, Dr. Wm. Saunders, Professor

acoun, Hon. J. V. Ellis, Dr. Jas. Fletcher, Dr. C. H. Schenck
Jaltimore, N.C. ), Mr. Geo. Johnson, Mr. Thos. Southworth,

J. M. Macoun, Mr. Wm. Pearce, Dr. Christie, M.P., Mr.
irman M. Ross, Mr. T. S. Young, Mr. Aulay Morrison, M.P.,

D. C Cameron, Mr. J. A. Gemmill, Mr. Hiram Robinson,

W. T. Macoun, Mr. F. G. Todd, Mr. W. N. Hutt. Mr. A C.

impbell.

The report of the Board of Directors showed that there was
membership of 244 in the Association, and that there was a

lance of $246.50 standing to its credit.

The main matters of interest during the past year in connec-

)n with forestry have been the formation of a Provincial

)restry Association in British Columbia, the meeting held in

route and Kingston and the various meetings held by Mr.

ewart in the West, resulting in the formation of local circles

the Association at Winnipeg, Virden, Brandon and Crystal

ty. In Manitoba all the lands north of Township 38, and
«t of Lake Winnipegosis, have been reserved from settlement

it is well timbered and known to be largely unfit for settle.

nt, and the Ontario Government has set apart a reserve of

er one million acres surrounding Lake Temagami. The
ntinuation of the work so ably begun by the Ontario

restry Commission in its investigation of the management
the pine forests, the study of the spruce in view of it3 value

jthepulp industry and the encouragement of tree planting,

specially on the Western plains, were urged as matters to

pich the Association should give special attention. The
ptection of the forests from fire is, however, the one

iportant and immediate duty.

The Chairman, after referring in feeling terms to the death
f our beloved Queen and re;j;retting the absence of the

iBsident, who would have expressed in most fitting terms the
-' sorrow so universally felt by not only all her loving

-, but by all in every land where truth and virtue are

u L'steem, asked that a committee should he appointed

Idraft a suitable address of condolence to the Royal Family
rpressing our deep sense of their bereavement and coupling

ith a resolution of welcome and congratulation to

\v Sovereign, King Edward VII., on his accession to

I i 1 rone.

In accordance with the Vice-President's suggestion a reso-
lution on these lines was adopted. A resolution expressing
congratulations to the President on his ai^pointment to the
Lieutenant-Governorship of British Columbia was also passed
and thanks were expressed to the press and the railway
companies.

" Forestry in British Columbia," was the subject of a paper
by Mr. J. B. Anderson, Deputy Minister of Agriculture for that
province. The forests of British Columbia are of great extent
and immense value. The most important tree is the Douglas
Fir, Pseudotsuga douglasii, which extends practically over the
whole of the province, except Queen Charlotte Island, up to an
altitude of 6,000 feet. On the coast this tree frequently
surpasses eight feet in diameter, and reaches a height of 200 to

300 feet, forming prodigious and dark forests. As much as

508,000 feet of good lumber have been cut off one acre in the
Comox district. The other important timber trees are Red
Cedar, Spruce, Yellow Cedar, Hemlock, Western White or
Balsam Fir. Western White Pine, Western Yellow Pine or Bull
Pine, Scrub Pine, Black Pine, Larch or Western Tamarack.

The principal deciduous trees are the Maple, the Broad
Leaved species being a magnificent tree which frequently

attains a diameter of three or four feet and has been known to

cover an area eighty feet in diameter, the Alder, the Poplar,

the Oak, the Birch, the Arbutus, the Dogwood, the Buckthorn,
the Crab.

The average cut of lumber is easily 50,000 feet per acre.

The acreage in the timber limits occupied, according to the

figures of 1893, was 400,000, and at an average of 30,000 feet to

the acre, this would give 12,000,000,000 feet. At an average

yearly cut of 100,000,000 feet, the present limits would last 120

years. It is estimated that fire destroys fully fifty per cent, of

the timber. This would reduce the time to 60 years. If, as is

probable, the output is trebled, the time would be still further

reduced to 20 years. If one-third of the limits of the province

are taken up, the total area would be 1,200,000 acres, giving 60

years for cutting. Natural growth would increase the amount,

but fires will be a chief element of destruction. The appoint-

ment of Forest Rangers seems to be the only possible means of

controlling fire, but in an immense and undeveloped province

like British Columbia would be very expensive to operate.

A paper on " Forestry on Dominion Lands'" was read by
Mr. E. Stewart, Dominion Superintendent of Forestry. Mr.

Stewart pointed out that the area of land controlled by the

Dominion is about three times the total area of the older

provinces and comprises a large area of wooded country as well

as the barren land of the north and the prairie region. The

most important tree in the forest districts is the Spruce.

The first step taken by the Forestry Branch was the

organization of a fire protection service. Forest fire rangers are

selected from men residing in or near the district where they

are to be employed. They are under the direction of some

permanent officer in the land agency, and when this officer

considers their services are required he notifies them to

commence work, furnishes them with a copy of the Fire Act, a

copy of general instructions and notices for posting up warning

the public against the careless use of fire. By this system the

ranger is employed only when his services are considered

necessary, and in case it is very wet he may not be employed

during the whole season.

The other special line of work, which is being arranged for,

is tree planting on the plains. Efforts have been made in the

past by the Government to encourage tree planting, but not

much success has been achieved owing (1) to bnd planting;
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(2) to trees being planted in land not sufficiently prepared
; (3)

to lack of cultivation. The system now proposed for dealing

with the matter is to supply seed and cuttings to the settlers, as

far as possible, and to give Government supervision in tree

planting and cultivation. The supervisor will examine the

land and furnish a sketch to the settler showing the best

position for wood lot or shelter belts, with directions as to the

proper trees to be set out and the best methods of doing so. An
agreement to this effect will be made between those applying

to take advantage of the proposal and the Government.

The plan outlined by Mr. Stewart was discussed and

commented on very favorably. Hon. T. A. Bernier, who is a

resident of Manitoba, considered it a very important step

forward in the interests of the settlers in the West.

Mr. William Pearce read a pliper which had been prepared

by Mrs. Zina Y. Card, of Cardston, Alberta, on "Forestry on

the Prairies.
'

' Mrs. Card has had experience with tree planting

in Utah and pointed out that in that State, where every city,

town and village is a wilderness of trees, it is not difficult to

produce them, for the irrigation canals which are so generally

constructed supply the necessary moisture to make the task an

easy one. At Cardston the native trees have been found most

successful, and no trouble has been experienced in transplanting

in the lower locations, if the necessary moisture is given at the

proper time. The conclusions reached are in the main those of

Mr. Wm. Pearce, that native trees should be planted first and

should be obtained from a place where the conditions as to

exposure, wind, elevation, etc., are as nearly as possible the

same. Evergreens have not so far been found successful, but

the Manitoba Maple has succeeded when hedged and also the

Black Willow and Basket Willow to a limited extent.

Mrs. Card suggests that the establishment of a tree farm on

a small scale in the district would be of great advantage in

advancing the work of tree planting there, and also mentions

the opinion of some of the members of the Association that an
agricultural magazine would fill the requirements of their

district better than the present official organ.

The largest membership of any district next to Ontario, is

in Alberta, and this is due to the exertions of the Vice-President

Mr. Wm. Pearce, aided by Mrs. Card, who has been influential

in securing a large number of members for the Forestry

Association in Southern Alberta.

In the afternoon a paper on "Timber Lands in New
Brunswick owned by the Crown," by Mr. W. P. Fiewelling.

Deputy Surveyor- General, was read. The Province of New
Brunswick contains an area of 17,500,000 acres, of which
7,500,000 acres, mostly timber lands, are still controlled by the

Government. About 6,000,000 acres are under license. For-

merly timber licenses were for one year, then three years, and
now twenty-five years. The greater length of tenure ensures a

more economic management of the forest. In order to prevent

indiscriminate cutting of spruce and pine the regulations

provide that no tree shall be cut which will not make a log ten

inches at the top eighteen feet up. In the present great demand
for pulp wood many private owners allow the cutting of spruce

down to four and five inches in diameter. Spruce grows rapidly

in New Brunswick. It has been known to grow from the

bud and make a merchantable log in thirty years.

Many large holders cut in strips of 1} to 1^ miles in width
and five or ten miles long, allowing a rotation of five to seven

years.

New Brunswick has suffered largely in the past from fires,

but stringent fire laws have been passed and fire wardens
are employed to travel through the forests in spring and
fall.

This was followed by a paper by Mr. John Bertram or
" The Economic Management of Pine Forests." While admit
ting that it was the most profitable for Southern Ontario gener
ally to devote her lands to agricultural purposes, attention wai

called to the fact that in many localities there were pieces o
land that could better be kept in timber.

But the great region where pine is most profitable is th(

Laurentian ridge running across the central portion of the Pro
vince. What policy should be pursued to obtain the bes

results with the least expenditure ?

The various types of forest were considered :

—

1st—Where White Pine is predominant, but well mixe(
with other woods. The management of such a forest woul(

not be difhcult, as the principal point to be aimed at would b
to keep out fire so that the pines would be allowed to reach

;

sufficient age to reseed the ground, and they would find thi

proper conditions for reproduction in the shade of the poplar

and white birch.

2nd—Where the forest is composed mainly of pit;e, bu
mixed with other conifers and a sprinkling of hardwoods
Large hemlock and spruce should be cut and marketed as sooi

as possible. No pine tree should be cut under twelve inches ii

diameter except for thinning. Care should be taken to preserv

the canopy of the forest, while at the same time admittiii]

enough sunlight for the growth of the seedlings. The practic

of using young pine for crossways, bridges or skidways, or evei

to put up buildings, should be prohibited, just as the cuttin]

down of all varieties not wanted should be encouraged.

3rd—Where the forest is composed mainly of hardwood
mixed with large pine trees. Except yellow birch, the hard

wood is seldom very valuable for lumber in the north and i

often too far from a railway to make cordwood. All pine tree

in an exposed situation, whence they would seed a large area

and all defective trees should be retained, while the hardwooi

is cleared sufficiently to permit the pine to grow.

4th—In the case of a forest, where the timber is all with!)

fifteen or twenty years of being the same age, it would b

necessar y to cut close, but only within certain defined areas-

leaving seed trees. The small trees could not stand against tli

wind if only the larger were cut.

5th—Where hemlock, spruce and balsam are the prevailiii,

species, mixed with hardwood and pine. Probably the bes

method would be to mark off an area, have a space clearer

round where fire could not go, cut all or a portion of the lai^

pine, all the hemlock and spruce of market value, and set fire t

the remainder on a favorable opportunity.

The most difficult question is the reforesting of the areji

which have been burnt over again and again. Young pin

standing in such districts should be guarded as a nucleus fo

future seed distribution, and, where none such exist, smal

patches suitably situated for the distribution of seed might b

selected and seeded. These would reproduce themselves. Th

pine bears seed at an age from 25 to 30 years and the seed ma
be distributed up to a mile or even more. The region to th,

north of Lake Superior is one where this effort shoul

particularly be made.

Mr. J. C. Langelier, Superintendent of Forest Eangera fo

Quebec, gave a paper on '

' The Pulp Industry in Relation t

;

our Forests." The increase in the value of the products of th!

pulp industry, as shown by the figures of the census of 189

compared with those of 1881, being from $63,300 to $1,057,81(

or 157 per cent., raised the question in many minds as t

whether this new industry was not destined in a short time t

ruin our spruce forests. Mr. Langelier wished to take up th

question as to whether these fears are well founded.
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By the census of 1891 the quantity of spruce consumed for

5
purposes in the four older provinces of the Dominion was

I 4(1,236,287 feet, incUiding 57,475,000 feet of pulp wood in

(lUr o, 65,599,500 feet in Quebec, 5,685,500 feet in New Bruns-

ck, 1,667,000 feet in Nova Scotia, or a total of 130,409,000

i't for all. Taking ten times this quantity as the extreme

I
nit of consumption, the sum of 1,304,000,000 feet would be

|,en, which would manufacture 1,500,000 tons of pulp. This

very nearly the total actual production of the United States,

ie country in all the world which manufactures the most

• Ip and paper. With this quantity of wood the four older

]0vince8 could supply home consumption, ship a couple of

indred thousand tons to the American paper manufacturers

id a million tons to Great Britain, France and other European

I untries. At an estimate of 5 000 feet of pulp wood to the

ire this would take the product of 260,818 acres.

The present area of the fo'rest maybe estimated at 219,259,-

!8 acres, so that the time required to exhaust the present

ipply would average about 1000 years.

But the other demands on the spruce forests would require

1,318,844,574 feet yearly, requiring the product of 2,264,342

J res, which would reduce the period ot exhaustion to 60 years

r Ontario, 173 for Quebec, 41 for New Brunswick, and 38 for

jva Scotia. It is a well known fact that where operations are

irried on in a wise and provident manner a spruce forest

news itself in fifteen or twenty years, so that the spruce

: -ests are practically inexhaustible, inasmuch as the needs for

ime consumption of the lumber trade and the pulp industry

1 3 below the capacity of production and reproduction of the

; rests.

The dangers to the forest are : first, fire; second, the abuses

immitted under pretext of colonization; third, wastefulness

i lumbering operations. An idea of the destruction by fire

;iy be obtained by the statement that the value of the timber

stroyed by this cause in the forests of Lake St. John, St.

aurice and the Ottawa could pay the whole debt of the

o\ince of Quebec and still leave several millions to spend in

vcloping its resources.

Under the pretext of colonization, lands which are only fit

r timber are taken up for agricultural purposes and the

nl)er is destroyed by wasteful methods of cutting and by

es started for the purpose of making clearings. Large areas

e thus taken up which do not yield enough for agricultural

irjwses to make it possible to exist upon them.

The revenue from 545,955 acres of land under cultivation

Quebec timber counties is $4,076,773, and at the permanent

eld of 2,500 feet of merchantable timber the revenue would

$6,824,440. Converted into pulp the result would be

3,439,695. The amount paid in wages for the manufacture

)uld be $6,960,920, which, at $1.25 perdiem would represent

,560 men, and 156,000 souls who would be supported. The

'ine of the farm produce from these lands would be $7.3C per

iiid of pulp would be $61.25 per acre. The danger from

i iug operations is the cutting of trees down to a small

ii.nter, as low as three inches, principally for export. This

-^tr.iys the forest and leaves no means for its reproduction.

A great advantage of the pulp industry is the fact that it

iiiiits of the use of a great deal of small and poor timber

-i-h was formerly altogether refuse matter, thus increasing

' ;it(xluctive value of the forests by twenty per cent.

Dr. James Fletcher, Dominion Entomologist, spoke on

JForest Insects." He said that in connection with horticulture

;e treatment of insects had become systematized. The insects

;ir destroy with their jaws are treated one way, and those

that suck the sap in another. In regard to the insects that

infest the forests, the treatment of trees once injured must be
decided upon quickly by the forester. Fire is one thing that

gives our entomologists work to do, as the insects attack fire-

killed timber immediately. Some bore in the bark and others

right into the wood. As it has been found that these beetles go
through their changes in one year, a forest burnt over in

August must be cut before the first winter. " Rossing" logs,

or the taking of a strip of bark off in order to admit air and
moisture under it, is a method adopted to prevent the workings
of the bark insects, also the covering of the logs with evergreens

as the beetles are sun-loving creatures. Di-. Fletcher exhibited

a number of specimens of the insects referred to, and also

showed a hickory axe handle which had been destroyed by
the powder post insect.

A paper by Dr. W. H. Muldrew, of Gravenhurst, Ontario,

on "Forest Botany in the Schools" was submitted. The
results which might be expected from a course in Natural

Science are (1) a marked strengthening of the faculty for

rational observation and comparison, with a corresponding

gain in the ability to draw logical conclusions
; (2) an organized

body of knowledge concerning some department of nature
; (3)

an interest in nature based on such knowledge and impelling

to continued observation and study. To obtain these objects

knowledge and interest must be interwoven. Dr. Muldrew's

conclusion is that the native trees present the best point of

interest for an introduction to the study of Elementary Botany.

As the floral organs of trees are usually inconspicuous, they are

often overlooked in the ordinary course of study, so that a

knowledge of the trees is not usually a conspicuous characteristic

in a botanical class. The leaf characters form the best

introduction.

If the rising generation is to be trained to think intelligently

about our forests, it must first be trained to know them. To

attain this object a practical knowledge of our native trees

should be required of teachers, and Forest Botany should be

taught informally in our public schools and formally as a part

of the science course in our high schools. A change in the

tendency of the study of science in the high schools is towards

the recognition of those topics that bear on the industrial life

of the people, and in such an arrangement Forest Botany would

be worthy of an honored place. The establishment of

Arboretums should be encouraged for their educational value,

as much as a collection of any other kind, while
.
their

advantages would be very great in other respects.

An interesting discussion on these papers was held.

Dr. C. A. Schenck, Principal of the School of Forestry and

Manager of the Vanderbilt forest at Beltmore, N.C., addressed

the meeting during the day and in the, evening delivered a

lecture in the Assembly Hall of the Normal School on

" Governmental and Private Forestry," the substance of which

is as follows :

—

"The lovers of the American forest have been labouring

over the forestry problem for a number of years. In the mean-

time, the owners of woodland have continued to solve the

problem in their own way by converting trees into ready

money. Only a few cases are on record, in which private

individuals have practiced conservative forestry—evidently

without knowing what they were doing.

Obviously as long as the gigantic trees of the primeval

forests cannot be approached, as long as the expense of trans-

porting the timber to the market surmounts the price obtainable

for it, the owner of the forests cannot actually practice forestry.

Later on, when tlie country has been opened up by railroads
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and navigation, the cost of marketing the trees is reduced and

stumpage begins to command a price. From that moment on,

it will pay to use the forest.

Obviously the virgin forest should not be preserved ; the

virgin forest is unproductive ; the annual production of woody
tissues is exactly offset by the annual death and decay of

timber. If such were not the case, our virgin woods would get

so dense in the course of the years, that neither deer nor man
could penetrate them

In the well-managed forest, the mature trees are removed,

and just that much timber is left on every acre as suflices to

fully digest sunshine, rain and air, the food of the forest.

Enthusiastic advocates of forestry have often deplored the

disappearance of the forests from the very land where they used

to grow most luxuriously. I refer to the rich land along the

river bottoms. To the cause of forestry, this enthusiasm has

done more harm than good. Mere commonsense prescribes the

rule that every acre of ground shall be devoted to that produc-

tion, under which it pays best. The most fertile land is justly

claimed by agriculture and pasture ; forestry must be properly

relegated to land unfit for field crops or to a rough climate where

wheat and corn are apt to fail.

In this country, the immigrant cannot possibly foretell

what forest land, being of a truly agricultural character, should

be cleared and used for farming, and what wooded tracts, under

the prevailing conditions of soil, climate and means of

communication, should be left to the production of timber.

Some paternal supervision, some amicable foresight must be

exercised by the government, and only such land—on the other

hand all such land—must be delivered to the plough, on which
farming pays better than a second growth of trees.

The question will be asked :
" Does forestry pay at all ?

"

Pointing to European or to Indian experience, the forestry

scholars used to prophesy, that large and rising returns can be
safely expected from forestry. To the unprejudiced observer it

seems strange that the American wood owner, the lumberman,
is far from sharing the scholars' opinion. The American
lumberman, standing in the foremost rank of successful

business men, proves by the very success of his business that in

this country—aside from exceptional conditions already cited

—

forest destruction pays better than forest preservation.

Forestry as an investment is unsafe as long as fires cannot
be prevented from destroying the forest. Where protection

from fire is absolutely assured, a second growth of trees, in my
opinion, cannot be prevented from developing.

Thus, if the people of this country care to engage in a
far-sighted policy, if the providential functions of government
relative to forestry are understood, let them furnish laws and a
salaried staff to enforce these laws by which forest fires are

prohibited. Then only we can expect private forestry to be
practised, because then only private forestry is a safe and
remunerative investment.

For the Dominion and the Provinces, in their capacity as

forest-owners, similar considerations hold good. Both are in

the lucky position of owning large and compact tracts, so that
the expense of protection, per acre of land, is greatly reduced.
Both have the power to enact laws suiting the task, with a view
of perpetuating the forest whilst using it. At the same time,

the interest of the commonwealth demands that no acre of

virgin forest shall be touched, unless the land is fit for

farming, or unless the forest, during and after lumbering, is

fully protected from fire.

Forestry means "the proper handling of forest invest-

ments." Forestry intends to transform unproductive woodland

into a capital yielding large revenue. The forestry investments

are cut down, on the one hand, by the removal of mature

timber, and are increased on the other hand, by creating a

system of floatable streams, of forest railroads and wagon
roads. By these means the farms and pasture grounds—
possibly the mines as well—scattered throughout the forest are *

made simultaneously accessible and more valuable.
,

If by regulating, by handling the forestal investments
'

properly, the manifold losses can be reduced which threaten

navigation, water supply, irrigation, agriculture, public health,

property destructible by floods, then every penny saved by

such handling and regulating is a penny legitimately earned

by forestry. In other words : the gross returns from forestry

practised by the commonwealth are not tangible goods only
;

the yield of the forest consists, to a large extent, of safety, of

assistance, of insurance furnished to the people and to their

industrial vocations.

The development of Canada's gigantic forest reserve must

necessarily be slow. When it is accomplished, after the lapse

of another century, Canada may supply the entire world with

timber. If in the year 1750 a prophet had dared to foretell the

actual happenings in German forestry, he would have been

laughed at by all intelligent people. At that time square

miles of forests could be bought at the price now fetched from

the sale of a single oak tree in it.

In Canada, if the population continues to increase, if the

facilities of transportation continue to be developed, the price

of pine stumpage, 80 years hence, might be $20 per thousand

feet b.m.—the price now prevailing in Germany and France.

If such are the prospects, Canada will be the richest country

on earth before the dawn of the next century, provided that

she continues to manage conservatively her forest resources
;

again, if such are the possibilities, we should at once proceed to

reforest every acre of ground unfit for the plough but fit for

timber production.

At the conclusion of the lecture a vote of tlianks to Dr.

Schenck was moved by Mr. Geo. Johnston and seconded by Dr.

Saunders. The Forestry Association are much indebted to Dr.

Schenck for his kindness in attending the meeting and giving

so much valuable information to the members.

A full report of the proceedings, including the papers read,

will be prepared and a copy sent to each member of the

Association.

Owing to the lengthy report of the Annual Meeting other

matters to which it was intended to give attention, particularly

Arbor Day, have been crowded out.

The Planting of Shade Trees.

By W. T. 'Macoun, Ottawa, Ont-

Every year, at the approach of spring, the desire to plant

something grows strong in the breast of all lovers of trees,

shrubs and plants, and as there are a very large number of such

persons in Canada, it would not be long before the streets and

gardens of our cities and towns would be a perfect paradise

of leaves and blossoms, if all the good intentions born in the

waning days of winter and the early days of spring were put

into practical form. Unfortunately, many plans which are

made are never carried into execution, or, if they are, failure

is the result through lack of knowledge and often through

sheer carelessness.

The following notos on the planting of shade trees may
prove useful to those who really intend to plant some, but who
may think that it is only necessary to get them and plant them
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at, the desired distance apart, with their roots below ground and

their trunks in an upright position, in order to liave them all

g;-ow and become beautiful shade trees. A large proportion of

small trees from one to two feet high might grow if treated in

this manner, provided the roots were not too dry before

planting, but trees for avenue or street planting have to be

cared for differently.

A tree when it is growing in the forest or nursery is

provided with a large number of root fibres through which sap

aad plant food are carried up into the trunk and branches of

the tree. When a tree is dug a large immber of these root fibres

are destroyed, and when a tree is dug as are many of those

whicli are planted along our streets there are few fibre- left. It

is not possible for a tree to receive much moisture from the soil

through the larger roots, and if it is planted just as it came from

the woods without pruning back the top, it it quite likely to die.

Frequently, after trees are planted, they develop leaves and

live for part of the summer and then die, there being enough

sjip in the branches for this purpose without the tree receiving

any through its roots. During the spring and early summer

following the great destruction of peach trees in south-western

Ontario in the winter of 1S9S-99, large numbers of trees whose

roots were rotting in the soil bloomed and leafed out before they

died. One i«, therefore, never sure that a tree is going to live

until the season after planting. A tree, then, should have as

nianv root fibres as possible. The branches should be cut back

at the time of planting in proportion to the amount of root

fibres the tree possesses. The man who wants trees for avenue

or street purposes whicli will develop a natural top should get

them well provided with root fibres and then instead of pruning

his trees to a bare pole, only shorten in the branches somewhat.

The practice of sawing all the top off the trees which are used

for street purposes is not far wrong, considering the fact that

those usually planted are those which have been dug and torn

up in the woods with very few root fibres left on them. A
larger percentage, however, of these trees would grow if a few

of the smaller branches were always left on the trees. Although

there are dormant buds along the trunk of a maple or elm, the

kinds of trees usually planted, there are often so few root fibres

through which sap may be carried up into the tree that there is

not force or sap enough to develop these buds, encased as they

often are in the hard wood, and the tree in the meantime dies.

If, however, some smaller branches are left, leaves are

developed, and when the sap rises from the roots, growth goes

on steadily.

When the whole top of a tree is lett on at the time of

planting there is great danger that when the leaves develop by

means of the sap which is stored in the branches, there will be

80 much moisture transpired into the air by them that the sap

ia the tree will be exhausted before the roots begin to pump up

more, and it dies. This is the fate of very many trees.

Maples and elms stand very rough handling when being

transplanted, maples particularly. In many cases the roots

are exposed to the sun and drying winds for a long time before

the trees are planted, and although when trees are exposed to

this treatment, they often live, in many cases this is the cause

of their death. How could a tree be expected to live when all

the root fibres are dried up ?

AVhen trees are planted, a hole should be dug lai^e enough

to contain their roots when spread out to their full extent, and

if the hole is larger than this the results would be even better.

The hole should be made deep enough so that the tree when

planted will be a little deeper in the soil than it was in the

forest or nursery. Many trees die because the roots are

crowded into small holes.- This is especially the case in heavy
soils where, when the roots are thus crowded, it U extremely
difiicult for'them to push into the surrounding earth.

The soil in which shade trees are planted is often very
poor; the excavated material obtained in laying the foundations
of buildings being frequently what they are planted in. When
the soil is of such a character it will help the tree to make a

quick start if good soil is drawn to replace that which is taken
from the hole. If the surface soil is good and that underneath
poor, the former should be kept in a sepnrate heap when dig-

ging the hole, and it should be thrown in first when the hole

is being refilled. It is always best to have the trees planted in

good soil. The soil is at first sifted in among the roots, and
when they are covered by it, it should be tramped so that

it will come in close contact with the root fibres. The soil is

tramped several times while filling the hole. As a rule it is not
necessary to use water when planting trees, and sometimes
when it is used the soil puddles or becomes hard and encases

the root fibres, preventing them from growing.

Trees should be protected after they are planted, with

wooden or iron protectors, to prevent injury from horses or

cows or from boys swinging on them and loosening by wind.

They should be put on the tree immediately after planting.

There is no doubt that manj^ of the shade trees in our

cities are dying from lack of air and moisture at their roots.

This is due to the fact that many of the permanent roadways or

streets are made almost or quite impervious to air and moisture,

and if a tree is to thrive well, air should freely penetrate the

soil, there should also be a fair amount of moisture in it. In

many places most of the rain which falls runs away before it

can soak into the ground. By planting the trees on the lower

or boulevard side of the footpath the roots will obtain more

moisture.

Two of the best trees to plant for shade purposes are the

hard or sugar maple and the American elm, the latter being

particularly suitable for avenues. The Norway maple is also a

good tree for street planting, as the foliage is very dense and it

is a rapid grower. The red or soft maple is often planted also

as a shade tree, but as this is a moisture-loving species it does

not stand much chance where there are granolithic sidewalks

and asphalt street pavements, and will not under such condi-

tions prove satisfactory. The pin oak is being now highly

recommended as a shade and avenue tree and it has certainly

many good points in its favour. When well established it

makes a good annual growth and soon becomes very

ornamental.

The distance apart at which trees should be planted will

depend much on circumstances. For street planting, where

shade is the chief desideratum, they will be planted much

closer than when used for avenue effect principally. When

used as avenue trees, elms should not be planted less than

forty feet apart, though thirty feet would be sufficient for

maples.
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The situation as regards game protection and the framing of

additional good common sense legislation, is very bright in this

Dominion of ours. Coming events cast their shadows before,

and it is not a breach of confidence, nor a revelation of any

secret of state, to say that changes are probably about to be

made in the game laws of Quebec and Ontario which will

work wholly for good. Premier Parent is understood to be

fully persuaded that one moose should suffice any reasonable

sportsman each year, and that two caribou and two deer are

enough for any moderate man. There is hope that the powers

that be in Ontario now, realize that under their control is

one of the largest and best stocked moose ranges in Canada,

and that they may safely permit hunting by sportsmen during

a fairly long open season each year. The game protective

authorities of Ontario are men of excellent intention, and if they

have satisfied themselves as to the correctness of the statements

that were made during the last meeting of the North American

Protective Association, we may be sure that they will not be

long in framing more liberal laws than those that have here-

tofore existed.
*

The twelfth annual report of the Tourilli Fish and Game
Club of the Province of Quebec has been issued. It is un-

necessary, perhaps, to say that the club is in a very flourtshing

condition, and that there are no signs of any shortage in the

game supply within the limits controlled by the Association.

This club, in addition to the usual game, fish and animals,

proper to the latitude of its preserve, is supposed to possess a

new trout, Salmo marstoni, so called after the editor of the

English Fishing (iazette. How far Salmo marstoni differs from

Salvelinus fontinalis, and whether it be a salmoor asalvelinus,

are matters which concern more closely the learned pisci-

culturist than the practical fisherman. The members of the

Turilli club have great stories to tell of the fighting powers of

the marstoni ; they say that it has all the qualities of the land

locked salmon and the charr, while it has even more endurance

than the former. Unfortunately, however, this peerless

warrior does not seem to take readily to the fly excepting

during June, when it will take a fly that is " bobbed " on the

surface of the water. Bait fishing is unsuccessful and even the

deadly nightline is avoided by the crafty marstoni. Like other

great warriors, however, this inhabitant of the Tourilli waters

has its weak point, and a small gilt spoon in September

frequently proves fatal.

*

The occurrence of this lately discovered charr in Lac du
Marbre and the west branch of the Ste. Anne's, should remind

US that there are many waters in Canada holding fish as yet

unknown to science. It ought to be the bright prerogative of

the honest and enterprising angler to act as the middle man
between these remote waters and the naturalist's table at the

biological station. The biological expert is, as a rule, unable

to spare time to explore distant waters, hence the peripatetic

fisherman may easily be of some service to his time and genera-

tion by preserving specimens that he may take in regions

remote from the madding crowd, and submitting the same to

some competent authority on his return to civilization.

*

Rod and Gus has been favored with a very useful little

treatise on camping in Canada, written by Mr. George G. Cotton,

Syracuse, New York. This is an enlargement of something

that he gave to the fraternity a year ago. Last autumn Mr.

Cotton was the leader of a large and successful camping party

into the wilderness east of Lake Kippewa, and the added

experiences which he got in 1900 he has placed at the disposal

of his fellows early in 190L While it would be very much to

the advantage of our readers to give Mr. Cotton's remarks

verbatim, we cannot do so this month, but in a future issue

room will be made at some length for what he has to say.

Mr. C. K. Sober, Game Commissioner of Lewisburg, Pa.,

has favored this magazine with a paper entitled " Some

Objections to House Bill No. 43." As we have not had the

pleasure of reading any Pennsylvania house bill that we know

of, our opinion as to the merits of No. 43 is not particularly

valuable. We have, however, read very carefully the

" objections " that Mr. Sober has sent us, and apparently these

are well taken.

It seems that this gentleman's colleagues advocate the

sale of upland plover, rail, reed birds, doves, black birds, wild

ducks, geese, brant, swans, coots, mud-hens, snipe, sand pipers

and curlew between September first and April first, inclusive.

Mr. Sober says :
" Possibly spring shooting may, in the

opinion of some sportsmen, be a short-cut method of protecting

the numerous species of birds included in Section 2 of House

Bill 43. I do not, and am averse to such methods of protection."

A good many sportsmen will agree with Mr. Sober. Such

methods <>f protection are akin to that of the English poacher,

who, whilst he was returning in the grey dawn from an

unsuccessful expedition found a little curly-tailed pig wandering

along the highway. " What !
" said our friend, " you ain't got

nobody to take care of you ; then I'll take care of you?" and

the cavernous darkness of the huge pocket in his velveteen coat

swallowed up the little piggie.

Are You a Fisherman ?
Probably ; hence we make the following offer : If you will send in the

names of six of your friends, sample copies of Rod and Gun in Canada
shall be mailed to them immediately, and should any of them subscribe we
will send you half a dozen choice trout or bass flies for each subscription

received.
These flies have been selected carefully by an experienced fisherman,

and will prove as killing as any in your book—perhaps even more deadly

than those you have used heretofore.

603 Craig Street

MontrealRod and 6un Publisbittd go.
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THE GUN
Conducted by "Bob White" ]

SPARROW SHOOTING.

Sparrow shooting at the traps is becoming a popular pas-

me and certainly is a clean and enjoyable sport. Shooting at

inud pies" is apt to get a little monotonous, not to speak of

16 expense when you spend the day throwing 3 cent loads

ter 3 cent targets. Pigeon, also, is expensive and unfortu-

at«3ly has a certain amount of public sentiment against it.

parrows on the other hand are looked upon by nearly every

lie as an unmitigated nuiHance and their destruction advocated,

lie trap shoot-

therefore,

els as he
rasses his bird,

lat he is not

nly exhibiting

8 great skill as

his mark were

twister of a

irger size, but

le also has the

omfortable feei-

ng of doing his

ountry a service

trying to keep

[own the num-

lers of these
Avian rats."

The birds are

sually shot at

:i yards rise, 30

/ards boundary,

rem three r

nore ground
raps. But as in

ither things, to

njoy your bird

yoa must first

sitch him. He
las more brains

,han the size of his little body would indicate, and will look

with a great deal of suspicion on any form of traps set for his

jjapture. The most effective way of gathering him in, is by the

luse of a net at night.

j

Having caught him, you must give him plenty of elbow

i-oom, for the novice will be surprised to find how hard it is

|io keep the birds in good condition. He should be kept in a

(decent sized room, with lots to eat and drink, until an hour or

two before the shoot. Close confinement will kill a healthy

sparrow in a few hours. One is surprised at this when you

iconaider what a tough little rascal he is, ordinarily. If you

jenjoy Uve bird shooting, try some sparrows and you will agree

jwith me that it is the " real thing."

*

International Team Shoot.

!
An international target contest is on the carpet, to take place

this summer in England, between a team of ten trap shooters

from the United States and an equal number from England,

Whitejish Bay, Lake Temagatning, Ontario

Ireland and Scotland. Messrs. Ely Bros., of London, who ar

conducting the British end of the negotiations, propose that

the contest be held under the following conditions : Best three

matches in five ; one hundred Ely targets to each man, each

match thrown from Ely expert traps. I. B. S. A. rules to

govern, except that targets must be thrown not more than 60

or less than 40 yards, nor lower than 6 feet, nor higher than 12

feet at a point 10 yards from the trap. Match to be for $5,000

a side, English team to take the gate receipts, but to pay

American team $2,500 for expenses, if it loses. American team

to use one barrel only ; English team both barrels.

Such well-known professional trap shots as Fanning.

Crosby, Gilbert, Parmalee, Elliott, Budd and Heikes have been

proposed for a place on the American team, with the Hon,

Thomas A. Marshall, also, who has been constituted manager.

We are not aware that any English team has, as yet,

consented to

enter the con-

test. It may be

difficult to get

the English ama-
teur to enter the

^^ lists against a
•f^'^ *Sfl^^^^^^^^^^^^B^H team composed

almost entirely

of professionals,

such as those
named, but if he

does he can be

assured of one

thing, he is up

against a pretty

warm proposi-

tion
«•

Stray Shots.

At Denver,
Col., on March
7th, A. B. Dan-

iels successfully

de fended the

Sparling medal

from three other

contestants, by
making the re-

markable score

of 100 straight targets out of a possible 100. Prior to the

match Mr. Daniels shot at 100 targets for practice and scored

98, making a record for the day of 198 out of 200, certainly a

very fine performance for an amateur.

*

At Kingsville, Ont., on Mar. 9th, E. C. Clark, Detroit,

Mich., defeated J. Pastorious, Kingsville, in a contest at 25 live

pigeons, for possession of the King trophy, held by the latter.

The scores were : Clark, 21 ; Pastorious 19. Mr. Pastorious

has challenged his successful opponent to another match at

pigeons, and it will be shot off at an early date.

*

The Interstate Association's tournament at Sherbrooke,

P. Q., July 1st and 2nd, under the auspices of the Sherbrooke

Gun Club, promises to be one of the most important trap events

in Canada this year. Canadian shooters should make a note

of the dates and help to make the affair a success.
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At Interstate Park, Queens, L.I.,on March 11th, Messrs.

Heikes, Gilbert, Fanning, Crosby and Parmalee, each shooting

at 25 targets, in one squad, made a possible, thus establishing a

new world's record for a ^^quad of five men.
*

Mr. Bates' success last year in winning the Grand American

Handicap will probably stimulate other Canadian shooters to

emulate his example. Canada has as good shots with rifle

or shot gun as any other country, and only needs the oppor;

tunity to demonstrate the fact.-

*

Capt. J. L. Brewer, the veteran wing shot, was given a

benefit shoot at Dexter Park, L. I., recently.

*
The Westmount Gun Club held a well-attended shoot

recently. Mr. J. K. Kennedy won the silver spoon, and N. P.

Leach scored one more win for the challenge cup. The scores

and handicaps were as follows : J. K. Kennedy (16), 27 ; W.
J. Cleghorn (20), 16 ; N. P. Leach (16), 16 ; F. C. Nash (16),

16 ; F. J. Elliott (16), 15 ; W. Galbraith (18), 14 ; C. H. Routh

(14), 13 ; F. G. B. Hamilton (16), 13 ; R. B. Hutcheson (16),

13 ; J. F. Hansen (18), 13 ; W. M. Hall (14), 11 ; C. lies (14),

9 ; T. James (14), 6. For the Challenge Cup—N. P. Leach (16),

16; J. F. Hansen 1^18), 15.

*
Canadian trap shooters are about to organize a Dominion

Trap Shooters and Game Protective League, and will hold a

meeting at Ottawa, under the auspices of the St. Hubert Co.

Gun Club on Easter Monday, April 8th, for that purpose.

Arrangements will be made for an annual three days'

tournament under the auspices of the proposed association, to

be held at either Hamilton, Toronto, Ottawa or Montreal in

turn. Matters of interest in connection with the protection of

game will also be discussed. This movement of Canadian

sportsmen is a most important one and cannot fail to stimulate

the noble sport of trap shooting in Canada. It will also

conduce to a more uniform and reasonable form of game
protection. In the first issue of Rod and Gun we expressed a

desire to see some such league of Canadian sportsmen organized

and we are glad to know there is some prospect of our hope

being realised.
*

W. R. Crosby made a new world's record on sinj^le target p

at Interstate Park, N. Y., on March 13th, by breaking 345

straight blue rocks from a Magautrap. The best previous

record was that of J. S. Fanning, who broke 231 straight a^

Utica, N, Y., last year. At the same place in a 100-target

match, Parmalee and Gilbert each made a clean score.

*
The Hamilton, Ont., Gun Club have applied for admission

to the Interstate Association. The Club at a recent meeting

decided to have a series of fortnightly shoots, commencing
Saturday, March 16th, the nine high guns to receive

merchandise prizes aggregating »;100.00. The shoots will be at

25 targets, $1.00 entrance including targets, members only

eligible for a prize, handicap from 15 to 22 yards. The shooter

who breaks 80% or better to go back one yard, if not at 22 yards,

and to go up one yard if he fails to break 80%. Handicap
committee. Dr. Overholt, T. Upton and J. Hunter.

*

At the New York Sportsmen's Show, held March 4 and
following days, the best scores in the Continuous Match were

Gilbert 139 and Fanning 114, without a miss. Crosby, Fanning
and Banks each broke 99 out of 100, in the Association Cham-
pionship Match.

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY
Conducted by Hubert McBean Johnstone

THE EDUCATING INFLUENCES OF THE
CAMERA CLUB.
By H. McBean Johnstone.

The amateur photographer who lives in a town or citj

where there exists a camera club, and who is not a meitibe:

thereof, has indeed a worthy cause to feel ashamed of himself;

To tell just why, it would be necessary to go over the advantage!

to be derived therefrom, and to do that would fill up a fai

greater space than I have here at my command. It is inj

intention, however, to outline briefly some of the worthj

results that can be traced to the club in photography, and ii

doing this I suppose it would not be amiss to just remark oi

the social side of such institutions and to what an extent it wil

be a means of driving a worker to take up some particular clasi

of work which he had hitherto not thought about. Undoubt
edly it is a fact, that in more than half the cases, it is a cliana

conversation that makes a fellow specialize along sonu

particular line that he has always had more or less of i

hankering after, and yet has never thought of following it up ir

a photographic sense.

Then passing over the social advantages, we come upon the

thing that most amateurs are really looking for when thej

become members, namely, the privilege of using the studio

dark room and laboratories of the institution. We all know,

or have known at some time, the objections that the head o

the house is apt to raise when she finds some stray hype

crystalized upon the carpet, and the dozen and one other littU

inconveniences of trying to do things without the propei

facilities. The camera club effectually does away with all thi?,

and at the same gives us an opportunity of mingling oui

sympathies with a half a hundred others who have passec

through the same purifying flame.

To subscribe to all the photographic magazines that arc

published would leave us bankrupt, if, indeed, we could lean:

the names and addresses of them all to write to them. Here ir

the reading rooms we are provided with all the most up-to-date

art and scientific matter that is considered by the committee te

be of a sufficient high standard to admit. And it pays one te

read the magazines, not only for the sake of the good sounei

practical instruction that is to be derived therefrom, but also te

keep up to date as to what is going on in the photographic world

Furthermore, in the club we are enabled to keep up to date

on matters outside our own club by means of the lantern slide

interchange, and are thus given a most thorough idea of whal

other similar organizations throughout the country are doing,

And when we remember that in looking at a set of slides from

some other club we are only looking at the cream of probablj

three times as many that were submitted, we can realize how

great an opportunity we stand of picking up hints that wil!

prove of assistance to us in the doing of our daily work. Thar

too, at the weekly meetings, when all the most enthusiastic

members are present, ideas are always more or less interchanged

and a steady flow of conversation regarding the interesting

subject, will serve to keep us in touch with all that is going on

in our own town. Truly, as a means of keeping up-to-date at

regards photographic affairs, there is nothing that will surpass

the club.
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Occasionally those of us who are not club members will

pi)en to run across some demonstrator at one of the photo-

iiphic stock houses and have an opportunity of picking up a

fay bit of knowledge. Club members here again have over

a decided advantage, for they are not condemned to have to

i)t out to such affairs, but if their institution is under the

oper kind of management, they will have every demonstrator

at comes to that city give a special exhibition before the club

he special edification of its members. Then too, while

ey are waiting for the demonstrator to come around, very

qtiently it is possible to prevail upon some of the older

3inbers to give a little talk that will be, to the tyro at least,

rliaps more instructive than the utterances of the big man.

, the regular weekly or monthly meetings, the reading and

sc.issing of papers on photography and other kindred subjects

the members, is an excellent educational feature of such

ganizations and something that is perhaps of more practical

fit to the be-

nnerthan any

)int yet touch-

upon.

Tlie great edu-

ting factor that

at the bottom

it all, how-

r, is that op-

)rtunities are

fered to the
ember to com-

his work

i t h that of

her members
id the incilive

at he thus gets

keep up his

andard. In

me clubs tliat

know, though

am sorry to say

3tall, thenieni-

i-H hold every

iturday after-

xm what they

ill a "field

ly all the active

orkers of the club, turn out with their cameras and go

search of the pretty spots that lie in the surrounding

strict. Every member knows some pretty place and so

|ich in turn has the guiding for the day. When a suit-

)le subject is decided upon, which to avoid confusion

done by the member in charge, the whole party set up
leir instruments in any position that they may happen
ike and blaze away at it, the result being that every member
the day's outing has an opportxinity to study the scene from

.dozen points of view at a comparatively small expense, and
V the same time to grasp the impressions that a dozen other

lorkers formed of it. Perhaps it is a mass of willows over-

janging a swiftly running stream and just swaying backward
jid forward with the wind enough to touch upon the surface

pd disturb its smooth serenity ; or perhaps it is a picture of a

j)untry road with its host of farm houses and out buildings

ptting the country side as. far as the eye can reach, while in the

.ireground is a flock of sheep or a herd of cows that break the

monotony of the whole. No matter what it may be, every

member of the party has a chance to make his little study of it

and then to have it informally criticised afterward by every

other one who was present. Truly a sort of criticism that is

conducive to successful work.

These are some of the benefits that belong to the camera
club. Surely it pays to belong. •

•»

On Coloring Lantern Slides.

At the present time, whilst there are camera clubs and
photographic journals by the score, anything that could be said

on the enjoyment to >X3 derived from the making and show-
ing of lantern slides would be so superfluous that the chances

are it would hardly be more than glanced at, even by the

veriest amateurs. Therefore, the purpose of this short sketch,

is to outline briefly the various methods of coloring and

tinting such

slides. It is a

curious fact that,

though thous-

ands o f slides

are shown
through the
lantern annual-

ly, over fifty per

cent, of them
are harshly out-

lined in black

and white, when
a little extra

time bestowed

on each slide

would • enhance

its b3auty be-

yond c o n c e p-

tion.

Just a word on

the development

of slides that
are to be colored

may be interest-

ing. Among the

best developers,

that used as the
Lake

, 1 -\ e 1

standard formula

of the New York Camera Club ranks very high. The stock

solution is made up of

Carbonate of soda 200 gr.

Sulphite of soda 200 gr.

Hydroquinone • • • 50 gr.

Water 10 oz.

Cold black tones may be produced by a normal exposure

developed with equal parts of stock solution and water to

which has been added one or two drops of a ten-per-cent solu-

tion of potassium bromide.

A more diluted developer and from 10 to 20 drops of

restrainer will give warmer tones, the rule being that the

warmth of tone is increased with the amount of bromide

used and the length of the exposure given.

In many cases, for instance in a seascape, it will be found

that a slide will be improved by being tinged with blue, or

perhaps even colored to a deep blue.
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The following bath will secure this result

:

A simple and easy method of transferring an impression

No. 1. such as a title, from an engraved block or type, consists iri

Siilphocyanide of ammonium 200 gr. making a kind of transfer paper on which the desired inscrip-

Water '62 oz. tion is either written with indelible or waterproof ink, or else

Carbonate of soda (granular) 2 gr. printed with ordinary printer's ink. To make the paper, take

No. 2. •
a piece of ordinary smooth paper and bend the upper left-hand

Chloride of gold (brown) 15 gr. edge upward at right angles about a quarter of an inch, and

Water 1 oz. fasten with three pins on a smooth board on the right-hand

To use add four drops of No. 2 to two ounces of No. 1, and , lower corner of the same in such a manner that the two flat

have bath at temperature of 74° Fahr. This temperature must be edges of the paper will extend a full quarter of an inch over

almost exact. Reduced slides should be toned only after they the edges of the board. Coat the paper by flowing it over witli

have been dried. The process of toning can best be judged by a thin solution of insulating varnish made of raw rubber dis-

viewing the slide by transmitted day light, and when fully solved in benzole.

toned it will show a pure blue color. • After this is dry, again coat with a thin solution of gela-

The following bath produces Bartolozzi red tones : tine and dry. In order to transfer the inscription the paper

No. 1. should be trimmed, soaked a minute in cold water and pressed

Ferrocyanide of potassium (yellow prussiate) 15 gr. on the negative, the superfluous water being removed wftli

Water 16 oz. blotting paper. When perfectly dry the back of the paper is

No. 2. thoroughly moistened with benzole, which readily dissolves

Nitrate of uranium 30 gr. the insulating film of rubber so that the paper can be stripped

Sulphocj-anide of ammonium 150 gr. off, leaving the thin gelatine film, with the printing, on the

Citric acid (crys.) 30 gr. plate. The printing will, of course, be reversed. The same

Water 16 oz. paper may also be transferred to plain glass.

To use, thoroughly soak the slide in water and then place Now, in conclusion, a man possessing a series of slides

in a bath composed of equal parts of stock solutions Nos. 1 would do well to read up extensively the history of each scene

and 2, where it quickly takes on a beautiful red hue. After and then boil down the vital points into small compass enough

this proceed to wash in the usual way. to work upon the emotions of those present, who will feel that

To secure a bright green slide use : they are listening to a man with a mind of his o*n, and whose

j^Q J
time is worth something.—H. McBean Johnstone in the

'

Oxalate of iron 20 gr. Photo-American. ^
Ferrocyanide of potassium 15 gr.

Water 32 oz. The Scrap Bag.

jq^ 2 Sometimes you want to intensify or reduce a negative that
'

Chromate of potassium 5 gr. you have varnished and you've got to get that blooming stuff

^Y^^gj. 16 oz. o^- ^o^ ^^^ yo" going to do it ? You have to do it thorough-

The slide must be phiced in No. 1 , until it takes on a dark ^y- because if you don't, streaks and blotches are going to form

blue color when it is given a minute in No. 2 and then dried. whenever the gelatine is not properly cleansed. All that is

This bath has the effect of slightly intensifving. needed to ensure the complete removal, is to add .880 ammonia

Another method of securing a blue tone is to take old, to the alcohol used to dissolve the v?,rnish. Say one part

or presumably fogged, plates and soak in a bath composed of ammonia to twenty parts alcohol. Put the negative in a dish

equal parts of the following until the gelatine is perfectly clear: with a sufficient quantity of the solution to cover it, and after

it has been in for half an hour thoroughly swab it with a tuft

" *^'
.

, ,, ^ • 11 of cotton wool. Then give it a good washing under the tap
Red prussiate of potassmm 1 oz.

^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^ |_
Water 16 oz. ^

*

J
I came across a good scheme lately in use by an amateur

^P^
,n ' who did not want to spoil his bedroom window by putting up

" a lot of racks for his printing frames. In one corner of the

Thoroughly wash, and before drying place in a clean tray and
j^^^^^^ j^^ inserted a hook and in the corner diagonally opposite

flow over with a solution of
^ he put an eye. Then by means of a nail in the window frame,

Citrate of iron and ammonia i oz. he was able to suspend the whole bunch up against the glass

Water 1 oz. where they would get all the light there was.

and after allowing it to remain in the bath one minute dry in ^
the dark. Then print in contact with the negative in daylight it's my experience that in spite of all that is said in favor

until the shadows are slightly browned, a condition which of orthochroi;iatic plates, not one amateur in twenty uses them

can easily be seen by looking at the back of the glass. Now right along. Everybody should. When one considers how by

flow over with a solution of their use it is possible to secure such a wonderful wealth of

Red prussiate of potassium 2 oz. detail amid the dark shadows of heavy foliage and what a

Water '• 8 oz. great range of luminosity in tone value it is possible to secure,

When developed wash iu clean water until high lights are clear. argument is unnecessary. And then think of the rendering of i

Any dry plate can be used, the silver salts being, of course, first clouds. April and May are the months when, as Teimyson puts

removed by hypo, but the finished result is possibly more it, "clouds are lightest up in air," and the wise amateur is

suitable for a transparency than a lantern slide. As trans- already considering the advisability of laying in a stock of

parencies, they are very striking. orthochromatic plates.
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Just at present, amateur camerists are allowed to take

hotograms at the Pan-American Exposition for twenty-five

snts a day or seventy-five cents by the week. The price will

6 doubled on May first. Like tlie World's fair, the regulations

?ill not permit of the use of a tripod or of a camera that takes

ictures larger than four by five inches. Every amateur who
akes in the Pan wants to remember to trot his camera along,

nd it will be a funny thing indeed if he does not find some
nap-shots that will more than repay him for the trouble of

lll^agit.

^f^hen you go into an exhibition and look at the photo-

''jrama displayed, the first thing that strikes you is the large

lumber of square and rectangular frames there are on the

alls, and the extremely small percentage of round or oval

ihapes, if indeed there are any at all. There's no reason on

arth for it. The rectangular frame, it is true, suits most

Mctures best, but very frequently indeed does one come across

I rectangular picture that would look better in an oval, or

ome other odd shape and that is only put in a square cornered

rame because it is customary. Now, there's nothing nicer

ihan a circle or an oval, or a heart, a diamond, or tiomething

Ige, to frame a picture in, and when put on the walls it adds

iusiterially to the general effectiveness, breaking as it does, the

bominable multitude of square lines and right angles that

3onfront one. Why not use it oftener?

*

How do you filter your solutions? Filtering paper?

Suppose that instead you take a wad of cotton and put it in the

bottom of your funnel and see how much quicker it is. For all

solutions except gold and silver and pyro, you are going to find

that it will answer just as well. I use it all the time.

*
Very often you get a print that you would rather see on

some other mount, and not possessing the negative, hate like

the dickens to take it off, for fear you may tear it. Take the

photogram and lay it face downwards on a sheet of clean glass,

and then on top of it place a damp cloth folded so that the

edges do not project over the edges of the mount. On top of it

again place another sheet of glass and over all a heavy pressure.

L(jt it stand over night and in the morning your print is ready

to come off without any pulling.

*
Once upon a time, when I bought my first camera, I used

to be troubled with fog on my plates and could never account

for it. Finally an older worker who had been similarly

troubled, suggested that the root of the evil lay in my lens

being dusty . Come to look, my lens wa.s dusty. I cleaned it

off and haven't been troubled since. Nuf sed.

*
Did you ever make a carbon print and make it just a little

too dark? Then it's no use and you have to throw it away.

i Well, say, it may interest you to know that ammonium sulphide

will act as an efficient reducer in such an instance.

I

A while ago I paid a visit to Niagara Falls to take a look at

I the ice bridge and see the greatest "freeze-out" on the

continent. While I was there—a matter of perhaps half an
1 hour—I'll venture to say that twenty-five kodakers rushed up

!
and made snap-shots of it. Fully half of them wore on their

i faces the look of "you press the button, we do the rest" fiends,

i

and it set me to wondering what their results were going to

I

look like. They turn the film over to a photographer to be

I developed and he takes it and runs it back and forth through a

tray, never cutting them apart, and never paying any attention
to the fact that right along side the picture of the Falls is an
under-exposed interior and on the other side of it another one
over-exposed. Now, what kind of results can such fellows

hope to get? They know perfectly well that they want proper
gradation and half tone with correct contrast between the snow
and the sky. And how the dickens can they hope to get it when
the whole bunch is run through all at once ? Why in thunder
don't they do their own work, anyhow, and have it done
properly ? Every man's his own best servant.

When you have to make an enlarged negative, you will

find it advantageous to use a backed plate always, and more
especially so should it happen that there are strong lights in

the picture to be copied.
*

A few years ago I was a member ot a camera club that

made a boast that it limited its membership to twenty-five,

and ril venture to say that never did twenty-five more enthus-

iastic members find themselves linked together without any
such drawbacks as " laggers " or " hangers on." But what I

want to tell you about was the field day we used to hold every
Saturday afternoon, and incidentally I would like to ask whj'

it is that present day camera clubs in America don't hold field

days? There is absolutely nothing under the sun that is

calculated to raise the standard of work turned out by a club

quicker than a good weekly field day, for on such an occasion

the members all have a chance to study the one subject each

from his own particular stand-point, under any conditions he

may like, and then afterward to compare his result with the

impressions of half a dozen other chaps on the same subject.

Truly this is conductive to successful work.

I wonder why so many amateurs waste their good hard iron

louis in buying such things as hypo eliminators. I ran across

a fellow a day or two ago using one. " Geu !
" I thought,

" you must have more money to burn than I have." All that

he needed to do if he wanted a quick print was to hold hia

negative under the tap and wash it off with a large tuft of wet

cotton. In three or four minutes he can dry it and it's all

right. Now, what's the good of a hypo eliminator.

*

Now the question comes, how do you make paste? Ah !

that's the sticker. You don't make it? You buy it? Well

then here's a way to make it. Take about a tablespoonful of

starch and put in a cupful of cold water and then stir it till it's

well dissolved. Pour the mixture into a small saucepan that

you can put on a gas stove and after dumping in about a cupful

of flour pour in a couple of cupsful of boiling water, and while

stirring quickly, hold it over the heat until it commences to

thicken. Don't let it come to a boil, or it will be hopelessly

spoiled. As soon as it commences to stiffen—a condition which

can be easily judged after a trial or two—put it outside and let it

cool. Now it's ready for use, but you can further improve on it

by turning it out on a piece of cheesecloth and gathering up the

ends, squeeze it through to take out any small lumps. Here

you have a first-class paste for about a cent that ought to last

for a week. Pretty cheap, isn't it, eh ?

»

In using " Agfa " for intensification or isochromatic plates

you Avill find that you get better results if you use a little more

water than the formula calls for.
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Perhaps the cheapest way that an amateur photographer

knows of to produce an "effect" is to take a picture against

the sun and to print it till it's almost black. Call it " by the

light of the moon," or some such other pretentious idiotic title,

and then the people are all ready to rave over it. Did you ever

try to take a real moonlight to see the difference? If you didn't,

why my advice is to do it and note the difference. In the

"fake" moonlight the foreground is in darkness and stands out

harshly against the invariably light sky, while in the real

moonlight picture the result is entirely different, i.e., the

foreground brightly lighted and gradually blending away into

shadow and finally complete darkness. To any one who has

ever taken a real moonlight photogram, the appearance of a

"fake" picture is positively ludicrous.

Speaking of moonlight pictures, I wonder why it is we don't

see more twilight pictures. What a chance there is for the

amateur to study composition in the gloaming, when only the

great masses are visible and the obtruding masses of fine

detail are all swallowed up in the enshrouding gloom. What
soft, dreamy pictures can be produced, and how they rest the

eye. As Eleanor S. Juslee says :

" Still and silent the green hills lay
;

Stirred neither leaf, nor twig, nor flower
;

Rosy yet from the sun's last ray
;

Lulled to rest by the twilight's hour."

Correspondence.

(Correspondence should be addressed to H. McBean
Johnstone, Box 651 Sarnia, Ont.

)

Junior.—Your question as to whether it will strain a 4x5

lens to use it on a 5x7 box, is a clear proof of the fact that you

state in your letter, that you are a beginner in photography.

Now why on earth would you expect to strain it? Certainly it

will not do any such thing.

Mars.—How often do you need to be told that if you expect

to get the best results, it will be necessary for you to keep at the

one developer and the one plate. If you will persist in skipping

about thus from one to the other, I cannot help you, nor can

any one else. Select a standard brand of plate and developer

and stick to it.

Pan-American.—We give in this month's Scrap Bag a short

account of the Pan, and I think that in it you will find the

information you are seeking. By all means take your camera

along when you go to it.

John C. T.— It is quite possible for you to get very good

prints by the use of a paper that can be printed by gas-light,

but for the very best results, you will find that if you stick to

one that prints out, and that you have some sort of control

over, your photograms will possess a more uniform excellence.

Personally, I prefer the Aristo Platino on account of its

simplicity and adaptability for the rendering of detail. Why
not give it a trial, anyhow ?

Toronto.—Pyro., if properly used, will not stain the fingers

any more than any other developer. You only have to be

careful not to dip your fingers out of it and then right into hypo
solution. Always wash them immediately after putting them
into the developer.

Canadian Kennel Club.

The Canadian Kennel Club executive held a meeting on
March 23 at which, in reply to a letter from Mr. Joseph Reid, of

the Montreal Canine Association, it was decided that wins

under American Kennel Club rules should be recognized in ]

counting toward championships. Mr. A. McLean of Toronto,
I

who is charged with entering two false pedigrees, was suspended

till he can prove their correctness.
\

Canadian Collie Club.

The annual general meeting of this club was held in tht-

Natural History Society's Rooms, Montreal, on Friday evening,

March 22nd. There was a good attendance of members and

the retiring president, Mr. Alex. Smith, occupied the chair.

Reports were read which showed the club to be in a prosperons

condition. The election of officers for the ensuing year result-

ed as follows: Mr. E. A. Coleman, president; Mr. Alex.

Smith, vice-president ; Mr. J. A. Brosseau, secretary-treasurer.

Messrs. A. McAllister, Peterboro, Ont. ; Joseph Reid, W. 0.

Roy and D. Alexander, Montreal ; Walter Elliott and James

Reid, St. Lambert, and John dimming and George Kidd,

Petite Cote, form the executive committee, along with the

officers, for the ensuing year.

Dog Show at Toronto.

The annual bench show of the Canadian Fox Terrier Clnb

opened in Toronto on March 21st, with fully 300 dogs benched

The principal breeds were fox terriers (wire and smooth), fox-

hounds and collies, the latter being the finest collection of high-

bred animals ever brought together in Canada. In terriers and

collies Montreal dogs were conspicuous in the prize list, in the

former Mr. D. \V. Ogilvie's Bank Note (wire) took first in

novice and open, also winners, and gained the bronze medal

for the best wire dog in the show. In the collie section Mr.

Joseph Reid's two young dogs, Logain's King Edward YII and

kennel mate, Logan's Earl, led the string right through, being

first and second in puppy, novice, limit and open, the former

also securing winners and special for the best collie in the

show. Both dogs are under one year and were shown for the

first time. Mr. Jos. A. Laurin in Airedales got four firsts and

special with Colne Princess, and in St. Bernards Messrs. F.

and A. Stuart's grand bitch, Lady Hereward, won first in

novice, limit, open and winners' classes. Mr. George Gooder-

ham's fox terrier, Norfolk Clarita, gained the medal offered by

the Montreal Canine Association for the best specimen of any

breed in the show. In bull terriers, the Newmarket Kennels

also figured prominently in the prize list. In Irish setters,

Messrs. Coulson and Ward won everything in sight with Shuan

Rhue III. Mr. James Mortimer, of New York, was the judge.

ANSWER TO CORRESPONDENT.

L.L. (New York).—You may obtain unlimited white goat

shooting by visiting Banff, Alberta, or Field, B.C. In the

surrounding mountains goats were found to be very numerous

last October. You will also get shots at bighorn, deer and

bear. Of course you understand that to get big game you

must get a complete outfit together and camp out. Wilson,

the outfitter at Banff, can give you particulars.
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KENNEL DEPARTMENT
Conducted by D. Taylor

)
Conespondence is invited on all matters pertaining to the kennel, and

mi of interest concerning man's best friend, will be welcomed. An effort
U Se made to furnish correspondents reliable advice as to the care and
ritinenl of dogs in any case submitted. All communications for this
larlment should be addressed to D. Taylor, Rod and Gun in Canada,
Craig street, Montreal.

MONTREAL CANINE ASSOCIATION.
I'lie dog show committee of the Montreal Canine Association

!• lardat work on their preparations for the coming bench
ow in the Victoria Rink, which they anticipate will rival

lyiihing of the kind ever held in this city. Quite a large

iinber of entries have already been promised, and just as soon
the premium list is completed and sent out, the committee

iV(3 little fear but that there will be a rush of entries sufficient

tjix the capacity of the rink.

A meeting of the executive was held March 18th in the
itural History Society rooms, at which there were present
essrs. John A. Pitt (in the chair), Jos. A Laurin, Alex.
nith, Wm. Henry, A. Hersey, A. L. Gault, D. Taylor, Jos.

uinn, Jos. Reid and E. C. Short, secretary.

Quite a number of additional specials were reported, and
le committee hope to be able to arrange it so that almost every
eed will have its share.

Mr. Harry Lacy, of Boston, was chosen as the all-round
idge, and he will adjudicate upon most of the classes, while
le terriers, with the exception of bull, will be pronounced
pon by Mr. James Lindsay, who has won the confidence of

di ibitors of these classes by his fairness and ability. Of course
Ir. Lacy is too well known in the canine world to need
ly comment on his fitness, and it is only necessary to say that
e .stands second to none in his knowledge of the canine race.

A sub-committee to arrange for the necessary advertising
as struck, after which the meeting adjourned.
A general meeting of the Association will be held shortly at

hich a prominent authority on the subject will discourse on
Man's Best Friend, " his remarks being illustrated by beautiful
lews of the various breeds. The lecture will be open to the
ublic.

*

A living picture of interest to dog lovers and particularly

pointer" men, can be seen at Mr. E. Outhet's, 107 Lewis
ve., Westmount. It consists of a litter of pointer puppies,
ve dogs and two bitches. The litter originally consisted of

welve, seven dogs and five bitches, all dark liver and white,
lid as sorty and true as the most ardent fancier could desire,

'liey are sired by Bennett's " Drake," C.K.C.S.B., 3967, and
rem owner's "Bess" (Don Pedro ex Lady Sensation). Both
ire and dam are workers. The former is probably the best
)roken dog in this vicinity.

*
Mr. H. B. Hungerford, at one time closely connected with

»Iontreal and one of the founders of the Canine Association, is

low a resident of St. Paul, Minn., where present business
iiterests engage his attention. His many friends among the
log fanciers of Canada will be pleased to hear that he is

ucceeding well in his new sphere of action ^nd that he has

still a little time loft on his hands to hustle in the interests of
the dog. " Harry " is nothing if not energetic, and just now
he IS trying to instil new energy into the doggv men of St.
Paul, who seem of late to have fallen into a state' of apathy in
regard to dog show interests. If Mr. Hungerford can gather
around him half a dozen with only a modicum of his own
working capacity the success of anything thev undertake is
assured.

*

Manitoba Field Trials Club.

The fourteenth annual meeting of the above named club
was held last month at the Winnipeg Hotel, Winnipeg, Man.,
President Wootton in the chair. There was a good attendance
of members and after routine business the secretary-treasurer,
I\[r. Eric Hamber, read his annual report, from which it appeared
that the club was in an excellent position financially. The club
was progressing otherwise, as shown by the entries this year,
118 in number, which is in excess of any of the recognized
field trial clubs of the United States. The local entries were
very good, which showed that the club was fulfilling its mission
in encouraging the improvement of sporting dogs.

It was resolved to give up the combined spotting and heat
system of judging, experience at the last trials showing it to be
a mistake and to have the coming trials held under the spotting
system alone. The rule requiring first and second dogs to run
together was also abolished.

It was decided to hold the fifteenth annual trial at Carman,
September 10th, the stakes being a derby, an all aged, and a
championship stake, open to setters and pointers, no previous
winning to debar— open to the world.

The officers for 1901 are as follows : Patron, His Honor,
the Lieutenant-Governor of Manitoba

;
president, John

Wootton
; first vice-president, W. C. Lee ; second vice-president,

Jos. Lemon ; secretary-treasurer, Eric Hamber.

*
Mr. Henry Jarrett, of Che-stnut Hill, Pa., has disposed of

part of his kennel of collies to Mr. George M. Klineline, of

Middletown, Pa. Mr. Jarrett's daily attendance at the veter-

inary department of the University of Pennsylvania, where he
is now studying, prevents his giving so much attention to

his dogs. The dogs included in the sale are Golddust, Welles-

bourne Chief, Ravenstone Beauty, Princess Alba, EUwyn Fae,

Floradora, Wellesbourne Monarch, W. Pirate, W. Captain,

W. Victoria, and W. Hayden—a great combination of well-bred

and producing collies. He still retains some good brood bitches

and a stud dog.

Mr. George Douglas, of Woodstock, Ont., the well-known

breeder of Cocker Spaniels, has lately disposed of the following:

Searchlight, red dog, to W. H. Floyd, Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Baby

Hill, black bitch, to Mr. Richardson, Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Mottle

Duke, parti-colored, to Laverock Kennels, Wilmington, Del.;

Deacon, red dog, private ptrty. Western, N. Y. ; Prince Albert,

black dog, to Miss Elizabeth Woods, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.,

Flora Temple, black bitch, to George (ireer. Rye, N. Y.

*

Selkirk Whyte(Whyte B. ex Luna), owned by W. B. Wells,

of Chatham, Ontario, and litter brother to his well-known

bench and field trial winner, Selkirk Dan, is greatly admired

by all who have seen him. He is a grand dog taken from a

bench or field trial standpoint, being a combination that is

seldom seen. He was unfortunately left deaf after having dis-

temper when a p"ppy, consequently he is very hard to handle.
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The laws of Great Britain prohibit the use of dogs in draw-

ing vehicles. The practice, however, is quite common in

Germany, where large dogs, trained as beasts of burden, are

frequently to be met harnessed to a small cart or sleigh con-

taining what appears to be a heavy load compared to the weight

of the animal. Yet they go along with apparent ease

and contentment. In Canada the use of dogs in this maimer

is entirely confined to the small boy who has inventive genius

enough to construct a rude cart and ruder harness, and is only

indulged in " for the fun of the thing."

*
Thos. Andrews, of Glencoe, Ontario, is handling a pair of

puppies for W. B. Wells, of Chatham, Ontario, and he pro-

nounces them cracker-jacks. If blood counts they .should

certainly be heard from, as they are by Lady's Count Gladstone

ex Selkirk Freda.

*

A Mad Dog Scare.

At ths present tims there is a good sized scare in some

cities on the other side of the border over alleged cases of

rabies, and if one were to believe all the tales that appear in

the daily papers it would be necessary, as a means of precaution,

to go around clad in tin-plate armour. From Chicago it is

reported that quite a number of cases have lately manifested,

and Dr. Antonio Lagoria, who is a director of the I'asteur

Institute, claims that the authorities have been negligent in

their duty and fears an epidemic. The citizens of Rochester,

N.Y., have gone panicky over the matter and a dog-muzzling

ordinance has been passed. In self-defence, and to try and

counteract the prevailing fright, dog owners, who are not the

least bit scared, have formed a society, the aim of which shall

be to counteract the prevailing fright and show the ptople

that there is no reason in losing their senses over the

presence of a sick dog. The American Field very aptly says on

this question : "No doubt men have died from dog bites, but

they might have died from the prod of a pin, the wound of a

sliver or an unskilfully pared corn. Blood poisoning seems to

be as liable to happen from any casual wound as from the bite

of a dog, and while no one in his senses will invite a snap from

any of the canine race there is another degree of folly in

shouting 'mad dog' whenever one of the poor beasts show
symptoms of distress."

An incident occured at a picnic last year which forcibly

illustrates the folly, not to say the criminality, of raising such

a cry as "mad dog," and the irre.-^ponsible party who did so

can only be compared to the idiot who shouts " fire " in a

crowded audience at a theatrical preformance. A dog lying

quietly on the river bank, probably, as a sensible correspondent

afterwards suggested, stung by wasps or by ants, suddenly

jumped up, ran around barking for a time, and finally jumped
into the river and swam across, where, on emerging from the

water he was brained by an oar by one of a boating party.

Meanwhile the cry had been raised, and the picnicer-s were in

a state of great excitement, women fainting and screaming,

wliile several persons jumped into the river and were with

difficulty rescued. No single one of the dog's actions bore t)ie

slightest resemblance to those of a rabid dog, and it is to the

last degree discreditable that a presumably harmless animal,

evidently in pain and probably the pet and companion of a

household, should be needlessly and cruelly murdered because,

on his acting in a manner not entirely in accordance with his

usual everyday habits, an excited, panic-stricken crowd shout
'• Mad dog. Kill him !

" A suspected criminal is not branded

as such until his case has been tried and proved, but this

unfortunate victim of man's ignorance, cowardice and folly

was hastily condemned without any trial at all.

Medical men are not by any means agreed that there is

such a disease as rabies at all, and several of great eminence in

the profession attribute the occasional after effects of a dog's

bite rather to mental suggestion acting upon the nervous

system.
*

Preliminary Dog Training.

When and where should preliminary training of a bird clog

begin ? This subject is not generally understood by the novice.

The prevailing idea that a puppy at the age of three or four

months should be begun with is an old-time belief and a big

mistake. The preliminary training, commonly called yard

breaking, should not be commenced till a puppy is well

developed and strong enough constitutionally to endure the

hardships of the ordeal. If constitutionally weak it may be too

soon to make a beginning at one year old. A strong, healthy,

spry and active pup may be taken in hand at the age of about

six months, but should not be crowded much till older, and

good judgment is necessary to avoid cowing and breaking the

pup's spirit. At the age of three to four month's the puppy

should be taken afield frequently—not, however, to be shot

over. While out in a likely place for game the youngster

should have perfect freedom in romping about, nosing out birds

and giving chase to his heart's content. By so doing much of

the embryonic, instinctive and functional qualities of the future

pupil may be observed. The more enthusiasm displayed, the

more promising the puppy. The greater opportunities the

puppy is given in finding birds, the quicker will he establish

the habit of hunting and pointing. There can be no definite

age given at which a bird dog will hunt and point satisfactorily.

Puppies, even of the same litter, differ widely in this respect;

some pointing by sight—no guarantee of ultimate utility—at

the age of four to six weeks, while others may not establish a

point till fully matured. If the pointing instinct should not

have been developed at a reasonable age, that should not be

deemed a sufficient reason to condemn a puppy—if well bred—

if he exhibits activity, hunts for and finds birds, gives chase,

etc. In that case training may proceed, confident that the

latent instinct will develop in course of time.

Actual training afield should not be attempted before the

young dog has had a sufficient course in yard breaking'.

Sportsmen residing in a populous city usually suppose that in

order to give their puppy any preliminary training they must

go to the inconvenience of taking the dog to the country for

that purpose—a great mistake. Aside from the inconvenience,

loss of time and the impracticability, the open field is not the

place to conduct a puppy's preliminary education. If there be

no yard room available, then a vacant room in the house may

be used. Indeed, the vacant room is strongly to be recommended

for that purpose, because therein will be nothing to distract the

pupil's attention ; hence greater progress will be made.

Proper yard or home training comprises the greater part of

the task in fitting a dog subservient to the gun ; it requires time

and patience, and as but few city residents cannot find half an

hour's time daily to devote to their pupil at home, there is no

reason why they should take a young dog afield not fully

controllable and in a measure fit to be put on game in its haunts.

In the room you teach the puppy obedience to orders, to

precision, comprising such as : Walk to heel, sit down, come

on, hie on, fetch (including real birds), come to charge, tlu-

order by word ur whistle, obey by wave of the hand, dropping
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ng, etc. When a dog so instructed at home is taken afield
worked on game, the essential and most necessary

ccomplishments will have been attained. Half an hour daily
)ra few weeks devoted to a puppy at home will work wonders

;

ut it would be a waste of time to engage with a youngster in a
•olic, such as rolling a ball for him to chase and fetch in a
layful way, learning a few tricks that are in no way applicable
) real work afield; or, perhaps, cowing the puppy by
iideavoring to beat an "education" into him while he does
ot understand what is wanted. If the taskof training a puppy

t > 1)0 undertaken at ail it should be conducted systematically
!

Ill approved manner.—Ed. F. Haberlein in Field and Stream'.

P Different Points of a Dog.

To arrive at a proper understanding of the different points
f dogs it will be best to enumerate them, says Mr. Harry Lacy
tt the Boston Herald :

As an example, there are five different kinds of ears, the
lames for each indicate their formation. The rose ear is

isible, the overhanging flap of the ear being thrown back and
la f raised, as in the greyhound and bulldog. The button ear
peaks for itself, as the ear flap buttons over to the skull or
heek, as in the Irish terrier and fox terrier. The prick ear is

he ear that stands straight up, as in the Scottish terrier,

Yench bulldog. The tulip ear is allied to the prick ear in
carriage, but is not held so upright and is more of the shape of
he petal of a tulip—hence the term. The semi-prick ear
xplains itself, and the best example is seen in the collie, the
jars at attention, being erected so that the tips fall over either
n line of the face or a little to one side.

"When one speaks of upright shoulders in a dog, one means
;hat the shoulders are not laid back or oblique, as they should
" 'nail running dogs.

The loins are that part of the anatomy of the dog between
he last rib and the hindquarters, or, rather, hip bones, and in
Ufferent breeds of dogs the length or shortness of this part of

anatomy are important factors in the symmetrical build of
he dog. Roached are arched or wheel formation of loin, as
exemplified in the greyhound, dachshund, bulldog, etc. This
ormation is usually associated with an under-construction
vhich is termed "tucked up." points of great beauty in the
Jreeds above mentioned. " Long in flank " is to be long in
oins and the condition known as contrary to " short-coupled."

I

Brisket is the fore part of the cliest, and the term " deep in
brisket," alluding to bulldogs, means deep in chest.

I

"Flat-sided" refers to lack of spring in the ribs, and in
3hi8 connection it is apropos to point out one of the anamolies
in dog standards. The greyhound's formation of rib calls for
barrel shape, the more in reason, of ourse, the better, while
the Russian wolf hound, an animal of the same family, and
also a coursing dog, lias what is termed fish sides, almost flat,

but this condition redeemed in measure by the greater depth
3f chest in this breed ; the " spring" of the rib explains itself.

"Out at elbows" is a condition when points of the elbow
oints turn out.

Pastern is that part of the leg between knee and knuckles.
The pad is the sole of the foot. A hare foot refers to one

hat is long and narrow in distinction to a foot that is short,
•ound and compactly knuckled, called " cat foot," and seen to

perfection in a good fox terrier.

Stifles are the upper joint of the hind leg, and " straight,"
IS in bull terriers, and " bent," as in greyhounds, offer tlie

iistinction typical of different breeds.

The second thighs, more especially considered in the
pomts of a dog that is expected to gallop, is the muscular
development between the stifle joint and hock.

The hock is the lower, more or less pointed, joint of the
hmd legs. As a rule these joints should set in line witli the
body, but when they turn in like those of a cow they are
termed "cow hocks."

The different terms to denote coloring in dogs, and which
are not self-apparent, are—tricolor, as in the case of the black,
white and tan collie, or the Prince Charles spaniel of the same
three colors. VVheaton red, found on the Irish terrier's coat,
is a pale yellowish hair, with a reddish tip, as in the kernel of
wheat. Grizzle is a bluish gray color, mostly found in the
rough coated old English sheep dog. Merle is the bluish gray,
splashed with black found in the smooth and rough collie, and
usually accompanied by a wall-eye. Harlequin, a great Dane
color, means pied, mottled or patchy in color.

There are several terms used by experts in dog lore for
denoting the general appearance of the dog. In many breeds
much stress is laid upon expression, and different breeds are
typified to some extent by the intensity or modification of this
quality. Expression is mostly determined by the size, color
and placement of the eye. There is the large, full, benevolent
eye of the setter and the spaniel ; there is the sharp, keen eye,
with a mixture of cunning and benevolence the collie is known
by

;
the small, richly hued brown, deep sunken eye of the

bloodhound, which is supposed to betoken wisdom, and the
somewhat sunken eye, showing a little of the liaw, from which
the St. Btjrnard derives its look of benevolence and dignity.

The terrier expression is more generally alluded to as
" varmint," meaning keen, snappy, on the qui vive. The eye
is dark, free from any haw (which is the red membrane within
the lower eyelid), is not sunken nor large, and is set in a
somewhat horizontal position, all of which contributes to a
keen, " varminty " expression. An axiom in cynology is that
the rounder and fuller the eye the milder in expression.

The terms "type" and "character" are generally
considered synonymous, but they are not exactly. The term
" character " is that vague expression of the whole that conveys
a meaning which only dog owners of experience can properly
appreciate—expression, points and style are all combined in

quality which associates itself with or stamps every breed. The
term "quality" denotes that indescribable something that

severs the patrician from the plebian, and is quite as prominent
in the dog as his best friend, the man, and can only be found
in dogs which are blessed with type and character to a degree.

CHIPS .

By C. A. B.

To stretch new moose hide snowshoe strings : Place them
in warm w^ter over night. Next day hang from a nail or hook
with heavy weight attached. Wlien almost dry (but not quite)

rub thoroughly with melted nuitton tallow. If these directions

have been followed faithfully, but little trouble will be exper-

ienced from stretched strings when walking.

Moose hides are prepared by the Indians in two ways.

The first part of the process is identical in each case. The hide

is soaked in water until the hair loosens, then hung over

a smooth pole and scraped with a bone scraper, made by split-

ting the upper leg bones of the animal. The hide so prepared

is babiche, used for filling snowshoes, and a hundred and one

other things. Before a skin is fit for moccasins it must be
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Rice, Lewis & Son, Limited,

RIFLES

WINCHESTER, SAVAGE,

MAUSER AND MARLIN.

Revolvers & Pistols

WEBLEY, COLTS, SMITH &
WESSON, MAUSER. * =:

SHOT GUNS
GREENER, REMINGTON,
CLABROUGH. * . .

AMMUNITION
'kU's'

Cor. King & Victoria Streets, TORONTO.
smoked until cured and pliable. The hide is, therefore, sewn
into a bag, and inverted over a fire made of green, rotten wood
(often in an old bake kettle). There must be lots of smoke and
but little heat, for things to go well.

It pays to take some care as to your bed. A man plays out

when he has rested badly for several consecutive nights. First

spread several layers of finely broken balsam boughs, placing

the butts toward where your feet will be when you are lying

down. Over these lay a waterproof sheet and your blanket.

The blue 4-point Hudson's Bay blanket is one of the best. A
pair weigh 14 lbs., and two pairs will keep a man comfortably
warm through a pretty cold night. The warmest covering of

all is, however, the Indian rabbit-skin blanket, made of nar-

row strips of rabbit skin woven into a wrap. These cost from
$3 to $10, according to size and quality. They are too warm,
except for the long, cold nights of mid-winter.

Better by far than any sock in winter, is the blanket
square, used by so many Indian hunters. Cut a small blanket
into square pieces of a suitable size, and wrap each foot in a
couple, drawing on a moose skin moccassin over all. Keep
several on hand and wash out and change every day while
snowshoeing. If you happen to get your feet wet, change at

once. A spare pair may be carried in the bosom of your hunt-
ing shirt.

The Ojibways divide the year into 13 moons. Two of the
names they have given are most poetical—Ghost Month and
Flower Month to wit-but the others are commonplace and show
little imagination. As instances. New Year Month, Glare Ice
Month, Strawberry Month, Trout Fishing Month, &c.

SALMON FLIES.

Salmon fishing is yet a long way off, but it takes time to get
flies and tackle in order, especially when the orders are sent to

the Old Country, as is often done, hence it is not too early to
offer two or three patterns that will be found deadly on ahnost
any Canadian river.

No. 1, tail—a topping; tag—a few turns of orange silk,

and two of silver tinsel; butt -peacock herl (may be omitted);
body—light orange pig's wool; tinsel—silver ; hackle—red
natural

; wing—dark mallard, with a topping and sprigs of
scarlet macaw.

No. 2, tail—a topping; tag—blue silk; body—shoulder
half claret, remainder grey pig's wool ; hackle blue ; tinsel-
silver cord ; wing— turkey or mallard.

No. 3, tail—a topping; tag—claret silk and silver tinsel

body—^grey fur ; tinsel—silver, flat ; hackle—claret ; wing-

light mallard, two toppings.

The foregoing are all proved patterns ; in addition no f\\

book is complete without Jock Scott, Black Fairy, Silvei

Doctor, Durham Ranger, Butcher and Popham. Hooks shouic

run between Nos. 3 and 3-0 O'Shaughnessy. Double hooks an

preferred by some, but certainly not by a majority of salmoi

fishermen. Sometimes, however, for August fishing whei

very small flies are a necessity, the double hook is almos:

essential.

For Nipissiguit a plain mallard wing, an apple green sill

body on a No. 3 hook is very killing in the upper pools late ii

the season. On Restigouche an orange or red tag is often :

decided improvement. The great Miramichi medicine fly ha;

usually a plain mallard wing and a grey or orange body ; noth

ing but orange will kill many fish on the Port Midway (N.S.

in May, so it goes, Salmo solar being as nice in his selectioi

of colors as a dame selecting her Easter bonnet.

There is only one ^ ^ ^

IWfc
Always the samo and always to be relied upon.

A scientific preparation containing the whole

nourishment of beef, in the form easiest of di-

gestion and assimilation.

CURD'S
MOTTO-"The Best."

GINGER ALE, SODA WATEF

APPLE NECTAR, ETC., ETC

To be obtained from all flrst-class grocers.
Please see that the label is on the bottle.

CHARLES CURD & CO. - Montreal.

F0RYACHT5.STEANSHIPS.B0ATS

M^CASmUDOUGALL&C??
Standard BoatarSparYarnishes.

MONTREAL.
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For Sportsmen
All Sizes Supplied A JH J^

J33 KING ST.. EAST, TORONTO

W. Q. BLACK
MANUFACTURER

^...^sBAYcoA,,^^ THE HUDSON'S BAY
" COMPANY

'''^^^^^y'>^''

HAS HAD OVER 229 YEARS
EXPERIENCE IN PROVIDING
FOR HUNTERS

EVERYTHING NECESSARY CAN BE SUPPLIED, ji ji Jb CIRCULAR
LETTERS OF CREDIT ISSUED ON ALL THE COMPANY'S INLAND
POSTS. •••«*«««««« FURTHER PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION TO

HUDSON^S BAY COMPANY, WINNIPEG.

WANTED
A lease of good

Salmon Pishing for

June. Must be

suflBcient for three rods, with house

suitable for lady's occupancy.

Address, "with full particulars,

M. M. 6ILLAM, Temple Court, New York.

Kodaks
I \ PREMOS^ VIVES

$12.00 PREMO
FOR $7,00««««

SPECIAL FOF

montreal

Pbotograpbic

Supply

R.F.SMITH
J 756 Notre Dame

Street
UPTOWN BRANCH

J 48 Peel Street

MONTREAL
CANADA c*

Province of Quebec

Sportsman's Paradise
These rivers and lakes are all well stocked with salmon and trout, from
four to eight pounds, and with various other kinds of fish.

MOOSEt CARIBOU AND RED DEER.—Splendid shooting almost every-
where throughout the territory of the Province of Quebec, especially m
the Ottawa and Pontiac Districts, in Gaspesia and Beauce, the Metapedia
Valley, the Temiscamingue Eegion, the Eastern Townships, the North
of Montreal, the Kippewa and the Lake St. John District.

Game abounds in the Forests and on the Beaches.
Hunting territories from 10 to 400 square miles, at $1.00 per square mile
and upwards, can be leased, on which the lessee has the exclusive right
of hunting.

THE LAURENTIDES NATIONAL PARK alone contains hundreds of the
most picturesque lakes, teeming with fish, and plenty of moose, caribou
and bear

; black, silver and red fox, otter, martin, lynx, mink, fisher are
also abundant.

FEATHERED GAME.—Canadian goose, duck, woodcock, snipe, partridge
plover, etc., are in great number in almost every part of the province

HUNTING AND FISHING PERMITS can be obtained from the Depart-
ment of Lands, Forests and Fisheries and from the Game-wardens all

over the province.

Hunting Territories Can be leased by applying to

THE COMMISSIONER OF
LANDS, FORESTS AND FISHERIES, QUEBEC

TO LET

RiverSt Lakes

and Hunting

Territories ^ ^

Hunting permits, fee : $25.00.

Fishing permits, fee : $ J 0.00.

THE HERALD JOB DEPARTWENT MONTREAL, P.Q-
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mNGHESTER^
» ri'ii'3»,.Wi I f A

Repealing ^ines
For All Kinds of Shooting.

I All Desirable Calibers and Weights

A FEW FAVORITES FOR HUNTING.
Model 1895. 30 Army caliber, weiglit 8 1-A pounds.

Model 1894. 30 "W. C. F. caliber, "Extra Light,"
weight 6 1-2 pounds.

Model 1894. 30 W. C. F. caliber, "Take Down,"
weight 7 3-4 pounds.

Model 1 892. 44 and 38 caliber, " Take Down," weight
7 pounds.

Model 1886. 45-70 caliber, "Extra Light," weight
7 pounds.

Shoot Winchester Ammucition. Made for all Kinds of Guns.

FREE.— Send Name and Address on Postal for 158-page Illustrated Catalogue.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS GO. NEW HAVEN, GDNN.

FOR
GUNS

All sportsmen use and
praise

as the only real gun oil on the marUut.
Lubricates perfectly, cleans out burnt
ixnvder (smokeless too), prevents rust
on barrel and polishes the ^tock.
Cnr r trample bottle sent for two cent
InCC Stan p to pay the postage. Try.
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G. W. COLE CO.
143-145 Broadway New York City

\iJ^^4-r>.A A lease of good Salmon

TT 3llI6U* Fishinj/ for June. Must
be sufiicient for three

rods, with liouse suitable for lady's oc-

cupancy. Address, with full particulars,

M. M. GILLAM
Temple Court, New York.

HAMILTON POWDER CO.
HAS MANUFACTURED

sporting; gun powder
Since 1865, as a result you have

"CAniBOU" made from best materials, perfectly

put together. " DUCKING " hard pressed,

slow burning, keeps well under all conditions.
" SNAP SHJl " high velocity, moist residium

Cheap. The powder for every day use.

ENGLISHMEN SAY
Powder can l)e bought in Canada as good as ever

put in a gan. It has a positive advantage over
home make, the dirt is ioft.—J. J. W. in London
Field.

AMERICANS SAY
The finer Kiisiii-h or American Powder a-id Cana-
dian " Caribou,' 1 am quite familiar with. They
give so little recoil that one may shoot all day
without bruised sheulder or headache — Forest

and Stream.

CANADIANS ABROAD SAY
Can you send over some Trap? I don't mean to

flatter but it is ahead of anything we get here.

—

A W. W., Batavia, N. Y.

BRITISH AMERICAN HOTEL
WINDSOR, ONT.

LEADING HOTEL IN THE CITY.

SPECIAL RATES FOR TOURISTS.

T. W McKEE, PROPRIETOR.

in point of cuisine and equipment, THE
ROSSIN is the most complete, the most
luxurious of modern Ontario hotels. The
rooms» single or en suite, are the most airy

and comfortable in the Dominion. The
Union Depot and Wharves but two mins
utes' walk.

A. & A. NELSON,
Toronto, Ont. Proprietors.
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FISHING IN A G-REAT LONE LAND.
By L. H Smith.

Illustrations by the Author.

'tn my mail on a fine June morning, now several years ago,

was a postal card, which read

—

" I am going to the Saugeen next week,—come along.

Alex. .Grant."
My reply read

—

" Have fished too often where the big tront were ; am now
going where the big trout are."

My friend, the Rev. Alex. Grant, from whom I received

the above invitation to go with him to the Saugeen river on a

trouting expedi-

tion, was a Bap-

tist minister,
and was as good

a fisher of men
as he was of

fish. Born iii the

High lands of

Scotland, on the

banks of the
Sx)ey, which was

a grand salmon

and trout river,

he early imbib-

ed a love for an-

gling which re-

iiuiiued his prin-

cipal recreation

through life.

We had fished

the Saugeen to-

gether, and had

heard the early

settlers along its

banks tell of the

big trout they

used to take
from its waters.

I was tired of

hearing stories of four and five pounders which years ago

were common where, fish as diligently as I would, I was

seldom rewarded with more than a pound fish. I longed

for the sensation of a five pound speckled trout fighting

on my six-foot leader and held in check by an 8-oz. split

steel River, Telford

bamboo, and made up my mind that if any such fish still lived

in any stream north of the boundary line, I was going after them.

Poor Grant ! He went on that trip without me, and I

never fished with him again. He was drowned in the wild

Nepigon, a few hours after writing me making arrangements

where we were to meet till we fished some of the rivers in that

Great Lone Land. It was not to be ; our pleasant chats over

the camp-fire, and our discussions on the various flies for differ-

ent streams we had fished were never to be repeated. A
faithful friend, and a true disciple of Walton had been cruelly

snatched from me ; I have only the remembrance of his pleasant

face and ever-buoyant spirits to remind me of the splendid

angler and
happy com-
panion he was.

An old friend,

who was water

boss at Jackfish

Bay, on the
Canadian Pacific

Railway, on the

north shore of

Lake Superior,

writing to me
shortly after
locating there,

said, "If you

want to catch

big trout, come
here; five-
pounders are
common." This,

received only a

few days before

the invitation

froim poor Grant

to join him on

the Saugeen,

explains why I

refused to go
there. I had—Looking up

made up my mind to go to Lake Superior's rivers, which had

been rendered so accessible by the opening of the Canadian

Pacific Railway.

In this Great Lone Land which lies on the north shore of

Lake Superior, there are many wild and rapid rivers, all
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draining from towards the lieiglit of land which is from thirty

to fifty miles north of the lake ; beyond that the rivers run to

the north and empty into Hudson's Bay. Among the many
rivers crossed by the Canadian Pacific Railway are Little Pic,

Mink, Prairie, Steel, Black, Maggot, Gravel, Cypress, Pine,

Fire-Hill, Nepigon, Trout Creek, Wolf, Mackenzie and Current;

about in the order named as you travel west. There are many
others besides these; their names and location can be ascertained

from conductors, officials and trackmen on the road.

The first sight you get of Lake Superior from the railway is

at Heron Bay ; from thence to more than a hundred miles west

the track hugs the shore of the great inland sea.

I fished the rivers of Lake Superior a whole season before

I learned that the Fontinalis made his home in that great body

of water, and I have to thank a lad who worked on the track

for the information. Sometimes we can learn something from

those who do not know as much as ourselves. Billy, as my
informant was
named, was a

slow, inanimate,

careless, nerve-

less fellow ; one

of those chaps,

however, who
are always pok-

ing around
alone looking

for something

and generally

finding it. He
was the first to

catch a trout in

the lake with

rod and line at

the station I was

at. After seeing

a three-pounder

which -he had

taken, I lost no

time in trying

it myself, and

from that time,

when I h a V e

been by the lake

shore, I have
cast nay flies

on its surface.

Billy, although very crude, was in his way a character. A
born disciple of good old Izaak—slow, patient and untiring.

In his rambles along the shore he selected a rock which was a

good place for large fish, the water was very deep right at its

base, and many were the fine ones he landed there. Every
evening, when the weather was fine, he might be seen sitting

at his accustomed place. So much did he use it that the spot

where he sat became polished, and we call it to this day, "Billy

Harmer's Rock." His tackle was of the rudest character, and
the manner of his taking a fish out of the water was as

unscientific as it was prompt. A long crooked tamarack pole,

cut in the bush, a coarse strong line, and a hook big enough for

a codfish. AVith this rig he would take his seat. The first thing

hie did was to liglit his pipe, it was an inseparable part of his

person while fishing. His pipe started, he baited his liook and
threw it in. He was not at all particular as to what he used

for bait ; a young mouse, a frog, a piece of beef or a minnow,

Fly Fishing for Tr»ul in Lake Superior.

and occasionally a bit of fat pork. If minnows were scarce

with him he would pul) one in two with his thumbs and fingers

and use head or tail ; anything that a fis?h would eat was to his

idea a satisfactory lure. He would sit for hours as motionless

as a statue ; he did not go after the fish, but waited till they

came to him. The only move he made was to occasionally raise

his line a few feet in the water, or draw it out and take a fresli

cast. AVhen he got a bite, the question was soon settled whether

the fish was to leave its native element or not. If the hook

held, and the line did not part nor the pole break, the trout

was soon landed on the rocks ; if something gave way and the

fish got off, he was quite unruffled ; he simply threw in again

and waited for another bite. Landing a three or four-pounder

excited no enthusiasm in him
; he was as unimpressionable a«

a log. When he quit he would pick up his fish and carry them

home with the same unconcern that another man might take

home'a beefsteak from the butcher's. Did he catch none, he

would manifest

the same un-

concern. ]

tried hard to

initiate him into

n)y way of tak-

ing fish—with a

light rig and

with a fly —but
lie preferred his

own coarse
style. A flaxen-

haired, good-
natured boy,

with his colored

kerchief wound

around his neck,

gipsy fashion,

pipe in nioutli,

sitting patiently

on his rock, he

was a study. To

my wife and

daughter and
myself, while
we stayed there,

this good-natnr-

ed fisher-boy of

Jackflsh Bay
afforded a good

deal of amusement. There is something very grand in

standing on the rocks and fishing in the lake when

the fish are at hand and are taking weli. A five-pounder

rushes out from some cavernous or shelving rock and

takes one of your flies and you strike him ; off he starts

straight into the lake
;

your reel sings and ten, twenty,

thirty, perhaps forty yards of line are run out before

he heaves to, or turns. You think he is bound for the south

shore. Then he leaps out of the water and shakes the fly, to

rid himself of it, as a terrier shakes a rat ; the pressure of the

line is heavy on him ; he makes a run for shore and you reel

jn ; he leaps and leaps again and again, and if your hold is

good he now begins to shew signs of caving in. Now be careful

and lead him alongside the rock and gaff him. Always use a

gaff, and not a landing net, for such large flsh. Kill him by

striking him on the head with the gaff handle, and lay him

down on the rocks. Stand aside and let the sun shine on him.
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iHc glistens like frosted silver. You are inclined to say "Grilse"

—but look closely ; through that silvery sheen on his sides

ire two rows of brilliant gold-colored or scarlet specks, set in

?merald circles, brilliant as the purest gems. This pronounces

him a true Sahno fontinalis, and, save perhaps the Salmo saiar,

1k' is the best fish, whether on the line or on the table, in the

\v >rld.

One day, when the water was calm, I was fishing with

Imy daughter on the rocks, when she hooked and played a fish

which I shall always remember as the largest trout I ever saw.

She handled him well, and when she trailed him up to the

nK'k 1 saw, in that more than crystal-clear water, what a

monster he was. I had no gaff and tried to scoop him with

my landing net, when off he dropped. Behind me I heard my
daughter heave a sigh and exclaim "He's gone." Had we
landed the fish, I should have had the pleasure of saying that

my daughter had killed the largest trout ever taken by a lady

or gentleman angler in Lake Superior.

Steel River was the first that I ever fished on the north

shore. For several days I went up it alone. How lonesome it

v/as ! Xot a creature, not a sound save the rushing waters to

disturb the silence of the solitude. Even bird life is scarce.

To a lover of birds, as I am, living in southern Ontario where

in summer feathered life fairly swarms, their absence here is

almost painful. I do not think a white man had ever fished

the river a mile above the railroad bridge till I did. One day

a man came to the tank house and asked me if I would like a

companion. Yes, indeed I would ; and from that day he went

with me. We made many hard trips up the river. I was told

there were falls three miles up ; we started for them one

morning. After paddling and hauling our canoe for more than

the distance named, we came to some long rapids. Leaving

tlie canoe ashore, we walked (and awful walking it was, and

awful climbing as well) along the shore for miles, but came to

no falls. As we had neither tent nor provisions, but only our

lunch, we had, very reluctantly, to turn back (about 4 p.m.).

We did not make the station till near midnight. There we
found my friend the old captain (good old soul, if he be a

terrible radical) in a great stew ; he thought we were lost. We
were tired, hungry and done up. He soon had supper ready

for us, and I have a faint recollection of doing justice to what

was placed on the table.

In a day or two Tom (that was my companion's name) and

I tried it again ; but this time we went about it in a more

practical way. We took along a camping outfit, and made up

our minds that if there were falls on that river we were going

to see them. We started after dinner and when we came to

the rapids where we had left our canoe the last time, we hauled

her over them ; this took us two hours, and we were wet to the

middle part of the time. Above the rapids we had three or

four miles of still water, at the end of which we came to a goi^e

that no canoe could be taken up. It being now seven o'clock,

we pitched camp for the night. After breakfast next morning

we started on foot, leaving the canoe at our camp, and after

perhaps half a mile of hard walking and climbing over moss-

covered rocks, we came to the first falls, and a welcome sight it

was. Above these again are other falls, more grand, and about

a half mile further over falls and rapids lies Mountain Lake, a

lovely sheet of water, lying peacefully and lonely in the lap of

the mountains. From Lake Superior to Mountain Lake is

from eight to ten miles, but they are very long and hard miles

to travel

.

{Continued next month)

ONTARIO GAME.
We have frequently had occasion to mention the abund-

ance of big game existing in the Province of Ontario, and it is

very gratifying to find <)ur opinion shared by one of the oldest

and most trustworthy of the Ontario land surveyors, Mr. James
Dickson. He has sent us a copy of a pan)phlet on the game
fields of Ontario of which he is the author and it is not giving

it undue praise to say that few men have written anything
bearing on Canadian sport which contains more information in

an equal number of pages. It is published by Messrs. Warwick
Bros. &. Rutter, of Toronto, but we do not know whether it is

for sale or not, hence as many of our readers may be unable to

obtain it a few extracts ought not to be out of place.

"Where is Ontario anyway, some may ask?" writes Mr.

Dickson. " AVell it lies between the parallels of 42° and 52° 'W
of north latitude, and between the meridian of 74° IW, and 95°

of west longitude from Greenwich. The total area of Ontsxrio

is 222,000 square miles or upwards of 140,000,000 acres of land

and water. A few of the minor streams and lakelets have been

brought to the mind's eye of the untravelled portion of the

community, but the vast extent of mountains and valleys, of

lakes and streams, which comprise our hinterland, is still an

unknown and untravelled wilderness except to the aborigine,

the geologist and the surveyor. Even the hardy trappier and

lumberman have only skimmed around its outer edges.

" Only a small part of Ontario has been redeemed from its

natural state and brought under cultivation. A line drawn due

east from Sault Ste. Marie at the outlet of Lake Superior to the

Ottawa River will very nearly divide the settled from the un-

settled parts of the province.

" Another large forest reservation, having an area of 2,200

square miles, has lately been set aside in the Temagaming dis-

trict. Its southerly boundary is some thirty miles north of the

most northerly point of Lake Nipissing, and it extends west to

within eighteen miles of the west boundary of the district of

Nipissing, having its southwest angle seven miles north from

Wahnapitae Lake, from thence due north forty miles, then due

east an estimated distance of twenty-five miles to the Montreal

River, then partly down that stream and parallel to it to within

six miles of Lake Temiskaming. It includes the whole of that

magnificent sheet of pure, limpid water. Temagaming Lake,

Lady Evelyn Lake and a host of others are equally beautiful

and well stocked with trout. No part of its beauties has ever

been marred by the axe of the lumberman and it seems the

intention that it never will be. All kinds of game abide therein

and it is one of the finest moose districts of the province. In

this reserve it will require at least three seasons' canoeing to

explore all its waters and not go over the same route twice.

"The whole country lying north of the line of the Can-

adian Pacific Railway for its entire distance from where it bids

adieu to the Valley of the Ottawa at the town of Mattawa, two

hundred miles west of Ottawa City, to the west boundary of the

province, some thirty miles west of Rat Portage, is practically

an unbroken wilderness, an immense extent of mountain and

valley, of lake and river, extending to the Arctic Ocean, its

loneliness broken only by the trading posts of the Hudson's

Bay Company, and the wigwam of the aborigine. In nearly

the whole of this vast area, moose and caribou roam in count-

less numbers, and the annual export of furs by the company

demonstrates that the fur bearing animals from the smallest to

the greatest, are neither decreasing in number or in quality.

" What a mine of wealth is here stored up for future gener-

ations, if any reasonable means are adopted to preserve it from

destruction. It is drained by innumerable streams of all sizes.
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from some large enough to be navigated by good sized vessels,

down to the tiniest rivulet. Lakes of all sizes in which the

waters are gathered are there by the thousand ; waters of the

purest quality, teeming with fish, many the feeding and breed-

ing grounds of innumerable waterfowl, enclosed and overhung
by all varieties of timber and vines adapted to the latitude.

"The Province of Ontario has within its borders in its

mountains and its valleys, its lakes and its rivers, scenes of

rugged beauty and grandeur that are equalled by few and
excelled by no other country, and in the abundance and
variety of its flora and salubrity of its climate, it takes second

place with none. Word painters may attempt to describe its

beauties, or the artist with brush, pencil or camera, to repro-

duce them on canvas or slate, but all fall far short of nature.

They are like portraits of the dead. See the monarchs of the

forest as they bend and crash in the liawling tempest. The
sleeping waters roused into life as they toss, and tumble, and
shriek in their mad attempt to burst some rocky barrier.

Then ask what pen or pencil can do justice to nature, much
less improve upon it. Loll on some grassy bank during the

silent watches of the night when all nature is hushed in repose,

the stillness broken only by the distant cry of the loon, or hoot

of the night-owl, and one can then realize what the great poet

means when he speaks of ' Music that cannot be heard.' "

Mr. Dickson has, of course, a great deal to say about the

game to be found in his native province, but he is not always
quite accurate,

though as a rule

one can heartily

agree with his

statements. For

instance, in one

paragraph he

says : "There
is also abundant

evidence in the

parts of the ant-

lers and skulls

still found, that

Ontario was, at

no very remote

period, the
home of the wapita (wapiti?) or elk also, although there are

none to be found in it now, excepting, perhaps, an odd one

along its western border." As a matter of fact elk are con-

tinually being killed by the Indians as far east as the right

bank of the White River, which flows into the head of Lake

Temiskaming, and stragglers probably occur throughout

Northern Ontario, along the height of land between Lake

Temiskaming and the Winnipeg River.

Again, Mr. Dickson seems to tliink that wolves are un-

doubtedly growing scarcer each year, but we are afraid this

statement cannot be substantiated. Wolves have been seen

within the past few months in packs containing as many as

thirty animals on the Montreal River, and if the Ontario Gov-

ernment will make it worth the while, some of the Indian

hunters would very shortly bring in large numbers to the

Hudson's Bay Posts, as, although difficult to catch, the Indian

can do the trick when he sets himself seriously to work.

This is all the space we can spare for extracts from Mr,

Dickson's pamphlet, but those of our readers who are interested

in Ontario's game resources should try and obtain it for

themselves.

Our new department, Fish and Fishing, will interest anglers.

CANADIAN BEAUTY SPOTS—PETBRBORO'.
By Percy S. Thornton.

Peterboro' and the surrounding country offers many and
varied opportunities for the camera enthusiast. In Jackson Park
to the north-west of the town he will find many charming
nooks. The Japanese bridge may be taken from several posi-

tions, giving an entirely different picture in each case. Then if

he passes over the bridge, walking in a westerly direction, he
will come to another bridge and by crossing it and turning to

his left along the road that skirts the stream he will eventually

come to a slight up grade and will see, on looking back, the

little bridge he has just crossed with the road leading to it.

This, with the stream and stone embankment on the one side,

with the dark pines filling in the picture to the left and also

forming part of the background, makes a very pretty view, and
is well worth taking a shot at. There are many other views to

be had in the park, but space will not permit of mentioning

each one in particular.

A very fine bird's-eye view of the park may be obtained by

walking west along the railroad track about an eighth of a mile

and climbing the hill to the right.

After he has finished with Jackson Park and vicinity he

will find many a fine bit of scenery along the Otonabee River.

If he has a wheel the best thing to do is to go straight out Water

Street until he comes to Nassau, and on crossing the bridge there

he will find a

road running

along the east

side of the river.

The r o a d i s

nothing to brag

about for
wheeling — or
anything else

—

but the views

along it are of a

wild and un-

settled nature.

The river itself

is about as wild

a little stream

as he could wish to see, but is somewhat spoiled from an

artistic point of view by dams which have been placed at

intervals along it, forming part of the Trent Valley Canal

System. Continuing along this road he will eventually come
to Lakefield, a village situated about twelve miles north of

Peterboro', where he may take a steamer and sail up the river

to its source.

The passage through tlie locks is quite interesting for one

who has not had the experience before.

He will find the country getting wilder and wilder the

farther north he travels. The steamer touches at a luimber of

points in Stony Lake, which is studded with small islands,

many of them being mere rocks jutting out of the water. A
person unacquainted with these waters might easily get loat

among the numerous channels separating the different islands.

On the steamer's return to Lakefield he may take a train to

Peterboro' or he can wheel back along a different road to that

which he took on his trip up.

At Peterboro', if he cares for architectural subjects, he

should pay his respects to St. John's Episcopal Church. A fine

little edifice situated on the top of the hill, with ivy growing over

the walls and tower. Being a Clergy Reserve Church it is of

historical interest as well.
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Crossing over to Ashburnham, then sonth around the
rn end of the lake, he will And a number of pretty little

ms with clumps of woods along the banks. He may make
uit of the lake by continuing south to the railway track

crossing back to the Peterboro' side and will doubtless find

views which he will consider worth taking. The lake
If is quite picturesque, and if he watches his opportunity he

may get some magnificent sunset views over it.

While in Peterboro' he should not fail to take a trip to

Cliemung Lake, which is situated about seven miles to the
north-west and to which there is a stage running if he should
pi-efer it to wheeling. The road is fair for wheeling though
somewhat hilly. He will find a park there in connection with
an hotel, which is ffee to the public, and may if he wishes
refresh himself by taking a plunge in the lake—not to mention
the hotel.

Speaking of wheels, I might as well state that he can hire

one in Peterboro' for twenty-five cents for the afternoon, so

it would not be necessary for him to take his own along if he
did not wish to be bothered with it.

I would caution him to unscrew his lenses from the shutter

and carry them in a case in his pocket as there is some danger
of them unscrewing and getting spoiled. This of course refers

to folding cameras having Unicum or s-milar shutters. I had
an unpleasant experience in this way myself last summer.
After wheeling about fifty miles I found I was unable to take a

picture after all the trouble of taking the camera there, with
tlie prospect of carrying it back the next day. Quite a lot of

trouble for nothing, was it not?
There is also a steamer running down the river to Rice

Lake, which I believe makes a very pleasant day's outing,

although I cannot say from personal experience as I was unable
to make the trip during my stay in Peterboro'.

I must not close this article without mentioning the canoe
industry. Some of the finest canoes in America are turned out
there. They may be seen dotting the waters of Stony Lake,
also the river below the city, and add greatly to the interest of

some of the views.

A person should be prepared to spend at least a week there

and I do not think he will regret having chosen a visit to

Peterboro' for his summer vacation.

The Smith & Wesson revolver is built like a watch, that is

to say its various parts are as accurately made to gauge as are

those of an Elgin or a Waltham watch. There ate vast

numbers of imitation Smith & Wesson's on the market
which bear faint resemblances to the original article, though,
of course, they have got a different name on the barrel, but
any man who knows what a revolver should be would never
mistake the genuine article even in the dark. No more delightful

toy can be taken into the Canadian bush than one of the

incomparable little weapons, made with such skill and care by
Messrs. Smith & Wesson, at Springfield, Massachusetts.

*

One of the oldest and most trustworthy of the American
firms of gun manufacturers are the Parker Brothers, of Meriden.
Conn. Any work they turn out is sure to be honest and made
to wear, but like a great many other American firms they do
not seem to realize that a heavy gun is out of date for field

shooting. Twenty-five years ago the English sportsman used a

fhotgun twelve gauge, with 30 inch barrels, weighing 7| pounds,
and at the same period his American cousin usually toted

round a 10 bore with 32 inch barrels, weighing from 9 to 10

pounds. The English long ago found that a 12 bore weighing
between 6 and 6i pounds, with 28 inch barrels, bored for nitro
powders, would kill fast flying game more effectively than a
less easily handled weapon, but the American yet speaks of a
light 12 gauge, weighing 7h pounds. The lightest gun listed by
the Parkers wiighs 7 pounds and has 28 inch barrels

; if. they
would put a 12 bore upon the market which dil not weigh
more than 6J pounds but had plenty of metal in the barrel and
action it ia probable their effort would be in time appreciated
by American sportsmen—but the barrels must* not be less than
28 inches.

*
The Colt Patent Firearms Manufacturing Co. of Hartford,

Conn., have not stood still lately by any means. Their two
latest productions are a service revolver, chambered for the
Russian cartridge, and an automatic pistol of 38 calibre. Of
the latter we have not yet had an opportunity of judging prac-
tically, but there is no doubt that in their service revolver the
Colts have put a very useful article upon the market. The
other models manufactured by this company are as follows

:

" New Service" revolver, -'New Navy" revolver, "NewArihy"
revolver, " New Pocket" revolver, "New Police" revolver,
" Double and Single Action " revolvers, " Target " models and
a " Lightning Magazine Rifle."

*
The Marlin Company do not make as many different

patterns as the Winchester people, but those they do make are
great favorites with most of those who have tried tiiom. The
Marlin Company at one time manufactured the celebrated
Ballard rifle which has never been surpassed in accuracy. They
no longer, however, make this rifle, having found that the
repeater was more in demand for hunting, and to-day they
confine themselves strictly to manufacturing a repeating rifle,

which, by the bye, has a very large sale in Canada. As a rule

these are very accurate and the experience gained by the com-
pany in manufacturing target rifles is now standing them in

good stead.
*

There are few handsomer catalogues issued than that of

the Savage Arms Co., of Utica, New Vori. The Savage rifle

has made great advances in public favor and is now recognized

as the equal of any. Quite recently in Europe the Mann-
licher people have brought out a military rifle which is almost

identical in principle, so far at least as its revolving magazine
is concerned, with the Savage, and it would seem that it is

going to be a great favorite in the British Isles. Tliis rifle may
be had to shoot either a 303, a 30 American Government, or a

33-30 Winchester, so that many different tastes may be grati-

fied. The regular cartridge can be replaced by a miniature

cartridge for small game or short range shooting.

*
We are advised by the Remington Arms Co. that their new

single barrel pistols are not ready to be put on the market and

that it may be several months before this will be the case. It

is believed that the company will eventually place upon the

market a single shot pistol which will be an improvement upon

the arm which has been associated with its name for many
years. It will be chambered and rifled for the 22 rim fire or

the 44 C.F., Russian cartridge.

*

An Ottawa lady was recently struck on the head by a

spent Lee-Knfield bullet.- No one seems, however, to have

investigated to discover its starting point, yet this might easily

have been done by anyone knowing the range and trajectory of

the service rifle.
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COMPARISON BETWEEN EUROPEAN AND
CANADIAN FOREST CONDITIONS.

Norman M. Ross« Ottawa.

The subject of forestry is undoubtedl}' becoming one of

great public interest and it will not now be long until the great

forests of Canada are under a regular system of management,

insuring a permanent income to the country from one of her

chief resources. At this early stage, while Canadian forestry is

still in its infancy, the various systems of forest management

now in vogue in Europe, and more especially in Germany, are

of particular interest, and the experiences of these older coun-

tries should prove of great benefit to us in the development of

our future forest policy. It would of course be quite out of the

question at once to adopt generally in America such intensive

forms of management as are at present used over the greater

part of the German Empire. Europe is a large continent and

we find consequently many stages of development, and the

same may apply equally to Canada, but, if it is permitted to

generalise, it may be said that on the whole forest conditions

now existing in this country are probably similar to those

which prevailed in Europe some one hundred and fifty or two

hundred years ago. However, owing to the much more rapid

development on this side the Atlantic, we may confidently

expect to attain to the same level in a much shorter period, say

aeventy-five or one hundred years at most.

In Germany the ownership of the timbered areas divides

the forests into four classes :—1, State Forests ; 2, Municipal or

Commercial Forests ; 3, Church and University Forests ; 4,

Private Forests, of which a large proportion are entailed pro-

perty and therefore must be treated conservatively. The first

three classes form the greater percentage of the total forest area.

Both the state and municipal forests are under government

management, the revenue derived from the former going to

meet state expenses, while that from the latter is used for the

benefit of the cities or towns owning the forests. Unentailed

private forests do liot aggregate more than i)erhaps one-quarter

of the total forest area and although their general management

is left entirely to the discretion of the owner, still government

prescribes stringent rules regarding the wholesale cutting of

such lands, the legislation varying in the different provinces.

The object is to keep a certain proportion of the entire country

under forest, at least twenty-five per cent, being considered the

proper standard. Even this area cannot supply the home

demand, the annual consumption being twenty-seyen million

cubic metres, while the production is only seventeen million.

The effect on forest management of the varying conditions

of development throughout Germany is at once apparent to

anyone travelling through the country. In the more thickly

populated districts where means of transport are best developed

and where the markets are of necessity good, there is where we

find the most intensive forest management. In such sections

every stick of wood which can be produced is saleable, the

small stuff for firewood and minor industries and the larger

material for timber. As soon as the old trees are cut down, the

denuded area is at once planted up again with young seedlings,

time and soil being far too valuable to allow of natural regener-

ation, which would require perhaps several years to become
'

established. From the time of planting up till maturity the

trees are carefully tended, thinnings being taken out period!-
,

cally in order to concentrate in the most promising individuals

the nourishment derivable from the soil, the thinnings being

in themselves a source of revenue. In many cases even the

litter on the ground is valuable for stable bedding and similar

purposes.

In other sections, for instance the Alpine region of Southern

Bavaria, things have a totally different appearance. Here we

have a country extremely rough, thinly populated, with a

comparatively poor road system and with correspondingly poor

markets. Large timber is here practically the only saleable

forest product, with the exception of a very limited amount of

firewood and some small wood to supply a few local industries.

The work of the forest officer consists principally in regulating

the cutting of mature timber. The planting of seedlings in

such districts is considered much too expensive and, except in

some rare cases, natural regeneration is depended upon entirely

to start the future forest crop. In this case conditions are very

similar to those now existing in many parts of Canada where

the fire warden system has been successfully introduced. Be-

tween these two extremes in Germany we find all stages. In

every case the intensity of forest management in any district is

in exact proportion to the development of that district, espec-

ially in the matter of roads and means of transport, which is

the principal factor regulating stumpage prices. Thus we see

that forest management, as is only natural, depends on stump-

age prices. Where timber has a high value, considerable

expense may be incurred in administering the torest, but where

prices are low only a very small outlay is permissible if the

investment is to prove remunerative.

Compared with stumpage prices in Germany those in

Canada will no doubt seem to us to be rather small and we

might therefore infer that the expenses to be incurred for forest

administration should be equally modest. But are these prices

going to remain at this low figure? We are most decidedly

safe in saying no. If we look at the stumpage prices of the past

few years we see a very marked increase indeed, and we even

find that many species of trees which some time ago were

looked upon as absolutely worthless or at least of very little

value from a lumberman's standpoint, now have their regular

place on the market ; cottonwood and hemlock are instances.

Men who have given the subject due consideration have cal-

culated that within from fifty to seventy years stumpage prices

in America will have risen to the level of those now prevailing

in Europe.

To give some idea of the value of German forests the fol-

lowing figures are of interest. They represent the net stumpage

price derivable as final yield at one hundred years of age from

an acre of forest land in Hesse Darmstadt:—

Scotch pine forest, 2nd quality, final net yield, $450 per acre.

Beech " " " " " 30R

Spruce " " " " " 1403

These figures do not include thinnings which have been re-

moved previous to this time. According to the German yield

tables, spruce forests of second quality at one hundred years oi

age contain about eight-seven cords of wood fit for pulp, which
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,vould in this case give ns a stumpage value of $16.00 per cord.

Second quality Scotch pine trees at the same age would average

ibout 50 feet clear bole with a diameter of not more than 1(5

m;hes at breast height, inclusive of bark, and are worth $18 to

f2() per thousand feet, board measure, stumpage. Such trees

wcmld have but small value in the eyes of Canadian lumbermen.
Now, if we can expect such prices as the above to prevail

n tills country in, say seventy-five years, we see that the pros-

luctive value of our forests is something enormous and that it

IS high time to establish a regular protective management, not

{only over the existing forests but also over already lumbered

larea, which, if only protected from fire, are bound to produce a

r^eeond growth by far more valuable than the original crop.

The main point of difference between the forests of Canada
,;iiid those of Germany, and one which makes it impossible to

[introduce European methods, lies in the fact that here we have

to deal principally with virgin forest, while abroad this condi-

tio in has long since disappeared.

Tlie fundamental principle underlying all German forestry

is to secure an equal sustained annual yield, and in each range

practically the same amount of wood is harvested every year.

\^'ith virgin forest a sustained annua! yield is not pot^sible owing

to the large amount of mature and hyper-mature trees growing

in it which must first be cut out in order to bring the forest

into the best state of productiveness. In other words, the

capital invested in the forest must be reduced to that figure

which will pay the highest interest. As soon as we get rid of

the excess of mature timber now standing in the virgin forest,

we may then introduce systems of management having for their

object the harvesting of an equal annual yield, but this will

not be for some years to come.

In European forests the various age classes are grouped

more or less together, that is, we find a few acres of forest con-

taining only trees one hundred years old, adjoining which may
be a compartment forty years old, and alongside of this one of

eighty years old, the whole forest being spanned by a net work
of roads making every point quickly accessible. In such woods
there is practically no risk from forest fires, the enemy most to

te dreaded by Canadian foresters. If a fire should happen to

start in one compartment, it can easily be stopped before

reaching the next, as there is no great amount of debris on the

ground and the road system allows of at once reaching any

point where a fire may be burning. As a matter of fact, forest

lines are almost unheard of in Europe. In this matter of fires

Canada is again greatly handicapped, as the virgin forest suffers

considerable risk owing to the immense amount of debris

present on the ground, the comparative inaccessibility, and the

scarcity of help in the neighborhood which can be quickly

summoned to battle against the flames. Anyone who has had
any experience knows the hopelessness of trying to extinguish

a fire which has once gained a foothold in virgin forest, unless

aided in some way by rivers, creeks or other natural barriers.

The risk of danger from fire-is the main impediment to

forestry in Canada and is the problem which must receive for

some time the greater share of the forest officers' attention.

Once remove the evil effects of fire, and forestry is bound to

become one of the safest businesses in which capital can be

invested.

The German forester enjoys yet another, advantage. He is

in possession of elaborate yield tables compiled by the govern-

ment for the various species under varying conditions of growth.

These tables are based on the results of long yearaof experience

and experiment and furnish absolutely reliable data ( for Ger-

man conditions). Thus when a piece of land is planted up the

owner knows at once what yield he may expect to obtain at

any future date, and about what interest his investment will

bring him, doing away with all the uncertainty which a similar
work undertaken in this country would suffer from. Such
yield tables are a necessity for successful forestry, but owing to

the time and expense necessary in their preparation, their

compilation can only be undertaken by government.

*

A PROBLEM IN FORESTRY ; TREE PLANTING
IN THE NORTH WEST.
Archibald Mitchell, Uacleod, Aibe-ta.

Nearly every rancher you meet in the North West can tell

you something about tree planting. Everybody seems to have
had trees or seeds from Indian Head at one time or other, and
everybody seems to have had a try at transplanting evergreen
trees from the hills to the ranch. But nearly everybody has a

more or less constant tale to tell—trees will not grow. You
come across a few cases here and there where men have been
successful with some of their planting. You see sometimes a

Manitoba maple or two, usually pretty straggled-looking speci-

mens, and there are a few ranches which are beautified by one
or two spruce or Douglas firs. But such a thing as a hedge or

shelter belt is unknown. There are some precious specimens

of Dougkmi growing in town, that is, they were planted two
or three years ago and are not dead yet. They are the envy
and admiration of everybody, though usually they are only

existing and making little or no growth. A lot of nice, healthy

young trees are brought down from the hills every spring, and
sold to the townspeople. They are bought up eagerly, for

strong is the desire of the householder to improve the appear-

ance of his dwelling. But the purchase is now usually accom-

panied by the despairing thought, " We may perhaps be able

to keep it green this summer anyway."

On some of the ranches a few Siberian poplars are growing

and doing very well ; and a man will point to a small insignifi-

cant-looking cotton-wood and tell you with pride that it is a

triumph of transplanting. Success in planting there has been,

but compared with the attempt it is very small indeed. Yet it

is enough to encourage us to hope that with improved methods

we may be able to obtain much better results. As things are

at present, however, it may safely be said that tree-growing on

the plains is a problem which has been attacked with some

vigour for many years, but which is still awaiting a satisfactory

solution.

Even the very act of planting seems to be a hazy point, and

you will usually find a newly planted tree just about as loose in

the soil as if it had only heeled in the nursery for an hour or

two. The trouble seems to be in the fact that no one as yet

who has attempted planting has ever made any study of tree

life or the requirements of tree growth. A man will " plant "

a score or so of carefully grown trees in a notch (it can be called

nothing else) about twelve or fifteen inches wide and perhaps

as many deep, and confidently expect them to grow. He waters

and, as he considers, tends them carefully, but notwithstanding

all his anxious efforts those trees die. Any one with a little

knowledge of the subject would have expected nothing else.

The failure could not be attributed to the soil's being unable to

support vegetation, for the same kind of soil a little distance

away would perhaps be bearing abundant crops of vegetables

or grain, and, given the proper conditions, would just as readily

support a tree.

Ten chances to one every tree was loose, and not a single

root was in surroundings which would enable it to live and
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absorb moisture. When it is planted a root must have the

earth trodden firmly down upon it, or it may as well never have

been planted. It is like a man dying of want with plenty just

beyond his reach. The minute haustoria, or organs of absorp-

tion, require to be in most intimate connection with the earth

before they can take any nourishment from it ; firm packing is

therefore an absolute necessity.

It does not seem that the soil has ever been studied with

regard to its capacity for tree growing. This is a most import-

taut point and, as every forester knows, is the first of the local

factors to be considered when a new plantation is projected.

The soil here consists principally of a clayey, sandy loam,

or perhaps a sandy, loamy clay would describe it better. When
turned up by the plough it is dry, ana if you dig deeper it is

still dry. Dig ten or twenty feet and you may find the same
grey, dry soil. It is hard also ; the soft, spongy feel of the soil

of moister countries is wanting. The heavy winds passing

over it for centuries have dried it and pressed it, so that now
scarcely any moisture is to be found in it at all. The prairie

grasses use up all there is, and their closely matted roots shed
the rain off tiie surface, making the supply scantier still.

Plough up that soil and let air and moisture in, and you can

raise fine crops of grain. Tiie whole secret of its fertility seems
to lie in the air and the moisture. Given these, it seems as if

the whole character of the soil is changed. From a hard, dry,

grey soil, able to support only a covering of prairie grasses, it

becomes a rich, blackish or brown, porous soil, able to produce
almost any kind of hardy crop. This on the surface. Under-
neath the ploughed belt you find the same grey, dry, closely-

pressed soil. To plant a tree in soil of this description without

adequate preparation beforehand would be simply to court

disaster.

Tree planters here seem to expect impossibilities. They
will calmly d g a hole in the gro md a little larger than the

roots of the proposed tree
;

perhaps throw in a few chunks of

manure
;
plant the tree carefully or not, according to the degree

of intelligence of the operator, and expect it to grow. Now,
what happens? Unless a particularly copious supply of water
is forthcoming, such as thai from an irrigation ditch, that tree

is going to die, or if it lives, it only languishes and does not
flourish ; and all for the lack of moisture. To be sure, it may
be watered, and well watered, at least as far as quantity poured
out goes, but usually most of the water thus applied runs off on
the surface and is of no use. Wtiat does get into the soil is

soon absorbed, not by the roots, but much of it by the dry,

thirsty walls of the pit they are in. These walls have been
thirsting for water for centuries and greedily drink it up when-
ever they get the opportunity. And even though the watering
be done every day there is never enough and, as we have said,

the tree may live but cannot flourish. If grain were given like

treatment there would be no better result. But a grain field

has a porous surface all over it, and not only a porous surfiice but
a porous interior p.s well, or at least an interior which readily

conducts water by capillary attraction, so that the necessary
moisture can move in any direction the demands of the root-

lets require. The soil moisture is also protected from the
evaporative influence of the sun and wind, primarily by the
shade and shelter which the young plants afford.

If we planted a tree under similar circumstances we might
safely expect similar results. To do so we would require a soil

that would readily admit moisture and preserve it after it was
admitted. It would need to be a soil that was retentive as well
as porous, anoft^s j^ur natural soil is absorbent rather than

mtiye, and utilikefc' to viehretentive ;ld up its moisture when called

upon, we would require our trees to be planted fai enough
away from the natural soil that its absorbent influence would
have as little effect as possible on the quantity of water avail-

able for growth.

Now in the case of single trees, if a good wide hole four or

five times the diameter of the root intended to occupy it and
never leas than six feet, were dug to a depth of two or three

feet, and the soil well loosened and mixed with two year old,

well rotted manure, there would be a fair chance for a tree

planted in it to grow. The manure would need to be plentiful

for the great need of the soil is vegetable matter to retain the

water which enters it, and give it up readily when required bv
the growing tree. The whole well watered as it was put in

would be of great advantage. A depth of three inches from

the surface left unfilled, with the tree of course planted pro-

perly below that depth, would leave ample room for a good

layer of hay, straw or manure. Water thrown over this would

not run off nor would it puddle the surface and cause it to cake

when dry and shut off the air circulation. The water would be

retained in the mulch and allowed to soak into the soil in an

even and satisfactory manner. Less water would be required,

or at least less frequent waterings, for all or most of the water

supplied would be useful to the plant.

And so also with shelter belts, only instead of a number of

isolated holes have a continual belt of. trenched ground

manured and treated in the same way.

Only those who have tried planting in dry districts can

know the value of well trenched and mulched ground. It

often is simply the difference bet-^een success and the want of

it. Moisture enters easily and is retained or preserved from

evaporation in the umlch. Every portion of the trenched

ground is moistened, for capillarity will enable the water to

distribute itself evenly through the earth and also, as fast as it

is taken up by the feeding roots, the same law, by a reverse

action, will enable the supply at the growing point to be kept

up. Thus the tree is practically enabled to make use of all the

moisture in the trenched ground whether it was originally

deposited near it or not.

And when you come to consider it, this moisture-holding

layer on the surface is really the natural condition under

which the forest tree thrives in its native habitation. The

layer of humus of the surface of the forest ground is the great

storehouse of moisture, not only for the supply of the trees

but also for the sprigs which are fed from the surplus.

The kind of tree to plant is also a much debated question.

Some try Manitoba maples and others try various poplars and

willows, but nowhere do you hear of much success with either.

The time to plant, too, appears to be a matter of uncertainty.

You hear a few points in favor of fall planting, but there is

little or no reliable experience to go upon, and the new comer

has just to begin from the same point as the man who began

several years ago.

The problem is a many-sided one, and only a series of

careful experiments conducted here, right in the region of

the Chinooks, will ever furnish us with a sati.«factory solu-

tion.

It has been said that the Manitoba maple will not stand

the repeated frosts and thaws of our winter, and yet there is at

least one specimen the writer has seen, about fifteen o** twenty

feet high, which is strong and vigorous and bears fruit fre

qnently. That the Chinooks have not had the usual destruc-

tive effect on this specimen is apparent. Possibly the planting

and after treatment might account for it, or perhaps the

seasons for a few years after planting might have been different

/^
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f ..in those we now exiierience. Anyhow the history of that

tree would be well worth finding out.

After growing to a certain size the Manitoba maple

•corumonly loses its summer growth, or the most of it, every

winter and everybody blames the Chinooks. But it is by no

means certain that the rapid thaws and frosts of our peculiar

winter cause all the mischief. Doubtless our winters are not

the best adapted for tree life, but there is another reason which

may account for a good deal of the damage usually laid at the door

of the winter. We have here what we call our fall storm,

usually in September or October. This is a cold snap with

more or less soft snow, in which the temperature does not

touch zero, and it is therefore mild compared with the winter

storms. Frequently the summer growth is not yet ripened,

and often the leaves are still green, and it seems not impro-

bable that this is the time when most of the damage is done.

This year the storm occurred in September, about three weeks

earlier than last year, and yet the leaves and young growth

this season were riper. This year was an average one of about

the average rainfall, but last year was a wet one and growth

was carried on far into the fall on account of it. Consequently,

the storm in October found the trees more unprepared for

winter than this year's storm found them in September. Last

winter was a very good one, with no long spell of severe cold,

although the frequent changes may not have been the best for

the trees, but yet a Siberian poplar which has lately come

under the writer's notice lost all its branches after a most

vigorous growth the previous summer. It was carefully

pruned in to the stem in spring and this year has a goodly

array of fine shoots all over it. When our storm came, all the

young branches were well prepared for it, with the exception

of a few which were not quite so well forward. Up till now,

December, and after two severe storms with the temperature at

20° to 30'^ there is no appearance of any damage to any of the

shoots, although those which are not quite ripe are thinner and

not well filled out at the tips. It will be interesting to note

how they come through the winter, and if there are any

similar cases in the country it is to be hoped they will also be

observed and recorded. Irrigators would be especially inter-

ested in this question, for if the excess of moisture last year

was the indirect cause of the loss of growth in the fall, it might

be better for them to regulate their watering so as to have

their season's growth well ripened before the fall storm.

These are some of the points which appear to the writer to

have been neglected in the solution of the tree problem.

There are others, too ; for instance, has anybody ever made

thorough experiments with our native trees ? Everybody is

afraid to plant a cutting of native poplar because, they say, it

is such a slow grower, iit would be a life-time before it would

be of any use. Every tree, even the fastest growing, when

over a certain age, is a slow grower, and possibly our old,

slow-growing, common cottonwood would surprise us if we

gave it as much attention as we give foreign species. Close

planting would certainly force rapid height growth. Let any-

one plant one hundred well made ten inch cuttings not more

than three feet apart each way in a plot of ground as we have

described, and there is no doubt he will be pleased with the

result. We ought at least to be Fure of their hardiness, though

we must not forget that our fall storm may at times fiid them

also not fully prepared for the winter.

Space forbids our touching more fully on this question of

tree growing at this time. Suffice it to say that there are few

things more interesting or more important to the rancher in the

North West at present. He has solved the living problem and

he is usually pretty comfortably off. Now he lias got his home
established he has more time and more means to devote to his

surroundings. Only let him see how to plant, and he will take
it up as eagerly as the most ardent enthusiast might desire.

As a rule he has come from a tree growing country, and though
he may be prosperous enough in his business he will never feel

his home to be thoroughly home-like till he has his trees

flourishing around it, alike pleasant to the eye and a shelter

from the storm.
• -

We beg to call special attention to the article in this num-
ber by Mr. Norman M, Ross making a " Comparison lietween

European and Canadian Forest Conditions." Mr. Ross, who
has lately been appointed assistant to the Dominion Superin-

tendent of Forestry, is a native of Scotland and came to Canada
some years ago. After living for about four years in the west,

during part of which time he was employed at the f^xperi-

mental Farm at Indian Head, he took a course at the Ontario

Agricultural College at Guelph, For the past year and a half

he has been making a special study of forestry at Biltmore,

North Carolina, under Dr. Schenck, with whom, during the

past year, he made a tour of Germany and other European
countries in order to obtain a personal knowledge of the system

of forestry there practised. Mr. Ross is therefore particularly

qualified by his previous experience in Canada and his scientific

study of forestry to assist in the very large and important work
that comes within the. jurisdiction of the Dominion Forestry

Bureau.
*

The officers elected at the annual meeting of the Canadian

Forestry Association are as follows :—Honorary President, His

Excellency the Governor-General ; President, His Honor Sir

Henri Joly de Lotbiniere, K. C. M. G., Lieutenant-Governor

of British Columbia ; Vice-President, Mr. Wm. Little

;

Vice-Presidents for the Provinces and Districts : Nova

Scotia, Dr. A. H. McKay, Superintendent of Education

;

Prince Edward Island, Sir Louis Davies, K.C.M.G., Minister of

Marine and Fisheries ; New Brunswick, Hon. J. B. Snowball

;

Quebec, Hon. S. N. Parent, Premier of Quebec ; Ontario, Mr.

J. B. McWilliams ; Manitoba, Major Stewart Mulvey ; Kee-

watin, Lieutenant-Governor of Manitoba ; Assinibioa, Mr.

J. S. Dennis, Deputy Minister of Public Works ; Saskatchewan.

Mr. J. G. Laurie ; Alberta, Mr. Wm. Pearce ; Athabasca, Mr,

F. Wilson ; British Columbia, Mr. H. Bostock ; Yukon, The

Commissioner of the Yukon ; Secretary, Mr. E. Stewart, Domin-

ion Superintendent of Forestry ; Assistant Secretary and Trea-

surer, Mr. R. H. Campbell ; Board of Directors, Mr. Hiram

Robinson, Mr. C. Jackson Booth, Dr. Wm. Saunders, Professor

John Macoun, Hon. G. W. Allan, Thos. Southworth, Director

of Forestry for Ontario ; Mr. W. C. Edwards, M.P.

«

We regret to learn that our esteemed president, His Honor

Sir Henri Joly de Lotbiniere. is so unwell that he has been com-

pelled to leave British Columbia to seek health in the more

southerly climate of California. We trust that he may soon be

able to return restored to full health and vigor.

*

Care should be taken in the transplanting of trees that as

little damage as possible is done to the root fibres and that the

trees are not permitted to dry out too much during transporta-

tion. The latter point is of special importance with the ever-

greens. With such trees some earth should be always left

adhering to the roots when they have to be carried for any

distance.
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We do not hear much these days about the numerous rifle

clubs that were proposed while the war fever was at its highest.

Can it be that in the end we shall be so foolish as to permit

ourselves to continue a race of duffers—for that is what we

most certainly are as regards rifle shooting? There are, of

course, a good many excellent long range rifle shots in the

Dominion, and a good many very deadly marksmen at short

hunting ranges are to be found among our backwoodsmen and

frontiersmen, but these form, after all, a very inconsiderable

percentage of the population, and if we would so arrange that

to be a Canadian were almost synonymous with being a rifle-

man we must be at some pains to educate ourselves in the

knowledge which we now lack.

It is to be hoped that the powers at Ottawa will decide

in the end to do something practical towards encouraging rifle

shooting and it will be a very pleasant duty for us, when this

takes place, to chronicle it.

i<

A very lively controversy has been going on in the Mont-

real Saturday Star with regard to the protection of game. The

advocates of hounding are evidently, as usual, on the alert and

in this instance, though they have the worst of the argument

they use up the editor's space in the most reckless manner and

must tax his courtesy and patience to the limit. What a pity

it is that all men who go hunting are no" sportsmen ! If only

we could do away with the hide hunter, and the meat butcher,

and the bounder, and the man who kills the deer in the deep

snow with an axe, what a bright, beautiful world this would

be.
*

Mr. Denis McLynn, who is the recently appointed Fish

and Game Warden and Inspector in Montreal, is showing a

very praiseworthy energy in the discharge of his new duties.

During his rounds he has found that the cold storage ware-

houses, hotels, restaurants, clubs, butcher shops, and fish and

game stores continually and consistently break the enactment

which says that people must not possess game for more than

15 days after the close of the hunting season. He found moose

and caribou, and deer and partridges by the hundred, and

snipe by the barrel—but as yet we have seen nothing in the

daily press as to convictions and fines. This would be a wel-

come sequel to Mr. McLynn's valuable investigations.

Within the last couple of years there has been a happy
revolution—that is happy from the purchaser's point of view-
in the prices of 22 cal. rifles. We know that the 22 short cart-

ridge is by no means perfect, and are quite willing to acknowl-

edge that the 22 long rifle with its heavy bullet is more accurate

at all ranges, but, nevertheless, up to 75 feet few indeed are the

men who can hold close enough to be able to prove this by

their scores. For all practical purposes the 22 short is good

enough, so that the enterprise of one American manufacturer

In bringing out a 22 which lists for $3 is to be commended.
This rifle is an 18-inch, half-octagon barrel, walnut stock, blued

steel frame, and resembles the once celebrated Maynard rifle in

its action. It is bored for the 22 short and will of course shoot

the C.B. caps, though the owner of any good rifle is very fool-

ish to shoot caps in it, as the fulminate with which they are

loaded corrodes the barrel in a very short time. This rifle is

put on the market as a reply to the Winchester people, who
thought they had knocked the bottom out of prices when a

year or so ago they put a good 22 calibre on the market which

listed at $5.
*

If some of the readers of Rou and Gun would be so good

as to send us accounts of their experience with the Colt Auto-

matic Pistol we should be very glad to hear from them. One

fellow told us that you could not hit a barn door at ten yards

distance with one of these weapons—we did not believe him

;

another one told us that he hit everything he shot at with his

—and we are certain that he did not confine himself strictly to

the truth, but these contradictory reports have had a disturb-

ing effect upon the editorial equilibrium, and if any reader has

got one of these lethal weapons an account of his experience

with it will be very welcome.
*

The resolution adopted by the North American Fish and

Game Association at its last annual meeting in January, advis-

ing the institution of a heavy bounty on wolves, has been

vindicated in a remarkable manner, according to a press des-

patch from Ottawa.

Wolves have been so plentiful in the Upper Gatineau dis-

trict that there are few sheep left in that region. A farmer by

the name of Renaud, living in Eardly township, lost 13 sheep

in two weeks, and many of his neighbors have suffered heavily

from the same scourge.

The fact is, the Laurentians at the present moment swarm

with wolves from one end to the other ; these harry the deer

incessantly and it is high time that the power of the govern-

ment be exerted to reduce their numbers by the imposition of

a high bounty.

The big game of the United States is rapidly disappearing.

As already stated, buffalo are almost extinct ; elk and antelope

have been killed off in many localities in which they were

formerly abundant ; moose, caribou, mountain sheep and

mountain goats are now found in only a few states ;
and deer

are rare in many places where they should be common. To

such an extent has this decrease proceeded that vigorous

measures are now necessary to prevent the extermination of

all big game.—U.S. Dept. of Agriculture—Bulletin No. 14, 1900.

Compare the foregoing from a recent report by the Ontario

Game Commissioners:—"Ontario has a territory extending

from the Quebec boundary on the east to the Lake of the

Woods on the west, and over two hundred miles in width,

which is teeming with moose and in some districts oari-

bou."—Ed.
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THE GUN
Conducted by "Bob White"

GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP.
The Grand American Handicap, acknowledged to be the

greatest shooting event of the year on the continent, was
lirought off at Interstate Park, New York City, during the first

week of April. Crack pigeon sliots from all parts of the United

States and Canada to the number of 222 entered. Of these 22

failed to put in an appearance and 200 were left to start. Of

the 201 three were Canadians, namely, H. D. Bates, Ridgetown,

Out., winner of last year's handicap ; Thomas Donley, St.

Thomas, Ont., and J. Stroud, Hamilton, Ont.

Notwithstanding the fact that Mr. Bates failed to land the

cup a second time, his shooting was one of the features of the

tournament. Some of Mr. Bates' winnings were as follows :

Interstate Park Introductory (8 birds, $5.00 entrance), $21.90;

Borough of Queens' Sweepstakes (12 birds, $7.00 entrance),

$45.70; Nitro Powder Handicap (16 birds, $10.00 entrance),

$64.90, and Consolation Handicap (16 birds, $10.00 entrance),

$55.20.

The Grand American Handicap was won by E. C. Griffith,

of Pascoag, R.I., after a stiff struggle with J. L. D. Morrison, of

St. Paul. Morrison missed his 18th bird in the shoot-off

and 43rd in tlie race, leaving his opponent in possession of the

silver trophy and first money.

Half the shooters used either Dupont smokeless or Schultze

powder and were about equally divided in their affections. Of

the rest 30 used Laflin & Rand, 25 Hazard "Blue Ribbon"
and 20 E. C.

Of the guns used the Parker was the most popular. Eighty-

eight contestants used a Parker, 33 a Smith, 20 a Francotte and

10 the much lauded and much maligned Winchester pump.

A. H. Fox, who shot straight from the commencement of the

tournament to his 26th bird in the Grand American, and Mor-

rison, the runner up for the trophy, did remarkable work with

this arm.

E. C. Griffith, the winner, used a Parker gun, 45 grains

Laflin & Rand powder and "Leader" shells.

Officers of the S. P. C. A. were on liand to see that no

unnecessary cruelty was shown during the shoot.

*

Canadian Trap Shooting Association.

As intimated last month, a number of the trap shooters of

the Dominion assembled at Ottawa on Easter Monday for the

purpose of organizing a league of Canadian sportsmen, and

incidentally to exhibit their skill over the traps of the St.

Hubert Gun Club of that city. The day proved to be a miser-

able one for shooting, the rairi pouring down all day, but,

notwithstanding, the visitors enjoyed themselves at the traps

and ran off several events in which Western Ontario seemed to

have tlie best of it.

In the evening the business proper of the gathering was

proceeded with and an association of Canadian shooters formed

under the rather long name of the Dominion of Canada Trap

Shooting and Game Protective Association. Colonel Tilton

presided.

A constitution was adopted, and the following ofiicers were

elected :—President, W. Galbraith, Montreal; First Vice-

President, Thonuis A. Duff, Toronto ; Second Vice-President,

Dr. Overholt, Hamilton; Secretary-Treasurer, A. W. Throop,
Ottawa

; Committee, FrcHl Wostbrook, l^rantford ; J. N. Des-
laurier, Ottawa ; J. Walton, Sherbrooke ; \V. H. Hayes, Ottawa;
J. H. Thompson, Toronto ; C. L. Panet, Ottawa ; and E. C.

Eaton, ^Montreal.

CONSTITUTION AND. BY-LAWS.

ARTICLE I.—NAME.

This Association shall be known as "The Dominion of

Canada Trap Shooting and Game Protective Association."

ARTICLE 11.—ORIECTS.

The Objects of this Association are to promote mutual im-

provement in the art of shooting ; to secure uniformity of rules

for trap shooting among the various afliliating clubs of the

Dominion ; to co-operate in improving the laws for the protec-

tion of fish and game, and to assist in maintaining and enforcing

such laws.

ARTICLE III.—MEMBERSHIP.

Any organized gun club in the Dominion, having not less

than ten members, may become a member of this Association.

ARTICLE IV.—OFFICERS.

The Officers of this Association shall be President, two

Vice-Presidents, and a Secretary-Treasurer, who, with five other

members, shall form an Executive Committee, who shall be

elected annually.

ARTICLE V.—TERM OF OFFICE.

All Officers shall hold office until their successors have been

duly elected. Any vacancies occurring in any of the offices

shall be filled by the Executive Committee.

ARTICLE VI.—MEETINGS.

The annual meeting of the Association for the election of

officers, and fixing of date and place for the annual Tournament

shall take place on the evening of the first day fixed for the

annual Tournament. For the purposes of organization the

headquarters of the Association shall be at Ottawa for the

present, subject to change hereafter upon the decision of the

Annual Meeting to that effect.

ARTICLE VII.—MEMBERSHIP FEES.

Affiliating clubs shall pay a fee of $5.00 for twenty or a less

number of members. Individuals not members of any gun

club may become members of the Association on payment of a

fee of $1.00 per annum. All fees to be paid on or before 15th

June, each year.

ARTICLE VIII.—ARREARS.

Any club or individual in arrears for dues or assessments

shall not be entitled to vote at any meeting of the Association,

or to compete for any prizes offered by this Association.

ARTICLE IX.—RKPRESENTATION AND VOTING.

Each club shall be entitled to send two representatives to

all meetings of the Association. All representatives shall file

with the Secretary a certificate of their election or appointment,

signed by the President or Secretary of the clubs they represent.

Only duly accredited representatives and officers of the .Associ-

ation shall be entitled to vote.

ARTICLE X.—DUTIES OF OFFICERS.

Section 1.—It shall be the duty of the President to preside

at all meetings of the Association, to preserve order, and to

enforce the rules and regulations of the Association.
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Section 2.—It shall be the duty of the First Vice-President

to perform the duties of the President in the absence of the

latter officer.

Sections.—It shall be the duty of the Second Vice-Presi-

dent to perform the duties of the President, in the absence of

the President and First Vice-President.

Section 4.—It shall be the duty of the Secretary-Treasurer

to keep an accurate record of all the proceedings of this Associ-

tion, and of the Executive Committee ; to keep a correct list of

the several subordinate Associations or Clubs, with the names

of their respective officers ; to make all necessary reports per-

taining to his office ; to issue all notiees of meetings ; to take

charge of all communications, and reply thereto in accordance

with such instructions as he may receive from the Association,

and to keep a copy thereof ; to do such other acts and things in

the line of his duty as shall be required of him by the Associa-

tion ; to receive and hold all the funds of the Association, and

to keep an accurate account of the same, and of moneys paid

out by order of the Executive Committee. He shall pay all

bills or accounts which have been approved by the Executive

Committee, and shall make a full report in writing to the

Association at its annual meeting. His books shall be subject

to the inspection of the Executive Committee at all reasonable

times ; and at the expiration of his term of office he shall

surrender to his successor all books, papers, moneys, and other

properties of the Association.

ARTICLE XI.—MBBTINGS OF EXECUTIVE.

Meetings of the Executive Committee shall be called by the

President whenever he deems it necessary or when requested

to do so by three or more members of the Executive Committee.

Five members shall form a quorum.

ARTICLE XII.—AXNUAL TOURNAMENT.

An annual trap-shooting tournament shall be given by the

Association about the middle of August and all Clubs sending

teams to compete to guarantee a purse of $50.00 for such

annual tournament. It is proposed that the ''Mail Trophy,"

now in the possession of the St. Hubert Gun Club of Ottawa,

shaH be handed to the Association to be competed for by teams

of five men from any of tlie affiliating Clubs under the following

rules and conditions :

—

(1 ) The Trophy shall be shot for at the annual tournament

of the Association.

(2) It shall be shot for by teams of five men who must all

be members of one Club in good standing in this Association

and present a certificate in writing from the President and
Secretary of their respective Clubs that they are and have been

bona-fide members of such Clubs for a period of three months
before the date of the cup contest. The num))er of targets to

be 50 per man, other conditions to be decided by the Club on
what grounds tournament is held, subject to approval of

Executive Committee—known traps and angles—rapid fire

system—16 yards rise.

(3) Each team shall pay an entrance fee of $10.00 and the

amounts received for such entrance fees shall be divided as

follows :

—

If there are 2, 3, 4, 6 or 6 entries, 60% and 40%.

If there are 7, 8 or 9 entries, 50%, 30% and 20%.

If there are 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 or 15 entries, 40%, 30%, 20%
and 10%.

The Team making the highest seore to take the cup for the

year and first money. The next highest Team to take second

money, and so on.

(4 ) The Club winning the Trophy shall give a bond for

$300, to be approved by the executive, as security for its safe

keeping and production at the next annual tournament of the

Association, and insure the cup.

ARTICLE XIII.

(1) In the case where it is decided to hold the annual

tournament at a town or city where there is more than one Gun
Club belonging to the Association, the choice of which Club

ghall have charge of the tournament shall be decided at the

annual meeting by vote.

(2) The Club having charge of the annual tournament shall

consult with the executive committee of the Association as to

all arrangements for traps, trappers, grounds, etc., and such

arrangements must receive the finil approval of the committee,

and shall keep an accurate account of all receipts and disburse-

ments in connection with the tournament, and forward copy of

same to the Secretary-Treasurer of the Association immediately

upon the close of the tournament, and it shall be the duty of

the Secretary-Treasurer to make a report at the annual meeting

of the proceedings of the Association for the year.

(3) Fifty per cent, of any surplus over and above receipts

at any annual tournament shall be handed over to the Associa-

tion by the Club managing the tournament, and the remaining

fifty per cent, shall be the property of the managing Club.

We trust the association will meet with every success and

if conducted on broad lines is sure to be an immense power for

good in the interest of trap shooting and game protection in

Canada.

We have received notification of the following changes in

the game laws

:

Manitoba.—No person shall hunt, catch, shoot at, kill or

pursue any grouse of any variety, prairie chicken, pheasant or

partridge between the fifteenth day of November and the fif-

teenth day of September of the following year any plover

other than upland plover, quail, woodcock, snipe and sandpiper

between the first day of January and the first day of August.

All prosecutions under this act may be brought and heard be-

fore any Police Magistrate or Justice of the Peace, who shall have

power to award payment of costs in addition to the penalty.

In default of payment of fine and costs the offender shall by

warrant, signed or sealed by the Police Magistrate or Justice of

the Peace, be imprisoned for a period of not less than ten days

nor more than three months at the discretion of such Justice or

Police Magistrate, unless the penalty and costs are sooner paid.

(Foregoing assented to March 29, 1901.)

Ontario.—Nothing in the Ontario Game Protection Act

shall be held to prevent the destruction of the wood hare or

cotton tail rabbit by any means at any time.

No person shall hunt, take, kill, or destroy, or pursue with

such intent any quail or wild turkey between the fifteenth day

of December and the first day of November in the following year.

*
Year by year the catalogue issued by John Enright & Son,

Castleconnell, Ireland, becomes more bulky and interesting.

The specialty of this firm is the Castleconnell rod. The " Castle-

connell " may be described as a condition—when you have

once become imbued with the "Castleconnell" idea all other rods

will be insipid and unsatisfactory. The action is peculiar and

in the eye of the Castleconneller absolutely perfect. Moreover

the price is so reasonable that a man may own enough of them

to make a load for a one-horse waggon at the price of a single

split bamboo. The rods are well suited to Canadian salmon

and trout fishing.
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AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY
Conducted by Hubert McBean Johnstone!j

PICTURE MATTS AND PICTURE MATTING-.
Most amateurs have at some time or other in their careers

made a photogram whicli they considered to rank so far above
tlie average excellence of their productions as to be too good to

hide in an album and to be worthy of a matt and frame and a
place on the wall. And so they go ahead and frame it. Oh
g.xidness, don't they frame it sometimes. There is a class of

aiiiateurs who trot their print over to the nearest picture-framer
'.\ ith instructions to go ahead and fix it up the way he thinks it

i;; going to look best, and if he doesn't go and try to follow this

up with instructions he will likely get something that looks

pretty decent. Others (and they are genuine amateurs) would
rather frame and matt their own, and these are the people I

am trying to talk to now. There's really no reason why the

amateur shouldn't frame and matt his own work himself just

as well and considerably cheaper than he can have it done,
provided he only knows how to do it and then goes ahead and
makes a few trials. Or there are dozens of workers who want
just a matt for exhibition that is going to look well without

any frame, or perhaps want some of the hundred and one dif-

ferent kinds of matts and frames that exist for different pur-

poses, only they have never seen just what they want and as a

consequence don't know how to get it.

Suppose we look at some instances of this. Not long ago I

was in a club room in a Canadian city, when a member came
in with the most exquisite little woodland scene that had
come to my notice for a long time. The foreground was com-
posed of long straggly tufts of grass and broken at one side by
a twisty little pathway covered with dead leaves. A few hun-

dred feet back stood a half dozen tall white birch trees and
back of them the whole thing was given just the effect necessary

to show it off properly—there was a slight haze in the air when
the picture was taken, and the background apparently melted

away into nothingness. For daintiness there is almost nothing

that can touch a birch tree, tall and slender, with its pure white

trunk, ringed here and there with narrow strips of black, and
in the case I am referring to, the surroundings were of just the

proper type to enhance the effect. But horrors ! it was mounted
on a dark tea-green piece of board ! ! Completely ruined ? I

should say so. Well to cut the story short, I don't know who
suggested it, but a week later I saw that same print, with the

mount neatly covered with a big piece of birch bark, which
had had the centre cut out and pasted over it. The result was

that instead of being an eye-sore, it put the picture about as

near perfection as it would be possible for it to be. No doubt
this was an exceptional case But there is no reason why
other different original designs of a suitable nature could not

be used effectively in various instances.

A few weeks ago there was on the walls of the New York
Camera Club, an exhibition by the San Francisco organization

and among others a style of mounting without a frame

attracted considerable attention. The print (by which all good

mounting is governed), was of a grey tone on a heavy rough

surface paper, and the subject, a study of a young girl's head.

The half tone and gradation were marvellously well rendered.

The mount used was of cardboard over which a sheet of

greenish black paper of the butcher-paper style had been
pasted and then from which the centre had been cut with a
half-inch bevel. The outside edges of this matt were rough
and frayed. Awfully swell.

But why go ahead to tell you about these other original
designs. You've all got plenty of originality of your own if

you'll only do some work and call it out, and you can all make
mounts that will suit the individuality of your own prints far

better than I or any one else could tell you about. As far as
those amateurs who have never yet broken away from " store "

mounts are concerned, I hardly think it necessary to say any-
thing to them. If they iiaven't yet got away from those horrid
conventional things that represent quantity instead of quality,

they are either very young amateurs or else back numbers. In
the former case they will improve without talk, in the latter

talk would be wasted.

I find that one of the greatest difficulties encountered by
the amateurs is the cutting out of the centre of his board nicely.

As far as taking a knife and rule and making a straight line

along the outside edge is concerned, he is right at home and
gets along without difficulty, but when it comes to taking a
square out of the centre without bungling, he is stuck. Sup-
pose I give a description of a method by which it can be done.
Secure a piece of board about thirty-six or forty inches long,

preferably of some hardwood and have it planed on both sides

so that it will set perfectly true and level. If you like you can
cover the top with a piece of zinc, fastening it at the corners

and sides with ordinary tacks, but this is not necessary. Then
go to a blacksmith or machine shop and have them turn you
out a flat bar of iron an inch wide and perhaps from a quarter

to a half an inch thick, the same length as your piece of board.

Get the machinist to punch two holes in it—one through each
end,—and to put a bevel on one side at any angle your fancy

may suggest. I fancy though that you will find as I have
done, that an angle of about 45° will prove the most satisfac-

tory. Now fasten this bar up the middle of the board by means
of a couple of screws which you must only screw in about half

way, so that it is possible to lift the bar to place a sheet of card-

board underneath it. Here you have a first-class cutting board,

with a straight edge that cannot slip and ruin a bevel. You
will also need a couple of shoemaker's knives with blades

about two or three inches in length and sharpened down to a

good point and a razor-edge. That's all. Now your outfit is

complete and the outlay should not have exceeded half a dollar.

When you are ready to start work take your card-board

and cut it first to the dimensions required to fit the frame and
then with a foot rule and a lead pencil carefully mark out the

centre. I am not going to tell you how to find the centre or to

mark it for your opening. It is so simple that anyone with half

an eye could see how to do it. Be careful, though, to mark it

all and not to mark only the corners, for if you take to marking

only the corners it's an even chance that when you come to do

the actual cutting you are going to lose track of just where you

are and draw the knife just a quarter of an inch too far.

Nothing looks worse on a matt than a botched or sloppy cut in

the corner. After it is all marked out lift your straight edge

and place the sheet of board under it, placing under it again

another sheet of board of a somewhat heavier quality for the

knife to bite into and so save the underside of your bevel on the

matt from being bungled. Then with the thumb and fore-

finger of your left hand press down on the straight edge to hold

the cardboard tight and prevent it from slipping, while at the

same time with the right hand you draw the knife quickly and

cleanly along the line you have marked and with enough pres-
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sure to cut right through the first time. If you do not cut

through the first time it is necessary to go over it again and
that will probably result in the bevel being at two different

angles. A couple of trials will show you how heavily you need

to press the knife.

You will find that when you have your centre cut out that

the edges and corners have a little bit of fuzz clinging to them,

which, to make a finished job, you will have to remove. To
remove it first take the edge of your knife, being sure it is

almost razor-like in its sharpness, and holding the matt up in

your hands cut carefully down into the corners to first clean

them up. Here you will have to > e careful to hold the knife at

the same angle as your bevel, else you are apt to spoil the

whole thing. Next take a piece of fine sand-paper or emery-

paper and wrapping it round your forefinger rub along and up

the matt from the back. It w<mld never do to rub down the

back or to rub through the opening, for you would almost

inevitably do away with the fine edge on the bevel. To clean

out the camera double the sand-pai^er backward tightly and

work with the doubled edge. By this means it will be possible

for you to secure that nice clean appearance eo essential to the

well cut out picture matt and to avoid the turned over edges

that mark the badly executed piece of work. Remember that

the whole secret of successful matt making is to learn to go at

things slowly until you have fully mastered the way to do it

accurately and cleanly.

Now as to what is the proper color to use in matting the

picture, though I am often asked, I am not going to attempt to

tell you, for that is a thing which must depend so largely upon

the taste of the individual and upon the photogram to be

matted that to endeavor to give any explicit directions or to

lay down any fixed rules would be the height of folly. As I

have said before in the columns of Rod and Gun in Canada, it

is a pretty safe rule to follow to choose your matt to agree with

the prevailing half-tone of the print, or if this cannot be easily

done to choose a mount that will agreeably contrast with it

along the well known lines of complement. This sounds very

easy I'll admit, but if you only want to see in how many differ-

ent ways it may be interpreted, all that will be necessary for

you to do, will be to go ahead and try it. In the first place

you are going to experience a difficulty in deciding what the

prevailing half-tone is and then if you want to get a mount
that will contrast it is again right up to you to decide what it

is going to be. Really the very best thing that I can tell you

is that you will have to use your own personal discretion in

the matter and in spite of a lot of learned pot-wash that other

fellows will spring on you, that is all that they will tell you,

too. Now then, it's up to you. Go ahead.

The Scrap Bag.

In looking over the exhibits on the walls of an average

camera club, one very frequently finds that all of those mem-
bers who are the possessors of large cameras display absolutely

nothing but lai^e work and that those who own only smaller

instruments put up only small-sized pliotograms. To all appear-

ances, neither of them think of the fact that the size of the

picture ought to be determined by the picture itself and never

by the size of the camera. How often do we see small photo-

grams that have all the essentials of perfect pictures, and lack

only the size to impress these points ; or how often, too, do we
run across others that have been enlarged from small prints to

give them strength and only resulted in accenting the weak
points of the composition. The lesson that the amateur, yes

and the professional, too, has to learn is that no matter if the

photogram is an eight by ten, if it has only a square inch of

picture in it, it must be cut down to that ; and if it is oiiiv

quarter plate size and would look better that size, he must
enlarge until it is all that it ought to be.

*

Earnestness and simplicity of purpose in photography are

the two main essentials of success and the mai: that makes a

brilliant triumph is not the man who hits on it by accident bnl

the man who has been studying for it for years. Look, for

instance, at how Pririe McDonald captured everything in sight

at the convention some years ago. Do you suppose that he did

that by luck and took all those prizes over everyone else just

simply by chance. Not much he didn't It was all hard work
that did it and that's the only way that you or anyone else will

ever make a lasting success of it either.

*
Now we are getting to the hot weather and pretty soon in

the journals we will see a lot about hot weather troubles and

their remedies. Perhaps the very commonest of these troubles

is the nuisance of frilling. Here's a simple way to avoid it.

Rub a little beeswax round the edges of the plate before you

put it in the developer and the difficulty will be entirely obvi-

Only a few days ago, I saw a print exhibited where the

subject was a high rock with a foreground of wet sand. Had
the subject been properly handled there was in it the making

of an extremely effective composition. But it was spoiled.

Yes, spoiled. The photographer had stood back just as far as

he was able to get on the shore and instead of giving to the

rock the appearance of great height and immense size that he

might have, had he only tried, he included in his picture so

much sky and foreground that the principal object was all

dwarfed in comparison. Now this was simply an error in com-

position. Had the fellow only considered for a second that the

aim in making that photogram was to get a picture of the rock

that would bring out the idea of mightiness and strength, he

would not have made the foolish blunder that he did. And he

did not need much foreground to give it support either. And
what a foreground the wet wet sand would make, too, with its

reflections and all. What chances some people will miss any-

how.
*

Occasionally I hear from amateurs who complain that in

trying to intensify their negatives they produce all kinds of

eccentric stains that are far from adding to the beauty of the

plate. Then they ask me what is the matter. My idea is that

in most of the cases that come to my notice the trouble is the

result of a sort of half washing after the plate is removed from

the hypo. Personally I prefer the mercuric method of intensi-

fication, and here it is absolutely essential that the hyposul-

phite of soda be thoroughly eliminated from the film, and also

the plate must be very thoroughly washed between the two

processes of intensification and also at the end of it. I have

seen negatives that were intensified by this method and after

being kept for eleven years showed absolutely no deterioration.

As a consequence I am quite convinced that the trouble lies

altogether with the operator and not with the process. And

then, just while we are speaking of thin negatives and intensi-

fication, we might as well touch on another subject that is akin

to it, namely, the copying of thin negatives with the assistance

of the intensification process. The method is the essence of

simplicity one is told. Bleach the negative in the mercury
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bath used for intensifying and then wash it thoroughly. Next,

Avhen it is dry, set it up with a piece of black velvet or some-

thing similar for a backing and make another negative of it.

The velvet is used to make it show up as a positive. Another

case where the mercury process comes in is in the making of

lantern slides, when it is possible to give the slide an agreeable

tone by bleaching it in bichloride of mercury and then washing

and drying it. If the tone does not satisfy you you can blacken

it in a weak solution of sulphite of soda or a weak bath of

ammonia in water will do equally well.

*

The death of Mr. H. P. Robinson, of England, leaves in

the photographic fraternity a vacancy that is likely to remain

noticeably vacant for some years to come. There is no one in

all the world that I know of who is able to take the position

occupied by that great man as the " Uncrowned King of Photo-

graphy." From 1852 until 1890 Mr. Robinson took more

medals than any other photographer, and even since then,

although to a very great extent he dropped active work, he

never became as so many do, a back number. It was not only

as a photographer but also as a writer on photographic and art

subjects that he was well known, and many and many are the

present day workers who owe their first lesson in the pictorial

possibilities of the art to him. His clean decisive style never

failed to impress, and probably to no man, does the cause of

pictorial photography owe a greater debt than to the late Mr.

H. P. Robinson. Truly he was a great man. It is to be regret-

ted that we have not more such.

*

Now in these days when the amateur is to a very large

extent doing better work along portrait lines than a great

many professionals, it may not be amiss to just make one or two

pertinent remarks to them, about portraits and the handling of

the subject. In the first place all men and women are more or

less conceited, and it is very rarely indeed that he runs across a

person who is willing to admit that the portrait which shows

off any defects such as large ears or a poor mouth, wrinkles,

freckles, etc., is a good likeness. So to get around it we have

to make a photogram that by calling attention to other parts of

the face, will hide all these structural defects of physiognomy.

Here it is that the ability of the artist comes in and helps the

photographer out of his dilemma. Often beautiful women and

handsome men when pho+ographed, look quite like ordinary

beings and at times are even common in appearance. It is the

photographer who is able to catch the fleeting expression by

which intimate friends are wont to recognize a man that will

be called a good photographer, and the camerist who merely is

in search of effects and is only adept in his handling of light and

shade will remain unknown. I am well aware that so far the

so-called American school of amateur portraitists has been

inclined to run to the idea of merely producing pictorial results

and not portraits, but this cannot last forever, and like water,

sooner or later portrait photography among professionals is

bound to find its own level and settle down to the making of

likenesses as well as pictures. If you want to get ahead start

on a road that we are fast approaching, by all means practise

that advice that has just been given and you will be on the

right track.
*

Sometimes in pouring out the contents of an ammonia bot-

tle, the fumes of the stuff will rise and cause one considerable

inconvenience by getting in the eyes. There is a very simple

way to avert that trouble. Hold the bottle above your head.

Guns, brass button? and embalmed beef no longer consti-

tute the field equipment of an army : there is one more thing

necessary nowadays, namely, the camera. So important a part

has the science of photography taken in recent international

troubles that in nine-tenths of the cases the photographer is of

more importance than those that wear uniforms. And in the

field of battle, just as everywhere else, the advances in the art

of photography during recent years is being made good use of.

As far back as the Mexican, Crimean and Franco- Prussian

wars pictures were made from balloons of battle fields and
fortifications and in this line much valuable work was done.

That this work was of importance there is little doubt, but of

recent years there has been done work that is of vastly greater

value to the nations. I am referring to the photographing of

projectiles during their flight, their movements and the effect

that they have on armor plate and other substances. In fact,

it is now even possible to reproduce on a photographic plate

the very air waves that surround a moving bullet and the so-

called jump of air guns and smaller arms. To give you some

idea of how fast it is necessary for the shutter to work to catch

such results, make a note of the fact that at the Krupp works

exposures were made of only 1/2000000 of a second. What a

new field is here open to the expert. The air is shown in these

remarkable photograms to be compressed in front of the bullet

somewhat in the same manner as water is thrown up in front of

a ship. Behind the bullet are to be seen waves like the path

of a steamer. It has been discovered that much of the force is

lost in the producing of sound waves. In the photograms

where the bullet is depicted as striking the armor many
curious results are secured.

*

Some time ago, in the columns of the Scrap Bag, I made a

suggestion as regards the various camera clubs all over the

country taking up the idea of a field day. I see that one club

has done it, for in a recent issue of one of the photographic

journals is a paragraph referring to the Colorado Camera Club,

which aays :
" The club has also arranged for a series of outings

to nearby points of interest, which will occur weekly and be

under the charge of some experienced member." This is a

cracking good thing and should be in more general use than it

is. Why not try it in your own club?

*

Oorrespondence.

Correspondence should be addressed to H. McBean John-

stone, Sarnia, Post Office Box 651.

W. A. Lyndon, Lyndon, Alta, N.W.T.—To reply to your re-

quest for instructions as to how to make lantern slides would

occupy several columns were the answer to be of any practical

benefit to you. Lantern slide making is one of the most fascinat-

ing branches of the art and if you are interested, I would advise

you to write to the Photo-American Pub. Co., of 131 Bible

House, New York, for their little book on the process by

Osborne I. Yellott. The price is a dollar. Rod and Gun will

contain a short article on the process in the course of a few

months. Glad to hear from you again. Write to me.

Wm. A. Benham, St. Mary's.—Your print is a fairly good

piece of work from an artistic standpoint, but as regards the

technical end of things, I am afraid that you still have a lot of

work ahead of you before you will ever take a prize. You

have hardly toned it far enough for one thing, and for another

the negative appears to have been under-developed. Keep on

practising. That's the only way.
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Geo. A Green, Brantford, Ont.—It is hardly advisable for

you to attempt to make a camera for yourself considering how

cheap very good instruments can be purchased now-a-days*

The first one that I owned was home-made and I do not feel

that I am running down my abilities as a joiner when I say

that it never gave me satisfaction. It always leaked light or

something was the matter. You ought to be able to buy a good

camera for about $10.00 more or less according to the state of

your pocket book and desires. It will pay you to remember

that the camera is only the initial expense though, and that a

good one will save you a host of troubles afterward.

Chatham,Ont.—Those prints that you submit to me are very

good as far as the subjects are concerned,but when we get down
to look at the quality of your technical manipulation—well

one can hardly call it perfect and have a regard for truth. You
are not taking enough care in the handling of your Aristo paper,

and those little red blotches that you refer to are the result of

allowing your fingers to come in contact with the surface of the

print before it has been toned. Then,too,there is no excuse for

such wobbly edges as long as there is a knife and a straight

edge in existence. Now I can see from the quality of your

subjects that you have in you a certain amount of talent and

my advice to you is to go at it like a man and thoroughly

master the other side of your work,

Louis Papineau, Point St. Charles, Montreal.—You say

that your hypo bath will not fix the prints though you have

it twice as strong as the formula calls for. Apparently you do

not know that too strong a bath is just as bad as too weak a one,

and you had better therefore try how it will be if you add

enough water to make it a little weaker than the directions

call for. If that does not straighten matters up—I think it

will—why, don't be afraid to write me^ again. As regards the

other matter that you speak about, I am afraid I cannot

advise you without a little experimenting as I have never used

the particular brand of dry plate that you refer to. It will

make an interesting experiment however, and I will try it and

write to you.

Victoria, B.C.—I am glad to hear from you and rather like

the print that you send me. Now, why not let us hear from

you in the line of your photographic work out west and the

chances that nature affords the amateur photographer in your

part of the country. You know we want every amateur to tell

through the columns of Rod and Gun in Canada just what
kind of place he lives in and all about the attractions it pos-

sesses for the camera fiend. Other readers find it interesting.

The Ideal Co. has issued catalogue No. 13, and, as usual, it

contains a wonderful amount of practical information of use to

shooting men. We have long been of the opinion that two of

the most useful publications for Canadian sportsmen are the

catalogues issued by the Ideal Manufacturing Co. and by the

Winchester Arms Co., both of New Haven, Conn. The great

specialty of the Ideal Co. is the bullet mould.

*

The Winchester Co. has issued catalogue No. 67, which
supersedes all previous issues. There are few changes, no
additional rifles being placed on the market, but some new
cartridges are described. The principal changes are :

'
' The

New Rival," blue in color with corrugated head ; a 38 long

Colt gallery smokeless ; and changes in branding of the well

known "Blue Rival," " New Rival," " Repeater," "Leader,"

"Metal Line" and "Pigeon" shells.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
L. D. D., Winnipeg.—The most important provisions of

the Lacey Act are: (I) It forbids the importation from out-

side of prohibited species of birds and beasts. (2) It renders

illegal the transport of the carcasses or flesh of birds or beasts

killed in violation of the law. (3) It contains a provision

making it illegal to ship the carcasses or any parts thereof of

birds or beasts in packages unless the said package have the

name and address of shipper and nature of contents shown on

the outside of the package. (4) It provides that the carcasses

of all birds and beasts imported into any state or territory be-

come immediately subject to the laws of that state or territory

as if they had been produced in it, irrespective of the manner
in which they may be packed. (5) It places the preservation,

distribution, introduction and restoration of game and other

birds under the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

B. S. Wilson.—We know of no such work as you desire.

Try the reports of the Marine and Fisheries Department, and

get a list of American works dealing with northern angling

from which you can make a selection.

H.M.—You can obtain a good deal of information as to

Kippewa by writing to 0. Latour, general merchant, Kip-

pewa, P.Q.

Union Club.—We have been informed that Worthington,

Ontario, is a good centre for sport and might meet your require-

ments. Game.—Moose, caribou, deer and bear. Fish.—Lake

trout, bass, pike and dore. Guides, George Feister, Thos. O'Neil

and John Dwyer. Write E. J. King, Worthington, Ontario,

for further information.

Mooseland—There is no cure known for anthrax. It usually

results fatally in a few hours. The disease is due to a microbe

(Bacillus anthracs).

CORRESPONDENCE.
To TiiK Editor of Rod and Gun :

C.A.B. in April number refers to squares of blanket for

foot wear instead of socks when snowshoeing. What is a

suitable size for a foot which comfortably fills a boot exactly

1 1 inches long from centre of heel at back to centre of tip of toe.

Is the intention to have it overlap on top of foot and how
much. John Gird.

To THE Editor of Rod and Gun :

I agree with C.A.B. in April number as to necessity for

making a good bed but why is he so " sot " on blankets. I am
enough of a sybarite to prefer a Kenwood sleeping bag, which

consists of two inner bags of wool and an outer bag of water-

proof canvas—one or all of which can be used according to

the temperature. The peculiar benefit of such a bag is that one

can twist and turn to the extent of one's inclinations without

the slightest danger of your feet testing the chilliness while

you sleep, or of any drafts meandering dowjn the north edge of

your spine. The combined bags weigh 15 lbs.

C. R. Steele.

The Quebec authorities are showing a very praiseworthy

activity in the prosecution of offenders against the game laws.

An accusation was laid against one man for killing three deer

in deep snow on the Island of Orleans. Another suit was insti-

tuted against a couple of farmers in Lotbiniere County for a

similar offence. Numerous other parties are to be prosecuted,

so there is a prospect that Quebec's grand game resources will

be fostered for the general good of the many and not given

over to the wanton greed of the few.
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FISH AND FISHING

CANADIAN FISH AND FISHERIES.
The thirty-tliird annual report of the Department of

Jlarine and Fisheries, in addition to its value as a record, con-

tvins three excessively interesting papers by Professor E. E.

Prince, Dominion Commissioner of Fisheries, Ottawa. The
titles of these articles are :

(1) The Planting of Young Fry ; its comparative advant-

ages.

(2) The Vernacular Names of Fishes.

(3) Acclimatization of Fish, Fresh-water and Marine.

In the first, Professor Prince takes the opposite stand to

most recent authorities, as he favors the planting of newly
liatched fry instead of yearlings. He summarizes his conclu-

sions as follows :

" The fry being placed in their natural surroundings, food,

temperature, and conditions must be more favorable than in

the cramped conditions of a hatchery or a rearing pond.
" The fry, endowed with their natural instincts inherited

from the parent fish, exercise these instincts at the earliest

moment and do not become accustomed to an artificial environ-

ment.
" It enables a vast quantity of young fish to be handled,

whereas an infinitely smaller quantity alone can be dealt with

if the labour, expense and difiiculty of feeding, rearing and
caring for are to be faced.

" Fry are most vigorous and alert soon after hatching, but

when kept confined and their stock of food yolk become ex-

hausted, they are less vigorous, swim less freely and require

great care in management.
" When fish are planted at the young fry age, the public

receive the greatest return and most widespread benefit. This

would not be possible were a restricted quantity of young fish

merely available for planting. It allows of the maximum of

output at the minimum of cost.

" Lastl\' the planting of young fry has been successful, in spite

of losses when planting and undoubted losses (from predaceous

enemies) after planting. It is incredible that 50 or 80 or 200

millions of fry of various fishes can be planted in Canadian
waters, as they have been planted for over a quarter of a

century, and have no effect whatever. The popular opinion,

the opinion of practical men, the strong conviction of fisher-

men especially is that the beneficial results are patent and
undeniable."

Professor Prince says further :
" It has been shown that

most of the stock objections urged are not merely based on
gross misconceptions, they are the reverse of the facts. The
eggs in our hatcheries are, at any rate, safely shielded from

numberless enemies and hurtful influences. It is indeed

inipossible to supply food, at all corresponding to the natural

food in quantity, or in its nature to fry retained until the post-

larval condition ; and the resulting fry may be stunted, or at

any late will bear evidence in the adult stage of the unnatural

conditions under which they were reared. They will reveal

what Frank Buckland called the ' semi-tame condition all

through life.'
"

When Professor Prince comes to treat of the vernacular

names of fishes, he has things to say which will find an echo in

the heart of many a semi-scientific fisherman. Scarcely less

exasperating than the local calling of a pike perch a " Susque-
hanna salmon" and a lake trout a "Salmon trout" is the
restless dissatisfaction of the scientific fraternity with the
names of their own choosing. Whether of bird, beast or fish

a considerable proportion seem to need revision every few
years, until an outsider is prompted to enquire why numbers
instead of Latin names are not given. Of course the principle

of priority is in theory correct, but in practice it seems childish

to continue swapping and changing until no one but a specialist

may hope to be reasonably correct in his scientific nomencla-
ture, and no check list be trustworthy by the time the ink is

dry on the page.

Professor Prince says: "To add to the bewilderment,
scientific experts have in recent years decided to throw aside

generic and specific names, which from long use and familiarity

» have become universally accepted and recognized and have
substituted for them in a great many cases obscure and even
uncouth and forbidding names, which unlike the names so long

adopted are neither descriptive nor euphonious. This exchange
of well known scientific names on which even amateur natur-

alists were wont with some certainty to rely has been adopted
in obedience to a principle of priority, consistent and defensible

no doubt from an antiquarian point of view, but wholly con-

fusing and misleading from the standpoint of utility and
convenience. The once uniform and reliable scientific names
which were a safe refuge under the bewildering variations of

local nomenclature have been thrown into hopeless and inex-

tricable confusion."

Of course all tolerably well-read anglers know that Salmo

fario is a trout and Salvelinus means a charr, though the

professor is justified in mentioning it, as most of the hands into

which his report will fall very probably thumb no other work

on fish from one year's end to another—but has not Professor

Prince made a slip of the pen when he writes " In the lakes of

Greenland and the Eastern part of British America,theEuropean

charr (Salvelinus alpinus) is as abundant as it is in Europe—

a

fact which has been only lately made manifest, and even yet

there is some question whether some of these which are found

in the lakes in New Hampshire have not some time or other

been brought over and planted there from Europe." With the

exception of the Surnapee What-is-it (Auriolus?) and the

"blue-back" or Salvelinus oquassa, and a few others, the

common charrs of Eastern North America are most certainly

Salvelinus fontinalis and his relative Salvelinus namaycush

(late Cristivomer namaycush).

The outrage—for it was little less—of naming the European

brown trout, the trout of Izaak Walton, the Von Behr or

German trout very properly excites Professor Prince's indigna-

tion. Canadians had the good sense to drop the " Wilmot

"

salmon, and no doubt educated opinion in the United States

will eventually disavow " Von Behr or German trout."

It is instructive to learn that Lota maculosa, the burbot,

rejoices is no less than fifteen more or less inappropriate names.

This is the fish known as cusk in New Brunswick, and loche by

the French Canadian and methy by the Cree. By the bye

there is a great difference of opinion as to the value of this

species as a food fish. Professor Prince says: "At a remote

Hudson Bay port in the Canadian North-West I found that the

flesh was regarded as poisonous, indeed cases of poisoning after

Indians and employees of the post had eaten the fish were

mentioned, and it was pointed out that even the dogs would

not eat it. The dogs are usually fed on the excellent whitefish

and decline being put off with inferior fare, and it is a fact
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pointed out by various explorers that the dogs of the North-

West used in the dog-trains, refuse to eat the burbot. I found,

however, at another Hudson Bay post, that tlie fish was often

eaten and was regarded ae most excellent, no ill effects having

been noticed. Belonging as it does to the cod family, it ahould

be an excellent fisli for the table like its near relatives the cod,

haddock and liake. In one of the lakes in New York State

(Lake Winnipiseogee), it is pronounced equal to the whitefiah

for table use, and the liver is generally considered a rare

delicacy."

Now the truth of all this is that the burbot spawns in

November, soon after the first heavy ice forms on running

water. When taken full of roe it is most delicious and the said

roe (not the liver) is a great delicacy. .Tust so soon as it has

spawned, however, it is hardly worth the catching, and very

possibly, as is the case with the salmon, the flesh in this kelt-

stage is poisonous, or at least unwholesome.
Professor Prince thinks the name minnow is more generally

misapplied than any other common popular term, but should

he not have conferred that distinction upon "minnie," for that

is the almost invariable pronunciation used when any back-

woodsman si^eaks of any of the two hundred distinct species,

or varieties, of the tiny fish with which he baits his troll or

night line ?

This eminent Canadian authority does not coincide with

the usually accepted explanation of the why and the wherefore

of Salmo salar var sebago or land-locked salmon. He says :

"No doubt the land-locked species of salmon, found in certain

lakes in Maine, the United States, and in Chamcook and other

lakes in New Brunswick, has acquired the habit of remaining
permanently in fresh water, owing, as in the case also of Lake
St. John, in Quebec, to certain physical difficulties which may
have at one time existed in the way of admitting free migration

to and from the sea."

Ninety and odd out of every hundred fishculturists

think differently, and are persuaded that the sea-salmon i^ an
offspring of the land-locked—a branch of the species which
went a-roving and gained greatly by so doing.

It seems, according to Mr. J. Harvie-Brown as quoted by
Professor Prince, that in Scotland a \ lb. fario or brown trout

developed into a 4J ferox or lake trout, owing to being impri-

soned in a lonely mountain tarn where lack of food forced it

into canibalistic habits. After this one is quite prepared to

accept the statement that Salvelinus fontinalis and Salvelinus

namaycush are descendants of the same ancestors.

This latest report of the Marine and Fisheries Department
should be on the shelves of every Canadian fisherman's library.

*

This is the season when fishermen begin to take a renewed
interest in the alluring catalogues issued by the tackle makers.

Nearly every self-respecting house on either side of the Atlantic

seems to get out a new catalogue about this time—and, natural-

ly, most of them find their way to Rod and Gun, so that we
are pretty well up in this class of literature.

If these particular productions have been stacked in the pub-
lic libraries, one wonders in what class they have been put. A
rough guess would possibly class them under the head of

fiction, because the artists who have so gracefully embellished

their pages have generally shown a great deal of imagination,

and permitted themselves a considerable amount of latitude in

the size of their fishes.

But, seriously, there is a vast amount of information to be
obtained from these catalogues, and we strongly advise men
who wish to be up to date in fishing matters to read as many

^of them as they can. In comparing the English with th'

American catalogue one realizes the different channels tliat

progress has taken in the Old World and in the New. The
American rod is, as a rule, much lighter, more gorgeous and
considerably higher priced than the British rod ; on the other

hand sucli men as Forrest, of Kelso, and Ogden Smith, of

London, are quite unapproachable on this side of the Atlantic

as fly tyers. For ourselves we must confess to a preference for

British tackle, but we are quite prepared to admit that if

money is no object anything in the world may be bought in

New York.

A good many years angling experience on either shore of

the Atlantic has convinced us that the average fisherman uses

too coarse tackle, and that he would kill far more fish were he
to prefer smaller flies and finer casts. It is a great mistake for

a man to choose a rod weighing four or five ounces for lishing

which demands, or is supposed to demand, a No. 1 Limerick

hook. It is not according to the eternal fitness of things to

mate such a gigantic fly to so slender a rod ; far better would
it be were the light rod kept for drawn gut and midge flies, and
a rod weighing 8, or even 10 ounces, devoted to such fishing as

needs flies of sea-trout size.

But do we not use unnecessarily large flies on this side of

the water? I strongly suspect that we do. In wilderness

streams the trout will take anything, and you will get the

largest on a full sized salmon fly, but in ordinary waters you

will fill your basket with more certainty, and enjoy infinitely

better fun by fishing with flies if anything a trifle smaller than

those actually on the water. And if you will learn to use the

dry fly you will seldom fish with any other.

By the bye, the rainbow trout is one of the best school-

masters we have. You will never, or at least hardly ever,

make a decent catch of rainbows unless you use small flies and
fine tackle. This is only one of the many beauties of the rain-

bow, which is by long odds the flnest trout we have on this

continent.
*

T. H. Chubb & Co., of Post Mills, Vt., have sent in their

1901 catalogue. The Chubb rods are favorably known far and

wide and any of our angling readers will find the catalogue

issued bv this firm most useful.

*

Those who desire to try the effect of English midge llii'S

and drawn gut casts upon American trout will be much in-

terested in the very complete catalogue published by W. J.

Cummins, of Bishop Auckland, County Durham, Great Britain.

It is full of wrinkles, and is, indeed, far more than a mere list

of tackle for sale.

Speaking of fishing with a dry fly, Mr, Cummins says :
" 1

strongly recommend my customers, when using any of the

patterns enumerated in my list of winged trout flies, if they

find a fish refuse a sunk fly or come short at it, to carefully dry

the fly and cast about a yard above the fish—probably when
the winged lure floats over the desired spot the fish will take it.

The drying is done by simply whisking the line through the

air once or twice before making the cast. Care should be taken

that there is not the slightest drag on the fly as it floats toward

the fish."

Among the useful knots and hitches figured in Mr. Ciun.

mins' catalogue are the Jam, Tiller, single and double Water

knots, and single and double Fisherman's Bends. These are

all simply invaluable to the angler.

Unfortunately, Mr. Cummins is not very well up in Cana-

dian fish. For instance, he figures a black bass and states that
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1^ the finest sporting fish in Canada. We should place it far

w II on the list, after the salmon, the land-locked salmon, the
.H)k trout, the rainbow, and one or two others, but still it is

lief to find any Knglish tackle maker who considers it worth
lilc to say anything at all about Canadian fish. It is, how-
.1, in the midge flies, and the small hackles on the tiniest

.(•k bend hooks that the English maiuifacturer spreads him-
li. The number 00 hook is about }-inch long and i of an inch

loss the bend, yet a midge fly can be tied upon this micro-

'pic hook which will land very heavy trout.

(
KENNEL DEPARTMENT

Conducted by D. Taylor

)
Correspondence is invited on all matters l>ertaining to the kennel, and

items of interest concerning man's best friend, will he welcomed. An effort
will be made to furnish correspondents reliable advice as to the care and
treatment of dogs in any case submitted. All communications for this
department should be addressed to D. Taylok, Ron and Gun in Canada,
(5o? Craig street, Montreal.

HINTS ABOUT CAMPING IN CANADA.
In this little pamphlet Mr. (leo. G. Cotton, Syracuse, New

York, has managed to give a good deal of information, and it

may be recommended heartily to those who are thinking of

visiting the Canadian Forest. In his introduction, Mr. Cotton

says :

—

"Don't be iji a hurry in making your arrangements. De-

cide when and where you want to go, procure a map of the

country you purpf)se to visit, open correspondence with the

railway officials and ask their advice as to the best route. Also

have them supply you with a list of the names of reliable out-

fitters who mak'' a business of furnishing guides, canoes and
suppi es."

This is very pertinent advice, as the railways are as much
interested in a patron obtaining good sport as the sportsman

himself. It is quite evident that if a man is disappointed he

will not return another year, so the railway finds it to its

advantage to be thoroughly honest in this matter. Further on

Mr. Cotton remarks :

—

" If you have not had experience in the woods the cheapest

way is to buy it in the shape of good guides."

As to clothing he thinks :

" It is always well to be too warmly clad, as this condition

is ([uickest remedied.''

One of the most useful parts of his pamphlet is that giving

the quantities of food which he has found suflicient for eight

men during fourteen days. The total weight is 402 pounds,

and the list is an admirably selected one, containing all that is

absolutely necessary, but very little in the way of downright

luxuries. We have been furnished by the author with several

of these pamphlets for distribution, and any of our subscribers

wiio wish for one may have it for the asking.

If you have ever been to St. Agathe, you will realize the

way game was atone time "improved" off the face of the

earth, when you are told, old Simon Mficanse, an Indian now
living near Conception Station, shot 29 moose near Lake La

Fourche during the winter of 1870.

Mr. (ieorge H. Gooderham, Norfolk Kennels, Toronto, is

sending a string of four fox terriers to San Francisco in chaise

of his popular kennel manager, Charlie Lyndon, for the Show
to be held there May 8 II. The Norfolk Kennel dogs have

been winning at all the important spring shows on the other

side, their last appearance being at Boston where the following

wins were scored : Norfolk Mainstay, 1st puppy, 1st winners,

Ist Yankee Stakes, and res. to Clorita for Grand Challenge

Cup; Norfolk Valiant, let novice; 3rd Yankee Stakes, and

special best dog in novice and limit classes ; Norfolk Richmond,

Ist limit, 1st open, and res. winners to Mainstay ;
Norfolk

Patience, :>rd novice; Norfolk Butterworth, Ist limit ; Nor-

folk Clorita, let open, ist winners, special best bitch in open

class and Grand Challenge Cup.

Another fine collie has been added to the many good ones
already in this city. Mr. Arthur F. Gault, of Braehead,

Sherbrooke street, is the importer and as he believes that the old

black, tan and white is again coming into favor the dog just

imported possesses these markings. The dog, now known as

Brmjhead lloyal Scot, was purchased from Mr. Win. M. Cum-
ming, secretary of the Aberdecm and North of Scotland Collie

and Keimel Club, a well known breeder, and was exhibited by
him under the name of CJreencroft Comet. Under such expert

judges as Messrs. Geo. Raper, T. II. Stretch ( who is the most
extensive breeder of collies in the world and the owner of the

most celebrated dogs of a decade back), Thos. Marsden and A.

K. Crichton has won the following prizes : First and special at

Llan3lly, second at Caermarthen when he was out of coat, fir«t

at Crystal Palace, first Pembroke Dock, first and special

Cardigan, first Narbirth, first Royal Northern Show, Aberdeen,

first and s{)ecial for best dog and bitch Meigle, first and special

challenge class North of Scotland Kennel Club, first Coupar

Angus and special for second best in show, second challenge

class Elgin. Braehead Royal Scot's sire is Fitzwilliam Ring-

leader, by champion Ringleader, who sold for |2,500, his dam
Rose, by Kentish Lad ex Maud, so that he has lots of good

blood in his veins. English kennel papers, which usually

base their criticisms on merit alone, have nothing but good

words for the dog. He possesses the true collie character, is of

a gentle disposition and excels in body, coat, eyes, ears and

expression. Royal Scot is only three years old and has there-

fore plenty of time to make his mark in this country. lie will

in all probability be seen at the forthcoming show of the

Canine Association this month.

Mr. C. B. McAllister, of collie fame, was in Montreal for a

day or two the other week, and visited some of our collie men,

by whom he was heartily received. While admitting that

there are some good ones here he, of courses, swears by the

Ontario breed. At all events he is never afraid to try con-

clusions with the fanciers of this district, and we hope to see

him again a visitor as well as an exhibitor at the coming

show.

The time when dogs could be taken into the show ring

without careful preparation and win is past. To be even

noticed they must be eminently "fit," and slovenliness of

appearance, either in form or manner, is sure to militate against

them. Exhibitors should remember that the dogs are on
" dress parade" and therefore, in regard both to condition and

appearance, an; entitled to be shown at their best. They

should not be shown either too fat or too lean ; the bones

should be well covered, tliat is, round, but an over-fed animal

is more likely to be thrown down than one which inclines to

the side of leanness.
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Dr. Wesley Mills, who has a wide reputation as a specialist

in clog diseases, gave a very interesting lecture to the members
of the Canine Association and their friends on the " Choice and
Care of Puppies" in the hall of the Natural History Society on

April 1st. There wi\s quite a large number present, amongst

them being a considerable sprinkling of ladies, who listened

with evident pleasure to the practical advice given by the

worthy professor on the selection and rearing of young dogs.

What made the lecture more valuable and instructive was a

number of excellent pictures of different breeds of dogs thrown

on a screen and the exhibition of one or two live specimens,

which were criticised by the lecturer. The lecture was greatly

appreciated and at the close a hearty vote of thanks was

tendered Professor Mills.
*

The Canadig,n Collie Club, at a general meeting held in the

Natural History Rooms last month, decided to offer two medals,

one each for the best dog and bitch respectively, open to mem-
bers only, at the show of the Canine Association. Their

valuable cup, given by the Licensed Victuallers for best collie

is also put up for competition at this show, open to all.

*
The regular monthly meeting of the Montreal Collie Club

was held on Thursday evening, April 11th, Mr. Arthur F*

Gault in the chair. After the preliminary business it was

decided to enlarge tlie committee by adding thereto Messrs. R.

J. Binning, Henry and Hill. It was decided to donate at least

six cups for the puppy, novice and open classes at the forth-

coming show of the Canine Association. A paper on the collie

by Mr. W. M. Cumming, of Aberdeen, Scotland, specially

prepared for the club, was then read and proved very interest-

ing. Mr. Gault's recently imported dog was on exhibition and
was favorably commented on by those present.

*
The English setter as a show dog is deteriorating under the

influence of the uncertainty as to the kind of judge he will go

before. A field trial judge sees "Hoodoo" win everything

before him. "Hoodoo" is a big slashing dog, a rapid mover
and a wide ranger ; he finds all the birds, points and backs to

jierfection. and wins "hands down." He is a big slab-sided,

splay-footed, raw-boned, heavy-headed, thick-skulled, long-

backed dog, but in the find he certainly is a wonder. Presently

this field trial judge is judging in the show ring, and he can see

no dog in the class except " Hoodoo," so he gives him every-

thing. A month later another judge officiates, at a -show where

the same dogs are entered. Then "Hoola, Hoola" wins, a

wastrel, little snipey-faced dog, with a greyhound head, short-

backed as a pug, and as high on the leg as an ostrich—another

type. And so it goes from show to show, until we have as

many types of English setter as Joseph of old had colors in

his coat.
*

Mr. Jos. A. Laurin, of this city, has established a kennel of

Airedales at Tunis Mills, Md., under the management of Percy

Mallorie, the veteran Airedale enthusiast, who hails from the

valley of the Aire, Yorkshire, where the breed originated. Mr.

Laurin intends keeping most of his brood bitches and stud

dogs there, as he finds the demand for young stock greater on
the other side of the line than from Canada. At the same time

he will always maintain a small kennel here. At the Maryland
branch there are at present ten bitches and two dogs of

approved merit, and these will be added to in the course of the

summer from England, wliere orders have already been placed

for several well-known bench winners.

A correspondent in the Sportsmen's Review says: So
much is written about "the wonderful sagacity" of other

dogs that I am morally certain do not begin to have the

sense of the American foxhound, that I am tempted to give

two instances which I can vouch for as strictly true. About
1820 a Mr. Granger, of near Richville, Md., presented Roger
Brooke with a gray bitch. She was named Fashion, and she

stamped this grey color upon this stock so it is the prevailing

color to this day. Mr. Granger had made a pet of her, and
periodically she would go over to see him, about twelve miles.

She kept that up with surprising regularity for two years or

more, always returning to Mr. Brooke's herself. One day she

trotted into the house of Mr. Granger, and the old gentleman

had just passed to his happy hunting ground. She went up
to the bed, raised up, touched her nose to his cold hand for a

little while, and after lying around for a half hour, trotted out

of the house and back to Mr. Brooke's, and never went back to

Mr. Granger again. It may have been a coincidence, but I

cannot believe it. About 1814 a gentleman residing in Brooks-

ville, concluded to migrate to Ohio. Mr. Brooke gave him a

foxhound of the Brooke stock to take with him. The trip was

made entirely by waggon, and consumed thirty days or more

before reaching the Ohio river. The hound was tied under

the waggon until the Ohio river was crossed, and then turned

loose to follow, which he did for several days. One day he

ran off after something, and at night did not return, and that

was the last the gentleman saw of him. But he trotted into

Mr. Brooke's yard in a very few days, apparently none the

worse for his seven or eight hundred-mile trip.

*
A year ago, an informal meeting was held at Toronto by a

few admirers of the foxhound. The question of forming a

foxhound club, having for its object the advancement of that

breed and the harrier, two breeds which require a specialty

club as much as collies or terriers, if a certain fixed type is to

be attained, was discussed and as a result circulars were issued

to all known breeders and fanciers throughout Canada, and

later the same spring a meeting was held and the Canadian

Foxhound Club organized with the following gentlemen as its

first officers : A) f. Russell, president; B.Russell, vice-presi-

dent ; Harry Taylor, secretary-treasurer, all of Toronto.

Executive committee—F. Hobart, J. C. Dunn, L. E. Gregory,

Toronto; W. Paterson, Jr., Geo. Livingstone, Barre, Out.; W.

C. Baldwin, G. P]asdale, Ottawa, Out. Hon. solicitor—N. H.

Williams, Pembroke, Ont. Hon. veterinary surgeon—Dr.

Mole, M.R., C.V.S., Toronto, Ont. Master of foxhounds-

Harry Taylor, Toronto. Patrons—Geo. H. Gooderham, John

G. Kent, Fred W. Jacobi, Toronto, Ont. J. E. Seagram, Water-

loo, Ont. The objects of the club are to promote the breeding

of pure foxhounds, define, precisely, the true type of English

and American foxhounds and English harriers, and to urge

upon all breeders, judges and dog show committees, the adop-

tion of such type as the only recognized and unvarying

standard.
*

On Friday, March 15, the well-known smooth fox terrier

Champion Claude Duval died at the kennels of his owner,

Mr. G. M. Carnochan. Claude Duval was about seven years of

age, and has won a large number of prizes both in Gi®t

Britain and in America.
*

Mr.Joseph Reid's excellent bitch, Logan's Heather Blossom,

and her best son, Logan's Earl, are entered in all the eligible

classes at the Mascoutah Kennel Club's show, Chicago, 111.,

May 1,2, 3 and 4.
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